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ANALYSIS.

BOOK III.--0F PRIVATE WRONGS.

CHAPTER I. 4. Incident to all courts are, a plaintiff, le
OF THE REDRESS OF PRIVATE WRONGS BY fendant, and judge : and with us, there

THE _ERE ACT OFTH_ PARTIES....Page 2 to 16 are also usually attorneys, and advocates
1. Wrongs are the privation of right; and or counsel, viz., either barristers, or ser-

are, I. Private. II. Public ................. 2 jeants at law ................................. Page 2_

2. Private wrongs, or civil injuries, are an CHAPTER IV.
infringement, or privation, of the civil
rights of individuals, considered as indi- OF TH_ PUBLIC COURTS OF Co_o_ LAW
viduals ............................................. 2 ANDEQUITY................................... 80 tO60

3 The redress of civil injuries is one prin- 1. Courts of justice, with regard to their
cipal object of the laws of England ........ 3 several species, are, I. Of a public

4. This redressls effected, I. By the mere act or general jurisdiction throughout the
of the parties. II. By the mere operation realm. II. Of a private or special juris-diction ............................................ 30
of law. III. By both together, or suit in
courts ............................................... 3 2. Public courts of justice are, I. The courts

5. Redress by the mere act of the parties of common law and equity. II. The ec-
is that which arises, I. From the sole act clesiastical courts. III. The militarycourts. IV. The maritime courts .......... 30
of the party injured. II. From the joint
act of all the parties .......................... 3 3, The general and public courts of corn-

6 Of the first sort are, I. Defence of one's mon law and equity are, I. The court oi
self, or relations. II. Recaptlon of goods, piepoudre. II. The court-baron. IIL
III. Entry on lands and tenements. IV. The hundred court. IV. The county
Abatement of nuisances. V. Distress--- court. Y. The court of Common Pleas.

VI. The court of King's Bench. VII,
for rent, for suit or service, for amerce- The court of Exchequer. VIII. The
ments, for damage, or for divers statu-
table penalties,--made of such things only court of Chancery. (Which two last are
as are legally distrainable; and taken courts of equity as well as law.) IX.
and disposed of according to the due The courts of Exchequer-Chamber. X.
eourseof law. VI.Seizing ofherlots, &e..3-15 The house of Peers. To which may be

7 Of the second sort are, I. Accord, II. added, as auxiliaries,. XI. The courts of
Arbitration ...................................... 15-16 Assize and N_si Pr_us ........................ 3_

CHAPTER II. CHAPTER V.
OF REDRESS BY THE I_IERE OPERATION OF OF COURTS ECC_ESIASTICAL_ MILITARY, AND

LAw............................................. 18to21 _I_RtTt_E ....................................... ¢E,--6_
1 Redress, effeeted by the mere operation 1. Ecclesiastical courts, (which were sepa-

f law, is, I. In case of retainer ; where a rated from the temporal by Wilham the
zeditor is executor or administrator, and Conqueror,) or courts Christian, are, I.
is thereupon allowed to retain his own The court of the Archdeacon. II The
2ebt. II. In the case of remitter ; where court of the Bishop'sConsistory. III. The
one who has a good title to lands, &c. court of Arches IV. The court of Pveu-
comes into possession by a bad one, and liars. V, The Prerogative Court. VI.
is thereupon remitted to his ancient good The court of Delegates. "VII. The c,_urt
title, which protects his ill*acquired pos- of Review ...................................... 65--68
session ............................................ 18-21 2. The only permanent mihtary court is

that of chivalry; the courts-martial an-
CHAPTER III. nually established by act of parliament

t}_ COURTSI_ OE_R _L....................... 22 to 25 being only temporary .......................... 68
I Redress that is effected by the act both 3. Maritime courts are, I. The court of Ad-

of law and of the parties is by suit or miralty and Vice-Admiralty. II. The
action in the courts of justice ............... 22 court of Delegates IlI. The lords of the
Herein may be consldcred_ I. The courts Privy Council, and others authorized by
themselves. II. Thecognizanceofwrongs, the king's commission, for appeals in
or injuries, therein. And of courfs I. prize-causes ....................................... 68
Their nature and incidents. II. Their
several species .................................. 23 { CHAPTER VI.
A court is a place wherein justice is ju- / OF COURTSOFA SPECIALJUnISDICTIOI_...71 h, 85
dicially administered, by officers dole- I 1. Courts of a special or private jurisdic-
gated by the crown : being a court either [ tion are, I The forest courts ; including
0f record, or not of r_.cord .................. 23-24 J the courts of attachments, regard, _wein-
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mote, and justice-seat. II. The court 8. Civil injuries cognizable in the cour_
of Commissioners of Sewers. IlL The maritime arc injuries in their nature
court of policies of assurance. 1V. The of common-law cognizance, but arising
_o-lrt of the Marshaisea and the Palace wholly upon the sea, and not within the

Court. V. The courts of the principality precincts of any county. The proceed-
of Wales. V1. The court of the duchy- rags are herein also much conformed to
chamber of Lancaster. Vll. The courts the civil law .......................... Page 106-109
of the counties palatine, and other royal 9. All other injuries are cognizable only
franchises. Vlll. The stannary courts, in the courts of common law: of which
IX. The courts of London, and other in the remainder of this book ........... 109-114
corporations :--to which may be referred 10. Two of them are, however, cog-
the courts of requests, or courts of con- nizable by these, and other, inferior
science; and the modern regulations courts; viz. I. Refusal, or neglect, of
of certain courts-baron and county justice. Remedies: by writ of prate-
courts. X. The courts of the two Uni- dengo, or mandamus. II. Encroachment
versities ................................... Page 71-85 of jurisdiction. Remedy : by writ of

prohibition ................................... 109-11J
CHAPTER VII.

CHAPTER VII1.
OF THECOaNIZANCEO]_PRIVATE WRONGS ....

85 to 114 OF _VnONGS, AND THEIR REMEDIES,RESPECT-
[. All private wrongs or civil injuries are ING THE RIGHTS OFPERSONS.......... 115 to 14_

cognizable either in the courts ecclesias- 1. In treating of the cognizance of injuries
tical, military, maritime, or those of by the courts of common law, may be
common law ...................................... 86 considered, I. The injuries themselves,

2. Injuries cognizable in the ecclesiastical and their respective remedies. II. The
co-nets are, 1. Pecuniary. II. Matrimo- pursuits of those remedies in th_ several
nial. IH. Testamentary .................. 87-88 courts .............................................. 115

8 Pecuniary injuries, here cogmzable, are, 2. Injuries between subject and subject,
1. Subtraction of tithes. For which the cognizable by the courts of common
remedy is by suit to compel their pay- law, are in general remedied by putting
ment, or an equivalent; and also their the party injured into possession of
double value. II. l_on-payment of ec- that right whereof he is unjustly de-
clesiastical dues. Remedy: by suit for i prived ............................................. llfi
payment. 1II. Spoliation. Remedy : by 3. This is effectsd, I. By delivery of the
suit for restitution. IV. Dilapidations. thing detained to the rightful owner.
Remedy : By suit for damages. V. Non- II. Where that remedy is either 4m-
repair of the church, &c.; and non-pay- possible e_ inadequate, by giving the
merit of church-rates. Remedy: by suit party injured a satisfaction in da-
to compel them ................................. 88-92 ranges .............................................. 11_

4. Matrimonial injuries are, I. Jaetitation 4. The instruments by _vhieh these rome-
of marriage. Remedy: by suit for per- dies may be obtained are suits or ac-
petual silence. II. Subtraction of con- tions; which are defined to be the legal
jugal rights. Remedy : by suit for resti- demand of one's right : and these are,
*ution. 111. Inability for the marriage I. Personal. 11. Real. 111. i_lixed..ll6-118
state. Remedy: by suit for divorce. 5. Injuries (whereof some arewith, others
IV. Refusal of decent maintenance to without, force) are, 1. Injuries to the
the wife. Remedy: by suit for all- rights of persons. 1l. Injuries to the
mony ............................................. 92-95 rights of property. And the former are,

_. Testamentary injuries are, I. Disputing I. Injuries to the absolute, II. Injuries
the validity of wills. Remedy : by suit to the relative, rights of persons ....... 118-11_
to establish them. II.' Obstructing of 6. The absolute rights of individuals are,
administrations. Remedy : by suit for I. Personal security. II. Personal liber-
the granting them. IIL Subtraction of ty. III. Private property. (See Book L
legacies. Remedy : by suit for the pay- Ch. I.) To which the injuries must be
ment .............................................. 95-98 correspondent ................................... _I_.

6. The course of proceedings herein is 7. Injuries to personal security are, I.
much conformed to the civil and canon Against a man's life. II. Against his
law: but their only compulsive pro- limbs. IlL Against '_is body. IV.
tess is that of excommunication ; which Against his health. V. Against his re-
is enforced by the temporal writ of putation.--The first must be referred to
_ignificavit or de ezco_municato ca2n_- the nextbook .................................. 119
do................................................. 98-103 8. Injuries to the limbs _nd body are,

7. Civil injm_es, cognizable in the court I. Threats. 1I. Assault. II1. Battery.
military, or court of chivalry, are, I. IV. Wounding. V Mayhem. Remedy:
Injuries in point of honour. Remedy: by action of trespass vi et arrms, for
by suit for honourable amends, lI. damages .......................................... ]20
Encrnachments in coat-armour, &c. 9. Injuries to health, by any unwhole-
Remedy: by suit to remove them. some practices, are remedied by a spe-
The l_roceedlngs are in a summary cial action of trespass on the case, for
method .................................... 108-106 damages .......................................... 12_
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_0. Injtries to reputation are, I. Slander- damages; by action on the case, for tro-
ous and malicious words. Remedy : by ver and conversion ....................... Page 151
action on the case, for damages. IL 7. For damage to personal property, while
Libels. Remedy: the same. III. Malt- in the owner's possession, the remedy
cious prosecutions. Remedy: by action is in damages, by action of trespass
_f conspiracy, or on the case, for da- vi et armi_, in case the act be imme-
ranges .................................. :..... Page 123 diately injurious, or by action of trespass

11. The sole injury to personal liberty on the case, to redress consequential
is false imprisonment. Remedies: I. damage ............................................ 15_
By writ of, 1st, mainprize ; 2ally, o&o et 8. Injurms to personal property, in action,
at_a; 8dly, homme replegiando; 4thly, arise by breach of contracts, I. Express.
habeas corpus ; to remove the wrong. II. Implied ........................................ lh4
II. By action of trespass; to recover 9. Breaches of express contracts are, L
damages ...................................... 127-138 By non-payment of debts. Remedy :

12. For injuries to private property, see the 1st, specffic payment; recoverable by
• next chapter, action of debt; 2dly, damages for non-
18. Injuries to relative rights affect, I. payment; recoverable by action on tile

Husbands. II. Parents. IIL Guardians. case. II. By non-performance of cove-
IV. Masters ....................................... 138 nants. Remedy: by action of covenant,

14. Injuries to a husband are, I. Abduc- 1st, to recover damages, in covenants
tion, or taking away his wife. Remedy: personal; 2dly, to compel performance
by action of trespass de uxore rapta et in covenants real. III. By non-perform-
abducta, to recover possession of his ante of promises, or a_umps_ts. Re-
wife, and damages. II. Criminal con- reedy: by action on the case, for da-
versation with her. Remedy: by ae- mages ......................................... 154-158
tion on the ease, for damages. III. 10. Implied contracts are such as arise,
Beating her. Remedy: by action on I. From the nature and constitution of
the case, per _luod consortium am_it, for government. II. From reason and the
damages ........................................... 139 construction of law ......................... 159-162

15. The only injury to a parent or gust- 11. Breaches of contracts implied in the
dian, is the abduction of their children, nature of government are by the non-
or wards. Remedy: by aetion of tres- payment of money whieh the laws have
pass, de filds, eel canto&is, rapas eel ab- directed to be paid. Remedy : by action
duetis; to recover possession of them, and of debt, (which, in such cases, is fro-
damages ....................................... 140-141 quently a popular, frequently a qui tam

16. Injuriesto a master are, I. Retain- action,) to compel the specific payment;
ing his servants. Remedy : by action or sometimes by action on the case, for
on the case, for damages. II. Beat- damages ....................................... 159-162
ing them. Remedy : by action on the 12. Breaches of contracts implied in reason
case, per quod _v_aum amzsit; for da- and construction of law are by the non-
ranges .......................................... 142-143 performance of legal presumptive assump-

_ts : for which the remedy is in damages ;
CHAPTER IX. by an action on the case, on the implied

assumps_t_. I. Of a q_aantum recruit. II.
OF INJURIESTO PERSONALPROPERTY..144 to 166 Of a quantum valebat. III. Of money ex-
1. Injuries to the rights of property are pended for another. IV. Of receiving

either to those of personal, or real, pro- money to another's use. V. Of an insz-
perty ................................................ 144 rnul computassent, on an account stated,

2. Personal property is either in possession, (the remedy on an account unstated
or in action ....................................... 144 being by action of account.) VI. Of per-

8. Injuries to personal property in posses- forming one's duty, in any employment,
siou are, I. By dispossession. II. By with integrity, diligence, and skill. In
damage, while the owner remains in some of which cases an action of deceit
possession ......................................... 145 (or on the case, in nature of deceit) will

4. Dispossession may be effected, I. By an lie .............................................. 162-166
unlawful taking. IL By an unlawful
detaining ........................................ 145 CHAPTER X.

6 For _be unlawful taking of goods and O_ INJURIES TO REAL PROPERTY; A_D

chattels personal, the remedy is, I. Ac- FIRST OF DISPOSSESSION, OR OUSTER,OF
tual restitution; which (in case of a THE FREE_OLn............................ 167to197
wrongful distress) is obtained by ac- 1. Injuries affecting real property are, L
tioa of replevin. II. Satisfaction in Ouster. II. Trespass. III. Nuisance.
damages: 1st, in case of rezcous, by IV. Waste. V. Subtraction. VI. Dis-
action of re,coup, pound-breach, or on turbance ........................................... 167
the case. 2dly, in case of other unlaw- 2. Ouster is the amotlon of possession ; and
fu'- takings, by action of trespass, or is, I. From freeholds. II. From chattels
trover ......................................... 145-151 real ................................................. 167

6 For the unlawful detaining of goods 3. Ouster from freeholds is effected by, I.
lawfully taken, the remedy is also, Abatement. II. Intrusion. III. Dissei-
[. Actual restitution, by action of re- sin. IV. Discontinuance. V. Deforc_
plevin, or detinue. II. Satisfactiou in ment ................................................ 167
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i. Abatement |s the entry of a stranger, estates by statute and eZeg/t. II. From
after the death of the ancestor, before the an estate for years ........................ Page ] 9_
heir ........................................... Page 167 2. Ouster from estates by statute or e/eg_t

5 Intrusion is the entry of a stranger, is effected by a kind of disseisin. Reme-
after a particular estate of freehold is dy : restitution, and damages; by assise
determined, before him in remainder or of novel &sse_m .................................. 198
reversion .......................................... 169 8. Ouster from an estate for years is of-

6. Disseisin is a wrongful putting out of footed by a like disseisin or ejectment.
him that is seised of the freehold ........... 169 Remedy : restitution and damages ; I.

_. Discontinuance is where tenant in tail, By writ of _ectionsfirm_. II. By writ of
or the husband of tenant in fee, makes a quare ejec_t _nfra terra,hum ..................... ]_9
larger estate of the land than the law 4. A writ of e]ectionefirm_, or action of tres-
aUoweth ........................................... 171 pass in ejectment, lieth where lands, &e.,

8 Defercement is any other detainer of the are let for a term of years and the lessee
freehold from hlmwho hath thc property, is ousted or ejected from his term; in
but who never had the possession .......... 172 which case he shall recover possession of
The universal remedy for all these is re- his term, and damages ......................... 191

stitution or delivery of possession, and, 5. This is now the usual method of trying
sometimes, damages for the detention, titles to land, instead of an action real:
This is effected, I. By mere entry, lI. viz., by, I. The claimant's making an ac-
By action possessory. III. By writ of tual (or supposed) lease upon the land to
right ............................................... 174 the plaintiff. II. The plaintiff's actual

10. Mere entry on lands, by him who hath (or supposed) entry thereupon. III. His
the apparent right of possession, will (if actual (or supposed) ouster and eject-
peaceable) devest the mere possession of meat by the defendant. For which in-
a wrong-doer. But forcible entries are jury this action is brought, either against
remedied by immediate restitution, to be the tenant, or (more usually) against
given by a justice of the peace ......... 175-179 some casual or fictitious ejector; in whose

11. Where the wrong-doer hath not only stead the tenant may be admitted de-
mere possession, but also an apparent fondant, on condition that the lease, en-
right of possession ; this may be devested try, and ouster be confessed, and that
by him who hath the actual right of pos- nothing else be disputed but the merits
session, by means of the possessory ae- of the title claimed by the lessor of the
tions of writ of entry, or assise ............. 179 plaintiff ....................................... 200-20o

! 2. A writ of entry is a real action, which 6. A writ of quare ejecit mfra termz_um is an
disproves the titleof the tenant, byshow- action of a similar nature; only not
ing the unlawful means under which he brought against the wroug-doer or ejector
gained or continues possession. And it himself, but such as are in possession
may be brought, either against the wrong- under his title ............................... 20_
doer himself; or in the degrees called
theper, theTer and cm, and theTo_t ...... 180 CHAPTER XI1.

1,3. An assise is a real action, which proves OF TRESPASS............................. 208 to Z16
the title of the demandant, by showing
his own, or his ancestor's, possession. 1. Trespass is an entry upon, and damage
And it may be brought either to remedy done to, another's lands, by one's self, -r
abatements; viz. the assise of mort d'an- one's cattle; without any lawful author-
coster, &c. : or to remedyrecent disseisins; ity, or cause of justification : which is
viz. the assise of novel &ssezsm ......... 184-190 called a breach of his close. Remedy :

14. Where the wrong-doer hath gained the damages; by action of trespass fluare
actual right of possession, he who hath clausum fregzt : besides that of distress

damage feasant But, unless the title to
the right of property can only be reme- the land come chiefly in question, or the
died by a writ of right, or some writ of a

t_, similar nature. As, I. Where such right trespass was wilful or malicious, the
plaintiff (if the damages be under forty

of possession is gained by the discon- shillings) shall recover no more coststinuance of tenant in tail. Remedy, for
"_heright of property: by writ of forms- than damages ............................... 208--21|

don. IL Where gained by recovery in a CHAPTER XIII.
possessory action, had against tenants of
particular estates by their own default. OF NUISANCE................................ 216t0 21_
Remedy: by writ of quod e_ deforceat. 1. Nuisance, or annoyance, is any thing
IIL Where gained by recovery in apos- that worketh damage, or inconvenience ;
sessory action4, had upon the merits. IV. and iris either a public and common nut-
Where gained by the statute of limita- sance, of which in the next book; or, a
tlons. Remedy, in both cases: by a private nuisance, which is any thing done
mere writ of right, the highest writ in to the hurt or annoyance of, I. The cot-
the law ........................................ 190-197 poreal, II. The incorporeal, heredita-

meats of another .............................. 2] l
CHAPTER XI. 2. The remedies for a private nuisance

elf DISPOSSESSION, OR OUSTER, OF CHAT- (besides that of abatement) are, I.
T_LS R_AT................................... 198 to 207 Damages ; by action on the case (which

| Ou]ter from chattels real is, I. From also lies for special prejudice by a t'nblia
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nulsance.) II. l_emoval thereof, and or, writ of admeasurement of past-_t ; to
lamages ; by assise of nmsance. III. apportion the common ;wand w_it de u-
Like removal, and damages ; by writ of o._nda suTeroneratione ; for the supernu-
_uod perm_ttat Trotter, ere ............... Page 219 merary cattle, and damages. III. Enclo-

sure, or obstruction. Remedies : resti-
CHAPTER XIV. tution of the common, and damages; by

assise of novel dus_sin, and by writ of
Ov WAs_ ..................................... 223 to °.229 guod pcrmittat: or, damages only ; by
l. Waste is a spoil and destruction in lands action on the ease ................... Page 237-24Q

and tenements, to the injury of him who 5. Disturbance of ways is the obstruction,
hath, I. An immediate interest (as, by I. Of a way in gross, by the owner of the
right of common)in the lands. II. The land. IL Of a way appendant, by a
remainder or reversion of the inheritance 228 stranger. Remedy, for both : damages ;

2. The remedies, for a commoner, are, re- by action on the case ........................... 241
stitution, and damages ; by assise of corn- 6. Disturbance of tenure, by driving away
]non : or, damages only; by action on the tenants, is remedied by a special action
case ................................................ 224 on the ease ; for damages ..................... 242

8. The remedy for him in remainder, or 7. Disturbance of patronage is the hinder-
reversion, is, I. Preventive : by writ of ance of a patron to present his clerk to a
estrepement at law, or injunction out of benefice ; whereof usurpation within six
Chancery; to stay waste. II. Corrective: months is now become a species ............ 242
by action of waste ; to recover the place 8. Disturbers may be, I. The pseudo-patron,
Tasted, and damages ..................... 225-229 by his wrongful presentation. II. His

clerk, by demanding institution. IIL
CHAPTER XV. The ordinary, by refusing the clerk of

OF Svn_a*cTio_ ........................... 230 to 235 the true patron .................................. 244
1. Subtraction is when one who owes ser- 9. The remedies are, I. By assise of darreln

vices to another withdraws or neglects presentment; If. By writ of quare _mped_t
to perform them. This may be, I. Of --to compel institution and recover tin-
rents, and other services, due by tenure, mages: consequent to which are the writs
II. Of those due by custom ................. 2_0 of quare incumbrav_t, and quare non ad-

L For subtraction of rents and services m_sit; for subsequent damages. IIL By

due by tenure, the remedy is, L By dis- writ of right of advowson ; to compel
tress; to compel the payment, or perform- institution, or establish the permanent
anee. II. By action of debt. III. By right ........................................... 245--252
assise. IV. By writ de eor,_uem&mbus et CHAPTER XVII.
_ermtus; to compel the payment. V. By
writ of ees_atit; and, VI, By writ of right OF INJVlClES I_ROCEEDIN6rnOl_ ORAFFF.CT-
aur d_claunerwto recover the land it- I_G, THR CROW_.......................... 254to265
self ............................................ 231-234 1. Injuries to which the crown is a party,

B To remedy the oppression of the lord, are, I. Where the crown is the aggressor.
the law has also given, I. The writ of ne II. Where the crown is the sufferer ........ 254
m/u_te vexes: II. The writ of mesne ...... 234 2. The crown is the aggressor, whenever it

4. For subtraction of services due by cus- is in possession of any property to which
tom, the remedy is, I. By writ of sects the subject hath a right .................. 254--255
ad molend_num, furnum, ferrule, &c. ; to 3. This is remedied, I. By petition of right;
compel the performance, and recover whore the right is grounded on facts dis-
damages. II. By action on the case ; for closedin the petition itself. IL By men-
damages only .................................... 235 arran8 de drolt; where the claim is ground-

ed on facts already appearing on record,
CHAPTER XVI. The effect of both which is to remove the

hands (or possession) of the king ...... 255-257
Os DISTURnANe_.......................... 236 to 252 4. Where the crown is the sufferer, the
1. Disturbance is the hindering or disquiet- king's remedies are, I. By such common-

ing the owners of an incorporeal heredita- law actions as are consistent with the
ment, in their regular and lawful enjoy- royal dignity. II. By inquest of office,
ment of it ........................................ 236 toreeoverpossession: which, when found,

2 Disturbances are, I. Of franchises. II. gives the king his right by solemn matter
Of commons. IlL Of ways. IV. Of of record; but may afterwards be tra-
tenure. ¥. Of patronage ................... 236 versed by the subject. III. By writ of

$. Disturbance of franchises is remedied 8c_refac_a_, to repeal the king's patent or
by a special action on the case ; for da- grant. IV. By information of intrusion,
mages ............................................. 286 to give damages for any trespass on the

t. Disturbance of common is, I. Intercom- lands of the crown ; or of debt, to recover
inching without right. Remedy : da- moneys due upon contract, or forfeited by
mages; by an action on the case, or of the breach of any penal statute; or some-
trespass : besides distress damage fen- times (in the latter case) by information
sant; to compel satisfaction. II. Sur- _n rein: all filed in the Exchequer ex o_cio
_harging the common. Remedies: dis- by the king's attorney-generah V. By
tress damage feasant ; to compel satisfae- wr[_ of quo warranto, or ivfcrmation in
ti_u : action ou the case ; for damages: the nature of _ttch w_it ; to seize int_ th_
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lr,lng's hands any franchise usurped by which is either a dilatory I_ma (lst, to
the subject, or to oust a usurper from the jurisdiction; 2dly, in disability of the
any public office. VI. By writ of manda- plaintiff; 3dl,y, in abatement, or it is a
mu_ unless cause ; to admit or restore plea to the action ; sometimes confessing
any person entitled to a franchise or the action, either in whole, or in part,
office : to which, if a false cause be re- (wherein of a tender, paying money into
turned, the remedy is by traverse, or by court, and set-off,) but usuaIly denying
action on the case for damages ; and, in the complaint, by pleading either, 1st,
_onsequence, a peremptory mandamus, or the general issue ; or, 2dly, a special bar_
pit of restitution .................. Page 257-265 (wherein of justifications, the statutes of

limitation, &c.) IV. Rephcation, rejoin-
CtIAPTER XVIII. der, surrejoinder, rebutter, surrebutter

&c. Therein of estoppels, colour, dupli-
_¢ THE PURSU1TOF REMEDIESBY ACTION_ city, departure, new assignment, protes_.

A_D, F_ST, OF rile ORmiNALWRIT..270to272 ation, averment, and other incidents of
| The pursuit of the several remedies fur- pleading ................................ Page 29_-813

uished by the laws of England, is, I. By
action in the courts of common law. II.
By proceedings in the courts of equity... 270 CHAPTER XXI.
OI an action in the court of Common OF Issu_ A_D DEMVI_R_R............... 314 to 817
Pleas, (originally the proper court _br 1. Issue m where the parties, in a course of
prosecuting civil suits, ) the orderly parts pleading, come to a point affirmed on one
are, I. The original writ. II. The pro- side and denied on the other : which, if it
eess. III. The pleadings. IV. The be a matter of law, is called a demurrer;
issue or demurrer. V. The trial. VI. if it be a matter of fact, still retains the
The judgment. VII. The proceedings in name of an issue of fact ..................... $14
nature of appeal. VIII. The execution 272 2. Continuance is the detaining of the par-
The original writ is the beginning or ties in court from time to time, by giving
foundation of a suit, and is either op- them a day certain to appear upon. And,
tional, (called apr_ec_pe,) commanding the if any new matter arises since the last
defendant to do something in certain, or continuance or adjournment, the defend-
otherwise show cause to the contrary ; or ant may take advantage of it, even after
peremptory, (called a s_fecemttesecurum,) demurrer or issue, by alleging it in a
commanding, upon security given by the pleaTu_ darrem continuance .................. 8]5
plaintiff, #,bedefendant to appear in court, 8. The determination of an issue in law, or
to show wherefore he hath injured the demurrer, is by the opinion of the judges
plaintiff both issuing out of Chancery of the court ; which is afterwards entered
under the king's great seal, and return- on record .......................................... 81_
able in bank during term-time ............... 272

CHAPTER XXII.
CHAPTER XIX.

Or PttocEss ................................... 279 to 292 OF THE SF,VERA_ SPECIES OF Tl_IAL...830 to b41
1. Process is the means of compelling the 1. Trial is the examination of the matter of

tefendant to appear in court ................ 279 fact put in issue ................................. 880
2 This includes, I. Summons. II. Thewrit 2. The species of trials are, I. By the re-

in attachment, or pone ; which is some- cord. II. By inspection. III. By certi-
times _he first or original l_rocess III. ficate. IV. By witnesses. V. By wager
The writ of distmnga_, or distress infinite, of battel. VI. By wager of law. VII.
IV. The writs of e_p_as ad re,_pondendum, By jury ............................................ ,280
and testatum cap_as: or, instead of these_ 8. Trial by the record is had, when the ex-
in the King's Bench, the bill of Middle- istence of such record is the point in issue 880
sex, and writ of lat_tat;--and, in the 4. Trial by inspection or examination is
Exchequer, the writ of _uo m_nu_. V. had by the court, principally when the
The at_as and Tlur_es writs. VI. The matter in issue is the evident object ofthe senses .......................................... 381
exigent, or writ of ex_g_fac_as, proclama-
tions, and outlawry. VII. Appearance, 5. Trial by certificate _s had in those cases
and common bail. VIII. The arrest. IX. where such certificate must have been
Special bail, first to the sheriff, and then conclusive to a jury .......................... _g8
to the action ................................. 279-292 6. Trml by witnesses (the regular method

in the civil law) is only used on a writ

CHAPTER XX. of dower, when the death of the husbandis in issue ......................................... _3_

OF P_x_(_s ................................ 293 to 813 7. Trial by wager of battel, in civil cases_
! Pleadings are the mutual altercations of is only had on a writ of right; but, in

the plaintiff and defendant, in writing; lieu thereof, the tenant may have, at his
under which are comprised, I. The decla- option, the trial by the grand assise ...... 887
ration or count, (wherein, incidentally, 8. Trial by wager of law is only had, where

_, of the visne, nonsuit, retrax_t, and dis- the matter in issue may be supposed (o
continuance.) II. The defence, claim of have been privily transacted between
cognizance, imparlance, view, oyer. aid- the parties themselves, without the _n-
prayer, voucher, or age lII The plea; tervention of other witnesses .............. 841
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CHAPTER XXIII. 2. Writs of error lie, I. To the court of
King's Bench, from all inferior courts of

Oy THE TRIAL BY JURY............ Page 851 to 885 record; from the court of Common Pleas
l. Trial by jury is, I. Extraordinary ; as, at Westminster; and from the court of

by the grand assise, in writs of right; King's Bench in Ireland. II. To _heand by the grand jury, in writs of at- courts of Exchequer Chamber, from the
taint. IL Ordinary ........................... 351 law side of the court of Exchequer; and

2. The method and process of the ordinary from proceedings in the court of King's
trial by jury is, I. The writ of vemre Bench by bill. IIL To the .house of

facza_ tc the sheriff, coroners, or elisors; peers, from proceedings in the court of
with the subsequent compulsive process King's Bench by original, and on writs
of habeas corpora, or d_strzngas. II. The of error; and from the several courts ofcarrying down of the record to the court
of nisz l,rms. III. The sheriff's return ; Exchequer Chamber ............... Page 406-41 ]
or pauel of, 1st, special, 2dly, common,
jurors. IV. The challenges; 1st, to the CHAPTER XXVI.

array ; 2dly, to the polls of the jurors ; OF EXECVTION........ :...................... 412 to 42§
either, prolgter honor_ respeetum, _proloter 1. Execution is the putting in force of the
defectfim, propter affectum, (which is some- sentence of judgment of the law: which is
times a principal challenge, sometimes to effected, I. Where possession of any here-
the favour,) or, propter dehetum. V. The ditament is recovered; by writ of haberetales de drcum_tantzbus. VI. The oath of

faaa8 eeisinam, possessionem, &c. II.
the jury. "VII. The evidence ; which is Where any thing is awarded to be done
either by proofs, 1st, written; 2dly, or rendered; by a special writ for that
parol,--or, by the private knowledge of purpose : as, by writ of abatement in
the jurors. VIII. The verdict: which case of nuisance; retorno habendo, and
may be, 1st, privy; 2dly, public; 8dly, capia_inwithernam, in replevin; d_stringa_
special ......................................... 851-885 and scire faci_ in detinue. III. Where

money only is recovered; by writ of,
CHAPTER XXlV. let, capias ad sat_sfacirndum, against the

OF JUDGMENT, AND ITSINCIDENTS...... 386 to 399 body of the defendant; or, in default
1. Whatever is transacted at the trial, in thereof, $dre .fac_as, against his bail.

the court of n/s/pr0ud, is added to the re- 2dly, fierl facias, against his goods and
cord under the name of a postea ; conse- chattels. 8dly, levari faeias, against his
quent upon which is the judgment ......... 886 goods and the profits of his lands.

"_ Judgment may be arrested or stayed for 4thly, eleyit, against his goods and the
causes, I. Extrinsic, or dehors the record: possession of his lands. 5thly, extendl
as in the case of new trials. II. Intrin- .lucius, and other process, on statutes,
sic, or within it: as where the declara- recognizances, &c., against his body,
tion varies from the writ, or the verdict lands, and goods ........................... 412-42_
from the pleadings and issue; or where
the case laid in the declaration is not CHAPTER XXVII.
sufficient to support the action in point
of law .......................................... 386-894 OF PROCEEDINGS IN THE COURTS OF EQUITY

3. Where the issue is immaterial or insuffi- 426 to 45fi
cient, the court may award a repleader 895 ]. 1%Iatters of equity, which belong to the

4. Judgment is the sentence of the law, peculiar jurisdiction of the court of
pronounced by the court, upon the mat- Chancery, are, I. The guardianship of
ter contained in the record .................. 395 infants. FI. The custody of idiots and

6. Judgments are, I. Interlocutory; which lunatics. III. The superintendence of
are incomplete till perfected by a writ of charities. IV. Commissions of bank-
inquiry. II. Final ............................. 896 rupt ............................................ 426-,129

6. Costs, or expenses of suit, are now the 2. The court of Exchequer, and the duchy
necessary consequence of obtaining judg- court of Lancaster, have also some
men_,................................................ 899 peculiar causes, in which the interest

of the king is more immediately con-
CHAPTER XXV. corned ......................................... 428-42]

3. Equity is the true sense and sound in-
_)r PROCEEDINGS IN THE NATURE OF AP- terpretation of the rules of law, and,

_EAZ,S ...................................... 402 to 411 as such, is equally attended to by the
' Proceedings in the nature of appeals judges of the courts both of common

from judgment are, I. A writ of attaint ; law and equity .............................. 430-48
to impeach the verdict of a jury : which 4. The essential differences, whereby the
of late has been superseded by new trials. English courts of equity are distin-
II. A writ of deceit. III. A writ of a_ita guished from the courts of law, are,
querela; to discharge a judgment by matter I. The mode of ]_roof, by a discovery
that has since happened. IV. A writ of on the oath of the party ; which gives
error, from one court of record to another; a jurisdiction in matters of account, and
to correct judgments, erroneous in point fraud. II. The mode of trial ; by depo-
of law, and not helped by the statutes of sitions taken in any part of the world.
amendment aud ieofails ................... 402-406 III. The mode of relief; by giving a more
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specific and extensive remedy than can viz., (ordinarily) attachment, attach-
"_ be had in the courts of law : as, by carry- ment with proclamations, commission of

mg agreements into execution, staying rebellion, serjeant-at-arms, and seques-
waste or other injuries by injunction, tration. IV. Appearance. V. Demurrer.
directing the sale of encumbered lands, ¥I. Plea. VII. Answer. VIII. Excep-
&c. IV. The true construction of secu- tions; amendments; cross, or supplemen-
rities for money, by considering them tal, bills, bills of revivor, interpleader,
merely as a pledge. V. The execution &c. IX. Replication. X. Issue. XI.
of trusts, or second uses, in a manner Depositions taken upon interrogato-
analogous to the law of legal es- ries ; and subsequent publication there-
tares .................................... Page 436-440 of. XIL Hearing. XIII. Interlocutory

II. The proceedings in the court of Chan- decree; feigned issue, and trial; refer-
eery (to which those in the Exchequer, enee to the master, and report; &o.
&e. very nearly conform) are, I. Bill. XIV. Final decree. XV. Rehearing,
II. Writ of 8ubT_na; and perhaps in- or bill of review. XVL Appeal to par-
iua_tion. IIl. Process of contempt ; liament ................................ Page 4424_
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AI ALYSIS.

BOOK IV.*--0F PUBLIC WRONGS.
CHAPTER ] 3. A vicious will may therefore be wanting,

0v _rIzz NATERE OF CttIMES. AND THEIR in the cases of I. Infancy. II. Idiocy, or
PUNISltMENT............................ Page 1 to 12 lunacy. III. Drunkenness; which doth

I. In treating of public wrongs may be not, however, excuse. IV. Misfortune.
considered, I. The general nature of ¥. Ignorance, or mistake of fact. ¥I.
crimes and punishments. II. The per- Compulsion, or necessity ; which is, 1st,
sons capable of committing crimes. III. that of civil subjection ; 2dly, that of
Their several degrees of guilt. IV. The duressper m_nas; 3dly, that of choosing
several species of crimes, and their re- the least pernicious of two evils where
spective punishments. V. The means of one is unavoidable; 4thly, that of want
prevention. ¥I. The method of punish- or hunger; whmh is no legitimate ex-
merit ................................................ 1 cuss ........................................ Page 22-32

2. A crime, or misdemeanour, is an act com- 4. The king, from his excellence and dig-
mitred, or omitted, in violation of a nity, is also incapable of doing wrong .... ,_3
public law, either forbidding or com-
manding it ....................................... 5 CHAPTER III.

? Crimes are distinguished from civil OF P_I_C]rALS A_D ACCBSSORIES.......... 34 tO37
injuries, in that they are a breach and 1. The different degrees of guilt in crimi-
violation of the public rights, due to the nals are, I. As principals. II. As acces-
whole community, considered as a corn- series ............................................... 8t
munity ............................................. 5 2. A principal in a crime is, I. He wh_

4. Punishments may be considered with commits the fact. II. He who is pre-
regard to, I. The power, II. The end, sent at., aiding, and abetting, the com-
lII. The measure,--of their infliction ..... 7 mission ............................................ 21

5. The power, or right, of inflicting human 3. An accessory is he who doth not commit
punishments, for natural crimes, or such the fact, nor is present at the commis-
as are _ala in se, was by the law of sion, but is in some sort concerned there-
nature vested in every individual; but, in, either before or after ...................... 3b
by the fundamental contract of society, 4. Accessories can only be in petit treason,
is now transferred to the sovereign and felony: in high treason, and misde-
power: in which also is vested, by the meanours, all are principals ................. 35
same contract, the right of punishing 5. An accessory before the fact. is one who,
positive offences, or such as are mala belngabsent whenthe crime is committed,
proh_b_ta ........................................... 7 hath procured, counselled, or commanded

6. The end of human punishments is to another to commit it .......................... 86
prevent future offences; I. By amending 6. An accessory after the fact, is where.
the offender himself. II. By deterring a person, knowing a felony to have been
others through his example. III. By comnntted, receives, relieves, comforts,
depriving him of the power to do future or assists the felon. Such accessory is
mischief ........................................... 11 usually entitled to the benefit of clergy ;

L The measure of human punishments where the principal, and accessory before
must be determined by the wisdom of the fac_, are excluded from it ............... 8't
the sovereign power, and not by any
uniform universal rule : though that wis- CHAPTER IV.
dora may be regulated, and assisted, by
certain general, equitable principles ...... 12 OF OFFENCESAGAINSTGOV A_D RELIning..

42 to f_i
CHAPTER II. 1. Crimesandmisdemeanours, cognizable by

taF THE PERSONS CAPABLEOF COMMITTING the laws of England, are such as mort
CRIMES........................................ 20 to 38 immediately offend, I. God, and his holy

| All persons are capable of committing religion. 11. The law of nations. III
crimes, unless there be in them a defect The king and his government. IV. The
of will ; for, to constitute a legal crime, public, or commonwealth. V. ]ndivi-
there must be both a vicious will and a duals ................................................ {2
vicious act ........................................ 20 2. Crimes more immediately offending God

2 The wih does not concur with the act, and religion are, I. Apostasy. Forwhieh
I. Where there is a defect of understand- the penalty is incapacity, and imprison-

ing. II. Where no will is exerted III. ment. II. Heresy. Penalty for one spe-
Where th,_ act is constrained by force cies thereof: the same. III. Offeneea
and violence .................................... 21 against the established thuroh.. -Either
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by reviling its ordinances. Penalties : privy seal. VI. By counte_eiting the
fine ; deprivation ; imprisonment ; for- king's money, or importing counterfeit
feiture.--Or, by non-conformity to its money. VII. By killing the chancellor,
worship: 1st, through total irreligion, treasurer, or king's justices, in the exe-
Penalty : fine. 2dly, through Protestant cution of their offices ................. Page 76-8_
dissenting. Penalty:suspended(condition- 8. High treasons, created by subsequent
ally) by the toleration act. 3dly, through statutes, are such as relate, I. To pa-
popery, either in professors of the popish pists: as, the repeated defence of the
religion, popish recusants convict, or po- pope's jurisdiction ; the coming from be-
pish priests. Penalties: incapacity; double yond sea of a natural-born popish priest;
_axes ; imprisonment ; fines ; forfeitures ; the renouncing of allegiance and rccon-
abjuration of the realm; judgment of cfliation to the pope, or other foreign
felony, without clergy; and judgment of power. II. To the coinage or other sig-
high treason. IV. Blasphemy. Penalty: natures of the king: as, counterfeiting
fine, imprisonment, and corporal punish- (or, importing and uttering counterfeit}
meet. V. Profane swearing and cursing, foreign corn, here current; forging the
Penalty : fine, or house of correction, sign-manual, privy signet, or priwy seal ;
VI. Witchcraft ; or, at least, the pretence falsifying, &c. the current coin. IIL
thereto. Penalty: imprisonment, and To the Protestant succession; as, corre-
pillory. VII. Religious impostures. Pc- sponding with, or remitting money to,
nalty: fine, imprisonment, and corporal the late pretender's sons; endeavouring
punishment. VIII. Simony. Penalties: to impede the succession; writing or
forfeiture of double value: incapacity, printing in defence of any pretender's
IX. Sabbath-breaking. Penalty : fine. title, or in derogation of the act of settle-
X. Drunkenness. Penalty: fine, or stocks, ment, or of the power of parliament to
XI. Lewdness. Penalties: fine; impri- limit the descent of the crown ............. 87-9'J
sonment; house of correction ....... Page43-65 4. The punishment of high treason, in

males, is (generally) to be, L Drawn.
CHAPTER V. II. Hanged. IIL Embowelled alive. IV.

0F OFFENCESAGAINSTTHELAW OF NATIONS Beheaded. V. Quartered. VI. Ths head
66 to 78 and quarters to be at the king's disposal-

I. The law of nations is a system of rules, But, in treasons relating to the coin, only
deducible by natural reason, and esta- to be drawn, and hanged till dead. Fe-
lJlished by universal consent, to regulate males, in both cases, are to be drawn
the intercourse between independent and burned alive ................................ 92
states .............................................. 66

2. In England, the law of nations is adopt- 6678 CHAPTER VII.

ed, in its full extent, as part of the law OF FELONIESINJUnIOUS TOTHE KING'S PRZ
of the land ........................................ ROG_TIVE..................................... 94 to 1U2

8. Offences against this law are principally 1 Felony is that offence which occasions
incident to whole states or nations ; but, the total forfeiture of lands or goods at
when committed by private subjects, are commonlaw : now usuallyalsopunishable
then the objects of the municipal law ...... with death, by hanging ; unless through

| Crimes against the law of nations, ant- the benefit of clergy ............................ 94
madverted on by thelaws of England, are, 2. Felonies injurious to the king's prero-
L Violatmn of safe-conducts. II. In- gative (of which some are within, others
fl'ingement of the rights of ambassadors, without, clergy) are, I. Such as relate to
Penalty, in both : arbitrary. III. Piracy. the coin : as, the wilful uttering of coun-
Penalty: judgment of felony, without terfeit money, &c.: (to which head some
clergy ............................................ 68--73 inferior misdemeanours affecting the coin-

age may be also referred.) II. Conspir-
CHAPTER VI. ing or attempting to kill a privy court-

OF HmH TREASON............................. 74 tO92 sellor. IIL Serving foreign states, or
], Crimes and misdemeanours more pecu- enlisting soldiers for foreign service. IV.Embezzling the king's armour or stores.liarly offending the king and his govern-

ment are, I. High treason. II. Felonies V. Desertion frova the king's armies, by
injurious to the prerogative. IIL Pr_- land or sea ..................................... 98-ttr_
raunire. IV. Other misprisions and con-
tempts ............................................. 74 CHAPTER VIII.

2 High treason may, according to the sta- OF PR_UN_RE .............................. 103 to 11 _
tute of Edward III, be committed, I. By 1. Pr_emnnire, in its original sense, is the
compassing or imagining the death of the offence of adhering to the temporal power
king or queen consort, or their eldest of the pope, in derogation of the regal
son and heir; demonstrated bysome overt authority. Penalty: outlawry, forfeit-
act 17[. By violating the king's compa- ure, and imprisonment: which hath
nion. his eldest daughter, or the wife of since been extended to some offences of a
his eldest son IIL By some overt act of different nature ................................. 105
ievying war against the kmg in his realm. 2. Among these are, I. Importing popi_
IV. By adherence to the king's enemies, trinkets. II. Contributing to the main
V By counterfeiting the king's great or tenance c._ popish seminaries abroad, or
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poplsn priests in England. III. Molesting without clergy. II. Compelling prison-
the possessors of abbey-lands. IV. Act- ers to become approvers. Penalty : judg-
ing as broker in a usurious contract, for meat of felony. IIL Obstructing the
more than ten per cent. V. Obtaining any execution of process. IV. Escapes. V.
stay of proceedings in suits for monopo- Breach of pmson. ¥I, l{escue.--Which
lies, VI. Obtaining an exclusive patent four may (according to the circumstances)
for gunpowder or arms. ¥1I. Exertion be either felonies, or misdemeanours pun-
of purveyance or pre-emption. ¥IIL ishable by fine and imprisonment. VII.
Asserting a legislative authority in both Returning from transportation. This is
or either house of parliament. IX. Send- felony, without clergy. VIII. Taking re-
ing any subject a prisoner beyond sea. wards to help one to his stolen goods.
X. Refusing the oaths of allegiance and Penalty: the same as for the theft. IX.
supremacy. XI. Preaching. teaching, or Receiving stolen goods. Penalties: trans-
advised speaking in defence of the right portation; fine; and imprisonment. X.
of any pretender to the crown, or in de- Theftbote. XI. Common barre|ry, and
rogation of the power of parliament to mdng in a feigned name. XII. Mainten-
limit the succession, XII. Treating of ante. XIII. Champerty. Penalty, in
other matters, by the assembly of peers these four: fine and imprisonment. XIVo
of Scotland, convened for electing their Compounding prosecutions on penal sta-
representatives in parliament. XIII. Un- tutes. Penalty : fine, pillory, and dis-
warrantable undertakings by unlawful ability. XV. Conspiracy; and threats of
mubscriptions to public funds....Page 115-117 accusation in order to extort money, &c.

Penalties : the villenous judgment ; fine ;
CHAPTER IX. impmsonment ; pillory ; whipping ; trans-

portation. XVI. Perjury, and suborns-
OF MISPRISIONS AND CONTEMPTS, AI*FECT- tion thereof. Penalties: infamy; impri-

INO TUE KING ANn GOV_n_M_NT .... 119 to 126 sonment ; fine, or pillory, and sometimes
1. Misprisions and contempts are all such transportation, or house of correction.

high offences as are under the degree of XVII. Bribery. Penalty: fine, and ira-
capital ............................................. 119 prisonment. XVIII. Embracery. Pe-

2. These are, I. Negative, in concealing nalty: infamy, fine, and imprisonment.
what ought to be revealed. II. Positive, XIX. False verdict. Penalty: the judg-
in committing what ought not to be meat in attaint. XX. Negligence of pub-
done ................................................ 119 lic officers, &c. Penalty: fine and for- ,

8. Negative misprisions arc, I. Misprision feiturc of the office. XXI. Oppression
of treason. Penalty: forfeiture and ira- by the magistrates. XXII. Extortion of
prisonment. II. Misprision of felony, officers. Penalty, in both : imprisonment,
Penalty: fine and imprisonment. IIL fine, and sometimes forfeiture of the
Concealment of treasure trove. Penalty: office........................................... 128-1 il
fine and imprisonment .................... 120-121

G. Positive misprisions, or high misde- CHAPTER XI.
meanours and contempts, are, I. Maladmi-
nistration of public trusts, which includes OF OFFENCESAGAINSTTHE PvnLIC PEACE....
the crime of peculation. Usual penal- 142 to _,5a
ties: banishment; fines; imprisonment ; 1. Offences against the public peace are,
disability. IL Contempts against the I. l_iotous assemblies to the number of
king's prerogative. Penalty: fine and twelve. II. Appearing armed, or hunt-
imprisonment. ItI. Contempts against ing, in disguise. III. Threatening, or
his person and government. Penalty: demanding any valuable thing, by letter.
fine, imprisonment, and infamous corpo- All these are felonies, without clergy.
ral punishment. IV. Contempts against I¥. Destroying of turnpikes, &c. Penal-
his title. Penalties : fine and imprison- ties : whipping ; imprisonment ; judgment
ment; or, fine and disability ¥. Con- of felony, with and without clergy. ¥.
tempts against his palaces, or courts of Affrays. ¥I. Riots, routs, and unlawful
justice. Penalties : fine ; imprisonment ; assemblies. ¥II. Tumultuous petition-
corporal punishment; loss of right hand ; ing. VIII. Forcible entry and detainer.
forfeiture ..................................... 121-126 Penalty, in all four : fine, and imprison-

ment. IX. Going unusually armed. Pc-
CHAPTER X. nalty: forfeiture of arms, and imprison-

ment. X. Spreading false news. Penal-
01' OFFENCES AOAINST PUBLI0 JusTicE ....

127 to 141 ty : fine, and imprisonment. XI. Pre-
tended prophecies. Penalties: fine; impri-

I. Crimes especially affecting the common- sonment ; and forfeiture. XIt. Challenges
wealth are offences, I. Against the pub- to fight. Penalty: fine, imprisonment,
lic justice. II. Against the public peace, and sometimes forfeiture. XIII. Libels.
IlL Against the public trade. IV. Penalty : fine, imprisonment, and corporal
Against the public health. V. Against punishment .................................. 142-I_
the public police, or economy ................ 127

$. Offences against the public justice are, CHAPTER XIL
I. Embezzling, or vacating, records, and
personating others in courts of justice. OF OFFENCESAGAINSTPunLIC TaADE...154 to l
Penalty: judgment of felony usually 1. Offences against the public trade are,
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I. Owling. Penalties : fines ; forfeitures ; are, I. Against their persons. IL AgalmJt
Lmprisonment ; loss of left hand ; trans- their habitations. III. Against their pro-
portation ; judgment of felony. II. perry ........................................... Pap 1'/_
Smuggling. Penalties : fines ; loss of 2. Crimes against the persons of individuals
goods ; judgment of felony, without cler- ] are, L By homicide, or destroying life.
gy. III. Fraudulent bankruptcy. Pc- ] II. By other corporal injuries ................ 177
natty: judgment of felony, without clergy, t 3. Homicide is, I. Justifiable. IL Exeusa-
IV. Usury. Penalty : fine and imprison- ! ble. III. Felonious ............................. 17R
men_. V. Cheating. Penalties: fine ; 4. Homicide is justifiable, I. By necessity,
imprisonment ; pillory ; tumbrel; whip_ and command of law. IL By permission
ping, or other corporal punishment; of law: 1st, for the furtherance of publio
transportation. VI. Forestalling. VII. justice ; 2diy, for prevention of some for-
Regrating VIII. Engrossing. Penal- cible felony ........................................ 1711
_xes, for all three : loss of goods ; fine ; 5. _Homicide is excusable, I. Per infortunium,
imprisonment; pillory. IX. Monopolies, or by misadventure. II. Se defendendo,
and combinations to raise the price of or self-defence, by chance-medley. Pe-
commodiues. Penalties : fines ; imprison- nalty, in both : forfeiture of goods; which
meat ; pillory ; loss of ear ; infamy ; and, however is pardoned of course ............... 182
sometimes, the pains of pr_unire. X. 6. Felonious homicide is the killing of a
Exercising a trade, not having served as human creature without justification or
apprentice. Penalty: fine. XI. Trans- excuse. This is, I. Killing one's selfi
porting, or residing abroad, of artificers. II. Killing another .............................. 188
Penalties: fine; imprisonment; forfeiture; 7. Kilhng one's self, or self-murder, is where
incapacity ; becoming aliens ...... Page 154-160 one deliberately, or by any unlawful ma-

licious act, puts an end to his own life.
CHAPTER XIII. This is felony ; punished by ignominious

OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE PUBLIC HEALTH. burial, and forfeiture of goods and chat*

AND AGAINST THE PUBLIC POLICE OR tels ................................................... 189
ECONOI_IY.................................... 161 to 175 8. Killing another is, I. Manslaughter. II.

!. Offences against the public health are, Murder ............................................. 190
I. Irregularity in time of the plague or 9. Manslaughter is the unlawful killing of
of quarantine. Penalties : whipping ; another ; without malice, express or im-
judgment of felony, with and without plied. This is either, I. ¥oluntary, upon
clergy. II. Selling unwholesome provi- a sudden heat. IL Involuntary, in the
signs. Penalties : amercement ; pillory ; commission of some unlawful act. Both
fine; imprisonment; abjuration of the are felony, but within clergy; except in
town ............................................ 161-162 the case of stabbing ............................. 191

_. Offences against the public police and 10. Murder is when a person of sound me-
economy, or domestic order of the king- mory and discretion unlawfully killeth
dora, are. I. Those relating to clandestine any reasonable creature, in being and
and irregular marriages. Penalties: judg- under the king's peace ; with malice afore-
meat of felony, with and without clergy, thought, either express or implied. This
II. Bigamy or (more properly) polygamy, is felony, without clergy ; punished with
Penalty: judgment of felony. III Wan- speedy death, and hanging in chains or
dering, by soldiers or mariners. IV. Re- dissection ......................................... 194
maining in England by Egyptians, or II. Petit treason (being an aggravated
being m their fellowship one month, degree of murder) is where the servant
Both these are felonies, without clergy, kills his master, the wife her husband,
V. Common nuisances: 1st, by annoy- or the ecclesiastic his superior. Penalty:
ances or purprestures in highways, bridg- in men, to be drawn and hanged; m
es, and rivers; 2dly, by offensive trades women, to be drawn and burned ............ 208
and manufactures; 8diy, by disorderly CHAPTER XV.
houses ; 4thly, by lotteries ; 5thly, by
cottages; 6thly, by fireworks; 7thly, by OF OFFENCESAGAINSTTHE PERSONSOF IN-
eavesdropping. Penalty, in all : fine. DIVXDUALS.................................. 205 to 21_
8thly, by common scolding. Penalty : 1. Crimes affecting the persons of indivi-
the cueking_tool. YI. Idleness, dis- duals, by other corporal injuries not
order, vagrancy, and incorrigible roguery, amounting to homicide, are, I. Mayhem ;
Penalties: imprisonment ;whipping •judg- and also shooting at another. Penalties:
meat of felony. VII. Luxury in diet. fine; imprisonment; judgment of felony,
Penalty: discretionary. VIII. Gaming. without clergy. II. Forcible abduction,
Penalties : to gentlemen, fines ; to others, and marriage or defilement, of an heiress
fine and imprisonment; to cheating games- which is felony : also, stealing, End de-
ters, fine, infamy, and the corporal pains flowering or marrying, any woman-child
of perjury. IX. Destroying the game. under the age of sixteen years ; for which
Penalties: fines, and corporal punish- the penalty is imprisonment, fine, ami

omeat ........................................... 16_-175 temporary tbrfeiture of her lands. IIL
l_ape: and also carnal knowledge of a

CHAPTER XIV. woman-child under the age of ten yeats.
'r ItO_ICIDE .................................. 176to 203 IV. Buggery, with man or beast. Both

! Crimes especially affecting individuals these are felonies, without clergy. V
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Assault. VI. Battery; especially of cler- dwelling-house or its out-houses, without
gymen. VII. Wounding. Penalties, in breaking, and though no person be
all three : fine ; imprisonment ; and other therein ...................................... Page 255
corporal punishment. VIII. False ira- 6. Larceny from the person is, I. By pr_
prisonment. Penalties: fine; imprison- vately stealing from the person of au-
ment: and (in some atrocious cases) Giber, above the value of twelvepence.
the pains of 2rs_7_zunzre, and incapacity II. By robbery; or the felonious and
of office or pardon. IX. Kidnapping, or forcible taking, from the person of an-
forcibly stealing away the king's sub- other, goods or money of.any value,
jeets. Penalty: fine; imprisonment; by putting him in fear. These are both
and pillory ............................ Page 205-219 felonies without clergy. An attempt to

rob is also felony ............................ 241
CHAPTEtt XVI. 7. Mahmous mischief, by destroying dikes,

_F OFFENCES AQAINSTTHE HABIT._TIONSOF goods, cattle, ships, garments, fish-
INDIVIDUALS ....................... 22{) to 223 ponds, trees, woods, churches, clmpels,

l Crimes affecting the habitations of indl- meeting-houses, houses, out-houses,
corn, hay, straw, sea or r_ver banks,

viduals are, I. A:_on. II. Burglary ...... 220 hop-brads, coal-mines, (or engines there-2. Arson is the malicious and wHtul burn-
ing of the house, or out-house, ot an- unto belonging.) or any fences for on-
other man. This is felony; in some closures by act of parliament, is felony,
vases within, in others without, clergy... 220 and, in most cases, without benefit of

clergy ............................................ 24R
Burglary is the breaking and entering, 8. Forgery is the fraudulent making (_r
by night, into a mansmn-house, with alteratmn of a wmtmg, in prejudice of
mten_ to commit a felony. This is fe-
lony, without clergy ........................... 223 another s mght. Penalties : fine ; impri-

sonment ; pillory ; loss of nose and ears ;
forfeiture, judgment of felony, without

CHAPTER XVII. clergy.._ ........................................... 247
_Y OFFENCES AGAINST PRIVATE PROPERTY..

229 to 247 CHAPTER XVIII.

I Crimes affecting the private property of OF THE 5IEANS OFPREVENTINGOFFENCES...
individuals are, I. Larceny. II Malt- 251 to 256
cious mischief. III. Forgery ............... 229 1. Crimes and misdemeanours may be pre-

2 Larceny is, L Simple. II. Mixed, or vented by compelhng suspected persons
compound ........................................ 229 to give security: which is effected b.y

_. Simple larceny is the felonious taking, binding them in a conditional recogm-
and carrying away, of the personal zance to the king, taken in court, or by
goods of another. And it is, I. Grand a magistrate out of court .................... 251
larceny ; being above the value of 2. These recogmzances may be conditioned,
twelvcpence. Which is felony; in some I. To keep the peace, tI. To be of the
cases within, in others without, clergy, good behaviour ................................. 252
II. Petit larceny; to the value of twelve- 3. They may be taken by any justice or
pence or under. Which is also felony, conservator of the peace, at his own dis-
but not capital; being punished with cretion; Gr at the request of such as are
whipping, or transportation .................. 229 entitled to demand the same ................ 25a
Mixed, or compound, larceny, is that 4. All persons, who have given sufficient

wherein the taking is accompanied with cause to apprehend an intended breach
the aggravation of being, I. From the of the peace, may be bound over to keep
house. II. From the person ................ 239 the peace; and all those that be not of

_. Larcenies from the house, by day or good fame may be bound to the good
night, are felonies without clergy, when behaviour; and may, upon refusal in
they are, I. Larcenies, above twelve- either case, be committed to gaol ........... 256
p_nce, from a church ;--or by breaking
a tent or booth in a market or fair, by CHAPTER XIX.
day or night, the owner or his family
being thereln;--or by breaking a dwell- OF COURTS OF A CRII_IINALJUnISDICTION..-
ing-house by day, any person being 258to277
therein ;--or from a dwelling-house by 1. In the method of punishment may be
day without breaking, any person considered, I. The several courts of cri-
therein being put in fear :--or from a minal jurisdiction. II. The several pro-
dwelling-house by night, without break- ceedings therein ................................ 25_
ing, the owner or his family being 2. The criminal courts are, I. Those of a
therein, and put in fear. II. Larce- public and general jurisdiction through-
ales of five shillings, by breaking the out the realm. II. Those of a private
dwelling-house, shop, or warehouse, and special jurisdiction ..................... 2t_R
by day, though no person be therein; 3. Public criminal courts are. I. The high
or by privately stealing i_ any shop, court of parliament; which proceeds
warehouse, coach-house, or stable, by by impeachment. II. The court of the
day or mghI, without breaking, and lord high steward; and the court of the
though no person be therein III. king in full parliament : for the trial of
Larcenies, of forty shillings, from a capitally-indicted peers. III. The court

Vo_ II.--B
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of King's Bench. IV. The court of chi- son-breakers, when committed forfelony
• alry. V. The court of admiralty, under V. Outlaws. VI. Those who have ab-
the king's commission. VI. The courts jured the realm. VII. Approvers, and
of oyer _nd termmer. VII. General gaol- appellees. VIII. Persons taken with the
dehvery. VIII. The court of quarte_ mainour. IX. Persons accused of arson
sessions of the pe_ee_ IX. The she- X. Excommunicated persons ........... Page29_
rlff_s tourn. X. The ecru't-loot. XI. 4. The magistrate may, at his discretion,
Tile corot of the corot,or. XII. Tile com't admit or not admit to bail persons not
of the elerk of.the market ........ Page 258-o75 of good fame, charged with other felo-

t. Private criminal eourts are, I. The court nies, whether as principals or as ac-
of the lord steward, &c. by statute of eessories .......................................... 299
IIenry VII. II. The court of the lord 5. If they be of good fame, he is bound to
steward, &c. by statute of Henry VIII. admit them to bail .............................. 299
III. The university courts ............... 275-277 6. The court of King's Bench, or its judges

in time of vacation, may bail in any case
CHAPTER XX. whatsoever ....................................... 299

OF SUM_A_v Co._vicTio_s .............. 280 to 288
1. Proceedings in criminal court." are, I. CHAPTER XXIII.

Summary. II. Regular ...................... 280 OF TnE S_VERXLMODES OFPROSECUTm_r....
2. Summary proceedings are such, where- 301 to 812

by a man may be convicted of divers 1. Prosecution, or the manner of accusing
offences, without any formal process or offenders, is either by a previous finding
jury, at the discretmn of the judge or of a grand jury, as, I. By presentment.
judges appointed by act of parliament, II. By indictment. Or, without such
or common law .................................. 280 finding, II_. By information. IV. By

_l.Such are, I. Trials of offences and frauds appeal ........................................... S01
against the laws of excise and other 2. A presentment is the notice taken by a
branches of the king's revenue. II: Con- grand jury of any offence, from their own
victions before justices of the peace upon knowledge or observation .................... 801
a variety of minute offences, chiefly 3. An indictment is a written accusation of

against the public police. IlL Attach- one or more persons of a crime or mis-
ments for contempts to the superior demeanour, preferred to, and presented
courts of justice ............................ 281-288 on oath by, a grand jury; expressing,

with sufficient certainty, the person,
CHAPTER XXI. time. place, and offence ...................... _0_

ns ARn_STS .................................. 289 to 295 4. An information is, I At the suit of the

, Regular proceedings in the courts of king and a subject, upon penal statutes.
common law, are, I. Arrest. II Corn- II. At the suit _f the king only. Either,
mitment and bail. III. Prosecution. 1. Filed by the attorney-general ez o_clo,
IV. Process. V. Arraignment, and its for such misdemeanours as affect the
incidents. VI. Plea and issue. VII. king's person or government ; or, 2. Filed
Trial and conviction VIII. Clergy. by the master of the crown-office (with
IX. Judgment, and its consequences, leave of the court of King's Bench) at the
X. Reversal of judgment. XI. Reprieve, relation of some private subject, for other
or pardon. XII. Execution ................. 289 gross and notorious misdemeanours. All

2. An arrest is the apprehending, or re- differing from indictments in this: that
straining, of one's person, in order to they are exhibited by the informer, or
be forthcoming to answer a crime where- the king's officer, and not on the oath of
of one is accused orsuspeeted ............... 289 a grand jury ................................ 308-312

6 This may be done, I. By warrant. II. 5. An appeal is an accusation, or suit,
By an officer, without warrant. III. brought by one private subject against
By a private person, without warrant another, for larceny, rape, mayhem,
IV. By hue aL:l cry ....................... 289-295 arson, or homicide : which the king can-

not discharge or pardon, but the party

CHAPTER XXII. alone can release ............................... 312

UF ('OM._IWM_T A_D BAIL................ 296 to 299 CHAPTER XXIV.
|. Commitment is the confinement of one's

person in prison for safe custody by Or PROCESS vroN AN INDICTMENT...... 818t08_
warrant from proper authority; unless, 1. Process to bring in an offender, when
in bailable offences, he puts in sufficient indicted in his absence, is, in misde-
bail, or security for his future appear- meanours, by ven2re faczas, distress infi-
ante ............................................... 296 nite, and caTzas; in capital crimes, by ca-

2. The magistrate is bound to take resson- 2_as only ; and, in both, by outlawry ... 318-$2Q
able bail, if offered; unless the offender 2. During this stage of proceedings, the
be not bailable ................................. 296 indictment may be removed into the

8 Such are, I Persons accused of treason ; court of King's Bench from any inferior
or, II. Of murder ; or, III. Of man- jurisdiction, by writ of certiorari fac_as:
slaughter, by indictment ; or ir the pri- and cognizance must be claimed in places
|crier was clearly the slayer. IV. Pri- of exclusive jurisdiction .................... 3_2_
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CHAPTER XXV. 4. Felons, on receiving Lhebenefit of clergy,
(though they forfeit their goods to the

01 AaRAION_mNT,ANDITS INCIDENTS........ crown,) are discharged of all clergyable
Page 322-331 felonies before committed and restored

1. Arraignment is the calling of the pri- in all capacities and credits ............ Page 874soner to the bar of the court, to answer
the matter of the indictment ................. 322

2. Incident hereunto are, I. The standin_ CHAPTER XXIX.
mute of the rrisoner ; for which, in petit Oy JUDGMENT,_ND ITS CONSEQUENCES ......

treason, and felomes of death, he shall 375to 889
undergo the peme forte et d_re. II. His 1..Judgment (un.ess any matter be offered
confession: which is either simple ; or by in arrest thereof_ follows upon convic-
way of approvement ....................... 324-331 tion, being the pronouncing of that pun-

ishment which is expressly ordained by
CHAPTER XXVI. law ............................................... _75

PLEA, ANDIssue ........................ 332 to 341 2. Attainder of a criminal is the immediate
I. The pleas or defensive matter alleged by consequence, I. Of having judgment of

the prisoner, may be, L A plea to the death pronounced upon him• IL Of
jurisdiction. II. A demurrer in pmnt of outlawry for a capital offence ............... 380
law. IIi. A plea in abatement. IV. A 3. The consequences of attainder are, I.
special plea in bar: which is, 1st, autre- Forfeiture to the king. II• Corruption
fo_ts acqutt; 2dly, autrefo_t_ convwt ; 3dly, of blood ......................................... 381
autrefozt8 attaint ; 4thly, a pardon. V. 4. Forfeiture to the king is, I. Of real
The general issue, not guilty .......... 332-341 estates, upon a_tainder --m high-trea-

2 Hereupon issue is joined by the clerk of son, absolutely, till the death of the late
the arraigns on behalf of the king ......... 341 pretender's sons :--in felonies, for the

king's year, day, and waste ;--m mispri-

CHAPTER XXVII. siGn of treason, assaults on a judge, or
battery sitting the courts ; during the life

OF TRIAL, ANDCONVICTION.............. 342 to 363 of the offender. II. Of personal estates,
1. Trials of offences, by the laws of Eng- upon conviction; in all treason, mispri-

land, were and are, I. By ordeal, of either sign of treason, felony, excusable homi-
fire or water. II. By the corsned. Both cide, petit larceny, standing mute upon
these have been long abohshed. III• By arraignment, the above-named contempts
battel, in appeals and approvements. IV. of the king's courts, and flight ......... 381-338
By the peers of Great Britain. V. By 5. Corruption of blood is an utter extinc-
jury ............................................ 342-349 tion of all inheritable quality therein:

2 The method and process of trial by jury so that, after the king's forfeiture is first
is, I The impanelling of the jury• II. satisfied, the criminal's lands escheat to
Challenges: 1st, for cause; 2dly, pe- the lord of the fee; and he can never
remptory. III. Tale_ de c_cumstantzbus, afterwards inherit, be inherited, or
IV. The oath of the jury. V. The evi- have any inheritance derived through
dence. VI. The verdict, either general him ............................................. 388-389
or special .................................... 350-361

8. Conviction is when the prisoner pleads, CHAPTER XXX.
or is found, guilty : whereupon, in felo-
nies, the prbsecutor is entitled to, I. OF REVERSALOF JUDGMENT.............. 390t039_
His expenses II Restitution of his 1. Judgments, and their consequences, may
goods .......................................... 362-363 ] be avoided, I. By falsifying, or reversing,

I the attainder. II. By reprieve, or par-

don .................................................. 390CHAPTER XXVIH.• 2. Attainders may be falsified, or reversed,
OF THE BENEFIT O_ CLERGY.............. 365 to 374 I I Without a writ of error; for matter
l. Clergy, or the benefit thereof, was ori- de]wrs the record. II. By writ of error ;

ginally derived from the usurped juris- for mistakes in the judgment, or record.
diction of the popish ecclesiastics; but ] III. By act of parliament; for fa-

> hath since been new-modelled by several your ..................................... 390 _92
statutes .......................................... 365 3. When an outlawry is reversed, the pa_y

_.. It is an exemption of the clergy from any is restored to the same plight as if
other secular punishment for felony he had appeared upon the ealota_.
than imprxsonment for a year, at the When a judgment on conviction is re-
court's discretion; and it is extended versed, the party stands as if never
likewise, absolutely, to lay peers, for the accused ............................................ _92
first offence ; and to all lay commoners,
for the first offence also, upon condition CHAPTER XXXI.
of branding, imprisonment, or transporta-
'.ion ........................................... 369-_71 OF REPRIEVE ANDPARDON................ 394 t_ _98

R All felonies _re entitled to the benefit of 1. A reprieve is a temporary suspension
clergy, except such as are now ousted by of the judgment, I. Ez arb_trio .iudw_
partlcularstatutes ............................ 373 II. _z necessitate legts; for pregnancy
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insanity, or the trial of identity of per- an impeachment by the commons in
son, wlneh must always be trmd *n- parliament ................................... Page898
8tauter.................................. Page 394-396

2. A pardon is a permanent avoider of the CHAPTER XXXIL
judgment by the king's majesty in of- OF EXECUTION....................................... 40_
fences against hi_ c_owu and dignity; 1. Execution is the completion of human
drawn in due form of law, allowed in punishment, and must be strictly per-
open court, and thereby making the formed in the manner which the law
offender a new man .......................... 396 d_rects ............................................ 40"

6 The king cannot pardon, I lmpri- 2. The warrant for exeeuUon is sometimes
s)nment of the subject beyond the under the hand and seal of the judge;
seas. II. Offences prosecuted by ap- sometimes by writ from the king; some-
peal. III. Common nuisances. IV. Of- times by rule of court; but commonly by
fences against popular or penal statutes, the judge's sigmng the calendar of pri
after information brought by a sub- sorters, with their separate judgments in
_t. Nor is his pardon pleadable to the margin ....................................... t0_



COMMEI TARIES

ON

THE LAWS OF ENGLAND.

BOOK THE THIRD.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE REDRESS OF PRIVATE WRONGS BY THE _IERE
ACT OF THE PARTIES.

AT the opening of these..c°mmentaries'(a), municipal law was in general
defined to be, "a rule of civil conduct, prescribed by the supreme power in a
state commanding what is right, and prohibiting what is wrong."(b) From
hence therefore it followed, that the primary objects of the law are the esta-
blishment of rights, and the prohibition of wrongs. And this occasioned(c) the
distribution of these collections into two general heads; under the former of
which we have already considered the rights that were defined and established,
and under the latter are now to consider the wrongs that are ibrbidden and
redressed, by the laws of England.

*ln the prosecution of the first of these inquiries, we distinguished [*2
rights into two sorts : first, such as concern, or are annexed to, the per-
sons of men, and are then called jura personarum, or the rights of persons; which,
together with the means of acquiring and losing them, composed the first book
of these commentaries : and secondly, such as a man may acquire over external
objects, or things unconnected with his person, which are called jura return, or
the rights of things : and these, with the means of transferring them from man
to man, were the subject of the second book. I am now therefore to proceed
to the consideration of wrongs i which for the most part convey to us an idea
merely negative, as being nothing else but a privation of right. For which
reason it was necessary, that before we entered at all into the discussion of
wrongs, we should entertain a clear and distinct notion of rights : the contem-
plation of what is jus being necessarily prior to what may be termed injuria,
and the definition of fas precedent to that of nefas.

Wrongs are divisible into two sorts or species: private wrongs and Tublic
wrongs. The former are an infringement or privation of the private or civil
rights belonging to individuals, considered as individuals; and are thereupon
frequently termed civil injuries : the latter are a breach and violation of public
rights and duties, which affect the whole community, considered as a com.
inanity ; and are distinguished by the harsher appellation of crimes and misde,

(a)Introd._2. (*)Booki.ch.1.
(_)Eanctiojusta__ _one._a,et prohibensco_draria.Otc.1L .Phi//pp.12. Bract.l. 1,c.3.

* I imagine this to be a misquotation of the following passage :--" Est enim lex nihil
aliud, nisi recta eta numine Deorum tracta ratio, imperans honesta, prohibens contraria."
Phil. xi. 12.--CODERIDGE.
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meanours. To investigate the first of these species of wrongs, with their legal
remedies, will be our employment in the present book; and the other species
will be reserved till the next or concluding one.

The more effectually to accomplish the redress of private injuries, courts of
justice are instituted in every civilized society, in order to protect the weak
from the insults of the stronger, by expounding and enforcing those laws, by
which rights are defined and wrongs prohibited. This remedy is therefore

princ_2allg to be sought by application to these *courts of justiQe ; that is_
*3] by civil suit or action. For which reason our chief employment in this
book will be to consider the redress of private wrongs by suit or action in courts.
But as there are certain injuries of such a nature that some of them furnish and
others require a more speedy remedy than can be had in the ordinary forms o['
}ustice, there is allowed in those cases an extrajudiciai or eccentrical kind of
remedy; of which I shall first of all treat, before I consider the several reme-
dies by suit : and, to that end, shall distribute the redress of private wrongs into
three several species : first, that which is obtained by the mere act of the parties
themselves; secondly, that which is effected by the mere act and operation of
/aw; and, thirdly, that which arises from suit or action in courts, which consists
in a conjunction of the other two, the act of the parties co-operating with tho
act of law.

And first of that redress of private injuries which is obtained by the mere act
of the parties. This is of two sorts : first, that which arises from the act of the
injured party only; and, secondly, that which arises from the joint act of all
the parties together • both which I shall consider in their order.

Of the first sort, or that which arises from the sole act of the injured party, m
I. The defence of one's self, or the mutual and reciprocal defence of such as

stand in the relations of husband and wife, parent and child, master and ser-
vant. In these cases, if the party himself, or any of these his relations, 2 be
forcibly attacked in his person or property, it is lawful for him to repel force
by ibrce; and the breach" of the peace which happens is chargeable upon him
onl_ who began the affray.(d) For the law in this case respects the passions
of the human mind, and (when external violence is offered to a man himself,
or those to whom he bears a near connection) makes it lawful in him to do

,4 / himself that immediate justice to which he *is prompted by nature, and
J which no prudential motives are strong enough to restrain. It considers

that the future process of law is by no means an adequate remedy for injuries
accompanied with force; since it is impossible to say to what wanton lengths
of rapine or cruelty outrages of' this sort might be carried unless it were per-
mitted a man immediately to oppose one violence with another. Self-defence,
therefore, as it is justly called the primary law of nature, so it is not, neither

(_) 2 I_11. Abr. 546. 1 Hawk. P, C. 181.

It is said that, according to 1 Salk. 407, 1 Ld. Raym. 62, and Bul. N. P. 18, a master
cannot justify an assault in defence of his servant, because he might have an action per
quod servitium amisit. But, according to 2 Rol. Abr. 546, D. pl. 2, Owen, 151, Bac. Abr.
_faster and Servant. P., such an interference by the master is lawfld ; and lord Hale (1
vol. 484_ says, "That the law had been for a master killing in the necessary defence of
his servant, the husband in defence of his wife, the wife of the husband, the child of
the parent, or the parent of the child, for the act of the assistant shall have the same
construction in such cases as the act of the party assisted should have had if it had
been done by himself; for they are in a mutual relation to one another." But though,
as observed by the learned commentator, the law respects the passions of the human
mind, yet it does not allow this interference as an indulgence of revenge, but merely to
prevent the injury, or a repetition of it ; and therefore, in a plea by a father, master, &c.,
founded on this ground, it is necessary to state that the plaintiff would have beat the
son, servant, &c., if the defendant had not interfered ; andif it be merely alleged that
the plaintiff had assaulted or beat, &c., it will be demurrable, for if the assault on the
master, &c. be over, the servant cannot strike by way of revenge, but merely in order
to prevent an injury. 2 Stra. 953. When a person does not s_.and in either of these
relations, he cannot justify an interference on behalf of the party injured, but merely as

_n indifferent person, to preserve the peace.. 2 Stra. 954.--C_I_vr.
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ca,_ it be ih fact, taken away by the law of society. ]u the :English law par.
tiealarly it is held an excuse for breaches of the peace, nay, even for homicid_
itself: but care must be taken that the resistance does not exceed the beunchl
of mere defence and prevention : for then the defender would himself bevomo
an aggressor.

[I. Reeaption or reTrisal is another species of remedy by the mere act of th_
party injured. This happens when any one hath deprived another of his pr(_,
petty in _oods .°r chattels l_ersonal, or wrongfully detains one's wife, child, oI
servant: m whmh case the owner of the goods, and the husband, parent, or
master, may lawfully claim and retake them wherever he happens to find them,
so it be not in a riotous manner, or attended with a breach of the peace.(e)
The reason for this is obvious; since it may frequently happen that the owner
may have this only opportunity of doing himself justice: his goods may be
afterwards conveyed away or destroyed; and his wife, children, or servants
concealed or carried out of his reach; if he had no speedier remedy than the
ordinary process of law. If therefore he can so contrive it as to gain possession
of his property again without force or terror, the law favours and will justin"
his proceeding. But as the public peace is a superior consideration to any one
man's private property ; and as, if individuals were once allowed to use private
force as a remedy for private injuries, all social justice must cease, the strong
would give law to the weak, and every man would revert to a state of nature;
for these reasons it is provided that this natural right of recaption *shall [*5
never be exerted where such exertion must occasion strife and bodily con-
tention, or endanger the peace of society. If, for instance, my horse is taken
away, aug I find him in a common, a fair, or a public inn, I may lawfully seize
him to my own use; but I cannot justify breaking open a private stable, or
entering on the grounds of a third person, to take him, except he be feloniously
stolen ;(f) but must have recourse to an action at law. s

IIL As rccaption is a remedy given to the party hi.resell for an injury to his
personal property, so, thirdly, a remedy of the same kind for injuries to real
properSv is by entry on lands and tenements when another person without any
right has taken possession thereof.' This depends in some measure on like

(e)3Insf_184. HalAnal._46. (.*)2Roll.Rep.55,56,208.2 I_o11.Abr.565,566.

s In the ease of personal property improperly detained or taken away, it may be re-
taken from the house and custody of the wrong-doer, even without a previous request ;
but, unless it was seized or attempted to be seized forcibly, the owner cannot justify
doing any thing more than gently laying his hands on the wrong-doer in order to recover
it, (8 T. R. 78. 2 Roll. Abr. 56, 208. 2 Roll. Abr. 565, pl. 50. 2 Leonard 302. Selw. N.
P. tit. Assault and Battery ;1 nor can he without leave enter the door of a t_ird person,
not privy to the wrongful detainer, to take his goods therefrom. 2 Roll. Abr. 55, 56, 308.
2 Roll. Abr. 565, I. pl. 2. Bac. Abr. Trespass, F.---CHIrTr.

If the possession of one's property be held by another, the owner may take posses-.
sion if he can do so without tumult and rmt or breach of the peace ; but he has no
right to use unreasonable violence. Davis vs. Whitridge, 2 Strobh. 232.

The owner of personal property left in the possession of a third person may by his
own act repossess himself of such property, though it be taken from the possession of
such third person by virtue of a writ of replevin; and the plaintiff in the replevin can-
not maintain trespass against him. Spencer vs. _cGowen, 13 Wend. 256. One whose
chattel has been wrongfully taken from him may enter upon the land of the taker for
the purpose of retaking it, without subjecting himself even to nominal damages.
Chambers vs. Bedell, 2 Watts & Serg. 225._S_ARSWOOD.

' With respect to/and and houses also, resumption of possession by the mere act of
the party is frequently allowed. Thus, if a tenant omit at the expiration of his tenancy
to deliver up possessmn, the landlord may legally, m his absence, break open the outer
door and resume possession, though some artmles of furniture remain therein ; and. ff
the landlord put his cattle on the laSd, and the tenant distrain them as damage-feasant,
he maybe sued. 1 Bing. R. 158. 7 T. R. 431, 432. 1 Price R. 53. And. 109. 6 Taunt.
202. If the landlord, in resuming possession, be guilty of a forcible entry with strong
hand, or other illegal breach of the peace, he will be liable to an indictment. 7 T. R.
432. 3 T. R. 295. 6 Taunt. 202. 8 T. R. 364, 403. But the circumstance of the owner
of property using too much force in regaining possession, but taking care to avoid per-
sonal mltu'y to the party resisting, will not enable the latter to sue him. See cas_s m
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reasons with the Former; and like that, too, must be peaceable and without force
There is some meety required to define and distinguish the cases in which such
entry is'lawlhl ,_r otherwise; it will therefore be more fully considered in a
subsequent chapter; being only mentioned in this place for the sake of regu.
laritv and order.

I_. A fourth species of remedy by the mere act of the party injured is the
ab_tement or removal of nuisances. 6 What nuisances are, and their several
species, we shall find a more proper place to inquire under some of the subse-
quent divisions. At present I shall only observe, that whatsoever unlawfully
annoys or doth damage to another is a nuisance; and such nuisance may be
abated, that is, taken away or removed, by the party aggrieved thereby, so as
he commits no riot in the doing of it.(g) If a house or wall is erected so near

to mine that it stops my antient lights, which is a private nuisance, I may enter
my neighbour s land and peaceably pull it down.(h) Or if a new gate be erected
across the public highway, which is a common nuisance, any of the king's sub-

*61 jects passing that way may cut it down and destroy it.(/) *And the reason
J why the law allows this private and summary method of doing one's self

justice, is because injuries of this kind, which obstruct or annoy such things as
(i) Pep.101.9Rep 55. (h)8alk459. (_)Cr_Car.184.

last two notes. But if any unnecessary violence to the person be used in rescuing oF
defending possession of real or personal property, the party guilty of it is liable to be
sued. 8 T. R. 299. Id. 78. 1 Saund. 296, n. 1. So, as the law allows retaking of the
possession of land, it also sanctions the due defence of the possession thereof; and
therefore, though if one enter into my ground I must request him to depart before I
can lay hands on him to turn him out, yet if he refuse I may then push him out, and if
he enter with actual force I need not first request him to be gone, but may lay hands
on him immediately. 8 T. R. 78. 1 Salk. 641. See 1 Bing. 158.---C_ITTr.

5Thus, in case of a publw nuisance, if a house be built across a highway, any person
may pull it down ; and it is said he need not observe particular care in abating it, se
as to prevent injury to the materials. And though a gate, illegally fastened, might
have been opened without cutting it down, yet the cutting would be lawful. However,
it is a general rule that the abatement must be limited by its necessity, and no wanton
or unnecessary injury must be committed. 2 Salk. 458. As to private nuisances, they
also may be abated ; and therefore it was recently held, that if a man in his own soil
erect a thing which is a nuisance to another, as by stopping a rivulet and so diminish-
ing the water used by the latter for his cattle, the party injured may enter on the soil
of the other and abate the nuisance, and justify the trespass ; and this right of abate-
ment is not confined merely to a house, mill, or land. 2 Smith's Rep. 9. 2 Rol. Abr.
565. 2 Leon. 202. Com. Dig. Pleader, 3 M. 42. 3 Lev. 92. So it seems that a libellous
print or paper, affecting a private individual, may be destroyed, or (which is the
safer course) taken and delivered to a magistrate. 5 Coke, 125,b. 2 Camp. 511. Per
Best, J., in the Earl Lonsdale vs. Nelson, 2 Bar & Cres. 311, "nuisances, by an act of
commission,are committed in defiance of those whom such nuisances injure, and the
injured party may abate them without notice to the person who committed them ; but
there is no decided case which sanctions the abatement by an individual of nuisances
from om_ss_on,except that of cutting the branches of trees which overhang a public
road or the private property of the person who cuts them. The permitting these
branches to extend so far beyond the soil of the owner of the trees is an unequivocal
act of negligence, which distinguishes this case from most of the other cases that have
occurred. The security of lives and property may sometimes require so speedy a remedy
as not to allow time to call on the person on whose property the mischief has arisen
to remedy it : in such cases an individual would be justified in abating a nuisance from
omission without notice. In all other cases of such nuisances, persons should not take
the law into their own hands, but follow the advice of lord Hale, and appeal to a
court of justice ;" and see, further, 3 Dowl. & R. 556. And it was held in the same
case, that where a person is bound to repair works connected with a port, and neglects
to do so, another person cannot justify an entry to repair without averring and proving
that immediate repairs were necessary, and the party's right to use the port. As to cut-
tmg trees, "if the boughs of your trees grow out into my land, I may cut them." Per
Croke, J., Rol. Rep. 394. 3 Buls. 198. ¥in. Abr. Trees, E. & tit. Nuisance, W. 2, pl. 3.

The abater of a private nuisance cannot remove the materials further than necessary.
9r convert them to his own use. Dalt. c. 50. And so much only of the thing as causes
the nuisance should be removed ; as, if a house be built too high, only so much of it a8
,mt_ high should be pulled down. 9 Rep. 53. God. 221. 2 Stra. 686.---C_iTv_r.
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are of daily convenience and use, require an immediate remedy, and cannot wait
tbr the slow progress of the ordinary forms of justice.
• V. A fifth case in which the law allows a man to be his own avenger, or to
minister redress to himself, is that of distraining cattle or goods fol the non-
payment of rent, or other duties is or distraining another's cattle damage-feas_nt,

eAs to distresses in general, see Gilbert on Distresses, by Hunt; Bradley on Disc.;
Com. Dig. Distress; Bae. Abr. Distress; Vin. Abr. Distress ; 2 Saunders, index, Distress;
Wilkinson on Replevin. As the law allows a creditor to arrest the person of his debtor
as a security for his being forthcoming at the determination of the suit, so in certain
cases it permits a landlord to distrain for arrears of rent, in order to compel the paymen_
of it. It is laid down that the remedy for recovery of rent by way of distress was
derived from the civil law; for anciently, in the feudal law, the neglect to attend at the
lord's courts, or not doing feudal service, was a forfeiture of the estate ; but these feudal
forfeitures were afterwards turned into distresses according to the pignotary method of
the civil law ; that is, the land let out to the tenant is hypothecated, or as a pledge in
his hands, to answer the rent agreed to be paid to the landlord ; and the whole profits
arising from the land are liable to the lord's seizure for the payment and satisfaction of
it. Gilb. Dist. 2. Gilb. Rents, 3. Bacon on Govt. 77. Vlgiltius, 257, 271, 326. Cromp.
Int. 9. 2 New R. 224. The distress could not at common law, before the star. 2 W. and
_. c. 5, be sold, but could only be impounded and detained, in order to induce the
tenant to perform the feudal service. Distresses, therefore, were at common law only
allowed when the relation of landlord and tenant subsisted, and when, consequently,
there remained feudal service to be performed ; and hence the necessity at the present
day that the landlord distraining should, at the time of the distress, be entitled to the
legal reversion ; and hence the consequence that if a landlord, after rent has become due,
and before payment, conveys his legal estate to another, he cannot distrain, (Gilb. Action
Debt, 411. Bro. Debt, pl. 93. Vaughan, 40. ]3ac. Abr. Distress, A. ;) and, for the same
reason, it is necessary to aver in an avowry and cognizance that at the time of the dis-
tress the tenancy subsisted. The common law was altered, as far as regards tenants
holding over, by the 8 Anne, c. 14, which provided that if a person retain possession of
the estate after the expiration of his tenancy, the landlord, if his interest continue, may
distrain within six months. Before this statute it was usual, and still may be expedient,
to provide that the last half-year's rent shall be paid at a day prior to the determination
of the lease, so as to enable the landlord to distrain before the removal of the tenant.
Co. Litt. 47, b. If by agreement or custom the tenant has an away-going crop, and right
to hold over to clear the same, the landlord may, during such e:_:crescence of the term,
distrain at common law. 1 Hen. Bla. 8. So the 11 Geo. II. c. 19, s. 8 enables a landlord
to distrain for double rent if a tenant do not deliver up possession after the expiration
of his own notice to quit, by which he incurs double rent so long as he holds over.
When a lessor has not the legal estate or reversion, he should reserve a power to dis-
train, which will entitle him to do so. Co. Litt. 47, a. 5 Co. 3. But though the prin-
cipal object of a distress was to compel the performance of feudal services, and, conse-
quently, if rent be reserved on a letting merely of personal property, no distress can be
taken, (5 Co. 17. 3 Wils. 27,) yet a distres_ may be made for rent of a ready-furnished
house or lodging, because it is then considered that the rent issues out of the principal,
--the real property demised. 2 New Rep. 224.

Accepting a note of hand and giwng a receipt for the rent does not, till payment,
preclude the landlord from distraining; and so if the landlord accept a bond; but a
judgment obtained on either of such instruments would preclude the right of distress.
See Bull. 1_ :_ 182. An agreement to take interest on rent in arrear does not take
away the right" of distress. 2 Chit. R. 245. Where there are rents for which the party
cannot distrain, although he may have an assize, yet remedy may be had in equity. Per
Comyns, B., Exch. Trin. 5 & 6 Geo. II. 1 Selw. :N. P. 6 ed. 673.

To entitle a person to distrain for non-payment of money, it must be due under a
dem/se, and for rent .fixed and certain in its nature ; and therefore, if a person be let into
possession under an agreement for a lease which does not contain words of immediate
dem'se, no distress can be made, unless from a previous payment of rent or other circum-
stance a tenancy from year to year can be inferred ; and the only remedy is by action for
use and occupation. 2 Taunt. 148. 5 B. & A. 322. 13 East, 19. So, as lord Coke quaintly
saya, (Co. Litt. 96, a.,) it is a maxim in law that no distress can be taken for any services
that are not put into certainty nor can be reduced to any certainty, for _dcerium est quod
cerium red_i potest, but yet in some cases there may be a certainty in uncertainty. There-
fore, if a man hold land, paying so much per acre, although in the terms of the demise
the number of acres be not" fixed, the lord may distrain, (¥in. Abr. Distress, E. S_
form of avowry, 3 Chitty on P1. 4th edit. 1051 :) but where an estate has been let without
in any way fixing the amount of rent, the only remedy is b) action.----C_Ivvr, a
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_uatis,doing damage or trespassingupon his land. The former intended for
the Benefitoflandlords,to preventtenantsfrom secretingor withdrawing their
effectstohisprejudice;the latterarisingfrom the necessityof the thing itself,
as it might otherwise be impossible at a future time to ascertain whose cattle
they were that committed the trespass or damage.

As the law of distresses is a point of great use and consequence, I shall con.
_ider it with some minuteness : by inquiring, first, for what injuries a distress
slay be taken ; secondly, what thing may be distrained _and thirdly, the man,,er
of taking, disposing of, and avoiding distresses. _ _

1. And first it is necessary to premise that a distress,(j) districtio, is the taking
a personal chattel out of the possession of the wrong-doer into the custody of
the party injured, to procure a satisfaction for the wrong committed. 1. The
most usual injury for which a distress may be taken is that of non-payment of
rent. It was observed in the former book,@)that distresses were incident by
the common law to every rent-service, and by particular reservation to rent.
charges also ; but not to rent-secI, till the statute 4 Gee. II. e. 28 extended the
same remedy to all rents alike, and thereby in effect abolished all material dis-
tinction between them. So that now we may lay it down as a universal prin-
_,_ ciple, *that a distress may be taken for any kind of rent in arrear; the

"_ J de_taining whereof beyondthe day of payment is an injury ,to him that is
entitled to receive it. 7 2. For neglecting to do suit at the lord s court,(/) oi
other certain personal service,(m) t_he lord may distrain of common right. 3.
For amereements in a court-leet a distress may be had of common right; but
not for amereements in a court-baron, without a special prescription to warrant
",t.(n) 4. Another injury for which distresses may be taken is where a man
finds beasts of a stranger wandering in his grounds damage-feasant; that is,
doing him hurt or damage by treading down his grass or the like ; in which
case the owner of the soil may distrain them till satisfaction be made him for
the Lnjury he has thereby sustained. 5. Lastly, for several duties and penalties
inflicted by special acts of parliament, (as fbr assessments made by commis-
sioners of sewers,(o) or for the relief of the poor,)(p) remedy by distress and
sale is given ; for the particulars of which we must have recourse to the statutes
themselves : remarking only that such distresses(q) are partly analogous to the
antient distress at common law, as being repleviable and the like; but more
resembling the common law process of execution, by seizing and selling the
goods of the debtor under a writ of fierifacias, of which hereafter.

2. Secondly, as to the things which may be distrained, or taken in distress, s
(,') The thing itself taken by this process_ as well as the (_)Co. Lltt. 47.

proces6 ltself_ Is m our la_-books very frequently called a (_) Brownl. SO.
chstress. (o_ Stat. 7 Anne, c. 10.

(k) Book li. ch 3 _) Stat 43 Ehz. c. 2.
(z_Bro. Abr. tit d/str_s, 15. (_) l Burr. 589.

But, to entitle a party to distrain, there must be rent due in the legal sense of that
word. One man may be in possession of another's house or land with his consent, and
may be bound to render him such a sum for the use and occupation of it as a jury shall
deem a proper equivalent for the rent ; but if there be no actual demise, nor any con-
tract for a demise amounting to as much, and no fixed rent has been agreed on or paid,
the owner cannot distrain ; for in his avowry to an action of replevin for such distress he
would be bound to state an actual tenancy and the definite terms of it, which it would
be impossible to do under such a relation as above supposed. Kegan v_. Johnson, 2
Taunt. 148. Dunk vs. Hunter, 5 B. & A. 322.---Co_ERIDOE.

SBesides the rules in the text, it is a maxim of law that goods in the custody of the law
_annot be distrained : thus, goods distrained, damage-feasant, cannot be distrained, (Co.
Litt. 47, a. ;) so goods taken in executmn, (Willes, 131 ;) but the goods so taken must be
removed from the premises within a reasonable time, or they will not be protected. 1
Price, 277. 1 _I. &. S. 711. However, growing corn sold under a writ of ft. fa. cannot be
distrained unless the purchaser allow it to remain uncut ah unreasonable time after it is
ripe, (2 B. & B. 362. 5 Moore, 97, S. C. ;) but goods, taken under a void outlawry are
liable to distress. 7 T. R. 259. For the protection of landlords, by the 8 Anne, c. 14, s. 1,
no goods taken in execution upon any premises demised can be removed until rent, not
exceeding one year's arrear, be paid." Under this act the sheriff is bound to satisfy the
rent in the first instance. 4 _foore, 473. In cases to which the statute applies, the land

6
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we may lay it down as a general rule, that all chattels personal are liable to be
distrained, unless particularly protected or exempted. Instead therefore oi
mentioning what things are distrainable, it will be easier to recount those which

are not so, with the reason of their particular exemptions.(r) And, 1. As every
thing which is distrained is presmned to be the property of the wrong-doer, i_
will follow that such things wherein no man can have an abselute and valuable

property (as dogs, cats, rabbits, and *all animals fer_e nat_ree,) cannot be r, 8
distrained. Yet if deer (which are ferce naturoe) are kept in a private L
enclosure for the purpose of sale or profit, this so far changes their nature, by
reducing them to a kind of stock or merchandise, that they may be distrained
for rent.(s) 2. Whatever is in the personal use or occupation of any man is
for the time privileged and protected from any distress ; as an axe with which
a man is cutting wood, or a horse while a man is riding him. But horses draw.
ing a ca1¢ may (cart and all) be distrained for rent-arrere; and also if a horse,
though a man be riding him, be taken damage-feasant, or trespassing in another's
grounds, the horse (notwithstanding his rider) may be distrained and led away
to the pound.9(t) Valuable things in the way of trade shall not be liable to dis-
tress; as a horse standing in a smith-shop to be shoed, or in a common inn; or
cloth at a tailor's house; or corn sent to a mill or a market. For all these are
protected and privileged for the benefit of trade, and are supposed in common
presumption not to belong to the owner of the house, but to his customer? 0 But_

(r) Co. Litt. 47. (*)Davis vs. Powl, C B. Itfl. 11 Gee. II. (_) 1 Sld. 440.

lord is entitled to be paid his whole rent without deducting poundage. 1 Stra. 643. Rent
only due at the time of the levy can be obtained under the act, (1 ]_I.&S. 245. 1 Price,
274 ;) but forehand-rent, or rent stipulated to be paid in advance, may be obtained, (7
Price, 690 ;) so rent that falls due on the day of the levy. Tidd, Prac. 8th edit. 105
After th_ landlord has had one year's rent paid him, he is not entitled to another upon
a second execution, (2 Stra. 1024. 2 B. & B. 362. 5 Moore, 97, S. C.,) unless, as we have
just seen, the goods be not removed within a reasonable time. The ground landlord is
not within the act where there is an execution against the under-lessee. 2 Stra. 787. If
the sheriff" remove the goods without payment of the rent, and after notice and a formal
demand of lhe rent, an action on the case lies against him. Vin Abr. Dist. c. 3. Stra.
97. 3 B. & A 440. But no specific and formal notice is necessary. 3 B. & A. 645. 4 Moore,
473. 2 B. &B. 67, S.C. The action lies though part only of the goods be removed, (4
_Ioore, 473. 2 B. & B. 67, S. C. ;) but the landlord's consenting to the removal waives the
remedy, 3 Camp. 24. An executor or administrator, (1 Stra. 212,) or a trustee of an
outstanding satisfied term to attend the inheritance, may sue. 4 hIoore, 473. 2 B. &B.
67, S.C. Instead of an action, the landlord may move the court out of which the exe,
_mtion issued that he may be paid what is due to him out of the money levied and in
the sheriff's hands, (Ca. temp. Hardw. 255. 2 Wils. 140,) and the cour_ will gran_ tn6
motion, though the sheriff had no notice of the rent due till after the removal. 3 B. &A.
440 ; and see Jurther, on this point, Tidd's Prae. 8th edit. 1053-1055.

The recent bankrupt act provides that, in case of bankruptcy, no distress made after
act of bankruptcy shall be available for more than a year's rent, but the landlord may
pro_ e for the excess. 1 Gee. IV. c. 16, _ 74 ; and see ante, 2 book, 473.

F(,r the protection of landlords, by the 56 Gee. III. c. 50, no sheriff or other officer
snalt carry off, or sell, or dispose of, for the purpose of being carried off from any lands,
any straw, chaff, turnips, in any case, nor any hay or other produce which, according to
any covenant or written agreement, ought not to be so carried off, provided notice
be given to the sheriff of the existence of such covenant; but, by third section, the
sheriff may sell on condition of such crops being consumed on the land. The sixth
section provides that landlords shall not distrain for rent on the purchaser of any such
crops sold according to third section, nor on articles or cattle, &c. employed for the pur-
pose of consuming such crops.--C_ITrr.

0But this doctrine is contrary to Sayer Rep. 139. 2 Keb. 596. Cro. Eliz. 596. Co. Lift.
47, a. Roll. Abr. Distress, A. pl. 4 ; and was expressly overruled in 6 Term R. 138, on
the ground that the distraining a horse as damage-feasant whilst any person is riding
him would perpetually lead to a breach of the peace. And it has been held that nets or
ferrets cannot be taken damage-feasant in a warren if they are in the hands of the per-
son using them. Harg. Co. Litt. note 13. Cro. Eliz. 550. So a loom cannot be distrained
while in the hands of the weaver, (Willes, 517,)nor wearing-apparel if in actual use;
but if put off, though only for the purpose of repose, it is liable to be distrained, l Esp
Rep. 206. Peake's Rep. 36, S. C.--CKTrrr.

As to this exception in favour of trade, see Gilb. Dist. by Hunt, 39 so catt!e and
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gon_r_ly speaking, whatever goods and chattels the landlord finds upon tar

premises, whether they in fact belong to the tenant or a stranger, are di_
trains ble by him for rent : for otherwise a door would be open to infinite frauds

upon the landlord; and the stranger has his remedy over by action on the ea_e

against the tenant, if by the tenant's default the chattels are distrained so that
he cannot render them when called upon. u With regard to a stranger's beasts
which are found on the tenant's land, the following distinctions are, however_
taken. If they are put in by consent of the owner of the beasts, they are dis-
trainable immediately afterwards for rent-arrere by the landlord.(u) So also if

goods of a guest at an inn are not distrainable for rent, but a chariot or horses standin_
at livery are not exempt. 2 Burr. 1498. Mr. Sergt. Williams, in 2 Saund. 290, n. 7, sug-

ests that it should seem that at this day a court of law would be of opinion that cattle
elongJng to a drover being put into ground, with the consent of the occupier, to graze

only one mght on their way to a fair or market, are not liable to the distress of the land-
lord for rent ; and lord Nottingham intimated the same opinion in 2 Vern. 130 ; and Mr.
Christian, in his edition, has the following note of a decision to the same effect :u,, Cattle
driven to a distant market, and put into land to rest for one night, cannot be distrained
for rent by the owner of the land, such protection being absolutely for the public inte-
rest." Tate vs. Gleed, C. P. Hil. 24 Gee. IiI. Gilb. Dist. by Hunt, 47. It was before held
that cattle going to London, and put into a close, with the consent of the landlord and
leave of the tenant, to graze for a night, might be distrained by the landlord for rent,
(3 Lev. 260. 2 Yent. 50. 2 Lutw. 1161 ;) but the owner of the cattle was afterwards
relieved in _u_ty on the ground of fraudulent connivance and concealment of the de-
mand for rent by the landlord, and he was decreed to pay all costs both of law and
equity. 2 Vern. 129. Prec. Ch. 7. Gilb. Dist. by Hunt, 47. As courts of law now take notice
of fraud, as well as courts of equity, when it can be fully proved, there would now be the
_ame result at law.

Goods of a principal in the hands of a factor are privileged from distress for rent due
from such factor to his landlord, on the ground that the rule of public convenience, out
of which the privilege arises, is within the exception of a landlord's general right to
distrain, and therefore that such goods are protected for the benefit of trade. 0 Moore
Rep. 243. 3 B. & B. 75, S.C. So goods landed at a wharf and consigned tea broker, as
agent of the consignor, for sale, and placed by the broker in the wharfinger's warehouse
for saf_ custody until an opportunity for selhng them should occur, are not distrainable
for rent due in respect of the wharf and warehouse, as they were brought to the wharf
in the course of trade. 1 Bing. 283. So goods carried to be weighed, even at a private
beam, if in the way of trade, are exempt ; so is a horse that has carried corn to a mill to
be ground, and during the grinding of the corn is tied to the mill-door. Cro. Eliz. 549,
596. Goods in a public fair are exempt from distress, unless for toll due from the owner.
2 Lutw. 1380. Goods in possession of a carrier are also exempt, and this though the
carrier be not a public one. 1 Salk. 249.---C_ITTV.

The American courts have adopted the principle stated in the text, and carried it out
in application with great liberality. Thus, goods in an auctioneer's rooms, or in the store
of one who takes merchandise on storage or on commission to sell, have been held to be
exempt. Hinely vs. Wyatt, 1 Bay, 102. Brown vs. Simms, 17 Serg. & Rawle, 188.
Walker vs. Johnson, 4 bfcCord, 552. Bevan vs. Crooks, 7 Watts & Sorg. 452. So it has
been held that the goods of a boarder are not liable to be distrained for rent due by the
keeper of the boarding-house. Riddle vs. Welden, 5 Wharton, 9. Stone vs. Matthews,
7 Hill, 428.--_HARSWOOD.

n As if horses or cattle are sent to agist, they may be immediately distrained by the
landlerd for rent in arrear, and the owner must seek his remedy by action against the
farmer. The principle of this rule extends to public livery-stables, to which if homes
and 3airiages are sent to stand, it is determined that they are distrainable by the land-
_.ord _e if they were in- any public place, (3 Burr. 1498 ;) so upon the same principle the
goods of ledgers or any other person on the premises are liable to be distrained ; and to
exempt goods from dmtress on the ground of their being in an inn, they must be within
the very precincts of the inn, and not on other premises at a distance belonging to it,
dBarnes, 472;) and even within the inn itself the exemption does not extend to a person

welling *herein as a tenant rather than a guest. 1 Bla. Rep. 484.
As to the remedy over by an under tenant or lodger, see the eases cited in 3 Bar. &

Cres. 789, in which it was held that where the tenant of premises had underlet a part
i,y deed, and the original landlord distrained for rent upon the under-tenant, the latter
r_uld not support assumpsit against his immediate lessor upon an implied promise to
,ndemnify him against the rent payable to the superior landlord.--Cux_vr.

s
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the stranger's cattle break the fbnces and c-mmit a trespass by coming on the
land, they are distrainable immediately by the lessor for the tenant's rent, as a
punishment to the owner of the beasts for the wrong committed through his
negligenee.(v) But if the lands were not *sufficiently fenced so as to k6ep
out cattle, the landlord cannot distrain them till they have been levant and [*9
couchant (levantes et cubantes) on the land; that is, have been long enough there
to have lain down and rose up to feed; which in general is held to be one night
at least :1_ and then the law presumes that the owner may have notice whether
his cattle have strayed, and it is his own negligence not to have taken them
away. Yet, if the lessor or his tenant were bound to repair the fences and did
not, and thereby the cattle escaped into their grounds without the negligence
or default of the owner; in this case, though the cattle may have been levant
and couchant, yet they are not distrainable fbr rent till actual notice is given to
the owner that they are there, and he neglects to remove them :(w) for the law

ill not suffer the landlord to take advantage of his own or his tenant•s wrong, la
• ±here are also other things privileged by the antient common law; as a man's

tools and utensils of his trade, the axe of a carpenter, the books of a scholar,
and the like : which arc said to be privileged for the sake of the public_ because
the taking them away would disable the owner from serving the commonwealth
In his station, u So, beasts of the plough, a5 aver_a carucee, and sheep, are pri-
vileged from distresses at common law ;(x) while dead goods, or other sort of
beasts, which Bracton calls catalla otiosa, may be distrained. But as beasts of
the plough may be taken in execution for debt, so they may be for distress by
statute, which partake of the natm-e of executions.(y) And perhaps the true
reason why these and the tools of a man s trade were privileged at the common
law, was because the distress was then merely intended to compel the payment
of the rent_ and not as a satisfaction for its non-payment: and therefbre to
deprive the party of the instruments and means of paying it would counteract
the very end of the distress.(z) 5. :Nothing shall be distrained for rent which •
may not be rendered again in as good plight as when it was distrained: for
which reason milk, fruit, and the like cannot be distrained, a distress at

(_) Co. Lift. 47. (_) 1 Burr. 589.
(_) Lutw. 1580. (s) Ib]d _S8.
(z) Stat. 51 Hen. III. st. 4, de allstate, ones ca_a_zla.

_zLevant and couchant in this sense means that the cattle must be lying down and
rising up on the premises/or a night and a day, without pursuit made by the owner of
them. Oilb. Dist. by Hunt, 3 edit. 47.----CHIT_r.

la In the case of Peele vs. Longuevill, 2 Saund. 289, the contrary was determined ; but
that case was overruled in 2 Lutw. 1580 ; and the result of the cases seems to be, that if
a stranger's beasts escape into another's land, by default of the owner of the beasts, as
by breaking the fences, otherwise sufficient, they may be distrained for rent immediately,
without being levant and couchant; but that if they escape there by default of the tenant
of the land, or for want of his keeping a sufficient fence, then they cannot be distrained
for rent or service of any kind till they have been levantand couchant,nor afterwards by
a landlord for rent on a lease, unless the owner of the beasts neglect or refuse, after actual
notice, to remove them within a reasonable time ; but it is said that such notice is not
necessary where the distress is by the lord of the fee or by the grantee of a rent-charge.
2 Lutw. 1573. Co. Litt. 47, b., n. 3. Gilb. Dist. by Hunt, 3d edit. 45. 2 Saund. 290, n. 7,
2_5, n. 4. See further, Vin. Abr. Fences.--CHITrr.

u A stocking-frame (Willes, 512) or a loom, (4 T. R. 565,) being implements of trade_
cannot be distrained ; but it must be observed that utensils and implements of trade
may be distrained where they arc not in actual use and no other sufficient distress can
be found on the premises. Co. Litt. 47, a. 4 T. R. 565. And _t should seem that if there
be reasonable ground for presuming there are not sufficient other goods, the party may
distrain implements of trade, and is not bound to sell the other goads first, (6 Price's
Rep. 3. 2 Chitty's R. 167 ;) and this rule of exemption does not extend to cases where a
distress is given in the nature of an execution by any particular statute, as for poor-rates
and the like, (3 Sulk. 136. 1 Burr. 579. Lord Raym. 384. 1 Salk. 249, S. C.,) nor where
the distress is for damage-feasant. Com. Dig. Distress, B. 4.---CmTTr.

_sIn actual use, but not otherwise• 4 T. R. 566. Also see 2 Inst. 132, where other
authorities are collected. The modern case just cited contains much learning upon
what is, and wh Lt i_ uot, with reference to the fxeehold, distrainable.--CmTTY.
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_1o 1 *common law being only in the nature of pledge or security, to be re_
-v, stored in the same plight when the debt is paid. So, antiently, sheaves

or shocks of corn could not be distrained, because some damage must needs
accrue in their removal; but a cart loaded with corn might, as that could be
safely restored. But now, by statute 2 W. and _[. e. 5, corn in sheaves or cocks,
or loose in the straw, or hay in barns or ricks, or otherwise, may be distrained,
as welt as other chattels. _6 6. Lastly, things fixed to the freehold may not be
distrained ; and caldrons, windows, doors, and chimney-pieces ; for they savour
of the realty. 1_ For this reason also corn growing could not be distrained, till
the statute 11 Gee. II. c. 19 empowered landlords to distrain corn, grass, or other
products of the earth, and to cut and gather them when ripe. is

Let us next consider, thirdly, how distresses may be taken, disposed _f, oT
avoided. And first I must premise that the law of distresses is greatly alterea
within a few years last past. Formerly they were looked upon in no other
light than as a mere pledge or security for payment of rent or other duties, or
satisfaction for damage done. And so the law still continues with regard to
distresses of beasts taken damage-feasant, and for other causes, not altered by
act of parliament; over which the distrainor has no other power than to retain
them till satisfaction is made. But, distresses for rent-arrere being found by the
legislature to be the shortest and most effectual method of compelling the pay-
ment of such rent, many beneficial laws for this purpose have been made in the
present century, which have much altered the common law as laid down in our
antient writers.

In pointing out therefore the methods of distraining, I shall in general sup
pose the distress to be made for rent, and remark, where necessary, the dif
ferenees between such distress and one taken for other causes.

*In the first place then, all distresses must be made by day, _ unless in
*11] the case of damage-feasant; an exception being there allowed, lest the

16This provision extends to corn in whatever state it may be, whether threshed or
unthreshed, (1 Lutw. 214 ;) and, as observed by Mr. Bradby, inasmuch as this statute
directs the distress to be sold unless replevied within five days, perhaps the rule of the
ancient common law with respect to the perishable nature of the distress no longer
extends in the case of a distress for rent to any thing which is not liable to deterioration
within tha five days. Bradby on Dist. 213. A sale by a landlord of standing corn, taken
as a distress before it is ripe, is void, and the tenant need not replevy, neither can he
sue the seller, in an action on the case, for selling such corn before the expiration of five
days. 3 B. & A. 470--CHITTr.

_7Co. Litt. 47, b. This rule extends to such things as are essentially part of the house-
hold, although for a time removed therefrom,--as a millstone, removed to be picked.
Bro. Abr. Distress, pl. 23.4 T. R. 567. As to what are fixtures, see 2 Chit. Com. Law, 268.
Com. Dig. Biens. H. Chitty's Law of Descents, 256, 257. 4 Moore, 281,440. 2 D. & R. 1.
5 B. & A. 826. 2 Stark. 403. 2 B. & C. 608. 4 D. & R. 62, S.C. 1 M'Clelan Rep. Ex.
217.--CH_TTr.

lSThe act applies only to corn and other produce of the land which may become ripe.
and are capable of being cut and laid up : therefore trees, shrubs, and plants growing,
on land which the defendant had demised to the plaintiffs for a term, and which they
had converted into a nursery-ground, and planted subsequently to the demise, were
held not distrainable by the former for rent. 2 Moore, 491. 8 Taunt. 431. S.C. 3moore,
114, S.P. 3 B. & A. 470.--CHITT¥.

To these heads of things not distrainable may be added all goods in the custody of
the law, whether as being already distrained damageofeasant, or taken in execution.
In this last ease, however, so long as they remain on the premises, the statute 8 Anne,
e. 14 gives the landlord a beneficial lien on them, for which see post, p. 417.

The words of the statute 11 Gee. II. c. 19 are, "corn, grass, hops, roots, fruits, or other
product growing on the estate demised." The court of Common Pleas has determined
that the general word "product" does not extend beyond things of a similar nature
with those before specified, to all of which the process of becoming ripe, and of
being cut, gathere_:l, made and laid up when ripe, was incidental. It was held therefore
that nursery trees and shrubs could not be distrained. Clark vs. Gaskarth, 8 Taunt.
_ 1.----COLERIDGE.

_¢Iirrour,c. 2, s. 26. See also 7 Rep. 7, a. The distress cannot be made until the day
after the rent falls due, unless, indeed, there be any agreement or local custom to the

]0
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beasts should escape before they are taken.(a) Am,, _vh_n a person intends to
make a distress, he must, by himself or his bailiff, eater on the demised prt*
raises; formerly during the continuance of the lease, but now,(b) if the tenant
holds over, the landlord may distrain within six months after the determinati_,n

of the lease; provided his own title or interest, as well as the tenant's pos.
session, continue at the time of the distress. _ If the lessor does not find
ufficient distress on the premises, formerly he could resort nowhere else; and
herefore tenants who were knavish made a practice to convey away their goods

and stocks fraudulently from the house or lands demised, in order to cheat their
landlords. But now(c) the landlord may distrain any goods of his tenant car-
ried off the premises clandestifiely, wherever he finds them within thirty days
a_ter, unless they have been bond fide sold for valuable consideration; and all
persons privy to or assisting in such fraudulent conveyance forfeit double the
,'alue to the landlord.=' The landlord may also distrain the beasts of his tenant
f_eding upon an 3 commons or wastes appendant or appurtenant to the demised
premises. _ The landlord might not formerly break open a house to make a
distress; for that is a breach of the peace. But when he was in the house, it
was held that he might break open an inner door ;(d) and now(e) he may, by
the assistance of the peace-officer of the parish, break open in the daytime any
place whither the goods have been fraudulently removed and locked up to pre-
vent a distress; oath being first made, in case it be a dwelling-house, of a rea-
sonable ground to suspect that such goods are concealed therein.

Where a man is entitled to distrain for an entire duty, he ought to distrain
for the whole at once, and not for part at one time and part at another.(f) _
But i£ he distrains for the whole, and there is not sufficient on the premises, or

he happens *to mistake in the value of the thing distrained, and so takes [*1_an insufficient distress, he may take a second distress to complete his
remedy.(g)

a) Co. Litt. 142. (*) 8tat. 11 Gee II. c. 19.
_) Stat. 8 Anne, c. 14. (f) 2 Lutw. 1532.

(_) Star 8 Anne, c. 14. 11 Gee II. c 19. (_) Cro. Eliz. 13. Stat 17 Car. II. c. 7. 1 Burr. b_0.
(_) Co. Litt. 161. Comberb. 17.

contrary. Gilb. Dist. 56, &o. ttargrave's Co. Lift. 47, b. n. 6. The distress must not be
made after tender of payment of the entire rent due. According to 8 Co. 147, a., Gilb.
Dist. by Hunt, 76, &c., 3 Stark. 171, 1 Taunt. 261, tender upon the land before the
distress makes the distress tortious; tender after the distress, and before the im-
pounding, makes the detainer, and not the taking, wrongful ; tender after impounding
makes neither the one nor the other wrongful ; but in the ease of a distress for rent,
upon the equity of t_he 2 W. and M. c. 5, a sale of the distress after tender of the rent
and costs would be illegal.--C_iTTr.

Although this proviso is m terms confined to the possession of the tenant, yet
it has been holden that where the tenant dies before the term expires, and his per
sonal representative continues in possession during the remainder and after the ex-
piration of the term, the landlord may distrain within six calendar months after the
end of the term for rent due for the whole term. 1 H. Bla. 465. And in 1 H. Bla. 7,
n. a. it was holden that the term was continued by the custom of the country for the
purpose of giving a right to the landlord to distrain on the premises in which the way-
going crop remained. See 1 Selw. N. P. 6 ed. 681.--CHITTr.

2_See 11 Gee. II. c. 19, sects. 1, 2, 3. The act is remedial, not penal. 9 Price, 30. It
applies to the goods of the tenant only which are fraudulently removed, and not those
of a stranger. 5 ]_I.& S. 38. And the rent must be in arrear at the time of the removal.
1 Saund. 284, a. 3 Esp. 15. 2 Saund. 2. n. b; sed wd. 4 Camp. 136.--C_ITTY.

_ If the lord come to distrain cattle which he sees within his fee, and the tenant, or
any person, to prevent the lord from distraining, drive the cattle out of the lord's fee
.:ate some other place, yet he may pursue and t_ke the cattle. Co. Litt. 161, a. But
this rule does not hold to distresses damage-feasant, which must be made on the land.
Id.--C,twr.

msIt may be as well here to observe that if a landlord come into a house and seize
upon some goods as a distress, in the name of all the goods of the house, that will be
a good seizure of all. 6 ]_od. 215. 9 Vim Abr. 1+°7. But a fresh die+tressmay be made
on the same goods which have been replevied, for subsequent arrears of rent. t Taunt.
218. So, if the cattle distrained die in +he pound, the loss will fall on the party dis+
I+raineclon, and not upon the distrainor. Burr. 1738. 1 Salk. 248 11 East, 54.---CHITTY.
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:Distresses must be propo_ tioned to the thing distrained for. By the statute
of Marlbridge, 52 Hen. III. c. 4, if any man takes a great or unreasonable dis-
tress for rent arrere, he shall be heavily amerced for the same. As if(h) the
landlord distrains two oxen for twelve pence rent; the taking of both is an
unreasonable distress; but if there were no other distress nearer the value to
be found, h% might reasonably have distrained one of them; but for homage,
fealty, or suit and service, as also for parliamentary wages, it is said that nc
distress can be excessive.(i) For, as these distresses cannot be sold, the owneT
upon making satisfaction, may have his chattels again. The remedy for exce_siw
distresses is by a special action on the statute of M:arlbrid.ge. ; for an action of
trespass is not maintainable upon this account, it being no injury at the common
law.(j) _'

When the distress is thus taken, the next consideration is the disposal of it
For which purpose the things distrained must in the first place be carried to

some pound, and there impounded by the taker. But in their way thither they
may be rescued by the owner, in case the distress was taken without cause oI
contrary to law : as ff no rent be due, if they were taken upon the highway,
or the like ; in these cases the tenant may lawfully make rescue.(k) But if they
be once impounded, even though taken without any chuse, the owner may nol.
break the pound and take them out; for they are then in the custody of th_
law.(/)

2L pound (parcus, which signifies any enclosure)is either pound-overt, that is,
open overhead ; or pound-covert, that is, close. By the statute 1 & 2 P. and :M.
c. 12, no distress of cattle can be driven out of the hundred where it is taken,

"13 ] *unless to a pound-overt within the same shire, and within three miles oi
the place where it was taken. This is for the benefit of the tenants, that

they may know where to find and repievy the distress. And by statute 11
Gee. IL c. 19, which was made for the benefit of landlords, any person dis-
training for rent may turn any part of the premises upo_ which a distress is
taken into a pound, pro hac vice, for securing of such distress. If a live distress
of animals be impounded in a common pound-overt, the owner must take notice
of it at his peril i but if in any s2ecial pound-overt, so constituted for this par-
ticular purpose, the distrainor must give notice to the owner : and in both these
cases the owner, and not the distrainor, is bound to provide the beasts with food
and necessaries. :But if they are put in a pound-covert, in a stable, or the like,
the landlord or distrainor must feed and sustain them.(m) _ A distress of house-
hold goods, or other dead chattels, which are liable to be stolen or damaged by
weather, ought to be impounded in a pound-covert i else the distrainor must
answer for the consequences.

When impounded, the goods were formerly, as was before observed, only in
the nature of a pledge or security to compel the performance of satisfaction
and upon this account it hath been held(n) that the distrainor is not at liberty
to work or use a distrained beast. And thus the law still continues with regard
to beasts taken damage-feasant, and distresses for suit or services; which must
remain impounded till the owner makes satisfaction, or contests the right el

a) 2 Inst. 107. (_) Co L_tt. 47.
_) Bro. Abr tit a$.vlze_291; prer,_eJattve,98. (") Co L*tt. 47.

(J) 1 Ventr. 104. Fltzglbb. 85. 4 Burr. _i90. (") Cro. Jac. 148
(k) Co. Iltt. 160, 161.

And see 2 Stra. 851. 3 Leon. 48. See exceptions, 1 Burr. 582. 1 H. Bla. 13. 9 East,
298. It is no bar to this a_tion that, between the distress and sale of the goods dis
trained, the parties came to an arrangement respecting the sale, (1 Brag. 401. 4 D. &R.
539. 2 B. & C. 821, S. C. ;) and the action is sustainable though there was a tender of
the rent before the distress was made. 2 D. & R. 250. Where more rent is distrained
for than is due, the remedy is at common law, and is not founded on the 52 Hen. III. e.
4, nor on the 2 W. and _. e. 5, s. 5. Stra. 151. Where no rent is due, the owner of the
goods distrained may, in an action of trespass on the case, recover double the value of
the goods and full costs. 2 W. and _[. sess. 1, c. 5, s. 5.--CmTTr.

The distrainor cannot tie up cattle impounded; and if he tie a beast and it is
otrangled, he will be liable in damages. 1 Sulk. 248. If the distress be lost by act of
"}od, as by death, the distrainor may distrain again. 11 East, 51. Burr. 1738.---CHIrTr.
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distraining by replevying the chattels. To reTIevy (replegiare, that is, to .ake
back, the pledge) is when. a person distr'dned,. upon applies to the sheriff, or his
officers, and has the distress returned into his own possession, upon giving good
security to try the right of taking it in a suit of law, and, ff that be determined
against him, to return the cattle or goods once more into the hands of the dis-
trainor. This is called a replevin, of which more will be said hereafter. At
present I shall only observe that, as a distress is at common *law only in r _/_
nature of a security for the rent or damages done, a replevin answers L _
the same end. to the distrainor as the distress itself, since the. party, replevyin, g
gives security to return the distress if the right be determined against him.

This kind of distress, though it puts the owner to inconvenience, and is there-
fore a punishment to him, yet if he continues obstinate and will make no satis-
faction or payment, it is no remedy at all to the distrainor. But for a debt
due to the crown, unless paid within forty days, the distress was always salable
at common law.(o) And for an amercement imposed at a court-leet, the lord
may also sell the distress :(p) partly because, being the king's court of record,
its process partakes of the royal prerogative ;(q) but principally because it is in
the nature of an execution to levy a legal debt. And so, in the several statute-
distresses before mentioned, which are also in the nature of executions, the
power of sale is likewise usually given, to effectuate and complete the remedy.
And in like manner, by several acts of parliament,(r) in all eases of distress fi)r
rent, if the tenant or owner do not, within five days aider the distress is taken,"
and notice of the cause thereof given him, replevy the same with sufficient
security, the distrainor, with the sheriff or constable, shall cause the same to bo
appraised by two sworn appraisers, and sell the same towards satisfaction of the
rent and charges; rendering the overplus, if any, to the owner himself. And
by this means a full and entire satisfaction may now be had for rent in arrcre
by the mere act of the party himself, viz., by distress, the remedy given at
common law; and sale consequent thereon, which is added by act of parlia-
ment.

Before I quit this article, I must observe, that the many particulars which
attend the taking of a distress used formerly to make it a hazardous kind of
uroceeding: for if any *one irregularity was committed it vitiated the r.la
whole and_made the distrainors trespassers ab initw.(s) But now, by the t -_
statute 11 Gee. II. c. 19, it is provided, that for any unlawful act done the whole
shall not be unlawful, or the parties trespassers ab initio : but that the party
grieved shall only have an action for the real damage sustained, and not even
that if tender of amends is made before any action is brought.

VI. The seizing of heriots, when due on the death of a tenant, is also an-
other species of self-remedy, not much unlike that of taking cattle or goods in
distress. As for that division of heriots which is called heriot-service, and is

only a species of rent, the lord may distrain for this as well as seize; but for
herio¢_eustom (which Sir Edward Coke says(t) lies only in prender, and not in

O) Bro. Abrtit. dlstress, 7L 0-)2W. andM. c. 5. $hnne, c. 14 4Geo. II.¢_28. 11
(ID)8 Rep 41. {leo. II. c. 19.
(q) Bro Ibid. 12 Meal 330. (*) 1 Ventr. 37.

(9 Cop_"_.

A reasonable time after the expiration of the five days is allowed to the landlord
for appraising and selling the goods. 4 B. & A. 208 ; sed rid. 1 H. Bla. 15. The five days
are reckoned inclusive of the day of sale as if the goods are distrained on the first, they
must not be sold before the sixth. 1 H. Bla. 13. An action lies on the equity of this act
for selling within the five days. Scrub. id. If the distrainor continue in possession
more than a reasonable time beyond the five days, an action of case or trespass lies on
the equity of the statute. 11 East, 395. Stra. 717. 4 B. &A. °08. 1 B. &C. 145 Though
the act authorizes a sale after the five days, it does not take away the right to replevy after
the five days in case the distress is not sold : but it would be otherwise after a sale. 5
Taunt. 451. 1 :RIarsh. 135. By the consent of the tenant, the landlord may continue in
possession longer than the five days without incurring any liability; and his so continuing
m possession will not of itself create any presumption of collusion between him and tbp
t_nant to defeat an execution. 7 Price, 690._C_ITTV. lJ
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render) the lord may seize the identical thing itself, but cannot distrain any other
chattel for it.(u) The llke speedy and effectual remedy of seizing is given with
regard to many things that are said to lie in franchise; as waifs, wrecks, estrays,
deodands, and the like ; all which the person entitled thereto may seize without
the tbrmal process of a suit or action. :Not that they are debarred of this
remedy by action; but have also the other and more speedy one, for the better
asserting their property ; the thing to be claimed being frequently of such a
nature as might be out of the reach of the law before any action could ba
brought.

These are the several species of remedies which may be had by the mere act
of the party injured, i shall next briefly mention such as arise from the jo,n_
act of all the parties together. And these are only two, accord and arbitration.

I. Accord is a satisfaction agreed upon between the party injuring and the
arty injured; which, when performed, is a bar cJ all actions upon this account.

•_la- As if a man contract *to build a house or deliver a horse, and fail in it;
.vj this is an injury tbr which the sufferer may have his remedy by action ;

but if the party injured accepts a sum of money or other thing as a satisfaction,
this is a redress of that injury, and entirely takes away the action.(w) _ By

(_)Cro,Ehz.590. Cro.Car.260. (w)9Rep.79.

See, in general, Com. Dig. Accord, Bac. Abr. Accord.
The mere consent of a party to accept a satisfaction, without an actual satisfaction, i_

not sufficient to discharge the other. The accord and satisfaction must be perfect, com-
plete, and executed ; fbr, were it otherwise, it would be only substituting one cause of
action for another, which might go on to any extent. 9 Rep. 79, b. 5 T. R. 141. Satis-
faction must be made to the whole of the original demand ; and a party will not be dis-
charged upon pertbrmance of a satisfaction to part of such demand, the residue remain-
ing unperIbrmed. 1 Taunt. 526. 5 East, 230. The performance of one of two things
stipulated for by an accord is nugatory, (lord Raym. 203 ;) and where it was agreed that
the plaintiff and defendant should each deliver up his part of an indenture to be c_n-
celled, and the defendant had delivered up his part, this was held no accord and satis-
faction. 3 Lev. 189. The accord and satisfaction must be certain : an accord to pay a
less sum on the same or at a subsequent day is not sufficient. 5 East, 230. So an
accord that the defendant shall employ workmen in two or three days is bad, (4 _od.
88 ;) and performance of an uncertain accord will not aid the defect. 3 Lee. 189. Yelv
124.

We have already seen (ante, 2 book) how far a contract may be varied, released, or chs-
charged by another contract.. A deed 5_bre breach cannot be discharged by accord and
_tistkction without a deed,( 1 Taunt. 428. Com. Dig. Pleader, 2, v. 8 ;) but after breach
accord and s._tisfactmn without deed is a good plea, for there the satisfaction is of the
breach, and not of the deed. Com. Dig. Accord, A. 1 &C. 7 East, 150. 1 J. B. _[oore,
358, 460. Cro. Eliz. 46. 2 Wils. 86. 6 Rep. 43, b.

The satisfaction must be a reasonable one. Generally speaking, the mere acceptance
of a less sum is not in law a satisfaction of a greater sum, (5 East, 230;) and this though
an additional security be given. 1 Stra. 426. An agreement between a debtor and
creditor that part of a larger sum due should be paid by the debtor, and accepted by the
creditor as a satisfaction for the whole, might, under special circumstances, operate as a
discharge of the whole ; but then the legal effect of such an agreement might be con-
sidered to be the same as if the whole debt had been paid, and part had been returned
_ a gif_ to the party paying. Per ttolroyd, J., 2 B. & C. 481. A debtor's assignment of
all his effects to a trustee, to raise a fund for the payment of a composition to his credi-
tors, is _ sufficient satisfaction, (2 T. R. 24:) so if a third person guarantees the payment
of the less sum. 11 East, 390. So if a creditor, by his undertaking to accept a compo-
sition, induce the debtor to part with his property to his creditors, or induce other cre-
ditors to discharge the debtor, to enter into a compesition-deed, or deliver up securities
to him, such creditor would be bound by such undertaking. 2 Stark. Rep. 407. 2 )[. &
S. 120. 1 Esp. 236. And where several creditors, with the knowledge of each other,
agree on the faith of each others' undertaking to give time to, or accept a composition
from, a debtor, the agreement will be binding on every crechtor who is party to it. 3
Camp. 175. 2 _[. & S. 122. 16 Ves. 374; and see further, as to composition with credi-
tors, 3 Chitty's Com. L. 687 to 698. It should be here also observed that when a bond
or other security under seal has been given and accepted in satisfaction of a simple con-
tract-debt, the latter is merged in such higher security, and no action can be supported
for the non-performance of the simple contract, (Cro. Car. 415. Bae. Abr. Debt, G.,)
,nles_ ind_ed such new security be _oid; but the mere taking of an instrument of 8

14 *
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several late statutes, (particularly 11 Gee. I1. c. 19, in case of irregularity in
the method of distraining, and 24 Gee. II. c. 24, in case of mistakes committed
by justices of the peace,) even tender of sufficient amends to the party injured
is a bar of all actions, whether he thinks proper to accept such amends or no. s

II. Arbitration is where the parties injuring and injured submit all matters
in dispute, concerning any personal chattels or personal wrong, to the j adgment
of two or more arbitrators, who are to decide the controversy; and if they do
not agree, it is usual to add, that another person be called in as umpire, (imperator
or impar,)(x) to whose sole judgment it is then referred : or frequently there is
only one arbitrator originally appointed. This decision, in any of these cases,
is called an award. And thereby the question is as fully determined, and the
right transferred or settled, as it could have been by the agreement of the par-
ties or the judgment of a court ofjustice.(y) But the right of real property can-
not thus pass by a mere award :(z) which subtilty in point of form (for it is now
reduced to nothing else) had its rise from feodal principles ; for if this had been
permitted the land might have been aliened collusively without the consent of the
superior. Yet doubtless an arbitrator may now award a conveyance or a release

(_)Whart.Angl,gust.L772.Nmols.Scot.Hist.Llbr.ch. (_)Brownl.55. 1Freem.410.
1,_raiaaflnom (_)1 Roll.Abr.242. 1LordRaym.115.

higher order as a collateral or additional security does not preclude the debtor from
suing on the original contract, and this though judgment be obtained on such security.
2 Leon. 110. 6 T. R. 176, 177. Payment and acceptance of a part of a debt before the
day it falls due, or at a place where the whole debt was not payable, in satisfaction of
the whole, is a good satisfaction, (Co. Litt. 212, b. ;) and so if the debtor give a chose in
possession for a chose in action, (2 T. R. 24,) as the gift of a horse, or other property in
specie. Co. Litt. 212, b. The mere fulfilment of an act which a party is bound in law
to do is no satisfaction. Per Grose, J., 5 East, 302. A release of an equity of re-
demption is no satisfaction. 2 Wils. 86. Conferring a benefit to a third person at the
debtor's request is sufficient. See Skin. Rep. 391.

The satisfaction should proceed from the party who wishes to avail himself of it; for
when it proceeds entirely from a stranger it will be a nullity. See 5 East, 294. 1 Smith
515. Cro. Eliz. 541.

Accord and satisfaction by copartner is a bar to any action against the other partners.
9 Rep. 79, b. So the acceptance of satisfaction from a joint tort-fcasor discharges the
other wrong-doers, (Sembl. 3 Taunt. 117 ;) and accord and satisfaction to one of several
co-plaintiffs will operate as a discharge from all. See 13 Edw. IV. 6. 5 Co. 117, b._
SHITTY.

2sBy several statutes, (particularly 11 Gee. II. e. 19, in ease of irregularity in the method
of distraining, and 11 & 12 Viet. e. 44, in case of mistakes committed by justices of the
peace,) a tender of amends to the party injured is a bar to the action, if the party thinks
proper to accept such tender. If the party injured does not accept the amends tendered,
and the jury, on the trial of the action, think the sum offered sufficient, their verdict
must be for the defendant. By the Common Law Procedure Act, 1852, s. 70, the defend-
ant in all actions (except actions for assault and butte1T, false imprisonment, libel,
slander, malicious arrest or prosecution, criminal conversation, or debauchery of the
srlaintiit's dan_hter or servant) may pay into court a sum of money by way of compen-

tion or amen_ds. And, by statute 6"& 7 Vict. c. 96, s. 2, in action for a libel contained
in any newspaper or periodical publication, the defendant may plead that it was inserted
without malice or gross negligence, and that an apology had been offered to be published.
The defendant may with the plea pay money into court as amends. By s. 4, the offer of
apology is admissible in evidence in mitigation of damages.---Sr_.w_T.

Where, by act of assembly, a penalty of fifty pounds was imposed upon any ma_,qstrale
or minister marrying a minor without the consent of parents or guardians, and an act
of assembly provided also for notice of any suit against a magistrate in order that he
might have the opportunity to tender amends, it was held that no sum of money short
of the penalty could be a sufficient amends. In demands founded on torts and soundin_
in damages, any sum of money may be treated as amends, because the standard oI
damage is uncertain, depending on a variety of circumstances, and a party is as likely
to recover on trial less than the sum tendered as to recover more. But for a pecumary
debt, fixed and certain, a less sum of money cannot be an equivalent. Thus, payment of
a less sum of money can never be admitted as an accord and satisfaction of a greater sum
due. But payment of any sum accepted as satisfaction of damages for a personal in iury
is sufilcien'. Lowr[e vs. Verner, 3 Watts, 317.---Sm_Rswool).
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of land; and it will be a breach of the arbitration-bond to refuse compliance. N
For though originally the submission to arbitration used to be by word, or by deed,
yet, both of these being revocable in their nature, it is now become the practice
to enter into mutual bonds with condition to stand to the award or arbitration

,171 of the arbitrators *or umpire therein named.(a) 8° And experience having
J shown the great use of thesepeaceable and domestic tribunals, especially

in settling matters of account, and[ other mercantile transactions, which are
difficult and almost impossible to be adjusted on a trial at law, the legisla-

(a) Append. No. III. _ 6.

And where a party's title to land is referred with his consent, the award is con-
clusive evidence, and binding on him and his heirs and assigns as to such title. 3 East,
15 .--'CHITTY.

80If the parties intend to refer all disputes, the terms of the reference should be, "of
all matters in difference between the parties." When the reference is only intended to
be of the matter in a particular cause, it should be, "of all matters in difference in the
cause." 3 T. R. 628. A time should in all cases be mentioned within which the award is
to be made ; but, if no time be mentioned, the award should be made in a reasonable
time. 2 Keb. 10, 20. 3 M. & S. 145. It is usual to vest in the arbitrators a power of
enlarging the time for making their award ; but it should be stipulated that this enlarge-
ment be made a rule of court. It is best to provide that the arbitration is not to be
defeated by the death of either party. 7 Taunt. 571. 2 B. & A. 894. 3 D. & R. 184, 608.
In some cases the court will amend an order of reference. 5 Moore, 167.

A court of chancery will not decree a specific performance, (19 Ves. 431. 6 Ves. 815,)
and no action lies for not appointing an arbitrator, (2 B. & P. 13 ;) but if a party has
agreed not to revoke, or has covenanted to perform an award, and the award be made,
he will be liable to an action for a breach of the agreement or covenant if he revoke or
refuse to perform the award, (see 5 B. & A. 507. 1 D. & R. 106. 2 Chit. R. 316. 5 Ear,t,
266 ; and see 4 B. & C. 103 ;) and an attachment for a contempt of court sometimes lies,
where the submission is a rule of court. Crompt. Prac. 262. 1 Stra. 593. 7 East, 607.

With respect to the rev0caaon of the arbitrator's authority, it is a rule of law that every
species of authority, being a delegated power, although by express words made irrevo-
cable, is nevertheless in general revocable. See 8 Co. 82. A submission to arbitration
may be revoked by the act of God, by operation of law, or by the act of the parties.

The death of either or any of the parties before the award is delivered in general vacates
the submission, unless it contain a stipulation to the contrary, (see 1 Marsh. 366. 7
Taunt. 571. 1 Moore, 287, S.C. 2 B. & A. 394 ;) but where all matters in difference in a
cause are referred by order of nisi prius to arbitration, the death of one of the parties at
any time before award made is a revocation of the arbitrator's authority and the court
will set aside an award made after his death : or, in other words, it should seem, if the
cause of action is referred, the death abates the action, but not so if other matters besides
the cause of action are referred. 3 D. & R. 608. 2 B. & A. 394.

If a feme-sole submit to arbitration, and marry before the award is delivered, such
mart/age is in effect a revocation, without notice to the arbitrators, (2 Keb. 865. Jones,
388. Roll. Abr. 331;) but the husband and wife may be sued on their bond for such
revoking. 5 East, 266.

.Bankruptcy of one of the parties is no revocation. 2 Chit. Rep. 43. 4 B. & A. 250.
The death of the arbitrators, or one of them, will defeat the reference, unless there be a

clause in the submission to the contrary, (see 4 l_Ioore, 3 ;) so if the arbitrators do not
make the award within the limited time, or they disagree, or refuse to act or intermeddle
any further. 1 Roll. Abr. 2(,1. 2 Saund. 129. Tidd, _.ed. 877.

The parties themselves, as we have just seen, may revoke the arbitrators' authority
before the award is made : the revocation must follow the nature of the submission : if
the latter be by parol, so may the revocation. 2 Keb. 64. If the submission be by deed,
so must the revocation. 8 Co. 72 ; and see T. Jones, 134. Notice of the revocation by
the act of the parties must be given to the arbitrators in order to render it effcctnal.
Roll. Abr. 331. Vin. Abr. Authority, 13 ; and see 5 B. & A. 507.

The law relating to the proceedings during the conduct of the arbitration, and the
duties of arbitrators and umpires, will be found in 3 Chit. Com. Law, 650 to 656, and
Caldw. on Arb. 42, 45, &c. -As to the power, &c. of awarding costs, see Tidd, 8 ed. 883 to
887. As to when a court of equity will compel an arbitrator to proceed, see I Swanst. 40.
As to the general requisites of an award and how it will be construed, see 3 Chit. Com.
Law, 656 to 660. Tidd, 8 ed. 882. For the remedy to compel the performance of an
award, see Tidd, Prac. 8 ed. 887 to 894. 3 Chit. COm. Law, 600to 665 ; and for the relief
against an improper award, see 3 Chit. Com. Law, 665 to 668. Tidd, Prac. 8 ed. 894 to
898.---._HITrI'.
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ture has now established the use of them as well in controversies where causes

are depending as in those where no action is brought : enacting, by statute fl &
10 W. III. c. 15, that all merchants and others who desire to end any contro-
versy, suit, or quarrel, (for which there is no other remedy but by personal
action or suit in equity,) may agree that their submission of the suit to arbi-
tration or umpirage shall be made a rule of any of the kin_'s courts of r ..... A

ann may insert such agreement in their submis'sion or promise, or conditio_n'o( '
the arbitratlon-bond : which agreement being proved upon oath by one of the
witnesses thereto, the court shall make a rule that such submission and award

shall be conclusive: and, after such rule made, the parties disobeying the award
shall be liable to be punished as for a contempt of the court; unless such award
shall be set aside for corruption or other misbehaviour in the arbitrators or
ampire, proved on oath to the court within one term after the award is made.

And, in consequence of this statute, it is now become a considerable part of the
business of the superior courts to set aside such awards when partially or
illegally made; or to enforce their execution, when legal, by the same process
of contempt as is awarded for disobedience to those rules and orders which are
issued by the courts themselves.81

m The Common Law Procedure Act, 1854, it may be observed, contains several very
important provisions with reference to arbitrations by consent of parties. Some more
particular mention of these enactments may not be considered inopportune.

To prevent an arbitration coming to an end without an award being made, it is pro-
vided that if in any arbitration the document authorizing the reference provides that
the reference shall be to a single arbitrator, and the parties do not concur in the appoint-
merit of an arbitrator ; or if any arbitrator refuses to act, or becomes incapable of acting,
or dies, and the parties do not concur in appointing a new one; or if, where the parties
or two arbitrators are at liberty to appoint an umpire, such parties or arbitrators do not
appoint an umpire ; or if any umpire refuses to act, or becomes incapable of acting, or
dies, and the parties or arbitrators do not appoint a new umpire,--in every such instance
any party may serve the other party or the arbitrators, as the case may be, with notice
to appoint an arbitrator or umpire; and if within seven days no arbitrator or umpire is
appointed, any judge of any of the superior courts may appoint the arbitrator or
umpire.

±_or can a reference be rendered nugatory by the failure of one party to appoint an
arbitrator ; for when a reference is to two arbitrators, one to be appointed by each party,
and one party fails to appoint an arbitrator for seven days after the other party has done
so and has served the party thus failing to appoint with a notice to appoint his arbi-
trator, the party who has appointed may appoint his own arbitrator to act as sole ar_.

tra_rr, and an award made by such sole arbitrator will then be binding on both parties.
The court or a judge may, nevertheless, revoke the appointment on such terms as may
seem just.

Formerly it was required that express authority to appoint an umpire should be given
to arbitrators ; otherwise such an appointment could not be made by them. Now, how-
ever, when a refeience is to two arbitrators, and the document authorizing it does not
show that it was intended that there should not be an umpire or provide otherwise for
the appointment of an umpire, the two arbitrators may appoint an umpire. They may
be called upon to m_ke the appointment by notice from any of the parties to the refer-
ence; and the appointment must be made within seven days; otherwise an umpire may
be appointed by a judge.

An arbitrator is also required to make his award within three months after he has been
appointed and has entered on the reference, or besn called upon by a notice in writing
from a party to the reference to do so ; but the parties, by consent in writing or the
court, may enlarge the time for the arbitrator making his award.

That delay may be avoided, however, when arbitrators cannot agree, it is provided
that any umpire, when appointed, may enter on the reference in lieu of the arbitrators,
if the latter have allowe_l their time to expire without making an award, or have
delivered to any party, or to the umpire himself, a notice stating that they cannot agree.
Instead of deciding the dispute, an arbitrator may state his award in the form of a

special ease for the opinion of the court, the nature and object of which proceeding shall
be explained afterwards

Soon after the statute 9 & 10 W. III. c. 15, it was decided that the right to real property
could not pass by a mere award. 1 Roll. Abr. 242. 1 Ld. Raym. 115. This subtlety in
point of form (for it was soon reduced to nothing else) had its rise from feudal prin-
ciples; for, if this had been permitted, the land, it was said, might be aliened collusively

Vo,,- II.--2 1T
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CHAPTER II.

OF REDRESS BY THE MERE OPERATION OF LAW.

THE remedies for privatewrongs which are effectedby the mere operation
efthe law willfallwithina very narrow compass ;therebeingonly two instances
of thissort that at presentoccurto my recollection:the one that of r_a(m_r,
where a creditorismade executoror administratorto his debtor;the other in
the case of what the law calls a remitter.

I. If a person indebted to another makes his creditor or debtee his executor,
or if such a creditor obtains letters of administration to his debtor; in these
cases the law gives him a remedy for his debt by allowing him to rsCain so much
as will pay himself, before any other creditors whose debts are of equal degree.(a) 1
This is a remedy by the mere act of law, and grounded upon this reason : that
the executor cannot, without an apparent absurdity, commence a suit against
himself, as a representative of the deceased, to recover that which is due to
him in his own private capacity : but, having the whole personal estate in his
hands, so much as is sufficient to answer his own demand is, by operation of

"19] law, applied to that particular purpose. Else, by being made executor *hewould be put in a worse condition than all the rest of the world besides.
For though a ratable payment of all the debts of the deceased, in equal degree,
is clearly the most equitable method, yet, as every scheme for a proportionable
distribution of the assets among all the creditors hath been hitherto found to be
impracticable, and productive of more mischiefs than it would remedy, so that
tlie creditor who first commences his suit is entitled to a preference in payment ;
it follows that, as the executor can commence no suit, he must be paid the last
of any, and of course must lose his debt, in case the estate of his testator should
prove insolvent, unless he be allowed to retain it. 2 The doctrine of retainer is

(a) 1 Roll Abr. 922. Plowd 543. See book ti. page 511.

without the consent of the superior. If, therefore, an arbitrator awarded a conveyance
or a release of land, and the party ordered to convey refused to do so, the court of
chancery must have been resorted to in order to enforce a specific performance of the
_ward. This proceeding is no longer necessary, however; for an award directing the
possession of land to be delivered may now be enforced summarily, like a judgment in
ejectment. Com. Law Prec. Act, 1854.

An award, as we have seen, is only a final judgment on the matters submitted, when
the decision of the arbitrator is properly made. An award may and will be set aside by
the court, in the exercise of the summary jurisdiction conferred upon it by the statute
before referred to, when the arbitrator has not pursued the submission, or has in any
respect exceeded his authority; when the award itself is uncertain or ambiguous; when
the proceedings in the arbitration have been irregular; when the arbitrator has miscon-
ducted himself; or when the award has been procured by undue means. But these
constitute but a few of the instances in which an award will be set aside ; for it would be
quite out of place here to enter into any detail of the circumstances which will avoid an
award.--KERR.

xTeller, 4 ed. 295, 298. So if a creditor be made a co-executor. 1 B. & P. 630. The
same law as to an administrator (8 T. R. 407) or heir. 2 Yern. 62. So if a debtor be
made executor of creditor, it is a release at law. An_, 2 book, 512. Plowd. 184. Salk.
2_o----CHITTY.

2The principle of an equal and Fro rata distribution of the property of an insolvent de-
cedent among his creditors has been adopted and successfully carried out in the United
States. So far from being impracticable, or accompanied with inconveniences more
than counterbalancing its justice,--as the learned commentator plainly inthnates,--ne
voice would be raised anywhere in favour of a return to a system which was a mere
scramble as to who should get priority, and with a very unjust power in the executor or
administrator not only to prefer himself but others. It follows that in this country
there is no such thing as retainer as against other creditors in equal degree. The exe-
cutor or administrator must come in pari _tssu with all others, according to the general
pnnciples of order settled by the various statutes,--in which there is some diversity, but
a manifest tendency in the later legislation to place all debts, without regard to quality,
_pon one and the same level.--S_ARswoon.
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therefore the necessary consequence of that other doctrine of the Iaw, the prior.
ity of such creditor who first commences his action. :But the executor shall

not retain his .°wn debt, in.prejudice, to those of a higher, degree; for the law
only puts him m the same situation as if he had sued himself as executor and
recovered his debt; which he never could be supposed to have done while debts
of a higher nature subsisted. :Neither shall one executor be allowed to reta;n
his own debt in prejudice to that of his co-executor in equal degreel but both
shall be discharged in proportion.(b) :Nor shall an exe6utor of his own wronw
be in any case permitted to retain..(cc)

II. Remitter is where he who hath the true property or jus proprietatis in
lands, but is out of possession thereof, and hath no right to enter without re-
covering possession in an action, hath afterwards the freehold cast upon him by
some subsequent, and of course defective, title; in this case he is remitted, or
aent back by operation of law, to his antient and more certain title.(d) The
right of entry, which he hath gained by a bad title, shall be iTsofacto annexed
to his own inherent good one : and his defeasible estate shall be utterly defeated
and annulled, by the instantaneous act of law, without his participation or con-

sent.(e) As ff A. disseizes B., that *is, turns him out of possession, and r.20
dies, leaving a son C.; hereby the estate descends to C. the son of A., and L
B. m barred from entering thereon till he proves his right in an action ; now, if
afterwards C., the heir of the disseizor, makes a lease for life to D., with remainder
to B the disseizee for life, and D. dies; hereby the remainder accrues to B., the
disseizee : who, thus gaining a new freehold by virtue of the remainder, which
is a bad title, is by act of law remitted, or in of his former and surer estate.(f)
For he hath hereby gained a new right of possession, to which the law imm@
diately annexes his antient right of nroperty.

If the subsequent estate, or right of possession, be gained by a man's own act
or consent, as by immediate purchase being of fllll age, he shall not be remitted
For the taking such subsequent estate was his own folly, and shall be looked
upon as a waiver of his prior right.(g) Therefore it is to be observed, that to
every remitter there are regularly these incidents : an antient right, and a new
defeasible estate of freehold, uniting in one and the same person; which de*
feasible estate must be cast upon the tenant, not gained by his own act or folly.
The reason given by Littletou,(h) why this remedy, which operates silently, and

by the mere act of law, was allowed, is somewhat similar to that given in the
preceding article; because otherwise he who hath right would be deprived of
all remedy. For, as he himself is the person in possession of the freehold, there
is no other person against whom he can bring au action, to establish his prior
right. And for this cause the law doth adjudge him in by remitter; that is, in
such plight as if he had lawfully recovered the same land by suit. For, as lord
Bacon observes,(/) the benignity of the law is smh, as when, to preserve the
principles and grounds of law, it depriveth a man of his remedy without his
own fault, it will rather put him in a better degree and condition than in a worse.
_am quod remedw destitu_tur, ipsa re valet, si culpa absit. :But there shall be _,_
no *remitter to a right for whmh the party has no remedy by actmn :(k)
as if the issue in tail be barred by the fine or warranty of his ancestors, _ and
the freehold is afterwards cast upon him, he shall not be remitted to his estate-

tail :(l) for the operation of the remitter is exactly the same, after the union of
the two rights, as that of a real action would hax e been before it. As therefore
the issue in tail could not by any action have recovered his antient estate, he
shall not recover it by remitter.

And thus much for these extrajudicial remedies, as well for real as personal
injuries, which are furnished or permitted by the law, where the parties are so

(b) Yin Abr. tit. executors, D, 2. (g) Co. Ll_t. 348, 350.

/_5 Rep. 86, (h) _ b51
( )Lltt, _ 659, (4) Elem. c. 9,
(*) Co. Lltt :358. Cro. Jac, 489. (h) Co. Lztt, 840.

(J*) Ymch, L. 19& Lltt _ 683. (_) Moor. 115, 1 Am_ 186.

sThe issue is no longer liable to be barred by these means. Star. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. "$4
--SYZWAaV 19
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miPeculiarly circumstanced as not to make it eligible, or in some cases even pos.
ble, to apply for redress in the usual and ordinary methods to the courts of

oublic justice.

C_A PT_:R IIL

OF COURTS IN GENERAL.

THE next, and principal, object of our inquiries is the redress f injLries by
suit in court_: wherein the act of the parties and the act of law co-operate; the
act of the parties being necessary to set the law in motion, and the process of
the law being in general the only instrument by which the parties are enabled
to procure a certain and adequate redress.

And here it will not be improper to observe, that although, in the several cases
of redress by the act of the parties mentioned in a former chapter,(a) the law
allows an extrajudicial remedy, yet that does not exclude the ordinary course
of justice : but it is unly an additional weapon put into the hands of certain
persons in particular instances, where natural equity or the peculiar circum.
stances of their situation required a more expeditious remedy than the formal
process of any court of judicature can furnish. Therefore, though I may defend
myself, or relations, from external violence, I yet am afterwards entitled to an
action of assault and battery : though I may retake my goods if I have a fair
and peaceable opportunity, this power of reception does not debar me from my
action of trover or detinue : I may either enter on the lands on which I have 'a
right of entry, or may demand possession by a real action : I may either abat_
a nuisance by my own authority, or call upon the law to do it ibr me : I may
*9_q distrain for rent, or have an action of debt, at my own *option : if I do
-vj not distrain my neighbour's cattle damage-feasant, I may compel him by

action of trespass to make me a fair satisfaction ; if a heriot, or a deodand, be
withheld from me by fraud or force, I may recover it though I never seized it.
And with regard to accords and arbitrations, these, in their nature being merely
an agreement or compromise, most indisputably suppose a previous right of ob-
taining redress some other way; which is given up by such agreement. But as
to remedies by the mere operation of law, those are indeed given, because no
remedy can be ministered by suit or action, without running into the palpable
absurdity of a man's bringing an action against himself; the two eases wherein
they happen being such wherein the only possible legal remedy would be directed
against the very person himself who seeks relief.

In all other cases it is a general and indisputable rule, that where there is a
legal right there is also a legal remedy, by suit or action at law, whenever that
right is invaded. And in treating of these remedies by suit in courts, I shall
pursue the following method : first, I shall consider the nature and several species
of courts of justice ; and, secondly, I shall point out in which of these courts, and
in what manner, the proper remedy may be had for any private injury; or, in
other words, what injuries are cognizable, and how redressed, in each respective
$l_CleS of courts.
First,then,ofcourtsofjustice.And hereinwe willconsider,first,theirnature

and incidentsin general; and then,the severalspeciesof them, erectedand
acknowledged by the laws of ]_ngland.
A court isdefinedto be a placewherein justiceisjudiciallyadministere&(b)

And, as by our excellentconstitutionthe sole executivepower of the laws is
*_al vestedinthe person of the king,itwillfollowthat allcourtsof justice,
_J which are *the medium by which he administersthe laws,are derived

from the power of the crown.(c) For, whether createdby act of parliament.
ar le_-patent, orsubsistingby prescription,(theonly methods by which any

(a)Ch.1 (_)Co.Litt°58. (o)Seebecki.oh.27
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Court of judicature(d) can exist,) the king's consent in the two former is ex.
pressly, and in the latter impliedly, given. In all those courts the king is sup
posed in contemplation of law to be always present; bat, as that is in fac,
impossible, he is there represented by his judges, whose power is only an ema
nation of the royal prerogative.

For the more speedy, universal, and impartial administration of justice between
subject and subject, the law hath appointed a prodigious variety of courts, some
with a more limited, others with a more extensive, jurisdiction ; some constituted
to inquire only, others to hear and determine; some to determine in the first,
instance, others upon appeal and by way of review. All these in their turns
will be taken notice of in their respective places : and I shall therefore here only
mention one distinction, that runs throughout them all ; v_., that some of them
are courts of record, othens not of record. A court of record is that where the
acts and judicial proceedings are enrolled in parchment for a perpetual memorial
and testimony : which rolls are called the records of the court, and are of such
high and supereminent authority that their truth is not to be called in question.
For it is a settled rule and maxim that nothing shall be averred against a record,
nor shall any plea, or even proof, be admitted to the contrary.(e) 1 And if the
existence of a record be denied, it shall be tried by nothing but itself; that is,
upon bare inspection whether there be any such record or no ; else there would
be no end of disputes. But, ff there appear any mistake of the clerk in making
up such record, the court will direct him to amend it. All courts of record are
the king's courts, in right of his crown and royal dignity,(f) and therefore no

other court hath authority to fine or imprison ; so that the very erection [*25
*of a new jurisdiction with the power of fine or imprisonment makes it
instantly a court of record.(g) 2 A court not of record is the court of a private
man; whom the law wilt not intrust with any discretionary power over the
fortune or liberty of his fellow-subjects. Such are the courts-baron incident to
every manor, and other inferior jurisdictions : where the proceedings are not
enrolled or recorded; but as well their existence as the truth of the matters
therein contained shall, if disputed, be tried and determined by a jury. These
courts can hold no plea of matters cognizable by the common law, unless under
the value of 40s., nor of any forcible injury whatsoever, not having any process
to arrest the person of the defendant.(h)

In every court there must be at least three constituent parts, the actor, reus,
andjudex: the actor, or plaintiff, who complains of an injury done; the reus, or
defendant, who is called upon to make satisthction for it ; and thejudex, or judical
power, which is to examine the truth of the fact, to determine the law arising
upon that fact, and, if any injury appears to have been done, to ascertain, and
by its officers to apply, the remedy. It is also usual in the superior courts to
have attorneys, and advocates or counsel, as assistants.

An attorney at law answers to the procurator, or proctor, of the civilians and
canonists.(i) And he is one who is put in the place, stead, or turn of another,
to manage his matters of law. Formerly every suitor was obliged to appear in
person, to prosecute or defend his suit, (according to the old Gothic constitu-

(_) Co, Litt. 260. (a) 2 Inst. 311.
(o) Ibid. (_) Pope Bonffaco VIII. in 6 De, fetaL t. 8, t. lS, _ 8, ¢.l_/u,
(J)_hnch,L. 231. of "procuraOrzibus, q_u*_n ahqu_bu_ laart_bL_,_attornati _a_
(#) Sulk. 200. 12 Mod. 888. culaantur."

'Th'.s rule is sub.ject to some exceptions;for in the.case of a 2"udgm_nt _gun_,d_
warrant of at0)rney given upon an umawmt consiaera_lon or oou_me(l y , p
an affidavit thereof, the court will afford relief upon a summary application. Doug. 196.
Cowp. 727. 1 Hen. Bla. 75. And equity will relieve against a judgment obtained by
fraud or collusion. 1 Anst. 8. 3 Ves. & B. 42. And third persons who have been de-
frauded by a collusive judgment may show such fraud, so as to prevent themselve_
from being prejudiced by it. 2 _f_arsh. 392. 7 Taunt. 97. 13 Eliz. e. 5._CHI_Tr.

s But ever)" court of record has not necessarily a power to fine and imprison. 1 Sid.
145. There are several of the king's courts not of record, as the court of equity in
chancery, the admiralty courts, &c. 4 Inst. 84. 37 H. 6, 14, b. Yelv. 227. Com. Dig
tit. _hancery, C. 2 --_,ITTr. 21
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tion,)(k)unlessby speciallicenseunder the king'sletters-patent.(/)This isstill
the law incriminalcase_a And an idiotcannot to thisday appear by attorney,

,26_ but inperson;(m) forhe hath not discretionto enablehim to appoint*a
J proper substitute: and upon hisbeingbrought beforethe courtin so de-

fencelessa condition,the judges are bound totake careofhisinterests,and they
shalladmit the bestpleainhisbehalfthat any one presentcan su.ggest.(n)But,
as in the :Roman law_ "cure olim in usu fuisset, alterius heroine agz non posse, sed,
quia hoe non minimum incommoditatem habebat, cerperunt heroines per procuratores
litigare,()" o so with us, upon the same principle of convenience, it is now per-
mitted in general, by divers antient statutes, whereof the first is statute Westm.
8, e. 10, that attorneys may be made to prosecute or defend any action in the
absence of the parties to the suit. These attorneys are now formed into a
regular corps ; they are admitted to the execution of their orifice by the superior
courts of Westminster hall, and are in all points officers of the respective courts
of which they are admitted ; and, as they have many privileges on account ¢'f
their attendance there, so they are peculiarly subject to the censure and animad-
version of the judges.' No man can practise as an attorney in any of those
courts, but suel: as_is admitted and sw(_rn an attorney of that particular court :
an attorney of the court of king's bench cannot practise in the court of common

-- ' -- r °
,,leas" nor vice versa 5 To nractise in the court of chancer_ it is also necessary
t" ) " 1" '_9to be admitted a solicitor therein : and by the statute .. Gee. II. e. 40, no person
shall act as an attorney at the court of quarter-sessions but such as has been
regularly admitted in some superior court of record. So early as the statute 4
Henry IV. c. 18, it was enacted, that attorneys should be examined by the judges,
and none admitted but such as were virtuous, learned, and sworn to do their

duty. And many subsequent statutes(T ) have laid them under further regu.
lationa?

(_) Stiernhook de jure Cr_h. l. 1, c. 6. (,) Inst. 4, tit. 10.
(t) F.N.D. 25. (p) JJa_.I.c 7. 12Geo. I.c. 29. 2Gee. ILc. 23. 22Gee.
(_)F. N. B. 27. IL e. 46. 23 Gee. II. c. 26.
(m) Bro. Abr. tit. Idiot, 1.

s This is not universally so ; for in prosecutions and informations for misdemeanours,
especially in the court of King's Bench, a defendant may, and usually does, appear and
plead by his attorney or clerk in court. 1 Chitty's Crim. Law. But an attorney has no
right to be present during the investigation of a charge of felony before a magistrate
against his client. 3 B. & A. 432 ; and see 1 B. & C. 37.---C_xTTY.

' An attorney is bound to use care, skill, and integrity; and if he be not deficient i_
any of these essential requisites he is not responsible for any error or mistake arising in
the exercise of his profession. 4 Burr. 2061 ; and see 4 B. & :A.202. If he be deficient,
and a loss thereby arises to his client, he is liable to an action in damages, (2 Wils. 325,
1 Bing. 347 ;) and in some cases, as we have above seen, the court of which he is an
attorney will afford a summary remedy.--CH:TTY.

The judges will exercise their summary jurisdiction over the attorneys of the several
courts, not merely in cases where they have been employed in the conduct of suits, or
any matter purely professional, but "whenever the employment is so connected with
their professional character as to afford a presumption that their character formed the
ground of their employment." Thus, one attorney has been compelled to give up
papers and deeds which had been placed in his hands as steward for the owner of the
estates to which they refer, and another to pay over money which he had received
when employed to collect the effects of an intestate by the administrator, although he
had r.ever been employed by him to prosecute or defend any suits in law or equity.
Hughes vs. )/_ayer, 3 T. R. 275. In re Aitkin, 4 B. & A. 47. Luxmoore vs. Lethbridge, b
B. & A. 898.--COL_R:DGE.

5But now b_ stat 6 &7 Viet e 73, s 27, attorneys admitted of any one of the superiorJ , °. • , -. ....

courts may practise m any other supermr court, or m any referrer court.of law m Eng-
land and Wales, upon signing the roll of such other court. To practise m the court of
chancery and the superior courts of equity, however, it is still necessary to be admitted
a solicitor therein.--_ST_WAaT.

e The stat. 6 & 7 Vict. c. 73, consolidating and amending several of the laws relating
to attorneys and solicitors, prescribes the conditions of admission as an attorney, the
time and mode of their service under articles, and the oaths to be administered to them,
and authorizes the judges of the courts of common law and the master of the rolls to
_ppoint examiners to examine the fitness and capacity of all persons applying to be

22
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Of advocates, or (as we generally call them) counsel, there arc two speei¢s or
degrees; barristers, and serjeants. The former are admitted after a considerable

eriod of study, or at least standing, in the inns of court ;(q) and are in our old
ooks *styled apprentices, apprenticii ad legem, being looked upon as r._

merely learners, and not qualified to execute the full office of an advocate L _-

till they were sixteen years standing; at which time, according to Forteseue,(r)
they might be called to the state and degree of serjeants, or servientes ad leaem.
How antient and honourable this state and degree is, with the form, splend'our,
and profits attending it, hath been so fully displayed by many learned writers,(s)
that it need not be here enlarged on. I shall only observe, that serjcants at law
are bound by a solemn oath(t) to do their duty to their clients : and that by
custom(u) the judges of the courts of _¥estminster are always admitted into
this venerable order before they are advanced to the bench; the original of
which was probably to qualify the 19msn_ barons of the exchequer to become
justices of assize, according to the exigence of the statute of 14 Edw. III. c.
16.7 From both these degrees some are usually selected to be his majesty's
counsel learned in the law; the two principal of whom are called his attorney
and solicitor-general. The first king's counsel under the degree of serjeant
was Sir Francis Bacon, who was made so honoris causa, without either patent
or fee ;(w) so that the first of the modern order (who are now the sworn servants
of the crown, with a standing salary) seems to have been Sir Francis North,
afterwards lord-keeper of the great seal to king Charles II.(x) These king's
counsel answer, in some measure, to the advocates of the revenue, advocatifisci,
among the Romans. For they must not be employed in any cause against the
crown without special license ;8 in which restriction they agree with the advocates
of the fisc :(y) but in the imperial law the prohibition was carried still further,
and perhaps was more for the dignity of the sovereign : for, excepting some
peculiar causes, the fiscal advocates were not permitted to be at all concerm_d

*in private suits between subject and subiect.(z) A custom has of late [*28years prevailed of granting letters-patent of precedence to such barris-
(tt) See book i. introd, _ 1. (9 2 Inst. 214.
(r) De LL. c, 50 (_) Forteec c. 50.
(,) Fortesc. *b*d 10 Rep prefi Dugd O_q Yur_d. To (_) See hm letters, 256.

wlnch may be added a tract by the 1.tte serjeaut Wynno, (_) See his life by Roger l_orth, 37.
printed m 1765, entitled "Observations touching the An- (y) Cod 2, 9, 1.
taq_nty and Dlgmty of the Degree of SerJeant-at-Law." (s) Ibid. 2, 7, 13.

admitted as attorneys or solicitors ; and the certificate either of the common law or
equity examiners will be sufficient to entitle a person so examined to admission in all
the courts, examination by both not being necessary.--STewART.

The degree of serjeant was deprived of its most profitable, if not most important,
advantage (exclusive auchenee in the court of Common Pleas) by the stat. 9 & 10 Vict.
c. 54, which extends to all barristers the privileges of serjeants in the court of Common
Pleas.--STEwART.

The most valuable privilege formerly enjoyed by the serjeants (who, besides the judges.
were limited to fifteen in number) was the monopoly of the practice in the court oi
Common Pleas. i bill was introduced into parliament in the year 1755 for the purpose
of destroy _in_ this monop y.ol ; but it did not. pass. In 1834, a warrant under the sign-
manual of the crown was directed to the judges of the Common Pleas, commanding
them to open that court to the bar at large, on the ground that it would tend to
the general despatch of business. This order was received, and the court acted
accordingly. But in 1839 the matter was brought before the court by the serjeants,
_vhen it was decided that the order was illegal, Tindal, C. J., declaring that "from time
immemorial the serjeants have enjoyed the exclusive privilege of practising, pleading,
and audience in the court of Common Pleas. Immemorial enjoyment is the most solid
of all titles ; and we think the warrant of the crown can no more deprive the serjeant.
who holds an immemorial office, of the benefits and privileges which belong to it, than
it could alter the administration of the law within the court itself." 10 Bingh. 571. 6
Bingh. N. C. 187, 232, 235. However, the statute 9 & 10 Viet. c. 54 has since ex-
tended to all barristers the privileges of serjeants in the court of Common Pleas.--
_HARSWOOD.

s Hence none of the king's counsel can publicly plead in court for a prisoner, or a de
fendant in a criminal prosecution, without a license,--which is never refused, but an ex
pense of about nine pounds must be incurred in obtaining it.--CHITT_'.
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ter as the crown thinks proper to honour with that mark of distinction:
whereby they are entitledto such rank and pre-audienee(a)as are assigned in
theirrespectivepatents; sometimes next afterthe king'sattorney-general,but
usuallynext afterMs majesty'scounselthen being. These (aswellasthequeen's

attorney aud solicitor-general)(b) rank promiscuously with the kin_'s counsel,
and together with them sit within the bar of the respective courts; Put receive
no salaries, and are not sworn, and therefore are at liberty to be retained
in causes against the crown. And all other serjeants and barristers indiscri-
minately (except in the court of common pleas, where only serjeants are
admitted) _s may take upon them the protection and defence of any suitors,
whether plaintiff or defendant; who are therefore called their clients, like the
dependants upon the antient Roman orators. Those indeed practised gratis, fo2
honour merely, or at most for the sake of gaining influence : and so likewise it
is established with us,(c)that a counsel can maintain no action for his fees;
which are given, not as locatio vel conductio, but as quiddam honorarium ; not as
a salary ol; hire, but as a mere gratuity, which a counsellor cannot demand
without doing wrong to his reputation :(d) n as is also laid down with regard to
advocates in the civil law,(e) whose honorarium was directed by a decree of the

"29] senate not to exceed in any case ten thousand sesterces, *or about 80l.
of English money.(f) TM And, in order to encourage due freedom of

(i) pce audience in the courts is reckoned of so much con- 8. Serjcents at law.
of_qthuencethat it may not be amr_ to subjoin a short table 9. The recorder of London.

o precedence which usually obtains among the prac- 10 Advocate_ of the mvil law.
risers. 11. Barristers.

1. The king's premier serjeant_ (so constituted by special In the courts of exchequer, two of the most expericncetl
patent.) barristers, called the _)st-man and the tub-man, (from tl_

2. The king's ancient sorjeant, or the eldest _long the places m which they rot,) have also a precedence in motio_
kiTag's ecrjeantB (_) Sold. tat./_m. I,6,7.

3. The king's advocate-_neral. (_) Da_qs, prefi 22. 1 Ch. Rep. 88.
4. The king's attornoy-general 9 (d) Daws, 23.
5 The king's solicitor-generaLS (e) Ff. ll, 6,1.
6. The king's serjeants. (f) Tac. Ann. L 11.
7. The king's counsel, with the queen's attorney and

s_licltor.

s By the king's mandate, 14th Dec. 1811, the king's attorney and solicitor-general are
now to have a place and audience before the king's premier serjeant.---CmTTr.

10That is, in bank ; for at trials at nisi prius in Common Pleas a barrister who is not a
wvrjeant may &yen lead a cause.---CHirTr.

n Upon the same principle a physician cannot maintain an action for his fees. 4 Term
Rep. 317. It has also been held that no action lies to recover back a fee given to a bar-
rister to argue a cause which he did not attend. Peake's R. 122. Formerly it was con-
sidered that if a counsel disclosed his client's case or neglected to attend $o it, he was
liable to be sued. See Vim Abr. Actions of Assumpsit, P. But in more modern times
it has been considered that no such action is sustainable. Peake's R. 96.

On the other hand, serjeants and barristers are entitled to certain privileges. Each is
an esquire ; and his eldest son is qualified to kill game. 1 T. R. 44. They are entitled
when sued separately to have the venue laid in any action against them in Middlesex,
(1 Stra. 610,) and are privileged from arrest and from being taken in execution whilst
they are on their proper circuit and when they are attending the sittings at Nisi Priua.
1 Hen. Bla. 636.---CHIT_r.

_ The circumstances which led to this decree, as recorded by Tacitus, deserve to be
mentioned. Samius, a Roman knight of distinction, having given Suilius a fee of three
thousand guineas to undertake his defence, and finding that he was betrayed by his ad.
vocate, ferro in domo ejus irxubuit. In consequence of this, the senate insisted upon en-
forcing the Cincian law, qu_ cavetur antiquitC_s,nequis ob causam orandam pevuniam donurave
aecipiat.

Tacitus then recites the arguments of those who spoke against the payment of fees
and of those who supported the practice, and concludes with telling us that Claudius
Cmsar, thinking that there was more reason, though less liberality, in the arguments of
the latter, capiend_ petunias posuit modum, usque ad dens sestertza_qu_n egresd reavetundarma
tenerentur. 1 Anz. lib. 11, c. 5.

But, besides the acceptance of such immense fees, the perfidy of advocates had become
a common traffic; for Tacitus introduces the subject by observing, ne¢ quid_am publiz$
mercis tam venale fui$ quam advocatorumperfutia. To the honour of our courts, the corrup-
tion of Judges and the treachery of counsel are crimes unheard of in this country.
Quid enim est3us _vi[e? Quod neque inject{ gratiS, nequ_perfringi Totma_, nequeadulterari,pecu'tid
_t. Cie. pro 2s_cina.----CaRISTIA_W.

_4
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_peech in the lawful defence of their clients, and at the same *_me ¢o give a
check to the unseemly licentiousness of prostitute and illiberal men, (a few of
whom may sometimes insinuate themselves even into the most honourable pro.
fessious,) it hath been holden that a counsel is not answerable for any matter
by him spoken relative to the cause in hand and suggested in his client's instru_
tions, although it should reflect upon the reputation of another, and even prove
absolutely groundless : but if he mentions an untruth of his own invention, or
even upon instructions, if it be impertinent to the cause in hand, he is then
liable to an action from the party injured_(g) TM And counsel guilty of deceit or
collusion are punishable by the statute Wcstm. 1, 3 :Edw. I. c. 28, with impri.
sonment for a year and a day, and perpetual silence in the courts ; a punishmeat
still sometimes inflicted for gross misdemeanours in practice.(h)

CHAPTER IV.

OF THE PUBLIC COURTS OF COMMON LAW AND FQUITY.

W_ are next to consider the several species and distinctions of courts of
justice which are acknowledged and used in this kingdom. And these are,
either such as are of public and general jurisdiction throughout the whole realm,
or such as are only of a private and special jurisdiction in some particular parts
of it. Of the former there are four sorts : the universally established courts of
common law and equity; the ecclesiastical courts; the courts military; and
courts maritime. And, first, of such public courts as are courts of common ]aw
and equity.

The policy of our antient constitution, as regulated and established by the
great Alfred, was to bring justice home to every man's door, by constituting as
many courts of judicature as there are manors and townships in the kingdom_
wherein injuries were redressed in an easy and expeditious manner by the
suffrage of neighbours and friends. These little courts, however, communicated
with others of a larger jurisdiction, and those with others of a still greater
power; ascending gradually from the lowest to the supreme courts, which were
respectively constituted to correct the errors of the inferior ones, and to detei-

mine such causes asb_ reason o£ their weight and difficulty demanded a morv
solemn discussion. _he course of justice flowing in large streams from v*._l
the king, as the fountain, to his superior courts of record; and being L _-
then subdivided into smaller channels, till the whole and every part of the

kingdom were plentifully watered and refreshed. An institution that seems
highly agreeable to the dictates of natural reason, as well as of more enlightened
policy ; being equally similar to that which prevailed in _[exieo and Peru before
they were discovered by the Spaniards, and to that which was established in

(#) Cro, Ja¢. 90. (_) Sir T. RaynL 3T6.

In New Jersey, an advocate's fees are not recoverable at law. Shaver vs. Norris, Pen
nington, 663. Seeley vs. Crane, 3 Green, 35. Van Alter vs. ]KcKinne:_'s Exrs., 1 Harrison,
_6. However, the general current of decisions in the United St_tes is in favour of the
right of counsel to recover by a suit at law a reasonable compensation for their services,
whether in court or out of court. Stevens vs. Adams, 23 Wendell, 57, S. C. 25. Ibid
451 Newman vs Washington, 3_artin & Yerger, 79. Stevens vs. _Ionges, 1 Harrington,• " " _ 4
127 Ba ard vs. _cLane, 3 Harrington, 217. Duncan vs. Belsthaupt, 1 3lcCord, 1 9
-- " • Y .... _'--_ 2°Q Christ " vs Dou-lass, Wriaht's Ch Rep 485 Webb _
l_ownlng VS. _L_Jor, _ .L,WU_, _c. j • _ _, • " • .

Itepp, 14 _.issouri, 354. Vilas vs. Downer, 21 Vermont, 419. :Locates. Saller, 3 Porte.,
115. Gray w. Brackenridge, 2 Penna. Rep. 181. Foster vs. oacK, ,_watts, _6. 1_ may
ve questioned whether the real interests of the profession have been promoted by the
ehange.---SnaRsWOOD.

is See the late important case establish ag the correctness of this position. Holt, C
p. 621. 1 B. & A. 232. 1 Saund. Rep 130.---CuIvTr.
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the Jewish republic by Moses. In ]Hexico each town and province had its
proper judges, who heard and decided causes, except when the point in litigation
was too intricate for their determination ; and then it was remitted to the
supreme court of the empire, established in the capital, and consisting of twelve
judges.(a) Peru, according to Garcilasso de Yega, (an historian descended
from the antient Incas of that country.,) was divided into small districts con-
_aining ten families each, all registered and under one magistrate, who had
authority to decide little differences and punish petty crimes. Five of these
composed a higher class, of fifty families; and two of these last composed
another, called a hundred. Ten hundreds constituted the largest division, con-
sisting of a thousand families; and each division had its separate judge oz
magistrate, with a proper degree of subordination.(b) In like manner, we read
of Moses, that, finding the sole administration of justice too heavy for him, he
"chose able men out of all Israel, such as feared God, men of truth, hatin_
covetousness : and made them heads over the people, rulers of thousands, rulers
of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of tens; and they judged the people at
all seasons : the hard causes they brought unto ]Hoses _ but every small matter
they judged themselves."(c) These inferior courts, at least the name and form
of them, still continue in our legal constitution _ but as the superior courts of
record have in practice obtained a concurrent original jurisdiction with these;
and as there is, besides, a power of removing plaints or actions thither from all
the inferior jurisdictions ; upon these accounts (amongst others) it has happened
,321 that *these petty tribunals have fallen into decay, and almost into obli-

vion ; whether for the better or the worse, may be matter of some specu-
lation, when we consider on the one hand the increase of expense and delay, and
on the other the more able and impartial decision, that follow from this change
of jurisdiction.

The order I shall observe in discoursing on these several courts, constitute(.
for the redress of civil injuries, (_br with those of a jurisdiction merely criminao
I shall not at present concern myself,)will be by beginning with the lowest,
and those whose jurisdiction, though public and generally dispersed throughout
the kingdom, is yet (with regard to each particular court) confined to very
narrow limits; and so ascending gradually to those of the most extensive and
transcendent power.

1. The lowest, and at the same time the most expeditious, court of justice
known to the law of England, is the court of pie2oudre , curia pedis l_ulverizati;
so called from the dusty feet of the suitors ; or, according to Sir Edwar_l Coke,(d)
because justice is there done as speedily as dust can fall from the foot; upon
the same principle that justice among the Jews was administered in the gate
of the city,(e) that the proceedings might be the more speedy as well as public.
But the etymology given us by a learned modern writer(f) is much more inge-
nious and satisfactory; it being derived, according to him, from pied 2uldreaux,
(a pedler, in old French,) and therefore signifying the court of such petty
chapmen as resort to fairs or markets. It is a court of record, incident to every
fair and market, of which the steward of him who owns or has the toll of the
market is the judge ; and its jurisdiction extends to administer justice for all com-
mercial injuries done in that very fair or market, and not in any preceding one.
So that the injury must be done, complained of, heard, and determined within
the compass of one and the same day, unless the fair continues longer. The

*33] court hath cognizance of *all matters of contract that can possibly arisewithin the precinct of that fair or market ; and the plaintiff must make
eath that the cause of action arose there.(g) From this court a writ of error
lies, in the nature of an appeal, to the courts at Westminster ;(h) which are now
also bound by the statute 19 Geo. III. c. 70 to issue writs of execution, in aid
of its process after judgment, where the person or effects of the defendant are
not within the limits of this inferior jurisdiction ; which may po_bl.v occasion

a) Mod Un. IIm! xr_vlh. 469 (e) Ruth iv.
b) Ibid xxxix. 14. (f) Barrmgton's Observat. on the 8tat. 83_"

1_ :Exod xvm. (#) Stat. 17 Edw. lV a. 2.-1ivet 272. C_)CTO.EUz. 773.
26
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the revivalof the practiceand proceedingsinthesecour%_,which are now ina
manner forgotten. The reason of their original institution seems to have beeu
to do justice expeditiously among the variety of persons that resort from di_
taut places to a fair or market; since it is probable that no other inferior court
might be able to serve its process, or execute its judgments, on both, or perhaps
either, of the parties; and therefore, unless this court had been erected, the
complainant must necessarily have resorted, even in the first instance, to some
superior judicature.

If. The court-baron is a court incident to every manor in the kingdom, to be
holden by the steward within the said manor. This court-baron is of two

natures :(i) the one is a customary court, of which we formerly spoke,(k) apper-
taining entirely to the copyholders, in which their estates are transferred by
surrender and admittance, and other matters transacted relative to their tenures
only. The other, of which we now speak, is a court of common law, and it is
the court of the barons, by which name the freeholders were sometimes
autiently called :I for that it is held before the freeholders who owe suit and
service to the manor, the steward being rather the registrar than the judge.
These courts, though in their nature distinct, are frequently confounded together.
The court we are now considering, viz., the freeholders' court, was composed
of the lord's tenants, who were the pares of each other, and were bound by
their feodal tenure to assist their lord in the dispensation of domestic justice•
This was formerly held every three weeks ; and its most important business is
to determine, by writ of' right, all controversies relating to the right of lands
within the manor "'_ It may also hold plea of any personal actions of debt, tres-

pass on the case, or the like, where the debt or damages do not *amount [*34
to forty shillings ;(l) which is the same sum, or three marks, that
bounded the jurisdiction of the antient Gothic courts in their lowest instance,
or fierding-co_rts, so called because four were instituted within every superior
district or hundred.(m) B,lt the proceedings on a writ of right may be removed
rote the county-court by a precept from the sheriff called a tolt,(n) quia tolht

b "atque exim_t causam e curia aronum. (o) And the proceedings in all other
actions may be removed into the superior courts by the king's writs ofpone,(p)
or accedas ad curium, according to the nature of the suit.(q)__ After judgment
given, a writ also of false judgment(r) lies to the courts at Westminster to re-
hear and review the cause, and not a writ of error; _br this is not a court of
record: and therefore, in some of these writs of removal, the first direction
given is to cause the plaint to be recorded, recordarifacias loquelam.

III. A hundred-court is only a larger court-baron, being held for all the
inhabitants of a particular hundred instead of a manor• The free suitors are
hero also the judges, and the steward the registrar, as in the case of a court-
baron. It is likewise no court of record; resembling the former in all points,
except that in point of territory it is of greater jurisdiction.(s_ This is said by
Sir Edward Coke to have been derived out of the county-court for the ease of
the people, that they might have justice done to them at their own doors,
without any charge or loss of time;(t) but its institution was probably coeval
with that of hundreds themselves, which were formerly observed(u) to have
been introduced, though not invented, by Alfred, being derived from the T,olity

Co. Lltt. 58. (P) See .append. No. I. _ S.
Book *L ch. 4_ 6_ and 22. (_) F. N. B. 4, 70. Finch, :5. 444, 445.
Fmch_ 248. (,') F. N. B. lg.

) Stiernhook de jure 6'oth. i 1, c. 2. (,) Finch, L. 243. 4 I_t. 267.
(n)F.N.B. 3,4. SeeAppend No.I._2. (¢) 2Inst. 71.
(o)s Rep.prof. (-)Book_p.11_

*All the freeholders of the king were called barons ; but the editor is not aware tha_
it appears from any authority that this word was ever applied to those who held free-
holds of a subject. See an account of the ancient barons, an_e, 1 book, 399, n. 5. It
aeems to be the more obvious explanation of the court-baron that it was the court of the
baron or lord of the manor, to which his freeholders owed suit and service. In like
manner, we say the king's court and the sheriff's court.---CHRISTIAN.

The writ of right having been abolished, (3 &4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 36,) this branch of itA

jur_diction no longer eXlSts._KERR. _"/
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of the antient Germans. The centeni, we may remember, were the principal
inhabitants of a district composed of different villages, originally in number a
• .qa1 hundred, but afterwards only *called by that name ;(v) and _ he probably

_J gave the same denomination to the district out of which they were

chosen. C_sar speaks positively of the..j'udicial . power exercised in their
hundred-courts and courts-baron. "_Princ_pes regwnum atque pagorum" (which
we may fairly construe, the lords of hundreds and manors)" inter sues jus
dicunt, controversiasque minuunt."(w) And Tacitus, who had examined their
constitution still more attentively, informs us not only of the authority of the
lords, but that of the centeni, the hundredors, or jury _ who were taken out of
the common freeholders, and had themselves a share in the determination.
"JEl_guntur in concilds et principes, qui jura per pages vicosque reddunt : centeni
8inguhs, ex Tlebe comztes, consil_um simul et auctoritas, absunt."(x) This hundre_
court was denominated ha_reda in the Gothic eonstitution.(y) :But this court, as
causes are equally liable to removal from hence, as from the common court-
baron, and by the same writs, and may also be reviewed by writ of false judg.
ment, is therefore fallen into equal disuse with regard to the trial of actions, s

IV. The county-court' is a court incident to the jurisdiction of the sheriff.
It is not a court of record, but may hold pleas of debt or damages under the
value of forty shillings.(z) Over some of which causes these inii_rior courts
have, by the express words of the statute of Gloucester,(a) a jurisdiction
totally exclusive of the king's superior courts. For in order to be entitled to
sue an action of trespass for goods before the king's justieiars, the plaintiff is
directed to make affidavit that the cause of action does really and bond fide
amount to 40s. i which affidavit is now unaccountably disused,(b) except in the

(_) (_ffznl e_ $tngull$ pagts surtt, tdque tpsunt inter suos (I/) Stiernhook, L 1, c. 2.
_acantur, eL,quod prtma numeriJ fl_t, Jam _wmen _ honor (s) 4 last. 260.
ut. Ta_. de Mar. Germ. c, 6. (a) 6 Edw. I c. 8.

(If) De/_/. Ga//. _. 6, c. 22. (b) 2 Inst. 391. 8 T. R. 863. ]]ac. Abr. Court of K_,_m
is)De_or/b._ ¢.la. Bench,A.2.

aThe courts-baron and hundred-courts have long been entirely obsolete as courts of
civil jurisdiction ; and the statute 9 & 10 Viet. c. 95 has accordingly empowered the
lords of any hundred, or of any honour, manor, or liberty having any court in right
thereof in which debts or demands may be recovered, to surrender the right of holding
such courts to the crown, after which surrender the right of holding such courts is to
cease and determine.--KERR.

' As to the county-court in general, see Com. Dig. County-Courts, B. 3. Bac. Abr.
C_,urt, County-Court. ¥in. Abr. Court, County, 7 vol. 5. 4 Inst. 266. No action can be
brought in the county-court, unless the cause of action arose, and the defendant reside,
_vlthin the county ; and if that be not the case, the action may be brought in the supe-
rior court, although for a sum less than 40s. ; for if no action can be brought in the in.
ferior jurisdiction for so small a debt, the plaintiff is not therefore to lose it. Per Lord
Kenyon, 6 T. R. 175. 8 T. R. 235. 1 Bos. & P. 75. 1 Dowl. & R. 359. So if the con-
tract be made on the high seas, as for wages, it cannot be recovered in the county-court.
1 B. & A. 223. But the non-residence of the plaintiff within the jurisdiction constitutes
no objection at common law to his proceeding m the county-court, (1 East, 352 ;) though
in some local courts of request, constituted by particular statutes, both plaintiff a_ da-
fendant must reside within the jurisdiction. 8 T. R. 236. This court has no jurisdiction
over trespasses laid to have been committed vi et armzs, (per Lord Kenyon, 3 T. R. 38;)
because the county-court, not being a court of record, cannot fine the defendant. Com.
Dig. County C. 8. But it is said to be otherwise when the proceedings are by justicies.
Com. Dig. County C. 5. The writ of justicies does not, however, except in thi_ instanc_
and as respects the amount of the debt, enlarge the sheriff's jurisdiction. 1 Lev. 253.
Vin. Abr. Court, County, D., a. 2, pl. 6. An entire debt exceeding 40s. cannot be split,
so as to be sued for in this court; nor can the creditor falsely acknowledge satisfaction
of a part so as to proceed for the rest. 2 Inst. 312. Palm. 564. Com. Dig. County C.
8. 2 Roll. a. 317, pl. 1. But where the debt has really be_In reduced by payments
under 408., it may be recovered in this court. Com. Dig. County C. 8. See 1 _B.& P.
22_%224. No capias against the person can issue out of this court, (Com. Dig. County
C. 9 ;) and therefore if the defendant has no goods the plaintiff is without remedy there;
but an action may at common law be brought in the superior courts on a judgment o_
rained in the county-court, and thus, ultimately, execution against the person may be
abtained. Greenwood on Courts, 22. Finch, 318. F. 1_1.B. 152.---C_,

_8
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court of excbequer) The statute also 43 Eliz. e. 6, which gives the juuges in
many personal actions, where the jury assess less damages than 40s., a power

to certify the same and *abridge the plaintiff of his futl costs, was also [*36
meant to prevent vexation by litigious plaintiffs; who for purposes of
mere oppression might be inclinable to institute suits in the superior courts for
injuries of a trifling-value. The county-court may also hold plea of many real
actions, and of all personal actions to any amount, by virtue of a special writ
_lled a justicies; which is a writ empowering the sheriff for the sake of de-
s__ateh to do the same justice in his county-court, as might otherwise be had at
Westminster.(c) The freeholders of the county are the real judges in this
court, and the sheriff is the ministerial officer. The great conflux of fi-eeholders
which are supposed always to attend at the county-court (which Spelman calls
forum plebeice justicia_ et theatrum comztivoe potestatis)(d) is the reason why all acts
of parliament at the end of every session were wont to be there published by
the sheriff; why all outlawries of absconding offenders are there proclaimed;
and why all popular elections which the f_eeholders are to make, as formerly
of sheriffs and conservators of the peace, and still of coroners, verderors, and

" knights of the shire, must ever be made in pleno eomitatu, or in full county-
court. By the statute 2 Edw. VI. c. 25, no county-court shall be adjom_ed
longer than for one month, consisting of twenty-eight days. And this was
also the antient usage, as appears from the laws of king Edward the elder ;(e)
"prcepositus (that is, the sheriff) ad quartam circiter septimanam frequentem poputi
eoncionem celebrate : cuique jus dicito ; litesque singulas dirimito." In those times
the county-court was a court of great dignity and splendour, the bishop and
the ealdorman_ (or earl,) with the principal men of the shire, sitting therein to
administer justice both in lay and ecclesiastical causes.(.f) But its dignity was
much impaired when the bishop was prohibited and the earl neglected to
attend it. And, in modern times, as proceedings are removable from hence
into the king's superior courts, by writ of pone or recordari,(g) in the same

manner as from *hundred-courts and courts-baron; and as the same ['37
writ of false judgment may be had, in nature of a writ of emor i this
has occasioned the same disuse of bringing actions therein.*

(0 Finch, 818, F.N.B. 152. (f) LL. FxMgari_ c. 5.
(a) _$$ v. _$. (#)F. N. B. 70. Ylnc]__.
if)e.zl.

*And inany ofthesuperiorcourts,when thedebtsuedforappearson thefaceofme
declaration,(3Burr.1592,)oris_Imittedbythe plaintiffor hisattorney,(2Bla.Rep.
754,)or provedby an affidavitofthe defendant,(4T.R.495. 5 id.64. Tidd.Prac.8
ed.565,)tobeunder40s.,and theplaintiffmay recoveritinaninferiorjurisdiction,they
willstaytheproceedings,itbeingbelowtheirdignitytoproceedinsuchaction.But the
pl_intiffmaybyaffidavitshow thatthedebtexceeds40s.,orthatthedefendantresided
outofthejurisdiction,whichwillretainthe causeinthe superiorcourt.6 T. R. 175.
8 T. R. 235. 1 B. & P. 75. 1 Dowl. & R. 359.--CrrI_rZ.

s The new county-courts, so called in contradistinction to the county-courts before
mentioned, were established by the statute 9 & 10 Vict. c. 95. They at first, possessed
jurisdiction only for the recovery of debts, damages, and demands, legacies and balances
of partnership accounts, where the sum sued for did not exceed 20/. They were also
charged with the power of giving a landlord possession of premises where the tenant's
term had determined or he had received proper notice to quit, in cases in which the
rent did not exceed 50l. annually and no fine had to be paid. By the statute 13 & 14
Vict. c. 61, their jurisdiction was extended to actions where the amount sued for did not
exceed 50l., and, if the litigants consented in writing, to actions for any amount what.
ever. By this statute an appeal was also given agaSnst the decision of the judge .on
matter of law, but only in actions for sums above 20l. No appeal he_ from hm daclsmn
in matters of fact. The other statutes relating to this branch of the jurisdiction of these
courts axe the 12 & 13 Vict. c. 101, and 15 & 16 Vict. e. 54. They have no jurisdiction,
it may be observed, unless the parties expressly consent in writing to that effect, in
actions in which the title to corporeal or incorporeal hereditaments, or to any toll or
franchise, or in which the validity of any devise or bequest under a will or settlement,
may come in question. Actions brough_ for a malicious prosecution, for libel or slander,
criminal conversation, or seduction, or breach of promise of marriage, axe expres,dy _x.

o:uded.
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Tbe_o arc the several species of common-law courts, which, though dis-
pers_ d universally throughout the realm, are nevertheless of a partial jurisdic-
tion, and confined to particular districts, yet communicating with, and, as it
were, members of, the superior courts of a more extended and general nature
which are calculated for the administration of redress, not in any one lordship.
hundred, or county only, but throughout the whole kingdom at large. Oi_
which sort is,

V. The court of common _pleas, or, as it is frequently termed in law, ttie eour_
of common bench.

By the antient Saxon constitution, there was only one superior court of
justice in the kingdom; and that coul_ had cognizance both of civil and
spiritual causes: viz., the wittena-gemote, or general council, which assembled
annually or oftener, wherever the king kept his Christmas, Easter, or Whitsun-
tide, as well to do private justice as to consult upon public business. At the
conquest the ecclesiastical jurisdiction was diverted int_ _nother channel ; and
the Conqueror, fearing danger from these annual parliaments, contrived also to
separate their ministerial power, as judges, from their deliberative, as coun-
sellors to the crown. He therefore established a constant court in his own hall,
thence called by Braeton,(h) and other antient authors, aula regia, or aula regis.
This court was composed of the king's great officers of state resident in his
palace, and usually attendant on his person ; such as the lord high constable
and lord mareschal, who chiefly presided in matters of honour and of arms i
determining according to the law military and the law of nations. Besides these,
there were the lord high steward, and lord great chamberlain ; the steward of
• _1 the household; the lord chancellor, whose peculiar *business it was to

wj keep the king's seal, and examine all such writs, grants, and letters as
were to pass under that authority; and the lord high treasurer, who was the
principal adviser in all matters relating to the revenue. These high officers
were assisted by certain persons learned in the laws, who were called the
king's justiciars or justices, and by the greater barons of parliament, all of
whom had a seat in the aula regia, and formed a kind of court of appeal, or
rather of advice, in matters of great moment and difficulty. All these in their
several departments transacted all secular business both criminal and civil, and
likewise the matters of the revenue : and over all presided one special magis
trate, called the chief justiciar, or caTitalis justiciarius totius Anglice; who was
also the principal minister of state, the second man in the kingdom, and by
virtue of his office guardian of the realm in the king's absence. And this officer
it was who principally determined all the vast variety of causes that arose in
this extensive jurisdiction, and from the plenitude of his power grew at length
both oL,mxious to the people, and dangerous to the government which em-
ployed him.(/)

This great universal court being bound to follow the king's household in all
his progresses and expeditions, the trial of common causes therein was found
rcry burdensome to the subject. Wherefore king John, who dreaded also the
power of the justiciar, very readily consented to that article which now forms
•,he eleventh chapter of magna carta, and enacts, "that communia Tlacita non

(_) £. 3, tr. 1, c. 7. (_)SpelnL Gloss. 331, $32_S,_3. Oflb. Hist. C. P. introd 17.

The judges must be barristers of seven years' standing. The judge decides all ques-
tmns as well of fact as of law, unless one or other of the parties to the action has de.
manded a jury for the trial of matters of fact,--which in actions for sums above 51.may
be obtained as of right, and consists of five jurors summoned from the district where
the court is holden.

The court is a court of record. It is held once a month. And, to encourage parties
to resort to this tribunal, the plaintiff in the superior courts (in suits in which they have
concurrent jurisdiction) does not recover his costs in actions of contract where he reco-
vers no more than 20l., and in actions of tort where he recovers no more than 5/., un-
,ess the judge of the superior court _vho tries the cause certifies for costs, or it appears
to the court that there was sufficient reason for bringing the action in the superior
¢*0ur t .--'*"_TEWART.

3O
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sequantur curiara regis, sed teneantur in aliquo loeo echo." ]?his certain place was
established in Westminster hall, the place where the aula regis originally sat,
when the king resided in that city; and there it hath ever since continued.
And the court ]being thus rendered fixed and stationary, the judges became so
too, and a chief with other justices of the common pleas was thereupon ap-
pointed; with jurisdiction to hear and determine all pleas of land, and injurtes
merely civil, between subject and subject. Which critical establishment of t.M_
principal court of *common law, at that particular juncture and that par- r*_e

...... L vv
tmular place, gave rme to the runs of court m its neighbourhood; and,
thereby collecting together the whole body of the common lawyers, enabled the
law itself to withstand the attacks of the canonists and civilians, who laboured to
extirpate and destroy it.(j) This precedent was soon af%er copied by king
Philip the Fair in France, who about the year 1302 fixed the parliament at
Paris to abide constantly in that metropolis; which before used to follow the
person of the king wherever he went, and in which he himself used frequently
to decide the causes that were there depending; but all were then referred to
the sole cognizance of the parliament and its learned judges.(k) And thus also
in 1495 the emperor ]Kaximilian I. fixed the imperial chamber (which before
always travelled with the court and household) to be constantly held at Worms,
from whence it was afterwards translated to Spires.(/)

The aula regia being thus stripped of so considerable a branch of its juris-
diction, and the power of the chief justiciar being also considerably curbed by
m_ny articles in the great charter, the authority of both began to decline apace
under the long and troublesome reign of king Henry III. And, in further pur-
suance of this example, the other several officers of the chief justiciar were,
under Edward the First, (who new-modelled the whole fl'ame of our judicial
polity,) subdivided and broken into distinct courts of judicature. A court of
chivalry was erected, over which the constable and mareschal presided ; as did
the steward of the household over another, constituted to regulate the king's
domestic servants. The high steward, with the barons of parliament, formed
an august tribunal for the trial of delinquent peers ; and the barons reserved to
themselves in parliament the right of reviewing the sentences of other courts
in the last resort. The distribution of common justice between man and man
was thrown into so provident an order, that the great judicial officers were
*made to form a check upon each other: the court of chancery issuing r*40
all original writs under the great seal to the other courts ; the common L
pleas being allowed to determine all causes between private subjects ; the exehe
quer managing the king's revenue; and the court of' king's bench retaining all
the jurisdiction which was not cantoned out to other courts, and particularly
the superintendence of all the rest by way of appeal; and the sole cognizance
of pleas of the crown or criminal causes. For pleas or suits are regularly
divided into two sorts: pleas of the crown, which comprehend all crimes an'd
misdemeanours, wherein the king (on behalf of the public)is the plaintiff; and
common 19leas, which include all civil actions depending between subject and
subject. The former of these were the proper object of the jurisdiction of the
court of king's bench; the latter of the court of common pleas, which is a
court of record, and is styled by Sir Edward Coke(m) the lock and key of the
common law; for herein only car real actions, that is, actions which concern
the right of freehold or the re_l'_y, be originally brought: and all other, o,
personal, pleas between man and man, are likewise here determined; though
in most of them the king's bench has also a concurrent authority. _

The judges of this court are at present(n) four in number, one chief and three
($) See book iintrod _1. (-)4Inst,99.(R) King James L during the greater part of his reign al_
(/9 Mod Um Hint, x._n. 396.

pointed five judges in the courts of King's Bench &nd Com.
(_) ibid. _. 46.

1The jurisdiction of e_ch court is so well established that at this dtty the court of
King's Bench cannot be authorized to determine a mere real action, so neither can
the court of Common Pleas to inquire of felony or treason. Hawk. b. 2, oh. 1, s. 4.
Bac. Abr. Courts, A. The King's Bench. however, tries titles to land by the action of
ejectment.---CH_TTv Sl
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pu/sn_ justices, created by the king's letters-patent, who sit every day in the
tbur terms to hear and determine all matters of law arising in civil causes,
whether real, personal, or mixed and compounded of both. These it takes
cogmzance of, as well originally as upon removal from the inferior courts before
mentioned. But a writ of error, in the nature of an appeal, lies from this court
into the court of king's bench. 8

"41] *VI. The court of king's bench (so called because the king used for-merly to sit there in person,(o) the st 3 le of the court still being corarn
ipso rege)' is the supreme court of common law in the kingdom; consisting
of a chief justice and three puisn_ justices, who are by their office the sovereign
conservators of the peace and supreme coroners of the land. Yet, though the
king himself used to sit in this court, and still is supposed so to do, he did not,
neither by law is he empowered(p) to, determine any cause or motion, but by
the mouth of his judges, to whom he hath committed his whole judicial author-
ity.(q) 1°

This court, which (as we have said) is the remnant of the aula regia, is not,
nor can be, from the very nature and constitution of it, fixed to any certain
place, but may follow the king's person wherever he goes : for which reason all
process issuing out of this court in the king's name is returnable "ubicunqu_
fuerimus in Anglia." It hath indeed, for some centuries past, usually sat at West-
minster, being an antient palace of the crown ; but might remove with the king
to York or Exeter, if he thought proper to command it. And we find that,
after Edward I. had conquered Scotland, it actually sat at Roxburgh.(r) And
"Jais movable quality, as well as its dignity and power, are fully expressed by
Bracton when he says that the justices of this court are "capitales, generales,
perpetui, et rnajores ; a latere regis residentes, qui omnium aliorum corrigere tenentur
znjurias et errores."(s) And-it is moreover especially provided in the articuli
super cartas,(t) that the king's chancellor, and the justices of his bench, shall
follow him, so that he may have at all times near unto him some that be learned
in the laws.
men Ple_, for the benefit of a casting voice in case of a After its dissolution king Edward I. frequently sat in the
dJfference m opinion, and that the cxrcmts might at all tnnes court of King's Bench, (see the records c:ted in 2 Burr. 851;)
be fully supphed with judges of the supermr courts. And and m later times James L is said to have eat there in
in subsequent re.ms, upon the permanent indisposition of a person, hut was informed by his judgee that he could
judge_ a fifth hath been sometnnce appointed. Sn"T. Raym. deliver an oplmon.
475. (q) 4 Inst. 71.

*t_)dInst, 73. (r) M. 20. glEdw. I. Hale_Hi_C.L200.) _ee beok i ch. 7, The king _ed to decide causce in (0) L. 3, c. 10.
person in the aula regis. "In curia d_alnt reg.* tpse tT* (t) "_8Edw I. e_5.
lorot;r_a .persona jura dezern_t." lhal, de _caeeh. 1. 1, _ 4.

s The court now consists of five judges, one chief and four pu_ justices. Until the
statute 11 Gee. IV. and 1 W. IV. c. 70, an appeal lay from the judgment of this court
to the court of King's Bench ; but now the appeal for error in law is to the justices of
the court of Queen's Bench and barons of the exchequer, in the exchequer-chamber,
from whose judgment an appeal lies only to the house of lords.---STewART.

9This court is called the Queen's Bench in the reign of a queen ; and during the pro-
tectorate of Cromwell it was styled the upper bench.---CHRISTIAN.

l0Lord Mansfield, in 2 Burr. 851, does not mean to say, nor do the records there cited
_arrant the conclusion, that Edward I. actually sat in the King's Bench. Dr. Henry, in
his very accurate History of Great Britain, informs us that he has found no instance of
_ny of our kings sitting in the court of justice before Edward IV. "And Edward IV.,"
-ae says, "in the second year of his reign, sat three days together during _l_ichaelmas Term
m the court of King's Bench ; but it is not said that he interfered in the business of the
court ; and, as he was then a very young man, it is probable that it was his intention to
learn in what manner justice was administered, rather than to act the part of a judge."
5 vol. 282, 4to edit. Lord Coke says that the words in magna ¢arta, (e. 29,) nee super sum
iblmu8neesuper eum miitemua nui, &c., signify that we shall not sit in judgment ourselves,
nor send our commissioners or judges to try him. 2 Inst. 46. But that this is an erro-
neous construction of these words appears from a charter granted by king John in the
sixteenth year of his reign, which is thus expressed :--Nee super cos per vim vel per arms
ibimus nisi per legem regal nostri vel Tar judicium parium euorum. See Introd. to BI. Mug.
Ch. p. 13. Statutes and charters in pad ma_ri_ must be construed by areference to each
other; and in the more ancient charter the meani.ng is clear that the king will not pro-
ceed with violence against his subjects unless justined by the law of his kingdom or by
a judgment of their peers.---C_RISTZX_.
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*The jurisdictionofthiscourtisvery high and transcendent. Itkeeps [_42
allinferiorjurisdictionswithin the bounds of theirauthority,and may
eitherremove theirproceedingsto be determined here,or prohibittheirpro-
gressbelow. It superintends all civil corporations in the kingdom. It com-
mands magistrates and others to do what their duty requires, in every case
where there is no other specific remedy. It protects the liberty of the subj(-ct.
by speedy aud summary interposition. It takes cognizance both of criminal
and civil causes : the former in what is called tile crown side, or crown office ;
the latter in the plea side of the court. The jurisdiction of the crown side is
not our present business to consider: that will be more properly discussed m
the ensuing book. But on the plea side, or civil branch, it hath an origb_al
jurisdiction and cognizance of all actions of trespass or other injury alleged to
be committed vi et armis; of actions for forgery of deeds ; maintenance, con-
spiracy, deceit, and actions on the case which allege any falsity or fraud ; all of
which savour of a criminal nature, although the action is brought for a civil
remedy; and make the defendant liable in strictness to pay a fine to the king,
as well as damages to the injured party.(u) The same doctrine is also now
extended to all actions on the case whatsoever :(w) but no action of debt or
detinue, or other mere civil action, can by the common law be prosecuted by any

subject in this court by original writ out of chaneery;(x) n though an action of

debt given by statute may be brought in the king s bench as well as in thecommon pleas.(y) And yet this court might alwa:_ s have held plea of any civil
action, (other than actions real,) provided the deibndant was an officer of the
court; or in the custody of the marshal, or prison-keeper, of this court, for a
breach of the peace or any other offence.(z) And, in process of time, it began
by a fiction to hold plea of all personal actions whatsoever, and has continued
to do so for ages :(a) it being surmised that the defendant is arrested ibr

_a supposed trespass, which he never has in reality committed ; and, being [*43
thus ir_ the custody of the marshal of the court, the plaintiff is at liberty
to proceed against him for any other personal injury : which surmise, of being
in the marshal's custody, the defendant is not at liberty to dispute.(b) And
these fictions of law, though at first they may startle the student, he will find
upon further consideration to be highly beneficial and useful ; especially as this
maxim is ever invariably observed, that no fiction shall extend to work an
injury; its proper operation being to prevent a mischief; or remedy an incon-
venience, that might result from the general rule of law.(c) So true it is, that
in fictione jur_s semper subsistit (equitas (d) In the present case, it gives the suitor
his choice of more than one tribunal befbre which he may institute his action ;
and prevents the circuity and delay of justice, by allowing that suit to be
originally, and in the first instance, commenced in this court, which, after a
determination in another, might ultimately be brought before it on a writ of
erl or32

or this court is likewise a court of appeal, into which may be removed by
writ of error all determinations of the court of common pleas, and of all in-
ferior courts of record in England; and to which a writ of error lies also from
the court of king's bench in Ireland. Yet even this so high and honourable
court is not the dvrnier resort of the subject; for, if he be not satisfied with any
determination _here, he may remove it by writ of error into the house of lords.

($) Thus too in the ciwl law; con_ra ,f_/onem _zfa
(u) Finch_ L. 198. 2 Inst, 23. Dyrvrsf_ de courtas o. ba_ ac_r_t_tur probatw : quid enim eff_ere_ _. io ver;ta_zs,ray.
(w)F. N. B. 86, 92. 1 Lilly, Pract. Reg. 503. ub_ fictw adversus vercta2emfing'tt. _,Yam_ .n.iha ahud
(w) 4 Inst. 76. Trye's Jus Ffl_ar. 101. est, quam /ry_sadrer_u_ verdab_ i_ _ pos_b,h e._ j_
(}) Caxth. 23_. causa durposttia. Gothofred. m Ff $.22, $.3.
(,) 4 Inst. 71. (¢) 3 Rep. 30. 2 Roll Rap. 502.
(-) Ibi& 72. (_) 11 Rap. 51. Co. Litt, 159.

n This is not the present practice. R.T. Hardw. 317. Tidd's Prac. 8 ed. 97.--Cm_rY
12But, as there is no reason for doing that indirectly which may be done directly, il

was considered expedient to abolish this among other legal ne¢ions, (2 W. IV. e. 39,)
and the mode of commencing an action has for some time been and is now, uniforTn in
allthe superiorcourts.----STeWaRT. _3

VoL.IL--:_
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or the court of _xchequer chamber, as the ease may happen, according to the
nature of the suit and the manner in which it has been prosecuted. _

VII. The court of exchequer is inferior in rank not only to the court of king's
bench, but to the common pleas also : but I have chosen to consider it in this
order on account of its double capacity as a court of law and a court of equity

*4_ 1 *also. It is a very ant;eat court of record, set up by William the Con-
_J querer,(e) as a part of the aula regia,(f) though regulated and reduced

to its present order by king Edward I.,(g) and intended principally to order
the revenues of the crown, and to recover the king's debts and duties.(h) It is
ealled the exchequer, scaeeharium, from the checked cloth, resembling a chess-
hoard, which covers the table there, and on which, when certain of the king's
accounts are made up, the sums are marked and scored with counters. It con-
sists of two divisions : the receipt of the exchequer, which manages the royal
revenue, and with which these commentaries have no concern; and the court
or judicial part of it, which is again subdivided into a court of equity and a court
of common law?'

The court of equity is held in the exchequer chamber before the lord
treasurer, the chancellor of the exchequer, the chief baron, and three Tuisn_
ones. These Mr. Selden conjeetures(_') to have been ant;early made out of such
as were barons of the kingdom, or parliamentary barons; and thence to have
derived their name; which conjecture receives great strength from Braeton's
explanation of magus carts, c. 14, which directs that the earls and barons be
amerced by their peers i that is, says he, by the barons of the exchequer.(k)
The primary and original business of this court is to call the king's debtors to
account, by bill filed by the attorney-general; and to recover any lands, tone
ments, or hereditaments, any goods, chattels, or other profits or benefits,
belonging to the crown. So that by their original constitution the jurisdiction
of the com_ of common pleas, king's bench, and exchequer was entirely
separate and distinct: the common pleas being intended to decide all contro-
versies between subject and subject; the king's bench to correct all crimes and
misdemeanours that amount to a breach of the peace, the king being then plain-
tiff, as such offences are in open derogation of the jura regalia of his crown;

*45] and the exchequer to adjust *and recover his revenue, wherein the king
also is plaintiff, as the withholding and non-payment thereof is an injury

to his jura fiscalia. But, as by a fiction almost all sorts of civil actions are now
allowed to be brought in the king's bench, in like manner by another fiction all
kinds of personal suits may be prosecuted in the court of exchequer. For as

(t) Lamb. Archeum. 24. (tt) 4 Inst. 10_-116.
(.r) Madox Hist. Exch. 109. (_) Tit Hon. 2, 5,16.
(e) Spelm. Guil I. _n cod. leg. v_t. apud Wilkins. (k) iS. 3, tr. 2, c. 1, _.8.

The appeal from the King's or Queen's Bench is now in all cases to the justices of
the Common Pleas and barons of the exchequer, in the exchequer-chamber, from whose
judgment an appeal lies to the house of 1ords.---ST_WART.

1,Though this court is inferior m rank as well to the court of Common Pleas as the
King's Bench, and though, in general, a subject has a right to resort to either of the
superior courts for the redress of a civil injury, yet this court, having an original, and in
many cases an exclusive, jurisdictmn in fiscal matters, will not permit questions, in the
decisiou of which the king's revenue or his officers are interested, to be discussed be-
fore any other tribunal ; and therefore, if an action of trespass against a revenue-officer
for his conduct in the execution of his office be brought in the court of Common Pleas
or King's Bench, it may be removed into the office of pleas of this court of exchequer.
1 Anstr. 205. ttardr. 176. Parker, 143. 1 Price, 206. 8 Price, 584. Manning's Ex-
chequer Prac. 161, 164, n. On such occasions the court interpeses on motion, by orde_
ing the proceeding to be removed into the office of pleas, which order operates by way
of injunction. The usual order in cases of this nature is that the action be removed
out of the King's Bench or Common Pleas, or other court in which it is depending, into
the office of pleas, and that it shall be there in the same forwardness as in the court out
of which the action is removed. This order, however, does not operate as a certiorari to
remove the proceedings, but as a personal order on the party to stay them there, and, of
course, calls on the defendant in the action to appear, accept a declaration, and put the
plaintiff in the same state of forwardness in the office of pleas as he was in the othe_
court. Per Eyre, Ch. B. 1 Anstr. 205, m notes.--CHxT_y.
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all the officers and ministers of this court have, like those of other superior
courts, the privilege of suing and being sued only in their own court; so also
the king's debtors and farmers, and all aeeomptants of the exchequer, are privi-
leged to sue and implead all manner of persons in the same court of equity that
they themselves are called into. They have likewise privilege to sue and ira-
plead one another, or any stranger, in the same kind of common-law actions
(where the personalty only is concerned) as are prosecuted in the court of eom-
men l_leas.

Thins. gives orilguinal to the common-law part of their jurisdiction,, which was.
established merely for the benefit of the king's aeeomptants, and xs exercmed
by the barons only of the exchequer, and not-the treasu-rer or chancellor. The
writ upon which all proceedings here are grounded is called a quo minus : in
which the plaintiff suggests that he is the king's farmer or debtor, and that the
defendant hath done him the injury or damage complained of; quo minus suf-
ficiens exist_t, by which he is less able to pay the king his debt or rent. And
these suits are expressly directed, by what is called the statute of Rutland,(/)
to be confined to such matters only as specially concern the king or his minis.
ters of the exchequer. And by the art_euli super cartas,(m) it is enacted, that
no common pleas be thenceforth holden in the exchequer contrary to the form
of the great charter. But now, by the suggestion of privilege, any person may
be admitted to sue in the exchequer as well as the king's aeeomptant. The
_urmise, of being debtor to the king, is therefore become matter of form and
mere words of course, and the court is open to all the nation equally. TM The same
holds with regard to the equity side of the court : for there any person may file

*a bill against another upon a bare suggestion that he is the king s [*46
accomptant ; but whether he is s% or not, is never controverted. In this
court on the equity side, the clergy have long used to exhibit their bills for the
non-payment of tithes; in which case the surmise of being the king's debtor is
no fiction, they being bound to pay him their first-fruits and annual tenths.
But the chancery has of late years obtained a large share in this business.

An appeal from the equity side of this court lies immediately to the house of
peers; but from the common-law side, in pursuance of the statute 31 Edw. II]
c. 12, a writ of error must be first brought into the court of exchequer chum
ber. And from the determination there had, there lies, in the dernier resort, a
writ of error to the house of lords. TM

VIII. The high court of chancery is the only remaining, and in matters of
civil _pr°pert_y by much the most important, of any, of the king's superior, and
original courts of justice. It has its name of chancery, cancellarza, from the
judge who presides here, the lord chancellor, or caneellarius; who, Sir Edward
Coke tells us, is so termed a cancellando, from cancelling the king's letters
dYatent when granted contrary to law, which is the highest point of his juris.

ietion.(n) _7 But the office and name of chancellor (however derived) waa
(s) 10 Edw. I. e. 11. (_) 28 Edw. I. c. 4. (-) 4 Inst. 88.

15This fiction has been for some time abolished. 2 W. IV. e. 39.---STEWART.
16By the 31 Edward III. c. 12, this court of appeal is r_ eonsis_ of _he chancellor and

treasurer, and such justices and sage persons as they shall think fit. It is altered by 3l
Eliz. e. 1, 16 Car. II. c. 2, 20 Car. II. c. 4, from which it appears that the court may
consist of both the chief justices, or one of them, or of the chancellor, provided the
chancellor is present when the judgment is given. See the proceedings in the ease of
Johnstone vs. Sutton in this court. 1 T. R. 493.---CHIVVY.

But by statute 5 Vict. e. 5 its jurisdiction as a court of equity was transferred to the
court of chancery; and it is now only a court of law and revenue, with five judges,---a
chief and four puisnb barons,_like the courts of Queen's Bench and Common Pleas.
From the judgment of this court an appeal lies to the justices of the Queen's Bench and
Common Pleas, sitting as the court of exchequer chamber; and from that court an
appeal lies to the house of lords.--KE_R.

17According to the opinion of several learned authors, (as _r Cambden, in his Bri.
_annis, and Dr. Cowell, in his Interpreter, have observed,) the chancery had its name
originally from certain bars laid one over another crosswise, like a lattice, wherewith it
w._ environed to keen off the press of the people, and not to hinder the vie_f tha_e
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,:ertainly known to the courts of the Roman emperors: where it originally
_eems to have signified a chief scribe or secretary, who was afterwards invested
with several judicial powers, and a general superintendency over the rest of the
officers of the prince. From the Roman empire it passed to the Roman church,
ever emulous of imperial state ; and hence every bishop has to this day his
chancellor, the principal judge of his consistory. And when the modern king-
doms of Europe were established upon the ruins of the empire, almost every
state preserved its chancellor, with different jurisdictions and dignities, ac-
cording to their different constitutions. But in all of them he seems to have
had the supervision of all charters, letters, and such other public instruments
of the crown as were authenticated in the most solemn manner : and therefore

*a71 *when seals came in use, he had always the custody of the king's great
_'J seal. So that the office of chancellor, or lord keeper, 18(whose authority

by statute 5 Eliz. c. 18, is declared to be exactly the same,) is with us at thi_
day created by the mere delivery of the king's great seal into his custody :(o)
whereby he becomes, without writ or patent, an officer of the greatest weight
and power of any now subsisting in the kingdom, and superior in point of
precedency to every temporal lord.(p) He is a privy counsellor by his office,(qj
and, according to lord chancellor _Ellesmere,(r) prolocutor of the house of lords
by prescription. To him belongs the appointment of all justices of the peace
throughout the kingdom. Being formerly usually an ecclesiastic, (for none else
were then capable of an office so conversant in writings,)and l_residing eve-
the royal chapel,(s) he became keeper of the king's conscience ; visitor in right
of the king, of all hospitals and colleges of the king's foundation ; and patron
of all the king's livings under the value of twenty marks(t) per annum in th_
king's books._9 ]=[e is the general guardian of all infants, id_o-ts, and lunatics.

_l Lamb. Arche_an. 65. 1 Roll. Abr. 385. (,) Madox_ Ht_t. of Exch. 42.Star 31 lien. VIII. e 10. (:) 38 Edw. IlL 3 F N. B 35, though Hobart (214) ¢,'L-
(_) Selden_ Officeof Lord Chant _ 3. tends this value to twenty!_und_.
(_) Of the office of lord chancellor_ edxt 1651.

officers who sat therein,---such gates or crossbars being by the Latins called cancda.
Vid. Dugd. 32. Cambden, Cowell, Cassiod. ep. 6, lib. 11. Pet. Pytheeus, lib. 2, advers.
c. 12. 1 Harr. Ch. 1. Dr. Johnson seems also inclined to this definition ; and it indeed
appears the most reasonable, for we have also the word "chancel," which signifies thai
part of the church formerly barred off from the body of it._CmTTV.

ls King Henry V. had two great seals, one of gold, which he delivered to the bishop
of Durham and made him lord chancellor, another of silver, which he delivered to the
bishop of London to keep ; and historians often confound chancellors and keepers, (1
Harr. Ch. 68, note. 4 Inst. 88 ;) but at this day, there being but one great seal, there
cannot be both a chancellor and a lord keeper of the great seal at one time, because both
are but one office, as is declared by the star. 5 Eliz. 4 Inst. 88, and the taking away the seal
determines the office. 1 Sid. 338. It seems that it is not inconsistent for the lord chan-
cellor also to hold the office of chief justice of the King's Bench. Lord Hardwicke held
both offices from 20th February till 7th June. 1 Sid. 338. Com. Dig. tit. Chancery, (B
1.)--(Zm_Y,

asWith regard to the chancellor's patronage there seems to be some inaccuracy in the
learned judge's text and references. 1 humbly conceive that a truer statement is this,--
viz., that it appears from the rolls of parhament in the time of Edward III. that it had
been the usage before that time for the chancellors to give all the king's livings taxed (by
the subsidy assessments) at twenty marks or under, to the clerks, who were then actu-
ally clod or clergymen, who had long laboured in the court of chancery ; but that the
bishop of Lincoln, when he was chancellor, had given such livings to his own and ott_e_
clerks, contrary to the pleasure of the king and the ancient usage ; and therefore it is
recommended to the king by the council to command the chancellor to give such livings
only to the clerks of chancery, the exchequer, and the other two benches or courts of
Westminster hall. 4 Edw. III. n. 51. But since the new valuation of benefices, or the
king's books, in the time of Henry the Eighth, and the clerks ceased to be in orders, the
chancellor has had the absolute disposal of all the king's livings, even where the pre-
sentation devolves to the crown by lapse, of the value of twenty pounds a year or under
in the king's books. It does not appear how this enlarged patronage has been obtained
by the chancellor; but it is probably by a private grant of the crown, from a considera-
tion that the twenty marks in the time of Edward lII. were equivalent to twenty pounds
In the time of Henry VIII. Gibs. 764. 1 Burn, Ec. Law, 129.
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and |ms t_e general superintendenceof allcharitableuses in the kingdom
And allthisover and above the vastand extensivejurisdictionwhich he exer-
cisesin his,iudieialcapacityin the court of chancery; wherein, as in th_
exchequer,thereare two distincttribunals: the one ordinary,being a courtuf
common law ; the otherextraordinary_beinga courtof equity.
The ordinarylegalcourtismuch more antientthan the courtof equity. Its

jurisdictionisto hold plea upon _,8eirefaeiastorepealand cancelthe king's
letters-patent,when made againstlaw oi-upon untrue suggestions; and to
hold plea of petitions,monstransdedro_t,traversesofoffices,and thelike;when
the king hath been advisedto do any act,or isput in possessionof any lands

80 farthiswas the noteinmy firstedition;butareverendgentlemanhas been so
obligingastosuggesttome that,havingoncehad occasiontoexamine the subject,he
was inclinedtothinkthatthe chancellor'spatronagewas confinedtobeneficesunder
201.ayear,and thathvlngsexactlyofthatvaluebelongedtotheking,tobepresented
toby himselfor hisminlster.Having,inconsequence,lookedmore attentivelyinto
the subject,Iam stlllofopinionthatthe authoritiessupportwhatisadvancedinthe
precedingpartof the note. Itcannotbe doub_edthatsincethe new valor6eneficiorum,
pounlswereintendedtobe substitutedformarls,and thisisexpresslystatedby bishop
Gibson,p.764. Inthe4Edw. III.,citedabove,thechancellor'spatronageisslatedtobe
ofalllivingsof20marks and under,deltaxdewntmarcesetdedeyns.In the1 Hen. VI.
note25,l_ollsofParliament,tLereisa recordappointingtheduke ofBedfbrdprotector,
and the duke ofGloucesterprotectorinhisabsence;and amongst otherprivilegesit
grantstheprotector,forthetime-being, thepatronageofalltheliwngsbelongingU)the
crown, ultra la.vam v_ginti marcarum usque ad tad'am tmg_nbzmarearum incluslv_, and reserves
the rest of the royal patronage to the king, except the benefices belonging to the chan-
cellor, wrtute _h sui. The word incluswOcan only apply to the words u,que ad b'iffmla ; it
cannot be reconciled with ultra, which was intended to leave the chancellor 20 or under,
This is also clearly expressed in the Registrum Brevium 307, where there is an ancient
writ called de primo benefwio ezclesiast_cohabende. Volumus quod_demA. ad pmmum _enefle_urn
eecle_a_twum (laxatwnem viffmti marcarum excedens) vacaturum, quod ad pra_sentlonemnoslram
pertmuerlt, &c.

In the year-book, 38 Edw. III. 3, it is laid down as law that the king shall present to
touts esgl_sesque passent l'extent de 20 mares; and in _he next line it is said that the chan
cellor shall present to all not taxed at 20 marks, and having understood that the living
in question was taxed t_t 40s. he had presented to it, but as, in fact, it was taxed a.t 40l.,
the king claimed it. The wo_xls in French state the general law ; the rest only apply to
the particular case. Yet Watson is so careless as to state the chancellor's patronage to
be under 20 marks and under 20L, and refers to this authority, ch. 9. But it is correctly
cited by Comyns to support the position that the chancellor has the patronage of 20
marks or 201 Dig. tit. Esgl. H. 5. In Fxtz. N. B. 35 it is stated to be under 20 sharks,
without taking any notice of 20 exactly. And in a case in Hob. 214 the word is under.
In that case the chancellor had presented to a living lapsed to the crown above 20L a
year, and it was held that the king could have no remedy, because the presentation htd
passed the great seal, and therefore apparently made by the king himself; but if the
presentation had stated that the benefice was under the value of 20L, then it would have
been void, because the chancellor must have been deceived. In this case there was no
occasion to state the instance of a living of the exact value of 20L This was a benefice
which had devolved to the crown by lapse; but no objection is made on that ground,
and there seems to be no reason for any distinction, whether the benefice devolves to
the king by lapse or by promotion of the incumbent, or i_ is part of his original patron-
trge. I have stated the authorities which expressly give the chancellor the patronage
of the value of 20 marks, or now 20L, and I have referred to those which state it to be
ttrder; and, I cannot but observe, so far they are all consistent, as I find no authority in
opposition to those above, declaring that livings of the value of 20L belong to the king
and not to the chancellor.

The gentleman who wished me to examine the authorities upon this subject was so
obliging as to inform me that the crown has the patronage of five livings of the exact
value of 20L in the king's books, but that several others of that value occasionally de-
volve to the crown by lapse and promotion : that he has examined the church-book in
_he secretary of state's office, and that he finds within the last century many instances
of presentations to those livings by the crown : but he admits in some modern instances
where the right to the presentation has been claimed both by the chancellor and the
minister, that the latter has yielded to the former. From the whole, one is led _o con
elude that these presentations made by the crown were owing either to the inattention
t_r the aceommo tation _ the chancellor.--CnalSrlA._'.
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or g(eds, in prejudice of a subject's right.(u) On proof of which, as the king

*48] can never *be supposed intentionally to do any wrong, the law questions
not but he will immediately redress the injury, and refers that eonsei.

entious task to the chancellor, the keeper of his conscience. It also appertains
to this court to hold plea of all personal actions, where any officer or minister
of the court is a party.(v) It might likewise hold plea (by sc_refacias) of par-
titions of land in coparcenery,(w) and of dower,(2) where any ward of the
crown was concerned in interest, so long as the military tenures subsisted : as
it now may also do of the tithes of forest land, where granted by the king, and
claimed by a stranger against the grantee of the crown ;(y) and of executions
on statutes, or recognizances in nature thereof, by the statute 23 Henry VIII.
c 6.(z) But if any cause comes to issue in this court, that is, if any fact be dis-
puted between the parties, the chancellor cannot try it, having no power to
summon a jury _ but must deliver the record propria manu into the court of
king's bench, where it shall be tried by the country, and judgment shall be there
given thereon.(a) _ And when judgment is given in chancery upon demurrer
or the like, a writ of error in nature of an appeal lies out of this ordinary court
into the court of king's bench :(b) though so little is usually done on the
common-law side of the court, that I have met with no traces of any writ of
error(c) being actually brought, since the fourteenth year of queen Elizabeth,
A.D. 1572.

In this ordinary or legal court is also kept the ofi_cina justitice : out of which
all original writs that pass under the great seal, all commissions of charitable
uses, sewers, bankruptcy, idiotcy, lunacy, and the like, do issue; and for which
it is always open to the subject, who may there at any time demand and have,

ex debito justitio_, any writ that his occasions *may call for. These writs
*49] (relating to the business of the subject) and the returns to them were,
according to the simplicity of antient times, originally kept in a hamper, in
hanaperio; and the others (relating to such matters wherein the crown is
;mmediately or mediately concerned) were preserved in a little sack or bag, in
patna oaga : and thence hath arisen the distinction of the hanaper office and
petty bag office, which both belon_ to the common-law court in chancery.

But the extraordinary court, or court of equity, is now become the court of
the greatest judicial consequence. This distinction between law and equity, as
administered in different courts, is not at present known, nor seems to have

(')4Rep 54. (b) Year-book, 18 Edw. rli 25. ]7 Ass. 24. 29Ass. 4T.
(-) 4 Inst b0. Dyer, 315. 1 lloll. Rcp. 287, 4 Inst. 80.
(P) Co. Lltt. 171. F.N. B 62. (c) The opinion of lord-keeper North, in 1682, (1 Yerm 131.
(s) Bro. Abx tit Dower, 6_. Moor. 565. 1 Eq. Ca Abr 129,) that no such writ of error lay, and that
(u) Bro Abl ti_. D_sme$, 10. an injunction might be issued ageanst xt_seems not to have
') 2 Roll. Avr 469. been well consadered.

a) Cro. Jac. 12. Latch. 112.

But on the equity side of the court questions of fact may be decided without an issue;
but this jurisdiction ought to be exercised very tenderly and sparingly. 9 Vesey, 168.
On the trial of an issue directed out of chancery, if either party be desirous of hawng
special jury, it is said to be proper to move the court of chancery for that purpose. See
Prec. Ch. 264. 2 P. Wins. 68. 4 M. & S. 195, 196.---CHITTY.

It is important to confine this observation (which is not always done) to the common-
law side of the court of chancery. Sitting as a judge at common law and trying causes
according to the rules of the common law, the lord chancellor cannot decide by himself

disputed fact, and has no power of issuing process to the sheriff or other officer for
summoning a jury. But on the equity side of the court, where the jurisdiction of the
lord chancellor is placed entirely on other grounds than those of the common law,
he is equally competent to decide on disputed f_cts as on disputed law; and it is matter
of discretion only when he either orders or permits the parties to submit the trial of
such fact to the cognizance of a jury. For the manner in which this is done, see post,
452. According to the later precedents, when a record comes into the King's Bench
from chancery, the chancellor does not deliver it pro/_r/a_nanu, but sends it by the clerk
of the petty bag. 1 Eq. Ca. Abr. 128._CosE_InGE.

_ud now, by 12 & 13 Viet. c. 109, any issue, either of fact or law, must be sent to one
of the three superior courts of law, there to be determined according to the ordinary
ec;ur_ of proceeding in those courts.---STEWART.
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ever been known, in any other country at any time :(d) and yet the differenceof one from the other, when administered by the same tribunal, was perfectly
familiar to the Romans ;(e) the j_ pr_or_um, or discretion of the prsetor, being
distinct from the leges, or standing laws,(/) but the power of both ee,itred in
one and the same magistrate, who was equally intrusted to pronounce the rule
of law, and to apply it to particular eases by the principles of equity. With

• us, too, the aula regia, wh4ch was the supreme court of judicature, undoubtedly
administered equal justice according to the rules of both or either, as the case
might chance to require: and, when that was broken to pieces, the idea of a
sou ct ot' equity, as distinguished from a court of law, did not subsist in the
original plan of partition. For though equity is mentioned by :Bracton(g) as a
thing contrasted to strict law, yet neither in that writer, nor in Glanvil or
Fleta, nor yet in Britton, (composed under the auspices and in the name of

Edward I., and *treating particularly of courts and their several juris- [*50dictions,) is there a syllable to be found relating to the equitable jarls-
diction of the court of chancery. It seems therefore probable, that when the
courts of law, proceeding merely upon the ground of the king's ori_nal writs,
and confining themselves strictly to that bottom, gave a harsh or imperfect
judgment, the application ibr redress used to be to the king in person assisted
by his privy-council, (from whence also arose the jurisdiction of the court of
requests,(h) which was virtually abolished by the statute 16 Car. I. e. 10 ;) and
they were wont to refer the matter either to the chancellor and a select com-
mittee, or by degrees to the chancellor only, who mitigated the severity or
supplied the defects of the judgments pronounced in the courts of law, upon
weighing the circumstances of the case. This was the custom not only among
our Saxon ancestors, before the institution of the aula regia,(i)but also after
its dissolution, in the reign of king Edward I. i(k) and perhaps, during its con-
tinuance, in that of Henry II.(l)

In these early times the chief judicial employment of the chancellor must
have been in devising new writs, directed to the courts of common law, to give
remedy in cases where none was before administered. And to quicken the dill.
gence of the clerks in the chancery, who were too much attached to antieat
precedents, it is provided by statute Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 24, that "whenso-
ever from thenceforth in one case a writ shall be found in the chancery, and in
a like case falling under the same right and requiring like remedy *no ['51
precedent of a writ can be produced, the clerks in chancery shall agree
in forming a new one; and, if they cannot agree, it shall be adjourned to the
next parliament, where a writ shall be framed by consent of the learned in the
law,(m) lest it happen for the future that the court of our lord the king be
deficient in doing justice to the suitors." And this accounts for the very great
variety of writs of trespass on the case to be met with in the register ; whereby
the suitor had ready relief, according to the exigency of his business, and adapted
to the specialty, reason, and equity of his very case.@) Which provision (with
a little accuracy in the clerks of the chancery, and a little liberality in the
iudges, by extending rather than narrowing the remedial effects of the writ)

/d_ The Cr.unci_ of Ornsc_a_, mstltuted by John III. king men's stats, whmh were made to his majesty by suppllcetton_
u! Portugal, to rewew the sentence of all mferior courts and and upon which they were entitled to have right, without
m,_derate them by eqmty, tMod Un. nLst xxn. 237,) seems payment of any money for the same." Smith's Common-
rather to have been a court of appeal, wealth, b. 3, c. 7.

(*) Thus too th_ parhament o! Pans, the court of session (_) _Veu_o ad regem appel_ pro _rt4,_ _r_ ni_ jus domi
in Scotl*md, and every other jurLsdmtmn m Europe of winch consequ_ non posszt. $Y 3us nzmzs se_sruza gtt,a/_
we have any tolerable account, found all their decismns as de_nde qus_ratur apud regem. LL. F_g. c_ 2.
wen upon prmclpiss of equity as those of pasltlve law. (k) Lambard. Archezon. 59.
Lord K,omes's HLstor. Law Tracts, L 325, 3.30; Prmc. of (Li Joannss SarLsburmnms, (who died an. 1182, 26 Hem.

]_:ltllty, 44. II ,_ spoakmg of the chancellor's office m the verses prdxod
(f)Thus Chosro. "jam z_lis premissis, non esse standum_ to his polycraacor_ has these linos;--

_,_ n_* _d_ qu_ coact_ quts _e_u e_ deceptus &_lo pro- ttw sst, qul loges reg_ cancel_a_ inlqua#
_ser_t _ quee quldem pleruractue j_re trr_etorao hberantur_ Et ma_TAa Ini irrinc_pzs _ua fa_
l_mnuUa l_g_7)u_" Offi¢ l. L

(_) L. 2, c_ 7, fol. 23. (_)A gre_t variety of new precedents of writs, in
(_) The matters cognizable in thi_ court, immediately before unprovided for, are wen by this very _tatut_ c/

bef0re its dxsso]ution, were "almost all smt_ that, by colour Westm. 2.
of eqmty, or supplication maAe to the prmco, might be (_) Lamb. ArcJwio_ 61.
brought before hun; but or_gmally and properly all poor
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might have effectually answered all the purposes of a court of equity ;(o) except
that of obtaining a discovery by the oath of the defendant.

But when, about the end of the reign of king FAward III., uses of land were
introduccd,(p) and, though totally discountenanced by the courts of common
law, were considered as fiduciary deposits and binding in conscience by the
clergy, the separate jurisdiction of the chancery as a court of equity began to
be established ;(q) and John Waltham, who was bishop of Salisbury and chan-,

celtor to king Richard II., by a strained interpretation of the above-raentionedstatute of Westm. 2, devised the _rit of subpoena, returnable in the court of
chancery only, to make the feoffee to uses accountable to his ce_tuy que use:
which process was afterwards extended to other matters wholly determinable
at the common law, upon false and fictitious suggestions; ibr which therefore
the chancellor himself is, by statute 17 Ric. II. c. 6, directed to give damages

"52] to the party unjustly aggrieved. :But as the *clergy, so early as the reign
of king Stephen, had attempted to turn their ecclesiastical courts into

courts of equity, by entertaining suits pro Ixsione fidei, as a spiritual offence
against conscience, in case of non-payment of debts or any breach of civil con-

,tracts';(r) till checked by the constitutions' of Clarendon,(s) which declared that
plac_ta de debitis, quaz fide interposita debentur, vel absque iaterTositione fidei, sint

in justitia regis :" therefore probably the ecclesiastical chancellors, who then
held the seal, were remiss in abridging their own new-acquired jurisdiction;
especially as the spiritual courts continued(t) to grasp at the same authority as
before.... in suits lore lmsionefidei so late as the fifteenth century,(u) till finally, pro-
hlblted by the unanimous concurrence of all the judges. However, it appears
from the parliament rolls,(w) that in the reigns of Henry IV. and V. the
commons were repeatedly urgent to have the writ of _ubpo_na entirely sup-
pressed, as being a novelty devised by the subtlety of chancellor Waltham
against the form of the common law; whereby no plea could be determined
unless by examination on oath of the parties, according to the form of the law
civil, and the law of holy church, in subversion of tim common law. But
though Henry IV., being then hardly warm in his throne, gave a palliating
answer to their petitions, and actually passed the statute 4 :Hen. IV. c. 23,
whereby judgments at law are declared irrevocable unless by attaint or writ of
error, yet his son put a negative at once upon their whole application : and in
Edward IV.'s time the process by bill and subpoena, was become the daily prac-
tice of the court.(x )

• But this did not extend very far : for in the antient treatise entitled
• 53 ] diversitd des courtes,(y) supposed to be written very early in the sixteenth
century, we have a catalogue of the matters of conscience then cognizable by
subp_na in chancery, which fall within a very narrow compass, 1_o regular
judicial system at that time prevailed in the court; but the suitor, when he
thought himself aggrieved, found a desultory and uncertain remedy, according
to the private opinion of the chancellor, who was generally an ecclesiastic, or
sometimes (though rarely) a statesman : no lawyer having sat in the court of
chancery from the times of the chief justices Thorp and Knyvet, successively
chancellors to king Edward III. in 1372 and 1373,(z) to the promotion oi Sir
Thomas :_[ore by king Henry VIII. in 1530. After which the great seal was
indiscriminately committed to the custody of lawyers, or courtiers,(a) or church.

(') This was the oplm0n of Fa]rfax, a very learned judge courts ; according to some e,ncient copras, (Berthelet $_at
in the time of Edward the Fourth "Le subp_ua (says he) ant_q Lend. 1531, 90, b. 3 Pryn. Rec. _6,) and the common
Be sevrmt my ey sovca_men_ use came zt est ore_s_ nous arten- Enghsh translatmn of that statute ; though in Lyndewode's
damns twls achons _ur_es cazes, et mazn_tn_mus l_3ur_s- copy(Prey. 1.2, t. 2) and m the Cotton MS. (C/_ud. D. 2)
dlcfl,m de coocourt, et d'aut,er _rts." Year-book, 21 Edw. that clause is omitted.
][V 23. (u) Year-book. 2 Hen. IV. 10. 11 Hen. IV. 88. 38 Hem.

(_)Scobookfi. ch 20. YI. 29. 20Edw. IV. 10.
(_)Spelm. Gloss. 106 1Lev. 242. (,*)RogParL 4 Hen. IV. No78 and 110. 3 Hen. V. N •
(r) Lord Lyttolt. lien. II. b. nL p. 361, note. 46, cited in Prynne*s Abr. of Cotton's Record_ 410, 422_42_
(e) 10 Hen. II. c. 15. Speed. 458 548. 4 Inst. 83. 1 1_oll Abr, 370, 371, 372.
(:) In 4 HemlII.,sutt_ lncourt Chri_tmnproheszo_fldel (f) Rot. l:'arl. 14 Edw. IV. _o33, (not 14 Edw. ILL) M

_pon temporal contracts were adjudged to be contrary to cited 1 Roll Abr. _70, &c.
,aw. Fltz. Abr. t:L Proh_bd_on, 15, But m the statute or (Y)Tit, Chaneery_ foL 296. llastolrs edit. _.D.1534.
_nt of c_rcumspscte aga_, supposed by some to have issued (_) Spelm. Gloss. 111. Dugd. Citron. 8sr. 50.
! SEdw. I, but more probably _,_Pr:_a Roe, 336) 9 Edw. II, (_) W] _othesly, St. Johu, and Hatto_
_Jte pro l_slf_e rider _ere all_wed to the eccleeaastlcal
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men,(b) according as the convenience of the times and the disposition of the
prince required, till serjeant Puckering was made lord keeper in 1592; from
which time to the present the court of chancery has always been filled by a
lawyer, excepting the interval from 1621 to 1625, when the seal was intrusted
to Dr. Williams, then dean of Westminster, but afterwards bishop of L:ncoln,
who had been chaplain to lord Ellesmere when chancellor.(c)

In the time of lord Ellesmere (A.D. 1616) arose that notable dispute between
tlm courts of law and equity, set on foot by Sir Edward Coke, then chief justice
of" th_ court of king's bench ; whether a court of equity could give relief after
or against a judgment at the common law ? This contest was so warmly carried
on, that indictments were preferred against the suitors, solicitors, the counsel,
and even a master in chancery, for having incurred a prtemunir¢ by questioning
in a court of equity a judgment in the court of king's bench obtained by gross
fraud and imposition (d) This matter, being brought before the k_g, was by
him referred *to his learned counsel for their advice and opinion ; who
reported be strongly in favour of the courts of equity,(e) that his ma- [*54
jesty gave judgment in their behalf; but, not contented with the irrefragabl_
reasons and precedents produced by his counsel, (for the chief justice was clearl 5
in the wrong,) he chose rather to decide the question by referring it to the
plenitude of his royal prerogative.(f) Sir Edward Coke submitted to the

decision,(g) and thereby made atonement for his error: but this struggle,
together with the business of commendan_, (in which he acted a very noble
part,)(h) and his controlling the commissioners of sewers,(/) were the open and
avowed causes,(k) first of his suspension, and soon after of his removal, from
his oilice.

Lord Bacon, who succeeded lord Ellesmere, reduced the practice of the court
into a more regular system; but did not sit long enough to effect any con-
siderable revolution in the science itself: and few of his decrees which have
reached us are of any great consequence to posterity. His successors, in the
reign of Charles I., did little to improve upon his plan: and even after the
restoration the seal was committed to the earl of Clarendon, who had with-
drawn from practice, as a lawyer, near twenty years; and afterwards to the
earl of Shaftest)ury, who (though a lawyer by education) had never practised at
all. Sir Heneage Finch, who succeeded in 1673, *and became afterwards
earl of/qottingham, was a person of the greatest abilities and most un- [*55
corrupted integrity; a thorough master and zealous defender of the laws and
constitution of' his country; and endued with a pervading genius that enabled
him to discover and to pursue the true spirit of jushce, notwithstanding the
embarrassments raised by the narrow and technical notions which then pre-
vailed in the courts of law, and the imperfect ideas of redress which had pos.
sessed the courts of equity. The reason and necessities of mankind, arising
from the great change in property by the extension of trade and the abolition
of military tenures, co-operated in establishing his plan, and enabled him, in the
course of nine years, to build a system of jurisprudence and jurisdiction upon
wide and rational foundations ; which have also been extended and improved
by many great men who have since presided in chancery. And from that time
to this the power and business of the court have increased to an amazin,_,
degreeY _

(b) Ooodrick, Oardmer, and Heath. his prerogative, sent letters to the judges not to proteed ha
• (_) Blog Brlt. 4278 it till himself had been first consulted, The twelve judges

(_ Baoon's Works, iv 611, 612_682. joined m a memorral to his majesty, deelarmg that thetr(o) Whltelocke of Parl. H. 3911. 1 Chanc. Rep Append. 1l. eomphanee would be contrary to their oaths and the law;
(f) "For that tt appertameth to our princely office only to but, upon being brought before the king and council, they

_ldge over all Judges, and to dtscern and determine such all retracted and prom[_ obedmuee in every such case for
differences as at any tune may and shall arise between our the future, except Sir Edward Goke, who said "that, when
meveral courts touching their Jurlschctaon, and the same to the case happened, he would do his duty." Brag. Brit. 1388.
settle and determine as we m our prmeely wisdom shall find (_) See that artmle m ch. S.
to stand mast with our honour," &c 1 Chanc Rep. Append. (k) See lord EUeemere's speech to Sir Henry Montaga%
26 the new chief justlee, 15 Nov 1616, Moor's Report_, 828.

le) See the entry in the council-book, 26 July, 1616. Biog. Though Sir Edward might probably have retmned hm seat,
Brtt. 1390 if, during his suspension, he wnuld have complunentsd lord

(1')In a cause of the btshop of Winchester, touching a corn- _¢flhers (the uew favourite) with the dlsposat of the meet
_leau/ara, king Jmues, coneelvmg that the matter affected lucrative office in his court. Biog Brat 1391.

Be_des the chancellor, the master of the roll_has jurisdiction of judging causes on the
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From this court of equity in chancery, as from the other superior courts, an
appeal lies to the house of peers. But there are these differences between
appeals from a court of equity, and writs of error from a court of law : 1. That
the former may be brought upon any interlocutory matter ; the latter upon

extraordinary side of the court of chancery. Cardinal Wolsey was, it is said, the first
who introduced this power, though then much objected to; yet now it seems he is
authorized by special commission under the great seal Wyatt, Prae. Reg. 278. Com.
Dig. Chancery, B. 4. The time and place of his sitting are usually at six o'clock in the
evening at his own court in the rolls yard. All decrees made by him must be signed by
the lord chancellor before they are enrolled. 3 Gee. II. c. 30, s. 1. By statute 23 Gee.
II. c. 25, s. 6, a yearly sum of 1200/. was granted to him; and by the late act 6 Gee. IV
c. 84 his salary is raised to 7000/. He holds his office by patent for life, and takes the
oath prescrfoed by 18 Edw. IIl. in open court. Wyatt, Prac. Reg. 277. He takes pre-
cedence next after the chancellor, betbre all other of the judges.

Owing to the great increase of business, and which is still increasing, it was providect,
by the 53 Gee. IiI. e. 24, that his majesty might appoint an additional judge-assistant,
called the uce-chancellor, to assist the chancellor, who must be a barrister of fifteen years'
standing, to hold his office during good behaviour, subject to removal upon the address

•of both houses. By sect. 2, he shall hear such cases as the chancellor shall direct. His
decrees shall be subject to reversal by the chancellor, and must be signed by the latter
before they are enrolled. By sect. 3, he cannot alter or vary a decree of chancellor or
master of rolls. Sect. 4 directs m what court he shall sit ; and he is to rank next after
the master of rolls. Sect. 5 appomts his officers. Sect. 6, how he is to be removed.
Sect. 7, oath of office. Sect. 8, his salary, (5000l., increased by 6 Gee. IV. c. 84 to 6000/.t
Sect. 12, that he and his officers shall receive no fees for business done. Query, Whether
the vice-chancellor has power to hear, by consent, a motion to discharge or alter an
order made by the lord chancellor ? See 1 J. &W. 429. If he is authorized to discharge
it, he is not to alter it. Id. ib. When sitting for the lord chancellor, he has no juris-
diction to alter or discharge orders made by the chancellor. Id. 431.

Besides the master of the rolls, (the chief,) there are eleven other masters in c]_ancery.
Com. Dig. Chancery, B. 5. All answers and affidavits are sworn before one of them and
signed ; all matters of account, exceptions to answers, &c., irregularities, contempts, and
such like, are referred to them. 13 Car. II. st. 6. 12 Cxeo. I. c. 32. 5 Gee. III. c. 28.
82 Gee. III. c. 42. 9 Gee. III. c. 19. 46 Gee. III. c. 128. Besides these, there are master_
extragrdina_, appointed m the country to take affidawts, &c. Iqext m precedence are the
six clerks, each of whom has ten sworn clerks under him. The six clerks are principally
concerned in matters in equity, and it is their business to transact and file all proceed-
ings by bill and answer, and also to issue certain patents which pass the great seal, as
pardons of men for chance medley, patents for ambassadors, sheriff's patents, and some
others. All these matters are transacted by their under-clerks. 1 Harr. Ch. P. 75.
Though formerly otherwise, clients are now at liberty to choose their own clerks. Ord.
Ch. 107. They claim, besides fees of six clerks' offices, others as comptrollers of the
hanaper, and for enrolling warrants, for patents, grants, and other matters passing under
the great seal and returned into hanaper office. Six clerks and three clerks of petty bag
are by letters-patent (16 Eliz.) incorporated and styled clerks of the enrolment of the
high court of chancery, and have two deputies. See 14 & 15 Hen. VIII. c. 8.

_he office of registrar of this court is of great importance. Com. Dig. Chancery, B. 6.
The registrar has four deputies, two of whom always mt m court and take notes of orders
and decrees, &c,; and before the same are entered he signs them. 45 Gee. III. c. 75.
Besides these, there are the master of the subpoena office, registrar of affidawts, examiners,
ushers, accountant-general, (12 Gee. 1. c. 32. 12 Gee. II. c. 24. 9 Gee. III. c. 19. 32 Cxeo.
III. c. 42. 46 Gee. III. c. 129. 54 Gee. III. c. 14,) cursitors, clerks of the petty-bag office,
serjeant-at-arms, warden of the fleet, clerk of the chapel of the rolls, &c.--CnITTr.

The master of the rolls has long administered justice according to the rules of equity,°
in a separate court. He is appointed by letters-patent, and was formerly the chief
merely of the masters in chancery, who carried out the decrees and performed the
ministerial functions of the courts of equity. A recent statute (15 & 16 Vict. c. 80) has
provided, however, for the gradual abolitmn of the masters in chancery and the trans-
ference of their functions, under an amended procedure, to the judges and their chief
clerks. The jurisdiction of the master of the rolls is regulated by the statute 3 Gee. I[.
c. 30, by which all decrees and orders made by him, except in matters of bankruptcy
and lunacy, which when this statute was passed were appropriated exc]usively to the
|ord chancellor, are to be valid, subject, however, to their being discharged or altered on
appeal to the lord chancellor. His jurisdietmn is extended by the 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 94;
•nd an appeal now lies from his judgment to the lord chancellor, or to the court e!
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nothing but only a definitive judgment. 2. That on writs of error the house of
lords pronounces the judgment ; on appeals it gives direction to the court below
to rectify its own decree.

IX. The next court that I shall mention is one that hath nc original juris-
diction, but is only a court of appeal, to correct the errors of other jurisdictions.
This is the court of exchequer chamber; which was first erected by statute 31
Edw. III. c. 12 to determine causes by writs of error i_om the common-taw side
of the court of exchequer. And to that end it consists of the lord chancellor

and lord treasurer, taking unto them the justices of the king's bench and com-
mon pleas. In imitation of which, a second court of exchequer chamber was
erected by statute 27 Eiiz. c. 8, consisting of the justices of the common pleas,
and the barons o5 the exchequer, before whom writs of error may be brought
to reverse judgments *in certain suits(l) originally begun in the court of
king's benchY _ Into the court also of exchequer chamber (which then [*56
consists of all the judges of the Chree superior courts, and now and then the
lord chancellor also) are sometimes adjourned from the other courts such causes
as the judges upon argument find to be of great weight and difficulty, before any
judgment is _ven upon them in the court below.(m)

From all the branches of this court of exchequer chamber a writ of error
lies to

X. The house of peers, which is the supreme court of j'adicature in the king.
dora, having at present no original jurisdiction over causes, but only upon
appeals and writs of error, to rectify any injustice or mistake of the law com.

(_)See ch. xxv. p. 411. ('_) 4 Inst. 119. 2 Bulst. 146

appeal in chancery. The master of the rolls is, by 1 & 2 Vict. c. 94, the custodier of the
public records.

In 1815, an additional judge in chancery, or vice-chancellor, was created, with power
to hear and determine all matters depending in the court of chancery, according to the
direction of the lord chancellor. This additional assistance was soon found insufficient
to keep under the bus;hens which flowed into thi_ court • and in 1832 it was relieved from
the .jurisdiction in bankruptcy, which it had prewously exercised, and which was then
transferred to the courts of bankruptcy, an appeal, however, being still open to one of
the vice-chancellors appointed to sit m bankruptcy. But this appeal must now be made
to the court of appeal in chancery. It was still, however, generally admitted that the
court of chancery was inadequate to relieve the crowd of suitors who awaited its judg-
ments, and an increase of judges was loudly called for. Accordingly, when the equity
_lurisdiction of the court of exchequer was transferred to the court of chancery in

841, two additional vice-chancellors were appointed, (5 Vict. c. 5 ;) and a third vice-
chancellor's court has since been created. 14 & 15Vict. e. 4. 15 & 16Vmt. o. 80. These
judges are to hear and determine all matters depending in the court of chancery,---either
as a court of law or equity,---or which have been or shall be submitted to the jurisdiction
of the said court or of the lord chancellor by the special authority of any act of i_arliament.

There is an appeal from the judgment of any of the vice-chancellors, either to the lord
chancellor or to the court of appeal in chancery.

The court of appeal in chancery was created by the stat. 14 & 15 Vict. c. 83. It
consists of two lords-justices, appointed by letters-patent, with whom the lord chancellor
sometimes sits to form a full court, but who, with or without the lord chancellor, exer-
cise all the jurisdiction in equity possessed by him, without prejudice to his sitting alone
and exercising such jurisdiction alone as formerly. This court may consist of the lord
chancellor and the two lords-justices, or of the chancellor and one of such judges, or of
the two lords-justices sitting together. The appeal in bankruptcy, formerly to one of
the vice-chancellors, is now to the two lords-justices, who, together and exclusive of the
lord chancellor, constitute the court of appeal in bankruptcy, whose judgment in such
'_es is final. An appeal from any judgment or order of the master of the rolls or any
of the vice-chancellors lies to this court or to the lord chancellor.

From these courts of equity in chancery, as from the other superior courts, an appeal
lies to the house of peers.--StEwART.

:_By the stat. 11 Gee. IV. and 1 W. IV. c. 70, these courts have been abolished, and
the court of exchequer chamber, as it now exists, constituted in their place. Error
brought upon (that is to say, an appeal presented against) any judgment given by the
oourts of Queen's Bench, Common Pleas, or Exchequer is to be heard and determined
only by the judges--or judges and barons, as the case may be---of the other two courts
in the exchequer chamber, from the judgment of which court no error lies except to the
hot_e of 10rds.---STEwaRr.
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mitred by the courts Lelow To this authority this august tribunal succeeded
of course unon the dissolution of the aul_ regia. For, as the barons of par-
liament were constituent members of that court ; and the rest of its jurisdiction
was dealt out to other tribunals, over which the great officers who accompanied
those barons were respectively delegated to preside ; it followed, that the right
of receivin_,_,_ appeals, and superintending all other jurisdictions, still remained
in the residue of that noble assembly, fi'om which every other great court was
derived. They are therefore in all causes the last resort, from whose judgmen_
no further appeal is permitted ; but every subordinate tribunal must conform to
their determinations i the law rel_osing an entire confidence in the honour and
conscience of the noble persons who compose this important assembly, that (if
possible) they will make themselves masters of those questions which they
undertake to decide, and in all dubious cases refer themselves to the opinions
of the judges who are summoned by writ to advise them i since upon thei_
decision all property must finally depend. _

Hitherto may also be referred the tribunal established by statute 14 _Edw. III.
e. 5, consisting (though now out of use) of one prelate, two earls, and two

It is to be observed that it is not now the practice of the whole body of the house of
peers to attend to its judicial business. This is usually transacted entirely by the lord
chancellor, or other peers who have filled judicial stations. Deputy speakers of the legal
profession not members of the body have been appointed at various times to preside in
the absence of the lord chancellor. The attendance of three other lay peers during
these sessions of the house is a matter of form settled by rotation : but the lay peers,
although thus present, properly abstain fi'om voting on judicial matters,--the arguments
on which it would be unreasonable to suppose that they can perfectly understand, and to
which they have not always entirely attended. The propriety of their so abstaining has
been recently recognised in a case of great importance,--O'Connell vs. The Queen, 11 C.
& F. 421. The appellate jurisdiction of the house of lords must, however, be admitted
to be in an unsettled and unsatisfactory state. 1 Stewart's Blackst. 9.

"There can be no doubt," says _[r. Lewis, "that, both recently and of old, well-founded
complaints have been heard of defects in the constitution of the upper house as the final
court of "_ppeal and error. The paucity of its legal members, the absence of any consti-
tutional obligation upon their legal members (excepting the chancellor) to attend the
transaction of the judicial business, the irregularity of attendance which the engrossing
avocations of those who hold judicial office elsewhere renders in their case unavoidable,
the advanced years to which most have in general attained who by success in forensic
life reach the peerage,--tbese various circumstances have led to a want of confidence in
the constitution of this high court, and a feeling of uncertainty in its administration of
justice, which has occasionally been justified by the spectacle of one peer sitting in error
from the judgment of a court composed of a plurality of judges ; or, again, the decision
of judges specially versed and accomplished, it may be, in the branch of jurisprudence
involved, reviewed by a peer or peers having no such experience and endowed with no
such special knowledge; or, again, two peers only attending and differing,--the one
agreeing in and the other dissenting from the decision under review, and thus in effect
nullifying the suitor's right to a decision by leaving the case precisely where it was ; or,
lastly, (and which is perhaps more to be regretted than all,) a single legal peer sitting
alone in.one character to adjudicate upon a complaint against the decision already pro-
nounced by him in another." Papers of Juridmal Society, col. i. p. 142. With the view
of strengthening the judicial staff in the house of peers, baron Parke was recently
made a peer for life only, with the title of lord Wensleydale, the object being that here-
after eminent lawyers may be introduced into the highest court without involving
an}, permanent addition to the hereditary peerage or to the aristocratic section of the
legislature, and without entailing the burden of a hereditary title when there may not
be adequate means of supporting it. Great dissatisfaction having been expressed at this
movement, ss tending to subject the house of peers to the influence and power of the
crown and to injuriously affect the balance of the constitution, a patent has been since
issued to lord Wensleydale in the usual form.

In New York and New Jersey, and some other States, the plan of investing the Senate
or the more permanent branch of the legislature with the functions of a high court of
errors and appeals has been fairly tried, and, after an experience of many years in the
two States n'_med, has been abandoned. To subject the decisions of lawyers to be
reversed in the highest courts by the votes of laymen was found to be productive of con-
51sion and uncertainty, and consequent insecurity to titles and property,_than which a
greater evil cannot afflict any community.---SnARSWOO_.
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barons, who are to be chosen at every new parliament, to hear complaints ot
grievances and delays of justice in the king's courts, and (with the advice of
the chancellor, treasurer, and justices of both benches) to give directions for
remedying these *inconveniences in the courts below. This committee

seems to have been established lest there should be a defect of justice for ['57
want of a supreme court of appeal during any long intermission or recess of
parliament ; fbr the statute further directs, that if the diiilcult_ be so great that
{t may not well be determined without assent of parliament, itshall be brought
by the said prelate, earls, and barons, unto the next parliament, who shall finally
determine the same.

XI. Before I conclude this chapter, I must also mention an eleventh species
of courts of general jurisdiction and use, which are derived out of, and act as
collateral auxiliaries to, the foregoing. I mean the courts of assize and nisi
prius.

These are composed of two or more commissioners, who are twice in every
year sent by the king's special commission all round the kingdom, (except Lon-
don and _iiddlesex, where courts of nisi prLus are holden in and after every
term, before the chief or other judge of the several superior courts ;24and ex-
cept the four northern counties, where the assizes are holden only once ayear,)
to try by a jury of the respective counties the truth of such matters of fact as
are then under dispute in the courts of Westminster hall. These judges of
assize came into use in the room of the antient justices in eyre, justiciarii i_4
itinere, who were regularly established, if not first appointed, by the parliamel_t
of :Northampton, A.D 1176, 22 ]Yen. II.,(n) with a delegated power from tile
king's great court, or aula regis, being looked upon as members thereof; and
they afterwards made their circuit round the kingdom once in seven years for
the purpose of trying causes.(o) They were afterwards directed, by magna
carta, c. 12, to be sent into every county once a year to take (or receive the
verdict of the jurors or recognitors in certain actions, then called) recognitio_s
or assizes; the most difficult of which they are directed to adjourn into the
court of common pleas to be there determined. The itinerant justices wele
sometimes mere justices of assize, or of dower, or of gaol-delivery, and the
.ike ; and *they had sometimes a more general commission to determine
all manner of causes, being constituted justiciarii ad omnia placita :(p) [_58
but the present justices of assize and nisi prius are more immediately derived
from the statute Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 30, which directs them to be assigned
out of the king's sworn justices, associating to themselves one or two discreet
knights of each county. :By statute 27 Edw. I. c. 4, (explained by 12 :Edw. II
e. 3,) assizes and inquests were allowed to be taken before any one justice of
the court in which the plea was brought, associating to him one knight or other
approved man of the county. And lastly, by statute 14 Edw. III. c. 16,

(_*)Seld Ja_. _.2, _ 5. Spelra. Cod 399 nondura erant elap_, po_tquara just_c_amt ibufera uUlmo.
O) Co Lltt. 293.--Anno12'il, 3u_ttc_am_ _t_nera_tes veno se,deru_,.Anna_. Eccl. Wggorn. in Whart. Angl. _tcr. i. 495,

runt spud W_gormam _n octuv_s S. Johan_le? B_pt_t_ ;--e$ (p) Bract. l. 3y tr. 1_c. 11.
fetus cora_tatus cos adm_ttere recusav,t, quod septem ann_

u The courts of N_ Pnus in London and _iddlesex are called sittings. Those for _id-
dlesex were established by the legl,lature m the reign of queen Ehzabeth. In ancient
times all issues in actions brought in that county were tried at Westminster in the terms,
at the bar of the court in which the action was instituted ; but when the business of the
courts increased these trials were found so great an inconvenience that it was enacted,
by the 18 Eiiz. e. 12, that the chiefzjustice of the King's Bench should be empowered to
try within the term. or within four days after the end of the term, all the issues joined in
the court of chancery and King's Bench ; and that the chief-justice of the Common Pleas
and the chief_baron should try in like manner the issues joined in their respective courts.
In the absence of any one of the chiefs, the same authority w_ given to two of the judges
or barons of his court. The statute 12 Gee. I. c. 31 extended the time to eight days
after term, and empowered one judge or baron to sit in the absence of the chief. The 2t
Gee, II. e. 18 has extended the time after term still further to fourteen days._CnalSTia_.

And the time was afterwards, and still continues, unlimited during the vacation next
after the term, by the 1 Gee IV. c. 55. Before the passing of the 1 Gee. IV. c. 21, the
nisi prius sittings in 5Eddlesex were confined to Wastminster hall ; but by that act they
may ue h_ld at any other fit place within the city of Westminster.--Cnil_r_.
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requests of nisi pr_us may be taken before any justice of either bench, (thou__h
the plea be not depending in his own court,) or before the chief baron of t_o
exchequer, if he be a man of the law ; or otherwise beibre the justices of assize,
o that one of such justices be a judge of the king's bench or common pleas,

or the king's serjeant sworn. _ They usually make their circuits in the re-
spective vacations after Hilary and Trinity terms ; assizes being allowed to be
takelf in the holy time of lent by consent of the bishops at the king's request,
as o==pressed in statute Westm. 1, 3 Edw. I. e. 51. And it was also usual, during
the times of popery, for the prelates to grant annual licenses to the justices or"
assize to administer oaths in holy times ; for, oaths being of a sacred nature, the
lo_c of those deluded ages concluded that they must be of ecclesiastical co_
nizance.(q) The prudent jealousy of our ancestors ordained(r) that no ma_
of law should be judge of assize in his own county, wherein he was born o_
doth inhabit ;_ and a similar prohibition is found in the civil law,(s) which has
carried this principle so far that it is equivalent to the crime of sacrilege fo_
a man to be governor of the province in which he was born or has any civil
connexion.(t)

The judges upon their circuits now sit by virtue of five several authorities.
1. The commission of the peace. 2. A commission of oyer and terminer. 3. A
commission of general gaol-delivery. The consideration of all which belongs

*59] properly *to the subsequent book of these commentaries. But the fourthcommission is, 4. A commission of assize, directed to the justices and
serjeants therein named, to take (together with their associates) assizes in the
several counties,--that is, to take the verdict of a peculiar species of jury, called
an assize, and summoned for the trial of' landed disputes, of which hereafter.
The other authority is, 5. That of nisi prius, which is a consequence of the
commission of assize,(u) being annexed to the office of those justices by the
statute of Wcstm. 2, 18 Edw. I. c. 80, and it empowers them to try all questions
of fact issuing out of the courts of Westminster that are then ripe for trial by
juryY These, by the course of the courts:(w) are usually appointed to _e tried
at Westminster in some Easter or Michaelmas Term, by a jury returned from
the county wherein the cause of action arises ; but with this proviso, nisi prius,
unlezs before the day prefixed the judges of assize come into the county iv ques-
tion. This they are sure to do in the vacations preceding each :Easter and
]_iehaelmas Term, which saves much expense and trouble. Thes_ eommi_ions
are constantly accompanied by writs of association, in pursuance of the statutes
of Edward I. and II. before mentioned; whereby certain persons (usually the
+.lerk of assize and his subordinate officers) are directed to associate themselves
with the justices and serjeants, and they are required to admit the said persons
into their society, in order to take the assizes, &c., that a sufficient supply of
commissioners may never be wanting. But, to prevent the delay of justice by

(q) Instances hereof may be met with in the appendix to (,) Ffi 1, 22, 3.
8pelmam's original _ the tom_ and in Mr. Parker's An- (t)C. 9, 29,4
ttqtutms, 209 (-) 8alk. 454.

(r) Star 4 Edw. III. c. 2. 8 Rm. II. c. 2. 33 Hen VIIL (,,) See oh. xxiL p. 353.
©.24.

And now, by 1 Geo. IV. e. 55, s. 5, any judge or baron may, on his eirr_tit, amend a
record and make any order in any cause, although it was not in a suit dep+_nding in hia
OWn court.--CHITTY.

"_This restriction was construed to extend to every commission of the judges ; but,
it being found very inconvenient, the 12 Gee. II. c. 27 was enacted for the ¢ tpress pur-
pose of authorizing the commissioners of oyer and _rmlner and of gaol-deliv _ry to exe-
cute their commissions in the criminal courts within the counties in which they were
born or in which they reside. See 4 book, 271. This restriction as to commissioners
of assize and nisi prius was taken off by the 49 Gee. III. c. 91.--CHITTV.

An important act, the 3 Gee. IV. c. 10, was lately passed to remedy the defect of
the commission not being opened on the day appointed; by which it is enacted that the
commission may be opened on the succeeding day to the one appointed ; and if such
succeeding day be a Sunday, or any other day of public rest, then on the next following
day, provided the opening the commission on the appointed day was prevented by the
pressure of busine._s elsewhere, o_ by some unforeseen cause or accident.--CmTTY.
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the absence of any of them, there is also issued of course a writ of si non omnes,
directing that if all cannot be present, any two of them (a justice or a serjeant
being one) may proceed to execute the commission.

These are the several courts of common law and equity which are of public
and general jurisdiction throughout the kingdom. And, upon the whole, we
cannot but admire the wise economy and admirable provision of our ancestt,rs
in settling the distribution of justice in a method so well calculated for clreap.
ness, expedition, and ease. By the constitution which they established, al:
trivial debts and injuries of small consequence were to be recovered or redi essed
in every *man's own county, hundred, or perhaps parish. Pleas of free- ,6
hold,. , and more important disputes of property, were ad'ournedj to the [ O
king s court .el common p.leas, which was fixed in one place for the benefit. . of
the whole kingdom. Crimes and misdemeanours were to be examined m a
court by themselves, and matters of the revenue in another distinct jurisdic-
tlon :Now indeed, for the ease of the subject and greater despatch of causes,
methods have been found to open all the three superior courts for the redress
of private wrongs; which have remedied many inconveniences, and vet pre-
served the forms and boundaries handed down to us from high antiquity. If
facts arc disputed, they are sent down to be tried in the country by the neigh.
bours ; but the law arising upon those facts is determined by the judges above :
and, if they are mistaken in point of law, there remain in both cases two suc-
cessive courts of appeal to rectify such their mistakes. If the rigour of general
rules does in any case bear hard upon individuals, courts of equity are open to
supply the defects, but not sap the fundamentals, of the law. Lastly, there

resides over all one great court of appeal, which is the last resort in matters
P_ both law and equity, and which will therefore take care to preserve a
uniformity and equilibrium among all the inferior jurisdictions: a court com-
posed of prelates selected for their piety, and of nobles advanced to that honour
for their personal merit, or deriving both honour and merit from an illustrious
train of ancestors ; who are formed by their education, interested by their pro-
petty, and bound upon their conscience and honour, to be skilled in the laws of
their country. This is a faithful sketch of the :English juridical constitution,
as designed by the masterly hand of our forefathers, of which the great original
lines are still strong and visible; and if any of its minuter strokes are by
the length of time at all obscured or decayed, they may still be with ease
restored to their pristine vigour; and that not so much by fanciful alterations
and wild experiments (so frequent in this fertile age) as by closely adhering
to the wisdom of the antient plan, concerted by Alfred and perfected by Ed-
ward I., and by attending to the spirit, without neglecting the forms, of their
excellent and venerable institutions.

*CtIAPTER V. ['61

OF COURTS ECCLESIASTICAL, _ILITARY, AND :_fARITI_IE.

B_.slDEs the several courts which were treated of in the preceding chapter,
and in which all injuries are redressed that fall under the cognizance of the
common law of England, or that spirit of equity which ought to be its constant
attendant, there still remain some other courts of a jurisdiction equally public
and general, which take cognizance of other species of injuries of an eccle-
e.iastical, military, and maritime nature; and therefore are properly distin-
guished by the title of ecclesiastical courts, courts military, and maritime.

1. Before I descend to consider particular ecclesiastical courts, I must first of
all in general premise that in the time of our Saxon ancestors there was no sort
of distinction between the lay and the ecclesiastical jurisdiction: the county.
court was as much a spiritual as a tempora, tribunal : the rights of the churc]_4?
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were ascertained and asserted at the same time, and by the qame judges, as th_
rights of the laity. For this purpose the bishop of the diocese, and the alder-
man, or in his absence the sheriff of the county, used to sit together in the
county-court, and had there the cognizance of all causes, as well ecclesiastical
as civil : a superior deference being paid to the bishop's opinion in spiritual
matters, and to that of the lay judges in temporal.(a) This union of pov_er was
• ,.o_ very advantageous to them both; the presence of the *bishop added

weaght and reverence to the sheriff's proceedings ; and the authoraty cf
the sheriff was equally useful to the bishop,by enforcing obedience to his de-
crees in such refractory offenders as would otherwise have despised the thunder
of mere ecclesiastical censures.

But so moderate and rational a plan was wholly inconsistent with those view_
of ambition that were then forming by the court of Rome. It soon became an
established maxim in tlle papal system of policy, that all ecclesiastical persons
and all ecclesiastical causes should be solely and entirely subject to ecclesiastical
jurisdiction only; which jurisdiction was supposed to be lodged in the first
place and immediately in the pope, by divine indefeasible right and investiture
from Christ himself, and derived from the pope to all inferior tribunals. Hence
the canon law lays it down as a rule, that "sacerdotes a regibus honorandi sunt,
non judicandi ;"(b) and places an emphatic reliance on a fabulous tale which it
tells of the emperor Constantine, that when some petitions were brought to
him, imploring the aid of his authority against certain of his bishops accused
of oppression and injustice, he caused (says the holy canon) the petitions to be
burnt in their presence, dismissing them with this valediction, "ite et inter yes
causas vextras d_scutite, quia dignum non est utnos judicemus Deos."(c)

It was not, however, till after the Norman conquest that this doctrine was
received in England; when William I. (whose title was warmly espoused by
the monasteries, which he liberally endowed, and by the foreign clergy, whom
he brought over in shoals from France and Italy and planted in the best pre-
ferments of the :English church) was at length prevailed upon to establish this
fatal encroachment, and separate the ecclesiastical court from the civil:
whether actuated by principles of bigotry, or by those of a more refined policy,
in order to discountenance the laws of king Edward, abounding with the spirit

• 63] of Saxon liberty, as not altogether *certain. But the latter, if not thecause, was undoubtedly the consequence, of this separation; for the
Saxon laws were soon overborne by the :Norman justiciaries, when th_ county-
court fell into disregard by the bishop's withdrawing his presence, in obedience
to the charter of the Conqueror ;(d) which prohibited any spiritual cause from
being tried in the secular courts, and commanded the suitors to appear before
the bishop only, whose decisions were directed to conform to the canon law.(e)

King ]tcnry the First, at his accession, among other restorations of the laws
of king Edward the Confbssor, revived this of the union of the civil and eccle
siastical courts.(f) Which was, according to Sir Edward Coke,(q) after the
great heat of the conquest was past, on15¢ a restitution of the antlcnt law of
England. This, however, was ill relished "by the popish clergy, who, under the
guidance of that arrogant prelate, archbishop Anselm, very early diqapproved
of a measure that put them on a level with the profane laity, and subjected
spiritual men and causes to the inspection of the secular magistl._tes: and
therefore in their synod at Westminster, 3 Hen. I., they ordained that no bishop

(4) (_el._r_mo hu_ vonvent_d eplscop_ et al_'mantnus seal $eeundum eanane$ et _scopale_ lege_ rectum D_ et
inter _un_ ; quorum a_er jura dlwna_ alter hu_nana popu- ep_copa sue racist.
_um edoce_o. LL. E_dgar. c. 5. (I) Vob_ et pr_c_pio, ur atones de cxan_tatu cant a_ camltatu_

(b) Decret. part. 2_ cans. 11. qu. 1_ c. 41. et hundreds, satut fezer_nt tvmpore regis FMwardl. Cart.
(a) n_id. //_n. /. in h_pc2m. C_d. wt. legum, 305. And what is here
(4) Hale, IIlst. C. L. 102. Selden. in _adm p. 6_ 1. 24. 4 obscurely hinted at is fully explained by his oode of law_

extant in the red book of the exchequer, though m genera]l_t. 259. Wzlk. LL. Angl _ax. 292.
(_) Nullu_ eplscql_s vet arJ'_d_onu_ de l_llbus epis¢o- but of doubtful authority. Cap. 8 Ge_era//a e,v_a_aum

pa_ibu$ ampl_us in hund_ placers t_neant, nec cau_am_ .pla_ta cert_ locul e_ v_c_bus te_,eantur. I_l_rsln_ aul_m
qu_ ad reglmen an_n_rum port,net ad judic_um seculamura evp_, cora_lez, _£-c.; e$ ugantur pmmo deb_ta ver_ chm_a_a_.
hominuva adduvant : _td qu_cunque seeundura ¢plscopalez tatls jura_ _cunda re,as placers, prostremo _au_
b_ de quavu_que ¢au_a eel culpa _nterpdlatu_ fuemt, ad dights sat_factlontbu_ ex_leantur.
ta_m, quem ad hey episcqpu _ elegemt et nom_navemt, vcn_at; (_) 2 Inst. 70.

de canna $_ua r_andeat ; et non sreundum hundrvt,
48
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_hould attend the discussion of temporal causes;(h) which soon dissolved this
newly-effected union. And when, upon the death of king Henry the First,

*the usurper Stephen was brought in and supported by the clergy, we ['6_
find one article of the oath which they imposed upon him was, that eccle-
siastical persons and ecclesiastical causes should be subject only to the bishop's
juri_dietion.(i) And as it was about that time that the contest and emulation
began between the laws of England and those of Rome/k) the temporal cburts
adhering to the former, and the spiritual adopting the latter as their rule of
proceeding, this widened the breach between them, and made a coalition after-
wards impracticable; which probably would else have been effected at *,be
general refor_nation of the church.

In briefly recounting the various species of ecclesiastical courts, or, as tl ey
are often styled, courts christian, (cur_v ehristianitat_s,) I shall begin with the

lowest, and so ascend gradually to the supreme court of appeal.(/)1. The archdeacon s court is the most inferior court in the whole ecclesiastical

olity. It is held in the archdeacon's absence before a judge appointed by
imself, and called his official ; and its jurisdiction is sometimes in concurrence

with, sometimes in exclusion of, the bishop's court of the diocese. From
hence, however, by statute 24 Hen. VIII. c. 12, an appeal lies to that of the
bishop.

2. The consistory court of every diocesan bishop is held in their several cath,,
drals, for the trial of all ecclesiastical causes arising within their respective
dioceses. The bishop's chancellor, or his commissary, is the judge ; and from
his sentence an appeal lies, by virtue of the same statute, to the archbishop .'.f
each province respectively.

3. The court of arches is a court of appeal belonging to the archbishop of
Canterbury ; whereof the judge is called *the dean of the arches, because _,..__
he antiently held his court in the church of Saint Mary le bow, (sancta L _o
.Maria de arcubus,) though all the principal spiritual courts are now holden at
doctors' commons. His proper jurisdiction is only over the thirteen peculiar
parishes belonging to thear-chbishop in London ; but the office of dean of the
arches having been for a long time united with that of the archbishop's prin-
cipal official, he now, in right of the last-mentioned office, (as doth also the
official principal of the archbishop of York,) receives and determines apl.)eals
from the sentences of all inferior ecclesiastical courts within the province.
And from him an appeal lies to the king in chancery, (that is, to a court, of
delegates appointed under the king's great seal,) by statute 25 I-Ien. VIII. c. 19,
as supreme head of the English church, in the place of the bishop of Rome,
who formerly exercised this jurisdiction ; which circumstance alone will furnish
the reason why the popish clergy were so anxious to separate the spiritual
court from the temporal.

,]_ The court of peculiars is a branch of and annexed to the court of arches.
It has a jurisdiction over all those parishes dispersed through the province of
Canterbury in the midst of other dioceses, which are exempt from the ordi-
nary's jurisdiction and subject to the metropolitan only. All ecclesiastical
causes arising within these peculiar or exempt jurisdictions are, originally,
cognizable by this court ; from which an appeal lay formerly to the pope, but
now, by the statute 25 Hen. VIII. c. 19, to the king in chancery.

5. The prerogative court is established for the trial of all testamentary causes
where the deceased hath left bona notabilia within two different dioceses. In

which case the probate of wills belongs, as we have formerly seen,(m) to the
archbishop of the province, by way of special prerogative. And all causes
relating to the wills, administrations, or legacies of such persons are, originally.
cognizable herein, before a judge appointed by the archbishop, called the judge

*of the prerogative court : from whom an appeal lies, by statute 25 Hen. [*66
VIII. c. 19, to the king in chancery, instead of the pope, as formerly.

_I) For further partmulars, see Burn's Ecclesiastical Law,
(_) .N'eel_svopt ._cularfum pl,avttorum offictum su_i*ian_ Wood's Institute of the Common Law, aud Oughton'e Ordr

8p_alm.C_d.301.
(_ 81mlm. Ox4.301. J_cwrum.)Se_book L introd._I. (,,) Booku.oh.32.
voL. II.--4 49
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I p_s by such ecclesiastical courts as have only what is called a voluntary_
and not a contentious, jurisdiction ; which are merely concerned in doing or
selling what no one opposes, and which keep an open office for that purpose,
(as granting dispensations, licenses, faculties, and other remnants of the papal
extortions,) but do not concern themselves with administering redress to an)z
injury : and shall proceed to

6. The great court of appeal in all ecclesiastical causes, viz., the court of de/e-
gates, judzces d_legati, appointed by the king's commission under his great seal,
and issuing out of chancery, to represent his royal person, and heax all appeals
to him made by virtue of the before-mentioned statute of Henry VIII. This
commission is frequently filled with lords, spiritual and temporal, and always
with judges of the courts at Westminster, and doctors of the civil law. Appeals
to Rome were always looked upon by the English nation, even in the times of

opery, with an evil eye, as being contrary to the liberty of the subject, the
onoar of the crown, and the independence of the whole realm ; and were first

introduced in very turbulent times in the sixteenth year of king Stephen, (_.D.
1151,) at the same period (Sir Henry Spelman observes) that the civil and canon
laws were first imported into England.(n) But, in a few years after, to obviate
this growing practice, the constitutions made at Clarendon, 11 Hen. II., on
account of the disturbances raised by archbishop Becket and other zealots of

the holy see, expressly declare,(0) that appeals in causes ecclesiastical ought to
lie, from the archdeacon to the diocesan; from the diocesan to the archbishop
of the province ; and from the archbishop to the king ; and are not to proceed
any further without special license from the crown. But the unhappy advan-
tage that was given, in the reigns of king John and his son Henry the Third, to

*67] the encroaching *power of the pope, who was ever vigilant to improve
all opportunities of extending his jurisdiction hither, at length riveted

the custom of appealing to Rome in causes ecclesiastical so strongly, that it
never could be thoroughly broken off till the grand rupture happened in the
reign of Henry the :Eighth ; when all the jurisdiction usurped by the pope in
matters ecclesiastical was restored to the crown, to which it originally belonged :
so-that the statute 25 Hen. VIII. was but declaratory of the antient law of the
realm.@) But in case the king himself be party in any of these suits, the
al_peal does not then lie to him in chancery, which would be absurd i but, by
the statute 24 Hen. ¥IIL c. 12, to all the bishops of the realm_ assembled in
,the upper house of convocation. _

7. A commission of review is a commission sometimes granted_ in extra-
ordinary cases, to revise the sentence of the court of delegates, when it is
apprehended they have been led into a material error. This commission the
king may grant, although the statutes 24 & 25 Hen. ¥III. before cited, declare
4he sentence of the delegates definitive: because the pope, as supreme head by
the canon law, used to grant such commission of rewew; and such authority
as the pope heretofore exerted is now annexed to the crown(q) by statutes 26
Hen. VIII. c. 1, and 1 Etiz. c. 1. But it is not matter of right, which the sub-
ject may demand ex debate justitice, but merely a matter of favour, and which
therefore is often denied.

These are now the principal courts of ecclesiastical jurisdiction: none of
which arc allowed to be courts of record ; no more than was another much more
formidable jurisdiction, but now deservedly annihilated, viz., the court of the
king's high commission in causes ecclesiastical. This court was erected and

('9(704.,_e_.reg.315. (P)4Inst._¢I,
(.)eh. S. (_)Ib_¢l.

No such assembly can exist as all the bishops of the realm in any house'of convo-
cation. But the statute says that the appeal shall be to the bishops, abbots, and priors
of the upper house of the convocation of the province in which the cause of the _uitarisas.
Therefore, in the province of York, the appeal lies now to the archbishop and his three
bishops ; in the province of Canterbury, to the rest of the bench of bishops. See 1 Book,
280, n. 36. When the delegates are equally divided in opinion, so that no judgment
_an be pronounced, a commission of aqjuncts ]nay issue. See an instance ]eferred to in
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united to the legal power(r) by virtue of the statute 1 :Eliz. e. 1, instead of a
larger jurisdiction which had before been exercised under the pope's authority.

It was intended *to vindicate the dignity and peace of the church, by [*e_
reforming, ordering, and correcting the ecclesiastical state and persons,
and all manner of errors, heresies, schisms, abuses, offences, contempts, and
enormities. Under the shelter of which very general words, means were found,
in that and the two succeeding reigns, to vest in the high commissioners extl_a-
ordinary and almost despotic powers of fining and imprisoning; which they
exerted much beyond the degree of the offence itself, and frequently over
offences by no means of spiritual cognizance. For these reasons this co art was
justly abolished by statute 16 Car. I. c. 11. And the weak and illegal attempt
that was made to revive it, during the reign of king James the Second, served
only to hasten that infatuated prince's ruin.

Ii. Next, as to the courts military. The only court of this kind known to,
and established by, the permanent laws of the land, is the court of" chivalry,
formerly held before the lord high constable and earl marshal of England jointly,
but since the attainder of Stafford, duke of Buckingham, under IIenry VIII.,
and the consequent extinguishment of the office of lord high constable, it hath
usually, with respect to civil matters, been held before the earl marshal only.(s)
This court, by statute 13 Ric. II. e. 2, hath cognizance of contracts and
other matters touching deeds of arms and war, as well out of the realm as
within it. And from its sentences an appeal lies immediately to the king in
person.(t) This court was in great reputation in the times of pure chivalry,
and afterwards during our connexions with the continent, by the tela-itories
which our princes held in France : but is now grown almost entirely out of use:
on account of the feebleness of its jurisdiction, and want of power to enforce
its judgments, as it can neither fine nor imprison, not being a court of record.(u)

HI. The maritime courts, or such as have power and jurisdiction to determine

all maritime injuries, arising upon the *seas, or in parts out of the reach [*69
of the common law, are only the court of admiralty and its courts of
appeal. The court of admiralty is held before the lord high admiral of Eng-
land, or his deputy, who is called the judge of the court. According to Sir
ttenry Spelman,(w) and Lambard,(x) it was first of all erected by king Edward
the Third. Its proceedings are according to the method of the civil law, like
those of the ecclesiastical courts; upon which account it is usually held at the
same place with the superior ecclesiastical courts, at doctors' commons in Lon-
don: It is no court of" record, any more than the spiritual courts. From the
aentences of the admiralty judge an appeal always lay, in ordinary course, to

(r) 4 ]nst 324. (_) 7 Mod. 127.
(.) 1 Lev. 230. Show. Parl. Cas. 60. (_) Gloss 13.
(t) 4 Inst. 125. (_) Archeton 41.

4 Burr. 2254. _A commission of review was applied for in the court of chancery in
Michaelmas Term, 1798, when the chancellor, upon hearing the arguments of civilians
and barristers respecting the judgment of the delegates, determined to recommend to
the king to grant a commission of review. See 4 Ves. Jr. 186.--CnRISTL_.U.

But the jurisdiction of the court of delegates has, by statutes 2 & 3 W. IV. c. 92 and
3 & 4 W. IV. c. 41, been transferred to the judicial committee of the privy council, which
is now the great court of appeal in all ecclesiastical causes. This court is composed of
the president of the council, the lord chancellor, the chief justice of the court of King'a
Bench, the master of the rolls, the lord=justices of the court of appeal in chancery, vice_
chancellors, (if privy councillors,) the chief justice of the Common _Pleas, the lord chief
baron, the judge of'the prerogative court, the judge of the high cvurt of admiralty, the
members of the privy council who shall have held any of these _ffices, and two other
privy councillors, who may be appointed by sign manual : and two privy councillors who
shall have held the office of judge in the East Indies or any of the king's dominions
beyond seas shall attend the sittings of the judicial committee. By star,. 6 & 7 Viet. e.
38, appeals may be heard by not less than three of its members, under a special order
of the queen. This court is a court of record, and has full power to punish contempta
and enforce its decrees, to award costs and have them taxed.---StEwART.

2The practice of the court of admiralty has been improved and its jurisdictiom
axtended by statute 3 & 4 Vict. c. 65.----STrwART. 5_
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the king in chancery, as may be collected from statute 25 :Hen. VIII. c. 19
which directs the appeal from the archbishop's courts to be determined by per
sons named in the king's commission, "like as in case of appeal from the admiral
court•" But this is also expressly declared by statute 8 Eliz. e. 5, which enacts,
that upon appeal made to the chancery, the sentence definitive of" the delegates
appointed by commission shall be final.

Appeals from the vice-admiralty courts in America, and our other plantations
and settlements, may be brought before the courts of admiralty in England,
as being a branch of the admiral's jurisdiction, though they may also be
brought before the king in council S But in case of prize vessels, taken in time
of war, in any pal_ of the world, and condemned in any courts of admiralty
or vice-admiralty as lawful prize, the appeal lies to certain commissioners (d
appeals consisting chiefly of the privy council, and not to judges delegates•
And this by virtue of divers treaties with foreign nations; by which particular
courts are established in all the maritime countries of Europe for the decision of
this question, whether lawful prize or not ;4 for, this being a question between
subjects of different states, it belongs entirely to the law of nations, and not to
the municipal laws of either country, to determine it. The original court, to

,70 _ which this question is *permitted in England, is the court of admiralty ;*
" J and the court of appeal is in effect the king's privy council, the members

of which are, in consequence of treaties, commissioned under the great seal for
this purpose. In 1748, for the more speedy determination of appeals, the
j'ud_eso of the courts of Westminster. hall, though not. privy counsellors,, were.
added to the commission then in being. But doubts being conceived concernm_._
the validity of that commission on account of such addition, the same was
confirmed by statute 22 Geo. II• e. 3, with a proviso that no sentence given
under it should be valid unless a majority of the commissioners present weJ_
actually privy counsellors. But this did not, I apprehend, extend to any future
commissions: and such an addition became indeed totally unnecessary in the
course of the war which commenced in 1756; since during the whole oi' that
war, the commission of appeals was regularly attended and all its decision_
conducted by a judge whose masterly acquaintance with the law of nations was
known and revered by every state in Europe.(y) 6

(y) See the sentiments of the president Montesqmeu and F_pos_tion de_ Motifs, &c a3) 1753 _iontesquteu's Letter_
_I. Yattel (a subject of the king of Prussia) on the answer 5 l_lar• 1753. Vattel's dra/t de gens_ 1. 2, c. 7, _ 84.
transmitted by the Enghsh court to his Prusshm majesty's

a But now, by star. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 41, s. 2, all appeals are to be made to the queen in
council from the court of admiralty or vice-admiralty, or any other court in America
and other her majesty's dominions abroad ; and, by s. 3, all appeals may be referred to
the judicial committee.--STewART.

' And, in order to give effect to this, the prize acts passed at the commencement of a
war usually provide that ships and goods taken from the enemy, whether by the royal
navy or by privateers, must first be condemned in some court of admiralty as lawftr|
PdirriZebefore any right in point of solid enjoyment can accrue to the captors ; and specific

ections are 'prescribed for duly proceeding to such sentence. See the 19 Geo. III. c
67. 1 Wfls. 229. 4 Rob. 55.--CHITTr.

This seems incorrect ; for questions of this nature are tried in the prize court, which,
m quite distinct from the admiralty court, otherwise called the instance court. The
whole system of litigation and jurisprudence in the prize court is peculiar to itself. See
Doug. 594• The judge of the admiralty court, though also the judge of the prize court,
is appointed by a commission under the great seal, which enumerates particularly, as
well as generally, every object of his jurisdiction, but not a word of prize. See Doug.
614. The judge of the prize court is appointed, and the court authorized, by a commis
sion under the great seal directed to him, to will and require the court of admiralty, and
the lieutenant and jud__e of the same court, his surrogate or surrogates, and they are
thereby authomzed and reqmred to proceed upon all and all manner of captures, seizures,
prize, and reprisals, of all ships and goods that are or shall be taken, and to hear and
determine according to the course of the admiralty and the law of nations• See id. ; and
see further, as to the jurisdiction and proceedings in the prize court, _90$t._CHITTY.

6Lord Mansfield is here alluded to. The answer to the Exposition des Motifs, &c. ib
._igned by Sir G. Lee, judge of the prerogative court, Dr. Paul, advocate-general, Sir D.
:lyde_ attorney, and Sir W. _urrav, solicitor-general; but lord l_[ansfield frequently

52
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CHAPTER _.

OF COURTS OF A SPECIAL JURISDICTION.

1_ the two preceding chapters we have considered the several courts whose
jurisdiction is public and general, and which are so _ontrived that some or
other of them may administer redress to every possible injury that can arise in
the kingdom at large. There yet remain certain others, whose jurisdiction is
private and special, confined to particular spots, or instituted only to redres_
particular injuries. These are,

I. The forest courts, instituted for the government of the kingrs forests in
different parts of the kingdom, and for the punishment of all injuries done to
the king's deer or venison, $o the vert or greensward, and to the covert in which
such deer are lodged. These are the courts of attachments, of rejard, of 8wein-
mote, and of justice.seat. 1. The court of affachme_ts, wood.mote_, or forty-days
court is to be held before the verderors of the forest once in every ?orty days;(a)
and is instituted to inquire into all offenders against vert and venison;(b) who
may be attached by their bodies, if taken with the mainour, (or 'mamoeuvr_, a
manu,) that is, in the very act of killing venison, or stealing wood, or preparing
so to do, or by fresh and immediate pursuit a_er the act is done ;(c) else they
must be attached by their goods. And in this forty-days court the foresters or
keepers are to bring their attachments, or presentments de viridi et venatio_e;
and the verderors are to receive the same, and to enroll them, and to certify-
them under their seals to the court of justice-seat or sweinmote:(d) tbr this
court can only inquire of, but not convict, offenders. 2. The court of regard, or
survey of dog,,s, is to be holden everv_ third year for the lawing or expeditation.
of mastiffs, which is done by cutting off the claws "rod ball (or *pelote) _*-2
of the forefeet, to prevent them from running after deer.(e) :No other dogs L
but mastiffs are to be thus lawed or expeditated, for none others were permitted
to be kept within the precincts of the forest; it being supposed that th_
keeping of these, and these only, was netessary for the defence of a man'_
house.(f) 3. The court of sweinmote is to be holden before the verderors, as
judges_ by the steward of the swein-mote, thrice in every year,(g) the sweins
or freeholders within the forest composing the jury. The principal jurisdiction
of this court is, first, to inquire into the oppressions and grievances committed
by the officers of the forest ; "de super-onerationeforestariorum, et ahorum minis-
trorum forestoe; et de eorum oppressionibus polgulo regis iUatis;" and, secondly, to
receive and try presentments certified from the court of attachment against

(a) C_t de forest 9 Hen. III. c. 8. (*) Ibid.
(_) 4 Inst 289. (f)4 Inst. 308,

(_ Carth. 79. (a) Cart. de for_'d, o. 8.( ) (Tart.d_ forest, c. 16.

declared to his friends that it was entirely his own composition. Holliday's Life of Loret
]_I. p. 424. lVIontesquieu calls it une rgponse sans replique.--CoLERIDaE.

And now, by stat. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 41, _ 2, all appeals or applications m prize suits
shall be made to the king in council, and, by stat.-6 & 7 Vict. c. 38, m_y be referred to
the judicial committee of the privy council, which is now the great court of appeal
well in all maritime as ecclesiastical matters.---STeWART.

l_rior to the Revolution, courts of admiralty existed in most of the colonies which
afterwards became the United States. By the Articles of Confederation, Congress was
authorized to appoint courts for the trial of piracies and felonies committed on the high
seas, _nd to establish courts for receiving and determining finally appeals in all cases of
captures. By the constitution of the United States, art. 3, it is provided that the
judicial power of the United States sh-dl extend to all cases of admiralty and maritims
.iurisdiction. The cognizance of all eases of admirMty and maritime jurisdiction,
including cases of captures made within the waters of the United States or within a
marine league of the coasts or shores thereof, is now vested in the district courts of the
United States. From these courts an appeal lies to the circuit co_*rts,and from thence to
the Supreme Corot of the United States. Act of Congress 24 Sept. 1789, s. 9. 1 Story'!
I,aws TT.S. 56 ---_._HARSWOOD. t_l
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offences in vert and venison.(h) And this court may not only inquire, but eolJ.
vict also, which conviction shall be certified to the court of justice-seat undez
the seals of the jury i for this court cannot proceed to judgment.(/) But the
principal court is, 4, The court of justice-seat, which is held before the chief
justice in eyre, or chief itinerant judge, cap;tails justiciar;us in itinere, or his
deputy ; to hear and determine all trespasses within the forest, and all claims
of franchises, liberties, and privileges, and all pleas and causes whatsoever
therein axising.(k) It may also proceed to try presentments in the inferior
courts of the forests, and to give judgment upon conviction of the sweinmote.
.And the chief justice may therefore, after presentment made, or indictment
t'mnd, but not before,(/) issue his warrant to the officers of the forest to appre-
hen i the offenders. It may be held ever 3" third year ; and forty days' notice
ought to b_ given of its sitting. This court may fine and imprison for offences
within the forest,(ra) it being a court of record : and therefore a writ of error
• 7_q1 lies from hence to the court of*klng's bench, to rectify and redress any

.vj real-administrations of justice ;(n) or the chief justice in eyre may adjourn
any matter of law into the court of king's beneh.(o) These justices in eyre
were instituted by king Henry II., A.D. 1184,(p) a and their courts were formerly
very regularly held : but the last court of justice-seat of any note was that holden
in the reign of Charles I., before the earl of Holland; the rigorous proceedings
at which are reported by Sir William Jones. After the restoration another
was held, pro forma only, before the earl of Oxford ;(q) but since the era of
the revolution in 1688, the forest laws have fallen into total disuse, to the gzeat
advantage of the subject.'

II. A second species of restricted courts is that of commissioners of sewers.
This is a temporary tribunal, erected by virtue of a commission under the great
seal; which tbrmerly used to be granted pro re nata at the pleasure of the
crown,(r) but now at the discretion and nomination of the lord chancellor, lord
treasurer, and chief justices, pursuant to the statute 23 Hen. VIII. c. 5. Their
jurisdiction is to overlook the repairs of sea-banks and sea-walls, and the cleans-
ing of rivers, public streams, ditches, and other conduits whereby any waters
are carried off: and is confined to such county, or particular district, as the
commission shall expressly name. The commissioners are a court of record,
and may fine and imprison for contempt ;(s) and in the execution of their duty
may proceed by jury, or upon their own view, and may take order for the
removal of any annoyances, or the safeguard and conservation of the sewers
within their commission, either according to the laws and customs of Rom-
ney marsh,(t) or otherwise at their own discretion. They may also assess
such rates, or scots, upon the owners of lands within their district as they shall
judge necessary ; and, if any person refuses to pay them, the commissioners
may levy the same by distress of his goods and chattels; or they may, by
statute 23 Hen. VIlI. c. 5, sell his freehold lands (and, by the 7 Anne, c. 10, his

"74 ] copyhold also) in order to pay such *scots or assessments. But their con-
duct is under the control of the court of king's bench, which will prevent or

(a) Stat. 84 Edw. I. e. 1. (v) F, N. IL 118.
(l) 4 Inst. 289, (s) Sid. 145.
(k) 4 Inst. 291. (_) tlomney marsh, m the county of Kent, a tract con-

(_) Star 1 Edw. III. c. 8. 7 Ric. II. c. 4. taming 24,000 acres, m governed by certain ancient and
(N) 4 Inst 813. equitable laws of sewers, composed by Henry de Bathe, a
(_) Ibld 297. venerable judge m the retgn of king Henry the Thlrdp

from which laws all commissioners of sewers in F_glaud(o) lbid '295.
(J') Hoveden may receive hght and direction. 4 Last. 276.
(_) North's Life of Lord Gmldford, 45.

l By the 57 Gee. III. c. 61, the offices of these justices are abolished on the termination
of their then existing interests, and the salaries of the abolished offices are to make
part of the eonsohdated fund.---CaITTr.

_All the forests which were made after the conquesL except New Forest in Hamp-
shire, created by William the Conqueror, were disafforested by the charta de foresta. The
forest of Hampton Court was established by the authority of parliament in the reign of
Hen. VIII. The number of forests in Englavd is sixty-nine. 4 Inst. 319. Charles I.
enforced the odious forest laws. as a source of revenue independent of the parliament.--
_aRXSTIAN.

b,
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unish any il_gal or tyrannical proeeediugs.(u) And yet. tn the reign of king
ames I., (8 ±_ov. 1616,) the privy counsel took upon them to order that no

action or complaint should be prosecuted against the commissioners unlo_s
before that board; and committed several to prison, who had brought such
actions at common law, till they should release the same : and one of the reasons
for discharging Sir Edward Coke from his office of lord chief justice was for
countenancing those legal proceedings.(v) The pretence for which arbitrary
measures was no other than the tyrant's plea(w) of the necessity of unlimited
powers in works of evident utility to the public," the supreme reason above all
reasons, which is the salvation of the king's lands and people." :But now it is
clearly held, that this (as well as all other inferior jurisdictions) is subject to the
discretionary coercion of his majesty's court of king's bench.(x)

III. The court ofpohcies of insurance, when subsisting, is erected in pumuanee
of the statute 43 Eliz. c. 12, which recites the immemorial usage of policies of
assurance, " by means whereof it eometh to pass, upon the loss or perishing of
any ship, there followeth not the undoing of any man, but the loss lighteth
rather easily upon many than heavy upon few, and rather upon them that adven-
ture not than upon those that do adventure : whereby all merchants, especially
those of the younger sort, are allured to venture more willingly and more
freely : and that heretofore such assurers had used to stand so justly and pre.
cisely upon their credits as f_w or no controversies had arisen thereupon ; and
if any had grown, the same had from time to time been ended and ordered by
certain grave and discreet merchants appointed by the lord mayor of the city
of London; as men by reason of their experience fittest to understand and
speedily decide those causes :" but that of late years divers persons had with-
drawn themselves from that course of arbitration, and had driven the assured
to bring separate actions at law against each assurer: it therefore enables

the *lord chancellor yearly to grant a standing commission to the judge [*75of the admiralty, the recorder of London, two doctors of the civil
law, two common lawyers, and eight merchants _ any three of which, one being
a civilian or a barrister, are thereby and by the statute 13 & 14 Car. II. c. 23,
empowered to determine in a summary way all causes concerning policies of
assurance in London, with an appeal (by way of bill) to the court of chancery.
But the jurisdiction being somewhat defective, as extending only to London,
and to no other assurances but those on merehandise,(y) and to suits brought
by the assured only, and not by the insurers,(z) no such commission has of late
years issued: but insurance causes are now usually determined by the verdict
of a jury of merchants, and the opinion of the judges in case of any legal
doubts ; whereby the decision is more speedy, satisii_ctory, and final : though it
is to be wished that some of the parliamentary powers invested in these com-
missions, especially for the examination of witnesses, either beyond the seas or
speedily going out of the kingdom,.(a.) could at present be adopted by the courts
of Westminster hall, without reqmrmg the consent of parties.

1V. The court of the marshalsea, and the palace-court at Westminster, though
two distinct courts, are frequently confounded together. The former was
originally holden before the steward and marshal of the king's house, and wao
instituted to administer justice between the king's domestic servants, that they
might noi be drawn into. other courts and thereby the king lose their service.(b)
It was formerly held m, though not a part of, the aula reg_s,(c) and, when that
was subdivided, remained a distinct jurisdiction : holding plea of all trespasses
committed witlfin the verge of the court, where only one of the parties is in the
king's domestic service, (in which case the inquest shall be taken by a jury of the
country,) and of all debts, contracts, and covenants where both of the contract-

ing parties belong to the royal household; and then the inquest shall be [*76
composed of men of the house*hold only.(d) :By the statute of 13 Ric.

(K)Cro. Jac. 336. (a) Stat. 53 & 14 Car. H. c. 22, _ 3_4.
_n)Moor. 825, 826. See page 55. (b) 1 Bulstr. 211.
(t,)Mflt. Parachse Lost, iv. 393. (o) Flet. 1.2, c 2.
(_)lVentr 66. Balk. 146. (a) Arae. sup. oart. 28Edw. Lc. 3 Stat. SEdw. l][L$

2. 10 Edw IlL at__ ¢. 2.(U)StyL 566.

O} 1 Show. _
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lI. st. 1, c. 8, (in afl[lrmauce of the common law,)(e) the verge of the court in
this respect extends for twelve miles round the king's place of residenee.(f)
And, as this tribunal was never subject to the jurisdiction of the chief justiciary,
no writ of error lay from it (though a court of record) to the kiug's bench, but
only to parliament,(g) till the statutes of' 5 Edw. III. c. 2, and 10 Edw. III. st
2, c. 3, which allowed such writ of error before the king in his palace. But
this court being ambulatory, and obliged to follow the king in all his progresses,
so that by the removal of the household actions were frequently dlscontinued,(h)
and doubts having arisen as to the extent of its jurisdiction,(z) king Charles I.,
in the sixth year of his reign, by his letters-patent erected a m:w court of
record, called the curia palat_i, or palace-court, to be held beibre the steward oi
the household and knight-marshal, and the steward of the court, or his deputy,
with jurisdiction to hold plea of all manner of personal actions whatsoever
which shall arise between any parties within twelve miles of his majesty's
palace at Whitehall.(k) The court is now held once a week, together with
the antient court of marshalsea, in the borough of Southwark : and a writ
of error hes from thence to the court of king's bench. But if the cause is of
any considerable consequence, it is usually removed on its first commencement,
together with the custody of the defendant, either into the king's bench or
common pleas, by a writ of habeas corpus cum causa : and the inferior business
of the court hath of late years been much reduced by the new courts of con-
science erected in the environs of :London; in consideration of which, the four
counsel belonging to these courts had salaries granted them for their lives by
the statute 23 Gee. II. c. 27. s

*_71 ¥. *A fifth species of private courts of a limited, though extensive, juris-
" J diction, are those of the principality of Wales, which, upon its thorough

reduction, and the settling of its polity in the reign of :Henry the Eighth,(/) were
erected all over the country ; principally by the statute 34 & 35 Hen. VIII. c. 26,
though much had been before done, and the way prepared, by the statute of
Wales, 12 _Edw. I., and other statutes. :By the statute of :Henry the Eighth
before mentioned, court-barons, hundred, and county courts are there esta-
blished, as in England. A session is also to be held twice in every year in each
county, by judges(m) appointed by the king, to be called the great sessions of
the several counties in Wales : in which all pleas of real and personal actions
shall be held, with the same form of process, and in as ample a manner, as in
the court of common pleas at Westminster :(n) and writs of error shall lie
from judgments therein (it being a court of record) to the court of king's bench
at Westminster. :But the ordinary original writs of process of the king's courts
at Westminster do not run into the principality of Wales :(o) though process of
execution doesi(p) as do also prerogative writs, as writs of certiorari, quo minus,
mandamus, and the like.(q) And even in causes between subject and subject, to
prevent injustice through family factions or prejudices, it is held lawful (in
causes of freehold at least, and it is usual in all others) to bring an action in the
English courts, and try the same in the next :English county adjoining to that
part of Wales where the cause arises,(r) and where the venue is laid. But, on
the other hand, to prevent trifling and frivolous suits, it is enacted, by statute
13 Gee. III. c. 51, that in personal actions, tried in any English county where
the cause of action arose, and the defendant resides in Wales, if the "plaintiff
ahall not recover a verdict for ten pounds, he shall be non-suited and pay the

(*) 2 Inst 548. /_) 1 Sld fS0. Salk 439.(l) By the ancmnt Saxon constitution, the pax reg_a, or z) Seu book 1.retied. _ 4.
pmvdege of the king's palace, extended from his palace*gate (_) 8t:tt 18 Ehz. c. S

the dast,_nc_of three miles, three furlongs, thro_ acres, (_) Seo, for further regulatmns of the practace o_ them
alne fe_t, rune palms, and rune barley_corns_ as appears from courts, star 5 ]_hz. c 25. 8 Ehz. c. 20. 80eo. I. e, 25, _

fragment of the Textus l_offens*s cited m Dr. ttmkes_s D_s- 6 Gee. II. c 14. 13 Gee IILc. 51.
$e_'nt. E_stoZ. 114. (*) 2 Roll. Rep. 141.

_ 1 Bulstr 211. 10 Rep 79. (_) 2 Bulstr. 156. 2 Saund. 193, Raym. 200,
a_Y.N. B. 241. 2 Inst. 548. (g) ere. Ja¢. 484.
_) 1 Bulstr, 2o8. (v) Vaugh. 413. Hardr. 66.

a The business of the court was much redueed,--first, by the erection of courts of
_nseienee in the environs of London, and next by the establishment ot the county
aourts ; and the court itself was finally abolished by statute 12 & 13 Vict. c. 10l._Km_a
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defendant's (osts, unless it be certified by the judge that the freehold or title
came principally in question, or that the cause was proper *to be tried,
in such :English county. And if any transitory action, the cause whereof t'78
arose and the defendant is resident in Wales, shall be brought in any English
county, and the plaintiff shall not recover a verdict for ten pounds, the plain-
tiff shall be nonsuited, and shall pay the defendant's costs, deducting thereout
the sum recovered by the verdict. 4

VI. The court of the duchy chamber of Lancaster is another special juris-
diction, held beibre the clmncellor of the duchy or his deputy, concerning all
matter of equity relating to lands holden of the king in right of the duqhy of
Lancaster :(s) which is a thing very distinct from the county palatine, (which
hath also its separate chancery, for sealing of writs, and the like,)(t ) and com-
prises much territory which lies at a vast distance from i,i as particularly a
very large district SUlTounded by the city of Westminster. The proceedings
in this court are the same as on the equity side in the courts of exchequer
and chanceryi(u) so that it seems not to be a court of record ; and indeed it
has been holden that those courts have a concurrent jurisdiction with the duchy
court, and may take cognizance of the same causes.(v)

YII. Another species of private com'ts, which are of a limited local juris-
diction, and have at the same time an exclusive cognizance of pleas, in matters
of both law and civil equity,(w) are those which appertain to the counties pala-
tine of Chester, Lancaster, and Durham, and the royal franchise of Ely (.x)a
In all these, as in the principality of Wales, the king's ordinary writs, issuing
under the great seal out of chancery, do not run ; that is, they are of no fbree.
For as originally all jura regaha were granted to the lords of these counties
palatine, they had of course the sole administration of justice by their own
judges, appointed by themselves and not by the crown. It would thereibre bo
incongruous for the king to send his writ to direct the iudge of another's court
in wheat manner to administer justice between the suitors. :But when the privi-
'.oges of these counties palatine and fl_anehises were abridged by statute 27 tten.
VIII. e. 24, it was *also enacted that all writs and process should be made r*vr_
in the king's name, but should be tested or witnessed in the name of L ,-
the owner of the franchise. Wherefore all writs whereon actions are founded
and which have current authority here must be under the seal of the respective
franchises i the two former of which are now united to the crown, and the two
latter under the government of their several bishops. And the judges of assize
who sit therein sit by virtue of a special commission fl'onl the owners of the
several franchises, and nnder the seal thereof, and not by the usual commission
under the great seal of :England. Hither also may be referred the courts of
the cinque ports, or five most important havens, as they formerly were esteemed,
in the kingdom, viz., Dover, Sandwich, lRomney, Hastings, and tIythe, to which

0) Hob. 77. 2 Lev 24. (v) I Ch Rep 55. Toth. 145. nardr. 171.
(¢) 1 Yentl. 257. (e)4 lnst. 213, 218. Finch, R. 452.
(u) _ Inst. 206. _) See book 1.introd. _ t.

• But these distinctions are now entirely abolished ; for, by stat. 11 Geo. IV. and 1 W,

IV. c. 70, s. 14, it is enacted that from the 12th of October, 1830, all power and juris-
diction of the judges and courts of great sessions, both at law and in equity, shall cease.
and that all suits in equity then depending should be transferred into the court of
exchequer ; and, by s. 13, it is enacted that the king's writ shall be directed and obeyt_l,
and the juvisdictmn of the courts of common law and the iudges thereof shall ex_end
and be exercised in hke manner as the jurisdiction of such courts is now exercised in
and over the counties of England. The administration of justice m Wales is thus and
by subsequent statutes (5 ¥mt. s. 2, c. 33, 8 Vlct. c. 11) rendered uniform in every
respect with that of England.----STEWART.

See construction of this act, Tidd, 8 ed. index, tit. Wales. If goods be delivered la
London to be carried into Wales, the debt, though under 10/., may be sued for in
London. 2 Starkie, 33.--CHITTr.

6The two former of which are now united to the crown, (6 W. IV. e. 19,) while that
of Chester has been, by star. 11 Geo. IV. and 7 W. I'¢. c. 70, abolished, and that of
Ely, by star. 6 & 7 W. IV. c. 87, and 7 W. IV. and 1 Vict. c. 53, also extinguished.-
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Winchelsea and Rye have been since added, which have also similar franchises
in many respects(y) with the counties palatine, and particularly an exclusive
jurisdiction, (before the mayor and jurats of the ports,)in which exclusive
jurisdiction the king's ordinary writ does not run. A writ of error lies from
the mayor and jurats of each port to the lord warden of the cinque ports, in his
court of Shepway, and from the court of Shepway to the king's bench.(z) So
likewise a writ of error lies from all the other jurisdictions to the same supreme
_ourt of judicature,(a) as an ensign of superiority reserved to the crown at the
original creation of the franchises. And all prerogative writs (as those of habeas
corpus, prehibition, certiorari, and mandamus) may issue for the same reason to
all these exempt jurisdictions ;(b) because tile privilege, that the king's writ runs
not, must be intended between party and party, for there can be no such privi-
lege against the king.(c)

VIII. The stannary courts in Devonshire and Cornwall, for the administration
of justice among the tinners therein, are also courts of record, but of the same
private and exclusive nature. They are held before the lord warden and his sub-

"801 stitutes, in virtue of a privilege granted to the workers in the *tin-mines
J there to sue and be sued only in their own courts, that they may not be

drawn from their business, which is highly profitable to the public, by attending
their law-suits in other com_ts.(d) The privileges of the tinners are confirmed
by a charter, 33 :Edw. I., and fully expounded by a private statute,(e) 50 :Edw. III.,
which has since been explained by a public act, 16 Car. I. c. 15. What relates
to our present purpose is only this,--that all tinners and labourers in and about
the stannaries shall, during the time of their working therein bona fide, be
privileged from suits of other courts, and be only impleaded in the stannary
court in all matters, excepting pleas of land, life, and member. :No writ of
error lies from hence to any court in Westminster hall, as was agreed by all the
judges(f) in 4 Jac. I. But an appeal lies from the steward of the court to the
under-warden; and from him to the lord-warden; and thence to the privy coun-
cil of the prince of Wales, as duke of" Cornwall,(g) when he hath had livery
or investiture of the same.(h) And from thence the appeal lies to the king
himself in the last resort.(/)

IX. The several courts within the city of' London,(j) and other cities, boroughs,
and corporations throughout the kingdom, held by prescription, charter, or act
of parhament, are also of the same private and limited specms. It would
exceed the design and compass of our present inquiries, if I were to enter into
a particular detail of these, and to examine the nature and extent of their
several jurisdictions. It may, in general, be sufficient to say that they arose
originally from the ihvour of the crown to those particular districts wherein
we find them erected, upon the same principle that hundred-courts, and the
like, were established for the convenience of the inhabitants, that they may

prosecute their suits and *receive justice at home : that, for the most part,
"81] the courts at Westminster hall have a concurrent jurisdiction with
these, or else a superintendency over them,(k) and are bound by the statute 19
Gee. III. c. 70 to give assistance to such of them as are courts of record, by
issuing writs of execution, where the person or effects of the defendant are not
within the inferior jurisdiction : and that the proceedings in these special courts
ought to be according to the course of the common law, unless otherwise
ordered by parliament; for though the king may erect new courts, yet he
cannot alter the established course of law.

But there is one species of courts, constituted by act of parliament, in the city

_) I Sld 166. (A)3 Bulstr. 183.

_)Js_nk. 71. Dy_ersyb_ d_ _urtes, tit. bard¢ le roy. 1 (_) Doddrldge, Hist. of Cornw. 94.(:) The chief of those m London are the s_*_,mff@¢ourts_
(s) I_ro. Abr. tit. errar_ 74,101 Davis, t_2. 4Inst. 38_214_ holden befoce their steward or judge, fiom which awntoferror lies to the caart qf hust_ng._, before the mayor, re*

_I_$)1 Sid 92. corder, and sheriffs, and from thence to justmes appointed
(_) Cro.Jac. 543. by the king's commission, who used to sit m the church of
(d) 4 I_st. 232 St. Martin ie Grand_ (F N. B. 82;) and from the jmtgme_at
(e) See this at length in 4 Inst 232. of those justmes a writ of error lies unmethat_ly to fl_
_'_ 4 Inst. ')_1. house of lords.
4¢'_[bid. 2_0. (_) Sulk. 144, 263.
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of London, and other trading and populon_ distr:c_s, whmh in their proceedings
so vary from the course of common law that they may deserve a more par-
ticular consideration, i mean the courts of requests, or courts of conscience,
for the recovery of small debts, e The first of these was established in London,
so early as the reign of Henry the Eighth, by an act of their common council;
which, however, w_as certainly insufficient for that purpose and illegal, till con-
firmed by statute 3 Jac. I. c. 15, which has since been explained and amended
by statute 14 Gee. II. c. 10.7 The constitution is this : two aldermen, and four
commoners, sit twice a week to hear all causes of debt not exceeding the
value of forty shillings ; which they examine in a summary way, by the oath of
the parties or other witnesses, and make such order therein as is consonant to

equity and good conscience. The time and expense of obtaining this summary
redress are very inconsiderable, which make it a great benefit to trade; and
thereupon divers trading towns and other districts have obtained acts of par-
liament, for establishing in them courts of conscience upon nearly the same plan
as that in the city of :London. 8

*The anxious desire that has been shown to obtain these several acts, [-*82proves clearly that the nation in general is truly sensible of the great in-
convenience arising from the disuse of the antient county and hundred courts;
wherein causes of this small value were always formerly decided, with very little
trouble and expense to the parties But it is to be feared, that the general remedy
which of late hath been principally applied to this inconvenience (the erecting
these new jurisdictions) may itself be attended in time with very ill conse-
quences : as the method of proceeding therein is entirely in derogation of th_
common law ; as their large discretionary powers create a petty tyranny in a set
of standing commissioners; and as the disuse of the trial by jury may tend to
estrange the minds of the people from that valuable prerogative of Englishmen,
which has already been more than sufficiently excluded in many instances. How
much rather is it to be wished, that the proceedings in the county and hundred
courts could again be revived, without burdening the fi'eeholders with too fie-
"quent and tedious attendances; and *at the same time removing the [*83
delays that have insensibly crept into their proceedings, and the power
that either party have of transferring at pleasure their suits to the courts at
Westminster ! And we may with satisfaction observe, that this experiment has
been actually tried, and has succeeded, in the populous county of Middlesex ;
which might serve as an example fbr others. For by statute 23 Gee. ]I. c. 33, it
is enacted, 1. That a special county-court should be held, at least once a month,
in every hundred of the county of Middlesex, by the county-clerk. 2. That twelve
freeholders of that hundred, qualified to serve on juries, and struck by the
sheriff, shall be summoned to appear at such court by rotation; so as none shall
be summoned oftener than once a year. 3. That in all causes not exceeding the
value of forty shillings, the county-clerk and twelve suitors shall proceed in a
summary way, examining the parties and witnesses on oath, without the formal
process antiently used; and shall make such order therein as they shall judge
agreeable to conscience. 4. That no plaints shall be removed out of this court
by any process whatsoever ; but the determination herein shall be final. 5. That
if any action be brought in any of the superior courts against a person resident
in Middlesex, for a debt or contract, upon the trial whereof the jury shaft find
less than 40s. damages, the plaintiff shall recover no costs, but shall pay the

' Se_ all the acts and cases thereon, relating to courts of requests, ably collected in
_idd's Prae. 8 ed. 989 to 996.---CUITTY.

7The act is still further extended by the 39 & 40 Gee. IIL c. 104. See Tidd's Prac.
8 ed. 989.---CHITTr.

8By the 25 Gee. III. c. 45 and 26 Gee. III. c. 38, no debtor or defendant, in any court
tbr the recovery of small debts, where the debt does not exceed 20s., shall be committed

prison for more than twenty days, and if the debt does not exceed 40s., for more _han
forty days, unless it be proved to the satisfkctmn of the court that he has money or
goods which he fraudulently conceals ; and in the first case the imprisonment may be
extended to thirty days, and in the latter to sixty.

$9
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defendant double costs; unless upon some special circumstances, to be certified
by the judge who tried it. 6. Lastly, a table of very moderate fees is proscribed
and set down in the act ; which are not to be exceeded upon any account what-
soever. This is a plan entirely agreeable to the constitution and genius of the
nation ; calculated to prevent a multitude of vexatious actions in the superior
courts, and at the same time to give honest creditors an opportunity of reco-
vering small sums; which now they are frequently deterred from by the expense
of a suit at law; a plan which, one would think, wants only to be generally
known, in order to its universal reception.

X. There is yet another species of private courts, which I must not pass over
in silence: viz., the chancellor's courts in the two universities of England.'
Which two learned bodies enjoy the sole jurisdiction, in exclusion of the king's
*_11 *courts, over all civil actions and suits whatsoever, when a scholar or privi-

l%,ed person is one of the partms ; excepting in such cases where the right
of freehold is concerned. And these by the university charter they are at
liberty to try aud determine, either according to the common law of the land,
or according to their own local customs, at their discretion ; which has generally
led them to carl T on their process in a course much conformed to the civil law,
for reasons sufficmntly explained in a former book.(/) •

These privileges were granted, that the students might not be distracted from
their studies, by legal I)r°cess from distant courts, and other forensic avocations
And privileges of this kind are of very high antiquity, being generally enjoyed
by all foreign universities as well as our own, in consequence (I apprehend) of
a constitution of the emperor Frederick, A.D. 1158.(m) But as to England in
particular, the oldest charter that I have seen, containing this grant to the uni-
versity of Oxford, was 28 Hen. III. A.D. 1244. And the same privileges were
confirmed and enlarged by almost every succeeding prince, down to Henry the
Eighth; in the fourteenth year of whose reign the largest and most extensive
charter of all was granted. One similar to which was afterwards granted to
Cambridge in the third year of queen Elizabeth. :But yet, notwithstanding
these charters, the privileges granted therein, of proceeding in a course different"
from the law of the land, were of so high a nature that they were held to be
invalid; for though the king might erect new courts, yet he could not alter the
course of law by his letters-patent. Therefore in the reign of queen Elizabeth
an act of parliament was obtained,(n) confirming all the charters of the two
universities, and those of 14 Hen. VIII. and 3 Eliz. by name. Which blessed act,
as Sir Edward Coke entitles it,(o)established this high privilege without any

(_) Book 1. mtrod. _ 1. (_) 13 Eliz. c. 29.
(,_) Uod. 4, tzt. 13. (o) 4 Inst. 227.

9As the object of the privilege is that students and others connected with the uni-
versities should not be distracted from the studies and duties to be there performed, the
party proceeded against must in general be a resident member of the university, and
that fact must be expressly sworn, or be collected from the affidavit. The privilege of
Cambridge differs from that of Oxford : in the former it only extends to causes of action
accruing in the town and its suburbs ; but in Oxford it extends to all personal causes
arising anywhere. R.T. tIardw. 24L 2 Wils. 406. Bae. Abr. Universities. The claim
of conusance mus_ be made in due form and in due time. 2 Wils. 406. Claim of con-
usance of an action of trespass, brought in King's Bench against a resident member of the
university of Cambridge, for a cause of action verffied by affidavit not to have arisen withi_
_he town and suburbs of Cambridge, was allowed upon the claim of the vice-chancellor
on behalf o_ the chancellor, masters, and scholars of the university, entered on the roll
in due form, setting out their 3urisdictions under charters confirmed by statute, and
averring that the cause of action arose within such 3urlsdiction. 12 East, 12. And claim
of conusance by the university of Oxford was allowed in an action of trespass in King'b
Bench against a proctor, a pro-proctor, and the marshal of the university, though the
affidavit of the latter, describing him as of a parish in the suburbs of Oxford, only verified
_hat he then was, and had been for the last fourteen years, a common servant of the
:miversity, called marshal of the university, and that he was sued for an act done by him
m the discharge of his duty, and in obedience to the orders of the other two defendants,
_ithout stating that he resided within the university, or was matriculated. 15 East, 634
--_HITTY.
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doubt or oppos.tion :(p) ar, as Sir :_atthew Hale(q) vel T fully expres_,_es the
sense *of the common law and the operation of the act of parliament, r,_a
"althou. gh king Henry the Eighth, 14. A./_. sui, granted to the. universit, y. L _"

a hberal charter, to proceed according to the use of the university; wz., by a
course much conformed to the civil law, _et that charter had not been sufficient
to have warranted such proceedings without the help of an act of parliament.
And therefore in 13 Eliz. an act passed, whereby that charter was in effect
enacted i and it is thereby that at this day they have a kind of civil-law pro-
cedure, even in matters that are of themselves of common-law cognizance,
where either of the parties is privileged."

This privilege, so far as it relates to civil causes, is exercised at Oxford in the
chancellor's court; the judge of which is the vice-chancellor, his deputy or as-
bessor. From his sentence an appeal lies to delegates appointed by the con_re-
gaticn ; from thence to other delegates of the house of convocation; and if tI_ey
all three concur in the same sentence it is final at least by the statutes of the
university,(r) according to the rule of the civil law.(s) :But, if there be any
discordance or variation in any of the three sentences, an appeal lies in the last
resort to judges delegates appointed by the c_own under the great seal in
chancery.

I have now gone through the several species of private_ or special, courts, o1"
the greatest note in the kingdom, instituted for the local redress of private
wrongsl and must, in the close of all, make one general observation fYom Sir
Edward Coke :(t) that these particular jurisdictions, derogating from the gene-
ral jurisdiction of the courts of common law, are ever strictly restrained, a_,d
cannot be extended further than the express letter of their privileges will mo,_
explicitly warrant

CHAPTER VII..

OF THE COGNIZANCE OF PRIVATE WRONGS.

*WE now proceed to the co_]izance of private wrongs ; that is, to con- [.5_
sider in which of the vast variety of courts, mentioned in the three pre-
ceding chapters, every possible injury that can be offered to a man's person or
property is certain of meeting with redress.

The authority of the several courts, f private and special jurisdiction, or of
what wrongs such courts have cogniza.ce, was necessarily remarked as these
respective tribunals were enumerated, and therefbre need not be here again
repeated; which will confine our present inquiry to the cognizance of civil
injuries in the several courts of public or general jurisdiction. And the order
in which I shall pursue this inquiry will be by showing : 1. What actions may
be brought, or what injuries remedied, in the ecclesiastical courts. 2. What in
the military. 3. What in the maritime. And 4. What in the courts of coin.
men law.

And, with regard to the three first (,f these particulars, I must beg leave notso much to consider what hath at an 5 time been claimed or pretended to belong
to their jurisdiction, by the officers and judges of those respective courts ; but
what the common law allows and _)ermits to be so. _or these eceentrical tribu-
nals, (.which are principally gullied by the rules of the imperial and canon
laws, as they subsist: and are *admitted in England, not by any right., of r,_,,)
their)own a but u on bare sufferance and toleration from the mumclpal k,( ) P
laws, must have recourse to the laws of that country wherein they are thus
adopted, to be informed how far their jurisdiction extends, or what causes are
permitted, and what forbidden, to be discussed or drawn in question before them

Ap)Jenk.Cent. 2, pL88;C_nt. 3, pl 33. IIardr 504. God- (,) C_. 7,70,1.
$. 201. (_) 2 Inst. 543

/_))Hist C. I, _. (a) See book i. introd. _ ]
Tit. _1, _ 19. 61
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It matters not therefore what the pandects of Justinian, or the decretals of
Gregory, have ordained. They are here of no more intrinsic authority than the
laws of Solon and Lycurgus : cm_ous perhaps for their antiquity, respectable for
their equity, and frequently of admirable use in illustrating a point of histol T.
.Nor is it at all material in what light other nations may consider this matter t f
jurisdiction. Every nation must and will abide by its own municipal law.s;
which various accidents conspire to render different in almost every country m
Europe. We permit some kinds of suits to be of ecclesiastical cognizance, whi_
other nations have referred entirely to the temporal courts; as concerning wills
and successions to intestates' chattels; and perhaps we may in our turn prohibit
them from interfering in some controversies, which on the continent may be
looked upon as merely spiritual. In short, the common law of England is the
one uniform rule to determine the jurisdiction of our courts : and, if any tri-
bunals whatsoever attempt to exceed the limits so prescribed them, the king's
courts of common law may and do prohibit them; and in some cases punish
their judges.(b)

Having premised this general caution, I proceed now to consider,
1. The wrongs or injuries cognizable by the ecclesiastical courts. I mean

such as are offered to private persons or individuals ;1 which are cognizable by
the ecclesiastical court, not for refbrmation of the offender himself or party
injuring, (pro salute animoe, as is the case with imn_oralities in general, when
unconnected with private injuries,) but for the sake of the party injured, to

*88] make him a satisfaction and redress for *the damage which he has sus-
tained. And these I shall reduce under three general heads ; of causes

pecuniary, causes matrimonial, and causes testamentary.
1. Pecuniary causes, cognizable in the ecclesiastical courts, are such as arise

either from the withholding ecclesiastical dues, or the doing or neglecting some
act relating to the church, whereby some damage accrues to the plaintiff;
towards obtaining a satisfaction for which he is permitted to institute a suit in
the spiritual court.

The principal of these is the subtraction or withholding of tithes from the
parson or vicar, whether the former be a clergyman or a lay appropriator.(c)
But herein a distinction must be taken : for the ecclesiastical courts have no

jurisdiction to try the right of tithes unless between spiritual persons ;(d) but,
in ordinary cases between spiritual men and lay men, are only to compel the
payment of them, when the right is not disputed.(e) By the statute, or rather
writ,(f) of circums_vecte agatis,(g) it is declared that the court Christian shall not

(b) Hat Hist. C. L. c. 2. (e) 2Inst 364, 489, 490.
o)St_t _2Uen. VIII. c. 7. (Y)SeeBarrmgton, 123. 3Pryn 1Rec.33S.

2 Roll Abr. 009, 310. Bro. Abr. c. J'urisdt_irm, 85 (g) 13 Edw. l. st. 4, or rather 9 Ldw. II.

1See, in general, Bac. Abr. tit. Courts Ecclesiastical, D. and tit. Slander ; Com. Dig.
Prohibition ; where see G. when the ecclesiastical court has jurisdiction and when not.
rhe ecclesiastical court has no jurisdiction over trusts ; and therefore, where a party
_ued as a trustee was arrested on a writ de conlumaceca_iendo, the court of King's Bench
:lischarged him out of custody. 1 B. & C. 655.

Suits for defamation may be added to the three heads above considered. As to these in
eneral, see Burn, Eccl. L. Defamalion. Com. Dig. Prohibition, G-.14. Bac. Abr. Slander,
• U. Stark on Slander, 32, 464. Words imputing an offence merely stnr_tual are not in

themselves actmnable at law, unless followed by special damage, and the party slandered
can only institute a smt in the spiritual court ; and though the law discourages suits of
this kind, yet redress for the insult and injury is not denied. 2 Phil. Ec. Cases, 106.
Words which impute an offence merely cogmzable _n a spiritual court may be punished
in that court, as calling a person heretic, adulterer, fornicator, whore, &e.; but if the
words are coupled with others for which an action at law would lie, as calling a woman
a whore and a thief, the ecclesiastical corot has no jurisdiction, and a prohibition lies.
2 Roll. Abr. 297. 1 S_d. 404. 3 Mod. 74. 1 Hagg. Rep. 463, in notes. So a suit cannot
be instituted in the spiritual court for a written libel, because any slander of a person
reduced into writing, and which can be the subject of any proceeding, is actionable or
indictable. Comb. 71. Bac. Abr. Courts Ecclesiastical, D. The power of the eccle-
siastical court is confined to the infliction of pe_ ance pro salute anz_w_and awarding costs
And does not extend to the awarding dan-age_ to the injured party. 4 Co. 20. 2 Inst
t92 -'_HITTY.
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be prohibited from holding plea, "8i rectorpetat versus paroehianos oblarwnes et
dec;ross debitaz et consuetas :" so that if any dispute arises whether such tithes
be due and accustomed, this cannot be determined in the ecclesiastical court, but
before the king's court of the common law i as such question affects the tem-
poral inheritance, and the determination must bind the real property. But
where the right does not come into question, but only the fact whether or no
the tithes allowed to be due are really subtracted or withdrawn, this is a tran-
sient personal injury, for which the remedy may properly be had in the spiritual
court ; viz., the recovery of the tithes, or their equivalent. By statute 2 & 3
Edw. VI. c. 13, it is enacted, that if any person shall carry off his prcdial tithes

(viz., of corn, hay, or the like) before the tenth part *is duly set forth, [*89
or agreement is made with the proprietor, or shall willingly withdraw
his tithes of the same, or shall stop or hinder the proprietor of the tithes, or his
deputy, from viewing or carrying them away; such offender shall pay double the
value of the tithes, with costs to be recovered before the ecclesiastical judge, ac-
cording to the king's ecclesiastical laws. By a former clause of the same statute,
the treble value of the tithes, so subtracted or withheld, may be sued for in the
temporal courts, which is equivalent to the double value to be sued for in the
ecclesiastical. For one may sue for and recover in the ecclesiastical courts the
tithes themselves, or a recompense for them, by the antient law i to which the
suit for the double value is superadded by the statute. But as no suit lay in the
_emporal courts for the subtraction of tithes themselves, therefore the statute
gave a treble forfeiture, if sued for there; in order to make the course of justice
uniform, by giving the same reparation in one court as in the other.(h) = ttow-
ever, it now seldom happens that tithes are sued for at all in the spiritual court;
for if the defendant pleads any custom, modus, composition, or other matter
whereby the right of tithing is called in question, this takes it out of the juris-

diction of the ecclesiastical judges : for the law will not suffer the existence of
such a right to be decided by the sentence of any single, much loss an ecele.
siastical, judge; without the verdict of a jury. But a more summary method

than either of recovering small tithes under the value of 40s.is given by statute
7 & 8 W. IlL c. 6, by complaint to two justices of the peac= ; and, by another
statute of the same year, c. 34, the same remedy is extended to all tithes with-
held by Quakers under the value of ten pounds2

Another pecuniary injury, cognizable in the spiritual courts, is the non-pay
merit of other ecclesiastical dues to the clergy; as pensions, mortuaries, compo-
sitions, offerings, and whatsoever falls under the denomination of surplice-fees,
for marriages or other ministerial offices of the church : all which injurms are
redressed by a decree for their actual *payment. Besides which, all ['90
offerings, oblations, and obventions not exceeding the value of 40s. may
be recovered in a summary way before two justices of the peace.(/) But care
must be taken that these are real and not imaginary dues ; for_ if they be con.

(h)2 Inst.250. (_)Stat.7&8W,HI. c.6.

2This statute enacts that every person shall justly divide, set out, yield, and pay al]
manner of predial tithes in such manner as they have been of right yielded and paid
within forty years, or of right or custom ought to have been paid, before the making of
that act, under the forfeiture of treble value of the tithes so carried away ; and in an
action upon this statute, in which the declaration stated that the tithes were within
forty years before the statute yielded and payable, and yielded and paid, it w,_s held
that evidence that the land had been, as far as any witness knew, in pasture, and that it
was never known to pay in predial tithe, was not sufficient to defeat the action. The
_me _etion might also be supported to recover tithes of lands enclosed out of wastes,
whicb never paid tithes before. Mitchell vs. Walker, 5 T. R. 260.----_HgISTIAI_.

s The 53 Geo. III. c. 127 extends the jurisdiction of the two justices to tithes, obla-
tions, and compositions, of the value of 10L ; and in respect of tithes and church-rates,
due from Quakers, to 50Z., see statute and proceedings, Burn, J., Tithes. The 54 Ge_.
lII. c. 68 extends the same provisions to Ireland._Cmrrv.

It is hardly necessary to observe that the commutation of tithes, under the provisiom
oi the statute 6 & 7 W. IV. c. 71 and numerous subsequent statutes, will eventually ,_u4
an end to all suits for the subtraction of tithes.---STEWART.

U
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trary to the common law, a prohibition will issue out of the temporal courts
to stop all suits concerning them. As where a fee was demanded by the
minister of the parish for the baptism of a child, which was administered in
another place ;(j) this, however authorized by the canon, is contrary to common
right : ibr of common right, no fee is due to the minister even fbr perfbrming
such branches of his duty, and it can only be supported by a special custom;(k)
but no custom can support the demand of a fee without pertbrming them at
all.

Fo_ fees also, settled and acknowledged to be due to the officers of the eccle-
siastical courts, a suit will lie therein: but not if the r,ght of the fees is at all
disputable ; for then it must be decided by the common law (1) it is also said,
that if' a curate be licensed, and his salary appointed by the bishop, and he be
not paid, the curate has a remedy in the ecclesiastical court ;(m) but, if he be
not heensed, or hath no such salary appointed, or hath made a special agree-
ment with the rector, he must sue for a satisfaction at common law ;(n) either by
proving such special agreement, or else by leaving it to a jury to give damages
upon a quantum meruit, that is, in consideration of what he reasonably deserved
in proportion to the service performed.

Under this head of pecuniary injuries may also be reduced the several mat-
ters of spoliation, dilapidations, and neglect of repairing the church and things
thereunto belonging; for which a satisfaction may be sued ibr in the eccle-
siastical court.

Spoliation is an injury done by one clerk or incumbent to another, in taking

"91] the fruits of his benefice without any *right thereunto, but under a pre.tended title. It is remedied by a decree to account for the profits so
taken. This injury, when the jus patronatus or right of advowson does r_ot
come in debate, is cognizable in the spiritual court : as if a patron first pr6sents
A. to a benefice, who is instituted and inducted thereto; and then, upon pretence
of a vacancy, the same patron presents B. to the same living, and he also ob-
tains institution and induction, t_ow, if the fact of the vacancy be disputed,
then, that clerk who is kept out of the profits of the living, whichever it be,
may sue the other in the spiritual court ibr spoliation, or taking the profits of
his benefice. And it shall there be tried, whether the living were or were not
vacant: upon which the validity of the second clerk's pretensions must de.
pend.(o) But if the right of patronage comes at all into dispute, as if one
patron presented A., and another patron presented B., there the ecclesiastical
court hath no cognizance, provided the tithes sued for amount to a fourth part
of the value of the living, but may be prohibited at the instance of the patron
by the king's writ of indicavit.(p) So also if a clerk, without any colour of
title, ejects another from his pm_onage, this injury must be redressed in the
temporal courts : for it depends upon no question determinable by the spiritual
law, (as plurality of benefices or no ,plurality, vacancy or no vacancy,) but is
merely a civil injury.

For dilapidations, which are a kind of ecclesiastical waste, either voluntary.
by pulling down ; or permissive, by suffering the chancel, parsonage-house, and
other buildings thereunto belonging, to decay; an action also lies, either in the
spiritual court by the canon law, or in the courts of common law,(q) and it may
be brought by the successor against the predecessor, if living, or, if dead, then
against his executors. It is also said to be good cause of deprivation, if the
bishop, parson, vicar, or other ecclesiastical person, dilapidates the buildings, or
,993 cuts down timber growing on the patrimony of *the church, unless for

-a necessary repairs'.(r) and that a writ of prohibition.... will also lie against
him in the courts of common law.(s) By statute 13 Ehz. c. 10, if any spmtual
person makes over or alienates his goods with intent to defeat his successols of

lJ) Balk. 332. (P] Ci_'umsp_c_ agates ; 13 Edw. I. st. 4, Ar_c. dad, 9
) l_md. 334. Lord Raym. 450, 1558. Faz. 5b Edw. IL c. 2. ¥. N. B 45.

(t) 1 Ventr. 165. (e) Cart. 2'24. 3 Lev. 268.
i))l Burn, Eccl. Law, 438. (r) 1 Roll. Rep. 86. 11 Rep. 98. Godb. 259.

1 Froem. 70. (*) 3 Buls_r. 138. 1 Roll. Rep. 335.
) _'. N. B. 36.
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their remedy for dilapidations, the successor shall have such remedy against
the alienee, in the ecclesiastical court, as if he were the executor of his predo
cessor. And by statute 14 Eliz. c. 11, all money recovered for dilapidations
shall within two years be employed upon the buildings in respect whereot" it.
_as recovered, on penalty of fbrtbiting double the value to the crown.

As to the neglect of reparations of the church, churchyard, and the like, the
spiritual court has undoubted cognizance thereof;(t) and a suit may be brought
therein for non-payment of a rate made by the church-wardens for that purpose.
And these are the principal pecuniary injuries, which are cognizable, or for
which suits may be instituted, in ecclesiastical courts.

2. Matrimonial causes, or injuries respecting the rights of marriage, are
another_ and a much more undisturbed, branch of the ecclesiastical jurisdiction
Though if we consider marriages in the light of mere civil contracts, they de.
not seem to be properly of spiritual cognizance.(u) But the Romanists having
very early converted this contract into a holy sacramental ordinance, the
church of course took it under her protection, upon the division of the two
jurisdictions. And in the hands of such able politicians, it soon became an
engine of' great importance to the papal scheme of a universal monarchy oveI
Christendom. The numberless canonical impediments that were invented, and
occasionally dispensed with, by the holy see, not only enriched the coffers of
the church, but gave it a vast ascendant over princes of all denominations;
whose marriages were sanc_ffied or reprobated, their issue legitimated or bus.
tardized, and the succession to their thrones established or rendered precarious_
according *to the humour or interest of the reigning pontiff: besides a [ *93
thousand nice and difficult scruples, with which the clergy of those ages
puzzled the understandings, ,_nd loaded the consciences of the inibrior orders of
lhe laity; and which could only be unravelled and removed by these their
spiritual guides. Yet, abstracted fi'oln this universal influence, which affords
so good a reason for their conduct, one might otherwise be led to wonder that
the same authority, which enjoined the strictest celibacy to the priesthood,
should think them the proper judges m causes between man and with. These
causes indeed, partly from the nature of _he injuries complained of, and partly
from the clerical method of treating them,(v)soon became too gross for the
modesty o¢ a lay tribunal. And causes matrimonial are now so peculiarly eccle.
siastical that the temporal courts will never intertbre in controversies of this
kind, unless in some particular cases. As if the spiritual court do proceed to
call a marriage in question after the death of either of the parties; _his the
courts of common law will prohibit, because it tends to bastardize and disinherit
the issue; who cannot so well defend the marriage, as the parties themselves,
when both of them living, might have done.(w)

Of matrimonial causes, one of the first and principal is, 1. Ca_,sa jactitationi,
matrimonii; when one of the parties boasts* or gives out that he or she is
married to tlm other, whereby a common reputation of their matrimony may
ensue. On this ground the party injured may libel the other in the spiritual
court ; and, unless the detbndant undertakes and makes out a proof of the actual
marriage, he or she is enjoined perpetual silence upon that head; which is the
only remedy the ecclesiastical courts can give for this injury, s 2. Another

l,mguage are those written by the popish clergy on the(_) CTreuna,'pec_eagatfs. 5 Rep 66.
{-) Warb. Alhanc% 173. subjects of matrimony and divorce.
(.) Some of the lmpurest books that are extant in any (*_)Inst, 614.

*But the boasting must be malicious; for whgre lord Hawke had permitted the party
_sume herself to be lady ttawke in his presence and had introduced and acknow-

ledged her to be clothed with that character, the court dismissed the suit. Lord ]=Iawke
_,. Corri, 2 Dr. tIagg. 220.----CHITTY.

6 It is not enough for the maintenance of this suit that one party falsely "boasts _r.
gives out that he or she is married to the other :' the boasting must be mahcmus as well
as false. In the case of Lord Hawke vs. Corri, the learned judge, in stating the defences
which may be made to such a suit, says, "A third defence of more rare occurrence is that
though no marriage has passed, yet the pretension was fully authorized by the complain-
ant ; and therefore, though the representation is false, yet it is not malicious, and cannot

VoL.IL--_ _5
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species of matrimonial causes was, when a party contracted to another brought
a suit in the ecclesiastical court to compel a celebration of the marriage in put.
suanee of such contract ; but this branch of causes is now cut off entirely by

*94] the act for preventing clandestine marriages, 26 Gee. II. *c. 33, whichenacts, that for the future no suit shall be had in any ecclesiastical court,
to compel a celebration of marriage in facie eccIesice, for or because of any co_-
tract of matrimony whatsoever. 3. The suit for restitution of conjugal rights is also
another species of matrimonial causes : which is brought whenever either the
husband or wife is guilty of the injury of subtraction_ or lives separate from the
ether without any sufficient reason ; in which case the ecclesiastical jurisdiciioa
will compel them to come together again, if either party be weak enough to
desire it, contrary to the inclination of the other. 4. D_vorces also, of which,
and their several distinctions, we treated at large in a ibrmer book,(x) are causes
thoroughly matrimonial, and cognizable by the ecclesiastical judge. If it be.
comes improper, through some supervenient cause arising ex post Jacto, that the
parties should live together any longer; as through intolerable cruelty, 6 adul-
tery, a perpetual disease, and the like ;7 this unfitness or inability for the
marriage state may be looked upon as an injury to the suffering party ; and fbr
this the ecclesiastical law administers the remedy of separation, or a divorce a
mensa et there. But if the cause existed previous to the marriage, and was such
a one as rendered the marriage unlawful ab initio, as consanguinity, corporal
imbecility, or the like ; in this case the law looks upon the marriage to have
been always null. and void, being contracted _n fra_dem legis, and.., decrees not
only a separatmn from bed and board, but a vinculo matrimona itself. 5. The
last species of matrimonial causes is a consequence drawn from one of the species
of divorce, that a meuse et there _ which is the suit for ahmony, a term which
signifies maintenance: which suit the wife, in case of separation, may have
against her husband, if he neglects or refuses to make her an allowance suitable
to their station in life. This is an injury to the wife, and the court Christian
will redress it by assigning her a competent maintenance, and compelling th6
husband by ecclesiastical censures to pay it. But no alimony will be assigned
in case of a divorce for adultery on her part_ for as that amounts to a forfeiture

_9o] of her *dower after his death, it is also a sufficient reason why she should
not be partaker of his estate when living.

3. Testamentary causes are the only remaining species belonging to the eccle-
blastieal jurisdiction _8 which, as they are certainly of a mere temporal ca-

(®)Book L ch. 15.

be complained of as such by the party who has denounced it." In that case, such a
defence having been fully made out, the court dismissed the suit. 2 ttaggard's Rep. 280
---COLERIDGE.

e We have seen in the first book, pages 440, 441, that it is stated that a divorce a meuse
e_there, when marriage is just and lawiul ab m_tw, is only allowed, for some supervenient
,._use, when it has become _mproper or impossible for the parties to live togeiher, and
that intolerable ill temper was there considered to be a sufficient cause,--a posltic.u which,
it was submitted by the editor, was not tenable. Upon this interesting su_ect the
reader is referred to the eloquent decisions of Sir Wfiham Scott, from which it will
appear that a husband or a wiie may sustain a smt ibr a divorce on the ground of cruelty,
even in a single instance, when it really endangers life, limb, or health, and that even
words menacing such danger are sufficient ground; but that mere insult, irritation,
coldness, unkindness, ill temper, or even desertion, is not alone a sufficient ground for a
divorce. Evans vs. Evans, 1 Hagg. Rep: 36, 364, 409, 458. 2 id. 154, 158. 2 Phil. Ec. C.
132._CHITTY.

It has been determined by the court of delegates that the public infamy of the hug-
baud, arising from a judicial conviction of an attempt to commit an unnatm_l crime, il
• sufficient cause for the ecclesiastical courts to decree a separation a meuse et there. Feb
1794.---CHRISTIAS.

_C_m. Dig. Prohibition, G. 16. Although the ecclesiastical courts have by length of
time acquired the original jurisdiction in r_us testamentariiz, courts of equity have never
theless obtained a concurrent jurisdiction with them in determinations upon personal
bequests, as relief in those cases is generally dependent upon a discovery and an account
,_fa_sets. And an executor being considered a trustee for the several legatees named i_
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ture,(y) may seem at first view a little oddly ranked among matters of _ spiritual
cognizance. And indee_'_ (as was in some degree observed in a former book,)(z)
they were originally cognizable in the king's courts of common law, wz., tht,
county-courts;(a) and afterwards transferred to the jurisdiction of the church,
by the favour of the crown, as _,natural consequence of granting to the bishops
the administration of intestates' effects.

(_) Warbtu-t. Alhance, 173 (_) Book n. ch $2 (a) tImkes's D_ssert. Ep'ts_olar. I. 8, 58

the testament, the execution of trusts is never refused by courts of equity. 1 P. Wins.
544, 575. These courts, indeed, m some other instances which frequently occur Ul×_n
the present subject, exercise a jurisdmtlou in exclusion of the ecclesiastical, inasmuch
as the relief given by the former is more efficient than that administered by tim latter.
One of these cases happens when a husband endeavours to obtain payment of his wife's
legacy: equity will oblige him to make a proper settlement upon her, before a decree
will be made for payment of the money to him ; but this the ecclesiastical court cannot
:1o: therefore, if the baron libel in that court for his wife's legacy, the court of chancery
will grant an indunctmn to stay proceedings in it, he not having made any settlement or
provision for her. 1 Dick. Rep. 373. Also 1 Ark. 491, 516. 2 Ark. 420. Prec. Cha. 548,
S.P. Another of those instances occurs when legacies are given to _fants; for equity
will protect their interests, and tnve proper directions for securing and improving th_
fund for their benefit, which could- not be eff_eted in the ecelesias_mal court. 1 Vern. 06.
It has been already observed th'_t the probate of wills belongs exclusively to the eccle-
siastical court, except in the instance above adduced ; whence it follows that, if a probate
has been granted of a will obtained by fraud, the ecelesmstical court alone can levoke
it, (2 Vern. 8. ] P. Wins. 388;) and a person cannot be convicted of forging a w,ll of a
deceased person of personal property until the probate thereof has been sealed by the
ecclesiastical court. 3 T. R. 127.

Although a court of equity cannot set aside a will of persolml estate the probate of
which has been obtained from the spiritual court, yet the court will interfere when a
probate has been granted.by the fraud of the person obtaining it, and either convert the
wrong-doer into a truslee, m respect of such probate, or oblige him to con_ent to a repeal
or revocation of it m the court from which it was granted. 1 Ves. 119, 284, 287. A
court of equity will also interfere and prevent a person from taking an undue advantage
by contesting the validity of a probate, when such person has acted under _land admitted
facts materml to its validity. 1 Atk. 628.

The jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts is confined to testaments merely, or, in
other words, to dispositions of personalty: if, therefore, real estate be the subject of a
devise to be sold for payment of debts or portions, these courts cannot hold plea in
relation to such bequests, but the proper forum is a court of equity. Dyer, 151, b.
Palm. 120, S.P. But the eccle_mstwal courts' jurisdiction may extend to affect interests
arising out of real property, when those interests are less than freehold, as in dew_es
of terms for years, or of rents payable out of them: for such dispositions rel,_te to chattels
real only. 2 Keb. 8. Cro. J. 279. Buls. 153. ] f a legatee alter the nature of his demand,
and change it into a debt or duty, as by accepting a bond from the executor for payment
of the legacy, it seems that the effect of the transaction will be either to deprive the
ecclesiastical court of its jurisdiction, or to give an option to the person entitled, to sue
in that or in a temporal court, at his diseretmn. _ Roll. R. 160. Yelv 39. 8 _od 327.

Cases have occurred in which courts qf common law have assumed jurisdiction of testa-
mentary matters, and permitted actions to be instituted for the recovery of legacies,
upon proof of an express assumps_tor undertaking by the executor to pay them Sld. 45.
11 l_od. 91. Ventr. 120 2 Lev. 3. Cowp. 284. But it seems to be the opinion of
modern judges that this jurisdmtion extends to cases of specie legacies only; for when
the executor assents to those bequests, the legal interests vest in the legatees, which
enable them to enforce their rights at law. 3 East, R. 120. It seems to be the better
opinion that when the legacy is not specific, but merely a gift out of the general assets,
and particularly when a married woman is the legatee, a court of common law will not en-
tertain jurisdiction to compel payment of suc_l a legacy, upon the ground that a court
of common law is, from its rules, incompetent to administer that complete justice to the
parties which courts of equity have the power, and are in the constant habit, of doing.
5 Term Rep. K. B. 690. 7 T. R. 667. 2 P. Wins 641. Peake's C. 1_. P. 73. There is
one case in the books where the declaration states that, in consideration of a forbearance
by the plaintiff to sue, the executor promised to pay the legacy, and the court held that
the action might be maintained; but the circumstance of that action being brought on a
promise, in consideration of forbearance, shows that it was understood that the bare
pos_assion of assets was not alone sufficient. 5 T. R. 693. 2 Lev. 3. But it has bee_
suggested that it should seem that upon an express promise and admission of assets a_
executor may be sued. 2 Saund. by Patteson, 137, note a.--Cn_TTr. 67
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Tln_ spiritual jurisdiction of testamentary causes is a peculiar constitution of
this island ; fbr in ahnost all other (even in popish) countries all matters test_
mentary are under the jurisdiction of the civil magistrate. And that this pri-
vilege is enjoyed by the clergy in England, not as a matter of ecclesiastical rightj
butby the special favour and indulgence of the municipal law, and as it should
seem by some public act of the greato' council, is fi'eely acknowledged by Linde-
wode, the ablest canonist of the fifteenth century. Testamentarf causes, he
observes, belong to the ecclesiastical courts "de consuetudine Anghc_, et super con.
sensu regio et suorum proccrum in tahbus ab antique coneesso."(b) The same was,
about a century before, very openly professed in a canon of archbishop Strat_
fbrd, viz., that the administration of intestates' goods was "ab ohm" granted to
the ordinary, "consensu regio et magnatum regni Anglice."(c) The constitutions of
cardinal Othobon also testify that this provision " olim a Trcdatis cure approba-
tione regis et baronum dtcitur emanasse."(d) And archbishop Parker,(e) in queen
Elizabeth's time, affirms in express words, that originally in matters testament_
ary "non ullam habebant episco2i authorttatem, Trceter earn quam a rege acceptam

*96] referebant. Jus testamcnta proba_d_ non *habebant : admmistrationis Totes.
tatem cuique delegate non poterant."

At what period of time the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of testaments and in-
testacies began in :England, is not ascertained by any antient writer: and Lin-

it is but of late years that the church hath had the probate of wills.(g) But this
must only be understood to mean that it hatt_ not always had this prerogative :
for certainly it is of very high antiquity. Lindewode, we have seen, declares
that it was "ab antictuo ;" Stratfbrd, in the reign of king Edward III., mentions
it as "ab olim ordinatum;" and cardinal Othobon, in the 52 Hen. III., speaks of
it as an antient tradition. Bracton holds it for clear law, in the same reign of
Henry III., that matters testamentary belonged to the spiritual court.(h) And,
yet earlier, the disposition of intestates' goods "per vzsum ecclesice" was one of the
articles confirmed to the prelates by king John's magna carta.(i) ]Katthew Paris
also informs us that king _ichard I. ordained in Normandy "quod dtstributio
return qua_ in testamento relinquuntur auctoritate eceleslce fiet." And even this ordi-
nance of king Richard was only an introduction of the same law into his ducal
dominions, which before prevailed in this kingdom ; for in the reign of his father
Henry II. Glanvil is express, that "si quis altquid d_xer_t contra testamentum, _gla-
citum dlud tn curia chrzstzamtatis aud_ri debet et termi_am."(j) And the Scots
book, called regfam majestatem, agrees verbatim with Glanvil in this point.@)

It appears that the foreign clergy were pretty early ambitious of this branch

*97] of power; but their attempts to assume *it on the continent were effec-tually curbed by the edict of the emperoi Justin,(/) which restrained the
insinuation or probate of testaments (as formelly) to the office of the magister
census : for which the emperor subjoins this reason : "absurdum et enim clericis
est, immo etiam opprobrzosum, si peritos se vehnt ostendere diseeptatwnum esse foren-
s,um." But afterwards by the canon law(m) it was allowed that the bishop
might compel by ecclesiastical censures the performance of a bequest to pious
uses. And therefore, as that was considered as a cause quce secundum canones et
episcopales leges ad reg_n_en animarum pertinuit, it fell within the jurisdiction of
the spiritual courts by the express words of the charter of king William I.,
which separated those courts fi'om the temporal. And afterwards, when king
Itenry I. by his coronation-charter directed that the goods of an intestate should
be divided for the good of his soul,(n), this made all intestacies immediately spi-
ritual causes, as much as a legacy to pmus uses had been before. This thereibre,

(_) tb'avinc_al, I. 3, t 13, fd. 176. (,") L. 7, e. 8

(,) Ib_d L3, t. 38, for. 2_3. (_) L. 2, c 38.(a_ Cap . (_) ¢bd. 1, 3, 41.
(_) See 9 Rep. 38. (_) Decretal. 3, 26, 17. Gilb. Rep 204, 205.
(3")Fol. 263. (',) ,_t qu_s baronum sen hero,hum meoru_,--t_vun_am
_e) Fltz. Abr. tit. _e_amen_, pl. 4. 2 Roll. Abr 217. 9 Rep. suam non dederzt veI dare d*slvosuer_ , uxor _ua, _ve hberQ

$7. Vaugh. 207. a_t parenles e_ Mg_m_ homme.s eju_ earn pro anim_ e_m
(_) L. _, de exception_bus, e 10. dhvular_, _ e_ me/t_ wsttim fuemt. T_. Roffens. ¢. 34.
"_) Ca_. '27, edit Oxon p. _1.
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we may probsldy conjecture, was the era referred to by Stratford and Othobon
when the king, by the advice of the prelates and with the consent of his barons
invested the church with this privilege. And accordingly in k(ng Stephen'_
charter it is provided that the goods-of an intestate ecclesiastic shall be di_

tributcd pro salute animce ejus, ecclesioe consilio ;(o) which latter words are equi-
valent to per wsum eccles_ce in the great charter of king John before mentioned°
And the Danes and Swedes (who received the rudiments of Christianity and
ecclesiastical discipline f_om England about the beginning of the twelfth cen-
tory) have thence also adopted the spiritual cognizance of intestacies, testaments,
and legacies.(p)

This jurisdiction, we have seen, is principally exercised with us in the con-

sistory courts of every diocesan *bishop, and in the prerogative court of [*98
the metropolitan, originally; and in the arches court and court of delegates
by way of appeal. It is divisible into three branches ; the probate of wills, the
granting of administrations, and the suing fbr legacies. The two former of
which, when no opposition is made, are granted merely ex o_c_o e_debito justitia_,
and are then the object of what is called the voluntary, and not t_e contentious,
jurisdiction. But when a caveat is entered against proving the will or granting
_dministration, and a suit thereupon fbllows to determine either the validity of
the testament, or who hath a right to administer ; this claim and obstruction by
the adverse party are an injury to the party entitled, and as such "tre remedied
by the sentence of the spiritual court, either by establishing the will or granting
the administration. Subtraction, the withholdin_ or detaining of legacms, is
also still more appare_tly injurious, by depriving the legatees of that right with
which the laws of the land and the will of" the deceased have invested them:

and therefore, as a consequential part of test_mentary jurisdichon, the spiritual
court administers redress herein, by compelling the executor to pay them. But
in this last case the courts of equity exercise a concurrent jurisdiction with the
ecclesiastical courts, as incident to some other species of' relief prayed by th_'
complainant; as to compel the executor to account for the testator's effects, or
assent to the legacy, or the like. For, as it is beneath the dignity of the king's
courts to be merely ancillary to other inferior jurisdictions, the cause, when once
brought there, receives there also its full determination?

These are the principal injuries for which the party grieved either must, or
may, seek his remedy in the spiritual courts. But before I entirely dismiss this
head, it may not be improper to add a short word concernin_ the metlwd of pro-
ceeding in these tribunals, with regard to the redress of ilJjur_es.

It must (in the first place) be acknowledged, to the honour of the spiritual

courts, that though they continue *o this *day to decide many questions [*99
which are properly of temporal cognizance, yet justice is in general so
ably and impartially administered in those tribunals (especially of the superior
.hr_¢) Lord Lyttlet Hem II vol 1. 536. Hearne ad Ga/. (_) Stmrnhook, de jura _ue_n. l 3, c, 3.

abr. 711.

9No action at law can be maintained against an executor for _ legacy where the_e ia
no further proof of his assent to the legacy than what the law can infer from an ,_cknow-
ledgment by him of assets sufficient to pay it. Convenience is much in f_vou_"of thia
rule, because, if the person who was Iega_(yentitled could recover at law, he would do so
absoS_telyand for his own use ; and thouzh the legacy might have been intended for the
benefit of another, a court of l_w would'have no means of compelling the legatee so to
apply it, as in the case of a legacy to the wife. which would become the husband's abso.
lutely : and the court of law could not oblige him, as u court of equity now will, to make
provision for his wife out of it. Deeks vs Strutt. 5 T. R. 690. But where the executor
admits assets and expressly promises to pay in the case of a pecuniary legacy, or where
the legacy being specific he assents to it, such promlse and assent vest the property in
the legatee, _nd he muy maintain an actmn against the executor. Atkins vs. Hill, Cowp,
284. Lm'd Say and Sele vs. Guy, 3 E. R. 120.

It is omitted to be observed m the text that causes of defamation are within.the juris-
diction of the ecclesiastical court. Suits of this kind are entertained for the use of words
which, not importing or producing any temporal danger or loss, are not actionable in
the eourt_ of common law : and the use of them is punished by penance with or without
costs, at tne discretion of the court.--CoaEaIua_.
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kind) and the boundaries of their power are now so _ell known and established,
that uo material inconvenience at present arises from this jurisdiction still con-
tinuing in the antient channel. And, should an alteration be attempted, great
confusion would probably arise, in overturning long-established forms, and new-
modelling a course of proceedings that has now prevailed for seven centuries.

The establishment of the civil-law process in all the ecclesiastical courts was
indeed a masterpiece of papal discernment, as it made a coalition impracticable
between them and the national tribunals, without manifest inconvenience and
hazard. And this consideration had undoubtedly its weight in causing this
measure to be adopted, though many other causes concurred. The time when
thc pandects of Justinian were discovered afresh, and rescued from the dust of
aLl iquity, the eagerness with which they were studied by the popish eccle-
siastics, and the consequent dissensions between the clergy and the laity of Eng-
land, have formerly(q) been spoken to at large. I shall-o-nly now remark upo_n
those collections, that their being written in the :Latin tongue, and referring so
much to the will of the prince and his delegated officers of justice, sufficiently
recommended them to the court of :Rome, exclusive of their intrinsic merit. To
keep the laity in the darkest ignorance, and to monopolize the little science,
which then existed, entirely among the monkish clergy, were deep-rooted prin-
ciples of papal policy. And, as the bishops of Rome affected in all points to
mimic the imperial grandeur, as the spiritual prerogatives were moulded on the
pattern of the temporal, so the canon-law process was formed on the model of
the civil law : the prelates embracing with the utmost ardour a method of judi-
cial proceedings which was ca_Tied on in a language unknown to the bulk
of the people, which banished the intervention of a jury, (that bulwark of

*I00] *Gothic liberty,) which placed an arbitrary power of decision in the breast
of a single man.

The proceedings in the ecclesiastical courts are therefore regulated according
to the practice of the civil and canon laws ; or rather according to a mixture of
both, corrected and new-modelled by their own particular usages, and the inter-
position of the courts of common law. For, if the proceedings in the spiritual
court be ever so regularly consonant to the rules of the Roman law, yet if they
be manifestly repugnant to the fundamental maxims of the municipal laws, to
which upon principles of sound policy the ecclesiastical process ought in every
state to conibrm,(r) (as if they require two witnesses to prove a fact, where one
will suffice at common law;) in such cases a prohibition will be awarded against
them (s) But, under these restrictions, their ordinary course of proceeding
is: first, by c_tatwn, to call the party injuring before them. Then, by libel,
libeIlus, a little book, or by articles drawn out in a formal allegation, to set forth
the complainant's ground of complaint. To this succeeds the defendant's answer
upon oath, when, if he denies or extenuates the charge, they proceed to proofs
by witnesses examined, and their depositions taken down in writing, by an of-
ricer of the court. If' the defendant has any circumstances to offer in his defence,
he must also propound them in what is called his defensive allegation, to which
he is entitled in his turn to the plaintiff's answer upon oath, and may from thencv

proceed to proofs as wellr as bhiS_eantag°nist" The canonical doctrine of purgatwn,whereby the parties we e o li_ d to answer upon oath to any matter, however
criminal, that might be objected against them, (though long ago overruled in the
court of chancery, the genius of the English law having broken through the
b_ndage imposed on it by its clerical chancellors, and asserted the doctrines of

udicial as well as civil liberty,) continued to the middle of the last century to
e upheld by the spiritual courts ; when the legislature was obliged to interpose,

to teach them a lesson of similar moderation. Bythe *statute of 13 Car. _,_^_
l [. c. 12, it is enacted that it shall not be lawful for any bishop or ecclesi- I. lul
astical judge to tender or administer, to any person whatsoever, the oath usually
called the oath ex o_cio, or any other oath whereby he may be compelled to confess,
accuse, or purge himself of any criminal matter or thing, whereby he may be
,ruble to any censure or punishment. When all the pleadings and proofs are con-

(_ok i. introd _ 1. (_) Warb. Alhance, 179. (') 2 Roll. Abr. _}0, 302.
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cludea, they are referred to the consideration, not of a jury, but of a single judge;
who takes znformation by hearing advocates on both sides, and thereupon forms his
interlocutory decree or defimtive sentence at his own discretion : from which there
generally lies an appeal, in the several stages mentioned in a former chapter ;(t)
though if the same be not appealed from n fifteen days, it is final by the statute
25 Hen. VIII. e. 19.

Dut the point in which these jurisdictions are the most defective, is that of

enforcing their sentences when pronounced ; for which they have no other _'o-cess but that of excommunication ; which is described(u) to be twofold; the as,
and the greater, excommunication. The less is an ecclesiastical censure, ex-
cluding the party from the participation of the sacraments; the greater proceeds
further, and excludes him not only from these, but also from the company of
all Chri__tnms. But, if the judge of any spiritual court excommunicates a man
for a cause of which he hath not the legal cognizance, the party may have an
action against him a_ common law, and he is also liable to be indicted at the
suit of the king (w) 1°

Heavy as the penalty of excommunication is, considered in a serious light,
there are, notwithstanding, many obstinate or profligate men, who would despise
the brutum fulmen of mere ecclesiastical censures, especially when pronounced
by a petty surrogate in the country, for railing or contumelious words, for non-
payment of fees, or costs, or for other trivial causes. The common law there-
fore compassionately steps in to *the aid of the ecclesiastical jurisdiction,
and kindly lends a supporting hand to an otherwise tottering authority. ['102
Imitating herein the policy of our Br_tish ancestors, among whom, according to
Cmsar,(x) whoever were interdicted by the Druids from thew sacrifices, "_n
numero impiorum ac sceleratorum habentur : ab its omnes decedunt, aditum eorum
sermonemque defugiunt, ne quid ex contagione incommodi acc_piant : neque zis peten.
tibus jus redd_tur, neque hones ullus communicatur." And so with us by the com.
men law an excommunicated person is disabled to do any act that is required
to be done by one that is probus et legalts homo. ]:[e cannot _erve upon juries,
cannot be a witness in any court, and, which is the worst of all, cannot bring an
action, either real or personal, to recover lands or money due to him.(y) _N_or
is this the whole : fbr if, within forty days after the sentence has been published
in the church, the offender does not submit and abide by the sentence of the
spiritual court, the bishop may certify such contempt to the king in chancery.
Upon which there issues out a writ to the sheriff of the county, called, from the
bishop's certificates, a s_qn(fieavit ; or, from its effects, a writ de excommunicate
capiendo : and the sheriff shall thereupon take the offender, and imprison him
in the county gaol, till he is reconciled to the church, and such reconciliation
certified by the bishop ; under which another writ, de excommunicate deltberando,
issues out of chancery to deliver and release him.(z) This process seems founded
on the charter of separation (so often referred to) of William the Conqueror.
"Si al_quis per superbiam elatus ad justitiam episcopalem venire noluerit, vocetur
semel, secundo, et tertio : quod si nec ad emendationem venerit, excommunieeter ; et, si
opus fuerit, ad hoc vtndwandum fortitude et justit_a regis swe vicecomitzs adhzbea_ur.
And in case of subtraction of tithes, a more summary and expeditious assistance

(t) Ch. 5. (_) De hello Gall. I. 6.
(u) Co Lltt. 133. (_) Lltt _ 201.
(_b 2 Inst. 623 (') F. N. B, 62.

l0The recen_ act, 53Gee. IIL c. 127, prohibits excommunication and the writ de exeom-
ru_r,_catocap_endoas a mode of enforcing performance or obedience to ecclesiastical ordel_
and decrees, and, in_tead of the sentence of excommunication in those cases, the court
is to pronounce the defendant contumacious, and the ecclesiastical judge is to send his
stgn_ficavitin the prescribed form to the chancery, from which a writ de contumazecapiendv
is to issue in the prescribed form, and which is to have the same force as the ancient
writ. There is a similar act as to Ireland, 54 Gee. III. c. 68. In other eases not of
disobedience to the orders and decrees of the court, there may be excommunication,
and a writ de excommunicate capwndo, as heretofore. In the proceedings under this statute,
it must clearly appear that the ecclesiastical court had jurisdiction, and that the form
of proceedings has been duly observed. 5 Bar. &Ald. 791. 3 Dowl. & R. 570, ante, 87.
note 1.--_ITTY. 71
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is given by the statutes of 27 Hen. VIII. c 20, aud 82 Hen. VIII. c. 7, which
enact, that upon complaint of any contempt or misbehaviour of the ecclesias-
tical judge by the dei_ndant in any suit for tithes, any privy counsellor, or
*ln._ 1 any* two justices of the peace (or, in case of disobedience to a definitive

_.uj sentence, any two justices of the peace,) may commit the party to prison
without hail or mainprize, till he enters into a recognizance with sufficient sure-
ties to give due obedience to the process and sentence of the court. These
timely aids, which the common and statute laws have lent to the ecclesiastical
jurisdiction, may serve to refute that groundless notion which some are too apt
to entertain, that the courts at Westminster hall are at open variance with those
at doctors' commons. It is true that they are sometimes obliged to use a pa-
rental authority, in correcting the excesses of these inferior courts, and keeping
them within their legal bounds; but, on the other hand, they afford them a
parental assistance in repressing the insolence of contumacious delinquents, and
rescuing their jurisdictmn from that contempt which for want of sufficient com-
pulsive powers would otherwise be sure to attend it. n

II. I am next to consider the injuries cognizable in the court military, or court
of chivalry. Tim jm-isdiction of which is declared by statute 13 Ric. II. c. 2 to
be this : "that it hath cognizance of contracts touching deeds of arms or of war,
out of the realm, and also of things which touch war within the realm, which
cannot be determined or discussed by the common lawi together with other
usages and customs to the same matters appertaining." So that wherever the
common law can give redress, this court hath no jurisdiction : which has thrown
it entirely out of use as to the matter of contracts, all such being usually cog-
nizable in the courts of Westminster hall, if not directly, at least by fiction of
law: as if a contract be made at Gibraltar, the plaintiff may suppose it made at
_orthampton ; for the locality, or place of making it, is of no consequence with
regard to the validity of the contract.

The words "other usages and customs" support the claim of this court, 1.
To give relief to such of the nobihty and gentry as think themselves aggrieved
in matters of honour; and 2. To keep up the distinction of degrees and

"104] *quality. Whence it follows, that the civil jurisdiction of this court ofchivalry is principally in two points ; the redressing injuries of honour,
and correcting encroachments in matters of coat-armour, precedency, and other
distinctions of families.

As a court of honour, it is to give satisfaction to all such as are aggrieved in
that point; a point of a nature so nice and delicate, that its wrongs and in-
juries escape the notice of the common law, and yet are fit to be redressed
somewhere. Such, for instance, as calling a man a coward, or giving him the lie ;
for which, as they are productive of no immediate damage to his person or
property, no action will lie in the courts at Westminster; and yet they are such
injuries as will prompt every man of spirit to demand some honourable amends,
which by the ant;ant law of the land was appointed to be given in the court of
chivalry.(a) But modern resolutions have determined, that how much soever
such a jurisdiction may be expedient, yet no action for words will at present lie
therein.(b) And it hath always been most clearly holden,(c) that as this court
cannot meddle with any thing determinable by the common taw, it therefore
can give no pecuniary satisfaction or damages, inasmuch as the quantity and
determination thereof is ever of common-law cognizance. And therefore this

(a) Year-book, 37 Hen. ¥I. 21. Selden of Duels, _. 10. (b) Salk 533. 7 Mod, 125. 2 Hawk. P. C. 11.
Hal. Hist. C. L. _7. (_) tial. Hist. C. L. 37.

n In the ecclesiastical courts the maxim is that nullum temin_aoccurrit ecclesix, or that
there is no limitation to a prosecution for a spiritual offence ; and it was thought a great
grievance that the peace of families might be disturbed by a prosecution for a crime of
incontinence committed many years before. It was therefore enacted by the 27 Gee. III.
e. 44 that no prosecution should be commenced in the spiritual courts for defamatio_
after six months, or for fornication or incontinence, or for striking or brawling in a
ohurch or churchyard, after eight months ; and that in no case parties who had int_
married should be prosecuted ior their previous fornioation.---CUR1STi_.
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court of chivalry can at most only order reparation in point of honour ; as, to
compel the defendant mendac_um s_bi ipsi _myonere, or to take the 1;e that he has
given upon himself, or to make such other submission as the laws of honom
may require.(d) :Neither can this court, as to the point of reparation in honola',
hold plea of any such word or thing wherein tlie party is relievable by the
courts of common law. As if" a man gives another a blow, or calls him thief or
murderer; for in both these cases the common law has pointed out his prol_¢r
remedy by action.

*As to the other point of its civil jurisdictir, u, the redressing of en- [_ t05
croachments and usurpations in matters of' hc,-aldry and coat-armour :
it is the busi_less of this court, according to Sir 3iatthew Itale, to adjus_ the
right of armorial ensigns, bearings, crests, supporters, pennons, &c.; and also
rights of place or precedence, where the king's patent or act of parliament
(which cannot be overruled by this court) have not already determined it.

The proceedings in this court are by petition, in a summary way; and the
trial not by a jury of twelve men, but by witnesses, or by combat.@) But as it
cannot imprison, not being a court of' record, and as by the resolutions of the
superior courts it is now confined to so narrow and restrained a jurisdiction, it
has fallen into contempt and disuse. The marshalhng of coat-armour, which
was formerly the pride and study of all the best famihes in the kingdom, is now
greatly disregarded ; and has fhllen into the hands of certain officers and attend-
ants upon this court, called heralds, who consider it only as a matter of lucre,
and not of justice: whereby such falsity and confusion have crept into the;r
records, (which ought to be the standing evidence of fi_milies, descents, and coat-
armour,) that, though formerly some credit has been paid to their testimony,
now even their common seal will not be received as evidence in any court of
justice in the kingdom.(f) :But their original wsitation books, compiled when
progresses were solemnly and regularly made into every part of the kingdom,
to inquire into the state of families, and to register such marriages and descents
as were verified to them upon oath, are allowed to be good evidence of pedi-
grees.(g) And it is much to be wished, that this practice of visitation at certain
periods were revived ; fbr the failure of inquisitions post mortem, by the abolition
of military tenures, combined with the neghgence of the heralds in omitting
their usual progresses, has rendered the ])root" of a modern descent, *for [ "106
the recovery of an estate or succession to a title of honour, more difficult
than that of an antient. This will be indeed remedied fbr the future, with

respect to claims of peerage, by a late standing order(h) of' the house of' lords ;
directing the heralds to take exact accounts, and preserve regular entries, of all
peers and peeresses of :England, and their respective descendants; and that an
exact pedigree of each peer and his family shall, on the day of his first admis.
sion, be delivered to the house by garter the principal king-at-arms. :But the
general inconvenience, affecting more private successions, still continues without
a remedy.

III. Injuries cognizable by the courts maritime, or admiralty courts, are the
_ext object of our inquiries. These courts have jurisdiction and power to try
and determine all maritime causes; or such iniurics which, though they are in
their nature of common-law cognizance, yet being committed on the high seas_
out oi_ the reach of our ordinary courts of justice, are therefore to be remedied
m a peculiar court of their own. All admiralty causes must be therefore causes
aris n_ wholly upon the sea, and not within the precincts of any county.(i)"

" _ _ -- " " OFor the statute 13 Ric. II. e. 5 d_rects that the admiral and his deputy shall n L
meddle with any thing, but only things done upon the sea; and the statute 15
:Rie. II. c. 3 declares that the court of the admiral hath no manner of cognizane
of any contract, or of any other, thing, done within the body of any co_mty

(d) 1 Roll. Abr 128. (al Comb 63,
O) Co. Llt_ 261. (a) 11 May, 1767.
(f) 2 Roll Abr. 686. 2 JoB 2'2_. (*) Co. Lltt. 260 ][tab. ':9.

lg *See much learmng respecting the jurisdiction of the court of admiralty in the za_a
of Le ,_,aux vs. Eden, Doug. 572.---C_RiSTtA_.
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either 1.y l_ud oi water; nor of any wreck of the sea : for that must be cast on
land befbre it becomes a wreck.(j) But it is otherwise of things flotsam_ jetsam,
and ligan; for over them the admiral hath jurisdiction, as they are in and upon

the sea.(k) If part of any contract, or other cause of action, doth arise upon

the sea, and part upon the land, the common law excludes the admiralty court
from its jurisdiction ; for, part belonging properly to one cognizance and part to

.1071 another, the common or general law takes place of the particular.(/)
J *Therefore, though pure maritime acquisitions, which are earned and

become due on the high seas, as seamen's wages, are one proper object of the

admiralty jurisdiction, even though the contract fbr them be made upon land ;(m)
yet, in general, if there be a contract made in England and to be executed upon

the seas, as a charter-party or covenant that a ship shall sail to Jamaica, or shall
be in such a latitude by such a day ; or a contract made upon the sea to be per-

formed in England, as a bond made on shipboard to pay money in London, or
the like ; these kinds of mixed contracts belong not to the admiralty jurisdic-
tion, but to the courts of common law.(n) And indeed it hath been further

holden, that the admiralty court cannot hold plea of any contract under seal.(o)"

(]) Seebook i ch. 8. (_) 1Ventr 146.
(k)5Rep. 106. (_)Hob 12. Hal Hist. C.L.35.
(z) Co.latt. 261. (o)Hob. 212.

ISThe case referred to in the text is that of Palmer vs. Pope, ttobart's Rep. p. 79 and
p. 212 ; but it does not seem to warrant the position. The libel in the admiralty court
there stated an agreement, made super altum mare, that Pope should carry certain sugars
and that the agreement was after put in writing, in the port of Gado, on the coast of
Barbary; a breach was then assigned. The court resolved "that a prohibition lay,
because the original contract, though it were made at sea, yet was changed when it waa
put in writing and sealed, w]_wh, bang at land, changed the jurischction ; but if it had been
a writing only without seal, a mere remembrance of the agreement, it had nmde no
_hange." By this is to be understood that the sealed contract destroyed the original
parol contract, which a mere writing would not have done: and as that new contract was
made on land, though out of the king's dominions, still it was not within the admiralty
jurisdiction. It cannot, therefore, be inferred from this case that the admiralty court
cannot hold plea of any contract under seal. The same point, however, is undoubtedly
laid down in Opy vs. Addison and others, 12 l_od. 38. S. C. Salk. 31. Day vs. Searle, 2
Strange, 968, (which, however, was decided only on the authority of the preceding case,)
and Howe vs. l_appier, 4 Burr. 1950. Perhaps, however, upon an examination of the
authorities, it would appear that there is nothing to warrant the position that the admi-
ralty court has net jurlsdmtion where the specialty contract is made on the sea and to be
performed on the sea, or where it relates to a subject-matter over which the court has
jurisdiction. The 4 last. p. 135, whmh has been cited to support this, does not go so
far : and the case of Menetone vs. Gibbons, 3 T. R. 267, virtually overruled the cases on
which lord X[ansfield rehed m Howe vs. Nappier, because there it was determined that
the admiralty court had jumsdiction respecting an hypothecation bond, though executed
on land and under seal, because it had jurisdiction over the subject-matter of the hypo-
thecation of ships, and it was expressly negatived that the circumstance of the instru-
ment being under seal could deprive them of their jurisdmtion. :Now, the cases alluded
to were suits for mariners' wages, and it was admitted that the admiralty had jurlsdmtion
over the subject-matter ; but it was said that the special agreement and the seal took it
away.

It will be observed that the reasoning in this note on the case of Palmer vs. Pope pro-
ceeds further than the text, and assumes that in the case of contracts it is not necessary
to bring the matter within the precincts of a county in order to oust the admiralty of
jurisdiction. In that case it is expressly laid down that the jurlsdictmn is hmited to the
seas only, that the libel must allege the matler to have arisen super altum mare, and that
if it arise upon any continent, port, or haven, in the world, of the king's dominions, the
statutes take away the .iurisdmtion. This must be qualified, it is conceived, by the
principle laid down in Menetone vs. Gibbons. See tI. C. L. c. 2.--COLERIDGE.

And now, by stat. 3 & 4 Vict. c. 65, s. 0, the court may in certain cases adjudicate on
claims for services and repairs, although not on the high seas : and by 9 & 10 Vict. c. 99
its jurisdiction in matters of wreck and salvage is regulated.---STEw._uT.

All civil injuries cognizable in the court ot admiralty in England are in like manner
cognizable in the district courts of the United States, which are courts of admiralty
_,oqzl hoc. Captures within the waters of the United States or w;thin a marine league o._
the coasts, by whomsoever made, are like_ ise cognizable therein -- _uving to suitors, in all

_4
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And also, as the courts of common law have obtained a concurren'_ jurisdiction
with the court of chivalry with regard to foreign contracts, by supposing them
made in England i so it is no uncommon thing for a pl'dnUff to ibign that a
contract, really made at sea, was made at the royal exchange, or other inland
place, in order to draw the cognizance of the suit from the courts of admiralty
to those of Westminster haiL(p) This the civilians exclaim against loudly, as
inequitable and absurd i and Sir Thomas :Ridley(q) hath very gravely proved it
to be impossible fbr the ship in which such cause or' action arises to be really
at the royal exchange in Cornhill. But our lawyers justiiy this fiction, by
Mleging (as before) that the loeahty of such contracts is not at all essential to
the'merits of them i and that learned civilian himself seems to have fbrgotten
how much such fictions are adopted and encouraged in the Roman law : that a
son killed in battle is supposed to live fbrevcr for the benefit of his parents ;(r)
and that, by the fiction of' yostlimudum and the lex Cornelia, captives, when
t_-eed t_om bondage, were held to have never been pmsoners,(s) and such as dmd
;n captivity were supposed to have died in their own country.(t)

*Where the admiral's court hath no original jurisdiction of the cause,
though there should arise in it a questmn that is proper for the cogni- ['108
zance of' that court, yet that doth not alter nor take away the exclusive juris-
diction of the common law.(u) And so, vice versa, if it hath jurisdiction of the
original, it hath also jurisdiction of all consequential questions, though properly
determinable at common law.(v) Wherefbre, among other reasons, a suit for
beaeonage of a beacon standing on a rock in the sea may be brought in the
court of admiralty, the admiral having an original jurisdlctmn over beacons.(w)
[n case of prizes al_o in time of war, between our own nation and another,
or between two other nations, _hich are taken at sea, and brough_ into our

(P) 4 In_t 13t (t) Ff 49,15,18.
(q) View of the C_wl Law, b mp. 1__ 3. (u) Comb. 462
(r) Inst. 1. tit. 25. (_) 13 Rep 53. 2 Lev. 25. ttaxdr. 18_.
(,) F/. 49, 15, 12, _ 6. (w)l Sld 15S.

cases, the right of a common-law remedy where the common law is competent to give it.
Act Sept. 24, 1789, 1 Story's Laws, 56. Act of June 5, 1794, 1 Story's Laws, 353. Sea-
men's wages are there also recoverable ; and a summary method of compelhng payment,
by apphcation to the district judge, or, in case of his residence being more than three
miles from the place, or of his absence, to any judge or justice of the peace, is given by
the act for the government of seamen m the me, chants' serwce; saving to them the
right of maintaining an action at common law. Act of July 20, 1790, 1 Story's L_ws,
105.

It was at first questioned whether the district courts had jurisdiction under the act
of Congress as prize courts, in virtue of the clause vesting in them all c_wl causes of
admiraltyjurisdmtion. The Supreme Court of the United States settled this _uestion
by deciding that the district courts of the United States possessed all the powers of
courts of admiralty, whether considered as instance or as prize courts. Glass vs. The
SloopBetsy, 3 Dallas. 6.

In regard to the powers of the district courts as instance courts, it seems to be settled
that the federal courts, as courts of admiralty, can only exercise such cmminal juris-
diction as is expressly conferred upon them by acts of Congress United States vs.
Hudson & Goodwin, 7 Crunch, 32. United States vs. Coolidge, 1Wheaten, 415. The
Jmhciary Act of 1789 provides that the trial of all issues in fact in the district courts, in
all causes except civil causes of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, shall be by .jury.

In regard to the extent of the powers o{"the distrmt courts in ciwl causes of admiralty
juris4iction, it was held, in De Lowo vs. ± nit and others, 2 Gallison, 398, that. the admi-
ralty has jurisdiction over all maritime contracts, wheresoever the same may be made or
executed, and whatever may be the form of the stipulations ; that it has also jurisdmtion
over all torts and injuries committed upon the h,gh seas and m ports or harbourswithm
the ebb and flow of the tide; and that the like causes are within the jurisdmtion of the
district courts of the United States, by virtue of the delegation of authority in all civil causes
of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction. The doctrines of this case have been denied,
and the question has been much discussed in subsequent cases. Ramsay vs. Altegre, 12
Wheat. 638. Bains vs. The Schooner James and Catherine, Baldwin, 544. Warmg vs.
Clarke, 5 Howard, 441. New Jersey Steam. _av Co. vs. ]_[erchants' Bank, 6 ibid. 344.
_utler v_. Rae, 7 ibid 709. United States vs. The New Bedford Bridge, 1 Woodb. and
M:inot, 401.--SuAaswoom
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ports the courtsof admiraltyhave an undisturbed and exclusivejurisdiction
to determ.;ne the same according to the law of nations.(x) 14

The proceedings of the courts of admiralty bear much resemblance to those
of the civil law, but are not entirely founded thereon ; and they likewise adopt
and make use of other laws, as occasion requiresi such as the Rhodian laws
and the laws of Oleron.(y) For the law of Enghmd, as has frequently been
observed, doth not acknowledge or pay any deibrence to the civil law, con-
sidered as such; but merely permits ":s use in such cases where it judged ite
determinations equitable, and theroibre blend_ it, in the present instance, with
other marine laws : the whole being corrected, altered, and amended by acts of
parliament and common usage; so that out of this composition a body of' juris-
prudence is extracted, which owes its authority only to its reception here by
consent of the crown and people. The first process in these courts is fro-

(z)2Show.232.Comb474. (#)Uale_lIlst C.L 36. Co.Lltt ll.

l_The author takes no notice of what is very materlal,--that there are in fact two courts,
the adnnrMty court, or more properly the ui.,tance court, of which he has hitherto
been speaking, and which the statutes of' ][iehard were made to Iestram, but which has
no jurisdiction in matters of prize, and the prize court. Both courts have, indeed, the
same judge; but in the former he sits by virtue of a commission under the great seal,
which enumerates the objects of his jurisdictmn but specifies nothing relative to prize;
while in the latter he s_ts by wrtue of a commission which issues in every war, under the
great seal, to the lord high admiral, requlrmg the court of admiralty and the heutenant
•nd judge of the same court '" to ploceed upon all and all manner of captures, seizures,
pmzes, and reprisals of all ships and good_ that are or shall be taken, and to heai and
determine according to the course of the adnnralty and the law of nations :" and upon
this a warrant issues to the judge. The manners of proceeding and the systems of liti-
gation and jurisprudence are different in the two courts. The jurisdiction of this last
court is exclusive : for it has been determined solemnly, that though for taking a ship
on the high seas an action will lie at common law, yet when it is taken as prize, though
wrongfully taken and there were no colour tbr the taking, no action can be maintained.
Nor is the jurisdiction confined to captures at sea. Captures in port or on land, where
the surrender has been to a naval tolee or a mixed force of the army and navy, are
equally and exclusively trmble by the prize court. The reasonableness and convenience
of these determinations are beautifully enforced, m the judgments of _r. J. :Buller in
Le Caux vs. Eden, and of lord l_Iansfield in Lindo vs. Rodney and another, Douglas's
Rep. 594, 620. Though the prize court proceeds under a commission issuing at the
commencement of each war, its jurisdiction is not peremptorily terminated by the
peace, but all questions of prize between the two natmns will still be tried by this court.
Thus, where a vessel, having been captured by an American privateer in time of war,
was recaptured after the pemod preseIibed for the cessation of hostilities by the treaty
of peace, and the American commander claimed the vessel to be restored to him by suit
in the prize court, the jurisdiction of the court was affirmed and a prohibition refused.
2Ez parte Lynch, 1 hladdock's R. 15. The Harmony, S. C. 2 I)odson's R. 78.---CoL_lD_.

The court of admiralty has now, by stat. 3 & 4 Vict. c. 65, an express jurisdiction to
try. questions of booty at war ; and by 13 & 14 Vict. co. 26, 27, jurisdiction in questions
relauug to the attack and capture of pirates is vested in the admiralty court here and in
all vlce-admlralty courts abroad. Ofi_nces committed w_thin the 3urisdmtion of the
adnnralty courts may now be tried in the ordinary criminal com'ts. 7 & 8 Vict. c. 2.
12 & 13 Vict. c. 96._ST_WARW.

The text is incorrect in stating that in prizes "between two other nations which are
taken at sea and brought into our ports" the courts of admiralty have jurisdiction to
determine the same according to the law of nations. The condemnation of property
thus taken in _ar mu_t be pronounced by a prize court of the government of the captor,
sitting either in the country of the captor or of his ally. The prize court of an ally
cann,Jt condenIn. Prize or no prize is a question belonging exclusively to the courts of
the country of the captor. The reason of this rule is s_id to be that the sovezeign of the
captors has a right to inspect their behaviour, for he is answerable to other states for the
acts of the captor. The prize court of the captor may sit in. the territory of the ally ; but
it is not lawthl for such a court to act in a neutral territory. Neutral ports are no_
intended to be auxiliary to the operations of the powers at war ; and the law of nations
has clearly ordained that a prize court of a belhgerent captor cannot exercise jurisdmtion
in a neutral counti T. This prohibition rests not merely on tlie unfitness and danger
of making neutrM ports the theatre of hostile proceedings, but it stands on the ground
9f the usage of nvtions. 1 K rat's Com. ]03.--S_ARSWOOD.
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quently by arrest of the defendant's person _(z) and they also take rec%,_lZlmCeS
or stipulations of certain fidejussors in the nature of bail,(a) and in case of de-

fault may *imprison both them and their prineipal.(b) They may also ['109fine and imprison filr a contempt in the face of the court@) And all
this is supported by immemorial usage, grounded on the necessity of sup.
porting a jurisdiction so extensivei(d) though opposite to the usual doctrines
of the common law : these being no courts of record, because in general their
process is much conformed to that of the civil law.@)

IV. I am next to consider such injuries as are cognizable by the courts of
the common law. And herein I shall for the pre_ent only remark, that all
possible injuries whatsoever that did not laall within the exclusive cognizance of
either the ecclesiastical, military, or maritime tribunals, are, for that wry rea-
son, within the cognizance of the common-law courts of justice. For it is a
settled and invariable principle in the laws of :England, that every right when
withheld must have a remedy, and every injury its proper redress The defi-
nition and explication of these numerous injuries, and their respective legal
remedies, will employ our attention for many subsequent chapters. But before
we conclude the present, I shall just mention two species of injuries, which will
properly fall now within our immediate consideration : and which are, either
when justice is delayed by an inferior court which has proper cognizance of the
cause; or, when such inferior court takes upon itself to examine a cause and
decide the merits without a legal authority.

1. The first el" these injuries, refusal or neglect of justice, is remedied either
by writ of procedendo, or of mandamus. A writ of 2rocedendo ad judicium issues
out of the court of chancery, where iudges of any subordinate court do delay
the partics_ for that they will not g]ve judgment either on the one side or the
other, when they ought so to do. In this case a writ of procedendo shall be
awarded, commanding them in the king's name to proceed to judgment; but
without specifying any particular judgment, for that (if erroneous) may
*be set aside in the course of appeal, or "by writ of error or false md_-

- " o _ *110
ment: and upon further neglect or refusal, the judges of the inferior [
court may be punished for their contempt by writ of attachment returnable in
the king's bench or common pleas.(f)

A writ of mandamus is, in general, a command issuing in the king's name
from the court of king's bench, and d_rectcd to any person, corporation, or
inferior court of judicature within the klng's dominions, requiring them to do
some partwular thing therein specified, which appertains to their office and duty_
and which the court of king's bench has previously determined, or at least sup-
poses, to be consonant to right and justice. It is a high prerogative writ, of a
most extensively remedial nature; and may be issued in some cases where the
injured party has also another more tedious method of redress, as in the case
of admission or restitution of an officei_S but it issues in all cases where the

(') Clerks lyra_ecur adm. _ 13. (,) 1 Vontr 1.
(a) ]bld. _ 12. 1 Roll Abr 531. llaym 78. Lord Raym. (d) 1 Keb 552.

1286. (el Bro. Abr t_t. Errc_ 177.
(b) I P,oll. Abr. 531. Oodb. 193_ 260. (]) Is. N. B. 153,154, '240:

Supposing the injured party to have a complete and specific redress by suit at law,
it is conceived that the circumstance of its being a more tedious method will not be
_ufficient to warrant the court in granting a ma,damus. But where the remecty is made-
quate, the writ may issue. Thus, where a party refuses to do some act which bv law he
ought to do, and the nonfeasance of which is injurious to the public, though th_is be an
indictable offence, that wall not prevent the issuing of a mandamus, for the indictment
will not directly compel the performance of the act: the offender may be fined or im-
prisoned, but if he be obstinate, the party injured has no complete remedy. Rex vs.
Severn and Wye Railroad Company, 2 B. & A. 646. Neither does the instance lint of an
admission to an office seem to be in point : for though a mandamus will undoubtedly lie
for such a purpose, yet it does lie specifically, because the party without it would have
no legal remedy by action. It is proper also to add another quahfication. If the right
in dispute be strictly and wholly private, the court will not interfere: a mandamus is pro-
perly a writ to compel the pertbrmance of pubhc, or at least official, duties ; and ther¢_
fore the court, considering the Bank of England as a mere corporatmn of private traders.
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party hath a right to have any thing done, and hath no other specific meaus of
compelling its performance. A mandamus therefore lies to compel the admission
or restoration of the party applying to any office or franchise of a public
nature, whether spiritual or temporal; to academical degrees ; to the use of a
meeting-house, &c. : it lies for the production, inspection, or delivery af public
books and papers; for the surrender of the regalia of a corporation i to oblige
bodies corporate to affix their common seal; to compel the holding of a court;
and for an infinite number of other purposes, which it is impossible to recite
minutely. But at present we are more particular to remark, that it issues to
the judges of any inferior court, commanding them to do justice according to
the powers of their office, whenever the same is delayed. For it is the peculiar
business of the court of king's bench to superintend all inferior tribunals, and
therein to enforce the due exercise of those judicial or ministerial powers with
which tile crown or legislature have invested them: and this, not only by re-

"111] straining their excesses, but also by quickening *their negligence, and
obviating their denial of justice. A mandamus may therefore be had

to the courts of the city of :London, to enter up judgment ;(g) to the spiritual
courts to grant an administration, to swear a church-warden, and the like.
This writ is grounded on a suggestion, by the oath of the party injured, of his
own right, and the denial of justice below : whereupon, in order more fully to
satisfy the court that there is a probable ground for such interposition, a rule
is made, (except in some general cases where the probable ground is manifest,)
directing the party complained or" to show cause why a writ of mandamus
should not issue : and, if he shows no sufficient cause, the writ itself is issued,
at first in the alternative, either to do thus, or signify some reason to the con-
trary; to which a return, or answer, must be made at a certain day. And, if
the inferior judge, or other person to whom the writ is directed, returns or
signifies an insufficient reason, then there issues in the second place a peremTtory
mandamus, to do the thing absolutely; to which no other return will be ad-
mitted, but a certificate of perfect obedience and due execution of the writ. If
the inferior judge or other person makes no return, or fails in his respect and
obedience, he is punishable for his contempt by attachment. :But if he, at the
first, returns a sufficient cause, although it should be false in tinct, the court of
king's bench will not try the truth of the fact upon affidavits ; but will for the
present believe him, and proceed no further on the mandamus. But then the
party injured may have an action against him for his fi_lse return, and (if found
to be false by the jury) shall recover damages equivalent to the injury sus-
tained ; together with a peremptory mandamus to the defendant to do his duty _
£hus much fbr the injury of neglect or refusal of justice.

(g) Raym. 214.

so far as regarded its internal management of its own concerns, refused to issue a man-
dame,supon the application of a member to compel the directors to produce their accountp
in order to declare a dividend of all their profits. Rex vs. The Bank of England, 2 B. &
h. 620. Rex vs. London Assurance Company, 5 B. & A. 599.

As the writ of manclarn_sis exclusively confined to the court of King's Be_ch, and has
been called one of the flowers of that court, no writ of error will lie to any other juris.
diction, ff there should be any thing Improper, either in the granting it, or in the pro.
ceedings under it.

On the subject of mandamus and the traversing the return if false in fact, in ce_rain
cases, see pos_, 264--CoI_aIDGE.

,6However, by stat. 1 W. IV. c. 21, s. 3, the prosecutor may now in all cases of ma_
damns (as he could by star. 9 Anne, c. 20, in certain special cases) plead to or traverse
the matters in any return, and proceed and obtain damages as in an action for a false
return, without the necessity of bringing such actmn as heretofore; and, by s. 6, the
costs on all applications for mandamus are to be m the discretion of the court. And now,
by stat. 6 & 7 Vmt. c. 67, on such return being made, the person prosecuting the writ
may object to the validity of such return by way of demurrer, and thereupon the writ
and return and the demurrer shall be entered upon record, and proceedings shall be
taken as upon a demurrer to pleadings; and, by s. 2, upon judgment being given
thereon, error may be brought for reversing the same in hke manner as in ordinary civil
_tion[. --_TE W'ART.
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2. The other injury, which is that of encroachment of jurisdiction, or calling
one coram non judwe, to answer in a court that has no legal cognizance of the
cause, is also a grievance for which the common law has provided a remedy bythe writ of prohibition.

..... proh.ibltlon is a. w1_lt lssmng properly only out of the court of kin_'s .....

._n._n, oemg _ne Kings prerogative writ; but, for the furtherance_of [-1 t_

justme, it may now also be had in some cases out of the court of chancery/h)
.common pleas,(_) or exchequer ;(k) directed to the judge and parties of a stilt
in any inferior court, commanding them to cease from the prosecution thereof,
upo_ a suggestion that either the cause originally, or some collateral m'_tter
arising therein, does not belong to that jurisdiction, but to the cognizance of
some other court. This writ may issue either to inferior courts of cvmmon law;
as, to the courts of the counties palatine or principality of Wales, if they hold
plea of land or other matters not lying within their respective franchises;(l) to
the county-courts or courts-baron, where they attempt to hold plea of an 5- matter
of the value of forty shillings :(m) or it may be directed to the courts Christian,
the university courts, the court of chivalry, or the court of admiralty, where
they concern themselves with any matter not within their jurisdiction; as if
the first should attempt to try the validity of a custom pleaded, or the latter a

contract made or to be executed within this kingdom. Or if, in handhng of
matters clearly within their cognizance, they transgress the bounds prescribed
to them by the laws of England; as where they require two witnesses to prove
the payment of a legacy, a release of tithes,(n) or the like ; in such cases also a
prohibition will be awarded. For, as the fact of signing a release, or of actual
payment, is not properly a spiritual question, but only allowed to be decided iv

ose courts because incident or accessory to some original question clearly
within their jurisdiction; it ought therefore, where the two laws differ, to be decided
not according to the spiritual, but the temporal, law; else the same question
might be determined different ways, according to the court in which the suit is
depending : an impropriety which no wi_c government can or ought to endure,
• and which is therefore a ground of prohibition. And if either the
judge or the party shall proceed after such prohibition, an attachment ['113
may be had against them, to punish them for the contempt, at the discretion of
the court that awarded it;(0) and an action will he against them, to repair the
party injured in damages.

So long as the idea continued among the clergy, that the ecclesiastical state
was wholly independent of the civil, great struggles were constantly maintained
between the temporal courts and the spiritual, concerning the writ of prohibi-
tion and the proper object of it; even from the time of the constitutions of
ClareDdon, made in opposition to the claims of archbishop Becket in 10 lien.
II., to the exhibition of certain articles of complaint to the king by archbishop
Bancroft in 3 Jac. I., on behalf of the ecclesiastical courts: i_om which, and
from the answers to them signed by all the judges of Westminster hall,(T) much
may be collected concerning the reasons of granting and methods of proceeding
upon prohibitions. A short summary of the latter is as follows: The part)-
aggrieved in the court below applies to the superior court, setting forth in a
suggestion upon record the nature and cause of his complaint, in being drawn
ad aliud examen, by a jurisdiction or manner of process disallowed by the laws
of the kingdom; upon which, if the matter alleged appears to the court to be
sufficient, the writ of prohibition immediately issues; commanding the judge

• 17
not to hold, and the party not to prosecute, the plea. But sometimes the point

(a) 1 P. Wms. 476. (re) Finch, L. 451
(s) Hob 15 (n) Cro Ehz 606. nob. 188.
(_) Palmer, 523. (*) F. N B 40
(_) Lord ]Laym. 1408 (P) 2 lnst. 601-618.

The Supreme C )urt of the United States has power to issue writs of mandam*a_,in cases
.warranted by the principles and usages of law, to any courts appointed or persons hola-
_ng o_ce under the authority of the United States. Act of Congress, Sept. 24, 1789, ]
8tory's Laws, 59.---SaARSWOOD.

1TThe general grounds for a prohlbitmn to the ecclesiastic" 1 courts are either a defect
I'9
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may be too nice and doubtful to be decided merely upon a motion ; and ther,,
l[br the more solemn determination of the question, the party applying for the
prohibition is directed by the court to declare a prohibition ; that is, to prosecute
an action, by filing a a_:laration, against the other, upon a supposition or fiction
(which is not traversable)(q) that he has proceeded in the suit below, notwith-
standing the writ of prohibition. And it_ upon demurrer and argument, the
court shall finally be of opinion that the matter suggested is a good and suf-

ficient ground of *prohibition in point of law, then judgment withi i 14]
nominal damages shall be given for the party complaining, and the de-

fendant, and also the inferior court, shall be prohibited from proceeding any
further. On the other hand, if the superior court shall think it no competent
ground for restraining the inferior jurisdiction, then judgment shall be given
against him who applied for the prohibition in the court above, and a writ of
consultation shall be awarded ; so called, because, npon deliberation and consul-
tation had, the judges find the prohibition to be ill ibunded, and therefore by
this writ they return the cause to its original jurisdiction, to be there deter.
mined, in the inferior court. And, even in ordinary cases, the writ of prohibi-
tion is not absolutely final and conclusive. For though the ground be a proper
one in point of law, for granting the prohibition, yet if the fact that gave rise
to it be afterwards falsified, the cause shall be remanded to the prior jurisdiction.
If, for instance, a custom be pleaded in the spiritual court; a prohibition ought
to go, because that court has no authority to try it : but, if the fact of such a
custom be brought to a competent trial, and be there found false, a writ of con.
sultation will be granted. For this purpose the party prohibited may appear to
the prohibition, and take a declaration, (which must always pursue the sugges-
tion,) and so plead to issue upon itj denying the contempt, and traversing the
custom upon which the prohibition was grounded ; and if' that issue be fbund
tbr the defendant, he shall then have a writ of consultatwn. The writ of con
sultation may also be, and is frequently, granted by the court without any action
brought _ when, after a prohibition issued, upon more mature consideration the
court are of opinion that the matter suggested is not a good and sufficient ground
to stop the proceedings below. Thus careful has the law been, in compelling
the inferior courts to do ample and speedy "ustice; in preventing them fromJ. . o

transgressing their due bounds; and in allowing them the undisturbed cogm
zanee of such causes as by right, founded on the usage of the kingdom or ac$
of parliament, do properly belong to their jurisdiction? s

(q) Barn. Not. 4to, 148.

of jurisdiction, or a defect in the mode of trial. If any fact be pleaded in the court
below, and the parties are at issue, that court has no jurisdiction to try it, because it
cannot proceed according to the rules of the common law ; and in such case a prohibition
hes. Or where the spiritual court has no original jurisdiction, a prohibition may be
_anted even after sentence. But where it has jurisdiction, and gives a wrong judgment,
it is the subject-matter of appeal and not of prohibition. Lord Kenyon, 3 T. R. 4. But
when a prohibition is granted after sentence, the want of jurisdiction must appear upon
the face of the proceedings of the spiritual court. Ibid. Cowp. 422. See also 4 T. R. 382.
See also 2 It. B1. 69, 100. 3 East, 472.--Cu_iswIA_'.

18The sncient practice as to the writ of prohibition has been much simplified and
improved by star. 1 W. IV. c. 21.---___TEWARW.

The Supreme Court of the United States hath power to issue writs of prohibition to
;he federal district courts, when proceeding as courts of admiralty and maritime juris-
iietion. Act of Congress, Sept. 24, 1789, 1 Story's Laws, 59.---SHxRSWOO_.
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CHAPTER VIII.

OF WRONGS, AND THEIR REMEDIES, RESPECTING THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS.

_Tri_ former chapters of this part of our commentaries having been em- r*N._
ployed in describing the several methods of redressing private wrongs,
either by the mere act of the parties, or the mere operation of law; and in treat-
ing of the nature and several species of courts ; together with the cognizance of
wrongs or injuries by private or special tribunals, and the p_blie ecclesiastical,
military, and maritime jurisdictions of this kingdom ; I come ngw to consider at
large, and in a more particular manner, the respective remedies, in the public and
general courts of common law, for injuries or private wrongs of any denomination
whatsoever, not exclusively appropriated to any of the fbrmer tribunals. And
herein I shall, first, define the several injuries cognizable by the courts of com-
mon law, with the respective remedies applicable to each particular injury i and
shall, secondly, describe the method of pursuing and obtaining these remedies
in the several courts.

First, then, as to the several injuries cognizable by the courts of common law,
with the respective remedies applicable to each particular injury. And, in trea_.
ing of these, I shall at present confine myself to such wrongs as may be com-
mitted in the mutual intercourse between subject and subject; which the king,
as the fountain of justice, is officially bound to l"edress in/he ordinary forms of

law: reserving such *injuries o1"encroachments as may occur between ['116
the crown and the subject, to be distinctly considered hereafter, as the
remedy in such cases is generally of a peculiar and ecccntrical nature.

:Now, since all wrongs may be considered as merely a privation of right, the
plain natural remedy for ever), species of wrong is the being put in possession
of that right whereof the party injured is deprived. This may either be effectcd
by a specific deliver)- or restoration of the subject-matter in disptlte to the legal
owner ; as when lands or personal chattels are unjustly withheld or invaded ; or,
where that is not a possible, or at least not an adequate, remedy, by making the
sufferer a pecuniary satisfaction in damages ; as in case of assault, breach of con.
tract, &c. : to which damages the part 5- injured has acquired an incomplete or
inchoate right the instant he receives the injury,(a) though such right be not
fiflly ascertained till they are assessed by the intervention' of the law. The in-
struments whereby this remedy is obtained (which are sometimes considered in
the light of the remedy itself) are a diversity of suits and actions, which are
defined by the )_[irror(b) to be "the lawful demand of one's right ;" or, as Brat-
ton and Fleta express it, in the words of Justinian,(c)jus Trosequendi in judici_
quod alicui debetur.

The Romans introduced, pretty early, set forms for actions and suits in their
law, after the example of the Greeks; and made it a rule, that each injury should
be redressed by its proper remedy only. "Aetiones," say the pandects, "compositve
sunt, quibus inter se homines diseeptarent : quas actiones, ne populus prout vellet in-
stitueret, certas solennesque esse voluerunt."(d) The forms of these actions were
oA_,dnally preserved in the books of the pontifical college, as choice and inesti-
ma])le secrets ; till one Cneius Flavius, the secretary of Appius Claudius, stole a

copy and published them to the people.(e) The*concealment was ridicu- ['117
lous; but the establishment of some standard was undoubtedly neces-
sary, to fix the trae state of a question of right ; lest in a long and arbitrary
process it might be shifted continually, and be at len_h no longer discernible
Or, as Cicero expresses it,(f) " sunt jura, sunt formulvz, de omnibus rebus consti-
tutce, ne quis nut in genere injuriae, ant in ratwne actionis, errare possit, jExpressee
enim sunt ex uniuscujusque damno, dolore, incommodo, calamitate, injuria, pubhcce a
praetore formulae, ad quas privata lis accommodatur." And in the same manner

(a) See book nch 29 (_) Ff 1, 2, 2, _ 66"_c.pro Mur_ena, _ 11, de ora$. _,c 41.
(b} O 2, _L ('(J_Pro Qa l_osc_o. _ S.(e) Inst 4_6, pr.

VOL II.--6 _l
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our Bracton, speaking of the original writs upon which all our actions are
founded, declares them to be fixcd and immutable, unless by authority of par-
liament.(g) And all the modern legislators of :Europe have found it expedient,
from the same reasons, to fall into the same or a similar method. With us in
England the several suits, or remedial instruments of justice, are from the sub-
ject. of them distinguished into three kinds : actions personal, real, and mixed.

.Personal actions are such whereby a man claims a debt, or personal duty, or
damages in lieu thereof; and, likewise, whereby a man claims a satisfaction in
damages for some injury done to his person or property. The former are sa'd
to be fbunded on contracts, the latter upon torts or wrongs; and they are the
same which the civil law calls "act;ones _n personam, quce adversus eum intendun.
tur, qui ex contractu vel delicto obligatus est ahquid dare vel concedere."(h) Of the
tbrmer nature are all actions upon debt or promises; of the latter, all actions
for trespasses, nuisances, assaults, defamatory words, and the like.

.Real actions, (or, as they are called in the _Iirror,(i) feodal actions,) which
concern real property only, are such whereby the plaintiff, here called the de-
mandant, claims title to have any lands or tenements, rents, commons, or other

*118] *hereditaments, in fee-simple, fbe-tail, or for term of' life. :By these ac-
tions formerly all disputes concerning real estates were decided; but

_hey are now pretty generally laid aside in practice, upon account of the great
nicety required in their management, and the inconvenient length of their pro.
cess : a much more expeditious method of trying titles being since introduced,
"by other actions personal and mixed.

Mixed actions are suits partaking of the nature of the other two, wherein
-some real property is demanded, and also personal damages for a wrong sus-
tained. As for instance an action of waste: which is brought by him who
hath the inheritance in remainder or reversion, against the tenant for life who

hath committed waste therein, to recover not only the land wasted, which would
'make it merely a real action; but also treble damages, in pursuance of the
statute of Gloucester,(k) which is a personal recompense i and so both, being
_joined together, denominate it a m_xed action?

Under these three heads may every species of remedy by suit or action in
the courts of common law be comprised. But in order effectually to apply the
remedy it is first necessary to ascertain the complaint. I proceed, therefore,

, now to enumerate the several kinds, and to inquire into the respective nature,
of all private wrongs, or civil injuries, which may be offered to the rights of
either a man's person or his property ; recounting at the same time the re-
spective remedies which are f'urnist_ed by the law for every infraction of right.
'But I must first beg leave to premise that all civil injuries are of two kinds,
the one without force or violence, as slander or breach of contract; the other
coupled with force and violence, as batteries or false imprisonment.(/) Which
latter species savour something of the criminal kind, being always attended
with some violation of th_ peace i for which in strictness of law a fine ought

to be paid to the king, as *well as a private satisfaction to the party
"119] injured. (m) And this distinction of private wrongs, into injuries with
and without force, we shall find to run through all the variety of which we are
now to treat. In considering of which, I shall follow the same method that
was pursued with regard to the distribution of rights: for, as these are nothing
else but an infringement or breach of those rights which we have before laid

(o) Sung qu_edam brevia forraa_a svper certes cas_lras de (_) C. 2, _ 6.
cursu_ el de ceznmun_ c(msdv(_tot_us reg_ al_prob_ta et con* (k) 6 Edw. I c, 5.
¢essa, quzr qu_dem n_!l_tenus mulam poter_ng absque can- (_) Finch, L 184.
_su el vo_ur,ta_e_orara L. 5, de exce!Dt_qn_busjc. 17, _ 2. (_) Fmch_ L. 198. J_nk. Cent. 185.

(a) Inst. 4, 6,'15.

Real actions, with the exception of three,--dower, right of dower, and quare {mped{t,--
were entirely abohshed by stat. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 36. All mixed actions, with one
exception,--the action of ejectment,_were abolished by the same statute. The action
of ejectment thus preserved has now, by the Common-Law :Procedu-e Act 1852, been
a_o swept aws.y, and a new procedure or action of ejectment substituted in it_ place.-
_TEWART.
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down and explained, it will follow that this negative system, of wrongs, r_:ust
correspond and tallywith tho former positive system, of rights. As therefor(, we
divide(n) all rights into those of persons and those of things, so we must make th_
same general distribution of injuries into such as affect the rights ofperso_s, an,1
such as affect the r_ghts of 2rol_erty.

The rights of persons, wo may remember, were distributed into absol_le and
relattve : absolute, which were such as appertained and belonged to private men,
considered merely as individuals, or single persons; and relatwe, which were
incident to them as members of society and connected to each other by various
ties and relations. And the absolute rights of each individual were defined tc
be the right of personal security, the right of personal liberty, and the right
of private property, so that the wrongs or injuries affecting them must conse-
quently be of a corresponding nature.

I. As to injuries which affect the personal security of individuals, they are
either injuries against their lives, their limbs, their hedge% their health, or their
reputations.

1. With regard to the first subdivision, or injuries affecting the life of man,
they do not fall under our present contemplation; being one of the mos_ atro-
cious species of crimes, the subject of the next book of our commentaries. 2

*2, 3. The two next species of injuries, affecting the limbs or bodies
"of individuals, I shall consider in one and the same view. And these ['120

(-) See book 1. ch L

2For injury to hfe, in general, cannot be the subject of a civil action, the civil remedy
being merged in the offence to the public. Therefore an action wfll not he for battery of
wife or servant, whereby dentil ensued. Styles, 347. 1 Lev. 247. Yelv. 89, 90. 1 Lord
339. The remedy is by indictment for murder, or, formerly, by appeal, which the wifk.
might have for killing her husband, provided she married not again before or pending
her appeal ; or the hs_rmale for the death of his ancestor, and which differed principally
from an indictment in respect of its not being in the power of the king to pardon the
offender without the appeltor's consent. See post, 4 book, 312, 6. 5 Burr 2643 But
appeals of murder, treason, felony, and other offences were abolished by 59 Gee. lII. e
46, s. 1. In general, all felomes suspend the civil remedies, (Styles, 346, 347 :) and
before conviction of the offbnder there is no remedy against him a_ law or in eqmty, (id.
ibid. 17 Ves.'331 ;) but after conviction and punishment on an indictment of the party
for stealing, the party robbed may support trespass or trover against the offender. Styles,
347. Latch. 144. Sir Wm. Jones, 147. 1 Lev. 247. Bro. Abr. tit. Trespass. And after
an acquittal of the defendant upon an indictment for a felonious _ssault upon a party
by stabbing him. the latter may maintain trespass to recover damages for the civil injury,
if it be not shown that he colluded m procuring such acqmttal. 12 East, 409. In some
cases, by express enactment, the civil remedy is not affected by the criminality of the
offender. Thus it is provided by 52 Gee. III. c. 63, s. 5, that where bankers, &c. have
been guilty of embezzlement, they may be prosecute_l, but the ciwl remedy shall no_ be
affected. The 21 Hen. VIII. e. 11 d_rects that goods stolen shall be restored to the
owner upon certain conditions,--namely, that he shall give or produce evidence against
the felons, and that the felon be prosecuted to conviction thereon. Upon peribrmance
of these, the right of the owner, which was be_bre suspended, becomes perfect and abso-
lute; bat he cannot recover the value from a person who purchased them in market
overt and sold them again before the convlctmn of the felon, notwithstanding the
owner gave such person notice of the robbery while they were in his possession ; but he
must proceed against the original felon, or against the person who has the chattel m his
possession at the time of the conviction. 2 T. R. 750. And the _bove _ct does not
extend to goods obtained by false pretences. 5 T. R. 175. See, further, 1Chitty's Crim.
L. 5.--CmTTY.

By the common law, the wife or husband, parent or child, of the party killed,
can_mt recover any l)ecuniary compensation for the injury sustained by the death of the
rel_tlve, (Baker vs. Bolton, 1 Camp. 493 ;) and this was the law till the stat. 9 & 10_ict.
c. 93 enacted that whenever the death of a person shall be caused by such wrongful act,
neglect, or default as would, if death had not ensued, have entltled the party injured to
maintain an action for damages, the person who would have been liable to such action
may be sued by the executor or admimstrator for the benefit of the wife, husband,
(_arent, or child of the person deceased. The jury, in any such action, may giva

amages proportionable to the iniury resulting from the death, to be divided among the
parties for whose benefit the action is brought, m shares as the jury shall direct. Blake
_. Midland Railway Company, 21 L. J. R. 233, Q.B.S.C. 18 Ad. & El. 93.---STzwaaTsa
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may be committed, 1. By threats and menaces of bodily hurt, through fear of
which a man's business is interrnpted. A menace alone, without a consequen{
inconvenience, makes not the injury: but, to complete the wrong, there must
be both of them together.(o) The remedy fbr this is in pecuniary damages, te
be recovered by action of trespass vi et armis _(p) this being an inchoate, though
not an absolute, violence, s 2. :By assault; which is an attempt or offer to beat
another, without touching him." as if one lifts up his cane, or his fist, in a
threatening manner at another i or strikes at him but misses him; this is an
assault, insultus, which Finch(q) describes to be "an unlawful settina upon one's
pe_.on. This also is an inchoate violence, amounting considerably higher than
bare threats l and therefore, though no actual suffering is proved, yet the party
injured may have redress by action of trespass vi et armis ; wherein he shall re.
_over damages as a compensation for the injm'y. _ 3. By battery_ which is the
unlawful beating of another. The least touching of another's person wilfully,
or in anger, is a battery; for the law cannot draw the line between different
degrees of violence, and therefore totally prohibits the first and lowest stage of
it; every man's person being sacred, and no other having a right to meddle
with it in any the slightest manner. 5 And therefore upon a similar principle
the Cornelian law de _njuriis prohibited Tulsation as well as verberation; distin.
guishing verberation, which was accompanied with pain, from pulsation, which
was attended with none.(r) But battery is, in some cases, justifiable or lawful ;
as where one who hath authority, a parent, or master, gives moderate correc.
tion to his child, his scholar, or his apprentice. So also on the principle of
self-defence : for if one strikes me first, or even only assaults me, I may strike
in my own defence ; and, if sued for it, may plead son assault demesne, or that it

was the plaintiff's *own original assault that occasioned it. So likewise
"121] in defence of my goods or possession, if a man endeavours to deprive me
of them I may justify laying hands upon him to prevent him; and in case he per-
sists with violence, I may proceed to beat him away.(s) Thus too in the exercise

(a) Finch, L. _'202. (r) Ff 47. ltl, 5.
(_) Regret 10_. 27 Ass 11. 7 Edw. IV. 2t. (,) 1 Finch, L 203.
(g) Finch, L. 202.

s If the menace be not actionable alone, but only in conjunctmn with the injurious
consequence, it seems contrary to principle that the remedy should be by trespass v/et
armis, and not by trespass on the case. On examination, none of the authorities cited
for the positron satisfactorily bear it out ; and, in the same book of Edw. IV. 21, one of
the same judges (Choke) says. S_ twme fa_t a moy ma_ace en ma person come d'e_prisoner ou
_l¢ maimer, 3eo avera actwn _ur men C(18g.--CoLERIDGE,

See, in general, Com. Dig. Battery, C. Bac. Abr. Assault and Battery, A. An assault
is an attempt or offer, accompanied by a degree of violence, to commit some bodily harm,
by any means calculated to produce the end if carried into execution. Levelling a gun
at another within a distance fi'om which, supposing it to have been loaded, the content_
might wound, is an assault. Bac. Abr. Assault, A. Abusive words alone cannot consti-
tute an assault, and indeed may sometimes so explain the aggressor's intent as to pre-
vent an act prima fac_e an assault from amounting to such an injury ; as where a man,
during assize-time, in a threatening posture, half drew his sword from its scabbard, and
said, "If it were not that it is assize-time, I would run you through the body," this was
held to be no assault, the words explaining that the party did not mean any immediate
injury. 1 ]Kod. 3. 3 Bul. N. P. 15. Vim Abr. Trespass, A. 2. The intentwn as welt as t]_¢
act constitute an assault. 1 /_[od. 3, case lo_. Assault for money won at play is particu-
larly punishable by 9 Anne, c. 14. 4 East, 174.--CnITTY.

Com. Dig. Battery, A. Bae. Abr. Assault and Battery, B. A battery is any unlawful
touching the person of another by the aggressor himself, or any other substance put in
motion by him. 1 Saund. 29, b., n. 1. Id 13 and 14, n. 3. Taking a hat off the head
of another is no battery. 1 Saund. 14. It must be either wi_ully committed, or proceed
from want of due care, (Stra. 596. Hob. 134. Plowd. 19,) otherwise it is damnum absqua
i,jur/d, and the party aggrieved is without remedy, (3 Wils. 303. Bae. Abr. Assault and
Battery, B.;) but the absence of intention to commit the injury constitutes no excuse
where there has been a want of due care. Stra. 596. Hob. 134. Plowd. 19. But if a
person unintentionally push against a person in the street, or if without any default in
the rider a horse runs away and goes against another, no action lies. 4 _[od. 405. Every
battery includes an assault, (Co. Litt. '2-53;) and the plaintiffmav recover for the assauD
anly, though he declares for an assault and battery. 4 Mod. 405._CmrTr.

S4
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of an offi_ e, as that of church-warden or beadle, a man may lay hands upo

_nother. to turn him out of church, and t)revent his disturbing, the congreg3-
tion.(t) And, if sued for this or the like battery, he may set iorth the whole

case, and plead that l:e laid hands upon him gently, molliter ma_us imposuit , foI
this purpose. On account of these causes of justification, battery is defincl

to be the unlawful beating of another i for which the remedy is, as for assault,
by action of trespass vi et armis : wherein the jury will give adequate damages.

4. By wounding ; which consists in giving another some dangerous hurt, and is
only an aggravated species of battery. 5. By n_yhem;_ which is an injurystill
more atrocious, and consists in violently depriving another of the use of a

member proper for his defence in fight. This is a battery attended with this
aggravating circumstance, that thereby the party injured is forever disabled

from making so good a defence against future external injuries, as he otherwise
might have done. Among these clefensive members are reckoned not only arms
and legs, but a finger, an eye, and a £oretooth,(u) and also some othcrs.(v) But
the loss of one of the jaw-teeth, the car, or the nose, is no mayhem at common

law, as they. can be of no use in fig,'htin_.o The .....same remedial action of trespass
vi et armis hes also to recover damages for tlns injury, an injury winch (_hcn

wilihl) no motive can justi/)- but ne('essary self-preservation, e If the ear be

('at off, treble damages are given by statute 3'7 Hen. VIII. c. 6, though this
is not mayhem at common law. And here I must ob,erve that for these four

last injuries, assault, battery, wounding, and mayhem, an indictment may be
brought as well as an action, and fl-equently both are accordingly prosecuted,
the one at the suit. of the crown for the crime a_ainst the public, the ., .....• . , o . . i 11_
*other at the smt of the party injured, to make hnn a reparatmn m L

damages._
($)1 aid. 301. (u)Finch. L. 204 (,) 1 Ilawk. P. C.111

This is expressed with great correctness and cautmn : it is not intm_ded to convey
the notion that no mayhem can be justified under the plea of s,,n assault demesne, except
where that assault threatened the life of the party, but that no mayhem can be justified
except under such mrcumstanees, if it was wilful and deliberate. In the case of Cock-
roft vs. Smith, stated in 1 Lord Raym. 177, and reported m Salkeld, 642, and 11 l_od. 43,
the plaintiff had either tilted up the form on which the defendant was sitting, or run
his finger towards his eye, and the defendant immediately bit off" his finger : son assault
demesne was held to be a good plea ; and lord Holt there lind down the principle thus:_
"If A. strike ]3. and B. strike again, and they close immedmtely, and m the scuffle B.
mayhems A., that is son assault; but if, upon a little blow gn, en by A. to B, :B. gives him
a blow that mayhems him, that is not son aesauR demesne." To this Powell, J.. agreed.
It seems that the party must always intend to act in self-defence, which intention is to
be collected from the circumstances, in the blow which he gives to the plaintiff._CoLs-
RIDGE,

5bn assault demesne is a good defence _o an indictment for mayhem; but the defence can
only be sustained by proof that the resistance was in proportion to the injury olin.red.
Harden vs. The State, 4 Blackford, 546.

Anv thing attached to the person partakes of its inviolability. A blow on the skir_;
of one's coat, when upon his person, is an a_sault and battery. So of' stroking one's cane
while in his hand. Respublica vs. Longchamps, 1 DM1. 114. State vs. D_vis, 1 Hill, 46.
So to strike the horse which a person is riding or driving is an assault. De _[arentille
vs. Oliver, 1 Pennington, 380. No words of provocation will justify an assault, aRhough
they may constitute a ground for the reduction of damages. Cushman vs. Ryan, 1 Story,
91.----SHARSWOOD.

One remarkable property is peculiar to the action for a mayhem,_viz., that the
court in which the action is brought have a discretionary power to increase the damages,
if they think the jury at the trial have not been sufficiently liberal to the plaintiff; but
this must be done super visum vulner_s, and upon proof that it is the same wound concern-

[ng which evidence was_iven to the jury• 1 Wils. 5. Barnes, 106, 153. 3 Salkeld, 115.
i Ld. Raym. 176, 339.--W_RISTIA_.

"The party injured may proceed by indictment and by action at the same time, and
the court will not compel him to stay proceedings in either. 1 :Bos. & P. 191. But in
_eneral the adoption of both proceeclings is consMered vexatious, and will induce the
:_ry to give smaller damages in the ._ction. The legislature has discouraged actions for
trifling injuries of this nature, by enacting that iu all actions of trespass for assault anda_
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4. Injuries affecting a man's health are where, by any unwholesome prao
rices of another, _ man sustains any apparent damage in his vigour or constitu-
tion. As by selling him bad provisions, or wine ;(w) by the exercise of a noisome
_rade, which infects the air in his neighbourhood ;(x) or by the neglect or un-
skilful management of his physician, surgeon, or apothecary. For it hath been
solemnly resolved,(y) that-mhla praxis is a great misdemeanour and offence at
common law, whether it be for curiosity and experiment, or by neglect; because
it breaks the trust which the party had placed in his physieia-n, an_d tends to the
patient's destruction2 Thus, also, in the civil law,(z) neglect or want of skill m

(w)1 Roll Abr 90. (y) Lord Raym. 214.
(z) 9 Rep 32. Hurt. 135. (t) Inst 4, 8, 6, 7.

battery, in case the jury should find a verdict for damages under forty shillings, the
plaintiff shall have no more costs than damages, unless the judge at the trial shall certify
that an assault and battery was sufficiently proved. See constructions on the statute,
Tidd's _Prac. 8 ed. 998.--CHIrTr.

The injuries affecting the person above mentioned are all in their nature direct.
There are others which do not come within any of the above definitions, and which may
in contradistinction be termed co_se_uent_al,as resulting occasionally, although not neces-
Barily, from wrongful acts or neglects.

The personal injuries which may be considered consequentialonly are such generally as
arise from the neglect or default of others in the performance of the duties they have
undertaken to discharge. Thus, if a passenger is injured by the want of care of the
driver of a coach, or a person sustains an injury owing to the negligence of a carman,
(Lynch vs. fIurdin, 1 2 B. 29,) the owner of the coach in the first case, the carman's
master in the second, will be hable in an action for damages ; for it was the duty of the
owner and master in each case to employ careful servants. If, on the other hand, the
driver or the carman did the injury wdfully, even ff in the master's service, he, and no_
the owner or master, will be hable. Gordon vs. Rolt, 4 Exe. 365. Consequentml injuries
may also be sustained from a bull, ram, monkey, or other animal being left at large or
not properly taken care of, (Jackson vs. Smlthson, 15 _. & W. 563. May vs. Burdett, 9
Q. B. 101,) and the owner will in such ease be liable to the party injured. The owner
must, however, be shown to have been aware of the mischievous propensities of the
animal before he can be made liable, (tIudson vs. Roberts, 6 Exc. 497 ;) and if the party
injured have imprudently exposed himself, he cannot maintain an action. Cattlin v_.
Hills, 8 C. B. 115--KERR.

s The law implies a contract on the part of a medical man, as well as those of other
professions, to dxscharge their duty in a skilful and attentive manner ; and the law will
grant redress to the party injured by their neglect or ignorance, by an action on the case,
as for a tortious misconduct. 1 Saund. 312, n. 2. 1 Ld. Raym. 213, 214. Reg. Brevium,
205, 206. 2 Wils. 359. 8 East, 348. And in that case the surgeon could not recover any
fees. Peake, C. N. P. 59. See fi New Rep. 136. But in the case of a physician whose
profession is honorary, he is not liable to an action, (Peake, C. N. P. 96, 123. 4 T. R.
317,) though he may be punished by the college of physicians. Com. Dig. tit. Physician.
Vin. Abr. tit. Physician. According _to Hawkins, P. C., if any person, not duly authorized
to practise, undertake to cure, and should kill his patient, he is guilty of felony, though
clergyable. And such person so employed canno_ recover in an action for the medi-
cines supplied. See 55 Gee. IlI. c. 194 However, if the party employ a person as
surgeon, knowing him not to be one, he has no civil remedy. 1 Hen. B. 161. Bac. Abr.
Action on the Case, F. 2 Wfls. 359. Reg Brev. 105. 8 East, 348.

Though the law does not in general imply a warranty as to the goodness and quality
of any personal chattel, it is c_therwise with regard to food and liquors, in wh]ch, espe-
cially in the case of a pubhcan, the law implies a warranty. 1 Roll. Abr. 90, pl. 1, 2.
2 East, 314.

With regard to private nuisances, it is particularly observable tbat the law regards the
health of the indwldu,d, though it will not afford a remedy for m.'dicious and ill-natured
acts tending to destroy the beauty of situation, such as steppiI, g a prospect, &c. 9 Co.
58, b. In compla_nlng of a nuisance in stopping ancient lights, &c., the consequent
injury must be stated to have been the deprivation of light and air, which are con-
_idered as conducive to health. Peake, 91. Com. Dig. tit. Action on the Case for a
Nuisance. As to ancmnt hghts in general, see ante.

Public Nulsance --With respect to the injuries to health, as a consequence of a public
nuisance, it seems that if the injury be attributable to the inhabitants of a county, no
action is sustainable. 2 T. R. 667. 9 Co. 112, b., 117, a. But if the special injury be
9cc_sioned by an individual, _n action lies. Bae. Abr. Action on the Case. 1 Salk. 15,
16._--_iranr
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physicians or surgeons, "culpce adnumerantur, veluti si medieus cumtionem dereh.
quer_t, male q_empian see_er_t, aut perperam ei medwamentum deder_t." These are
wrongs or injuries unaccoml)anied by force, for which there is a remedy in
damages by a special action of trespass upon the ease. This action of tres2ass , or
transgression, on the case. is a universal remedy, given ibr all personal wrongs
and injuries without force ; so called because the plaintiff's whole case or cause
of complaint is set forth at length in the original writ (a) For though in general
there are methods prescribed, and forms of actions previously settled, fbr re-
dressing those wrongs, which most usually occur, and in which the ve_T act itself
i_ immediately prejudici-tl or injurious to the plaintiff's person or property, as
battery, non-payment of debts, detaining one's goods, or the like; yet where

*an)." sl)ecial........cousequential damage arises, which could not be fbreseen and "123
provided ior in the ordinary course of justice, the party injured is allowed, [
both by conlmon law and tim statute of Westm. 2, c. 24, to bring a special action on
his own case, by a writ formed according to'the peculiar circumstances of his own
particular grievance (b) For wherever the common law gives a right or pro-
hibits an injury, it also gives a remedy by actiou ;(e) and, therefore, wherever a
new injury is done, a new method of remedy must be pursued.(d) And it is a
settled distinction,(e) that where an act is done which is in itself an _mmediate
injury to another's person or property, there the remedy is usually by an action
of trespass vi et arm_8; but where there is no act done, but only a culpable omis-
sion; or where the act is not immediately injurious, but only by consequence and
collaterally; there no action of trespass vi et armis will lie, but an action on the
special case, for the damages consequent on such omission or act2

5. :Lastly; injuries affecting a man's reputation or good name are, first, by
malicious, scandalous, and slanderous words, tending to his damage and deroga-
tion. As if a man maliciously and falsely utter any slander or false tale of
another; which may either endanger him in 1-_w, by impeaching him of some
heinous crime, as to say that a man hath poisoned another, or is perjured;(f)
or which may exclude him from society, as to charge him with havihg an infec-
tious disease; or which may impair or hurt his trade or livelihoqd, as to call a
tradesman a bankrupt, a phymcian a quack, or a lawyer a knave.(g) Words
spoken in derogations, of a _eer, a _iud_e,_,or other, great officer of the realm, which
are called 8eandalum maT_atum, are held to be still more heinous :(h) and though
they be such as would not be actionable in the case of a common person, yet
when s,_oken in dis,_race of such high and respectable characters, they amount

V . _ * . . c3
to an atrocious injury: which is redressed by an actmn on the ca_e I-*l')a
founded on many antient statutes,(/) as well on behalf of the crown, to L ---
inflict the punishment of imprisomnent on the slanderer, as on behalf of the
party, to recover damages for the injury sustained. _° Words also tending to
scandalize a magistrate, or person in a public trust, are reputed more highly

(a) For example : _' Rex vfcecora_tz saIutem, S_ A. f_t breve. Teste ,ne_pso apud Westmona_ter_um_" &e. ]g_#_str
te securum de clamore ,_uo p_o_e/?vemhJ, tune pcme per JBrev 105.
vadtum et ,mlvos lole_/ios g. quod _t _oram 3u_t_t_ar_s no_ (b) See page 52.
_r_sa Fud We,stmm_asteT_um_a _"_b_,_ _anctt M_chaeli%osten, (*) 1 Salk. 20. 6 Meal.54.
_uru_ quare cure ul,em 1_ ad dext_um oculum _pnus A. (a) Cro Jae 478.
sasuad_t_r l_'_um bene e_ comp_gentercu_a_vm apud S, pro (*) 11 Mod 180. Lord Raym. 1402, Stra. 685.
¢ptadant pee_znt_e summa pr_ mambus ¢ohga a_sumps_s_et, (.r)lemch, L. 185.
Idern B _uram suam c_rca oculum "b_rted*ctu_atam neghgemt_r (_) Finch, L. 186.
_t trapr*a*de appom_zt, qvxM zdem A. d_tectu _ps_us B _um (_) 1 "_'entr. 60,
_p_d_prred_t_totaht_ramts_t, adda,'_numtpnu_A.v_g_t_ (*) Westm. 1. 8Edw. I,c. 34. 2Rm. ILc. b. _1¢.1_
b,braram, u_ d_cd. Et habeas _b_ _om_na plzg_orum _ hoe ¢ 11.

See the author's celebrated judgment in the case of Scott vs. Shepherd, 2 B1. Rep.
89-.2,the principle of which has been since repeatedly recogmsed. :No d_stinction arise_
fl.om the lawfulness or unlawfulness of the acL If one turning round suddenly were m
knock another down, whom he did not see, without intending it, no doubt, said :Mr. J.
L._wrence, the action must be trespass vi et armls. Neither will it vary the case that
besides the immediate injury there _san ulterior consequential injury; for it is the former
on which the action _s supported: the latter is merc]y in aggravation of the damages.
Leame vs. Bray, 3 East's Rep. 593.--CoL_R_Dgr.

_0This action or public prosecution (for it partakes of both) for scandaIum ma_atum is
t_)tallv different from the action of slander in the case of common persons. The _can-
da_,um_maqnatum is reduced to no rule or certain definition, but it may lxe whatever" the• 87
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injurious than when spoken of a private man.(k) It is said, that formerly no
actions were brought for words, unless the slander was such as (if true) would
endanger the life of the object of it.(/) But, too great encouragement being
given by this lenity to false and malicious slanderers, it is now held that for
scandalous words of the several species before mentioned, (that may endanger a
man by subjecting him to the penalties of the law, may exclude him from society,
may impair his trade, or may affect a peer of the realm, a magistrate, or one in
public trust,) an action on the case may be had, without proving any particular
damage to have happened, but merely upon the probability that it might happen.
But with regard to words that do not thus apparently, and upon the thee cf
them, import such dei_amation as will of course be injurious, it is necessary that
the plaintiff should aver some particular damage to have happened i which is
called laying his action with a per quod. As if I say that such a clergyman is
a bastard, he cannot for this bring any action against me, unless he can show
some special loss by it i in which cas*c he may bring his action against me for
saying he was a bastard, per quod he lost the presentation to such a living (m)
In like manner, to slander another man's title, by spreading such injurious reports
as, it" true, would deprive him of his estate, (as to call the issue in tail, or one
who hath land by descent, a bastard,) is actionable, provided any special damage
accrues to the proprietor thereby ; as if he loses an opportunity of selling the
land.(n) But mere scurrility, or opprobrious words, which neitherin themselves
import, nor are in fiact attended w_th, any injurious effects will not support an
action. So scandals, which concern matters merely spiritual, as to call a
*lu._l *man heretic or adulterer, are cognizable only in the ecclesiastical

--_ court ;(o) unless any temporal damage ensues, which may be a foundation
for a per quod. Words of heat and passmn, as to call a man a ro_ue_, and rascal,
if productive of no ill consequence, and not of any of the dangerous species
befbre mentioned, are not actionable i neither are words spoken in a friendly
manner, as by way of advice, admonition, or concern, without any tincture or
circumstance of ill will : for, in both these cases, they are not maltciously spoken,
which is part of the definition of slander.(p) Neither (as was formerly hinted)(q)
are any reflecting words made use of in legal proceedings, and pertinent to
the cause in hand, a sufficient cause of action tbr slander.(r) u Also, if the de-
fendant be able to justify, and prove the words to be true, no action will lie,(s)
even though special damage hath ensued : for then it is no slander or false tale.
As if I can prove the tradesman a bankrupt, the physician a quack, the lawyer

knave, and the divine a heretic, this will destroy their respective actions i few
(k) Lord Raym. 1369. (_) Fmch, L. 186. 1 Lev, 82. Cro. Jac. 91.
(l) 2 Ventr 28. (g) Page 29.
(,4) 4 Rep. 17. 1 Lev. 24_q (r) Dyer, 285. Cro. Jam 90.
(,) Cro. Jac 213. Cro Eliz. 197. (,) 4 Rep. 13.
(o) Noy 64 1 Freem. 277.

courts in their discretion shall judge to be derogatory to the high character of the person
of whom it was spoken: as it was held to be scandalum magnatum to say of a peer, "he was
no more to be valued than a dog ;" which words would have been perfectly harmless if
uttered of any inferior person. Bull. N. P. 4. This action is now seldom resorted to.
By the two first statutes upon which it is founded, (3 Edw. I. c. 34 and 2 Rio. II. st. 2, c.
5,) the defendant may be imprisoned till he produces the first author of the scandal
Hence probably is the origin of the vulgar notion that a person who has propagated
slander may be compelled to give up his author.--CHITTY.

n And now, by star. 6 & 7 Vmt. c. 96, (amended by star. 8 & 9 Vict. c. 75,) in any
action for defamation, the offer of an apology is admissible in evidence in mitigation of
damages, and in an action against a newspaper for libel the defendant may plead that it,
was inserted without malice._STEwART.

It seems that m this country evidence of this nature has been deemed by the courts
admissible in mitigation of damages without waating for the interference of the legis-
lature. See the language of the court in Larned vs. Buiilnton, 3 _Iass. R. 546, as quali-
fied in Alderman vs. French, 1 Pick. 19. See, also, what was said by Chief-Justice
Savage in )Japes vs. Weeks, 4 Wendell, 663, and the intimation of Nelson, C. J., in
IIotchkiss vs. Oliphant, 2 Hill, 515, that a withdrawal or recantatlon of the charges by
way of atonement would be admissible in ewdence in mitigation of damages. See, also'.
$tark'e on Slander, vol. ii. i).99, n. a. and n. 1, AmeIican edition of 1843.--W_._D_L_
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though there may be damage sufficient accruing from it, yet, if *.he _act be tru%
it is damnum absque ittjuria; and where there is no injury the law gives no
remedy. And this is agreeable to the reasoning of the civil law :(t) " eum qm
nocentem i_amat, non est xquum et bonum ob earn rein co_Memnari ; del_cta ehim
nocenttum nota esse oportet et expedit."

A second way of affecting a man's reputation is by printed or written libels,
pictures, signs, and the like; which set him in an odious or ridiculous(u) light,
and thereby diminish his reputation. With regard to libels in general, there
are, as m many other cases, two remedies : one by indictment, and the otbe_ by
action. The former .for the public offence ; for every libel has a tendency to the
breach of the peace, by provoking the person libelled to break it: which offence

is the same (in point of law) whether *the matter contained be true or ['126false; and therefore the defendant, on an indictment for publishing a
libel, is not allowed to allege the truth of it by way of justification.(w) _2 But i_
the remedy by action on the case, which is to rep-_ir the party in damages fol
the injury done him, the defendant may, as for words spoken, justify the truth
of the facts, and show that the plaintiff has received no injury at all (x) What
was said with regard to words spoken will also hold in every particular with
regard to libels by writing or printing, and the civil actions consequent there-
upon ; but as to signs or pictures, it seems necessary always to show, by propel
in_tuendoes and averments of the defendant's meaning, the import and apl)lica-
tion of the scandal, and that some special damage has followed; otherwise it
cannot appear that such libel by picture was understood to be levelled at the
plaintiff, or that it was attended with any actionable consequences33

k third way of destroying or injuring a man's reputation is by preferring
malicious indictments or prosecutmns against him; which, under the mask of
justice and public spirit, are sometimes made the engines of private spite and
enmity. :For this, however, the law has given _ very adequate remedy in damages,
either by an action of consp_rucy,(y) wiaich cannot be brought but against two
at the least; or, which is the more usual way, by a special action on the case

(_) F f 47, 10, 18 (_) nob. 53 11 Mod 99.
(u) 2 Show 314. 11 Mod. 99. (v) _mch, L, _05.
(_) 5 Rep. 125.

1_But now, by star. 6 & 7 Vict. c. 96, s. 6. on the trial of any indictment or informalmn
for a libel, the defendant having pleaded such plea as thereto mentmn 'd. the truth of
the matter charged may be inquired into, but shall not amount to a dei_nee u_fle_s it
was for the public benefit that the matter charged should be pubhbhed. To entitle the
defendant to give evidence of the truth of the matters charged as a defence to such
indictment or information, it is necessary for the defendant, in pleading to the indict-
ment or information, to allege the truth of the said matters, and also that it was for the
public benefit that the matters charged should be pubhshed,--to which plea the prose-
cuter may reply generally ; and if after such plea the defendant is convicted, the court
may, in pronouncing sentence, consider whether the gmlt of the defendant is aggravated
or mitigated by the plea.---ST_wAaT.

In an action of slander, the defendant was not allowed to give in e_ddence, in mitS-
gatmn of damages, facts and circumstances which induced him to believe that the
charges which he made were true, when such facts and circumstances tended to prove
the charges or formed a link in the chain of evidence to estabhsh a justification, though
the defendant expressly disavowed a .justification and fully admitted the falsity of the
charges. Purple vs. Herren, 13 Wend. 9. Petrie vs. Rose, 5 Watts & Serg. 364. Regnier
v,. Cabot, 2 Gxlman, 34. Watson vs. _oore, 2 Cushing, 143. It has been since held,
however, that the defendant may prove, in mitigatmn of damages, circumstances which
induced him erroneously to make the charge complained of, and thereby rebut the t,ro.
Bumption of malice, prowded the evidence do not necessarily imply the truth of the
chalge or tend to prove it true. ]_[ine_inger vs. Kerr, 9 Bart. 312.----SaARSWOOD.

la The printer or publisher, as well as the writer, is hable in an action for damage_
It is no defence that the printer did not know, or had no personal malice against, th
party libelled, nor that he did not know of the pubhcation, nor that the libel wa_
accompamed with the name of the author. Rundle vs. )Ieyer, 3 Yeates, 518. Dexter v_.
_pear, 4 l_ason, 115. Andre vs. Wells, 7Johns. 260. Dole vs. Lyon, 10 Johns. 447 The
publication in a newspaper of rumours is not justified by the fact that such rumour_
existed ; but such fact is admlsslbl _ i_ mitigation of damages. Skinner vs. Powers. l
Wend. 451.--Sa_aswoo..
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for a false and malicious prosecutlon.(z) In order to carl T on the former, (which
gives a recompense for the danger to whmh the party has been exposed,) it is
necessary that the plaintiff should obtain a copy of the record of his indictment
and acquittal; but, in prosecutions for tNony, it is usual to deny a copy of the
indictment, where there is any the least probable cause to found such prose-
cution upon.(a) For it would be a very great discouragement to the public
justice of the kingdom, if prosecutors, who had a tolerable ground of suspicion,

q27] were liable to be sued at law whenever their indictments miscarried
*But an action on the case for a malicious prosecution may be founded

upon an indictment whereon no acquittal can be had ; as if it be rejected by the
grand jury, or be coram non judice, or be insufficiently drawn. For it is not the
danger of the plaintiff, but the scandal, vexation, and expense, upon which this
action is founded.(b) However, any probable cause for preferring it is sufficiem
to justlt_- the defendant.

II. We are next to consider the violation of the right of personal liberty.
This is effected by the injury of false imprisonment, u for which the law has not
only decreed a punishment, as a heinous public crime, but has also given a pri-
vate reparation to the party; as well by removing the actual confinement tbr
the present, as, after it is over, by subjecting the wrong-doer to a civil action, on
account of the damage sustained by the loss of time and liberty.

To constitute the injury of fhlse imprisonment there are two points requisite.
1. The detention of the person; and, 2. The unlawfulness of such detention.
Every confinement of the person is an imprisonment, whether it be in a common
prison, or in a private house, or in the stocks, or even by forcibly detaining one
in the public streets.(c) _5 Unlawful, or J_hlse, imprisonment consists in such con-
finement or detention without sufficient authority : which authority may arise
either from some process from the courts of justice, or from some warrant from
a legal officer having power to commit, under his hand and seal, and expressing
the cause of such commitment ;(d) or from some other _peeial cause warranted,
for the necessity of the thing, either by common law, or act of parliament j such
as the arresting of a felon by a private person without warrant, the impressing
of mariners for the public service, or the apprehending of wagoners for misbe.

"128] haviour in the public highways.(e) False imprisonment also may arise
by executing a lawful warrant or process at an *unlawful time, as on a

Sunday;(f) for the statute hath declared that such smTice or process shall b,
_oid. _" This is the injury. :Let us next see the remedy : which is of two sm.ts;
the one remowng the injury, the other making sahsfactwn for it.

(s) F N B, I16 (d) Ibld 46.
(_) earth 421. Lord. Raym 253. (o) Star. Gee. IILc 78.
(b) 10 Nod 219, 220. Stra 691. (/') Stat. Car. II. c 7. Sulk. 78. 5 Mod. 95.
(o) 2 lnst. 589.

14Bub the merely giving charge of a person to a peace-officer, not followed by any
actual apprehension of the person, does not amount to an imprisonment, though the
party to avoid it attend at a police-office, (1 Esp. Rep. 431. 2 New Rep. 211 ;) and in Gard-
ner vs. Weald and others, Easter Term, 1825, on a motion for a new trial, the court cf
Common Pleas held that the lifting up a person in his chair and carrying him out of the
room in which he was sitting with others, and excluding him from the room, was not a
false imprisonment so as to entitle the plaintiff to a verdict on a count for false im-
prisonment. The circumstance of an imprisonment being committed under a mistake
constitutes no excuse. 3 Wfls. 309. And it has been decided that if A. tell an officer
who has a warrant against B. ttmt his (A 's) name is B., and thereupon the officer arrests
A., it is false maprisonment, (Moore, 457. I:Iardr. 323, but see 3 Camp. 108 ;) and this
doctrine was overruled in a late case on the western circuit, on the principle volentznon
fit _naun.:m, and that such a fraud upon legal proceedings cannot give a right of action.--
CHITTY,

J5To constitute false imprisonrnent, it is not necessary tha_ the person should be
arrested or assaulted: if he is detained by threats of violence and pre_unted from going
where be wishes by a reasonable apprehension of personal danger, it is sufficient. John-
son vs. Tompkins, 1 Baldwin, 571. Pike vs Hanson, 9 New Hump. 491. Smith vs. The
State. 7 Humph. 43.--SuaRsWOOD.

_6But the statute has excepted eases of treason, felony, and breach of the peace, (a
h;2h the execution of a lawtul warrant or process is allowed upon a Sund_,y --CH_TW"

_0
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The m_ans of removiny the actual injury of false imprisonment are fourtoid
1. By writ of mainprize. 2. By writ de odio et atia. 17 3. ]3y writ de homine reple.
g;ando. 4. By writ of habeas corpus.

1. The writ of maid,prize, man_eaptio, is a writ directed to the sheriff, (either
generally, when any man is imprisoned for a bailable offence and bail has been
refused _ o1"specially, when the off, nee or cause of' commitment is not properly
bailable below,) commanding him to take sureties for the prisoner's "lppearance,
_sually called _nmnlgernors , and to set him a'_ large.(y) Mainpernors differ from

• . ,, . - , • . , o
buff, m that a man s ball may imprison or surrender [nm up betore the stipulated
day of appearance; mainpernors can do neither, but are barely sureties for his
appearance at the day: bail are only sureties that the party be answerable for
the special matter for which they stipulate; mainpernors are bound to produce
him to answer all charges whatsoever.(h)

2. The writ de odw et atia was antiently used to be directed to the shcrlff_
commanding him to inquire whether a prisoner charged with murder was com-
mitted upon just cause of suspicion, or merely pro2ter o&um et atiam, for hatred
and ill will; and if upon the inquisition due cause of suspicion did not appear,
then there issued another writ ibr the sheriff to admit him to bail. This writ,
according to Bracton,( 0 ought not to be denied to any man, it being expressly
ordered to be made out gratis, without any denial, by magna carta, e. 26, and

statute Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 29. But the statute *of Gloucester, 6 Edw. ['129I. c 9, restrained it in the case of killing by misadventure or self-defence,
and the statute 28 Edw. III. c. 9 abolished it in all cases whatsoever : but as the

statute 42 Edw. III. c. 1 repealed all statutes then in being, contrary to the great
charter, Sir Edward Coke is of opinion(k) that the writ de odio et atta was thereby
rewved.

3. The writ de heroine repleyiando(l) lies to replevy a man out of prison, or out
of the custody of any private person, (_.n the same manner that chattels taken
in distress may be replevied, of which iff the next chapter,) upon giving security
to the sheriff that the man shall be forthcoming to answer any charge against
him. And if the person be conveyed out of the sheriffs jurisdiction, the sheriff
may return that he is eloigned, elonyatus; upon which a process issues (called a
capias fn withernam) to imprison the defendant himself, without bail or main.
prize,(m) till he produces the party. But this writ is guarded with so many
exceptions,(n) that it is not an effectual remedy in numerous instances, especially
where the crown is concerned. The incapacity therefore of these _hree remedie_
to give complete relief in every ease hath almost entirely antiquated them, and
hath caused a general recourse to be had, in behalf of persons aggrieved by
illegal imprisonment, to

4. The writ of habeas cor2us , the most celebrated writ in the English iaw. Of
this there are various kinds made use of by the courts at Westminster_ for
removing prisoners from one court into another for the more easy administra-
tion of justice. Such is the habeas enrpus ad respondendum, when a man hath a
cause of action against one who is confined by the process of some inferior court;
in order to remove the prisoner, and charge him with this new action in the

court above.(o) Such is _hat ad satisfaeiendum, when a prisoner hath ['130
• had judgment against h,m in an action, and the plaintiff is desirous to
bring him up to some superior court to charge him with process of execution.(2_ )
Such also are those ad 19rosequendum, testifieandum, dehberandum, &c.; which issue
when it is necessary to remove a prisoner, in order to prosecute or bear testi-
mony in any court, or to be tried in the proper jurisdiction wherein the fact was

(#) 12'. N. B. 250. 1 Hal. P C. 141. Coke on Bail and (hi dV-_s_c,ptu_ e_t per speclale pr_ceptum _ostrum, vd
Mmnl'. eh. 10. cap,tabs d_,ht_ar_ no,try, ve_ pro merle ho,mnG_ vd pra

(s,) Coke on Bail and Mainp. ch 8. 4 Inst 197. foresta nostra, vel pro ahquo alw retto_ quare secu_wlur4
(i) /,. 3, tr. 2, e 8. vo_,_,tTaltnen_ Anghae non _t redole_zb_l_, l_egzstr. 77.
k) 2 Inst. 43, 55_ 815. (o_ 2 Mod 198.
) F. N B 66. (_) 2 Lilly l_rac Reg. 4.

(_) Raym. 474.

_ Of the two first-mentioned writs nothing is now known in practice, their use and
lication being entirely superseded by summary resort to magistrates, or, upon bb_i_
sal, to a judge of the court, as the case may require.---CmT_Y.
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committed ' Such is, lastly, the common writ adfaciendum et rec@iendum, which
issues out ,)f any of the courts of Westminster hall, when a person is sued in
some inferior jurisdiction, and is desirous to remove the action into the superior
com't ; commanding the inlbrior judges to produce the body of the dei_ndant,
together with the day and cause of his caption and detainer_ (whence the writ
is ti'equently denominated an ]_abea_ corpus cure eau_a,) to do a_d recewe whatso-
ever the king's court shall consider in that behalf. This is a writ grantable of
common right, without an 3- motion in eourt,(q) and it instantly supersedes all

proceedings in the court below. :But in order to prevent the surreptitious dis-
charge of prisoners, it is ordered by statute 1 & 2 P. and 3I. e. 13 that no habeas
corpus shall issue to remove "my prisoner out of any gaol, unless signed by some
udge of the court out of which it is awarded. And to avoid vexatious del'tys
y removal of fl'ivolous causes, it is enacted by statute 21 Jae. I. c. 23 that, where

the judge of an inferior court of record i_- a barrister of three :}'ears' standing
no cause shall be removed ti'om thence by habeas cor2us or other writ, after issue
or demurrer deliberately joined ; that no cause, if once remanded to the inferior

• . _ r "court by writ ofprocede_,to or ofl, erwlse, snail ever afterwards be again removed;
and that no cause shall be removed at all, if' the debt or damages laid in the decla-
ration do not amount to the sum of five pounds. :But an expedient(r) having
been found out to elude the latter branch of the statute, by procuring a nominal
plaintiff to bring another action for five pounds or upwards, (and then, by the

"131] course of the court, the habeas corpus removed both actions together,) it
is therefore enacted by statute 12 Gee. 1. e. 29, that the inferior *court

may proceed in such actions as are under the value of five pounds, notwith-
standing other actions may be brought against the same defendant to a greater
amount. And by statute 19 Gee. III. e. 70, no cause under the value of ten
pounds TM shall be removed by habeas cor2)us, or otherwise, into any superior
court, unless the defendant so removing the same shall give special bail for
payment of the debt and costs.

But the great and efficacious writ, in all manner of illegal confinement, is that
of habeas corpus ad subficiendum; directed to the person detaining another, and
commanding him to produce the body of the prisoner, with the day and cause
of his caption and detention, ad faezendum, subjiviendum, et reczpiendum, to do,
submit to, and receive whatsoever the judge or court awarding such writ shall
consider in that behalf.(s) This is a high prerogative writ, and therefore by the
common law issuing out of the court of king's bench not only in term-time, but
also during the vaeation,(t) by afiat from the chief justice or any other of the
judges, and running into all parts of the king's dominions; for the king is at
all times entitled to have an account why the liberty of any of his subjects is
restrained,(u) wherever that restraint may be inflicted. If it issues in vacation,
it is usually retm'nable befbre the judge himself who awarded it, and he pro-

ceeds by himself thereon ;(v) unless the term shall intervene, and then it may
be returned in court(u,) Indeed, if the party were privileged in the courts of
common pleas and exchequer, as being (or supposed to be) an officer or suitor
of the court, an habeas corpus ad subjic_endum might also by common law have
been awarded from thence ;(x) and, if the cause of imprisonment were palpably
illegal, they might have discharged him :(y) but, if he were committed for any
criminal matter, they could only have remanded him, or taken bail for his at)-

(¢) 2 Mod, 306, therefore the 30th of November,--two days after the el
(_) Bohun Ins_t. Legal. 85, edit. 1708. plratmn of the term.
(') bt. Tz2,tls. vm 142. (u) Clo Jac 543.
(*) 'lhe plurw_ haoeas eo_pu* directed to Berwmk in 43 (=) 4 Bun _56.

Eliz (cited 4 Burr 85_Q wae t_,te'd dzc do* z_ prox' peJst (w) IbM 460_ 542_ 606.
•Iu_nden' ,_anctz Ma_t_m. it appears, by referring to the (ffij21nst. 55. 4Inst. 290. 2Hal. P.O. 141. 2Ventr, 24
dommical letter of that year, that thin q_nndena/boy 25) (y) Vaugh. 155.
happened that year on a Saturday. The Thursday after was

18By 44 Geo. III. c. 102, any of the judges of England or Ireland may award a writ of
Oabeascorpus ad testzficandumto bring a prisoner detained in any gaol to be examined as a
witness m any court of record or sitting at msi prius.--C_ITTY.

_y statute 57 Geo. Ii,. e. 124, extendei to 15l., and by statute 7 &8 Geo. iV. e. 71,
| 6, extended to 20/.--C_ITTY.
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pearance in the court of king's bench,(z) which *occasioned the common [_132
pleas for uome time to discountenance such applications. But since
the mention of the king's bench and common pleas, as co-ordinate in this iuris-
diction, by statute 16 Car. I. c. 10, it hath been holden, that ever)- subject (_f the
kingdom is equally entitled to the benefit of the common-law writ, in either of
those courts, at his option.(a) It hath also been said, and by very respectable

authorlties,(b_ that th_ like habeas corpus rnav issue out of the court of chancery
in vacation i out upon ,he famous application to lord Nottingham by Jenks, not-
withstanding the most diligent searches, no precedent could be found where the
chancellor had issued such a writ in vacation i(c) and therefore his lordship re-
fused it. _

(_) C._rter, 221. 2 ,Ion 13 (b) 4 In_t 182. 2 Hal. P (_ 47
(a) 2 MOd. 198. Wood's Case, O. B Hill 11 Gee. III. (_) Lord Nott_ MSS. Rep Ja y, 1676.

It was determined, after a very elaborate investigation of all the authorities by IoN|
Eldon in Crowley's case, that the lord chancellor can issue the writ of habeas corpus at
common law in vacahon, overruling the decision in Jenks's case. See 2 Swanst. L

By two modern statutes, the 43 Gee. III. c. 140 and 44 Gee. III. c. 102, the habeas
corpus ad test_ficandumhas been rendered more efficient. By the first, a judge may award
the writ for the purpose of bringing any prisoner from any gaol m England or Ireland
as a witness, before any court-martial, commissioners of bankrupt or for audmng public
accounts, or other commissioners, under any commission or warrant from his majesty:
(the statute has the same application to the habeas corpus ad del_bcrandum.) l_y the
o_her statute, a similar power m given for bringing up any prisoner as a witness before
any of the courts, or anydustice of oyer and termmer, or gaol<lehvery, or sitting at msi
prms, in England or Ireland.

The benefit of the writ of habeas corpus, whichwas limited by the former acts to cases
of commitment or detainer for criminal, or supposed criminal, matter, has been still
further extended by the 59 Gee. III. c. 100, which enacts that any one of the judges
may issue a writ of habeas corpus in vacation, returnable immedmtely, before himself or
any other judge of the same court, in cases other than for cmminal matter or for debt ;
and the non-observance of such wmt is to be deemed a contempt of court. But if the
writ be awarded so late in the vacation that the return cannot be conveniently made
before term, then it is to be made returnable in court at a day certain. And if the writ
be awarded late in term, it may be made returnable in vacation m hke manner. The act
applies to Ireland as well as England, and the writ may run into counties palatine, cinque
ports, and privileged places, &c., Berwmk-upon-Tweed, and the isles of Guernsey, Jersey,
or l_an.

The writ of habeas corpus is the privilege of the British subject only, and therdore
cannot be obtained by an alien enemy or a prisoner of war. See the case of the three
Spanish sailors, 2 Blk. 1324. 2 Burr. 765. The rehef in such cases is by application to
the secretary at war. On a commitment by either house of parliament for contempt or
breach of privilege, the courts at Westminster cannot discharge on a habeas corpus,
although, on the return of the writ, such commitment should appear illegal ; for they
have no power to control the privileges of parliament. 2 Hawk. c. 15. s. 73. 8 T. R. 314.

The writ of habeas corpus, whether at common law or under 31 Car. II. c. 2, does not
issue, as a matter of course, upon application in the first instance, but must be grounded
on an affidavit, upon wtueh the court are to exercise their discretion whether the writ
shall issue or not. 3 B. & A. 420. 2 Chilly R. -007. A habeas corpus cureca_sa does not
he to remove proceedings from an inferior jurisdiction rote the court of King's Bench,
unless it appears that the defendal)t is actually or virtually in the custody of the court
below. 1 B. & C. 513. 2 Dowl. &R. 702. The court of King's Bench will grant s habeas
corpus to the warden of the Fleet. to take a prisoner confined there for debt before a
magistrate, to be examined from day to day respecting a charge of felony or nnsdemeanour.
5 lk & A. 730. The court of exchequer will not grant a habeas corpus to enable the
defendant in an infornlaticn, who is confined in a county gaol for a libel under the scn-
tenae of another court, to attend at Westminster to conduct his defence in person : the
application should be made to the collrt by whom the defendant was sentenced. 9Price,
147. Nor will the court of King's Bench grant a writ of habeas corpus to bring up a
defendant under sentence of imprisonment for a misdemeanour, to enable him to show
cause in person against a rule fbr a criminal information. 3 B. & A. 679. n. Where
there are articles of separation between the husband and wife, it' the husband afterwards
confine her, she may have a habeas corpus and be set at liberty. 13 East, 173, n. A ha.
be_ corpus will be granted in the first instance, to bring up an infant who had absconded
from his father and was detained by a third perqon without his consent. 4 Moore, 366.
The court will not grant a habea¢ corpu_ to bring up the body of a feme-covert on ao
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Iu the king's bench and common pleas it is necessary to apply for it by
motion to the court,(d) as in the case of all other prerogative writs, (certiorari,
prohibition, mandamus, &c.,) which do not issue as of mere course, without
showing some probable cause why the extraordinary power of the crown is
called in to the party's assistance. For, as was argued by lord chief justice
Vaughan,(e) "it is granted on motion, because it cannot be had of course, and
there is therefore no _ecessity to grant it; for the court ought to be satisfied
that the party hath a probable cause to be delivered." And this seemu the
more reasonable because (when once granted) tile person to whom it is direc*.ed
can return no satisfactory excuse for not bringing up the body of the prisoner.(f)
So that if it issued of' mere course, without showing to the court or judg8
some reasonable ground for awarding it, a traitor or tblon under sentence of
death, a soldier or mariner in the king's service, a wife, a child, a relation,
or a domestic confined for insanity or other prudential reasons, might obtain

"133] a temporary *enlargement by suing out a ]_abcas corpus, though stu.e to
be remanded as soon as brought up to the court. And therefore Sir

Edward Coke, when chief justice, did not scruple in 13 Jac. I. to deny a habeas
corpus to one confined by the court of admiralty for piracy; there appearing,
upon his own showing, sufficient grounds to confine him.(g) On the other
hand, if a probable ground be shown that the party is imprisoned without just

(_) 2 Mod 306. 1 Lev 1 (f) Cro Jac 543.
(e) Bushel's case, 2 Jon. 13. (_) 3 Bulstr 27 See also 2 ]Roll.Rep 138.

affidawt that she is desirous of disposing of her separate property, and that her husband
will not admit the necessary parties, and that she is confined by illness and not hkely
to hve long; nor will they, under such circumstances, grant a rule to show cause why
the necessary parties should not be admitted to see her; for if there be no restraint of
_]_rsonal liberty, the matter is only cognizable m a court of eqmty. 1 Chitty R. 654.

here applicatmn had been made for the discharge of an impressed seaman, before the
two years of his protectmn by the stat. 13 Gee. 1I. c. 17 were expired, which was then
ineffectual, because the facts were not verified with sufficient certainty, yet, the doubt
being removed by another affidavit, the court granted a writ of habeas corpus for the
purpose of liberating him, though the two years were expired. 8 East, 27. The court
on affidavit, suggesting probable cause to beheve that a helpless and ignorant female
foreigner was exhibited for money without her consent, granted a rule on her keepers
to show cause why a writ of habeas corpus should not issue to bring her before the court,
and directed an examination before the coroner and attorney of the court, in the pre-
sence of the parties applying _nd apphed against. Ex parte Hottentot Venus, 13 East,
195. The writ will be granted to a military officer under arrest for charges of miscon-
duct, ff he be not brought to trml pursuant to the articles of war, as soon as a court-
martial can be convemently assembled, unless the delay is satisfactorily explained. 2
hi. & S 428. The court will grant a habeas corpus to bring up the body of a bastard child
within the age of nurture, for the purpose of restoring it to its mother, from whom it had
be_,n taken, first by fraud, and then by force, without prejudice to the question of guar-
dianship, which belongs to the lord chancellor. 7 East, 579. Where a prisoner is brought
up under a habeas corpus issued at common law, he may controvert the truth of the
re|urn by virtue of the 56 Gee. III. c. 100, s. 4. 4 B. & C. 136. :Prisoner committed for
manslaughter, upon the return of the habe._s corpus, was allowed to give bail in the
c,mntry, by reason of h_s poverty, which Iendered him unable to appear with bail in
court. 6M.&8.108. 1B.&A. 209. 2 Chit. Rep. 110.

With respect to the .Retqrn. A return in the following words, "I had not, at the time
of receiving this writ, nor have I since, had the body of A. B. detained in my custody, so
that 1 could not have her, &c." was holden bad, and an attachment was gran*_ed against
the party who made it. 5 T. R. 89. It seems sufficient to set forth that the "]efendant
is m custody under the sentence of a court of competent jurisdlctmn to inquire of the
offbnce and pass such sentence, without setting forth the particular circumstances neces-
_ry to warrant such a sentence. 1 East, 306. 5 Dowl. 199, 200. The court will not
extend matter dehors the return, m support of the sentence or proceeding against the
defendant, (2 _I & S. 226,) nor go into the merits, but decide upon the return of a
regular convictmn prima faae. 7 East. 376. Where a defendant was committed by an
ecelesia_t'cal judge of appeal for contumacy in not paying costs, and the significawt only
eLescribed the sm_ to be "a certain cause of appeal and complaint of nullity," without
snowing that the defendant was committed for a cause within the jurisdiction of the
.*piritual judge, it was held that the defendant was entitled t _ be discharged on habeaa
_orims. 5 B. & k. 791. 1 Dowl. & Ry. 460.---CmTTr.
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eause,(h) and therefore hath a right to be delivered, the writ of habeas corpus is
then a writ of right, which "may not be denied, but ought to be granted to
every man that is committed or detained in prison_ or otherwise restrained,
though it be by the command of the king, the privy council, or any other."(i)

In a former part of these commenta_ies.(k)we expatiated at large on tha
personal liberty of the subject. This was shown to be a natural inherent right,
which could not be surrendered or forfeited unless by the commission of sonic
great and atrocious crime, and which ought not to be abridged ill al V case
without the special permission of law. A doctrine coeval with the first" rudi-
ments of the English constitution, and handed down to us from our Saxon
ancestors, notwithstanding all their struggles with the Danes and the violence
of the :Norman conquest; asserted afterwards and confirmed by the Conqueror
himself and his descendants; and though sometimes a little impaired by the
f_rocity of the times, and the occasional despotism of jealous or usurping
princes, yet established on the firmest basis by the provisions of magna carta_
and a long succession of statutes enacted under Edward III. To assert an
absolute exemption from imprisonment in all cases is inconsistent with every
idea of law and political society; and in the end would destroy all civil liberty
by rendering its protection impossible : but the glory of the English law con.
sists in clearly defining the times, the causes, and the extent, when, wherefore,

and to what degree, the *imprisonment of the subject may be lawful. ['134
This it is which induces the absolute necessity of expressing upon every
commitment the reason for which it is made: that the court upon a hahe._s
corpus may examine into its validity, and, according to the circumstances of the
case, may discharge, admit to bail, or remand the prisoner. _

And yet, early in the reign of Charles I., the court of king's bench, relying
on some arbitral T precedents, (and those perhaps misunderstood,) deter-
mined(1) that they could not upon a habeas corTus either bail or deliver a
prisoner, though committed without any cause assigned, in case he was com-
mitted by the special command of the king. or by the lords of the privy
council. This drew on a parliamentary inquiry, and produced the pet_twn
of right, 3 Car. I. which recites this illegal judgment, and enacts that no fi-ee-
man hereafter shall be so imprisoned or detained. :But when, in the following
year, _Ir. Selden and others were committed by the lords of the council, in
pursuance of his majesty's special command, under a general charge of
"notable contempts and stirring up sedition against the king and government,"
the judges delayed for two terms (including also the long vacation) to dehver
an opinion how far such a charge was bailable. And when at length they
agreed that it was, they, however, annexed a condition of finding sureties for
the good behaviour, which still protracted their imprisonment, the chief justice,
Sir :Nicholas Ityde, at the same time declaring(m) that "if they were again

2 Inst. 615. (k) Book 1 ch. l.

_f Corn Jourl Apr. 1628. (') State T ...... 136. (-) Ib,d. 240.

:_I_ has been decided by the Supreme Court of the United States that th._t tribunal
has authority to issue _ habeas corpus where a person is imprisoned under the warrant
or order of any other court. It is in the nature of a writ of error to examine the legality
of the commitment. As it is the exercise of the appellate power of the court to award
the writ. it is within its jurisdiction to do so. It is revising the effect of the process of
the inferior court under which the prisoner is detained, and is not the exercise of
original jurisdiction. :But the Supreme Court has no appellate jurisdiction in criminal
cases confided to it by the laws of the United States, and hence will not grant a habeas
corpus where a party has been committed for a contempt adjudged by a court of compe-
tent jurisdiction, nor require into the sufficiency of the cause of commitment. Ex jv_r_
Kearney, 7 Wheat, 38. t_x parte Tobias Watkins, 3 Peters, 193. S.C. 7 Peters, 56_.
But neither the Supreme Court nor any other court of the United States, nor judge
thereof, can issue a habea_ corpus to bring up a prisoner who is in custody under a sen-
tence or execution of a State court for any other purpose than to be used ss u witnesa.
Ex parte Dorr, 3 Howard. 103. The court on a habeas corpus cannot look behind the
Bentence where the court had jur'__dictmn. Johnson vs. The United Stateq ._ McLean

[_9.----_StL_BSWOOD. 05
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remanded for that cause perhaps the court would not afterwards grant a habea_
corpus, being already made acquainted with the cause of the imprisonment."
:But this was heard with indignation and astonishment by every lawyer pro.
, .... sent: according to Mr. Solden's own(n) account of the matter, whose

l_j _resentment was not cooled at the distance of four-and-twenty years.
These pitiful evasions gave rise to the statute 16 Car. I. c. 10, § 8, whereby

it is enacted that if any person be committed by the king himself in person,
Or by his privy council, or by any of the members thereof, he shall have
granted unto him, without any delay upon any pretence whatsoever, a writ
of habeas corpus, upon demand or motion made to the court of king's bench
or common pleas; who shall thereupon, within three court-days after the return
is made, examine and determine the legality of such commitment, and do wha_
to justice shall appertain, in deliverinff, bailing, or remanding such prisoner.
Yet still, in the case of Jenks, before alluded to,(o) who in 1676 was committed
by the king in council for a turbulent speech at Guildhall,(p) new shifts and
devices were made use of to prevent his enlargement by law, the chief justice
(as well as the chancellor) declining to award a writ of habeas corpus ad sub.
jiciendum in vacation, though at last he thought proper to award the usual writs
ad deliberandum, &c., whereby the prisoner was discharged at the Old Bailey.
Other abuses had also crept into daily practice which had in some measure de.
feared the benefit of this great constitutional remedy. The party imprisoning
was at liberty to delay his obedience to the first writ, and might wait till a
second and a third, called an alias and a plur_es, were issued, before he produced
the party, and many other vexatious shifts were practised to detain state-pri-
soners in custody. But whoever will attentively consider the English history
may observe that the flagrant abuse of any power by the crown or its ministers
has always been productive of a struggle, which either discovers the exercise
of that power to be contrary to law, or (if legal) restrains it for the future.
This was the case in the present instance. The oppression of an obscure indi-
vidual gave birth to the thmous habeas corpus act, 31 Car. II. c. 2, which is

"136] frequently *considered as another.magna carta(q) of the kingdom; and b3"
consequence and analogy has also m subsequent times reduced the general

method of proceedings on these writs (though not within the reach of that statute.
but issuing merely at the common law) to the true standard of law and liberty.

The statute itself enacts, 1. That on complaint and request in writing
by or on behalf of any person committed and charged with any cr_me,
(unless committed fox" treason or felony expressed in the warrant; or as ac-
cessory, or on suspicion of being accessory, before the fact, to any petit-
treason or felony; or upon suspicion of such petit-treason or felony, plainly
expressed in the warrant ; or unless he is convicted or charged in execution by
legal process,) the lord chancellor or any of the twelve judges, in vacation,
upon viewing a copy of the warrant, or affidavit that a copy is denied, shall
(unless the party has neglected for two terms to apply to any court for his
enlar,*ement) award a hetbeas corpus fi_r such prisoner, returnable immediate]
befol"_ himself or any other of the judges ; and upon the return made shall disy-
charge the party, if bailable, upon giving security to appear and answer to the
accusation in the proper court of judicature. 2. That such writs shall be en-
dorsed as granted in pursuance of this act, and signed by the person awarding
tkem 3. That the writ shall be returned and the prisoner brought up within a
limit,fl time, according to the distance, not exceeding in any case twenty days.
4. That officers and keepers neglecting to make due returns, or not delivering to
the ]_risoner or his agent within six hours after demand a copy of the warrant of
_cmmitmcnt, or shifting the custody of a prisoner from one to another without
sufficient reason or authority, (specified in the act,) shall for the first offence
forfeit 100l., and for the second offence 200l., to the party grieved, and be di_

(_) ".Etlam judwum tune Frlmar_u$. n_si illud faceremuS_ *clentlor_bus hie unlwrMs eensi_um." Irind_. Mar.
,eseript_ {lhu$ forensis, qu_ hbertatls per_onah* om_zmod_ edit A_. 1653.
vi_,_¢ leg_lzmus est .fete sx_lus, usum omn_mod_ palam (a) Page 132.
_re_untiav_t (sui semper s_m,hs) hems perpebuo _n po_temtm (_) State Tr wi. 471.
_,gandum _od, uS od_ostss_mum jur_ prod_g_m, (_) See book i oh. 1,

_a
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abled _o hold his office. 5. That no person once delivered by habeas corIus
shall be recommitted for the same offence, on penalty of 50U/. 6. That every
person committed for treason or felony shall, if he requires it the first week of

the next term, or the first day of the next session of *oyer and ter- ['137miner, be indicted in that term or session, or else admitted to bail:
unless the king's witnesses cannot be produced at that time : and if acquitted,
or if not indicted and tried in the second term or session, lie shall be dis-
charged from his imprisonment for such imputed offence : but that no person,
after the assizes shall be open tbr the county in wlfich he is detained, slmll be
removed by habeas corpus, till after the assizes are ended, but shall be left to the
justice of the judges of assize. 7. That any such prisoner may move for and
obtain his habeas corpus as well out of the chancery or exchequer as out of' the
king's bench or common pleas ; and the lord chancellor or judges denying the
same, on sight of the warrant or oath that the same is refused, forfeit severally
to the party grieved the sum of 500/. 8. That this writ of habeas corpus shall
run into the counties palatine, cinque ports, and other privileged places, and
the islands of Jersey. and Guernsey. ...9 That no inhabitant of Eu_landb (excep
persons contracting, or convicts praying, to be transported, or having committed
some capital offence in the place to which they are sent) shall be sent prisoner
to Scotland, Ireland, Jersey, Guernsey, or any places beyond the seas, within or
_rithout the king's dominions, on pain that the party committing, his advisers,
aiders, and assistants, shall forfeit to the party aggrieved a sum not less than
500/., to be recovered with treble costs; shall be disabled to bear any office of
trust or profit; shall incur the penalties of pr_vmunire; and shall be incapable
of the king's pardon.

This is the substance of that great and important statute : which extends (we
may observe) only to the case of commitments for such criminal charge, as can
produce no inconvenience to public justice by a temporary enlargement of the
prisoner : all other cases of unjust imprisonment being left to the habeas corpus
at common law. But even upon writs at the common law it is now expected
by the court, agreeable to anticnt precedents(r) and the spirit ot the act of par-
liament, that the writ should be immediately obeyed, withou _ waiting for any

*alias or pluries; otherwise an attachment will issue. By which a, hnirable ['188
regulations, judicial as well as parliamentary, the remedy is now com-
plete for removing the injury of unjust and illegal confinement. A remedy the
more necessary, because the oppression does not always arise from the il_
nature, but sometimes from the mere inattention, of government. For it fi'e
quently happens in foreign countries (and has happened in England during tern
porary suspensions(s) of the statute) that persons apprehended upon suspicion
have suffered a long imprisonment, merely because they were forgotten? _

The satisfactory remedy for this injury of false imprisonment, is by an actiml
(_') 4 Burr. 856. (_) See book i. page 136.

Besides the efficacy of the writ of habeas corpus in liberating the subject from illegal
confinement in a public prison, it also extends its influence to remove every undust
restraint of personal freedom in private hfe. though imposed by a husband or a father ;
but when women or infants are brought before the court by a habeas corpus, the court
will only set them free from an unmerited or unreasonable confinement, and will not
determine the validity of a marriage, or the right to the guardianship, but will leave
them at liberty to choose where they will go; and if there be any reason to apprehend
that they wiU be seized in returning from the court, they will be sent home under the
protection of an officer. But if a child is too young to have any discretion of its own,
then the court will deliver it into the custody of its parent or the person who appears to
be its legal guardian. See 3 Burr. 1434, where all the prior cases are considered by lord
]kIansfield. In a late case (Moore and Fitzgibbon} the court refused to permit an inquiry.
whether a child born during wedlock was the offspring of the former or the latter, but
on a writ of habeas corpu,_directed that the child, an infant under three years of age.
should be restored to the former, who was the husband of the child's mother. _I. T.
1825, K. B.

If an equivocal return is made to a habeas corycz, the court will immediately grant am
attachment. 5 T. R. 89.---CHR_STIA._.
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of trespass vi et armis, usually called an action of false imprisonment; which is
bgenerally, and almost unavoidably, accompanied with a charge of assault and

attery also i and there'n the party shall recover damages for the injury he hat_
received; and also the defendant is, as for all other injuries committed with
force, or vi et armis, liable to pay a fine to the king for the violation of the pablio
peace. 2a

III. With regard to the third absolute right of individuals, or that of priva[_
property, though the enjoyment of it, when acquired, is strictly a personal right;
yet as its nature and original, and the means of its acquisition or loss, fell more
directly under our second general division, of the rights of th_ngs; and as, of
course, the wrongs that affect these rights must be referred to the corresponding
division in the present book of our commentaries; I conceive it will be more
commodious and easy to consider together, rather than in a separate view, the
injuries that may be offered to the enjoyment, as well as to the rights, of property.
And therefore I shall here conclude the head of injuries affecting the absolute
xlghts of' individuals.

We are next to contemplate those which affect their relatwe rights; or such as
are incident to persons considered as members of society, and connected to each

other by various *ties and relations; and, in particular, such injuries as"139]
may be done to persons under the four following relations: husband

and wife, parent and child, guardian and ward, master and servant.
I. Injuries that may be offered to a person, considered as a husband, are

principally three : abduction, or taking away a man's wife ; adultery, or criminal
conversation with her; and beating or otherwise abusing her. 1. As to the
first sort, abductwn, or taking her away, this may either be by fraud and per-
suasion, or open violence: though the law in both cases supposes force and
constraint, the wife having no power to consent; and therefore gives a remedy
by writ of ravishment, or action of tresTass vi et arm;s, de uxore ra2ta et abducta.(t)
This action lay at the common law; and thereby the husband shall recover, not
the possession(u) of his wife, but damages for taking her away : and by statute
Westm. 1, 3 Edw. I. c. 13, the offender shall also be imprisoned two years, and
be fined at the pleasure of the king. Both the king and the husband may there-
fore have this action ;(w) and the husband is also entitled to recover damages in
an action on the case against st_ch as persuade and entice the wife to live se-
parate from him without a sufficient cause.(x) The old law was so strict in this
point, that if one's wife missed her way upon the road, it was not lawful for
another man to take her into his house, unless she was benighted and in danger
of being lost or drowned ;(y) but a stranger might carry her behind him on
horseback to market to a justice of the peace for a warrant against her husband,
or to the spiritual court to sue for a divorce.(z) 2. Adultery, or criminal conver-
sation with a man's wife, though it is, as a public crime, left by our lawb to the
coercion of the spiritual courts; yet, considered as a civil injury, (and surely
there can be no greater,) the law gives a satisfaction to the husband for it by
action of trespass vi et armis against the adulterer, wherein the damages reco-

vered are usually *very large and exemplary. But these are properly
"140] increased and diminished by circumstances ;(a) as the rank and fortune
of the plaintiff and defbndant; the relation or connection between theml the
seduction or otherwise of the wife, founded on her previous behaviour and cha-
racter; and the husband's obligation, by settlement cr otherwise, to provide for
those children, which he cannot but suspect to be spurious. In this case, and
upon indictments for polygamy, a marriage in fact must be proved ; though
generally, in other cases, reputation and cohabitation are sufficient evidence of

t) F. N. B. 89. (Y)Bro Abr. tit Trespaas, 213.
u) 2 Inst. 42,4. (t) Bro Abr. 207, 440.

_) Ibid. (a) Law of _hr_n.Prin.%26.
(z) Law of _si Prl'us, 74.

_Since the Common-Law Procedure Act, 1852, this fine to the king (for which
formerly judgment was awarded by the court as a matter of form) no longer appearB hi
th_ ;udgment.--STxw_,aT
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marriage. (b) The third injury is that of beating a man's wife, or otherwise ill
using her; for which, if it he a common assault, battery, or imprisonment, the
law gives the usual remedy to recover damages, by action of trespass wet armis.
which must be brought in the names of the h-usband and wife join-tly; but if the
beating or other real-treatment be very enormous, so that thereby the husband
is deprived for any time of the company and assistance ofhls with, the law then
gives him a separate remedy by an action of trespass, in nature of an action upon
the ease, for this ill usage, per quod consortium amuser; in which he shah recover
a satisfaction in damages.(c)

II. Injuries that may be offered to a person considered in the relation of a
parent _ were likewise of two kinds : 1. Abduction, or taking his children away ;
and, 2. Marrying his son and heir without the father's consent, whereby during
the continuance of the military tenures he lost the value of his marriage. But
this last injury is now ceased, togcther with the right upon which it was grounded;
for, the father being no longer entitled to the value of the marriage, the marry-
ing his heir does him no sort of injury for which a civil action will lie, As to
the other_ of abduction, or taking away the children from the father, that is also
a matter of doubt whether it be a civil injury- or no ; for, before the abolition of
the tenure in chivalry_ it was equally a doubt whether an action would lie fbr

taking and carrying away *any other child besides the heir; some hold- ['141
ing that it would not, upon the supposition that the only ground or
cause of action was losing the value of the heir's marriage ; and others holding
that an action would lie for taking away any of the children, for that the parent
hath an interest in them all, to provide for their education.(d) if_ therefor%
before the abolition of these tenures, it was an injury to the father to take away
the rest &his children, as well as his heir, (as I am inclined to think it was,) it
still remains an injury, and is remediable by writ of ravishment or action of tres-

(_) Burr. 2057. (9 Cro Jac 501, 538. (a) Cro. Elm. 770.

s, See in general, Bac. Abr. :_£aster & Servant, O. Selw. :N. P. Master &Servant. It has
been disputed, but the better opmmn is, that the father has an interest in his legitimate
child, sufficient to enable him to support an action m that character, for taking the child
away, he being entitled to the custody of it. Cro. Eliz. 770. 23 Vin 451. 2 P. Wms. 116.
3 Co. 38. 5 East, 221. No modern i1_stance, however, of such action can be adduced;
and it is now usual for the father to bring his action for any injury done to hls child, as
for debauching her, or beating him or her, in the character of master, per quod scrwt_um
amlsit, in which case some evidence must be adduced of service. 5 T. R. 360, 361.

In an action for debauching plaintiff's daughter, as his servant, it is necessary to prove
her residence with him : and some acts of service, though the most trifling, are sufficient.
See 2 T. R. 167. 2 N. R. 476. 6 East, 387. It is unnecessary to prove any contract of
service. Peake's R. 253. But if the seduction take, place whale she is residing elsewhere,
and she in consequence return to her father, he cannot maintain the action, (5 East, 45,)

" unless she be absent with his consent, and with the intention of returning, although she
be of age, (lb. 47, n ;) or if the defendant engaged her as his servant, and induced her to
live in his house as such, with intent to seduce her. 2 Starkie Rep. 493. If she hve in
another family, the person with whom she resides may maintain the action, (11 East. 24.
5 East, 45. 2 T. R. 4 ;) and the jury are not limited in their verdict to the mere loss ot
service. 11 East, 24. The daughter is a competent witness, ( 2 Stra. 1064,) and, though
not essential, the omission to call her would be open to observation. Holt's R. 451. Ex-
penses actually incurred should be proved, and a physician's fee, unless actually pald,
cannot be recovered. 1 Starkie R. 287. The state and situatmn of the family at tho
time should be proved in aggravation of damages, (3 Esp. R. 119 ;) and, if so, that the
defendant professed to visit the family and was received as the suitor of the daughter.
5 Price, 641. It has been said that evidence to prove that defendant prevailed by "i
promise of marriage is inadmissible. 3 Camp. 519. Pe,_ke L. E. 355. See 5 Prme, 641
And no evidence of the daughter's general character for chastltv is admissible, unless it
_s impugned. 1 Camp. 460. 3 Camp. 519. The defendant may, in mitigation of da-
mages, adduce any evidence of the improper, negligent, and imprudent conduct of the
plaintiff himself; as where he knew that defendant was a married man, and allowed his
visits in the probability of a divorce, lord Kenyon held the action could not be main
rained. Peake R. 240. And evidence may be given, on an inquisition of damages in aB
action for seduction, that the defendant visited at the plaintiff's house for the purpose
of paying his addresses to the daughter, with an intention of marriage. 5 Price, 641.--
Cs,_Tr. 95
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pass vi e_ arrais, de filio, vel filia, ratio vel abdueto ;(e) in the same manner as the
husband ma_ have it on account of the abduction of his wife.

III. Of a similar nature to the last is the relation of' guardian and ward; and
the like actions mutatis mutandis, as are given to fathers, the guardian also has
for recovery of damages, when his ward is stolen or ravished away fi'om him.(f)
And though guardianship in chivalry is now totally abolished, which was the
only beneficial kind of guardianship to the guardian, yet the guardian in soeago
was always(g) and is still entitled to an action of ravishment, if his ward or pupil
be taken from him i but then he must account to his pupil for the damages which
he so rccovers.(h) And, as a guardian in socage was also entitled at common
law to a writ of right of ward, de custodza terrce et hxredis, in order to recover the
possession and custody of the infant,(/) so I apprehend that he is still entitled to
sue out this antiquated right. But a more speedy and summary method of re-
dressing all complaints relative to wards and guardians hath of late obtained by
an application to the court of chancery ; which is the supreme guardian, and
has the superintendent jurisdiction, of all the infants in the kingdom. Xnd it is
expressly provided by statute 12 Car. II. c. 24 that testamentary guardians may
• l_tu 1 maintain an action of ravishment or trespass, for recovery of *any of

_="J their wards, and also for damages to be applied to the use and benefit
of the infants.(k)

IV. To the relation between master and servant, and the rights accruing
therefrom, there are two "species of injuries incident. The one is, retaining
a man's hired servant before his time is expired ; the other is, beating or con-
fining him in such a manner that he is not able to perform his work. As
to the first, the retaining another person's servant during the time he has agreed
to serve his present master; this, as it is an ungentlemanlike, so it is also an
illegal, act. :For every master has by his contract purchased for a valuable con-
sideration the service of his domestics for a limited time : the inveigling or hiring
his servant, which induces a breach of this contract, is therefore an injury to
the master; and for that injury the law has given him a remedy by a special
action on tile case i and he may also have an action against the servant for the
non-performance of his agreement.(/) But, if the new master was not apprized
of the former contract, no action lies against him,(m) unless he refilses to restore
the servant, upon demand. The other point of injury is that of beating, con-
fining, or disabling a man's servant, which depends upon the same principle as
the last ; viz., the property which the master has by his contract acquired in the
labour of the servant. In this case, besides the remedy of an action of battery
or imprisonment, which the servant himself as an individual may have against
the aggressor, the master also, as a recompense for his immediate loss, may maim
tain an action of trespass vi et arm;s; in which he must allege and prove the
special damage he has sustained by the beating of his servant, Ter quod servitium
amisit;(n) and then the jury will make him a proportionable pecuniary satis-
faction. _ A similar practice to which we find also to have obtained among

(9 F. N. B. 90. (k) 2 P. Wins. 108.
(.r) F. N B. 139. (_) F N. B 167.
(g) Ibid. (m)lb_d. Winch. 51.
(a) lIale on F N.B. 139. (n) 9 lCep 118. 10 Rep. 330.
(') F. N. B. 139

,6Even in case of debauching, beating, or injuring a child, the father cannot sue with-
out alleging and proving that he sustained some loss of service, or at least that he wa_
obhged to recur expense in endeavouring to cure his child. 5 East, 45. 6 East, 391.
11 East, 23. Sir T. Raym. 259. And if it appear m evidence that the child was of such
tender years as to be incapable of affording any assistance, then he cannot sustain any
action. The rules and principles in support of this doctrine were elucidated in the ie-
cent case of Hall vs. Hollander, decided 14th November, 1825, M. T., and in which the
plaintiff declared in trespass for driving a chaiae on the highway against plaintiff's son
and servant, by means whereof he was thrown down and his skull fractured.

The lord chief-justme was of opinion that the action could not be maintained in this
form, inasmuch as the declaration was founded upon the loss of the services of a child
who. from his tender years, (being only two years of age,) was incapable of performing
any acts of sem-ic_, and therefore directed a nonsuit ; which was confirmed by the oourt.--
CHITTY.
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the Athenians ; where masters were entitled to an action against such as beat or
ill treated their servants.(of s

*We may observe that_n these relative iniuries, notice is only taken r,l,_

of the. wrong, done to the superior of the. p_rties related, by the breach _ _u
and dissolution of either the relation itself, or at least the advantages aeermng
therefrom ; while the loss of the inferior by such injm'ies is totally unregarded.
One reason for which may be this : that the inferior hath no kind of property
in the company, care, or assistance of the superior, as the superior is held to
have in those of the inferior; and therefore the inferior can suffer no loss or in-
jury. The wife cannot recover damages for beating her husband, for she hath
no separate interest in any thing during her coverture. The child hath no pro.
perty in his fitther or guardian _ as they have in him, for the sake of giving him
education and nurture. Yet the wife or the child, if the husband or parent be
slain have a peculiar species of criminal prosecution allowed them, in the nature
of a civil satisfaction; which is called an appeal, '_' and which will be considered
in the next book. And so the servant, whose master is disabled, does not
therebylose his maintenance or wages. IIe had no property in his master; and
if he receives his part of the stipulated contract, he suffers no injt;ry, and is
therefore entitled to no action, for any battery or imprisonment which such
master may happen to endure. _s

(o) Pott Antlq b, i. c 26.

It appears to be a remarkable omission in the law of England, which with such scru-
pulous solicitude guards the rights of indiwduals and secures the morals and good order
of the community, that it should have afforded so httle protection to t_male chastity.
It is true that it has defended it by the punishment of death, fi-om force and wolence,
but has left it exposed to perhaps greater danger fl'om the artifices and sohclmtlons of
seduction. In no case whatever, unless she has had a promise of marriage, can a woman
herself obtain any reparation for the injury _he has sustained from the seducer of her
virtue. And even where her weakness and credulity have been imposed upon by the
most solemn promises of marriage, unless they have been overheard or made in writing,
she cannot recover any compensation, being incapable of giving evidence in her own
cause. Nor c_n a parent maintain any action in the temporal courts against the person
who has done this wrong to his family, and to his honour and happiness, but by stating
_nd proving that from _he consequences of the seduction his daughter is less able to
assist him as a servant, or that the seducer, in the pursui_ of his daughter, was a tres-
passer upon his premises. Hence no action can be maintained for the seduc_mn of a
daughter, which is not attended with a loss of serwce or an lnjur_._to property. Ther,_-
fore, in that action for seduction which is in most general use, wz, a per _fuodserv_huT_{
am_sit, the father must prove that his daughter, when seduced, actually assisted in some
degree, however inconsiderable, in the housewifery of his family ; and that she has been
rendered less serviceable to him by her pregnancy ; or the actmn would probably be sus-
tained upon the ewdence of a eonsumptmn, or any other disorder, contracted by the
daughter, in consequence of her seduction, or of her shame and sorrow for the violation
of her honour. It is immaterial what is the age of the daughter; but it is necessary that
_t the time of the seduction she should be living in, or be considered part of, her father's
family. 4 Burr. 1878. 3 Wfls. 18. It should seem that this action m_y be brought by a
grandfather, brother, uncle, aunt, or any relation under the protection of whom, in loco

arentis, a woman resides, especially if the case be such that she can bring no action
er_,elf; but the courts would not permit a person to be punished twice by exemplary

damages for the same injury. 2 T. R. 4.
Another action for seduction is a common action for trespass, which may be brought

when the seducer has illegally entered the father's house; m which action the debauch-
ing his daughter may be stated and proved as an aggravation of the trespass. 2 T. R.
166. Or where the seducer carries off the daughter from the father's house, an actmn
might be brought for enticing away his servant,_though I have never known an instance
of an action of this nature.

In the two last-mentioned actions the seduction may be proved, though it may not
have been followed by the consequences of pregnancy.

These are the only actions which have been extencled by the modern ingenuity of the
courts to enable an unhappy parent to recover a recompense, under certain circum-
stances, for the injury he has sustained by the seduction of his daughter.---C_RisTIa.'_.

_TNow abolished, by statute 59 Gee. III. c. 46.--CHIzTV.
,6The wife or the child, if the husband or parent were slain, had, indeed, until lately,10l
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CHAPTER IX.

OF INJURIES TO PERSONAL PROPERTY.

.... *IN the preceding chapter we considered the wrongs or injuries that
lt_j affected the rights of persons, either considered as individuals, or as re-

lated to each other; and are at present to enter upon the discussion of such
injuries as affect the rights of property, together with the remedies which the
law has given to repair or redress them.

And here again we must ibllow our former division(a) of property into per
sonal and real : personal, which consists in goods, money, and all other movable
chattels, and things thereufito incident; a property which may attend a man's
person wherever he goes, and from thence receives its denomination : and real
property, which consists of such things as are permanent, fixed, and immovable;
as lands, tenements, and hereditaments of all kinds, which are not annexed to the
person, nor can be moved from the place in which they subsist.

*First, then, we are to consider the injuries that may be offered to the
"145] rights of personal property; and, of these, first the rights of personal

roperty in possession, and then those that are in aetwn only.(b)
P I. The rights of personal property in possession ave liable to two species of
injuries : the amotion or deprivation of that possession ; and the abuse or damage
of the chattels while the. possession continues in the legal owner. The former,
or deprivation of possessmn, is also divisible into two branches; the unjust and
unlawful taking them away i and the unjust detaining them, though the original
taking might be lawful.

1. And first of an unlawful taking. The right of property in all external
things being solely acquired by occupancy, as has been formerly stated,
and preserved and transferred by grants, deeds, and wills, which are a con-
tinuation of that occupancy; it follows, as a necessary consequence, that when I
have once gained a rightful possession of any goods or chattels, either by a just
occupancy or by a legal transfer, whoever either by fraud or force dispossesses
me of them, is guilty of a transgression against the law of society, which is a
kind of secondary law of nature. For there must be an end of all social com-
merce between man and man, unless private possessions be secured from unjust
invasions : and, if an acquisition of goods by either force or fi_aud were allowed
to be a sufficient title, all property would soon be confined to the most strong,
or the most cunning; and the weak and simple-minded part of mankind (which
is by far the most numerous division) could never be secure of their possessions.

The wron. gful taking of goods being thus most clearly, an injury,, the next con-
sideration is, what remedy the law of England has given for it. And this is, in
the first place, the restitution of the goods themselves so wrongfu!ly taken, with

*146] *damages for the loss sustained by such unjust invasmn; which iseflbcted by action of replevin; an institution which the Mirror(c) as-
cribes to Glanvil, chief justice to king Henry the Second. This obtains only in
one instance of an unlawful taking, that of a wrongful distress :_ and this and

(a) See book 1, ch. 2. (b) Book n oh. 25. (_) C. 2, _ 6.

a peculiar species of criminal prosecution allowed them, in the nature of a civil satis-
tkction, which was called an appeal. See Public Wrongs, vol. iv. c. 27. Ashford _8.
Thornton, 1 B. & A. 405.

This is now abolished, (59 Geo. III. c. 46 ;) but they can recover damages for the
injury sustained by the death of the husband or parent, under the 9 & 10 Vict. c. 93._
_TEWART.

1While the general rule in the United States accords with the law as established in
England, that replevin, though not confined to cases of distress for rent, only lies where
there has been an unlawful taking, (Pangburn vs. Patndge, 7 Johns. 140. Byrd _s.
O'Hanlin, 1 Rep Con. Ct. 401. Daggett vs. Robbins, 2 Blackf. 415. Wright _s. Arm-
m_rong, Brun. 130. Rector vs. Chevaher, 1 _issouri, 345,) yet in some of the States it i_
a]dowed and used as a remedy wherever one man claims goods in the possession of an-
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_he action of detinue (of which I shall presently say more) are almost the only
actions in which the actual specific possession of the identical personal _hattel
is restored to the proper owner. For things personal are looked upon by the
law as of a nature so transitory and perishable, that it is for the most part impos-
sible either to ascertain their identity, or to restore them in the same condition as
when they came to the hands of the wrongful possessor. And, since it is a maxim
that "lex neminem cog_t ad vana, se_t impossibilia," it therefore contents itself in
general with restoring, not the thing itself, but a pecuniary equivalent, to the
party injured ; by giving him a satisfaction in damages. :But in the case of a
&;stress, the goods are ii'om the first taking in the custody of the law, and not
merely in that of the distrainor; and therefbre they may not only be identified,
but also restored to their first possessor, without any material change in their
condition. And, being thus in the custody of the law, the taking them back by
force is looked upon as an atrocious injury, and denominated a rescous, fo_ which
the distrainor has a remedy in damages, either by writ of rescous,(d) in case they
were going to the pound, or by writ de parco fracto, or pound-breaeh,(e) in case
they were actually impounded. He may also at his option bring an action on
the case for this injury; and shall therein, if the distress were taken for rent,
recover treble damages.( f) The term rescous is likewise applied to the forcible
de!ivery of a defendant,'when arrested, from the officer who is carrying him to
prison. In which circumstances the plaintiff has a similar remedy by action on

the case, or of rescous:(g) or, if the sheriff makes a return of such *res- [*I47cous to the court out of which the process issued_ the rescuer will be
punished by attachment.(h)

An action of replevin, the regular way of contesting the validity of the
transaction, is founded, I said, upon a distress taken wrongfully and without
sufficient cause ; being a re-delivery of the pledge,(/) or thing taken in distress,
to the owner, upon his giving security to try the right of the distress, and to
restore it if the right be adjudged against him :(j) after which the distrainor
may keep it till tender made of sufficient amends; but must then re-deliver
it to the owner.(k) And formerly, when the party distrained upon intended to
dispute the right of the distress, he had no other process by the old common
law than by a writ of replevin, re2Iegiari facias;(l) which issued out of
_hancery, commanding the sheriff to deliver the distress to the owner, and
afterwards to do justice in respect of the matter in dispute in his own county-
court. But this being a tedious method of proceeding, the beasts or other

oods were long detained from the owner, to his great loss and damage.(m)
or which reason the statute of Marlbridge(n) directs that (without suing

a writ out of the chancery) the sheriff immediately upon plaint to him

made shall proceed to replevy the goods. And, for the greater ease of the
parties, it is further provided, b5 statu_e 1 P. & hi. c. 12, that the sheriff shall
make at least four deputies in each county, for the sole purpose of making
replevins. Upon application therefore_ either to the sheriff or one of his sa.,d

(_) F. N. B. 101. (Q Co. Litt. 145.

t_) II_ud 100 _8 Rep 147.Star 2 W and M Sess. 1, c. 5. F N. B. 68.
(o) 6 Mod. 211 (_) 2 Inst 139.
(h) Cro Jac. 419. Salk. 586. (m)52 Hem III. e. 2L
(I) See page 13.

o_her and seeks to recover them specifically. Weaver vs. Lawrence, 1 Dall. 156. Cuilum
w. Bevans, 6 llar. & J. 469.

It is either in the det_netor det_nult. Where the sheriffdelivers the goods to the plaintiff
the declaration is in the det_nu_t,and the plaintiff recovers only damages for the detention.
In such ease, if the defendant recover, there is a general verdict for the defendant and
damages for the detention, on which there is a judgment pro retorno habendoand for the
damages. Easton vs. Worthington, 5 Serg. & R. 130. Where the goods are not delivered
to the plaintiff, but are allowed to remain in the defendant's possession upon his claim
of property and giving a bond for their forthcoming, or where the goods have been
eloigned, the declaration is m the detinet. The plaintiff recovers the value of the goods
in damages; or, if the defendant recovers, it is by a general verdict in his favour. Bowez
V_. Tallman, 5 Watts & Serg. 556.----SnARSWOOD.

10S
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depu{ies, security is to be given, in pursuance of the statute of Westm. 2, 1_
Edw. I. c. 2 : 1. That the party replevying will pursue his action against the
distrainor, fbr which purpose he puts in plegios de Trosequendo, or pledges to
prosecute; and, 2. That if the right be determined against him he will retm'n
the distress again ; for which purpose he is also bound to find plegios de retorno

• 148] *habendo. Besides these pledges, the sufficiency of which is discretion-ary and at the peril of the sheriff, the statute 11 Gee. IL c. 19 require_
that the officer granting a replevin on a distress for rent shall take a bond with
two sureties in a sum of double the value of the goods distrained, conditioned
to prosecute the suit with effect and without delay, and for the return of the
goods; which bond shall be assigned to the avowant or person making cog-
nizance, on request made to the officer; and if forfeited may be sued in the
name of the assignee. 2 And certainly, as the end of all distresses is only to com-
pel the party distrained upon to satisfy the debt or duty owing from him, this
end is as well answered by such sufficient sureties as by retaining the very dis-
tress, which might frequently occasion great inconvenience to the owner; and
that the law never wantonly inflicts• The sheriff on receiving such security
is immediately, by his officers, to cause the chattels taken in distress to be re-
stored into the possession of the party distrained upon; unless the distrainor
claims a property m the goods so taken. ]_or if bt this method of d,stress the din-
trainer happens to come again into possession of his own property in goods which
before he had lost, the law allows him to keep them, without any reference to
the manner by which he thus has gained possession, being a kind of personal
remitter.(o) If therefore the distrainor claims any such property, the partl
rcplevying must sue out a writ de proprwtate probanda, in which the sheriff' is to
u'y, by an inquest, in whom the property previous to the distress subsisted.(p)
And if it be found to be in the distrainor, the sheriff can proceed no further,
but must return the claim of property to the court of king's bench or common
pleas, to be there further prosecuted, if thought advisable, and there finally
dctermined.(q)

But if no claim of property be put in, or if (upon trial) the sheriff's inquest de-
termines it against the d_strainor; then the sheriff is to rcplevy the goods (making
• 14 ° 1 use of even force, *if' the distrainor makes rcsistance)(r) in case the goods

_J be found within his county. But if the distress be carried out of the
county, or concealed, then the sheriff may return that the goods, or beasts, are
eloigned, elongata, carried to a distance, to places to him unknown ; and there-
upol_ the party replevying shall have a writ of capias in withernam, in vet;to
(or more properly repet_to) namw ; a term which signifies a second or reciprocal
distress,(s) in lien of the first which was eloigned. It is therefore a command
to the sheriff to take other goods of the distrainor in lieu of the distress for-

(a)See page 19. (r) 2 Inst. lq3,
(_') Finch, L. 316, (,) Smath's Commonw. b. liic. 10. 2 Inst. 141. HickeW_
(¢) Co Iatt. 145. Fmcl_ L. 450. Th_au_. 164.

s :But for the greater ease of the parties it is now provided, by star. 19 &20 ¥ict. c. 108,
{_ 63-66, that the registrar of the county court of the district in which the distress is
taken shall grant replevins. Upon application therefore to the registrar, security is te
be given by the replevisor for such an amount as the registrar shall deem sufficient to
cover the rent or damage, in respect of which the distress was made and the costs of the
_ction which is to ibllow, that he will pursue his action against the distrainor either in
one of the superior courts of law or in the county court.

If the replewsor elects to sue in a superior court, the bond must be conditioned,--1,
that the party replevymg shall commence an action of replevin within om_ week, and

rosecme the same w,th effect and wlthout delay; 2, that, unless judgment be obtained
y defatTlt, he shall prove e_t_erthat he had good ground for believing that the t/t/e to

some corporeal or incorporeal hereditament,.or to some toll-market, fair, or franchise,
was in question, or that the rent or damage m respect of which the distress was made
exceeded twenty pounds ; and, 3, that he shall make a return of the goods, if a return
thereof shall be adjudged.

If the replevisor elects to sue in the county court, the bond shall be conditioned,--1,
commence the action w_thin one month and to prosecute the same without delay;

_,.d, 2, to make a return of the goods, if a return be ordered.--K_Ra.
i0t
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merly taken, and eloigned, or withheld from the owner.(t) So tllat here is no_
distress against distress: one being taken to answer the other by way of repri
sat,(u) and as a punishment for the illegal behaviour of the original distrainor.
For which reason goods taken in withernam cannot be replevicd till the original
distress is forthcoming.(v)

But in common cases the goods are delivered back to the party replevying_
who is then bound to bring his action of replevin, which may be proseculed in
the county-court) be the distress of what value it may.(w) :But either par_y may
remove it to the superior courts of king's bench or common pleas, by writ of
recordari or pone;(x) the plaintiff at pleasure, the defendant upon reasonable
cause;(y) and also, if in the course of' proceeding any right of freehold comes

• in question, the sheriff can proceed no further ,(z) so that it is usual to carry

sit up in the first instance to the courts o1' Westminster hall." *Upon ['150this action brought, and declaration delivered, the distrainor, who is now
the defendant_ makes avowry; that is, he avows taking the distress in his own
right, or the right of his wife;(a) and sets forth the reason of it, as for rent-arrere,
damage done, or other cause: or else, if he justifies in another's right as his
bailiff or servant, he is said to make cogntzance; that is, he acknowledges the
taking, but insists that such taking was legal, as he acted by the command of
one who had a right to distrain; and on the truth and legal merits of this
avowry or cognizance the cause is determined. If it be determined for the
plaintiff; viz., that the distress was wrongfully taken ; he has already get his
goods back into his own possession, and shall keep them, and moreover recover
damages.(b) :But if the defendant prevails, by the default or nonsuit of the
plaintiff, then he shall have a wz'it de retorno habendo, whereby the goods or
chattels (which were distrained and then replevied) are returned again into
his custody, to be sold, or otherwise disposed of, as if no replevin hath been
made. And at the common law, the plaintiff might have brought another re-
plevin, and so m infinitum, to the intolerable vexation of the defendant. Where-
fore the statute of Westm. 2, c. 2 restrains the plaintiff, when nonsuited, from
suing out any fresh replevin, but allows him a judtc_al writ issuing out of the
original record, and called a writ of second delwerance, in order to have the same
distress again delivered to him, on giving the like security as before. And, if
the plaintiff be a second time nonsuit, or if the defendant has judgment
upon verdict or demurrer in the first replevin, he shall have a writ of return
irreplevisable; after which no writ of second deliverance shall be allowed.(c)
:But in case of a distress for rent-arrere, the writ of second deliverance is,
in effect,(d) taken away by statute 17 Car. II. c. 7, which directs that if the
plaintiff be nonsuit before issue joined, then upon suggestion made on the record
in nature of an avowry or cognizancei or if judgment be given against him on

(t) F. N. B. 69, 73. averla carue_, capta _ ve._vto haman, slut _rrepleg_'bilta, '_
(u) In the old northern languages the @ord w_thernam is whether beasts of the plough, taken m w_t2_rnam_ a_e

used as equavalent to repr_sah. Stmrnhook, de jure Sue.on. !aable of being replevied, ttoddesd, o. 5.
I 1, c 10. (_)2 lust 139.

(_) Rayrm 475. The substance of thin rule composed the (_) Ibid. 23.
terms of that famous questmu with whmh Sir Thomas More (y) F N. B 69, 70.
(when a student on his travels) is ssld to have puzzled a (m) Fmch_ L. 317.
pragmatical professor m the Umvesslty of Bruges, in Flan- (a) 2 ,_aund. 195.

ders_ who gave a umvers,d challenge to dispute with any (b) F. N. B. 69.
person m any science; _n omn_ sclbzh_ st de quol_bd cute. (e) 2 Inst 340.
Upon whaeh Mr. Mo_ sent him this question_--" utrura (_) 1 Ventr. 64.

s Now, however, by star. 9 & 10 Vict. c. 95, s. 119, all actions of replevin in cases of
distress for rent in arrear or damage-fea_ant shall be brought without writ in the New
County Court and (s. 120) in the court holden for the &strict wherein the distress wa_
taken. But (s. 121) in case either party declare to the court that the title to any heredi-
tament or to any toll-market, fair, or franchise is in question, or that the rent or damage
in respe, et of which the distress was taken exceeds 20l., and becomes bound with two
_ureties to prosecute the smt without delay and to prove that such title was in dispute,
or that there was ground for believing the rent or damage to exceed 20/.,_then the
action may be removed before any court competent to try the same, which is done not
by reeordari, but by writ of eertwram, the new county courts being courts ot record, which
the schiremotea werQ not -$r_.w_T.
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"151] demurrer, then, without any such suggestion, the defendant may have*a writ to inquire into the value of the distress by a jury, and shall
recover the amount of it in damages, if less than the arrear of rent; or,
if more, then so much as shall be equal to such arrear, with costs; or, if the
nonsuit be after issue joined, or if a verdict be against the plaintiff, then the
jury impanelled to try the cause shall assess such arrears for the defendant :
and if (in any of these cases) the distress be insufficient to answer the arrears
distrained for, the defendant may take a further distress or distresses.(e) :But
otherwise, if pending a replevin for a former distress, a man distrains again for
the same rent or service, then the party is not driven to his action of re-
plevin, but shall have a writ of recaption,(f) and recover damages for the
defendant the re-distrainor's contempt of the process of the law.

In like manner, other remedies for other unlawful takings of a man's g_ocls
consist only in recovering a satisfaction in damages. And if a man takes the
goods of another out of his actual or virtual possession, without having a law-
ful title so to do, it is an injury, which though it doth not amount to felony
unless it be done animo furandi, is nevertheless a transgression for which an
action of trespass vi et armis will lie i wherein the plaintiff shall not recover the
thing itself, but only damages for the loss of it.' Or, if committed without
force, the party may, at his choice, have another remedy in damages by action
of trover and conversion, of which I shall presently say more)

2. Deprivation of possession may also be an unjust detainer of another's goods,
• • " 6 " " " '

though the original ta£_ng was lawful. As if I distrain another s cattle damage-
feasant, and before they are impounded he tenders me sufficient amends ; now,
though the original taking was lawful, my subsequent detainment of them after
tender of amends is wrongful, and he shall have an action of replevin against me
to recover them :(g) in which he shall recover damages only for the detention aml
_,1_ _ not *for the caption , because the original taking was lawful. Or, if I lend

.... J a man a horse, and he afterwards refhses to restore it, this injury consists
in the detaining and not in the original taking, and the regular method for me
to recover possession is by action of detinue.(h) In this action of detinue it is
necessary to ascertain the thing detained, in such manner as that it may be
specifically known and recovered. Therefore it cannot be brought for money,
corn, or the like, for that cannot be known from other money or corn, untecs it
be in a bag or a sack, for then it may be distinguishably marked. In order
therefore to ground an action of detinue, which is only for the detaining, these
points are necessary :(i) 1. That the defendant came lawfully into possession
nf the goods as either by delivery to him, or finding them ; 2. That the plain-

(e) Stat 17 Car. II. c. 7. (h) F. N B 138.
(J') F N. B. 71. (i) Co. Lltt 286.
(o) F. N. B. 69. 3 Red. 147.

4 In order to sustain trespass for taking goods, the actual or constructive possession
must be vested in the plaintiff at the time the act complained of was done. For
instance, the lord before seizure may bring the actmn against a stranger who should
carry off an estray or wreck ; for the r_ght of possession, and thence the constructive
possession, is in him. So the executor has the right immediately on the death of the
testator, and the right draws after it a constructive possession. 1 T. R. 480. 2 Saund.
47, in notes• See 1 Chitty on P1. 4th ed. 151 to 159.--CHITTY.

The general owner of a chattel, who has leased it for a time certain, cannot maintain
trespass. He must sue m an action on the case for the injury to his reversionary interest.
Soper vs. Sumner, 5 Vermont, 274. Putnam vs. Wyley, 8 Johns. 432. Fltler vs. Shotwe]l,
7 Watts & Serg. 14. In the case of personal chattels, he who has the general property
need not prove possession in the first instance, because the law draws the possessmn to
the property ; but one who claims only a special property must prove that he had actual
po_sc_ion, _ithout which no special property is complete. !_Iather vs. Trinity Church,
3 Serg. & 1_ 512.--SHARSWOOD.

e AS to the action of detinue in general, see Com. Dig. Detinue. 1 Chitty on P1. 4th
ed. 110 to 114. It has been supposed that detinue is not. sustainable where the goods
have been taken tortious/_/by the defendant ; but that doctrine is erroneous, and it is t.he
proper specific remedy for the recovery of the identmal chattels personal, when they
have not been taken as a distress. See cases and observations, 1 Chitty on P1.4th ed.
112, ll3.--CHITTr.
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tiff have a property; 3. That the goods themselves be of somo value; and 4.
That they be ascertained in point of identity. Upon this the jury, if they find
for the plaintiff, assess the respective values of the several parcels detained, and
also damages ibr the detention. And the judgment is conditional; that the
plaintiff recover the said goods, or (if they cannot ]:e had) their respective
values, and also the damages for detaining them.(j) _ But there is one disad-
vantage which attends this action, viz., that the defbndant is herein permitted
to wage his law, that is, to exculpate himself by oath,(k) and thereby defeat
the plaintiff of his remedy: which privilege is grounded on the confidence
originally reposed in the bailee by the bailor, in the bmTower by the lender,
and the like; from whence arose a strong presumptive evidence that in the
plaintiff's own opinion the defendant was worthy of credit. But, for this
reason, the action itself is of late much disused, and has given place to the
action of trover. 8

This action of trover and conversion was in its original an action of trespass
upon the case, for the recovery of damages against such person as had found an-
other's goods and refused to deliver them on demand, but converted them to his own

*use; from which finding and converting it is called an action of trover ['153
and conversion. The freedom of this action from wager of law, and the
less degree of certainty requisite in describing the goods,(/) gave it so consider-
able an advantage over the action of deginue, that by a fiction of law actions of
trover were at length permitted to be brought against any man who had in his
possession by any means whatsoever the personal goods of another, and sold
them or used them without the consent of the owner, or refused to deliver them
when demanded. The injury lies in the conversion; for any man may take
the goods of another into possession, if he finds them ; but no finder is allowed
to acquire a property therein, unless the owner be forever unknown :(m) and
therefore he must not convert them to his own use, which tim law presumes
him to do if he refuses them to the owner : for which reason such refusal also

is, prima facie, sufficient evidence of a conversion.(n) The fact of the finding or
trover is therefore now totally immaterial; for the plaintiff needs only to
suggest (as words of form)that he lost such goods, and that the defendant
f_,und them; and if he proves that the _oods are hzs property and that theo

defendant had them in his possession, it is sufficmnt. But a conve_ sion m:_st be
fuUy proved ; and then in this action the plaintiff shall recover damages, equal
to the value of the thing converted, but not the thing itself; which nothing
witl recover but an action of detinue or replevin.

As to the damage that may be offered to things personal while in the posses-
sion of the owner, as hunting a man's deer, shooting his dogs, poisoning hm
cattle, or in any wise taking from the value of any of his chattels or making
them in a worse condition than before, these are injuries too obvious to need expli-
cation. I have only therefore to mention the remedies given by the law to redress

(_') Co. ]Entr. t7o. Cro Jac. _81. (_)See book t oh, 8 ; book n. oh. 1 and 26.
(k) Co. Lift. 295. (-) 10 Rep. 56.
(_)Sulk.654.

Formerly the defendant in an action of detinue always had it in his power to retain
the chattels upon payment of the value as assessed by the jury. The remedy at law was
in this respect incomplete, and it became usual to apply to the court of chancery, which
5'ore a very early period interfered to compel the return of the chattels themselves.
This jurisdiction seems originally to have been confined m its exercise to eases where
the chattels were of peculiar value to the owner, as, for instance, heirlooms, jewelry,
articles of curiosity or antiquity, family pictures, &c. :But latterly it has been decided
that the right to be protected in the use or beneficial enjoyment of property in specie is
not confined to articles possessing any peculiar or intrinsic value. The damages re
covered in an action, although equal to the intrinsic value of the article detained, may
be infinitely less than that at which it is estimated by the owner, so that damages may
not be any thing like adequate compensation to him for the loss. And accordingly the
courts of common law have now (by a peculiar process of execution) the same powers as
the court of chancery to compel the return of the chattel itself. Com. Law t)roe. A_t.
1854, s. 79. 2egul_ Generales, ]_[ichaelmas Vacation. 1854. --KEaR.

6Wager of law was abolished by stat. 3 & 4W. IV. e. 42. s. 13.---STaw_R?.+ 10_"
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:hem, which are in two shapes; by action of trespass vi et armis, where the act

_154 ] is in itself immediately *injurious to another's property, and therefore ne-
cessarily accompanied with some degree of force; and by special action

on the case, where the act is in itself indifferent, and the injury only consequential,
and therefore arising without any breach of the peace. In both of which suits
the plaintiff shall recover damages, in proportion to the injury which he proves
that his property has sustained. And it is not material whether the damage be
done by the deibndant himself, or his servants by his direction ; for the action
will lie against the master as well as the scl_vant.(o) And, if a man keeps a dog
or other brute animal, used to do mischief, as by worrying sheep, or the like, the
owner must answer for the consequences, if he knows of such evil habit.'

II. ]:litherto of injuries affecting the right of things personal in possession.
We are next to consider those which regard things in actwn only : or such rights
as are _bunded on, and arise from, contracts_ the nature and several divisions of
which were explained in the preceding volume.(q) The violation, or non-per-
formance, of these contracts might be extended into as great a variety of wrongs,
as the rights which we then c_,nsidcred : but I shall now consider them in a more
_nmprehensive view, by her, making only a twotbld division of contracts; viz.,
contracts express , and contracts imphed; and pointing out the injuries that arise
from the violation of each, with their respective remedies.

Express contracts include three distinct species; debts, covenants, and pro-
mises.

1. The legal aceei)tation of debt is, a sum of money due by certain and express
agreement: as, by a bond for a determinate sum; a bill or note; a special bar-
gain; or a rent reserved on a lease ; where the quantity is fixed and specific,
and does not depend upon any subsequent valuation to settle it. The non-pay-
, .... ment of these is an injury, lbr which the proper remedy *is by action

looj of debt,(r) to compel the performance of the contract and recover the
specifieal sum due.(s) This is the shortest and surest remedy; particularly
where the debt arises upon a specialty, that is, upon a deed or instrument under
seal. So also, if I verbally agree to pay a man a certain price for a certain parcel
of goods, and fail in the peribrmancc, an action of debt lies against me; for this
is also a determinate contract : but if I agree for no settled price, I am not liable
to an action of debt, but a special action on the case, according to the nature el
my contract. And indeed actions of debt are now seldom brought but upon
special contracts under seal ; wherein the sum duo is clearly and precisely ex-
pressed : for, in case of such an action upon a simple contract, the plaintiff
labours under two difficulties. First, the defendant has here the same advantaga

as in an action of detbtue, that of waging his law, or purging himself of the debtby oath, if he thinks proper (t) Secondly, in an action of debt the plaintiff
must prove the whole debt he claims, or recover nothing at all. For the debt is
ome single cause of action, fixed and determined; and which therefore, if the
proof varies from the claim, cannot be looked upon as the same contract whereof
the performance is sued for. If therefore I bring an action of debt for 30l., I

(o) Ney's Max. c. 44. (T)F. N. B. 119,
(p) Cro. Car 254_487. (*) See Appendix, No. III. _ 1.
(q) See book li. ch. 30. (*) _ Rep. 94.

*As to what is evidence of knowledge, see 4 Camp. 198. 2 Stra. 1264. 2 Esp. 482.
But the owner is not answerable for the first mischief done by a dog, a bull, or other
tame animal. Bull. lq. P. 77. 12 ]_od. 333. Ld. Raym. 608. Yet if he should carry his
dog rote a field where he himself is a trespasser, and the dog should kill sheep, this,
though the first offence, might be stated and proved as an aggravation of the trespass.
Burr. 2092. 2 Lev. 172. But where a fierce and vicious dog is kept chained for the
defence of the premises, and any one incautiously, or not knowing of it, should go so
near as to be iniured by it, no action can be maintained by the person injured, though
he wa_sseeking the owner, with whom he had business. Bates vs. Crosbie, M. T. 1798, in
the. King's Bench. If a man sets traps in his own grounds, but baited with such strong-
scented articles as allure the neighbouring dogs from the premises of the owners or
5"ore the highways, the owner of a dog injured may maintain an action upon the ca_

East, 227; but see llot vs. Wilkes, 3 Bar. & Ald. 304.--_C_IT_V.
IG8
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am not at liberty co prove a debt of 20l and recover a verdict thereon :(u) any
more than if I bring an action of det_aue for a horse ] can thereby recover an
ox. :For [ fifil in the proof of that contract, which my action or complaint has
alleged to be specific, express, and determinate. 'o But in an action on the ease,
on what is called an indeb_tatus assumpsit, which is not brought to compel a spe-
cific peribrmance of the contract, but to recover damages for its non-perform-
ance, the implied as_umps_t, and consequently the damages for the breach of it,
are in their nature indeterminate ; and will therefore adapt and proportion them.
selves to the truth of the case which shall be proved, without being confined to

the precise demand stated in the declaration. *For if any debt be proved, ['156however less than the sum demanded, the law will raise a promise
pro tanto, and the damages will of course be proportioned to the actual debt.
So that I may declare that the defendant, being indebted to me in 30/., undertooh
or promised to pay it, but _iled i and lay my damages arising from such failure
at what sum I please : and the jury will, according to the nature of my proof_
allow me either the whole in damages, or any inferior sum. And, even in actions
of debt, where the contract is proved or admitted, if the defendant can show that
he has discharged any part of it, the plaintiff shall recover the residue.(v)

The form of the writ of debt is sometimes in the debet and detinet, and some-
times in the det_net only: that is, the writ states, either that the defendant owes
and unjustly detains the debt or thing in question, or only that he unjustly detains
it. It is brought in the debet as well as detinet, when sued by one of the original
contracting parties who personally gave the credit, against the other who per.
sonally incurred the debt, or against his heirs, if they are bound to the payment i
as by the obligee against the obliger, the landlord against the tenant, &c. But,
if it be brought by or against an executor for a debt due to or from the testator,
_his, not being his own debt, shall be sued for in the detinet only.(w) So also if
the action be ibr goods, or corn, or a horse, the writ shall be in the detinet only;
for nothing but a sum of money, for which I (or my ancestors in my name) have
personally contracted, is properly considered as my debt. And indeed a writ of
debt in the detinet only, for goods and chattels, is neither more nor less than a
mere writ of detinue; and is followed by the very same judgment.(x)

2. A covenant also, contained in a deed, to do a direct act or to omit one, is
another species of express contract, the violation or breach of which is a civil
injury. As if a man covenants to be at York by such a day, o_ not to exercise

a trade in a particular place, and is not at York at the time appointed, ['157or *carries on his trade in the place forbidden, these are direct breaches
of his covenant; and may be perhaps greatly to the disadvantage and loss of
the covenantee, n The remedy for this is by a writ of covenant :(y) which directs

(u) Bro. Icy gager, 93. Dyer, 219. 2 Roll. Abr. 706. 1 (*_)F. N. B. 119.
Show 215. (z) Rast. Entr 174.

(_) 1 Roll, l_ep. 257. Salk 664 (Y)F. N. B 145.

10This is no longer the case; for it is now completely settled that the plaintiff in an
action of debt may prove and recover less than the sum demanded in the writ. See Bla.
R. 1221. 1 Hen. Bla. 249. 11 East. 62.--ARCl_BOLD.

The judgment being final in the first instance (suing a writ of injury and wager of
law having become almost obsolete) r_nders debt on simple contract, as well as specialty.
a favourite form of actmn, and it is ot daffy occurrence.---CHiTTY.

n By an express covenant a man is bound to perform what he covenants at all events.
rhu,u, where in a lease there is an express unqualified covenant on the part of the tenant
to pay rent, he is obliged to pay it during the term, although the house be burned down
and he do not enjoy the use of it. Shu Jbrick vs. Salmond, 3 Burr. 1637. Belfour vs.
Weston, 1 T. R. 310. This is certainly a great hardship to lessees where they are not by
the provisions of their lease obliged to rebuild : and in such cases we accordingly find
that recourse has been had to a court of eqmty to obtain an injunction against the lessor
proceeding at law for the recovery of the rent,--which has generally been granted, on
condition of the lessee's surrendering the lease. Cambden vs. Morton, in Cane. E. 4 Gee.
[II. l_IS. Selw. N. P. 472. Brown vs. Quilter, Ambl. 619.

The covenanter is also answerable for even the act of God, as damage by lightning,
&c., if he have not excepted it in his covenant. Brecknock and Abergavenny Canal
bTavlgation vs. Pritehard, 6 T. R. 750.

It may not be unDecessary to point ou¢ a distinction between covenants in general109
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the sheriff to command the defendant generally to keep his covenant with the
plaintiff, (without specifying the nature of the covenant,) or show good cause
to the contrary : and if he continues refractory, or the covenant is already so
broken that it cannot now be specifically performed, then the subsequent pro-
ceedings set forth with precision the covenant, the breach, and the loss which
has happened thereby; whereupon the jury will give damages in proportion to
the injury sustained by the plaintiff, and occasioned by such breach of the de-
fendant's contract.

There is one species of covenant of a different nature from the rest ; and that
s a covenant real, to convey or dispose of lands, which seems to be partly of a

personal and partly of a real nature.(z) For this the remedy is by a special
writ of covenant, for a specific performance of the contract concerning certain
lands particularly described in the writ. It therefore directs the sheriff to com-
mand the defendant, here called the deforciant, to keep the covenant made
between the plaintiff and him concerning the identical lands in question : and
upon this process it is that fines of land are usually levied at common law,(a)
the plaintiff, or person to whom the fine is levied, bringing a writ of covenant,
in which he suggests some agreement to have been made between him and the
deforciant, touching those particular lands, for the completion of which he
brings this action. And, for the end of this supposed difference, the fine or

nalis concordia is made, whereby the deforciant (now called the cognizor) ac-
owledges the tenements to be the right of the plaintiff, now called the cog.

mzee. And moreover, as leases for years were formerly considered only as con.
tracts(b) or covenants for the enjoyment of the rents and profits, and not as the

"158] conveyance of any real interest in the land, *the antient remedy for the
lessee, if ejected, was by a writ of covenant against the lessor, to recover

the term (if in being) and damages, in case the ouster was committed by the
lessor himself: or if the term was expired, or the ouster was committed by a
stranger claiming by an elder title, then to recover damages only.(c) r2

:No person could at common law take advaI_tage of any covenant or conch-
tion, except such as were parties or privies thereto; and, of course, no grantee
or assignee of any reversion or rent. To remedy which, and more effectually
to secure to the king's gn'antees the spoils of the monasteries then newly dis-
solved, the statute 32 Hen. VIII. c. 34 gives the assignee of a reversion (aftei
notice of such assignment)(d) the same remedies against the particular tenant,
by entry or action, for waste or other forfeitures, non-payment of rent, and
non-performance of conditions, covenants, and agreements, as the assignor him-
self might have had; and makes him equally liable, on the other hand, for acts
agreed to be performed by the assignor, except in the case of warranty.

3. A promise is in the nature of a verbal covenant, and wants nothing but
the solemnity of writing and sealing to make it absolutely the same. If there-
fore it be to do any explicit act, it is an express contract, as much as any
covenant ; and the breach of it is an equal injury. The remedy indeed is not
exactly the same: since, instead of an action of covenant, there only lies an
action upon the case for what is called the assumps_t or undertaking of the
de_ndant ; the failure of performing which is the wrong or injury done to the

laintiff, the damages whereof a jury are to estimate and settle. As if a
uilder promises, undertakes, or assumes to Caius that he will build and cover

his house within a time limited, and fails to do it ; Caius has an action on the
case against the builder, for this breach of his express promise, undertaking, or

(') Hob on F. N B 146. (_) Bro, Abr. tit. covenant, 33. F.N. B 476.
(a) See book tl ch. 21. ('_) Co. LItt. 215. :Moor. 876 Ore. Jac. 145.
(b) See book n. ch 9.

and those secured by a penalty or forfeiture. In the latter ease the obligee has his
election either to bring an action of debt for the penalty, or to proceed upon the covenant
and recover in damages more or less than the penalty tot_esqueries; but he cannot have
recourse to both. Lowe vs. Peers, 4 Burr. 2228. See, further, on covenants, in Harg. &
Butler's Notes on Co. Litt.--ARcHBOLD.

*sThe writ of covenant real (together with almost all other real actions) is now
abolishei by the stat. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 36 ---SrxwaaT.
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aasumtsit; and shall recover a pecuniary satisfaction for the injury sustained by
such delay _ So also in the case beibre mentioned, of *a debt by simple r*l_a
contract, if the debtor promises to pay it and does not, this breach of L _w
promise entities the creditor to his action on the case, instead of being dl_ven
to an action of debt. (e) Thus, likewise, a promissory note, or note of hand
not under seal, to pay money at a day certain, is an express assumpsit; and
the payee at common law, or by custom and act of parliament the endorsee,(f)
may recover the value of the note in damages, if it remains unpaid. Some
agreements indeed, though never so expressly made, are deemed of so ira.
portant a nature that they ought not to rest in verbal promise only, which can.
not be proved but by the memory (which sometimes will induce the perjury)
of witnesses. To prevent which, the statute of frauds and perjuries, 29 Car.
II. c. 3, enacts, that in the five following cases no verbal promise shall be suf-
ficient to ground an action upon, but at the least some note or memorandum of it
shall be made in writing, and signed by the party to be charged therewith :
1. Where an executor or administrator promises to answer damages out of his
own e_tate. 2. Where a man undertakes to answer for the debt, default, or
mlsc.%rHage of another. 3. Where any agreement is made upon consideration
of ma_'riage. 4. Where any contract or sate is made of lands, tenements, or
hereditaments, or any interest therein. 5. And lastly, where there is any
agreeraent that is _.ot to be pertbrmed within a year from the making thereof.
In all these cases a mere verbal assumpsit is void?'

(9 4 Rep. 99. (I) See book ii ch 30.

1sIt is worthy of remark that the learned commentator has not either named, de-
scribed, or even alluded to the consideration requisite to support an assumpslt; and,
what is more remarkable, the example put by him in the text in order to illustrate the
nattTie of the a_Jtion is, in the terms in which it is there stated, a case of nudum 2actum.
(See 1 Roll. Abr. 9, 1, 41. Doct.& Stud. il. ch. 24, and 5 T. R. 143 that the action
will not lie for a mere non-feasance unless the promise is founded on a consideration.)
Thi, J remark ought not---neither was it intended--to derogate from the merit of a justly-
celebrated writer, who for comprehensive design, luminous arrangement, and elegance
of diction is unrivalled. Selw. N. P. 45.--Cs*TTV.

_'These provisions in the statute have produced many decisions, both in the courts of
law and equity. See 3 Chitty's Com. L. per tot. It is now settled that if two persons go
to a shop, and one order goods, and the other say, " If he does not pay, I will," or, "I
will see you paid," he is not bound unless his engagement is reduced into writing. In
all such cases the question is who is the buyer, or to whom the credit is given, and who
is the surety; and that question, from all the circumstances, must be ascertained by the
ury ; for if the person for whose use the goods are furnished be liable at all, any promise
y a third person to discharge the debt nmst be in writing, otherwise it is void. 2 T. R.

80. 1 H. B1. Rep. 120. 1 Bos. &Pul. 158. Mutual promises to marry need not be in
writing : the statute relates only to agreements made in consideration of the marriage.
A lease not exceeding three years from the making thereof, and in which the rent
rese, ved amounts to two-thirds of the improved value, is good without writing; but all
other parol leases or agreements for any interest in lands have the effect of estates at
will only. Bull. Iq. P. 279. All declarations of trusts, except such as result by impli-
cation of law, must be made in writing. 29 Car. II. c. 3, ss. 7.8. If a promise depends
upon a contingency which may or may not fall within a year, it is not within the statute,
as a promise to pay a sum of money upon a death or marriage, or upon the return of a
ship, or to leave a legacy by will, is good by parot : for such a promise may by possibility
be performed within the year. 3 Burr. 1278. 1 Salk. 280. 3 Salk. 9, &c. Partial per-
formance within the year, where the original understanding is that the whole is t_,
extend to a longer period, does not take the ease out of the statute. 11 East, 142. But
even a written undertaking to pay the debt of another is void, unless a good considera-
tion appears in the writing ; and the consideration, if any, cannot be proved by parol
evidence. 5 East, 10. If a growing crop is purchased wi{hout writing, the agreement,
before part execution, may be put an end to by parol notice. 6 East, 602. But a court
of equity will decree a specific performance of a verbal contract when it is confessed by
a defendant in his answer, or when there has been a part performance of it, as by pay-
ment of part of the consideration-money, or by entering and expending money upon the
estate; for such acts preclude the party from denying the existence of the contract, and

rOVethat there can be no fraud or periury in obtaining the execution of it. 3 Ves. Jr.
, 378, 712. But lord Eldon seems t:o think that a specific performance cannot be111
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From these express contracts the transition is easy to those that are only
implied by law; which are such as reason and justice dictate, and whien tnere-
fi)re the law presumes that every man has contracted to perform, and upon this
presumption makes him answerable to such persons as suffer by his non-per-
tbrmance.

Of this nature are, first, such as are necessarily implied by the fundamental
constitution of government, to which every man is a contracting party. And

,160 _ thus it is that every person *is bound and hath virtually agreed to pay
J such particular sums of money as are charged on him by the sentence,

or assessed by the interpretation, of the law. For it ih a part of the original
contract, entered into by all mankind who partake the benefits of society, to
submit in all points to the municipal constitutions and local ordinances of that
state of which each individual is a member. Whatever therefore the taws order

any one to pay, that becomes instantly a debt, which he hath befbrehand con-
tracted to discharge. And this implied agreement it is that gives the plain-
tiff a right to institute a second action, founded merely on the general con-
tract_ in order to recover such damages, or sum of money, as are assessed by
the jm T and adjudged by the court to be due fi'om the defendant to the plain-
tiff in any former action. So that if he hath once obtained a judgment against
another tbr a certain sum, and neglects to take out execution thercupon_ he may
afterwards bring an action of debt upon this judgment,(g) and shall not be
put upon the proof of the original cause of action; but upon showing the judg-
ment once obtained still in ihll fbrce and yet unsatisfied, the law immediately
implies, that by the original contract of society the defendant hath contracte0
a debt, and is bound to pay it. This method seems to have been invented when
real actions were more in use than at present, and damages were permitted to
be recovered thereon ; in order to have the benefit of a writ of capias to take
the defendant's body in execution for those damages, which process was allow-
able in an action of' debt, (in consequence of the statute 25 Edw. III. c. 17,) but
not in an action real. Wherefore, since the disuse of those real actions, actions
of debt upon judgment in personal suits have been pretty much discounte-
nanced by the courts, as being generally vexatious and oppressive_ by harass-
ing the defendant with the costs of two actions instead of one.

On the same principle it is (of an implied original contract to submit to the

• 1611 rules of the community whereof we are members) *that a forfeiture im-
J posed by the by-laws and private ordinances of a corporation upon any

that belong to the body, or an amercement set in a court-leet or court-baron
upon any of the suitors to the court, (for otherwise it will not be binding,)(h)
immediately creates a debt in the eye of the law ; and such forfeiture or amerce-
ment, if unpaid, works an injury to the party or parties entitled to receive it :
for which the remedy is by action of debt.(/)

The same reason may with equal justice be applied to all penal statutes, that
is, such acts of parliament whereby a forfeiture is inflicted for transgressing the
provisions therein enacted. The party offending is here bound by the funda-
mental contract of society to obey the directions of the legislature, and pay the
forfeiture incurred to such persons as the law requires. The usual application
of this forfeiture is either to the party aggrieved, or else to any of the king's
subjects in general. Of the former sort is the forfeiture inflicted by the
statute of Winchester(k) (explained and enforced by several subsequent sta-
tutes)(/) upon the hundred wherein a man is robbed, which is meant to oblige
the hundredors to make hue and cry after the felon; for ff they take him

(g) Roll. Abr. 690, 601. (k) 13 Edw I. c. 1.
(a) Law of Nlsl Prms, 155. (_) '27 Ellz. c. 13. 29 Cal'. l_I. o. 7. 8 (leo. II. ¢. 16. 22
(_) 5 Rep. 64. Hob. 279. Gee. II. c. 24.

decreed if the defendant in his answer admits a parol agreement, and at the same time
insists upon the benefit of the statute. 6 Ves. Jr. 37. If one party only signs an agree-
ment, he is bound by it ; and if an agreement is by parol, but it is agreed iS shall be
reduced into writing, and this is prevented by the fraud of one of the parties, perform-
ante of it w'llil]be decreed. 2 Bro. 564, 565, 566. See 3 Wood& Leer. lvii. and Fonblanque
Tr. of. Fxt. b. i. e. 3, ss. 8, 9, where this subject is fully and learnedly diseussed.--Ch_xrTr.
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they stand excused. But otherwise the party robbed is _,'ntitled to prosecute
them by a special action on the case, for damages equivalent to his loss. And

faction in damages to all persons who have suffered by the offences enumerated
and made felony by that act. But more usually these forfeitures created by
statute are given at large to any common informer i or, in other words, to any
such person or persons as will sue for the same : and hence such actions are
called popular actions, because they are given to the people in generaL(m) Some.

.... c¢ ....times one part is given to the km¢,, to the poor, or to some public use, and the

other part to the *informer or prosecutor: and then the suit is called ['16:_a qui tam action, because it is brought by a person "qui tam pro domino
rege, &c., quam pro se _pso in hac parte sequitur." If the king therefore himself
commences thin suit, he shall have the whole forfeiture (n) But if any one
hath begun a qui tam, or popular action, no other person can pursue it : and
the verdict passed upon the defendant in the first suit is a bar to all others,
and conclusive even to the king himself. This has frequently occasioned
offenders to procure their own friends to begin a suit, in order to forestall and
prevent other actions : which practice is in some measure prevented by a statute
made in the reign of a very sharp-sighted prince in penal laws, 4 Hen. ¥II. e.
20, which enacts that no recovery, otherwise than by verdict, obtained by
collusion in an action popular, shall be a bar to any other action prosecuted
bona fide. A provision that seems borrowed from the rule of the Roman law,
that if a person was acquitted of any accusation merely by the prevarication
of the accuser, a new prosecution might be commenced against him.(o)

A second class of implied contracts are such as do not arise from tile expresu
determination of any court, or the positive direction of any statute; but from
natural reason, and the just construction of law. Which class extends to all
presumptive undertakings or assumps_ts; which though never perhaps actually
made, yet constantly arise from the general implication and intendment of thu
courts of judicature, that every man hath engaged to perform what his duty or
justme requires. Thus,

1. If I employ a person to transact any business for me, or perlorm any work,
the law implies that I undertook or assumed to pay him so much as his labour
deserved. And if I neglect to make him amends, he has a remedy for this in-
jury by bringing his action on the case upon this implied assumpsit; wherein he

is at liberty to suggest that I promised to pay him as *much as he ['163reasonably deserved, and then to aver that his trouble was really worth
such a particular sum, which the defendant has omitted to pay. But this valua-
tion of his trouble is submitted to the determination of a jury; who will assess
such a sum in damages as they think he really merited. This is called an
as._mpsit on a quantum meruit.

2. There is also an implied assumpsit on a quantum valebat, which is very simi-
lar to _he former, being only where one takes up goods or wares of a trades-
ma_, without expressly agreeing for the price. There the law concludes, that
b_h parties did intentionally agree that the real value of the goods should be
paid; and an action on the case may be brought accordingly, if the vendee re,
fuses to pay that value.

8. A third species of implied assumpsits is when one has had and received
money belonging to another, without any valuable consideration given on
the receiver's part; for the law construes this to be money had and received
for the use of the owner only; and implies that the person so receiving prc_
raised, and urdertook, to account for it to the true proprietor. And, if he un.
justly detaim _t, an action on the case ties against him for the breach of such
implied promise and undertaking; and he will be made to repay the owner in
damages, equivalent to what he has detained in violation of such his promise.
This is a very extensive and beneficial remedy_ applicable to almost every case

_) See book ii. oh. 2_. (*) Pfl 47, lrh 3,
2 Hawk. P % 268.

YoL.:LL--$ lla
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where the defendanthas receivedmoney which _z _quo etbonohe ought to re-
fund. It lies for money paid by mistake, or on a consideration which happens
to fail, or through imposition, extortion, or oppression, or where any undue
advantage is taken of the plaintiff's situation.(p)

4. Where a person has laid out and expended his own money for the use of
another, at his request, the law implies a promise of repayment, and an action
will lie on this assumpsit.(q) _b

5. *Likewise, fitthly, upon a stated account between two merchants,
• 164] or other ersons, the law implies that he, against whom the balanceP
appears, has engaged to pay it to the other; though there be not any actual

romise. And from this implication it is frequent for actions on the case to be

rought, declaring that the plaintiff and defendant had settled their accounts
together, insimul computassent, (which gives name to this species of assumTsit, )
and that the defendant engaged to pay the plaintiff the balance, but has since
neglected to do it. :But if no account has been made up, then the legal remedy
is by bringing a writ of account de computo ;(r) commanding the defendant to ren-
der a just account to the plaintiff, or show the court good cause to the contrary.
In -this action, if the plaintiff succeeds, there are two judgments : the first is,
that the defendant do account (quod computet) before auditors appointed by the
court; and, when such accountis finished, then the second judgment is, that he
do pay the plaintiff so much as he is found in arrear. This action, by the old
common law,(s) lay only against the parties themselves, and not their executors;
because matters of account rested solely on their own knowledge. But thin
defect, after many fi-uitless attempts in parliament, was at last remedied by
statute 4 Anne, e. 16, which gives an action of account against the executors and
administrators. But, however, it is found by experience, that the m_,st ready
and effectual way-to settle these matters of account is by bill in a court ot
equity, where a discovery may be had on the defendant's oath, without relying
merely on the evidence which the plaintiff may be able to produce. Wherefore
actions of account, to compel a man to bring inand settle his accounts, are now
very seldom used; though, when an account is once stated_ nothing is more
common than an action upon the implied assumpsit to pay the balance.

6. *The last class of contracts, implied by reason and construction of
"165] law, arises upon this supposition, that every one who undertakes any
office, employment, trust, or duty, contracts with those who employ or intrust
him, to perform it with integrity, diligence, and skill. And, ff by his want
of either of those qualities any injury accrues to individuals, they have therefore
their remedy in damages by a special action on the case. A few instances will
fully illustrate this matter. ]f an officer of the public is guilty of neglect of
duty, or a palpable breach of it, of nou-feasanee or of mis-feasance; as, if the
sheriff does not execute a writ sent to him, or ff he wilfully makes a false
return thereof; in both these cases the party aggrieved shall have an action
on the case for damages to be assessed by a jury.(t) If a sheriff or gaoler suffers
a prisoner, who is taken upon mesne process, (that is, during the pendeney of a
suit,) to escape, he is liable to an action on the case.(u) But l_f, after judgment, a
gaoler or a sheriff permits a debtor to escape, who is charged in executmn ibr
a certain sum, the debt immediately becon_es his own, and he is compellable by
action of debt, being for a sum liquidated and ascertained, to satisfy the creditor
his whole demand ; which doctrine is grounded(w) on the equity of the statute
of Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 11, and 1 Ric. II. c. 12. An advocate or attorney

(P)4 Burr. 1012. (_) Moor. 431. 11 Rep. 99.
(tt) Carth. 446. 2 Keb. 99. (',) Cro. FAiz. 525. Comb. 69.
(') F. N. B. 116. (,w)Bro. Abr. tit..Parb:amvnt, 19. 2 Inst. 382.
(9 Co. Lttt. 90.

_sIf a surety in a bond pays the debt of the principal, he may recover it back from the
principal in an action of assumpsit for so much money paid and advanced to his use. Yet
in ancient times this action could not be maintained ; and it is said that the first ease of
the kind in which the plaintiff succeeded was tried before the late _r. J. Gould, at
Dorchester. But this is perfectly consistent with the equitable principles of an ar_umla_.
? T. R. 105.--CH_vrr.
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that betray the cause of their client, or, being retained, neglect _o appear at
the trial, by which the cause miscarries, are liable to an action on the e_tse for
a reparation to their injured client.(x) Is There is also in law always an implied
contract with a common inn-keeper to secure his _lest's _oods in his inD- with
a common carrier, or bargemaster, to be answera°b-l-e for _O_egoods he caLTies;
with a common farrier, that he shoes a horse well, without laming him; with a
common tailor, or other workman, that he performs his business in a workman-
like manner; in which, if they fail, an action on the case lies to recover damages

for *such breach of their general undertaking.(y) But if I employ a r,166
]person to transact any of these concerns, whose common profession and "
ousiness it is not, the law implies no such general undertaking; but, in order to
charge him with damages, a special agreement is required. Also, if an inn-keeper,
or other victualler, hangs out a sign and opens his house for travellers, it is an
implied engagement tQ entertain all persons who travel that way; and upon
this universal assumpsit an action on the ease will lie against him for damages
if he, without good reason, refuses to admit a traveller.(z) If any one cheats
me with false cards or dice, or by false weights and measures, or by selling me
one commodity for another, an action on the case also lies against him for
damages, upon the contract which the law always implies_ that every transac-
tion is fair and honest.(a)

In contracts, likewise, for sales, it is constantly understood that the seller
undertakes that the commodity he sells is his own; 1_and if it proves otherwise,
an action on the case lies against him, to exact damages for this deceit. In

(=) Finch, L 183. (,) 1 Ventr 833.
(_)11 Pep. 54. 1 Saund. 324. (_) 10 l_ep. 56.

,e The authority cited for this position falls short of maintaining it to its full extent.
Finch merely lays down the law in the case of an attorney for the tenant in a real action
making default; and F. 1_. B. 96, which is h_ authority, goes no further. As the advo-
cate can maintain no action for his fees, (see ante, p. 28,) there would be some hardship
in exposing him to an action for what his chent might consider want of' proper zeal,
industry, or knowledge in the conduct of his cause. In two cases (Fell vs. Brown and
Turner vs. Phillips, Pcake's N. P. C. 131, 166) lord Kenyon, at Nisi Prius, held such
actions not to be maintainable._CoLERIDa_..

In the United States there is no distinction between attorneys and advocates. The same
persons fulfil the duties of both. Hence no difference is made between their right to
recover compensation for services in the one capacity or the other. The attorney is liable
for want of ordinary care and skill. When he disobeys the lawful instructions of his
client, and a loss ensues, for that loss he is responsible. But a client has no right to
control his attorney in the due and orderly conduct of a suit; and it is his duty to do
what the court would order to be done, though his client instruct him otherwise. Gilbert
vs. Williams, 8 _Iass. 57. Holmes vs. Peck, 1 Rhode Island, 245. Cox vs. Sullivan, 7
Georgia, 144. Cox vs. Livingston, 2 W. & S. 103. Wilcox vs. Plummer, 4 Peters, 172.
Anon., 1 Wendell, 108.---SsAaswoon.

l_As to warranties in general, see Bac. lbr. Actions on the Case, E. A warranty on the
sale of a personal chattel, as to the right thereto, is generally implied, (ante, 2 book, 451.
3 id. 166. 3 T. R. 57. Peake C. N. P. 94. Cro. Jac. 474. 1 Roll. Abr. 90. 1 Salk. 210.
Doug. 18 ;) but not as to the right of real property, (Doug. 854. 2 B. & P. 13. 3 B. &
P. 166,) if a regular conveyance has been executed. 6 T. R. 606. ;Nor is a warranty of
soundness, goodness, or value of a horse, or other personalty, implied, (3 Camp. 351. 2
East, 314, 448. Ante, 2 book, 451 ; and see further, 2 Roll. Rep. 5. F.N.B. 94, ace. Wood.
des. 415. 3 Id. 199, cont.;) and if a ship be sold with all faults, the vendor will not be
liable to an action in respect to latent defects which he knows of, unless he used
some artifice to conceal them from the purchaser. 3 Camp. 154, 506. But if it is
the usage of the trade to specify defects, (as in case of sales of drugs if they are
_ea-damaged,) and none are specified, an implied warranty arises, (4 Taunt. 847;}
•nd a warranty may be implied from the production of a sample, in a parol sale
ny sample, (4 Camp. 22, 144, 169. 4 B. & A. 387. 3 Stark. 32; and see notes;) and
if the bulk of the goods do not correspond with the sample, it would be a breach of
the warranty. If the contract describe the goods as of a particular denomination, there
is an implied warranty that they shall be of a merchantable quality of the denomination
mentioned in the contract. 4 Camp. 144. 3 Chit. Com. Law, 303. 1 Stark. 504. 4
Taunt. 853. 5 B. & A. 240. In all contracts for the sale of provisions there is an ira.
plied contract that they shall be wholesome. 1 Stark. 384. 2 Camp. 391. _ Camp. 28G
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_ontracts for provisions, it is always implied that they are wholesome; and
if they he not, the same remedy may be had. Also if he, that selleth any thing,
doth upon the sale warrant it "o be go_d, the law annexes a tacit contract to
his warranty, that if it be not so, he snall make compensation to the buyer;
else it is an injury to good faith, for which an action on the case will lie to
recover damages.@) The warranty must be upon the sale; for if it be made
after, and not at, the time of the sale, it is avoid warranty :(c) for it is then made
without any consideration; neither does the buyer then take the goods upon the
credit of the vendor. Also, the warranty can only reach to things in being at
the time of the warranty made, and not to things in futuro; as, that a horse is
sound at the buying of him, not that he will be sound two years hence28 But
tf the vendor knew the goods **to be unsound, and hath used any art V**lC.a
to disguise them,(d) or if they are in any shape different from what he L _"
represents them to be to the buyer, this artifice shall be equivalent to an express
warranty_ and the vendor is answerable for their goodness. A general warranty
will not extend to guard against defects that are plainly and obviously the
object of one's senses, as if a horse be warranted perfect, and wants either a taft
or an ear, unless the buyer in this case be blind. But if cloth is warranted to
be of such a length, when it is not, there an action on the case lies for damages;
for that cannot be discerned by sight, but only by a collateral proof, the mea.
suring it.(e) Also, if a horse is warranted sound, and he wants the sight of an
eye, though this seems to be the object of one's senses, yet, as the diseernmem
of such defects is frequently matter of skill, it hath been held that an action or
the case lieth to recover damages for this imposition.(f)

Besides the special action on the case, there is also a peculiar remedy, entitled
an action of deceits(g) to give damages in some particular cases of fraud_
and principally where one man does any thing in the name of another, by
which he is deceived or injured_(h) as if one brings an action in another's

(_) F. N. B 94. Q')Salk. 611.
t_) Finch, L. 189. (e) F. N B. 95.
(d) 2 Roll. Rep. 5. (a) Law of Nlsi Prm._, 30.
(,) Finch, L. 189.

An implied warranty arises in the sale of goods where no opportunity of an inspection
is given, (4 Camp. 144, 169. 6 Taunt. 108;) and if goods are ordered to be manufac,
tured, a stipulation that they shall be proper is implied, (4 Camp. 144. 6 Taunt. 108,)
especially if for a foreign market. 4 Camp. 169. 5 Taunt. 108. As to what is an ex-
press warranty, see 3 Chit. Com. Law, 305. Where a horse has been warranted sound,
any infirmity rendering it unfit for immediate use is an unsoundness. 1 Stark. 127.
The question of unsoundness is for the opinion of a jury. 7 Taunt. 153. It is not
necessary for the purchaser to return the horse, unless it be expressly stipulated that he
_hould do so. 2 Hen. Bla. 573. 2 T. R. 745. If not so stipulated, an action for the
breach of warranty may be supported without returning the horse, or even giving notice
of the unsoundness, and although the purchaser have re-sold the horse. 1 Hen. Bla. 17.
1 T. R. 136. 2 T. R. 745. But unless the horse be returned as soon as the defect is dis-
covered, or if the horse has been long worked, the purchaser cannot recover back the
purchase-money on the count for money had and received, (1 T. R. 136. 5 East. 449.
t East, 274. 2 Camp. 410. 1 New Rep. 260;) and in all cases thevendee should object
within a reasonable time, (1 J. B. _oore, 166;) and in these cases, or when the purchaser
has doctored the horse, he has no defence to an action by the vendor for the price, but
must proceed in a cross-action on the warranty, (1 T. R. 136. 5 East, 449. 7 id. 274.
2 Camp. 410. 1 N. R. 260. 3 Esp. Rep. 82. 4 Esp. Rep. 95;) and in these cases, if the
vendee has accepted a bill or given any other security, it should seem that the breach
of warranty is no defence to an action thereon, but he must proceed by cross-action. 2
Taunt. 2. 1 Stark. 51. 3 Camp. 38. S.C., 14 East, 486. 3 Stark. 175. But it would be
otherwise if the vendee entirely repudiated the contract, (2 Taunt. 2,) as if he in the
first instance, on discovery of the breach of warranty, returned or tendered back the
horse. 2 Taunt. 2; and see 14 East, 484. 3 Camp. 38. Peake's C. N. P. 38. For what
damage defendant is liable in this action, see 2 J. B. _oore, 106.---0HITTY.

t8There seems to be no reason or principle why, upon a sufficient consideration, an
express warranty that a horse should continue sound for two years should not be valid.
L_rd Mansfield declared, in a case in which the sentence in the text was cited, "There
a_no doubt but you maywarrant a future event." Deut. 735.--CHRISTIAN,
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name, and then suffers a nonsuit, whereby the plaintiff becomes liable to
o_sts; or where one obtains or suffers a fraudulent recovery of lands, tone.
ments, or chattels, to the prejudice of him that hath right. As when, by col-
lusion, the attorney of the tenant makes default in a real action, or where the
sheriff returns that.the tenant was summoned when he was not so, and in eithel
case he loses the land, the writ of deceit lies against the demandant, and also
the attorney or the sheriff and his officers; to annul the former proceedings,
and recover back the land.(/) It also lies in the cases of warranty before
mentioned, and other personal injuries committed contrary to good fi_ith and
honesty.(k) TM But an action on the case, tbr damages, in nature of a writ of deceit.
is more usually brought upon these occasions.(/) And indeed it is the only(m)

**remedy for a lord of a manor, in or out of antient demesne, to reverse [*'166
a fine or r_covery had in the king's courts of lands lying within his juris-
diction; which would otherwise be thereby turned into frank-fee. And this may
be brought by the lord against the parties and cestuy que use of such fine or re-
covery; and thereby he shall obtain judgment not only for damages, (which are
usually remitted,) but also to recover his court, and jurisdiction over the lands_
and to annul the former proceedings.(n)

Thus much for the non-performance of contracts, express or implied; which
includes every possible injury to what is by thr the most considerable species
of personal property, viz., that which consists in action merely, and not in
possession. Which finishes our inquiries into such wrongs as may be offered
to versonal property, with their several remedies by suit or action.

CHAPTER X.

OF INJURIES TO REAL PROPERTY: AND FIRST OF DISPOSSLSSION, OR
OUSTER OF THE FREEHOLD.

*I COME now to consider such injuries as affect that species of pro- ['167
perty which the laws of England have denominated real ; as being of a
more substantial and permanent nature than those transitory rights of which
personal chattels are the object 1

(_) Booth, Real Actaons, 251. Rest. Entr 221, 222. See (z) Booth, 258. Co. Entr. 8.

405 (_) 3 Lev 419.( ) F. N. B 98. (_) Rest. Entr. 100, b. 3 Lev. 415. Lutw. 711, 749.

,0The writ of deceitwas abolished by the statute 3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 27.--]_ERR.
I "The different degrees of title which a person dispossessing another of his lantle

acquires in them in the eye of the law, (independently of any anterior right,) according
to the length of time and other circumstances whmh intervene from the time such dis-
possession is made, form different degrees of presumptmn m favour of the title of the
dispossessor ; and in proportion as that presumption increases, his title's strengthened.
The modes by which the possession may be recovered vary ; and more, Jr rather different,
proof is required from the person dispossessed to establish his title to recover. Thus, if
A. is disseised by B., while the possession continues in B. it is a mere naked possession,un-
supported by any right, and A. may restore his own possessmn, and put a total end to
the possession of B., by an entry on the lands, without any previous action. But if B. ,
dins, the possession descends on the heir by act of law. In this case the heir comes to
the land by a lawful title, and acquires in the eve of the law an apparent rigM of possession,
which is so far good against the person disseised that he has lost his right to recover the
possession by entry, and can only recover it. by an actionat law. The actions used in these
cases are called possessory acaons, and the original writs by which the proceedings upon
them are instituted are called writs of entry. But if A. permits the possession to be
withheld from him beyond a certain period of time without claiming it, or suffers judg-
ment in a possessory action to be given against him, by default or upon the merits,--m
all these cases B.'s title, in the eye of the law, is strengthened, and A. can no longer
recover oya possessory action, and his only remedy then is by an action on the right
These last actions are called droiturd actions,in contradistinction to possessoryactwna. They
arc _he ultimate resort of the person disseised, so that if he fails to bring his writ of rightlit
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Real injuries, then, or injuries affecting real rights, are "pnncll,ally" stx' :--
1. Ouster; 2. Trespass; 8. Nuisance; 4. Waste; 5. Sabtraction; 6. Dis-
turbance.

Ouster, or dispossession, is a wrong or injury that carries with it the amotlon
of possession; for thereby the wrong-doer gets into the actual occupation of

the land or hereditament, and obliges him that hath a right, to seek his legal
remedy in order to gain possession and damages for the injury sustained.
And such ouster, or dispossession, may either be of the freehold, or of chattels

real. Ouster of the freehold is effected by one of the following methods :--
1. Abatement; 2. Intrusion; 3. Disseisin; 4. Discontinuance; 5. Deforcement.
All of which, in their order, and afterwards their respective remedies, will be
considered in the present chapter.

1. And first, an abatement is _vhere a person dies selsed of an i_heritance
*lael and before the heir or devisee enters, a stranger*who has no right

. vv _ makes entry and gets possession of the freehold. This entry of hin_ is
called an _batement, and he himself is denominated an abator.(a) It is to
be obselwed that this expression of' abating, which is derived from the French,
and signifies to quash, beat down, or destroy, is used by our law in three
senses. The first, which seems to be the primitive sense, is that of abating
or beating down a nuisance, of which we spoke in the beginning of this
book;(b) and in a like sense it is used in statute Westm. ], 3 Edw. I. c. 17,

where mention is made of abating a castle or fortress ; in which case it clearly
signifies to pull it down and level it with the ground. The second signification
of abatement is that of abating a writ or action, of which we shall say more
hereafter ; here it is taken figuratively, and signifies the overthrow or de-
feating of such writ by some _htal exception to it. The last species of abate-

ment is that we have now before us ; which is also a figurative expression, to
5enote that the rightful possession or freehold of the heir or devisee is over-

_hrown by the rude intervention of a stranger.

This abatement of a freehold is somewhat similar to an immediate occupancy
(o)Finch, L.195. 0) Page5.

within the time limited for the bringing of such writ, he is remediless, and the title of
_he dispossessor is complete. The original writs by which droiturel actions are instituted
axe called writs of right. The dilatoriness and niceties in these processes introduced the
writ of assize. The invention of this proceeding is attributed to Glanvillc, chief justice
to Henry II. See Mr. Reeves's tIistory of the English Law, part 1, ch. 3. It was found
so convenient a remedy that persons, to avail themselves of it, frequently supposed or
admitted themselves to be disseised by acts which did not, in strictness, amount to a
disseisin. This disseisin, being such only by the will of the party, is called a d_sseisin by
election, in opposition to an actual d_sse_in : it is only a disseisin as between the disseisor and
disseisee, the disseisee still continuing the freeholder as to all persons but the disseisor.
The old books, particularly the reports of assize, when they mentmn disseisins, generally
relate to those cases where the owner admits himself disseised. See 1 Burr. 111 ; and see
Bract. 1, b. 4, cap. 3. As the processes upon writs of entry were superseded by the
assize, so the assize and all other real actions have been since superseded by the modern
process of ejectment. This was introduced as a mode of trying titles to lands in the
reign of Henry ¥II. From the ease and expedition with which the proceedings in it
are conducted, it is now become the general remedy in these cases. Booth, who wrote
about the end of the last century, mentmns real actions as then worn out of use. It ia

• rather singular that this should be the fact, as many cases must frequently have occurred
in which a writ of ejectment was not a sufficient remedy. Within these few years past,
some attempts have been made to revive real actions ; and the most remarkable of these
are the case of Tissen vs. Clarke, reported in 3 Wils. 419, 541, and that of Carlos &
Shuttleworth vs. Lord Dormer. The writ of summons in this last case is dated the 1st
d_y of December, 1775. The summons to the four knights to proceed to the election of
the grand assize is dated the 22d day of May, 1780. To this summons the sheriff mada
his return ; and there the matter rested. The last instance in which a real action was

used is the case of Sidney vs. Perry. All these were actions on the right. The part of
_ir William Blackstone's Commentary which treats upon real actions is not the least
_aluable part of that most excellent work." See Co. Litt. 239, a., note 1. In _. T. 1825,

writ of right stood for trial in the court of Common Pleas; but, the four knights sum-
moned for the purpose not appearing, the case was adjourned to the next term.--,C_xvl_'.115
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in a state of nature, which is effected by taking possession of the land the same
instant that the prior occupant by his death relinquishes it. But this, howeve,
agreeable to natural justice, considering man merely as an individual, Ls dia-
metrically opposite to the law of society, and particularly the law of Eng-
'and; which, tbr the preservation of public peace, hath prohibited as far as
possible all acquisitions by mere occupancy, and hath directed that lands on
the death of the present possessor should immediately vest either in some
Jerson expressly named and appointed by the deceased as his devisee, or, on
efault of such appointment, in such of his next relations as the law hath

selected and pointed out as his natural representative or heir. Every entry,
therefore, of a mere stranger by way of intervention between the ancestor and
heir or person next entitled, which keeps the heir or devisee out of possession,
is one of the highest injuries to the right of real property.

*2. The second species of injury by ouster, or amotion of possession ['169
from the freehold, is by intrusion ; which is the entry of a stranger, after
a particular estate of freehold is determined, before him in rem'¢inder or rever
sion. And it happens where a tenant for term of life dieth seised of certain
lands and tenements, and a stranger entereth thereon, after such death of the
tenant, and befbre any entry of him in remainder or reversion.(c) This entry
and interposition of the stranger differ from an abatement in th._ ; that an
abatement is always to the prejudice of the heir or immediate devi_ee; a_ in-
trnsion is always to the prejudice of him in remainder or reversion. For ex.
ample; if A. dies seised of lands in fee-simple, and before the entry of B. his
heir, C. enters thereon, this is an abatement; but ff A. be tenant for life, with
remainder to B. in i_e-simple, and after the death of A., C. enters, this is an in.
trusion. Also ff A. be tenant for life on lease from B., or his ances*_)rs, or be
tenant by the curtesy, or in dower, the reversion being vested in B. and niter
the death of A., C. enters and keeps B. out of possession, this is like+ ,ise an in-
trusion. So that an intrusion is always immediately consequent upon :he deter.
ruination of a particular estate; an abatement is always consequent upon _he
descent or devise of an estate in fee-simple. And in either case the injury is
equally great to him whose possession is defeated by this unlawful occupancy.

3. The third species of injury by ouster, or privation of the freehold, is by
disseisin. Disseisin is a wrongful putting out of him that is seised of the fl'ee+
hold.(d) The two former species of injury were by a wrongful entry w_ ere the
possession was vacant ; but this is an attack upon him who is in actual posses.
sion, and turning him out of it. Those were an ouster from a freehold n law ;
this is an ouster from a freehold in deed. Disseisin may be effected e her ia

corporeal inheritances, *or incorporeal. Disseisin of things corporeal, ['170as of houses, lands, &c., must be by entry and actual dispossession of the
freehold i(e) as if a man enters either by force or fraud into the house _f an-
other, and turns, or at least keeps, him or his servants out of possession. Dis.
seisin of incorporeal hereditaments cannot be an actual dispossession: fiw the
subject itself is neither capable of actual bodily possession, or dispossession;
but it depends on their respective natures, and various kinds ; being in general
nothing more than a disturbance of the owner in the means of coming at or
enjoying them. With regard to freehold rent in particular, our ant;cut law-
books(f) mentioned five methods of working a disseisin thereof: 1. By enclo_re;
where the tenant so encloseth the house or land, that the lord cannot come to
distrain thereon, or demand it : 2. By forestaller, or lying in wait ; when the tenant
besetteth the way with force and arms, or by menaces of bodily hurt affrights
the lessor from coming: 3. By rescous; that is, either by violently retakirg a
distress taken, or by preventing the lord with force and arms from taking any
at all: 4. By repleein; when the tenant replevies the distress at such time _rhen
his rent is really due : 5. By denial; which is when the rent being lawfully de-
manded is not paid. All or any of these circumstances amount to a disseisin
ef rent; that is, they wrongfully put the owner out of the only possession, of

Ibid 181.
(+)(_Jco.C°"Lltt.Lat.277.277"F.N.B. 203, 204. ((') Finch, ]5.165,160. lAtt. _ 237, a_.
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which the subject-matteriscapable,namely, the receiptof it. :But allthese
disseisins,ofhereditaments,incorporeal,are onlyso atthe electionand choiceof
the party injured; if, for the sake of more easily trying the right, he is pleased
to suppose himself disseised.(g) Otherwise, as there can be no actual disposses-
sion, he cannot be compulsively disseised of any incorporeal hereditament.

And so, too, even in corporeal hereditaments, a man may frequently suppose
himself to be disseised, when he is not so in fact, for the sake of entitling him

self to the more easy and commodious remedy of an assize of novel disseisin,
(which _ ill be explained in the sequel of this chapter,) instead of being

"171 ] *driven to the more tedious process of a writ of entry.(h) The true
injury of compulsive disseisin seems to be that of dispossessing the tenant, and
substituting oneself to be the tenant of the lord in his stead ; in order to which
in the times of pure feodal tenure the consent or connivance of the lord, who
upon cvery descent or alienation personally gave, and who therefore alone could
change, the seisin or investiture, seems to have been considered as necessary.
But when in process of time the feodal form of alienations wore off, and the
lord was no longer the instrument of giving actual seisin, it is probable that the
lord's acceptance of rent or service, from him who had dispossessed another_
might constitute a complete disseisin. Afterwards, no regard was had to th,
lord's concurrence, but the dispossessor himself was considered as the sole dib
seisor : and this wrong was then allowed to be remedied by entry only, withou_
any form of law, as against the disseisor himself i but required a legal process
against his heir or alienee. And when the remedy by assize was introduced
under Henry IL to redress such disseisins as had been committed within a few
years next preceding, the facility of that remedy induced others, who were
wrongfully kept out of the freehold, to feign or allow themselves to be disseised,
merely for the sake of the remedy.

These three species of injury, abatemeT_t, intrusion, and disseisin, are such wherein
the entry of the tenant ab _mtio, as well as the continuance of his possession
afterwards, is unlawful. :But the two remaining species are where the entry of
the _enant was at first lawful, but the wrong consists in the detaining of pos-
session afterwards.

4. Such is, fourthly, the injury of discontinuancef which happens when he
who hath an estate-tail maketh a larger estate of the land than by law he is
entided to do :(i) in which case the estate is good, so far as his power extends
who made it, but no further. As if tenant in tail makes a feoffment in fee_

*172] simple, or for the life of the feoffee, or in tail; all *which are beyond his
power to make, for that by the common law extends no further than to

real e a lease for his own life; in such case the entry of the feoffee is lawful

(g)Lltt._ 588,589. O)Hengh._varv.c.7. 4Burr.llO. (t)Finch,L.190.

2_ee, in general, Adams on Ejectment, 35 to 41. Com. Dig. Discontinuance. Bac. Abr.
Dis,.ontinuance. Vim Abr. Discontinuance. Cru. Dig. Index, Discontinuance. Co. Litt.
325. 2 Saund. Index, tit. Discontinuance. The term "discontinuance" is used to distin-
guish those cases where the party whose freehold is ousted can restore it by action only
from those in which he may restore it by entry. Now, things which lie in grant cannot
either be devested or restored by entry. The owner therefore of any thing which lies in
grant has in no stage, and under no circumstances, any other remedy but by action. The
books often mention both disseisins and discontinuances of incorporeal hereditanmnts ;
but these disseisins and discontinuances are only at the election of the party, for the
purpose of availing himself of the remedy by action. Co. Litt, 330, b., n. But a dis-
selsm or discontinuance of corporeal hereditaments necessarily operates as a disseisin or
discontinuance of all the incorporeal rights or incidents which the disseisee or discon-
tinues bus himself in, upon, or out of the land affected by the disseisin or discontinu-
ance. Ib. 332, a., n. 1. Conveyances by feoffment and livery, or by fine or recovery by
tenant in tail in possession, work a discontinuance; but if by covenants to stand seised to
uses, under the statute, lease and release, bargain and sale, they do not, (Co. Litt. 330,
a., n. 1,) unless accompanied with a fine, as one and the same assurance in the two latter
instances, (10 Co. 95 ;) but if the fine be a d_st{nclassurance it is otherwise. 2 Burr. 704.
See anle, o book. 301. See, further, Adams on Ejectment, 35, &c. 2 Saund. Index, Dis-
e<)rtinuanc+- See 2 D. & R. 373. 1 B. & C. 238.--CHITTV.
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during the life of the feoffor; but if he retains the possession after the death el
the fooffor,,_it is an injury, which is termed a discontinuance : the antient legal
estate, which ought to have survived to the heir in tail, being gon_, or at least
suspended, and for a while discontinued. 3 For, in this case, on the death of the
alienors, neither the heir in tail, nor they in remainder or reversion exrcctant
on the determination of the estate-tail, can enter on and possess the lands so
alienated. Also, by the common law, the alienation of a husband who ,_as
seised in the right of his wife, worked a discontinuance of the wife's estate, till
the statute 32 Hen. YIII. c. 28 provided, that no act by the husband alone shall
work a discontinuance of, or prejudice, the inheritance or fl'eehold of the wife;
but that, after his death, she or her heirs may enter on the lands in question.
Formerly, also, if an alienation was made by a sole corporation, as a bishop or
dean, without consent of the chapter, this was a discontinuance.(j) But this is
now quite antiquated by the disabling statutes of 1 Eliz. c. 19 and 13 Eliz c. 10,
which declare all such alienations absolutely void ab _nitio, and therefore at pro-
_ent no discontinuance can be thereby occasioned.'

5. The fifth and last species of injuries by ouster or privation of the freehold,
where the entry of the present tenant or possessor was originally lawful, but
his detainer is now become unlawfill, is that by deforcement. This, in its most
extensive sense, is nomen generalissimum; a much larger and more comprehen-
sive expression than any of the former : it then signifying the holding of any
lands or tenements to which another person hath a right.(k) So that this in-
eludes as well an abatement, an intrusion, a disseisin, or a discontinuance, as
any other species of wrong whatsoever, whereby he that hath right to the free-
hold is kept out of possession. But, as contradistinguished from the former, it

is only such a detainer of the *freehold from him that hath the right ['173
of property, but never had any possession under that right, as i_lls
within none of the injuries which we have before explained. As in case where
a lord has a seignory, and lands escheat to him proTter defeetum sanguinis, but
the seisin of the lands is withheld from him; here the injury is not abatement_
for the right vests not in the lord as heir or devisee i nor is it zntrusion, for it
vests not in him who hath the remainder or reversion ; nor is it disseisin, for
the lord was never seised i nor does it at all bear the nature of any species of
disconttnuance; but, being neither of these four, it is therefore a deforcement.(1)
If a man marries a woman, and during the coverture is seised of lands, and
alienes, and dies ; is d'laseised, and dies ; or dies in possession ; and the alienee,
disseisor, or heir enters on the tenements and doth not assign the widow her
dower; this is also a deforcement to the widow_ by withholding lands to which

(_ F. N. B. 194. (k) Co. Lift. 277. (1) F. N. B 143.

Bacon (New Abr. tit. Discontinuance) defines it to be such an alienatmn of the pos
session whereby he who has a right to the inheritance cannot enter, but is driven to his
action." The question whether any particular act has this effect depends not so much
on the quantity of estate which the wrong-doer has, as upon the mode of conveyance by
which he has done it. For example, by the old law the disseisor, who has but a naked
possession, might, by fecffment and hvery of so;sin to a third person, discontinue the
lawful estate of the disseisee,--that is, take from h_m his right to revest it by mere entry;
on the other hand, the tenant in tail, who has all but the fee-simple, may by lease and
release profess to convey the inheritance in fee to one and his heirs, and yet discontinue
no estate, the form of the instrument operating to pass only whatever he lawfiflly can
grant.

In order to effect a general discontinuance, the ahenation must be made with livery of
seism, or what is equivalent to it,--though the estates of particular persons may be dis-
continued by other modes, in order to avoid circuity, as lease and release by tenant in tail
with warranty will displace the estate of the issue on whom the warranty descends. See
ante, voL ii. p. 301. Litv. s. 592. Co. Litt. 325, a., n. 278, &C.---_LEalDO_..

' But now, by star. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 39, no discontinuance shall defeat any right
of entry or action for the recovery of land ; and, by stat. 8 & 9 Vict. c. 106, s. 4, a feoff-
ment made after October 1, 1845, shall not have a tortious operation, so as to create
an estate by wrong; and therefore a discontinuancewould seem now to be impossible.- -
_'TEW_RT
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_hehatha right.(m)In likemanner,ifa man leaselandstoanotherforterm
of years,orforthelifeof athirdperson,and the term expiresby surrender,
eflluxoftime,ordeathofthecestuyquevie;and thelesseeorany stranger,who
was attheexpirationof theterm in possession,holdsover,and refusestode-
liverthepossessiontohim inremainderorreversion,thisislikewisea deforce-
ment.(n) Deforcementsmay alsoariseupon thebreachof aconditioninlaw:
asifa woman giveslandstoa man by deed,totheintentthathe marlT her,
and he willnotwhen thereuntorequired,butcontinuestoholdthelands:this
issucha fraudon theman'spart,thatthe lawwillnot allowittodevestthe
woman's rightofpossession;though,hisentrybeinglawful,itdoesdevestthe
actualpossession,and therebybecomesa deforeement.(o)Deforeementsmay
alsobe groundedon the disabilityof the partydeforced:as ffan infantdo
make an alienationofhislands,and thealieneeenters,and keepspossession:
now, asthealienationisvoidable,thispossessionas againstthe infant(.or,in
caseofhisdecease,asagainsthisheir)isafteravoidancewrongful,and there-

"174] forea deforcement.(p)The same happens *when one of non-sanememory alienes his lands or tenements, and the alienee enters and holds
possession; this may also be a deforcement.(q) Another species of deforcement
is, where two persons have the same title to land, and one of them enters and
keeps possession against the other: as where the ancestor dies seised of an
estate in fee-simple, which descends to two sisters as eoparceners, and one of
them enters before the other, and will not suffer her sister to enter and enjoy
her moiety; this is also a deforeement.(r) Deforcement may also be grounded
on the non-performance of a covenant real: as if a man, seised of lands, covenants
to convey them to another, and neglects or refuses so to do, but continues pos-
session against him; this possession, being wrongful, is a deforcement :(s) whence,
in levying a fine of lands, the person against whom the fictitious action is brought
upon a supposed breach of covenant is called the deforciant. And, lastly, by way
of analogy, keeping a man by any means out of a freehold office is construed to
be a deforcement; though, being an incorporeal hereditament, the deforciant has
no corporeal possession. So that whatever injury (withholding the posses.
sion of a freehold) is not included under one of the four former heads, is com-
prised under this of deforeement.

The several species and degrees of injury by ouster being thus ascertained and
defined, the next consideration is the remedy; which is, universally, the restitu.
tion or delivery o.fpossession to the l_ght owner ; and, in some cases, damages also
for the unjust amotion. The methods, whereby these remedies, or either of them,
may be obtained, are various.

1. The first is that extrajudicial and summary one, which we slightly touched
m the first chapter of the present book,(t) of entry by the legal owner, when
another person, who hath no right, hath previously taken possession of lands
or tenements. In this case the party entitled may make a formal, but peace.
able, entry thereon, declaring that thereby he takes possession ; which notorious
act of ownership is equivalent to a £eodal investiture by the lord ;(u) or he may

*175] enter on any *part of it in the same county, declaring it to be in thename of the whole ;(v) but if it lies in different counties he must make
different entries; fbr the notoriety of such entry or claim to the pares or free-
holders of Westmoreland is not any notoriety to the pares or freeholders of
Sussex. Also if there be two disseisors, the party disseised must make his entry
on both ; or if one disseisor has conveyed the lands with livery to two distinct
feoffees, entry must be made on both :(w) for as their seisin is distinct, so also
must be the act which devests that so;sin. If the claimant be deterred from
entering by menaces or bodily fear, he may make claim as near to th_ estate
as he can, with the like forms and solemnities ; which claim is in force for only
a year and a day.(x) And this claim, if it be repeated once in the space of

_) F. N. B. 8, 147, (r) Fmch_ L. 293, 294. F.N.B. 197.
g*)Fmch, L. 263. F,N.B.201, 205, 206, 207. Seebookii. (*)F.N.B. 146.

h. 9_ P- 151, (*) See page 5.
(.| F. N. B. 205. (_) See book n ch 14, p. 209.

_) Finch. L. 264. F. N B. 192. (_) L1tt. _ 417.,t) Fznch, lbid. F.N.B. 202. (_)Co.L]tt 252, (m)Litt._42_
122
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every year and a day, (._vhlch is called continual claim,) has th_ _ame eftect with,
and in all respects amounts to, a legal entry.(y) Such an entry gives a man
seisin,(z) or puts into immediate possession him that hath right of entry on
the estate, and thereby makes him complete owner, and capable of conveying
it from himself by either descent or purchase. _

This remedy by entry takes place in three only of the five species of ouster,
viz., abatement, intrusion, and disseisin ;(a) for as in these the original entry of
the wrong-doer was unlawful, they may therefore be remedied by the mere
entry of him who hath right. But, upon a discontinuance or dcforcement, the
owner of the estate cannot enter, but is driven to his action ; for herein, the
original entry being lawful, and thereby an apparent right_ of possession being
gained, the law will not suffer that right to be overthrown by the mere act or
entry of the claimant. Yet a man may enter(b) on his tenant by sufferance :
for such tenant hath no freehold, but only a bare possession ; which may be
defeated, like a tenancy at will, by the mere entry of the owner. But if the
owner thinks it more expedient to suppose or admit(c) such tenant to have

*gained a tortious freehold, he is then remediable by writ of entry, ['176ad terminum qui pra_terdt.
Ou the other hand, in case of abatement, intrusion, or disseisin, where entries

are generally lawful, this right of entry may be tolled, that is, tauten away by
descent, s Descents which take away entries(d) are when any onc, seised by
any means whatsoever of the inheritance of a corporeal hereditament, dies;T
whereby the same descends to his heir :8 in this case, however feeble the right
of the ancestor might be, the entry of any other person who claims title to the

($') Lltt. _. 419, 423. (_) See book il page 150.
(_) Co. Iat't. 15 (c) Co. Litt. 5'/.
(_) Ibid. 237,238. (_) Lltt _ 385--413

s But now, by statute 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27. s. 10, no person shall be deemed to h_ve been
in possession of any land within the meaning of that act, merely by reason of having
made an entry thereon ; and, by s. 11, no continual or other claim upon or near any
land shall preserve any right of making an entry. The distinction between the law as
laid down by Blackstone and the present law as to an entry is, that by the former a bare
entry on land was attended with a certain effect in keeping a right alive, whereas by the
latter it has no effect whatever unless there be a change of possession. When this takes
place, the remedy by entry is still in operation ; when not, an entl T is of no avail, and
this remedy no longer exists.----ST_.WAaT.

See the doctrine as to descerotscast clearly explained in Adams on E.jectment, 41 to 45 ;
and see H. Chitty on Descents, 25, 43, 56. Taylor vs. Horde, 1 Burr. 60. 12 East, 141.
Watkins on Descents. Com. Dig. Descents. Bae. Abr. Descents. It is scarcely possible
to suggest a case in which the doctrine of descent cast can be now so applied as to
pro.vent a claimant from maintaining ejeetment. Adams, 41, note e. We have before
seen that where the entry of the party or his ancestor was originally lawful, and the
continuance in possession only unlawful, the entry is not tolled. See Dowl. & R. 41.
"If a disseisor make a lease for term of his own life, and dieth, this descent shall not
take away the entry of the disseisee; for though the fee and franktenement descend to
the heir of the disseisor, yet the disseisor died not seised of the fee and franktenement ;
and Littleton saith, unless he hath the fee and franktenement at the time of hi_ decease,
such descent shall not take away the entry." Co. Litt. 239, b., c. It was laid down in
Carter vs. Tash, by Holt, C. J., that if a ferns-covert is disseisee, and after her husband
dies she takes a second husband, and then the descent happens, tk's descent shall take
away the entry of the ferns, for she might have entered before the second marriage _nd
prevented the descent. 1 Salk. 241. See also 4 T. R. 300.--CHITTY.

He must die seised of the freehold; for if disseisor make a lease for llfe of the premises,
retaining a reversion, and die, this descent does not take away the entry of the disseises.
because the disseisor died not possessed of thefreehogd, but merely of the reversion. Co.
Litt. 239, b._ARCHBOLD.

SThis descent must be immediate; for if any other estate intervene between the death
of the disseisor and the descent to the heir, it will not be a descent capable of tolling
entry. Thus, if a woman be seised of an estate upon which another has a right of entry,
and she marry, have issue, and die, her husband remaining tenant by the eurtesy,_if
upon the husband's death the issue enter, this descent does not toll entry, because ia
is not immediate from the mother, the estate by the curtesy intervening. See Lift. s. 394
_ARCtlBOLD.
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freehold is taken away, and he cannot recover possession against the heir by
this summary method, but is driven to his action to gain a legal seisin of the
estate. And thi_ first, bc,c_use the heir comes to the estate by act of law, _nd
not by his own act ; tile law therefore protects his title, and will not suffer his

ossession to be devested till the claimant hath proved a better right. Secondly,
ecause the heir may not suddenly know the true state of his title ; and there.

fore the law, which is ever indulgent to heirs, takes away the entry of such
claimant as neglected to enter on the ancestor, who was well able to defend his
title ; and leaves the claimant only the remedy of an action against the heir.(e)
Thirdly, this was admirably adapted to tile military spirit of the feodal tenures,
and tended to make the feudatory bold in war, since his children could not by
any mere entry of another be dispossessed of the lands whereof he died seised.
And, lastly, it is agreeable to the dictates of reason and the general principles
of law.

For, in every complete title(f) to lands, there are two things necessary:
the possession or seisin, and the right of property therein ;(g) or, as it is
expressed in Fleta, jarls et se_since eonjulwtw (h) :Now, if the possession be
severed from the property, if A. has the jus proprietatis, and B. by some
unlawful means has ained possession of the lands, this is an injury to A., for
, .... which the lg_ gives a remedy by putting *him in possession, but does

• t t J it by different means according to the circumstances of the case. Thus,
as B., who was himself the wrong-doer, and hath obtained the possession by
either fraud or force, hath only a bare or naked possession, without any shadow
of right, A., therefore, who hath both the right of property and the right of pos-
session, may put an end to his title at once by the smnmary method of entry.
But if B. the wrong-doer dies scised of the lands, then B.'s heir advances one
step further towards a good title ; he hath not only a bare possession, but also
an apparent jus possessionis, or right of possession. For the law presumes that
the possession which is transmitted from the ancestor to the heir is a rightful
possession until the contrary be shown; and therefore the mere entry of A. is not
allowed to evict the heir of B. ; but A. is driven to his action at law to remove
the possession of the heir, though his entry alone would have dispossessed the
ancestor2

So that, in general, it appears that no man can recover possession by mere
entry on lands which another hath by descent. Yet this rule hath some excep-
tions(i) wherein those reasons cease upon which the general doctrine is
grounded ; especially if the claimant were under any legal disabilities during
the life of the ancestor, either of infancy, coverture_ imprisonment, insanity, or
being out of the realm : in all which cases there is no neglect or laches in th(
claimant, and therefore no descent shall bar or take away his entry.(k) And
this title of taking away entries by descent is still further narrowed by the
slatute 32 Hen. VIII. c. 33, which enacts that, if any person disseises or turns
another out of possession, no descent to the heir of the disseisor shall take
away the entry of him that has a right to the land, unless the disseisor had
peaceable possession five years next after the disseisin. But the statute
extendeth not to any feoffee or donee of the disseisor, mediate or immediate ;(l)
because such a one by the genuine feodal constitutions always came into the

"178 ] tenure solemnly *and with the lord's concurrence, by actual delivery ofseisin, that is, open and public investiture. On the other hand, it is
enacted by the statute of limitations, 21 Jac. I. c. 16, that no entry shall be
made by any man upon lands, unless within twenty years after his right shall

0) Co. Litt. 237 (_) See the particular cases mentioned by Littleton, b. fli.
_) See book it. ch 13. ch 6, the principles of _hlch are well explained in Gilbert's
0_)Mirror, c. 2_ _.27. Law of Tenures.
(a) L, 3, c. 15, _ 5, (k) Co. Lift. 7A6.

(z) Ibid. 256.

9 But this distinction is now entirely abolished, having been found to lead to many
useless subtleties in practice, it being enacted, by stat. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 39, that no
descent which may happen to be made after the 31st of December, ]833, shall toll or
qefe_t any rightof entry for the r_-overy of land.--Sr_.wARr.
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accrue. '° And by statute 4 & 5 Anne, c. 16, no entry shall be of force _o satisfy
the said statute of limitations, or to avoid a fine levied of lands, unless an
action be thereupon commenced within one year after, and prosecuted zith
effect, n

Upon an ouster by the discontinuance of tenant in tail, we have said that no
remedy by mere entry is allowed; but that, when tenant in tail alienes th6 lands
entailed, this takes away the entry of the issue in tail, and drives him to his
action at law to recover the possession.(m) :For, as in the former cases, the law
will not suppose, without proof_ that the ancestor of him in possession acquired
the estate by wrong, and therefore, after five years' peaceable possession, and
a descent cast, will not suffer the possession of the heir to b_ _isturbed by mere
entry without action ; so here the law will not suppose the dis_ontinuor to have
cliched the estate without power so to do, and therefore leaves the heir in tail
to his action at law, and permits not his entry to be lawful. Besides, the
atienee, who came into possession by a lawful conveyance, which was at least
good for the life of the alienor, hath not only a bare possessior, but also an ap-
Tarent right of possession ; which is not allowed to be devested by the mere entry
of the claimant, but continues in force till a better right be shown, and recognised
by a legal determination. And something also perhaps, in framing this rule of
law, may be allowed to the inclination of the courts of justice, to go as far as
they could in making estates-tail alienable, by declaring such alienations to be
voidable only, and not absolutely void.

In case of deforcement also, where the deforciant had originally a lawful pos-
session of the land, but now detains it wrongfully, he still continues to have the

presumptive prima *facie evidence of right; that is, possession lawfully ['179gained. Which possession shall not be overturned by the mere entry
of another; but only by the demandant's showing a better right in a course of
law.

This remedy by entry must be pursued, according to statute 5 Ric. II. st. l,
c. 8, in a peaceable and easy manner; and not with force or strong hand. For,
if one turns or keeps another out of possession forcibly, this is an injury of both
a civil and a criminal nature. The civil is remedied by immediate restitution;
which puts the antient possessor in statu quo: the criminal injury, or pubhe
wrong, by breach of the king's peace, is punished by fine to the king. For by
the statute 8 Ken. VI. e. 9, upon complaint made to any justice of the peace,
of a forcible entry, with strong hand, on lands or tenements; or a forcible de-
tainer after a peaceable entry; he shall try the truth of the complaint by jury,
and, upon force found, shall restore the possession to the party so put out" and
in such ease, or if any alienation be made to defraud the possessor of his right,
(which is likewise declared to be absolutely void,) the offender shall forfeit, for

(_) Co. Litt 325.

loBut by the second section, the same exceptions as are enumerated above, of infancy,
coverture, imprisonment, insanity, and absence beyond seas, are made, in which case the
party entitled may enter within ten years after the disability ceases, notwithstanding the
twenty years should have elapsed after his title first accrued ; and to his heir the statute
gives ten years after the death of such party dying under the disabihty. It _ves the
heir ten years and no more, whatever disability he may labour under during all that
time. 6 East, 85. And in 4 T. R. 300. it was agreed by the court that in every statute
of limitations, if a disability be once removed, the time must continue to run notwith.
standing any subsequent disability, either voluntary or involuntary. And in 5 B &A.,
Abbott, C. J., said, the several statutes of limitation, being all in purl malefic, ought to
receive a uniform construction notwithstanding any slight variations of phrase, the
object and intention being the same.--Cr_ivrr.

n However, by stat. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, one period of limitation is established for al*.
lands and rents ; and it is enacted by s. 2, that after the 31st of December, 1833, no per-
son shall make an entry or bring an action to recover any land but within twenty years
next after the time at which the right to make such entry or bring such action shall
have first accrued to some person through whom he claims, or, if such right shall not
have accrued to any person through whom he claims, then within twenty years next
after the time at which the right to make such entry or bring such action shall have
fir.qta_crued to the person making or bringing the so.me.---STEw._RT.
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the force found, treble damages to the party grieved, and make fine and ransom

to the king. But this does not extend to such as endeavour to keep possession
manu forti, after three years peaceable enjoyment of either themselves, their
ancestors, or those under whom they claim ; by a subsequent clause of the safae
statute, enforced by statute 31 Eliz. c. 11. _2

lI. Thus far of remedies, when tenant or occupier of the land hath gained
only a mere possession, and no apparent shadow of right. Next follow another
class, which are in use where the title of the tenant or occupier is advanced one
step nearer to perfection ; so that he hath in him not only a bare possess'on.
which may be destroyed by a bare entry, but also an apparent right ofposse_onj
which cannot be removed but by orderly course of law; in the process of which
it must be shown, that though he hath at present possession, and therefore hath

"180] *the presumptive right, yet there is a right of possession, superior tohis, residing in him who brings the action.
These remedies are either by a writ of entry, or an assize; which are actions

merelypossessory; serving only t_, regain that possession, whereof the demandant
(that is, he who sues for the land) or his ancestors have been unjustly deprived
by the tenant or possessor of the freehold, or those under whom he claims. They
decide nothing with respect to the right of property; only restoring the demandant
to that state or situation, in which he was (or by law ought to have been) before
the dispossession committed. But this without any prejudice to the right of
ownership : for, if the dispossessor has any legal claim, he may afterwards exert
it, notwithstanding a recovery against him in these posscssory actions. Only
the law will not suffer him to be his own judge, and either take or maintain pos.
session of the lands, until he hath recovered them by legal means :(n) rather
presuming the right to have accompanied the antient seisin, than to reside in
one who had no such evidence in his fhvour.

1. The first of these possessory remedies is by writ of entry; which is that
which disproves the title of the tenant or possessor, by showing the unlawthl
means by which he entered or continues possession.(o) The writ is directed to
(he sheriff, requiring him to "command the tenant of the land that he render
(in Latin, preecipe quod reddat) to the demandant the land in question, which he
claims to be his right and inheritance; and into which, as he saith, the said
tenant had not entry but by (or after) a disseisin, intrusion, or the like, made
to the said demandant, within the time limited by law for such actions ; or that
upon refusal he do appear in court on such a day, to show wherefore he hath not
done it."(p) This is the original process, the pr_cipe upon which all the rest of

(_) Mir. _ 4, _ 24 (,) Finch, L. 261. (P) See book ft. Append. No. V. _ 1.

12It was doubted whether, under the statutes mentioned in the text, any but a free-
holder could have restitution; and therefore the 21 Jac. I. c. 25 applied the power
conferred by them to the restitution of possession of which tenants for terms of years,
tenants by copy of court-roll, guardmn by knight-service, and tenants by elegit, statute-
merchant, or statute-staple, had been forcibly deprived. The justices of the peace are
bound to grant a writ of restitution ; but when the indictment is found at the assizes
the judge may exercise his discretion. The Queen vs. Harland, 8 Add. & Ell. 326. 2
Moo. & Rob. 141. In an indictment made under the statutes_ the prosecutor's interest
in the premises must be stated, (Rex vs. Wilson, 8 T. R. 360, 362 ;) whence it seems to
follow that where a tenant, wrongfully holding over after the expiration of his term, is
forcibly dispossessed by the landlord, the case is not within them : otherwise the justices
would he compellable to award restitution to the tenant, although his previous posses-
sion would not have supported an action of trespass quare clausum fregit against the
landlord. Turner vs. Meymott, 1 Bing. 158 ; Taunton vs. Costar, 7 T. R. 431. Perhaps,
however, the landlord may be indicted for a forcible entry at common law. It is
laid down, indeed, by Hawkins that no indictment for a forcible entry lay at common
law where the party had lawful right of entry. But in The King vs. Bathurst,
Sayer's Rep. 225, a forcible entry into _ dwelling-house was held indictable at
common law; and the correctness of what Hawkins said may be doubted. See per lord
Kenyon, Rex vs. Wilson, supra, 364. The landlord is undoubtedly liable to an action for
a trespass to the person of the tenant, or to an indictment, if the entl T be attended
with circumstances that of themsel_ es amount to a breach of the peace. Rex vs. Storr,

Burr. 1679. Rex vs. Bake, id., 1731 Newt_'u vs. Harland, 1 M:. & (_. 644._Co_cn[.
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the suit is grounded : wherein it appears, that the tenant is required, either tc

deliver *seisin of the lands, or to show cause why he will not. This [*181
cause may be either a denial of the fact of having entered by or under
such means as are suggested, or a justification of his entry by reason of title n
himself or in those under whom he makes claim : whereupon the possession of
the land is awarded to him who produces the clearest right to possess it.

In our antient books we find frequent mention of the degrees within which
writs of entry are brought. If they be brought against the party himself that
did the wrong, then they only charge the tenant himscff with the injury ; "non
habuit ingressum nisi per _ntrusionem quam ipse feeit." But if the intruder, dis
seisor, or the like has made any alienation of the land to a third person, or it
has descended to his heir, that circumstance must be alleged in the writ, for the
action must always be brought against the tenant of the land ; and the defect
of his possessory title, whether al_ising from his own wrong or that of those
under whom he claims, must be set forth. One such alienation or descent makes
the first(q) degree, which is called the per, because then the form of a writ of
entry is this; that the tenant had not entry but by the original wrong-doer,
who alienated the land, or from whom it descended to him : "non habuit _ngres.
sum, nisi per Gulielmum, qui se in iUud intrusit, et illud tenenti dimisit."(r) A
second alienation or descent makes another degree, called the per and cui; be-
cause the form of a writ of entry, in that case, is, that the tenant had not entry
but by or under a prior alienee, to whom the intruder demised it; "non habuit
ingressum nisi per _Ricardum, cui Gulielm_s iUud dimisit, qui se in iUud intrusit."(s)
These degrees thus state the original wrong, and the title of the tenant who
claims under such wrong. If more than two degrees (that is, two alienations
or descents) were past, there lay no writ of entry at th0 common law. For as

it was provided, for the *quietness of men's inheritances, that no one, ['182
even though he had the true right of possession, should enter upon him
who had the apparent right by descent or otherwise, but he _as driven to his
writ of entry to gain possession ; so, after more than two descents or two con-
veyances were passed, the demandant, even though he had the right both of
possession and property, was not allowed this possessory action ; but was driven
to his writ of right, a long and final remedy, to punish his neglect in not sooner
putting in his claim, while the degree subsisted, and for the ending of suits and
quieting of all controversies.(t) But by the statute of Marlberge, 52 iten. III.
c. 30, it was provided, that when the number of alienations or descents exceeded
the usual degrees, a new writ should be allowed without any mention of degrees
at all. And accordingly a new writ has been framed, called a writ of entry in
the post, which only alleges the injury of the wrong-doer, without deducing all
the intermediate title from him to the tenant : stating it in this manner; that
the tenant had not entry unless after, or subsequent to, the ouster or injury done
by the original dispossessor; "non habuit ingressum nisi post intrusionem quam
Gulielmus in dludfecit;" and rightly concluding, that if the original title was
wrongful, all claims derived from thence must participate of the same wrong.
Upon the latter of these writs it is (the writ of entry sur disseisin in the post)
that the form of our common recoveries of landed estates(u) is usually grounded;
which, we may remember, were observed in the preceding volume(v) to be fic-
titiou_ actions brought against the tenant of the freehold, (usually called the
tenant to the prceeipe, or writ of entry,) in which by collusion the demandant
recovers the land.

This remedial instrument, or writ of entry, is applicable to all the cases of
ouster before mentioned, except that of discontinuance by tenant in tail, and

eculiar species of deforcements. Such is that of deforcement of dower,some p . .
by not asslgmng any dower to the widow within the time limited by [_'183
*law; for which she has her remedy by writ of dower, unde nihil habet.(w)

_q) Finch_ L. 262. Booth indeed (of Real Actmns, 172) (s) Finch, L. 263. 1_. N. B. 203, 204.
maxee the first degree to consist in the omglnai wrong done, (_) 2 Inst 153.
the _coud m thcper, and the third in the per and cu_. But (w) See book iL Append. N_.Y.
the di_rence is immaterutL (.) Book ii. ch. 21

ff_ Booth, lSL (-) F. N. B. 147. U7
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But if she be deforced of part only of her dower, she cannot then say that nih_
habet; and therefore she may have recourse to another action, by writ of right
of dower; which is a more general remedy, extending either to part or the
whole ; and is (with regard to her claim) of the same nature as the grand writ
of rig,rht whereof we shall presently ps eak, is with ....regard to claims in fee-
simplc.(x) On the other hand, if the heir (being within age) or his guardian
assign her more than she ought to have, they may be remedied by a writ of
admeasurement of dower.(y) :But in general the writ of entry is the universal
remedy to recover possession, when wrongfully withheld from the owner. It
were therefore endless to recount all the several divisions of writs of entry,
which the different circumstances of the respective demandants may require,
and which are furnished by the laws of England :(z) being plainly and clearly

chalked out in that most antient .and highly venerable collection of legal forms,
the registrum omnium brevium, or register of" such writs as are suable out of the
king's court, upon which Fitzherbert's natura brevium is a comment; and in

"184] which every man who *is injured will be sure to find a method of relief,exactly adapted to his own case, described in the compass of a few lines,
and yet without the omission of any material circumstance. So that the wise
and equitable provision of the statute Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 24, for framing new
writs when wanted, is almost rendered useless by the very great perfection o£
the antient forms. And indeed I know not whether it is a greater credit to our
laws, to have such a provision contained in them, or not to have occasion, or at
least very rarely, to use it.

In the times of our Saxon ancestors the right of possession seems only to

have been recoverable by writ of entry,(a) which was then usually brought in
the county-court. And it is to be observed that the proceedings in these
actions were not then so tedious when the courts were held and process issued
from and was returnable therein at the end of every three weeks, as they
became after the conquest, when all causes were drawn into the king's courts,
and process issued only from term to term; which was found exceedingly dila-
tory, being at least four times as slow as the other. And hence a new remedy was
invented in many cases, to do justice to the people and to determine the pos-

session in the proper counties, and yet by the king's judges. This was the
remedy by assize, which is called, by statute Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 2"4,festinum
remedium, in comparison with that by a writ of entry ; it not admitting of

many dilatory pleas and proceedings to which other real actions are subject.(b) Js2. The writ of assi.e is said to have been invented by Glanvil, chief justice to
YI-enry the Second ;(c) and ff so, it seems to owe its introduction to the parlia-
ment held at :Northampton in the twenty-second year of that prince's reign;
when justices in eyre were appointed to go round the kingdom in order to take

"185] these assizes: and the assizes themselves *(particularly those of mortd'ancestor and novel disseisin) were clearly pointed out and described.(d)

_) Ibid. 16. alienation, but during the life, of the tenant in dower or
y) ]¢.N. B. 148. _neh, L. 314. Stat. Westm. 2, 13 ]Edw. other tenant for hfe. 6. The wrlt ad termznum qui _r_.

.. c. 7. ferret, (ibid. 201_) for the reversmner, whezl the possessmn is
(s) See Bracten_ _ 4. tr. 7, e. 6, _ 4. Britton, e 114, fol 264. withheld by the lessee or a stranger after the determination

"_he"most usual were_l The writs of entry sur dzsse*_n of a lease for years. 7. The writ eausa matrzmond laradn.
and of _ntrus_on, (F. N. B. 191, 203,) whmh are brought _, 0Md. 205,) for a woman who giveth land to a man m
_o remedy either of those species of ouster. 2. The writs of fee or fur hfe, to the intent that he may marry her, and ha
dum fu_ _nfra a_atem and dura fuit non eompo_ ment_s, doth not, Andthehkemc_eofotherdaforcements .
(;lad. 192, 202,) winch he for a person of full age, or one (_) Gdb. Ten. 42.
who hath recovered his nnderstandmg_ after ilavmg (when (b) Booth_ 262.
under age or insane) aheusd his lands, or fur the heirs of (_) Mirror, c. 2, _ 25.
_mch ahenor 3. The writs of cu_ _n v_ta and cu_ ante d_- (d) _ .9 ,_ dora{nus fi'eodi _gat h_redz'bu_, defund{ 8a_.
vort_um, 0hJd ]93, 204)) for a womam when a widow or _mm ejusdem feeds, justitmrd domtm regis favmnt t_q_f_
divorced, whose h_sband dtwmg the coverture (cuz _n wta fierf, recog_ztlonem laer xf_.,legales homines_ qualem sa_na_
sun, eel cul ante dz_urr_iurn,_psa contrad_eere non _n_) defunctus _nde habu_t, die qua fult vtvU$ d mortut_s ; et_

• hath ahened her estate 4. The writ ad eommun._m leg_, s_cut reeo_.itum fuertt_ tta h_redib_J__ _estltuant. _ 10.
(ibid, 207_)for the revers,oner, after the alieustion and death Just_t_amt domml reg_ faciant fleri rev_n_tumem de di+
of the paxtlcntar tenant for hfe. 5. The writs in cant pro- sats_nis factis super asstsam_ a temt_re quo domtnts
e_so and _n cans_mdt casa_ (ib_d 205_2O6,)whmhlaynotad venlt ,n Angliam jrfoxime post J_avem factam t_er _.psu_ _
_mnmunem legem, but are given, by star. Glee. 6 Edw. I e. 7, regem flliura _uum. Spelm. C_d.330.
md W_um. 2, 13 FAw. I. a 24, for the reversmusr after the

The remedy by writ of entry was abolished by 3 & 4 W IV. c. 27, s. 36.---S_waa_.
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•As a writ of entry is a real action which disproves the title of tile tehal,t ]:y
showing the unlawful commencement of his possession, so an assize is a teal
action which proves the title of the demandant merely by showing his or his
ancestor's possession :(e)and these two remedies are in all other respects so
totally alike that a judgment or recovery in one is a bar against the other ; so
that when a man's possession is once established by either of these possessory
actions it can never be disturbed by the same antagonist in any other of them.
The word assize is derived by Sir Edward Coke(f) from the Latin assideo, to
sit together; and it signifies, originally, the jury who try the cause and sit
together for that purpose. :By a figure it is now made to signify the court or
jurisdiction which summons this jury together by a commission of assize, o7
ad assisas capiendas; and hence the judicial assemblies held by the king's commis
sion in every county, as well to take these writs of assize, as to try causes at
nisi prius, are termed in common speech the assizes. :By another somewhat
similar figure the name of assize is also applied to this action, for recovering

ossession of lands; ibr the reason, saith Littleton,(g) why such writs at the
eginning were called assize, was, for that in these writs the sheriff is ordered

to summon a jury or assize; which is not expressed in any other original
writ.(h)

This remedy, by writ of assize, is only applicable to two species of i_jury
by ouster, viz., abatement, and a recent or novel disseisin. If the abatement

happened upon the death of the demandant's father or mother, brother, or
sister, uncle or aunt, nephew or niece, the remedy is by an assize of mort d an.

cestor, or death of one's ancestor. This *writ directs the sheriff to ['186summon a jury or assize, who shall view the land in question, and re-
cognise whether such ancestor was seised thereof on the day of his death, and
whether the demandant be the next heir :(i) soon after which the judges come
down by the king s commlssmn to take the reco_,mUon of assize : when, tf these
points are _ound in the affirmative, the law immediately transfers the posses-
sion from the tenant to the demandant. If the abatement happened on the
death of one's grandfather or grandmother, then an assise of mort d'ancestor no
longer lles, but a writ of ayle or de ave : if on the death of the great-grand-
father or great-grandmother, then a writ of besayle or de proavo : but if it
mounts one degree higher, to the tresayle, or grandfather's grandfather, or if th-
abatement happened upon the death of any collateral relation other than those
before mentioned, the writ is called a writ of cosinage or de consanguineo.(k)
And the same points shall be inquired of in all these actions ancestre! as in an
assize of mort d'ance_tor; they being of the very same nature :(l) though they
differ in this point of form, that these ancestrel writs (like all other writs of
pr_c_pe) expressly assert a title in the demandant, (viz, the seisin of the ances-
tor at his death, and his own right of inheritance,) the assize asserts nothing
directly, but only prays an inquiry whether those points be so.(m) There is
also another ancestrel writ, denominated a nuper obiit, to establish an equal
division of the land in question, where, on the death of an ancestor who has
several heirs, one enters and holds the others out of possession.(n) But a man
is not allowed to have any of these actions ancestrel for an abatement conse-
quent on the death of any collateral relation beyond the fourth degree ;(o)
lhough in the lineal ascent he may proceed ad infinitum.(2 ) For there must
be some boundary, else the privilege would be universal ; which is absurd : and
therefore the law pays no regard to the possession of a collateral ancestor who
was no nearer than the fifth degree•

• It was always held to be a law(q) that where lands were devisable ['187in a man's last will by the custom of the place, there an assize of
mort d'ancestor did not lie. For where lands were so devisable, the right of

_2) Ymch_ L 284. (_)2 Inst. 399.
1 Inst. 153. (-) F. N. B. 197. Finch, L. '298.

(_) {)234. (_) Hale on F. N. B. 221.
(/9 Co. Iatt. 159. (_) Fltz Abr tit. c_.,vage_ 15.

(t) p. N. B. t95. Yinch_ L. 290. (q) Bracton_ I, 4, de az$_. _ a_e,_ _w..a, 0. l_j _ |
(k)Finch, L. 266,267. F.N.B. 196.
(_)_t. _'_b_,. _ 13 _w. I.e. 20.

Vo_. If.--9 }_9
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possession could never be determined by a process which inquired only Of
these two points, the seisin of the ancestor and the heirship of the demandant
And hence it may be reasonable to conclude, that when the statute of wills, 89.
Hen. ¥II1. e. 1, made all soeage-lands devisable, an assize of mort d'aneestor nv
longer could be brought of lands held in soc_ge;(r) and that now, since the
statute 12 Car. II. e. 24, (which converts all tenures, a few only excepted, into
free and common soeage,)no assize of mort d'ance_tor can be brought of any
lands in the kingdom, but that, in ease of abatements, recourse must be pro
perty had to the writs of entry. 14

An assize of novel (or recent) disseisin is an action of the same naSure with
the assize of mort d'ancestor before mentioned, in that herein the demandant'm
possession must be shown. But it differs considerably in other points; par-
ticularly in that it recites a complaint by the demandant of the disseisin com-
mitted, in terms of direct averment; whereupon the sheriff is commanded to
reseize the land and all the chattels thereon, and keep the same in his cnstody
till the arrival of the justices of assize, (which in fact hath been usually
omitted ;)(s) and in the mean time to summon a jury to view the premises, and
make recognition of the assize before the justices.(t) At which time the tenan_
may plead either the general issues nul tort, nul disseisin, or any special plea
And if, upon the general issue, the recognitors find an actual seisin _n _he de-
mandant, and his subsequent disseisin by the present tenant, he shall have
judgment to recover his seisin, and damages for the injury sustained : being _he
only case in which damages were recoverable in any possessory actions at, the
common law ;(u) the tenant being in all other cases allowed to retain the inter.
• 1_ 1 mediate profits of the *land, to enable him to perform the feodal service.

.... J But costs and damages were annexed to many other possessory actions
by the statutes of _[arlberge, 52 Hen. IILc. 16, and Glocester, 6 Edw. I. c. 1.
And to prevent frequent and vexatious disseisins, it is enacted by the statute
of Merton, 20 Hen. III. c. 3, that if a person disseised recover seisin of the land
again by assize of novel disseisin, and be again disseised of the same tenements
by _he same disseisor, he shall have a writ of re-disseisin; and if he recover
therein, the re-disseisor shall be imprisoned; and by the statute of ]Karlberge,
52 Hen. III. c. 8, shall also pay a fine to the king : to which the statute Westm.
2, 13 Edw. I. c 26 hath superadded double damages to the party aggrieved, tn
like manner, by the same statute of Merton, when any lands or tenements are
recovered by assize of mort d'ancestor, or other injury, or any judgment of the
court, if the party be afterwards disseised by the same perso_ against whom
judgment was obtained, he shall have a writ of post-disseisin against him; which
subjects the post-disseisor to the same penalties as a re-disseisor. The reason

of all which, as given, by Sir Edward Coke,(w) is because such proceeding is a
contempt of the king s courts, and in despite of the law ; or, as Bracton more
fully expresses it,(x) "talis gut zta convictus fuerit, du2_liciter delinguit contra regem :
_u_a facit disseisinam et roberiam eontra paeem suam ; et etiam ausu temerario zrrita
facit ea, quae in curia domini regis rote acta sunt : et TroTter duplex delictum merito
sustinere debet poenam duplicatam."

In all these possessory actions there is a time of limitation settled, beyond
which no man shall avail himself of the possession of himself or his ancesttrrs,
or take advantage of the wrongful possession of his adversary. For, if he be
negligent for a long and unreasonable time, the law refuses ai_erwards to lend
him any assistance, to recover the possession merely i both to punish his neglect,
(ham leges vigilantibus, non dormientzbus, subveniunt,) and also because it is pr_

F) See 1 Leon. 267. (_) Bract. 187. }_tat._Iarlbr. ¢. 16.
a) Booth, 211. Bract. 4, 1, 19, _ 7. (Io)2 Inst. 83, 84.
_) F. N. B. 177. (s) iS. 4, c. 49.

'6In Launder vs. Brooks and others, Cro. Car. 562, the court of King's Bench "re-
solved that an assize of mort d'ancestor lies of lands devisable; but if the defendant
plead that _he land is by custom devisable, and was devised to him, it is a good bar to the
_etion." This seems more sensible than to deny generally a form of action to the heir
aecause m a particular case there may be a good bar to his right.---_._oL_aIvG]k
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_amed that the supposed wrong-doer has in such a length of time procured

legal title, otherwise *he would sooner have been sued. This time of [_189
limitation by the statute of Morton, 20 Hen. III. c. 8, and Westm. 1, 3
Edw. I. c. 39, was successively dated from particular eras, viz., from the return
of king ffohn from Ireland, and from the coronation, &c. of king Henry the Third.
:But this date of limitation continued so lcng unaltered that it became indeed no
limitation at all; it being above three hundred years fi'om Henry the Third's
coronation to the year 1540, when the present statute of lhnitations(y) was
made. This, instead of limiting actions fi'om the date of a particular event, as
before, which in process of years grew absurd, took another and more direct
coarse, which might endure forever : by limiting a certain period, as fifty yeal_
for lands, and the like period(z) for customary and prescriptive rents, suits, and
services, (for there is no time of limitation upon rents created by deed, or re-
served on a particular estate,)(a) and enacting that no person should bring any
possessory action, to recover possession thereof merely upon the seisin, or di_
possession of his ancestors, beyond such certain period. But this does not
extend to services which by common possibility may not happen to become
due more than once in the lord's or tenant's life; as fealty, and the tike.(b) And
all writs, grounded upon the possession of the demandant himself, are dm;cted
to be sued out within thirty years after the disseisin complained of; for ff it be
an older date, it can with no propriety be called a fresh, recent, or novel d_s-
seisin; which name Sir Edward Coke informs us was originally given to this
proceeding, because the disseisin must have been since the last eyre or circui_
of the justices, which happened once in seven years, otherwise the action was
gone.(c) And we may observe,(d) that the limitation, prescribed by Itenry the
Second at the first institution of the assize of novel dtssetstn, was ii'om his own
return into :England, after the peace made between him and the young king his
son; which was but the year beibre. _

*What has been here observed may throw some light on the doctrine [_190of reraitter, which we spoke of in the second chapter of this book i and
which we may remember was where one who hath right to lands, but is out of
possession, hath afterwards the freehold cast upon him by some subsequent de-
fective title, and enters by virtue of' ttmt title. In this case the law remits him
to his ant;cut and more certain right, and by an equitable fiction supposes him
to have gained possession in consequence and by virtue thereof: and this, be-
cause he cannot possibly obtain judgment at law to be restored to his prior
right, since he is himself the tenant of the land, and therefore hath nobody
against whom to bring his action. This determination of the law might seem
superfluous to a hasty observer; who perhaps would imagine, that since the
tenant hath now both the right and also the possession, it little _ignifies by
what means such possession shall be said to be gained. But the wisdom of',tar
antient law determined nothing in vain. As the tenant's possession was gained
by a defective title, it was liable to be overturned by showing that defect in a
writ of entry; and then he must have been dmven to his writ of' right, to re-
cover his just inheritance : which would have been doubly hard, 5ccause during
the time he was himself" tenant he could not establish his prior title by any pos-
sessory actions. The law therefore remits him to his l_rior title, or puts him ia
the same condition as if he had recovered the land by writ of entry. Without
the remitter, he would have had jus, et seisinam separate; a good right, but a
bad possession: now, by the remitter, he hath the most perfect of all tit.es, jur,6
_t seisin_ conjunctionem.

III. By these several possessory remedies the right of possession may be re-
ly)32 Hen.VIII. c.2. (a) 8 Rep. 65.
(s) SOBerthelet's original edition of the statute, A._ 1640, (_) Co Lltt 115.

and Cay's, Picketing's, and Ruffhead's edltmns, examined (¢) 1/nst 153. Booth, 210.
_th the record. RusSell's and other intermedaate edmans, (_) _ page 184.
winch Sir _dward Coke (2 Lust. 95) and other subsequent
writers have followed, make it only forty years for rents, &c.

But all these distinctions are now chiefly of interest as matters of antiquity; for all
writs of assize are abolished. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 36.---STEw._aT.
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meted to him that is unjustly deprived thereof. But the right of possessio_
though it carries with it a strong presumption) is not always conclusive evi.
ence of the right of property, which may still subsist in another man. For, as

"191] *one man may have the possesswn, and another the right of possession,which is recovered by these possessory actions; so one man may have
the right of possession, and so not be liable to eviction by any possessory action,
and another may have the right of property, which cannot be otherwise asserted
than by the great and final remedy of a writ of right, or such correspondent
writs as are in the nature of a writ of right.

This happens principally in four cases: 1. Upon discontinuance by the aliena-
tion of tenant in tail : whereby he who had the right of possession hath trans
ferred it to the alience ; and therefore his issue, or those in remainder or rever-
sion, shall not be allowed to recover by virtue of that possession, which the
tenant hath so voluntarily transferred. 2, 3. In case of judgment given against
either party, whether by his own default, or upon trial of the merits, in any
possessory action: for such judgment, if obtained by him who hath not the true
ownership, is held to be a species of deforcement; which, however, binds the
right of possession, and suffers it not to be ever again disputed, unless the right
of property be also proved. 4. In case the demandant, who claims the right, is
barred from these possessory actions by length of time and the statute of limita-
tions before mentioned : for an undisturbed possession for fifty years ought not
to be devested by any thing but a very clear proof of the absolute right of
property. In these four cases the law applies the remedial instrument of either
the writ of right itself, or such other writs as are said to be of the same nature.

1. And first, upon an alienation by tenant in tail, whereby the estate-tail is
d_scontinued, and the remainder or reversion is by failure of the particular estate
displaced, and turned into a mere right, the remedy is by action of formedon,
(secundum formam doni,) which is in the nature of a writ of right,(e) and is the
highest action that tenant in tail can have.(f) For he cannot have an absolute
writ of right, which is confined only to such as claim in fee-simple : and tbr that
reason this writ of formedon was granted him by the statute de don_s or

"192] *Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 1, which is therefore emphatically called his
writ of right.(g) This writ is distinguished into three species : aformedon

in the descender, in the remainder, and in the reverter. A writ of formedon in the
descender lieth, where a gift in tail is made, and the tenant in tail alienes the
lands entailed, or is disseised of them, and dies; in this case the heir in tail
shall have this writ of formedon in the descender, to recover these lands so given
in tail against him who is then the actual tenant of the freehold.(h) In which
action the demandant is bound to state the manner and form of the gift in tail,
and to prove himself heir secundum formam doni. Aformedon in the remainder
lieth, where a man giveth lands to another for life or in tail, with remainder to
a third person in tail or in fee, and he who hath the particular estate dieth
without issue inheritable, and a stranger intrudes upon him in remainder and
keeps him out of possession.(/) In this case the remainder-man shall have his
writ of formedon in the remainder, wherein the whole form of the gift is stated,
and the happening of the event upon which the remainder depended. This writ
is not given in express words by the statute de denis; but is founded upon the
equity of the statute, and upon this maxim in law, that if any one hath a right
to the land, he ought also to have an action to recover it. Aformedon in the
reverter lieth, where there is a gift in tail, and afterwards by the death of the
donee or his heirs without issue of his body the reversion falls in upon the
donor, his heirs, or assigns : in such case the reversiouer shall have his writ to
recover the lands, wherein he shall suggest the gift, his own title to the rever-
sion minutely derived from the donor, and the failure of issue upon which his
reversion takes place.(k) This lay at common law, before the statute de denis,
if the donee aliened before he had performed the condition of the gift, by having

(s) Finch, L. 267. (_) Y. N. B. 211, 212.
(t)Co. L_tt. 816 (_) Ibid. Z17.
(B)F. N. B 255. (k) Ibld 219. 8 aep. SS.
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;ssue, and afterwards died without any.(/) The time of limitation in a
formedon, by statute 21 Jac. I. c. 16, is twenty years i is within *which space [ _liJ3
of time after his title accrues, the demandant must bring his action, or elbe he
is forever baxred. 17

2. In the second case ; if the owners of a particular estate, as for life, in dower,
by the curtesy, or in fee-tail, are barred of the right of possession by a recovel T
had against them, through their def_ault or non-appearance in a possessory action,
they were absolutely without any remedy at tile common law : as a writ of right
does not lie for any but such as claim to be tenants of the fee-simple. Therefbre
the statute Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 4 gives a new writ for such persons, after
their lands have been so recovered against them by default, called a quod e_ de-
forceat; which, though not strictly a writ of right, so i_r partakes of the nature
of one, as that it will restore the right to him who has been thus unwarily
deforced by his own defitult.(m) But in ease the receive1? - were not had by his
own default, but upon defence in the inferior possessory action, this still remains
final with regard to these particular estates, as at the eomnlon law : and hence
it is, that a common recovery (on a writ of entry in the post) had, not by default
of the tenant himself, but (after his defence made and voucher of a third person
to warranty) by default of such vouchee, is now the usual bar to cut _ff an estate-
tail.(n)

3, 4. Thirdly, in case the right of possession be barred by- a recovery- upon the
merits in a possessory action, or lastly by the statute of limitations, a claimant
in fee-simple may have a mere writ of right; which is ill its nature the highest
writ in the law,(o) and lieth only of an estate in fee-simple, and not for him who
hath aless estate. This writ lies concurrently with all other real actions, in which
an estate of fee.simple may be recovered : and it also hes after them, being as it

were an appeal to the mere right, when judgment hath been had as to ['194
the possession in an inferior possessory *action (p) But though a writ
of right may be brought, where the demandant is entitled to the possession, yet
it rarely is advisable to be brought in such cases; as a more expeditious and
easy- remedy is had, without meddling with _he property, by proving the de-
mandant's own, or his ancestor's, possession, and their illegal ouster, in one of
the possessory actions. But in case the right of possession be lost by length
of time, or by judgment against the true owner in one of these inferior suits,
there is no other choice : this is then the only remedy that can be had; and it
ts of so forcible a nature, that it overcomes all obstacles, and clears all objections
that may have arisen to cloud and obscure the title And, after issue once
oined in a writ of right, the judgment is absolutely final i so that a recovery
ad in this action may be pleaded in bar of any other claim or demand (q)
The pure, proper, or mere writ of righ_ lies only, we have said, to recover

lands in fee-simple, unjustly withheld from the true proprietor. :But there are
(_) Finch, L. 268. (_) F N. B 1.
(m)_'. N. B. 155. (p) Ibid. 1, 5
(_) See book 11.ch. 21. (q) Ibld 6. Co. Lltt 158.

16The twenty years within which a formedon in the descenderought to be commenced
under the 21 Jac. I. e. 16, begin to run when the title descends to the first he_r in tail,
unless he lie under a disability ; and the heirs of such person who suffers the twenty
years to elapse without commencing the formedon are utterly excluded, and the righl
of entry is forever lost. 3 Bred. & Brag. 217. 6 East, 83 ; and see note 10, ante, 178._
_HIT_Y.

_7It might seem, and has been contended, that u fresh title accrues to the issue in
tail of a person who has been barred by the lapse of time, and therefore that such
issue would have another twenty years in which to bring his formedon. But if this
construction prevailed at all, it is obvious that it would equally prevail through any
number of descents, and would virtually repeal the statute in the most pernicious
manner. In the case of Tolson vs. Kaye, 3 Bred. & Ping. 217, the court of Common
Pleas, therefore, determined that the first descent of the title, within twenty years
after which the statute requires the formeden to be sued out, is the descent upon that
_'laimant who, being free from any disability, suffers twenty years to elapse without
asserting his right ; and, consequently, that the bar which operates upon him equally
_.oneludes al claiming as his heirs.---C<)LERIVGE.
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Llso some other writs which are said to be in the nature of a. writ of right, be
cause their process and proceedings do mostly (though not entirely) agree with
the writ of right : but in some of them the ibe-simple is not demanded ; and in
others not land, but some incorporeal hereditament. Some of these have been
already mentioned, as the writ of right of dower, of formedon, &c., and the others
will hereafter be taken notice of under their proper divisions. :Nor is the mere
writ of right alone, or always, applicable to every case of a claim of lands in
ibe-simple : for if the lord s tenant in fee-slmple dies w_thout heir, whereby an
escheat accrues, the lord shall have a writ of escheat,(r) which is in the nature
of a writ of right.(s) And if one of two or more coparceners deforces the other,
by usurping the sole possession, the party aggrieved shall have a writ of rtght,

"195" de rationabili parte,(t_ which may be grounded on the _seisin of the an-
J cestor at any time during his life; whereas in a nuper obi_t (which is a

possessory remedy)(u) he must be seised at the time of his death. :But, waiving
these and other minute di'stinctions, let us now return to the general writ of
right.

This writ ought to be first brought in the court-baron(w) of the lord, of whom
the lands are holden; and then it is open orpatent: but if he holds no court, or
hath waived his right, remisit c_r_am snare, it may be brought in the king's courts
by writ of prwcipe originally ;(x) and then it is a writ of right close;(y) being.
directed to the sheriff and not the lord.(z) Also, when one of the king's imme.
diate tenants in capite is deforced, his writ of right is called a writ of prt_cil_
in capite, (the improper use of which, as well as of the former prvecipe quia
don_inus remisit curiam, so as to oust the lord of his jurisdiction, is restrained
by magna carta,)(a) and, being directed to the sheriff and originally returnable
in the king's courts, is also a writ of right close.(b) There is likewise a little writ
of r_ght close, sccundum consuctudinem manerii, which lies for the king's tenants in
antient demesne,(c) and others of a similar nature,(d) to try the right of their
lands and tenements in the court of the lord exelusively.(e) But the writ of
right patent itself may also at any time be removed into the county-court, by writ
of tolt,(f) and from thence into the king's courts by writ of pone(g) or recordari
facias, at the suggestion of either party that there is a delay or defect ofjustice.(h)

In the progress of this action,(/) the demandant must allege some seisin of
,1Qal the lands and tenements in himself, TMor else in some person under whom
_a he claims, and then derive the right *from the person so seised to him-

(_) F. N. B. 143. (o) See book h. ch 6
(,) Booth, 135. (_) Kitchen, tit. (:bpyho/d.

F. N. B. 9. (,) Bracton, I. 1_ c. 11, L 4, _r. 1, c. 9, and tr. 8, ¢. 13_ _

_:)) See page 186 Old Tenur. t. tenlr en socage. 01d N. B. t. gardle_ a_ad t,
(_) Append. No. I. _ 1. bmefe de _'ecto claus. F. N B. 11.
(_) F. N. B. 2. l_mch, L. 813. (f)Apl_nd. No. I. _ 2.
(_) Booth, 91. (g) Ibid. _ 3
(s) Append. No. I. _ 4 _) F, N. B 3, 4.
(a) C. 24. (9 Append. No. I. _ 5.
(_) F. N. B. 5.

is A writ of right cannot be maintained without showing an actual sdsln by taking tilt
espl_ees,either in the demandant himself or the ancestor from whom he claims. 1 H.
B. 1. And the demandant must allege in his count that his ancestor was seised of
r/ght, as well as that he was seised in his demesne as of fee. 2 B. & P. 570. 5 East,
272. And ff the count state that the lands descended to four women, as nieces and
co-heirs of J. S., it must also show how they were nieces. 3 B. & P. 453. 1 1_. R. 66.
Proof of possession of land and pernancy of the rents is pnrnafacie evidence of a seisin
in fee of the pernor. But proof of forty years' subsequent possession by a daughter,
while a son and heir lived near and knew the fact, is much stronger evidence that the
first possessor had only a particular estate. 5 Taunt. 326. 1 Marsh 68. The court
requires a strict observance of the prescribed forms in this proceeding, and will not
assist the demandant who applies to rectify omissions or irregularities. 2 N. R. 429,
I Maish, 602. 1 Taunt. 415. 1 Bing. 208. The court will not permit the raise joined
in a writ of right to be tried by a jury instead of the grand assize, though both parties
desire it. 1 B. & P. 192. As to summoning and swearing the four knights, see 3
b[oore, 249. 1 Taunt. & Bred. 17. They may be summoned from the grand jury when
present at the assizes. Ib. As to the tender of the demymark, and what the demar-d

ant mu_t4Prove previous to the tenant being put upon proof of his title, see Holg C



serf; to which the tenant may answer by denying the den..--dant's right, and
averring that he has more right to hold the lands than the demandant has to
demand them : and this right of the tenant being shown, it then puts the de.
mandant upon the proof of his title : in which, if he fails, or if the tenant hath
shown a better, the demandant and his heirs are personally barred of their
claim ; but if he can make it appear that his right is superior to the tenant's,
he shall recover the land against the tenant and his heirs ibrever. But even
this writ of right, however superior to any other, cannot be sued out at any
distance of time. For by the ant[cut law no seisin could be alleged by the de-
mandant, but from the time of Henry the First i(k) by the statute of Merton,
20 Hen. III. c. 8, from the time of Henry the Second ; by the statute of Westm.
l, 3 Edward I. c. 39, from the time of Richard the Firsti and now, by statute
32 Henry VIII. c. 2, seisin in a writ of right shall be within sixty years. So
that the possession of lands in fee-simple uninterruptedly, for threescore years,
is at present a sufficient title against all the world i and cannot be impeached
by any dormant claim whatsoever. TM

I have now gone through the several species of injury by ouster and dispos-
session of the freehold, with the remedies applicable to each. In considering
which I have been unavoidably led to touch upon such obsolete and abstruse
learning, as it lies intermixed with, and alone can explain the reason _, those
parts of the law which are now more generally in use. For, without contem-
plating the whole fl_brie together, it is impossible to ferm any clear idea of the
meaning and connection of those disjointed parts which still form a considerable
branch of the modern law; such as the doctrine of entries and remitter, the

levying of fines, and the suffering of common recoveries. Neither indeed is any
considerable part of that, which I have selected in this chapter from among the

venerable monuments of our ancestors, so *absolutely antiquated as to ['197
b_ out of force, though the whole is certainly out of use: there being
hut a very few instances fbr more than a century past of prosecuting any real
action for land by writ of entry, assize_ formedon, writ of right, or otherwise.
The forms are indeed preserved in the practice of common recoveries; hut they
are forms and nothing else ; for which the very clerks that pass them are seldom
capable to assign the reason. But the title of lands is now usual|y tried in
actionu of ejectment or trespass; of which in the following chapters. _

(_) Glanv. L 2, c. 3. Co. Litt. 114.

N. P. 657; and see the precedents and notes, 3 Chitty on :P1. 4th ed. 1355 to 1390.--
CHIT_'r.

This is far from being universally true ; for an uninterrupted possession for sixty
years will not create a title where the claimant or demandant had no right to enter
within that time ; as where an estate in tail, for life, or for years continues above sixty
years, still the reversioner may enter and recover the estate; the possessmn must be
adverse, and lord Coke says, "It has been resolved that although a man has been out
of possession of land for sixty years, yet if his entry is not tolled he may enter and
bring any action of his own possessmn ; and if his entry be congeable, and he enter, he
may have an action of his own possession." 4 Co. 11, b.--C_aIsrL_.

All the real actmns which have been mentioned in this chapter, and all other_
whatsoever, with the exceptions of the writ of right of dower, the writ of dower unde nihil
habct, and writ of quare impeder,have been abolished ; and the title to lands is now a',_aym
tried, as it was uzually in the time of Blackstone, by an action of ejectmentor of tre.rpau,
_TRWAR_ •
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CHAPTER XI.

OF DISPOSSESSION, OR OUSTER, OF CHATTELS REAL.

_198] *HAvinG in the preceding chapter considered with some attention the
several species of injury by dispossession or ouster of the freehold, to.

gether with the regular and well-connected scheme of remedies by actions real,
which are given to the subject by the common law, either to recover the pos
session only, or else to recover at once the possession, and also to establish the
right of property; the method which I there marked out leads me next to ccn-
sider injuries by ouster of chattels real; that is, by amoving the possession of
the tenant from an estate by statute-merchant, statute-staple, recognizance in
the nature of it, or elegit; or from an estate for years.

I. Ouster, or amotion of possession, from estates held by statute, recognizanc%
or elegit, is only liable to happen by a species of disseisin, or turning out of the
legal proprietor, before his estate is determined by" raising the sum for which it
is given him in pledge. And for such ouster, though the estate be merely a chattel
interest, the owner shall have the same remedy as for an injury to a freehold ;
viz., by assize of' novel d_ssehin (a) But this depends upon the several statutes

"199] which *create these respective interests,(b) and which expressly provide
and allow this remedy in case of dispossession. Upon which account it

is that Sir :Edward Coke observcs,(c) that these tenants are said to hold their
estates ut liberum tenementum, until their debts are paid : because by the statutes
they shall have an assize, as tenants of the freehold shall have ; and in that
respect they have the similitude of a frcehold.(d) _

iI. As for ouster, or amotion of possession, f_om an estate for years; this hap-
pens only by a like kind of disseisin, ejection, or turning out, of the tenant from
the occupation of the land during the continuance of his tenn. For this injury
the law has provided him with two remedies, according to the circumstances
and situation of the wrong-doer: the writ of ejectionefirmaz; which lies against
any one, the lessor, reversioner, remainder-man, or any stranger, who is himself
the wrong-doer and has committed the injury complained of; and the writ of
guare ejec_t infra terminum, which lies not against the wrong-doer or ejector him-
self, but his feoffee or other person claiming under him. These are mixed
actions, somewhat between real and personal: for therein are two things
recovered, as well restitution of the term of years, as damages for the ouster
or wrong.

1. A writ then of ejectionefirmce, or action of trespass in ejectment, _ licth where

6) Stat. Westm. 2. 13 Edw. I.c. 18. Star. de mercataribu$, See book ft. ch. 10.
27 Edw IlL c. 9. Stat 23 Hen. VIII. c 6, _ 9.

1The assize of novel disseisin, as we have seen in the notes to the last chapter, is now
abolished. These tenants therefore have the same remedy for the ouster of their
possession as the tenant of the freehold,--an ejeetment.---ST_wART.

2See, in general, Adams on Ejectment. Tidd Prac. 8 ed. 518, &c. Runington or
Ejeetment, by Ballatme. Com. Dig. Ejectment. 1 Chitty on P1. 4 ed. 172.

In general, ejectment will he to recover possession of any thing whereon an entry
can be made, and whereof the sheriff can deliver possession. :But an ejectment can-
not be mamtained for a close, (11 Rep. 55. Godb. 53,) a manor, without describing the
quantity of land therein, (Latch. 61. Lutw. Rep. 301. Hetl. 146,_ a messuage and ten_.
_ent, (1 East 441. Str_. 834;) but after verdict (even pending a rule to arrest the judg-
ment nn this ground) the court will give leave to enter the verdict according to the
judge's note_ for the messuage only, (8 East, 357 :) nor a messuage or tenement, (3 Wils.
23,) nor a messuage situate in the parishes of A. and B., or one of them, (7 _Iod. 457,) nor
for thmgs *hat lie merely m grant, not capable of being delivered in execution, as an
advowson, common in gross, (Cro. Jae. 146,) a piscary. Ib. Cro. Car. 492. 8 _od. 277.
1 Brownl. 142. Contra,per Ashurst, J., 1 T. R. 361. And where the owner of the fee
by indenture granted to A. free liberty to dig for tin, and all other metals, throughout
_ertain lands there" " desc_fl_ed, and the use of all water, water-courses, and to make
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lands or tenements are let for a term of years; and afterwards th_ lessor, rever-
sioner, remainder-man, or any stranger, doth eject or oust the lessee of his
term.(e) In this case he shall have his writ of ejection to call the defendant to
answer for entering on the lands so demised to the plaintiff for a term that is
not yet expired, and ejecting him.(f) And by this writ the plaintiff shall
recover back his term, or the remainder of it, witch damages.

*Since the disuse of real actions, this mixed proceeding is become the [ _200
common method of trying the title to lands or tenements. It may not
therefore be improper to delineate, with some degree of"minuteness, its history_
the manner of its process, and the principles whereon it is grounded.

We have before seen,(g) that the writ of' covenant, for breach of the contract
contained in the lease _br years, was antiently the only specific remedy fo_
recovering against the lessor a term i¥om which he had ejected his lessee, to-
gether with damages for the ouster. But if the lessee was ejected by a stranger,
claiming under a title superior(h) to that of the lessor, or by a grantee of th'_
reversion, (who might at any time by a common recovery have destroyed the
term,)( 0 though the lessee might still maintain an action of covenant against
the lessor for non-performance of his contract or lease, yet he could not by any
means recover the term itself. If the ouster was committed by a mere _tranger,
without any title to the land, the lessor might indeed by a real action recover

ossession of the freehold, but the lessee had no other remedy against the ejector
ut in damages, by a writ of' ejectwne fir_ncv, for the trespass committed in ejecting

him from his farm (k) :But afterwards, when the courts of equity began to
oblige the ejector to make a specific restitution of the land to the party imme-
diately injured, the courts of Iaw also adopted the same method of' doing com-
plete justice ; and, in the prosecution of a writ of ejeetment, introduced a spccie_
of remedy not warranted'by the original writ nor prayed by the declaration,

(which are *calculated for damages merely, and are silent as to any re- ['201
stitution,) viz., a judgment to recover the term, and a writ of possession
thereupon.(/) This method seems to have been settled as early as the reign of
Edward IV.;(m) though it hath been said(n) to have first begun under Henry
VII., because it probably was then first applied to its present principal use, that
of trying the title to the land.

The better to apprehend the contrivance whereby this end is effected, we
must recollect that the remedy by ejectment is in its original an action brought
by one who hath a lease for years, to repair the injury done him by disposses-
sion. In order therefore to convert it into a method of trying titles to the free-
hold, it is first necessary that the claimant do take possession of the lands, to
empower him to constitute a lessee for years, that may be capable of receiving
this injm-y of dispossession. For it would be an offence, called in our law main-
tenance, (of which in the next book,) to convey a title to another, when the
grantor is not in possession of the land; and indeed it was doubted at first,
whether this occasional possession, taken merely for the purpose of conveying
the title, excused the lessor from the legal guilt of mamtenance.(o) When

*) F. N. B 220. ous_ par son les_ar, br_efe de covenant; et _ par h_s& e_
See Appendix, No. II. _ 1. grantee de reverslon, b_._.fe de covenant wr*us _'n lessLw, d

(#) See pag_ 157. courdera espec_d count, &c. Fltz. Abr. tit. ejecL firm 2.
(A) F. N. B. 145. See Bract L 4, tr. 1, c. 3_.
_) See book nch 9. (l) See Append. No. II. _ 4, prope .fin.
(*) P. 6, BIc. II _jectwne flrm_ #e_t que un aztwn d_ (_) 7 Edw IV. 6. Per Fatrfax; s_ home joort _ec_o_t

&'e_l:W_ e_ son nature, e£ le plain_j]" ne recovera son lxrm_ fir_% _ pla_n$_ff recovera _,m Ser*_ qut _st arer_ *_ b_
_ue est a _nlr, ment plu_ que en trespas_ home recovera come zn cluare ejec_t _nfra t_rmmum ; e_, _ nnt $o_ arrer_
damocles Fur t_esspass n_n_ fa_t, rues a fezer ; _nes _'$cor_ donques t_ tn danw_e_. Bro. Abr. tit. quart e3ec_ tnfra
vient a _ par ac_on de co_na_ a_ eomen law a recoverer terra,hum, 6.
_on terme: quod tota cuma conc_ss_t Et per Belknap, /a (_) F. N. B. 220.
¢om_ _ey _t, b_ home est ausb • de _on _'me par estranger) (o) L Ch. Rep. Append. 39.
_l avera ej_vme firm_ versus cesty queluy _e ; e_ MS so_$

adits, &c. reserving to himself liberty to drive any new adit and to carry any new
water-course over the premises granted, habendum for twenty-one years, with right of
re-entry for breach of covenants, this deed, it was held, did not amount to a lease, bu_
contained a mere license to dig, &e., and the grantee could not maintain ejectment for
mines lying within the limits of the set but not connected with the workings of _he
• -an_ee 2 B. & A. 72 t.--CHITTY.
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therefore a person, who hath right of entry into lands, determines to acquire
tha_ possession, which is wrongfhlty withheld by the present tenant, he makes
(as by law he may) a formal entry on the premises; and being so in the pos-
session of the soil, he there, upon the land, seals and delivers a lease for years
to some third person or lessee : and, having thus given him entry, leaves him in
possessibn of the premises. _his lessee is to stay upon the land till the prior
tenant, or he who had the previous possession, enters thereon afresh and ousts
him; or till some other person (either by accident or by agreement beforehand)

*202] comes upon the land, and turns him *out or ejects him. For this injury
the lessee is entitled to his action of ejeetment against the tenant, or

this casual ejector, whichever it was that ousted him, to recover back his term
and damages. But where this action is brought against such a casual ejector as
_s betbre mentioned, and not against the very tenant in possession, the court
will not suffer the tenant to lose his possession without any opportunity to
defend it. Wherefore it is a standing rule, that no plaintiff shall proceed in
ejectment to recover land against a casual ejector, without notice given to the
tenant in possession, (if any there be,) and making him a defendant if he pleases.
And, in order to maintain the action, the plaintiff must, in case of any defence,
make out four points before the court; viz., title, lease, entry, and ouster. First,
he must show a good title in his lessor, which brings the matter of right entirely
before the court; then, that the lessor, being seised or possessed by virtue of
such title, did make him the lease for the present term; thirdly, that he, the
lessee or plaintiff, did enter or take possession in consequence of such lease ; and
then, lastly, that the defendant ousted or ejected him. Whereupon he shall
have judgment to recover his term and damages; and shall, in consequenc_
have a writ of possession, which the sheriff is to execute by delivering him the
undisturbed and peaceable possession of his term.

This is the regular method of bringing an action of ejeetment, in which the
title of the lessor comes collaterally and incidentally before the court, in order
to show the injury done to the lessee by this ouster. This method must be stiU
continued in due form and strictness, save only as to the notice to the tenant,
whenever the possession is vacant, or there is no actual occupant of the pre-
mises ; and also in some other cases, s But, as much trouble and formality were
found to attend the actual making of the lease, entry, and ouster, a new and more
easy method of trying titles by writ of ejeetment, where there is any actual
tenant or occupier of' the premises in dispute, was invented somewhat more
than a century ago, by the lord chief justice Rolle,(i_ ) who then sat in the court

of u_vper bench ; so called during the exile of king Charles the *Second.
*203] This new method entirely depends upon a string of legal fictions; no
actual lease is made, no actual entry by the plaintiff, no actual ouster by the
_[efendant; but all are merely ideal, for the sole purpose of trying the title. 4

(_) Styl. Pract. lleg. 108, edit. 1657.

'When the remedy by ejectment is pursued in an inferior court, the fictions of the
modern system are not applicable; for inferior courts have not the power of framing
rules for confessing lease, entry, and ouster, nor the means, if such rules were entered
*nto, of enforcing obedience to them. 1 Keb. 690, 795. Gilb. Eject. 38. Adams on
Eject. 173. If the rule requiring service of notice upon the tenant in possession cannot
be observed on account of his having quitted, and his place of residence is unknown,
_2 Stra. 1064. 4 T. R. 464,) the claimant must resort to the ancient practice, (Ad.
Eject. 181,) except in l_rticular cases, provided for by the 4 Gee. II. c. 28, 11 Gee. I1.
c. 19, and 57 Gee. III. c. 50.--CHITTY.

' An actual entry is necessary to avoid a fine levied with proclamations, according to
the statute 4 Hen. VII. c. 24, (see book 2, p. 352 ;) and the demise laid in the eje_t_
meat must be subsequent to the entry : but that is the only case in which an actual
entry is required, (fl Str_. 10_6. Doug. 468. 1 T. R. 741. 4 Bro. P. C. 353. 3 Burr,
[895. 7 T. R. 433. 1 Prest. Conv. 207. 9 East, 17 ;) unless it is an ejectment brought
_o recover on a vacant possession, and not by a landlord upon a right of re-entry under
_he 4 G_o. II. c. 28 ; in which case the lessor or his attorney must actually seal a lease
_lpon the premises to the plah, tiff, who must be ejected by a real person. See the mode
o,_proceeding, 2 Crol-_ot. Prac. 198.----CRR1ST_A_.
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To this end, in the proceedings(q) a lease for a term of years is stated to have
been made, by him who claims title, to the plaintiff who brings the action_ as by
John Rogers to Richard Smith, which plaintiff ought to be some real person_
and not merely an ideal fictitious one who hath no existehce, as is frequently
though unwarrantably practised ;(r) 6 it is also stated that Smith the lessee en-
tered; and that the defendant William Stiles, who is called the casual ejector,
ousted him ; for which ouster he brings this action. As soon as this action is
brought, and the complaint ihlly stated in the deelaraUon,(s) Stiles, the casual
ejector, or defendant, sends a written notice to the tenant in possession of the
lands, as George Saunders, informing him of the action brought by Richard
Smith, and transmitting him a copy of the declaration i withal assuring him that
he, Stiles the defendant, has no title at all to the premises, and shall make no
defence; and therefore advising the tenant to appear in court and deibnd his
own title : otherwise he, the casual ejector, will sul_br judgment to be had against
him i and thereby the actual tenant Saunders will inevitably be turned out of
possession.(t) On receipt of this friendly caution, if' the tenant in possession
does not within a limited time apply to the court to be admitted a dei_ndant in
tile stead of Stiles, he is supposed to have no right at alli and, upon judgment
being had against Stiles the casual ejector, Salmders the real tenant will be
turned out of possession by the sheriff.

:But, if the tenant in possession applies to be made a defendant, it is allowed
him upon this conditioni that he enter into a rule of court(u) to confess, at the
trial of the cause, three of the fbur requisites for tile maintenance of the plain.
tiff's action ; viz., the lease of Rogers the lessor, the e_try of Smith *tile
plaintiff, and his ouster by S_unders himself, now made the defendant [*204
instead of Stiles : which requisites being wholly fictitious, should the defendant
put the plaintiff to prove them, he must of course be non-suited for want of
evidence i but by such stipulated confession of lease, entry, and ouster, the trial
will now stand upon the merits of the title only? This done, the declaration is
altered by inserting the name of George Saunders instead of William Stiles, and
the cause goes down to trial under the name of Smith, (the plaintiff,) on the
demise of Rogers, (the lessor,) against Saunders, the new defendant. And
therein the lessor of the plaintiff is bound to make out a clear title; otherwise
his fictitious lessee cannot obtain judgment to have possession of the land for
the term supposed to be granted.' But, if the lessor makes out his title in a

q) See Appcncl. No. II _ 1, 2. (*) Ib_d
¢) 6 Mod. 309. (u) Ibld _ 3.

(*) Append. tie. lI. _ 2.

aThe practice was reprobated, because it was considered that it provided no responsi
bility for costs in case the defendant succeeded. But this objection is now obviated by
its being always part of the consent rule that in such case the lessor of the plaintiff will
pay the costs, and an attachment will he against him for disobedience oI this as of
every other rule of court. Adams on Eject. 235, 298.--CHITTY.

* It has be_n determined that no ejectment can be maintained where the lessor of
the plaintiff has not a legal rtght of entry ; and the he_r at law was barred from re-
covering in ejectment where there was an unsatisfied term raised for the purpose of
securing an annuity, though the heir claimed the estate subject to that charge. But a
satisfied term may be presumed to be surrendered. 2 T. R. 695. 1 T. R. 758. In Doe
on the demise of Bowerman vs. Sybourn, 7 T. R. 2, lord Kenyon declared that in all
eases where trustees ought to convey to the beneficial owner ae would leave it to the
iury to presume, where such a presumption might reasonably be made, that they had
conveyed accordingly, in order to prevent a just title from being defeated by a matter
af form. But if such a presumption cannot b_ made, he who has only the equitable
estate cannot recover in ejectment. Jones vs. Jones, 7 T. R. 46. The doctrine re-
specting the presumption of a surrender of a term, though assigned to attend the inheri_
anoe, still prevails. 2 B. & A. 710, 782. 3 Bar. & Cres. 616; bu_ see Mr. Sugd_n's
able essay on the subject of presuming the surrender of a term. A person who claims
under an elegit sued out against the landlord cannot recover in ejectment against the
tenant whose lease was granted prior to the plaintiff's judgment. 8 T. :EL2.---CHRIS_LaS.

7Before the following rules it was necessary for lessor of plaintiff to prove on the tria_
the defendant's possession of the premises in question, although the defendant had
_ntered into the general con_ez_ _ulle, to confess lease, entry, and ouster. 7 T. R. _27
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satisfactory, manner, then judgment and a writ of possession shall go for Richard
Smith the nominal plaintiff, who by this trial has proved the right of John
Rogers, his supposed lessor. Yet, to prevent fraudulent recoveries of the pos-
session, by collusion with the tenant of the land, all tenants are obliged by

• , • • _ • -- , =
statute 11 Geo II. c 19, on pain of forfeiting three years rent, to give notlco
to their landlords, _hen served with any declaration in ejectmenti and any
landlord may by leave of the court be made a co.defbndant to the action, in case
the ten-rot himself" appears to it ; or, if he makes default, though judgment mus
be then signed against the casual ejector, yet execution shall be stayed, in case
the landlord applies to be made a dcfbndant, and enters into the common rule;
.aright which indeed the landlord had, long before the provision of this statute ;(v)
m like manner as (previous to the statute of Westm. 2, c. 3) ff in a real action
the tenant of the freehold made default, the remainder-man or reversioner had
a right to come in and defend the possession ; lest, if judgment were had against
the tenant, the estate of those behind should be turned to a naked right.(w) 8
But, if the new defendants, whether landlord or tenant, or both, after entering
into the common rule, fail to appear at the trial, and to confess lease, entry, and
• _nal ouster, the plaintiff, Smith, must indeed be there *non-suited, for want of

th:V:asuPa_°:jn_tth°_ilrequ_ilte:l_eb::J_digome:: w_li_l tshfuenddelb_ eont_r:daangd_onSdt'
was admitted a defendant is broken, and therefore the plaintiff is put again in
the same situation as if he never had appeared at all i the consequence of which
(we have seen) would have been, that judgment would have been entered for the
plaintiff, and the sheriff, by virtue of a writ for that purpose, would have turned
out Saunders, and delivered possession to Smith. The same process therefore
as would have been had, provided no conditional rule had been ever made, must
now be pursued as soon as the condition is broken?

(_) Styl. Pract. Reg 108, 111, 265. 7 Mod. 70. S,tlk. 257. (u) Bracton_ 1. 5_ c. t0_ _ 14.
Burr, l:_ol.

1 B. & P. 573. But by rule in King's Bench, ]_. T. 1820, it was ordered that in every
action of ejectment the defendant shall specify in the consent rule for what premises
he intends to defend, and shall consent m such rule to confess upon the trial that the
defendant (if he defends as tenant, or, in case he defends as landlord, that his tenant)
was, at the time of the service of the declaration, in the possession of such premises ;
and that if upon the trial the defendant shall not confess such possession, as well as
lease, ently, and ouster, whereby the plainUff shall not be able further to prosecute his
suit against the said defendant, then no costs shall be allowed for not further prose-
cuting the same, but the said defendant shall pay costs to the plaintiff, in that case to
_e taxed. In the following year the same rule was adopted by the court of Common
Pleas. See 2 Bred. & Bing. 470.--CHITTY.

s A dewsee, although he has never been in possession, has been permitted to defend
as a landlord under this statute. 11 Geo. II. c. 19. 4 T. R. 122.--C_ITTY.

*Where an ejectment is defended merely to continue the possession of the premises
and no defence is made at the trial, the practice is for the crier of the court, first, t(
call the defendant to confess lease, entry, and ouster, and then the plaintiff, as in oth_l
cases of nonsuits, to come forth, or he will lose his writ of nisi prius. Though in thb
_ase the judgment is given against the casual ejector, yet the costs are taxed as in othex
eases, and if the real defendant refuses to pay them the court will grant an attachment
against him. Salk. 259. ]n hke manner, _f there be a verdict for the defendant, or the
uominal plaintiff be non-suited without the default of the defendant, the defendan$ must
tax his costs and sue put a writ of execution against the nominal plaintiff; and if, upon
_erving the lessor of the plaintiffwlth his writ and a copy of the rule to confess lease,
_,ntry, and ouster, the lessor of the plaintiff does not pay the costs, the court wilt grant
an attachment against him. 2 Cromp. Pract. 214. In ejectment the unsuecessfial party
may re-try the same question as often as Le pleases without the leave of the court ; for by
making a fresh demise to another nominal chm'acter, it becomes the action of a new
plaintiff upon another right, and the courts of law cannot any further prevent this repe
tition of the action than by ordering the proceedings in one ejectment to be stayed til.
the costs of a former ejectment, though brought in another court, be discharged. 2 Bla.
Rep. 1158. Barnes, 133. But a court of equity, in some instances where there have been
several trials in e.jectment for the same premises, though the title was entirely legal, ha_
granted a perpetual injunction. 1 P. Wins. 672.---C_RISTIA_.

New proceedir_gs for the recovery of land have been created by the Common-Law
140
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The damages r_covered in these actions, though formerly their only xatent,
are now usually _since the title has been considered as the principal question)
very small and inadequate, amountin_ commonly to one shilling, or some other
trivial sum. In order thereibre to complete the remedy when the possession
has been long detained fi'om him that hath the right to it, an action of trespass.
also lies, after a recovery in ejectment, to recover the mesne profits whicl{ the
tenant in possession has wrongfully received. 10 Which action may be brought
in the name of either the nominal plaintiff in the ejectment, or his lessor,
against the tenant in possession, whether he be made party to the ejectment
or suffers judgment to go by defimlt.(x) In this case the judgment in eject-
ment is conclusive evidence against the defendant for all profits which have
accrued since the date of the demise stated in the former declaration of the

plaintiff; Vat if the plaintiff sues for any antecedent profits the defendant may
make a new defence, u

(ffi)4Btrr. 668.

Procedure Act, 1852, and the former action of ejectment has given place altogether to
this new procedure.

The form of actmn which has been abolished was valuable in this respect,--that it
allowed no questions to be raised except that of title. If the person who brought the
action had a right to possession, he was entitled to recover, without regard to whether
the person in possession or who took defence to the action had ousted him or not. The
new action is al_o an action for recovery of the land, without regard to any other claim
which may exist between the parties.

An action of ej ectment is now commenced by the issue of a writ directed to the persons
in possessmn by name, and to all persons entitled to defend the possession of the pr(>
perty claimed, which property must be described in the writ with reasonable certainty.

The writ must state the names of all the persons in whom the t_tle is alleged to be ;
and it commands the persons to whom it is directed to appear, within sixteen days after
selvice in the court from which it issued, to defend the possession of the property sued
ibr, or such part thereof as they may think fit. It must also contain a notice that in
default of appearance _hey will be turned out of possession.--STEwART.

It has not been deemed necessary to pursue the new procedure further than is con-
tained in the foregoing extract. The action has been divested of its cumbrous fictions,
and all the ends of real justice are attained by a simple and mtelliglble process. Many
of the United States had long preceded England m this valuable reform; but several
still continue to employ the ancient form ; and in the circuit courts of the United S_ates,
in those States in which it was m use when those courts were established, it is still em-
ployed ._'SHARSWOOD.

I0But with reference to mesne profits accrued up to the day of the verdmt, and in c._ses
where the tenancy existed under lease or agreement, resort to this separate action is
superseded by sect. 2 ot' star. 1 Geo. IV. c. 87, which enacts, "Wherever thereafter it
shall appear on the trial of any ejectment, at the suit of a landlord against a tenant, that
such tenant or his attorney hath been served with due notice of trial, the plaintiff shall
not be non-suited for default of the defendant's appearance, or of confession of lease,
entry, and ouster; but ,he production of the consent rule and undertaking of the
defendant shall in all such cases be sufficient evidence of lease, entry, and ouster; and
the judge before whom such cause shall come on to be tried shall, whether the defendant
shall appear upon such trial or not, permit the plaintiff on the trial, alter proof of his
right to recover possession of the whole or of any part of the premises mentmned in the
declaration, to go into evidence of the mesne profits thereof which shall or might have
accrued from the day of the expiration or determination of the tenant's interest in the
same down to the time of the verdict given in the cause, or to some preceding day, to
be specially mentioned therein ; and the jury on the trial finding for the plaintiff" shall
in such case give their verdict upon the whole matter, both as to the recovery of the
whole or any part of the premises, and also as to the amount of the damages to be paid
for such mesne profits. The said act not to bar the landlord from bringing trespass for
the mesne profits to accrue from the verdict or the day so specified therein down to th_
day of the delivery of possession of the premises recovered in the ejeetment."--CHiTrY.

n The defendant may plead the statute of limitations, and by that means protect him-
self from the payment of all mesne profits except those which have accrued within the
last six years. Bull. 1_. P. 88 ----CHRISTIAN.

The common remedy by e.jectment is generally treated as a mixed action, the party
mtere_ted thereby recovering his estate and damaqes for the ouster ; but as those damages
are nominal, and the claimant must in order to recover the intermediate profits resort
(o an aetmn of trespass, sucl: actior of ejectment is in substance merely for the recovery
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Such is the modern way of obliquely bringing in question the title to land8
and tenements, in order to try it in this collateral maaner; a method which i6
ltow universally adopted in almost every case. It is founded on the same prin.
,_ple as the antient writs of assize, being calculated to try the mere po_0ry
,2061 title to an estate ; and hath succeeded to those real actions, *as being

J infinitely more convenient for attaining the end of justice ; because, the
form of the proceeding being entirely fictitious, it is wholly in the power of the

of the estate. But in one instance, _n favour of landlords, a remedy by ejectment
given nearly resembling the ancient and mixed action ; for it is enacted by 1 Gee. IV. e.
87, that upon refusal by a late tenant to deliver up possession upon the expiration of his
tenancy by lease or written agreemeJat, and after lawful demand m writing, the landlord,
on bringing an ejectment, may address a notme at the foot of the declaration to the
tenant, requiring him to appear m court on the first day of the next term, or if in Wales,
or the countms palatine ot Chester, Lancaster, or Durham, on the first day of the assizes,
or appearance-day, there to be made defendant, and to find ball ; or in case of his non-
a_pearance, upon production of the lease, agreement, &e. and th_ proper affidavits by
the landlord, &c., the court may grant a rule, calhng on the tenant to show canse why
he should not, upon being admitted defendant, besides entering into the common rule,
undertake, in case a verdmt should pass against him, to give the plaintS' a judgment, ta
be entered up against the real defendant of .the term next preceding the trml, and also
why he should not enter into a recognizance by himself and two sufficient sureties in a
reasonable sum (to be named) condltmned to pay the costs and damages whmh shalt be
recovered by the plaintiff in the action. Upon the rule being made absolute, if the
tenant do not contbrm, judgment to be for the plaintiff. The act further provides that,
whether the defendant appear or not at the trial, the plaintiff may go into proof, and the
jury give damages for mesne profits down to the verdict or a day specffied thereto. See
1 Dowl. & Ryl. 433. But when the required undertaking is given, it is provided that if
i_ appear to the judge that the finding of the jury was contrary to the evidence, he may
order a stay of execution till the filth day of the next term ; and he is bound to make
this order if the defendant desire it, upon his undertaking to give security not to com-
mit any kind of waste, or sell the crops, &c. And if the result of the trial under this
¢,ct be against the landlord, the tenant shall trove judgment with double costs.

The statute 1 Gee. IV. c. 87 does not extend to the case of a lessee holding over after
notice to quit, given by himself, where his tenancy has not expired by the efliux of time.
I Dowl. & Ryl. 540. And where a tenant holds from year to year, without a lease or
agreement ,n wr_, it is not within the first section of the statute, (1 Gee. IV. c. 87.) 5 -]EL
& A. 770. But an agreement zn wr_nq, ibr apartments for t]_ree_ont]_s certain, comes
within the meaning of the words of the act, where the party holds for any term, or
number of years certain, or from year to year. 5 B. & A. 766. 1 Dowl. &Ryl. 433. A
tenant being in possession, under an agreement that the landlord should grant a lease
for eight years, and that the tenant should pay 40s. for every day he held over, con-
tinued to hold the whole tune, though the lease was never granted ; and, upon his hold-
ing over. notice to quit and de, hand of possessmn, with notice of ejeetment, was regu-
larly sen'red. It was held that the tenant was not to be treated as a tenant from year to
year, and that the demand of possessmn was sufficient notice within the statute, so as
to entitle the plaintiff to the benefit of the undertaking and security required by that
,tatute. 2 Dowl. & Ryl. 565.

The rule nisi, calling on a tenant to enter into a recognizance under this statute, need
lint specify all the partmulars thereby required, as the court may mould the rule accord-
ing to its requisites, upon showing cause. 5 B. & A. 766. 1 Dowl. & Ryl. 433. The time
within which the undertaking and security required by the statute shall be given is to
be fixed by the court at the time the rule is granted. 2 Dowl. & Ryl. 688. After a rule
granted in a cause entitled Doe, &c. vs. Roe, to which the tenant in possession appeared,
judgment was entered up and execution taken out against the tenant by name, _nd it
was helot _,oL to be irregular. 3 Dowl. & Ryl. 230.

The court, on making a rule absolute under this act (no cause being shown) for the
tenant's undertaking to give the plaintiff ju.dgment, to be entered up against the real
defendant, and to enter into a recognizance m a reasonablesum conditioned to pay the
casts and damages which should be recovered by the plaintiff in the action, ordered the
tenant to appear in the next succeeding term, to find such bail as was specified in the
former rule; and, on no cause being shown to that order, they directed the rule for
entering up judgment for the plaintiff to be made absolute. The court can only give a
reasonable sum tbr the costs of the action, and not for the mesne profits, the amount of
.vhmh must be ascertained by the prothonotary. 6 1_[oore, 54. See further, as to tl_
_roceedings on this statute, Tldd, _ ed. _ 'tl, &c.--CH_TTV.
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court to direct the application of that fiction so as to prevem fraud and chicane
and eviscerate the very truth of the title. The writ of ejectment and its
nominal parties (as was resolved by all the judges)(y) are "judicially to
be considered as the fictitious form of an action really brought by the
lessor of the plaintiff against the tenant in possession: invented, under the
control and power of the court, for the advancement of justice in many respects ;
and to force the parties to go to trial on the merits, withou_ being entangled
in the nicety of pleadings on either side. ''t_

But a writ of ejectment is not an adequate means to try the title of all
estates ; for on those things whereon an entry cannot in fact be made, no entry
shall be supposed by any fiction of the parties. Therefore an ejectment will
hot lie of an advowson, a rent_ a common, or other incorporeal hereditament ".(~),
except for tithes in the hands of lay appropriators, by the express purview of
statute 32 :Hen. VIII. c. 7, which doctrine hath since been extended, by analogy,
to tithes in the hands of the clergy :(a) nor wilt it lie in such cases where the
entry of him that hath the right is _ken away by descent, discontinuance,
twenty years' dispossession, or otherwise.

This action of ejectment is, however, rendered a very easy and expeditious
remedy to landlords whose tenants are in arrear, by statute 4 Gee. II. c. 28,
which enacts that every landlord who hath by his lease a right of re-entry in
case of non-payment of rent, when half a year's rent is due and no sufficient
distress is to be had, may serve a declaration in ejectment on his tenant, or fix
the same upon some notorious part of the premises, which shall be valid without
any formal re-entry or previous demand of rent. And a recovery in such
ejectment shall be final and conclusive, both in law and equity, unless the rent
and all costs be paid or tendered within six calendar months afterwards, is

_) Mmh. 32 Oeo. II. 4 Burr. 668. (a) ere. Car. 301. 2 Lord Raym. 789.
t) Brownl 129. Cro. Car 492 Stra. 54.

1_Actions of ejec_ment, as has been observed, have succeeded to those real actiou_
called possessory actions; but an inconvenience was found to result from them which
did not follow from real actions, to which it has been found necessary to apply a remedy..
Real actions could not be brought twice for the same thing ; but a person might bring as
many ejectments as he pleased,--whieh rendered the rights of parties subject to endles_
litigation. To remedy this, therefore, when two or more verdicts have been had upon
the same title, and to the satisfaction of the court, the courts of equity will now grant
a perpetual injunction to restrain the party from bringing any further ejectment. See
Barefoot vs. Fry, Bunb. 158. pl. 228. Selw. lq. P. 780.--ARcHBOLD.

13Where there is a sufficient distress upon the premises, the landlord cannot maintain
an ejectment upon his right of re-entry for non-payment of rent under this statube ; nor
can he maintain an action of ejeetment for a forfeiture at common law unless he has
demanded the rent on the last of the specified days for the payment thereof, just before
sunset. As where the proviso in a lease is, "that, if the rent shall be behind and unpaid
by the space of thirty or any other number of days after the days of payment, it shall be
lawful for the lessor to re-enter," a demand must be made of the preeme rent in arrear
on the thirtieth or other last day, a convenient time just before and until sunset, upon
the land, or at the dwelling-house, or the _nostnotorious place. 1 Saund. 287, n. 16. 7
T. R. 117.

The If Gee. II. c. 19, s. 16 gives the landlord a summary remedy, by application to
two justices of the peace, where a tenant at rack-rent, or at full three-fourths of the
yearly value, being in arrear a year's rent, deserts the premises and leaves the same
uncultivated or unocoupmd and no sufficient distress thereon. In such case, after four-
teen days' notme, the justices may put the landlord in possession ; and the 57 Gee. III.
c. 52 extends the regulation to such tenants as are half a year in arrear. As to the pro-
eeedlng of the justices under these acts, and how far the record of such proceedings will
be conclusive in their behalf, see 3 Bar. & Cres. 649.

Difficulties having frequently arisen, and considerable expenses having been incurred,
by reason of the refusal of persons who had been permitted to occupy, or who had
intruded themselves into, parish houses, to deliver up possession of such houses, by.star.
59 Gee. III. c. 12, s. 24, two justices are empowered in such cases to cause possessmn to
be delivered to church-wardens and overseers. The mode of proceeding is prescribed by
tl_s statute. The visitors and feoffees of a free grammar-school who have dismissed the
_chool-master for misconduct cannot maintain ejectment for the sehcot-house till they
h_ve determined the master's interests therein, upon summons in the ordinary munver_
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*2. The writ of quare ejecit infra terminum heth, by the antient law
*207] where the wrong-doer or ejector is not himself in possession of the
lands, but another who claims under him. As where a man leaseth lands to
another for years, and, after, the lessor or reversioner entereth and maketh a
feoffment in fee, or for liib, of the same lands to a stranger: now the lessee
cannot bring a writ of ejectionefirmce or ejectment against the feoffee i because
he did not eject him, but the reversioner; neither can he have any such action
to recover his term against the reversioner who did oust him, because he is not
now in possession. And upon that account this writ was devised, upon the
equity of the statute of Westm. 2, c. 24, as in a case where no adequate remedy
was already provided.(b) And the action is brought against the i_offee fbr
deforcing, or keeping out, the original lessee during the continuance of hi_
lerm i and herein, as in the ejectment, the plaintiff shall recover so much oi
the term as remains, and also shall have actual damages ibr that portion of it
whereof he has been unjustly deprived. But since the introduction of fictitious
ousters, whereby the title may be tried against any tenant in possession, (by
what means soever he acquired it,) and the subsequent recovery of damagesby
action of trespass for mesne profits, this action is fallen into disuse.*'

CHAPTER XII.

OF TRESPASS.

*IN the two preceding chapterswe have consideredsuch injuriesto
*208] real property as consistedin an ouster or amotion of the possession.
Those which remain to he discussedare such as may be offeredtoa man's real
property without any amotion from it.

The second species,therelbre,of realinjuries,or wrongs thataffecta man's

.ands,tenements,or hereditaments,isthatof trespass.Trespass,in itslargest
and most extensivesense,signifiesany transgressionor offenceagainstthe law
)fnature,of society,orof the country inwhich we live.whether itrelatesto
_tman's person or hisproperty. Therefore,beating another m a trespass,for
which (aswe have formerlyseen)an actionoftrespassvietarmisinassaultand
oattery will lie ; taking or detaining a man's goods are respectively trespasses,
for which an action of trespass vi et armis, or on the case in trover and conver-
sion, is given by the law : so also, non-performance of promises or undertakings
is a trespass, upon which an action of trespass on the case in assumpsit is
grounded : and, in general, any misfeasance or act of one man whereby another
"s injuriously treated or damnified is a transgression or trespass in its largest
sense: for which we have already seen(a) that whenever the act itself is
directly and immediately injurious to the person or property of another,

*209] *and therefore necessarily accompanied with some force, an action of
trespass vi et armis will lie; but, if the injury is only consequential, a

_pecial action of trespass on the case may be brought. _
(a) F. N B 198. (a) See page 123.

when he might be heard to answer the charges forming the ground of dismissal. 1 Bring.
357 8 T. R. 109.--CHmTY.

1_And has now been for some time abolished. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 36.---STEw_aT.
*See these distinctions fully considered, 1 Chitty on P1. 115 to 122 and 149 to 172.

_Phe distinctions between actions of trespass vi et armis for an immediate injury, and
actions of trespass upon the case for a consequential damage, arc frequently very subtle.
t_ee the subject much considered in 2 B1. Rep. 892. In a case where an action of tres-
pass vi et armi_ was brought against the defendant for throwing a lighted squib in • public
market, which fell upon a stall, the owner of which, to defend himself and his goods,
rook it up and threw it to another part of the market, where it struck the plaintiff ancJ
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But, in the limited and confined sense in which we are at present to con_lder
it_ it sigmfies no more than an entry on another man's ground without a lawihl
authority, and doing some damage, however inconsiderable, to his real property.
For the right of meum and tuum, or property in lands, being once estt_blished,
it follows as a necessary consequence that this right must be exclusive ; that is
that the owner may retain to himself the sole use and occupation of his soil :
every entry, therefore, thereon without the owner's leave, and especially if
contrary to his express order, is a trespass or transgression. The Roman laws
seem to have made a direct prohibition necessary in order to constitute this
injury : "qui alienum fundum ingreditur, potest a domino, si is prceviderit, prohiben
ne ingredia ur. (b) But the law of England, justly considering that much in-
convenience may happen to the owner before he has an opportunity to tbrbid
the entry, has carried the point much further, and has treated every entry
upon another's lands (unless by the owner's leave, or in some very particular
cases) as an injury or wrong, for satisfaction of which an action of trespass
wilt lie i but determines the quantum of that satisfaction, by considering how
far the offence was wilful or inadvertent, and by estimating the value of the
actual damage sustained. 2

Every unwarrantable entry on another's soil the law entitles a trespass by
breaking his close : the words of the writ of trespass commanding the defendant

"to show cause quare clausum querentisfreg_t. For every man's land is, in the
• "(r '

eye of the law, enclosed and set apart from his nel_,hbour s i and that either
by a visible and material fence, as one field is divided from another by a hedge ;

or by an ideal, invisible boundary, *existing only in the contemplation ['210
of law, as when one man's land adjoins to another's in the same
field. And every such entry or breach of a man's close carries necessarily
along with it some damage or other; for_ if no other special loss can be
assigned, yet still the words of the writ itself specify one general damage,
viz., the treading down and bruising his herbage (c) _

One must have a property (either absolute or temporary) in the soil, and
actual possession by entry, to be able to maintain an action of trespass i' or, at

(_) Inst. 2, 1, 12 (_) F. N B 87, 85.

put out his eye, the question was much discussed whether the person injured ought to
have brought an action of trespass v_et arm,s, or an action upon the ease ; and one of the
four judges strenuously contended that it ought to have been an action upon the ease.
But I should conceive that the question was more properly this,_viz., whether an action
of trespass v/et arm,s lay against the original or the intermediate thrower, or whether the
act of the second thrower was involuntary, (which seems to have been the opinion of
the jury,) or wilful and mischievous, and, if so, whether the first thrower alone ought
not to have been answerable for the consequences• For if A. throws a stone at B.,
mhich, after it lies quietly at his foot. B. takes up and throws again at C.. it is presumed
that C. has his actmn against B. only; but if it is thrown at B., and B•, by warding it off
t_om himself, gives it a different direction, in consequence of which it strikes C., in that
c_se it is wholly the act of A., and B. must be considered merely as an reanimate object,
_hich may chance to divert its course• In the case of Leame vs. Bray, 3 East, 598, it
was decided that if one man drives a carriage, being on the wrong side of the road,
against another carriage, though unintentmnally, the action ought to be trespass v/et
a'_m_s;and the court declare generally that if the injurious act be the immediate result
of the force originally applied by the defendant, and the plaintiff be injured by it, it is
the subject of an action of trespass wet armls by all the cases both ancient and moderv
---4_nRISTIAN.

Trespass for breaking a close is sustainable wlthout previous notice : but it is most
prudent to. serve, a notice and proceed for a subsequent trespass, upon which the judge
on the tmal will usually certify that the trespass was wilful, which will entitle plaintiff
_o full costs, though the damages be under 40s. 8 & 9 W. III. c. 11, s. 4. 3 Wils.._25
6 T. R. 11. 7 T. R. 449. 3 East, 405.--CHITTr.

SIn an action of trespass for entering the grounds of another person and sporting over
them, the jury may take into consideration, in determining their verdict, not only the
actual damage sustained by the plaintiff, but circumstances of aggravation and insult on
the part of the defendant. Merest vs. Harvey, 1 ]_arsh. 139. 5 Taunt. 442.---C_Ivrr.

' By the term "property either absolute or temporary" the student might be ted to
luppose that this action is only maintainable by one who is lawful owner or lawfully in
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least, it is requisite that the party have a lease and possession of the vesture
and herbage of the land.(d) 5 Thus, if a meadow be divided annually among the
parishioners by lot, then, after each person's several portion is allotted, they
may be respectively capable of maintaining an action for the breach of their
several closes :(e) for they have an exclusive interest and freehold therein for
the time. But before entry and actual possession one cannot maintain an
action of trespass, though he hath the freehold in law.(f) And therefore an
heir before entry cannot have this action against an abater; though a disseisee
might have it against the disseisor, for the injury done by the disseisin itself,
at which time the plaintiff was seised of the land; but he cannot have it for any
act done after the disseisin until he hath gained possession by re-entry, and
then he may well maintain it for the intermediate damage done; for after his
re-entry the law, by a kind of jus posthmimi, supposes the freehold to have all
along continued in him.(g) :Neither, by the common law, in case of an intrusion
or deforcement, could the party kept out of possession sue the wrong-doer by
a mode of redress which was calculated merely for injuries committed against
the land while in the possesswn of the owner. But now, by the statute 6 Anne,
c. 18, if a guardian or trustee for any infant, a husband seised jure uxoris, or a
person having any estate or interest determinable upon a life or lives, shall,

' after the *determination of their respective interests, hold over and
"211] continue in possession of the lands or tenements without the consent"
of the person entitled thereto, they are adjudged to be trespassers; and any
reversioner or remainder-man expectant on any life-estate may once in every
year, by motion to the court of chancery, procure the cestuy que vie to be pro-
duced by the tenant to the land, or may enter thereon in case of his refusal or
wilful neglect. And by the statutes of 4 Gee. II. c. 28, and ll Gee. II. c. 19, in
case, after the determination of any term of life, lives, or years, any person

(d) Dyer, 285. 2 Roll. Abr. 549. (f) 2 Roll hbr. 5S3.
(_) Cro Ehz 421. (g) 11 Rep 5.

possession. But the action is founded on possession, not on title. In his original com-
laint, the plaintiff relies only on his possession, and discloses no title ; nor will he be
onnd to prove any, unless the defendant destroys the presumption arising from his

possessmn by showing a titlepr_ma faae good in himself. Even if it should appear clearly
that the plaintiff's possession was wrongful, he will recover damages in case the defend-
ant is also a wrong-doer and has no title to rely on. Graham vs. Peat, 1 East, 244
Catteris vs. Cowper, 4 Taunt. 547._CoLERIDGE.

Where no one is in possession,--the land being vacant and uncultivated,--the party
having the title or right of possession may maintain trespass. Gillespie vs. Dew, 1 Stew.
229. Aiken vs. Buck, 1 Wend. 466. Goodrich vs. Hathaway, 1Verm. 485. It is settled
that the owner of wild and uncultivated land is to be deemed in possession so as to
maintain trespass unhl an adverse possession is clearly made out. Mather vs. Trinity
Church, 3 Serg. & Rawle, 513. Cook vs. Foster, 2 Gilman, 652. Smith vs. Yell, 3 English,
470. "In a mere uncultivated country, in wild and impenetrable woods, _n the sullen

i and solitary haunts of beasts of prey, what notoriety could an entry, a gathering of a
twig or an acorn, convey to eivihzed man at the distance of hundreds of miles _ The
reason of the rule could not apply to such a state of things ; and c¢ssante ratwne, cessat
ipsa lex. We are entirely satisfied that a conveyance of wild or vacant lands gives a con-
structive seisin thereof in deed to the grantee: it attaches to him all the legal remedies

: incident to the estate." Story, J., in Green vs. Liter et al, 8 Cranch, 249.---SHARSWOOD.
: 6AS tOthe possession and title essential, see Chitty on P1. 159 to 166. An exclusive

interest in the crop, without an interest in the soil, is sufficient to sustain an action of
trespass, (3 Burr. 1826. Bro. Abr. Tresp. 273. Bull. _. P. 85 ;) but possession, actual or
constructive, must be proved. 1 East, 244. 4 TaUnt. 547. 6 East, 602. Trespass will

: not lie for entering a pew or seat, because the plaintiff has not the exclu_w possession,
the possession of the church being in the parson. 1 T. R. 430. If trees are excepted in
the lease, the land whereon they grow is necessarily excepted also: consequently the
landlord may maintain trespass for brea]:_ing]_isclose, if the tenant cut down the trees.
Selw. N. P. 1287. Where two fields are separated by a hedge and ditch, the hedge prima
/ade belongs to the owner of the field in which the ditch is not. If there is a ditch on
each side, the ownership of the hedge must be proved by acts of ownership. Ib. 1288.
A person may cut his ditch to the edge of his own land ; but if he goes beyond, he is a
_respasser on his neighbour's land, though he may cut as wide as he pleases on his own
'and 3 Taunt. 138._T_Y.
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shall wilfully hold over the same, the lessor or reversioncr is entitled to recover
by action of debt, either at the rate of double the annual value of' the premises
in case he himself hath demanded and given notice in writing to the tenant to
deliver the possession; or else double the usual rent in case the notice of quitting
proceeds from the tenant himself, having power to determine his lease, and
afterwards neglects to carry that notice into due execution2

A man is answerable for not only his own trespass, but that of his cattle also i
for, if by his negligent keeping they stray upon the land of another, (and
much more if he permits, or drives them on,) and they there tread down his
neighbour's herbage and spoil his corn or his trees, this is a trespass for which
the owner must answer in damages, and the law gives the party injured a
double remedy in this case, by permitting him to distrain the cattle th,_
dgmage=feasant, or doing damage, till the owner shall make him satisfhction, ol
else by leaving him to the common remedy in fore contentioso, by action. An4
the action that lies in either of these cases of trespass committed upon
another's land either by a man himself ol- his cattle is, the action of trespass
vi et arm;s, whereby a man is called upon to answer quare vi et armis ctausum
ipsius A, apud B., fregit, et bIada _psius A., ad valentiam ce_tum solidorum,
ibidem nuper crescentia cure quibusdam aver;is depastus fuzt, co_wulcavit, et
consumpsit, &c. :(h) for the law always couples the idea of' force with that of
intrusion upon the property of another. And herein, if any unwarrantable

act of the *defendant or his beasts in coming upon the land be proved, r'212
it is an act of trespass for which the plaintiff must recover some L
damages ; such, however, as the jury shall think proper to assess.

In trespasses of a permanent nature, where the injury is continually renewed,
(as by spoiling or consuming the herbage with the defendant's cattle,) the
declaration may allege the injury to have been committed by continuation from
one given day to another, (which is called laying the action with a conttnuando,)
and the plaintiff shall not be compelled to bring separate actions fbr every day's
separate offence.(/) But where the trespass is by one or several acts, each of
which terminates in itself, and being once done cannot be done again, it cannot
be laid with a continuando ; yet if there be repeated acts of trespass committed,
(as cutting down a certain number of trees,) they may be laid to be done, not
continually, but at divers days and times within a given period.(k) 7

]:n some cases trespass is justifiable, or, rather, entry on another's land or
house shall not in those cases be accounted trespass ; as if a man comes thither
to demand or pay money there payable, or to execute in a legal manner the
process of the law. Also, a man may justify entering into an inn or public house
without the leave of the owner first specially asked, because when a man pro-
fesses the keeping such inn or public house he thereby gives a general license
to any person to enter his doors. So a landlord may justify entering to dis.
train for rent; a commoner, to attend his cattle commoning on another's land;
and a reversioncr, to see if any waste be committed on the estate; for the appa-
rent necessity of the thing.(/) Also, it hath been said that, by the common
law and custom of :England, the poor are allowed to enter and glean upon

(A)Reglstr. 91. (_) Sulk 638, 639. Lord gayra. 823. 7 Mod. 152.
(I) 2 Roll, Abr 545. Lord Raym. 240. (_) 8 Rep. 146.

eSee 2 book, p. 151. Upon these statutes it has been determined that it is not neces-
sary that the notice from the tenant should be in writing: but notice from the landlord
to the tenant must. Burr. 1603. Bla. Rep. 533. And the 4 Gee. II. extends to case_
where the tenant holds over fraudulently and perversely only, not where he continues
his possession under a bona fide claim of right. 5 E_p. 203. See also lb. 215. The action
for double rent may be m_intained after recovery in ejectment. 9 East, 310.--C_IrTv.

TThe latter mode prevails in modern practice, and the form of declaring with a con-
tinuando has grown obsolete. Under the statement that the defendant, on a day named,
and on divers other days and times between that day and :he commencement of the
suit, trespassed, the plaintiff may prove any number of tresp_ses within those limits_
though none a_-especified except those on the earliest day named. 1 Stark. JR.351._
'_HrrTY.
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,2131 armther's ground after the harvest without*belng guilty of trespass :(m)
• J which humane provision seems borrowed from the Mosaical law.(n) a

In like manner the common law warrants the hunting of ravenous beasts of
prey, as badgers and foxes, in another man's land, because the destroying such
creatures is said to be profitable to the publie.(o) _ But in cases where a man
misdemeans himself or makes an ill use of the authority with which the law
intrusts him, he shall be accounted a trespasser ab initio :(p) as if one comes into
a tavern and will not go out in a reasonable time, but-tarries there all night
contrary to the inclinations of the owner i this wrongful act shall affect and
have relation back, even to his first entry, and make the whole a trespass.(q)
But a bare non-feasance, as not paying for the wine he calls for, will not make
him a trespasser; for this is only a breach of contract, for which the taverner
shall have an action of debt or assumpsit against him.(r) So, if a landlord dis-
trained for rent and wilfully killed the distress, this, by the common law, made
him a trespasser ab initw :(s) and so, indeed, would any other irregularity have
done, till the statute 11 Gee. II. c. 19, which enacts that no subsequent irregu-
larity of the landlord shall make his first entry a trespass; but the party
injured shall have a special action of trespass or on the case, for the real
specific injury sustained, unless tender of amends hath been made. But still,
if a reversioner, who enters on pretence of seeing waste, breaks the house, or
stays there all night ; or if the commoner who comes to tend his cattle cuts
down a tree ; in these and similar cases the law judges that he entered for this
unlawful purpose, and therefore, as the act which demonstrates such his pur-
pose is a trespass, he shall be esteemed a trespasser ab initio.(t) So also, in the
case of hunting the fox or the badger, a man cannot justify breaking the soil

1 1_ ,
,Ola 1 and digging him out of h's cart,; for though the law warrants the

_J hunting of such noxious animals for the public good, yet it is held(u)
that such things must be done in an ordinary and usual manner ; therefore,
as there is an ordinary course to kill them, viz., by hunting, the court held
that the digging for them was unlawful.

A man may also justify in an action of trespass, on account of the freehold
and right of entry being in himself; and this defence brings the title of the
estate in question. This is therefore one of the ways devised, since the disuse
of real actions, to try the property of estates i though it is not so usual as that
by ejectment, because that, being now a mixed action, not only gives damages

('*)Gilb. Ev. 253. Trials per pa_ oh. 15, p. 488. (e) 8 Rep. 147.
(_) Lewt xix 9, and xxm. 22 Deut. xxlv. 19_ &c. (_) F,nch, L. 47.
(o) Cro.Jac 321. (_) 8 Rep. 146.
(_) Finch, L 47. Cro. Jac. 148. (u) Cr_ Jac. 321.
(_) 2 Roll. Abr. 561

s Two actions of trespass have been brought in the Common Pleas against gleaners,
with an intent to try the general question.--viz., whether such a right existed. In the
first, the defendant pleaded that he, being a poor, necessitous, and indigent person,
entered the plaintiff's close to glean ; in the second, the defendant's plea was as before,
with the addition that he was an inhabitant legally settled within the parish. To the plea
in each case there was a general demurrer. Mr. J. Gould delivered a learned judgment
in favour of gleaning, but the other three judges were clearly of opinion that this claim
had no foundation in law; that the only authority to support it was an extra-judicial
dictum of lord Hale; that it was a practice incompatible with the exclusive enjoyment
of property, and was productive of vagrancy and many mischievous consequences. 1 H.
B1. Rep. 51, 52, n. (a.)---CHITTV.

It has been determined that it is lawful to follow a fox with horses and hounds over
another's grounds, if no more damage be done than is necessary for the destruction of
the animal by such a pursuit, (1 T. R. 338 ;) but, in the Earl of Essex vs. Capel, Hertford
Assizes, _.n. 1809, 2 Chitty Game L. 1381, a different doctrine was laid down by lord
Ellenborough, who said, "These pleasures are to be taken only when there is the consent
of those who are likely to be injured by them ; but they must be necessarily subservient
to the consent of others. There may be such a public nuisance by a noxious animal as
may justify the running him to his earth; but then you cannot justify the digging for
him afterwards : that has been ascertained and settled to be law; but even if an animal
may be pursued with dogs, it does not follow that fifty or sixty people have therefore a
right to follow the dogs and trespass on other people's lands." The jury, under his
ordship's direction, found a verdict for the plaintiff. And see 1 Stark. 351 - CHJTTr.
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for the ejection,but alsopossessionof the land: whereas intrespass,which i8
merely a personal suit, the right can be only ascertained, but no possession
delivered i nothing being recovered but damages for the wrong committed.

In order to prevent trifling and vexatious actions of trespass, as well as otherpersonal actions, it is (inter al_a) enacted by statutes 43 Eliz. c. 6, and 22 & 23
Car. II. c. 9, § 136, that where the jury, who try an action of trespass, give less
damages than forty shillings, the plaintiff shall be allowed no more costs than
damages, unless the judge shall certify under his hand that the freehold or title
of the land came chiefly in question. 1° But this rule now admits of t_o excep-
tions more, which have been made by subsequent statutes. One is by statute
8 & 9 W. III. c. 11, which enacts, that in all actions of trespass, wherein it shall
appear that the trespass was wilful and malicious, and it be so certified by the
judge, the plaintiff shall recover full costs, u Every trespass is wilful, where the
defendant has notice, and is especially forewarned not to come on the land; as
every trespass is malicious, though the damage may not amount to forty shillings,

where the intent of the defendant plainly appears to *be to harass and ['215distress the plaintiff. The other exception is by statute 4 & 5 W. and
M. c. 23, which gives full costs against any inferior tradesman, apprentice, or
other dissolute person, who is convicted of a trespass in hawking, hunting,
fishing, or fowling, upon another's land. Upon this statute it has been adiud,_ed,
that if a person be an interior tradesman, as a clothier for instance, it matters
not what qualification he may have in point of estate i but, if he be guilt)- el
such trespass, he shall be liable to pay full costs.(w) 1.

CHAPTER XI]I.

OF i_UISANCE.

*A THIRJ) speems of real injuries to a man's lands and tenements, Is [*21bby nuisance. _Nuisance, nocumentum, or annoyance, signifies any thing
that worketh hurt, inconvenience, or damage. And nuisances are of two kinds:
public or common nuisances, which affect the public, and are annoyance to all
the king's subjects : for which reason we must refer them to the class of public
wrongs, or crimes and misdemeanours : and 2rivate nuisances, which are the ob-
jects of our present consideration, and may be defined, any thing done to the
hurt or annoyance of the lands, tenements, or hereditaments of another.(a) We
will therefore, first, mark out the several kinds of nuisances, and then their
respective remedies.

(_) lord Raym. 149. (a) l_'mcll, L. 188

1oAnd if this appears upon the face of the pleadings, it is considered tantamount to
the judge's certificate, and the plaintiff is entitled to his full costs. 2 Lev. 234. 1 East,
350. Selw. N. P. 1324. 6 T. R. 281. 7 T. R. 650. See, also. post, 401, n. 21.--AacHaoLD.

But by stat. 3 & 4 ¥ict. c. 24, explained by star. 4 & 5 Vict. c. 28, these statutes are
repealed, and their provisions are consohdated and extended ; it being enacted that if
the plaintiff in any action of trespass, either to the person, or to real or personal pro-
perty, or for libel, slander, or malicious prosecution, brought in any of her Majesty's
courts at Westnnnster, shall recover tess damages than 40s., he shall not be entitled to
recover any costs whatever, whether it shall be given upon any issue tried or judgment
passed by default, unless the judge or presiding officer shall certify on the back of the
record (if the action be in trespass) that the action was really brought to try a right
besides the mere right to recover damages for the trespass or grievance for which the
action shall have been brought.--SrEwARz.

u It has been supposed that the judge must certify in open court after the trial, other.
wise the certificate is void, (2 Wils. 21 ;) but the contrary has recently been decided
2 B. &C. 580, 621.---C_ITTV.

1_But now, by the stat. 1 & 2 W. IV. c. 32, s. 1. this act is repealed ; and, by s. 6, alJ
¢vrtificated persons are allowed to sport, subject to the law of trespass.---_Tsw AZT.
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I. in discussing the several kinds of nuisances, we w_ll consider, first, such
nuisances as may affect a man's corporeal hereditaments, and then those that
may damage such as are incorporeal.

1. First, as to co_oreal inheritances. If a man builds a house so close to mine
that hid roof overhangs my roof and throws the water off his roof upon mine,
this is a nuisance, for which an action will lie.(b) Likewise to erect a house or
,._._. other building so near to mine that it obstructs my ant;cut *lights and
,1 _j windows, is a nuisance of a similar nature.(c) But in this latter case it

is necessary that the windows be antient, that is, have subsisted there a long
time without interruption ; otherwise there is no injury done. For he hath as

much right to build a new edifice upon his ground as I have upon mine ; since
e_ cry man may erect what he pleases upon the upright or perpendicular of his

own s_il, so as not to prejudice what has long been enjoyed by another; and
it was my folly to build so near another s ground.(d) 1 Also if a person keeps
his hogs, or other noisome animals, so near the house of another that the stench
of them incommodes him and makes the air unwholesome, _ this is an injuriou_
nuisance, as it tends to deprive him of the use and benefit of his house (e) A
like injury is, if one's neighbour sets up and exercises an offensive trade i as a

O) :F. N. B. 184. (a) Cro. Ehz. 118. Sulk. 459.
(o) 9 Rep. 58 (_) 9 Rep 58.

*Where A. had enjoyed lights made in a building not erected at the extremity of his
land, looking upon the premises of B., without interruption for at least thirty-eight
years, and there was no ewdence of the time when the hghts were first put out, and C.,
the purchaser of B.'s premises, erected in their stead a building which obstructed A.'s
lights: held that an action was maintainable for the obstruction, though there was no
proof of knowledge in B. or his agents of the existence of the windows. Cross vs. Lewis,
2 B. & C. 686. 4 D. & R. 234, S.C. Where the plaintiff is entitled to lights by means
of blinds fronting a garden of the defendant's, which he takes away, and opens an unin-
terrupted view into the garden, the deIendant cannot justify making an erection to
prevent the plaintiff from so doing, if he thereby render the plaintiff's house more dark
than before. Cotterell vs. Griffiths, 4 Esp. 69. A parol license to put a sky-light oveI
the defendant's area (which impeded the light and air from coming to the plaintiff'_
dwelling-house through a window) cannot be recalled at pleasure after it has been exe-
cuted at the defendant's expense,--at least not without tendering the expenses he had
been put to ; and therefore.no action lies as for a private nuisance in stopping the light
and mr, &c. and communicating a stench from the defendant's premises to the plain-
tiff's house by means of such skydight. Winter vs. Brockwell, 8 East, 308. If an ancient
window be raised and enlarged, the owner of the adjoining land cannot lawfully obstruct
the passage of light and air to any part of the space occupied by the ancient wind,_w.
although a greater portion of light and air be admitted through the unobstructed part
of the enlarged window than was anciently enjoyed. Chandler vs. Thompson, 3 Camp.
80. Le Blanc, J. To constitute an illegal obstruction, by building, of the plai,,tiff's
ancient lights, it is not sufficient that the plaintiff has less light than he had before, but
there must be such a privation of light as will render the occupation of his house uacom.
fortable, and prevent him, if in trade, from carrying on his business as beneficially as he
had previously done. Back vs. Stacy, 2 C. & P. 485. Best, L. C. J. C.P. The occupie,

I of one of two houses built nearly at the same time and purchased of the same pro-
prietor may maintain a special action on the case against the tenant of the other for
obstructing his window-lights by adding to his own building, however short the previous

_: period of enjoyment by the plaintiff. Compton vs. Richards, 1 Price, 27. Aml where
the owner of a house divided rote two tenements demised one of them to the defendant:
held that he was liable to an action on the case for obstructing windows existing in
the house at the time of the demise, although of recent construction, and though there
was no stipulation against the obstructmn. Rivieri vs. Bower, 1 R. & _I. _4. Abbott,
[Lord Tenterden,] L. C.J. If an ancient light has been completely shut up with brick_
and mortar above_twenty years, it loses its priwlege. Lawrence vs. Obee, 3 Camp. 514
Lord Ellenborough, L. C. J.---CHITTV.

Lord Mansfield has said that "it is not necessary that the smell should be unwhole-
some: it is enough if it renders the enjoyment of life and property uncomfortable." 1
Burr. 337.

So also. it will be a nuisance if life is made. uncomfortable, by the apprehension _
_langer: it has therefore been held to be a nuisance, a misdemeanour, to keep great qua_

: _ities of gunpowder near dwelling-houses. 2 Stra. l167.--C_RISTI_.
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tanner's, a tallow-chandler's, or the like; for though these are lawful and ne
eessary trades, yet they should be exercised in remote ])laces; for the rule is,
" sic utere tun, ut alienum non lcedas:" this theretbre is an actionable nuisance.(f)
So that the nuisances which affect a man's dwelling may be reduced to these
three : 1. Overhanging it ; which is also a species of trespass, for cujus eat solum,
ejus est usque ad coelum: 3 2. Stopping antient lights : and, 3. Corrupting the air
with noisome sr-.ells : for light and air are two indispensable requisites to every
dwelling. _ But depriving one of a mere matter of pleasure, as of a fine prospect
by building a wall, or the like : this, as it abridges nothing really convenient
or necessary, is no injury to the sufferer, and is therefore not an actionable nm
sance.(g)

As to nuisance to one's l,Tnds: if one erects a smelting-house for lead so near
the land of another, that the vapour and smoke kill his corn and grass_ and
damage his cattle therein, this is held to be a nuisance.(h) And by consequence
it follows, that if one does any other act, in itself lawful, which yet being done

in that place necessarily tends to the damage of another's property, it is ['218a nuisance : for it is incumbent on *him to find some other place to do
that act, where it will be less offensive. So also if my neighbour ought to scour
a ditch, and does not, whereby my land is overflowed, this is an actionable nui-
sanee.(i)

With regard to other corporeal hereditaments : it is a nuisance to stop or divert
water that uses to run to another's meadow 6or mill ;(k) to corrupt or poison a
water-course, by erecting a dye-house or a lime-pit for the use of trade, in the
upper part of the stream ;(l) or, in short, to do any act therein that in its con-
sequences must necessarily tend to the prejudice of one's neighbour. So closely
does the law of England enforce that excellent rule of gospel morality, of" doing
to others as we would they should do unto ourselves."

2. As to incorporeal hereditaments, the law carries itself with the same equity)
If I have a way, annexed to my estate, across another's land, and he obstructs
me in the use of it, either by totally stopping it, or putting logs across it, or
ploughing over it, it is a nuisance : tbr in the first case I cannot enjoy my right

(f) Cro Car 510. (_) Hale on F. N. B 427.
(g) 9 Rep. 58. (a) F. N. B. 184
(a) 1 Roll Abr. 89. (t) 9 Rep. 59. 2 Roll Abr. 141.

s But the following note of a case describes an injm T not exactly coming within either
of the above three sections. A. has immemorially had for watering his lands a channel
through his own field, in a riotous field, through the banks of which channel, when
filled, the water percolates and thence passes through the contiguous soil of B. below
the surface without producing visible injury. B. builds a new house in his land below
the level of his soil, in the current of the percolating water, tleld that A. cannot now
justify filling his channel, if the percolating water thereby injures the house of B.
Cowper vs. Barber, 3 Taunt. 99.---CHITT_.

And where defendant employed a steam-engine in his business, as a printer, which
produced a continual noise and vibration in the plaintiff's apartment, which adjoined
the premises of the defendant, it was held that this was a nmsance. Duke of :Northum.
berland vs. Clowes, C. P. at Westminster, A.D.1824.--43HlVrr.

After twenty years' uninterrupted enjoyment of a spring of water, an absolute righ_
to it is gained by the occupier of the close in which it issues above ground ; and the
owner of an adjoining close cannot lawfully cut a drain whereby the supply of water
by the spring is diminished. Balston vs. Bensted, I Camp. 463. Lord Ellenborough,
L. C.J. And see Bealey vs. Shaw, 6 East, 208. 2 Smith, 321, S. C.--CmrTV.

6Here we should mention a recent change in the law which bruits actions and suits
relating to incorporeal hereditaments. The prescriptive rights to profits and easements
over the soil of another were rendered very difficult of proof, as by the ancient rule of
the common law enjoyment of such rights was to be proved from time whereof the
memory of man ran not to the contrary, or during legal memory. This rule was partly
alleviated by the modern practice of the courts and the doctrine ofpresumptwn, by which
proof of enjoyment as far as living witnesses could speak was held sufficient to raise a

reSumption of enjoyment from a remote era, and a grant would be presumed ; but still
equent difficulties arose, to obviate which the statute 2 & 3 W. IV. c. 71 has been

passed, under which the periods at which claims may be made for incorporeal heredlta
merits are much limited.--STEwaRt.
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at all, and in the latter I cannot enjoy it so commodiously as I ought.(m) Also_
if I am entitled to hold a fair or market, and another person sets up a fair oz
market so near mine that he does me a prejudice, it is a nuisance to the freehold
which I have in my market or fair.(n) But, in order to make this out to be a
nuisance, it is necessary, 1. That my market or fair be the elder, otherwise the
nuisance lies at my own door. 2. That the market be erected within the third

part of twenty mi!es from mine. :For Sir Matthew Hale(o) construes the dicta,
or reasonable day s journey, mentioned by Bracton,(p) to be twenty miles; as
indeed it is usually understood, not only in our own law,(q) but also in the
civil,(r) from which we probably borrowed it. So that if the new market be

not within seven miles of the old one, it is no *nuisance : for it is held
"219 ] reasonable that every man should have a market within one-third of' a
day's journey from his own home ; that, the day being divided into three parts,
he may spend one part in going, another in returning, and the third in trans-
acting his necessary business there. If _uch market or fair be on the same day
with mine, it is prima fac_e a nuisance to mine, and there needs no proof of it,
but the law will intend it to be so ; but if it be on any other day, it may be a
nuisance: though whether it is so or not, cannot be intended or presumed, but
I must make proof of it to the jury. If a ferry is erected on a river, so near
another antient ferry as to draw away its custom, it is a nuisance to the owner
of the old one. For where there is a ferry by prescription, the owner is bound
to keep it always in repair and readiness, for the ease of all the king's subjects;
otherwise he may be grievously amerced :(s) it would be therefore extremely
hard if a new ferry were suffered to share his profits which does HOt also share
his burden. But where the reason ceases, the law also ceases with it : thereford

it is no nuisance to erect a mill so near mine as to draw away the custom, unless
the miller also intercepts the water. Neither is it a nuisance to set up any trade,
or a school, in a neighbourhood or rlvalship with another : for by such emulation
the public are like to be gainers ; and, if the new mill or school occasion a damage
to the old one, it is damnum absque _njuria.(t)

II. Let us next attend to the remedies which the law has given for this
injury of nuisance. And here I must premise that the law gives no priv_e
remedy for any thing but a private wrong. Therefore no action lies for a public
or common nuisance, but an _ndictment only: because, the damage being com-
mon to all the king's subjects, no one can assign his particular proportion of it;
or, if he could, it would be extremely hard if every subject in the kingdom were
allowed to harass the offender with separate actions. For this reason, no
person, natural or corporate, can have an action for a public nuisance, or punish
.o_nl it; but only the king in his public *capacity of supreme governor and

"_"J pater-familias of the kingdom.(u) Yet this rule admits of one excep-
t.ion, where a private person suffers some extraordinary damage, beyond the
rest of the king's subjects, by a public nuisance, in which case he shall have a
private satisfaction "by actionY As if, by means of a ditch dug across the

Ublic way, which is a common nuisance, a man or his horse suffer any injury
falling therein ; there, for this particular damage, which is not common to

_thers, the party shall have his action.(w) _ Also, if a man hath abated or re-
(_) F. N. B. 183. 2 Roll. Abr. 140. (_) Ff. 2, 11, t.
(_) F. N. B 148. "2Roll./Lbr. 140. (*) 2 Roll. Abr. 140.
(*) Halo on F. N. B. 184. (t) Hale on F. N. R. 184.
(P) L. 3_c 16. (u) Vaugh. 341_342.
(g) 2Inst. 567. (w)Co. Lztt 56, 5Rop. 78.

Every person who suffers actual damage, whether direct or consequential, from a
oommon nuisance may maintain an action for his own particular injury. Lansing vs.
Smith, 4 Wend. 9. Abbot vs. Mills, 3 Verm. 529. The damage occasioned by a nuisance
need not be direct to support an action. Erecting a dam in a navigable stream, that
obstructed plaintiff's raft, is a sufficient damage. Hughes vs. Heiser, 1 Binn. 463. Pitta-
imrg vs. Scott, 1 Burr. 309.---SnxRsweon.

8But the particular damage in this case must be direct, and not consequential, as by
being delayed in a journey of importance. Bull. N. P. 26. Carth. 194. And if the
plaintiff has not acted with ordinary care and skill, with a view to protect himself from
Ihe mischief, he counot recover. 11 East, 60. 2 Taunt. 414 It is upon ".he same pr',a
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moved a nuisance which offended him, (as we may remember it was stated in
the first chapter of this book that the party injured hath a right to do,) in this
ease.... he is entitled to no action.(x) For he had choice of two remedies'. . either
without smt, by abatln__ it himself by his own mere act q,nd authority, or by
_ult, in which he may _oth recover damages and remo_,_ it by the aid of the
law ; but, having made his election of one remedy, he is _otally precluded from
the other2

The remedies by suit are, ]. By action on the case for damages, in whieu the
party injured shall only recover a satisfaction ibr the injury sustaiued, but
ca,mot thereby remove the nuisance. Indeed, every continuance of a nuisance
i_ held to be a fresh one ;(y) and therefore a fresh action will lie_ and very
exemplary damages will probably be give]], if, after one verdict against him,
the defendant has the hardiness to continue it. 1° Yet the founders of the
law of ;England did not rely upon probabilities merely, in order to give relief
to the injured. They have therefbre provided two other actions : the assize of
nmsance, and the writ of quod permtttat prosternere; which not only give
the plaintiff satisfaction for his injury past, but also strike at the root and
remove the cause itself, the nuisance that occasioned the injury. These two
actions, however, can only be brought by the tenant of the freehold; so that a
lessee for years is confined to his action upon the case,(z)

*2. An assize of nuisance is a writ, wherein it is stated that the party ['221
injured complains of some particular fact done, ad noc_mentum hberi
tenementi sui, and therefore commanding the sheriff to smnmon an assize, that is,
a jury, and view the premises, and have them at the next commission of assizes,
that justice may be done therein :(a) and if the assize is found for the plaintiff,
he shall have judgment of two things - 1. To have the nuisance abated ; and, 2.

Finch,L,289.
(U)2Le(m.pl.129.ere.Ehz.402.

eiple that partms suffering special damage by a public nuisance are entitled, under 5 W.
and _I. e 11, s. 3, to receive their expenses in prosecuting an indictment against the
party guilty of the nuisance. See 16 East, 196. Willes, 71. ere. Ella. 664. if a party
living in the neighbourhood, and who has been in the habit of passing to and fro on a
highway, is obhged by a nuisance thereto to take a more circmtous route in his transit
to and from the nearest market-town to his house, it is a private injury, for which he may
sue as well as indict. 3 :iV[.& S. 472. So, being delayed four hours by an obstructmn in
a highway, and being thereby prevented from performing the same journey as many
times in a day as if the obstruction had not existed, is a sufficient injury to entitle a
party to sue for the obstruction. 2 Bingh. 283. So, if the nuisane_ prevent the plaintiff
navigating his barges on a public nawgable creek, and compel him to convey his goods
out of the same over a great dlstanee of land, it _s actionable. 4 M. & S. 101. But the
mere obstruction of the plaintiff in his business (1 Esp. N. C. 14_ 4 if. & S. 103,) or
delaying him a little while in a journey, (earth. 191,) is not such a damage as wall entitle
the party to his action: the damage ought to be direct, not consequential. Carth. 191.

There are also various other injumes which partake of both a criminal and civil nature,
for which both an indictment as well as an action will he,--as for a forcible entry, en-
ticing away a servant, using false weights, disobeying an order of justmes, extortion, or
for a libel, &C.--CHITTY.

* If one abates a private nuisance, he cannot afterwards maintain an assize of nuisance;
bat he may maintain an action on the case to recover damages. Tate vs. Parrish. 7
_[onroe, 525. The commentator cites no authority for the position in the text. The
distinction taken in the American case seems a reasonable one. The nuisance must be
subsisting at the time an assize is commenced, but surely need not be to entitle the party
who has suffered a specrd injury to recover his damages --S_xRS_Voon.

l0An action for continuing a nuisance cannot be maintained against him who did not
erect it, without a previous request made to him to remove or abate it. Pierson vs.
Glean, 2 Green, 36.

Parties who cause a nuisance by acts done on the land of a stranger are liable for its
continuance; and it is no defence that they cannot lawfully enter to abate _he nuisance
without rendering themselves liable to an action by the owner of the land. Smith vs.
FAliott, 9 Burr. 345. One who demises premises for carrying on a business necessarily
injurious to the adjacent proprietors is liable as the author of the nuisance. Fish v_
D_lg_. _ DenSe 717 --SH_aswoov. I5|
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To recover damages.(b) Formerly an assize of nuisance only lay against the
very wrong-doer himself who levied or did the nuisance, and did not lie against
any person to whom he had alienated the tenements whereon the nuisance
was situated. This was the immediate reason for making that equitable
.provision in statute Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 24, for granting a similar _vrit
tn casu consimili, where no former precedent was to be found. The statute
enacts that "de cetero non recedant querentes a curia domini regis, pro eo quod
tenementum transfertur de uno in aliumf' and then gives the form of a new
writ in this case; which only differs from the old one in this, that where the
assize is brought against the very person only who levied the nuisance, it is
said "quod A. the [wrong-doer] injuste levavit tale nocumentum ;" but, where the
lands are aliened to another person, the complaint is against both, "quod A.
[the wrong-doer] et B. [the alienee] levaverunt."(c) For every continuation, as
was before said, is a fresh nuisance, and therefore the complaint is as well

rounded against the alienee who continues it as against the alienor who first
cried it.

3. Before this statute, the ])arty injured, upon any alienation of the land
wherein the nuisance was set up, was driven to his quod permlttat prosternere,
which is in the nature of a writ of right, and therefore subject to greatel
delays.(d) This is a writ commanding the defendant to permit the plaintiff to
*_91 abate, quod permittat prosternere, the nuisance complained of; *and, unless

""3 he so permits, to summon him to appear in court, and show cause why
he will not.(e) And this writ lies as well for the alienee of the party first in-
JbUred, as against the alienee of the party first injuring; as hath been determined

y all the judges.(f) And the plaintiff shall have judgment herein to abate the
nuisance, and to recover damages against the defendant.

Both these actions of assize of nuisance, and of quod permittat prosternere, are
now out of use, n and have given way to the action on the case; in which, as
was before observed, no judgment can be had to abate the nuisance, but only to
recover damages. Yet, as therein it is not necessary that the freehold should
be in the plaintiff and defendant respectively, as it must be in these real act, ions,
but it is maintainable by one that hath possession only, against another that
hath like possession, the process is therefore easier, _ and the effect will be much
the same, unless a man has a very obstinate as well as an ill-natured neighbour;
who had rather continue to pay damages than remove his nuisance. For in such
a case recourse must at last be had to the old and sure remedies, which will
effectually conquer the defendant's perverseness, by sending the sheriff with his
pease comitatus, or power of the county, to level it.

CHAPTER XIV.

OF WASTE.

*.:)O_q'l *THE fourth species of injury, that may be offered to one's real
"_ property, is by waste, or destruction in lands and tenements. What

shall be called waste was considered at large in a former book,(a) as it was a
means of forfeiture_ and thereby of transferring the property of real estates. I
shall, therefore, here only beg leave to remind the student, that waste is a spoil
amt destruction of the estate_ either in houses, woods, or lands; by demolishing

0) 9 Rep. 55. (_) F. N. B. 124.
(_) 9 Rep. 55. (Y) 5 Rep 100, _91.
(d) 2 Inst. 44)5. (a) See book il ch. 18.

n Both are now abolished, by the star. 3 & 4 W. IV. c 27.----STEWART.
12It must not be inferred from this that the revers;crier cannot maintain this action,

for if the nuisance be calculated to affect his reversionary interest, he can maintain an
action on the case for damages as well as the person in possession. See Beddingfield vs
Onslow, 3 Lev. 209. Leader vs. _Ioxon, 3 Wils. 461. 5 /_lack. 924, S. C._ARc_BOLV.
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not the temporary profits only, but the very substane_ of the thing; thereby
rendering it wild and desolate; which the common law expresses very signifi-
cantly by the word vastum; and that this vastum, or waste, is either voluntary,
or permissive; the one by an actual and designed demolition of the lands, woods,
and houses_ the other arisin_ from mere negligence, and want of sufficient care
in reparations, fences, and the like. So that my only business is at present to
show to whom this waste is an injury ; and of course who is entitled to any, and
what, remedy by action.

I. The persons who may be injured by waste are such as have some interest
in the estate wasted ; for if a man be the absolute tenant in fee-si.aple, 1 without
any encumbrance or charge on the premises, he may commit wha.ever waste his
*own indiscretion may prompt him to, without being impeachable, or
accountable for it to any one. And, though his heir is sure to be the [*224
sufferer, yet nemo est ha_res viventis; no man is certain of succeeding him, as
well on account of the uncertainty which shall die first, as also because he has
it in his power to constitute what heir he pleases, according to the civil-law
notion of an h_res natus and an hceres factus; or, in the more accurate phrase-
elegy of our English law, he may aliene or devise his estate to whomever he
thinks proper, and by such alienation or devise may disinherit his heir at law.
Into whose hands soever, therefore, the estate wasted comes, after a tenant in
Fee-simple, though the waste is undoubtedly damnum, it is damnum absque i_juria.

One species of interest which is injured by waste is th'tt of a person who has
a right of common in the place wasted; especially if it be common of e_tover_,
or a rightof cutting and carrying away wood for house-bote, plough-bote, &c.
:Here, if the owner of the wood demolishes the whole wood, and thereby de
stroys all possibility of taking estovers, this is an injury to the commoner,
amounting to no less than a disseisin of his common of estovers, if he chooses
so to consider it; for which he has his remedy to recover possession and damages
by assize, if entitled to a freehold in _uch common; but if he has onlya chattel
interest, then he can only recover damages by an action on the case ibr this
waste and destruction of the woods out of which his estovers were to issue.(b)

But the most usual and important interest, that is hurt by this commission of
aste, is that of him who hath the remainder or reversion of the inherttance,

after a particular estate for life or years in being. Here, if the particular tenant,
(be'it the tenant in dower or by curtesy, who was answerable for waste at the

common law,(c) or the lessee for life or years, *who was first made liable [.o25
by the statutes of _[arlberge(d) and of Glocester,)(e) if the particular "
tenant, I say, commits or suffers any waste, it is a manifest injury to him that
has the inheritance, as it tends to mangle and dismember it of its most desirable
incidents and ornaments, among which timber and houses may justly be reck-
oned the principal. To him therefore in remainder and reversion, to whom
the inheritance appertains in expectancy,(f)the law hath given an adequate
remedy. For he, who hath the remainder for life only, is not entitled to sue for
waste; since his interest may never perhaps come into possession, and then he
hath suffered no injury. 2 Yet a parson, vicar, archdeacon, prebendary, and tlm
like, who are seised in right of their churches of any remainder or revel_ic, n,

(b) F N. B. 59. 9 Rep 112. (e) 6 Edw L c_ 5.
{_) 2 Inst 299 (,f_ Co. I_tt, 5.3.
(d) 52 Hen III. c. 23.

1A tenant in fee-tail has the same uncontrolled and unlimited power in committing
waste as a tenant in fee-simple.--CHRiST:aN.

2No person is entitled _o an action of waste against a tenant for life but he who has
the immediate estate of inheritanc, m remainder or reversion, expectant upon the estate
for life. If between the estate of the tenant for life who comm:ts waste, and the subse-
quent estate of inheritance, there is interposed an estate of freehold to any person i_ esse.
then, during the continuance of such interposed estate, the actmn of waste is suspended ;
and if the first tenant for life dies during the continuance of such interposed estate, the
action is gone forever. Co. Intt. 218, b. 2 Saund 252, note 7. See further, as to the
l,erqons who may maintain a writ or action for waste, id. ib:d.--CHRISTIAN.
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may have an aetior_ of waste; for they, in many cases, have for the benefit of
the church and of the successor a fee-simple qualified; and yet, as they are not
seised in their own right, the writ of waste shall not say, ad exhasredationera
ipsius, as for other tenants in fee-simple; but ad exhceredatioaem ecclesia_ in whose
right the fee-simple is holden.(g)

II. • The redress for this injury of waste is of two kinds; preventive and
corrective : the former of which is by writ of estrepement , the latter by that of
waste.

1. Estrcpement is an old French word, signifying the same as waste or extir-
pation : and the writ of estrepement lay at the common law, after judgment ob
mined in any action real,(h) and before possession was delivered by the sheriff,
to stop any waste which the vanquished party might be tempted to commit in
lands which were determined to be no longer h_s. But as in some cases the
demandant may be justly apprehensive that the tenant ma) make waste ol
estrepcment pending the salt, well knowing the weakness of his title, therefore
the statute of Glocester(/) gave another writ of estrepement pendente plac_to,

.o26 ] commanding the sheriff firmly *to inhibit the tenant " nefaciat vastum
vel estrepementum pendente plac_to dwto indiscusso."(k) And by virtue of

either of these writs the sheriff may resist them that do, or offer to do, waste
and, if otherwise he cannot prevent them, he may la_vfully imprison the wasters
or make a warrant to others to imprison them : or, if necessity require, he may
take the posse com_tatus to his assistance. So odious in the sight of the law is
waste and destruction.(/) In suing out these two writs this difference was
formerly observed; that in actions merely possessory, where no damages aro
recovered, a writ of estreTement might be had at any time pendente hte, nay, even
at the time of suing out the original writ, or first process: but, in an action
where damages were recovered, the demandant could only have a writ of estrepe.
ment, if he was apprehensive of waste after verdict had ;(m) for, with regard to
waste done before the verdict was given, it was presumed the jury would con-
sider that in assessing the quantum of damages. But now it seems to be held,
by an equitable construction of the statute of Glocester, and in advancement
of the remedy, that a writ of estrepement, to prevent waste, may be had in every
stage, as well of such actions wherein damages are recovered, as of those wherein
only possession is had of the lands; ibr peradventure, saith the law, the tenant
may not be of ability to satisfy the demandant his full damages.(n) And there-
fore now, in an action of waste itself, to recover the place wasted and also
damages, a writ of estrepement will lie, as well before as after judgment. For
the plaintiff cannot recover damages for more waste than is contained in his
original complaint; neither is he at liberty to assign or give in evidence any
waste made after the suing out of the writ: it is therefore reasonable that he
6hould have this writ ofpreventwe justice, since he is in his present suit debarred
of any farther remediaL(o) If a writ of estrepement, forbidding waste, be directed
and delivered to the tenant himself, as it may be, and he ai_erwards proceeds to

*227 ] commit waste, an action may be carried on upon the *foundation of this
writ ; wherein the only plea of the tenant can be, non fecit vastum contra

prohibitionem: and, if upon verdict it be found that he did, the plaintiff may
recover costs and damages,(p) or the party may proceed to punish the defendant
for the contempt : for if, after the writ dwected and delivered to the tenant, or
his servants, they proceed to commit waste, the court will imprison them for
this contempt of the writ.(q) But not so, if it be directed to the sheriff, for
then it is incumbent upon him to prevent the estrepement absolutely, even by
raising the posse corn;tutus, if it can be done no other way.

:Besides this preventive redress at common law, the courts of equity, upon bill
_xhibited therein, complaining of waste and destruction, will grant an injune|iol
n order to s*ay waste, until the defendant shall have put in his answer_ and th_

(e) Co. Iatt. 341. (_) Y. N. B. 60_ 61.
(a) 2 Inst. 828. (s) Ibid. 61.

(o) 5 Rep. 1166 Edw I e 13.
( ) Reglstr. 77 ($) Moor 100.
(_) 2 last. 329. (t) Hob. 8_i.!M
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court shall thereupon make further order. Which is now become the most usuaJ
way of preventing waste. _

2 A writ of waste _ is also an action, partly founded upon the common law,
and partly upon the statute of Glocester;(r) and may be brought by him who
hath the immediate estate of inheritance in reversion or remainder, against the
tenant fo_" life, tenant in dower, tenant by curtesy, or tenant for years. This
action is also maintainable in pursuance of statute(s) Westm. 2, by one tenant
in common of the inheritance against another, who makes waste in the estate
nolden in common. The equity of which statute extends to joint-tenants, but
not to coparceners; because by the old law coparceners might make partition,
whenever either of them thought proper, and thereby prevent future waste, but
tenants in common and joint-tenants could not; and therefore the statute gave
them this remedy, compelling the defendant either to make partition, and take
the place wasted to his own share, or to give security not to commit any further

waste.(t) But these tenants in common and joint-tenants are*not liable [*228
to the penalties of the statute of Glocester, which extends only to such
as have life-estates, and do waste to the prejudice of the inheritance. The waste,
however, must be something considerable ; for if it amount only to twelve pence,
or some such petty sum, the plaintiff shall not recover in an action of waste;
ham de minimis non curat lex.(u) 5

This action of waste is a mixed action; partly real, so far as it recovers land;
and partly personal, so far as it recovers damages. For it is brought for both
those purposes; and, if the waste be proved, the plaintiff shall recover the thing
or place wasted, and also treble damages by the statute of Glocester. The writ
of waste calls upon the tenant to appear and show cause why he hath committed
waste and destruction in the place named, ad exhceredatioaem, to the disinherison,
of the plaint;ft.(w) And if the defendant makes default, or does not appear at
the day assigned him, then the sheriff is to take with him a jury of twelve
men_ and go in person to the place alleged to be wasted, and there inquire of
the waste done, and the damages; and make a return or report of the same to

(r) 6 Edw. I. c. 5. (_) Finch, L. -09.
(*) 13 Edw. I. c. 22. (_) F. N. B. 55.
(*) 2 Inst. 403, 404.

aAnd is now the only one, the writ of estrepement having been abolished. 3 & 4 W. 1V.
c. 27, s. 36.---STEWART.

The action or writ of waste is now very seldom brought, and has given way to a much
more expeditious and easy remedy, by an astwn on the case in the nature of waste. The
plaintiff derives the same benefit from it as from an action of waste in the tenuit, where
the term is expired and he has got possession of his estate, and consequently can only
recover damages for the waste; and though the plaintiff cannot in an action on the case
recover the place wasted, where the tenant is still in possession, as he ma_ do in an
action of waste in the tenet, yet this latter action was found by experience to be so mlper-
feet and defective u mode of recovering seism of the place wasted that the plaintiff
obtained little or no advantage from it ; and therefore, where the demise was by deed,
care was taken to give the lessor power of re-entry in case the lessee committed any
waste or destruction ; and an action on the ease was titan found to be much better
adapted for the recover) _of mere damages than an action of waste in the tenu_t. It has
also this further advantage over an action of waste, that it may be brought by him in
the reversion or remainder for l_feor years, as well as in fee or in tail : and the plaintiff
is entitled to costs in this actmn, which he cannot have in an action of waste. However,
this action on the case prevailed at first with some difficulty. 3 Lee. 130. 4 Burr. 2141.

But now it is become the usual action as well for permissive as voluntary waste.
Some recent decisions have made it doubtful whether an action on the case for permis-
sive waste can be maintained against any tenant for years. See 1 :New Rep. 290. 4
taunt. 764. 7 Taunt. 302. 1 :M:oore, 100, S.C. See also 1 Saund. 323, a., n. (i.) Where
the lessee even covenants not to do waste, the lessor has his election to bring either an
action on the case, or of covenant against the lessee, for waste done by him during the
term. 2 Black. Rep. llll. See, further, 2 Saund. 252, and 1 Chitty on P1. 4th ed. 132,
133.--CmTrY.

6See 2 Bee. & Pul. 86. But the doctrine that the smallness of the damages given by
the jury shall defeat the action do_s not extend to other actions. See 1 Dowl. Rep. 2(D
2 East, 154.--C_ITTV.
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the court, upon which report the judgment is founded.(x) :For the law will not
suffer so heavy, a judgment, as the forfeiture and treble damages, to be passed
upon a mere default, without full assurance that the fact is according as it is
stated in the writ. But if the defendant appears to the writ, and afleru_rds
suffers judgment to go.against him by default, or upon a niMl dicit, (when he
makes no answer, puts m no plea_ in defence,) this amounts to a confession of
the waste; since, having once appeared, he cannot nowpretend ignorance of the
charge. Now, therefore, the sheriff shall not go to the place to inquire of the
fact whether any waste has, or has not, been committed i for this is already
ascertained by the silent confession of the defendant; but he shall only, as in
• .)ga _ defi_ults upon other actions, make inquiry of the quantum of*damages.(y)
_-¢ J The defendant, on the trial, may give in evidence any thing that proves

there was no waste committed, as that the destruction happened by lightning,
tempest, the king's enemies, or other inevitable accident.(z) _ But it is no de-
fence to say that a stranger did the waste, for against him the plaintiff hath no
rcmedyl though the defendant is entitled to sue such stranger in an action of
trespass vi et armis, and shall recover the damages he has suffered in consequence
of such unlawful act.(a)

When the waste and damages are thus ascertained, either by confession, ver-
dict, or inquiry of the sheriff, judgment is given in pursuance of the statute of
Glocester, c. 5, that the plaintiff shall recover the place _vasted, T for which he
has immediately a writ of seisin, provided the particular estate be still subsisting,
(for, ff it be expired, there can be no forfeiture of the land,) and also that the
plaintiff shall recover treble the damages assessed by the jury, which he must
obtain in the same manner as all other damages, in actions personal and mixed_
are obtained, whether the particular estate be expired, or still in being2

(z)Poph.2J_ (_)CYo.Eliz.18,290 (s)CoLitt.53. (a)Lawof_rzz/Pr_us,112.

6Actmn on the case doth not lie for permissive waste. 5 Rep. 13. Hale /_SS. The
case cited by lord Hale is that of the countess of Salop, who brought an action on the
case against her tenant at will for negligently keeping his fire so that the house was
burned ; and the whole court held that neither action on the case nor any other action
lay, because at common law, and before the statute of @loeester, action did not lie for
waste against tenant for life or years, or any other tenant coming in by agreement of
parties, and tenant at will is not within the statute. But if tenant at will stipulates
with his lessor to be responsible for fire by negligence or for other permissive waste,
_vithout doubt an action will lie on such express agreement. The same observation
holds with respect to tenants for hfe or years before the statute of Glocester; for though
the law did not make them liable to any action, yet it did not restrain them from making
themselves liable by agreement. At the common law lessees were not answerable to
land]ords for accidental or negligent burning; for as to fires by accident, it is expressed
in Fleta that fortuna ignis vd hujusmodi event_ inopinati crones tenente, exc_asant; and lady
Shrewsbury's case is a direct authority to prove that tenants are equally excusable for
fires by negligence. Fleta, lib. i. c. 12. Then came the statute of Gloeester, which, by
making tenants for life and years liable to waste without exception, consequently ren-
dered them answerable for destruction by fire; but now, by the 6 Anne, e. 31, the
ancient law is restored, for the statute of Anne exempts all persons from actions for
accidental fire in any house, except in $he case of special agreements between landlord
and tenant. See 14 Gee. III. c. 78, s. 86. It was doubted under this statute whether a
covenant to repair generally extends to the case of fire, and so becomes an agreement
within the statute ; and therefore, where it is intended that the tenant shall not be liable,
it has been usual in the covenant for repairing expressly to except accidents by fire.
See Harg. Co. Lift. 57, a.---C_alSTIAN.

:But it is now settled that a general unqualified covenant to repair subjects the tenant
to the expense of rebuilding. 6 T. R. 650. The tenant at all events continues liable to
pay rent. 3 Anst. 687. 3 Dowl. 233. 1 T. R. 310. 4 Taunt. 45. 18 Ves. Jr. 115.--CH_T_.

7The verdict for the plaintiff in a writ of waste ought to find the place wasted. 2
Bingh. R. 262.---C_ITTr.

8But this writ of waste has also been abolished, by 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 36 ; and there
now only remain therefore the two remedies already referred to : the first, to restrain
_aste by oetainmg an injunction in a court of equity; and the second, to obtain damages
rot the waste after it has been committed, by an action on the case in a court of law,
which action lies not only against the tenant, but against any _tranger by whom an act

waste has been eommitted.---STswAR_.
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CHAPTER XV.

OF SUBTRACTION.

*SUBTRACTION, which is the fifth species of iniuries affecting a man's
real property, happens when any person who owes any suit, duty, custom, ['230
or service to another withdraws or neglects to perform it. It differs from a
disseisin, in that this is committed without any denial of the right, consisting
merely of non-performance i that strikes at the very title of the party injured,
and amounts to an ouster or actual dispossession. Subtraction, however, being
clearly an injury, is remediable by due course of law; but the remedy differs
according to the nature of the services, whether they be due by virtue of any
tenure, or by custom only.

I. Fealty, suit of court, and rent are duties and services usually issuing and
arising ratione tenuroe, being the conditions upon which the ant;cut lords
granted out their lands to their feudatories, whereby it was stipulated that they
and their heirs should take the oath of fealty or fidelity to their lord, which
was the feodal bond, or commune vinculum, between lord and tenant i that they
should do suit or duly attend and follow the lord's courts, and there from time
to time give their assistance, by serving on juries, either to decide the property
of their neighbours in the court-baron or correct their misdemeanours in the
court-leet ; and, lastly, that they should yield to the lord certain annual stated
returns, in military attendance, in provisions, in arms, in matters of ornament

or pleasure_ in rustic employments or *prmdial labours, or (which is [*23]
instar omnium) in money, which will provide all the rest i all which are
comprised under the one general name of reditus, return, or rent. And the
subtraction or non-observance of any of these conditions, by neglecting to swear
fealty, to do suit of court, or to render the rent or service reserved, is an injury
to the freehold of the lord, by diminishing and depreciating the value of his
seignory.

The general remedy for all these is by distress; and it is the only rem¢dy at
the common law for the two filet of them. The nature of distresses, their
incidents and consequences, we have before more than once explained :(a)it
may here suffice to remember that they are a taking of beasts or other per.
sonal re ert b wa _of led_o.e^ p p y y y p _ to enforce the performance of something due
ti-om the party distrained upon. And, for the most part, it is provided that
distresses be reasonable and moderate; but in the case of distress for fealty or
suit of court, no distress can be unreasonable, immoderate, or too large :(b) for
this is the only remedy to which the party aggrieved is entitled, and theretbre
it ought to be such as is sufficiently compulsory; and, be it of what value it
will, there is no harm done, especially as it cannot be sold or made away with,
but must be restored immediately on satisfaction made. A distress of this
nature, that has no bounds with regard to its quantity and may be repeated
fi'om time to time until the stubbornness of the party is conquered, is called a
distress infinite; which is also used for some other purposes, as in summoning
jurors, and the like.

Other remedies for subtraction of rents or services are, 1. :By action of debt,
for the breach of this express contract, of which enough has been formerly
said. This is the most usual remedy when recourse is had to any action at all
for the recovery of pecuniary rents, to which species of render almost all free
services are now reduced since the abolition of the military tenures. :But for a

freehold rent, reserved on *a lease for life, &c., no action of debt lay by [*232
the common law during the continuance of the freehold out of which
it issued i(c) for the law would not suffer a real injury to be remedied by an
action that was merely personal. However, by the statutes 8 Anne, e. 14, and
5 GOd. ILl. c. 17, actions of debt may now be brought at any time to recova-

(-) _e pagea 6, 14,8. 0) Fin(h, ] 285. (.) 1 RolL Abr. 595.
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such freehold rents. 2. An assize of mort d'ancestor or novel disseisin will lie of

rents as well as of lands,(d) if the lord, ibr the sake of trying the possessor F
right, will make it his election to suppose himself ousted or disseised thereof.
_his is now seldom heard of; and all other real actions to recover rents, being
in the nature of writs of right, and therefore more dilatory in their progress,
are entirely disused, though not formally abolished by law. 1 Of this species,
however, is, 3. The writ de consuetudinibus et servitds, which lies for the lord
against his tenant who withholds from him the rents and services due by cus-
tom or tenure for his land.(e) This compels a specific payment or performance
of the rent or service ; and there are also others, whereby the lord shall recover
the land itself in lieu of the duty withheld. As, 4. The writ of cessawt; whmh
lies by the statutes of Glocester, 6 Edward I. e. 4, and of Westm. 2, 13 Edw.
I. c. 21 and 41, when a man who holds lands of a lord by rent or other ser-
vices neglects or ceases to perform his services for two years together; or where
a religious house hath lands given it on condition of peribrming some certain
spiritual service, as reading prayers or giving ahns, and neglects it; in either
of which cases, if the cesser or neglect have continued for two years, the lord
or donor and his heirs shall have a writ of cessawt to recover the land itsel_
eo quod tenens in faciendis servit_is per biennium jam cessavit.(f) In like manner,
by the civil law, if a tenant who held lands upon payment of rent or services,
or "jure emphyteutico," neglected to pay or perform them per return triennium, he
might be ejected from such emphyteutic lands.(g) But, by the statute of
Gloeester, the cessavit does not lie for lands let upon fee-farm rents, unless they

*233] have lain fresh and uncultivated for two years, and there be *not suffi-
cient distress upon the premises; or unless the tenant hath so enclosed

the land that the lord cannot come upon it to distrain.(h) For the law prefers
the simple and ordinary remedies by distress or by the actions just now men-
tioned to this extraordinary one of forfeiture for a cessawt : and therefore the
same statute of Gloeester has provided further, that upon tender of arrears
and damages before judgment, and giving security for the future performance
of the services, the process shall be at an end, and the tenant shall retain his
land; to which the statute of Westm. 2 conforms so far as may stand with
convenience and reason of law.(/) It is easy to observe that the statute(k)
4 Gee. H. c. 28 (which permits landlords who have a right of re-entry for non-
payment of rent to serve an ejectment on their tenants when half a year's
rent is due and there is no sufficient distress on the premises) is in some
measure copied from the antient writ of cessavit : especially as it may be satis-
fied and put an end to in a similar manner, by tender of the rent -and costs
within six months after. And the same remedy is, in substance, adopted by
statute 11 Gee. II. e. 19, § 16, _which enacts that where any tenant at rack-
rent shall be one year's rent in arrear, and shall desert the demised
premises, leaving the same uncultivated or unoccupied, so that no sufficient
distress can be had; two justices of the peace (after notice affixed on the
premises for fourteen days without effect) may give the landlord possession
thereof, and thenceforth the lease shall be void. 5. There is also another
very effectual remedy, which takes place when the tenant upon a writ of
assize for rent, or on a replevin, disowns or disclaims his tenure, whereby the
lord loses his verdict; in which case the lord may have a writ of right, sur
disclmmer, grounded on this denial of tenure; and shall upon proof of the
tenure recover back the land itself so holden, as a punishment to the tenant
for such his false disclaimer.(/) This piece of retaliating justice, whereby the
tenant who endeavours to defraud his lord is himself deprived of the estate,

(d)F.N.B. 196 (a)F.N.B. 209. 2Inst '298.
(_) Ibid. lbl. (t} 2 Inst. 401, 460.
(Y) IbM. 208. (_) See page 206.
(g) Cod. 4, 66, 2. (_) Finch, L. 270, 271.

1Now formally abolished, 3 & 4 W. IV. e. 27, s. 36.--_qT_WARI'.
SAnd see by 57 Gee. III. c. 52, which gives similar power though only half a y_r's

cent is in arrear, and although no right of re-entry be reserved.--CHiTTr.
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as it evidently proceeds upon feodal principles, *so it is expressly to [*234be met with in the ieodal constitutions :(m) "vasaUus, qui abnegavit
feudum eju.¢ve conditionvra, ex_oliabitur."

And, as on the one hand the ant;eat law provided these several remedies to
obviate the knavery and punish the ingratitude of the tenant, so on the other
hand it was equally careful to redress the oppression of the lord ; by furnishing,
1. The writ of ne injuste vexes;(n) which is an antient writ founded on that
chapter(o) of magus carts, 3 which prohibits distresses for greater services than
are really due to the lord ; bein_ itself of the prohibitory'klnd, and yet in the
nature of a writ of right.(p)' _t lies, where the tenant in fee-simple and his
ancestors have held of the lord by certain services, and the lord hath obtained
seisin of more or greater services, by the inadvertent payment or performance
of them by the tenant himself. Here the tenant cannot in an avowry avoid the
lord's possessory right, because of the seisin given by his own hands; but is
driven to this writ, to devest the lord's possession, and establish the mere right
of property, by ascertaining the services, and reducing them to their proper
standard. But this writ does not lie for tenant in tail ; for he may avoid such
selsin of the lord, obtained from the payment of his ancestors, by plea to an

avowry in replevin._q) 2 The writ of mesne, de _edio; which is also in the
naturo of a writ of rlght,(r) and lies, when upon a subinfeudation the mesae, or
middle lord,(s) suffers his under-tenant, or tenant paravail, to be distrained upon
by the lord paramount, for the rent due to him from the mesne lord.(t) And in
such case the tenant shall have judgment to be acquitted (or indemnified) by the
mesnc lord; and if he makes default therein, or does not appear originally to
the tenant's writ, he shall be forejudged of his mesnalty, and the tenant shall
hold immediately of the lord paramount himself.(u) 5

*II. Thus far of the remedies for subtraction of rents or other ser-
vices due by tenure. There are also other services due by ant;eat custom [*2,35
and prescription only. Such is that of doing suit to another's mill: where the
persons, resident in a particular place, by usage time out of mind have bean
accustomed to grind their corn at a certain mill ; and afterwards any of them
go to another mill, and withdraw their suit (their sects, a sequendo) from the
ant;eat mill. This is not only a damage, but an injury, to the owner; because

this prescription might have a very reasonable foundation; viz., upon the erec-
tion of such mill by the ancestors of the oRner for the convenience of the
inhabitants, on condition that, when erected, they should all grind their corn
there only. And ibr this injury the owner shall have a writ de sects ad molen.
dinum,(w) commanding the defendant to do his suit at that mill, quam ad illud
facere debet, et solet, or show good cause to the contrary: in which action the

(m)FeudI 2, t.26. (-) Booth,136
('_)F.N B 10. (a)Seeb_okli ch 5,pages59,60.
(o)C.10. (t) F.N. B.135.
(1_)Booth,126. (**)2 Inst.374.
(q)F N.B.11. 2Inst. 21. (w)Y.NB 1'2.3.

a Lord Coke 12 Inst.. p. 21) expressly, denies this, and cites the writ from Glanville, ann
says it is mentioned in the _[Irror.--_LERIDGE.

' At common taw an action on the case may be supported by a tenant, or third person,
a_aiust a landlord for distraining for more rent than is due ; and that is now the usual
remedy. 2 Chitty en P1. 4th ed. 719.--CHITTV.

5But these several writs have long been obsolete and are now abolished. 3 & 4 W. IV.
t" 27, s. 3_.---STEWART.

The remedy of the tenant in either of the eases above stated is now by an ordinary
personal action. Where, as in the first case stated, the tenant has ovei_paid the landlord
in ignorance ef the facts, the money so overpaid is considered by the law to be money
received for the use of the tenant, and the tenant may accordingly, provided there have
been no laches on his part, recover it in an action. !_larriott vs. Hampton, 2 Smith's
Lead. Cases, 4th ed. p. 325, notes. In the second case stated,--that of an under-tenant
paying the landlord in default of the mesne tenant's doing so,--the payment by the
under-tenant is considered a payment pro turtleof the rent due to his immediate landlord,
the mesne tenant, ahd may either be deducted from the rent accruing due to the mesne
landlord, (Carter vs. Carter, 5 Bingh. 406,) or sued for in an action as money paid to hi_
use. Exall vs. Partridge, 8 T. R. 308. Bandy vs. Cartwright, 8 Exc. 913.--K_.RR.
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validity of the prescription may be tried, and if it be found for the owuer, he
shall recover damages against the defendant.(x) In like manner, and for like
reasons, the register(y) will inform us, that a man may have a writ of sects ad
furnum, secta ad torrale, et ad crania alia hujusmodi ; for suit due to his furnum,
his public oven or bake-house; or to his torrale, his kiln, or malt-house; when a
person's ancestors have erected a convenience of that sort for the benefit of the
neighbourhood, upon an agreement (proved by immemorial custom) that all the
inhabitants should use and resort to it when erected. But besides these special
remedies for subtractions, to compel the specific performance of the service duo
by custom, an action on the case will also lie for all of them, to repair the party
iajured in damages. _ And thus much for the injury of subtraction.

CHAPTER XVI.

OF DISTURBANCE.

.... *THE sixth and last species of real injuries is that of disturbance;
zo,J3 which is usually a wrong done to some incorporeal hereditament, by

hiadering or disquieting the owners in their regular and lawful enjoyment of
it.(a) [ shall consider five sorts of this injury: viz., 1. Disturbance of fran-
chises. 2. Disturbance of common. 3 Disturbance of ways. 4. Disturbance of
tenure. 5. Disturbance of patronage.

I. Disturbance of franchises happens when a man has the franchise of hold-
ing a court-leet, of keeping a fair or market, of free-warren, of taking toll,
of seizing waifs or estrays, or (in short) any other species of franchise
whatsoever, and he is disturbed or incommoded in the lawful exercise thereof.
As if another, by distress, menaces, or persuasions, prevails upon the suitors not
to appear at my court ; or obstructs the passage to my fair or market; or hunts
in my free-warren; or refuses to pay me the accustomed toll; or hinders me
from seizing the waif or estray, whereby it escapes or is carried out of my liberty;
in every case of this kind, all which it is impossible here to recite or suggest,
there is an injury done to the legal owner; his property is damnified; and the
profits arising from such his franchise are diminished. To remedy which, as the

*237 ] law has given no other writ, he is *therefore entitled to sue for damages
by a special action on the case; or, in case of toll, may take a distress if

no pleases.(b)
II. The disturbance of common comes next to be considered; where any act is

done, by which the right of another to his common is incommoded or diminished.
This may happen, in the first place, where one who hath no right of common
puts his cattle into the land ; and thereby robs the cattle of the commoners of
their respective shares of the pasture. Or if one, who hath a right of comnlon,
puts in cattle which are not commonable, as hogs and goats; which amounts to
the same inconvenience. But the lord of the soil may (by custom or prescrip-
tion, but not without) put a stranger's cattle into the common ;(c) and also, by
a like prescription for common appurtenant, cattle that are not commonable may
be put into the eommon.(d) The lord also of the soil may justify making bur.
rows therein, and putting in rabbits, so as they do not increase to so large a
number as totally to destroy the common.(e) But in general in case the beasts
of a stranger, or the uncommonable cattle of a commoner, be found upon the land,

s) Co. Entr. 461. (a) 1 RoU. Abr. 396.
to)I_ol 158. (d) Co. Litt. 12'2.

(a) Finch, L. 187. (o) Cro. Eliz. 876. Cro.Jac. 195. Lutw. 108.
(_) Cro. Ehz 558.

6This is now the only action in use for most of the injuries specified in this chap0er
the ancient appropriate writs having become so obsolete that few special pleaders, if suy
would kno_ how to proceed in them. See, further, 2 Saund. 113, b.----CnRi_T_a_
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the lord or any of the commoners may distrain them damage-feasant :(f) or the
commoner may bring an action on the case to recover damages, provided th_
injury done be any thing considerable : so that he may lay his action with a per
quod, or allege that thereby he was deprived of his common. But for a trivial
trespass the commoner has no action ; but the lord of the soil only, for the entry
and trespass committed.(g) 1

Another disturbance of common is by surcharging it i or putting more cattle
therein than the pasture and herbage will sustain, or the party hath a right to
do. In this case he that surcharges does an injury to the rest of the owners_
by depriving them of their respective portions, or at least *contracting
them into a smaller compass. This injury by surcharging can, properly [*238
speaking, only happen where the common is appendant or appurtenant,(h) and of
course limitable by law i or where, when in gross, it is expressly limited and
certain ; for where a man hath common in gross, sans hombre or wtthout strut, he
cannot be a surcharger. However, even where a man is said to have common
without stint, still there must be left sufficient for the lord's own beasts ;(i) for

(.r) 9 Rep. 112. (h) See book n ch 3.
(e) I_ld. (_) 1 Rail. Abr. 399.

1 If cattle escape into the common, and are driven out by the owner as soon as he has
notice, though the lord may have his action of trespass, yet the commoner cannot bring his
action upon the case, because sufficient feeding still remains for him. But if cattle are
permitted to depasture tbe common, whether they belong to a stranger or are the super-
numerary cattle of a commoner, an action lies ; and it is not necessary to prove specffic
injury, for the r_ghtof the commoner is injured by such an act, and, if pernntted, the
wrong-doer might gem a right by repeated acts of encloachment. 2 Bla. Rep. 1fi33. 4
T. R. 71. 2 East, 154. 1 Saund. 546. b. And where A., being possessed of a portion of
a lammas-field over which a right of common existed part of the year, took down the
customary post-and-rail fence, containing gaps through which the commoner's cattle
might pass, and built a wall with a single doorway, at which they might enter and
return, it was held that this was a disturbance of the common right, and an action wa_
maintainable, though the abridgment of the right was inconsiderable. 1 _IcCleland's
Rep. 373. One farthing damages will sustain the verdmt m such case. Ib. ; and 2 East,
154. It has been held that a claim of common for all the plaintiff's cattle levant and
couchant on his land was supported by ewdence of a custom for all the occupiers of a
large common field to turn cattle rote the whole field when the corn was taken off, the
number of cattle being regulated by the extent, and not tl_e produce of each man's land
in the field, although the cattle were not actually maintained on such land during th_
winter. 1 B. & A. 706. In an action ibr disturbance of common, where the plaintiff
stated that he was possessed of a mes_uageand la_td,by reason whereof he was entitled to
the right of common, and it appeared on the trial that he was possessed of land only,
it was held that the allegation was d_vlsible, and the plaintiff entitled to damages pro
tanto. 2 B. & A. 360. See 15 East, 115. The declaration must in all cases allege that
the plaintiff thereby could not use his common in so ample a manner as he ought to
have done. 9 Co. 113, a.----C_ITTr.

The passage referred to in the Reports is this :--" If the trespass be so small that the
commoner has not any loss, but suthcient m ample manner remains for him, no action
lies for it." :Yir. Serjeant Williams observes that this must be understood with some
restriction. Undoubtedly if cattle escape into the common and are driven out by the
owner as soon as he has notice, though the lord may have an actmn of trespass for the
injury to his soil. the commoner cannot bring an action upon the case ; for this seems to
fall directly within the rule. But ff cattle are permitted to depasture the common,
whether they are a stranger's or the supernumerary cattle of a COUlmoner, whether they
are driven or escape there, a co_nmoner may have an action upon the case, m which it
does not seem necessary for him to prove any specificinjury sustained. The consumption
of the grass by the other cattle is of itself a dlmmutmn of the right and profit of the
commoner, and considered as a sufficient proof of the damage alleged in the declaration;
for if the other cattle had not been there, the commoner's cattle might have eaten every
blade of grass which was consumed by the other. Besides, the law considers that the
rig/_tof the commoner is injured by such an act, and therefore allows him to l=ring an
action for it to prevent the wrong-doer from gaming a r_ght by r_peated acts of encroach-
ment. For wherever any act injures another's right, and would also be evidence in
favour of the wrong-doer claiming the right on any future occasion, an action may be
maintained for such act without proof of any specific m;ury. Mellor vs. Spateman, 1
Sauud. Rep. 546, a., n. 2, citing Wells vs. Wailing, 2 Bla. Rep. I233. Hobson vs. Todd,

4 T R. 7I._LERIDOE. 165
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the law will not su.ppose that, at the original grant of the common, the lord
meant to exclude himself. _

The usual remedies, for surcharging the common, are either by distraining s¢
many of' the beasts as are above the number allowed, or else by an action of
trespass, both which may be had by the lord : or lastly, by a special action on
the case for damages; in which any commoner may be plaintiff.(j) But the
antient and most effectual method of' proceeding is by writ of admeasuremcnt of
pasture. This lies either where a common appurtenant or in gross is certain as
to number, or whore a man has common appendant or appurtenant to his land,
the quantity of which common has never yet been ascertained. In either of
these cases, as well the lord} as any of the commoners, is entitled to this writ
of admeasurement ; which is one of those writs that are called vicont,el,(k) being
directed to the sheriff, (vicecom,ti,) and not to be returned to any superior court
till fiually executed by him. It recites a complaint, that the defendant hath
surcharged, superoncravit, the common; and therefore commands the sheriff to
admeasure and apportion it ; that the defendant may not have more than belongs
to him, and that the plaintiff may have his rightthl share. And upon this suit
all the commoners shall be admeasured, as well those who .have not as those
who have surcharged the common; as well the plaintiff as the defendant.(/)

*239] The execution of this writ must be by a jury of twelve men, who areupon their *oaths to ascertain, under the superintendence of the sheriff,
what and how many cattle each commoner is entitled to feed. And the rule for
this admeasurement is generally understood to be, that the commoner shall not
turn more cattle upon the common than are sufficient to manure and stock the
land to which his right of common is annexed ; or, as our antient law expressed
it, such cattle only as are levant and couchant upon his tenement ;(m) which,
being a thing uncertain before admeasurement, has frequently, though erro-
neously, occasioned this unmeasured right of common to be called a common
without stint or sans nombre;(n) a thing which, though possible in law,(o) does in
fact very rarely exist. 4

(_')Freem.273. (m)Bro.Abr.tit. prezcr_twn, 28.
(/r)2 Iv,st 369. l_mch,L. 31-1. (_)Haxdr.117.
(|) F. 1_.B 125. (o)Lord Raym.407.

2The modern doctrine upon this subject is somewhat different : for it is now held that
a prescription for a sole and several pasture, &c. in exclusion of the owner of the soil for
the whole year is good, (2 Lev. 2. Pollexf. 13. 1 l_od. 74 ;) ibr it does not exclude the lord
from all the profits of the soil, as tm is entitled to the mines, trees, and quarries. And
though a man cannot prescribe to have common eoheroinefor the wholeyear in exclusmn
of the lord, (1 Lev. 268. 1 Ventr. 395,) still, the lord may by custom be restrained to a
qualified right of common during a part of the year, (Yelv. 129;) and it is said the lord
may be restrained, together with the commoners, from using the common at all during
a part of the year. 1 Saund. 353, n. (2.) See also 2 H. B1.4. And it is said to have
been clearly held that the commoners may prescribe to have common in exclusion of the
lord for a part of the year. 2 Roll. Abr. 267, L. pl. 1.--CHITTY.

This seems to be too generally expressed ; for the lord's right may be narrowed down
to any thing short of absolute exclusion for the whole year. He may, together with the
commoners, be entirely excluded for a part of the year, his right may be limited to th-
feeding of a limited number for a part of the year, or the commoner may have the pas
ture entirely to his exclusion for a part of the year. Potter vs. North, 1 Saund. Rep.
353, n. 2o_COLERIDGE.

8Finch, in the passage cited, expressly says that "the lord cannot have the writ of
admeasurement against his tenants surcharging; for he may distrain the surplusage for
damage-feasant." And Fitz. N. B. 125, D. is an authority to the same eflbct. Lord
Hale, citing several cases from the year-books, is of a different opinion. But all these
seem agreed that the commoner cannot have it against the lord.--CoL_RIDC_.

4The lord may distrain not only the cattle of a stranger,.but also so many of a corn-
monet's cattle a_surcharge the common. 2 Bla. R. 818. Wflles, 638. A commoner can
only distrain the cattle of a stranger, (1 Roll. Abr. 320, 405, pl. 5. Yelv. 104,) and not
of the lord, (2 Buls. 117,) nor where a commoner overcharges the common, by putting
in cattle that are not levantand c_uchant, can another commoner distrain the surplus, a_
least before admeasurement. 3 Wils. 287. 2 Lutw. 1238. 4 Burr. 2426. But where the
"ight of common is limited to a certainnumberof cattle, without any relation to the tuan-

164_
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If, aider the admeasurement has thus aseertaine.d the right, the same de-
fendanl, surcharges the common again, the plaintiff may have a writ of second
surcharge, de secunda superoneratione, which is given by the statute Westm. 2,
13 Edw. I. c. 8, and thereby the sheriff is directed to inquire by a jury whether
the defendant has in fact again surcharged the common contrary to the tenure
of the last admeasurement ; and, if he has, he shall then forfeit to the king the
supernumerary cattle put in, and also shall pay damages to the plaint;ft.(p)
This process seems highly equitable : for the first offence is held to be committed
through mere inadvertence, and therefore there are no damages or forfeiture on
the first writ, which was only to ascertain the right which was disputed; but
the second offence is a wilful contempt and injustice, and therefore punished
very properly with not only damages but also forfeiture. And herein the right,
bein_ once settled, is never a_am disouted; but only the fact is tried, tzhether

o _ _ • • • * ).6
there be any second surcharge or no : which gives this neglected proceeding a
great advantage over the modern method by action on the case, wherein the
_uantura of common belonging to the defendant must be proved upon every fresh
trial for every repeated offence.

• There is yet another disturbance of common, when the owner of the [*240
land, or other person, so encloses or otherwise obstructs it that the
t.ommoner is precluded from enjoying the benefit to which he is by law entitled.

This may be done either by erecting fences, or by driving the cattle off the
land, or by ploughing up tile sol1 of the common.(q) Or it ma_ be done by
erecting a warren therein, and stocking it with rabbits in such quantities
that they devour the whole herbage and thereby destroy the common. For, in
such case, though the commoner may not destroy the rabbits, yet tht, law looks
upon this as an injurious disturbance of his right, and has given him his remedy
by action against the owner.(r) _ This kind of disturbance does indeed amount
to a disseisin, and, if the commoner chooses to consider it in that light, the law
has given him an assize of novel disseisin, against the lord, to recover the pos-
session of his common.(s) Or it has given a writ of quod permittat, against
any stranger, as well as the owner of the land, in case of such a distmbance to
the plaintiff as amounts to a total deprivation of his common ; whereby the
defendant shall be compelled to permit the plaintiff to enjoy his common as he
ought.(t) But if the commoner does not choose to bring a real action to
recover seisin, or to try the right, he may (which is the easier and more usual
way) bring an action on the case for his damages, instead of an assize or a
quod permittat.(u) 7

There are cases, indeed, in which the lord may enclose and abridge the
common; for which, as they are no injury to any one, so no one is entitled to
any remedy. For it is provided by the statute of Merton, 20 Hen. III. c. 4,

(P) F. N B. 126. 2 Inst. 370. (s) F. No B. 179.
(q) Cro Eliz. 198. (t) Finch, L. 275. F.N.B. 123.
(,) Cro. Jac. 195. (u) Cro. Jac. 595.

tity of land which the commoner possesses, and he puts in a greater number, perhaps
another coinmoner may distrain the supernumerary cattle. 4 Burr. 2431. It seems clear
that a clmm of common pleaded by an inhabitant, as an inhabitant merely, is bad : it
must be pleaded either in the name of a corporation for the benefit of the inhabitants,
or in a que estate. 6 Co. 69, b. 4 T. R. 717. 1 Saund. 346, f., n. (g.) But if the defend-
ant be lord of the manor, or one who puts his cattle on the common with the lord's
license, the commoner cannot maintain an action unless he has sustained a specific
injury; for the lord is entitled to what remains of the grass, and therefore may consume
it himself, or license another to depasture it. 4 T. R. 73. 2 Mod. 6. 6 Willes, 619. -
CmTvr.

5Now abolished, 3 & 4 W. IV. e. 27, s. 36.---STEWART.
e It is the policy of the law not to allow commoners to abate, except only m a few

cases; for an action will best ascertain the just measure of the damage sustained. But
if the lord erect a wall, gate, hedge, or fence round the common, to prevent the com-
moner's cattle from going into the common, the commoner may abate the erection,
because it is inconsistent with the grant. 1 Burr. 259. 6 T. R. 485.---CHITTr.

7This 1_now the only remedy, these real actions having been abolished. 3 & 4 W. tV
c. 27 s. 36.- .S_r.W._RT.
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that the lord may approve , that is, enclose and convert to the uses of husbandry,
(which is a melioration or approvement,) any waste grounds, woods, or pa_
tures, in which his tenants have common appendant to their estates, provided he

"241] leaves *sufficient common to his tenants, according to the proportionof their land. _And this is extremely reasonablei for it would be very
hard if the lord, whose ancestors granted out these estates to which the
commons are appendant, should be precluded from making what advantage he
can of the rest of his manor, provided such advantage and improvement be no-
way derogatory from the former grants. The statute Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I.
c. 46 extends this liberty of approving, in like manner, against all others that
have common appurtenant , or in gross, as well as against the tenants of the lord
who have their common aTTendant; and further enacts that no assize of novel
disseisin for common shall lie against a lord for erecting on the common any
windmill, sheep-house, or other necessary buildings therein specified: which, Sir
Edward Coke says,(w) are only put as examples; and that any other necessary
improvements may be made by the lord, though in reality they abridge the
common and make it less sufficient for the commoners. And lastly, by statute
29 Gee. II. c. 36, and 31 Gee. II. c. 41, it is particularly enacted that any lords
of wastes and commons, _ith_,: the consent of the major part in number and
value of the commoners, may enclose any part thereof for the growth of timber
and underwood. 8

III. The third species of disturbance, that of ways, is very similar in it_
nature to the last ; it principally happening when a person who hath a right
to a way over another's grounds, by grant or prescription, is obstructed by
enclosures or other obstacles, or by ploughing across it; by which means he
cannot enjoy his right of way, or at least not in so commodious a manner as
he might have done. If this be a way annexed to his estate, and the obstruc-
tion is made by the tenant of the land, this brings it to another species of injury;
for it is then a nuzsance, for which an assize will lie, as mentioned in a former
chapter.(x) But if the righ_ of way thus obstructed by the tenant be only in
gross, (that is, annexed to a man's person and unconnected with any lands or

*242 ] *tenements,) or if the obstruction of a way belonging to a house or land
is made by a stranger, it is then in either case merely a disturbance ;

for the obstruction of a way in gross is no detriment to any lands or tenements,
and therefore does not fall under the legal notion of a nuisance, which must be
laid ad nocumentum liberi tenementi;(y) and the obstruction of it by a stranger
can never tend to put the right of way in dispute i the remedy, therefore, for

(w)2 Inst. 476. (_) F. N. B. 183.
(=) e. 18,p. 218.

8As the lord may approve, leaving a sufficiency of common, the commoner abates an
erection at the peril of an action. A person seised in fee of the waste may approve,
although he be not lord. 3 T. R. 445. But there can be no approvement against the
tenants of a manor, who have a right to dig gravel in the wastes and take estovers, (2 T.
R. 391,) nor against common of turbary, (1 Taunt. 435 ;) and although th_ lord may
approve against common of pastures, by 20 Hen. III. c. 4, 5 T. R. 411, yet there may be
other rights of common against which he cannot approve. 6 T. R. 741. A custom for
tenants to approve by the lord's consent and by presentment of the homage does not
restrain the lord's right to approve. 2 T. R. 392, n. The lord may, with consent of
the homage, grant part of the soil for building, ff the exercise of the right be imme-
morial, (5 T. R. 417, n. ;) but a custom for the lord to grant leases of the waste without
restriction is bad in point of law. 3 B. & A. 153.

The cultivation of common lands, and the enclosure and management of them, are now
carried on under private acts of parliament, subject to and adoptin.g the regulations laid
down in the 13 Gee. IIL c. 81 and 41 Gee. III. c. 109, which are incorporated into all
special enclosure acts.---CnITTV.

By the general enclosure acts, (41 Gee. III. e. 109, amended by 1 &2Gee. IV. c. 23, 6 &
7 W. IV. c. 115, and 3 & 4 Vict. c. 31,) it is particularly enacted that any lords of wastes
and commons, with the consent of two-third parts in number and value of the com-
moners, may enclose any part thereof for the growth of timber and underwood.--
_TZW_RT.
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these disturbances is not by assize or any real action, but by the universaJ
remedy of action on the case to recover damages.@)

IV. The iburth species of disturbance is that of disturbance of tenure, or
breaking that connection which subsists between the lord and his tenant, and to
which the law pays so high a regard, that it will not suffer it to be wantonly
dissolved by the act of a third person. To have an estate well tenanted is an
&dvantage that every landlord must be very sensible of; and theretbre the
driving -_way of a tenant fl'om off his estate is an injury of no small conse-
quence. So that if there be a tenant at will of any lands or tenements, and a
stranger, either by menaces and threats, or by unlawful distresses, or by i_aud
and circumvention, or other means, contrives to drive him away, or inveigle
him to leave his tenancy, this the law very justly construes to be a wrong and
injury to the lord,(a) and gives hhn a reparation in damages against the ofl[_nder
by a special action on th_ case.

¥. The fifth and last species of disturbance, but by _r the most considerable,
is that of disturbance of patronage; which is a hinderance or obstruction of a
patron to present his clerk to a benefice.

This injury was distinguished at common law from another species of injury,
called usurpation ; which is an absolute ouster or dispossession of the patron,
and happens when a stranger, that hath no right, presenteth a clerk, and he is

thereupon *admitted and instituted.(b) In which case of usurpation, [*243the patron lost by the common law not only his turn of presenting pro
hac vice, but also the absolute and perpetual inheritance of the advowson, so
that he could not present again upon the next avoidance, unless in the mean
time he recovered his right by a real action, viz., a writ of right of advowson.(c)
the reason given fbr his losing the present turn, and not ejectln.g the usurper's
clerk, was that, the final intent of the law in creating this specms of property
being to have a fit person to celebrate divine service, it preferred the peace of
the church (provided a clerk were once admitted and instituted) to the right of
any patron whatever. 9 And the patron also lost the inheritance of his advow
son, unless he recovered it in a writ of right, because by such usurpation he
was put out of possession of his advowson, as much as when by actual entry
and ouster he is disseised of lands or houses ; since the only possession of which
an advowson is capable is by actual presentation and admission of one's clerk.
As, therefore, when the clerk was once instituted (except in the case of the king,
where he must also be inducted)(d) the church became absolutely fuU; so the
usurper by such plenarty, arising i_om his own presentation, became in fact
seised of the advowson: which seisin it was impossible for the true patron to
remove by any possessory action, or other means, during the plenarty or fulness
of the church; and when it became void afresh, he could not then present, since
another had the right of possession. The only remedy, therefore, which the
patron had left, was to try the mere right in a writ of r_ght of advowson$ which
is a peculiar writ of right, framed for this special purpose, but in every other
respect corresponding' with other writs of right :(e) and if a man recovered
therein, he regained the possession of his advowson, and was ontitled to present
at the next avoidance.(f) But in order to such recovery he must allege a pre-

(_) Hale on F, ,N.B. 185. Lutw. 111, 119. (a) lbid
(a) Hal, Anal. c. 40. 1 Roll Abr. 108. (*) F. N B 80.
(b) Co. Lltt -_7. (3")lbld, 86
_2) 6 Rep, 49o

9 And this preference of the peace of the church to the litigated rights of patrons was
held to prevail in all cases, without any regard to infancy, coverture, or any such like
disa_ility of the patron ; for it was a maxim of the common law "that he who came in
by admission and institution came m by a judicial act : and the law presumes that the
bishop who has the care of the souls of all within his diocese, for whmh he shall answer
at his fearful and final account, (in respect of which he ought to keep and defend them
against all heretics and schismatics and other ministers of the devil,) will not do or
assent to any wrong to be done to their patronages, which i_ of their earthly possession,
but, if the church be litigious, that. he will inform himself of the truth by a dejure y_atronatu_,
and so do right." 6 Coke, 49.---CUIVTY.
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sentation in himself or some of his ancestors, which proves him or them to
have been once in possession : for_ as a grant of the advowson, daRing the ful_

_244J ness of church, conveys *no manner of possession for the present, there-
fore a purchaser, until he hath presented, hath no actual so;sin whereo_

to ground a writ of right.(g) Thus stood the common law.

But, bishops in antient times, either by carelessness or collusion, frequently
instituting clerks upon the presentation of usurpers, and thereby defrauding tho
real patrons of their right of possession, it was in substance enacted by statute
Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I, c. 5, § 2, that if a possessory action be brought within six
months after tile avoidance, the patron shall (notwithstandin_ such usaR_)ation
and institution) recover that very presentation; which gives°back to him the
seisin of the advowson. Yet still, if the true patron omitted to bring his action
within six months, the so;sin was gained by the usurper, and the patron, tc
recover it, was driven to the long and hazardous process of a writ of right. To
remedy which, it was further enacted, by statute 7 Anne, c. 18, that no usurpation
shall displace the estate or interest of the patron, or turn it to a mere right; but
that the true patron may present upon the next avoidance, as if no such usurpa-
tion had happened. So that the title of usurpation is now much narrowed, and
the law stands upon this reasonable foundation : that if"a stranger usurps my pre-
sentation, and I do not pursue my right within six months, I shall lose that turn
without remedy, for the peace of the church and as a punishment for my own
negligence; but that turn is the only one I shall lose thereby. Usurpation now
gains no right to the usurper with regard to any future avoidance, but only to
the present vacancy: it cannot indeed be remedied after six months are past;
but during those six months it is only a species of disturbance.

Disturbers of a right of advowson may therefbre be these three persons: the
pseudo-patron, his clerk, and the ordinary ; the pretended patron, by presenting
to a church to which he has no right, and thereby making it litigious or dis-

putable ; the clerk, by demanding or obtainmg institution, *which tends
"245] to and promotes the same inconvenience; and the ordinary, by refusing
to admit the real patron's clerk, or admitting the clerk of the pretender. These
disturbances are vexatious and injurious to him who hath the right : and there-
fore, if he be not wanting to himself, the law (besides the writ of right of ad
vowson, which is a final and conclusive remedy) hath given him two inferior
possessory actions for his relief; an assize of darrein presentment, and a writ oi

Uoareimpedit; in which the patron is always the plaintiff, and not the cleik.
r the law supposes the injury to be offered to him only, by obstructing or

refusing the admission of his nominee ; and not to the clerk, who hath no righ¢
in him till institution, and of course can suffer no injury.

1. An assize of darrein presentment, or last presentation, lies when a man, or
his ancestors, under whom he claims, have presented a clerk to a benefice, who
is instituted, and afterwards upon the next avoidance a stranger presents a
clerk, and thereby disturbs him that is the real patron. In which case the
.patron shall have this writ(h) directed to the sheriff to summon an assize or
jury, to inquire who was the last patron that presented to the church now
vacant, of which the plaintiff complains that he is deforced by the defendant:
and, according as the assize determines that question, a writ shall issue to the
bishop ; to institute the clerk of that patron, in whose favour the determination
is made, and also to give damages, in pursuance of statute Wcstm. 2, 13 :Edw. I.
e. 5. This question, it is to be observed, was, before the statute 7 Anne betbre
mentioned, entirely conclusive as between the patron or his heirs and a stranger:
for, till then, the full possession of the advowson was in him who presented last
and his heirs : unless, since that presentation, the clerk had been evicted within
six months, or the rightful patron had recovered the advowson in a wlit of
right; which is a title superior to all others. But that statute having given a
right to any person to bring a quare imped_t, and to recover (if his title be good)
-9.Jal notwithstanding the last presentation, by whomsoever *made; assizes
"_" J of darrein presentme_,t, now not being in any wise conclusive, ha_ e been

(a) 2 Inst. 857. (_) F. N. B. 8L
!$8
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totally disueed, as indeed they began to De before ;_0a quare impedit being more
eneral, and therefore a more usual action. For the assize of darre_n presentment
es only where a man has an advowson by descent from his ancestors ; but the

writ of q_are imped_t is equally remediable whether a man claims title by descent
or by purchase.(i)

2. I proceed therefore, secondly, to inquire into the nature(k) of a writ of"
quote imped_t, now the only actio]_ used in case of the disturbance of patron-
age; u and shall first premise the usual proceedings previous to the bringing of
the writ.

Upon the vacancy of a living, the patron, we know, is bound to present within
six calendar months,(/) otherwise it will lapse to the bishop. But if the pre-
sentation be made within that time, the bishop is bound to admit and institute
the clerk, if found sufficient i(m) unless the church be ihll, or there be notice of
any litigation. For, if any opposition be intended, it is usual for each party to
enter a caveat with the bishop, to prevent his institution of his antagonist's clerk.
An institution after a caveat entered is void by the ecclesiastical law ;(n) but this

the temporal courts pay no regard to, and look upon a caveat as _cre nullity.(o)But if two presentations be offered to the bishop upon the sam. avoidance, the
church is then said to become ht_gwus; and, if nothing fitrther be done, the
bishop may suspend the admission of either, and suffer a lapse to incur. Yet if
the patron or clerk on either side request him to award a 3us Tatronatus, he is
bound to do it. A 2us patronatus is a commission from the bishop, directed usually
to his chancellor and others of competent learning : who are to summon a jury
of six clergymen and six laymen, to inquire into and examine who is
the *rightful patron ;(p) and if, upon such inquiry made and certificate ['2-t7
thereof returned to the commissioners, he admits and institutes the clerk of
that patron whom they return as the true one, the bishop secures himseii' at all
events from being a disturber, whatever proceedings may be had afterwards in
the temporal courts.

The clerk refused by the bishop may also have a remedy against h_m in the
spiritual court, denominated a duplex quereta:(q) which is a eomp.laint in the
nature of an appeal from the ordinary to his next immediate superior; as from
a bishop to the archbishop, or from an archbishop to the delegates ; and if the
superior court adjudges the cause of refusal to be insufficient, it will grant in-
stitution to the appellant.

Thus far matters may go on in the mere ecclesiastical course; but in con-
tested presentations they seldom go so furl for, upon the first delay or refusal
of the bishop to admit his clerk, the patron usually brings his writ of quare _m-
pe&t against the bishop, for the temporal injury done to his property in dis-
turbing him in his presentation. And, if the delay arises from the bishop alone,
as upon pretence of incapacity, or the like, then he only is named in the writ;
but if there be another presentation set up, then the pretended patron and his
clerk are also joined in the action; orit may be brought against the patron and
clerk, leaving out the bishop ; or against the patrGu only. But it is most ad-
visable to bring it against all three : for if the bishop be left out., and the suit
be not determined till the six months are past, the bishop is entitled to present
by lapse ; fbr he is not party to the suit ;(r) but, if he be named, no lapse can
possibly accrue till the right is determined. If the patron be left out, and the
writ be brought only against the bishop and the clerk, the suit is of no effect,
and the writ shall abate ;(s) for the right of the patron is the principal questi¢ n
in the cause.(t) If the *clerk be loft out, and has received institution [ _248
before the action brought, (as is sometimes the ease,) the patron by this

(1)2 Inst.355. (:D)1 Burn, Ib, 17
(_) See Boswelrs case, 6 B.ep. 48. (el :Ibid. 113.
(t) See book ii oh. 18. if) Oo. Jac. 98.
(_) See book l ch 11. (*) tIob. 316.
(_) 1 Burn, 207. (t) 7 Rep. 25.
(o) 1 Roll Rep 191.

l0!_ow abolished, 3 &4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 36.---STY.WART.
n One of the few real actions which still remain in England.---STEwART.
x2Ndw to th+ Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.--_TRWAaT.
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suit may recover his right of patronage, but not the present tm, n ; for he cannot
*'ave judgment to remove the clerk, unless he be made a defendant, and par_y
t,. the suit, to hear what he can allege against it. For which reason it is the
safer way to insert all three in the writ.

The writ of quare impedit(u) commands the disturbers, the bishop, the pseudo
patron, and his clerk, to permit the plaintiff to present a proper person (without
specifying the particular clerk) to such a vacant church, which pertains to his
patronage; and which the defendants, as he alleges, do obstruct; and unless
they so do, then that they appear in court to show the reason why they hinder
him.

Immediately on the suing out of the quare impedit, if the plaintiff suspects
that the bishop will admit the defendant's or any other clerk, pending the suit,
he may have _ prohibitory writ, called a me admittas,(w) which recites the con-
tention begur, in the king's courts, and forbids the bishop to admit any clerk
whatsoeTer till such contention be determined. And if the bishop doth, after
the receipt of this writ, admit any person, even though the patron's right may
have been found in a jure patronatges, then the plaintiff, after he has obtained
judgment in the qaare imped_t, may remove the incumbent, if the clerk of a
stranger, by writ of scirefacias;(x) and shall have a special action against the
bishop, called a quare incumbrav_t, TM to recover the presentation, and also satis-
faction in damages ibr the injury done him by encumbering the church with a
clerk pending the suit and after the ne admiPtas received.(y) But if the bishop
has encumbered the church by instituting the clerk befbre the ne admittas
issued, no quare incumbravtt lies i for the bishop hath no legal notice till the

*249] writ of ne admittas is served upon *him?' The patron is therefore left
to his quare impedit merely, which, as was before observed, now lies

(since the statute of Westm. 2) as well upon a recent usurpation within six
months past, as upon a disturbance without any usurpation had.

In the proceedings upon a quare impedit, the plaintiff must set out his title at
length, and prove at least one presentation in himself, his ancestors, or those
under whom he claims ; for he must recover by the strength of his own right,
and not by the weakness of the defendant's;(z) and he must also show a disturb-
ance before the action brought.(a) Upon this the bishop and the clerk usually
disclaim all title : save only the one as ordinary, to admit and institute, and the
other as presentee of the patron, who is lei_ to defend his own right. And
upon failure of the plaintiff in making out his own title, the defendant is put
upon the proof of his, in order to obtain judgment for himself, if needful. But
if the right be found for the plaintiff on the trial, three further points are also
to be inquired : 1. If the church be full ; and, if full, then of whose presenta-
tion : for if it be of the defendant's presentation, then the clerk is removable by
writ brought in due time. 2. Of what value the living is : and this in order
to assess the damages which are directed to be given by the statute of
Westm. 2. 3. In case of plenarty upon a usurpation, whether six calendar(b)
months have passed between the avoidance and the time of bringing the action,
for then it would not be within the statute, which permits a usurpation to be
devcsted by a quare impedit brought infra tempus semestre. So that plenarty is
still a sufficient bar in an action of quare impedit brought above six months
after the vacancy happens ; as it was universally by the common law, however
early the action was commenced.

If it be found that the plaintiff hath the right and hath commenced his action

*250] in due time, then he shall have *judgment to recover the presentation,
and if the church be full by institution of any clerk, to remove him ;

(_) F N.B. 32. (_ Vaugh. 7, 8.
_) F. N. B. 37. (a) nob. 199.
R) 2 SI(L Q4. (bj 2 Inst. _01.

(_) F. N. B. 43.

it Th,s writ is now abolished, by 3 &4 W. IV. e. 27, s. 36.--STEWART.
u Yet it is said that if the bishop encumbers when no quare zmpedit is pending, and no

4ebate for the church, quare _neum_rawt lies. bT. N. 111, a., cited Corn Dig. Quare Incmm-
brav_t.--CHITTV.
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unless it were filled pendente lite by lapse to the ordinary, he not being a party
to the suk; in which case the plaintiff loses his presentation pro hac vice, but
shall recover two ),ears' full wdue of the church from the defendant, the pre-
tended patron, as a satisfaction for the turn lost by his disturbance ; or in case
of insolvency the defendant shall be imprisoned for two years.(c) But if the
church remains still void at the end of the suit, then whichever party the pre-
sentation is found to belong to, whether plaintiff or defendant, shall have a
writ directed to the bishop ad adm_ttendum clerieum_(d) reciting the judgment
of the court, and ordering him to admit and institute the clerk of the prevailing

urty; and if upon this order he does not admit him, the patron may sue the
ishop in a writ of quare non admisit,(e) and recover ample satisfi_ction in

damages.
Besides these possessory actions, there may be also had (as hath before been

incidentally mentioned) a writ of right of advowson, which resembles other writs
of right i the only distinguishing advantage now attending it being that it is
more conclusive than a quare impedit, since to an action of quare imTedit a
recovery had in a writ of right may be pleaded in bar} 5

There is no limitation with regard to the time within which any actions
touching advowsons are to be brought i at least, none later than the times of
Richard I. and Henry IIL : for by statute 1 Mar. st. 2, e. 5, the statute of
limitations, 32 Hen. ¥III. c. 2 is declared not to extend to any writ of right
of advowson, quare impeder, or assize of darre_n presentment, or jus petronatds.
And this upon very good reason : because it may very easily happen that the
title to an advowson may not come in question, nor the right have opportunity
to be tried, within sixty years, which is the longest period of limitation assigned
by the statute of Henry VIII. For Sir Edward Coke(f) tells us that there

was a parson of' one of his *churches that had been incumbent there ['251
above fifty years; nor are instances wanting wherein two successive
incumbents have continued for upwards of a hundred ycars.(g) Had therefore
the last of these incumbents been the clerk of a usurper, or had he been pre.
sented by lapse, it would have been necessary and unavoidable for the patron,
in case of a dispute, to have recurred back above a century in order to have
shown a clear title and seisin by presentation and admission of the prior incum-
bent. But though, for these reasons, a limitation is highly improbable with
respect only to the length of time, yet, as the title of advowson is, fbr want of
some limitation, rendered more precarious than that of any other hereditament,
(especially since the statute of queen Anne hath allowed possesso-y actions
to be brought upon any prior presentation, however distant,) it might not
perhaps be amiss if a limitation were established with respect to the number of
avoidances, or, rather, if a limitation were compounded of the length of time
and the number of avoidances together: for instance, if no seisin were
admitted to be alleged in any of these writs of patronage after sixty years
and three avoidances were past} 6

_c) Stat Westm 2,13 Edw. I. C _ _ 3. (a) Two successlve *ncumbentsof the rectory of Chelsfield_
(_) F. N. B. 38. _m-Farnborough, In Kent, coutmued one hundred and one
(_) Ibid. 47. ye_trs, of _hom the former was admitted m 1650,the latter
(,') 1 Inst. 115. m 1700, and dmd m 1751.

The writ of right of advowson has been abolished, 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 36.--
_I'EWART.

_ A 7uare impedll lies for a church, an hospital, and a donative ; and, by the equity o[
the statute of Westminster, it lies for prebends, chapels, vicarages. 3 T. R. 650. Willes's
Rep 608. 2 Roll. Abr. 380. This action may be brought by the king in right of his
ClOWn, or on a title by lapse by a common parson, or by several who have the same title,
by an executor or administrator. To maintain the action, there must be a c_isturbance;
as, ,f brought by a purchaser, he may allege a presentation in him from whom he pur-
chased the same. Stra. 1007. 1 Hen. Bla. 376, 530. If there are distinct patrons of an
advowson in one and the same church, as where one has the first portion and another
the second, he who is disturbed may have aquare impeder, (3 T. R. 646;) and if there are
distinct patrons and incumbents, so that the church is divided rote moieties, he who is
disturbed shall have thewrit. 10 Rep. 136. 5 Rep. 102. 1 Inst. 18. a. 4 Rep. 75. And
if the right of nomination is in one, and that of presentation in another, the quar_ impad_
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In , writ of quare impedit, which is almost the only real aetlon that remains
in co,amen use, and also in the assize of darrein presentment, and writ of right,
the patron only, and not the clerk, is allowed to sue the disturber. But, by
virtue of several acts of parliament,(h) there is one species of presentations, in
which a remedy, to be sued in the temporal courts, is put into the hands of the
elerks presented, as well as of the owners of the advowson. I mean the pro-
sentation to such benefices as belong to R_man Catholic patrons; which, accord-
ing to their several counties, are vested in and secured to the two universities
af this kingdom. And particularly by the statute of 12 Anne, st. 2, e. 14, s. 4,

new method of proceeding is provided; viz., that, besides the writs of quare
impedit, which the universities as patrons are entitled to bring, they, or their

*252] clerks, may be at liberty to file a bill *in equity against any person pre-
sentin_ to such livings, and disturbing their right of patronage, or his

festuy que trust, or any other person whom they have cause to suspect ; in order
to compel a discovery of any secret trusts, for the benefit of papists, in evasion
of those laws whereby this right of advowson is vested in those learned bodies;
and also (by the statute 11 Gee. II. e. 17) to compel a discovery whether any
grant or conveyance, said to be made of such advowson, were made bona fide to a
t)rotestant purchaser, for the benefit of protestants, and for a full consideration;
_ithout which requisites every such grant and conveyance of any advowson or
avoidance is absolutely null and void. This is a particular law, and calculated
_or a particular purpose : but in no instance but this does the common law permit
the clerk himself to interfere in recovering a presentation of which he is after-
wards to have the advantage. For besides that he has (as was before observed)
ao temporal right in him till after institution and induction, and, as he there.
lore can suffer no wrong, is consequently entitled to no remedy; this exclusion
of the clerk from being plaintiff seems also to arise from the very great honour
and regard which the law pays to his sacred function. For it looks upon the
cure of souls as too arduous and important a task to be eagerly sought for by
any serious clergs, man; and therefore will not permit him to contend openly at
law for a charge and trust which it presumes he undertakes with diffidence.

But when the clerk is in full possession of the benefice, the law gives him the
same possessory remedies to recover his glebe, his rents, his tithes, and other
ecclesiastical dues, by writ of entry, assize, ejectment, debt, or trespass, _as the
ease may happen,) which it furnishes to the owners of lay property, get he
shall not have a writ of right, nor such other similar writs as are grounded upon

(a)stat.3 Jac.I. c.5. 1w. and M.c 26. 12 Ann_st.2, c. 14. 11Gee.II. c.17.

will lie by the person having the nomination against the person who has the presenta-
tion and obstructs the right. 3 T. R. 651. Rust. 506, b. If there are two or more
tenants in common, or joint-tenants, they must join in a quare impederof an advowson,
for it is an entire thing ; and one of them cannot have a quare zmpe&t of a moiety or of a
third or fourth part of an advowson of a church, but they must all join ; though it is
otherwise of coparceners, for if they do not agree the eldest shall have the presentation.
Bro. Joinder in Action, 103. But where A. and B. were the grantees of the next avoid
ance of a church, and before any avoidance A. released his interest to B., and then the
church became void, it was holden that B. alone should present to the church, and if he
_e disturbed might bring a quare _mpedzt in his own name only. Cro. Eliz. 600. If the
suit be by an executor or admimstrator, upon an avoidance in the life of the testator, an
allegation of the disturbance in the hfe of the testator is sufficient. R. Say. 95. Lutw. 2.
See also, as to the right of the executor to bring this action, Vm. Abr. Executors, P. pl.
7. Latch, 168, 169. Sir W. Jones, 175. Poph. 190. 1 Ventr. 30. As the defendant is
considered an actor in a _raareimpede, he may make up the issues, (Tidd. Prac. 793,) and
may have a trial by proviso, although the plaintiff has not committed any laches in pro-
ceeding to trial. Ib. 820.---CHITTr.

And this alteration in the law recommended by the learned commentator has recently
¢,een carried into effect by stat. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, by which (s. 30) it is enacted that no
4dvowson shall be recovered after three incumbencies occupying a period of sixty years'
adverse possession : incumbencies after lapse are to be reckoned within the period, but
trot incumbencie_ after promotion to bishoprics, (s. 31;) and no advowson shall be
recovered afterone hundred years' adverse possession, although three incumbeneie_
aave not elapsed. S. 33.--S".r_aRT.
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the mere right; because h_ hath not in him the entire fee and right,(_'} but he ;s
entitled to a special remedy called a writ of juris utrum, which is sometimes

qtyled the parson's writ of right,(;}) *being the highest writ which he [*253
can have.(/) This lies for a parson or prebendary at common law, and
for a vicar by statute 14 Edw. III. c. 17, and is in the nature of an assize, to
inquire whether the tenements in question are frankalmoign belonging to the
church of the demandant, or else the lay fee of the tenant.(m) And thereby
the demandant may recover lands and tenements, belonging to the church,
which were alienated by the predecessor; or of which he was disseised; or
which were recovered against him by verdict, confession, or default, without
praying in aid of the patron and ordinary ; or on which any person has intruded
since the predecessor's death.(n) But since the restraining statute of 13 Eliz.
c. 10, whereby the alienation of the predecessor, or a recovery suffered by him
of the lands of the church, is declared to be absolutely void, this remedy is of
very little use, unless where the parson himself has been deforced for more than
twenty years;(o) for the successor, at any competent time after his accession
_ the benefice, may enter, or bring an ejectment. 1'

CHAPTER XVII.

OF INJURIES PROCEEDI_'G FROI_, OR AFFECTING, THE CROWN.

*HXVXNQ in the nine preceding chapters considered, the injuries, or [*254
|,,_vate wrongs, that may _e offered by one subject to another, all of
v, r_ich are redressed by the command and authority of the king, signified by his
o_igmal writs returnable in the several courts of justice, which thence derive a
jurisdiction of examining and determining the complaint; I proceed now to
inquire into the mode of redressing those injuries to which the crown itself is a
party: which injuries are either where the crown is the aggressor, and which
therefore cannot without a solecism admit of the same kind of remedy ;(a) or
else is the sufferer, and which then are usually remedied by peculiar ibrms of
process, appropriated to the royal prerogative. In treating therefore of these,
we will consider first the manner of redressing those wrongs or injuries which
a subject may suffer from the crown, and then of redressing those which the
crown may receive from a subject.

I. That the king can do no wrong, is a necessary and fundamental principle
of the English constitution; meaning only, as has formerly been observed,(b)
that, in the first place, whatever may be amiss in the conduct of public affairs
is not *chargeable personally on the king; nor is he, bat his ministers, r'255
accountable for it to the people; and, secondly, that the prerogative _,f L
the crown extends not to do any injury_ for, being created ibr the benefit of
the people, it cannot be exerted to their prejudice.(c) Whenever therefore it
happens that, by misinformation, or inadvertence, the crown hath been induced
to invade the private rights of any of its subjects, though no action will lie

against the sovereign,(d) (for who shall command the king ?)(e) yet the law hath
furnished the subject with a decent and respect_hl mode of removing that inva-
sion, by informing the king of the true state of the matter in dispute : and, as

l) F. N B. 49. (a_ Bro. Abr. tit. pet_tmn, 12 ; tit. prerogat_ve_ 2.
) Booth, 221. (b) Bo_k 1. ch 7, pp. '2A,3-246.

Pluwd. 437

(') F. N. B. 48. _'2} Jenkins, 78.('_) Regmtrar. 32.
(") F N. B. 48, 49. (_) Finch, L. 83. '
(o)Booth,22L

n It is now formally abolished, 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 36. Until recently, defendants iv
actions of quare impedztwere not liable for the payment of costs, and the patrons were
thereby sometimes deterred from prosecuting their rights, (Edwards vs. Bishop of Exe-
ter, 6 Bingh. N. C. 146 :) but now, by stat. 4 & 5 W. IV. c. 39, plaintiffs _re enabled tn
recover their full costs.--_T_WART.
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it presumes that to know of any injury and to redress it are inseparable in the
royal breast, it then issues as of course, in the king's own name, his orders to
his judges to do justice to the party aggrieved.

The distance between the sovereign ann his subjects is such, that it rarely can
happen that any personal injury can immediately and directly proceed from the
prince to any private man ; and, as it can so seldom happen, the law in decency
supposes that it never will or can happen at all; because it feels itself incapable
of furnishing any adequate remedy, without infringing the dignity and destroy-
ing the sovereignty of the royal person, by setting up some superior power with
authority to call him to account. The inconveniency there_bre of a mischief
that is barely possible is (as Mr. Locke has observed)(f) well recompensed by

the peace of the public and security of the government, in the person of the
chief magistrate being set out of the reach of coercion. :But injuries to the
rights of property can scarcely be committed by the crown without the inter-
vention of its officers; for whom the law in matters of right entertains no
respect or delicacy, but filrnishes various methods of detecting the errors or
misconduct of those agents, by whom the king has been deceived and induced
to do a temporary injustice.

*The common-law methods of obtaining possession or restitution from
"256] the crown, of either real or personal property, are, 1. By petition de droit,
or petition of right : which is said to owe its original to king Edward the
First.(g) 2. :By mor_trans de droit, manifestation or plea of right : both of which
may be preferred or prosecuted either in the chancery or exchequer.(h) The
former is of use, where the king is in full possession of any hereditaments or
chattels, and the petitioner suggests such _ right as controverts the title of the
crown, grounded on facts disclosed in the petition itself; in which case he must
be careful to state truly the whole title of the crown, otherwise the petition shall
abate;(i) and then, upon this ar3wer being endorsed or underwritten by the
king, sott droit fair al part;e, (let right be done to the party,)(j) a commission
shaU issue to inquire of the truth of this suggestion :(k) after the return of
which, the king's attorney is at liberty to plead in bar i and the merits shall be
determined upon issue or demurrer, as in suits between subject and subject.
Thus, ifa disseisor of lands which are holden of the crown dies seised without
any heir, whereby the king is prtma facie entitled to the lands, and the posses-
sion is cast on him either by inquest of office, or by act of law without any office
found ; now the disseisee shall have remedy by petition of right, suggesting the
title of the crown, and his own superior right before the disseisin made.(/) :But
where the right of the party, as well as the right of the crown, appears upon
record, there the party shall have monstrans de droit, which is putting in a claim
of right grounded on facts already acknowledged and established, and praying
the judgment of the court, whether upon those facts the king or the subject
hath the right. As if, in the case before supposed, the whole special matter is
found by an inquest of office, (as well the disseisin, as the dying without an
heir,) the party grieved shall have monstrans de droit at the common law.(m)
,9_vl :But as this seldom happens, and *the remedy bypetition was extremely
-"" J tedious and expensive, that by monstrans was much enlarged and ren-

dered almost universal by several statutes, particularly 36 Edw. IlI. c. 13, and
2 & 3 Edw. VI. c 8, which also allow inquisitions of office to be traversed or

denied_ wherever the right of a subject is concerned,, except in a very few cases.(n)
These proceedin__s are had in the petty-bag office In the court of cha,lcery; and,
if upon either o_them the right be determined against the crown, the judgment
is, qaod marius domini regis amoveantur et posses_w restituatur Tetenti, salvo jura
detain; legis ;(o) which last clause is always added to judgment against the
king,(p) to whom no laches is ever imputed, and whose right (till some late
statutes)(q) was never defeated by any limitation or length of time. And by

(Y) On Govt. p 2, _ 205. (_) Bin. Abr. tit aver/turn: 20. 4 Rep. 58
I_) Bro. Abr. ttt. prerogaftve, 2. Fitz. Abr. tit. error, 8. (,_)4 l_ep 55.
_ _kin. 609. (_) Skin o08.
71_ Finch, L. 256. (o) 2 Inst. 695. Hast. Entr. 463.
( _ Stat. Tr. viL 134. (_) Finch, L. 460.
's}8km. 608 Ea_Entr. 461. (tJ21Jac. I.o. 2. 9Oo_IILe. 16,
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such judgmeh_ the crown is instantly out of possession :(r) so that there need_
not the indecent interposition of his own officers to transfer the seisin from the
kin__ to the party aggrieved.

[]_. The methods of redressing such injuries as the crown may receive from
the subject are,--

1. By such usual common-law actions as are consistent with the royal pro.
rogative and dignity. As therefore the king, by reason of his legal ubiquity:
cannot be disseised or dispossessed of any real property which is once vested in
him, he can maintain no action which supposes a dispossession of the plaintiff;.
such as an assize or an ejectment ;(s)' but he may bring a _uare impedit,(t) which
always supposes the complainant to be seised or possessed of the advowson; and
he may prosecute this writ, like every other by him brought, as well in the
king's bench(u) as the common pleas, or in whatever court he pleases. So, too.
he may bring an action of trespass for taking away his goods; but such actions
are not usual (though in strictness maintainable) for breaking his close, or other
injury done upon his soil or possession.(w) It would be equally tedious
*and difficult, to run through every minute distinction that might be
gleaned from our antient books with regard to this matter; nor is it in [*258
any degree necessary, as much easier and more effectual remedies arc u_ually
obtained by such prerogative modes of process as are peculiarly confined to
the crown.

2. Such is that of inquisition, or inquest of office ; which is an inquiry made by
the king's officer, his sheriff, coroner, or escheator, vtrtute officii, or by writ to
them sent for that purpose, or by commissioners specially appointed, concerning
any matter that entitles the king to the possession of lands or tenements, goods
or chattels.(x) This is done by a jury of no determinate number, being either
twelve, or less, or more. As, to inquire whether the king's tenant for life died
seised, whereby the reversion accrues to the king; whether A., who held im-
mediately of the crown, died without heirs, in which case the lands belong to
the king by escheat ; whether B. be attainted of treason, whereby his estate is
forfeited to the crown ; whether C., who has purchased lands, be an alien.
which is another cause of forfeiture; whether D. be an idiot a nativitate, and
therefore, together with his lands, appertains to the custody of the king ; and

other questions of .like import, concerning both the. circumstances of the tenant
and the value or identity of the lands. These inquests of office were more
frequently in practice than at present during the continuance of the military
tenures among us ; when, upon the death of every one of the king's tenants, an
inquest of office was held, called an inquisitio post mortem, to inquire of what
lands he died seised, who was his heir, and of what age, in order to entitle the
king to his marriage, wardship, relief, primer-seisin, or other advantages, as the
circumstances of the case might turn out. To superintend and regulate these
inquiries, the court of wards and liveries was instituted by statute 32 Hen. VII1.
e. 46, which was abolished at the restoration of king Charles the Second,
together with the oppressive tenures upon which it was founded.

*With regard to other matters, the inquests of office still remain in [*2o'J
force, and are taken upon proper occasions; being extended not only to

(r) Finch, L. 459. (_) Bro. Abr. ht. prerog 130. F.N.B. 90 Year-b_4a
(a) Bro Abr. tit. prerogative_ 89. 4 Hen. IV. 4.
(t) F. N B. 32. (ffi)Finch, L. 323, 324, 325.
(1,)Dyversytd dcz courtes, c. bank k roy.

! But this objection to an ejectment does not seem to apply where the king is lessor o?
theplai_,tl.f; for it is the lessee,and not the lessor, who is supposed by the legal fiction to be
ousted ; and it is held that where the possession is not actually in the king, but in lease
to another, then, if a stranger enter on the lessee, he gains possession without taking
the reversion out of the crown, and may have his ejectment to recover the possession if
he be afterwards ousted, because there is a possession in pais, and not in the king, and
that, possession, is not privileged, by prerogative. Hence it follows that the king's lesse_
may likewise have an ejectment to punish the trespasser and to recover the possession
which was taken h'( m him. 2 Leon 206. Cro. Eliz. 331. Adams on Ejeetm. 72.--
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lands, but also to goods and chattels personal, as in the case of wreck, treasure.
trove, and the like; and especially as to forfeitures for offences. For every
jury which tries a man ibr treason or felony, every coroner's inquest tha*. sits
upon a felo de se or one kille_d by chance-medley, is, not only with regard to
chattels, but also as to real interests in all respects, an inquest of _ffice i and
if they find the treason or felony, or even the flight, of the party accused,
(though innocent,) the king is thereupon, by virtue of this o_ce found, entitled
to have his forfeitures; and also, in case of chance-medley, he or his grantees
are entitled to such things, by way of deodand, as have moved to the deatb
of the party.

These inquests of office were devised by law, as an authentic means to give
the king his right by solemn matter of record, without which he, in general,
can neither take nor part from any thing.(y) For it is a part of the liberties
of England, and greatly for the safety of the subject, that the king may not
enter upon and seize any man's possession upon bare surmises without the in-
tervention of a jury.(z) It is, however, particularly enacted by the statute of
33 Hen. VIII. c. 20, that in case of attainder for high treason the king shall
have the forfeiture instantly, without any inquisition of office. And as the
king hath (in general) no title at all to any property of this sort before office
found, therefore, by the statute 18 Hen. VI. c. 6, it was enacted, that all lettel_
patent oi- grants of lands and tenements before office found, or returned into
the exchequer, shall be void. And, by the bill of rights at the revolution, 1
W. and M. st. 2, c. 2, it is declared that all grants and promises of fines and for.
feitures of particular persons before conviction (which is here the inquest of
office) are illegal and void ; which, indeed, was the law of the land in the reign
of Edward the Third.(a)

*With regard to real property, if an office be found for the king, it
*260 ] puts him in immediate possession, without the trouble of a formal entry,
provided a subject in the like ease would have had a right to enter; and the
king shall receive all the mesne or intermediate profits from the time his i.itle
accrued.(b) As, on the other hand, by the articuli super cartas,(c) if the king's
escheator or sheriff seize lands into the king's hand without cause, upon taking
them out of the king's hand again the party shall have the mcsne profits r_
stored to him.

In order to avoid the possession of the crown, acquired by the finding of
such office, the subject may not only have his petition of right, which discloses
new facts not found by the office, and his monstrans de droft, which relies on the
facts as found ; but also he may (for the most part) traverse or deny the matter
of fact itself, and put it in a course of trial by the common-law process of the
court of chancery : yet still, in some special cases, he hath no remedy left but
a me"e petition of right.(d) These traverses, as well as the monstrans de droit,
were greatly enlarged and regulated for the benefit of the subject by the
statutes before mentioned, and others.(e) And in the traverses thus given by
statute, which came in the place of the old petition of right, the party tra-
versing is considered as the plaintiff,(f) and must therefore make out his own
title, as well as impeach that of the crown, and then shall have judgment quod
raanus domini regis amoveantur, &e.

3. Where the crown hath unadvisedly granted any thing by letters-patent
which ought not to be granted,(g) or where the patentee hath done an act

that amounts to a forfeiture of *the grant,(h) the remedy to repeal the
"261] patent is by a writ of seire facias in chancery.(/) This may be

km_ inbrought, either on the part of the " t,, order to resume the thing granted ;
nr, if the grant be inj-urious to the subject, the king is bound of right to
permit him (upon his petition) to use his royal name for repealing the patent in

(y)Finch, L. 82. (*) Stat. 34Edw. llI. c. 13. 36Edw. lTI.c. 13. 2&SEd_
(J) Oflb. hist. Elch. 132. Hob. 347. VI. c 8.
a) 2 Inat. 48. (f) Law of Nisi Prius, 201_202.
) Fmch_ L 325 326. (g) See book iL ch 21.

(e) 2_ Edw I. st a, c 19 (h) Dyer, 198.
(_) Finch, L. 324 (() 3 Lev. 220. 2 Lust. 88
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a scire facias.(k) And so also, if upon office untruly found for the king lie
ants the land over to another, he who is grieved thereby and traverses the

e itself is entitled, before issue joined, to a scire facias against the patentee
in order to avoid the grant.(/)

4. An information on behalf of the crown, filed in the exchequer by the king's
attorney-general, is a method of suit for recovering money or other chattels, or
for obtaining satisfaction in damages for any personal wrong(m) committed in
the lands or other possessions of the crown. It differs from an information
filed in the court of king's bench, of which we shall treat in the next book, in
that this is instituted to redress a private wrong, by which the property of tile
crown is affected; that is calculated to punish some public wrong, or heinous
misdemeanour in the defbndant. It is grounded on no writ under seal, but merely
on the intimation of the king's officer, the attorney-general, who "gives tl(e
court to understand and be informed of" the matter in question : upon which
the party is put to answer, and trial is had, as in suits between subject and
subject. The most usual informations are those of intrusion and debt: zntruswn,
for any trespass committed on the lands of the crown,(n) as by entering thereon
without title, holding over after a lease is determined, taking the profits, cutting
down timber, or the like ; and debt, upon any contract for moneys due to the king,
or for any forfeiture due to the crown upon the breach of a penal statute. This
is most commonly used to recover forfeitures occasioned by transgressing those
laws which are enacted for the establishment *and support of the reve- r.262
hue ; others, which regard mere matters of police and public convenience, L
being usually left to be enforced by common informers, in the qu_ tam informa-
tions or actions, of which we have formerly spoken.(o) :But after the attorney-
general has informed upon the breach of a penal law, no other information can
I)e received.(p) There is also an information in rein, when any goods are sup-
posed to become the property of the crown, and no man appears to claim them,
or to dispute the title of the king. As antiently in the case of treasure-trove,
wrecks, waifs, and estrays, seised by the king's officer for his use. Upon such
so;sure an information was usually filed in the kin_'s exchenuer and thereu-on

] . _ "1 , 1'
a proc amatlon was made for the owner (if any) to come in and claim the effects;
and at the same time there issued a commission of appraisement to value the
goods in the officer's hands ; after the return of which, and a second proclama-
tion had, if no claimant appeared, the goods were supposed derelict, and con-
demned to the use of the crown.(q) And when, in later times, forfeitures of the
goods themselves, as well as personal penalties on the parties, were inflicted by
act of parliament for transgressions against the laws or' the customs and excise,
the same process was adopted in order to secure such forfbited goods for the
public use, though the offender himself had escaped the reach of justice.

5. A writ of quo warranto is in the nature of a writ of right for the king,
against him who claims or usurps any office, franchise, or liberty, to inquire by
what authority he supports his claim, in order to determine the right.(r) It
lies also in case of non-user or long neglect of a franchise, or mis-user or abuse
of it ; being a writ commanding the defendant to show by what warrant he ex.
ereises such a franchise, having never had any grant of it, or having forfeited
it by neglect or abuse2 This was originally returnable before the king's justices

_) 2 Ventr. 344. (o) See page 162.
_) Bro. Abr. tat scire facias_ 69, 185. (P) Hardr. 201.

('u) Moor. 375. (_) Glib. Hist. of Exch. c. lS.
(_) Cro. Jac. 212. 1 Leon. 48. Savil. 49. (r) Finch, L. 322. 2 Inst. 282.

It must not be forgotten that, although it is said the writ of ouo warr_nto lies againsl
him who cla_ns or usurps any office, a limitation is implied by "the fact that it is in the
nature of a writ of right for the king. Upon this principle, when an application was made
for a quo warranto information to try the validity of an election to the office of church
warden, lord Kenyon said that this was not a usurpation on the rights or prerogativea
of the crown, for which only the old writ of quo warranto lay ; and that an information
m nature of a quo warranto could only be granted in such cases. 4 T. R. 381. See also 2
Stra. 1196. Bott. Id. 107. And tile writ was also refused in a case of forfeiture of g
recorder's place. 2 Stra. 819 --C,,xTTY.

VoL IL--12
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*263 ] 8t Westminster ;(s) but afterwards only *before the justices in eyre, byvirtue of the statutes of quo warranto, 6 Edw. I. c. 1, and 18 Edw. I. st.
2 ;(t) but since those justices have given place to the king's temporary commis-
sioners of assize, the judges on the several circuits, this branch of the statutes
hath lost its effect ;(u) and writs of quo warranto (if brought at all) must now
be prosecuted and determined before the king's justices at Westminster. And
in case of judgment for the defendant, he shall have an allowance of his fran-
chise ; but in case of judgment for the king, for that the party is entitled to no
such franchise, or hath disused or abused it, the franchise is either seised into
the king's hands, to be granted out again to whomever he shall please ; or, if' it
be not such a franchise as may subsist in the hands of the crown, there is merely
judgment of ouster, to turn out the party who usurped it.(w)

The judgment on a writ of quo warranto (being in the nature of a writ of
right) is final and conclusive even against the crown.(x) Which, together with
the length of its process, probably occasioned that disuse into which it is now
fallen, and introduced a more modern method of prosecution, by information
filed in the court of king's bench by the attorney-general, in the nature of a
writ of quo warranto; wherein the process is speedier, and the judgment not
quite so decisive. This is properly a criminal method of prosecution, as well to
punish the usurper by a fine for the usurpation of the franchise, as to oust him,
or seise it for the crown ; but hath long been applied to the mere purposes of
trying the civil right, seising the franchise, or ousting the wrongful possessor i
the fine being nominal only.

During the violent proceedings that took place in the latter end of the reign
of king Charles the Second, it was, among other things, thought expedient to
new-model most of the corporation-towns in the kingdom ; for which purpose

*264] many of those *bodies were persuaded to surrender their charters, and
informations in the nature of" quo warranto were brought against others,

upon a supposed, or frequently a real, _brfelture of their franchises by neglect or
abuse of them. And the consequence was, that the liberties of most of them
were seised into the hands of the king, who granted them fi'esh charters, with
_such alterations as were thought expedient ; and, during their state of anarchy,
the crown named all their magistrates. This exertion of power, though per-
haps in summojure it was for the most part strictly legal, gave a great and just
alarm; the new-modelling of all corporations being a very large stride towards

• r ....estabhshing arbitrar) power; and thereibre it was thought necessary at the
revolution to bridle this branch of the prerogative, at least so far as regarded

th(, metropolis, by statute 2 W. and M. c. 8, which enacts, that the franchises of
_he city of Lonclon shall never hercaiter be seised or forejudged _or any ibr
feiture or misdemeanour whatsoever.

This proceeding is, however, now applied to the decision of corporation dis-
.putes between party and party, without any intervention of the prerogative,
by virtue of the statute 9 Anne, c. 20, which permits an information in nature of
quo warranto to be brought with leave of the court, at the relation of any person
desiring to prosecute the same, (who is then styled the relator,) against any
person usurping, intruding into, or unlawfully holding any franchise or office in
any city, borough, oI town corporate; provides for its speedy determination;
and directs that, if the defendant be convicted, judgment of ouster (as well as a
fine) may be given against him, and that the relator shall pay or receive costs
according to the event of the suit2

(') Old Nat. Brev fol 107, e&t. 153t. (_) Cro. Jac 259, 1 Show. 280
(_) 2 Inst. 49b RasL ]_ntr. 640. (z) 1 aid. 86 2 _how. 47. 12 Mod. 225.
(u) 2 Inst. 498.

a This statute, with regard to costs, extends only to cases where the title of a person
to be a corporate officer--as mayor, bailiff, or freeman--is in question ; but an lnforma
tion to try the rtght of holding a court is not within it, but stands upon the common law
only, and, being a prosecution in the name of the king, no costs are given. 1 Burr. 402.
The court of King's Bench, having a discretionary power of granting informations in the
nature of quo warranto, hm_ long ago established a general rule to guide their discretion
-viz., not to allow in any case an informatmn in the nature of quo warranto against ana
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6. The writ of mandamus(y) is also made, by the same statute 9 Anne, e. 20, a
most full and effectual remedy, in the first place, for refusal of admission where
a person is entitled to an office or place in any such corporation ; and, secondly,
for wrongful removal, when a person is lega]ly possessed. *These are r_o_
injuries, for which though redress for the party interested may be had I. ....
by assize, or other means, yet as the franchises concern the public, and may
affects,' the administration of justice, this prerogative writ also issues from the
court of king's bench; commanding, upon good cause shown t_) the court, the
party complaining to be admitted or restored to his office. And the statute re-
quires, that a return be immediately made to the first writ of mandamus; which
return may be pleaded to or traversed by the prosecutor, and his antagonist
may reply, take issue, or demur, and the same proceedings may be had, as if an
action on the case had been brought, for making a false return; and, after judg-
ment obtained for the prosecutor, he shall have a peremptory writ of mandamus
to compel his admission or restitution; which latter (in case of an action) is
effected by a writ of restitution.(z) So that now the writ of mandamus, in cases
within this statute, is in the nature of an action i whereupon the party applying
and succeeding may be entitled to costs, in case it be the franchise of a citizen,
burgess, or freeman i(a) and also, in general, a writ of error may be had there-
upon.(b)

This writ of mandamus may also be issued, in pursuance of the statute 11
Gee. I. c. 4, in ease within the regular time no election shall be made of the
mayor or other chief officer of any city, borough, or town corporate, or (being
made) it shall afterwards become void; requiring the electors to proceed to
election, and proper courts to be held for admitting and swearing in the mag:s-
trates so respectively chosen.'

(_) See page 110. (a) Stat. 12 Gee HI. e. 21.
(_) 11 Rep. 79. (b) 1 P Wins. 351.

person who had been twenty years in the possession of his franchise, (see 4 Burr. 1962 ,)
but, having reason to consider this too extensive a limit, they resolved upon a new ride,
--viz., not to allow such an information against any person who had been six years in
possession. 4 T. R. 284. The legislature, however, thinking this too sudden a change
in the practice of the court, and because it did not extend to reformations filed by the
attorney-general, enacted, by d2 Gee. III. c. 58, that to any information m the nature of
quo warranto, for the exercise of any corporate office or franchise, the defendant mighS,
plead that he had been in possession of, or had executed, the office for six years or more
And, by s. 3, no defendant shall be afi_cted by any defect in the title of the person from
whom he derived his right and title, ff that person had been in the undisturbed exercise
of his office or franchise six years previous to the fihng of the information. A title to
one office which is a qualificatmn to hold another is not within this clause. 2 hi. & S.
7 I.---CHITTI*.

But, by statute 32 Gee. III. c. 58, no member or officer of any town corporate shall b_
disturbed in the enjoyment of hls office or franchise which he has enjoyed for six years,
whether the information in the nature of a quo warranto is exhibited by leave of the
court or on behalf of the crown by virtue of the royal prerogative. And, by the recent
statutes 7 W. IV. and 1Vict. c. 78 and 6 & 7 Ymt c. 89, the applicatmn to tt_e court for
the purpose of calling upon any person to show by what warrant he claims to exermse
the office of mayor, alderman, or burgess, in any borough within the hiunicipal Ccrpo
ration Act, must be made within twelve months after the election of the defendant, or
the time at which he became disqualified.--STEwAar.

' Besides the cases arising in corporations, writs of mandamus have been granted to
admit prebendaries, (Stra. 159,) an apparitor-general, (Stra. 897,) parish clerks, (Say, It.
159. Cowp. 371,) and sextons. 2 Lev. 18. 1 Ventr. 143. So to admit scavengers, &c.,
(lb. 2 T. R. 181 :) to restore a schoolmaster of a grammar-school founded by the ciown.
Stra. 58. So to restore a member of a university who had been improperly suspended
from his degrees. In like manner, a mandamus will lie to compel a dean and chapter
to fill up a vacancy among canons-residentiary, (1 T. R. 652;) so to the ecclesiastical
court, (1 Ventr. 115 ;) so to grant the probate of a will to an executor. 1 Ventr. 335.
So a mandanms lies to the judge of the prerogative court of Canterbury to grant
administration to the husband of the wife's estate when the husband has done nothing
to depart from his right. Stra. 891, 1118. A mandamus will he to justioes to nominste
overseers of the poor, although the time mentioned m the 43 Ehz. has expired. Stra.
1123. So to appoint a surveyor oi the highways where the justices had not appoinled
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e have now gone through the whole circle of civil inj ulies, and the redress
which the laws of England have anxiously provided for each. In which the
student cannot but observe that the main difficulty which attends their discus.
sion arises from their great variety, which is apt at our first acquaintance to
breed a confusion of ideas, and a kind of distraction in the memory : a difficulty

*266] not a little increased *by the re, T immethodical arrangement in which
they are delivered to us by our antient writers, and the numerous terms

_af art in which the language of our ancestors has obscured them. Terms of
art there will unavoidably be in all sciences _ the easy conception and thorough
comprehension of which must depend upon frequent and familiar use ; and the
more subdivided any branch of science is, the more terms must be used to ex-
press the nature of these several subdivisions, and mark out with sufficient

recision the ideas they are meant to convey. But I trust that this difficulty,
owever great it may appear at first view, will shrink to nothing upon a nearer

and more frequent approach, and indeed be rather advantageous than of any
disservice, by imprinting on the student's mind a clear and distinct notion of the
nature of these several remedies. And, such as it is, it arises principally from
the excellence of our English laws ; which adapt their redress exactly to the
circumstances of the injury, and do not furnish one and the same action for
different wrongs, which are impossible to be brought within one and the same

at the time mentioned in the statute 13 Gee. III. c. 78, (4 East, 132 ;) so to sign and
allow a poet's rate, absolute in the first instance, (Say, R. 160 ;) so to admit a copyho_acr,
directed to the lord of the manor, (2 T. R. 197, 484. 6 East, 431 ;) so also to the lord to
hold and the burgesses to attend a court, to present the conveyances of burgage-tene-
ments. 1Wils. 283. 1 Bla. Rep. 60. Bull. N. P. 200.

Where it does not l,e.--It is a general rule that a mandamus does not lie unless the party
applying has no other specific legal remedy. 1 T. R. 404. 3 T. R. 652. See Doug. 526.
Thus, it does not lie to a bishop to license a curate of a curacy which had been twice
augmented by queen Anne's bounty, where the right of appointing w_ claimed by two
several parties and there had been cross-nominations, because the party had another
specific remedy by quare impe&_. So a mandamus does not he to the governor and com-
pany of the Bank of England to transfer stock, because the party has his remedy by
assumpsit, (Doug. 523 ;) nor to insert certain persons in a poor's rate, although the ore-
mission is alleged to have been, to prevent their having votes for members of parliament.
Stra. 1259. The court will not award a mandamus for the licensing of a pubhe house,
(Stra. 881. Stra. R. 217 .) nor to compel admission to the degree of a barrister (Doug.
353) or doctor of civil law as an advocate of the court of arches, (8 East_ 213 ) (the only
mode of appeal is to the twelve judges ;) nor to compel any of the inns of court t_ admi_t
a person as a student, or to assign reasons for refusing to admit him, (Wooler vs. Society
of Lincoln's Inn. King's Bench, l_Iich. T. 1825. 4 B. & C. 5 Dowl. & Ryl. _) nor for
fellow of a college, where there is a vi_itor: nor to the mayor and corporatmn of the city
of London, to admit a person to the office of auditor who had served it three years suc-
cessively, because contrary to the custom of the city, (1 T. R. 423 ;) nor to the college of
physicians, to examine a doctor of physic who has been licensed in order to his being
admitted a fellow of the college, k7T. R. 282:1 nor to a visitor where he is clearly acting
under a visitatorial authority, (2 T. R. 345 ;) nor to restore a minister of an endowed dis
senting meeting-house, for if he has been before regularly admitted he may try his right
in an action for money had and received. 2 T. R. 198. A mandamus is granted only
for public persons and to compel the performance of public duties. Hence the court
will not grant it to a trading-corporation at the instance of one of its members, to compel
the production of accounts to declare a dividend. 2 B. & A. 620. 5 B. & A. 899. The
mode of burying the dead is a m _tter of ecclesiastical cognizance; and therefore, where
the question was whether a parishioner had a right to be buried in a churchyard in an
iron coffin, which was a new and unusual mode, the court refused a mandamus. 2 B. &
_.. 806. The court have no power to grant a mandamus to justices to compel them to
,)me to a particular decision, as, to make an order of m_ntenance on a particular parish.

"_he admission under a mandamus gives no right, but only a legal possession, to enable
the party to assert his right, if he has any. Hence non fu_ electus has been holden not to
be a good return to a mandamus to swear in a church-warden, _Stra. 894, 895,) because it
is directed only to a ministerial officer, who is to do his duty, and no inconvenience can
follow; for if the party has a right, he ought to be admitted ; if he has not, the admission
will do him no good. Wherever the officer is but ministerial, he is to execute his part
_t the consequence be what it will. Stra. 895.---CHITT_.

_S0
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description ; whereby every man knows what satisfaction he is entitled tc expect
fi-om the courts of justice, and as little as possible is left in the breast of the
judges, whom the law appoints to administer and not to prescribe the remedy
And I may venture to affirm that there is hardly a possible injury, that can be
offered either to the person or property of another, for which the party injured
may not find a remedial writ, conceived in such terms as are properly and sin-
gularly adapted to his own particular grievance.

In the several personal actions which we have cursorily explained, as debt,
trespass, detinue, action on the case, and the like, it is easy to observe how plain,

erSpicuous, and simple the remedy is, as chalked out by the antient common
w. In the methods prescribed for the recovery of landed and other perma-

nent property, as.the right is more intricate, tile feodal or rather :Norman remedy
by real actions is somewhat more complex and difficult, and attended with

some delays. And since, in order to obviate those difficulties and re- [*267trench those *delays, we have permitted the rights of real property to
be drawn into question in mixed or personal suits, we are (it must be owned)
obhged to have recourse to such arbitrary fictions and expedients, that unless we
had developed their principles, and traced out their progress and history, our
present system of remedial jurisprudence (in respect of landed property) would
_ppear the most intricate and unnatural that ever was adopted by a free and
enlightened people.

But this intricacy of our legal process will be found, when attentively con-
sidered, to be one of those troublesome, but not dangerous, evils, which have
their root in the frame of our constitution, and which therefore can never be
cured without hazarding every thing that is dear to us. In absolute govern-
ments, when new arrangements of property- and a gradual change of manners
have destroyed the original ideas on which the laws were devised and esta-
blished; the prince by his edict may promulge a new code, more suited to the
present emergencies. But when laws are to be framed by popular assemblies,
even of the representative kind, it is too herculean a task to begin the work of
legislation afresh, and extract a new system from the discordant opinions ot
more than five hundred counsellors. A single legislator or an enterprising
sovereign, a Solon or Lycurgus, a Justinian or a Frederick, may at any time
form a concise, and perhaps a uniform, plan of justice : and evil betide that
presumptuous subject who questions its wisdom or utility. But who that is
acquainted with the difficulty of new-modelling any branch of our statute laws
though relating but to roads or to parish settlements) will conceive it ever
asible to alter any fundamental point of the common law, with all its append-

ages and consequents, and set up another rule in its stead ? When therefore,
by the gradual influence of foreign trade and domestic tranquillity, the spirit of
our military tenures began to decay, and at length the whole structure was re-
moved, the judges quickly perceived that the forms and delays of the old feodal
actions (guarded with their several outworks of essoins, vouchers, aid-pray-
ers, and a hundred other formidable intrenchments) were ill suited to that

*more simple and commercial mode of property which succeeded the [*268
former, and required a more speedy decision of right, to facilitate ex-
change and alienation. Yet they wisely avoided soliciting any great legislative
revolution in the old-established forms, which might have been productive of
consequences more numerous and extensive than the most penetrating genius
could foresee ; but left them as they were, to languish in obscurity and oblivion,
and endeavoured by a series of minute contrivances to accommodate such per-
sonal actions, as were then in use, to all the most useful purposes of remedial
justice : and where, through the dread of innovation, they hesitated at going so
far as perhaps their good sense would have prompted them, they left an open-
ing for the more liberal and enterprising judges, who have sat in our courts of
equity, to show them their error by supplying the omissions of the courts of
row. And, since the new expedients have been refined by the practice of more
than a century, and are sufficiently known and understood, they in general
answer the purpose of doing speedy and substantial justice, m.mh better tban

|$1
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could now be effeeted by any great fundamental alterations. The only difficulty
that attends them arises from their fictions and circuities: but, when .nce we
have discovered the proper clew, that labyriz, th is easily pervaded. Our system
of remedial law resembles an old Gothic castle, erected in the days of chivalry,
but fitted up for a modern inhabitant. The moated ramparts, the embattled
towers, and the trophied halls, are magnificent and venerable, but useless, and
therefore neglected. The inferior apartments, now accommodated to daily use,
are cheerful and commodious, though their approaches may be winding and
difficult

In this part of our disquisitions I however thought it my duty to unfold, as
far as intelligibly I could, the nature of these real actions, as well as of personal
remedies. And this not only because they are still in force, still the law of the
land, though obsolete and disused, and may perhaps, in their turn, be hereafter,
with some necessary corrections, called out again into common use} but also
, .... because, as a sensible *writer has well observed,(z) "whoever considers
zo_ J how great a coherence there is between the several parts of the law, and

how much the reason of one case opens and depends upon that of another, will,
I presume, be far from thinking any of the old learning useless, which will so
much conduce to the perfect understanding of the modern." And, besides, I
should have done great injustice to the founders of our legal constitution, had I
led the student to imagine that the remedial instruments of our law were origin-
ally contrived in so complicated a form as we now present them to his view"
had I, for instance, entirely passed over the direct and obvious remedies by
assizes and writs of entry, and only laid before him the modern method of
vrosecuting a writ of ejectment.

CHAPTER XVIIL

O} THE PURSUIT OF REI_EDIES BY ACTION; AND FIRST OF THE
ORIGINAL WRIT.

*:tIAvINO under the head of redress by suit in courts, pointed out in the
$ 0 '
27 ] vrecedin_ ])a_es, in the first place, the nature and several species of courts

of just;c'e, where_nremedies are administered for all sorts of private wrongs;
and, in the second place, shown to which of these courts in particular applica-
tion must be made for redress, according to the distinction of injuries, or, in
other words, what wrongs are cognizable by one court, and what by another; 1
proceeded, under the title of injuries cognizable by the courts of common law, to
define and explain the specifical remedies by action provided for every possible
degree of wrong or injury, as well such remedies as are dormant and out of use
as those which are in every day's practice, apprehending that the reason of the
one could never be clearly comprehended without some acquaintance with the
other; and I am now, in the last place, to examine the _nanner in which these
several remedies are pursued and applied by action in the courts of common
law ; to which I shall af%erwards subjoin a brief account of the proceedings in
courts of equity.

In treating of remedies by action at common law, I shall confine myself tu
the modern method of practice in our courts of judicature For though I
thought it necessary to throw out a few observations on the laature of real

actions, however *at present disused, in order to demonstrate the
"271 ] coherence and uniformity of our legal constitution, and that there was
no injury so obstinate and inveterate but which might in the end be eradicated
by some or other of those remedial writs; yet it would be too irksome a rusk
_o perplex both my readers and myself with explaining all the rules of pro-

(s)Hawk. Abr. Co. Lit_. pre_
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ceeding in those obsolete actions, which are frequently mere positive csta[ lish-
ments, farina et figura judicii, and conduce very little to illustrate the reason
and fundamental grounds of the law. Wherever I apprehend they may at all
conduce to this end, I shall endeavour to hint at them incidentally.

What, therefbre, the student may expect in this and the succeeding chapters
us, an ac_.ount of the method of proceeding in and prosecuting a suit upon any
of. the personal writs we have betbre spoken of, in the court of common pleas
at Westminster, that being the court originally constituted for the prosecution
of all civil actions. It is true that the courts of king's bench and exchequer,
in order, without entrenching upon ant;cut forms, to extend their remedial
influence to the necessities of modern times, have now obtained a concurrent
jurisdiction and cognizance of very many civil suits ; but as causes are therein
conducted by much tim same advocates and attorneys, and the several courts
and their judges have an entire communication with each other, the methods
and forms of proceeding are in all material respects the same in all of them.
So that in giving an abstract or history(a) of the progress of' a suit through

the court of common pleas, we *shall at the same time give a general [*272
account of the proceedings of the other two courts; taking notice,
however, of any considerable difference in the local practice of' each. And the
same abstract will moreover afford us some general idea of the conduct of a
cause in the infbrior courts of common law, those in cities and boroughs, or in
the court-baron, or hundred or county court; all which conform (as near as
may be) to the example of the superior tribunals, to which their causes may
probably be, in some stage or other, removed.

The most natural and perspicuous way of considering the subject before us
will be (I apprehend) to pursue it in the order and method wherein the pro-
ceedings themselves follow each other, rather than to distract and subdivide it
by any more logical analysis. The general, therefore, and orderly parts of a
suit are these: ] The original writ; 2. The process; 3. The pleadings; 4. The
issue or demurrer; 5. The trial; 6. The judgment_ and its incidents i 7. The
proceeding in nature of appeals; 8. The execution.

First, then, of the original, or original wri*_; _ which is the beginning or
foundation of the suit. When a person hath received an injury, and thinks it
worth his while to demand a satisfaction for it, he is to consider with himself,
or take advice, what redress the law has given for that injury ; and thereupon
is to make application or suit to the crown, the fountain of all justice, for
that particular specific remedy which he is determined or advised to pursue
As, for money due on bond, an action of debt; for goods detained without
force, an action of detinue or trover ; or, if taken with force, an action of

trespass vi *et armis ; or to try the title of lands, a writ of entry, or ['27._
action of trespass in ejectment; or for any consequential injury re-

(e_ Tn deducing this history the student must not expect ruble understanding may glean pro re nata as much as t_
authorltms to be constantly rated) as practmal knowledge is suflicmnt for hm purpose These books of _praettce) as they
not so rauch to be learned fr,)m any booksof law as flora are e_lled, are all pretty much on alcvcl in point of compo-
expormnco and attendance on the courts The compiler sltmn and solid instluctmn, so that that which bears the
must therefore be frequently oldtged to rely upon his own latest edition is nsuall_ the best But Gilbert's History and
obsorv,thons,--whmh in general he hath been studious to Practice of the C_)urt of Cam;non Pleas ts a book of a very
avoid wher_ thane of any other might be had. To accompany different stamp; and though (hke the rest of his posthumous
and illnstr,_te these remarks, such gentlemen as are de- works) it has suffered most grossly by ignorant or careless
signed for the Dotossmn will find it necessary to peruse the transcribers, yet it has traced out the reason of many parts
book_ of es_/_s) ancmnt and modern, whmh are transcmpts of our modern prectme, from the feodal mstltutmns and the
_'pr,_credmgs that h,lve been had m some partmular _ctloIis. primitive construction of our courts) in a most clear and
A book or two of techmcal learning will also be found very ingemous manner. 1
eon_entent_ from whmh a man of hberal eduo_tmn and tale-

1The more recent publications of Mr. Serif. Sellon and l_Ir. Tidd, and those of _1.
Impey and _r. Lee, now afford still more explicit information on the subject of Practice. "
---CHITTY.

Before the passing the 6 Geo. IV. c. 96, one great object of proceeding by speeiaJ
original was to compel the defendant to bring a writ of error m parliament, if he
intended to delay; but that act having restrained writs of error upon judgments, even
•before verdict, unless the defendant finds bail in error, proceedings are now more fre-

uently by cap_as in the court of Common Pleas and by latltat in the King's Bench.--
]TTY.
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eeived, a spec:al action on the case. To this end he is to sue out, or purchase
by paying the stated fees, an original, or original writ, from the court of
Chancery, which is the o_cb_a justiticz, the shop or mint of justice, wherein all
the king's writs are framed? It is a mandatory letter from the king, in parch-
ment, sealed with his great seal,(b) and directed to the sheriff of the county
wherein the injury is committed, or supposed so to be, requiring him to com-
mand the wrong-doer or party accused either to do justice to the complainant,
or else to appear m court and answer the accusation against him. Whatever
the sheriff does in pursuance of this writ, he must return or certif_ _ to the court
of common pleas, together with the writ itself; which is the tbundation of the
jurisdiction of that court, being the king's warrant for the judges to proceed
to the determination of the cause. For it was a maxim introduced by the
Normans, that there should be no proceedings ia common pleas before the
king's justices without his original writ ; because they held it unfit that those
justices, being only the substitutes of the crown, should take cognizance of any
thing but what was thus expressly referred to their judgment.(c) However,
m small actions below the value of forty shillings, whic_ are brought in the
court-baron or county-court, no royal writ is neccssary; but the foundation of
such suits continues to be (as in the times of the Saxons) not by original writ,
but by plaint ;(d) that is, by a private memorial tendered in open court to the
judge, wherein the party injured sets forth his cause of action ; and the judge
is bound of common right to administer justice therein, without any special
mandate from the king. How, indeed, even the royal writs are held to be
demandable of common right, on paying the usual fees ; for any delay in the
granting them, or setting an unusual or exorbitant price upon them, would be
a breach of magna carta, c. 29, "nulli vendemus, nuUi negabimus aut differemus,
justitiam Tel rectum."*

*Original writs are either optional or peremptory; or, in the language
*274] of our lawyers, they are either a prceciTe , or a si tefecer_t securum.(e) The
prcecipe is in the alternative, commanding the deibndant to do the thing required,
or show the reason wherefore he hath not done it.(f) The use of this writ is
where something certain is demanded by the plaintiff, which it is incumbent on
the defendant himself to perform; as, to restore the possession of land, to pay
a certain liquidated debt, to perform a specific covenant, to render an account,

Fin, h, L 237. (e) Finch, L. 257.
_I Fle, I 2, c. 34. (,)Append. No. HI _L
(a)M_r. c.4 _3

sBut in personalactionsthe useoftheoriginalwritisabolished,by thestatute2 W.
IV.e.39,although,as itisstillnecessaryin realactions,some accountof itmay be
useful.In theold actionofejectment,which has been beforedescribed,but whichis
now alsoabolished,althoughitsexistencewas supposed,itwas infactneversuedout.-
STEWART.

*But to entitle a party to proceed by original the debt must amount to 10/. 5 Geo.
II e. 27, s. 5,--sinee extended to 15/. by 51 Geo. III. c. 124, s. 1. 57 Geo. III. e. 101.
These latter acts have indeed both expired; but it is presumed they will be revived in
the present year. It is also a rule in the King's Bench, if the plaintiff, proceeding by
original, recover less than 50l., he will be entitled to no more costs than if he had pro-
ee,eded by bill, except in cases where he could not proceed by bill, as for outlawry, &e.
R. M. 23 Geo. III. But though in an action on a bond, with a penalty above 50/., the
plaintiff recover 20/., yet he will be entitled to costs of suit by original. 2 Chit. R. 148.

This writ does not lie against an attorney or officer of the court unle=s sued with an
unprivileged person ; neither does it he against a prisoner in the actual custody of the
marshal. It is the only mode of proceeding against peers, (3 :YL& S. 88,) corporations
or hundredors on the statutes of hue and cry, &c., (Tyre, 11. Barnes, 415,) or for the
_urpose of outlawing the defendant.
" One advantage of proceeding by this writ is, that if a writ of error be brought for delay,
it must be brought direct into parliament, instead of first into the exchequer-chamber
and from thence into parliament. 1 Sid. 424.

Where the demand exceeds 40/. a fine is payable to the king on these writs by way of
composition for the liberty of suing in his court, which fine is estimated according to the
msaount of the demand, paying 6_. 8d. for every hundred marks, or 10s. for every 100/.
l_re, 58, G. R.H. 6 W. & ]_I. R.B. Tidd, 8th ed. 101.--CHITTY.
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and the like : in all which cases the writ is drawn up in the form of a prxcipa
or command, to do thus or show cause to the contrary i giving the defeudar._.
his choice, to redress the injury or stand the suit. The other species of original
writs is called a si fecerit te securum, from the words of the writ ; which directs

the..... sheriff to cause the defendant to appear in court,, without any option given
him, provided the plaintiff gives the sheriff security effectually to prosecute ills
claim.(g) This writ is in use where nothing is specifically demanded, but only
a satisfi_ction in general: to obtain which, and minister complete redress, the
intervention of some judicature is necessary. Such are writs of trespass, or on
the case, wherein no debt or other specific thing is sued for in certain, but only

/ damages to be assessed by a jury. For this end the defendant is immediately
called upon to appear in court, provided the plaintiff gives good security of

_ prosecuting his claim. Both species of writs are tested, or witnessed in the king's
own name i "witness ourselves at Westminster," or wherever the chancery may

/] be held.

The security here spoken of, to be given by the plaintiff for prosecuting his
claim, is common to beth writs, though it gives denomination only to the latter.
The whole of it is at present become a mere matter of tbrm ; and John Doe and
Richard Roe are always returned as the standing pledges for this purpose. The
antient use of them was to answer for the *plaintiff, who in case he
brought an action without, cause, or failed in the prosecution of it when [*27o
brought, was liable to an amercement from the crown for raising a false accusa-
tion ; and so the form of judgment still is (h) In like manner, as by the GotMe
constitutions no person was permitted to lay a complaint against another "nisi
sub scriptura aut specificatione trium testium, quod actionem veUet 19ersequz ;" ( i) and
as by the laws of Sancho I., king of Portugal, damages were given against a
plaintiff who prosecuted a groundless action.@)

The day on which the defendant is ordered to appear in court, m_d on which
the sheriff is to bring in the writ and report how ihr he has obeyed it, is called
the return of the writ : it being then returned by him to the king's justices at
Westminster. And it is always made returnable at the distance of at least
fifteen days from the date or teste, that the defbndant may have time to come up
to Westminster, even from the most remote parts of the kingdom; and upon
some day in one of the four terms_ in which the court sits for the despatch of
business.

These terms are supposed by Mr. Selden(/) to have been instituted by William
the Conqueror; but Sir :Henry Spelman hath clearly and learnedly shown, that
they were gradually formed from the canonical constitutions of the church;
being indeed no other than those leisure seasons of the year which were not
occupied by the great festivals or fasts, or which were not liable to the general
avocations of rural business. Throughout all Christendom, in very early times,
the whole year was one continual term for hearing and deciding causes. For
the Christian magistrates, to distinguish themselves from the heathens, who were
extremely superstitious in the observation of their d_es fast; et nefasti, went into

a contrary extreme, and administered justice upon all days alike. *Till [*276
at length the church interposed and exempted certain holy seasons fi_)m
being profaned by the tumult of forensic litigations. As, particularly, the time
of Advent and Christmas, which gave rise to the winter vacation; the time of
Lent and Easter, which created that in the spring; the time of Pentecost, which
produced the third ; and the long vacation between Midsummer and Michaelmas,
which was allowed for the hay-time and harvest. All Sundays also, and some
particular.... festivals, as the days of the purification, ascension,, and some others,
were included m the same proh_bitlon ; which was estabhshed by a canon of the
church, A.D. 517, and was fortified by an imperial constitution of the youuge
Theodosius_ comprised in the Theories;an code.(m)

Afterwards, when our own legal constitution came to be settled_ the corn

(w) Append. No. II. _ 1. (k) 3_.I.Un. Hist. xxh. 45.
(hi Finch, L 189. 252. (I) J_n Angl. l. 2, _ 9.
(fJ Stzerab_.k de jur_ Clb/h L 3, e.. 7. (_) 8pelman of the Terms.
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meneement and duration of our law-terms were appointed with an eye to those
canonical prohibitions; and it was ordered by the laws of king Edward the Con-
fessor,(n) that from advent to the octave of the epiphany, from se2tuagesima to
the octave of Easter, fi_om the ascension to the octave of Pentecost, and from
three in the afternoon of all Saturdays till Monday morning, the peace of God
and of holy church shall be kept throughout all the kingdom. And so ex-
travagant was afterwards the regard that was paid to these holy times, that
though the author of the Mirror(o) mentions only one vacation of any con-
siderable length, containing the months of August and September, yet Britton
is expl ess,(p) that in the reign of king Edward the First no secular plea could
be held, nor any man sworn on the evangelists,(q) in the times of advent, Lent,
Pentecost, harvest, and vintage, the days of the great litanies, and all solemn
festivals. But he adds, that the bishops did nevertheless grant dispensations,
(of which many are preserved in :Rymer's Feedera,)(r) that assizes and juries
,2... might be taken in some of these holy seasons. And soon afterwards a

_J general *dispensation was established by statute Westm. 1, 3 Edw. I. e
51, which declares, that "by the assent of all the prelates, assizes of novel dis-
seisin, mort d'ancestor, and darrein Tresentment shall be taken in advent, septua-

esima, and Lent ; and that at the special, request. .°f the king to. the bishops."
_he portions of time, that were not included w_thm these prohibited seasons,
fell naturally into a fourfold division, and, from some festival day that imme-
diately preceded their commencement, were denominated the terms of St. Hilary,
of Easter, of the Holy Trinity, and of St. Michael : which terms have been since
regulated and abbreviated by several acts of parliament; particularly Trinity
term by statute 32 Hen. VIII. c. 21, and Michaelmas term by statute 16 Car. i
c. 6, and again by statute 24 Gee. II. c. 48. 5

There are in each of these terms stated days called days in bank, dies in banco:
that is, days of appearance in the court of common bench. They are generally
at the distance of about a week from each other, and have reference to some
festival of the church2 On some one of these days in bank all original writs
must be made returnable i and therefore they are generally called the returns
of that term : whereof every term has more or less said by the Mirror(s) to have
been originally fixed by kingAlfred, but certainly settled as early as the statute
of 51 Hen. IIL st. 2. But though many of the return-days are fixed upon Sun-
days, yet the court never sits to receive these returns till the Monday after :(t)
and therefore no proceedings can be held, or judgment can be given, or supposed
to be given, on the Sunday.(u)

The first return in every term is, properly speaking, the first day in that term ;
as, for instance, the octave of St. Hilary, or the eighth day inclusive after the
feast of that saint: which falling on the thirteenth of January, the octave
therefore or first day of Hilary term is the twentieth of January. And thereon
• 97ul the court sits to take essoigns, or excuses, for such as *do not appear
_'_J according to the summons of the writ : wherefore this is usually called

the essoign day of the term. 7 But on every return-day in the teJ-m, the person
summoned has three days of grace, beyond the day named in the writ, in which
to make his appearance i and if he appears on the fourth day inclusive, quarto

O) C. 3, de t_vn_nbu_ d d_.d_z pac_s. (') e. 5, _ ]08.
(o) C. 3_} 8, (t) Regastr. 19 Sulk. 627. 6 Mod. 250.
lP)C 53. (1')1 Joa 156 Swaun & Broome, B.R. Mic]e. SGeo. IIL
(_ See !a,_ge59. d t'n Dora. Prec. 1766.
if) Temp. Hen. 11I. passim.

Michaelma_ and IIflary are fixed terms, and invariably begin on the same day every
year ; but Easter and Trinity are movable, their commencement being regulated by the
Feast of Easter. Hilary and Trinity are cMled _ssuableterms, being the terms after which
the judges go their circuits for the trial of causes wherein issues have been previously
ioin_.---CtI ITTY.

Easter term has five return-days, the rest four. These are called general.or common
return-days ; all the others are partlc_dar or special return-days,---_SiTTV.

At the present day, no essoign is allowed in any personal action whatever, eyed
though the defendant be a peer or member of parliament. See 2 Term R. 16. 16 East
", (a.)---_nlTTY.
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_liepost, it is sufficient) For our sturdy ancestors held it beneath the condition
of a freeman to appear, or to do any other act, at the precise time appointed.
The feodal law therefore always allowed three distinct days of citation, before
the defendant was adjudged contumacious for not appearing i(v) preserw._g in
this respect the German custom, of which Tacitus thus speaks :(w) "_ltud ex
libertate vitium, quod non simuI nec jussi conven_unt ; sed et alter et tertius d_es cunc-
tatione coduntium absumitur." And a similar indulgence prevailed in the Gothic
onstitution: "iilud enim nimire libertatis indicium, concessa reties impunitas non

parendi ; nec enim trinis jadicii concessibus peenam perditre causce contumax meruit." (x)
Therefore, at the beginning of" each term, the court does not usually(y) sit foI
despatch of business till the fourth or appearance day, as in Hilary term on the
twenty-third of January ;9 and in Trinity term, by statute 32 Hen. VIII. c. 21,
not till thefifth day, the fourth happening on the great popish festival of Corpus
Chrlst_;(z) which days are therefore called and set down in the almanacs as the
first days of the term, and the court alsosits till the quarto die post or appearance-
day of the last return, which is therefore the end, of each of them. TM

(w) Feud. L 2, t. 22. and 1709, and will again A.u. 1791,) Trinity full term theu
(,_)De Mot. Germ c. 11. colnmences, and the courts mt on that d,_y, though m ethel
(_) Stml_hook dedure Goth l 1, c. 6. years it is no jumdlcal day. Yet m 1702. 1713, and 1724,
(y) See 1 Bulstr. 35 when midsummel-day fell upon wh,_t was reguiarly the/ast
(_) See Spelmau on the Terms, ch. 17. Note, thRt if the day of the term, the courts did not then sit, but it was re-

Feast of St John the Baptist, or nndsumrae141uy, f.dls on garded hke a Sun&_y, and the term was prolonged to the
th_ morrow of Cor,o_s Chm_ day, (as it did _.m. 1614, 1698, twenty-fifth of June. Rot C. B Bunb. 176

s But the appearance need not be entered until eight days after the quarto die post.
'l Bar. & Cres. ll0.--CHITTr.

Michaelmas Term always begins on the 6th of l_ovember and ends on the 28th of the
same month. Hflary Term always begins on the 23d of January and ends on the 12th
of February,--unless either of those four days falls on a Sunday, and then the term
begins or ends on the day following. Easter Term begins always on the Wednesday
fortmght after Easter Sunday, and ends on the :_Ionday three weeks afterwards. Trimty
Term begins always on the Friday after Trinity Sunday, and ends on the Wednesday
¢ortnight after it begins. 1 Cromp. Prac. 1. Tldd, 8th ed. 101, 102.--CHRISTIAn.

By the ll Gee. IV. and 1 W. IV. c. 70, s. 6, amended by 1 W. IV. sess. 2, c. 3, s. 2, it
is enacted that Hilary Term shall begin on the llth and end on the 31st day of Jam*ary;
Easter Term shall begin on the 15th day of April and end on the 8th day of May;
Trinity Term shall begin on the 22d day of May and end on the 12th day of June ; and
b£iehaelmas Term shall begin on the 2d and end on the 25th day of l%'ovember; so that
there is now no uncertainty in this matter.---STeWART.

loBut these rules are now altered, and the whole law on this subject much simplified,
by the statute 11 Gee. IV., and 1 W. IV. c. 70, s. 6. by which it is enacted that the firs_
e_soign or general return-day, for every term, shall be the fourth day before the day of
the commencement of the term, both days being included in the computation; the
second essoignday shall be the fifth day of the term; the third shall be _he fifteenth day
of the term,--the first day of the term being already included in the computation.

Until lately, matters of law were disposed of in the courts during term,---only the
judges, indeed, m their chambers exercise an ancillary jurisdiction ; but their orders are
not acts of the court, and if disobeyed can only be enforced by turning them into rulea
of court, and then obtaining an attachment, which can only be had during term. It is
true that great part of the vacation is occupied in the trial of causes at the sittings and
assizes ; but these trials are not supposed to take place before the court, but before the
individual judge who tries them. In consequence, however, of the press of business
,luring term, the courts have now received the power of appointing sittings in banc, to
be held during the vacation. 1 & 2 Vict. c. 32.--STEWART.

But essolgn_ have been practically abolished, (Price vs. Haves, 1 DL,wl. 448 ;) and the
*ittings of the courts are now exclusively on the days of the term, or on such days after
,_l'n, as may be fixed for sittings in banco.--KERR.
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CHAPTER XIX.

OF PROCESS.

*TB_ next step forcarryingon the suit,aftersuing out the omglnal,
*279] iscalledthe process;being the means of compelling the defendant to
appear incourt. This issometimes calledoriginalprocess,beingfounded upon
the originalwrit; and alsoto distinguishitfrom mesneor intermediateprocess
which issues,pending the suit,upon some collateralinterlocutorymatter; as to
summon juries,witnesses,and the like.(a) _11e_neprocessisalsosometimes put
m contradistinctiontofinalprocess,orprocessofexecution;and then itsignifies
allsuch processasintervenesbetween the beginningand end of a suit.

But process,as we are now toconsiderit,isl'_emethod taken by the law to
,,ompela compliance with the originalwrit,ol which the primary step isby
giving the party notice to obey it. Thi_ notice is given upon all real pra_eipe_
and also upon all personal writs for injuries not against the peace, by _ummons,
,vhich is a warning to appear in court at the return of the original writ, givei,
to the defendant by two of the sheriff's messengers, called summoners, either in
person or left at his house or land i(b) m like manner as in the civil law the
first process is by personal citation, in jus vocando.(c) This warning on the
land is given, in real actions, by erecting a white stick or wand on the defend-
ant's grounds,(d) (which stick or wand among the northern nations is called

.080 3 the baculus *nunciatoriusl) (e) and by statute 31 :Eliz. c. 3., the notice
" J must also be proclaimed on some Sunday before the door of the parish

church.

If the defendant disobeys this verbal monition, the next process is by writ of
attachment or pone, so called from the words of the writ,(f) "pone per vad_um et
salvos plegios, put by gage and safe pledges A. B. the defendant, &c." This is a
writ not issuing out of chancery, but out of the court of common pleas, being
grounded on the non-appearance of the defendant at the return of the original
writ ; and thereby the sheriff is commanded to attach him, by taking gage, that
is, certain of his goods, which he shall forfeit if he doth not appear ;(g) or by
making him find safe pledges or sureties who shall be amerced in case of his
non-appearance.(h) This is also the first and immediate process, without any
previous summons, upon actions of trespass vi et armis, or for other injuries,
which, though not forcible, are yet trespasses against the peace, as dece_t and
conspiracy ;(i) where the violence of the wrong requires a more speedy remedy,
and therefbre the original writ commands the defendant to be at once attached 3
without any precedent warning.(j) _

(_) Finch, L. 436. (.¢)Appendix, No. III._ 2.
(b) Ibtd. 344, 352. (o) Finch. L. 345. Lord Raym. 278.
(c_ Ff. 2, ,t, 1. (h) Dalt. of Sher. c 32.
(d) Dalt. of Sher c. 31. (t) Finch, L. 305, 352.
(_) Slier'oh. de Jure _ueon. l. 1, c 6. (Y)AppendLx, No. II. _ 1.

l Upon this writ the sheriff cannot justify entering the defendant's house and con
tinuing there till the defendant pay him a sum of money for surety for his appearance.
6 T. R. 137.---CHITTV.

A considerable change was made by slat. 2 W. IV. c. 39 in the mode of commencing
personal actions. In these the use of the original writ was abolished, and the process in
all such actions, in cases where it was not intended to hold the defendant to bail or to
proceed against a member of parliament, according to the provisions of the bankrupt-
tams, it was enacted, should be according to the form contained in a schedule to the act,
and which process was thenceforth to issue from either of the supermr courts, and to be
called a writ of summons. In every such writ and copy thereof the place and county
of the residence or supposed residence of the party defendant was to be mentioned, and
every such writ was to be served in the manner heretofore and in the county therein
mentioned ; and the person serving the same was required to endorse on the writ the
:lay of the month and week of the service thereof. The provisions as to writs of sum
mons of the statute 2 W. IV. c. 39 were extended, by slat. 1 & 2 _rict. c. 110, to ah
personal a_tions in her majesty's super:or c )urts of law at Westminster; but the proeesq
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If, after attachment, the defendant neglects to appear, he not only forfeits this
security, but is moreover to be further compelled by writ of distnngas(k) or distress
infinite; which is a subsequent process issuing from the court of common pleas.
commanding the sheriff to distrain the defendant from time to time, and con-
tinually afterwards by taking his goods and the profits of his lands, which are
called issues, and which by the common law he forfeits to the king if he doth
not appear.(/) But now the issues may be sold, if the court shall so direct, ir_

order to defray the reasonable costs of the plaintiff.(m) _ In like *man- ['2_1nor, by the civil law, if the defendant absconds, so th'at the citation is of
no effect, "mitt_tur adversarius in possessionem bonorum ejus."(n)

And here, by the common as well as the civil law, the process ended in ease
of injuries without force; the defendant, if he had any substance, being gradu-
ally stripped of it all by repeated distresses, till he rendered obedience to the
king's writ; and, if he had no substance, the law held him incapable of making
satisfaction, and therefore looked upon all further process as nugatory. And
besides, upon feodal principles, the person of a feudatory was not liable to be
attached for injm-ies merely civil, lest thereby his lord should be deprived of his
personal services. But, in case of injury accompanied with force, the law, to
punish the breach of the peace, and prevent its disturbance for the future, pro-
vided also a process against the defendant's 1Person in case he neglected to
appear upon the former process of attachment, or had no substance whereby to
be attaehed_ subjecting his body to imprisonment by the writ of ca?_as aa
resloondendum.(o) But this immunity of the defendant's person, in case of

(*)Append.No.HL _2. (,_)Ff. 2,4,19.
(_)Finch.L.325. (o)3itep.12.
(_)Stat.10Geo.1II.c 50.

or writ of summons in personal actions is now regulated by "The Common-Law Pro-
cedure Act, 1852," which provides a form of writ s_milar to that given by the statute 2
W. IV. c. 49, except that no county need be mentioned therein, while it is specially pro-
vided that the defendant may be served in any county. The writ is directed to the
defendant, whom it commands that within eight days after the service of the writ on
him, inclusive of the day of such service, he do cause an appearance to be entered for
him in the court in which the action is brought, in an action at the suit of the plaintiff,
and requires the defendant to take notice that in default of his so doing the plaintiff
may proceed to judgment and execution. The writ is tes_e'd,---i.e., witnessed in the
name of the chief-justice or chief-baron, or, in case of vacancy, of a senior puisne judga
of the court out of which it issues, and dated on the day on which it issued. A mem,_
randum is subscribed to it, directing its execution within six months from the day of its
date, after which period it ceases to be of force unless renewed. The defendant may
apply to set it aside if served after the six months ; if it cannot be served within that
,_eriod, the plaintiff may have it renewed from time to time, until service be effected.--TF,W,_RT.

Now, by 51 Geo. III. c. 124, s. 2, continued by 57 Geo. III. e. 101, a d_stringas cannot
be issued ; but at the foot of the summons or attachment notice as therein dtrected is to
be given to defendant to appear, or, in default of an appearance, that. plaintiff will enter
one for him, and proceed thereon as if he h_d appeared. If', however, the summons or
attachment cannot be personally served on defendant, and it be left for him at his house
or place of abode, the court or a judge in vacation may grant leave to sue out a disiringas,
with a notice thereon as pointed out in the act, and plaintiff may levy 40s.; and if d_
fendant still make default in appearing, an appearance may be entered for hlm, and
plaintiff may r-oceed as usual. These acts have expired.

Those provismus seem to extend to the process by &str/_Tas in the exchequer. 5 Taunt.
71, a.; but see 3 Price, 263, 266. 5 Price, 522, 639. They do not extend to persons
having privilege of parliament, nor to the process by attachment on a justifies in a county
palatine. 5 Taunt. 69._CnITTv.

The proceeding by distringas and outlawry is abolished by the "Common-Law Prc*
cedure Act, 1852 ;" and now, if the defendant keeps out of the way, or personal service
of the writ cannot be effected, the plaintiff must still use reasonable ettbrzs to SOlVethe
defendant ; and upon an affidawt showing such efforts to have been m,_de, and either
that the writ has come to the defendant's knowledge, or that he wilfully evades selwice
of it, and that he has not appeared to the writ, the plaintiff may obtain an older from
the court or ajudge authorizing him to p_oceed as if personal service ha I been effected
_-_%I_EWART.
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peaceable though fi-audulent injuries, producing great contempt of the law in
i,digent wrong-doers, a capias was also allowed to arrest the person, in actions
of uecould, though no breach of the peace be suggested, by the statutes of
Marlbcrge, 52 Hen. III. c. 23, and Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 11, in actions of
debt and detinue, by statute 25 :Edw. IlL c. 17, and in all actions on the case, by
statute 19 Hen. VII. c. 9. Before which last statute a practice had been intro-
duced of' commencing the suit by bringing an original writ of trespass quare
c!ausum freg_t, for breaking the plaintiff's close vi et armis ; which by the old
common law subjected the defendant's person to be arrested by writ of capias:
and then, afterwards, by connivance of the court, the plaintiff might proceed
to prosecute for any other less forcible injury. This practice (through custom
rather than necessity, and for saving some trouble and expense, in suing out a

*282] special original *adapted to the particular injury) still continues in
almost all cases, except in actions of debt ; though now, by virtue of" the

statutes above cited and others, a capias might be had upon almost every
species of complaint.

If therefore the defendant being summoned or attached makes default, and
neglects to appear; or if the sheriff returns a nihil, or that the defendant hath
nothing whereby he may be summoned, attached, or distrained; the capias now
usually issues :(p) being a writ commanding the sheriff to take the body of the
defendant if he may be fbund in his bailiwick or county, and him safely to keep,
so that he may have him in court on the day of the return, to answer to the
plaintiff of a plea of debt or trespass, &c., as the case may be. This writ, and
all others subsequent to the original writ, not issuing out of chancery, but from
the court into which the original was returnable, and being grounded on what
has passed in that court in consequence of the sheriff's return, are called judicial,
not orzginal writs; they issue under the private seal of that court, and not under
the great seal of England; and arc teste'd, not in the king's name, but in that
of the chief (or, if there be no chief, of the senior) justice only. And these
several writs, being grounded on the sheriff's return, must respectively bear date
the same day on which the writ immediately preceding was returnable2

This is the regular and ordinary method of process. :But it is now usual in
practice to sue out the capias in the first instance, upon a supposed return of
the sheriff; especially if it be suspected that the defendant, upon notice of _he
action, will abscond; and afterwards a fictitious original is drawn up, if _he
party is called upon so to do, with a proper return thereupon, in order to give
the proceedings a colour of regularity. When this capms is delivered to the
sheriff, he by his under-sheriff grants a warrant to his inferior officers or bailiffs,
to execute it on the defendant. And, if the sheriff of Oxfordshire (in which
county the injury is supposed to be committed and the action is laid) cannot

find the defendant in his jurisdiction, *he returns that he is not f_und,
*283 ] non eat inventus, in his bailiwick ; whereupon another writ issues, called
a testatum capias,(q) d_rected to the sheriff of the county where the defendant is
supposed to reside, as of Berkshlre, reciting the former writ, and that it is tes-
tified, testatum eat, that the defendant lurks or wanders in h_s bailiwick, wherefore
he is commanded to take him, as in the former capias. But here also, when the
action is brought in one county and the defendant lives in another, it is usual,
tbr saving trouble, time, and expense, to make out a testatum caloias at the first;
supposing not only an original, but also a former capias, to have been granted_
which in fact never was. And this fiction, being beneficial to all parties, is
readily acquiesced in and is now become the settled practice ; being one among

(_',_Append. No. III. _ 2. (_')Ibid

"Or rather on the quarto die post, and then only where the plaintiff means to proceed
to outlawry ; in which case there must be fifteen days at least between the teste and the
-eturn of each writ, (Trye, 00. 2 Wils. 117 ;) but the cursitor will expedite the process.
Dyer, 175. Tidd, 8th ed. 103. Unless the plaintiff mean to proceed to outlawry, the cap/an
may be teste'd before the original, and even before the cause of action accrued, provided
t t_ aetually taken out afterwards. See Tidd 8th ed. 125. 3 Wils. 454.---CIIITTV
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many instances to illustrate that maxim of law, that in fief;one 2uris cons;stir
_quitas :

But where a defendant absconds, and the plaintiff would proceed to an out.
lawry against him, an original writ must then be sued out regularly, and after
that a capias. 5 And if the sheriff cannot find the defendant upon the first writ
of capias, and return a non est inventus, there issues out an alias writ, and after
that a plurles, to the same effect as the formeri(r) only after these words, " we
command you," this clause is inserted, "as we have formeT,'y," or, "as we h'_ve
often commanded you :,,w,, sieur alias," or "sicut pluries, pra_cepimus." And, ii a
non est inventus is retrained upon all of them, then a writ of extgent or exigifacias
may be sued out,(s) which requires the sheriff to cause the defendant to be pro-
claimed, required, or exacted, in five county courts successively, to render him.
self'; and if he does, then to take him as in a capias; but if he does not appear,
and is returned qmnto exactus, he shall then be outlawed by the coroners of the
county. Also by statutes 6 :Hen. VIII. c. 4, and 31 Eliz. c. 3, whether the de-
fendant dwells within the same or another county than that wherein the exigent

is sued out, *a writ of proclamatton(t) shall issue out at the same time [*284with the exigent, commanding the sheriff of the county, wherein the
defendant dwells, to make three proclamations thereof in places the most no.
torious, and most likely to come to his knowledge, a month befbre the outlawry
shall take place. Such outlawry is putting a man out of the protection of the
law, so that he is incapable to bring an action for redress of injuries; and it is
also attended with a forfeiture of all one's goods and chattels to the king. And
therefore, till some time after the conquest, no man could be outlawed but tbr
felony; but in Bracton's time, and somewhat earlier, process of outlawry was
ordained to lie in all actions for trespasses vi et armis.(u) And since his days,
by a variety of statutes, (the same which allow the writ of cap,as before men-
tioned,) process of outlawry doth lie in divers actions that are merely civil;
provided they be commenced by original and not by bill.(v) If after outlawry
the defendant appears publicly, he may be arrested by a writ of capias utlaga.
tum,(w) 8 and committed till the outlawry be reversed. Which reversal may bc
had by the defendant's appearing personally in court or by attorney,(x) (though
in the king's bench he could not appear by attorney,(y) till permitted by statute

(_) Append. No. HI. _ 2. (_) 1 81d. 159
(a) Ibid. (_) Append. No. III. _ 2.
(*) Ibid. (_) 2 RoU. Rep. 490. Regul C. B. a.:a. 1654, c, 13.
(u) Co. Lilt. :128. (y) Clo. Jac. 6t6. _Pk. 496,

' By star. 1 & 2 Vict. c. 110, arrest on mesne process in civil actions is almost entirely
ubolished. Where it can be shown to the satisfaction of a judge of one of the superior
courts that a plaintiff has a cause of action against a defendant to the amount of 20l. or
upwards, or has sustained damage to that amount, and that there is probable cause for
believing that the defendant is about to quit England unless he shall be apprehended,
the judge may direct that such defendant may be held to bail, and that a writ or writs
of capu_smay be sued out.---STEWART.

s And if in a joint action against several defendants one of them keep out of the way,
the plaintiff may have a writ of exlgl faclas against that defendant, (Trye, 155,) and must

oceed to outlawry against him before he can go on against the others. 1 Stra. 473. 1
ils. 78. 1 Bla. Rep. 20. Tidd, 8th ed. 126.
If the defendant be a woman, the proceeding is called a waiver. Lilt. 186. Co. Litt,

122, b. An infant under twelve years cannot be outlawed. Co. Litt. 128, a.--C_ITT_'.
eUpon a special cap,as utlagatum, the sheriff is commanded to summon a jury to ap-

praise the chattels and value the lands, &c. of the outlaw. The sheriff then takes pos-
session of the chattels and of the profits of the land, &e, and returns the writ. Upon a
transcript of the proceedings being returned to the exchequer, there issues to the sheriff
a vendit_oniexponas to all the goods, a sure/aclas to recover the debts, and a levar_facias to
levy the issues and profits of the lands extended. The money raised under these writs
belongs to the crown ; but the plaintiff, either by application to the court of exchequer
or by petition to the lords of the treasury, according to circumstances, may have it paid
to him, and may obtain a grant of the king's right to levy the profits of the land ex
tended. See Tidd's Practice, 137, 138. Should the outlawry, however, be reversed, the
property of the outlaw, if in the king's hands, shall be restored to him by writ of amorea_
marius, _:C.--ARCHBO1 D.
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4 & 5 W. and M. c. 18 ;) and any plausible cause, however slight, will in general
be sufficient to reverse it, it being considered only as a process to compel an
appearance. But then the defendant must pay full costs, and put the plaintiff
in the same condition as ff he had appeared before the writ of a_?igi fac_as wal
awarded. 7

Such is the first process in the court of common pleas. In the king's bench they
may also (and f_equently do) proceed in certain causes, particularly in actions of
ejectment and trespass, by original writ, with attachment and capias thereon ;(y)
returnable, not at Westminster, where the common pleas are now fixed in con.
sequence of magna carta, but "ubicunque fuer_mus zn Angha," wheresoever the

"285 king shall then be in *England i the king's, bench, being removable into
] any part of England at the pleasure and dmcretlon of the crown. But

the more usual method of procee_ling therein is without any original, but by a
"eculiar species of process entitled a bill of.Mtddlesex: and therefbre so entitled,
because the court now sits in that county ; for ff it sat in Kent, it would then
be a bdl of Kent.(z) For though, as the justices of this court have, by its fun-
damental constitution, power to determine all offences and trespasses, by the
common law and custom of the realm,(a)it needed no original writ from the
crown to give it cognizance of any misdemeanour in the county wherein it
resides; yet, as by this court's coming into any county it immediately super-
seded the ordinary administration of justice by the general commissions of eyre
and of oyer and terminer,(b) a process of its own became necessary within the
county where it sat, to bring in such persons as were accused of committing any
forcible injury. The bill of 5[iddlesex(c) (which was formerly always founded on
a plaznt of trespass quare clausum fregit, entered on the records of the court)(d)
is a kind of capias, directed to the sheriff of that county, and commanding him
to take the defendant and have him before our lord the king at Westminster on
a day prefixed, to answer to the plaintiff of a plea of trespass. For this accu-
sation of trespass it is, that gives the court of king's bench jurisdiction in other
civil causes, as was formerly observed ; since when once the defendant is taken
into custody of the marshal, or prison-keeper of this court, for the supposed
trespass, he being then a prisoner of this court, may here be prosecuted fbr any
other species of injury. Yet, in order to found this jurisdiction, it is not neces-
sary that the defendant be actually the marshal's prisoner; for, as soon as he
appears, or puts in bail, to the process, he is deemed by so doing to be in such
custody of the marshal as will give the court a jurisdiction to proceed.(e) And,

*286] upon these accounts, *in the bill or process a complaint of trespass is
always suggested, whatever else may be the real cause of action. This

bill of Middlesex must be served on the defendant by the sheriff, if he finds him
in that county; but, if he returns "non est mventus," then there issues out a writ
of lat_tat(f) to the sheriff of another county, as Berks ; which is similar to the
testatum capias in the common pleas, and recites the bill of Middlesex and the
proceedings thereon, and that it is testified that the defendant "latttat et dis-
curt;t," lurks and wanders about in Berks; and therefore commands the sheriff
to take him, and have his body in court on the day of the return? But, as in

(y) Append. No. II. _ 1. (_) Bro. Abr. tit. Jurisdic2_, 66. 8 Inst 27.
(_) Thus_ when the court sat at Oxford by reason of the (c)Append. No. III. _ 3.

plague, Mmh. 1665 the process was by b_lZof Oxfardz/are. (_) Tryc's Jus +Fdizar 98
Trye's J_ Fdzzar. 101. (e) 4 Inst. 72.

(a) Bro. Abr tit. Oyvr and Terrainer, 8. (.r)Append No, III. _ 3.

Unless where the outlawry was obtained for the purpose of oppression, as where
defendant was already in prison at plaintiff's suit, &e. 2 Ventr. 46. 2 Salk. 495. The
absence of the defendant beyond sea at the time the exigent is promulgated is, at
common law, ground for a writ of error to reverse the outlawry ; but if defendant went
abroad purposely for delay, that fact may effectually be replied. 2 Roll. R. 11. 12 East,
625.--CHITTY.

8If the la++tatprove ineffectual, an alias, and after that a pluries latitat, or, mere properly
speaking, an alias or pIuries cap+as,may be sued out. Tidd, 8th ed. 145. When it is doubtfi+l
in what county the defendant is to be found, there may be several writs at the same time
ttt<, different counties. Id. 1 Chitt. Rep. 5't4. In any of these writs there may be Jt
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the common pleas the testatum capfas may be sued out upon only a supposed,
and not an actual, preceding capias/ so in the king's bench a latitat is usually
sued out ut;,m only a supposed, and not an actual, ball of Middlesex So that, in
t_ct, a latttat may be cal]ed the first process in the court of king's bench, as the
testatum capias is in the common pleas. Yet, as in the common pleas, if the de-
fendant lives in the county wherein the action is laid, a common capias suffices;
so in the king's bench, likewise, if he lives in Middlesex, the process mast still
be by bill of .Middlesex only2

In the exchequer the first process is by writ of quo minus, in order to give
the court a jurisdiction over pleas between party and party. In which writ(g)
the plaintiff is alleged to be the king's farmer or debtor, and that the defendant
hath done him the injury complained oi, quo minus s_ffiezens extstit, by which he
is the less able to pay the king his rent, or debt. And upon this the defendant
may be arrested as upon a cay_.as from the common pleas. 10

Thus differently do the three courts set out at first, in the commencement of
a suit, in order to entitle the two courts of king's bench and exchequer to hold
plea in causes between subject and subject, which by the original constitution
of Westminster hall they were not empowered to do. Afterwards, when thb
cause is once drawn into the respective courts, the method of pursuing it is
pretty much the same in all of them.

*If the sheriff has found the defendant upon any of the former writs, [*287
the capias, latitat, &c., he was antientty obliged to take him into custody,
in order to produce him in court upon the return, however small and minute the
cause of action might be. For, not having obeyed the original summons, he
had shown a contempt of the court, and was no longer to be trusted at large.
But when the summons i_il into disuse, and the capzas became in fact the first
process, it was thought hard to imprison a man for a contempt which was onl 3
supposed: and there_bre in common cases, by the gradual indulgence of the
courts, (at length authorized by statute 12 Gee. I c. 29, which was amended by
5 Gee. II. c. 27, made perpetual by 21 Gee. II. c. 3, and extended to all inferior
courts by 19 Gee. III. c. 70,) the sheriff or proper officer can now only per-
sonally serve the defendant with the copy of the writ or process, and w:th
notice in writing to appear by his attorney in court to defend this action;
which in effect reduces it to a mere summons, n And if the defendant thinks

(g)Append.No.Ill _4.

clause of non omittas, commanding the sheriff that he do not o_t on account of any liberty
in his county, but that he enter the same, &c., and take the defendant, &c., which non
omit_aswrit may be issued in the first instance. Tidal, 8th ed. 145, 146.--CHITTY.

And a lat_tat cannot be served out of the proper county, though when a person ha_
been served on the confines of a county, though out of it, the court will not iu general
set aside the service. 4 _. & S. 412. 1 Chitty's R. 15; and see id. 233.--C_ITTr.

x0In the Exchequer an action may also be commenced by a vemre .fac_asad respon_&ndum,
which is in the nature of an original writ, and is the process used in this court against
peers and members of the house of commons. On this writ the defendant is summoned ;
and if he do not appear, a d_stm_yas issues, and after that, af necessary, an alias, plur_es,
or testatum d_stringas. Tidd's Practice, 67 An action by an attorney or officer of this
court is commenced by a capias of privilege, and against attorneys, officers, or prisoners
by bill. Ibid. 68._ARCHBOLI,.

But in this court the defendant cannot be outlawed, as the plaintiff cannot proceed
thereinbyoriginalwrit. 1Price,309. Besides, the writ of quominus is a venirefadas and sub-
pcena adrespondendum. For the process in this court, see Tidd, 8th ed. 154 to 157._CmTTV.

n As to the form of the notice, see Tidd, 8th ed. 166. If there be no notme to appear,
when necessary, or the notice be not properly dlreeted, &c., the defendant may move
the court to set aside the proceedings; but any trifling informality in the notice, as
setting down the day of the month on which the defendant is to appear, without saying
instant, next, or specifying the year, or mentioning an impossible day, will not invalidate
it. Tidd, 8th ed. 167. As to the service of the process, see ld. 167 to 169.

If there be no process, or if it be defective in point of form, or in its direetion. _esu.
or return, or the attorney's name be not endorsed upon it, the defendant may move the
L_ourtto set aside the proceedings for irregularity: and a writ having a wrong return wil'.
not be aided by a correct day being mentioned in the notice to appear. But he cannot
take advantage of any error or defect in the process after he has appeared to it or take_
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p_per to appear upon this notice, his appearance is recorded, and he puts In
sureties for his future attendance and obedience; which sureties are called
common bail, being the same two imaginary persons that were pledges tbr the
plaintiff's prosecution, John Doe and Richard Roe. Or, if the defendant does

not appearuupon the. return.. of the writ, or within four (or, m" some cases, eight)
days ai%er, the plaintiff may enter an appearance for him, as if he had really
appeared; and may file common bail in the defendant's name, and proceed
thercupon as if the defbndant had done it himself.

But _f the plaintiff will make a_idavit, or assert upon oath, that the cause ot
action amounts to ten pounds or upwards, TM then he may arrest the defend,

the declaration out of the office ; for it is the universal practice of the courts that file
application to set aside proceechngs for irregularity should be made as early as possible,
or, as it is commonly said, in the first instance ; and where there has been an irregu-
larity, if the pal%y overlook it and take subsequent steps in the cause, he cannot after-
wards revert back and object to it. In the Common Pleas the court will not quash a
writ on the ground of its hawng been served in a wrong county. And it is said that a
mis_ke in the process is cured by the plaintiff's entering an appearance for the defend-
ant, which has been always looked upon as effectual for that purpose as if he had done
it himself; but it is otherwise where the defendant has not been served with a copy of
the process, or the notme subscribed thereto is defective. It is also said that no advan
tage can be t_ken of the irregularity of process without having it returned, and before
the court ; and where the irregularity complained of is not in the process, but m the
notice to appear thereto, or m the service of it, the rule should be to set aside such
service, and not the process itselfl See Tidd, 8th ed. 159, and the various cases there
collected.

The process may in general be amended where there is any thing to amend by ; and
it has been amended in the name of the defendant where he was a prisoner in custody
under it. But the court of King's Bench would not grant a rule for amending the writ,
under which the defendant had been arrested by a wrong name, after actions of false
imprisonment had been brought for such arrest ; so an amendment cannot be made of
mesne process by adding the name of another person as plaintiff. A writ returnable on
a dies non is altogether void, and cannot be amended by the court ; and the courts, we
have seen, will not in general allow a wmt to be amended to the prejudice of the bail.

_idd, 8th ed. 160, and cases there collected.--CHITTY.
n in _11 cases where the defendant is served with a copy of the process, he has eight

days to file common bail m the King's Bench, or to enter a common appearance in the
Common Pleas, exclusive of the return-day ; and if the last of the eight days be a Sunday,
he has all the next day. 1 Cromp. Prac. 48. 1 Burr. 56.

As to what cause o/actwn will justify an arrest, it is a rule that where a debt is certain,
or damages may be reduced to a certainty, as in assumpsit or covenant for the payment
of money, (Barnes, 79, 80, 108,) the defendant may be arrested as a matter of course, on
,m affidavit stating the cause of action. Tidd, 170. But where damages are altogether
uncertain, as in assumpslt, or covenant, to indemnify, &c., or in actmns for a tort or
trespass, there can be no arrest without a special order of the court, or a judge, on a full
_ffidavit of the circumstances, (id. 171;) and, by rule of It. T. 48 Geo. III., a person
cannot be held to special bail in trover or detinue without an order. And there arc
other cases where an arrest is not allowed, even though the action be brought for a sum
certain. Thus, a defendant cannot be arrested on a penal statute, (Yelv. 53,) though h_
may on a remedial one, (7 T. R. 259,) or where the act expressly authorizes an arrest
The defendant cannot be arrested on a bail-bond, (R. M. 8 Anne,) or replewn-bond, (1
Salk. 99. 6 T. R. 336. 8 T. R. 450,) or on a recognizance of bail, (Tidd, 8th ed. 172;) nor
for goods bargained and sold, or sold without stating a delivery, (12 East, 398. 1 Bingh.
357 ;) nor on a policy of insurance without an adjustment, or an express promise to pay
the amount, (5 Taunt. 201. 1 Marsh. 19, S. C. ;) but he may be on a guarantee. 9 Price,
155. So defendant cannot be arrested for more than is equitably due. Thus, he cannot
be arrested on the penalty of a bond, (6 T. R. 217. 2 East, 409;) but he may if the sum
is agreed to be for liquidated damages. Tidd, 8th ed. 173. He cannot be arrested for
more than the balance due where there is a se_-off. 3 B. & O. 139. 5 B. & A. 513. 1 t_.
& R. 67, S. C.--CRITTY.

_' Now, by star. 7 & 8 Geo. IV. e. 71, the debt must amount to 20/., and in Wales and
the counties palatine to 50/. Intermediate statutes--viz., 51 Geo. IIL e. 124, and 27
Geo. III. c. 101--extended the sum from 10/. to 15/., except upon bills of exchange and
promissory-notes. The statute of the present king contains no such exemption.-:
CuxTvr.

This affidawt mu_t be certain and positive; for an aft]davit made ulcon belief, or wiLb
194
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ant,and make him put in substantialsuretiesfor his a]_pearance,calledspecia¢
l,ail. In ordertowhich,itisrequiredby statute13 Car If.st.2,c.2,thatthe
traecause of actionshouldbe expressedinthe body ofthe writ or process:else

no securitycan be taken in a greatersum than 40l. This statute(without
any such intentioninthe makers) had liketohave ousted the king s bench of

*allitsjurisdictionover civilinjurieswithout force;for,as the billof v.288
middlesex was framed only for actionsof trespass,a defendant could
not be arrestedand heldto bailthereupon forbreachesof civilcontracts. But
to remedy thisinconvenience,the officersof the king'sbench deviseda method
of adding what iscalleda clauseof ac etiamtothe usualcomplaint of trespass:
the billof Middlesex commanding the defendant to be brought in to answer
the plaintiff of a plea of trespass, and also to a bill of debt ;(f) the complaint

of trespass giving cognizance to the court, and that of debt authorizin_ *.hearrest. In imitation of which, lord chief justice North, a few years afterwards,
in order to save the suitors of his court the trouble and expense of suing out
special originals, directed that in the common pleas, besides th_ usual complaint
of breaking the plaintiff's close, a clause of' ac etiam might be also added to the
writ of capias, containing the true cause of action; as, "that the said Chal [es,
the defendant, may answer to the plaintiff of a plea of trespass in breaking his
close; and also, ac etiam, may answer him, according to the custom of the
court, in a certain plea of trespass upon the case, upon promises, to the vldue
of twenty pounds, &c."(g) The sum sworn to by the plaintiff is marked upon
the back of the writ, and the sheriff, or his officer the bailiff, is then obliged
actually to arrest or take into custody the body of the defendant, and, having
so done_ to return the writ with a cepi corpus endorsed thereon.

An arrest must be by corporal seizing or touching the defendant's bo,ly, _
after which the bailiff may justify breaking open the house in which he is'e
to take him; otherwise he has no such power, but must watch his opportunity
to arrest him ; for every man's house is looked upon by the law to be his castle
of defence and asylum, wherein he should suffer no violence :_Bwhich prin_.iple

(8) Trye_s Ju_s Fil_zar. 102. Append. No. III. _ 3 Gmldford_ 99. This work is stlongly recommended to thin
(g) Lflly's Pract. Reg tit ac etu_n, North's Life of Lord student's perusal

reference to something else,--as where the plaintiff swears the defendant is indebted
to him in ten pounds or upwards, as appears by his books or by a bill delivered,--will
not be sufficient unless the plaintiff is an executor, admimstrator, or assignee ; for then,
from the nature of his situation, he cannot swear more positively than from belief or
from a reference to the accounts of others. 1 Sellon's Practice, ll2.--CnRIST_AN.

It But this does not seem to be absolutely necessary ; for if a bailiff come rote a room
and tell the defendant he arrests him, and lock the door, it is sufficient. C.T. Hardw.
301. 2 New Rep. 211. Bull. N. P. 82. Bare words, however, will not constitute an arrest.
1 Ry. &_£. C. N. P. 26. It is sufficient that the officer have the authority, be near, and
acting in the arrest, without being the person who actually arrests. Cowp. 65.

If the defendant be wrongfully taken without process: (2 Anst. 461. 1 N. R. 135,) or
after it is returnable, (2 H. Bla. fi9,) he cannot be lawfully detained in custody under
subsequent process at the suit of the same plaintiff, though he may at the smt of third
person_ 2 B. & A. 743. 1 Chit. Rep. 579, S. C._C_ITTr.

It is not necessary that the arrest should be made by the hand of the bailiff, nor thai
he should be actually in sight ; yet when an arrest is made by his assistant or follower,
the bailiff ought tc be so near as to be considered as acting in it. Cowp. 65.--CnalsTl.,y.

_aThis appears to be stated too extensively : at is the defendant's own dwelling which
by law is said to be his castle ; for if he be in the house of another, the bailiff or sheriff
may break and enter it to effect his purpose, but he ought to be very certain that the
defendant be, at the time of such forcible entry, in the house. See Johnson vs. Leigh,
6 Taunt. 246.---C_ITTV.

16A bailiff, before he has made the arrest, cannot break open an ou_r door of a house.
but if he enter the outer door peaceably, he may then break open the inner door, though
it be the apartment of a lodger, if the owner himself occupies part of the house. Cowp.
1. 2 Idoore, 207. 8 Taunt. 250, S.C. But if the whole house be let in lodgings, as each
lodging is then considered a dwelling-house, in which burglary may be stated to have
been committed, it has been supposed that the door of each apartment would be
considered an outer door, which could not be legally broken open to execute an arrest.
{_OWp. 2.----CHRISTIAN.

lar
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is ear1 led so far in the civil law, that, for the most part, not so much as a corn
raon c,tation or summons, much less an arrest, can be executed upon a man

_a 1 within his own walls.(h) Peers of the realm, members *of parliament,
"_ J and corporations, are privileged from arrests ; _md of course from out,

lawries.(i) And ....against them the process to enforce an appearance must be by
summons and dxstress lnfimte,(j) instead of a capias. Also clerks, attorneys,
and all other persons attending the courts of justice, (ibr attorneys, being officers
of the court, are always supposed to be there attending,) are not liable to be
arrested by the ordinary process of the court, but mustbe sued by bill, (called
usually a bill oflgriwlege,) as being personally present in court (k) .17 Clergymen
perfolnning divine service, and not merely staying in the church with a i_audu-
lent design, are for the time privileged ii'om arrests, by stat. 50 Edw. III. c. 5,
and 1 Ric. II. c. 16, as likewise members of convocation actually attending
thereon, by statute 8 Hen. VI. e. 1. Suitors, witnesses, and other persons,
necessarily attending any courts of record on business, are not to be arrested
during their actual attendance, which includes their necessary coming and re-
turning. 18 And no arrest can be made in the king's presence, nor within the

(h) Ff 2, 4, 18-21. (:_ See page 280.
(_) Whlteleek of ParL 206, 207. (_) Bro Abr ht. b/l/e, 29. 12 Meal. 163.

But to justify breaking open an inner door belonging to a lodger, admittance must be
first demanded, unless delendant is in the room. 3 B. & P. 223. 4 Taunt. 619. And
the breaking open an inner door of a stranger cannot be justified on a suspicion that
defendant is in the room. 5 Taunt. 765, 6th ed. 246.--CmTTV.

17These priwleges are allowed not so much for the benefit of attorneys as their clients,
(2 Wils. 44. 4 Burr. 211. 3 Doug. 381,) and are therefore confined to attorneyswho practise,
(2 Wils. 232. 4 Burr. 2113. 2 Bla. Rep. 1086. 1 Bos. &Pul. 4. 2 Lutw. 1667, contra,) or at
least have practised within a year ; for it is a rule that such attorneys as have not been
attending their employment in the King's Bench for the space of a year, unless hindered
by sickness, be not allowed their privilege of attorneys. R. _. 1654, S. 1. K. B. & C. t'.
2 M. & S. 605.--CHIT_Y.

ls See, further as to the privileges from arrest, Tidd, 8th ed. 193 to 214. Lee's Dict. tit.
Arrest, 90, 92. in addition to those named in the text are the following, viz. : Administra-
tor, as such, (Yelv. 53 ;) but not if he has personally promised to pay. 1 T. R. 716. Ahem
fox debt beyond seas. 38 Gee. lIl. c. 50, s. 9. Ambassadors and servants. 7 Anne, c. 12. 1
B. & C. 554. 3 D. & R. 833, 25. Bad, being about to justify, or otherwise attending
court as bail. 1 H. Bla. 636. 1 ]_I. & S. 638. Bankrupt for forty-two dab,s, unless before
in prison, and after forty-two days, if the time for surrender be enlarged, (8 T. R. 475 ;)
also if summoned before the commissioners relative to his estate, though several years
after his last examination. Id. 534. See the 6 Gee. IV. e. 16, ss. 117, 118. Barristers
attending court or on circuit. 1 H. Bla. 636. B_shops. _msul-general. 9 East, 447 ; sed vzd.
1 Taunt. 106. 3 ]_[. & S. 284. Executor, as such. Feme-covert, (1 T. R. 486. 2 H. B. 17 ;)
but if she obtain credit, pretending to be single, she may be arrested, (1 N. R. 54 ; and
see 1 Bing. 344. 2 l_Iarsh. 40.7 Taunt. 55. Tidd. 8th ed. 197 ;) though if a foreigner and
her husband be abroad, she is liable for her debts, though neither separated by deed nor
having a separate maintenance, (2 N. R. 380 :) but if plaintiff knew her to be married,
she will be discharged, (6 T. R. 451. 1 East, 17, n. 7 East, 582 ;) and in such case plain
tiff will be ;-uled to pay costs of motion, (3 Taunt. 307 ;) but if she cohabit with another
man, and trade on her own account, she will not be discharged, (1 B. & P. 8 ;) if she, by
mistake, mi_,represent her husband to be dead, she will be discharged. 1 East, 16. tte,r,
sued as _'_oh. ttundredors, as such. Insolvent debtor discharged, (3 1_. & S. 595,) unless
on a subsequent express promise. 6 Taunt. 563 ; sed wd. 1 Chit. R. 274, n. Irish peer,
vhether a representative or not. 39 & 40 Gee. III. c. 67, art. 4. 11[arshalof King's
Bench. Officers, non-commissioned, (4 Taunt. 557 :) but volunteer drill sergeants are
not exempt. 8 T. R. 105. Plaints.if"attending execution of inquiry, &c. 4 _[oore, 34.
_z_o'rs, under 201. 1 Gee. II. st. 2, c. 14, s. 15. 32 Gee. IIL c. 33, s. 22. Serjeants at law.
6 T. R. 686. _uztorsattending court, (11 East, 439,) and insolvent court is such a court.
2 _¢Iarsh. 57. 6 Taunt. 336. Warden of the Fleet. Witnesses subpoenaed, or summoned
before commissioners under great seal, or attending an arbitrator appointed by the court.
l Chit. Rep. 679. 3 B. & A. 252, S.C. 3 Anst. 941. 3 East, 189. A creditor attending
commissioners of bankrupt to prove a debt. 7 Ves. 312. 1 Ves. & B. 316. 2 Rose, 24.
By mutiny act, witnesses attending court-martial are privileged. But witnesses are not
_ri.vileged if they delay by the way. 1 Chit. Rep. 679. 3 B. & A, 252. S. C ; sed rid. 7
Price, 699. A reasonable time is allowed for going and returning. 2 Bla. Rep. 1113
2 _Iarsh. 57.--Cma TY.
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verge of hm royal palace,(/) l' nor in any place where the king's justices are
_ctua]ly sitting, s° The king hath moreover a special prerogative, (which,
indeed, is very seldom exerted,)(m) that he may by his writ of protection privi
legs a defendant from all personal, and many real, suits for one year at a time
and no longer; in respect of his being engaged in his service out of the
realm.(n) And the king also, by the common law, might take his d_btor into
his protection, so that no one might sue or arrest him till the king s debt be
paid ;(o) but by the stat _te 25 Edw. III. st. 5, c. 19, notwithstanding such pro-
tection_ another creditor may proceed to judgment against *him, with r*._(_,t
a stay of execution, till the king's debt be paid; unless such creditor L ._v
will undertake for the king's debt, and then he shall have execution for both
And lastly, by statute 29 Car. II. c. 7, no arrest can be made, nor process
served, upon a Sunday, except for treason, felony, or breach of the peace. _

When the defendant is regularly arrested he must either go to prison for safe
_astody, or put in sTecial bail to the sheriffY For, the intent of the arrest
being only to compel an appearance in court at the return of the writ, that
purpose is equally answered whether the sheriff detains his person, or takes
sufficient security for his appearance, called bail, (from the French word ba_ller,
to deliver,) because the defendant is bailed or delivered to his sureties, upon
their giving security for his appearance, and is supposed to continue in their
t?iendly custody instead of going to gaol. The method of putting in bail to
the sheriff is by entering into a bond or obligation, with one or more sureties,
not fictitious persons, as in the former case of common bail, but real, substan-
tial, responsible bondsmen, to insure the defendant's appearance at the return

of the writ; which obligation is called the bail-bond.(p) _ The sheriff, if he
pleases, may let the defendant go without an 5 sureties; but that is at his own
peril : for, after once taking him, the sheriff is bound to keep him safely, so as
to be forthcoming in court; otherwise an action lies against him for an escape. '_

(rt See book iv 27_ The verge of the p _lace of West- to other men's actmns, lest she might be thought to delay
nunster cxtends_ by sl;at. 28 Hen, ¥III. c. 12, from Ch_umg justice" But king Wflham, m 1092, glanted one _* lord
Cross to Westminster hall Cutts, to pr,tect him from being ot_thtwed by his ruler,

('_) all Edward Coke reforms us (1 lnst 131) that hereto (3 Lev aS2 :) whtch m the 1¢_¢t that appears upon our bt_ks
'_ he _ould say nothing of tns own experience, lor albeit (-) Finch, L. 454 3 Lev. 332.
queen Ehzabeth maintained many wars, yet she granted (_) F N. B 28. Co Lltt 131.
few or no protections: and her reason was that he w,_s no (_) Append. No. III. _ 5.
fit subject to be employed m her sernce, that was subject

l" Except by an order of the board of green cloth, or unless the process issue out of the
palace court. 3 T. R. 735. But an arrest within the verge of the palace has been holden
in the Common Pleas to be no ground for discharging the defendant out of custody. 7
Taunt. 311 ; and see 1 Chit. Rep. 375. 3 B. & A. 502.--Cn:TTV.

,o Seal dd_ 1 Lev. 106. Process cannot be executed in Kensington palace, (10 East.
578. 1 Camp. 475,) or within the Tower without leave from the governor. 2 Chit. Rap.
48, 5 I.--'_HITTY.

_1See construction of this act, Tidd, 8th ed. 216. After a negligent escape, the defend-
ant may be taken on a Sunday. 2 Lord Raym. 1028.

The arrest must be made in the county into which the process is issued ; an arrest on the
verge of a county into which the writ is issued is bad, unless there be a dispute as to
boundaries. 3 B. & A. 408.--CsITTr.

22Or, by 43 Gee. III. e. 46, deposit in the sheriff's hands the sum endorsed on the writ,
with 10L in addition to answer costs, &e., and the fine paid, if proceeding by or:ginal ;
and this deposit :s paid into court, and repaid to the defendant on his perfecting bail,
or rendering h,mself to prison, (4 Taunt. 669. 1 BAng. 103. ChAtty R. 145. 3 M. & S.
283 ;) but, if neither of these measures be taken, it is to be paid over to the plaintiff by
order of the court. See cases on construction of this act, Tidd, 8th ed. 226, 227. Qumre ii
depositing goods instead of money will do. 7 Moore, 432.---CmTTr.

_' An agreement by a third person w:th a sheriff's officer to put in good bail, &c., (1 T.
R. 418,) or an attorney's undertaking to the office for defendant's appearance (7 T. R
109) or to give bail-bond in due time, are void, and no action lies on it ; but if given to the
plaintiff in the action, it is valid. 4 E:,_t. 56_.--CttlTTY.

But the action may be defeated by putting in ba:I in the original action, of the term
in which the writ is returnable, though after the expiration of the time allowed for
putting it in, and even after the action for the escape is brought. 1 Esp. Rep. 87. 2 B.
& P. 35, 246. l Taunt. 25. 1 Chit. Rep. 575, a. : seal wde 7 T. I%.109. 4 East, 568. Tc
_reven_ th:s, plaintiff should oppose ius_ification of bail, (Tidd, 8th ed. 235,) or render

T. R. 109. 2 _a.rsh. 261. 1 Price, i03. 4 _[. & S. 397.
19_
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But, on the other hand, he is obliged, by statute 23 Hen. YI. c. 10, to take (iI
it be tel, dered) a sufficient bail-bond ;_ and by statute 12 Gee. I. c. 29, the sheriff
shall take bail for no other sum than such as is sworn to by the plaintiff and
endorsed on the back of the writ.

Upon the return of the writ, or within four days after, the defendant must
a_r according to the exigency of the writ. This alg_earance is effected by
• o_l 1 putting in and justifying bail *to the action ; which is commonly called

_ J putting in bail above36 If this be not done, and the bail that were taken
by lhe sheriff below are responsible persons, the plaintiff may take an assignment
from the sheriff of the bail-bond (under the statute 4 & 5 Anne, c. 16) and
bring an action thereupon against the sheriff's bail. But if the bail so ac-
cepted by the sheriff be insolvent persons, the plaintiff may proceed against
the sheriff himself by calling upon him, first to return the writ, (if not
already done,) and afterwards to bring in the body of the defendant. And, if
the sheriff does not then cause sufficient bail to be put in and perfected above,
he will himself be responsible to the plaintiff.

The bail above, or bail to the action, must be put in either in open court oz
before one of the judges thereof, or else, in the country, before a commissioner
appointed for that purpose by virtue of the statute 4 W. and _[. c. 4, which
must be transmitted to the court. These bail, who must at least be two in
number, must enter into a recognizance(q) in court or before the judge or com-
missioner in a sum equal (or in some cases double) to that which the plaintiff
hath sworn to, whereby they do jointly and severally undertake that if the
defendant be condemned in the action he shall pay the costs and condemnation
or render himself a prisoner, or that they will pay it for him; which recogni-
zance is transmitted to the court in a slip of parchment entitled a bail-piece.(r)
And, if excepted to, the bail must be perfected; that is, they must justify them
selves in court, or before the commissioner in the country, by swearing them-
selves housekeepers, 2_and each of them to be worth the full sum for which they
are bail, after payment of all their debts. _ This answers in some measure ta

(_)Append.No.HI. _5. (r}Ibid.

Sheriff cannot sue defendant for money paid when he has discharged him out of cus-
tody on mesne process without a bail-bond, and has, in consequence of his non-appear_
ance, been obliged to pay debt and costs. 8 East, 171.--CHITTV.

If he so refuse, he is liable to a special action on the case, (Gilb. C. P. 20. Cro. Car.
196. 6 T. R. 355 ;) but, to maintain such action, the parties offered as bail must have had
sufficient property in the county where the arrest was made. 15 East, 320.---CHATTY.

In proceedings in the King's Bench by bill, whenever special b,dl is _wtnecessary or has
been dispensed with by the court, common _ai/(which are merely nominal) must be filed,
or in proceedings in the commonpleas of King's Bench by or/_nal, a common appearance
must be entered. In the King's Bench, where defendant has been served with a copy
of a bill of _[iddlesex, or other process therein, common bail should be filed at the re_
turn, or in eight days, exclusive (not including Sunday, if the last) after it. 5 Gee. II.
c. 27, s. 1. 1 Burr. 56. Tidd, 8th ed. 240.

In proceedings by original in the King's Bench, the appearance must be entered with
the filacer of the county m which the action is laid, within eight days after appearance-
day o_"quarto dm post of return of process. 3 B. & C. ll0. 4 D. & R. 713, _. C. In the
Common Pleas the eight days are reckoned from the return-day, and not from the quarto
die post of _he return of the writ. Id. Ibid. Impey, C. P. 216, 217.

By 5 Gee. IL e. 27. to expedite the plaintiff's proceedings, if the defendant, having
been served with proce_, shall not appear at the return thereof or within eight days
after such return, the plaintiff, upon affidawt of the service of such process, may enter
a common appearance or file common bail for the defendant, and proceed therein as if
such defendant had entered his appearance or filed common bail. The plaintiff cannot
enter such appearance or file common bail till the ninth day. Tidd, 242.--CHIT.ry.

Or a freeholder, or copyholder, or a long leaseholder. 8 Taunt. 148. 1 Ghit_y R. 7,
88, 144. 2 Chitty R. 96, 97.--C_rTTV.

Upon special bail being put m, a notice thereof must be given to the plaintiff's a_
_orney or agent, whereupon the latter may except to the bail within twenty days after
notice given, by entering such exception, (4 D. & R. 365 ;) and noticeof t]_eexespt_n must
be given to the defendant's attorney before the sheriff is ruled. Alexander vs. _[iller, 24
_ov., 1825, K.B. But where bail i:s not put in, at the time of ruling the sheriff to r_
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tiae st*pulatio or satisdatio of the :Roman laws,(s) which is mutua|lv given by
each litigant party to the other : by the plaintiff that he will prosecute his
suit, and pay the costs if he loses his cause; in like manner as _ur law still
requires nominal ptedg.es of' prosecution ii'om the plaintiff: by the dei_ndant,
that he shall continue m court and abide the sentence of the judge, much like
our special bail, but with this difference, that the fidejussores wore there abso-

lutely bound judicature solvere, to see the costs and condemnation *paid ['292at all events; whereas our special bail may be discharged, by surren-
dering the defendant into custody within the time allowed by law; for which
purpose they are at all times entitled to a warrant to apprehend him.(t) _

(,)Inst l 4_t 11 Ff 12, t.8. (t)Show.202. 6Mod231.

turn the writ or bring in the body, he must put in and perfect bail at hm peril, or
render the defendant within four days in a town cause, or six days in a country c.%use,
without any exception. 2 Bla. R. 1206. 2 Chit. R. 82, 108. Tidd, 8th ed. 256.

Within a particular time (m general, four days) after the exception entered and notice
given, the ball must just_f_j. See Tldd, 257, 258, 259. If they do not mean to do so.
others should be added.

Previous to the bail justifying, there should be a notwe setting forth that the bail
already put in will on a certain day justify themselves m open court, (2 Chit. R. 103.
Tidd, 259 ;) or that one or more persons w\ll be added, and justify themselves as good
bail fbr the defendant. Id.

In the King's Bench, bail are added and j_st_ed before one of the judges sitting in
the ball court, by virtue of the 57 Gee. III. c. 11. The ball must bein Westminster hall
by half-past nine in the morning ; and if the bail are not re-_dy, and the papers dehvered
to counsel, befbre ten o'clock, they cannot be taken after that hour. Rul. It. T. 59
Gee. III. K.B. When there are but few bail, it is necessary that they should be very
punctual in the time of their attendance, for if they are not ready when the judge takes
his seat, he will not wait for them till ten o'clock; but when the bail are numerous, the
exact time of their attendance is not so material ; and on the last day of term they are
still allowed to justify, as formerly, in full court, at its rising. Tldd, 262.

In the Common Pleas the bail must justify at the sitting of the court only, except on
the last day of term, when bail who may have been prevented from attending at the
sitting of the court shall be permitted to justify at the r2s_ngof the court. R. _[. 51 Goo.
III. C.P. 3 Taunt. 569 ; sod wde8 Taunt. 56. In the Exchequer, the junior baron attends
in court alone, a few minutes before ten o'clock every morning during term ; and it is ex-
pected justffications of bail be then made; and no justification can take place after half
past ten o'clock. 8 Price, 612, R.E. 56 Geo. III. 2 Chit. 381. 9 Price, 57. Tldd, 263

To justify themselves, each must swear that he is worth double the amount of the
debt, after payment of his own debts. But if the sum exceed 1000/., each is only required
to justify himself in 1000/. more than that sum. M. 51 Geo. III. It is not sufficient for
call to swear they are worth a certain sum excZusiveof their debts. 4 Taunt. 704. There
must also be an affidavit made of the service of the notice of justification, which must
state the mode of service of such notice. Tidd, 264.--C_ITTr.

And the bail may render the defendant in their discharge, even after judgment ; and
they may take him on a Sunday, (6 Mod. 231; but see 2 Bia. R. 1273,) or during his exa-
minatmn be_bre commissioners of bankrupt, (1 Atk. 238. 5 T. R. 210 ;) or going into
a court of justice, (1 Selw. Prac. 180. 3 Stark. 132. 1 D. & R. i%f.P. C. 20 ;) and they
may justify entering the house of a stranger (the outer door being open) to take the
dotendant, though he be not m the house, (2 Hen. Bla. 120;) and if the defendant is in
custody, either in a civil action or upon a criminal charge, they may in King's Bench
have a writ of habea_corpus to bring him up to the court, to be surrendered in their dis-
charge. 7 T. R. 226. When the principal is taken, one of the bail, it is said, must
always remain with him, (1 Selw. Pr. 180;) but a third person may assist in the taking
and detaining defendant, though the bail do not continue present. 3 Taunt. 425.

Besides the mode of discharging the bail by rendering their principa/, there are va_
rious other causes for discharging them, such as the death of the defendant, (Tidd, 293,
1183. ) his bankruptcy and certificate, (1 Burr. 244. Cowp. 824 ;) his being made a peer,
or member of parliament, (Dougl. 45. Tidd, 293 ;) or being sent abroad under the alien
met, (6 T. R. 50, 52. 7 T. R. 517,) or under sentenee of transportation, (6 T. R. 247 ;) or
his being impressed or discharged on the 48 Geo. IIL e. 123 ; or by the act of the plain
tiff in not declaring m due time ; by making a material variance in the declaration from
the process or affidavit in the cause of action, (2 East, 305. 2 B. & P. 358. 6 T. R. 363 ;)
or a variance between the affidavit and judgment in Common Pleas; or in declaring in

different county by original in King's Bench; or recavering under a bailable amount;
u¢ in giving time to the defendant on a oognovit, &c. _or removing the cause from _-
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Specialbailisrequired(asofcourse)only upon actionsofdebt,or act.ionson
the casein troverorformoney due,where the plaintiffcan swear thatthe caus6

of action amounts to ten pounds :_but in actionswhere the damages are pr+
carious,being tobe assessedad l_bitumby a jury,as inactionsfor words, eject-
ment,ortrespass,itisvery seldom possiblefora plaintifftoswear tothe amount
of hiscauseof action; and thereforeno specialbailistaken thereon,unlessby
a judge'sorderorthe particulardirectionsofthecourt,insome peculiarspecies
of injuries,as in easesof mayhem or atrociousbattery; or upon such special
circumstancesas make itabsolutelynecessarythat the defendant should be
kept withinthe reach ofjustice. Also inactionsagainstheirs,executors,antl
administrators,fordebts of the deceased,specialbail isnot demandable; fbr
the actionisnot so properly againstthem inperson,as againstthe effectsof
the deceased intheirpossesslon.But specialbailisrequiredeven of them, in
actionsfora deva_tavit,orwasting the goods of the deceased_ thatwrong being
of'theirown committing.

Thus much for 2recess; which is only meant to bring the defendant into court,
in order to contest the suit and abide the determination of the law. When he

appears either in person as a prisoner, or out upon bail, then fbllow the pleadings
between the parties, which we shall consider at large in the next chapter.

CHAPTER XX.

OF PLEADING

*293 ] *PLEADINGS are the mutual altercations between the plaintiff and de-
fendant; which at present are set down and delivered into the proper

office in writing, though formerly they were usually put in by their counsel ore
tenus, or viva voce, in court, and then minuted down by the chief clerks, or pro-
thonotaries; whence in our old law-French the pleadings are frequently de-
nominated the lmrol. I

inferior court, or referring to arbitration, or taking principal in execution, (Cro. Jac. _20,)
or any other irregularity in proceeding against tl_e principal. Tidd, 1182. See the va,
rmus cases on these points and other qualifications in Tldd's Prac. 8th ed. 290 to 295,
_03, 1147, 1182, l187.--CmrTv.

s0Several extensions of the sum have taken place ; and now, by the last statute, viz.,
'l & 8 Gee. IV. e. 71, the cause of action must amount to 20I.---CmTTY.

I By stat. 3 & 4 W. IV. e. 42, power was given to the judges of the superior courts to
make such alterations in the mode of pleading then in use in the said courts as they
,night deem expedient. By star. 13 & 14 Vlct. c. 16, this power was extended ; and by
"'The Common-Law :Procedure Act, 1852," renewed powers were again given to the
iudges for this purpose. The rules of pleading framed under the first statute have been
repealed under the powers given by the last, but to a great extent also re-enacted, and
many alterations have been made m the forms of pleadlngs.---Sr_.wAaT.

Pleading is the statement in a logical and legal form of the facts which constitute the
plaintiff's cause of action or the defendant's ground of defence ; it is the formal mode
of alleging on the record that which would be the support or the defence of the party
in evidence. Per Bullet, J., 3 T. R. 159. Dougl. 278. "It is [as also observed by the same
learned judge, in Dougl. Rep. 159] one of the first principles of pleading, that there is
only occasion to state facts, which must be done for the purpose of informing the court,
who_e duty it is to declare the/aT arising upon those facts, and of apprizing the opposite
party of what is meant to be proved, in order to give him an opportunity to answer or
traverse it." And see the observations of lord C. J. De Grey, Cowp. 682. From this it
will be seen that the science of special pleading may be considered under two heada:
1st. The .facts necessary to be stated. 2d. The mode of stating them. In these con
siderations, the reader must be contented with a general outline of the law upon the
subject.

1st. TH_ FACTSNECESSARYTOBESTATED.--NOmore should be stated than is essential to
mnstituto th _ cause of complaint or the ground of defence. Cowp. 683. 1 Lord Raym. 171.
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The first of these is the declaration, narratio, or count, antlently col ed the
ta/e;(a) in which the plaintiff sets forth his cause of' complaint at length _ being,
indeed, only an amplification or exposition of the original writ upon which his
action is founded, with the additional circumstances of time and place wimn
and where the injury was committed. But we may remember,(b) that in the

(_) Append* No II. _ 2; No III. _ 6. (b) See p_ges285, 2_8.

And facts only should be stated, and not arguments or inferences, or matter of law.
Cowp. 684. 5 East, 275. The party can only succeed on the facts as they are alleged
and proved.

There are various facts which need not be stated, though it may be essential that they
Bh_uld be established in evidence, to entitle the party pleading to succeed.

Thus, there are facts of which the court will, from the nature of its o2127ce, take notice
without their being stated : as when tim king c_me to the throne, (2 Lord Raym. 794,)
his privileges, (id. 980,) proclamatmns, &c, (1 LoId Raym. 282. 2 Camp. 44. 4 _[. &
S. 532;) but private orders of council, pardons, and deelar_tmns of war. &e. must be
stated. 2 Lltt. Bac. Reg. 303. 3 5I. & S. 67. 11 Ves. 292. 3 Camp. 61, 67. The time
and place of holding parhaments, and their course of proceedings, need not be stated,
(I Lord Raym. 343,210. 1 Sound. 131 ;) but the_rjournalsmust• Lord Raym. 15. Cowp.
17. Public statutes, and the facts they ascertain, (1 T. R. 145. Com. Dig. Pleader, c. 75,)
the ecclesiastical, civil, and marine laws, (Bro. Quare Impedlt, pl. 12. Lord Raym 338,)
need not be stated ; but prorate acts, (Lord Raym. 381. 2 Dougl. 97,) and foreign (2 Ca1th.
273. Cowp. 174) and plantatmn and forest (2 Leon. 209) laws, must• Common-law
rights, duties, and general customs, customs of gavelkind, and borough-Enghsh, (Doug.
150. Lord Raym. 175, 1542. Carth. a3. Co. Lltt. 175. Lord Raym. 1025. Cm Car. 561,)
need not be stated ; but partmular local customs must. 1 Roll. Rep. 509. 9 East, 185
Stra. 187. 1287. Dougl. 387. The almanac is part of the law of the land, and the courts
take notice thereof, and the days of the week, and of the movable feasts, and terms.
Dougl. 380. Sulk. 269. 1 Roll. Abr. 524, c. pl. 4. 6 IClod. 81. Sulk. 626. So the division
of .England into counties will be noticed without pleading, /2 Inst. 557. Marsh, 124,) but
not so of a less division (id.) nor of Ireland. 1 Chit. Rep. 28, 32. 3 B. & A. 301, S. C.
2 D. & R. 15. 1 B. & C. 16, S.C. The court will take judmial notme of the incorporated
towns, of the extent of ports, and the river Thames. Stra. 469. 1 H. Bla. 356. So it
will take notice of the meaning of English words and terms of art, according to their
ordinary acceptation, (1 Roll. Abr. 86, 525 ;) also of the names and quantitms of legal
weights and measures, (1 Roll Abr 525 ;) also courts will take notice of their own coursez_ x • •

of 10.roceedings, (1 T. R. 118. 2 Lay. 176,1 and of those of the superior courts, (2 Co. Rep.
18. Cro. Jac. 67,) the privileges they confer on their officers, (Lord Raym. 869, 898,) of
courts of general jurisdiction, and the course of proceedings therein ; as the court of Exche-
quer in Wales and the eount;e_ palatine, (1 Lord Raym. 154. 1 Saund. 73 ;) but the courts
are not bound, ex officio, to take notme who were or are the judges of another court at
Westminster, (2 Andr. 74. Stra. 1226 ;) nor are the superior courts, ex officm, bound to
notice the customs, laws, or proceedings of inferior courts of limited jurisdmtion, (1 Roll.
Rep. 105. Lord Raym. 1334. Cro. Ehz. 502,) unless indeed in courts of error. Cro.
Car. 179.

Vthere the law presumes a fact, as that a person is innocent of a fraud or crime, or
tha_La transaction is illegal, it need not be stated. 4 _. & S. 105. 2 Wils. 147. Co. Litt.
78, b. 1B.&A. 463.

:Matter which should come more properly from the other s_de, as it is presumed to lle
more in the knowledge of the other party, or is an answer to the charge of the party
pleading, need not be stated, unless in pleas of estoppel and alien enemy : but this rule
must be acted upon with caution; for if the fact in any way constitutes a condition

• precedent, to enable the party to avail himself of th a charge stated in his pleading, such
fact should be stated. Com. Dig. Pleader, e. 81. 1 Leon• 18. 2 Saund. 62, b. 4 Camt_
20. 11 East, 638; and see cases, 1 Chit. on P1. 206. Stephen, 354.

Though the facts of a case must be stated in pleading, it isnot necessary to state thal
which is a mere matter of evidence of such tact. 9 Rap. 9, b. 9 Edw. III. 5, h., 6, a.
Willes, 130. Raym. 8.

And though the general rule is that facts only are to be stated, yet thele are some
instances in which the statement in the pleading is proper, though it does not a_corai
with the real facts, the law allowing a fiction, as in ejectment, trover, detinue, &o.
Burr. 667. 1 N. R. 140.

No fact that is not essential to substantiate the pleading should be stated. The state-
ment of immaterial or irrelevant matter is not only censurable on the ground of expense,
but frequently affords an advantage to the opposite party, either as the ground of a
variance, or as rendering it incumbent on the party pleaxlmg to adduce more evidence
_han would otherwise have been necessary ; though, indeed, if the matter unnecessarily
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king's bench, when the defendant is brought into court by bill t f _[iddlesex,
upon a supposed trespass, in order to give the court a jurisdiction, the plaintiff
may declare in whatever action, or charge him with whatever injury, he think_
proper ; unless he has held him to bail by a special ac etiam, which the plaintiff
is then bound to pursue. And so also, in order to have the benefit of a capias
to secure the defendant's person, it was the antient practice, and is theretbro
still warrantable in the common pleas, to sue out a writ of trespass quare clau-
sum fregit, for breaking the plaintiff's close: and when the defbndant is once

"291 ] brought in upon this *writ, the plaintiff declares m whatever action the
nature of his true injury may require; as in an action of covenant, or

on the case for breach of contract, or other less forcible transgression :(c) unless,
by holding the defendant to bail on a special ac etiam, he has bound himself to
declare accordingly?

In local actions, where possession of land is to be recovered, or damages for
an actual trespass, or for waste, &c. affecting land, the plaintiff must 1,_.yhis

(0) 2 Ventr. 259.

stated be wholly foreign and impertinent to the cause, so that no allegation whatever
on the subject was necessary, it wilt be rejected as surplusage, it being a maxi-n that
utile per mutile non viliatur. See cases, &c. in Chit. on P1. 208, 209, 210. Besid_*s this,
the pleading must not state two or more facts either of which would of itself, indepen-
dently of the other, constitute a sufficient ground of action or defence. Co. Litt. 304, a.
Com. Dig. Pleader, C. 33, E. 2. 1 Chit. on P1. 208.

2d. TH_ 5Ion_. OFSTATINaF._cTs.--Whe facts should be stated logically, in their natural
order ; as, on the part of the plaintiff, his right, the injury and consequent damage" and
these with certainty, precision, and brevity. The facts, as stated, must not be inseDsible
or repugnant, nor ambiguous or doubtful in meaning, nor argumentative, nor in the
alternahve, nor by way of recital, but positive, and according to their legal effect and
operation. Dougl. 666, 667. 1 Chit. on P1. 211. Stephen, 378 to 405.

Certainty signifies a clear and distinct statement, so that it may be understood b3 the
opposite party, by the jury, who are to ascertain the truth of such statement, and by the
court, who are to give judgment. Cowp. 682. Com. Dig. Pleader, C. 17. Les_ certainty
is requisite when the law presumes that the knowledge of the facts is peeuharly in the
opposite party ; and so when it is to be presumed that the party pleading is not ac-
quainted with minute circumstances. 13 East, 112. Com. Dig. Pleader, C. 26. 8 East,
85. General statements of facts admitting of almost any proof are objectionable, (1 M.
& S. 441. 3 M. &S. 114;) but where a subject comprehends multipheity of matter, there,
in order to avoid prolixity, general pleading is allowed. 2 Saund. 411, n. 4. 8 T. R. 462.

In the constructwn of facts stated in pleading, it is a general rule that every thing shall
be taken most strongly against the party pleading, (1 Saund. 259, n. 8 ;) or rather, af the
meaning of the words be equivocal, they shall be construed most strongly against the
party pleading them, (2 H. Bla. 530;) for it is to be intended that every person states
his case as favourably to himself as possible, (Co. Litt. 30, 36 :) but the language is to
have a reasonable intendment and construction, (Com. Dig. Pleader, C. 25 ;) and if the
sense be clear, mere exceptions ought not to be regarded, (5 East, 529 ;) and where an
expressmn is capable of diflbrent meanings, that shall be taken which will support the
averment, and not the other which would defeat it. 4 Taunt. 492. 5 East, 257. After
verdict, an expression should be construed in such sense as would sustain the verdict.
1 B. & C. 297.----_HITTY.

2And even then the plaintiff will only lose the benefit of the bail, and the court will
not set aside the proceedings. 7 T. R. 80. 8 T. R. 27. 5 Moore, 483. 6 T. R. 363. So
in the King's Bench, where the proceedings are by original, the venue must be laid in
the county into which the ol iginal was issued; or in bailable cases the defendant wilt be
discharged ; but it would be otherwise in Common Pleas, (Imp. C. P. 159 ;) and this
would be the only advantage gained by the defendant.

The declaration should in other respects correspond with the process, as in the names
an :l numbers of the partms, the character or right in which they sue or are sued ; but as,
according to the present practice of the courts, oyer of the writ cannot be craved, and a
variance between the writ and declaratior cannot in any case be pleaded in abatement,
(1 Saund. 318. 3 B. & P. 395,) and as there are several instances in whmh the court will
not set aside the proceedings on account of a variance between the writ and declaration,
(6 T. R. 364,) many of the older decisions are no longer applicable in practice. But if
the defect appear on the fi_ce of the declaration, the plaintiff may plead in abatement,
or demur accordingly As to these general requisites, see 1 Chit. on PL 222 to 229.--
¢_ lwv.
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declaration or declare his injury to have happened in the very county and place
that it really did happen _' but in transitory actions, for injuries that might lmvo
happened anywhere, as debt, detinue, slander, and the like, the plaintiff may
declare in what county he pleases, and then the trial must be had in that county
in which the declaration is laid. Though if the defendant will make affidavit
that the cause of action, if any, arose not in that but in another county, the
court will direct a change of the venue or visne, (that is, the vicinia or neighbour-
hood in which the injury is declared to be done,) and will oblige the plaintiff to
declare in the other county ; unless he will undertake to give material evidence
in the first. For the statutes 6 Ric. II. e. 2, and 4 Hen. IV. c. 18, having
ordered all writs to be laid in their proper counties, this, as the judges con-
ceived, empowered them to change the venue, if required, and not to insist
rigidly on abating the writ : which practice began in the reign of James the
First.(d) And this power is discretionally exercised, so as to prevent and not
to cause a defect of justice. Therefore the court will not change the venue to
any of the four northern counties, previous to the spring circuit ; because there
the assizes are holden only once a year, at the time of the summer circuit. And
it will sometimes remove the venue from the proper jurisdiction, (especially of
a narrow and limited kind,) upon a suggestion, duly supported, that a fair and
impartial trial cannot be had therein.(e)'

*It is __enerally- usual in actions upon the case to set .f°rth several.. [*295
eases by different counts in the same declaration i so that if the plaintiff
fails in the proof of one, he may succeed in another. As, in an action on the
case upon an assumps_t for goods sold and delivered, the plaintiff usually counts
or declares, first, upon a settled and agreed price between him and the defend-
ant ; as that they bargained ibr twenty pounds : and lest he should fail in the
roof of this, he counts likewise upon a quantum valebant; that the defendani
ought other goods, and agreed to pay him so much as they were reasonably
(_) Rastall_ tit Derte_ 184, b. Yltz Abr tit Bmefe, 18. (*) Stla. 874:_1%Iylock vs. Salm_ne. Tri** 4 Gee. III. B. R.

Sulk. _7o. Trye_s Jus. Fthz. 251 Styl. Pratt. Reg (edit.
la'_; ) 3:{1.

8Actions for every kind of injury to real property are local, as for nuisance.s, ,vaste, &c.
unless there be some contract between the parties, on which to ground the action. ]
Taunt. 379. 11 East, 226. And if the land be out of this kingdom, the plaintiff has n,_
remedy in the English courts, if there be a court of justice to resort to where the land
is situate. 4 T. R. 503. 1 Stra. 64ti. Cowp. 180. 6 East, 598. Where an injury has
been caused in one county, to land, &c. in another, or when the action is founded upon
two or more materml facts which took place in different counties, the venue may be
laid in eitlmr. 2 Taunt. 252, overruling 2 Camp. 266. 7 Co. 1. 3 Leon. 141. 7 T.
R. 583. 1 Chitty on P1. 242.

Tn an action upon a lease for the non-payment of rent, or other bre_ch of covenant,
when the action is founded on the pr/wt!/of contract, it is tranzi_rv: but not so when the
action is founded on the pr_vzt_/of estate. 3 T. R. 394. 3 Co. 23. 1 Saund. 237. Tidd,
431. I Ch_t. 244 to 246.

In some cases the action, though of a transitory nature, must. by act of parhament, be
brought in a particular county, as by 31 Eliz. c. 5, s. 2. 21 Jac. I. c. 4, s. 2. In actions
or informatmns on penal statutes, the venue must be laid where the offence was com-
mitted. Tldd, 432. 1 Chit. 246. So actions of case or trespass are local when against
justices of the peace, mayors, bailiffs of cities or towns corporate, heudboroughs, port,
reves, constables, tithing-men, church-wardens, &c., or other persons acting in their
aid and assistance or by their command, for any thing done m their official capacity, (21
Jac. I. c. 12, s. 5,) or against any person or persons for any thing done by an officer of
the excise, (23 Gee. III. e. 70, s. 34,) or customs, (24 Gee. IlL sess. 2, c. 47, s, 35, 39; and
see 2 _Gee. IlL c. 37, s. 23, ) or others ._ctmg in his aid, in execution or by reason of his
office or ibr any thing done _n pursuance of the act relating to taxes, &c. 43 Gee. III.
o. 99, s. 70. And the 42 Gee III. c. 85, s. 6 extends the above provisions of the 21 Jac
I. to all persons in any public employment, or any office, statmn, or capacity, anywhere
with a proviso that the actmn may be brought m Westminster, or where the defendam
resiaes. There are also various other prowsmns in other acts, requiring that the venu_
shall be local, as in the highway, turnpike, mihtia acts, &c. Attorneys may lay and re
lain the venue in lV[_ddlesex.--C_iTTr.

This power of changing the venue was extended, by star. 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 42, s. Z2, Im
loe,alach }ns.---STEWART.
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worth ; and then avers that they were worth other twenty 0ounds ; and so on_

•n three or four different shapes ;5 and at last concludes with declaring that trio
t,_fendant had refused to fulfil any of these agreements, whereby he is en-
damaged to such a x alue. And if he proves the case laid in any one of his
counts, though he fails in the rest, he shall recover proportionable damages.
This dech_ration always concludes with these words, "and thereupon he brings
suit, &c., .... oede producit sect(Ira, &c. ''_ :By which words s_zt or secta (a sequendo)
were antiently understood the witnesses or followers of the plaintiff.(f) For
in former times the law would not put the defendant to the trouble of
answering the charge till the plaintiff had made out at least a probable case _)
But the actual production of the sutt, the secta, or followers, is now antiquated_
and hath been totally disused, at least ever since the reign of Edward the
Third, though the form of it still continues.

At the end of the deelar_ttion are added also the plaintiff's common pledges
of prosecution, John Doe and Richard Roe, _ which as we before observed,(h)
are now mere names of forln_ though formerly they were of use to answer to
the king for the amercement of the plaintiff in case he were non_uited, barred
of his action, or had a verdict or judgment against him.(/) :For if the plaintiff
neglects to deliver a declaration for two terms after the defendant appears, or
is guilty of other delays or deihults against the rules of law in any subsequent

• 296] *stage of the action, he is adjudged not to follow or pursue his remedy
as he ought to do, and thereupon a nonsuit or non prosequitur is entered,

and he is said to be nonTros'd, s And for thus deserting his complaint, after
making a false claim or complaint, (2rofalso clamore suo,)he shall not only pay
costs to the defendant, but is liable to be amerced to the king. A retraxit differs
fi'om a nonsuit in that the one is negative and the other positive; the nonsuit

(r) Seld. on Fortesc c. 21. (_) See page 274.
(g) Bract 400. Flet t 2, o.6. (i) 3 BulstL 275. 4 Inst. 189,

The variations should be substantiM ; for if the different counts be so similar that
the same evidence would support each of them, and be of any considerable length, and
vexatiously inserted, the court would on application refer it to the master for examina-
tion and to strike out the redundant counts, and in gross cases direct the costs to be pMd
by the attorney. 1 1N.R. 289. Rep. T. Hardw. 129. And as to striking out superfluous
counts, see Tidd, 8th ed. 667, 648. In 2 Bingh. 412, nine counts were allowed in an
action for slander, though the words used were very few. See 1 Chitt. on P1. 350, 351,
35_, as to the insertmn of several counts. There must be no misjoinder of different
co,ants ; and, in order to prevent the confusion which might ensue if different forms of
action, requiring different pleas and different judgments, were allowed to be found in
one action, it is a general rule that actions in form ex coniractu cannot be joined with
those in fbrm ex dd_cto. Thus, assumpsit and debt, (2 Smith, 618. 3 lb. 114,) or assump-
sit and an action on the case, as for a tort, cannot be joined, (1 T. R. 276, 277. 1 Ventr.
36(,. Carth. 189 ;) nor assumpsit with trover, (2 Lev. 101. 3 Lev. 99. 1 Sulk. 10. 3 Wfls.
354. 6 East, 335. 2 Chitty R. 343 ;) nor trover with detinue. Willes, 118. 1 Chitty on
Plead. 182. Debt and detinue may, however, be joined, although the judgments be
difthrent. 2 Saund. 117. And see further, as to what is a misjomder, 1Chitty on P1. 199.
Unless the subsequent count expressly refers to the preceding, no defect therein wi:l be
Mded by such preceding count. Bac. Abr. Plea_ and Pleader, 16, 1 --C_ITTY.

6It does not. so conclude in actions against attorneys and other officers of the court,
put thus :--" and therefbre he prays relief, &c." Andr. 247. Barnes, 3, 167.

In actions at the suit of _n executor or _dmlnistrator, immediately _fter the conclusion
to the damage, &c., and before the pledges, a profert of the letters testamefitary, o1
letters of administration, should be made. B,_c. Abr. Executor, C. Doug. 5, in notes.
But omission is added unless defendant demur specially. 4 Anne, e. 16, s. 1.--C_ITTY.

7 :But the_e pledges need not be stated in proceedings by original, or in the CommorL
Pleas, unless in proceedings against attorneys, &c Summary on P1. 42. Barnes, 163.
Nor are they necessary in an action at the suit of the king or queen. 8 Co. 61. Cro. Car.
161. And no advantage can be taken of the omission in any case, even on special de-
murler. 3 T. R. 157, 158._CulzZr.

s B_lt unless the defendant take advantage of the plaintiff's neglect, by signing such
judgment, the plaintiff may deliver his declaration at any time within a year next after
the return of the writ. 3T.R. 123. 5id. 35. 7id. 7;sedvide2 N.R. 404. As to when
the defendant is entitled to, and how he should sign a judgment of, and the costs on. p
non pros., see Tidd, 8th ed. Index, tit. Non Pros.---Cmzz_'.
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is a mere default and neglect of the plaintiff, and therefo;e he is allowed to
begin his suit again upon payment of costs ; but a retraxit is an open and volun-
tary renunciation of his suit in court, and by this he forever loses his action.
A discontinuance is somewhat similar to a nonsuit; for when a plaintiff leaves a
chasm in the proceedings of his cause, as by not continuing the process regu-
Lally from day to day and time to time, as he ought to do, the suit is discon-
tinued, and the defendant is no longer bound to attend ; but the plaintiff must
begin again by suing out a new original, usually paying costs to his antagonist
Antmntly, by the demise of the king, all suits depending in his courts were at
once discontinued, and the plaintiff was obliged to renew the process by suing
out a fresh writ from the successor, the virtue of the former writ being totally
_one, and the defendant no longer bound to attend in consequence thereof;
put, to prevent the expense as well as delay attending this rule of law, the
statute 1 Edw. VI. e. 7 enacts that by the death of the king no action shall be
discontinued, but all proceedings shall stand good as if the same king had been
living.

When the plaintiff hath stated his case in the declaration, it is incumbent on
the defendant within a reasonable time to make his defence and to put in a plea;
else the plaintiff will at once recover judgment by default or nihil dicer of the
defendant.

Defence, in its true legal sense, signifies not a justification, protection, o_
guard, which is now its popular signification, but merely an opposing or denic.
(from the French verb defender) of the truth or validity of the complaint. Ii
is the contestatio btis of the civilians, a general assertion that the plaintiff ha(h

no ground c¢ action, which assertion is afterwards extended *and [*297
maintained in his plea. For it would be ridiculous to suppose that the
defendant comes and defends (or, in the vulgar acceptation, justifies) the for(e
and injury in one line, and pleads that he is not guilty of the trespa_,s
complained of, in the next• And therefore, in actions of dower, where the
demandant doth not count of any injury done, but merely demands her endow-
ment,(k) and in assizes of land, where also there is no injury alleged, but
merely a ques*ion of right stated for the determination of the recognitors ol
jury, the tenant makes no such defence.(/) In writs of entry,(m) where no
injury is stated in the count, but merely the right of the demandant and the
defective title of the tenant, the tenant comes and defends or denies his right.
ius suum ; that is, (as I understand it, though with a small grammatical inac.
curacy,) the right of the demandant, the only one expressly mentioned in the
pleadings, or else denies his own right to be such as is suggested by the count
of the demandant. And in writs of right(n) the tenant always comes and
defends the right of the demandant and his seisin, jus prxdicti S et seisinau_
ipsius,(o)(or else the seisin of his ancestor upon which he counts, as the case
may be,) and the demandant may reply thatthe tenant unjustly defends his,
the demandant's, right, and the seisin on which he counts.(p) All which is
extremely clear if we understand by defence an opposition or denial, but it is
otherwise inexplicably difficult.(q)

Tile courts were formerly very nice and curious with respect to the nature
of the defencel so that if no de'fence was made, though a sufficient plea was
pleaded, the plaintiff should recover judgment ;(r) "rod therefore the book
entitled novx narrationes or the new taIys,(s) at the end of ahnost every count,
narratio, or tale, subjoins such defence as is proper for the defendant te
make• For a general defence or denial was not prudent in every situation,
since thereby the propriety of the writ, the competency of the plaintiff, and
the cognizance of the court, were allowed. By defending the force and injury,

*the defendant waived all pleas of misnomer ;(t) by defendin__ the ['29_
damages, all exceptions to the person of the plaintiff; and by defending

(_) Rastal. Rnt, 134. (qt The true reason of this, save Booth, (on Beld _ctmn_
(_) Booth of Real Action% 118 9#,, 112,P 1 could never yet findi so httle d_d he mHh l_tam!
_)Book II Append No. V _ 2. _," prmclplesI
m)Append. No, I _ 5. (T) Co I_tt 127.

Io) Ca, Entr. 182. (') Edit 1534
) _rov. Nat. '_,:_0,ed*t 1534 (') Theloal d_g. I. 14, c. 1, pug. ,_'7.
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either one or the other when and w_,ere it should behoove him, he acknow.
ledged the, jurisdiction.of the court.(u) But of late years, these niceties have
been very deservedly discountenanced,(w) though they still seem to be law, if
insisted on.(x)

Before defence made, if at all, cognizance of the suit must be claimed or de-
manded ; when any person or body corporate hath the franchise, not only of"
holding pleas within a particular limited jurisdiction, but also of the cognizance
of pleas : and that, either without any words exclusive of other courts, which
,,,1titles the lord of the franchise, whenever any suit that belongs to his jm is-
diction is commenced in the courts at Westminster, to demand the cognizance
thereof; or with such exclusive words, which also entitle the defendant to plead
tn the jurisdiction of the court.(_) Upon this claim of cognizance, if allowed,
all proceedings shall cease in the superior court, and the plaintiff is left at
liberty to pursue his remedy in the special jurisdiction. As when a scholar,
or other privileged person, of the universities of Oxford or Cambridge, is
lmpleaded in the courts at Westminster for any cause of action whatsoever,
unless upon a question of freehold.(z) 9 o In these cases, by the charter of those
learned bodies, confirmed by act of parliament, the chancellor or vice-chancellor
may put in a claim of cognizance ; which, if made in due time and form and
with due proof of the _acts alleged, is regularly allowed by the courts.(a) It
must be demanded before full defence is made(b) or imparlance prayed; for
these are a submission to the jurisdiction of the superior court, and the delay

_299] is a laches in the lord of the franchise, and it will not be *allowed if it
occasions a failure of justice,(c) or if an action be brought against the

person himself who claims the franchise, unless he hath also a power in such
cases of making another judge.(d) 1°

After defence made, the defendant must put in his plea. But before he
defends, if the suit is commenced by capias or latitat, without any special
original, he is entitled to demand one imparhtnce,(e) or licentia loquendi, and
may before he pleads have more time granted by consent of the court, to see
_f he can end the matter amicably without further suit, by talking with the
plaintiff; a practice which is(f) supposed to have arisen ii-om a principle of
religion in obedience to that precept of the gospel, "Agree with thine adver-
sary quickly, whilst thou art in the way with him."(g) And it may be observed
that this gospel precept has a plain reference to the Roman law of the twelve

(u)Fm ladefencesant ujchosese_tendantz;pertant qud case the chancellor of Oxford claimed coKmzance of an
_efende t_prtet .force_ hom_ doyt entendre quzl se excuse de tort action of trespass brought against hlmself_ which wa_ dis.
a b_y surreys per e_,unte, et fa_t ._epartze ul pie : el per taut allowed because he should not be judge In his owu cause.
_ud d_fende lea damage% d ajhrm le parle able. destre re- The argument used by serjeant Itolfe on behalf of the cog_
_rmdu : el per taut qail def encl¢ ou et quant d devera, d mzance is euraous and worth tr_nseribmg :---Jeo vous d_ra_
a'cceptela pmar de court de conustre ou tr_er lear ple. Mod. un fa_J_e. En ascun temps fu_t un pape, et avert fa_t un
_a__d cur. 408, eeht. 1574. See also Co. Lilt. 127. grand o_ence, et lecardinals v_ndrent a _uy et d_soyent a luy,

(_) Sulk. 217. Lord Raym. '282. "peccast_ "et _l dit, "judica me ;" e! ils dzsoyent_ "_on j_os-
(z) Carth 230. Lord Raym. 217. sumus, qu_a caput es eccle_se : jud_ca te_psum. ' et l'apoffoI
(Y) 2 Lord Raym. 836. 10 Mod. 126. d_t, "3udwo me cremam ," et J'uit cqmbustus ; el apree Jutt un
(t) See page 83. sa_ncL .El _n eeo eaa d fui_ son £uge demene, e2 is_tnt n'es_
(_) IIardr. 505. pas _nconve_wnt que un home sort juge demene_
(b) Rust 128, &c 1 Chitty on PI. 864. (_) Append No. III. _ 6.
(e) 2 V_ntr 3_. (*r)Glll,. Hlst. Com. P1. 35.
(a) Hob 87. Year-book, M. 8 Hen VI. 20. In thin latter (u) 31art v. 25.

But only resident members of either university are entitled to this privilege, it being
local as well as personal. 2 Wfls. 3]0.--CslTT_.

_0But a party may waive and preclude himself from taking any objection to a decisio_
_n this acc,_unt; for if a defendant agree to refer the matter to the plaintiff, lie cannot
object to the award that the plaintiff was a judge in his own cause. Thus, in _Iatthew
_,. Ollerton, (4 2d:od. 226. Comb. 218. ttardr. 44,) which was an action of debt upon an
award, and a verdict for the plaintiff; and, upon its being moved in arrest of judgment,
the exception taken was that the matter in dlfl_rence was referred to the plaintiff him-
self, who maAe an award. 5'ed non allocatur. And the case of serjeant Hards was remem-
bered by Dolben, Justice,--viz. :--The serjeant took a horse from my lord of Canterbury's
bailiff for a deodand, and the archbishop brought his action ; and, it coming to a trial at
$he assizes in Kent, the serjeant, by rule of court, referred it to the archbishop, to set
the price of the horse, which was done accordingly; and the serj _nt afterwards moved
the court to set aside the award for the reason now offered ; but it was denied by lord
llale and per totam ear;am.-- _i_rr.
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tables,which expresslydirectedthe plaintiffand defendant to make a[.the
matter while they were in the way, or going to the pretor,--tu via, rein uti
paeunt orato. There are also many other previous steps which may be taken
by a defendant before he puts in his plea. He may, in real actions, demand
a view of the thing in question, in order to ascertain its identity and other
circumstances. He may crave oyer(h) of the writ, or of the bond, or other
specialty upon which the action is brought ; that is, to hear it read to him ;
the generality of defendants in the times of antient s;mplicity being supposed
incapable to read it themselves, whereupon the whole is entered verbatim
upon the record, and the defendant may take advantage of any condition or

other part of it, not stated in the plaintiff's declaration, n *In real [*300
actions also the tenant may pray in aid, or call for assistance of
another, to help him to plead, because of the feebleness or imbecility of his
own estate. Thus, a tenant for life may pray in aid of him that hatlt the
inheritance in remainder or reversion ; and an incumbent may pray in aid of
the patron and ordinary; that is, that they shall be joined in the action and
help to defend the title. Voucher also is the calling in of some persoL to
answer the action that hath warranted the title to the tenant or defendant

This we still make use of in the form of common recoveries,(/) which are
_rounded on a writ of entry; a species of action that we may remember
relies chiefly on the weakness of the tenant's title, who thereibre vouches
another person to warrant it. If the vouchee appears, he is made defendant
instead of the voucher; but if he afterwards makes default, recovery shall
be had against the original defendant, and he shall recover over an equivalent
in value against the deficient vouchee. In assizes, indeed, where the principal
question is, whether the demandant or his ancestors were or were not in pos-
session till the ouster happened, and the title of the tenant is little (if at all)
discussed, there no voucher is allowed; but the tenant may bring a writ of
warrantia charta_ against the warrantor, to compel him to assist him with a
good plea or defence, or else to render damages and the value of the land, if
recovered against the tenant.@) in many real actions also,(/) brought by oi
against an infant under the age of twenty-one years, and also in actions of
debt brought against him, as heir to any deceased ancestor, either party may
suggest the nonage of the infant, and pray that the proceedings may be
deferred till his full age; or (in our legal phrase) that the infant may have his
age, and that the pard may demur, that is, that the pleadings may be stayed;
and then they shall not proceed till his full age, unless it be apparent that he
cannot be prejudiced thereby.(m) But, by the statutes of Westm. 1, 3 Edw. I.
c. 46, and of Glocester, 6 Edw. I. c. 2, in writs of entry sur disseisin in some

particular cases, and in actions ancestrel brought by *an infant, the [*30]
parol shall not demur: otherwise he might be deforced of his whole
property, and even want a maintenance till he came of age. So likewise in a
writ of dower the heir shall not have his age, for it is necessary that the
widow's claim be immediately determined, else she may want a present sub-
sistenee.(n) Nor shall an ini_ant patron have it in a quare impedit,(o) since the
law holds it necessary and expedient that the church be immediately filled./2

When these proceedings are over, the defendant must then put in his excuse
or plea. Pleas are of two sorts ; dilatory pleas, and pleas to the action. Dilatory
pleas are such as tend merely to delay or put off the suit, by questioning the

(I*)Append No 215. _6. (_) Finch, L 360.
(t) Book II Append No V. _ 2. (-) 1 Roll. Abr 137
(Jr)F. N. B. 135. (,,) Ibid. 18_.
(t) Dyer, 187.

n But now a defendant is not allowed oyer of the wr/t. 1 B. & P. 646. 3 B. & P. 395
7 East, 383. As to the demand and giving of oyer, and the manner of setting out deeds,
&e. therein, see 1 Satmd. 9, (1,) 289, (2.) 2 Saund. 9, (12,) (13,) 46, (7,) 366, (1,) 405, (1,)
410, (2.) Tidd, 8th ed. 635 to 638, al d Index, tit. Oyer. 1 Chitt. on P1. 369 to 375.--
CB_TvY.

LAnd now, indeed, by statute 11 I_eo. IV. and 1 W. IV. c. 47, s. 10, lhe parol shall
_t demur in any actlon.--K_RR
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propriety of the remedy, rather than by denying the injury : pleas to the action
are such as dispute the very cause of suit. The former cannot be pleaded after
a general imparlance, which is an acknowledgment of the propriety of the
action. For imparlances are either general, of which we have before spoken,
and which are granted of course ; or spectal, with a saving of all exceptions to
the writ or count, which may be granted by the prothonotary ; or they may be
still more special, with a saving of all exceptions whatsoever which are granted
at the discretion of the court.(p)

1. Dilatory pleas are," 1. To the jurisdiction of the court: allegin_% that it
ought not to hold plea of this injury, it arising in Wales or beyon_ sea; or
because the land in question is of antient demesne, and ought only to be de-
manded in the lord's court, &e. 2. To the disability of the plaintiff, by reason
_-hereof he is incapable to commence or continue the suit; as, that he is an
alien enemy, outlawed, excommunicated, attainted of treason or felony, under
a 19rcemunire, not in rerum natura, (being only a fictitious person,) an infant, a
• _a,_l feme-covert, or a monk professed. 1' 3. In abatement, which abatement

.... J is either of the *writ or the count, for some defect in one of them; as
by misnaming the defendant, which is called a misnomer; giving him a wrong
addition, as esquire instead of knight; or other want of form in any material
respect? 5 Or it may be that the plaintiff is dead; for the death of either
party is at once an abatement of the suitY And in actions merely personal_

(,P) 13 Mod. 529.

13These pleas are not favored by the courts ; and they must be filed within four da)s
after the day upon whmh the declaratmn is delivered, both days being inclusive. 1 T. R.
277. 5 T. R. 210.--CHxTTr.

l, As to this plea, see 1 Chit. on P1. 387, 388. Whenever the subject-matter of the
plea or defence is that the plaintiff' cannot maintain any action at any time, in respect of
the supposed cause of action, it may, and usually should, be pleaded in bar; but matter
which merely defeats the present proceeding and does not show that the plaintiff is
forever precluded should in general be pleaded m abateTnenl. 4 T. R. 227. Some mat-
ters may be pleaded either in abatement or bar; as outlawry for felony, alien enemy,
or attainder, &e. Bac. Abr. Abatement, N. Com. Dig. Abatement, K.

The defendant may also plead in abatement his or her own personal disability ; as in
-use of coverture, when the husband ought to have been joined. 3 T. R. 627. Bac. Abr.
Abatement, G._CnITTV.

_ Pleas in abatement to the writ are so termed rather from their e_ects than from
their being strictly such pleas: for, as oyer of the writ can no longer be craved, no ob-
jection can be taken by plea to matter which is merely contained in the writ. 3 B. & P.
399. 1 B. & P. 645. But if the mistake in the writ be carried also into the declara-
tion, or, rather, if the declaration, which is presumed to correspond with the writ or bill,
be incorrect in respect of some extrinsic matter, it is then open to the defendant to
plead in abatement to the writ or bill, (1 B. & P. 648 ;) and as to such pleas, see 1 Chit.
on P1. 390 to 394. Col_sequently, a misnomer of the defendar_t, or giving him a wrong
addition, or other want of form, m the wr/t, unless it be contained in the declaration, is
not now pleadable m abatement. See 1 Saund. 318, n. 3. 3 B. & P. 395. And the de-
fendant, to take advantage of any defect m the writ, should, in general, before appear-
ance move to set it aside for irregularity. 1 B. & P. 647. 5 l_[oore, 168.--CH_TTV.

But now the writ itself may be amended : and further restrictions have, by the Com
men-Law Procedure Act, 1852, been imposed on pleas in abatement in addition to
those previously imposed by statute 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 42. By that statute (s. 8) no plea
in abatement for the non-joinder of any person as a co-defendant shall be allowed unless
it shall be stated in such plea that sueh person is resident within the jurisdiction of the
court, and unless the place of residence of such person shall be stated with certainty
in an affidavit verifying the plea. And, by s. 11, no plea in abatement for a misnomer
shall be allowed in any personal action; but, in all cases in which a misnomer would
but for that act have been pleadable, the deh,ndant may cause the declaration to be
amended at the cost of the plaintiff, by inserting the right name upon a judge's sum-
mons founded on an affidavit of the right name. And, by s. 19, in all actions upon bills
of exchange or promissory notes or other written instruments, the parties to which are
designated by the initials or some contraction of the Christian or first name, it is suffi-
cient in every affidavit to hold to bail, and in the process or declaration to designate
_uch persons by the same initial letter or contraction of the Christian or first name._
_TEWART.

:6 But now, by the Common-Law Procedure Act, 1852, an action shall no longer abate
2O8
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arising ez delieto, for wrongs actually done or committed by the defendaL t, a_
trespass, battery, and slander, the rule is that actio personalis moritur cum per.
sona;(q) and it never shall be revived either by or against the executor_ or
other representatives. For neither the executors of the plaintiff have received,
_or those of the defendant have committed, in their own personal capacity, any
mavner of wrong or injury. 17 :But in actions arising ex contractu, by breach
of promise, and the like, where the right descends to the representatives of
the plaintiff, and those of the defendant have assets to answer the demand,
though the suits shall abate by the death of the parties, yet they may be
revived against or by the executors.. .'(r) being indeed rather actions against the
property than the person, m which the executors have now the same interest
_,hat their testator had before.

These pleas to the jurisdiction, to the disability, or in abatement, were for.
merly very often used as mere dilatory pleas, without any foundation of truth,
and calculated only for delay ; but now, by statute 4 & 5 Anne, c. 16, no dilatory
plea is to be admitted without affidavit made of the truth thereof, or some
probable matter shown to the court to induce them to believe it true? g And
with respect to the pleas themselves, it is a rule, that no exception shall be
admitted against a declaration or writ, unless the defendant will in the same
plea give the plaintiff a better ;(s) that is, show him how it might be amended,
that there may not be two objections upon the same account. :Neither, by
statute 8 & 9 W. III. c. 31, shall any plea in abatement be admitted in any suit
for partition of lands ; nor shall the same be abated by reason of the death of
an3 tenant.

*All pleas to the jurisdiction conclude to the cognizance of the court : ['303praying "judgment, whether _he court will have further cognizance of
the suit :" pleas to the disability conclude to the person ; by praying "judgment,
if the said A. the plaintiff ought to be answered :" and pleas in abatement

(when the suit is by original) conclude to the writ" or declaration i by praying, ,,
"iud_ment_o of the writ, or declaration, and that the same may be quash(,d,
cassetur, made void, or abated; but, if the action be by bill, the plea must pray
"judgment of the bill/' and not of the declaration; the bill being here the
original, and the declaration only a copy of the bill.

When these dilatory pleas are allowed, the cause is either dismissed from that
jurisdiction ; or the plaintiff is stayed till his disability be removed ; or he is
obliged to sue out a new writ, by leave obtained from the court :(t) or to amend
and new-frame his declaration. But when on the other hand they are over-
ruled as frivolous, the defendant has judgment of respondeat ouster, or to answer
over in some better manner. It is then incumbent on him to plead.

2. A plea to the action; that is, to answer to the merits of the complaint.
This is done by confessing or denying it.

A confession of the whole complaint is not very usual, for then the defendant
would probably end the matter sooner, or not plead at all, but suffer judgment

(_t) 4 Inst 81_ (s) Brownl 139.
(r) March. 14. (9 Co Entr 27l.

by the death of either party, but may be continued by the legal representative of solu
plaintiff on his entering (by leave of the court) a suggestion of the plaintiff's death
on the record ; or by a surviving plaintiff when the cause of action survives ; or against
the legal representative of a defendant._STEWAaT.

l_By statute 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 42, s. 2, an action of trespass, or trespass on the case,
may be maintained by the executors or administrators of any deceased person for in-
jury to his real estate in his lifetime, if such injury were committed within six calendar
months before death and the action brought within one year after the time of the
death ; and an action of trespass, or trespass on the case, may also be maintained agains*
executors or administrators for wrongs committed by the deceased to another's property,
real or personal, such injury having been committed within six months of the deatb
and the action brought within six months after administration taken.---STr.WAl_w.

is Sham pleas are not dilatory pleas within the statute, and an affidavit is not necessary
m all eases: thus, a plea of privilege as an attorney of the same court, to be _ued by
bill, it is supposed does not require an affidavit. 3 B. & P. 397. 1 Chit. on 1)1. 401 gs
to the form of the affidavit, see i Chit. on P1. 402. Tidd, 8th ed. 693.--Cmvrr.

Vo_. II.-- 14 209
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to go by default. Yet sometimes, after tender and refusal of a debt, if the cre_
ditor harasses his debtor with an action, it then becomes necessary for the de-
fendant to acknowledge the debt, and plead the tender; adding, that he has
always been ready, tout temps Trist, and still is ready, uncore prist, to discharge
it : for a tender by the debtor and refusal by the creditor will in all cases dis-
charge the costs,(u) but not the debt itself; though in some particular cases the

*304] creditor will totally lose his money.(v) 1_ *But frequently the defendant
confesses one part of the complaint, (by a cognovit actionem in respect

(_) 1 Ventr. 21. (_) Lltt. _ 338. Co. Lit_. 209.

That is to say, if the only right which A. has to the money arise from the offer which
B. makes to him of it, and he once refuse to accept that offer, he thereby loses all right,
and of course can bring no action. The case put by lord Coke is, "If A., w_thoutany loane,
debt, or duav preceding infeoff B. of land, upon condition for the payment of a hundred
pounds to B., in nat_re ?f a gratu_tle or g_ft, in that case if he (A.) tender the hundred
pounds to him (B.) according to the condition, and he refuseth it, B. hath no remedxe
therefor." Here B. had primarily no title to the land or the money: if he does not
accept it, therefore, when offered, no debt is due to him, but A. by the offer has dis-
charged his land from that burden which he had voluntarily imposed on it. But sup-
posing the land to have been mortgaged by A. to B. for money tent, which A. is to repay
on a certain day, then if the money is duly tendered on the day and refused, A. shall
have his land again, because he has performed the condition ; but still B. may bring an
action for his money.

The plea of tender must always, except in the case above supposed, be accompanied
by a bringing of the sum tendered into court, or the plea is a mere nullity ; and though
the plaintiff denies that the tender was made before he commenced the action, or dis-
putes the sufficmncy of the sum tendered, and therefore goes on with the actmu, still he
is entitled to take that sum out of court at once, which the defendant by the tender has
admitted to be his due. If, however, he neglects to do so, and a verdict on either point
should pass for the defendant, the court will then lay hold of the money as a security
for the defendant's costs. Le Grew vs. Cook, 1 B. & P. 332. See also Birks vs Trippet,
1 Saund. Rep. 33, a., note.--COLERIDGE.

AS to the form and requisites of this plea in assumpsit, see 3 Chit. on P1. 4th ed. 992:
ia debt, id. 955, and Lee, Prac. Dict. tit. "Tender;" and as to the payment of money into
eourt on, see Tidd, 8th ed. Index, tit. "]_Ioney ;" Lee, Dict. tit. "Payment of ])_oney into
(_)urt." As to the replication, &c., see also 3 Chit. on P1. 1151 to 1156, and Lee, Dict. tit
"'Tender."

As questions relative to the tender of a debt or money are of so frequent occurrence,
we will consider the respective rules and decisions under the following heads: 1st.
What is a good tender. 2d. In what cases it may be made. And lastly, the effect and
advantages gained by it, and how these may be superseded.

1. WHxT Is x GOODT_.x'D_a.--It is a general rule, that, in order to constitute a good legal
tender, the party should not only be ready to pay, and make an actual offer of the sum

, due, _out actually produce the same, unless such production be dispensed wi_h by the
express declaration of the creditor that he will not accept it, or by some equivalent act.
10East, 101. 5Esp. R. 48. 3T.R. 684. Peake, C. lq.P. 88. 1Cromp. 152. 2_.&S.
86. 7 Moore, 59. If the plaintiff do not object to receive the money, it is not sufficient
for the defendant to prove that he had the money with him and held it in a bag under
his arm : he ought to have laid it down fbr him. Id. ibid. Bull. :N. P. 157. 6 Esp. 46.
]f A. says, " I am not aware of the exact balance, but if any be due I am ready to pay
it," this is no tender. 15 East, 428.

With respect to the nature of the money tendered, it should be in the current coin of
the realm, and not in bank-notes; and see the 56 Gee. III. c. 68, s. 11, by which gold
vein is declared to be the only legal tender. But a tender in bank-notes is good unless
particularly objected to on that account at the time. 3 T. R. 554. 2 B. &P. 526. So is

tender of foreign coin made current here by royal proclamation. 5 Rep. 114, b. So
is a tender of provineia: bank-notes, or a draft on a banker, unless so objected to. Peake
N. P. 3d ed,239. Tidd, 8th ed. 187, n. f. It seems that as any money coined at the mint
upon which there is the king's stamp is good, and that all such money is good in pro-
portion to its value, without a proclamation, such money would be a good tender. 2
Sulk. 446.

With respect to the amount of the sum tendered, it should in general be an o_er of the
_Tecific _urn due, unquaI_ed by any circumstance whatever; and therefore tendering a larger
sum, and making cross-demand, is insufficient. 2 D. & R. 305. A tender of 20/. in bank-
no*_s, with a request to pay over the difference of fifteen guineas, is not a good tender

to the fifteen guineas, though it would have been otherwise if the tender had been ha
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thereof,) and traverses or denies the rest: in order to avoid the expense of
carrying that part to a formal trial, which he has no ground to litigate. A
species c£ this sort of confession is the payment of money into court:(w) which

(_) Styl. Pract. Reg (edit. 1657) 201. 2 Keb. 555 Sulk. 596.

guineas. 3 Camp. 70. 1 Camp. 181. 6 Taunt. 336. But a tender of a larger sum
generally is good. 5 Rep. 114. 8 T. R. 683; sed Jide 2 Esp. 711. And a tender of a
larger sum, and asking change, is good, provided the creditor do not object to it on that
account, but only demands a lar_,er sum. 6 Taunt. 336: Peake C. N. P. 88. 2 Esp. C.
711. 3 Camp. 70 ; and see 1 Gow. C. N. P. i2i. A tender of a sum to A., including
both a debt due to A., B., and C. and a:s,_ a debt due to C., is a good tender of the debt
due to the three, (3 T. R. 683 ;) and if several creditors, to whom money is dT:,_in the
same right, assemble for the purpose of demanding payment, a tender of the gross sum,
which they all refuse.on account of the insufficiency of the amount, is good. Peake C
88. 2 T. R. 414.

To constitute a good tender, it must be an unconditional one in payment of the debt;
and therefore where a tender of payment was made, accompanied with a protestation
against the right of the party to receive it, it was held insufficient. 3 Esp. C. 91. So is
a tender accompanied with the demand of a receipt in full, (5 Esp. Rep. 48. 2 Camp.
21 ; sed vide Peake C. 179. Stark. on Evid. pal t 4, 1392, n. (g),) or upon con&tion that it
shall be received as the whole of the balance due, (4 Camp. 156,) or that a palticular
document shall be given up to be cancelled. 2 Camp. 21. To constitute a go,_d tender
of stock, the buyer must be called on opening the books, (1 Stra. 533,) and the defendant
must do all in his power to make it good. 1 Stra. 504.

With respect to the ttme of the tender, it should be observed that, in order to avoid
the defendant's liability to damages for the non-performance of the contract, it should
be made in the very t_me agreed upon for the performance of such contract: a tender
after such time only goes in mitigation of damages for the breach of the contract, and
not even then if the tender be not made.before the writ sued out. 7 Taunt. 487. See
21 Jac. I. c. 16, s. 5. It is said to have been decided by Buller, J., that a tender on the
day the bill is filed is not available, there being no fraction of a day, (Imp. K. B. 324:)
consequently, if payment of a bill has been demanded on the day it was due, and the
acceptor plead a subsequent tender, it will not avail. 8 East, 168. 5 Taunt. 240. 1 ]_I_rsh
Rep. 36. 1 Saund. 33, a., note 2. But that doctrine is not law ; and it is no answer to a
plea of tender that the plaintiff had, before the tender, instructed his attorney to sue
out the writ, and that the attorney had applied before the tender for the _u.it which was
afterwards sued out, (8 T. R. 629;) and if the plaintiff brings his action, and tuscontinues
it and commences another, a tender before the latter actmn is good. I Moore, 200. To
constitute a good tender of stock, it should be made on the very day, (1 Stra 579;) and
at the last part of the day it can be accepted. 2 id. 777,832. Any paa'ty, being an agent
of the debtor, may tender the money. 2 M. &. S. 86.

With respect to the persons to whom the tender should be made, it will suffice if it be
to the creditor or any authorized agent. 1 Camp. 477. Tender to an attorney, author-
ized to issue out a writ, &e., is good. Dougl. 623. And a tender to an agent has been
held good although the principal had prewously prohibited the agent from receiving
the money if offered, the principal hawng put his business into the hands of his at-
torney. 5 Taunt. 307. 1 Marsh. 55, S.C. A baihff, who makes a distress, cannot dele-
gate his authority: therefore a tender to his agent is insufficient, (6 Esp. 95;)and ._
tender to one of several creditors is a tender to all. 3 T. R. 683.

2dly. IN WHATCASESA TEND]_a_A¥ BE_ADEWITh ]_FFECT._In general, a tender can
only be made with effect in cases where the demand is of a hquidated sum, or of a sum
capable of liquidation by computation. See 2 Burr. 1120. Therefore a tender cannot
be pleaded to an action for general damages upon a contract, (1 Vent. 356. 2 Bla. Rep.
837. fi B. & P. 234. 3 B. & P. 14:t or in covenant, unless for the payment of money,
(7 Taunt. 486. 1 Moore, 200, S C 5 _Iod. 18. 1 Lord Raym. 566. 12_od. 376. 2
H. Bla. 837 ;) or for a tort, (2 Stra. 787,906. 7 T. R. 335.) or trespass. 2 Wils. 115. It
cannot be pleaded to an action for dflapidatmns, (8 T. R. 47. Stra. 906;) or for not
repairing, (2 Sulk. 596 :) or against a carrier for goods spoiled, though the tender should
beof the invoice-price, (2 B. & P. 234:) or for not delivering goods at a certain price per
ton, (3 B. & P. 14 ,) or in an action for a false return, (7 T. R. 335 ;) or for mesne profits
2 Wils. 115. But in assumpsit against a carrier for not dehvering goods, the defendant
having advertised that he would not be answerable for any goods beyond the value of
20l. unless they were entered and paid for accordingly, a_tender of the 20/. would, it
leems, be available. ] H. Bla. 299. So a tender may be made with effect to a demand
for navigation calls. (7 T. R. 36. 1 Stra. 142,) or in an action for prineil_l and interest
due on bonds for paymen Lof moneys by instalments. 3 Bfirr. 1370. So the penalty of
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is for the most part necessary upon pleading a tender, and is :lself a kind of
tender to the plaintiffr _ by paying into the hands of the proper officer of ",he

a bond may with effect be tendered. 2 Bla. 1190. So the arrears of a bond for 40/.
payable by 5/, per annum. 2 Stra. 8t4. So a tender may with effect be made in
covenant for rent, or for the advanced rent of 5l. per acre for ploughing meadow-
grounds. 2 H. Bla_ 837. 7 Taunt. 486. 1 Moore, 200, S. C. ; and wde 2 Sulk. 596. So
also on a policy of insurance, (19 Gee. I1. e. 37, s. 7. 2 Taunt. 317 ;) or in debt for
penalty for exercising trade contrary to 5 Eliz. e. 4, (1 Burr. 431 ;) or tbr penalty on
game-laws, being actions popular, and not qui tam. 2 H. Bla. 1052. 2 Stra. 1217.
Where a party has wrongiully possessed himself of goods, no tender of freight is
necessary in order to enable the party to maintain the action. 2 T. R. 285.

Justices of the peace, and in like manner excise and custom-house offÉcers, and sur-
veyors of highways, are enabled by several statutes to tender amends for any thing
done by them in the execution of their offices. See ante, 1 book, 354, n. 37, et seq. Also
by the 21 Jac. I. c. 16, s. 5, in case of involuntary trespasses, tender of amends ma) be
made. See ante, 16.

Lastly, As TOTHE EFFECT OF .4. TENDER, AND THE ADVANTAGES ACQUIRED BY ]T.--It shoul_
in the first place be observed that the debtor is liable for the non-performance of his con-
tract if the money be not paid at the time agreed upon : the mere tendering the mo_ey
afterwards is not sufficient to discharge him from such liability; it goes only in m_ng_tlon
of damages; though, indeed, if a jury should find that no damages were sustained by
reason of the defendant not tendering the money at the time agreed upon, the defend-
ant would defeat the action by the tender afterwards. See Sulk. 622. 8 East, 163.
1 Lord Raym. 254. 7 Taunt. 486. The tender of money due on a promissory not _,
accompanied with a demand of the note, stops the running of interest. 3 Camp. °.95.
8 East, 168, 4 Leon. 209. The tender, if pleaded, admits the contract and facts stat¢_l
in the declaration. 3 Taunt. 95. Peake, 15. 2 T. R. 275. 4 T. R. 579. If, therefore,
the defendant's liability is to be disputed, a tender should not be pleaded. So if thel,e
be a specml count, and the defendant mean to deny it, the tender should be pleaded _o
the other counts only, (and see Tldd, 8th ed. 676 ;) and if there be any doubt as to t},e
sufficiency of the tender, it is not advisable to plead it, but more expedient to pay the
amount into court upon the common rule ; for if the defendant should not succeed m
proving the tender he will have to pay all the costs of the trial ; whereas, if the memo[,
be paid into court, and the plaintiff cannot prove more due, he will be liable to pay all
costs subsequent to the time of paying the money into court. If the sum tendered be
not sufficient, and the plaintiff should succeed on the general issue, the plaintiff would
still be entitled to the costs of the issue on the plea of tender. 5 East, 282. 5 Taunt.
660. If the defendant bring money into court on a plea of tender, the plaintiff may
take it out, though he deny the tender. 1 B. & P. 332. The plaintiff, it seems, can
gain no advantage by not taking the money out of court; andit has been said that if
the plaintiff will not take the money, but takes issue on the tender and it is found
against him, the defendant shall have it. 1 B. & P. 334, note a. Lord Raym. 642. 2
Stra. 1027. If the plaintiff should succeed on the trial in proving a larger sum to be
due than that tendered, though that sum be below 40s., yet the plaintiff will be entitled
to costs. Doug. 448. But where the debt originally was under 5l. the defendant is, it
seems, entitled to the benefit of the Court of Requests' Act for London, though he has
pleaded a tender (5 _. & S. 196) or paid money into court. 5 East. 194.

A tender not being equivalent to payment itself, and only suspending the plaintiff's
remedy, (2 T. R. 27,) its effect may be superseded by prior or a subseq_ent demand and
refusal to pay the precise sum tendered. 1 Camp. 181. 5 B. & A. 630. A subsequent
demand of a larger sum will not suffice, (id.,) nor a subsequent demand accompanied by
another demand of another sum not due. 1 Esp. 115. 7 Taunt. 213. Such demand
should be made by a person authorized to give the debtor a discharge. 1 Camp. 478, n.
1 Esp. 115. A demand made by the clerk of the plaintiff's attorney, who was an entire
stranger to defendant, is insufficient. 1 Camp. 478. A subsequent application to
one of two joint debtors, and a refusal, is sufficient. 1 Stark. 323. 4 Esp. 93. Noy, 135.
Vin. Abr. Evid. T. b. 97. Delivering a letter at defendant's house to a clerk, who
returned with an answer that the debt should be settled, is prima facne evidence of a
demand. 1 Stark. 323. A Fr/or demand, and refusal, is an answer to the plea of tender.
8 East, 168. 1 Saund. 33, n. 2. Bull. N. P. 156. 1 Camp. 478.--CHITTY.

The allowing the defendant to pay money into court was introduced for the purpose
of avoiding the hazard of proving a tender: and in all cases where there has been no ten-
der, or the tender cannot be proved, it should not be pleaded, but the defendant should
merely pay the admitted claim into court. The cases in which the proceeding is allowed

similar to those in which a tender may be pleaded, and which will l,efound supra,
note (19). One case, however, should be noticed, viz., where the goods have been takep
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court as much as the defendant acknowledges to be due, together with the cost_
hitherto incurred, in order to prevent the expense of any further proceedings.
This may be done upon what is called a motion; which is an occasional apph-
cation to the court by the parties or their counsel, in order to obtain some rule
or order of court, which becomes necessary in the progress of a cause i and it
is usually grounded upon an affidavit, (the perfect tense of the verb affido_) being
a voluntary oath before some judge or officer of the court, to evince the truth
of certain facts, upon which the motion is grounded : though no such affidavit
is necessary tbr payment of money into court 21 If, after the money paid in,
the plaintiff proceeds in his suit, it is at his own peril : for, if he does not prove
more due than is so paid into court, he shall be non-suited and pay the defendant
costs ; but he shall still have the money so paid in ; for that the defendant has
acknowledged to be his due. :2 In the French law the rule of practice is grounded
upon principles somewhat similar to this ; for there, if a person be sued for more
than he owes, yet he loses his cause if he doth not tender so much as he really
does owe.(w) To this head may also be refbrred the practice of what is called
a set-off: whereby the defendant acknowledges the justice of the plaintiff's
demand on the one hand, but on the other sets up a demand of his own, to
counterbalance that of the plaintiff, either in the whole or in part : as, if the
plaintiff sues for ten pounds due on a note of hand, the defendant may set off
aine pounds due to himself for merchandise sold to the plaintiff, and, in case he

pleads such set-off, must pay the remaining balance into court. This [*305
answers *very nearly to the compensatio, or stoppage, of the civil law,(x)
and depends on the statutes 2 Gee. II. c. 22, and 8 Gee. II. c. 24, which enact,
that where there are mutual debts between the plaintiff and defendant, one
debt may be set against the other, and either pleaded in bar or given in evidence
upon the general issue at the trial i which shall operate as payment, and extin-
guish so much of the plaintiff's demand. _

(=)Sp. L. b. 6, c 4:. {_)F/16, 2, 1.

under a mistake without any loss to the owner, the court, upou motion, will stay the
proceedings in an action of trespass against a public officer, upon the defendant's under-
taking to restore them or to pay their full value with the costs of the action. 7 T. R.
53._---C_ITTY.

By statute 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 4-°, s. 21, and now by the Common-Law Procedure Act,
1852, the defendant in all actions (except actions for assault and battery, and false im-
prisonment, libel, slander, malicious arrest or prosecution, cram. con., or debauching
the plaintiff's daughter or servant) may, by leave of the court or a judge, pay into
court a sum of money by way of compensation or amends.--STEwART.

_ The effect of the payment of money into court is nearly similar to that of a tender.
See supra, note (19). Lee's P. Dict. 2d ed. 1013. Tidd, 8th ed. 676. Thi_ is the only case
where a party is bound bythe payment of money, (2 T. R. 645 ') and, though paid in by
mistake, the court will not order it to be restored to defendant, though perhaps in a
ease of fraud they would. 2 B. & P. 392.--C_ITTY.

_zBut in such ease notice must be given at the time of pleading the general issue; t_nd
as to the mode of setting off, see 1 Chitt. on P1. 4th ed. 494 to 497.

In some cases this plea or notice is unnecessary, as where the defendant's demand is
more in the nature of a deductwn than a set-off. Thus, a defendant is in all cases entitled
to retain or claim by way of deduction all just allowances or demands accruing to him,
or payments made by him, in respect of the same transaction or account which forms the
ground of aetmn : this is not a set-off, but rather a deduction. See 1 Bla. Rep. 651. 4
Burr. 2133, 222_1. And where demands originally cross, and not arising out of the same
transaction, have by subsequent express agreement been connected and stipulated to be
deducted or set off against each other, the balance is the debt, and the only sum re.
covetable by suit without any special plea of set-off, though it is advisable in most cases,
and necessary when the action is on a specialty, to plead it. 5 T. R. 135. 3 T. R. 599.
t) _r oo Taunt. t6. , ]:aunt. 170. In actions at the suit of assignees of bankrupts, a set-off
need not be pleaded or given notice of, (1 T. R. 115, 116. 6 T. R. 58, 59,) though the
practice is so to plead, or give notice of such set-off.

It may be important here also to observe that these acts were passed more for the
benefit of the defendants than the plaintiffs, and are not imperative ; so that a defendant
may have his right to set off and bring a cross-action for the debt due to him from the
plaantiff, (2 Camp. 594. 5 Taunt. 148,) though he cannot safely arrest. 3 B. & CYes.
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Pleas that totally deny the cause of complaint are either the g_n_'al issue,
or a special plea, in bar.

1. The general issue, or general plea, is what traverses, thwarts, and denies
at once the whole declaration; without offering any special matter whereby to

evade it. As in trespass either vi et armis, or on the case, non culpabilis, not

[39. And where the defendant is not prepared at the time the plaintiff sues him to

rove the set-off, it is best not to avail himself of it, for if the defendant should attempt
ut not succeed on the trial in proving the set-off, he could not afterwards sue for the

amount ; and a party cannot bring an action for what he ha_ succeeded in setting off in
a former suit against him ; though if the set-off were more than sufficient to cover tha
plaintiff's demand in the former actmn, the defendant therein might then maintain an
action for the surplus. 3 Esp. Rep. 104. Though the defendant does not avail I,lmseff
of the set-off, intending to bring a cross-action, the plaintiff may defeat it by raking a
verdict for the whole sum be proves to be due to him, sub_;gct to be redu-_ed to. Ihe sum
really due on the balance of accounts, ff the defendant will afterwards enter into a rule
not to sue for the debt intended to be set off: or he may take a verdict for the smaller
sum, with a special endorsement on the postea, as a foundation for the court to order a
stay of proceedings, ff an action should be brought for the amount of the set-off. 1 Camp.
252.

The demand, as well of the plaintiff as of the defendant, must be a debt. A set-off is
not allowed in an action for uncertain damages, whether in assumpsit, covenant, or for
a tort, trover, detinue, replewn, or trespass. Bull. N. P. 181. 3 Camp. 32_. 4 T. R.
512. 1 Bla. Rep. 394. 2 Bla. Rep. 910.

The only cases in which a set-off is allowed are in assumpsit, debt, and covenant for
the non-payment of money, and for which an action of debt or indebitatus might be
sustained, (2 Bla. Rep. 911 ;) or where a bond in a penalty is given for securing the
payment of money on an annuity, (2 Burr. 820 ;) or at least stipulated damages. 2 T. R.
32. The demand to be set off, also, must not be for unliquidated damages, although
incurred by a penalty. 1 Bla. Rep. 394. 6 T. R. 488. 1 Taunt. 137. 2 Bu*r. 1024. 2
Bla. Rep. 9_10. 1 Taunt. 137. 5 B. & A. 92. 3 Camp. 329. Peake's Rep. 41. 6 Taunt.
162. 1Marsh. 514, S.C. 2Brod.&B. 89. I_.&S 499. 5 1VI.&S. 539, &c. See cases
in 1 Chitt. on P1. 4th ed. 486, 487. Stark. on Evid. 1312, part 4. The defendant's bring-
ing an action or obtaining a verdict for a debt is no waiver of the right to set off the debt.
2 Burr. 1229. 3 T. R. 186. And a judgment may be pleaded by way of set-off, though a
writ of error be depending upon it, (3 T. R. 188, in notes ;) but not so after plaintiff
be taken in execution. 5 1K & S. 103. The debt to be set off must be a legal and sub-
dst_ng demand : an equitable debt will not suffice. See 16 East, 36, 136. 7 East, 173. A
demand barred by the statute of limitations cannot be set off. 2 Stra. 1271. Peake's
Rep. 121. Bull. N. P. 180. An attorney cannot set off his bltl for business done in
court unless he has previously, and in a reasonable time to be taxed, delivered a bill
signed. 1 Esp. C. 449. But it is not necessary that a month should intervene between
the delivery of the bill and the trial. Id.

The debt sought to be recovered and that to be set off must be mutual and due in the
same right : therefore a joint debt cannot be set off against a separate demand, nor a
separate debt against a joint one, (2 Taunt. 173. Montague, 23. 5 ]K. & S. 439,) unless it
be so expressly agreed between all the parties, (2 Taunt. 170;) and a debt on a jolnt and
several bond of several persons may be set off to an action brought by only one of the
obligors. 2 T. R 32. A defendant sued for his own debt may set off a debt due to him
as surviving partner, (5 T. R. 493. 6 T. R. 582 ;) and in an action brought by an osten-
sible and a dormant partner, the defendant may set off a debt due from the ostensible

artner alone. 2 Esp. C. 469. 7 T. R. 361, n. c., S.C. See Peake, 197. 12 Ves. 346. 11
es. 27. Id. 517. 16 East, 130. A debt due to a man in right of his wife cannot be set

off in an action against him on his own bond. Bull i_. P 179. A debt due from a wife
dum sola cannot be set off in an action brought by the husband alone, unless the defend-
ant has made himself indlwdually liable. 2 Esp. C. 594. A debt from an executor in
his own right cannot be set off against a debt to the testator, (3 Atk. 691,) though the -
executor is residuary legatee. Id. So a debt which a_;crued to the defendant in the life
time of the testator cannot be set off against a debt that accrued to the executor even in
that character after the testator's death. Bull. I¢. P. 180. Willes, 103, 106.

Questions of difficulty frequently arise in cases of set-off, where the agent of a party
deals as principal. The rule in these cases is, that f an agent dealing for a principal,
but concealing that principal, delivers goods in his own name, the person contracting
with him has a right to consider him as the principal ; and though the real principal
may appear and sue, yet the purchaser may in such case set off any claim he has against
the agent. 7T.R. 360. 1 1_.&S. 576. 2 Marsh. 501. Holt, C.N.P. 124. Butadebt
4ue from a broker cannot be set off m an action by the principal against the purchaser
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guilty ;(y) in debt upon contract, nihil debet, he owes noLhi ag; m debt on bond,
non ezt jactum, it is not his deed; on an assumpsit, non ass_psit, he made no such
promise. Or in real actions, nul tort, no wron_ done ; nut d_sseiz_n, no disseisin ;
and in a writ of' right, the raise or issue is, that the tenant has more right tc
hold than the demandant has to demand. These pleas arc called the general
issue, because, by importing an absolute and general denial of what is alleged
in the declaration, they amount at once to an issue : by which we mean a filet
affirmed on one side and denied on the other.

Formerly the general issue was seldom pleaded, except when the party meant
wholly to deny the charge alleged against him. But when he meant to distin-
guish a_'ay or palliate the charge, it was always usual to set forth the particular
facts in what is called a special plea ; which was originally intended to apprize
the court and the adverse party of the nature and circumstances of the defence,
and to keep the law and the fact distinct. And it is an invariable rule, that

every defence which cannot be thus specially pleaded may be given in [*306
evidence upon the general issue at the trial. But the science *of special
pleading having been frequently perverted to the purposes of chicane and delay_
the courts have of late in some instances, and the legislature in many more,
permitted the general issue to be pleaded, which leaves every thing open, the
fact, the law, and the equity of the case, and have allowed special matter to
be given in evidence at the trial. And, though it should seem as if much con-
fusion and uncertainty would follow from so great a relaxation of the strictness
anticntly observed, yet experience has shown it to be otherwise; especially
with the aid of a new trial, in case either party be unfairly surprised by the
other.

2. Special pleas, in bar of the plaintiff's demand, are very various, according
to the circumstances of the defendant's case. As, in real actions, a gener:_l
release or a fine, both of which may destroy and bar the plaintiff's title. Or,
in personal actions, an accord, arbitration, conditions performed, nonage of the
defendant, or some other fact which precludes the plaintiff from his action.(z)
A justification is likewise a special plea in bar; as in actions of assault and
battery, son assault demesne, that it was the plaintiff's own original assault; in
trespass, that the defendant did the thing complained of in right of some office
which warranted him so to do; or, in an action of slander, that the plaintiff is
really as bad a man as the defendant said he was.

Also a man may plead the statutes of limitation(a) in bar; _ or the timo
(_) Appendix, No II _ 4. (_) AppendLv, No III. _ ft. (_) See pages 188, 196.

recover the price of goods sold by the broker, not disclosing his name. 2 B. & A
137. And if an agent sells goods as his own, or has a lien upon them, and does not purl
with the goods unless the purchaser expressly agrees to pay him, the purchaser in an
action brought against him by such agent for the price of the goods cannot set off a debt
due from the owner to the purchaser. 2 Chirr. R. 387. 7 T. R. 359. But if an agent
deliver goods without p_yment, and thereby parts with his lien, the purchaser may, in
an action by the agent, set off a debt due from the principal. 7 Taunt. 243. And where
an auctmneer had sold to the defendant the goods of A. as the goods of B., it was held
that this was such a fraud that defendant might set off a debt due to him from B.
against the price of the goods of A. Id. ibid. 1 J. B. Yloore, 178. As to set-off in
actions, oy or against assignees of bankrupts, see 1 Chitt. on P1. 492 to 494. Stark. on
Evid. part 4, 106, ante, 2 book, 472, k., (n.) And 6 Gee. IV. c. 16, _ 50.--C_ITTY.

A_ questions on the statute of limitations (21 Jac. I. c. 16) so frequently occur, we
will consider this subject more fully in the following order, viz., First, as to what eases
the statute extends, and herein m what eases payment of a debt may be presumed at
common law. Secondly, when the statute begins to take effect ; and herein of the ex-
ceptions contained in the statute. Thirdly, what is a good commencement of an action
to take the case out of the statute; and, Lastly, what acts or admissmns will revive the
ulaim.

First. To W_ATCAs_s T_ STATUREEXTENDs.--The statute does not extend to actions of
account, or of covenant, or debt on specmlty, or other matter of a higher nature, but
only to actions of debt upon a lending, or contract without specialty, or for arrearages of
rent reserved on parol leases. :Hut. 109. 1 Saund. 38. 2 Saund. 66. Tidd, Pr. 8th eel.
15. It does ngt extend to warrants of attorney. 2 Stark. 234. It extends to bills of
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limited by certain acts of parliament, beyond which no plaintiff can lay b_s
cause of action. This, by the statute of 32 Hen. VIII. c. 2, in a writ of right,
is sixty years ; in assizes, writs of entry, or other possessory actions real, of the
seisin of one's ancestors, in lands; and either of their seisin, or one's own, in
rents, suits_ and services, _fly years: and in actions real for lands grounded

exchange, (Carth. 3,) attorneys' fees, (3 Lev. 367,) and to a demand for rent on a parol
demise. 1 B. & A. 625.

It does not extend to debl on a bond, (Cowp. 109;) but where the bond has been given
more than twenty years before the commencement of the action, and no interest has
been paid upon it, nor any acknowledgment by the obliger of the existence of the debt
during that period, the law will m general presume it to have been satisfied, (6 Mod. 22
1 Bla. Rep. 532. 1 T. R. 270. 3 P. Wms. 395,) partmularly if the debt be large and the
obliger has been all along in good circumstances, (1 T. R. 271 ;) and in some cases, where
a bond has been given and interest paid on it within twenty years, the law will presume
it to have been satisfied ; as where it has been given eighteen or nineteen years, and in
the mean time an account has been settled between the parties without taking any no-
tice of the demand, (1 Burr. 434. 1 T. R. 271;) but in such case the presumption must
be fortffied by evidence of some auxiliary circumstances. Cowp. 214. 1 T. R. 271. 1
Camp. 27. After aconsiderable length of time, shght ewdence is sufficient. 1 T. R. 271 ;
and see Tldd, 8th ed. 17, 18. In assumpdt, though the statute be not pleaded, the jury
may presume, from the length of time and other circumstances, that the debt has been
satisfied. 2 Stark. C. lq. P. 497 ; and see 5 Esp. 52. 3 Camp. 13. 1 Taunt. 572 ; _edwd_
1 D. & R. 16.

This presumption may be repelled by proof of the recent admission of the debt, or of
the payment of interest on the bond within twenty years, (1 T. R. 270;) or that the
obligee has resided abroad for the last twenty years, (1 Stark. 101 ; sed wde 1 D. & t_
16 ;) or that the obhgor was in insolvent circumstances, and had not the means of pay-
ment, (19 Ves. 196. Cowp. 109. 1 Stark. 101;) or that the demand was trifling, (Cowp.
214;) or other circumstances, explaining satisfactorily why an earlier demand has not
been made. 1 Stark. 101. The fluctuatmn of credit, together with the circumstance of
the security remaining with the obligee, is of great weight to rebut presumpnon of pay-
ment thereof, (19 Ves. 199. 1 Stark. 374;) an endorsement by the obligee, purporting
that part of the principal sum has been received, if made after the presumption of
payment has arisen, is inadmissible. 2 Stia. 827. 2 Ves. 42 ; sed wde 1 Barnard, 432.
And further, if the defendant produce direct ewdence of the payment of the principal
sum and interest at a certain time witkin twenty years, the plaintiff will not be allowed
to encounter that evidence by an endorsement in the handwrmng of the obligee, pur-
porting that interest was paid at a subsequent time. 2 Camp. 322.

Secondly. W_ THESTATUTEBEGINSTOTAKEErFECT.--It does not do so till the cause
of action is complete and the party is capable of suing on it. Cro. Car. 139. 1 Lev. 48.
Sail;. 442. 1 Bla. Rep. 354. 1_oaction lies against a consignee of goods for sale, for not
accounting and returning the goods undisposed of until demand; and therefore the
statute does not begin to run until the time when demand is made. 1 Taunt. 572. The
statute begins to operate only from the time when a bill of exchange or promissory note,
&c. is due, and not from the date, (1 H. B. 631. 5 B. &A. 212 ;) and no debt accrues on
a bill payable at s_ghtuntil it be presented for payment. 2 Taunt. 323. The statute of
limitatmns begins to run from the date of a note payable on demand. 1 Ves. 344. 2
Selw. 4th ed. 131, 339. Cro. Eliz. 548; and see Chitty on Bills, 6th ed. 373; sed _re, see
Hard. 36. 14 East, 500. 1 Taunt. 575, 576. Sir W. Jones, 194. 12 _Iod. 444. 15 Ves.
487. Where a payee of a bill of exchange was dead at the time the bill became due, it
was held _hat the statute did not begin to run until letters of administration were taken
out, (5 B. & A. 212. Skin. 555 ,) but where the cause of action is complete in the life.
time of the testator, then the s_atute begins to run from that time, and not from the
granting of the probate. Willes, 27. Where a breach of a contract is attended with
special damage, the statute runs from the time of the breach, which is the gist of the
actmn, and not from the time it was discovered (3 B. & A. 628, 288. 4 ]_[oore, 508. 2
Bred. & B. 73, S. C.) or the damage arose. 5 B. &A. 204. If there is mutual credit be-
tween two parties, though the items on both sides are above six years old, with the
exception of one item on each side, which are just within the period, this is sufficient to
take the whole out of the statute ; for every new item and credit in an account given by
one party to the other is an admission of there being some unsettled account between
them. 6 T. R. 189. 2 Saund. 127, a., n. (6). But where all the items are on one side,
so that the account is not mutual, as, for instance, in an account between a tradesman
and his customer, the last item which happens to be within six years will not draw after
it those which are of a longer standing. Bull. N. P. 149.
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upon one's own seisin or possession, such possession must have been within
thirty years. By statute 1 mar st. 2, c. 5, this limitation does not extend to
*any suit for advowsons, upon reasons, given in a former chapter.(b) Btlt
by the statute 21 Jac. I. c. 2, a time of limitation was extended to the ['307

(_) See page 250.

The exception in the statute respecting merchants' accounts extends only to tho:e
eases where there are m,,tuM and reciprocal accounts and demands between two persons,
and where such a.,,ounts are current and open, and not to accounts stated between
them, (2 Ves. 400. Bull. Iq. P. 149. Sir W. Jones, 401. 1 Sld. 46a 1 Ventr. 89 ;) for ne
other actions are excepted but actions of account. Carth. 226. _ Show. 341, S.C. 2
Saund. 127, a. 2 _Iod. 312, and 1 Mod. 70. 1 Lee. 295. 4 ]_[od. 105. Peake, 121. 1
Vern. 456. 2 Vern. 276. It has been considered that by the effect of the above
exception there can be no limitation to a merchant's open and unsettled account. This
opinion, however, appears erroneous ; and _f there i_ no 1tern m the account or acl_now-
ledgment of the debt within six years, the statute will take effect ; but, as we have before
seen, if even the last item of the account is w_thm six years, that preserves all the pre-
ceding items of debt and credlt from the operation of the statute, (6 Ves. 550. 15 Ves.
198. 18 Ves. 286. 2 Ves. 200, ace. ; se_l wde opimon of lord ttardwlcke mentmned m 19
Ves. 185. 6 T. R. 189, 192, cont. ;) and from these decisions it appears that nIerchants'
accounts stand not upon better grounds in regard to the statute than other partms. The
exception extends to all merchants, as well inland as to those trading beyond sea,
(Peake, C. N. P. 121. 2 Saund. 127. B. ace. Chanc. Ca. 152, cont. ;) and the effect of the
exception has also been extended to other tradesmen and persons having mutual deal-
ings. 6 T. R. 189. Peake, N. P. 127, overruling; sed wde 7 bled. 270, cont. But in all
these cases the accounts must be mutual, together with reciprocal demands on each _,ide,
and not, as in the case of a tradesman and his customer, where the items of credit are
all on one side. Bull. N. P. 149.

The exception in the act respecting infants, &e. only extends to plaintiffs, (Carth. 1_6,
226. 6 Show. 99. Salk. 420. 2 Stra. 836 ;) but, by 4 & 5 Anne. c. 16, s. 19, it is extended
to defendants beyond seas at the t_me of the cause of action accruing. If the plaintiff
be in :England when the cause of action accrues, though he afterwards go abroad, the
time of limitation begins to run from the accruing of the action, (1 Wfls. 1_4 ;) and so
though one of several plaantiffs be abroad when the cause of actmn accrues. 4 T. R. 516.
It extends to persons absent m Scotland, (1 Bla. R. 286. l D. & R. 16,) and the plaintiff,
though absent there, must sue within the limited time ; but it does not extend to persons
in Ireland, (1 Show. 91,) the latter being considered as beyond the sea, within the mean.
ing of the above provision. Foreigners living beyond the sea have the same advanmg_
of the proviso as natives res;dmg here. 2 Bla. R. 723. 3 Wils. 145, S.C. Though the
demand be on a bill of exchange, the plaintiff's absence beyond sea saves the statute
Str_uge, 836. Where the cause of action accrues within the jurmdictmn of the supreme
court at Bengal, whilst the parties are resident there, the statute of limitations, as far as
respects a suit in this country, begins to run only from the time of then' concurrent
presence here. 13 East, 439.

t,Vhen once the statute has begun to run, nothing stops its course ; as where a tenant
"_ taft leaves two sons infants, and the eldest, having attained the age of twenty-one,
dies without issue, the statute begins to run against his brother, though a minor. 4
Taunt. 826. And see the cases (1 Wils. 134. 4 T. R. 516) just cited.

Th:rdly, WhAT IS x GOOD COMMENCEMENT OF AN ACTION TO TAKE THE CASE OUT OF TH]L
STATUTE. See Tidd, 8th ed. 24, 25. 144, 152, 161.

If the plaintiff, hawng commenced a suit in due time, die, or, being a feme-sole at
She commencement of the action, marry, the representative in the one case, or husband
ana_ wife in the other, if they commence a new action within a reasonable tmae after-
wards, it will suffice. See Willes, 259, )7. E. 2 Salk. 425. Bull. N. P. 150. A year
seems to be a reasonable time within this rule, (1 Lord Raym. 434. 1 Lutw. 256, S. C.
2 Stra. 907. Cro. Car. 294 ; sed v_de 1 Lord Raym. 283. 1 Salk. 393, S. C.:) at all events,
half a year would be. Cowp. 738, 740.

Lastly, WHAT ACTS OR ADMISSIONS WILL REVIVE THE CLAIM.--The object of th_s statute

was to protect individuals against forgotten claims of so obsolete a nature that the evi-
dence relating to the contract might probably be no longer to be found, and thereby
might lead to perjury. It proceeds, also, upon the supposition that the debtor has paid
but after a lapse of time may have lost his voucher. See 5 )f. & S. 76, per Bayley, J. 3
B. & A. 142, per Abbott, J. In cases, therefore, where there is an acknowledgment of
the debtor or contractor to prove the existence of the debt or obligation, or an express
promise to pay or perform the same, the statute will not operate to protect him not-
withstanding the lapse of six years or more since the cause of the action may have
accrued But if a cause of action arising from the breach of a contract to do an aci_ai
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case of the king, tiz.,sixtyyears precedent to 19 Feb. 1623;(c)but,this be
coming ineffectual by efltux of time, the same date of limitation was fixed by
statute 9 Gee. IlI. c. 16, to commence and be reckoned backwards, from the
time of bringing any suit or other process, to recover the thing in question; so

_) inst.189.

specific time be once barred by the statute, a subsequent acknowledgment by the
arty that he broke the contract will not, it seems, take the case out of the statute, (2
amp. 150; and see Peake's Evid. 205. 5 lVfoore, 105. 2B.&C. 872, S.C. 5B.&A,

,004. 3 B. &A. 288 ;} and a subsequent acknowledgment of a trespass will not take the
case out of the act. 1 B. & A. 92. 2 Chit. Rep. 249, S.C. The sufficiency of an ac-
knowledgment to take the case out of the statute will be considered, .first, where it
directly acknowledges the debt ; _econd/_j,where it acknowledges the debt having existed,
but is acc¢_mpamed by a declaration of its being discharged ; and t&rdly, with reference
to the party making the admission.

In the .first case, the slightest acknowledgment has been held sufficient, {2 Burr. 1099.
Bull. 1_.P. 149. Cowp. 548;) as where the debtor exclaimed to the plaintiff, "What an
extravagant bill you have delivered me [" Peake 1N.P. 93. So, where the defendant
met a man in a few and said that he went there to avoid the plamtli!t, to whom he was
indebted, th_s was held to save the statute. Loft. 86. In an action by an admlmstra
for, an agreement for a compromise executed between intestate and defendant, whereto
the existence of the debt sued for was admitted, was deemed sufficient to take the case
out of the statute. 9 Price, 122. It is sufficmnt to prove that, a demand being made by
a seaman on the owner of a sh_p for wages which had accrued during an embargo, he
said, "it others paid, he should do the same." 4 Camp. 185. A promise, "if there
should be any m_stake it should be rectified," referring to payments actually made, is
sufficmnt. 2 B. & C. 149. 3. D. & R. 522, S. C. ; see:quere. And it makes no difference
whether the acknowledgment be accompanied with a promise or refusal to pay : a bare
acknowledgment is sufficmnt. 16 East, 420. 2 Burr. 1099. 5 M. & S. 75. '2 B. & Cres.
154. The constructmn of an ambiguous letter or declaration of a defendant on being
served with a writ or requested to pay a debt, neither admitting or denying it, is strong
intimation that it is an acknowledgment, since if the defendant knew he owed nothing
he would have declared so. 2 T. R. 760. 1 Brag. 266. A conditional promise to pay
when able, or by instalments, &c., is sufficient, without proof of ability or waiting till
instalment become due. 16 East, 4_0. 2 Stark. 98, 99. 5 _. & S. 75 : sod vide 8 D. & R.
267. Where the original agreement is in writing, in order to take the case out of the
statute of frauds, a subsequent promise, or admission of the habihty to perform such
agreement need not be in writing to take the case out of the statute of limltatmns. 1
B. & A. 690. An acknowledgment after action brought is good. Selw. N. P. tit. Limi-
tations. Burr. 1099. The admission to a third person is sufficient. 3 B. &A. 141.
Loft. 86. 2B.&C. 154.

On the other hand, where the defendant said, "The testator always promised not to
distress me," this was held no evidence of a promise to the testator to take the case
out of the statute, (6 Taunt. 210 :) so a declaration, "I cannot afford to pay my new
debts, much more my old ones," is insufficient, (4 D. & R. 179 ;) and so where, in as-
sumpsit by an attorney to recover his charges relative to the grant of an annuity,
ewdence that the defendant said " he thought it had been settled when the annmty
was granted, but that he had been in so much trouble since that he could not recollect
any thing about it," is not a sufficient acknowledgment of the debt to save the statute,
notwithstanding proof that plaintiff's bill was not pa_d when the annmty was granted.
1 J. B. Moore, 340. 7 Taunt. 608, S.C. The referring plaintiff to the defendant's
attorney, who, he added, was m possession of his determination and ability, is not an
admission that any ttnng is due, (1 l_ew Rep. 20 ;} and where a defendant, on being
apphed to by the plaintiff's attorney for the payment of the debt, wrote m answer
_'that tie would wait on the plaintiff when he should be able to satisfy him respecting
tne misunderstanding whmh had occmTed between them," this was holden not suf-
ficient to take the ease out of the statute. Holt, C. N. P. 880 ; and see 4 E_p. 184. 5
E_p. 81. A declaration, " I will see my attorney and tell him to do what is right," is
in_-ufficmnt. 3 D. & R. 267. Payment of money into court on a special count will
not save the operation of the statute. (3B &C. 10. 4D. &R. 682, S. C.:) it only ad-
mits the debt to the amount paid in. Id. Bunb. 100.

In the seconclplace, where the defendant makes no express acknowledgment of the
debt, but says he is not liable, because it is more than six years since, this will not take
the case out of the statute. 3 Taunt. 380. 5 Esp. 81. 4 M. & S. 457. 5 Price, 636. But
aD acknowledgment that the defendant had been liable, but was not at the time of ac-
k_ow,edgment, because the demand was out of date. and that he would not then pay,
_s it was not then due, takes the case out of the act. 16 East, 420. 2 Stark. 98, 99
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that a possession for sixty years is now a bar even against the prerogahve, in

derogation of the antient maxim "nullum teml)us occurrit regi." By another
statute, 21 Jae. I. c. 16, twenty years is the time of limitation in any writ of

fbrmedon ; and, by a consequence, twenty years is also the limitation i_ avery

action of ejectment i for no ejectment can be brought unless where the tessor
of the plaintiff is entitled to enter on the lands,(d) and by the statute 21 Jac.

(d)See pa_e206.

If a debtor admit that he was once hable, but that he was discharged by a parhcular
mode of performance, to which he with precision referred hlmseli, and where he has
designated that time and mode of performance so strictly that he can say it is impossible
it had been discharged m any other mode, there the courts have said, that if the plain-
tiff can disprove that mode, he lets himself in to recover, by striking from under the
defendant the only ground on which he professes to rely. 7 Taunt. 608. 4 B. & A. 568.
1 Salk. 29. Cowp. 548. Peake, N. P. C. 93 So where a party acknowledges but refuses
to pay the debt, relying on the deficiency of his legal hablhty to pay, this will take the case
out of the statute, upon proof of hability. 5 _. & S. 75. 6 Rep. 56. But a quahfied admission
by a party who rehes on an objection which would at any time have been a good defence
to the action does not take the case out of the statute, as ff the deiendant had said, "' If
?ou had presented the protest the same as the rest, it would have been paid: I had then
funds in the acceptor's hands," (l Stark. 7 ; see 3 Esp. N. P. C. 155. 2 Camp. 151. 2 B.
& A. 759. 4 B. & A. 568. 4 East, 599, and cases there cited:) this was held no sufficmnt
acknowledgment. Where the defendant,--an executor,--who was sued for money had
and received from his testator, was proved to have said, '" I _eknowledge the receipt of
the money, but the testatmx gave it me," it was held insufficient. (Bull. N. P. 148,) and
so where the defendant, on being applied to ibr payment of a debt, said, "You owe me
more money: I have a set-off against it." 2 B. & A. 759. Where a party, on being asked
for the payment of his attorney's bill, admitted that there had been such a bill, but
stated that it had been paid to the deceased partner of the attorney, who had retained
the amount out of the floating balance m his hands, it seems that, in order to take the
case out of the statute, ewdence is inadmissible to show that the ball had never, m fact.
been paid in this m_nner. 4 B. & A 508. In all cases, unless the defendant actually
acknowledge that the debt or obligatmn did originally exist, the statute will not be
avoided. 4 Yiaule & S. 457. 2 Camp. 160.

In the third case, with respect to the party from whom the acknowledgment should
come to render it sufficient, an acknowledgment by an agent or servant intrusted by
the defendant to transact his business for him will suffice, (5 Esp. 145 ,) and so will the
admission of the wife who was accustomed to conduct her husband's business. Holt's

Ca Ni. Pri. 591. In an action against a husband for goods supplied to his wife for her
•ccomrnodatmn while he oeeasmnally visited her, a letter written by the wff'e, aeknow-
,edging the debt within six years, is admissible evidence to take the case out of the
statute. 1 C,_mp. 394 ; and see 2 Esp. l_l. P. C. 511. 5 Esp. N. P. C. 145. If a demand is
owing from two parties, an acknowledgment by one will avoid the statute. 4 T. R. 516.
So an acknowledgment by one of several makers of a joint and several promissory-note
will take the case out of the statute, as against any one of the other makers, in a sepa-
rate action on the note against him, (Doug. 652:) and this though against a surety, (2
Bingh 306 ;) and in an action against A. on the joint and several promissory-note of
himself and B. to take case out of the statute, it is enough to give m evidence a letter
written by A. to B. w_thm six years, desiring him to settle the debt. 3 Camp. 32; and
see 11 East, 585. 1 Stark. 81. But the acknowledgment of one partner to bind the
other must in such case be clear and explmit ; and therefore it is not sufficient in order
to take a case out of the statute, in an action on a promissory-note, to show a payment

by a joint maker of a note to the payee within six years, so as to throw it upon th8
_lefendant, to show that the payment was not made on account of the note. 1 Stark.
488. It has been held that when, one of two drawers of a joint and several promissory-
note having become bankrupt, the payee received a dividend under the commissmn on
account of the note, this will prevent the other drawer from availing himself of the
8tatut.e m an action brought against him for the remainder of the money due on the
note, the dividend having been received within six years before the action brought. 2
if. Bla. 340. But in a more recent case, where one of two joint drawers of a bill of

exchange became bankrupt, and under his commission the endorsees proved a debt
(beyond the amount of the bill) for goods sold, &c., and they exhibited the bill as
_ecurlty, they then held for their debt, and afterwards received a dividend : it was held
that m an action by the endorsees of the bill against the solvent partner, the statute of
limitations was a good defence, although the dividend had been paid by the assignees
of the bankrupt partner within six ye,lrs. I B. & A. 463 ; and see 1 B. & C. 248. 2 D. &
R. 363, S.C. So where A. & B. made a joint and several promissory-note, and A. died,
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L c. 26, no entry can be made by any man, unless within twenty years after his
right shall accrue. _ Also all actions of trespass, (quare cleusumfregit, or other.
wise,) detinue, trover, replevin, account, and case, (except upon accounts be-
tween merchants,) debt on simple contract, or for arres_ of rent, are limited

and ten years after his death B. paid interest on the note, it was holden, in an action
thereon ag_tinst the executors of A., that the payment of interest by B. did not take the
case out of the statute, so as to make the executors liable. 2 B. & C. 23. 3 D. & R. 200,
S.C. An acknowledgment by an accommodation accepter, within six years, of his lia-
bility to the payee, is not sufficient to take the case out of the statute tbr the drawer.
3 Stark. 186.

It is enazted, by 9 Gee. IV. c. 14, that in actions of debt or upon the c_se, grounded
upon any simple contract, no acknowledgments or promise by words only should be
deemed sufficmnt evidence of a new or continuing contract, whereby to take any case
out of the operation of the enactments of the statutes of limitations, or to deprive any
party of the benefit thereof, unless such acknowledgment or promise shall be made or
contained by or in some writing to be signed by the party chargeable thereby. And
that where there shall be two or more jom_ contractors, or executors or administrators
of any contractor, no such joint contractor, executor, or administrator shall lose the
benefit of the said enactments, or e,ther of them, so as to be chargeable in respect or
by reason only of any written acknowledgment or promise made and signed by any
other or others of them. The act not to alter the effect of any payment of any principal
or interest made by any person whatsoever. And m actmns to be commenced agains_
two or more such joint contractors, or executors or administrators, if it shall appear at
the trial, or otherwise, that the plaintiff, though barred by either of the said recited acts,
or this act, as to one or more of such joint contractors, or executors or administrators,
shall neverthele_ be entitled to recover against any other or others of the defendants
by virtue of a new acknowledgmen_ or promise, or otherwise, judgment may be given
and costs allowed for the plaintiff as to such defendant or defendants against whom he
shall recover, and for the other defendant or defendants against the plaintiff.

By sect. 2, that if defendant in action on simple contract shall plead m abatement to
the effect that any other person ought to be jointly sued, and issue be joined on such
plea, and it should appear at the trial that the actmn could not, by reason of the said
recited acts. or the present act, be maintained against the other person named in such
plea, the issue joined on such plea should be found against the party pleading the
same.

By sect.3,noendorsementormemorandum ofpaymentmade aftertheIstofJanuary,
18.29,upon any promissory-note,hi11of'exchange,orotherwriting,byoron behalfof
thepartytowhom suchpayment shallbe made,shallbedeemed sufi_cmntproofofsuch
payment,soastotakethecaseoutoftheoperatlonofeitherofthesaidstatutes.

By sect. 4, stud recited acts and the present act shall apply to the case of any debt on
_imple contracts by way of set-off on the part of any defendant, either by plea, notice, or
9therwise.

By sect. 8, no memorandum or other writing made necessary by the act shall be decree(1
to be an agreement within the meaning of the Stamp Acts.--CaITTY.

Some _mportant alteratmns have been made by two recent statutes as to the limits,
tion of actions and suits. By one of these statutes, (3 & 4 W. IV. c. 27, s. 2,) one
period of hmitation is established for bringing suits and actions relating to lands and
rents, it being enacted that after the 31st day of December, 18_3, no person shall bring
an action to recover any land or rent but within twenty years next after the time at which
the right to bring such actmn shall have first accrued, except in cases of disability, when
ten years longer is allowed, (s. 16 ;) but no action or suit shall be brought beyond forty
years after the right of action accrued. S. 17. By s. 41, no arrears of dower shall be
recovered for more than six years ; and (s. 42) no arrears of rent or interest are to be
recovered for more than six years. By the other of these statutes, (3 & 4 W. IV. c. 42,
s. 3,) an action of debt for rent upon an indenture, actions of covenant or debt upon
bond or other specialty, action of debt or sate .fac_e_supon recognizance, action of debt
upon awards, where the submission is not by specialty or for fines in respect of copyhold
estates, or tbr an escape, or for money lewed on tier/faeias, and actions for penalties,
damages, or sums of money given to the party grieved by any statute, shall be com-
menced within the following times :--Actions of_debt for rent or covenant, or debt upon
bond or other specialty, actions of debt or sate .facu_ upon recognizance, within twenty
years after the cause of action ; actions by the party grieved, two years after the cause of
such actions; and other actmns wit.hin six years after the cause of action. But it is
l,rovided that nothing herein enac_d shall extend to any action by statute specially
imited.----SzEW_aT.
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by the statute last mentioned to six years after the cause of action c_mmen _ed
and actions of assault, menace, batter)-, mayhem, and imprisonment, must .e
brought within four years, and actions for words within two years, after the in-
jury committed. _ And by the statute 31 Eliz. c. 5, all suits, indictments, and
informations, upon any penal statutes, where any forfeiture is to the crown
alone, shall be sued within two years; and where the forfbiture is to a subject,
or to the crown and a subject, within one year, after the offence committed, _
unless where any other time is specially limited by the statute. Lastly, b._
statute 10 W. III. c. 14_ no writ of error, scire facias, or other suit, shall b_
brought to reverse any judgment, fine, or recovery, for error, unless it be pro-
secuted within twenty years. 28 The use of these statutes of limitation is to pre-
serve the peace of the kingdom, and to prevent those innumerable perjuries
which might ensue if a man were allowed to bring an action for any injury

committed at any distance of time. *Upon both these accounts the law ['308
therefore holds, that "interest reipublicv_ ut sztfinis litium:" and upon the
same principle the Athenian laws in general prohibited all actions where the
injury was committed five years before the complaint was made.(e) If there-
fore in any suit the injury or cause of action happened earlier than the period
expressly limited by law, the defendant may plead the statutes of" limitations
in bar : as upon an assulnps_t, or promise to pay money to the plaintiff, the de.
fendant may plead non assumpsit infra sex annos; he made no such promise
within six years ; which is an effectual bar to the complaint. _

An estoppel is likewise a special plea in bar; which happens where a ma_
hath done some act or executed some deed which estops or precludes him fi'om
averring any thing to the contrary. As if tenant for years (who hath no fi'ee.
hold) levies a fine to another person. Though this is void as to strangers, yet
it shallwork as an estoppel to the cognizor; for if he afterwards brings an
action to recover these lands, and his fine is pleaded against him, he shall
thereby be estopped from saying that he had no freehold at the time and
therefore was incapable of levying it.

The conditions and qualities of a plea (which, as well as the doctrilm of
estoppels, will also hold equally, mutatis mutandis, with regard to other parts
of pleading)are---1. That it be single and containing only one matter; for
duplicity begets confusion. But by statute 4 & 5 Anne, c. 16, a man _ith
leave of the court may plead two or more distinct matters or single pleas i as,

(*)PottAnt.b.Lo. 21.

The statutemakes anexceptionforallpersonswho shallbeunderage,feme-cover_s,
noncomposmends,inprison,orabroad,when thecauseof actmnaccrues; and thelimita-
tionsofthe statuteshallonlycommence from the timewhen theirrespectiveimpedi-
ments ordisabihtiesareremoved,(s.7;)and the4 Anne, c.16,s.19extendsthispro
visiontodefendantsbeyondseasatthetimethecauseofactionaccrues.--CHizrr.
By thestatute9 Gee.IV.c.14,usuallycalledLord Tenterden'sAct,inactionsupon

any simple contract, no acknowledgment or promise by words only shall be sufficient
evidence of a new or continuing contract, whereby to take the case out of the operatmn
of the statute 21 Jac. I. c. 16; but any such acX'nowledgnwntor promise must be _au,_in.q,
signed by the party chargeable thereby. That statute also enacts that, when there are
several joint contractors or executors or administrators of a contractor, ene of them shall
not lose the benefit of the statute by reason of a wrttlen ac]_'nowleclgmentor promise made
by another ; and the statute 19 & 20 Vmt. c. :_7contaans an enactment to the same effect
w_th respect to a pavment_by any joint contractor or joint debtor, or the executor or
administrator of any contractor.--KERm

Where the forfeiture is to the crown and a subject, a common informer must su(,
within one year, and the crown may prosecute for the whole penalty at any time within
two years after that year ended._CuITwv.

_SBut now, by the Common-Law Procedure Act, 1852, s. 146, error must be brought
within _'acyears.---STewART.

2gBesides these statutes of limitations pointed out by the learned commentator, there
are various others, as the 4 Anne, e. 16, s. 17, relating to seamen's wages ; and the 21
(}eo. I1. c. 44, s. 8, ante, 1 book, 354, n. (37), as to actions against justices, constables, &e. ;
and the 28 Gee. III. c. 37. s 23. as to actions against persona in the customs and exclso
and the 43 Gee. III. c. 99, s. 70, as to actions against tax-collectors, &e. &c.--CnJv-rv.
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• in an action of assault and battery, these three, not guilty, son assault demesne,
and the statute of limitations. 2. That it be direct and positive, and not argu.
mentative. 3. That it have convenient certainty of time, place, and persons.
4. That it answer the plaintiff's allegations in every material point. 5. That
it be so pleaded as to be capable of trial. _

*Special pleas are usually in the affirmative, sometimes in the nega.
*309 ] tive; but they always advance some new fact not mentioned in the
declaration; and then they must be averred to be true in the common form,--
"and this he is ready to verify." This is not necessary in pleas of the general
issue; those always containing a total denial of the facts before advanced by
the other party, and therefore putting him upon the proof of them.

It is a rule in pleading that no man be allowed to plead specially such a plea
as amounts only to the general issue, or a total denlal of the charge ; but in
such case he shall be driven to plead the general issue in terms, whereby the
whole question is referred to a jury. :But if the defendant: in an assize or
action of trespass, be desirous to refer the validity of his title to the court
rather than the jury, he may state his title specially, and at the same time
give colour to the plaintiff, or suppose him to have an appearance or colour of
title, bad, indeed, in point of law, but of which the jury are not competent
judges. As, if his own true title be, that he claims by feoffment, with livery
from A., by force of which he entered on the lands in question, he cannot
plead this by itself, as it amounts to no more than the general issue, nut tort,
nul disseisen, in assize, or not guilty in an action of trespass. :But he may
allege this specially, provided he goes ihrther, and says, that the plaint;it
claiming by colour of a prior deed of feoffment without livery, entered; upon
whom he entered; and may then refer himself to the judgment of the court
which of these two titles is the best in point of law.(.f) 31

When the plea of the defendant is thus put in, if it does not amount to an
issue or total contradiction of the declaration, but only evades it, the plaintiff
may plead again, and reply to the defendant's plea; either traversing it; that
is, totally denying it; as if in an action of debt upon bond the defendant

"310] pleads solwt ad diem, that he paid the money when *due; here the
plaintiff in his replication may totally traverse tl_is plea by denying that

the defendant paid it; or he may allege new matter in contradiction to the
defendant's plea; as when the defendant pleads no award made, the plaintiff
may reply and set forth an actual award, and assign a breach ;{g) or the replica-
tion may co_.fess and avoid the plea, by some new matter or distinction con-
sistent with the plaintiff's former declaration; as, in an action for trespassing
upon land whereof the plaintiff is seised, if the defendant shows a title to the
land by descent, and that therefore he had a right to enter, and gives colour to
the plaintiff, the plaintiff may either traverse and totally den)-the fact of the

(I) Dr. & Stud. 2, c. 53. (g) Append. No. III. _ 6.

soIn addition to these qualities, it should be observed that every plea in bar must be
adapted to the nature of the action and conformable to the count, (Co. Lift. 303, a., 285,
b. Bac. Abr. Pleas, I. per tot. 1 Roll. Rep. 216 ;) must answer the whole declaration or
count, or rather all that it assumes m the introductory part to answer, and no more,
(Co. Lltt. 303, b. Com. Dig. Pleader, E. 1, 36. 1 Saund. 28. 2 B. & P. 427. 3 B. & P.
174;) must admit or confess the fact it justifies. (3 T. R. 298. 1 Sulk. 394. Carth. 380
1 Saund. 28;) must he certain, (Com. Dig. tit. Pleader. E. 5, &c. ;) and must be true, and
not too large. Hob. 295. Bac. Abr. tit. Pleas, G. 4. For more particular information as
to these qualities, see 1 Chitt on P1. 451 to 463 ; as to their forms and particular parts,
see id. 467 to 477.

The same rules which i,_ev'_d in the constructionand allowance of a declaration do so
in the case of pleas in bar. S_( _n_._.2,_9.notes 1, 2, 3. If the plea be bad in part, it is
so for the whole. Com. Dig. Pleader, E. 36. 3 T. R. 376. 3 B. & P. 174. 1 Saund. 337.
The rules as to surplusage in a declaration here also prevail. Ante, 293, notes 1, 2, 3._
CHITTY.

a, But this form of pleading is now abol'shed, and other facilities for referring questions
of iltle directly to the court are given by the Common-Law Procedure Act, 1852-
"_TEW'ART.
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descent; or he may confess and avoid it by replying, that true it is that, such
descent happened, but that since the descent the defendant himself demised
the lands to the plaintiff for a term of life. s_ To the replication the defendant
may rejoin, or put in an answer, called a rejoinder. The plaintiff may answer
the rejoinder by a sur-rejoinder; upon which the defendant may rebut; and thA
plaintiff answer him by a sur-rebutter. Whmh pleas, replications, rejoinders,
sin--rejoinders, rebutters, and sur-rebutters answer to the exceTtio , replicati#.
duplicatio, triplic_tio, and quadruplicatw of the Roman laws.(h) _

The whole of this process is denominated the pleading; in the several stage_
of which it must be carefully observed not to depart or vary from the title or
defence which the party has once insisted on For this (which is called a
departvre in pleading) might occasion endless altercation. Therefore the
replication must support the declaration, and the rejoinder must support the
plea, without departing out of it. As in the case of pleading no award made,
in consequence of a bond of arbitration, to which the plaintiff replies, setting
forth an actual award; now the defendant cannot rejoin that he hath per.
formed this award, for such rejoinder would be an cut;re departure from his
original plea, which alleged that no such award was made : thereforq he has

now no other *choice but to traverse the fact of the replication, or else to ['311
demur upon the law of it.

Yet in many actions the plaintiff who has alleged in his declaration a general
wrong may in his replication, after an evasive plea by the defendant, reduce
that general wrong to a more particular certainty, by assigning the injury
afresh, with all its specific circumstances, in such manner as clearly to ascertain
and identify it, consistently with his general complaint; which is called a new
or novel assignment. As, if the plaintiff in trespass declares on a breach of his
close in D., and the defendant pleads that the place where the injury is said to
have happened is a certain close of pasture in D., which descended to him from
B. his Father, and so is his own freehold; the plaintiff may reply and assign
another close in D., specifying the abuttals and boundaries, as the real place
of the injury.(/)

It hath previously been observed(k) that duplicity in pleading must be
avoided. Every plea must be simple, entire, connected, and confined to one
single point : it must never be entangled with a variety of distinct, independent
answers to the same matter ; which must require as many different replies,
and introduce a multitude of issues upon one and the same dispute. For this
would often embarrass a jury, and sometimes the court itself, and at all events
would greatly enhance the expense of the parties. Yet it i?equently is expe-
dient to plead in such a manner as to avoid any implied admission of a ihct
which cannot with propriety or saibty be positively affirmed or denied. And
this may be done by what is called a protestation; whereby the party inter-
poses an oblique allegation or denial of some fact, protesting (by the gerund

(a) Inst. 4,14 Bract. I. 5_ lr. 5. c. 1. (k) p. 308.
(_) Bro Abr. tit. trespas¢, 205_ 248.

*PAs to the several replications in general, see 1 Chitt. on P1. 4th ed. 500 to 518; and
as to their forms and parts in particular, id. 518 to 555. The general qualztwsof a repli-
cation are that it must answer the plea, and answer so much of it as it professes to
answer, or it will be a discontinuance, (Com. Dig. tit. Pleader, F. 4, W. 2. 1 Saund.
338 :) and it must answer the plea directly, not argumentatively, (10 East, 205 :) it must
not depart from the declaration. 2 Saund. 84, a., n. 1. Co. Litt. 304, a. 2Wils. _8. See
1 Chitt. on P1. 556 to 560. It must be certain ; and it is said that more certainty is
requisite in a replication than a declaration, though certainty to a common intent is in
eneral sufficient, (Com. Dig. Pleader, F. 17. 12 East, 263 ;) and, lastly, it must not be
ouble, or, in other words, contain two answers to the same plea, (10 East, 73. 2 Camp.

176, 177. Com. Dig. Pleader, F. 16 :) and the plaintiff cannot reply double, under the i
Anne, c. 16, (Fortes. 335,) unless in replevin, (2 B. & P. 368, 376;) and more particularly
as to these qualities, see 1 Chirr. on P1. 556 to 562. An entire replication bad ;n part m
bad for the whole. Com. Dig. Pleader, F. 25. 3 T. R. 376. 1 Saund. 28, n. 3.--Currvv.

asFormerly but one replication and but one rejoinder were allowed; but the rule has
been altered by the Common-Law Procedure Act, 1_52. A party, however, can only
have several replications, rejoinders, &c by leave of the court or a judge.--SvEwAz_.
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pro_eztando) that such a matter does or does not exist; and at the same time
avoiding a direct affirmation or denial. Sir Edward Coke hath defined(l) a
protestation (in the pithy dialect of that age) to be "an exclusion of a con..

clusion." • *For the use of it is, to save tile party from being concluded
"312] with respect to some t_act or circumstance, which cannot be directly
affii_ned or denied without falling into duplicity of pleading; and which yet,
if ke did not thus enter his protest, he might be deemed to have tacitly waive_I
or admitted. Thus, while tenure in villenage subsisted, it' a villein had brought
an action against his lord, and the lord was inclined to try the merits of :he
demand, and at the same time to prevent any conclusion against himself that
he had waived his seignory _ he could not in this ease both plead affirmatively
that the plaintiff was his villein, and also take issue upon the demand; for then
his plea would have been double, as the former alone would have been a good
bar to the action ; but he might have alleged the villenage of the plaintiff, by
way of protestation, and then have denied the demand. :By this means the
future vassalage of the plaintiff was saved to the defendant in case the issue
was found in his (the defendant's) favor ;(m) for the protestation prevented
that conclusion, which would otherwise have resulted from the rest of his de-
tente, that he had enfranchised the plaintiff.(n) since no villein could maintain
a civil action against his lord. So also, if a defendant, by way of inducement
to the point of his defence, alleges (among other matters) a particular mode of
seisin or tenure, which the plaintiff is unwilling to admit, and yet desires to
take issue on the principal point of the defence, he must deny the seisin or
tenure by way of protestation, and then traverse the defensive matter. So,
lastly, if an award be set forth by the plaintiff, and he can assign a breach in
one part of it, (viz., the non-payment of a sum of money,) and yet is afraid to
admit the performance of the rest of the award, or to aver in general a non-
performance of any part of it, lest something should appear to have been
performed ; he may save to himself any advantage he might hereafter make of
the general non-performance, by alleging that by protestation, and plead only
the non-payment of the money.(o) 3.

• In any stage of the pleadings, when either side advances or affirms"313 ]
any new matter, he usually (as we said) avers it to be true ; "and this

he is ready to verify." On the other hand, when either side traverses or denies
the facts pleaded by his antagonist, he usually tenders an issue, as it is called;
the language of which is different according to the party by whom the issue is
tendered; tbr if the traverse or denial comes fi'om the defendant, the issue is
tendered in this manner, "and of this he puts himself upon the country,"
thereby submitting himself to the judgment of his peers ;(p) but if the traverse
lies upon the plaintiff he tenders the issue, or prays the judgment of the peers
against the defendant in another form ; thus : "and this he prays may be in-
quired of by the country."

:But if either side (as, for instance, the defendant) :pleads a special negative
plea ; not traversing or denying any thing that was before alleged, but dis-
closing some new negative matter; as, where the suit is on a bond, conditioned
to perlbrm an award, and the defendant pleads, negatively, that no award was
made, he tenders no issue upon this plea; because it does not appear whether
the fact will be disputed, the plaintiff not having yet asserted the existence of
any award; but when the plaintiff replies, and sets forth an actual specific
aw'trd, if then the defendant traverses the replication, and denies the making
of any such award, he then, and not before, tenders an issue to the plaintiff.
For when in the course of pleading they come to a point which is affirmed on
one side, and denied on the other, they are then said to be at issue ; all their
debates being at last contracted into a single point, which must now be deter-
mined either in favour of the plaintiff or of the defendant.

(9 1 Inst 124. (o) Append No. III._ 6.
('_) Co. L_tt 126. (p) Ibid. No. I1. _ 4.
(_) See book n. ch. 6, p, 94.

No protestation is now required---or allowed, indeed--in any pleading ; but eith_!
party is entitled to the same advantage as if protestation had been made._KEitm.
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CHAPTER XXI.

OF ISSUE AND DEMURRER.

*lssu_., exitus, being the end of all the pleadings, is the fourth part o_ r*._l._
_tage of an action, and is either upon matter of law, or matter of fact. L ....

An issue upon matter of taw is called a demurrer: and it confesses the i_acts
to be true, as stated by the opposite party; but denies that, by the law arising
upon those facts, any injury is done to the plaintiff, or that the defendant has
made out a legitimate excuse ; according to the party which first demurs, demo-
ratur, rests or abides upon the point in question. As, if the matter of the
plaintiff's complaint or declaration be insufficient in law, as by not assigning
any sufficient trespass, then the defendant demurs to the declaration : if, on the
other hand, the defendant's excuse or plea be invalid, as if he pleads that he
committed the trespass by authority from a stranger, without making out the
stranger's right; here the plaintiff may demur in law to the plea: and so on
in every other part of the proceedings, where either side perceives any material
objection in point of law, upon which he may rest his case.

The form of such demurrer is by averring the declaration or plea, the repli-

cation or rejoinder, to be insufficient in law to maintain the action or ['315the defence; and therefore praying *judgment for want of sufficient
matter alleged.(a) Sometimes demurrers are merely for want of sufficient form
in the writ or declaration. But in cases of exceptions to the form or mannel
of pleading, the party demurring must, by statute 27 Eliz. c. 5, and 4 & 5 Anne,
e. 16, sot tbrth the causes of his demurrer, or wherein he apprehends the de-
ficiency to consist? And upon either a general or such a special demurrer, the
opposite party must aver it to be sufficient, which is called a joinder in demur.
rer,(b) and then the parties are at issue in point of law. Which issue in law,
or demurrer, the judges of the court before which the action is brought must
determine.

An issue of fact is where the fact only, and not the law, is disputed. And
when he that denies or traverses the tinct pleaded by his antagonist has ten-
dered the issue, thus, "and this he prays may be inquired of by the country ;"
or, "aud of this he puts himself upon the country ;" it may immediately be
subjoined by the other party, "and the said A. B. doth the like." Which done_
the issue is said to be joined, both parties having agreed to rest the fate of the
cause upon the truth of the fact in question.(c) And this issue of fact must,
generally speaking, be determined, not by the judges of the court, but by some
other method; the principal of which methods is that by the country, per Tais ,
(in Latin per patriam,) that is, by jury. Which establishment of different tri-
bunals for determining these different issues is in some measure agreeable to
the course of justice in the Roman republic, where the judices ordinarii deter.
mined only questions of fact, but questions of law were referred to the decisions
of the centumviri.( d) 2

(a) Append. No III. _ 6. (_) Ibid. No. II. _ 4.
(t,} Ibid. (d) Clc. de Orator. L 1, c. 38.

' Either party may demur when the preceding pleadings of his adversary are defectSve
A demurrer has been defined to be a declaratmn that the party demurring will go no
further, because the other has not shown sufficient matter against him. 5 3_[od. 132.
Co. Litt. 71, b. When the pleading is defective in substance, a general demurrer will
mlffiee ; but where the objection is to the form, the demurrer must be special. Bac. Abr.
Pleas, N. 5. A special demurrer must not merely show the kind of fault, but the specific
fault complained of.--CmTTr.

Formerly a party could not in any case demur and plead, by way of traverse or other
wise, to the same pleading at the same time. A defendant could not, for instance,
answer a declaration, first, by a demurrer, for that it showed no cause of action ; and,
seamdly, by pleading in confession and avoidance that the plaintiff had released the suit ;
for the objection in poiut of law could not be raised _ith an issue in fact, the demurrer
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But here it will be proper to observe, that during the whole of these pro-
ceedings, from the time of the defendant's appearance in obedience to the
,_1_ _ king's writ, it is necessary *that both the parties be kept or continued

_u | in court from day to day, till the final determination of the suit. For
the court can determine nothing unless in the presence of both the parties, in
person or by their attorneys, or upon default of one of them, after his original
appearance and a time prefixed _br his appearance in cour't again. Therefore,
in the course of pleading, if either party neglects to put in his declaration, plea,
replication, rejoinder, and the like, within the times allotted by the standing
rules of the court, the plaintiff, if the omission be his, is said to be non-nit, or
not to follow and pursue his complaint, and shall lose the benefit of his writ :
or, if the negligence be on the side of the defendant, judgment may be had
against him for such his default. And, after issue or demurrer joined, as well
as in some of the previous stages of proceeding, a day is continually given and
entered upon the record, for the parties to appear on from time to time, as the
exigenee of the case may require. The giving of this day is called the con-
t_nuance, because thereby the proceedings are continued without interruption
from one adjournment to another. If these continuances are omitted, the cause
is thereby discontinued, and the defendant is discharged sine die, without a day,
for this turn : for by his appearance in court he has obeyed the command of'
the king's writ; and, unless he be adjourned over to a certain day, he is no
longer bound to attend upon that summons; but he must be warned afresh,
and the whole must begin de novo. s

Now, it may sometimes happen, that after the defendant has pleaded, nay,
even after issue or demurrer joined, there may have arisen some new matter,
which it is proper for the defendant to plead; as that the plaintiff, being a ferns.
sole, is since married, or that she has given the defendant a release, and the
like : here, if the defendant takes advantage of this new matter as early as he
possibly can, viz., at the day given for his next appearance, he is permitted to
plead it in what is called a plea of puis darrein contznuance, or since the last ad-

"317 ] journment' *For it would be unjust to exclude him from the benefitof this new defence, which it was not in his power to make when he

_leaded the former. But it is dangerous to rely on such a plea, without due_onsideration; for it confesses the matter which was before in dispute between
the parties.(e) And it is not allowed to be put in, if any continuance has inter-
_vened between the arising of this fresh matter and the pleading of it : for then
the defendant is guilty of neglect, or laches, and is supposed to rely on the merits
of his former plea. Also it is not allowed after a demurrer is determined, or
verdict given ; because the relief may be had in another way, namely, by _rit
of audita querela, of which hereafter. And these pleas puis darrein continuance,
when brought to.a demurrer in law or issue of fact, shall be determined in like
manner as other pleas.

We have said that demurrers, or questions concerning the sufficiency of the
matters alleged in the pleadings, are to be determined by the judges of the

(o)Cro.Ehz.49.

being considered to admit the facts, although in reality this was only for the sake of
argument. Now, however, a party may plead and demur to the same pleading at the
same time, if he can satisfy a dudge or the court that he ought to be allowed to do so.
He may--as is but reasonable--be required to make an affidavit of the truth of the facts
stated in the pleas, and of his belief that the objections raised by the demurrer are valid
in law, before such leave will be granted. And the court or judge, in granting leav_
may direct which shall be first determined, the issue in law or the issue in fac_._KERa.

s But these continuances are now become mere matter of form, and may be entered
at any time to make the record eomplete.--CoLERiDG_.

4This plea, though treated in some respects as a dilatory plea, the court cannot refuse
to receive, (2Wils. 157. 3 T. R. 554. 1 ]_arsh. 280. 5 Taunt. 333. 1 Stark. 62;) but it
must be verified on oath before it is filed. Freem. 252. 1 Stra. 493. 2 Smith's Rep. 396.
it may be pleaded at nisi prius as well as in bane, but cannot be amended after the
_ssizes are over. Yelv. 181. Freem. 252. Bull. N. P. 309. See fllrther, 1 Chitty on P1
Ith ed. 569 to 573.---C_IT_Y.
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court, upon solemn aa'gument by counsel on both sides, and to that end a demur
rer-book is made up, containing all the proceedings at length, which are aider.
wards entered on record; and copies thereof, c,llled paper-books, are delivered to
the judges to peruse) The record(f) is a history of the most material pro-
_',eedings in the cause, entered on a parchment roll, and c2ntinued down to the
present time ; in which must be stated the original writ hnd summons, all the
pleadings, the declaration, view, or oyer prayed, the imparlances, plea, replication,
rejoinder, continuances, and whatever further proceedings have been had i all
entered verbatim on the roll, and also the issue or demurrer, and joinder therein

These were formerly all written, as indeed all publicproceedings were, in
l_orman or law French, 6 and even tile arguments of the counsel and decisions
of the court were in the same barbarous dialect. An evident and shameful

badge, it must be owned, of tyranny and foreign servitude ; being *in- ['318trodueed under the auspices of William the Norman, and his sons:
whereby the ironical observation of the :Roman satirist came to be literally
verified, that " Galha causidicos docuit facunda Br_tannos."(g) This continued
till the reign of Edward III. i who, having employed his arms successfully in
subduing the crown of France, thought it unbeseeming the dignity of the victors
to use any longer the language of a vanquished country. By a statute, there-
fore, passed in the thirty-sixth year of his reign,(h) it was enacted, that for the
future all pleas should be pleaded, shown, defended, answered, debated, and
judged in the English tongue; but be entered and enrolled in Latin. In like
manner as Don Alonso X., king of Castile, (the great-grandtkther of our Edward
III.,) obliged his subjects to use the Castilian tongue in all legal proceeding_;(i)
and as, in 1286, the German language was established in the courts of the em-
pire.(k) And perhaps if' our legislature had then directed that the writs them-
selves, which are mandates from the king to his subjects to peribrm certain acts
or to appear at certain places, should have been framed in the English language,
according to the rule of our antient law,(/) it had not been very nuproper. Bu_
the record or enrolment of those writs and the proceedings thereon, which was
calculated for the benefit of posterity, was more serviceable (because more
durable) in a dead and immutable language than in any flux or living one. The
practisers, however, being used to the :Norman language, and therefore ima-
gining they could express their thoughts more aptly and more concisely in that
than in any other, still continued to take their notes in law-French; and of
course, when those notes came to be pubhshed, under the denomination of

reports, they were printed in that barbarous dialect; which, joined to the add;.tioual terrors of Gothic black letter, has occasioned many a student to throw
away his Plowden and Littleton, without venturing to attack a page of them.
And yet, in reality, upon a nearer acquaintance, they would have found nothing

very formidable in the language; which differs in its grammar _and ['319orthography as much from the modern French, as the diction of Chaucer
and Gower does from that of Addison and Pope. Besides, as the English and
Norman languages were concurrently used by our ancestors for several centuries
together, the two idioms have naturally assimilated, and mutually borrowed
from each other: for which reason the grammatical construction of each is so
very much the same, that I apprehend an Englishman (with a week's prepa.
ration) would understand the laws of :Normandy, collected in their grand cous.
tumier, as well, if not better, than a Frenchman bred within the walls of Paros.

The Latin, which succeeded the French for the entry and enrolment of pleas,
and which continued in use for four centuries, answers so nearly to the English

(.r) Append No. II. _ 4. No. III. _ 6, (_) Mod. Un Hlst xx. 211.
(g) Ju_ xv llL (k) Ibid. xxJx, 235.
(k) C. 15. (l) M_rr c. 4, _ 3

s the plaintiff, or his attorney, must deliver paper-books to the chief justice and senior
judge, and the defendant, or his attorney, to the two other judges. R. ]_L 17 Car. I.---
_ITT_.

a This is disputed, with great reason, by Mr. Serjea-nt Stephen, Pleading, Appendix, p
xz:i., who thinks that the record was always in Latin.---STEwAaT.
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(ofteDtimes word for word) that it is not at all surprising it should _enerally be
imagined to be totally i_abricated at home, with little more art or trouble tha_
by adding Roman terminations to English words. Whereas in reality it is a
very universal dialect, spread throughout all Europe at the irruption of the
northern nations, an_ particularly accommodated and moulded to answer all
the purposes of the _awyers with a peculiar exactness and precision. This is

rineipally owing to the simplicity, or (if the reader pleases) the poverty an0
aldness, of its texture, calculated to express the ideas of mankind just as they

arise in the human mind, without any rhetorical flourishes or perplexed orna-
ments of style i for it ,,nay be observed, that those laws and ordinances, of public
as well as private con_munities, are generally the most easily understood, where
strength and perspicuity, not harmony or elegance of expression, have been
principally consulted "in compiling them. These northern nations, or rather
their legislators, though they resolved to make use of the :Latin tongue in pro-
mulging their laws, as being more durable and more generally known to their
conquered subjects than their own Teutonic dialects, yet (either through choice

"320" or necessity) have frequently intermixed therein some words bf a Gothic
J original, which is more or less the case in every country *of Europe,

and therefore not to be imputed as any peculiar blemish in our English legal
:Latinity.(m) The truth is_ what is generally denominated law-Latin is in reality
a mere technical language, calculated for eternal duration, and easy to be appre-
hended both in present and future times ; and on those accounts best suited to
preserve those memorials which are intended for perpetual rules of action. The
rude pyramids of Egypt have endured from the earliest ages, while the more
modern and more elegant structures of Attica, Rome, and Palmyra have sunk
beneath the stroke of time.

As to the objection of locking up the law in a strange and unknown tongue,
that is of little weight with regard to records, which iew have occasion to read
but such as do, or ought to, understand the rudiments of Latin. And, besides, it
may be observed of the law-:Latin, as the very ingenious Sir John 1)avis(n) ob-
serves of the law-French, "that it is so very easy to be learned, that the meanest
wit that ever came to the study of the law doth come to understand it almost
perfectly in ten days without a reader."

It is true indeed that the many terms of art, with which the law abounds,
are sufficiently harsh when :Latinized, (yet not more so than those of other
sciences_) and may, as Mr. Selden observes,(o) give offence "to some gramma-
rians of squeamish stomachs, who would rather choose to live in ignorance of
things the most useful and important, than to have their delicate ears wounded
by the use of a word unknown to Cicero, Sallust, or the other writers of the
Augustan age." Yet this is no more than must unavoidably happen when
things of modern use, of which the :Romans had no idea and consequently no

phrases to express them, come to be delivered in the :Latin tongue. It
"321] would puzzle *the most classical scholar to find an appellation, in his

ure :Latinity, for a constable, a record, or a deed of feoffment ; it is therefore to
e imputed as much to necessity, as ignorance, that they were sty.led in our

tbrensic dialect constabular_us, recordum, and feoffamentum. Thus, again, another
uncouth word of our antient laws, (for I defend not the ridiculous barbarisms
sometimes introduced by the ignorance of modern practisers,) the substantive
murdrum, of the verb murdrare, however harsh and unclassical it may seem, was
necessarily framed to express a particular offence ; since no other word in being,
occidere, interficere, hecate, or the like, was sufficient to express the retention of the
criminal, or quo animo the act was perpetrated i and therefore by no means came
up to the notion of murder at present entertained by our law ; viz._ a killing
with malwe aforethought.

A similar necessity to this produced a similar effect at Byzantium, when the
Roman laws were turned into Greek for the use of the Oriental empire : for_

(_) The following sentence, "Sl qu_s ad batta_a curte raa stamp, in the laws of the Burgundians on the contiuent_
_t_ff anyone goes outof his own court to fight," &c_ before the end of tho flfth century Add. l_o. 5_2.
may raise a snnle in the student as a flaming modern Angb- (_) Pref Rep.
e4_ ; but he m,_y meet with It_ among =k,hers of the imn_ (o) Prof. ad Eadma*.
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without any regard to Attic elegance, the lawyers of the imperial courts made
no scruple to translate fidei commissaries, __'_zo/z/_aaapwov ;(p) cubiculum, zo_/?ou-
x_o_ ;(q) filium-familias, ,'rat_a-_a#_,_ca__(r) repudium, p_oo&o_ :(s) compromissum
hOlZ,'rp,,#taao_ ;(t) reverentia et obsequium, p_u_.p_vwa xa_ olga_zoow'_ i(u) and the like.
They studied more the exact and precise import of the words than the neatness
and delicacy of their cadence. And many academical readers will excuse me
for suggesting that the terms of the taw are not more numerous, more uncouth,
or mere difficult to be explained by a teacher, than those of logic, physics, and
the whole circle of Aristotle's philosophy, nay, even of the politer al_s of archi-
tecture and its kindred studies, or the science of rhetoric itself. Sir Thontas
More s.....famou_ l%al queshon(w) contains an it nothmg_ more difficult than the
*dcfimtmn whmh m his time the philosophers currently gave of their _..,)._
m_teriaprima, the groundwork of all natural knowledge; that it is "neque k o.z
q,_',d, neque quantum, neque quate, neffue aliffuid eorum ffuibus ens determinatur;" or

its subsequent explanation by Adrian Heereboord, who assures us.(x) that "'ma-
teria 2rima non est corpus, neque 2er formam corpore_tati% neque per s_mT_wem essen-
tiara: est tamen ens, et quidem substantia, liter incompleta; habetque actum ex se
entitativum, et simul est potentia _ubjeetiva." The law therefore, with regard to
its technical phrases, stands upon the same footing with other studies, and re-
quests only the same indulgence.

This technical Latin continued in use from the time of its first introduction

till the subversion of our ant;cut constitution under Cromwell; when, among
many other innovations in the law, some for the better and some for the worse,
the language of our records was altered and turned into English But, at the
restoration of king Charles, this novelty was no longer countenanced; the prac-
tisers finding it very difficult to express themselves so concisely or significantly
in any other language but the Latin. And thus it continued without any sen-
sible inconvenience till about the year 1730, when it was again thought proper
that the proceedings at law should be done into English ; and it was accordingly
so ordered by statute 4 Gee. II. c. 26. This provision was made, according to
the preamble of the statute, that the common people might have knowledge
and understanding of what was alleged or done for and against them in the

rocess and pleadings, the judgment and entries, in a cause. Which purpose
as, I fear, not been answered ; being apt to suspect that the people are now,

after many years' experience, altogether as ignorant in matters of law as before.
On the otl_er hand, these iliconven_enees have already arisen from the alteration;
that now _any clerks and attorneys are hardly able to read, much less to under-
stand, a record even of so modern a date as the reign of George the First. And
it has much enhanced the expense of all legal proceedings: ibr since the prac-

tisers are confined (for *the sake of the stamp-duties, which are thereby [*323considerably increased) to write only a stated number of words in a
sheet ; and as the English language, through the multitude of its particles, is
much more verbose than the Latin, it follows that the number of sheets
must be very much augmented by the change.(y) The translation also of
technical phrases, and the names of writs and other process, were found to be
so very ridiculous (a writ of nisi prius, quare impedit, fieri faeias, habeas corpus,
and the rest, not being capable of an English dress with any degree of serious.
hess) that in two years' time it was found necessary to make a new act, 6 Gee.
IL c. 14; which allows all technical words to continue in the usual langut_g%
and has thereby almost defeated every beneficial purpose of the former statute.

What is said of the alteration of language by the statute 4 Gee. II. e. 26 will
hold equally strong with respect to the prohibition of using the ant;cut im
mutable court-hand in writing the records or other legal proceedings ; _'_ereby
the reading of any record that is fifty years old is now become the object of
science, and calls ibr the help of an antiquarian. But that branch of it, which

(_') Nov. 1, c. 1. (_) See page 149.
q) Nov. 8, ed/ct. COnztan_rw_2. (z) Phdo,_oph. iVatural, c 1, _ 28, _c.
") Nov. 117, o. 1 _ For instance, these three words. "_c_rndura #ormar_
(')Ibid. c. 8. _t_ut_,"are now converted rote aeven_ "according to the
($) Ib_d 82, c. 1]. form of the _atuto."
(,,' ]hi& "% c. _.
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forbids the use of abbreviations, seems to be of more solid advantage, in de.
livering such proceedings from obscurity: according to the precept of Jus-
tinian ;(z) "ne per scripturam aliqua fiat in posterum dub;ratio, jubemus non per
siglorum captiones et compendiosa enigmata ejusdem codicis texture corncrib;, sed per
titerarum consequent;am exTlanari concedimus." But to return to our demurrer.

When the substance of the record is completed, and copies are delivered to
the judges, the matter of law upon which the demurrer is grounded is upon
solemn argument determined by the court, and not by any trial by jury; and
judgment is thereupon accordingly given. As, in an action of trespass, if the

defendant in his plea confesses the fact, but *justifies it causa venation;s,
*324] for that he was hunting; and to this the plaintiff demurs, that is, hA
admits the truth of the plea, but denies the justification to be legal: now, ca
arguing this demurrer, if the court be of opinion that a man may not justify
trespass in hunting, they will give judgment for the plaintiff; if they think that
he may, then judgment is given for the defendant. Thus is an issue in law, or
demurrer, disposed of.

An issue of t_act takes up more form and preparation to settle it ; for he1 ¢ the
truth of the matters alleged must be solemnly examined and established by
proper evidence in the channel prescribed by law. To which examination of
facts, the name of trial is usually confined, which will be treated of at large in
Lhe two succeeding chapters.

CHAPTER XXII.

OF THE SEVERAL SPECIES OF TRIAL.

*TH_ uncertainty of legal proceedings is a notion so generally adopted,
*325] and has so long been the standing theme of wit and good humour, that
he who should attempt to refute it would 1)e looked upon as a man who was either
incapable of discernment himself, or else meant to impose upon others. Yet it
may not be amiss, before we enter upon the several modes whereby certainty
is meant to be obtained in our courts of justice, to inquire a little wherein this
uncertainty, so frequently complained of_ consists; and to what causes it owes
its original.

It hath sometimes been said to owe its original to the number of our muni.
eipal constitutions, and the multitude of our judicial decisions ;(a) which occa-
sion, it is alleged, abundance of rules that militate and thwart with each other,
as the sentiments or caprice of successive legislatures and judges have happened
to vary. The fact of multiplicity is allowed; and that thereby the researches
of the student are rendered more difficult and laborious ; but that, with proper
industry, the result of those inquiries will be doubt and indecision, is a conse-
quence that cannot be admitted. People are apt to be angry at the want of
_implicity in our laws: they mistake variety for confusion, and complicated

cases for contradictory. *They bring us the example of arbitrary go-
"326] vernments, of Denmark, Muscovy, and Prussia; of wild and unculti-
vated nations, the savages of Africa and America; or of narrow domestic re-
publics, in antient Greece and modern Switzerland; and unreasonably require
the same paucity of laws, the same conciseness of practice, in a nation of free-
me,la, a polite and commercial people, and a populous extent of territory.

In an arbitrary despotic government, where the lands are at the disposal of
_ne prince,,the rules of succession, or the mode of enjoyment, must depend
upon his will and pleasure. Hence there can be but few legal determinations
relating to the property, the descent, or the conveyance of real estates; and
the same holds in a stronger degree with regard to goods and chattels, and the
_o,ltracts relating thereto. Under a tyrannical sway, trade must be continually

(I) De concept, dwest. _ 13. (a) See the preface to Sir John Dawes's Reports, where_
mamy of*he following topics are discuaaed more at largo
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in jeopardy, and of consequence can never be extensive: this ther(fore p_ts an
end to the necessity of an infinite number of rules, which the English merchant
daily recurs to for adjusting commercial differences. Marriages are there usually
contracted with slaves; or at least women are treated as such : no laws can be
therefore expected to regulate the rights of dower, iointures, and marriage set-
th?ments. Few also are the persons who can claim 'the privileges of any-laws;
the bulk of tho_e nations, viz., the commonalty, boors, or peasants, being merely
villeins and bondmen. Those are therefore left to the private coercion of their
lords, are esteemed (in the contemplation of these boasted legislators) incapable
of either right or injury, and of consequence are entitled to no redress. We
may see, in these arbitrary states, how large a field of legal contests is already
rooted up and destroyed.

Again: were we a poor and naked people, as the savages of America are,
strangers to science, to commerce, and the arts as well of convenience as of
luxury, we might perhaps be content, as some of them are said to be, to refer

all disputes to the next man we meet upon the road, and so put a short [*327
end *to every controversy. Foc in a state of nature there is no room
for municipal laws; and the nearer any nation approaches to that state, the
fewer they will have occasion for. When the people of Rome were little better
than sturdy shepherds or herdsmen, all their laws were contained in ten or
twelve tables; but as luxury, politeness, and dominion increased, the civil law
increased in the same proportion, and swelled to that amazing bulk which it
now occupies, though successively pruned and retrenched by the emperors
Theodosius and Justinian.

In like manner we may lastly observe, that, in petty states and narrow terri-
tories, much ibwer laws will suffice than in large ones, because there are fewer
objects upon which the laws can operate. The regulations of a private family
are short and well known; those of a prince's household arc necessarily more
various and diffuse.

The causes therefore of the multiplicity of the English laws are, the extent of
the country which they govern, the commerce and refinement of its inhabitants;
but, above all, the liberty and property of the subject. These will naturally
produce an infinite fund of disputes which must be terminated in a judicial way;

and it is essential to a free people, that these determinations be published and
adhered to; that their propert_ may be as certain and fixed as the very consti-
tution of their state. For though in many other countries every thing is left in
the breast of the judge to determine, yet with us he is only to declare and pro-
nounc, _,not to make or new-model, the law. Hence a multitude of decisions, or
cases adjudged, will arise ; for seldom will it happen that any one rule will ex-
actly suit with many cases. And in proportion as the decisions of courts of
judicature are multiplied, the law will be loaded with decrees, that may some.
times (though rarely) interfere with each other: either because succeeding
judges may not be apprized of the prior adjudication; or because they may
think differently from'their predecessors; or because the same arguments did
1Jot occur formerly as at *present; or, in fine, because of the natural r,,_ou
"mbecility and imperfection that attends all human proceedings. But L _""
wherever this happens to be the case in any material point, the legislature is
ready, al.d from time to time both may, and frequently does, intervene to re-
move the doubt; and, upon due deliberation had, determines by a declaratory
statute how the law shall be held for the future.

Whatever instances therefore of contradiction or uncertainty may have been

leaned from our records, or reports, must be imputed to the defects of human
ws in general, and are not owing to any particular ill construction of the Eng-

ish system. Indeed, the reverse is most strictly true. The English law is less
embarrassed with inconsistent resolutions and doubtful questions, than any other
known system of the same extent and the same duration. I may instance in
the civil law : the text whereof, as collected by Justinian and his agents, is ex-
tremely voluminous and diffuse; but the idle comments, obscure glosses, and
jarring interpretations grafted thereupon by the learned jurists are litcra,ly
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without number. And these glosses,which are mere privateopinionsof scho
lasticdoctors,(and not,likeour books of reports,judicialdeterminationsof tha
court,)are allof authoritysufficientto be vouched and reliedon : which must
needs breed great distractionand confusionintheirtribunals.The same may
be saidof the canon law; though the text thereofisnot of halfthe antiquity
with the common law ofEngland; and though the more ant;eatany system of
law is,the more itisliabletobe perplexedwith the multitudeofjudicialdecrees.
When thereforea body oflaws,ofsohigh antiquityasthe English,isin genera]
so clearand perspicuous,itarguesdeep wisdom and foresightin such as laidthe
foundations,and greatcareand circumspectionin such as have builtthe super.
structure.

But isnot (itwillbe asked) the multitudeof law-suits,which we dailysee
and experience, an argument against the clearness and certainty of the

*329] law itself? By no means : for *among the various disputes and contro-
versies which are daily to be met with in the course of legal proceedings, it is
obvious to observe how very few arise from obscurity in the rules or maxims of
law. An action shall seldom be heard of, to determine a question of inheritance,
unless the fact of the descent be controverted. But the dubious points which
are usually agitated in our courts arise chiefly from the difficulty there is of
ascertaining the intentions of individuals, in their solemn dispositions of pro-
perty; in their contracts, conveyances, and testaments. It is an object indeed
of the utmost importance, in this free and commercial country, to lay as few
restraints as possible upon tim transfer of possessions from hand to hand, or
their various designations marked out by the prudence, convenience, necessities,
or even by the caprice, of their owners : yet to investigate the _ntention of the
owner is frequently matter of difficulty, among heaps of entangled conveyances
or wills of a various obscurity. The law rarely hesitates in declaring its own
meaning; but the judges are frequently puzzled to find out the meaning of
others. Thus the powers, the interest, the privileges and properties of a tenant
for life, and a tenant in tail, are clearly distinguisimd and precisely settled by
law: but, what words in a will shall constitute this o1" that estate, has occa-
sionally been disputed for more than two centuries past, and will continue to
be disputed as long as the carelessness, the ignorance or singularity of testators
shall continue to" clothe their intentions in dark or new-fang]ed expressions.

But, notwithstanding so vast an accession of legal controversies, arising from
so fertile a fund as the ignorance and wilfhlness of individuals, these will bear
no comparison in point of number to those which are founded upon the dis-
honesty and disingenuity of the parties : by either their suggesting complaints
that are false in fitct, and thereupon bringing groundless actions; or by _heir
denying such facts as arc true, in setting up unwarrantable defences. ,Exfacto
oritur jus :. if therefore the iltct be perverted or misrepresented, the law which

arises from thence will unavoidably be unjust or partial. *And, in order
*330 ] to prevent this, it is necessary to set right the fact, and establish the
_ruth contended for, by appealing to some mode of Trobation or trial, which the
law of the country has ordained tbr a criterion of truth and falsehood.

These modes of probation or trial form in every civilized country the great
object of judicial decisions. And experience will abundantly show, that above
a hundred of our law-suits arise from disputed facts, for one where the law is
doubted of. About twenty days in the year are sufficient in Westminster hall,
to settle (upon solemn argument) every demurrer, or other special point of law.
that arises throughout the nation : but two months are annually spent in de-
ciding the truth of facts, before six distinct tribunals, in the several circuits of
England : exclusive of _[iddlesex and London, which afford a supply of causes
much more than equivalent to any two of the largest circuits.

Trial_ then, is the examination of the matter of fact in issue : of which there
are many different species, according to the difference of the subject, or thing
to be tr:od : of all which we will take a cursory view in this and the subsequent
chapter. For the law of England so industriously endeavours to investigate
truth at any rate, that it will not confine itseff to one, or to a few, manners of

2s2
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trial; but varies its examination of facts according to the nature of the ihcts
themselves : this being the one invariable principle pursued, that as well the
best method of trial, as the best evidence upon that trial which the nature
of the case affords, and no other, shall be admitted in the English courts of
justice•

The species of trials in civil cases are seven. By record; by inspection, o1"e_..
_mination; by certtficate; by w_tnesses; by wager of battle; by wager of btw; and
by jury.

I. First, then, of the trial by record. This is only used in one partkular in-

stance : and that is wh,;re a matter of record *is pleaded in any action, ['331as a fine, a judgment, or the like; and the opposite party pleads, "nul
tiel record," that there is no such matter of record existing : upon this, issue is
tenderod and joined in the following form, "and this he prays may be inquired

•of by the record, and the other doth the like 9" and hereupon the party pleading
the record has a day given him to bring it in, and proclamation is made in court
for him to "bring forth the record by him in pleading alleged, or else he shall
be condemned/' and, on his fi_ilure, his antagonist shall have judgment to
recover. The trial therefore of this issue is merely by the record i for, as
Sir Edward Coke(b) observes, _ record or enrolment is a monument of so
high a nature, and importeth in _tself such absolute verity, that if it be pleaded
that there is no such record, it shall not receive any trial by witness, jury, or
otherwise, but only by itself. Thus titles of nobility, as whether earl or no earlj
baron or no baron, shall be tried by the king's writ or patent only, which is
matter of record.(c) Also in case of' an alien, whether alien friend or enemy,
shall be tried by the league or treaty between his sovereign and ours ; for every
league or treaty is of record.(d) And also, whether a manor be to be held in
antient demesne or not, shall be tried by the record of domesday in the king's
exchequer.

II. Trial by inspection, or examination, is when, for the greater expedition of a
cause, in some point or issue being either the principal question or aribing col-
laterally out of it, but being evidently the object of' senses, the judges of the
court, upon the testimony of' their own sense, shall decide the point in dispute
For, where the affirmative or negative of a question is matter of such obvious
determination, it is not thought necessal 5" to summon a jury to decide it; who
are properly called in to inform the conscience of the court in respect of dubious
fi_cts : and therefore when the i_et, from its nature, must be evident to the court

either from ocular demonstration or other irrefi'agable ])roof, there the [*332
law departs *fi'om its usual resort, the verdict of twelve men, and relies
on the judgment of the court alone. As in case of a suit to reverse a fine for
non-age of the cognizor, or to set aside a statute or recognizance entered into
by an infant ; here, and in other cases of the like sort, a writ shall issue to the
sheriff;(e commanding him that he constrain the said party to appear, that it.....

may be ascertained, by the view of his body by the king's jusUces, whether he
be of full age or not i "ut per aspectum corsoris su_ cow,stare poterit justici_riis
nostrls, si prx.dictus A. sit plena_ _tatis necnc."(f ) If however the court has, upon
inspection, any doubt of the age of the party, (as may frequently be the case,)
it may proceed to take proofs of the fact; and, particularly, may examine the
infant himself upon an oath of voire d_re, ver_tatem d_cere, that is, to make truo
answer to such questions as the court shall demand of him : or the court may
examine his mother, his godfather, or the like.(g)

In like manner, if a defendant pleads in abatement of the smt that the
plaintiff is dead, and one appears and calls himself the plaintiff, which the
defendant denies : in this cause the judges shall determine by inspection and
examination whether he be the plaintiff or not.(h) Also, if a man be found by
a jury an idiot a nativitate, he may come in person into the chancery before the

(_) 1 Inst 117 2_. (I) This question of non-age was forme, ly, according to
(*) 6 Rep. 53. GlanviL (i 13, c 15,) tried by a jury of e_ght _LC_a,though
(_)9 Rep. 81. now It 1_ tried by inspection
(,) ][b_I. (u) 2 Roll• Abr. 57_.

(_) 9 Rep 3{_
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chancellor, or be brougl_t there by his friends, to be inspected and examined_
whether idiot or not : and if upon such view and inquiry it appears that he is
not so, the verdict of the jury and all the proceedings thereon are utterly
void and instantly of no effect.(/)

Another instance in which the trial by inspection may be used is when, upon
an appeal of mayhem, the issue joined is whether it be mayhem or no may-
hem; this shall be decided by the court upon inspection, for which purpose

*333] they may *call in the assistance of surgeons.(j) 1 And, by analogy tothis, in an action of trespass for mayhem, the court (upon view of such
mayhem as the plaintiff has laid in his declaration, or which is certified by
the judges who tried the cause to be the same as was given in evidence to the
jury) may increase the damages at their own discretion,_k) as may also be the
case upon view of an atrocious battery.(/) But then the oattery must likewise
be alleged so certainly in the declaration that it may appear to be the same
with the battery inspected.

Also, to ascertain any circumstances relative to a particular day past, it hath
been tried by an inspection of the almanac by the court. Thus, upon a writ
of error from an inferior court, that of Lynn, the error assigned was that the
judgment was given on a Sunday, it appearing to be on 26 February, 26 Eliz.,
and upon inspection of the almanacs of that year it was found that the 26th
of February in that year actually fell upon a Sunday : this was held to be a
sufficient trial, and that a trial by a jury was not necessary, although it was
an error in fact ; and so the judgment was reversed.(m) But in all these cases
the judges, if they conceive a doubt, may order it to be tried by jury.

III. The trial by certificate is allowed in such cases where the evidence of
the person certifying is the only proper criterion of the point in dispute. For,
when the fact in question lies out of the cognizance of the court, the judges
must rely on the solemn averment or information of persons in such a station
as affords them the most clear and competent knowledge of the truth. As
therefore such evidence (if given to a jury) must have been conclusive, the law,
to save trouble and circuity, permits the fact to be determined upon such cer-
tificate merely. Thus, 1. If the issue be, whether A. was absent with the
king in his army out of the realm in time of war ; this shall be tried(n) by the

*334] certificate of the mareschal of *the king's host in writing under hisseal, which shall be sent to the justices. 2. If, in order to avoid an
ouLlawry or the like, it was alleged that the defendant was in prison, ultra
mare, at Bourdeaux, or in the servme of the mayor of Bourdeaux, this should
have been tried by the certificate of the mayor; and the like of the captain of
Calais.(o) But when this was law(p) those towns were under the dominion of
the crown of England And there_bre, by parity of reason, it should now hold
that in similar cases arising at Jamaica or Minorca, the trial should be by cer-
tificate from the governor of those islands. We also find(q) that the certificate
of the queen's messenger, sent to summon home a peeress of the realm, was

formerly, held a sufficient trial of the contempt in refusing to obey such sum-
mons. 3. For matters within the realm, the customs of the city ,,f London
shall be tried by the certificate of the mayor and aldermen, certified by the
mouth of their recorder ;(r) upon a surmise from the party alleging it, that the
custom ought to be thus tried : else it must be tried by the country.(s) As,
the custom of distributing the effects of freemen deceased, of enrolling ap-
prentices, or that he who is free of one trade may use another; if any of these
or other similar points come in issue. :But this rule admits of an exceptio_
whe_ the corporation of London is party or interested in the suit; as in an
_ction brought for a penalty inflicted by the custom; for there the ieason of

(9 Ibid. 31. (o) 0 Rap 31.
2 Roll. Abr. 583.

(Y)2 Roll. Abr. 578. ((_IDyer, 176, 177.(_) 1 Sial 10S
(_) Hardr. 408. (_) Co Lttt. 74. 4 Burr. 248.
(_)Cro. Eliz 227. (e) Bro. Abr. tit. _Nal_pl. 96.
(m) L_tt._ 102.

I All appeal_ of mayhem are now abolished. 59 Gee. III. c. 46.---STEwAaT
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the law will not endure so partial a trial; but this t_astom snall bt _le_ermined
by a jury, and not by the mayor and aldermen certifying by the mouth el
their recorder.(t) 4. In some cases the sheriff of London's certificate shall be
the final trial i as, if the issue be whether the defendant be a citizen of Lon.
don or a foreigner,(u) in case of privilege pleaded to be sued only in the city
courts. Of a nature somewhat similar to which is the trial of the privilege of
the university, when the chancellor claims cognizance of the cause because one

of the parties is a *privileged person. In this case, the charters con- [*335
firmed by act of parliament direct the trial of the question, whether a
privileged person or no, to be determined by the certificate and notification of
the chancellor under seal, to which it hath also been usual to add an al_idavit of
the fact; but if the parties be at issue between themselves, whether A. is a
member of the university or no, on a plea of privilege, the trial shall be then
by jury and not by the chancellor's certificate ;(v) because the charters direct
only that the privilege be allowed on the chancellor's certificate when the claim
of cognizance is made by him, and not where the defendant himself pleads his
privilege; so that this must be left to the ordinary course of determination.
5. In matters of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, as marriage, and of course ge_era!
_astardy; and also excommunications and orders, these and other like matters
shall be tried by the bishop's certificate.(w) As, if it be pleaded in abatement
that the plaintiff is excommunicated, and issue is joined thereon ; or, if a man
elaim._ an estate by descent, and the tenant alleges the demandant to be a bas-
tard ; or, if on a writ of dower the heir pleads no marriage ; or, if the issue in
a quave impedit be whether or no the church be full by institution; all these,
being matters of mere ecclesiastical cognizance, shall be tried by certificate
from the ordinary. But, in an action on the case for calling a man bastard, the

defendant having pleadedjn justification that the plaintiff was really so, this
was directed to be tried b) a jury :(x) because, whether the plaintiff be found
either a N_cneral or special bastard, the justification will be good; and no ques-
tion of special bastardy shall be tried by the bishop's certificate, but by a
jury.(y) For a special bastard is one born before marriage of parents who
afterwards intermarry; which is bastardy by our law, though not by the
ecclesiastical. It would therefore be improper to refer the trial of that ques-
tion to the bishop, who, whether the child be born before or after marriage.

wilt be *sure to return or certify him legitimate.(z) Ability of a clerk [*336presented,(a) admiss,'on, _nstitution, and deprivation of" a clerk, shall also be
tried by certificate item the ordinary or metropolitan, because of these he is
the most competent judge ;(b) but induction shall be tried by a jury, because it
is a matter of public notoriety,(c) and is likewise the corporal investitm'e of
the temporal profits. Resignation of a benefice may be tried in either way ;(d)
but it seems most properly to Pall within the bishop's cognizance. 6. The trial
of all customs and practice of the courts shall be by certificate from the proper
officers of those courts respectively; and what return was made on a writ by
the sheriff or under-sheriff shall be only tried by his own certificate.(e) And
thus much for those several issues or matters of fact which are proper to be
tried by certificate.

IV A fourth species of trial is that by witnesses, per testes, without the inter.
vention of a jury. This is the only method of trial known to the civil law in
which the judge is left to form in his own breast his sentence upon the credit
of' the witnesses examined ; but it is very rarely used in our law, which prefers
the trial by jury before it in almost every instance2 Save only that when a

fc_ Hob. 85. (,) See Introd. to the Great Charter, _. Omen. _._ a_'_
_) Co. Lttt 74 1233.
(,) 2 Roll. Abr. 55_. (_) See book I ch. 11.
(w)co. Lltt. 74. 2 Lev. 250. (b) 2 Inst. b32. Show. Part. c. 88. 2 Roll. Abr. J&_ b.c.
(R) Hob. 179. (_) Dyer, 228
(_) Dyer, 79. (_ 2 Roll Abr. 583.

(.)9 Rep.81.

' By numerous local acts for the recovery of small debts, the claim of a creditor ma)
be sustainc_d by his own oath without the intervention of a jury.----CHITTY.
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widow brings a writ of dower, and the tenant pleads that the husband is not
dead; this, being looked upon as a dilatory plea, is in favour of the widow, _nd
for greater expedition allowed to be tried by witnesses examined before the
judges ; and so, saith Finch,(f) shall no other ease in our law. But Sir Edward
Coke(g) mentions some others ; as to try whether the tenant in a real action
was duly summoned, or the validity of a challenge to a juror: so that Fineh's
observation mast be confined to the trial of direct and not collateral issues.

And in every case Sir Edward Coke lays it down that the affirmative must be
proved by two witnesses at the least, a

*337] *V. Tlle next species of trial is of great antiquity, but much dis.
used ; though still in force if the parties choose to abide by it : I mean

the trial by wager of battle." This seems to have owed its original to the
military spirit of our ancestors, joined to a superstitious frame of mind ; it
being in the nature of an appeal to Providence under an apprehension and
hope. (however presmnptuous ....and unwarrantable) that Heaven would give the
victory to him who had the right. The declsmn of stats by this appeal to the
God of battles is by some said to have been invented by the Burgundi, one of
the northern or German clans that planted themselves in Gaul. And it is true
that the first written injunction of judiciary combats that we meet with is
in the laws of Gundebald, A.D. 501, which are preserved in the Burgundian
2ode. Yet it does not seem to have been merely a local custom of this or that
particular tribe, but to have been the common usage of all those warlike
people from the earliest times.(h) And it may also seem, from a passage in
Velleius Paterculus,(i) that the Germans, when first they became known to the
Romans, were wont to decide all contests of right by the sword; ibr when
Quintilius Varus endeavored to introduce among them the Roman laws and
method of trial, it was h)oked upon (says the historian) as a "novitas incognit_e
disciplince, ut solita armis decerni jure termilmrentur." And among the antient
Goths in Sweden we find the practice of judiciary duels established upon much
the same footing as they formerly were in our own countr (j

This trial was introduced into England, among other _orman) customs, by
William the Conqueror; bat was only used in three cases, one military, one
criminal, and the third civil. The first in the court martial, or court of chivalry
and honour;(k) the second in appeals of felony,(/) of which we shall speak in

*338] the next book; and the third upon issue joined in a *writ of right,the last and most solemn decision of real property. For in writs of
right the jus proprietatis, which is frequently a matter of difficulty, is in question;
but other real actions being merely questions of the jus possessionis, which are
usu.flly more plain and obvious, our ancestors did not in them appeal to the
decision of Providence. Another pretext for allowing it upon these final
writs of right was also for the sake of such claimants as might have the true
right, but yet, by the death of witnesses, or other defect of evidence, be unable
¢o prove it to a jury. But the most curious reason of all is given in the Mir-
ror,(m) that it is allowable upon warrant of the combat between David for the
people of Israel of the one party, and Goliath for the Philistines of the other
party; a reason which pope :Nicholas I. very seriously decides to be inconclu-
_ive.(n) Of battle, therefore, on a writ of right/o) we are now to speak; and

+ i)" " " "+lthough the writ of right itself, and of course this trial thereof, be at present
much disused, yet, as it is law at this day, it may be matter of curiosity, at

(_ L. 425. (k) Co Litt. 261.
(o) lDst 6 _z) 2 hawk. P. C. 45.
(a)Seld of Duels, c.5. (_ C.3, _ 23,
(I) L. 2, c. 118+ (t,) Decret part. 2, cau$. 2, qu. 5, e. 22.
(J) Stmrnh. de jure Sueon. I. 1_ e. 7. (o) Append, No. I. _ 5.

8 In courts of law in general, it suffices to prove a fact by one witness. In courts of
equity it is sometimes otherwise, and two witnesses are required. Vute post, ch. 27 and
note.---CttlWTY.

+Now abolished, by 59 Gee. III. c. 46, passed in consequence of a defendant having
*raged his battle in Ashford vs. Thornton, 1 B. &Ald. 405.---STEWART.
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least to inquire into =he forms of this proceeding as we may gather them from
antient authors (p)

The last trial by battle that was waged in the court of common pleas at
Westminster (though there was afterwards(q) one in 'the court of chivalry in
1631, and another in the county palatine of _Durham(r) in 1638) was in the
thirteenth year of queen Elizabeth, A.D. 1571, as reported by Sir James Dyer,(s)
and was held in Tothill fields, Westminster, "non sine magna juris consultorum
perturbatione," saith Sir Henry Spelman,(t) who was himself a witness of tho
ceremony. The form, as appears from the authors before cited, is as follows :

When the tenant in a writ of right pleads the general issue, viz., that he hath

more right to hold than the *demandant hath to recover, and offers to [*339
prove it by the body of his champion, which tender is accepted by the
demandant ; the tenant in the first place must produce his champion, who by
throwing down his glove as a gage or pledge thus wages or stipulates battle
with the champion of the demandant; who, by taking up the gage or glove,
stipulates on his part to accept the challenge. The reason why it is waged by
champions and not by the pa_ties themselves in civil actions is, because if any
part), to the suit dies, the suit must abate and be at an end for the present, and
therefore no judgment could be given for the lands in question if either of the
parties were slain in battle :(u) and also that no person might claim an exemption
from this trial, as was allowed in criminal cases where the battle was waged in
person.

A piece of ground is then in due time set out of sixty feet square, ehclosed
with lists, and on one side a court erected for the judges of the court of com.
mon pleas, who attend there in their scarlet robes; and also a bar is prepared
for the learned sergeants-at-law. When the court sits, which ought to be by
sunrising, proclamation is made for the parties and their champions, who arc
introduced by two knights and are dressed in a coat of armour, with red
sandals, bare-legged from the knee downwards, bare-headed, and with bare
arms to the elbows. The weapons allowed them are only batons or staves of
an ell long, and a four-cornered leathern target; so that death very seldom
ensued this civil combat. In the court military, indeed, they fought with sword
and lance, according to Spelman and Rushworth ; as likewise in France only
villeins fought with the buckler and baton, gentlemen armed at all points. And
upon this and other circumstances, the president Montesquieu(v) hath with
great ingenuity not only deduced the impious custom of private duels upon
imaginary points of honour, but hath also traced the heroic madnass of knight
errantry from the same original of judicial combats. But to procaed.

*When the champions thus armed with batons arrive within the lists [*340or place of combat, the ch-tmpion of the tenant then takes his adver-
sary by the hand and makes oath that the tenements in dispute are not the
right of the demandant; and the champion of the demandant then, taking the
other by the hand, swears in the same manner that they are; so that each
champion is, or ought to be, thoroughly persuaded of the truth of the cause he
hghts for. Next, an oath against sorcery and enchantment is to be taken by
both the champions, in this or _imilar form :_" ]:[ear this, ye justices, that l
have this day neither eat, drank, nor have upon me, neither bone, stone, ne
grass, nor any enchantment, sorcery, or witchcraft, whereby the law of God
may be abased or the law of the devil exalted. So help me God and his
saints."

The battle is thus begun, and the combatants are bound to fight till the stara
appear in the evening; and if tile champion of the tdnant can defend himself till
the stars appear, the tenant shall prevail in his cause ; for it is sufficient for him
to maintain his ground and make it a drawn battle, he being already in posses-
sion; but if victory declares itself for either party, for him is judgment final])"

(P) Olanw']. 1 2, c 3 Vd 2_af. Brec. fol. 2. 2*_oz,.1Vat. tit. (a) Dyer, 801.
Dro/d, pater_t, fol. 221, (edit. 153L) Year-book. 29 Edw. II1. _) Gloss. 102.
e. 12 F,nch, L. 421. Dyer, 301 2Inst. 247. (u)Co Lltt. 294. Dy'r_t,_dc_vour_,SP,4.

¢) Rlmhw toll vol 2. part 2, fol. 112 19 Ry_a 32__ (1) Sp. L. b 28, c. 20. 22.
) Cro. Car. 512.
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_iven. This victory may arise from the death of either of the champions ; which,
indeed, h,tth rarely happened ; the whole ceremony, to sa) the truth, bearing _.
near resemblance to certain rude athletic diversions, which are probably derived
from this original. Or, victory is obtained if either champion proves recreant,
that is, yields, and pronounces the horrible word of craven; a word of disgTaca
and obloquy rather than of any determinate meaning. _ But a horrible word
it indeed is to the vanquished champion; since, as a punishment to him for
fbrfeiting the land of his principal by pronouncing that shameful word, he is
condemned as a recreant amittere liberam legem,that is, to become infamous, and
not to be accounted liber et legalis homo ; being supposed by the event to be
proved forsworn, and therefore never to be put upon a jury or admitted as a
witness in any cause.

"341] *This is the form of a trial by battle; a trial which the tenant or
defendant in a writ of right has it in his election at this day to demand,

and which was the only decision of such writ of right after the Conquest, till
Henry the Second by consent of' parliament introduced the grand assize,(w) a
peculiar species of trial by jury in concurrence therewith, giving the tenant his
choice of either the one or the other. Which example of discountenancing
these judicial combats was imitated about a century afterwards in France, by
an edict of :Louis the Pious, A.D. 1260, and soon aider by the rest of Europe.
The establishment of this alternative, Glanvil, chief justice to Henry the
Second, and probably his adviser hef'ein, considers as a most noble improvement,
as in fact it was, of the law.(x)

¥I. A sixth species of trial is by wager of law, e vadiatio legis, as the foregoing
is called wager of battle, vadiatio duetli; because, as in the former case, the
defendant gave a pledge, gage, or vad_urn, to try the cause by battle; so here
he was to put in sureties or radios that at such a day he will make his law,
that is, take the benefit which the law has allowed him.(y) For our ancestors
considered that there were many cases where an innocent man of good credit
might be overborne by a multitude of false witnesses, and therefore established
this species of trial, by the oath of the defendant himself; for if he will abso-
lutely swear himself not chargeable, and appears to be a person of reputation,
he shall go free and forever acquitted of the debt or other cause of action.

*This method of trial is not only to be found in the codes of almost
_342] all the northern nations that broke in upon the :Roman empire and esta-
blished petty kingdoms upon its ruins;(z) but its original may also be traced
as fiar back as the Mosaical law. "If a man deliver unto his neighbour an ass,

(w)Append. No I _ 6. _ll_us tnf_stl et imerecundi verbu qv,o,l in are victi turpiwr
(z) _st autem magna ass£sa re,gale quoddam benpficiu_ sonat, consee_t*_um £'x _qu_tate 2b.m raa_ma prodlta est

cl_men_ta pr_nc_p_z, de conc_ho procerwm, p,_h_ *ndul_ua_, leqahs _ta ,nstttullo. Jug en_rn, quml a_ost multa_ el lon[las
_uo wt_e h_m_num_ el statu_ _ntegr_tat_ t _ra _vl_bmter con- d_latwne_ w_ 6v_g_$ur 17_rdy.t.ll_}l_,pe_" benefic*ttm is$_us
suhtar, ut_ ret_ne_do quod quit possldel _n lzbero tenemento vor_t_tutwn_s eammad_us e_aeeelerat_us ex3_dv_ur. .L 2_e. _.
_otl, duelli cas_m dechnare poss_nt homznes amb_g_u_ Ac (_) Co. L_tt. 295.
perhr_econttnsat._n_perat_e elpr_ematur_e m_rt*s ult_mum (_) Sp L b. 28, e. 13. St_ernh. de3ure &uean. l.l_ e. 9.
l_adere supphc_ura_ vel salgem perennzs _nf_tm_e opprolrrzu_ Feud. l. 1_ t. 4_10_ 28.

The word "craven" has an obvious and intelligible meaning from the occasion on
which it is employed. It is of Anglo-Saxon derivation, (crafian,) and means to crave, to
beg, or to implore,--which to do of an adversary in combat was held to be cowardly and
dishonourable, however hopeless the conflict, in the age of chivalry. See Kendall's
Rrgument on Trial by Battle, 143, n.--Cu,rrr.

The right to wage law in an action of debt on simple contra_t still exists. See Barry
vs. Robinson, 1 Bos. & Pal. New Rep. 297. In the case of King vs. Williams, (2 B. & C.
538,) the defendant having waged his law, and the master assigned a day for him to
come in and perfect _t. he apphed, by his counsel, to the court to assign the number of
compurgators with whom he should come to perfect it, on the ground that, the number
being uncertain, it was the duty of the court to say how many were necessary ; but the
court, being disinclined to assist the revival of this obsolete mode of trial, refused the
upplication, and left the defendant to bring such number as he should be advised wer_
sufficient : and observed, that if the plaintiff were not sahsfied with the number brought,
the objection would be open to him, and then the court would hear both sides. The
defendant afterwards prepared to bring eleven compurgators; but the plaintiff alton
Ioned the action. 2 B. & C. 538. 4 Dowl. & Ryl. 3.--Cr_rrv.

Abolished by 3 & 4 W. IV. e. 42, ,. 13.---_Sv_w_.
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Or an ox, or a sheep,or any beast,to keep; and itdie,or be hur_,or driven
%way, no man seeingit;then shallan oath of the Lord be between them both,
thathe hath not put hishand unto his neighbour'sgoods; and the owner of it
shallaccept thereof,and he shallnot make itgood."(a) We shalllikewisebe
able to discerna manifest resemblance between thisspeciesof trial,and tlle

canonicalpurgation of the popish clergywhen accused of any capitalcrime,
The defendant or person accused was in both casesto make oath of his _wn
innocence, and to produce a certain number of compurgators, who swore they
believed his oath. Somewhat similar also to this is the sacramentum decision,s,
or the voluntary and decisive oath of the civil law i(b) where one of the parties
to the suit, not being able to prove his charge, offers to refer the decision of the
cause to the oath of his adversary; which the adversary was bound to accep%
or tender the same proposal back again ; otherwise the whole was taken as con-
fessed by him. But, though a custom somewhat similar to this prevailed for-

merly in the city of London,!c) yet in general the English law does not thus,like the civil, reduce the defendant, in case he is in the wrong, to the dilemma
of either confession or perjury : but is indeed so tender of permitting the oatb
to be taken, even upon the defendant's own request, that it allows it only in a
very few cases, and in those it has also devised other collateral remedies for the
party injured, in which the defendant is excluded from his wager el _ law.

*The manner of waging and making law is this. He that has wa_ed, ['313
or given security, to make his law, brings with him into court eleven of
his neighbours : a custom which we find particularly described so early as i,_
the league between Alfred and Guthrun the Dane ;(d) for by the old Saxon con-
stitution every man's credit in courts of taw depended upon the opinion which
his neighbours had of his veracity. The defendant, then standing at the'. end of
the bar, is admonished by the judges of the nature and danger of a false bath.(e)
And if he still persists, he is to repeat this or the like oath :--" Hear this, ye jus-
tices, that I do not owe unto Richard Jones the sum of tcn pounds, nor an),
penny thereof, in manner and form as the said Richard hath declared against
me. So help me God." _And thereupon his eleven neighbours, or compurga-
tors, shall avow upon their oaths that they believe in their consciences that
he saith truth; so that himself must be sworn de fideIitate, and the eleven de
credulitate.(f) It is held indeed by later authorities,(g) that fewer than eleven
eompurgators will do : but Sir Edward Coke is positive that there must be this
number; and his opinion not only seems founded upon better authority, but also
upon better reason : for_ as wager of law is equivalent to a verdict in the de-
fendant's favour, it ought to be established by the same or equal testimony,
namely, by the oath o-f twelve men. And so indeed Glanvil expresses it,(h)
"jurabit duodecima manu:" and in 9 Henry III., when a defendant in an actmn
of debt waged his law,.it was adjudged by the court "quod defendat se duodecima
manu."(i) Thus, too, m an author of the age of Edward the First,(k) we read,
" adjud_cabitur reus ad legem suam duodecima manu." And the antient treatise.
entitled, Z)yvers_te des courts, expressly confirms Sir Edward Coke's opinion.(/)

*It must be however observed, that so long as the custom continued [*344
of producing the seeta, the suit, or witnesses to give probability to the
plaintiff's demand, (of which we spoke in a former chapter,) the defendant was
not put to wage his law unless the secta was first produced and their testimony
was found consistent. To this purpose speaks magna c(zrta, c. 28. "Nullus bal-
/_ivus de ccetero ponat al_quem ad legem man_festam," (that is, wager of battle,) ".nec
ad juramentum," (that is, wager of law,) "simplici loquela sue," (that is, merely by
his count or declaration,) "sine testibus fidelibus ad hoc inductis." Which Fleta
thus explains :(m) "si petens sectam produxerff, et concordes inveniantur, tune reus
pot_'ri_ vadiare legcva suam contra petentem et contra sectam suam Trolatam : sexl s_

(a) Exod xxii.10. 0) L 1_ c 9.
(a) Cod. 4, 1. 12. (t) Fltz Abr. tit./ey, 78.
(*) Bro. Abr tit. leygager 77. (_) ttcngham magna, c 5.
(_) Cap. 3. Wllk L. L. Angl ,_ax. (t) II can_ntaver' cue luy zl maynz de _*rtr cue I ty, so.q_

S_J,k. 682. t7z en£endre en lour ca_cwas que il d_oyt vo_r. _oL _d,
Co Litt 295. edit t_4.

(#) 2 )'eatr. 171. ('_) L. % c. _.
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secta variabilis inveniatur, azeunc non tenebitur legem vadiare contra sectam _Tlam :
It is true, indeed, that Fteta expressly limits the number of compurgators to be
only double to that of the secta produced ; "ut si duos vel tres testes produxeri_.
ad probandum, oportet quod defensw fiat per quatuor vel per sex; ira quod pro qua..
libet teste duos l)roducat juratores, usque ad duodecim :" so that according to thi_
doctrine the eleven compurgators were only to be produced, but not all of them
sworn, unless the secta consisted of s/x. :But though this might possibly be the
rule till the production of the secta was generally disused, since that time the
duodecima manus seems to have been generally required.(n)

In the old Swedish or Gothic constitution, wager of law was not only per.
mitted, as it still is in criminal cases, unless the i_act be extremely clear e,gainst
the prisoner,(o) but was also absolutely required, in many civil cases : which an
author of their own(p) very justly charges as being the source of frequent per-
jury. This, he tells us, was owing to the popish ecclesiastics, who introduced
this method of purgation fi'om their canon law, and, having sown a plentiful

*345] crop of oaths *in all judicial proceedings, reaped afterwards an ampleharvest of perjuries : for perjuries were punished in ])art by pecuniary
fines, payable to the coffers of the church. But with us in :England wager of
law is never requzred; and is then only admitted where an action is brought
upon such matters as may be supposed to be privately transacted between the
parties, and wherein the defendant may be presumed to have made satisfaction
without being able to prove it. Therefore it is only in actions of debt upon
simple contract, or for amercement/in actions of detinue, and of account, where
the debt may have been paid, the goods restored, or the account balanced, with-
out any evidence of either; it is only in these actions, I say, that the defendant
is admitted to wage his law :(q) so that wager of law lieth not, when there is
any specialty (as a bond or deed) to charge the defendant, for that would be
cancelled, if satisfied; but when the debt groweth by word only: nor doth it
lie in an action of debt, for arrears of an account settled by auditors in a Ibrmer
action.(r) And by such wager of law (when admitted) the plaintiff is per-
petually barred; ibr the law, in the simplicity of the antient times, presumed
that no one would forswear himself for any worldly thing.(s) Wager of law
however, lieth in a real action, where the tenant alleges he was not legally sum-
moned to appear, as well as in mere personal contracts.(t)

A man outlawed, attainted for false verdict, or for conspiracy or perjury, or
otherwise become infamous, as by pronouncing the horrible word in a trial by
battle, shall not be permitted to wage his law. _either shall an infant under
the age of twenty-one, for he cannot be admitted to his oath; and therefore,
on the other hand, the course of justice shall flow equally, and the defendant,
where an infant is plaintiff, shall not wage his law. But a feme-covert, when
joined with her husband, may be admitted to wage her law, and an alien shall
do it in his own language.(u)

*346] It is moreover a rule, that where a man is compellable by law to doany thing whereby he becomes creditor to another, the defendant in
that case shall not be permitted to wage his law ; for then it would be in the
power of any bad man to run in debt first against the inclinations of his creditor,
and afterwards to swear it away. But where the plaintiff hath given voluntary
credit to the defendant, there he may wage his law; for by giving him such
credit the plaintiff has himself borne testimony that he is one whose character
may be trusted. Upon this principle it is that in an action of debt against a
prisoner by a gaoler for his victuals, the defendant shall not wage his law ; for
the gaoler cannot refuse the prisoner, and ought not to suffer him to perish for
want of sustenance. :But otherwise it is for the board or diet of a man at liberty.
In an action of debt brought by an attorney for his fees, the defendant cannot

(_) Bro. Abr. tat. leygager_ 9. (r) 10 Rep. 103.
(o) Mod Un. H1_t. xxxill '2'2. (e) Co Lltt 295.
(_') Stmrnbook_ de Jure _ueon. [ 1, c. 9, (9 l_'mch,L. 423.
(q) Co. Litt. 295. (u) Co. LRt. 295,

°In a court not of record ; for if the amercement were imposed by a court of record.
'he deiendant could not wage his law. Co. Litt. 295, a.--CoLEmnaE.
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wage his taw, because the plaintiff is compellable to be his attorney. And so,
ff a servant be retained according to the statute of labourers, 5 Eliz. e. 4, which
obli___esall sinule oersons of a certain age, and not having other visible meanso o _ . . .

of livelihood, to go out to service ; m an action of debt for the wages of such a
servant the master shall not wage his law, because the plaintiff was compellable
to serve. But it had been otherwise had the hiring been by special contract,
and not according to the statute.(w)

In no case where a contempt, trespass, deceit, or any injury with force is
alleged against the defendant, is he permitted to wage his law :(x) for it is im-
possible to presume he has satisfied the plaintiff his demand in such cases where
damages are uncertain and left to be assessed by a jury. /qor will the law
tlust the defendant with an oath to discharge himself where the private injury
is coupled as it were with a public crime, that of force and violence; which
would be equivalent to the purgation-oath of the civil law, which ours has so
justly rejected.

*Executors and administrators, when charged for the debt of the de- [*347
ceased, shall not be admitted to wage their law :(y) for no man can with
a safe conscience wage law of another man's contract; that is, swear that he
newer entered into it, or at least that he privately discharged it. The king
also has his prerogative; for as all wager of law imports a reflection on the
plaintiff for dishonesty, therefore there shall be no such wager on actions
brought by him.(z) And this prerogative extends and is communicated to his
debtor and aceomptant, for on a writ of quo minus in the exchequer for a debt
on simple contract, the defendant is not allowed to wager his law.(a)

Thus the wager of law was never permitted but where the defendant bore a
fair and unreproachable character : and it also was confined to such cases where
a debt might be supposed to be discharged, or satisfaction made in private,
without any witnesses to attest it: and .many other prudential restrictions
accompanied this indulgence. But at length it was considered that (even under
all its restrictions) it threw too great a temptation in the way of indigent or
profligate men ; and therefore, by degrees, new remedies were devised, and new
forms of action were introduced, wherein no defendant is at liberty to wage his

law. So that now no,plaintiff need at all apprehend any danger from the
hardiness of his debtor s conscience, unless he voluntarily chooses to rely on
his adversary's veracity by bringing an obsolete instead of a modern action.
Therefore, one shall hardly hear at present of an action of debt brought upon a
simple contract ; that being supplied by an action of trespass on the case for the
breach of a promise, or assumpsit; wherein, though the specific debt cannot be
recovered, yet damages may, equivalent to the specific debt. And, this being
an action of trespass, no law can be waged therein. So, instead of an action
of det_nue to recover the very thing detained, an action of trespass on the case

in trover and conversion is usually brought; *wherein, though the horse [*348
or other specific chattel cannot be had, yet the defendant shall pay
damages for the conversion equal to the value of the chattel ; and for this
trespass also no wager of law is allowed In the room of actions of account, a
bill in equity is usually filed, wherein, though the defendant answers upon his
oath, yet such oath is not conclusive to the plaintiff, but he may prove every
article by other evidence, in contradiction to what the defendant has sworn.
So that wager of law is quite out of use, being avoided by the mode of bringing
the action ; but still it is not out of force. 2_nd therefore, when a new statute
inflicts a penalty, and gives an action of debt for recovering it, it is usual to add,
in which no wager of law shall be allowed: otherwise a hardy delinq,len_
might escape any penalty of the law, by swearing he had never incurred, oJ else
had discharged it.

These six _pecies of trials that we have considered in the present chapter
are only had in certain special and eccentrical cases; where the trial by the

/w) Co. Litt. 295. (,) Finch, L. 523.
_) lbld Raym 286. (a) Co. IAtt. 295

(y) Fmch_ L. 4'_L
VOL.IL--16 _41
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country, per i_@, or by jury would not be so proper or effectual. In the next
chapter we shall consider at large the nature of that principal criterion of
truth in the law of England.

CHAPTER XXIII.

OF THE TRIAL BY JURY.

*THE subject of our next inquiries will be the nature and method of
*349 ] the trial by jury; called also the trial per pals, or by the country: a trial
that hath been used time out of mind in this nation, and seems to have been
coeval with the first civil government thereof. Some authors have endeavourcd
to trace the original of juries up as high as the Britons themselves, the first
inhabitants of our island; but certain it is that they were in use among the
earliest Saxon colonies, their institution being ascribed by bishop :Nicholson(a)
to Woden himself, their great legislator and captain. Hence it is, that we may
find traces of juries in the laws of all those nations which adopted the feodal
system, as in Germany, France, and Italy i who had all of them a tribunal com-
posed of twelve good men and true, "bon+ homines," usually the vassals or tenants
of the lord_ being the equals or peers of the parties litigant i and, as the lord's
vassals judged each other in the lord's courts, so the king's vassals, or the lords
themselves, judged each other in the king's court.(b) In England we find actual
mention of them so early as the laws of king Ethelred, and that not as a new
invention.(c) Stiernhook(d) ascribes the invention of the jury, which in the
Teutonic language is denominated nembda, to Regner, king of Sweden and Den-
mark, who was eotemporary with our king Egbert. Just as we are apt to impute

*350 ] the invention of this, and some *other pieces of juridical polity, to thesuperior genius of Alfred the Great; to whom, on account of his having
done much, it is usual to attribute every thing ; and as the tradition of antient
Greece placed to the account of their own Hercules whatever achievement was
+performed superior to the ordinary prowess of mankind. Whereas the truth
-seems to be, that this tribunal was universally established among all the northern
nations, and so interwoven in their very constitution, that the earliest aceount_
of the one give us also some traces of the other. 1 Its establishment however
and use, in this island, of what date soever it be, though _or a time greatly im-
rpaired and shaken by the introduction of the Norman trial by battle, was always
-_o highly esteemed and valued by the people, that no conquest, no change of
government, could ever prevail to abolish it. In magna carts it is more than
once insisted on as the principal bulwark of our liberties; but especially by
chap. 29, that no freeman shall be hurt in either his person or property ; "nisi
per legale judicium par;urn "suorum vel per legem terrce." A privilege which is
couched in almost the same words with that of the emperor Conrad, two hun-
dred years before :(e) "nemo beneficium suum perdat, nisi secundum consuetudinem
antecessorum nostrorum et per judicium par;urn suorum." And it was ever esteemcdj
in all countries, a privilege of the highest and most beneficial nature.

But I will not misspend the reader's time in fruitless encomiums on this
method of trial ; but shall proceed to the dissection and examination of it in all
its parts, from whence indeed its highest encomium will arise; since, the more
it is searched into and understood, the more it is sure to be valued. And this is
a species of knowledge most absolutely necessary for every gentleman in the

'.
(') Wfik.151,.Anal+_x. 117.

I The Athenians, according to Sir Win. Jones, had trials by jury. Sir Win. Jones o_
_ilment, 74.---C_LTVY.
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kingdom : as well because he may be frequently called upon to determine m this
capacity the rights of others, his fellow-subjects, as because his own proptxty
his liberty, and his life, depend upon maintaining, in its legal force, the consti-
tutional trial by jury.

*Trials by jury in civil causes are of two kinds; extraordinary and ['351o_dinary. The extraordinary I shall only briefly hint at, and confine
Lhe main of my observations to that which is more usual and ordinary.

The first species of extraordinary trial by jury is that of the grand assize, which
was instituted by king Henry the Second in parliament, as was mentioned in
the preceding chapter, by way of alternative offered to the choice of the tenant
or defendant in a writ of right, instead of the barbarous and unchristian custom
of duelling. For this purpose a writ de magna assisa eligenda ;s directed to the
sheriff,(f) to return four knights, who are to elect and choose twelve others to
be joined with them, in the manner mentioned by Glanvil ;(g) who, having pro-
bably advised the measure itself, is more than usually copious in describing it;
and these, all together, form the grand assize, or great jury, which is to tly the
matter of right, and must now consist of sixteen jurors.(h) 2

Another species of extraordinary juries is the jury to try an attaint; which
is a process commenced against a former jury, for bringing in a false verdict;
of which we shall speak more largely in a subsequent chapter. At present ]
shall only observe, that this jury is to consist of twenty-four of the best men
in the county, who arc called the grand jury in the attaint, to distinguish them
from the first or petit jury i and these are to hear and try the goodness of the
former verdict, s

With regard to the ordinary trial by jury in civil cases, I shall pursue the same
method in considering it, that I set out with in explaining the nature of prose-
cuting actions in general, viz., by following the order and course of the pro
ceedings themselves, as the most clear and perspicuous way of treating it.

*When therefore an issue is joined, by these words, "and this the said r.Qa._
A. prays may be inquired of by the country," or, " and of this he puts L o_-
himself upon the country,--and the said B. does the like," the court awards a
writ of vemrefacias upon the roll or record, commanding the sheriff "that he
cause to come here, on such a day, twelve free and lawful men, liberos et legales
homines, of the body of his county, by whom the truth of the matter may be
better known, and who are neither of kin to the aforesaid A. nor the aforesaid
B., to recognise the truth of the issue between the said parties."(/) And s_eh
writ was accordingly issued to the sheriff.

Thus the cause stands ready for a trial at the bar of the court itself i for all
trials were there antiently had, in actions which were there first commenced;
which then never happened but in matters of weight and consequence, all trifling
suits being ended in the court-baron, hundred, or county courts : and indeed all
causes of great importance or difficulty are still usually retained upon motion,
to be tried at the bar in the superior courts. :But when the usage began to
bring actions of any trifling value in the courts of Westminster hall, it was
found to be an intolerable burden to compel the parties, witnesses, and jurors
to come from Westmoreland perhaps or Col_wall, to try an action of assault
at Westminster. A practice therefore very early obtained, of continuing tho
_ause from term to term, in the court above, provided the justices in eyre did

(.r)F. N, B 4 O) Finch, L. 412. 1 Leon. 303.
(g) L. 2, c. 11,12. (1) Append. No. nI. _ 4.

It seems not to be ascertained that any specific number above twelve is absolutely
n_cessary to constitute the grand assize; but it is the usual course to swear upon it the
four knights and twelve others. Viner, Trial, Xe.

.See the proceedings upon a writ of right before the sixteen reeognitors of the grand
asslze, m 3 Wils. 541.---C_ITTr.

AS the writ of right has been abolished, this mode of trial can no longer be resorted
tO.----STE WART.

s But, by star. 6 Geo. IV. c. 50, s. 60, this kind of trial by jury is abolished, and a juror
for such an offence may be proceeded against by way of indictment or information.--
Srr_rART.
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no*, previously come into the county where the cause of acti(n arosei(f) and
it' it happenecl that they arrived there within that interval, then the cause wa_
removed from the jurisdiction of the justices at Westminster to that of the
justices in eyre. Afterwards, when the justices in eyre were superseded by the
modern justices of assize, (who came twice or thrice in the year into the several
.3_3 _ counties, ad caTiendas assisas, to take or try writs of assize, of mort d'an-

• v j cestor, novel disseisin, nuisance, *and the like,) a power was superadded
by statute Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 30, to these justices of assize to try common
issues in trespass, and other less important suits, with direction to return them
(when tried) into the court above, where alone the judgment should be given.
And as only the trial, and not the determination, of the cause, was now intended
to be had in the court below, therefore the clause, of nisi prtus was left out of the
conditional continuances before mentioned, and was directed by the statute to be
inserted in the writs of venirefaczas; that is, "that the sheriff should cause the
jurors to come to Westminster (or wherever the king's court should be held) on
_uch a day in Easter and Michaelmas Terms ; msi prtus, unless before that day
the justices assigned to take assizes shall come into his said county." By virtue
of which the sheriff returned his jurors to the court of the justices of assize,
which was sure to be held in the vacation before Easter and Machaelmas Terms;
and there the trial was had.

An inconvenience attended this provision : principally because, us the sheriff
made no return of the jury to the court at Westminster, the parties were igno
rant who they were till they came upon the trial, and therefore were not ready
with their challenges or exceptions. For this reason, by the statute 42 Edw
III. c. 11, the method of trials by nisi prius was altered ; and it was enacted that
no inquests (except of assize and gaol-delivery) should be taken by writ of n_s_
prius, till after the sheriff had returned the names of the jurors to the court
above. So that now in almost every civil cause the clause of nisi prius is left
out of the writ of venire facias, which is the sheriff's warrant to warn the jury i
and is inserted in another part of the proceedings, as we shall see presently.

For now the course is, to make the sheriff's venire returnable on the last return
of the same term wherein issue is joined, viz., Hilary or Trinity Terms; which,
from the making up of the issues therein, are usually called issuable terms. And
he returns the names of the jurors in a panel (a little pane, or oblong piece of

"354] parchment) annexed to the writ. This jury *is not summoned, andtherefore, not appearing at the day, must unavoidably make default.
For which reason a compulsive process is now awarded against the jurors, called
in the common pleas a writ of habeas corpora juratorum, and in the king's bench
a distringas, commanding the sheriff to have their bodies or to distrain them by
their lands and goods, that they may appear upon the day appointed. The entry
therefore, on the. roll or record is,(k) "that the jury is respited, through defect
of the jurors, till the first day of the next term, then to appear at Westminster,
unless before that time, viz., on Wednesday the iburth of March, the justices of
our lord the king, appointed to take assizes in that county, shall have come to
Oxford, that is, to the place assigned fbr holding the assizes." And thereupon
the writ commands the sheriff to have their bodies at Westminster on the said

first day of next term, or before the said justices of assize, if before that time
they come to Oxford ; viz., on the fourth of March aforesaid. And, as the judges
are sure to come and open the circuit commissions on the day mentioned in the
writ, the sheriff returns and summons the jury to appear at the assizes, and
there the trial is had before the justices of assize and nisi prius: among whom
(as hath been said)(/) are usually two of the judges of the courts of Westmin.
ster, the whole kingdom being divided into six' circuits for this purpose) And

(_] _eraper dab_ur d_ part,bus ab justtciarii_ de bunco, (_) Append. No. II. _ 4.
sub tall cond_hane, "ntsi 3ust_c_ari_ _znerante.s pmus wne_ (1) See page 69.
r_nt ad 2_artes_as." Bract. I. 3, tr. 1, c. 11) _ S.

' Now seven.---STeWART.
These several writs, generally called the "Jm T Process," are now, however, abolished,

_ud the jurors are summoned by the sheriff for the commission-day, in virtue of a 1)r_
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thus we may _bserve that the trial of common issues, at nisiprius, which was
in its original only a collateral incident to the original business of the justi,:vs
of assize, is now, by the various revolutions of practice, become their principal
(_'ivil employment : hardly any thing remaining in use of the real assizes bat
the name.

If the sheriff be not an indifferent person ; as if he be a party in the suit, or
be related by either blood or affinity to either of the parties, he is not then
trusted to return the jury, but the venire shall be directed to the coroners, who
in this, as in many other instances, are the substitutes of the sheriff, to execute
process when he is deemed an improper person. If any exception lies to the

coroners, the venire shall be directed to two clerks of the court, or two [*355
persons of the county *named by the court, and sworn.(m) And these
two, who are called el;sots, or electors, shall indifferently name the jury, and
their return is final ; no challenge being allowed to their array.

Let us now pause a while, and observe (with Sir Matthew Hale)(n) in these
first preparators- stages of the trial, how admirably this constitution is adapted
and framed for the investigation of truth beyond any other method of trial in
the world For, first, the person returning the jurors is a man of some fortune
aud consequence; that so he may be not only the less tempted to commit wilful
errors, but likewise be responsible for the faults of either himself or his officers :
and he is also bound by the obligation of an oath faithfully to execute his duty.
Next, as to the time of their return : the panel is returned to the court upon the
original venire, and the jurors are to be summoned and brought in many weeks
afterwards to the trial, whereby the parties may have notice of the jurors, and
of their sufficiency or insufficiency, characters, connections, and relations, that
so they may be challenged upon just cause; while at the same time by means
of the compulsory process (of distringas, or habeas corpora) the cause is not like
to be retarded through defect of jurors. Thirdly, as to the place of their ap-
pearance: which in causes of weight and consequence is at the bar of the
court, but in ordinary cases at the assizes, held in the county where the cause
of action arises, and the witnesses and jurors live : a provision most excellently
calculated for the saving of expense to the parties. For though the preparation
of the causes in point of pleading is transacted at Westminster, whereby the
order and uniformity of proceeding is preserved throughout the kingdom, and
multiplicity of forms is prevented; yet this is no great charge or trouble, one
attorney being able to transact the business of forty clients. But the trouble_
some and most expensive attendance is that of jurors and witnesses at the trial;
which therefore is brought home to them, in the country, where most of them

inhabit. Fourthly, the persons before *whom they are to appear, and be- [*356
fore whom the trial is to be held, are the judges of the superior court,
if it be a trial at bar; or the judges (;f assize, delegated from the courts at
Westminster by the king, if the trial be held in the country : persons whose
learning and dignity secure their jurisdiction from contempt, and the novelty
and very parade of whose appearance have no small influence upon the mul-
titude. - The very point of their being strangers i_. the county is of infinite
service, in preventing those factions and parties, which would intrude in every
cause of moment, were it tried only before persons resident on the spot, as jus.
tiees of the peace, and the like. And, the better to remove all suspicion of
partiality, it was wisely-provided by the statutes 4 Edw. III. c. 2, 8 Ric. II. c. 2,
and 32 Hen. VIII. c. 24, that no judge of assize should hold pleas in any county
wherein he was born or inhabits. And, as this constitution prevents party and
faction from intermingling in the trial of right, so it keeps both the rule and the
administration of the laws uniform. These justices, though thus varied and
shifted at every assizes, are all sworn to the same laws, have h'_d the same

(,_)Fortesc. de Laud. LL c. 25. Co. Lltt. 158. (_) Hint C. L. c. 12.

cept issued to him for that purpose by the judges of assize, a panel of the jurors so sum
moned being made and kept in the sheriff's office for inspection seven days before the
conmlission<lay, and _ copy of it annexed to the record. Com. Law Proc. Act, 1852, B
105-109. - _STEWART.
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education, have pursued the same studies, converse and consult together, com-
municate their decisions and resolutions, and preside in those courts which are
mutually connected and their judgments blended together, as they are inter
changeably courts of appeal or advice to each other. And hence their admi
nistration of justice and conduct of trials are consonant and uniform ; whereby
that confusion and contrariety are avoided, which would naturally arise frola a
varictyofuncommuni-_atingjudges, orfrom any provincial establishment2 But.
let us now return to the assizes.

When the general day of trials is fixed, the plaintiff or his attorney must
bring down the record to the assizes and enter it with the proper officer in
_rder to its being called on in course. If it be not so entered, it cannot be
tried ; therefore it is in the plaintiff's breast to delay any trial by not carrying
down the record: unless the defendant, being fearful of such neglect in the
plaintiff, and willing to discharge himself from the action, will himself under-

take to bring on *the trial, giving proper notice to the plaintiff. Which*357 ]
proceeding is called the trial by proviso ; by reason of the clause then

inserted in the sheriff's venire, viz., "proviso, provided that if two writs come
to your hands, (that is, one from the plaintiff and another from the defend-
ant,) you shall execute only one of them." But this practice hath begun to be
disused since the statute of 14 Gee. IL c. 17, which enacts that if, after issue
joined, the cause is not carried down to be tried according to the course of the
court, the plaintiff shall be esteemed to be non-suited, and judgment shall be
given for the defendant as in case of a non-suit. In case the plaintiff intends
to try the cause, he is bound to give the defendant (if he lives within forty
miles of London) eight days' notice of trial, and if he lives at a greater d_s-
tance, then fourteen days' notice, in order to prevent surprise;_ and if the
plaintiff then changes his mind and does not countermand the notice six days
before the trial, he shall be liable to pay costs to the defendant for not pro-
ceeding to trial, by the same last-mcntioned statute: The defendant, however,
or plaintiff, may, upon good cause shown to the court above, as upon absence oi
sickness of a material witness, obtain leave upon motion to defer the trial oi
the cause to the next assizes?

con the 22d of June, 1825, the 6 Gee. IV. c. 50 was passed for consolidating and
amending the laws relative to jurors and juries, and came into complete operation the
1st of January, 1826.--C_ITTV.

Besides the trial at bar and that at nisi prius, there is another mode of trial by jury,
which is given by stat. 3 &4 W. IV. e. 42, s. 17, and is applicable only to causes where the
debt or demand does not exceed 20/. In such cases, if the court oi' one of the judges be
satisfied that the trial will involve no difficult question of law or fact, they will make a
rule or order that the issue be tried by the sheriff of the county where the action is
brought, or any judge of a court of record for the recovery of debts in such county. In
pursuance of the rule or order, a writ of trial is directed to such judge or sheriff, com-
manding him to try the issue and return the proceedings to the court, that judgment
may be given accordingly.--ST_wARw.

7This practice is confined to causes tried in London and Middlesex. Tidd, 8th ed.
814. In all causes tried at an assizes, ten days' notice suffice. Tidd, 8th ed. 815.--CHITTY.

8At the sittings in London or Westminster, when defendant resides within forty miles
from London, two days' notice of countermand before it is to be tried is sufficient. Tidd,
8th ed. 8l, n.--CHRISTI.a-N.

*Where there have been no proceedings within four terms, a full term's notice of trial
must be given previous to the assizes or sittings, unless the cause has been delayed by
the defendant himself, by an injunction or other means. 2 Bla. Rep. 784. 3 T. _4.530.
If th_ defendant proceeds to trial byprovlso, he must give the same notice as would have
been required from the plaintiff. 1 Cromp. :Prac. 219. Sometimes the courts impose it
as a condition upon the defendant that he shall accept short notwe of trial, which in
country causes shall be given at the least four days before the commission-day,--one day
being exclusive, and the other inclusive. 3 T. R. 600. But in town causes, two days'
notice seems to be sufficient m such a case. Tidd, 250.--CHRISTMAS.

This statute, so far as it relates to judgment, as in ease of a non-suit, is repealed by *_he
Common-Law Procedure Act, 1852, which, however, enables a defendant, after the
laintiff has neglected to bring on the cause for trial within a certain period afte_ issue
as been joined, to give the plaintiff twenty days' notice to bring the cause on for trial
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But we will now suppose all previous steps to be lv,gularly sol tled, and the.
cause to be called on in court. The record is then handed to the judge, to
peruse and observe the pleadings, and what issues the parties are to maintair,
and prove, while the jury is called and sworn. To this end the sheriff returns
his compulsive process, the writ of habeas corpora, or distringas, with the panel
9f jurors annexed, to the judge's officer in court. The jurors contained in the
panel are either special or common jurors. J_2ecial juries were originally intro-
duced in trials at bar when the causes were of too great nicety for the discus-
_ion of ordinary freeholders, or where the sheriff was suspected of partiality_
though not upon such apparent cause as to warrant an exception to him. He
is in such cases, upon motion in court and a rule granted thereupon, to attend
the prothonotary or other proper officer with his freeholders' book: and the

officer is to take *indifferently forty-eight of the principal freeholders in [*358
the presence of the attorneys on both sides ; who are each of them to
strike off twelve, and the remaining twenty-four are returned upon the panel.
By the statute 3 Gee. II. c. 25, either party is entitled, upon motion, to have a
spctial jury struck upon the trial of any issue, as well at the assizes as at bar;
he ]-'aying the extraordinary expense, unless the judge will certify. (in. pursuance•
of the statute 24 Gee. II. c. 18) that the cause required such special jury.

A common jury is one returned by the sheriff according to the direction of
the statute 3 Gee. II. c. 25, which appoints that the sheriff or officer shall not
return a separate panel for every separate cause, as formerly; but one and the
same panel for every cause to be tried at the same assizes, containing not less
than tbrty-eight nor more than seventy-two jurors : and that their names, being
wIitten on tickets, shall be put into a box or glass; and when each cause is
called, twelve of these persons, whose names shall be first drawn out of the
box, shall be sworn upon the jury, unless absent, challenged, or excused; oi
unless a previous view of the messuages, lands, or place in question shall have
been thought necessary by the court :(o) in which case six or more of the
jurors rettwned, to be agreed on by the parties, or named by a judge or ethel
proper officer of the court, shall be al)l)ointed by special writ of habeas corpora
or distringas to have the matters in question shown to them by two persons
named in the writ; and then such of the jury as have had the view, or so many
of them as appear, shall be sworn on the inquest previous to any other jurors.
These acts are well calculated to restrain any suspicion of partiality in the
sheriff, or any tampering with the jurors when returned. 1°

As the jurors appear, when called, they shall be sworn, unless challenged by
either party. Challenges are of two sorts : challenges to the array, and chal-
lenges to the polls.

*Challenges to the array are at once an exception to the whole panel, [*359
in which the jury are arrayed or set in order by the sheriff in his return ;
and they may be made upon account of partiality or some default in the sheriff
or his under-officer who arrayed the panel And, generally speaking, the same
reasons that before the awarding the venire were sufficient to have directed it to
the coroners or etisors wilt be also sufficient to quash the array when made by a
person or officer of whose partiality there is any tolerable ground of suspicion.
Also_ though there be no personal objection against the sheriff, yet if he arrays

(o) Stat. 4 Anne, c. 16

_t the next sittings or assizes. If the plaintiff again neglects to try the cause, the do
fondant may obtain judgment for his costs of suit. In case the plaintiff intends to try
the cause, he is bound to give the defendant ten days' notme of trial, in order to prevent
surprise, and if the plaintiff then changes his mind and does not countermand the
notice ibur days before the trial, he shall be liable to pay costs to the defendant for not
proceeding to trial, by the same last-mentioned statute. The defendant, however, or
plaintiff, may, upon good cause shown to the court above, as upon absence or _iekn_.ss
of a material witness, obtain leave, upon motion, to defer the trial of the cause till _he
next a_sizes.---STEWART.

The qualification of both common and special jurymen is now regulated by st,,t_,fi
Gee. IV. e. 50, by which all other acts are repealed.---ST_.WART.
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1 ° * ° • ° ,
he panm at the nomination or under the direction of either party, thin is good

cause of challenge to the array. Formerly, if a lord of parliament had a cause
to be tried, and no knight was returned upon the jury_ it was a cause of chal-
lenge to the array :(p) but, an unexpected use having been made of this dormant
privilege by a spiritual lord,(q) it was abolished by statute 24 Gee. II. c 18
But still, in an attaint, a knight must be returned onthe jury.(r) Also, by the
policy of the antient law, the jury was to come de vicineto, from the neighbour-
need of the rill or place where the cause of action was laid in the declaration ;
and therefore some of the jury were obliged to be returned from the hund]¢d
in which such rill lay; and, if none were returned, the array might be chal-
lenged for defect of hundredors. Thus the Gothic jury, or nembda, was also
collected out of every quarter of the country: "binos, trinos, vel etiam 8enos, ex
singut_ territorii quadrant&us "(s) For, living in the neighbourhood, they were
properly the very country, or pals, to which both parties had appealed, and
were supposed to know beforehand the characters of the parties and witnesses,
and _herefore they better knew what credit to give to the facts alleged in
evidence. But this convenience was overbalanced by another very natural and
almost unavoidable inconvenience: that jurors coming out of the immediate
• 2an 1 neighbourhood would be apt *to intermix their prejudices and partialities

_J in the trial of right. And tMs our law was so sensible of that it for a
long time has been gradually relinquishing this practice ; the number of neces-
sam/hundredors in the whole panel, which in the reign of Edward IlL were
constantly six, Q) being in the time of Fortescue(u) reduced to four. Afterwards,
indeed, the statute 35 Hen. VIII. c. 6 restored the antient number of six; but
that clause was soon virtually repealed by statute 27 Eliz. c. 6, which required
only two. And Sir Edward Coke(v) also gives us such a variety of circum-
stances whereby the courts permitted this necessary number to be evaded, that
it appears they were heartily tired of it. At length, by statute 4 & 5 Anne, c.
6, it was entirely abolished upon all civil actions, except upon penal statutes
and upon those also by the 24 Gee. II. c. 18, the jury being now only to come
de corpore comitatus, from the body of the county at large, and not de vie;nero, or
from the particular neighbourhood, n The array, by the antient law, may also
be challenged if an alien be party to the suit, and, upon a rule obtained by his
motion to the court for a jury de medietate linguoe, such a one be not returned by
the sheriff, pursuant to the statute 28 Edw. IIL c. 13, enforced by 8 Hen. VL
e. 29, which enact, that where either party is an alien born, the jury shall be
one half denizens and the other aliens, (if so many be forthcoming in the
place,) for the more impartial trial; a privilege indulged to strangers in no
other country in the world, but which is as antient with us as the time of king
Ethelred, in whose statute de mont_colis Wallix, (then aliens to the crown of
England,) cap. 3, it is ordained that "duodeni legales heroines, quorum sex Wall;
¢t sex Angli erunt, Anglis et Walhs jus dicunto." But where both parties are
aliens, no partiality is to be presumed to one more than another; and therefore
it was resolved soon after the statute 8 Hen. VI.(w) that where the issue is
ioined between two aliens (unless the plea be had before the mayor of the
staple, and thereby subject to the restrictions of statute 27 ]_dw. III. st. 2, c.
8) the jury shall all be denizens. And it now might be a question how far

"361] the *statute 3 Gee. II. c. 25 (before referred to) hath in civil causes an-
designedly abridged this privilege of foreigners by the positive direc-

tions therein given concerning the manner of impanelling jurors, and the
persons to be returned in such panel. So that (unless this statute is to be
construed by the same equity which the statute 8 Hen. VI. c. 29 declared to
be the rule of interpreting the statute 2 Hen. Y. st. 2, c. 3 concerning the
landed qualifications of jurors in suits to which aliens were parties) a court

(P) Co. Iatt. 156. Seld. on Barouage, ft. 11. _a) Ollb. Hist. C. P. c. 8.
_v) K° w. Bishop of Worceater_ M. 28 Gee. IL n.R. (u) De Laud. LL. c. 25.
(r Co. Litt 156. (_) 1 Inst. 157.
(_ Stmrnhook de jure Golh l. 1, c. 4. (_) Yeal-book, 21 Hen. YI. 4.

n See an excellent note, Co. Litt. 125, a. b., n (2.)--CHITTY.
_68
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migh_ perhaps hesitate whether it has now a power to direct _ panel to be
returned de medietate linguae, and thereby alter the method plescribe,1 for
sta'iking a special jury or ballotin_ for common jurors. 1_

Challenges to the_polls, in capita, are excep'tions to particular jurors, and
seem to answer the recusatio judtcis in the civil and canon laws ; by the consti-
tutions of which a judge might be refused upon any suspicion of partiality (x)
By the laws of England also, in tlle times or' Bracton(y) and Yleta,(z) a judge
might be refused _br good cause ; but now the law is otherwise, and it is held
that judges and justices cam'lot be challenged.(a) For the law will not sup-
pose a possibility of bias or favour in a judge, who is already sworn to admi-
nister impartial justice, and whose authority greatly depends upon that pre-
sumption and idea. And should the fact at any time prove flagrantly such, as
the delicacy of the 1,_w will not presume beforehand, there is no doubt but that
such misbehaviour would draw down a heavy censure fl'om those to whelm the
judge is accountable for l_is conduct.

But challenges to the polls of the jury (who are judges of fleet) are reduced
to four heads by Sir Edward Coke :(b) propter honoris res2ectum ; 2roTter defectum ;
propter affectum l and propter dehctum.

1. Propter honoris respectum; as, if a lord of parliament be impanelled on a
jury, he may be challenged by either party, or he may challenge himselfi

*2. Propter defectum; as if a juryman be an alien born, this is defect [*362of birth _ if he "be a slave or headman, this is defect of liberty, and he
cannot be lber et legalis homo. Under the word homo also, though a name
common to both sexes, the female is however excluded, propter defectum sexus ;
except when a widow feigns herself with child, in order to exclude the next heir,
and a supposititious birth is suspected to be intended ; then upon the writ de
ventre inspiciendo, a jury of women is to be impanelled to try the question
whether with child or not.(c) But the principal deficiency is defect of estate
sufficient to qualify him to be a juror. This depends upon a variety of statutes.
And, first, by the statute of Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 38, none shall pass on juries
in assizes within the county, but such as may dispend 20s. by the year at the
leastl which is increased to 40s. by the statutes 21 Edw. I. st. 1, and 2 lien. V
st. 2, c. 3. This was doubled by the statute 27 Eliz c. 6, which requires in every
such case the jurors to have estate of i_eehold to the yearly value of 4l. at the
least. But, the value of money at that time decreasing very considerably, thi_
qualification was raised by the statute 16 & 17 Car II. c. 3 to 20/. per annum,
which being only a temporary act, for three years, was suffered to expire with-
out renewal, to the great debasement of juries. ]:[owevcr, by the statute 4 & 5
W. & NL e. 24, it was again raised to 10/. per annum in England and 6l. in Wales,
of i_eehold lands or copyhold ; which is the first time that copyholders (as such)
were admitted to serve upon juries in any of the king's courts, though they had
before been admitted to serve in some of the sheriff's courts, by statutes 1 Ric.
IlI. c. 4, and 9 Hen. VII. c. 13. And, lastly, by statute 3 Gee. II. c. 25, any
leaseholder for the term of five hundred years absolute, or for any term deter-
minable upon life or lives, of the clear yearly value of 20l. per annum ever and

above the rent reserved, is qualified to serve _Pg_i_tioe:gu Whne_ thej:_Ytl:Sde medietate linguae, that is, one moiety of the e i
(_) Cod. 3, 1, 16. Decretal. I. 2, t 28, c. 36. (a) Co. Lltt. 294.
(*) Z,. 5, c 15. (_) 1 Inst. 15_.
(z)L 6,o. 87. (e)Cro Ehz.566.

u From the enactments of the statute 6 Gee. IV. e. 50, and especially section 47
thereof, it would seem that a jury de me&crateli_uju_ is now allowed only upon trials for
felony or misdemeanour.--KEZR.

is A juror must be twenty-one years ; and, if above sixty, he is exempted, though no_
disqualified, from serving. He must Mso possess freehold or copyhold property of the
clear yearly value of ten pounds, or have leasehold property, held by lease for twenty-one
ears or longer, of the annual value of twenty pounds, or occupy a house containing not
ss than fifteen windows. It. London, the occupation of a house, shop, or place of

business within the city, or the possession of real or personal property of the value of
1001., co_stitute_ a qualification. 6 & 7 Gee. IV. c. 50.--KERR.
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*363] other of .,ny foreign one, no want of lands shall be *cause of challenge
to the alien; for, as he is incapable to hold any, this would totally

defeat file privilege.(d)
3. Ju eors may be challenged propter affectum, for suspicion of bias or partiahty

This may be either a principal challenge, or to the favour. A principal challenge
is such where the cause assigned carries with it prima facie evident marks of
susI)icion either.... of malice or favour : as, that a juror is of kin to either par_)
within the mnth degree ;(e) that he has been arbitrator on either side ; that he
has an interest in the cause ; that there is an action depending between him and
the party; that he has taken money for his verdict; that he has formerly been
a juror in the same cause; that he is the party's master, servant, counsellor,
steward, or attorney, or of the same society or corporation with him ; all these
are principal causes of challenge, which, if true, cannot be overruled, for jurors
must be o_nni exceptwne mejores. Challenges to the favour are where the party
hath no principal challenge, but objects only some I_robable circumstances of
suspicion, as acquaintance and the like ;(f) the validity of which must be left.
to the determination of triers, whose office it is to decide whether the juror be
favourable or unfiavourable. The triers, in case the first man called be chal-
lenged, are two indifferent persons named by the court; and if they try one
man and find him indifferent, he shall be sworn; and then he and the two triers
shall try the next; and when another is found indifferent and sworn, the two
triers shall be superseded, and the two first sworn on the jury shall try the
rest.(g) 1'

4. Challenges propter delictum are for some crime or misdemeanour that affects
the juror's credit and renders him infamous. As for a conviction of treason,
felony, perjury, or conspiracy i or if for some infamous offence he hath received

*364] judgment of the pillory, tumbrel, or the like ; or to be branded, *whipt,
or stigmatized; or if he be outlawed or excommunicated, or hath been

attainted of false verdict, prcemumre, or forgery ; or lastly, if he hath proved
recreant when champion in the trial by battle, and thereby hath lost his liberam
legem. A juror may himself be examined on oath of voir dire, veritatem dicere,
with regard to such causes of challenge as are not to his dishonour or discredit;
but not with regard to any crime, or any thing which tends to his disgrace or
disadvantage.(h)

Besides these challenges, which are exceptions against the fitness of jurors,
and whereby they may be excluded from serving, there are also other causes to
be made use of by. the jurors themselves, which are matter of exemption;
whereby their service is excused, and not excluded. As by statute Westm. 2, 18
Edw. 1. c. 38, sick and decrepit persons, persons not commorant in the county,
and men above seventy years old; and by the statute 7 & 8 W. III. e. 32, in-
fants under twenty-one. This exemption is also extended, by divers statutes,

(_) See star. 2 Hem V. st. 2_c. 3. 8 Hen. _¢I.c. 29. semper ex probab_2i vausa Sres repudlar_ : etmm pturez e_
*) Finch, L, 401. canna prwqnant* e_mamfesta." Stmrnhool_/. Ij c 4
) In the 7wn_/a. or jury of the ancient Ooths_ three chal- (e) Co. Lltt 153.

]_'ages only were allowed to the f.tvour, but the prmc_p.d (h) Ibid. 15% b.
*.hallenge_ were indefinite " L_cebat palam exezpere, et

x_The question of challenge.. to the. array, and incidentally to the polls, and triers,
mlderwent much diseussmn in The King vs. Edmonds, 4 B. & A. 476; and in that case it
was determined that no challenge, either to the array or to the polls, can be taken until
a full jury shall have appeared; that the disallowing a challenge is not a ground fbr a
new trial, but for a venire de nero; that every challenge, either to the array or to the polls,
ought to be propounded in such a way that it may be put at the time upon the n/sl/rnus
_ecord, so that when a challenge is made the adverse p_rty may either demur or counter-
plead, or he may deny what is alleged for matter of challenge; and it. is then only that
triers can be al_pomted. It was also thereby determined that the whole special jury-
panel cannot be challenged tor the supposed unindifferency of the _Iaster of the Crown
Gffice, he being the officer of the court appointed to nominate the jury. And a material
point was also ruled in the same case,--mmlely that it is not competent to ask jurymen,
whether specml or talesmen, whether they have not, prewously to the trial, expressed
opinions hostile to the defendants and their cause, in order to found a challenge to the
polls on that ground: bu_ such expres_mllS must be proved by extrinsic evidence. But
see now stat. 0 Gee. IV. c. 50, as. 27, S0.--CUlTTY.
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customs,and charters,to physiciansand other medical persons,counsel,attor-
neys,officers of the courts, and the like ; all of whom, if impaneled, must show
their special exemption. Clergymen are also usually excused, out of fhvour
and respect to their function : but, if they are seised of lands and tenements,
they are in strictness liable to be impanelled in respect of their lay-fees, unless
they be in the service of the king or of some bishop : "in obsequio domini regis,
t,el alicujus episcopi."(_) 15

If by means of challenges, or other cause, a sufficient number of unexcep-
tionable jurors doth not appear at the trial, either party may pray a tales. A
_ales is a supply of such men as are summoned upon the first panel, in order to
make up the deficiency. For this purpose, a writ of decem tales, octo tales, and
tim like, was used to be issued to the sheriff at common law, and must be still
uu done at a trial at bar, if the jurors make default. But at the assizes or nisi

prius, by virtue of the statute 35 Hen. VIII. c. 6, and other subsequent [*365
*statutes, the judge is empowered at the prayer of either party to award
a tales de circumstanttbus,(j) of persons present in court, to be joined to the other
jurors to try the cause i who are liable, however, to the same challenges as the
principal jurors. This is usually done, till the legal number of twelve be com-
pleted ; in which patriarchal and apostolical number Sir Edward Coke(k) hath
discovered abundance of mystery.(/)

When a sufficient number of persons impanelled, or tales-men, appear, they
are then separately sworn, well and truly to try the issue between the parties,
and a true verdict to give according to the evidence ; and hence they are de-
nominated the jury, jurata, and jurors, so. juratores.

We may here agaiu observe, trod observing we cannot but admire, how scru-
pulously delicate, and how impartially just, the law of England approves itself,
in the constitution and frame of a tribunal, thus excellently contrived for the
test and investigation of truth l which appears most remarkably, 1. In the
avoiding of frauds and secret management, by electing the twelve jurors out
of the whole panel by lot. 2. In its caution against all partiality and bias, by
quashing the whole panel or array, if the officer returning is suspected to bo
other than indifferent i and repelling particular jurors, if probable cause be
shown of malice or favour to either party. The prodigious multitude of ex-
ceptions or challenges allowed to jurors, who are the judges of fact, amounts
nearly to the same thing as was practised in the Roman republic, before she
lost her liberty : that the select judges should be appointed by the prsetor with
the mutual consent of the narties. *Or, as Tully(m) exnresses it : "nemi- _.,_,,
hera voluerunt tnajores nos_ri, non modo de existimationeeujusquam, sed ne k _oo
peeuniaria quidem de re mtnima, esse jud_cem: nzsi qm tnter adversarws eoavenisset."

Indeed, these seleet_ 3udiees bore in many respects a remarkable resemblance
to our juries: fbr they were first rettn-ned by the praetor i de decuria senatoria
conscribuatur : then their names were drawn by lot, till a certain number was
completed ; in urnam soft,to m_ttuntur, ut de plur_bus neeessar_us humerus eo_q_c_
Tosser: then the parties were allowed their challenges; post urnampermittttur
accusatori, ac reo, ut ex _llo numero rejiciant quos putaver_nt _Lbi,aut _ntmwos, aut az
aliqua re mcommodosfore: next they struck what we call a tales; rejectione cele-
brata, in eorum locum qu_ rejecti fuerunt subsortiebatur praetor alios, quibus iUe judi.
cure legttimus numerus compleretur; lastly, the judges, like our jury, were sworn,

his perfectos, jurabant in leges judwes, ut obstri_i religione judicarent.(n)
The jury are now ready to hear the mt,rits; and, to fix their attention the

closer to the facts which they are impanelled and sworn to try, the pleadings
(t) F. N B 166. wReg. Bre, v 179. twePve : "n_l_l sanct_u_, n_hd ant_quiu$ fu_tl perlnde ac 4g
(_) Append No II. _4. _n ip_o hoc numer_ ,ecreta qu_zm onset religw. _ 2_s¢_'2.
(t) l Inst. 155. Epn,b&_r. 49. Spelm.Gloas. 329.
(_) Paus._as relates that at the trial of Mars, for murder, (,*) Pro Cluentm, 4_

|n the court denomm,_ted ,.lr.,_paqt_ from th _t incident, he (n) Ascon m Cm. Vet 1, 6. A learned wn_er of our ow_
wa_ acquitted by a jury composed of twelve pag.m de_tms Dr. Pettmg,d. hath shown in an elaborate work (pubhshe_
Amt Dr Hmkes, who attributes the mtroductmn of th_s _.m 179b) so many resemblances between the $_xa_ra_ of the

_um_r to the Normans, tell_ us that among the inhabit _nts Greeks, the jud_c_ sdec$_ of the Romans, and the jurlo_ of
of Norway, from whom the ,\ormans as well as the Danes the Enghsh, that he is tempted to conclude that the latte]

dose,ended, a great vener,_t|on w_s p rid to the nllinber are dellved froIa the frwmer.

They are now excused, by 6 Geo. IV. e. 50.---C_T_'.
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are opened t_) them by counsel on that side which holds the affirmative of the
question in issue. For the issue is said to lie, and proof is always first required_
upon that side which affirms the matter in question : in which our law agrees
with the civil ;(o) "ei incumbff probatw, qui dic_t, non qui negat ; cura per rerum
naturamfactum-negantis probatzo nulla sit." The opening counsel briefly inform_
them what has been transacted in the court above; the parties, the nature of
the action, the declaration, the plea, replication, and other proceedings, and_
lastly, upon what point the issue is join ,d, which is there set down to be deter-
mined. Instead of which,(p) fo:_merly the whole record and process of the
. .... pleadings was read to *them in :English by the court, and the matter in
_o_ j issue clearly explained to their capacities. The nature of the case, and

the evidence intended to be produced, are next laid before them by counsel also
on the same side : and when their evidence is gone through, the advocate on the
other side opens the adverse case, _nd supports it by evidence; and then the
party which began is heard by way of reply.

The nature of my present design will not permit me to enter into the num-
berless niceties and distinctions of what is, or is not, legal evidence to a jury.(g,
I shall only therefore select a few of the general heads and leading maxims
relative to this point, together with some observations on the manner of giving
evidence.

And, first, evidence signifies that which demonstrates, makes clear, or ascer-
tains the truth of the very fact or point in issue, either on the one side or on
the other; and no evidence ought to be admitted to any other point. Therefore
upon an action of debt, when the defendant denies his bond by the plea of non
estfactum, and the issue is, whether it be the defendant's deed or no ; he cannot
give a release of this bond in evidence : for that does not destroy the bond, and
therefore does not prove the issue which he has chosen to r_ly upon, viz., that
the bond has no existence.

Again : evidence in the trial by jury is of two kinds, either that which is
given in proof, or that which the jury may receive by their own private know.
ledge. The former, or proofs, (to which in common speech the name of evidence
is usually confined,) are either writ£en, or parol, that is, by word of mouth.
Written proofs or evidence are,--1. Records, and 2. Antient deeds of thirty
years' standing, which prove themselves;_" but, 3. Modern deeds, and 4. Other

"368" *writings, must be attested and velqfied by parol evidence of witnesses.
J And the one general rule that runs through all the doctrine of trials is

this,--that the best evidence the nature of the case will admit of shall always
be required, if possible to be had ; but, if not possible, then the best evidence
that can be had shall be allowedY :For if it be found that there is any better

lo) Fr 22, 3, 2. Cod. 4, 19, g3. impossible to abstract or abridge without losing some beauty
) F(_rtesc c. 20. and destroying the chain of the whole, and which hath lately

(f) Thin _s admtrably well performed m lord chief-baron been engralted rote a very useful work_ The Introductmn of
Gilbert's excellent treahse of e_ldeuse,--a work whmh it is the Law of Nml Pnus, 4to. 1767.

1_The same rule apphes to wills thirty years old. 4 T. R. 709, note. This rule is laid
down in book_ of ewdence without sufficmnt explanatmn ot its principle, or of th,e extent
of its apphcation. There seems to be danger in permitting a deed to be read merely
because it bears date above thirty years before its production, and m requiring no evi-
dence, where a forgery may be committed with the least probabihty of detectmn. Chief-
Baron Gilbert lays down, that where possessmn has gone agreeably to the limitations of
a deed bearing date thirty years ago, it may be read without any evidence of its exe-
cution, though the subscribing witnesses be still living. Law of Ev. 94. For such pos-
sess:on affords so strong a presumption in favour of the authenticity of the deed as to
supersede the necessity of any other proof of the vahdity of its origin, or %fits due exe-
cution. The court of King's Bench have determined that the mere production of a
parish certificate dated above th:rty years ago was sufficient to make it evidence,
without giving any account of the custody from which it was extracted. 5 T. R. 259.-
_HRISTIAN.

_7No rule of law is more frequently cited and more generally misconceived than this.
It is certainly true when rightly understood ; but it is very limited in its extent and
application. It signifies nothing more than that, if the best legal evidence cannot pos-
sibly be produced, the next best legal evidence shall be admitted. Evidence may be
divided into primary and secondary; and _he secondary evidence is as accurately defined
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evidence existing ,an is produced, the very nat prod-"__ng it is a presumption
chat it would have detected some falsehood that at present is concealed. Thus:

in order to prove a lease for years, nothing else shall be admitted but the very
deed of lease itself, if in being; but if that be positively proved to be burned

or destroyed, (not relying on any loose negative, as that it cannot be found,

or the like,) then an attested copy may be produced; or parol evidence be

given of its contents. So, no evidence of a discourse with another will be
admitted, but the man himself must be produced; yet in some cases (as in

proof of any general customs, or matters of common tradition or repute) the
courts admit of hearsay evidence, or an account of what persons deceased
have declared in their lifetime ; but such evidence will not be received of any

particular facts. _ Sop too, books of account or shop-books are not allowed of

by the law as the primary. But in general the want of better evidence can never justify
the admission of hearsay, interested witnesses, or the copm_ of copies, &c. Wilere there
are exceptions to general rules, these exceptions are as much recogmsed by the law as
the general rule, and, where boundaries and hm_ts are established by the law tbr every
case that can pesslbly occur, it is immaterial what we call the rule and what the ex-
ception.--CuRISTIAS.

Some of the numerous eases which are found even in modern books may be cited for
illustration and in eonfirmatmn of the text and note.

If the subscribing witness be living and within the jurisdiction of the court, he musl
be called to prove the executmn : or ff he cannot be found, and that fact be satasfactortly
explained, proof of his handwriting will be sufficient evidence of the execution. Barne_
vs. Trompowsky, 7 T. R. 266. And the witness of the execution is necessary; weknow.
ledgment of the party who executed the deed cannot be received. Johnson vs. ]Y[ason
1 Esp. 89. At least only as secondary evidence. Call, Bart vs. Dunning, 4 East, 53. And
acknowledgment to a subscribing witness by an obliger of a bond that he has executed
it is sufficient. Powell vs. Blackett, 9 Esp. 87 ; and see Grellier vs. Neale, Peake, 146.
But a mere bystander may nov be recetved to supply the absence of the subscribing
witness, (!Y[cCraw vs. Gentry, 3 Camp. 232,) or only as secondary evidence. See the next
ease. If the apparent attesting witness deny that he saw the execution, seeondaxy evi-
dence is admissible; that is to say, the handwrmng of the obhgor, &e. may be proved.
Ley vs. Ballard, 3 Esp. 173, n. And, as a generai rule, it seems that wherever a sub-
scribing witness appears to an instrument, note, &c., hemust be called, or Ins absence
explained. See Itaggs vs. Dixon, 2 Stark. I80. Breton vs. Cope, Peake, 31.--CmTvr.

_sIt is a general rule that the mere recital of a fact-that is, the mere oral assertion cr
written entry by an individual that a particular fact is true--eannot be received m evi-
dence. But the objection does not apply to any pubhc documents made under lawful
authority, such as gazettes, proclamatmns, public surveys, records, and other memormls
of a simtlar description, and whenever the declaration or entry is in itself a fact and is
part of the res vestee. Stark. on Evld. p. 1, 46, 47. But it is to be carefully observed that
neither the declarations nor any other acts of those who are mere _trangers, or, as it is
t*sually termed, any res inter c&,_saeta, is admissible m evidence against any one, as afford-
ing a presumption against him m the way of admission, or otherwise. Ib. 51.---CniTrr.

In cases of customs and prescriptive rights, hearsay or traditmnal evidence is not
admitted until some instances of the custom or exercise of the right claimed are first

proved. The declarations of parents respecting their marriage, and the legitnnacy of
their c_ildren, are admitted after their decease as evidence. And hearsay is also re_
calved respecting pedigrees and the death of relations abroad. Bull N. P. 294. 2 Esp.
784. What has been said in conversation in the hearing of any party, ff not contradicted

by him, may be given in evidence : tbr, not being demed, it amounts to a spec,.'es cf con-
fession. But it can only be received where it must be presumed to have been heard by

the parly; and therefore in one case the court stopped the witness from repeating a con
versation which had passed in a room where the prisoner was, but at the time while she
had fainted away. It has been the practice of the quarter-sessions to admit the declara-
tions of paupers respecting their settlements, to be received as evidence after their death,
or, if living, where they could not be produced. See 3 T. R. 707, where the judges of the
King's Bench were divided upon the legMity of this practice, and where the subject of
hearsay evidence is much discussed. For many years, whll._t lord _Iansfield presided in
the court of King's Bench, the court were unanimously of opinion that the declarations
of a pauper respecting his settlement might after his death be_proved and given.m ev}-
denee. When lord Kenyon and another judge were introduced, the eour_ were cttwueu,
and the former practice prevailed; but when the court were entirely changed, they
uetermined that this hearsay evidence was not founded on any principles of law. and
_ha, the evidence at the quarte_ses_ions in the cases of settlement ought to be the same

I/o._
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themselves to be given in evidence for the owner; but a servant who mane
the entry may have recourse to them to refresh his memory; and if such
servant (who was accustomed to make those entries) be dead, and his hand be
proved, the book may be read in evidence ;(r) for as tradesmen are often under
a necessity of giving credit without any note or writing, this is therefore,
when accompanied with such other collateral proofs of fairness and re_l
larity,(s) the best evidence that can then be produced. However, this danger
ous species of evidence is not carried so far in England as abroad ;(t) where
,_ man's own books of accounts, by a distortion of the civil law, (,which seems
to have meant the same thing as is practised with us,)(u) with the suppletory

,369 1 oath of *the merchant, amount at all times to full proof. 1_ But as this
J kind of evidence, even thus regulated, would be much too hard upon

the buyer at any long distance of time, the statute 7 Jac. I. e. 12 (the penners
of which seem to have imagined that the books themselves were evidence at
common law) confines this species of proof to such transactions as have hap-
pened within one year before the action brought; unless between merchant

(P) Law of Nisi Prius, 266. qu_que admtn_euIis adjuven_ur, ad probal_onem sola _on
(w) _%Mk.285. sufftc_unt. Cod. 4, 19, 5. 2J_nt exemplo ln'rmcwsum est, ut
(t) Gaff. observa_. 2, 20, 23. e_ ,_cr_ptur_ credatur, qua unu_qu_sque _tb_ adnotat_or_
(u) I_tstrumenta ¢brmesttca_ stu adnotatlo, s_ non ah_s propria deMlorem consattt_t. Ibtd. L 7.

as that in all other courts, in the trials which could respectively be brought before them.
2 East, 54, 63. The court of King's Bench has decided that a father's declaration of the
place of the birth of his son is not evidence after the father's death. 8 East, 539. But
it would not, probably, be difficult to prove that this is of the nature of pedigree, and
ought to be admitted, as the father's declaration of the time of his son's birth, which has
always been legal evidence. In criminal cases, the declarations of a person who relates
in extremes, or under an apprehension of dying, the cause of his death, or any other ma-
terial circumstance, may be admitted in evidence; for the mind in that awful state is
presumed to be under as great a religious obligation to disclose the truth as is created by
the administration of an oath. But declaratmns of a deceased person ought not to be
received unless the court is satisfied from the circumstances of the case that they wore
made under the impression of approaching dissolution. Leach's Cases, 400. :But tne
declarations of a felon at the place of execution cannot be received, as he is incompetent
to give evidence upon oath, and the situation of a dying man is only thought equivalent
to that of a competent witness when he is sworn. Ibid. 276. By the 1 & 2 Ph. & Mar.
c. 13, depositions taken before a justice of peace in cases of felony may be read in evi-
dence at the trial, if the witness dies before the trial. But as the statute confines this
to felony, and as it is an innovation upon the common law, it cannot be extended to any
misdemeanour. 1 Sulk. 281.----CHRISTIAN.

_9Although in England the shop-book of a tradesman is not evidence without the oath
of the clerk who made the entry, yet in the United States, in the early periods of settle-
ment, as business was generally carried on by the principal, and few shop-keepers kept
clerks, the book of original entries, proved by the oath of the plaintiff, has, from the
necessity of the case, generally, if not universally, been admitted. It has been confined,
however, to the case of goods sold and delivered and work and labour done. It is
necessary, however, that the book should appear to be the book in which the first entry
was made cotemporaneous!y with the original transaction which it professes to record.
It is not necessary, indeed, that it should be in the form of a journal or day-book. Entries
in ledger-form have been aAmitted, or in a pocket memorandum-book. Still, the entD,
must have been made within a reasonable time after the transaction,--not further than
twenty-four, or at most forty-eight, hours. It should not be made until the contract is
complete, the work done, the goods delivered, or, at least, so far set aside and distin-
guished as that the property has passed. Where, however, entries are first made on a
slate or a blotter, which is afterwards destroyed and the transfer made in due time to the
regular book, it is sufficient. The credibility of such a book may be attacked by any
circumstances which would go to show that it is not a regular and reliable record of
_laily transactions. Poultney etal. vs. Ross, 1 Dull. 239. Curren vs. Crawford. 4 Serg. &
Rawle, 5. Ingraham vs. Bockius, 9 Serg. & R. 285. ttartley vs. Breokes, 6 Whart. 189.
Patton vs. Ryan, 4 Rawle, 408. Rhoads vs. Gaul, 4 Rawle, 404. Parker vs. Donaldson, 2
Watts & Serg. 20. Coggswell vs. Dolliver, 2 Mass. 217. Case vs. Potter, 8 Johns. 211.
Linnell vs. Sutherland, 11 Wend. 568. It would encumber this note to go further in the
citation of cases from every State in the Union in support _f this species of evidence.
Since the parties themselves are now competent witnesses in England, the original entry
may evidently be effectually used as a memorandum to refresh the memory.----SHAhs
ilrOOn.
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and merchant in the usual intercourse of trade. For Accuunts of so recent a

date, if erroneous, may more easily be unravelled and adjusted. _
With regard to parol evidence, or witnesses; it must first be remembered, that

+.here is a process to bring them in by writ of subpoena ad testificandum : which
commands them, laying aside all pretences and excuses, to appear at the trial on
pain of 100/. to be forfeited to the king; to which the statute 5 Eliz. c 9 I,as
sdded a penalty of 20/. to the party aggrieved, and damages equivalent to i he
loss sustained by want of his evidence. :But no witness, unless his reasonable
expenses be tendered him, is bound to appear at all; nor, if he appears, is he
bound to give evidence till such charges are actually paid him; except he resides
within the bills of mortality, and is summoned to give evidence within the same
This compulsory process, to bring in unwilling witnesses, and the additional ter
rors of an attachment in case of' disobedience, are of excellent use in the tho-
rough investigation of truth :_ and, upon the same principle, n the Athenian
courts, the witnesses who were summoned to attend the trial had the choice of
three things : either to swear to the truth of the fact in question, to deny or
abjure it, or else to pay a fine of a thousand drachmas.(v)

All witnesses, of whatever religion or country, that have the use of their rea-
son, 22are to be received and examined, except such as are _nfamo_s, or such as
,_re interested in the event of the cause. All others are competent witnesses; though

(*) Pott. Antiq b. i. c 21.

The entries in the book of a person deceased, not connected with the parties, are of
no more avail than hearsay. But the books of an incumbent respecting the t_thes of the
parish are evidence for his successor. 5 T. R. 123. 2 Ves. 43.---CuRIST:AN.

21A copy of the writ, or the substance thereof, (5 Mod. 355. Cro. Car. 540,) should be
served personally on each witness and the original shown to him. The usual mode of
proceeding against witnesses for d:sobedience of the writ of subpoena is by the summary
process of an attachment for a contempt, (2 Stra. 1054. Cowp. 3B6. Doug. 561 ;) but the
court will not grant an attachment against a witness unless all the necessary expenses
of the journey to and from and the w:tness's stay at the place of trial be tendered at the
time of serving the subpoena. 1 H. B1. 49. 1 _[eriv. 191. 13 East, 15. St:ll, the court
will not enter into nice calculations of expense, but consider whether the non-attendance
originated in obstinacy or not. 2 Stra. 1150. The same rule prevails in the case of wit-
nesses bona/Me brought from abroad. 1 Marsh. 563. 4 Taunt. 699. 6 ib. 88. h witness
is not in general ent:tled to remuneration for loss of time, (1 B. & B. 515. 5 M. & S. 156.)
though in some instances it is allowed to attorneys and medical practitioners. Ib. 159
The expenses of making scientific experiments with a wew to ewdence are not allow-
able. 3 B. & B. 72.--CHITTY.

22A _ohammedan may be sworn upon the Alcoran, and a Gentoo according to the
custom of India ; and their evidence may be received even in a criminal case. Leach%
Cases, 52. 1 Atk. 21. But an atheist, or a person who has no belief or notion of a God
or a future state of rewards and punishments, ought not in any instance to be admitted
as a witness. 1 Atk. 45. B. N. P. 202. See Peake, Rep. 1], where Buller, J., held that
the proper question to be asked of a witness is, whether he believes in God, the obli.
gation of an oath, and in a fufure state of rewards and punishments.--CHITTY.

I have known a witness rejected and hissed out of corn%who declared that he doubted
of th_ existence of a God and a future state. But I have since heard a learned judge
declare at nisi prius that the judges had resolved not to permit adult witnesses to be
interrogated respecting their belief of a Deity and a future state. It is probably more
conducive to the course of justice that this should be presumed till the contrary is
proved; and the most rehgious witness may be scandalized by the imputation which t he
very question conveys.

Quakers, who refuse to take an oath under any form, by the 7 & 8 W. III. c. 34 are per.
mitted in judmial proceedings to make a solemn affirmation; and if such affirmation,
like an oath, is proved to be false, they are subject to the penalties of perjury. But this
does not extend-to criminal cases. 8 Gee. I. c. 6. 22 Gee. II. c. 30 and e. 46.

Their affirmations are received in penal actions, as for bribery. See Atcheson vs. Eve
ritt, Cowp. 382, where this subject is largely discussed.

Lord Ma,lsfield lays down generally that an affirmation is not refused where the action,
though in form of a criminal action, in substance is a mere action between party and
*_artv. Lord Mansfield there laments that such an excvption had been made by thL,
legislature.--CnRISTIAN.

2_5
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*370] the jury- from other circumstances will judge of their credibility. _ *In.
famous persons are such as may be challenged as jurors propter ddietum ."

and therefore never shall be admitted to give evidence to inform that jury with
whom they were too scandalous to associate. Interested witnesses may be exa,
mined upon a voir dire, if suspected to be secretly concerned in the event; el
their interest may be proved in court. Which last is the only method of sup
porting an objection to the former c]ass : for no man is to be examined to provG
his own infamy. _ And no counsel, attorney, or other person, intrusted with the

"The old cases upon the competency of witnesses have gone upon very subtle
grounds; but of late years the courts have endeavoured as far as possible, consistent
with authorities, to let the objection go to the credit rather than to the competency of a
witness." Lord )[ansfield, 1 T. R. 300.

It is now established that if a witness does not immediately gain or lose by the event
of the cause, and if the verdict in the cause cannot be evidence either for or against him
in any other suit, he shall be admitted as a competent witness, though the circumstances
of the case may in some degree lessen his credibility. 3 T. R. 27. The interest must be
a present, certain, vested interest, and not uncertain or contingent, (Doug. 134. 1 T. R.
163. 1 P. Wms. 287:) therefore the heir-apparent is competent in support of the claim
of the ancestor, though the remainderman, having a vested interest, is incompetent.
Salk. 283. Ld. Raym. 724. A clerk of the company of wire-drawers is competent in an
action against a person for acting as an assistant, although the verdict might cause the
defendant to be sworn, upon which the clerk would obtain a fee. See Stark. on Evid.
p. 4, 745.

A servant of a tradesman from necessity is permitted in an action by his master to
prove the delivery of goods, though he himself may have purloined them ; but in an
action brought against the master for the negligence of his servant, the servant cannot
be a witness for his master without a release; for his master may afterwards have his
action against the servant, and the verdict recovered against him may be given ir.
evidence in that action to prove the damage which the master has sustained. 4 T. E
589.

By the 46 Gee. III. c. 37, it is enacted that a witness cannot refuse to answer
question relevant to the matter in issue, the answering of which has no tendency to
accuse himself or to expose him to a penalty or forfeiture, by reason only that the
answer to such question may establish, or tend to establish, that he owes a debt or is
subject to a civil suit.

This statute was passed because upon a point which arose at lord Melville's impeach-
ment the high living authorities of the law were nearly divided, whether a witness was
compellable to answer such a question. But surely it was agreeably to the law of Eng-
land that a man should be compelled to be honest, and where, if he avoided the ques-
tion, Injustice would be done both between the parties before the court and afterwards
oetween the witness and some other party._CI_RISTIAN.

_ k witness may be examined with regard to his own infamy, if the confession of it
does not subject him to any future punishment ; as a witness may be asked if he has not
stood in the pillory for perjury, (4 T. R. 440;) but he cannot be entirely rejected as a
witness without the production of the record of conviction, by which he is rendered
incompetent. 8 East, 77.--CnaIsrIA_.

Though it has been held in some other cases that a witness is not 6ound to answer such
questions. 4 St. Tri. 748. 1 Salk. 153. 4 Esp. 225, 242. It is quite clear that a man is
not bound to answer any questions, either in a court of law or equity, which may tend
to criminate himself, or which may render him liable to a penalty. Stra. 444. 3 Taunt.
424. 4 St. Tri. 6. 6 ib. 649. 16 Ves. 242. 2 Ld. Raym. 1088. Mitford's Ch. P1. 157. is
to questions which merelq disgrace the witness, there is some difficulty. See Stark. on
Evid. pt. 2, 139. Still, a witness is in no case legally incompetent to allege his own turpi-
tude, or to give evidence which involves his own infamy (2 Stark. Rep 116. 8 East, 78.
11 East, 309) or impeaches his own solemn acts, (5 M. & S. 244. 7 T. R. 604,) unless he
be rendered incompetent by a legal interest in the event of the cause, or in the record.
It seems to be a universal rule that a particeps criminis may be examined as a witness in
_oth civil and criminal cases, provided he has not been incapacitated by a conviction of
crime. As a clerk who had laid out money which he had embezzled in illegal insurances
was held to be a competent witness for the master against the insurer. Cowp. 197. So a
man who has pretended to convey lands to another may prove that he had no title. Ld.
Raym. 1008. A co-assignee of a ship may prove that he had no interest in the vessel.
Cited in 1 T. R. 301. The parents may give evidence to bastardize their issue, (6 T. R. 330,
3 II,) or to prove the legitimacy. (lb. ;) though it is said the sole evidence of the mother
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secrets of the cause by the party himself, shall be compelled, or perhaps allowed,
to give evidence of such conversation or matters of privacy, as came to his
knowledge by virtue of such trust and confidence :(w) _ but he may be examined
as to mere matters of fact, as the execution of a deed or the like, which might
have come to his knowledge without being intrusted in the cause.

One witness (if credible) is su_cient evidence to a jury of any single facts,
though undoubtedly the concurrence of two or more corrobol',_tes the proofi
Yet our law considers that there are many transactions to which only one person
is privyi and therefore does not always demand the testimony ef two, as the
civil law universally requires. " Unius responsw testis omnino non udiatur."(x)
To extricate itself out of which absurdity, the modern practice of the civil-law
courts has plunged itself into another. For, as they do not allow a less number
than two witnesses to be plena probatw, they call the testimony of one, though
never so clear and positive, semi-plena probatio only, on which no sentence can
be founded. To make up therefore the necessary complement of witnesses, when

(_) Law of Nisl Prms, 267. (m) Cod. 4_ 20, 9.

a married woman, shall not be sufficient to bastardize her child. B. R. H. 79. 1 Wils.
340._CHITTY.

The first inroad on the systematic exclusion of evidence, which was the result of the
former state of the law, was made by the statute 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 42, s. 96, which enacted
that "in order to render the rejection of witnesses on the ground of interest less frequent,
if any witness should be objected to as incompetent, on the ground that the verdict or
judgment in the action would be admissible m evidence for or against him, he should
nevertheless be examined; but in that case the verdict or judgment should net be
admissible for or against him or any one claiming under him." A much greater im-
provement was, however, effected by the statute 6 & 7 Vict. c. 85, which removed incom-
petency by reason of incapacity fi'om crime or on the ground of _nterest in all persons,
except the parties to the su_t,or the persons whose rights were involved thereto, such as the
real plaintiff in the fictitious aetmn of eiectment, or any person in whose immediate and
individual behalf any action was brought or defended, or the husband or wife of such
persons. The advantages found to flow from this alteratmn in the law led to the statute
14 & 15 Vict. c. 99, by the first section of whmh the proviso in the statute 6 & 7 Vmt. c.
85 (which excluded all persons dh'ectly interested in the suit) was repealed. By the
second section, the parties and the persons in whose behalf any action, suit, or other
proceeding is brought or defended are made (except as therein excepted) competent and
compellableto give evidence on behalf of e_ther or any of the parties to the smt in any
court of justice. The third section of the statute provides that it shall not render any
person charged with an offence competent or compellable to give ewdence against him-
setf, nor shall it render any person compellable to answer any question tending to crlml-
nate himself, nor shall it in any crmlinal proceeding render any husband competent 01
compellable to give ewdence for or against his wife, or any wife competent or compel
lable to give evidence for or against her husband. The fourth section of the statute
thrther provides that it shall not apply to any proceeding instituted m consequence of
adultery, or to any action ibr breach of promise of marriage. It was decided soon after
it had become law that the secondsection of the statute did not render a wife admissible
as a witness for or against her husband ; and accordingly the statute 16 & 17 ¥ict. c. 83
wa_ passed, enacting that the husbands and wives of the parties to any smt, or of the
persons on whose behalf any such proceeding is brought or defended, shall thereafter be
competent and compellable to give evidence on behalf of either party or any of the
p'_rties. Neither husband nor wife is compellable, however, to disclose any communi-
_t.on made or received during marIiage; and neither party is a competent witness in a
e_u,linal proceeding, or in any proceeding instituted in consequence of adultery.--KSRR.

But the principles and pohcy of this rule restrain it to that confidence only which
Is placed in a counsel or sohcitor, and which must necessardy be inviolable where the
use of advocates and legal assistants is admitted. But the purposes of public justice
supersede the delicacy of every other species of confidential communication. In the
trial of the duchess of Kingston, it was determined that a friend might be bound to
disclose, if necessary in a court of justice, secrets of the most sacred nature whmh one
sex could repose in the other; and that a surgeon was bound to communicate any
information whatever which he was possessed of in consequence of his professional
attendance. 11 St Tr. 243, 246. And those secrets only communicated to a counsel or
attorney are inviolable in a court of justice which have been intrusted to them whilst
acting in their respective characters to the party as their el;cut. 4 T. R. 4_1, 753 ---
O]lEl[RlST I A l'q.

"¥'OL II.--17 25_
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they have one only to a single fact, they admit the party himself (plaintiff

or defendant) to be examined in his own behalf, and administer to him what is
called the s_ppletory oath ; and, if his evidence happens to be in his own favoar,

this immediately converts the half proof into a whole one. By this ingenious

device satisfying at once the forms of the Roman law, and acknowledging the
superior reasonableness of the law of England: which permits one witness to
be sufficient where no more are to be had : and, to avoid all temptations of per-

jury, lays it down as an invariable rule, that nemo testis esse debet in propr_]

*Positive proof is always required, where from the nature of the case i l

87] ] appears it might possibly have been had. But next topositive proof, circum-
stantial evidence or the doctrine of presun_ptions must take place; for when the

fact itself cannot be demonstratively evinced, that which comes nearest to the

proof of the fact is the proof of such circumstances which either necessarily, or usu-
ally, attend such tRcts; and these are called presumptions, which are only to be re
lied upon till the contrary be actually proved. Stabitur proesun_ptwni donec pr_-

betur _n contrarium.(y) Violent presumption is many times equal to fhll proof;(z)
for there those circumstances appear, which necessarily attend the fact. As if a
landlord sues for rent due at ]_Iichaelmas, 1754, and the tenant cannot prove the

payment, but produces an acquittance for rent due at a subsequent time, in full
of all demands, this is a violent presumption of his having paid the former rent,
and is equivalent to full proof; for though the actual payment is not proved, yet
the acquittance in full of all demands is proved, which could not be without

such payment ; and it therefore induces so forcible a presumption, that no proof
shall be admitted to the coutrary.(a) _ _Probable presumption, arising from such

(_)Co.Litt. 873. (I) Ibid. 6. (_)Gilb.Eyed.161.

In equity no decree can be made on the oath of one witness against the defendant's
answer on oath, (Ventr. 161. 3 Ch. C. 123, 69 :) and one witness is not sufficient against
the husband, although it be supported by the answer of the wife, for she cannot be a
witness against her husband. 2 :b. 30. 3 P. Wms. 238. But a decree may be made on
the evidence of a single witness, where the evidence of the other party is falsified or dis-
cred;ted by strong c:rcumstances. 2 Vern. 554. 2 Atk. 19. 3 lb. 419. 1 Bro. Ch. C. 52.
In high treason, when it works corruption of blood, two witnesses are necessary, by 7 W.
III. c. 3. So two are necessary in perjury, l0 _iod. 195 ; post, 4 book, 150. In all other
cases the effect of admissible evidence, whether given by one or more witnesses, is solely
for the consideration of the jury. See Stark. on Evid. pp. 3, 398, 399.----CmTTr.

The author does not, perhaps, literally mean here that no evidence would be received,
if in fact it could be produced, to rebut even the most violent presumption, for the
maxim which he has cited above implies the contrary; but I suppose him to mean that
such a presumption is so weighty that no evidence will countervail it. Even in this
light it is too strongly expressed: for the acquittance might undoubtedly be shown to
have been given by m:stake, or extorted by menace, or drawn from the party by fraud.
So in lord Coke's instance :--" If one be runne throw the bodie with a sword in a house,

whereof he instantly dieth, and a man is scene to come out of that house with a bloody
sword, and no other man was at that time in the house." The party here might have
run himself through the body, in spite of the endeavours of the other to the contrary;
_nd if a witness had seen that from an opposite window, undoubtedly he would be
received to destroy the violent presumption arising from the apparent circumstances.
Indeed, if witnesses are receivable, as they daily are, to contradict or explain away :yes/t/re

proof, of course they must, a foraori, be so to rebut presumptive proof.
But there are presumptions in law which are not controvertible ; that is, where the law

has declared that such a consequence always follows such a fact, and therefore withdraws
that consequence from the decision of the jury. These, therefore, are not the proper
subject of evidence as we understand the word here ; and therefore when the causing
tact is proved, as no evidence ahunde is required, so none will be admitted to rebut the
_nsequence. Thus, if a conspiracy to imprison the king's person be proved, the law
I6_resumes an intention to kill him. Fost. 196. See Fearne vs. Hutchinson, 9 Ad. & Eli.

4l.--Con_RmaL

Presumptions are of three kinds: 1st, Legal presumptions, made by the law itself;
7xl, Legal presumptions, to be made by a jury, of law and fa_t ; 3d, Natural presumptions,
or presumptions of mere fact.

1st. Legal presumptions are in some cases absolute, as that a bond or other specialty
,ra_ executed upon a good consideration, (4 Burr. 2225,) so long as the deed or bond
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circumstances as usually attend the fact, hath also its due weight: as if, in a suit
for rent due in 1754, the _enant proves the payment of the rent due in 1755 ;
this will prevail to exonerate the tcnant,(b) unless it be clearly shown thai, the
rent of 1754 was retained for some special reason, or that there was some fraud
ar mistake; for otherwise it will be presumed to have been paid before that in
1755, as it is most usual to receive first the rents of longest standing. Light, or
cash, presumptions have no weight or validity at all. _s

*The oath administered to the witness is not only that what he de- [*372
ooses shall be true, but that he shall also depose the whole truth ; so
that he is not to conceal any part of what he knows, whether interrogated
particularly to that point or not. And all this evidence is to be given in open
court, in the presence of the parties, their attorneys, the counsel, and all by-
standers, and before the judge and jury ; each party having liberty to except to
its competency, which exceptions are publicly stated, and by the judge are
openly and publicly allowed or disallowed, in the face of the country; which
must curb any secret bias or partiality that might arise in his own breast.
And if, either in his directions or decisions, he mistakes the law by ignorance,
inadvertence, or des:gn, the counsel on either side may require him publicly
to seal a ball of exceptions, stating the point in which he is supposed to err; and
this he is obliged to seal, by statute Wcstm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 31, or, if he refuse
so to do, the party may have a compulsory writ against him,(c) commanding
him to seal it, if the iact alleged be truly stated: and if he returns that the
fact is untruly stated, when the case is otherwise, an action will lie against him
for making a _alse return. This bill of exceptions is in the nature of an appeal,
examinable, not in the court out of which the record issues for the trial at nist
prius, but in the next immediate superior court, upon a writ of error, after
judgment given in the court below. But a demurrer to evidence shal[ be
determined by the court out of which tile record is sent. This happens where
a record or other matter is produced in evidence,.concerning the legal conse-
quences of which there arises a doubt in law ; m which case the adverse

(b)Co.iltt. 373. (¢)tleg.Br.182. 2Inst.487.

remains unimpeached ; but it may be impeached on the ground of fraud, and then the
consideration becomes the subject of inqmry. But in the case of bills of exchange, the
presumption that it was accepted for a good consideration may be rebutted by evidence.
So where a fine has been levmd, it will be implied that it has been levied with proclama-
tions, (3 Co. 86, b.,) unless rebutted, (Bull. N. P. -929,)and some other like instances ; but
the presumption in favour of innocence is, it has been held, too strong to be overcome
by any artificial intendment of law. 2 B. & A. 380. 2d. Presumpt:ons of law and fact,
as that adverse enjoyment, unquestioned for twenty years, of an incorporeal heredita,
merit, presumes a grant ; that a bond has been satisfied upon which no interest has been
paid, nor other acknowledgment made of its existence, for a like period, (2 Stra. 826. 2
Ld. Raym. 1370 ,) that there has been a conversion in the case of trover where the
defendant .refuses to deliver them up. 3d. Natural presumptmns. It is the pecuhar
province of the jury to deal with presumptions of this class ; yet, where the particular
facts are inseparably connected according to the usual course of nature, the courts them-
selves will draw the inference ; as when a child has been born within a few weeks after
access of the husband, its bastardy will be inferred without the aid of a jury. 8 East, 19&
All cases of circumstantial evidence may be more or less within this class. And it is
obvious that the case put in the text belongs to this division, upon which l_Ir. Christian
has made the following remark .--

"This can scarcely be correct. I should conceive that proof may be admitted to repel
all presumptions whatever; and even if a receipt should be produced expressly for the
rent of the year 1754, still, the landlord might show that it had been obtained by mistak_
or fraud, and that no rent had been received at the time." In a case of a similar nature
tried before Abbott, C. J., at Guildhall, A.D.1824, the landlord adduced evidence to show
the mistake, and recovered.--CmTwY.

It is difficult to say what is a light and rash, presumption, if it is any presumption at
all Any circumstance may be proved from which a fair inference can be drawn, though
alone it would be too slight to support the verdict of the jury : yet it may corroborate
other testimony, and a number of such presumptions may become of importance. Pos-
_nt diversa genera zta conjungi, ut qux singula _onnocerent, ea un_ver_ tantrum ffranclareum ol_
taunt. Matth_eus de Crim._CaaIsT,_.
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par'_y may ii he pleases demur to the whole evidence; which admits the truth
of every fact that has been alleged, but de_ies the sufficiency of them all in
point of law to maintain or overthrow the issue i(d) which draws the question
of law from the cognizance of the jury to be decided (as it ought) by the
court. But neither these demurrers to evidence, nor the bills of exceptions,

3373 ] are at present so much *in use as formerly; since the more frequentextension of the discretionary powers of the court in granting a new
trial, which is now very commonly had for the misdirection of the judge at
nisi prius. _

This open examination of witnesses viva voce, in the presence of all mankind,
_s much more conducive to the clearing up of truth(e) than the private and
secret examination taken down in writing before an officer or his clerk in the
ecclesiastical courts and all others that have borrowed their practice from the
civil law, where a witness may frequently depose that in private which he will
be ashamed to testify in a public and solemn tribunal. There an artful or
careless scribe may make a witness speak what he never meant, by dressing
up his depositions in his own forms and language ; but he is here at liberty to
correct and explain his meaning, if misunderstood, which he can never do after a
written deposition is once taken. Besides, the occasional questions of the judge,
the jury, and the counsel, propounded to the witnesses on a sudden, will sit_ out
the truth much better than a formal set of interrogatories previously penned and
settled; and the confronting of adverse witnesses is also another opportunity
of obtaining a clear discovery, which can never be had upon any other method
of trial. Nor is the presence of the judge during the examination a matter of
small importance ; for, besides the respect and awe with which his presence will

(d) Co. Lltt. 72. 5 Rep. 104 (*) Hale's Hist C. L 254, 255_ 256.

The matter which the jury has to try is the issue joined upon the pleadings which
are copied on the nisi prius record, and at which alone the judge is permitted to look for
the question to be tried. Although, therefore, the plaintiff may be able to prove a good
cause of action, or the defendant a good defence, that is not sufficient to entitle either
to a _erdict, unless the proof of it establishes that side of the issue which it is his duty
to maintain. When there was no power to amend the pleadings at mm prius, it accord-
ingly often happened that a party failed on the trial, by reason of some minute dis-
crepancy between the statement of his cause of action or defence and the evidence pro-
duced to support i_; for though as a rule it is sufficient that the issue shall be substantu_lly
proved, it is necessary that it be compleMy proved. This strictness consequently pro-
duced great injusuce ; for parties perfectly aware of the true nature of the dispute came
to trial relying upon some slight misstatement in his adversary's pleadings not material
to the mdnts of the case, and which, had it been discovered m time, would have been
corrected. To obviate hardships of this kind, the statute 9 Geo. IV. c. 15 enacted that
it should be lawful for any court or any judge sitting at nisi prius, when any variance
appeared between any matter in writing or m print produced in evidence and the recital
thereof on the record, to cause the record to be forthwith amended in such particular on
payment of such costs, ff any, to the other party, as such judge or court thought reason-
able ; the trml thenceforth to proceed as if no such variance had appeared. The statute
3 & 4 W. IV. c. 42, ss. 23, 24 extended this power of amendment to all cases where any
variance appeared between the proof and the recital or setting forth thereof on the
record, the trial to proceed as if no variance had happened.

The powers of amendment given by these statutes have been still further extended, if
not superseded, by the prowsions of the Common-Law Procedure Act, ]852. Thus, a
non_o_nderor m_sjo_ndermay be amended at the trial ; so the evidence of the plaintiff may
show a contract or cause of action varying somewhat from that alleged in his declaration ;
nr the defendant's witnesses may make out a defence which has not been pleaded with
technical exactness. In either case the declaration or plea may be amended ; and this
must be done by the presiding judge, so that the real questmn in controversy between
the parties to the cause may be determined in the existing suit. Amendments are gene-
lally graI ted on payment of the costs previously incurred, and which bv the amendment
have been rendered unnecessary or without result. The defendant may be allowed, if
necessary, to plead de rwvo; in which latter case the further trim of the action is at once
stopped and the jury discharged from givin_ any verdict. If either party is dissatisfied
with the decision of'the judge, he may appl_; i"ora new trial ; and if the court think that
t.he amendment was improper, a new trial will be granted.--K_aa.
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naturally inspire the witness, he is able by. use and experience to keep the
evidence from wandering from the point in issue. In short, by this method of
examination, and this only, the persons who are to decide upon the evidence havL
an opportunity of observing the quality_ age, education, understanding, be-
haviour, and inclinations of the witness; in which points all persons must appear
alike when their depositions are reduced to writing and read to the judge in
the absence of those who made them; and yet as much may be frequently col-
lected from the manner in which the evidence is delivered as from the matter of

*it. These are a few of the advantages attending this the English way [*374
of giving testimony ore tenus. Which was also, indeed, familiar among
the ant;eat Romans, as may be collected from Quintilian,(f) who lays down very
good instructions for examining and cross-examining witnesses viva voce. And
this, or somewhat like it, was continued as tow as the time of Hadrian ;(g) but the
civil law, as it is now modelled, rejects all public examination of witnesses.

As to such evidence as the jury may have in their own consciences by their
private knowledge of facts, it was an antient doctrine that this had as much
right to sway their judgment as the written or parol evidence which is de
livered in court. And therefore, it hath been oi_en held(h) that though no
proofs be produced on either side, yet the jury might bring in a verdict. For
the oath of the jurors to find according to their evidence was construed(i) to
be, to do it according to the best of their own knowledge. This seems to have
arisen from the antient practice of taking recognitions of assize at the ilrst
introduction of that remedy; the sheriff being bound to return such recog-
alters as knew the truth of the _hct, and the recognitors when sworn being to
retire immediately from the bar, and bring in their verdict according to their
own personal knowledge, without hearing extrinsic evidence or receiving any
direction from the judge.(j) And the same doctrine (when attaints came to be
extended to trials by jury as well as to recognitions of assize) was also applied
to the case of common jurors, that they might escape the heavy penalties of
the attaint in case they could show by any additional proof that their verdic,.
wa,_ agreeable to the truth, though not according to the evidence produced
with which additional proof the law presumed they were privately acquainted_
though it did not appear in *court. But this doctine was again gradu- r*._7h
ally exploded, when attai_ts began to be disused and new trials mtro- •
duced in their stead. For it is quite incompatible with the grounds, upon which
such new trials are every day awarded, viz., that the verdict was given without_
or contrary to, evidence. And therefore, together with new trials, the practice
seems to have been first introduced(k) which now universally obtains, that if
a j uror knows any thing of the matter in issue he may be sworn as a witness
and give his evidence publicly in court.

_irhen the evidence is gone through on both sides, the judge, in the presence
of the parties, the counsel, and all others, sums up the whole to the jury ; omit-
ting all superfluous circumstances, observing wherein the main question and
principal issue lies, stating what evidence has been given to support it, with
such remarks as he thinks necessary for their direction, and giving them hia
opinion in matters of law arising upon that evidence.

The jury, after the proofs are summed up, unless the case be very clear, with-
draw from the bar to consider of their verdict ; and, in order to avoid intem-

perance and causeless delay, are to be kept without meat, drink, fire, or candle,
unless by permission of the judge, till they are roll unanimously agreed. A me-
thod of accelerating unanimity not wholly unknown in other constitutions of
Europe, and in matters of greater concern. :For by the golden bull of the em
pire,(/) if, after the congress is opened, the electors delay the election of a king
of the Romans for thirty days, they shall be fed only w_th bread and water, till

(:t)l_tut. Oral. l 5, c. 7 (a) Year-book,14 HemVII. 29. Plt_d.12. lzrob._7. 1L_
(g) See hzs epistle to Varus, the leg'_to or judge of Cihcm : 87

(_ Ta mayas sc, re pob,_ _(uanta tides sit ha_nda testzJ, as, (*) Vaugh 148, 149.
qui, et elias dlga_tatz_., et cu3as _t_mal_o_ns _J_t. et, qll_ (_) Bract l 4_ tr 1, c 19, _ 3. Flet. _ 4, ¢. 9_ _ 2.
¢tmpl_c_ger v_s_ s¢7_t d_cer_: utrum unutn e_ndemque _ne(h- (k) Styl 233. 1 Sld. 1_.%
Valuta #ermonem at2ulertnt, an ad ea qu_e _nterrogave_ as (_) C. 2.
_era_,rever_t_tlia_e_ponde_t_." 2el. 22_ 5, 3. 25_
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the same is accomplished. But if our juries eat or drink at all, or have any
eatables about them, without consent of the court, and before verdict, it is

finable ; and if they do so at his charge for whom they afterwards find, it will

set aside the verdict. Also if they speak with either of the parties or their

*376] agents, after they are gone *from the bar; or if they receive any fresh
evidence in private i or if to prevent disputes they cast lots for whom

they shall find; any of these circumstances will entirely vitiate the verdict.
And it has been held, that if the jurors do not agree in their verdict before the
judges are about to leave the town, though they are not to be threatened or

imp_soned,(m) the judges are not bound to wait for them, but may carry them
round the circuit from town to town in a cart (n) _ This necessity of a total

unanimity seems to be peculiar to our own constitution ;(o) or, at least, ill the
ns_nbda or jury of the antient Goths, there was required (even m criminal cases)

only the consent of the major part i and, in case of an equality, the defendant
was held to be acquitted.(p) sl

When they are all unanimously agreed, the jury return back to the bar i and,

before they deliver their verdict, the plaintiff is bound to appear in court, by
himself, attorney, or counsel, in order to answer the amercement to which by
the old law he is liable, as has been formerly mentioned,(q) in case he fails in

his suit, as a punishment for his false claim. To be amerced, or d mercie, is to be
a " _ " " .....t the king s mercy with regard to the fine to be imposed ; _n mzserword_a dom_m
regis pro falso clamore sue. The amercement is disused, but the form still con-

tinues; and if the plaintiff does not appear, no verdict can be given, but the
plaintiff is said to be non-suit, non sequitur clamorem suum. Therefore it is usual

fbr a plaintiff, when he or his counsel perceives that he has not given evidence

(_) Mlrr. c. 4, _ 24. (P) Stmrn I. 1, c. 4.
('6) L_.b. Ass. tel. 40_ pl. 11. (_) Page 275. See also book iv. 879.
(o) See aarmngton on the Statutes, 1% 20_ 21.

so Pending a trial of long duration the jury may be adjourned, and in civil cases may
separate ; but after the judge has summed up, they cannot separate. 2 Bar. &Ald. 462.
----CHITTY.

sl The learned judge has displayed much erudition in the beginning of this chapter to
prove the antiquity of the trial by jury ; but the trials referred to by the authors there
oited, and even the jud_aum panum, mentioned in the celebrated chapter of magna charta,
are trials which were something similar to that by a jury, rather than instances of a trial

• by jury according to its present established form. The jud_cium parium seems strictly
the judgment of a subject's equals in the feudal courts of the king and barons. And so
little appears to be ascertained by antiquarians respecting the introduction of the trial
m criminal cases by two juries, that although it is one of the most important, it is cer-
tainly one of the most obscure and inexplicable, parts of the law of England.

The unanimity of twelve men, so repugnant to all experience of human conduct,
passions, and understandings, could hardly in any age have been introduced into
practice by a deliberate act of the legislature.

But that the life, and perhaps the liberty and property, of a subject should not be
affected by the concurring judgment of a less number than twelve, where more were
present, was a law founded in reason and caution, and seems to be transmitted to us by
the common law, or from immemorial antiquity. The grand assize might have consisted

f more than twelve, yet the verdict must have been given by twelve or more; and if
welve did not agree, the assize was afforced,--that is, others were added till twelve did

concur. See 1 Reeve's ttist of Eng. Law, 241, 480. This was a majority, and not una-
nimity. A grand jury may consist of any number from twelve to twenty-three inclusive,
but a presentment ought not to be made by less than twelve. 2 Hale, P. C. 161. The
same is true also of an inquisition" before the coroner. In the high court of parliament
and the court of the lord high steward a peer may be convicted by the greater number ;
yet there can be no convictmn unless the greater number consists at least of twelve. 3
:=st. 30. Kelyng. 56. Moore, 622. Under a commission of lunacy the jury was seven.
teen, but twelve joined in the verdict. 7 ¥es. Jr. 450. A jury upon a writ of in_tuiry
may be more than twelve. In all these cases, if twelve only appeared, it followed as a
necessary consequence that to act with effect they must have been unanimous.

Hence this may be suggested as a conjecture respecting the origin of the unanimity of
juries, that, as less than twelve--if twelve or more were present--could pronounce na
effective verdict, when twelx e c,n_y were sworn, their unanimity became indispensable.- -_HRISTI_,
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_ufficieut to maintain his issue, to be voluntarily non-suited, or withdraw him-
self: whereupon the crier is ordered to call the plaintiff: and if neither he, nor
anybody for him, appears, he is non-suited, the jurors are discharged, the action
is at an end, and the defendant shall recover his costs. The reason of this prac-
tice is, that a non-suit is more eligible for the plaintiff than a verdict against
him: for after a non-suit, which is only a default, he may commence the same

suit *again for the same cause of action ; but after a verdict had, and [*377
judgment consequent thereupon, he is forever barred from attacking
the defendant upon the same ground of complaint. But, in case the plaintiff
appears, the jury by their foreman deliver in their verdict. 8_

A verdict, vere dictum, is either privy, or public. A privy verdict is when th_
udge hath left or adjourned the court : and the jury, being agreed, in order to
e delivered from their confinement, obtain leave to. give _heir verdict privily

to the judge out of court :(r) which privy verdict is of no force unless after-
w_rds affirmed by a public verdict given openly in court ; wherein the jury may,
iJ they please, vary _om the privy verdict. So that the privy verdict is inc_eed
a mere nullity ; and yet it is a dangerous practice, allowing time for the parties
to _amper with the jury, and therefore very seldom indulged. _ But the only
effectual and legal verdict is the pubhc verdict : in which they openly declare to
have found the issue _br the plaintiff, or _br the defendant ; and if for the plain-
tiff, they assess the damages also sustained by the plaintiff in consequence of
the injury upon which the action is brought.

Sometimes, if there arises in the case any difficult matter of law, the jury,
tbr the sake of better information, and to avoid the danger of having their ver-
dict attainted, will find a s2ecial verdict; which is grounded on the statute of
Westm. 2, 1S Edw. I. c. 30, § 2. And herein they state the naked facts, as they
find them to be proved, and pray the advice of the court thereon; concluding
conditionally, that if upon tim whole matter the court should be of opinion tha_
the plaintiff had cause of action, they then find for the plaintiff; if otherwise,
then for the defendant. This is entered at length on the record and afterwards
argued and determined in the court at Westminster_ from whence the issue came
to be tried.

*_knother method of finding a species of special verdict is when the

jury find a verdict generally tbr the plaintiff_ but subject nevertheless to [*3_'Q
the opinion of the judge or the coul_ abo_ e, on a s2ec_al case stated by the
counsel on both sides with regard to a matter of law; which has this advantage
over _ special verdict, that it is attended with much less expense, and obtains a
much speedier decision; the postea (of which in the next chapter) being stayed
in the hands of the officer of nis_ pr_us, till the questiou is determined, and the
verdict is then entered for the plaintiff or defendant, as the case may happen.
But, as nothing appears upon the record but the general verdict, the parties are
precluded hereby from the benefit of a writ of error, if dissatisfied with the judg-
ment of the court, or judge, upon the point of law. Which makes it a thing to
be wished, that a method could be devised of either lessening the expense of
special verdicts, or else of entering the cause at length upon the postea. But in
both these instances the jury may, if they think proper, take upon themselves
to determine, at their own hazard, the complicated question of _ct and law,

(v) Ii the judge h_th adjourned the court to his own ledgmgs, and there receives the vcrdtct_ It is a .public all_]
not a pr_y verdict.

When a verchct will carry all the costs, and it is doubtful from the evidence for
which party it will be given, It is a common practice for the judge to recommend, and
the palties to consent, that a juror should be withdrawn; and thus no verdict is given,
and each party pays his own costs.

Where there is a doubt at the trial whether the evidence produced by the plaintiff' i,
ufficient to support the verdict given in his favour by the jury, the judge will give leave

to apply to the court above to set a_ide the verchct and to enter a non-suit; but if such
liberty is not reserved at the trial, the court above can only grant the defendant a new
trial, if they think the plaintiff's evidence insufficient to support his case. 6 T. R. 67.--
_.tI RISTIAN.

s' £ privv verdict cannot be ,given in treason and felony. 2 H. P. G. _00.---CHITVV.
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akd, without either special verdict or special case, may find a verdict absolutely
either for the plaintiff or defendant.(s)

When the jury have delivered in their verdict, and it is recorded in court,
they are then discharged. And so ends the trial by jury : a trial which, besides
the other vast advantages which we have occasionally observed in its progress,
is also as expeditious and cheap, as it is convenient, equitable, and certain; for a
commission out of chancery, or the civil-law courts, for examining witnesses in
one cause will frequently last as long, and of course be full as expensive, as the
trial of a hundred issues at nis_ prtus: and yet the fact cannot be determined by
such commissioners at all ; no, not till the depositions are published, and read at
the hearing of the cause in court.

_37 a 1 *Upon these accounts the trial by jury ever has been, cud I trust ever
_J will be, looked upon as the glory of the :English law. And if it has so

_ffvat an advantage over others in regulating civil property, how much must
that advantage be heightened when it is applied to criminal cases! :But this
w_ must refer to the ensuing book of these commentaries : only observing for
the present, that it is the most transcendent privilege which any subject can
e_joy, or wish for, that he cannot be affected either in his property, his liberty,
or his person, but by the unanimous consent of twelve of his neighbours and
equals. A constitution that I may venture to affirm has, under :Providence,
secured the just liberties of this nation for a long succession of ages. And there-
tore a celebrated French writer,(t) who concludes that because Rome, Sparta,
and Carthage have lost their liberties, therefore those of :England in time must
perish, should have recollected that l_ome, Sparta, and Carthage, at the time
when their liberties were lost, were strangers to the trial by jury.

Great as this eulogium may seem, it is no more than this admirable constitu.
tion, when traced to its principles, will be found in sober reason to deserve.
The impartial administration of justice, which secures both our persons and our
properties, is the great end of civil society. :But if that be entirely intrusted
to the magistracy, a select body of men, and those generally selected by the
prince, or such as enjoy the highest offices in the state, their decisions, in spite
of their own natural integrity, will have frequently an involuntary bias towards
those of their own rank and dignity; it is not to be expected from human na-
ture, that the few should be always attentive to the interests and good of the
many. On the other hand, if the power of judicature were placed at random in
_he hands of the multitude, their decisions would be wild and capricious, and a
new rule of action would be every day established in our courts. It is wisely
therefore ordered, that the principles and axioms of law, which are general

propositions, flowing fi'om abstracted reason, and not *accommodated to
"380] times or to men, should be deposited in the breasts of the judges, to be
occasionally applied to such facts as come properly ascertained befbre them.
For here partiality can have little scope : the law is well known, and is the same
for all ranks and degrees; it follows as a regular conclusion from the premises
of fact pre-established. :But in settling and adjusting a question of fact, when
intrusted to any single magistrate, partiality and injustice have an ample field
to range in; either by boldly asserting that to be proved which is rot so, or by
more artfully suppressing some circumstances, stretching and warping others_
and distinguishing away the remainder. Here therefore a competent number
oI sensible and ul)right jurymen, chosen by lot from among those of the middle
rank, will be found the best investigators of truth and the surest guardians of
public justice. For the most powerful individual in the state will be cautious
_f" committing any flagrant invasion of another's right, when he knows that the
fact of his oppression must be examined and decided by twelve indifferent men,
not appointed till the hour of triall and that, when once the fact is ascertained,
the law must of course redress it. This therefore preserves in the hands of the
people that share which they ought to have in the administration of public jus-
tice, and prevents the encroaehments of the more powerful and wealthy citizens.
Every new tribunal, erected for the derision of facts, without the interventior

(.)Lat __s6. (9 Montesq.Sp.L.zi. 6.
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of a jury, ( _hether composed of justices of the peace, commissioners of the
revenue, judges of a court of conscience, or any other standing magistrates,) i_
a step towards establishing aristocracy, the most oppressive of absolute goverp-
ments. The feodal system, which, for the sake of military subordination, pur-
sued an aristocratical plan in all its arrangements of property, h-_d been in-
tolerable in times of peace, had it not been wisely counterpoised by that
privilege, so universally diffused through every part of it, the tria: by the feodal
peers. And in every country on the continent, as the trial by the peers has
been gradually disused, so the nobles have increased in power, till the state has
been torn to pieces by rival fhctions, and oligarchy in effect has been esta-

blished, though under the shadow of regal government ; *unless where ['381
the miserable commons have taken shelter under absolute monarchy, as

the lighter evil of the two. And, particularly, it is a circumstance well worthy
an Englishman's observation, that in Sweden the trial by jury, that bulwark of
northern liberty, which continued in its full vigour so lately as the middle of
the last eentury,(u) is now _allcn into disuse :(w)and that there, though the
regal power is in no country so closely limited, yet the liberties of the com-
mons are extinguished, and the government is degenerated into a mere aristo-
craey.(x) It is therefore, upon the whole, a duty which every man owes to his
country, his friends, his posterity, and himself, to maintain to the utmost of his
power this valuable constitution in all its rights ; to restore it to its ancient
dignity, if at all impaired by the different value of property, or otherwise devi-
ated from its first institution ; to amend it, wherever it is defective ; and, above
all, to guard with the most jealous circumspection against the introduction of
new and arbitrary methods of trial, which, under a variety of plausible pre-
tences, may in time imperceptibly undermine this best preservative of English
liberty.

Yet, after all, it must be owned, that the best and most effectual method to
preserve and extend the trial by jury in practice, would be by endeavouring to
remove all the defects, as well as to improve the advantages, incident to this
mode of inquiry. If justice is not done to the entire satisfaction of the people
in this method of deciding facts, in spite of all encomiums and panegyrics on
triads at the common law, they will resort in search of that justice to another

tribunal ; though more dilatory,.... though more expensive, though more arbitrary
in its frame and constitutmn. If justice is not done to the crown by the ver-
dict of _Ljury, the necessities of the public revenue will call for the erection of
summary tribunals. The principal defects seem to be,_

1. The want of a complete discovery by the oath of the parties. This each
of them is now entitled to have, by *going through the expense and
circuity of a court of equity; and therefore it is sometimes had by con- ['382
sent, even in the courts of law. How far such a mode of compulsive examina.
tion is agreeable to the rights of mankind, and ought to be introduced in any
country, may be matter of curious discussion, but is l¢orclgn to our present
inquiries. It has long been introduced and established in our courts of equity,
not to mention the civil-law courts; and it seems the height of judicial absurdity,
that in the same cause, between the same parties, in the examination of the same
facts, a discovery by the oath of the parties should be permitted on one side of
W_stminster hall, and denied on the ot her ; or that the judges of one and the
s._me court should be bound by law to reject such a species of evidence, if at-
t_mpted on a trial at bar, but, when sitting the next day as a court of equity,
should be obliged to hear such examination read, and to found their decrees
upon it. In short, within the same country, governed by the same laws, such
a mode of inquiry should be universally admitted, or else universally rejected.**

_-) 2 Whitelocke of Parl. 427. (w)Mod. Un. ltlst, xxxilL 22. (m)Ibid. 17.

_The Common-Law Procedure Act, 1854, now, however, enables etther party, by leave
of the court or a judge, to interrogatehis opponent upon any matter as to which discovery
may be sought, and to require "such party to answer the questions within ten days, by
affidavit sworn and filed in court in the er_inary way Any person omitting, without
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2. A second defect is el a nature somewhat similar to the first : the want of a

compulsive power for the production of books and papers belonging to the par-
ties. In the hands of third persons they can generally be obtained by rule of

court, or by adding a clause of requisition to the writ of subt)oma , which is then
called a subp_na duce2 tecum. But, in mercantile transactions especially, the

sight of the party's own books is frequently decisive; as the day-book of a
trader, where the transaction was recently entered, as really understood at the
time ; though subsequent events may tempt him to give it a different colour.

And, as this evidence may be finally obtained, and produced on a trial at law,

by the circuitous course of filing a bill in equity, the want of an original power
for the same purposes in the coul"cs of law is liable to the same observations as
wcr_ made on the preceding article, u

3. *Another want is that of powers to examine witnesses abroad, and
*383 ]

to receive their depositions in writing, where the witnesses reside, and

especially when the cause of action arises, in a foreign country. _ To which may
be added the power of examining witnesses that are aged, or going abroad, upon

interrogatories de bene esse; to be read in evidence if the trial should be deferred
till aider their death or departure, but otherwise to be totally suppressed. Both

these are now very frequently effected by mutual consent, if the parties are

open and candid; and they may also be done indirectly at any time, through
the channel of a court of equity; but such a practice has never yet been di-
rectly adopted(y) as the rule of a court of taw. s7 Yet where the cause of action

arises in India, and a suit is brought thereupon in any.of the king's courts at
Westminster, the court may issue a commission to examine witnesses upon the

spot and transmit the depositions to England.(z)
4. The administration of justice should not only be chaste, but should not

even be suspected. A jury coming from the neighbourhood has in some respects

a great advantage, but is often liable to strong objections ; especially in small
jurisdictions, as in cities which are counties of themselves, and where such as-
sizes are but seldom holden ; or where the question in dispute has an extensive

(y) Seepage 73. (s) Stat. 13Gee. HI. c. 63.

just cause, to answer all questions as to which a discovery is sough_ is guilty oi a con-
tempt, and liable to be proceeded against aecordingly.--KF.RR.

Where one party is m possession of papers or any species of written eviden.,e ma_
terial to the other, if notice is given him to produce them at the trial, upon his refusal
copies of them will be admitted ; or, if no copy has been made, parol evidence of theil
contents will be received. The court and jury presume in favour of such evidence,
because, if it were not agreeable to the strict truth, it would be corrected by the pro-
duction of the originals. There is no difference with respect to this species of evidence
between criminal and civil cases. 2 T. R. 201.---CHRISTIAN.

The statute 14 & 15 Vict. c. 99, s. 6, enacts that, on any action or other legal proceed-

ing in the superior courts of common law, the court or any judge thereof may. on appli-
cation by either of the litigants, compel the opposite party to allow the party applying
to _nspect all documents in his custody or under his control relating to such action or
other legal proceeding, in all cases in which a discovery may be obtained by filing a bill
or other proceeding in a court of equity.--K_aR.

But now, by stat. 1 W. IV. c. 22, the courts of law at Westminster are empowered, in
any action depending in such courts, upon the" application of any of the parties to such
actmn, to order the examination, upon oath, upon interrogatories, or otherwise, of any
witnesses, and. if any of such witnesses are out of the jurisdiction of the court when the

action is pending, to order a commission to issue for their examination, and to give all
such directions touching the time, place, and manner of the examination as may appear
r_a_onable and .just; but no examination or deposition taken by virtue of the act can be
read in evidence at any trial without the con_ent of the party against whom the same
mav be offered, unless it shall appear to the sutisfactmn of the judge that the examinant

s then beyond the j_risdiction of the court, or dead, or unable, from permanent sick-
ess. to attend the trial. And now, by star. 6 & 7 Vmt. c. 82, s. 5, power is given to

compel the attendance of persons to be examined under any commission.--_wEWARW.
'_ A court can compel the plamSff to consent to have a witness going abroad examined

_pon intelrogatorles, or to have _n absent witness examined under a commission, by
the power the .judges have of pl ring off the trial ; but they have no control in thesG
instances over the defendant.--C_RISTIAm
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local tendenc_ ; where a cry has been raised, and the passions of the multitu(le
been inflamed ; or where one of the parties is popular, and the other a stranger
or obnoxious. It is true that, if a whole county is interested in the question to
be tried, the trial by the rule of law(a) must be in some adjoining county; but,
as there may be a strict intercst so minute as not to occasion any bias, so there
may be the strongest bias without any pecuniary interest. In all these cases, to
summon a jury, labouring under local prejudices, is laying a snare for their con-
mciences ; and, though they should have virtue and vigour of mind sufficient to
keep them upright, the parties will grow suspicious, and resort under various pre-
tences to another mode of' trial. The courts of law will therefore, in transitory

actioJs, very often change the venue, or county wherein the cause is to be

*tried :(b) but in local actions, though they sometimes do it indirectly [*384
and by mutual consent, yet to effect it directly and absolutely, the parties
are driven to a court of equity ; where, upon making out a proper case, it is done
upon the ground of being necessary to a fair, impartial, and satisfactory trial.(c) _

The locality of trial required by the common law seems a consequence of the
ant;cut locality of jurisdiction. All over the world, actions transitory fbllow
the person of the defendant, territorial suits must be discussed in the territorial
tribunal. I may sue a Frenchman here for a debt contracted abroad ; but lands
lying in France must be sued for there, and English lands must he sued for in
the kingdom of England. Formerly they were usually demanded only in the
court-baron of the manor, where the steward could summon no jurors but such
as were the tenants of the lord. When the cause was removed to the hundred

,;ourt, (as seems to have been the course in the Saxon times,)(d) the lord of the
hundred tlad a further power, to convoke the inhabitants of different vills to
form a jury; observing probably always to intermb: among them a stated
number of tenants of that manor wherein the dispute arose. When afterwards
it came to the county-court, the great tribunal of Saxon justice, the sheriff had
wider authority, and could impanel a jury from the men of his county at large:
but was obliged (as a mark of the or;urinal locality of the cause) to return a
competen_ number of hundredors; omi_ting the in'ferior distinction, if indeed
it ever existed. And when at length, after the conquest, the king's justiciars
drew the cognizance of the cause from the county-court, though they could
have summoned a jury from any part of the kingdom, yet they chose to take
the cause as they found it, with all its local appendages; triable by a stated
number of hundredors, mixed with other freeholders of the county. The re-
striction as to hundredors hath gradually worn away, and at length entirely

vanished ;(e) that of *counties still remains, for many beneficial pur- [*385
poses: but, as the king's courts have a jurisdiction coextensive with
the kingdom, there surely can be no impropriety in sometimes departing from
the general rule, when the great ends of justice warrant and require an ex-
ception.

I have ventured to mark these defects, that the just panegyric, which I have
given on the trial by jury, might appear to be the result of sober reflection, and
not of enthusiasm or prejudice. But should they, after all, continue unremedied
and unsupplied, still (with all its imperfections) I trust that this mode of decision
will be fbund the best criterion, for investigating the truth of facts, that was
ever established in any country.

tween the duke of Devonshire and the miners of the couu._$(a) Str_ 177.
0) See page 294. of Derby, A.D.1762
(.) Ttus, among a number of other instances, was the case (a) LL F-x/w.Conf. c 32. Wflk. 208.
-the l_sues chrected by the house of lords m th_ cauae be- (0) See page 360.

B This may now be done in a court of law. Tidd, 8th ed. 655.--C_iv_r.
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CHAPTER XXI V.

OF JUDGMENT AND ITS INCIDENTS•

*386] *IN Am present chapter we are to consider the transactions in a cau_%
next immediately subsequent to arguing the demurrer, or trial of tho

iSSUe•
If the issue be an issue of fact, and, upon trial by any of the methods men-

tioned in the two preceding chapters, it be found ibr either the plaintiff or de-
l_ndant, or specially ; or if the plaintiff makes default, or is non-suit ; or what-
ever, in short, is done subsequent to the joining of issue and awarding the trial,
it is entered on record, and is called a postea.(a) The substance of which is,
that postea, afterwards, the said plaintiff and defendant appeared by their attor-
neys at the place of trial; and a jmT, being sworn, found such a verdict; or,
that the plaintiff, after the jury sworn, made defi_ult, and did not prosecute his
suit; or, as the case may happen. This is added to the roll, which is now re-
turned to the court from which it was sent; and the history of the cause, from
the time it was carried out, is thus continued by the postea. I

Next follows, sixthly, the judgment of the court upon what has previously
passed; both the matter of law and matter of fact being now fully weighed

*3871 and adjusted. Judgment*may, however, for certain causes be suspended,
• J or finally arrested: for it cannot be entered till the next term after trial

had, and that upon notice to the other party. So that if any defect of justice
happened at the trial, by surprise, inadvertence, or misconduct, the party may
have relief in the court above, by obtaining a new trial ; or if, notwithstanding
the issue of fact be regularly decided, it appears that the complaint was either
not acti.onable in itself, or not made with sufficient precision and accuracy, the
party may supersede it by arresting or staying the judgment.

(a)Append.No.II _6.

As to the postea in general, see Tldd, 8th ed. 931 to 934. The verdict is entered on
the back of the record of nisi prius, which entry, from the Latin word it began with, is
called the postea. When the cause is tried in the King's Bench in London or Middlesex,
the record is dehvered to the attorney of the successful party, and he afterwards en-
dorses the postea from the associate's minute on the panel; but in countr) causes the
associate keeps the record till the next term, and then delivers it, with the postea en-
dorsed, to the party obtaining the verdmt. The practice is in some respects dff[_rent in
the Common Pleas, where m town causes also the record remains with the associate till
the _varto d_e post of the return of the habeas corpora juratorum, who endorses the postea
upon the record ; but, by a recent order, it is not to be delivered till the morning of the
fifth day of the term. See 1 Bred. & B. 298. 3 ]_oore, 643. If thepostea be lost, a new
one may, in some cases, be made out from the record above and the assocmte's notes, (2
Stra. 1264;) ff wrong, it may be amended by the plea-roll, (1 Ld. Raym. 133,) by the

• OO 1memory or notes of the judge, (Cro. Car. 008. Bu I. 1_. P. 320. 2 Stra. 1197. 6 T. R. 694.
1 Bar. &Ald. 161. 2 Cha. R. 352,) or the notes of the associate or clerk of assize• 2 Chitt.
R. 352. 1 Bos. & Pul. 329. The apphcation to amend by the judge's notes must be made
to the judge who tried the cause. 1 Chitt. R. 283. The court will not alter a verdict
unless _t appear on the face of it that the alteration would be according to the intention
of the jury, (1 It. Bla. 78 :) but not after a conmderable lapse of time to increase damages,
although the jury join in an afiidavit stating their intention to have been to give the
increased sum, and thought they had in effect done so. 2 T. R. -°81; sed vide 1 Burr.
:)$3, where a verdict was rectified which had been mistakenly delivered by the foreman.
_¥here the jury had found the treble value in an aetmn of debt on the statute for not
setting out tithes, on a writ of inquiry, the inquisitmn was amended by the insertion of
nominal damages. 1 Bmgh. R. 182. In an action by one defendant in assumpsit against
a co-defendant for contribution, the postea is evidence to prove the amount of tho
damages. 2 Staik. R. 364. See 9 Price. 359. Tidd, 8th ed. 932, 933. The productioiL
of the postea is not sufficient evidence of a judgment: a copy of the judgment founded
thereon must also be produced. Bull. N. P. 234. Willes, 367. But the nisi prius record,
with the postea endorsed, is sufficient to prove that the cause came on to be tried, (1 Stra.
162. Willes, 868,) or the day of teal. 6 Esp. R. 80, 83. See 9 Price, 359. Tidd, 8th ca.
_77.- -CHITTr.
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1. Causes of suspending the jud__ment, by granting a new trial, _are at presen_
wholly extrinsic, arising from ma_ter foreign to, or dehors the record. Of this
sort are want of notice of trial; or any flagrant misbehaviour of the party
prevailing towards the jury, which may have influenced their verdict; or any
gross misbehaviour of the jury among themselves: also if it appears by the
judge's report, certified by the court, that the jury have brought in a verdict
without or contrary to evidenct b so that he is reasonably dissatisfied there-
with ;(b) or if they have given exorbitant damages i(c) or if the judge himself
has misdirected the jury, so that they found an unjustifiable verdict : ibr these,
and other reasons of the like kind(it is the practice of the court to award a
_,'w, or second, trial. But if two juries agree in the same or a similar verdict,
u third trial is seldom awarded :(d) for the law will not readily suppose that
the verdict of any one subsequent jury can countervail the oaths of the two
preceding ones.

(b)Lawof NmiPriu%393,304. (_)Comb.357 (_)6 M_d.22. Sulk.649.

AS to new trials in general, see Tidd, 8th ed. 934 to 949. When there are two con-
t_alT verdicts, it is not of course, but in the discretion of the court, to grant a new trial.
2 Bia. R. 963. In an inferior com't it is said a new trial cannot be had upon the merits,
but only for irregularity, (1 Sulk. 201. 2 Sulk. 650. 1 Stra. 113, 499. 1 Burr. 572. Doug.
380. 2 Chitty's R. 250 ;) but it may set aside a regular interlocutory judgment to let in a
trial of the merits. 1 Burr. 571. The principal grounds for setting aside a verdmt or
non-suit, and granting a new trial, besides those menhoned in the text, are--lst. The
discovery of new and material ewdence since the trial. 2 Bla. Rep. 955. 2d. If the wit-
nesses on whose testimony the verdict was obtained have been since convicted of per-
jury in giving their evidence, ()I. 22 Gee. III. K. B. ;) or if probable ground be laid to
induce the court to believe that the witnesses are perjured, they will stay the proceed-
ings on the finding of a bill of indictment against them for perjury, till the indictment
is tried, (lb. ;) but the circumstance of an indictment for perjury having been found
against a witness is no ground of motion for new trial. 4 hi. & S. 140. 8 Taunt. 182.
3d. For excessive damages, indicating passion or partiality in the jury. 1 Stra. 692. 1
Burr. 609. 3 Wils. 18. 2 B1. Rep. 929. Cowp. 230. 5 T. R. 257. 7 lb. 529. 11 East,
23. It is not usuM to grant a new trial for smallness of damages, (2 Sulk. 647. 2 Stra.
940. Doug. 509. Barnes, 455, 456 ;) in which latter case it is said, if the demand is cer-
tain, as on a promissory-note, the court w_ll set aside a verdmt for too small damages, but
not where the damages are uncertain. Lastly, it is a general rule not to grant a new
trial, except for the misdirection of the judge, (4 T. R. 753. 5 lb. 19. 6 East, 316, (b).

Marsh. 555 ;) or where a point has been saved at the trial, (1 B. & P. 338 :) in a penal
_2Stra. 899. 10 East, 268. 4 ){. &S. 338. 2 Chitty's R. 273,) hard, or trifling actmn, (2
Salk. 653. 3 Bm'r. 1306 ;) and an action is considered trifling in this respect when tile
sum to be recovered is under 20L (5 Taunt. 537. 1 Chitty's R. 265, (a.),) unless the trial
is to settle a right of a permanent nature. Ib. In all these cases, if _he verdict be agree-
able to equity and justice, the court will not grant a new trial, though there may have
been an error in the admission or rejection of evidence, or in the direction of the judge,
if it appear to the court on the whole matter disclosed by the report that the verdict
ought to he confirmed. 4 T. R. 468.

A new trial cannot be granted in civil eases at the instance of one of several defend
ants, (12 _od. 275. 2 Stra. 814,) nor for a part only of the cause of action. 2 Burr.
1224. 3 Wils. 47. But there may be cases in whmh the new trial is restricted to a par-
ticular part of the record, as if the judge give leave to move on one part or point only,
on a stipulatmn that counsel shall not move for any thing else : or ff the court think
injustice may be done by setting the whole matter at large again, they may restrict the
_econd trial to certain particular points. 4 Taunt. 56(i.

in criminal eases no new trial can be granted where the defendant has been acqmtted.
6 East, 315. 4 ]_[. & S. 337. 1 B. & A. 64. Where several defendants are tried at the
same time for a misdemeanour, and some are acquitted and others convicted, the court
may grant a new trial to those convicted, if they think the conwctinn improper 6 East,
619. See further, on this subject, T_dd, 8th ed. 934. In civil cases a motion for a new
trial cannot be made after an unsuccessful motion in arrest of judgment. 4 Bar. & Cres.
160. The granting of a new trial is either without or upon pa2ment of the costs of the
former trial ; or such costs are directed to abide the event of the suit. The general rule
seems to be, that if the new trial be granted for the misbehaviour of the jury or the
misdirection of the judge, the costs are not required to be paid by the party applying for
a new trial; but where the mere error of the jury, or the discovery of fresh evidence, is
the ground, the costs must be paid by the party moving to set aside the former verdi _,|
_ Tidd 8th ed. 945.--CmTTY
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The exertionof these superintendentpowers of the king'scom'ts,in setting
asidethe verdictofa jury and granting a new trial,on accountofmisbehaviour
inthe jurors,isof a date extremely,antient. There are instances,inthe year-
books of the reigns of Edward III.,(e)Henry IV.,(f)and _enry VII.,(g)of
*_ 1 judgments being stayed (even after a trial at bar) and *new venires
v.vj awarded, because the jury had eat and drank without consent of the

judge, and because the plaintiff had privately given a paper to a juryman before
he was sworn. And upon these the chief justice Glynn, in 1655, grounded the
first precedent that is reported in our books(h) fbr granting a new trial ppon
account of excessive damages given by the jury : apprehending, with reasor, that
notorious partiality in the jurors was a principal species of misbehaviour. A
few years befbre, a practice took rise in the common pleas,(/) of granting new
trials upon the mere certificate of the judge (unfortified by any report of the,
evidence) that the verdict had passed against _is opinion ; though chief justice
Rolle {,who allowed of new trials in case of misbehaviour, surprise, or fraud, or
if the verdict was notoriously contrary to evidence)(h)refused to adopt that
practice in tim court of king's bench. And at that time it was clearly held for
law,(/) that whatever matter was of force to avoid a verdict ought to be re-
turned upon the postea, and not merely surmised by the court i lest posterity
should wonder why a new venire was awarded, without any sufficient reason
appearing upon the record. But very early in the reign of Charles the Second
new trials were. granted upon. a_davits;(m. .) and. the former strictness of the
courts of law, in respect of new trials, having dmven many parties into courts
of equity to be relieved from oppressive verdicts, they arc now more liberal in
granting them : the maxim at present adopted being _his, that (in all cases of
moment) where justice is not done upon one trial, the injured party is entitled
_o another.(n)

Formerly the principal remedy, for reversal of a verdict unduly given, was
by writ of attaint; of which we shall speak in the next chapter, and which is
at [east as old as the institution of" the grand assize by _tenry II.,(o) in lieu of
*3_a 1 the Norman trial by battle. Such a sanction was probably thought
" _J *necessary when, instead of appealing to Providence for the decision
of a dubious right, it was referred to the oath of fallible or perhaps corrupted
men. Our ancestors saw that a jury might give an erroneous verdict, and, if
they did, that it ought not finally to conclude the question in the first instance :
but the remedy, which they provided, shows the ignorance and ferocity of the
times, and the simplicity of the points then usually litigated in the courts of
justice. They supposed that, the law being told to the jury by the judge, the
proof of fact must be always so clear, that, if they found a wrong verdict, they
must be wilfully and corruptly perjured. Whereas a juror may find a just ver
dict from unrighteous motives, which can only be known to the great Searcher
of hearts : and he may, on the contrary, find a verdict very manifestly wrong,
without any bad motive at all; from inexperience in business, incapacity, mis.
apprehension, inattention to circumstances, and a thousand other innocent
causes. But such a remedy as tiffs laid the injured party under an insuperable
hardship, by making a conviction of the jurors for perjury the condition of his
redress.

The judges saw this; and therefore very early, even upon writs of assize,
they devised a great variety of distinctions, by which an attaint might be
avoided, and the verdict set to rights in a more temperate and dispassionate
method.(p) Thus, if excessive damages were given, they were moderated by
the discretion of the justices.(q) And if, either in that or in any other
instance, justice was not completely done, through the error of either the judge
or the recognitors, it was remedied by certificate of assize, which was neither

0) 24 Edw. III. 24. Bro Abr. tit. verdlte, 17. (m) 1 aid. 235. 2 Lev 140.
(f) 1l H_n. IV 15. Bro Abr tit. enques_ 75. (a) 4 Burr 395
(o) 14 Hen. VII. 1. Bro. Abr. tit verdure. 18. (o) Ipst regali _nstttutiont degan$o" igucvrta. Gilav. I S
Ia) Styl 466. ¢. 19

Ibld_q
_) 1 Sid. 235 Styl Praet Reg 310, 311, edit 1657. ((_'_Ibid.Bract't'l"1,4'e.tr'19,5'¢._8.4"
_) Cro. Ehz _1o. Palm 32k5. 1 Brownl 207.
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more nor less than a second trial of the same cause by the same jury.(r) And,
m mixed or personal actions, as trespass and the like, (wherein no attaint origi-
nally lay,) if the jury gave a wrong verdict, the judges did not think themselves
warranted thereby to pronounce an iniquitous judgment; but amended it, if

ossible, by subsequent inquiries of their own; and, if that *could not [*390e, they referred it to another examination.(s) When afterwards
attaints, by several statutes, were more universally extended, the judges fre-
quent}y, even for the misbehaviour of jurymen, instead of prosecuting the writ
of attaint, awarded a second trial; and subsequent resolutions for more than a
century past have so amplified the benefit of this remedy that the attaint is
Pow as obsolete as the trial by battle which it succeeded : and we shall probably
see the revival of the one as soon as the revival of the other. And here I cannot
but again admire(t) the wisdom of suffering time to bring to perfection new
remedies, more easy and beneficial to the subject, which by d_c_Tees, from the
experience and approbation of the people, supersede the necessity or desire of
using or continuing the old.

If every verdict was final in the first instance, it would tend to destroy ttns
valuable method of trial, and would drive away all causes of consequence to be
decided according to the forms of the imperial law, upon depositions in writing,
which might be reviewed in a course of appeal. Causes of great importance,
titles to land, and large questions of commercial property come often to be
tried by a jury, merely upon the general issue, where the _acts are complicated
and intricate, the evidence of great length and variety, and sometimes contra-
dicting each other, and where the nature of the dispute very frequently intro-
duces nice questions and'subtleties of law. Either party may be surprised by a
piece of evidence which, had he known of its production, he could have explained
or answered; or he may be puzzled by a legal doubt which a little recollection
would have solved. In the hurry of a trial, the ablest judge may mistak,: the
law and misdirect the jury; he may not be able so to state and range the evi-
dence as to lay it clearly before them, nor to take off the artful impressions
which have been made on their minds by learned and experienced advocates.

The jury are to give their *opinion instanter; that is, before they saps- ['391rate, eat, or drink. And under these circumstances the most intelligent
and best-intentioned men may bring in a verdict which they themselves upon
cool deliberation would wish to reverse.

:Next to doing right, the great object in the administration of public justke
slmatd be to give public satisfaction. If the verdict be liable to many objec-
tions and doubts in the opinion of his counsel, or even in the opinion of by-
standers, no party would go away satisfied unless he had a prospect of re-
viewing it. Such doubts would with him be decisive: he would arraign the
determination as manifestly unjust, and abhor a tribunal which he imagined
had done him an injury without a possibility of redress.

Granting a new trial, under proper regulations, cures all these inconve-
niences, and at the same time preserves entire and renders perfect that most
excellent method of decision which is the glory of the English law. A new
trial is a rehearing of the cause before another jury, but with as little prejudice
to either party as if it had never been heard before. :No advantage is taken
of the former verdict on the one side, or the rule of court for awarding such
second trial on the other : and the subsequent verdict, though contrary to the
first, imports no tittle of bla.me upon the former jury, who, had they possessed
the same lights and advantages, would probably have altered their own opinion.
The parties come better informed, the counsel better prepared, the law is more
fully understood, the judge is more master of the subject; and nothing is now
tried but the real merits of the case.

A sufficient ground must, however, be laid before the court, to satisfy them
that it is necessary to justice that the cause should be further considered. If

0") Ibid./. 4, _r. 5, c. 6, _ 2. F.N.B. 181 2 Inst 415 ¢qnendare ten_tur per dt_tgentem e_ami_aLw_wra. Si aufera
(a) _'_ 7uratores arraver_nt, e2.7_tw_ar_ secvndum eorura d_udware na¢ctant, recurrenduva ervt ad n_)us jud_ciur_

dictum judwtun_ pronunt_avemnt, faI_am fac_un_ pron_m- Bract l 4, St. 5, c 4, _.'2.
ttatvaner_ $ _ idvo #equ_ non debent exrrum d_ctum, sad dlud ($) See page 258.
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the matter be such as did not or could not appear to the judge who preside¢_
at _iisz Trzus, it is disclosed to the court by a._davit : if it arises from what
passed at the trial, it is taken from the judge's information, who usually make8
a special and minute report of the evidence. Counsel are beard on both sides

"392"] to impeach *or establish the verdict, and the court give their reasons atlarge why a new examination ought o1"ought not to be allowed. The
time import of the evidence is duly weighed, false colours are taken off, and
all points of law which arose at the trial are upon full deliberation clearly
explained and settled.

:Nor do the courts lend too easy an ear to every application for a review of
the former verdict. They must be satisfied that there are strong probable
grounds to suppose that the merits have not been fairly and fully discussed, and

that the decision is not agreeable to the justice and truth of' the case. A new
trial is not granted where the value is too inconsiderable to merit a second exa-
mination. It is not granted upon nice and formal objections, which do not go
to the real merits. It is not granted in cases of strict right or sumr_um juz,
where the rigorous exaction of extreme legal justice is hardly reconcilable to
conscience. Nor is it granted where the scales of evidence hang nearly equal:
that which leans against the former verdict ought always very strongly to pre-
ponderate.

In granting such further trial (which is matter of sound discretion) the court
has also an opportunity, which it seldom ihils to improve, of supplying those
defects in this mode of trial which were stated in the preceding chapter; by
laying the party applying under all such equitable terms as his antagonist shall
desire and mutually offer to comply with : such as the discovery of some facts
upon oath; the admission of others not intended to be litigated;the production
of deeds, books, and papers ; the examination of witnesses, infir" m or going be-
yond sea; and the like. And the delay and expense of this proceeding are so
small and trifling, that it seldom can be moved ibr to gain time or to gratify
humour. The motion must be made within the first four days of the next suc-
ceeding term, within which term it is usually heard and decided. And it iB
worthy observation, how infinitely superior to all others the trial by jury ap-
proves itself, even in the very mode or' its revision. In every other country of
Europe, and in those of our own tribunals which conform themselves to the

"393] *process of the civil law, the parties are at liberty, whenever they please,
to appeal from day to day, and h'om court to court, upon questions

merely of fact ; which is a perpetual source of obstinate chicane, delay, and ex-
pensive litigation.(u) With us no new trial is allowed unless there be a manifest
mistake, and the subject-matter be worthy of interposition. The party who
thinks himself aggrieved may still, if he pleases, have recourse to his writ of
attaint after judgment ; in the course of the trial he may demur to the evidence,
or tender a bill of exceptions. And, if the first is totally laid aside, and the
other two very seldom put in practice, it is because long experience has shown
that a motion for a second trial is the shortest, cheapest, and most effectual cure
for all imperfections in the verdict ; whether they arise from the mistakes of the
parties themselves, of their counsel, or attorneys, or even of the judge or jury.

2. Arrests of judgment _ arise from intrinsic causes, appearing upon the face
(u) Not many years ego an appeal was brought to the April. 1749,--the question being only on the property in an

hous_ of lords from the court of sessma m Scoff rod, m a ox adjudged to be of the value of three guineas. No p_qne
cause octween Napier and Macfarlane It was instituted in or splrit could have made such a cause m the court of
MalcL. 1745, and {after many interlocutory mders and sen- King's Bench or Com_non Pleas, have lasted a tenth of that
te_ces below, appeoled from aud reheard as far ns the course tzme, or have cost a twentmlh part of the expense.
of proceedings would admit) was finally determined m

sThe parties cannot move in arrest of .judgment for any thing that is aided after vet.
diet at common law, or by the statute of amendments, or cured, as matter of form, by the
statute of jeofails. See 1 Saund. 228, n. (1.) It is a general rule that a verdict will aid
a title imperfectly set out, but not an imperfect title. 2 Burr. 1159. 3 Wils. 275. 4 _'.
R. 472. The defendant cannot move in arrest of judgment for any thing which he might
have pleaded in abatement. 2 Bla. R. 1120. Surplusage will not vitiate after verdict ; as
in tlover stating the possession of the goods in plaintiff on the 3d of March, and the
conversion by defendant "afterwards to w_t on the ls_ of March," it was held that after-
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of the record. Of thiskind are,first,where the declarationvariestotallyfrom
the originalwrit; aswhere the writ isin debt oi"detinue,and the plaintiffde-
claresin an actionon the caseforan assumpsit;for,the originalwrit out of

chancery being the foundationand warrant of the whole proceedings in the
common pleas,ifthe declarationdoes not pursue the nature of the writ,the
court'sauthority totallyfails.'Also, secondly,where the verdictmaterially
differs from the pleadings and issue thereon; as if, in an action for words, it is
laid in the declaration that the defendant said, "the plaintiff _s a bankrupt ;"
and the verdict finds specially that he said, "the plaintiff will be a bankrupt"
Or, thirdly, if the case laid in the declaration is not sufficient in point of law to

tbund an action upon. And this is an invariable _rule with regard to [*394
arrests of judgment upon matter of law, "that whatever is alleged in
arrest of judgment must be such matter as would upon demurrer have been
sufficient to overturn the action or plea." As if, on an action for slander in
calling the plaintiff a Jew, the defendant denies the words, and issue is joined
thereon; now if a verdict be found for the plaintiff, that the words were actu-
ally spoken, whereby the fact is established, still the defendant may move in
arrest of judgment, that to call a man a Jew is not actionable : and, if the court
be of that opinion, the judgment shall be arrested and never entered for the
plaintiff. But the rule will not hold e converse, "that every thing that may be
alleged as cause of demurrer will be good in arrest of judgment f' for if a d_
claration or plea omits to state some particular circumstance, without provil_g
of which at the trial it is impossible to support the action or defence, this omiS-
sion shall be aided by a verdict. As if, in an action of trespass, the declaration
doth not allege that the trespass was committed on any certain day ;(w) or if
the defendant justifies, by prescribing for a right of common for his cattle, and
does not plead that his cattle were levant and couchant on the land ;(x) 5 though
either of these defects might be good cause to demur to the declaration or plea,

iftheadversepartyomitsto adva.tageofs.chomissionindoetime,takes issue, and has a verdict against him, these exceptions cannot after
verdict be moved in arrest of judgment. For the verdict ascertains those facts,
which before from the inaccuracy of the pleadings might be dubious; since the
law will not suppose, that a jury under the inspection of a judge would find a
verdict for the plaintiff or defendant, unless he had proved those circumstances,
without which his general allegation is defective.(y) _ Exceptions therefore that

(_)earth.389. (s)Cro.Jac 44. (_ 1 Meal.292.

wards might stand,and the otherwords be treatedas surplusage.Cro C.428. The
motionhiarrestofjudgment,&c.may bemade in theKing'sBench atany timebefore
judgment isgiven,(5T.R.445. 2 Stra.845,)thougha new trmlhas been previously
moved for.Doug.745,746. In theCommon Pleas,themotionmust bemade beforeor
on theappearance-dayofthereturnofthe habeascorporajuratorum.Barnes,445. Inthe
Exchequer,themotionmust bemade withinthefirstfourdaysofthenexttermafterthe
trial,and itmay bemade afteranunsuccessfulmotion fora new trial.See ]_lanning's
Ex. Prae. 353. Tidd, 960, 961; but see 7 Price, 566.

If the judgment be arrested in consequence of mistake of the form of action, or other.
wise, the plaintiff is at liberty to proceed de nero in a fresh action. 1 _od. 207. Vin
hbr. fit. Judgment, Q. 4. Bla. R. 831. Each party pays his own costs upon the judg-
ment being arrested. Cowp. 407.--CnITTY.

' NOWno form of action is stated in the writ. Com. Law Prec. Act. 1853, s. 3.--Sz_.w-
ART.

aSee, however, 1 Saund. 228, note 1.--CgITZr.
It is correctly observed, upon this passage, that though Sir W. Blackstone has stated

with correctness the principle upon which defects are aided by a verdict at common law,
vet his two examples are instances of defects aided after verdict by the statute of jeo-
fails. See post, 408. Stewart vs. Hogg, 1 Saund. 228, n. (1.) In the first case the tres-
pass was alleged to have beencommitted on a day not yet come, this was clearly no omis-
sion of any cweumstance necessary in the proof, but a formal misstatement. So again,
where the party stated a prescriptive right of common, but neglected to bring his ca_e
.formally within it by.averrm,, g the. levanc.y and couchancy of the. cattle,. .which was one
condition of the prescrlptmn, the issue being taken on the prescrlptmn itself, no proo
was necessary that the oarticular cattle were levant and couchant in fact ; the omission o!

VOT.. ] [.--18 27:'_
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are moved in arrest of judgment must be much more material and glaring than
such as will maintain a demurrer: or, in other words, many inaccuracies and
omissions, which would be fktal if early observed, are cured by a subsequent
verdict i and not suffered, in the last stage of a cause, to unravel the whole pro-

,395 4 ceedings. *But if the thing omitted be essential to the action or de-
J fence, as if the plaintiff does not merely state his title in a defective

manner, but sets forth a title that is totally defective in itself,(z) or if to an ac_
tion of debt the defendant pleads not guilty instead of n_l debet,(a)'these cannot be
cured by a verdict for the plaintiff in the first case, or for the defendant in the
second.

If, by the misconduct or inadvertence of the pleaders, 7 the issue be joined on
fact totally immaterial, or insufficient to determine the right, so that the court

upon the finding cannot know for whom judgment ought to be given ; as if, in
an action on the case in assumpsit against an executor, he pleads that he him-
self (instead of the testator) made no such promise :(b) or if, in an action of
debt on bond conditioned to pay money on or before a certain day, the defendant
pleads payment on the day :(c) (which issue, if found for the plaintiff, would be
inconclusive, as the money might have been paid before;) in these cases the
court will after verdict award a repleader quod partes reTlacitent; unless it ap-
pears from the whole record that nothing material can possibly be pleaded in
any shape whatsoever, and then a repleader would be fruitless.(d) And, when-
ever a repleader is granted, the pleadings must begin de novo at that stage of
them, whether it be the plea, replication, or rejoinder, &c., wherein there ap-
pears to have been the first defect, or deviation from the regular course.(e)

If judgment is not by some of these means arrested within the first four days
of the next term after the trial, it is then to be entered on the roll or record.'
Judgments are the sentence of the law, pronounced by the court upon the
matter contained in the record; and are of four sorts. First, where the facts
are confessed by the parties, and tthe law determined by the court ; as in case
of judgment upon demurrer: secondly., where the law is admitted by the parties

*396] and the facts disputed; as m case of judgment on a verdict: thirdly,where *both the fi_ct and the law arising thereon are admitted by the
defendant; which is the case of judgments by confession or default: or, lastly,
where the plaintiff is convinced that either fact, or law, or both, are insufficient

(_)Sulk.305 (o)Stra 99-i.
(a)Cro.Xhz.778. (d)4Burr.301,30_
(b)2Ventr 190 (_)Raym.458. Sulk.579.

that fact therefore was not the omission of a circumstance necessary in the proof: in
other words, the verdict in neither case raises a presumption that the fact omitted was
prcwed to the jury. Bu _an instance in point may be put thus : if a man states the grant
of aveversion, which c_n only be conveyed by deed, without alleging it to have been by
deed, here if the fact of the grant be put in issue and found by the .jury, the verdict
covers the omission ; for without proof of the deed the presumption is that it could not
have been so found.--COLERIDGE.

7The following rules have been laid down on this subject. A repleader ought never
to be allowed till trial, because the fault of the issue may be helped after the verdict by
the statute of jeofails. 2dly. If a repleader be denied where it should be granted, or
granted where it should be denied, it is error. 3dly. The judgment of repleader is gene-
ral, and the parties must begin again at the first fault which occasioned the immaterial
issue. 1 Lord Raym. 169. Thus, if the declaration be ill, and the bar and replication are
also ill, the parties must begin de novo; but ff the bar be good and the replication ill, at
the replication. 3 Keb. 664. 4thly. No costs are allowed on either side. 6 T. R. 131.
2 B. & P. 376. 5thly. That a repleader cannot be awarded after a default at nisi prius ;
to which may be added, that it can never be awarded after a demurrer or writ of error,
but only after issue joined, (3 Sulk. 306,) nor where the court can give judgment on the
whole record, (Willes, 532 ;) and it is not grantable in favour of the person who made the,
first fault in pleading. Doug. 396. See 2 Saund. 319, b.---CHIrTr.

If a verdict is taken generally, with entire damages, judgment may be arrested if any
one count in the declaration is bad; but if there is a general verdict of guilty upon av
.nd:.ctment consisting of several counts, and any one count is good, that is held to be
,,J_eient. I)oug. 730.--Cl_ITTr.
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to support his action, and therefore abandons or withdraws his prosecution ;
_hich is the case in judgments upon a non-suit or retraxit.

The judgment, though pronounced or awarded by the judges, is not thcir
• determination or sentence, but the determination and sentence of the law. It
is the conclusion that naturally and regularly follows from the premises of law
and fact, which stand thus : against him, who hath rode over my corn, I may
recover damages by law: but A. hath rode over my corn; therefore I shall
recover damages against A. It the major proposition be denied, this is a de-
murrer in law: if the minor, it is then an issue of fact: but if both be con-
t_sscd (or determined)to be right, the conclusion or judgment of the court
cannot but follow. Which judgment or conclusion depends not therefore on
the arbitrary caprice of the judge, but on the settled and invariable principles
of justice. The judgment, in short, is the remedy prescribed by law for the
redress of injuries; and the suit or action is the vehicle or means of adminis-
tering it. What that remedy may be, is indeed the result of deliberation and
stndy to point out; and therefore the style of the judgment is, not that it is
decreed or resolved by the court, for then the judgment might appear to be
their own; but, "it is considered," consideratum est per curiam, that the plaintiff
do recover his damages, his debt, his possession, and the like: which implies
that the judgment is none of their own; but the act of law, pronounced and
declared by the court, after due deliberation and inquiry.

A_I these species of judgments are either interlocutory or final. Znterlocutory
judgments are such as are given in the middle of a cause, upon some plea, pro-
ceeding, or default which is only intermediate, and does not finally determine
or complete the suit. Of this nature are all judgments for the plaintiff r*._7
upon pleas in abatement of the suit or action : in *which it is considered L _-
by the court, that the det_ndant do answer over, respondent ouster; that is, put
in a more substantial plea.(f) It is easy to observe, that the judgment here
given is not final, but merely interlocutory ; for there are afterwards further
proceedings to be had, when the defendant has put in a better answer.

But the interlocutory judgments, most usually spoken of, are those incom
plete judgments, whereb3; the r_ght of the plaintiff is indeed established, bul
the quantum of damages sustained by him is not ascertained : which is a matter
',hat cannot be done without the intervention of a jury. As by the old Gothic con-
stitution the cause was not completely finished, till the nembda or jurors were called
in "ad executionem deeretorum jud_e_t, ad a_st_mationem pretd, damni lucri, &c "(g)
This can only happen where the plaintiff recovers ; for, when judgment is given
for the defendant, it is always complete as well as final. And this happens, in
the first place, where the defendant suffers judgment to go against him by de-
fault, or nihil dwit; as if he puts in no plea at all to the plaintiff s declaratmn :
by confession or cognovit actionem, where he acknowledges the plaintiff's demand
to be just : or by non sum tnformatus, when the defendant's attorney declares he
has no instruction to say any thing in answer to the plaintiff, or in defence of
his client ; which is a species of judgment by default. If these, or any of them,
happen in actions where the specific thing sued for is recovered, as in actions
of debt for a sum certain, the judgment is absolutely complete. And ther,,fore
it is very usual, in order to strengthen a creditor's security, for the debtor to
execute a warrant of attorney to some attorney named by the creditor, em-
powering him to confess a judgment by either of the ways just now mentioned
bbY nihd dieit, cognowt actionem, or non sum informatus) in an action of debt to

o brought by the creditor against the debtor for the specific sum due :* which
(r) 2 Saund. 30. (e) Stmrnhook, de 3u, e Goth l 1, c. 4.

9For the purpose of preventing frauds upon creditors by secret warrants of attorney
to confess judgment, it is enacted, by statute 3 Gee. IV. c.._9, enlarged by 6 & 7 Vict. c.
66, that the clerk of the dockets of the court of Queen's Bench shall cause a book in
which the particulars of every warrant of attorney and cognowtactwnem shall be entered ;
and also a book or index shall be kept of names of persons to whom warrants of attorney
are given, which shall be open to inspection. And by the Bankrupt_Law Consolidatio_
Act, 1849, s. 137, every judge's order given by a trader defeudant, whereby the plaintiff
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judgn_ent, when confessed, is absolutely complete and binding; provided the

'8981 same (as is also required in all otherjudg_r.ents) be regularly doc_ettedj
J that is, abstracted and entered in a book, *according to the directions

of statute 4 & 5 W. and M. e. 20. _° But, where damages are to be recovered, a
jury must be called in to assess them; unless the defendant, to save charges,
will confess the whole damages laid in the declaration : otherwise the entry of
the judgment is, "that the #laintiff ought to recover his damages, (indefinitely,)
but,bec'ause the court knownot what damages the said plaintiff hath sustained,
therefore the sheriff is commanded, that by the oaths of twelve honest and
lawful men he inquire into the said damages, and return such inquisition into
court." This process is called a writ of inquiry: in the execution of which the

sheriff sits as judge, and tries by a jury, subject to nearly the same lairs ai_dconditions as the trial by jury at nisi prius, _hat damages the plaintiff hath
really sustained_ and when their verdict is given, which must assess some
damages, the sheriff returns the inquisition, which is entered upon the roll in
manner of a postea; and thereupon it is considered, that the plaintiff do recover
the exact sum of the damages so assessed. In like manner, when a demurrer
is determined for the plaintiff upon an action wherein damages are recovered,
the judgment is also incomplete, without the aid of a writ of inquiry, u

Is authorized to sign judgment or issue execution, (or a copy of this order,) must be filed
with the clerk of the docquets in the Queen's Bench within twenty-one days after the
making of such order : otherwise judgment signed thereon, or execution issued, shall be
null and void. And by stat.1 &2 ¥ict., c. 110, a more important alteration has been mad6
in the same resoecting warrants of attorney and cognovits. By s. 9, after reciting that
it is expedmnt that provlsmn should be made for glwn_ every person executing such
instruments due information of the nature thereof, it is enacted that no warrant of a_tor-
ney or cognovit shall be of any force unless an attorney of one of the superior courts
shall be present on behalf of the person executing it and shall subscribe his name as a
witness. And by s. 10, a warrant of attorney or cognovit not formally executed shall be
invalid.---STeWART.

_oThe judgment must be re-registered every five years, in order to remain in three
and preserve its priority of subsequent judgment-creditors. 1 & 2 Vict. c. 110. 3 & 4
Vict. c. 82, s. 2. 2 Yict. c. 11, s. 1. 18 & 19 Viet. c. 15, s. 4. Freer vs. Hesse, 22 L. F.
Chanc. 597.--KERR.

n It has been said by C. J. Wilmot that "this is an inquest of office to inform the
conscience of the court, who, ff they please, may themselves assess the damages." 3 Wils.
62. Hence a practice is now e_tablished in the courts oi' King's Bench and Common
Pleas, in actions where judgment is recovered by default upon a bill of exchange or a
promissory-note, to refer it to the master or prothonotary to ascertain what is due for
urincipal, interest, and costs, whose report supersedes the necessity of a writ of inquiry.
•_ T. R. 275. 1 H. Bla. 541. And this practme is now adopted by the court of exchequer.
4 Price, 134. See, further, Tidd, 8th ed. 817, 818, 819. In cases of difficulty and import-
ance, the court will give leave to have the writ of inquiry executed beibre a judge at
sittings or nisi prius; and then the judge acts only as an assistant to the sheriff. The
number of the jurors sworn upon this inquest need not be confined to twelve; for when
a writ of inquiry was executed at the bar of the court of King's Bench. in an action of
scandalum magnatura brought by the duke of York (afterwards James the Second) against
Titus Dates, who had called him a traitor, fifteen were sworn upon the jury, who gave
all the damages laid in the declaration,--viz., 100,000/. In that case the sheriffs of ]_id-
41esex sat in court, covered, at the table below the judges. 3 St. Tr. 987.--CHRISTX,_.

Before the 8 & 9 W. III. c. 11, the penalty in a bond for the performance of covenants
became forfeited upon a single breach thereof; but now, by the $th section of that
statute, though the plaintiff is permitted to enter up judgment for the whole penalty,
it can only stand as a security for the damages actually sustained. The plaintiff must
then proceed by suggesting breaches on the roll, of which it is usual to give a copy to
the defendant, with notice of inquiry for thL sittings or assizes ; and the damages are
assessed upon the writ in the usual way by a jury ; and, upon payment of them, exe-
cution upon the judgment entered up is stayed, the judgment itself remaining as a
securlty against further breaches. See Tidd, 8th ed. 632. This statute does not extend
to a bond conditmned for the payment of a sum certain at a day certain, as a post-obit
bond, (2 B. &C. 82,) nor a common money bond, (4 Anne, c. 16, s. 13. 1 Saund. 58,) nor
a wm_'ant of attorney payable by instalments, (3 Taunt. 74. 5 Taunt. 264,) though a bond
bo also given, (2 Taunt. 195.) nor *x - _il-bond, (2 B. & I). 446,) nor a petitiouing
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Final judgments ar_ such as at once put an end to the actionby declaring
that the plaintiff has either entitled himself, or has not, to recove_ the remedy
he sues for. In which case, if the judgment be for the plaintiff, it is also con
sidered that the defendant be either amerced, for his wilful delay of justice in
not immediately obeying the king's writ by rendering the plaintiff his duel(h)
or be taken up, capiatur, till he pays a fine to the king for tile public misdemea-
nour which is coupled with the private injury in all cases o_"fbrce,(i) o£ false-
hood in denying his own deed,(k) or unjustly claiming property in replevin, or
of contempt by disobeying the command of tim king's writ or the express
prohibition of any statute.(/) But now in case of trespass, ejectment, assault
and _alse imprisonment, it is provided, by the statute 5 & 6 W. and M. c. 12,

*that no writ of capias shall issue for this fine, nor any fine be paid ; but ['399
the plaintiff shall pay 6s. 8d. to the proper officer, and be allowed it
against the defendant among his other costs. And therefore upon such judg-
ments in the common pleas they used to enter that the fine was remittedl and
now in both courts they take no notice of any fine or capias at alL(m) But
ff judgment be for the defendant, then, in case of fraud and deceit to the
court or malicious or vexatious suits, the plaintiff may also be fined i(n) but in
most cases it is only considered that he and his pledges of prosecuting be
(uominally) amerced for his false claim, pro false clamore sue, and that the de-
fendant may go thereof without a day, eat lnde sine die, that is, without any
further continuance or adjournment; _he king's writ, commanding his attend-
ance, being now fully satisfied, and his innocence pubhcly cleared.(o) _

Thus much for judgments; to which costs are a necessary appendage; it
being now as well the maxim of ours as of the civil law that "victus viztor_
in expensis condemnandus est:"(p) though the common law did uot pro-

(h)8 Rep 40, 61. (t) 8 Rep 60.
(_) 8 Rep. 59. 11 Rep. 43. 5 Mod 285. See Append No. IL (_) Sulk 54 Carth 390.

(_) 8 Rep. 59, 60
_k) F. N. B 121. Co Lltt. 131. 8 Rep. 60. 1 Roll. Abr 219. (_) Append. No III. _ 6.

Lla. Entr. 379_ C. B. ttzl. 4 Ann. rot 430. (.P) Cod. 3, 1, 13.

creditor's bond. 3 East, 22. 7 T. R. 300. But all other bonds, either for payment of
motmy by instahnents, or of annuities, or for the performance of any covenants or agree-
ments, are within the statute. See 8 T. R. 126. 6 East, 550. 2 Saund. 187, n. (c.) 3 _I.
& S. 156. 1 Chitty on P1. 507, where the parties in a bond agree that the sum mentioned
to be pa_d on a breach of any of its covenants shall be taken to be, and be considered as,
8t_pvlateddamages, the case is not then within the statute, and the whole sum becomes at
once payable, according to the terms of the agreement ; for, where the precise sum is the
ascertained damage, the jury are confined to it. See 4 Burr. 2225. 2 B. &P. 346. 1Camp.
78. 2 T. R. 32. Holt, Rep. 43.----CHITTr.

1_At oommon law the death of a sole plaintiff or sole defendant at any time before .flr_d
judgment abated the suit; but now, by 17 Car. II. c. 8, where either party dies between
vera'_ctand judgment, it may still be entered up within two terms after the verdict. This
utatute does not apply where either party dies after interlocutoryjudgment and before the
return of the inquiry. 4 Taunt. 884. There must be a scire .facu_sto revive the judgment
thus entered up before execution. 1 Wils. 302. By the 8 & 9 W. III. c. 11, the ._asu_
vm_ss_zin the statute of Charles II. is supplied. It provides that in case of either party
dying between interlocutory and final judgment in any action which might have been
maintained by or against the personal representative of the party dying ; or in case of
one or more of the plaintiffs or defendants dying, in an action the cause of which would
by law survive to the survivors, the action shall not abate by reason thereof, but, the
death being suggested on the record, the action shall proceed. The death of either
par_y in the interval of hearing and deciding upon motions in arrest of judgment,
._pecial verdicts, and the like, does not deprive the party of the right to enter up judg-
ment, though the delay thus occasioned by the court may exceed two te_lns after verdict.
See Tidd, 8th ed 966, 967, 1168, 1169. It has been held that if the party die after the
assizes begin, though before the trial of the cause, it. is within the statute, which, being
remedial, must be construed favourably, the assizes being considered but as one day in
law. 1 Sulk. 8. 7 T. R. 31. See 2 Ld. Raym. 1415, n. But, in the Common Pleas, a
eerdict and judgment were set aside when the defendant died the night before trial at
the sittings in term. 3 B. & P. 549. And where the verdict has been taken subject to a
reference, the death of a party before an award revokes the authority of the arbitrator
l _arsh. 366. 2 B. & A. 394. 2 Cl.itt. R. 432.----CHITTr.
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fessedly a;lew any, the 8mercement of the vanquished party being his only
pumshment. The first statute which gave costs, eo nomine, to the demandant
m a real action was the statute of Gloucester, 6 Edw. I. c. 1, as did the statute
of Marlbergc, 52 Hen. III. c, 6, to the defendant in one particular case, relative
to wardship in chivalry; though in reality costs were always considered and
included in the quantum of damages in such actions where damages arc given ;
and even now costs for the plaintiff are always entered on the roll as increase of
damages by the court.(q) But because those damages were frequently inade-
quate to the plaintiff's expenses, the statute of Gloucester orders costs to be also
added ; and further directs that the same rule shall hold place in all cases where
the party is to recover damages. And therefbre, in such actions where no

*400] damages were then recoverable, (as in 9uare impedit, in which *damages
were not given till the statute of Wcstm. 2, 13 Edw. I.,) no costs are

now allowed,(r) unless they have been expressly given by some subsequent
statute, is The statute 3 Hen. VII. c. 10 was the first which allowed any costs
on a writ of error. But no costs were allowed the defendant in any shape till
the statutes 23 Hen. VIII. c. 15, 4 Sac. I. c. 3, 8 & 9 W. III. c. 11, 4 & 5 Anne,
c. 16, which very equitably gave the defendant, if he prevailed, the same costs
as the plaintiff would have h-ad in case he had recovered. These costs, on both
sides, are taxed and moderated by the prothonotary, or other proper officer of
the court.

The king (and any person suing to his use)(s) shall neither pay nor recei_ _
costs; for, besides that he is not included under the general words of these
statutes, as it is his prerogative not to pay them to a subject, so it is beneath
his dignity to receive them." And it seems reasonable to suppose that the
queen-consort participates of the same privilege ; for in actions brought by her
she was not at the common law obliged to find pledges of' prosecution, nor could
be amerced in case there was judgment against her.(t) In two other cases an
exemption also lies from paying costs. Executors and administrators, when
suing in the right of the deceased, shall pay none;(u) for the statute 23 Hen.
VIIL c. 15 doth not give costs to the defendants unless where the action sup-
poseth the contract to be made with, or the wrong to be done to, the plaintiff
himself. 15 And paupers, that is, such as will swear themselves not worth five
pounds, are, by statute 11 lien. VII. c. 12, to have original writs and sub2_nas
gratis, and counsel and attorney assigned them without fee; and arc excused
from paying'costs when plaintiffs, by the statute 23 Hen. VII1. c. 15, but shall

(q) Append, _N_oII. _ 4. (t) F N. B 101. Co Litt. 183.
(') 10 Rep 116. (_) Cro. Jac. 229. 1 Ventr. 92.
(') Stat _ Hen. "VIII. c. 8,

Wherever a party has sustained damage, and a new act gives another than the corn
mon-law remedy, such party may recover costs as well as damages; for the statute of
Gloucester extends to give costs in all cases where damages are given to any plaintiff, in
any action, by an_ statute after that parliament. 2 Inst. 289. 6 T. R. 355._CrtITTr.

_*There are some exceptions to the rule that the king neither pays nor receives costs.
Thus, by 33 Hen. "_TIII. c. 39, s. 54, the king in all suits, upon any obligations or spe-
cialties made to himself or to his use, shall have and recover his just debts, costs,and d_
rouges, as other common persons used to do. By the 25 Geo. III. c. 35, if the goods and
chattels are insufficient, (3 Price, 40,) and the lands are sold towards discharging th,
debt due to the crown in such case, "all costs and expenses incurred by the crown in
eLforcing the payment of such debt are to be paid." By 43 Geo. III. c. 99, s. 41, costs
ma,/be levied against collectors of taxes in certain cases. See 3 Price, 280. In equity,
the ._ttorney-general receives costs where he is made a defendant in respect of legacies
given to charities, or in respect of the immediate rights of the crown m cases of intes-
tacy. And see 1 S. & S. 394.--CBI_rr.

r_If executors sue as executors for money paid to their use after the testator's deam,
they shall pay costs. 5 T. R. 234. Tidd, 1014. When executors and administrators are
defendants, they pay costs like other persons. Tidd, 8th ed. 1016. Or wherever the
cause of action arises in the time of the executor, as the conversion in the ease of trover,
the executor shall pay costs, because it is not necessary to bring the action in the cha-
racter of executor. 7 T. R. 358. So an executor or administrator is liable to pay tha
costs of a non-pros. 6 T. R. 654. See, in general, Tidd, 8th ed. 1014.---CHRISTIAr¢.
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suffer other punishment at the discretion of the judges. Al d it was formerly
usual to give such paupers, if non-suited, their election either to be wl ipped o_

pay the costs :(w) though that practice is now disused.(x) 1_ It seems,*how- ['401
ever, agreed, that a pauper may recover costs, though he pays none ;_T
for the counsel and clerks are bound to give their labour to him, but not to his
antagonist.(y) To prevent also trlflmg and malicious actions for words, for
assault and battery, and for trespass, it is enacted, by statutes 43 Eliz. e. 6, Is 21
Jac. I. c. 16, and 22 & 23 Car. II. c. 9, § 136, that where the jury who try any

. of these actions shall give less damages than 40s. the plaintiff shall be allowed
no more costs than damages, unless the judge before whom the cause is tried
shall certif-: trader his hand on the back of the record that an actual battery]
(and not an assault only) _ras proved, or that in trespass the freehold or title
of the land came chiefly in question. TM Also, by statute 4 & 5 W. and M. c. 23_
and 8 & 9 W. III. e. 11, if the trespass were committed in hunting or sporting
by an inferior tradesman, or if it appear to be wilfully and maliciously com-
mitted, the plaintiff shall have full costs,(z) though his damages as assessed by
the jury amount to less than 40s.

After judgment is entered, execution will immediately follow, unless the party
condemned thinks himself unjustly aggrieved by any of these proceedings; and
then he has his remedy to reverse them by several writs in the nature of ap-
peals, which we shall consider in the succeeding chapter.

/zw)1 Sld261. 7Mod114 (v)1Eq CaAbr.125.
) Sulk,506. (_)Seepages214,215.

16But, as observed in Tidd Prac. 8th ed. 94, it does not appear that so disgraceful a pro-
ceeding was ever adopted by inflicting the punIshment.---CalTTY.

1_1 Bos. & P. 39. The pauper in such case can only recover as costs the sums he /,
actuad[2#out of pocket, not such sums as would have been so paid in an ordinary suit by
any o_her plaintiff; and it seems that he and his solicitor may be required to state on
oath the amount thus expended in equity. Hullock on Costs, 228.--CIIITTY.

1_The 43 Eliz. c. 6 enacts that where the plaintiff in any personal action, except for
any title or interest in lands, or for a battery, recovers less than 40s., he shall have no
more costs than damages, if the judge certifies that the debt or damages were under 40s.
But if the judge does not grant such a certificate to the defendant, the plaintiff recovers
full costs. Actions of trespass w el arrms, as for beating a dog, are within the statute. 3
T. R. 38. The certificate under the statute may be granted after the trial. This certifi-
cate, it will be remarked, is to restrain the costs; but a certificate under the 22 & 23 Car.
II. e. 9 is given in favour of the plaintiff to extend them from a sum under 40s. to full
zests. If the defendant justifies the battery, the plaintiff shall have full costs without
the judge's certificate, though the damages are under 40s., for it is held the admission of
the defendant precludes the necessity of the certificate. But a justification of the assault
only will not be sufficient for this purpose; for the judge must certify an actual battery.
3 T. R. 391. This certificate also may be granted a reasonable time after the trial. 2
Bar. & Cres. 621 & 580.

In declarations for assault and battery there is sometimes a count for tearing the plain-
tiff's clothes ; and if this is stated as a substantive injury, and the jury find it to have
been such and not to have happened in consequence of the beating, the plaintiff will be
entitled to full costs, (1 T. R. 656;) unless the judge should assist the defendant under
the 43 Eliz. c. 6. So in a trespass upon land, the carrying away, or a_vortavi_ of any in-
dependent personal property will entitle the plaintiff to full costs, unless the asportation,
as by digging and carrymg away turves, is a mode or qualification of the trespass upon
the land. Doug. 780. See these acts and the cases upon them fully collected, Tidal, 987,
988, 996 to 1005.---CmtlSrl._N.

1,The account given of the 43 Eliz c. 6 is not quite correct. That statute is not con-
fined to the causes of action specified in the text, (indeed, it specifically excludes one of
them, battery,) but extends generally to all personal actions : and its object was to confine
suits for trilling matters to inferior courts. It does not require a certificate to give full
costs, but to take them away; and it was the unwillingness of the judges to interpose
under this statute which induced the legislature to pass the statutes of James and Charlea
upon a different system, these last restraining generally the costs in certain cases, unlee$
the judge by his certificate deemed it proper to grant them.---CoL_alDGE.
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CHAPTER $xV.

OF PROCEEDINGS IN THE NATURE OF APPEALS.

*PROCEEDINGS, in the nature of appeals from the proceedings of the
*402] king's courts of law, are of various kinds: according to the subject-
matter in which they are concerned. They are principally four.

I. A writ of attaint: 1 which lieth to inquire whether a jury of twelve men gave
a thlse verdict ;(a) that so the judgment following thereupon may be reversed :
and this must be brought in the lifetime of him for w_aom the verdict was given;
and of two at least of the jurors who gave it. This lay at the common law
only upon writs of assize; and seems to have been coeval with that institution
by king Henry II., at the instance of his chief justice Glanvil : being probably
meant as a check upon the vast power then reposed in the reeognitors of assize,
of finding a verdict according to their own personal knowledge, without the

"403] examination of witnesses. And even here it extended no further than
to such instances *where the issue was joined upon the very point of

assize, (the heirship, disseisin, &c.,) and not on any collateral matter i as villen.
age, bastardy, or any other disputed fact. In these cases the assize was said to
be turned into an inquest or a jury, (assisa vertitur in juratum,) or that the assize
should be taken in modum jurata_ et non in modum assisev; that is, that the issue
should be tried by a common jury or inquest, and not by recognitors of assize :(b)
and then I apprehend that no attaint lay against the inquest or jury that deter-
mined such collateral issue.(c) :Neither do I find any mention made by our
antient writers, of such a process obtaining after the trial by inquest or jury,
in the old :Norman or feodal actions prosecuted by writ of entry. :Nor did any
attaint lie in trespass, debt, or other action personal, by the old common law :
because those were always determined by common inquests or juries.(d) At
length the statute of Westm. 1, 3 Edw. I. c. 38, allowed an attaint to be sued
upon inquests, as well as assizes, which were taken upon any plea of land or of
freehold. But this was at the king's discretion, and is so understood by the
mtthor of Fleta,(e) a writer contemporary with the statute ; though Sir Edward
Coke(f) seems to hold a different opinion. Other subsequent statutes(g) intro-
duced the same remedy in all pleas of trespass, and the statute 34 Edw. III. c. 7
extended it to all pleas whatsoever, personal as well as real; except only the
writ of right, in such cases where the raise or issue is joined on the mere right,
and not on any collateral qnestion. For though the attaint seems to have been
generally allowed in the reign of Henry the Second,(h) at the first introduction
of the grand assize, (which at that time might consist of only twelve recognitors,

"404] in case they were all unanimous,) yet subsequent *authorities have holden
that no attaint lies on a false verdict given upon the mere right, either

at common law or by statute ; because that is determined by the grand assize.
appealed to by the party himself, and now consisting of sixteen jurors.(/)

The jury who are to try this false verdict must be twenty-four, and are called
the grand jury; for the law wills not that the oath of one jury of twelve men
should be attainted or set aside by an equal number, nor by less indeed than
double the former.(k) If the matter in dispute be of forty pounds' value in per-
sonals, or of forty shillings a year in lands and tenements, then, by statute 15
Hen. ¥I. c. 5, each grand juror must have freehold to the annual value of twenty
pounds. And he that brings the attaint can give no other evidence to the
grand jury, than what was originally given to the petit. For as their verdict

la) Finch, L. 484. (Y)2 Inst 130, 237.
:_)Bract. l 4, tr 1, c 34,_2.3,4; tr. 3, c. 17; tr. 5, c 4, (g) Stat. lEdw. lII. sLl, c 6. 5Edw. III. c. 7. 28Edw

I$1, 2. Flet. l. 5, c. 22, _ 8 Co Entr. 61, b. Booth, 213 III. c. 8.

/_ Bract. 4, 1, :]4, 2. Ftet. *bid. (;,) See page 389.( ) Year-book_ 28 Edw III 15, 17. A*s pL 15. l_let 5_ (9 Bract 290. Flet. 5, 22, 7. Bntt. 242, b. 12 He*a V]L
12,16. 6 Bro. Abr. t_t. attetnt_ 42. 1 Eoll Abr 289.
_,,)1.5,¢.22,_8,16. (a) Bract. l. 4, tr. 5, c. 4_ _ l. Flet./.5, c '22,_7.

1Abolished, by star 6 Gee. IV. c. 60, _.
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is now trying, and the question is, whether or no they did right upon the evi-
dence that appeared to them, the taw adjudged it the highest absurdity to pro-
duce any subsequent proof upon such trial, and to condemn the prior jurisdiction
for not believing evidence which they never knew. But those against whom it
is brought are allowed, in affirmance of the first verdict, to produce new mat-
ter ;(l) because the petit jury may have fbrmed tlmir verdict upon evidence of
their own knowledge, which never appeared in court. If the grand jury found
the verdict a false one, the judgment by the common law was_ that the jurora
should lose their liberam tegem and become forever infi_mous ; should forfeit their
goods and the profits of their lands ; should themselves be imprisoned, and theil
wives and children thrown out of doors; should have their houses razed, theiz

trees extirpated, and their meadows ploughed : and that the plaintiff shouhl be
restored to all that he lost by reason of the unjust verdict. :But as the sever k_

of this punishment had its usual effect, in preventing the law from being [*405executed, therefore by the *statute 11 Hen. VII. c. 24, revived by 23
Hen. VIII. c. 3, and made perpetual by 13 Eliz. c. 25, an attaint is allowed to
be brought after the death of the party, and a more moderate punishment was
inflicted upon attainted jurors ; viz., perpetual infamy, and, if the cause of' action
were above 40/. value, a forfeiture of 20l. apiece by the jurors, or, if under 40l.,
then 5l. apiece : to be divided between the king and the party injured. So that
a man may now bring an attaint either upon the statute or at common law, at
his election ;(m) and in both of them may reverse the former judgment. But
the practice of setting aside verdicts upon motion, and granting new trials, has
so superseded the use of both sorts of attaints, that 2 have observed very few
instances of an attaint in our books later than the sixteenth century (n) By
the old Gothic constitution, indeed, no certificate of a judge was allowed, in
matters of evidence, to countervail the oath of the jury; but their verdict,
however erroneous, was absolutely final and conclusive. Yet there was a pro-
c_._ding from whence our attaint may be derived.--If, upon a lawful trial before
a superior tribunal, the jury were found to have given a false verdict, they were
fined, and rendered infamous for the future.(o)

II. The writ of deceit, or action on the case in nature of it, may be brought
in the court of common pleas, to reverse a judgment there had by fraud or col-
lusion in a real action, whereby lands and tenements have been recovered to the
prejudice of him that hath right. _ But of this enough hath been observed in a
former chapter.(p) s

2II. An aud_ta querela is where a defendant, against whom judgmen_ Is

recovered, and who is therefore in danger of execution, *or perhaps [*406
actually in execution, may be relieved upon good matter of discharge,
which has happened since the judgment : as if the plaintiff hath given him a
general release ; or if the defendant hath paid the debt to the plaintiff without
procuring satisfaction to be entered on the record. In these and the like cases,
wherein the defendant hath good matter to plead, but hath had no opportunity
of pleading it, (either at the beginning of the suit, or puis darrein continuance,
which, as was shown in a former chapter,(q) must always be before ju_lgment,)
an audita querela lies, in the nature of a bill in equity, to be relieved against the
oppression of the plaintiff. It is a writ directed to the court, stating that tht)

(_) l_inoh, L 486. tan2ur _n boni% de c_tero per3ur_ el _ntestabdes." Stier_h d.s
(_)3 Inst ]64. ._r_. Goth. I. 1, c. 4.
(_) Cro. Ehz. 309, Cro. Jac. 90. (_) See page *1_5.
(#) _ St tureen et_lent¢ argumento falsum juras _e co_v_n- (_) See page 310.

$_g_r (*d quod _ulavr_us jc_d_c_um cogn_scere de_et) n_ule-

The writ has been abolished, by 3 &4 W. IV. e. 27, s. 36.---ST_WAar.
! By stat. 9 Gee. I¥. c. 14, s. 6, no action shall be brought whereby to charge an

person up_m or by reason of any representation or assurance made or given concerning
or relating to the character, conduct, credit, liability, trade or dealings of any other
person, to the intent or purpose that such other person may obtain credit, money, or
goods, unless such representation or assurance be made in writing signed by the party
t_) be charged therewith. Statute not to take effect till the 1st of January, 1829.-
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eo_ plaint of the defendant hath been heard, audita querela defenaentis, and then
setting out the matter of the complaint, it at length enjoins the court to cab
the parties before them, and, having heard their allegations and proofs, to cause
justice to be done between them.(r) It also lies fbr bail, when judgment is ob-
tained against them by sc_refacias to answer the debt of their principal, and it
happens ai_erwards that the ori_nal judgment against their principal is re-
versed : for here the bail, after judgment had against them, have no opportunity
to Tlead this special matter, and therefore they shall have redress by aud_ta
querela ;_) which is a writ of a most remedial nature, and seems to have been
invented lest in any case there should be an oppressive defect of justice, where
a party who hath a good defence is too late to make it in the ordinary forms of
law. But the indulgence now shown by the courts in granting a summary
relief upon motion, in cases of such evident oppression,(t) has almost ren-
dered useless the writ of audita querela, and driven it quite out of practice. _

IV. But, fourthly, the principal method of redress for erroneous judgments
in the king's court of record is by writ of error to some superior court of
appeal.

*A writ of error(u) lies for some supposed mistake in the proceedings of*407 ]
a court of record i for to amend errors in a base court, not of record, a writ

of false judgment hes.(v) The writ of error only lies upon matter of law arising
upon the face of the proceedings; so that no evidence is required to substan
tiate or support it; there being no method of reversing an error in the determi
nation of facts, but by an attaint, or a new trial_ to correct the mistakes oi
the former v_rdict, s

(r) Finch, L. 488. F. N, B. 102. (u) Append No HI. _ 6.
(a) 1 Roll. Abr. 308. (_) Ymch, L 484.
(t) Lord Raym. 439.

4Ch. J. Eyre says, "I take it to be the modem practice to interpose in a summary
way, in all cases where the party would be entitled to relief on an audzta querela." 1 Bos.
& Pul. 428. In general the courts will not put the defendant to the trouble and expense
of an audda querda, but will reheve him in a summm T way on motion, (4 Burr. 2287 ;) but
where the ground of his relief is a release, when there is some doubt about the execution,
or some matter of fact which cannot be clearly ascertained by affidavit, and therefore
proper to be tried, the court has driven the defendant to his aud_ta querela. 1 Sulk. 93,
264. 1 Ld. Raym. 439. 12 Mod. 240. 2 Ld. Raym. 1295. 2 Stra. 1198. See also 5 Taunt.
561. 2 _farsh. 37. And, indeed, the indulgence which of late has been shown by courts
of law in granting summary relief upon motion in most cases of evident oppression, for
which the only remedy was formerly by aud_taquerela, has occasioned this remedy now to
be very rarely resorted to. An audzta querela may be brought in the same court in which
the record on which it is founded remains, or returnable in the same court ; and yet the
defendant may have an aud,ta ftuerelaout of chancery, returnable in the Common Pleas
or King's Bench ; and so it is sometimes judicial, sometimes original. F.N.B. 239, 240,
b., 7th ed. An audzta querela is no supersedeas, and therefore execution may be taken out,
unless a supersedeas be sued forth ; and ff an audiia querela be founded on a deed, it must
be proved in court before a supersedeas shall be granted. 1 Sulk. 92. 1 Sid. 351. But an
aud_taquerela was lately brought in the case of Nathan vs. Giles, (7 Taunt. 557. 1 _Iarsh.
o-26,S. C. ;) and it was there held that a writ of audila querela need not be moved for, but
is a proceeding of common right anti ex debztojusaci_. However, the supersedeas founded
thereon must be moved for. If the plaintiff be non-suited, he may have a new aa&ta
querela, but he shall not have a supersedeas. F. N. B. 104, o., 9th ed. In Nathan vs. Giles,
the court declared their opinion that there can be no motion in arrest of judgment on
an au:l,ta q_erela. 2 Saund. 148, a., f.--CHITTY.

a A writ of error lies for some error or defect in substance that is not aided, amendable,
or cured at common law or by some of the statutes of jeofails. And it lies to the san_
court in which the judgment was given, ff It be erroneous in matter of fact only; for
erlor in fact is not the error of the judges, and reversing it is not reversing their own
judgment : as where an infant appeared by attorney instead of guardian, or the plaintiff
or defendant at the time of commencing the suit was a married woman. If a judgment
in the King's Bench be erroneous in matter of feel only, and not in point of law, it may
be reversed in the same court by writ of error coram nobzs,or qux coram nobis reszdad, so
called from its being founded on the record and process, which are stated in the writ to
remain in the court of the lord the king, before the king himself. But if the error be m
the judgment itself, and not in the process, a writ of error does not lie in the same court
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Formerly, the suitors ,vere much perplexed by writs of error brought upon
very slight and trivial grounds, as mis-spellings and other mistakes of the
clerks, all which might be amended at the common law, while all the proceedings
were in paper,(w) fbr they were then considered as only in fieri, and therefore
subject to the control of the courts. But, when once the record was made up.
;t was formerly held that by the common law no amendment could be permitted,
unless within the very terms in which the judicial act so recorded was done :
|br dul_ng the term the record is in the breast of the court, but afterwards it
admitted of no alteration.(x) But now the courts are become more liberal,
and, where justice requires it, will allow of amendments at any time while th6
suit is depending, notwithstanding the record be made up, and the term be
past. For they at present consider the proceedings as in fieri, till judgment is
given i and therefore, that till then they have power to permit amendments
by the common law ; but when judgment is once given and enrolled, no amend-
ment is permitted in any subsequent tcrm.(y) Mistakes are also effectually
helped by the statutes oi' amendment and 3eofads: so called because when a
pleader perceives any slip in the form of his proceedings and acknowledges
such error, (jeofaile,)he is at liberty by those statutes to amend it i which

amendment is seldom actually made, but the benefit of the *acts is at- [*408lained by the court's overlooking the exception.(z) These statutes are
many in number, and the provisions in them too minute to be here taken notice
of otherwise than by referring to the statutes themselves ;(a) by which all
trifling exceptions are so thoroughly guarded against that writs of error cannot
now be maintained but for some material mistake assignedY

This is at present the general doctrine of amendments; and its rise and history
are somewhat curious. In the early ages of our jurisprudence, when all plead-
ings were ore tenus, if a slip was perceived and objected to by the opposite party
or the court, the pleader instantly acknowledged his error and rectified his plea;
which gave occasion to that length of dialogue reported in the ancient year-books.
So liberal were then the sentiments of the crown as well as the judges, tha_ in
the statute of Wales, made at Rothelan, 12 Edw. I., the pleadings are dh'eeted

(n)4 Burr. 1099. (a) Stat 14 Edw. HI c. 6. 9 Hen. V c 4. 4 Hen. VI. e
(z) Co Lltt. 260. 3. 8 Hen. VI. c 12 and 15, 32 Iten VIII. c. 30. 18 Eliz.
(_) Star. 11 Hen. IV, c. 3. 14. 21 Jac I. c. 1L 16 & 17 Car. II e. 8, (styled m 1 Yentr,
_) _tra. 101L 100 an ommpotent act.) 4 & 5 Anne, c.16. 9 Anne, c. 20

5 Gee. I c. l&

upon such judgment. 1 Roll. Abr. 746. In the Common Pleas. the record and process
being stated to remain before the king's justices, the writ is called a writ of error coram
vobis, or qucecoram vobis reszdent. On a judgment against several parties, the writ of error
must be brougl_t in all their names, (6 Co. 25. 3 Mod. 134. 5 lb. 16. 1 Ld. Raym. 24 k
2 lb. 1532. 3 Burr. 1792. 2 T. R. 737 ;) but if one or more die, the survivors may bring
the writ of error, (Palm. 151. 1 Stra. 234 ;) or if it be brought in the names of several,
and one or more refuse to appear and assign errors, they must be summoned and severed,
and then the rest may proceed alone. Yelv. 4. Cro. Eliz. 892. 6 Mod. 40. 1 Stra. 234.
Ca. _emp. Hardw. 135, 136.--CttITTY.

But this writ cannot be brought after twenty years, unless in ease of personal disabilit_
from infancy, coverture, persons of unsound mind, prisoners, or beyond seas; these
respectively ceasing, the writ must be brought within five years afterwards. See star. 10
& 11 W. IILc. 14.--CHITTY.

e And now, by star. 9 Gee. IV. e. 15, every court of record holding plea in civil acuon%
any judge sitting at nisi prius, and any court of oyer and terminer "and general gaol.
delivery in England, &c. and Ireland, if any such court or judge shall see fit to do so,
may cause the record on whmh any trial may be pending before any such judge or court,
in any civil action, or in any indictment or information for any misdemeanour, when
any variance shall appear between any matter in writing or m print produced in evi-
dence, and the recital or setting forth thereof upon the record, wherein the trial is
pending, to be forthwith amended in such particular by some officer of the court, on
payment of such costs, if any, to the other party as such judge or court shall think
reasonable, and thereupon the trial shall proceed as if no such variance had appeared ;
and in case such trial shall be had at nisi prius, the order for the amendment shall be
endorsed on the postca, and returned together with the record; and thereupon the
papers, rolls, and other records of the court from which such record issued shall ba
awaraed accordmgly.--CuirTr.
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to be cam ed on in that principality, "sine calumpnia verborum, non observata illa
,tur_. colhsuetud_ne, qui cadit a syllaba cadet a tota causa." Tile judgments were
entered up immediately by the clerks and officers of the court ; and if any role.
entry was made, it was rectified by the minutes, or by the remembrance of the
court itself.

When the treatise by Britton was published, in the name and by authority or"
the king, (probably about the 13 Edw. I., because the last statutes therein re-
ferred to are those of Winchester and Westminster the second,) a check seems
intended to be given to the unwarruntabte practices of' some judges, who had
made false entries on the rolls to cover their own misbehaviour, and had taken
upon them by amendments and rasures to falsify their own records. The king

"409] therefore declares,(b) that "although we have granted to our justices to
*make record of pleas pleaded beibre ttmm, yet we will not that theb

own record shall be a warranty for their own wrong, nor that they may ruse
their rolls, nor amend them, nor record them contrary to their original enrol-
meat." The whole of which, taken together, amounts to this, that a record
surreptitiously or erroneously made up, to stifle or pervert the truth, should not
be a sanction fbr error ; and that a record, originally made up according to the
truth of the case, should not afterwards by any private rasure or amendment be
altered to any sinister purpose.

But when afterwards king Edward, on his return from his French domimons
in the seventeenth year of his reign, after upwards of three years' absence, found
it necessary (or convenient, in order to replenish his exchequer) to prosecute his
judges for their corruption and other real-practices, the perversion of judgments
and other manifold errors,(c) occasioned by their erasing and altering records,
were among the causes assigned for the heavy punishments inflicted upon almost
all the king'-s justices, even the most able and upright.(d) The severity of which
,ale,1 proceedings seems to have alarmed the *succeeding judges, that through

_'J a fear of being said to do wrong, they hesitated at doing what was right
As it was so hazardous to alter a record duly made up, even from compassionate
motives, (as happened in tIengham's case, which in strictness was certainly inde
fbnsible,) they resolved not to touch a record any more ; but held that even pal
p.'tble errors, when enrolled and the term at an end, were too sacred to be rec-
tiffed or culled in question: and, because Britton had forbidden all criminal and
clandestine alterations, to make a record speak a falsity, they conceived that
they might not judicially and publicly amend it, to make it agreeable to truth.
In Edward the Third's time, indeed, they once ventured (upon the certificate of
the justice in tyre) to estreat a larger fine than had been recorded by the clerk
of the court betowi(e ) but instead of amending the clerk's erroneous record, they
made a second enrolment of what the justice had declared ore tenus; and left it
to be settled by posterity in which of the two rolls that absolute verity resides
which every record is said to import in itself.(/') And, in the reign of' Richard

(_) But .proem. 2, 8. ehmf-justice. And certainly his offence (wbatever it was)
(_) Jud_c_a perverterunt, e$ zn ah_s erraverunt. Matth. was nothing very atrocmus or dlsgraesful; for though re-

*Ve_t. A.D. 1289. moved from the King's Bench at this time, (together with
(d) Amoug the other judges, Sir Ralph Hengham, chief- the rest ot the judges,) we find him, about eleven yeal_

justice of the King's :Bench, is said to h¢_ve been fined 7000 afterwalds, one of the Justices m eyre for the general per-
ularks; Sn Adam Stratton, chief-b,tron of the exchequer, ambulatmn of the forest, (Re,L l_erambul..fervst _ tutti
84.u00 m,trks ; and Thomas _ uyl_ nd, chief-justice of the l_md., 29 Edw. I. _n. 8,) and the next year made chief-justlce
Common Pleas, to have Ir_en attainted of felony, and to have of the Common Pleas (_aL 2q Edw. I. m. 7. nugd. Chror_
al_ ured the realm, u lth a fmTcJture of all his eshttas : the _er. _2,) m which omce he continued tdl his death, m 2 Edwo
whole am.rout of the fiJrfelture_ being upwards of 100,0v0 II. C/a_s 1 Edw. II. _. 19. Pat. 2 Edw. I1. p. 1_ m 9.
marks, or 70.000 pounds, (3 Pryn. Roc. 4ol. 402.}---an m- Dugd 84, S,-lden, pref to Hengham. There is an appendix
_ed_blv _um In those days, befoxe paper cicd_t v, as In u_e, to th_s trad,tmn, remembered by justme Southcote m the
_nd _heu the miaual salary of a chief-justice was only _]xty reign of queen l_hzabcth, (3 Inst. 72 4 Inst. 255,) that with
marks. Claus. {_/_/w /. m.b. nugd C_ron Se_ 26 The this fine ofchmf-Justme Hengham a clock-house was bufl_ at
_harge against _lr Ralph Hengham (a very learned Judge, Westminster. and furmshed with a clock, to be heard into
t_ whom we are obUged for two excellent treatmes of prac- Westmn_etar h,dl. Upon which story I shall only remark
*,ice) w,_s only. according to a tradttmu that was cure ent m that (whateve_ early instances may be found of the pmvato
Rmhard the _:hird's time, (Year-beok, M. 2 Ric 111 10,) his exertmn of mechamcal genius in constructing horological
altertng, out of mere compassion, a fine which was set upon machines_ clocks came not rote commou use till a hundre_
a very poor m,m from 18_ 4d to 6s 8d., for which he w_s years afterwards, about the end of the fourteenth century.
fined 8_ marks,_a more probable sum than 7000. It is _ncyel_peche, t_t Horloge_ 6 Rym. a_lsd. 590. nerham'
trao the book calls the judge so pumshed In#ham, and not Artff Clockmaker. 91.
I[enghan_ ; but I find no Judge of the nea_nv of Ingham in (,) 1 Hal. P. C 647.
Dllg'dale'_artee _n:lS_rEdwardCoke(41nst 955) andS_ (_*)11,2on. 183. Co.L_tt. llT. Seepa_:L
_latthew Hale (1 P C. 646_ understand _t to have been the
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the Second, there are instances(g) of their refusing to amend the most palpable
errors and re;s-entries, unless by the authority of parliament.

To this real sullenness, but affected timidity, of the judges, such a nan'owness
of thinking was added, that every slip (even of a syllable or letter)(h) was now

1mid to be iit*al to the *pleader, and overturned his client's cause.(/) If ['411they aurst not, or would not, set right mere formal mistakes at any time,
upon equitable terms and conditions, they at least should have held, that trifling
objections were at all times inadmissible, and that more solid exceptions ia
point of fo_-m came too late when the merits had been tried. They might,
through a decent degree of tenderness, have excused themselves from amending
in criminal, and especially in capital, cases. They needed not have granted an
amendment, where it would work an injustice to either party; or where he could
not be put in as good a condition as if his adversary had made no mistake. And,
if it was feared that an amendment after trial might subject the jury to an at.
taint, how easy was it to make waiving the attaint the condition of allowing
the amendment! And yet these were among the absurd reasons alleged for
never suffering amendments at all !(k)

The precedents then set were afterwards most religiously followed,(/) to the
great obstruction of justice, and ruin of the suitors: who have formerly suffered
as much by this scrupulous obstinacy and literal strictness of the courts, as they
could have done even by their iniquity. After verdicts and judgments upon the
merits, they were fi'equently reversed for slips of' the pen or mts-spellings; and
justice was perpetually entangled in a net of mere technical jargon. The legis-
lature hath therefbre been forced to interpose, by no less than twelve statutes,
to remedy these opprobrious niceties : and its endeavours have been of late so
well seconded by judges of a more liberal cast, that this unseemly degree of
strictness is ahuost entirely eradicated, and will probably in a few years be no
more remembered than the learning of essoigns and defaults, or the counterpleas
of voucher, are at l_resent. But to return to our writs of error.

**If a writ of error be brought to reverse any judgment of an inferior [*'410
court of record, where the damages are less than ten pounds i or if it is
brought to reverse the judgment of any superior court after verdict, he that
brings the writ, or that is plaintiff in error, must (except in some peculiar cases)
find substantial pledges of prosecution, or bail :(m) to prevent delays by irivo-
lous pretences to appeal ; and for securing payment of costs and damages, which
are now payable by the vanquished party in all except in a few particular in
stances, by virtue of the several statutes recited in the margin.(n) 7

(e) 1 Hal. P. C. 648. (k) Styl. 207
(a) 8tat 14 Edw. IIl c. fi (_) 8 Rep 156, &c.
(s) In those days it was str,ctly true, what Ruggle (m ('_)Stat 3 Jac. I. c. 8. 13 Car. II c. 2. 16 & 17 Car. Il. e

t_ls Ignoramus) has humorously apphed to mere modern 8. 19 Gee III. c 70
pleadings:--"_nnosf, al_g_.unuvacom_meverti_ t,.tum_la- (_)3Hou. VII. c. 10. 13eax II c. 2. 8&9W. III. e. ll
_._m." 4 & 5 Anne, c 16.

7By the 3 Jac. I. c. 8, (made perpetual by 3 Car. I. c. 4, s. 4,) to restrain unnecessa O
delays of execution, it was prowded "that in the aetmns therein specified no writ of
error should be allowed, unless the party bringing the same, with twos_pS_ientsureaes, shall
first be bound unto the party for wh )m the judgment is given, by recognizance to be ac-
knowledged in the same court, in double the sum, to be recovered by the former judg-
ment, to prosecute the said writ of error with effect, and also to satisfy and pay if the
said judgment be affirmed or the writ of error nonprossed, all and singular the debts,
damages, and costs adjudged upon the former judgment, and all costs and damages to be
awarded for the delaying of the execution." And now, by the 6 Gee. IV. c. 96, for fur-
ther preventing the delays oecasmned by frivolous wri_s of error, it is enacted that upon
,_ judgment hereafter to be given in any of the courts of record at Westminster, in the
counties palatine, and in the courts of great session in Wales, in any personal action, e:_e.
cut;on shall not be stayed or delayed by any writ of error, or supersedeas thereupon,
without the special order of the court, or some judge thereof, unless a recognizance, with
a condition accordin_ to the 3 Sac I c 8, (above noticed,) be first acknowled__ed in
the same court. After final judgment, and before executmn executed, a wmt of error is.
generally speaking, a supersedeas of execution from the time of its allowance. (1 Vent.
31. 1Sulk. 321. 1T.R. 280. 2 B.&P. 370. 2 East. 439. 5 Taunt. 204. 1 Gow.(_6
l Chitty R. 238, 241. 3 M[oore, $9;) but it is no supersedeas unless bail in error be put
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A writ of error lies from the inferior courts of record in England into the

king's bench,(o) and not into the common pleas.(p) s Also from the king's
bench in Ireland to the kin_'s bench in England? It likewise may be brought
flora the common pleas at _estminster to the king's bench i and then from the

king's bench the cause is removable to the house of lords. From proceedings
on the law side of the exchequer a writ of error lies into the court of exchequer
chamber befbre the lord chancellor, lord treasurer, and the judges of the court
of king's bench and common pleas i1° and from thence it lies to the house of

peers. From proceedings in the king's bench, in debt, detinue, covenant, ao
count, case, ejectment, or trespass, originally begun therein by bill, (except where
the king is party,) it lies to the exchequer chamber, before the justices of the

common pleas, and barons of the exchequer; and from thence also to the house

of lords;(q) but where the proceedings in the king's bench do not first com-
mence therein by bill, but by original writ sued out of chancery,(r) this takes
**zi11 1 the case out of tile general rule **laid down by the statute i(s) so that

the writ of error then hes, without any intermediate state of appeal.

directly to the house of lords, the dernier resort for the ultimate decision of

every civil action, n Each court of appeal, in their respective stages, may, upon

hearing the matter of law in which the error is assigned, reverse or affirm the
judgment of the inferior courts ; but none of them are final, save only the house
of peers, to whose judicial decisions all other tribunals must therefbre submit,

and conform their own. And thus much for tile reversal or affirmance of judg-
ments at law by writs in the nature of appeals. _

(o) See ch. 4 (r) See page 43
(P) Finch, L. 480. Dyer, 250. (e) 1 1_oll Rep. 264. 1 $1d 424 1 Samad. 340. Carth, 180.
(q) Stat. 27 Elm, c. 8, Comb. 295.

_n, and notice thereof given within the time limited by the rules of the court. 2 Dowl.
& Ry. 85. And when it is apparent to the court that a writ of error is brought against
good faith, (2 T. R. 183. 8 Taunt. 434,) or for the mere purpose'of delay, (4 T. R. 436.
2 h_. & S. 474, 476. 1 Bar. & Cres. 287,) or it is returnable of a term previous to the
signing of final judgment, (Barnes, 197,) it is not a supersedeas. Tidd, 8th ed. 1202.
In Tldd, 1199, 8th ed. it is said that there must be fifteen days between the teste and
_eturn of a writ of error; but it was said in Laidler vs. Foster, where there was an in-
terval of twelve days only, that there is a distinction between writs of error and those
which are the commencement of a suit ; and the usual course of practice was followed
in this case, (viz., not to pass over more than one return between the teste and return :)
the court therefore refused to quash the writ. 4 Bar. & Cres. 116. And in another case
the court of King's Bench held that the court could not quash a writ of error upon a
judgment of the Common Pleas of Durham, nor award executmn upon the judgment of
an inferior court. 4 Dowl. & Ry. 153.--CnITTV.

s It is not correct that a writ of error does not lie from an inferior court into the court

of Common Pleas. There is a modern instance of such a proceeding in Bower vs. Wait,
1 ]_[. & G. 1, in a learned note to which (p. 2, note a.) the opinion in the text is contro-
verted.--Co_'cm

This appeal is taken away by 23 Geo. III. e. 21. Since the union, however, a writ of
error lies from the superior courts in Ireland to the house of lords. Before the union
with Scotland, a writ of error lay not in this country upon any judgment in Scotland ;
but it is since given, by statute 6 Anne, c. 26, s. 12, from the court of Exchequer in
Scotland, returnable in parliament. And see the 48 Geo. III. c. 151, concerning appeals
to the house of lords from the court of session in Scotland.--C_ITTY.

10The 31 Edw. III. c. 12 directs that the chancellor and treasurer shall take to their

assistance the judges of the other courts, and autres sages come lour scrub/era. But the 20
Car. II. c. 4 has dispensed with the presence of the lord treasurer when the office is va-
cant ; and it is the practice for the two chief justices alone to sit in this court of error,
who report their opinion to the chancellor, and the judgment is pronounced by him.--
CHITTV.

u But now, by statute 1 Will. IV. c. 70, and the Common-Law Procedure Act, 1852, error
upon any judgment of the Queen's Bench, Common Pleas, or Exchequer mus_ be brought
in the Exchequer chamber before the judges, or judges and barons, as the case may be,
ot the other two courts, whence it again lies to the house of 1ords.---ST_.WART.

12In this chapter Sir W. Blackstone has considered only the modes by which a judg
ment may be reversed by writ of error brought in a court of appeM, and has stated that
this can on'-- be done for error in law. There is, however, a proceeding to reverse ajudg
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C_APTER XX_.

OF EXECUTION.

*IF the regular judgment of the court, after the decision of the suit, be, ['412
not suspended, superseded, or reversed by one or other of the methods
mentioned in the two preceding chapters, the next and last step is the execution
of that judgment; or putting the sentence of the law in force. This is per-
formed in different manners, according to the nature of the action upon which
it is founded, and of the judgment which is had or recovered.

If the plaintiff recovers in an action real or mixed, whereby the seisin or pos-
session of' land is awarded to him, the writ of execution shall be an haberefacias
seisinam, or writ of seisin, of a freehold ; or an haberefacias pozsesswnem, or writ
of possession,(a) of a chattel interest.(b) These are writs directed to the sheriff
of the county, commanding him to give actual possession to the plaintiff of the
land so recovered : in the execution of which the sheriff may take with him the
posse comitatus, or power of the county ; and may justify breaking open doors,
if' the possession be not quietly delivered• But, if it be peaceably yielded up,
the delivery of a twig, a turf; or the ring of the door, in the name of' seisin, is
sufficient execution of the writ. Upon a presentation to a benefice re,avered in a

auare impedit, or assize of darrein presentment, *the execution is by a writ ['413
[le clerico admittendo; directed, not to the sheriff, but to the bishop or
archbishop, and requiring him to admit and institute the clerk of the plaintiff?

In other actions, where the judgment is that something in special be done or
rendered by the defendant, then, in order to compel him so to do, and to see the
judgment executed, a special writ of execution issues to the sheriff accordil,g
to the nature of the case. As, upon an assize of nuisance, or quod perm_ttat pros-
ternere, where one part of tim judgment is quod nocumentum amoveatur, a writ
goes to the sheriff to abate it at the charge of the party, which likewise issues
even in case of an indictment.(cy Upon a replevin, the writ of execution is

the writ de retorno habendo:(d) and, if the distress be eloigned, the defendant
shall have a capias in withernara;(e) but on the plaintiff s tendering the damages
and submitting to a fine, the process in withernam shall be stayed.(f) In de-
tinue, after judgment, the plaintiff shall have a distringas, to compel the defendapt
to deliver the goods, by repeated distresses of his chattels :(g) or else a sczre
facias against any third person in whose hands they may happen to be, to show

a) Append No II. _.4. (_) See page 149.
_) Ymch, L. 470. ' (Y)2 Leon. 174

(c) Comb 10• (a) 1 Roll. Abr. 737. Rust. Ent• 215•
(_) See p,_ge 150.

ment by writ of error in the same court, where the error complained of is m fact and not
in law, and where of course, no fault is imputed to the court m pronouncing lt_ judgment
This writ is called the writ eoram_o/)zsor coram vobis, according as the proceedings are in
the King's Bench or Common Pleas, because the record is stated to rcmaln before us (the
king) if in the former, and before you (the judges) if in the latter, and is not removed
to another court. In this proceeding it is of course necessary to suggest a ne_ fact upon
the record, from which the error in the fil_t judgment will appear: thus, supposing the
deiendant, being an infant, has appeared by attorney instead of guardian, it will be ne-
cessary to suggest the fact of his infancy of which the court was not before informed,
]'here is therefore no inconsistency in bringing this writ of error before the same judge8
who pronounced the judgment in the first instance ; because they are required to pro-
nounce upon a new state of facts, w_thout impeachment of the former judgment on the
facts as they then stood.--CoLERIDGE.

The writ recites the judgment of the court and orders him to admit a fit person to
the rectory and parish church at the presentatmn of the plaintiff; and ff upon thin ord .l
he refuse to adnnt accordingly, the patron may sue the bishop in a quare :._n aclmu_it,and
recover ample satisfaction in damages. 2 Selw. Prac. 330•---CHITTr.

That is, if it he stated in the indictment that the nuisance is still existing. If it does
uot appear in the indictment that the nuisance was then in existence, it would be absurd
_a give judgment _o abate _ nuisance which does not exist. 8 T. R. 144.--GmTTr.
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_ause _'hy they should not be delivered: and if the defendant still eontinuc_
obstinate, then (if the judgment hath been by default or on demurrer) the
sheriff shall summon an inquest to ascertain the value of the goods, and the
plaintiff's damages; which (being either so assessed, or by the verdict in case
of an issue)(h) shall be levied on the person or goods of the defendant. So that,
after all, in replevin and detinue, (the only actions for recovering the specific
possession of personal chattels,) if the wrong-doer be very perverse, he cannot
be compelled to a restitution of the identical thing taken or detained_ but he
still has his election, to deliver the goods, or their value :(i) an imperfection in
tile law, that results from the nature of personal property, which is easily con.
coaled or conveyed out of the reach of justice, and not always amenable to the
magistrate.

*Execntions in actions where money only is recovered, as a debt or
_414 ] damages, (and not any specific chattel,) are of five sorts : either against
the body of the defendant; or against his goods and chattels; or against his
goods and the profits of his lands ; or against his goods and the possesswn of his
lands; or against all three, his body, lands, and goods.

1. The first of these species of execution is by writ of capias ad satisfacfen.
dum ;(j) which addition distinguishes it fl'om the former capias acl respondendum,
which lies to compel an appearance at the beginning of a suit. And, properly
speaking, this cannot be sued out against any })ut such as were liable to De taken
upon the former capias (k) The intent of it is, to imprison the body of the debtor
till satisfaction be made for the debt, costs, and damages ; it therefore doth not
lie against any privileged persons, peers, or members of parliament, nor agafns.t
executors or administrators, nor against such other persons as could not be ori-
ginally held to bail. And Sir Edward Coke also gives us a singular instance,(/)
where a defendant in 14 Edw. III. was discharged from a capias, because he was
of so advanced an age quod pcenam imprisonamenti subire non potest. If an action
be brought against a husband and wifb for the debt of the wife, when sole, and

the plaintiff recovers judgment, the capias shall issue to take both husband a,ld
wife in execution :(m) but, if the action was originally brought against hersdf,
when sole, and pending the suit she marries, the capias shall be awarded against
her only, and not against her husband.(n) Yet, if judgment be recovered against
a husband and wiib for the contract, nay, even for the personal misbehaviour(o)
of the wife during her coverture, the capias shall issue against the husband
only : which is one of the many great privileges of English wives)

_'415 ] *The writ of capias ad satisfaczendum is an execution of the highest
nature inasmuch as it deprives a man of his liberty, till he makes the

(Iq Bro Abr at. damages, 29. (z) 1 n,st. 289.
(_) Keflw 64. ('_)Moor. 71_4

f_"I Append No III _7 (_) Cro Jac. 323.3 Rep 12. Moor 767. (o) Cro. Car. 513.

a There arc many cases in which the defendant may be taken in execution after judg-
ment, though he could not be arrested at the commencement of the suit; but it is an
universal rule that whenever a eapiau is allowed on rnesneprocess before judgment, it may
be had upon the judgment itself. 3 Salk. 286. 3 Co. 12. It lies against peers, or mem-
bers of p_rliament, upon a statute merchant, or staple, or recognizance in nature thereof.
2 Leon. 173. 1 Cromp. 345. But, by 57 Gee. III. c. 99, s. 47, no penalty or costs incurred
by any spiritual person, by reason of non-residence on his benefice, shall be levied by
execution against his body, whilst he holds the same or any other benefice, out of which
the same can be levied by sequestration within the term of three years. An infant
seems liable to this process. 2 Stra. 1217 ; see id. 708. 1 B. & P. 480. Husband and
wife may be taken in execution in an action against both, and she shall not be discharged
unless it appear she has no separate property out of which the demand can be satisfied,
(T. 2 Gee. IV. C. P. ; see 5 B. &A. 759,) or that there is fraud and collusion between the

aintiff and her husband to keep her m prison. 2 Stra. 1167, 1237. 1 Wfls. 149. 2
a. R. 720. Volunteer soldiers and seamen are protected by several statutes from being

taken in execution unless the originM debt, in the case of soldiers, amounted to 20/., or
in the case of seamen the debt and costs, &c. are of that amount, and that the debt was
contracted when the defendant did not belong to any ship in his majesty's service. See
11 East, 25. :Nor can parties be taken in execution at the time or place when and whex6
they are pri_dleged flora arrest. Tidd, 1065, 1066, 1067.--C_IT_Y.
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satisfaction awarded; and therefore, when a man is once taken in execution
upon this writ, no other process can be sued out against his lands or goods
Only, by statute 21 Jac. I. c. 24, if the defendant dies while charged in execu-
tion upon this writ_ the plaintiff may, after his death, sue out a new execution
against his lands, goods, or chattels. The writ is directed to the sheriff, com-
manding him to take the body of the defendant and have lmn at Westminster
on a day therein named, to make the plaintiff satisfaction for his demand. And,
if he does not then make satisfaction, he must relaain in custody till he does.
This writ may be sued out, as may aU other executory process, ibr costs, against
a plaintiff as well as a defendant, when judgment is had against him.

When a defendant is once in custody upon this process, he is to be kept in
arcta et salva custod_a: and if he be afterwards seen at large, it is an escope; and
the plaintiff may have an action thereupon against the sheriff for his whole debt.
For though, upon arrests, and what is called mesne process, being such as inter.
venes between the commencement and end of a suit,(p) the sherilt, till the
statute 8 & 9 W. III. c. 27, might have indulged the deibndant as he pleased, so
as he produced him in court to answer the plaintiff at the return of the writ;
yet, upon a taking in execution, he could never give any indulgence; for, in
that case, confinement is the whole of the debtor's punishment, and of' the satis-
faction made to the creditor. 4 Escapes are either voluntary, or negligent.
Voluntary are such as are by the express consent of' the keeper; after which he
never can retake his prisoner again_(q) (though the plaintiff may retake him at
any time,)(r) but the sheriff must answer fbr the debt. _egligent escapes are
where the prisoner escapes without his keeper's knowledge or consent; and

then upon fi-esh pursuit the defendant may *b,_ retaken, and the sheriff ['416
shall be excused, if he has him again before any action brought against
himself for the escape.(s) A rescue of a prisoner in executwn, either going to
gaol or in gaol, or a breach of prison, will not excuse the sheriff from being
guilty of and answering for the escape ; for he ought to have sufficient force to
keep him, since he may command the power of the county.(t) But by statute
32 Gee. II. c. 28, if a defendant charged in execution for any debt not exceed-
ing 100/. will surrender all his effects to his creditors, (except his apparel, bed-
ding, and tools of his trade, not amounting in the whole to the value of 10/.,)
and will make oath of his punctual compliance with the statute, the prisoner
may be discharged, unless the creditor insists on detaining him ; in which case
he shall allow him 2s. 4d. per week, to be paid on the first day of every week,
and on failure of regular payment the prisoner shall be discharged. Yet the
creditor may at any future time have execution against the lands and goods of
such defendant_ though never more against his person2 And. on the ethel

(_) See page 279. (,) i2. N B 130.
(q) 3 tlep 52. 1 Sld 330. (*1 Cro J,_. 419.
(r) star. 8 &9 W. II1 c. 27.

4But execution by imprisonment is considered so far a satisfaction of the debt, that *
tf the creditor release the debtor from confinement he calmer afterwards have recourse
to any other remedy, though the dmcharge be on terms which are not afterwards com-
plied with, (4 Burr. 2482. 6 T. R. 520. 7 lb. 420 ;) or upon giving a fresh security whmh
afterwards becomes ineffectual, (1 T. R. 557 ;) the executmn being considered Twad the
defendant as a satisfaction of the debt. Hob. 59. But the plaintiff may take out exe-
cution against other persons liable to the same debt or damages. Ib ; aml see 5 Taunt.
614. 1 Marsh. 250, S.C. If, however, the plaintiff consent to discharge the only one of
several defendants taken on a joint capias, he cannot afterwards retake either him or take
any of the other defendants. 6 T. R. 525.--CHITTY.

5The statute mentioned in the text is that which is commonly known by the appella-
tion of the Lords' Act, from the circumstance of its originating in the upper house of
parliament. By the 33 Gee. IIL c. 5, made perpetual by 39 Gee. i[I. c. 50, the regula-
tions of the former act are extended to debts amounting to 300/. And by other statutes,
(see Tidd, 379,) persons in custody for contempt by the non-payment of money or cost_
ordered by courts of equity (49 Gee. III. c. 6) or common law, are declared within the
provisions for the relief of prisoners in custody for debt only. But a defendant in a _i
tam action is not entitled to the benefit of the lords' act, (3 Burr. 1322. 1 Bla. R. 372 ,)
_or a defendant in custody under a writ de excommum¢ato ca_v_e_lofor contumacy in mz
VOL.II.--19 289
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hand, the creditors may, as in ease of bankruptcy, compel (under pare of trans
portation for seven years) such debtor charged in execution for any debt under
100/. to make a discovery and surrender of all his effects for their benefit_ where-
upon he is also entitled to the like discharge of his person. 6

If a caTias ad satisfaciendum is sued out, and a non est inventus is returned
thereon, the plaintiff may sue out a process against the bail, if any were given :
who, we may remember, stipulated in this triple alternative, that the defendant
should, if condemned in the suit, satisfy the plaintiff his debt and costs i or that
he should surrender himself a prisoner i or, that they would pay it for him: as
therefore the two former branches of the alternative are neither of them com-

plied with, the latter must immediately take place.(u) In order to which, a
writ of sc_refacias may be sued out against the bail, commanding them to show

(w)Lutw.1269-1273.

ying a sum for alimony, and also for costs in the ecclesiastical court. 11 F_st, 231.
hen the prisoner is charged in execution above twenty miles from Westminster hall,

or the court out of which the execution issued, he must be brought up to the next as-
sizes, or, by 52 Gee. III. c. 34, before the justices at quarter sessions, to be examined and
discharged. The apphcation is directed to be made by the prisoner before the end of the
first term after his arrest; but ignorance or mistake will excuse a delay beyond that pe-
riod. When the debt recovered does not exceed 20/., exclusive of costs, the 48 Gee. III.
c. 123 provides for the discharge of the debtor's person after he has lain in prison twelve
months. But, this statute being confined to persons in execution upon a judgment, it
has been holden that one m custody on an attachment for non-payment of a sum under
20/. found due upon an award made a rule of court is not entitled to his discharge under
it. 10East, 408 2B.&A. 61.

The 1 Geo. IV. c. 119 established a new court of record, called the Court for the Relief
_)f Insolvent Debtors, which is held twice a week in London throughout the year, with
., short vacation in the summer; and by the 5 Geo. IV. c. 16 it is provided that the judges
of this court, who are four in number, shall make three circuits in the year for the dis-
charge of insolvents. A prisoner discharged under these acts becomes personally flee,
having first delivered a schedule on oath of all his debts, &c. and assigned all his pro-
perry in possession or expectancy for the benefit of his creditors, to whose demands all
property which he may afterwards acquire is made liable. If upon his examination it
apt_ear that he has been guilty of bad practices or fraud, in contracting debts, or have
opposed a vexatious defence to any action brought against him for the recovery of any
debt, concealed credits, or debts, given a voluntary preference to any creditor, or made
away with his property, or his imprisonment be for damages recovered in an action of
erim. con., seduction, or malicmus injury, or does not answer satisfactorily to the court,
he may be sent back to prison for two or three years, at the discretion of the court. A
fraudulent concealment of property in his schedule subjects him to the additional punish-
ment of hard labour. If a voluntary preference be given by him within three months
b,ffore filing his petition for discharge, it is void.---CHITTr.

The creditors who can compel the surrender of the debtor's effects, and who are to
h_ve the benefit of it, are only those who have charged him in execution. This statute--
the 32 Geo. II. c. 28---is generally called the lords' act. By the 26 Geo. III. c. 44, the pro-

" wsions of it were extended to 200/., and by the 33 Geo. III. c. 5, they have been still fur-
ther enlarged to 300L By the 37 Geo. IIL c. 85, one creditor shall agree in writing, in
order to detain such a debtor, to make him a weekly allowance of 3s. 6d. ; and where two
or more shall agree to detain him, they shall pay him what the court shall direct, not
exceeding 2s. a week each. See the clauses of the act in 2 Burn, tit. Gaol. The prisoner
shall never afterwards be liable to be arrested on any action for the same debt, unless
convicted of perjury. But a prisoner to have the benefit of this act must petition the
c_)urt from which the process issued upon which he shall be in custody, before the end
of the first term after he is arrested, unless he afterwards shows his neglect arose fi'om
ignorance or mistake.---CnRiSTL_.

Although the prisoner cannot avail himself of the benefit of the lords' act if his debt8
exceed 300/., yet he is liable to the compulsory clause upon any debt within that amount,
whatever may be the amount of all his debts for which he is in execution. 5 B. &A. 537.

The judges of King's Bench have decided that an insolvent brought up under the
compulsory clause in the lords' act is not bound to answer questions as to the disposition
of his property during his imprisonment, but merely as to the amount and condition of it
at the time of making his schedule ; and that the form of the oath must be altered eon-
_,rmably with this construction of the statute. Per I_lolroyd, J., in Re. Askew, 24th Now
i_25.---C_Trrr
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¢_use why the plaintiff sholfld not have execution against them for his [_41"1
*debt and damages : and on such writ, if they show no sufficient cause,
or the defendant does not surrender himself on the day of the return, e_ of
showing cause, (for afterwards is not sufficient,) the plaintiff may have judgment
against the bail, and take out a writ of capias ad sat_sfaciendum, or other process
of execution against them. T

2. The next species of execution is against the goods and chattels of the de-
fendant, and is called a writ of fieri fac_as,(w) from the words in it ,vhcre the
sheriff is commanded, quod fieri faciat de bonis, that he cause to be made of the
goods and chattels of the defendant the sum or debt recovered. 8 This lies as
well against privileged persons, peers, &c. as other common persons; and agail_st
executors or administrators with regard to the goods of the deceased. The
sheriff may not break open any outer doors,(x) to execute either this or the
former writ, but must enter peaceably; and may then break open any inner
door, belonging to the defendant, in order to take the goods.(y) And he may
sell the goods and chattels (even an estate for years, which is the chattel
real)(z) of the defendant, till he has raised enough to satisfy the judgment and
costs: 9 first paying the landlord of the premises, upon which the goods are
found, the arrears of rent then due, not exceeding one year's rent in the
whole.(a) I° If part only of the debt be levied on a fieri facias, the plaintiff may
have a capias ad satisfac_endum for the residue.(b) u

3. A third species of execution is by writ of levari lucius; which affects a
man's goods and the profits of his lands, by commanding the sheriff to levy the

(w) Append. No. III. _ 7. (z) 8 Rep. 171.
(_) 5 Rop 92. (.) Stat 8 Anne, c. 14.
(y) Palm 54. (b) 1 Roll. Abr. 904. Ore. Ehz 344

The undertaking of the bail does not subject them to execution against the body in
the Common Pleas.--CHi_Tr.

8Ii, upon a judgment in tort against two or more, execution be levied for the _hole
damages upon one only, (1 Camp. 343,) that one cannot recover a moiety against tho
other for his contribution ; but he may maintain an action ibr the moiety, if the origmM
action were founded upon contract. 8 T. R. 186. See also 2 Camp. 452.--CttITTY.

And, by a late statute,--wz., 43 Gee. III. c. 46,--to satisfy also the costs of the writ
of execution, together with the sheriff's fees, poundage, &c. But the statute does not
extend to give the like costs, fees, poundages, &c. to the defendant. But q_erywhether
"expevses of execution" include expenses of levying ? Ramsey vs. Tuffuell, 0 J. B.
:_oore, 425.--C_ITTr.

I0The statute enacts that such payment shall be made out of the proceeds, provided
the sheriff have notice of the landlord's claim at any time while the goods or the pro-
ceeds remain in his hands. See Arnitt vs. Garnett, 3 B. &A. 440. In this case the goods
had been removed from the premises previously to the notice. And where the sheriff
takes corn in the blade under a .ft. fa., and sells it before the rent is due, he is not liable
to account to the landlord for rent accruing subsequent to the levy and sale, although
he have given notice, and though the corn be not removed from the premises until
long afterwards. Gwflham vs. Barker, 1 Price, 274. And where the sheriff knows the
fact of the arrear of rent, no other specific notice is needful to bind him, (Andrews vs_
Dixon, 3 B. & A. 645 ;) and, semble,he need not set about finding out what rent is due.
Smith vs. Russel, 3 Taunt. 400. And the sheriff is bound only as to the rent actually
due at the time of the taking, and not such rent as shall have accrued due whilst he m
in possession. Hoskins vs. Knight, and Bassett vs. Same, 1 _. & S. 245.--CHITTY.

11By star. 1 & 2 Vict. c. ll0, s. 12, the effect of a writ of fien faclas is also much
extended. The sheriff may now seize and take any money or bank-notes, cheques, bills
of exchange, promissory-notes, bonds, specialties, or other securities for money belonging
to the person against whose effects such fi_r_ .faccas is sued out, and may pay the money
or bank-notes to the execution-creditor, and sue for the amount secured by the bills of
exchange and other securities. The same statute, extended by stat 3 & 4 Vict. c. 82, it
may here be mentioned, provided a means by which stock m tl_le [ublic funds and stock
or shares in public companies, standing in the name of the debtor of any person in trust
for him, or in which the debtor has an interest, whether m possession, reversion, or
remainder, vested or contingent, may be charged with the payment of the amount for
which judgment shall have been recovered. Such stock or shares may be charged by
order of a judge, which order may be made in the first instance ex par_e, and, on notice
to the bank or company, shall operate as a d_tnngas.---SrEw_,RT.
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plaintiff's debt on the lands and goods of the defendant; whereby the sheriff
may seize all his goods, and receive the rents and profits of his lands, till sat;s-

• 41 u 1 faction be made to the plaint;ft.(c) Little use *is now made of' this _Tit;
"J the remedy by elegit, which takes possession of the lands themselves,

being much more effectual. But of this species is a writ of execution proper
only to ecclesiastics; which is given when the sheriff, upon a common writ of
execution sued, returns that the defendant is a beneficed clerk, not having any
lay fee. In this case a writ goes to the bishop of the diocese, in the nature of
a levari orfierifacias,(d) to levy the debt and damage de bonis ecclesiastic;s, which
are not to be touched by lay hands: and thereupon the bishop sends out a
sequestration of the profits of the clerk's benefice, directed to the church-
wardens, to collect the same and pay them to the plaintiff, till the full sum be
raised.(e)

4. The fourth species of execution is by the writ of elegit; which is a judicial
writ given by the statute Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. l&_ either upon a judgment
for a debt, or damages, or upon the ibrfeiture of a recognizance taken in the
king's court. By the common law a man could only have satist_action of goods,
chattels, and the present profits of lands, by the two last-mentioned writs of
tier; facias, or levari facias; but not the possession of the lands themselves;
which was a natural consequence of the feodal principles, which prohibited the
alienation, and of course the encumbering, of the fief with the debts of the owner.
And, when the restriction of alienation began to wear away, the consequence
still continued; and no creditor could take the possession of lands, but only levy
the growing profits : so that, if the defendant aliened his lands, the plaintiff was
ousted of his remedy. The statute therefore granted this writ, (called an eIeg_t,
because it is in the choice or election of the plaintiff whether he will sue out
this writ or one of the former,) by which the defendant's goods and chattels are
not sold, but only appraised; and all of them (except oxen and beasts of the
plough) are delivered to the plaintiff, at such reasonable appraisement and
price, in part of satisfaction of his debt. If the goods are Lot sufficient, then

• 41a _ the moiety or *one half of his freehold lands, which he had at the time
_J of the judgment givcn,(f) whether held in his own name, or by any

other in trust ibr him,(g) TMare also to be delivered to the plaintiff; to hold, till
out of the rents and profits thereof the debt be levied, or till the defendant's
interest be expired; as till the death of the defendant, if he be tenant for life or in
tail. TMDuring this period the plain tiff is called tenant by elegit, of whom we spoke in

(.) Finch, L 471. (t) 2 Inst. 395.
(d) Reg_otr. Omq. 300, jurlc. 22. 2 Inst 4. (o) Stat. 29 Car. II. c. 3.
(o) 2 Burn, Eccl. Law, 3.09.

12The words in the statute referred to (29 Car. II. c. 3) are at the time of the said executwn
sued, and refer to the seisin of the trustee; therefore, if the trustee has conveyed the
lands before execution sued, though he was seised in trust for the defendant at the time
of the judgment, the lands cannot be taken in execution. Com. Rep. 227.---CHITTY.

And the sheriff is not bound to deliver a moiety of each partmular tenement and
farm, but only certain tenements, &c. making in value a moiety of the whole. Doe d.
Taylor vs. Earl of Abingdon, 2 Doug. 473. He should return that he had delivered an
equal moiety of the premises, and should set it out by metes and bounds, or the return
is void. Fenny d. _asters vs. Durrent, 1 B. & A. 40. And where the sheriff delivered
one moiety, upon a second eleg_t,the other was held to be wholly void. Morris vs. Jones,
3D &R. 603. 2B.&C. 232, S.C.

It has been considered in practme that although the sheriff might deliver the moiety
to the plaintiff in eleg_t, yet that ejectment was necessary to complete his title; but,
8emble, that entry is good under the writ. Rogers vs. Pitcher, 6 Taunt: 202.

An examined copy of the judgment-roll, containing the award of the elegit, is evidene_
of the plaintiff's title; and, in action for use and occupation against the tenant, the pro-
duction of a copy of the elegit and of the inquisition thereunder is unnecessary. Rams-
bottom vs. Buckhurst, 2 ]_. &S. 565.

The defendant, in the writ of elegit, may, on motion, obtain a reference to the master
_o take an account of rents. &e. received by the plaintiff; and if it appear that the debt
and costs have been satisfied, possession will be restored. Price vs. Vaxney, 5 D. & R
612. 3 B. & C. 733, S. C.---CHITTY.
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a former part of these commentaries.(h) We there observed that till this
statute, by the antient common law, lands were not liable to be charged with,
or seised for, debts; because by these means the connection between lord and
tenant might be destroyed, fraudulent alienations might be made, and the
services be transferred to be performed by a stranger; provided the tenant in-
curred a large debt, sufficient to cover the land. And therefore, even by this
statut% only one half was, and now is, subject to execution ; that out of tlm
remainder sufficient might be lef_ for the lord to distrain upon for his services.
And upon the same feodal principle, copyhold lands are at this day not liable
to be taken in execution upon a judgment.(i) 1' But, in case of a debt to the
king, it appears by magna carta, e. 8, that it was allowed by the common law
rot him to take possession of the lands till the debt was paid. For he, being
the graad superior and ultimate proprietor of all landed estates, might seise the
lands into his own hands, if any thing.was owing from the vassal ; and could
not be said to be defrauded of his services, when the ouster of the vassal pro-
ceeded from his own command. This execution, or seising of lands by elegit, is
of so high a nature, that after it the body of the defendant cannot be taken :
but if execution can only be had of the goods, because there are no lands, and
such goods are not sufficient to pay the debt, a capias ad sat_sfaciendum may
then be had after the elegit; for such elegit is in this case no more in effect than
a _eri facias.(j) So that body and goods may be taken in execution, or land
a,Jd goods; but not body and land too, upon any judgment between subject and
subject in the cours_ of the common law. But,

5. Upon some prosecutions given by statute; as in the case of recognizances
or debts acknowledged on statutes merchant, or *statutes staple, (pur- r.non
suant to the statutes 13 Edw. I. de mereatoribus, and 27 Edw III. c. 9;) L ---
upon forfeiture of these, the body, lands, and goods may all be taken at once in
execution to compel the payment of the debt. The process hereon is usually
called an extent, or extendi .fctcias, because the sheriff is to cause the lands, &e.
to be appraised to their full extended value before he delivers them to the
plaintiff, that it may be certainly known how soon the debt will be satisfied.(k)
And by statute 33 Hen. VIII. e. 39, all obligations made to the king shall have
the same force and of consequence the same remedy to recover them as a
statute staple ; though, indeed, before this statute the king was entitled to sue
oat execution against the body, lands, and goods of his accountant or debtor.(1) _5

(_) Book iL ch. 10 (k) F. N. B 131.
(_}1 Roll. Abr. 888. (_) 3 Rep 12.
(_) Hob 58.

l_By the statute 1 & 2 Vict. c. 110, a great alteration has been made in the law m this
respect. By s. 11, the sheriff"is empowered to deliver unto the judgment-creditor all
lands, tenements, and hereditaments, including those of cop?/holdor customary tenure,
which the person against whom execution is so sued out, or any person in trust for him,
shall have been seised or possessed of at the time of entering up the judgment, or over
which the judgment-debtor at the time has, or at any tram afterwards shall have, a
disposing power capable of being exercised for his own benefit.----StEWART.

_5The writ in aid was formerly grossly abused; the king's name often became an
engine of great fraud or eppression,--to remedy which star. 57 Gee. IIL c. 117 was passed.
The abuse to which I have adverted was this : not only any person indebted or likely to
be indebted to the crown on specialty or record, but any one so indebted in part, or by
simple contract only, might obtain the extent in aid to be issued in his favour. The
instan_ that the writ issued, all the property of the debtor became liable to the extent
at the suit of the crown ; and thus his creditors were deprived of partmipation in such
property, the whole perhaps being absorbed by the alleged crown-debtor. But the
statute mentioned above limits the i_suing of this writ to cases where a debt shall be
actually due to and previously demanded on the part of the crown. Before the statute,
It was sufficient that the party suggested the existence of the debt to entitle him to sue
out the writ and to the money lewed thereon ; but now the writ cannot be issued unless
the sum actually due to his majesty be stated and specified in the fiat endorsed thereon ;
and, when levied, the sheriff is to pay the amount over to his majesty's use. Any over-
plus is to be paid into court, subject to its di_posltmn on summary application. The
expectation of preference formerly capable of being realized is by the statute, therefor_
in a great degree defeated.----CHii-TV
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And his debt shall, in suing out execution, be preferred to that of any other

creditor who hath not obtained judgment befbre the king commenced his
suit.(rn) The king's judgment also affects all lands which the king s debtor
hath at or after the time of contracting his debt, or which any of his officers
mentioned in the statute 13 Eliz. c. 4 hath at or after the time of his entering
on the office ; so that, if such officer of the crown aliens for a valuable consider-
ation, the land shall be liable to the king's debt even in the hands of a bona fide
purchaser ; though the debt due to the king was contracted by the vendor many

years after the alienation.(n) Whereas, judgment between subject and subjectrelated, even at common law, no further back than the first day of the term in
which they were recovered, in respect of the lands of the debtor, and did not
bind his goods and chattels but from the date of the writ of execution ; and now,
by the statute of frauds, 29 Car. II. c. 3, the judgment shall not bind the land in

"421] the hands of a bona *fide purchaser, but only from the day of actually
signing the same ; which is directed by the statute to be punctually en-

tered on the record: nor shall the writ of' execution bind the goods in the
hands of a stranger or the purchascr,(o) but only from the actual delivery of
the writ to the sheriff or other officer, who is therefore ordered to endorse on
the back of it the day of his receiving the same.

These are the methods which the law of England has pointed out for the exe-
cution of judgments: and wl_en the plaintiff s demand is satisfied, either by the
voluntary payment of the defendant or by this compulsory process or otherwise,
satisfaction ought to be entered on the record, that the defendant may not be
liable to be hereafter harassed a second time on the same account. But all
these writs of execution must be sued out within a year and a day after the

judgment is entered; otherwise the court concludes prima (_cie that the judg-ment is satisfied and extinct : yet, however, it will grant a _ rit of scire facias,
in pursuance of statute Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 45, _br the defendant to show
cause why the judgment should not be revived, and execution had against him ;
to which the defendant may plead such matter as he has to allege in order

r_to show why process of execution should not be "_sued; or the plaintiff may
still bring an action of debt, founded on this dormant judgment, which was the
only method of revival allowed by the common law.(p) Is

In this manner are the several remedies given by the English law for all sorts
of injuries, either real or personal, administered by the several courts of justice,
and their respective officers. In the course therefore of the present book, we
have, first, seen and considered the nature of remedies, by the mere act of the
parties, or mere operation of law, without any suit in courts. We have next
taken a review of remedies by suit or action in courts; and therein have con-
templated, first, the nature and species of courts, instituted for the redress of
injuries in general; and then have shown in what particular courts application
mast be made for the redress of particular injuries, or the doctrine of jurisdic-

,4921 tions and*cognizance. We afterwards proceeded to consider the nature
" J and distribution of wrongs and injuries affecting every species of per-

sonal and real rights, with the respective remedies by suit_ which the law of the
land has afforded for every possible injury. And, lastly, we have deduced and
]_ointed out the method and progress of obtaining such remedies in the courts
_f justice : proceeding from the first general complaint or original writ, through
all the stages of process, to compel the defendant's appearance ; and of pleading,
or formal allegation on the one side, and excuse or denial on the other; wi_h the
examination of the validity of such complaint or excuse, upon demurrer; or the

(_) Stat. 33 Hen. VII. c. 89, _ 74. (o) Skin. 257.
{_) 10 Rep. 55, 5b. (_) Co. Lltt. 290.

is But the writ of scire fadas for the ordinary purpose of reviving a judgment, now
e_lled a "writ of reviver," is retained. During the lives of the partms to a judgment; or
those of them, during whose lives execution may at present issue within a year and a day
without a _arv facw_; and within six years from the recovery of the judgment, execution
may now, howsver, issue without revival of the judgment. Com. Law Prec. Act, 1852,
B 128. --STEwarT.
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truth of the facts alleged and denied, upon/ssue joined, and its several t_ ials; to
the judgment or sentence of the law, with respect to the nature -rod amount of
the redress to be specifically given : till, after considering the suspension of that
judgment by writs in the nature of appeals, we have arrived at its final execu.
tion; which puts the party in specific possession of his right by the intervention
of ministerial officers, or else gives him an ample satisfaction, either by equiva-
lent damages, or by the confinement of his body who is guilty of the injury
complained of.

This care and circumspection in the law,--in providing that no man's right
shall be affected by any legal proceeding without giving him previouq notice,
and yet that the debtor shall not by receiving such notice take occasion to escape
from justice ; in requiring that every complaint be accurately and precisely ascer-
tained in writing, and be as pointedly and exactly answered ; in clearly stating
the question either of law or of _act; in deliberately resolving the former ai%er
full argumentative discussion, and indisputably fixing the latter by a diligent
and impartial trial ; in correcting such errors as may have arisen in either of
those modes of decision, from accident, mistake, or surprise ; and in finally en-
forcing the judgment, when nothing can be alleged to impeach it ;--this anxiety
to maintain and restore to every individual the enjoyment of his civil rights,
without intrenching upon those of any other individual in the nation, r._ou
this parental solicitude *which pervades our whole legal constitution, is L _
the genuine offspring of that spirit of equal liberty wlaich is the singular felicity
of Englishmen. At the same Ume it must be owned to have given a handle, in
some degree, to those complaints of delay in the practice of the taw, which are
not wholly without foundation, but are greatly exaggerated beyond the truth.
There may be, it is true, in this, as in all other departments of knowledge, a fi)w
unworthy professors; who study the science of chicane and sophistry rather
than of truth and justice; and who, to gratify the spleen, the dishonesty and
wilfulness of their clients, may endeavour to screen the guilty, by an unwar-
rantable use of those means which were intended to protect the innocent. Bu_
the frequent disappointments, and the constant discountenance, that they meet
with in the courts of justice, have confined these men (to the honour of this
age be it spoken) both in number and reputation to indeed a very despicable
compass.

_/et some delays there certainly are, and must unavoidably be, in the conduct
of a suit, however desirous the parties and their agents may be to come to a
speedy determination. These arise from the same original causes as were men-
tioned in examining a former complaint ;(q) from liberty, property, civility, com-
merce, and an extent of populous territory : which, whenever we are willing to
exchange for tyranny, poverty, barbarism, idleness, and a barren desert, we may
then enjoy the same despatch of causes that is so highly extolled in some
foreign countries. But common sense and a little experience will convince us,
that more time and circumspection are requisite in causes where the suitors
have valuable and permanent rights to lose, than where their property is trivial
and precarious, and what the taw gives them to-day may be seized by their
prince to-morrow. In Turkey, says Montesquieu,(r) where little regard is shown
to the lives or fortunes of the subject, all causes are quickly decided : the basha
on a summary hearing, orders which party he pleases to be bastinadoed, an4
then sends them about their business. But in *free states the trouble,
expense, and delays of judicial proceedings are the,price that every sub- [*424
jec_ pays for his liberty : and in all governments, he adds, the formalities of law
increase, in proportion to the value which is set on the honour, the fortune, the
liberty and life of the subject.

From these principles it might reasonably follow, that the English courts
hould be more subject to delays than those of other nations; as they set a

greater value on life, on liberty, and on property. But it is our peculiar felicity
to enjoy the advantage, and yet to be exempted from a proportionable share of
the burden. For the course of the civil law, to which most other nations con-

(,)S_pag-a27. (,)Sp.12b.%¢.2.
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form their practice, is much more tedious than ours ; for proof of which I neeci
only appealto the suitors of those courts in England, where the practice of the
Roman law is allowed in its full extent. And particularly in France, not only
our Fortescue(s) accuses (on his own knowledge) their courts of most unex.
ampled delays in administering justice ; but even a writer of their own(t) has
not scrupled to testify, that there were in his time more causes there depending
than in all :Europe besides, and some of them a hundred years old. :But (not to
enlarge on the prodigious improvements which have been made in the celerity"
of justice by the disuse of real actions, by the statutes of amendment and jeo-
fails,(u) and by other more modern regulations, which it now might be indelicate
to remember, but which posterity will never forget) the time and attendance
afforded by the judges in our English courts are also greater than those of
many other countries. In the Roman calendar there were in the whole year
but twenty-eight judicial or tr_crbial(w) days allowed to the praetor ibr deciding
causes :(x) whereas, with us, one-fourth of the year is term-time, in which three
courts constantly sit for the despatch of matters of law i besides the very close

"425] attendance of the court of chancery for determining *suits in equity,and the numerous courts of assize and nisiprius that sit in vacation for
the trial of matters of fact. Indeed, there is no other country in the known
world, that hath an institution so commodious and so adapted to the despatch
of causes, as our trial by jury ill those courts for the decision of iacts ; in no
other nation under heaven does justice make her progress twice in each year
into almost every pal_ of the kingdom, to decide upon the spot by the voice of
the people themselves the disputes of the remotest provinces.

And here this part of our commentaries, which regularly treats only of re-
dress at the common law, would naturally draw to a conclusion. :But, as the
pivceedings in the courts of equity are very different from those at common
law, and as those courts are of a very general and extensive jurisdiction, it is
in some measure a branch of the task I have undertaken, to give the student
some general idea of the forms of practice adopted by those courts. These will
therefore be the subject of the ensuing chapter.

CHAPTER XXVII.

OF PROCEEDINGS IN THE COURTS OF EQUITY.

*BY.FORE We enter on the proposed subject of the ensuing chapter,
*426] viz., the nature and method of proceedings in the courts of equity, it
will be proper to recollect ....the observations which were made in the beginning
of this book(a) on the principal tmbunals of that kind, acknowledged by the
constitution of England i and to premise a few remarks upon those particular
causes, wherein any of them claims and exercises a sole jurisdiction, distine*_
l_om and exclusive of the other. _

(s) De Zaud. LZ. e. 53. (w)Otherwise called die,_ fastt in quibu¢ licebat _at o_
(*) Bodm. de republ. L 6, c. 6. .faro tr_a verba_ do, dace, addwo. Calv. _ 285,

(u) See page 407. (z) Spelman of the Terms, _ 4_ e. 2.
(a) Pages 45_ 50_ 78.

a That the courts of equity an_ courts of law are not opposed to each other, and often
"_oncur in the exercise of their powers, to promote the ends of substantial justice, is not
now disputed. It is said that matters of fact should be left to courts of law for the de.

eision of. a .iury, (1 Ridgway's. Parl.,, Car. 9;) and issues are oftentames" directed" for thatpurpose, yet "there is no doubt, says lord Eldon, "that according to the constitution
of this court it may take upon itself the decision of every fact put in issue upon the re-
cord." And again, "This court has a right (to be exercised very tenderly and sparingly)
of deciding without issues." 9 Ves. 168. The general rule is that a court of equity will
never exercise jurisdiction over criminal proceedings. Yet in a case where the plaintil_
indicted defendant's agent at the sessions, where the plaintiffs themselves were _udges.
for a breach of th_ peace, lord Hardw_cke made an order to restrain the prosecution till
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I have already(b) attempted to trace (though very concisely) the hal cry, rise
and progress of the extraordinary eourt_ or court of equity, in chancery The
same jurisdiction is exercised, and the same system of redress pro-sued, in the

0) Page50,$_e.

after hearing of the cause and further order; and where a bill is brought to quiet pos-
session, if the plaintiff afterwards prefer an indictment for forcible entry, this court will
stop the proceedings upon such indictment. 2 At, k. 302. The court of chancery has no
julasdiction to prevent a crime, except in the protection of infants. Therefore it is said
that the publication of a libel cannot be restrained. 2 Swan. 413. _Nor will the court
compel a discovery in aid of criminal proceedings. 2 Ves. 398. The court of chancery
has a concurrent jurisdiction with the admiralty, (Gilb. Eq. Rep. 228,) and may repeal
rotters of reprisal after a peace, though there is a clause m the patent that no treaty of
pea_e shall prejudice it. 1 Vern. 34. So eqmty may relieve afterw_dict in King's Bench
or Common Pleas, and even grant a perpetual injunction after fi, e trials at law on the
same point, and verdicts the same way ; but equity is very tender in the exercise of this
power. 2 P. W. 425. 10 Med. 1. And a court of equity wdl not review the orders of
the Exchequer as a court of revenue; nor interfere where that court, as a court of
revenue, is competent to decide the subject-matter. 3 Rldgw. P. C. 80.

Matters arunng out of .England.--A question concerning the right and title to the Isle of
Man may be determined in a court of chancery. 1 Ves. 202. Where the defendant is
in England, though the cause of suit arose in the plantations, if the bill be brought here,
the court agens mpersonam may, by compulsion of the person, force him to do just:ce ; for
the jurisdiction of the chancellor is not ousted, (3 Atk. 589. See 1 Jac. & W. 27 ;) and
this although in general all questions respecting real estates belong to the country where
they are situate. Elliott vs. Lord Minto, 6 Mud. 16.

1st. It is assistant to the common law by remowng legal impediments to a fair d,;cision
of a question depending in those courts ; as preventing the setting up of outstanding
terms, &c. 5 Mad. 428. 2 J. & W. 391.

2d. It acts concurrently with the common law by compelling a discovery which may
enable these courts to decide according to the real iacts and justice of the case; as where
the discovery is to ascertain whether the defendant did not promise to marry, (Forrcst,
Rep. 42 ;) or to disprove the defendant's plea, that he had made no promise wltlun six
y_rs, and to compel him to state whether he has not promised within that time, (5 Mad.
331;) but he has a right to protect himself in equity by the statute of limitations from
a discovery as to the original constitution of the debt, or whether it has since been paid.
5 Mad. 331. So he may be reqmred to disclose whether he is an ahen or not, (2 Ves.
Sen. 287, 494 ;) but where a discovery would subject a party to penalty or forfeiture it is
not to be obtained, (1 Ves. 56. 2 Ch. Rep. 68. 2 Ark. 392. 2 Ves. 265. 1 Eq. Abr 131,
p. 10;) except in cases under the stock-jobbing act, (7 Gee. II. c. 8, s. 1, 2 Marsh Rep.
125,) and some other particular provisions. Nor will the court compel a discovery In aid
of criminal proceedings. 2 Ves. 398. V_de _itf. P1. 150. It exercises concurrent
jurisdiction in perpetuating testimony in danger of being lost before it can be used; by

preserving property during lltigatmn ; by counteracting fraudulent judgments ; by set.
ting bounds to oppressive litigation; and in cases of fraud, accident, mistake, account,
partition, and dower.

3d. It claims exclvzive jurisd_ctwn in matters of trust and confidence, and whenever, upon
the principles of universal justice, the interference of a court of judicature is necessary
to prevent a wrong, and the posltive law is silent. 1 Fonb. Eq. p. 9, n. (f.)

The matters over which the court of chancery maintains an equitable jurisdiction haw_
been arranged in the following alphabetical order; and, as this analysis has the return
mendation of practical utihty, we shall proceed to embody the principal rulee and de
eisions under each head respectively.

1st. ACCIDENT ANn MISTAKE,

2d. ACCOUNT.
3d. FRAUn.
4th INFANTS.
5th. SPECIFIC PERFOR_IANCE OF .AGREEMENTS,

6th. TRUSTS.
1st. ACClDENT A_D Mrsrazs.--By accident is meant, where a case is distinguished fron

others of the like nature by unusual circumstances ; for the court of chancery cannot
control the maxims of the common law, because of general inconvenience; but only
where the observation of a rule is attended with some unusual and particular inconve-
nience. 10 Mud. 1.

1. _0nds, &c.--Equity will relieve against the loss of deeds (3 _¢. & B. 54) or bonds, (5
Ves 235. 6 Ves. 81",) but not if the bond be voluntary. 1 Ch. Ca. 7"T. It _ill also se
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equity court of the exchequer; with a distinction, ho_e rer, as to some few mat
ters, peculiar to each tribunal, and in which the other cannot interfere. And,
first, of those peculiar to the chancery.

up a bond so lost, or destroyed, against sureties, though the principal be out of the juris-
diction. 3 Ark. 93. 1 Ch. Ca. 77. 9 Ves. 464. Bonds made _oint,instead of several,
may be modified according to intent m some cases. 2 Atk. 38. 9 Ves. 118. 17 Yes.
514. 1 :_Iemv. 564.

l_vu_lanes, &c.--Equity will ascertain the boundaries, or fix the value, where lands
have been intermixed by unity of possession. 2 ]_[eriv. 507. 1 Swanst. 9. So to dis-
tinguish eopyhold frc_,u freehold lands within the manor. 4 Ves. 180. Nels. 14.

t'enall_e_, .Forfcltures. a :., incurred by accident, are relieved against, (2 Vern. 594. l
_tra. 453. 1 Bro. C. C. 418. 2 Sch. & Left 685,) where the thing may be done after
wards, or a compensation made for it. 1 Ch. Ca. 24. 2 Ventr. 352. 9 _od. 22. 18 Ves
63. But no relief is given in the case of a voluntary compomtion payable at a fixed
period. Ambl. 33-° . See 1 ¥ern. 210. fi Atk. 527. 3 Ark. 585. 16 Ves. 372. Equit:_
will not relieve against the payment of stipulated, or, as they are someUmes called, liqui
dated, damages, (2 Atk. 194. Finch. 117. 2 Cha. Ca. 198. 6 Bro. P. C. 470. 1 Cox. 27
2 Bos. & P. 346. 3 Atk. 395;) and forfeitures under acts of parliament, or conditions in
law, which do not admit of compensation, or a forfeiture whmh may be considered as a
limitation of an estate, which determines it when it happens, cannot be relieved against
1 Bail & Bat. 373, 478. 1 Stra. 447, 452. Prec. Ch. 574.

M_stake.--A defective conveyance tocAantable uses is always aided, (1 Eden, 14. 2 Vern
755. Prec. Ch. 16. 2 Vern. 453. Hob. 136;) but neither a mistake in a fine (if after
death of conusor) or in the names m a recovery is supplied, especially against a pur-
ehasor, (2 Vern. 3. Ambl. 102,) nor an erroneous recovery in the manorial court. 1
Vern. 367. _lstakes in a deed or contract, founded on goodcovz_deratwn,may be rectified.
1 Ves. 317. 2 Atk. 203. And if a bargain and sale be made and not enrolled within six
months, equity will compel the vendor to make a good title by executing another bar-
gain and sale which may be enrolled. 6 Ves. 745. A conveyance defective in form may
be rectified, (1 Eq. Abr. 320. 1 P. W. 279,) even against assignees (2 Vern. 564. 1 Atk.
162. 4 Bro. C. C. 472) or against representatives. 1 Anst. 14. So defects in surrenders
of copyhold, (2 Vern. 564. Salk. 449. 2Vern. 151,) but not the omission of ibrmalities
re luired by act of parliament m conveyances. 5 Ves. 240. 3 Bro. C. C. 571. 13 ¥es.
58_. 15 Ves. 60. 6 Ves. 745. 11 Ves. 626. Defects in the mode of conveyance may
be remedied. 4 Bro. C. C. 382. So the executmn of powers. 2 P. Wins. 623. "

2d. Acco_'_,'T.--Mutual dealings and demands between parties, which are too complex
to be accurately taken by trial at law, may be adjusted in equity, (1 Seh. & Lefroy, 309.
13 Ves. 278, 279. 1 _[ad. Ch. 86, and note (i.);) but if the subiect be matter of set-offat
law, and capable of proof, a bill will not lie, (6 Ves. 136 ;) and the difficulty in adjusting
the account constitutes no legal objection to an action. 5 Taunt. 481. 1 ]_arsh. 115. 2
Camp. 238.

3d. FR_-n.--Equity has so great an abhorrence of fraud that it will set aside its own
decrees if founded thereupon; and a bill hes to vacate letters-patent obtained by fraud
13 Vin. Abr. 543, pl. 9. 1 Vern. 277. All deceitful practices and artful devices contrary
to the plain rules of common honesty are frauds at common law, and pumshable there,
but for some frauds or deceits there is no remedy at law, in which cases they are cog-
nizable in equity as one of the chmf branches of its original jurisdiction. 2 Ch. Ca. 103.
Finch, 161. 2 P. Wins. 270. 2 Vern. 189. 2 Ark. 324. 3 P. Wins. 130. Bndg. Ind.
tit. Fraud, pl. 1. Where a person is prevented by fraud from executing a deed, equity
will regard it as already done. 1 Jae. & W. 99.

1. Trustees are in no case permitted to purchase from themselves the trust estate, (1
Vern. 465,) nor their solicitor, (3 _[er. 200;) nor in bankruptcy are the commissioner_
(6 Ves. 617) or assignees, (6 Ves. 627,) nor their solicitors, (10 Ves. 381 ;) nor eommitte,,
or keeper of a lunatic, (13 Ves. 156,) nor an executor, (1 ¥es. & B. 170. 1 Cox, 134,)
nor governors of charities. 17 Ves. 500.

2dly. A_lorney and Chent.---Fraud in transactions between attorneys and client is guarded
td_ainst most watchfully. 2 Ves. Jr. 201. 1 Mad. Ch. 114, 115, 116.

3dly..[tears, Sa_Zors,&c.--Equity will protect improvident heirs against agreement_
bfn :ling on their future expectancms negotiated during some tem_oorary embarrassment,

rovided such agreement manifest great inadequacy of consideration. 1 Vern. 169. 2
ern. 27. 1 P. Wms. 310. 1 Bro. C. C. 1. 2 ¥es. 157. It will also set aside unequal

contracts obtained from sailors respecting their prize-money, (Newl. Cont. 443. 1 Wils
229. 2 Ves. 281, 516 ;) and the fourth sectmn of 20 Geo. III. c. 24 declares all bargains,
_,c. (.oncernmg any share of a prize taken from any of his majesty's enemies, &c. void.
i_/e Newl. Cont. 444.

4thly. Guar&an.--Fraud between guardian and ward is also the subject of strict oa K
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1. Upon the abolition of the court of wards, the car% which the crown wasbound to take as guardian of its infant tenants, was totally extinguished in uvery

lbodal view i but *resulted to the king in his court of chancery, together [*427with the general protection(c) of all other infants in the kingdom. When
(*)F. N.B.27.

niT_nce in the court of chancery. For the details under this head, see 1 book, eh. xvii.
and notes.

5thly. Injunctions.--In a modern work the subject of injunctions is considered under
the head of fraud, (see 1 Mad. Ch. 125 ;) but it seems to deserve a distinct consideration.
An injunction is a method by which the court of chancery interferes to prevent the (_)m-
mission of fraud and mischief. The exercise of this authority may be obtained,--lst. To
stay proceedings in other courts. 2d. To restrain infringements of patent. 3d. To stay
waste. 4th. To preserve copyright. 5th. To restrain negotiation of balls, &c. or the
transfer of stock. 6th. To prevent nuisances, and in most cases where the rights of
others are invaded and the remedy by action at law is too remote to prevent increasing
damage. See 1 Mad. Ch. 157 to 165. An injunction to stay proceedings at law does not
extend to a distress for rent, (1 Jae. & W. 392 ;) nor has equity any jurisdiction to stop
goods in transitu in any case ; nor will the court re,tram the sailing of a vessel for such
purpose by injunction. 2 Jac. & W. 349.

6thly. Bdls of Peace, which form an essentml check on litigation. 1 Bro. P. C. 266. 2
Bro. P. C. 217. Bunb. 158. 1 P. Wms. 671. Prec. Cha. 262. 1 Stra. 404. For this purpose
a perpetual injunction will be granted. See 10 !_od. 1. 1 Bro. P. C. 268. This bill
cannot hold m disputes between two persons only. 2 Atk. 483, 391. 4 Bro. C. C. 157
Vin. tit. Ch. 425, pl. 35. 3 P. Wins. 156.

7thly. Bdl qffnlerpleacler will lie to prevent fraud or injustice, where two or more parties
claim adversely to each other, from him m possession ; otherwise it will not lie, (1 Met.
405 ;) for an such case it is necessary the two claimants should settle thmr rights before
the person holding possession be required to give up to either. 2 Ves. Jr. 310. _Iitf. P1.
39. 1 Mad. Ch. 173. And, on the same prmclple,

8thly. Bdls or Writs of Certwram, to remove a cause from an inferior or incompetent
jurisdiction.

9thly. Bdls to peupetuate te_ttmon5' in danger of being lost before the right can be ascer-
tained.

10thly. Bills to discoverevidence in possession of defendant, whereof plaintiff would be
otherwise wholly deprived, or of deeds, &e. in defendant's custody.

llthly. BdIs of Qu_a T_met, for the purpose of preventing a possible future injury, and
thereby quieting men's minds and estates, &c. 1 Mad. Ch. 224. Newl. on Contr. 93,
493.

12thly. Bells for the delivering up of 1)eeds.--As where an instrument is void at common
law, as being against the pohcy of the law, it belongs to the jurisdiction of eqmty to
order it to be delivered up. 11 Ves. 535. In Mayor, &c. of Colchester vs. Lowton, lord
Eldon says, "My opinion has always been (differing from others) that a court of equity
has jurisdmtion and duty to order a void deed to be delivered up and placed with those
whose property may be affected by it, if it remains in other hands." 1 Ves. & B. 244.

13th. Bills for apportwnn_ent or eon_rlbutlonbetween persons standing in particular
relations one to another. 5 Ves. 792. 2 Freem. 97.

14th. For dower and part_twn.
15th. To establish moduses.
16th. Bills to marshal securities.
17th. Bills to secure property in litigation in other courts. And
18th and lastly. Bills to compel lords of manors to hold courts, or to admit copy

holders and bills to reverse erroneous judgments in copyhold courts. Vwle 1 Madd. Ch.
242 to 253.

4th. I_FA_Ts.--The protection and care which the court of chancery exercises over
infants have a/ready been incidentally noticed. V_de1 book, chs. xvi. xvii. and notes.

Wards of Oourt.--To make a child a ward of court, it is sufficient to file a bill ; and it is
a contempt to marry a ward of court, though the infant's f:_ther be living. Ambl. 301.
The court of chancery, representing the king as parens palri_, has jurisdiction to control
the right of the father to the possession of his infant; but the court of King's Bench has
not any portion of that delegated authority. The court of chancery will restrain the
father from removing his child, or doing any act towards removing it, out of the juris-
diction. So will the court refuse the possession of the child to its mother if she has
withdrawn herself from her husband. 10 Ves. 52. Co. Lift. 89, (a.) n. 70. 2 Fonb. Tr
Eq. 22,4, n. (a.) 2 Bro. C. C. 499. 1 P. Wins. 705. 4 Bro. C. C. 101. 2 P. Wins. 102. The
court retains its jurisdiction over th,_ property of a ward of court after twenty-one, if it
remains in court, and, if the ward marries, will order a t)roper settlement to be made, or
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therefore a fatherless child has no other guardian, the court of chancery has a
right to appoint one ; and from all p_oceedings relative thereto, an apt_oal lies
to_the house of lords. The com't of exchequer can only appoint a guardian ad
titem, to manage the defence of the infant if a suit be commenced against h,m;
a power which is incident to the jurisdiction of every court of justice :(d) but

(tt)CroJ_ 641. 2Leo163. T.Joues.90.

reform an improper one, unless the ward consents to the settlement either in court or
under a commission. 2 Sin1. & Stu. 123, n. (a.) In case the husband assign the property
of the wii_, who is a ward of court, it shall not prevail, but the court will direct even the
whole of the property m question to be settled on the wife and her children, and the
assignee will not be entitled even to the arrear of interest accrued since the marriage,
3 Ves. 506.

5th. SPECIFICPERFORMANCEOFACRSEM_NTs.--The jurisdiction of the courts of equity in
matters of this kind, though certainly as ancient as the reign of Edward IV., did not
obtain an unremsting and uniform acqmescence on the part of the public till many years
afterwards. See 1 Roll. Rap 354. 2 lb. 443. Latch. 172.

_ealt_j.--Thus equity enfbrces agreements for the pmchase of lands, or things which
relate to realties, but not (generally) those whmh relate to personal chattels, as the sale
of stock, corn, hops, &c.: in such cases the remedy is ai law. 3 Atk. 383. Newl. Contr.
87.

That which is agreed to be done is in equity considered as already done, (2 P. Wms
"9-2°2;)and therefore when a husband covenants on his marriage to make a settlement
charged upon his lands, which he is aiterwards prevented from completing by sudden
death, the heir shall make satisfaction of the settlement out of the estate, lb. 233.

.Personalty.--In agreements, with penalties for the breach of them, it is necessary to
distinguish the cases of a penalty intended as a security for a collateral object from those
where the contract itself has assessed the damages which the party is to pay upon his doing
or omitting to do the particular act. In these latter cases equity will not interfere either
to prevent or to enforce the act in question, or to restrain the recovery of damages after
they have become due; but in the former, where it plainly appears that the specific
performance of that act was the primary obiect of the agreement, and the penalty
intended merely to operate as a collateral security for its being done, though at law the
party might make his election e_ther to do the particular act or to pay the penalty, a
court of equity will not permit him to exercise such right, but will compel him to per-
form the object of the agreement. Newl. Contr. cap. 17. Thus, as the principle whereon

specific performance of agreement relating to personals is refused is that there is as
complete a remedy to be obtained at law, therefore, where a party sues merely on a
memorandum of agreement, (a mere memorandum not being regarded as valid at law,)
a court of equity will give relief; ibr equity suffers not a right to be without a remedy.
3 Ark. 382, 385. But it is only where the legal remedy is inadequate or defective that
courts of equity interfere. 8 Ves. 163. Equity walt not enforce an agreement for the
transt_r of stock, (10 Ves. 161 ;) but it has been held that a bill will lie for performance
of agreement for purchase of government-stock where it prays for the delivery of the
certi.ficateswhich give the legal title to stock. 1 Sim. & Stu. 590. And it seems the court
will entertain a suit for the specific performance of a contract for the purchase of a debt.
5 Price, 325. So to sell the good will of a trade and the exclusive use of a secret in
t_eing, (1 Sire. & Stu. 74 ;) but not without great caution. See 1 P. Wms. 181.

6th. TRusrs.--Trusts may be created of real or personal estate, and are either, 1st,
Express ; or, 2d, Implied. Under the head of implied trusts may be included all resulting
r_rusts, and all such trusts as are not express. Express trusts are created by deed or will.
Implied trusts arise in general by construction of law upon the acts or situation of par-
•Ses. 1 Mad. Cha. 446.

Lunatics.--The custody of the persons and estates of lunatics was a power not originally
,n the crown, but was given to it by statute for the benefit of the subject. 1 Ridgw. P.
C. 224; et vu/. 2 Inst. 14. And now, by the statute de prerogativCiregis, (17 Edw. 1I. c. 9 &
10, ) the king shall ha_,_ethe real estates of idiots to his own use, and he shall provide for
the safe keeping of the real estates of lunatics, so that they shah have a competent main-
tenance, and the residue is to be kept for their use. 1 Ridgw. P. C. 519, 535. A liberal
application of the property of a lunatm is made to secure every comfort his situation will
admit, (6 Ves. 8,) without regard to expectants on estate. 1 Ves. Jr. 297. The power of
the chancellor extends to making grants from t_me to time of the lunatic's estate, an(.
as this power is derived under the sign-manual, in wrtue of the prerogative of the crown,
the chancellor, who is usually invested with it, is responsible to the crown alone for the
right exercise of it. Per Ld. IIardw., 3 Ark. 635. It is said that since the revolution the
king has always granted the surplus profits of the es,ate of an idiot to some of his family
Ridgw. P. C. 51), App. no'e, (1.)
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when the interest of a minor comes before the court judicially, in the plogress
of a cause, or upon a bill for that purpose filed, either tribunal indiscriminately
will take care of the property of the int_ant.

2. As to idiots and lunatics : the king himself used formerly to commit the
custody of them to proper committee% in every particular case; but now, to
avoid solicitations and the very shadowy _f undue partiality, a warrant is issued
by the king(e) under his royal sign-m_tmml to the chancellor or keeper of hi_
seal to perform this office for him_ and, if he acts improperly in granting such
custodies, the complaint must be made to the king himself in council.(f) But
the previous proceedings on the commission, to inquire whether or no the party
be an idiot or a lunatic, are on the law side of the court of chancery, and can
only be rcdresa_l (if erroneous) by writ of error in the regular course of law."

(,) Seebook1.ch.8. (t) 3P.Wins.108. SeeReg.Br 267.

Charities.--The general controlling power of the come over charities does not extend to
a charity regulated by governors under a charter, unless they have also the management
of the revenues and abuse their trust ; which will not be presumed, but must be appa-
rent and made out by ewdence. 2 Ves. Jr. 42. The internal management of a charity is
the exclusive subject of visitorial jurisdictmn : but under a trust as to the revenue, abust
by misapphcation is controlled in chancery. 2 Ves. & B. 134.

_,'xecutors.--Where an executor has an express legacy, the court of chancery looks upoz,
him as a trustee with regard to the surplus, and will make him account, though the spiri-
tual court has no such power. 1 P. Vv'ms 7. And where an executor, who was directed ta
lay out the testator's personalty in the funds, unnecessarily sold out stock, kept large
balances in his hand, and resisted payment of debts by false pretences of outstanding
demands, he was charged with five per cent. interest and costs, but the court refused to
make rests in the account. 1 Jac. & W. 586. And see, on this subject, ante, 2 book,
ch. 32.

Marshalling Assets.---The testator's whole personal property, whether devised or not, is
assets both in law and equity, to which creditors by simple contract, or of any higher
order, may have recourse for the satisfaction of their demands. But the testator may,
by clear and explicit words, exempt his personalty from payment of debts as against the
devisee of his realty, though not as against creditors. The rule in equity is, that in case
even of a specialty debt the personal assets shall be first applied, and ff deficient, and
there be no devise for payment of debts, the heir shall then be charged for assets de-
scended. 2 Atk. 426, 434. For lands are in equity a favoured fund, insomuch that the
heir at law or devisee of a mortgagor may demand to have the estate mortgaged by such
deviser himself, cleared out of the personalty. Vin. Abr. tit. Heir, U. pl. 35. 1 Ark. 487.
.and a specific devisee of a mortgaged estate is entitled to have it exonerated out of real
assets descended. 3 Atk. 430, 439. But at law there is no such distinction of t_vour
shown to lands: a bond-creditor may if he please proceed immediately against the heir
without suing the personal representative of his deceased debtor. As to the order in
which real assets shall be applied in equity for payment of debts, (after exhausting the
personal effects, supposing them not exempted,) the general rule is. first to take lands
devised simply for that purpose, then lands descended, and lastly estates specifically de_
rind, even though they are generally charged with the payment of debts. 2 Bro. 263.

Equitable assets are such as at law cannot be reached by a creditor as a devise in trust
to pay debts of an equity of redemption subject to a mortgage in fee, or where the de-
scent is broken by a devise to sell for the payment of debts. 1 Vern. 411. 1 Ch. Ca. 128.
n. 2 Atk. 290. But lands so devised, subject to a mortgage for years, are legalassets.

//an£_rupt_.--See the consolidatmn act, (6 Gee. IV. c. 16,) commencing its operation
with the present year, and the decisions applicable to its several enactments, ante, 2 book,
eh. 31.---_HITTY.

By star. 9 Geo. IV. c. 41, s. 41, all persons wheresoever in England (not keeping
A'censed houses, and not being relatives, or a committee ap.pointed by the lord chancellor)
receiving into their exclusive care and maintenance any insane person or persons, or re-
presented or alleged to be insane, are required, under pain of misdemeanour, to have a
certificate of insanity, an order for reception of every such person so received after 1st
of August, 1828, and to transmit copies thereof within five days to the office of metro-
polit_n commissioners in lunacy, to be marked "private return," and also forthwith to
give notice of the death or removal of any such person.

And bv s. 36 of the same statute, the persons by whose authority any patient shall be
_elivered into the care of the keeper of any hcensed house for the reception of the in-
sane, are, under like pain, required in person, or by some other person appointed in
writing under hand and seal, to visit such person ohce at least every slx months during
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3. The kiz, g, as patens putrid, has the general superintendence of all charit_esj
which he exercises by the keeper of his conscience, the chancellor. And there-
fore whenever it is necessary, the attorney-general, at the relation of some in
formant, (who is usually called the relator,) files ex o_cio an information in the
court of chancery to have the charity properly established. :By statute also 48
Eliz. c 4, authority is given to the lord chancellor or lord keeper, and to tim

chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, respectively, to grant *commis-
*t28] sions under their several seals, to inquire into any abuses of charitable
donations, and rectify the same by decree; which may be reviewed in the
respective courts of the several chancellors, upon exceptions .taken thereto.
But, though this is done in the petty-bag office in the court of chancery, because
the commission is there returned, it is not a proceeding at _gmmon law, but
treated as an original cause in the court of equity. The evidence below is not
taken down in writing, and the respondent in his answer to the exceptions may
allege what new matter he pleases; upon which they go to proof, and examine
witnesses in writing upon all the m'ttters in issue: and the court may decree
the respondent to pay all the costs, though no.. such authority is gl"ven by the
statute. And as it is thus considered as an original cause throughout, an appeal
lies of course from the chancellor's decree to the house of peers,(g) notwithstand-
ing any loose opinions to the contrary.(h)'

4. :By the several statutes relating to bankrupts, a summary jurisdiction is
given to the chancellor in many matters consequential or previous to the com-
missions thereby directed to be issued9 from which the statutes give no appeal. 4

On the other hand, the jurisdiction of the court of chancery doth not extend
to some causes wherein relief may be had in the exchequer. :No information
can be brought, in chancelT, for such mistaken charities as are given to the
ging by the statutes for suppressing superstitious uses. :Nor can chancery give
any relief against the king, or direct any act to be done by him, or make any
decree disposing of or affecting his property; not even in cases where he is a
royal trustee.(/) 5 Such causes must be determined in the court of exchequer,

*_29] as a court of revenue; which alone has power *over the king's treasulT,
and the officers employed in its management : unless where it properly

(a) I)11ke's Char. Uses, 62, 128. Corporation of Barford vs. (,) tIuggms w. York Buildings' Company, Cane 24 Oct,
I_nthal, Ca_w. 9 May, 1743. 17,t0. Reeve vs. Attor_my_General, (?anc. 27 Nov. 174L

(h) 2 YelTa.118. L_ghtboun vs. Attorney-General, Cane. 2 May, 1743.

his confinement, and to enter, in the journal kept at such houses for registering the visits
of the commissioners, the date of such visit.--CHITTV.

The proceedings of the court of chancery in the exercise of this branch of its jarls.
dictmn are now regulated by the statute 16 & 17 Vict. c. 70, called "The Lunacy Regu_
lation Act, 1853."--KERm

8The latest and most Important piece of legislation on this subject is "The Charitable
Trusts Act, 1853," of whmh the professed object is to secure the due administration of
charitable trusts, and in certain cases a more beneficial application of charitable funds
than that previously m operation.--KERm

The summary jurisdiction of the court of equity in cases of bankruptcy must be per-
sonally exercised by the chancellor, lord keeper, or the lords commissioners of the great
aeal. 2 Woodd. 400.--C_RISTIAN.

But, by stat. 1 & 2 W. IV. c. 56, this jurisdiction was transferred to the court &bank-
_upt_y.---STEWART.

5Where the rights of the crown are concerned, if they extend only to the superin-
tendence of a pubhc trust, as in the case of a charity, the king's attorney-general may
be made a party to sustain those rights ; and, in other cases where the crown is not in
possession, a title vested in it is not impeached, and its rights only incidentally con°
cerned. It has generally been considered that the king's attorney-general may be made
a party m respect of those rights ; and the practice has been accordingly. 1 P. Wms. 445.
But where the crown is in possessmn, or any title is vested in it which the suit seeks to
divest, or i*_ rights are the immediate and sole object of the suit, the application must
be to the ki_:g, by petition of right, (Reeve vs. Attorney-General, mentioned in Penn vs.
Lord Ba]t.lmore, 1 Ves. 445, 446,) upon which, however, the crown may refer it to the
chancellor to do right, and may direct that the attorney-general shall be made a party to
a suit for that purpose. The queen has also the same prerogative, 2 Roll. Abr. 213.
_¢Iitf. Treat. on Plead'ngs in Cha_ cery.----CHRISTI_N.
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belongs to the duchy court of Lancaster, which hath also a similar jurisdiction
as a court of revenue, and, like the other, consists of both a court of law and a
court of equity.

in all other matters, what is said of the court of equity in chancery will be
equally applicable to the other courts of equity. Whatever difference there
may be in the ibrms of practice, it arises from the different constitution of their
officers: or, if they differ in any thing more essential, one of them must certainly
be wrong; for truth and justice are always uniform, and ought equally to be
adopted by them all.

Let us next take a brief, but comprehensive, view of the general nature of
equity, as now understood and practised in our several courts of judicature. I
have formerly touched upon it,(k) but imperfectly: it deserves a most complete
explication. Yet as nothing is hitherto extant, that can give a stranger a tole-
rable idea of the courts of equity subsisting in :England, as distinguished from
the courts of law, the compiler of these observations cannot but attempt it with
diffidence : those who know them best are too much employed to find time to
write; and those who have attended but little in those courts must be often at
a loss for materials.

:Equity, then, in its true and genuine meaning, is the soul and spirit of all law
positive law is construed: and rational la_ is made, by it. In this, equity is
synonymous to justice; in that, to the true sense and sound interpretation of
the rule. But the very terms of a court of equity, and a court of law, as con-
trasted to each other, are apt to confound and mislead us : as if the one judged
without equity, and the other was not bound by any law. Whereas every defi-
nition or illustration to be met with, which now draws a line between the two

jurisdictions, by setting law and equity *in opposition to each other, [*430
will be found either totally en*oneous, or erroneous to a certain degree.

1. Thus in the first place it is said,(/) that it is the business of a court oI
equity in England to abate the rigour of the common law. But no such power
is contended for. Hard was the case of bond-creditors whose debtor devised

away his real estate; rigorous and unjust the rule which put the devisee in a
better condition than the heir;(m) yet a court of equity had no power to inter-
pose. Hard is the common law still subsisting, that land devised, or descend-
ing to the heir, shall not be liable to simple contract debts of the ancestor or
devisor,(n) although the money was laid out in purchasing the very land ; and
that the father shall never immediately succeed as heir to the real estate of the
son ;(o) but a court of equity can give no relief'; though :in both these instances
the artificial reason of the law, arising from feodal principles, has long ago en-
tirely ceased. The like may be observed of the descent of lands to a remote
relation of the whole blood, or even their escheat to the lord, in preference to
the owner's half-brother ;(p) and of the total stop to all justice, by causing the
parol to demur(q) whenever an infant is sued as heir, or is party to a real action.
In all such cases of positive law, the courts of equity, as well as the courts of
law, must say, with Ulpian,(r) "hoc quidem perquam durum est, sed ira lex scripta
est."

2. It is said,(s) that a court of equity determines according to the spirit of
the rule, and not according to the strictness of the letter. But so also does a
court of law. Both, for instance, are equally bound, and equally profess, to in.
terpret statutes according to the true intent of the legislature. In general law
all eases cannot be foreseen, or, if foreseen, cannot be expressed: some will

arise that will fall within the *meaning, though not within the words, ['431
of the legislator; and others, which may fall within the letter, may be
contrary to his meaning, though not expressly excel_ted. These cases, thus out
of the letter, are often said to be within the equity, of an act of parliament;
and so cases within the letter are freqlmntly out of the equity. Here by effuity

lk) Book 1. introd. _ 2, 3, ad calc. (_) Ibld p _7.
:) Lord Kmms, Prmc. of Eqmty, 44. (g) Bee page 300.(_) Ff. 40 9,12

W)Seebooki_.oh.2S,p.378. (.__ _im_ lh._. of rr,q_it-y,IN.m) Itn& v.h. 1.5,pages 243, 244; oh. _. p. _'7.
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we mean nothing but the sound interpretation of the law; though the words of
the law itself may be too general, too special, or otherwise inaccurate or dei_ct-
ive. These then are the cases which, as Grotius(t) says, "lex non exacte definit,
seal arbitrio boni vir_ permittit;" in order to find out the true sense and meaning
of the lawgiver, from every other topic of construction. But there is not a
single rate of interpreting laws, whether equitably or strictly, that is not equally
used by the judges in the courts both of law and equity: the construction must
ill both be the same : or, if they differ, it is only as one court of law may also
happen to differ from another. Each endeavours to fix and adopt the true sense
of the law in question; neither can enlarge, diminish, or alter that sense in a
single title.

_. Again, it hath been said(u) that fraud, accident, and trust are the proper
and peculiar objects of a court of eqmty. But every kind of fraud is equally
cognizable, and equally adverted to, in a court of law; and some frauds are
cognizable only there : as i_aud in obtaining a devise of lands, which is always
sent out of the equity courts to be there determined. Many accidents are also
sapphed in a court of law ; as, loss of deeds, mistakes in receipts or accounts,
wrong payme_lts, deaths which make it impossible to perform a condition lite-
rally, and a multitude of other contingencies : and many cannot be relieved
e_ cn in a court of equity; as, if by accident a recovery is ill suffered, a devise
ill executed, a contingent remainder destroyed, or a power of leasing omitted
in a family settlement. A technical trust, indeed, created by the limitation of a

*432] second use, was forced into *the courts of equity in the manner for-
merly mentioned ;(w) and this species of trust, extended by inference

and construction, have ever since remained as a kind of peculium in those
courts. But there are other trusts which are cognizable in a court of law; as
deposits, and all manner of bailments; and especially that implied contract, so
highly beneficial and useful, of having undertaken to account for money re-
ceived to another's use,(x) which is the ground of an action on the case almost as
universally remedial as a bill in equity.

4. Once more : it has been said that a court of equity is not bound by r_ules
or precedents, but acts from the opinion of the judge,(y) founded on the circum-
stance of every particular case. Whereas the system of our courts of equity
is a laboured, connected system, governed by established rules, and bound down
by precedents from which they do not depart, although the reason of some of
them may perhaps be liable to objection. Thus, the refusing a wife her dower
in a trust-estate,(z) y_t allowihg the husband his curtesy; the holding the
penalty of a bond to be merely a security for the debt and interest, yet con-
sidering it sometimes as the debt itself, so that the interest shall not exceed that
penalty ;(a) the distinguishing between a mortgage at five per cent. with a clause
of a reduction to four if the interest be regularly paid, and a mortgage at four per
cent. with a clause of enlargement to five if' the payment of the interest be
deferred; so that the former shall be deemed a conscientious, the latter an
11nrighteous, bargain .'(b) all. these,.. and other cases that might be instanced, are

_,A_ plainly rules of positive law, supported only by *the reverence that is
[ _n shown, and generally very properly shown, to a series of former determi-

nations, that the rule of property may be uniibrm and steady. Nay, sometimes a
precedent is so strictly ibllowed that a particular judgment founded upon special
circumstances(c) gives rise to a general rule.

In short, if' a court of equity in England did really act as many ingenious
writers have supposed it (from theory) to do, it would rise above all law, either
common or statute, and be a most arbitrary legislator in every particular case.

(t) De_quztate,_3. foot. What an uncertain measure would tins be! One
(_) 1 Roll Abr. 374. 4 Inst. 84_ 10. Meal. 1. chancellor has a long foot, another a short foot, a third an
(_)Book n ch 20. lnchfferent foot. It m the same tinng with the chancellol_s
(z) See page lb3. conscmnce"
(_) Th_s is stated by Mr. Selden (Table-Talk, tit. _quity) (s) 2 P. Wms 640. See book iL page 337.

with more pleasantry than truth "For law we have a (a) Sulk. 154
measure, and know what to tl ust to: equtty is according to (b) 2 _,_ern. 289, 316. 3 Atk. 520.
the consclenas of Into that is chaneeDor; and as that is (o) See the case of l_oster and Munt (1 Verm 473) with
larger and narrower_ so is equity. '2hs all one as if they regard to the undlsposed residuum of personal estatoa
mhould make the standard for the measur_ _ chancellvx's
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No wonder they are so often mistaken. Grotius, or Puffendorf, or any other
of the great masters of jurisprudence, would have been as little able to discover
by their own light the system of a court of equity in England as the system of
a court of law i especially as the notions before mentioned of the character,
power, and practice of a court of equity were formerly adopted and propagated
(though not with approbation of the thing) by our principal antiquaries and
lawyers, Spelman,(d) Coke,(e) Lambard,(f) and Selden, (g) and even the great
Bacon(h) himself. But this was in the infancy of our courts of equity, before
their jurisdiction was settled, and when the chancellors themselves, partly fi_om
their ignorance of taw, (being frequently bishops or statesmen,) partly from
ambition or lust of power, (encouraged by the arbitrary urine;hies of the a_e
they lived in,) but principally from the narrow and unjust de_cisions of t_e
courts of law, had arrogated to themselves such unlimited authority as hath
totally been disclaimed by their successors for now above a century past. The
decrees of a court of equity were then rather in the nature of awards formed
ou the sudden pro re nata with more probity of intention than knowledge of the
subject, *founded on no settled principles, as being never designed, and
therefore never used, for precedents. But the systems of jurisprudence [*434
in our courts, both of law and equity, are now equally artificial systems, founded
on the same principles of justice and positive law, but varied by different
usages in the forms and mode of their proceedings ; the one being originally de-
rived (though much reformed and improved) from the feodal customs as they
prevailed in different ages in the Saxon and Norman judicatures; the other (but
with equal improvements)from the imperial and pontifical formularies intro-
duced by their clerical chancellors.

The suggestion, indeed, of every bill to give jurisdiction to the courts of
equity (copied from those early times) is, that the complainant hath no remed 3-
at the common law. But he who should from the_ce conclude that no ease is
judged of in equity where there might have been relief at law, and at the
same time casts his eye on the extent and variety of the cases in our equity
reports, must think the law a dead letter indeed. The rules of property, rules
of evidence, and rules of interpretation in both courts are, or should be, exactly
the same ; both ought to adopt the best, or must cease to be courts of justice.
Formerly some causes, which now no longer exist, might occasion a different
rule to be followed in one court from what was afterwards adopted in the other,
as founded in the nature and reason of the thing; but the instant those causes
ceased, the measure of substantial justice ought to have been the same in both.
Thus, the penalty of a bond, originally contrived to evade the absurdity of those
monkish constitutions which prohibited taking interest for money, was there-
fore very pardonably considered as the real debt in the courts of law, when the
debtor neglected to perform his agreement for the return of the loan with
interest; fi)r the judges could not, as the law then stood, give judgment that
the interest should be specifically paid. But when afterwards the taking of
interest became legal, as the necessary companion of commerce,(/) nay, after

the statute of 37 Hen. VIII. c. 9 had declared the *debt or loan itself [*435
to be "the just and true intent" for which the obligation was given,
their narrow-minded successors still adhered wilfully and technically to the
letter of the antient precedents, and refused to consider the payment of prin-
cipal, interest, and costs as a full satisfaction of the bond. At the same _ime,
mole liberal men, who sat in the courts of equity, construed the instrument
according to its "just and true intent," as merely a security for the loan,
m which light it was certainly understood by the parties, at least aider
these determinations, and therefore this construction should have been uni-
versally received. So in mortgages, being only a landed as the other is _ per-
_onal security for the money lent, the payment of principal, interest, and eost_

(d) Qu_ tn summls tri_mnal_7m_ mult_ a le_um canon_ (*) See pages 54, 55.
decernunt j_dwe_, s_s (_i res e,x_ger_t)coh_be_azncelh, rlus (_ A_ chewn. 71, 72, 73.
e._ arb_trw ; nec ahter decret_s tenetur su_ cur_ ve_ sut (g) Ubi supra.
tps_u% qu_n, etucen_ _m,a r_t_one, recoqno_cat qu_evoluerd_ (_) De Augm. _ciem l. 8, ¢ ,Q
mut,¢_et &lzat proof _uzav_*tur 1Jrud_. Gloau, 108. (_) S_ book it. page 4k56.

VoL. 11.--20 _0,_
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ought at any time before judgment executed to have saved the forfeiture in a
court of law as well as in a court of equity. And the inconvenience as well ab
injustice of putting different constructions in different courts upon one and the
same transaction obliged the parliament at length to interfere, and to direct, by
the statutes 4 & 5 Anne, c. 16, and 7 Geo. II. c. 20, that, in the cases of bonds
and mortgages, what had long been the practice of the courts of equity should
also for the fhture be universally followed in the courts of law; wherein it had
before these statutes in some degree obtained a footing.(j)

Again: neither a court of equity nor of law can vary men's wills or agree-
ments, or (in other words) make wills or agreements fbr them. Both are to
nnderstand them truly, and therefore both of them uniformly. One court ought
not to extend, nor the other abridge, a lawihl provision deliberately settled by
the parties, contrary to its just intent. A court of equity, no more than a court
of law, can relieve against a penalty in the nature of stated damages ; as a rent
of 5l. an acre for ploughing up ant;cut meadow :(k) nor against a lapse of time,
where the time is material to the contract; as in covenants for renewal of leases.
Both courts will equitably construe, but neither pretends to control or change,
a lawful stipulation or engagement.

*The rules of decision are in both courts equally apposite to the sub-
"436] jects of which they take cognizance. Where the subject-matter is such
as requires to be determined secundum eequum et bonum, as generally upon actions
on the case, the judgments of the courts of law are guided by the most liberal

equity. In matters of positive mght," both courts must submit to. ,,and follow
those ant;cut and invariable maxims "qua_ relicta sunt et trad_ta. (1) Both
follow the law of nations, and collect it from history and the most approved
authors of all countries, where the question is the object of that law: as in the
case of the privileges of embassadors,(m) hostages, or ransom-bills.(n) In mer-
cantile transactions they follow the marine law,(o) and argue from the usages
and authorities received in all maritime countries. Where they exercise a con-
current jurisdiction, they both follow the law of the proper forum :(p) in matters
originally of ecclesiastical cognizance, they both equally adopt the canon or
imperial law, according to the nature of the subject;(q) and, if a question came
before either, which was properly the object of a foreign municipal law, they
would both receive information what is the rule of the eountry,(r) and would
both decide accordingly.

Such then being the parity of law and reason which governs both species of
courts, wherein (it may be asked) does their essential difference consist ? It
principally consists in the different modes of administering justice in each; in
the mode of proof, the mode of trial, and the mode of relief. Upon these, and
upon two other accidental grounds of jurisdiction, which were formerly driven
into those courts by narrow decisions of the courts of law, viz., the true con-
.43 v 1 struction of securities for money lent, and the form and effect *of a trust

"J or second use; upon these main pillars hath been gradually erected that
structure of jurisprudence which prevails in our courts of equity, and is inwardly
bottomed upon the same substantial foundations as the legal system which hath
hitherto been delineated in these commentaries; however different they may
appear in their outward form, from the different taste of their architects.

1. And, first, as to the mode of proof. When facts, or their leading circum-
stances, rest only in the knowledge of the party, a court of equity applies itself
to his conscience, and purges him upon oath with regard to the truth of the
transaction; and, that being once discovered, the judgment is the same in equity
as it would have been at law. :But, for want of this discovery at law, the courts
of equity have acquired a concurrent jurisdiction with every other court in all
matters of account.(s) As incident to accounts, they take a concurrent cog-
nizance of the administration of personal assets,(t) consequently of debts, lega*

Y) 2 Keb. 553, 555. Salk. 597. 6 Mod 11_ 60,101. (s) Rmord vs. Bettenham, Tr. 5 Gem III B.R.
_) 2 Atk 239 (o) So_ book 1. page 75 Book iL page_ 459, 461_ 45"/.

(|) De 3ure natur_e c_ntar_ per not atque dlr_re deberaus ; (lp) See book ii. page _13.
b" jut, _w_puh Roman_, qu_ rd_cla sunt et trad_ta. Cic. de {q) Ibid. 504.
f_q. L 3, ad talc (_) Ibid 463

(_) See book x page 253. (*) 1 Cha. Ca. $7. (_) 2 P Wu',a. t_
_OG
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eies, the distribution of the residue, and the conduct of executors and adminis-
trators.(u) As incident to accounts, they also take the concurrent jurisdiction
of tithes, and all questions relating thereto;(w) of all dealings in partnership,($)
and many other mercantile transactions; and so of bailiffs, receivers, factors t
and agents.(y) It would be endless to point out all the several avenues in
human affairs, and in this commercial age, which lead to or end in account_.

From the same fruitful source, the compulsive discovery upon oath, the courts
of equity have acquired a jurisdiction over almost all matters of fraud;(z) all
matters in the private knowledge of the party, which, though concealed, are
binding in conscience; and all judgments at law, obtained through such fraud
or concealment. And this, not by *impeaching or reversing the judg- r,_
ment itself, but by prohibiting the plaintiff from taking any advantage L .....
of a judgment obtained by suppressing the truth;(a) and which, had the same
fi,ets appeared on the trial as now are discovered, he would never have attained
at all2

2 As to the mode of trial. This is by interrogatories administered to the
witnesses, upon which their depositions are taken in writing, wherever they
happen to reside. If therefore the cause arises in a foreign country, and the
witnesses reside upon the spot; if, in causes arising in England, the witnesses
are abroad, or shortly to leave the kingdom; or if witnesses residing at home
are aged or infirm ; any of these cases lays a ground for a court of equity to
grant a commission to examine them, and (in consequence) 7to exercise the same
jurisdiction, which might have been exercised at law, if the witnesses could
probably attend.

3. With respect to the mode of relief. The want of a more specific remedy,
tl_an can be obtained in the courts of law, gives a concurrent jurisdiction to a
court of equity in a great variety of cases. To instance in executory agree-
ments. A court of equity will compel them to be carried into strict execution,(b)
unless where it is improper or impossible : instead of giving damages for their
non-performance. And hence a fiction is established, that what ought to be done
shall be considered as being actually done,(c) and shall relate back to the time
when it ought to have been done originally : and this fiction is so closely pur-
sued through all its consequences, that it necessarily branches out into many
rules of jurisprudence, which form a certain regular system. So of waste, and
other similar injuries, a court of equity takes a concurrent cognizance, in order
to prevent them by injunction.(d) Over questions that may be tried at law, in

a great multiplicity of actions, a court of equity assumes a *jurisdiction, ['43a
to prevent the expense and vexation of endless litigations and suits.(e)

(u) 2 Chg_Ca 152. (a) 3 P. Wins. 1_% Year-Book, 22 Edw. 1_r. 37, pl. 21
(w)l Eq. Ca Abr. 367. (b) Eq. Ca_Abr 16.
(z) 2 Vern 277. (¢) 3 P. Wins 215
(Y) Ibid 638 (_) 1 Cha Rep. 14. 2 Cha. Ca. 32.
(s) 2 Cha Ca. 46. (c) 1 Vern 30S. Prec Cha. 261. 1 P. Wins, 672. Strm 404,

6One material difference between a court of equity and a court of law as to the mode
of proof is thus described by lord chancellor Eldon :--" A defendant in a court of equity
has the protection arising from his own conscience in a degree in which the law does not

affect to give him protection. If he positively, plainly, and precisely denies the asser-tion, and one witness only proves it as positively, clearl), and precisely as it is denied,
and there is no circumstance attaching crecht to the assertion, overbalancing the credit
due to the denial as a positive denial, a court of equity will not act upon the testimony
of that witness. Not so at law. There the defendant is not heard. One witness proves
the case; and, however strongly the defendant may be inclined to deny it upon oath,
there must be a recovery against him." 6 Ves. Jr. 184._CnRISTIAN.

It is not correct that where a court of equity will grant a commission to examine wit-
nesses, whose attendance cannot be procured to give testimony in a court of common
law, it will in such case also grant relief. For though it is very usual to file a bill pray-
ing a discovery, and that a commission may be issued to examine witnesses who live
abroad, no doubt can be entertained that ff the bill proceeded to pray relief, and that
relief was such as _ court of law was fully competent to administer, a demurrer to the
bill would hold, unless it was a case vhere the courts exercise a concurrent jurisdiction -
_1_ RISTIAN,

,_07
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In various kinds of frauds it assumes a concurrent(f) jurisdiction, not only for
the sake of a discovery, but of a more extensive and specific relief: as by set.
ting aside fraudulent deeds,(g) decreeing reconveyances,(h) or directing an abso.
lute conveyance merely to stand as a security.(/) And thus, lastly, for the sake
of a more beneficial and complete relief by decreeing a sale of lands,(k} a court
of equity holds plea of all debts, encumbrances, and charges that may affect it
or issue thereout.

4. The true construction of secur/t/es for money lent is another fountain of
jurisdiction in courts of equity. When they held the penalty of a bond to be
the form, and that in substance it was only as a pledge to secure the repayment
of the sum bona fide advanced, with a proper compensation for the use, they laid
the foundation of a regular series of determinations, which have settled the
doctrine of personal pledges or securities, and are equally applicable to mort-
gages of real property. The mortgagor continues owner of the land, the mort-
gagee of the money lent upon it; but this ownership is mutually transferred,
and the mortgagor is barred from redemption if, when called upon by the mort-
gagee, he does not redeem within a time limited by the court; or he may when
out of possession be barred by length of time, by analogy to the statute 0¢
limitations.

5. The fo1_n of a trust, or second use, gives the courts of equity an exclusive
jurisdiction as to the subject-matter of all settlements and devises in that form,
and of all the long terms created in the present complicated mode of convey-
ancing. This is a very ample source of jurisdiction : but the trust is governed
• ann _ by very nearly the same rules, as would govern the estate in a court of
_vj. law,()l if no trustee was interposed', and *by a re .gular positive system

estabhshed in the courts of equity, the doctrine of trusts is now reduced to as
great a certainty as that of legal estates in the courts of the common law.

These are the principal (for I omit the minuter) grounds of the jurisdiction
at present exercised in our courts of equity: which differ, we see, very con-
siderably from the notions entertained by strangers, and even by those courts
themselves before they arrived to maturity ; as appears from the principles laid
down, and the jealousies entertained of their abuse, by our early juridical writers
cited in a former page ;(m) and which have been implicitly received and handed
down by subsequent compilers, without attending to those gradual accessions
and derelictions, by which in the course of a century this mighty river hath
imperceptibly shifted its channel. :Lambard in particular, in the reign of queen
Elizabeth, lays it down/n) that "equity should not be appealed unto, but only
in rare and extraordinary matters : and that a good chancellor will not arrogate
authority in every complaint that shall be brought before him upon whatsoever
suggestion : and thereby both overthrow the authority of the courts of common
law, and bring upon men such a confusion and uncertainty, as hardly any man
should know how or how long to hold his own assured to him." And certainly,
if a court of equity were still at sea, and floated upon the occasional opinion
which the judge who happened to preside might entertain of conscience in every
particular case, the inconvenience that would arise from this uncertainty would
be a worse evil than any hardship that could follow from rules too strict and in-
flexible. Its powers would have become too arbitrary to have been endured in
a country like this,(o) which boasts of being governed in all respects by law and
not by will. But since the time when Lambard wrote, a set of great and emi-
nent _lawyers,(p)who have successively held the great seal, have by degrees
erected the system of relief administered by a court of equity into a regular

"441] *science, which cannot be attained without study and experience, any
more than the science of law : but from which, when understood, it may

be known what remedy a suitor is entitled to expect, and by what mode of suit_
_s readily and with as much precision in a court of equity as in a court of law.

(Y) 2 P Wins 156 (z) 2 P Wins. 645, 668, 669.

(g) 1 Yern. 32. 1 P. Wins. 2;39. (_*)See page 433.
(a) 1 "germ 237. (u) Arche_an 71, 78
(¢) 2 Vern 84 (°} 2 P, Wins. 6u{i, 688.
(_) 1 Eq. Ca. Abr 837. (P) _o pages 54, 55, 56
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It were much to be wished, for the sake of certainty, peace, and justice, that
each corot would as far as possible follow the other, in the best and most effectual
rules for attaining those desirable ends. It is a maxim that equity follows the
law; and in former days the law had not scrupled to follow even that equity
which was laid down by the clerical chancellors. Every one who is conversant
in our ant;cut books, knows that many valuable improvements in the state of
our tenures (especially in leaseholds(q) and copyholds)(r) and the forms of ad-
ministering justice,(s) have arisen from this single reason, that the same thing
was constantly cffected by means of a subteens in the chancery. And sure there
cannot be a greater solecism, than that in two sovereign independent courts
established in the same country, exercising concurrent jurisdiction, and over tho
same subject-matter, there should exist in a single instance two different rules
of property, clashing with or contradicting each other.

It would carry me beyond the bounds of my present purpose to go ihrther
rote this matter. I have been tempted to go so far, because strangers are ap_
to be confounded by nominal distinctions, and the loose unguarded expressions
to be met with in the best of our writers; and thence to fbrm erroneous ideas
of the separate jurisdictions now existing in England, but which never were
separated in any other country in the universe. It hath also afforded me an

opportunity to vindicate, on the one hand, the justice of our *courts of [*442
law from being that harsh and illiberal rule, which many are too ready
to suppose it i and, on the other, the justice of our courts of equity from being
the resLtlt of mere arbitrary opinion, or an exercise of dictatorial power, which
rides over the law of the land, and corrects, amends, and controls it by the loose
and fluctuating dictates of the conscience of a single judge. It is now high time
to proceed to the practice of our courts of equity, thus explained, and thus under-
stood, s

The first commencement of a suit in chancery is by preferring a bill to the
lord chancellor, in the style of a petition; "humbly complaining showeth to
your lordship your orator A B, that," &c. This is in the nature of a declaration
at common law, or a libel and allegation in the spiritual courts : setting forth
the circumstances of the case at length, as, some fraud, trust, or hardship i "in
tender consideration whereof," (which is the usual language of the bill,) "and
for that your orator is wholly without remedy at the common law," relief is
therefore prayed at the chancellor's hands, and also process of subpozna against
the defendant, to compel him to answer upon oath to all the matter charged in
the bill• And, if it be to quiet the possession of lands, to stay waste, or to stop

roceedings at law, an injunction is also prayed, in the nature of an mterdictum
y the civil law, commanding the defendant to cease.

This bill must call all necessary parties, however remotely concerned in
interest, before the court; otherwise no decree can be made to hind them; and
must be signed by counsel, as a certificate of its decency and propriety. For it
must not contain matter either scandalous or impertinent: if it does, the defend-
ant may refuse to answer it, till such scandal or impertinence is expunged, which
is done upon an order to refer it to one of the officers of the court, called a m_ster
in chancery; of whom there are in number twelve, including the master of the
rolls, all of whom, so late as the reign of queen Elizabeth, were commonly doctors

of the civil *law.(s) The master is to examine the propriety of the bill : ['443
and if he reports it scandalous or impertinent, such matter must be struck
out, and the defendant shall have his costs ; which ought of right to be paid by

• the counsel who signed the bill.
When the bill is filed in the office of the six clerks, (who originally were all

in orders; and therefore, when the constitution of the court began to alter, a
law(t) was made to permit them to marry,) when, I say, the bill is tbus filed_

te) Gflb. of Ejectment, 2. 2 Bac Abr. 160. (,) Snnth's Commonw. b ii c. 12
) Bro. Abr. tat tena_ per co.we. 10 Litt _ 77. (¢) Stat. 14 & 15 Hen. VIII. c 8.

(e) See page 200.

8Very :mportant alterations have been made in the whole process and proceedings in
ahancery by the statu_e 15 & 16 Vict. c. 8_.-_HARSWOOD. _09
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if an injunction be prayed therein, it may be had at various stages of the c_use,
according to the circumstances of the case.' If the bill be to stay execution
upon an oppressive judgment, and the defendant does not put in his answer
within the stated time allowed by the rules of the court, an injunction will issue
of course ; and, when the answer comes in, the injunction can only be continued
upon a sufficient ground appearing from the answer itself. But if an injunction
be wanted to stay waste, or other injuries of an equally urgent nature, then
upon the filing of the bill, and a proper case supported by alNdavits, the court
will grant an injunction immediately, to continue till the defendant has put in
his answer, and till the court shall make some further order concerning it : and
when the answer comes in, whether it shall then be dissolved or continued till
the hearing of the cause, is determined by the court upon argument, drawn
from considering the answer and affidavit together.

But, upon common hills, as soon as they are filed, process of subpoena is taken
out : which is a writ commanding the defendant to appear and answer to the
bill, on pain of 100l. But this is not all; for if the defendant, on service of the
subpoena, does not appear within the time limited by the rules of the court, and
plead, demur, or answer to the bill, he is then said to be in contempt; and the
respective processes of contempt are in successive order awarde(! against him.

The first of which is an attachment, which is a writ *in the nature of a
*444] capias, directed to the sheriff, and commanding him to s.ttach, or take
up, the defendant, and bring him into court. If the sheriff returns that the
defendant is non est inventus, then an attachment with proclamations issues; which,
besides the ordinary form of attachment, directs the sheriff, that he cause public
proclamations to be made, throughout the county, to summon the defendant,
upon his allegiance, personally to appear and answer. If this be also returned
with a non est inventus, and he still stands out in contempt, _ commission of rebel-
lion is awarded against him, for not obeying the king's proc] imations according
to his allegiance i and four commissioners therein named, or any of them, are
ordered to attach him wheresoever he may be found in Great Britain, as a rebel
and contemner of the king's laws and government, by refusing to attend his
sovereign when thereunto required : since, as was before observed,(u) matters
of equity were originally determined by the king in pe,'son, assisted by his
council; though that business is now devolved upon his chancellor. If upon
this commission of rebellion a non est inventus is returned, the court then sends
a serjeant-at-arms in quest of him; and if he eludes the search of the serjeant
also, then a sequestratwn issues to seize all his personal estate, and the profits
of his real, and to detain them, subject to the order of the court. Sequestra-
tions were first introduced by Sir Nicholas Bacon, lord keeper in the reign of
queen Elizabeth ; before which the court found some difficulty in enforcing its
process and decrees.(v) After an order for a sequestration issued, the plaintiff's
bill is to be taken pro confesso, and a decree to be made accordingly. So that
the sequestration does not seem to be in the nature of process to bring in the
defbndant, but only intended to enforce the performance of the decree. Thus
much if the defendant absconds.

If the defendant is taken upon any of this process, he is to be committed
to the Fleet or other prison till he puts in his appearan, ce or answer, or per-

forms whatever else this *process is issued to enforce, and also clears
*445 ] his contempts by paying the costs which the plaintiff has incurred
thereby. For the same kind of process (which was also the process of the
court of star-chamber till its dissolution)(w) is issued out in all sorts of con-
tempts during the progress of the cause if the parties in any point refuse or
neglect to obey the order of the court.

(_)cage50. (.)1Vern.421. (-) 18Itym._A. 106.

I An injunction in the court of exchequer stays all further proceedings, in whatever
_tage the cause may be; but in chancery, if a declaration be delivered, the party may
proceed to judgment notwithstanding an injunction, and execution is only stayed ; but
it-no declaration has been delivered, all proceedings at law are restrained. 3 Woodd. 41 [
----CHRISTIAN.
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The process against a body corporate is by distringas, to distrain the,, by
their goods and chattels, rents and profits, till they shall obey the summons o.
directions of the court. And if a peer is a defendant, the lord chancellor sends
a letter misswe to him to request his appearance, together with a copy of the
bill; and if he neglects to appear, then he may be served with a subpeena ; and
if he continues still in contempt, a sequestration issues out immediately against
his lands and goods, without any of the mesne process of attachments, &e.,
which are directed only against the person, and therefore cannot affect a lord
of' parliament. The same process issues against a member of the house of
e:)mmons, except only that the lord chancellor sends him no letter missive.

The ordinal:g process befbre mentioned cannot be sued out till after the
service of the subpeena, for then the contempt begins; otherwise he is not pre-
sumed to have notice of the bill i and therefore by absconding to avoid the
subpoena a defendant might have eluded justice, till the statute 5 Gee. II. c. 25,
which enacts that where the defendant cannot be found to be served with
process of subpoena, and absconds (as is believed) to avoid being served there-
with, a day shall be appointed him to appear to the bill of the plaintiff, which
is to be inserted in the London gazette, read in the parish church where the
defendant last lived, and fixed up at the royal exchange i and, if the defendant
doth not appear upon that day, the bill shall be taken pro co_fesso.

But if the defendant appears regularly, and takes a copy of the bill, he is next
to demur, plead, or answer.

*A demurrer in equity is nearly of the same nature as a demurrer in [*446
law, being an appeal to _he judgment of the court, whether the defend-
ant shall be bound to answer the plaintiff's bill; as for want of sufficient matter
of equity therein contained; or where the plaintiff, upon his own showing, ap-
pears to have no right; or where the bill seeks a discovery of a thing which
may cause a forfeiture of any kind, or may convict a man of any criminal mis-
behaviour. For any of these causes a defbndant may demur to the bill. And
if, on demurrer, the defendant prevails, the plaintiff's bill shall be dismissed:
if the demurrer be overruled, the defendant is ordered to answer? °

A plea may be either to the jurisdiction, showing that the court has no cog-
nizance of the cause, or to the person, showing some disability in the plaintiff,
as by outlawry, excommunication, and the like : or it is in bar; showing some
matter wherefore the plaintiff can demand no relief, as an act of parliament, a
fine, a release, or a former decree. And the truth of' this plea the defendant is
bound to prove, if put upon it by the plaintiff. :But as bills are often of a com-
plicated nature, and contain various matter, a man may plead as to part, demur
as to part, and answer to the residue. :But no exceptions to formal mtnuttaz in
the pleadings will be here allowed ; for the parties are at liberty, on the dis-
covery of any errors in form, to amend them.(x)

An answer is the most usual defence that is made to a plaintiff's bill. It is
given in upon oath, or the honour of a peer or peeress : but where there are
amicable defendants, their answer is usually taken without oath, by consent of
the plaintiff. This method of proceeding is taken from the ecclesiastical courts,
like the rest of the practice in chancery; for there, m almost every case, the

pDintiff may demand the *oath of his adversary in supply of proof. [*447
Formerly this was done in those courts with compurgators, in the man-
ner of our waging of law ; but this has been long disused i and instead of it the
present kind of purgation, by the single oath of the party himself, w'_s intr_
duced. This oath was made use of in the spiritual courts, as well in cl_minal
cases of ecclesiastical cognizance as in matters of civil right ; and it was then
usually denominated the oath ex o_cio : whereof the high connnission court in

(z) En rest court de chauneer_e, home ne serra pre3ud_cs nem_ e_: rwore jur_s Dyversyt_ de8 courtes, edit. 1534, foL
_r son m_,vpledg_ngou put defau2 de fiJrme, rues _otonque 296, 297. Bro. Abr. tit Jur_dw_twn_ 50.

veryte dd mater, car tl do_ agardcr solon_lUeconsc_ons, et

1, If a demurrer be overruled, the defendant may ut the hearing demur ore tenua,
though nat where he pleads to the bill. 1 Sire. & Stu. 227 ; et vat. ]_iitf. Pi, 178, et ae_.--
fJu_T_.
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pal_icular made a most extravagant and illegal use; forming a court of inqui-
sition, in which all persons were obliged to answer in cases of bare suspicion,
if the commissioners thought proper to proceed against them ex od_ciofor any
supposed ecclesiastical enarmities. But when the high commission court was
abolished by statute 16 Car. I. c. 11, this oath ex o_cio was abolished with it;
and it is also enacted, by statute 13 Car. II. st. 1, c. 12, "that it shall not be
lawful for any bishop or ecclesiastical judge to tender to any person the oath
ex od_cio,or any other oath, whereby the party may be charged or compelled to
confbss, accuse, or purge himself of any criminal matter." But this does not
extend to oaths in a civil suit; and therefore it is still the practice, both in the
spiritual courts and in equity, to demand the personal answer of the party him..
self upon oath. Yet if in the bill any question be put that tends to the disco-
very of any crime, the defendant may thereupon demur, as was before ( bserved,
and may refuse to answer.

If the defendant lives within twenty miles of London, he must be sworn
before one of the masters of the court : ff farther off, there may be a dedimus
potestatem, or commission to take his answer in the country, where the commis-
sioners administer him the usual oath ; and then, the answer being sealed up,
either one of the commissioners carries it up to the court, or it is sent by a
messenger, who swears he received it from one of the commissioners, and that
the same has not been opened or altered since he received it. An answer must

*448] be signed by counsel, and must either deny or confess all the *materialparts of the bill ; or it may confess and avoid, that is, justify or palliate
the facts. If one of these is not done, the answer may be excepted to for
insufficiency, and the defendant be compelled to put in a more sufficient answer.
A defendant cannot pray any thing in this his answer but to be dismissed the
court; if he has any relief to pray against the plaintiff, he must do it by an
original bill of his own, which is called a cross-bill.

After answer put in, the plaintiff upon payment of costs may amend his bill,
either by adding new parties, or new matter, or both, upon the new lights given
him by the defendant ; and the defendant is obliged to answer afresh to such
amended bill. But this must be before the plaintiff has replied to the defend-
ant's answer, whereby the cause is at issue ; for afterwards, if'new n/_tter arises,
which did not exist before, he must set it forth by a supplemental.bill. There
may be also a bill of reviver when the suit is abated by the death of any of the
parties i in order to set the proceedings again in motion, without which they
remain at a stand. And there is likewise a bill of interpleader; where a person
who owes a debt or rent to one of the parties in suit, but, till the determination
of it, he knows not to which, desires that they may interplead, that he may be
safe in the payment. In this last case it is usual to order the money to be paid
into court for the benefit of such of the parties to whom upon hearing the court
shall decree it to be due. But this depends upon circumstances ; and the plain-
tiff must also annex an a_davit to his bill, swearing that he does not collude
with either of the parties. 11

If the plaintiff finds sufficient matter confessed in the defendant's answer to
ground a decree upon, he may proceed to the hearing of the cause upon bill and
answer only. But in that case he must take the defendant's answer to be true,
in every point. Otherwise the course is for the plaintiff to reply generally to

"449] the answer, averring his bill to be true, certain, and sufficient, and thedefendant's answer to be *directly the reverse; which he is ready to
_irove as the court shall award ; upon which the defendant rejoins, averring the

ke on his side; which is joining issue upon the facts in dispute. To prove
which facts is the next concern.

This is done by examination of witnesses, and taking their de2ositions in
writing, according to the manner of the civil law. And for that purpose inter-
royatones are framed, or questions in writing _ which, and which only, are to De

n And must bring the money (if any is due) into court, or at least offer to do so by his
bih Prac. Reg. 39. Bunb. 303. Bargard. Ch 250. Mitf. P1.40.--CH_TTr.
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pl_)posedto,and asked of,the witnessesin the cause. These interrogatories
must be shortand pertinent:not leadingones_ (as,"did not you seethis? or,
did not you hear that._")forifthey be such,the depositionstaken thercoLwill
be suppressedand not sufferedtobe read. For the purpose of examining wit-
nessesin or near London, thereisan examiner'sofficeappointed; but forsuch
as livein the country,a commission to examine witnessesisusuallygranted to
four commissioners,two named of each side,or any three or two of them, to
take the depositionsthere. And ifthe witnesses residebeyond sea,a com-
missionmay be had to examine them there upon theirown oaths,and (iffor-
eigners)upon the oathsofskil_hlinterpreters.And ithath been established(y)
that the depositionof a heathen who believesin tileSupreme Being, taken by
commission in the most solemn manner according to the custom of his own
country,may be read in evidence.

The commissioners are sworn to take the examinations trulyand without
partiality,and not todivulgethem tillpublishedin the courtofchancery; and
lheirclerksare alsosworn to secrecy. The witnessesarc compellableby pro-
tessof subpv_na,asinthe courtsof common law,to appear and submit toexa-
mination. And when theirdepositionsare taken,they are transmittedtothe
courtwith the same carethat the answer of a defendantissent.

*If witnessesto a disputablefactare old and infirm,itisvery usual [*450
tofileabilltoperpetuatethe testimony ofthose witnesses,although no
suitisdepending ; for,itmay be,a man's antagonistonly waits for the death
,,fsome of them to begin his suit. This ismost frequentwhen landsare de-
visedby willaway from the heiratlaw, and the devisee,inorderto perpetuate
the testimony of the witnessesto such will,exhibitsa billin chancery against
the heir,and setsforththe willverbatimtherein,suggestingthat the heirisin-
clinedtodisputeitsvalidity: and then,the defendant having answered,they
proceedto issueas inothercases,and examine the witnessestothe will;aider
which the cause is at an end, without proceeding to any decree, no relief being
prayed by the bill : but the heir is entitled to his costs, even though he contests
the will. This is what is usually meant by proving a will in chancery.

When all the witnesses are examined, then, and not before, the depositions
may be published, by a rule to pass publication; after which they are open for
the inspection of all the parties, and copies may be taken of them. The cause
is then ripe to be set down for hearing, which may be done at the procurement
of the plaintiff, or defendant, before either the lord chancellor or the master of
the rolls, according to the discretion of the clerk in court, regulated by the
nature and importance of the suit, and the arrear of causes depending before
each of them respectively. Concerning the authority of the master of the rolls,
to hear and determine causes, and his general power in the court of chancery,
there were (not many years since) divers questions, and disputes very warmly
agitated; to quiet which it was declared, by statute 3 Gee. II. c. 30, that all
orders and decrees by him made, except such as by the course of the court were
appropriated to the great seal alone, should be deemed to be valid; subject
nevertheless to be discharged or altered by the lord chancellor, and so as they

shall not be enrolled, till the same are signed by his lordship. Either ['451
]party may be sub po3n_d to hear judgment *on the day so fixed for the
hearing; and then, if the plaintiff does not attend, his bill is dismissed with
costs ; or, if the defendant makes default, a decree will be made against him,
_vhich will be final, unless he pays the plaintiff's cost of attendance, and shows
good cause to the contrary on a day appointed by the court. A plaintiff's bill
may also at any time be dismissecl for want of prosecution, which is in the
nature of a non-suit at law, if he suffers three terms to elapse without movin
forward in the cause.

When there are cross-causes, on a cross-biU filled by the defendant against
the plaintiff in the original cause, they are generally contrived to be brought
on together, that the same hearing and the same decree may serve for both of
them. The method of hearing causes in court is usually this. Th_ uarties on

(_) 0michund vs. Barker, ] Ark. 21.
818
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both sides appearing by their counsel, the plaintiff's bill is first opened, or briefly
abridged, and the defendant's answer also, by the junior counsel on each side:
after which the plaintiff's leading counsel states the case and the matters in
issue, and the points of equity arising therefrom : and then such depositions as
are called for by the plaintiff are read by one of the six clerks, and tim plaintiff
may also read such part of the defendant's answer as he thinks material or
convenient :(z) and after this the rest of the counsel for the plaintiff make their
observations and arguments. Then the defendant's counsel go through the
same process for him, except that they may not read any part of his answer;

• and the counsel for the plaintiff are heard in reply. When all are heard, the
eouJ_ pronounces the decree, adjusting every point in debate according to equ:ty
and good conscience ; which decree being usually very long, the minutes of it
are taken down, and read openly in court by the registrar. 1_ The matter of

costs to be given to either party is not here held to be a point of right, but*a_l merel5 discretionary (by the statute 17 Ric. II. c. 6) according to the
_J circumstances of the case, as they *appear more or less ihvourable to

the party vanquished. And yet the statute 15 Hen. VI. c. 4 seems expressly to
direct, that as well damages as costs shall be given to the defendant, if wrong-
fully vexed in this court.

The chancellor's decree is either interlocutory or final. It very seldom hap-
pens that the first decree can be final, or conclude the cause; for, ff any matter
of fact is strongly controverted, this court is so sensible of the deficiency of trial
by written depositions, that it will not bind the parties thereby, but usually
directs the matter to be tried by jury; especially such important facts as the
validity of a will, or whether A. is the heir at law to B., or the existence of a
modus decimandi, or real and immemorial composition for tithes. But, as no
jury can be summoned to attend this court, the fact is usually directed to be
tried at the bar of the court of king's bench, or at the assizes, upon a feigned
issue. :For (in order to bring it there, and have the point in dispute, and that
only, put in issue) an action is brought, wherein the plaintiff by a fiction de-
clares that he laid a wager of 51. with the defendant that A. was heir at law to
B.; and then avers that he is so; and therefore demands the 51. The defendant
admits the feigned wager, but avers that A. is not the heir to B. i and thereupon
that issue is joined, which is directed out of chancery to be tried ; and thus the
verdict of the jurors at law determines the fact in the court of equity. These
feigned issues seem borrowed from the sponsio judwialis of the :Romans ;(a) and
are also frequently used in the courts of law, by consent of the parties, to de-
termine some disputed rights without the formality of pleading, and thereby to
save much time and expense in the decision of a cause. _8

So, likewise, if a question of mere law arises in the course of a cause, as

"453J whether by the words of a will an estate for life or *in tail is created,or whether a fhture interest devised by a testator shall operate as a re-
mainder or an executory devise, it is the practice of this court to refer it to the
opinion of the judges of the court of king's bench or common pleas, upon a case
stated for that purpose, _ wherein all the material facts are admitted, and the

,) On a trml at law, ff the plamtlff reads any part of the (a) IYota es_ _pon_io .?u_hrnal_s: ¢"spondesree qu_ngentes
_sf_ndant's answer, he must read the mhole of zt ;for by meus s_t _ ¢pandeo si tuus sit. _ tu quoqus spondesn¢ quin-
readmg any of It he shows a rehance on the truth of the genres, nz tuus s_t ? _p_ndeo, ni meus set." Vtde Helmet. ,4_
defendant's testimony, and makes the whole of his answer t_qu_tat. 1 3, t. 16, _ 3, and S]gon. de j_dic:zs, l 21_ p. 466_
evlda.nco, c_tat, lbld

_2It is not now the practice for the registrar to read the minutes of the decree openly
iTacourt ; but any party to the suit may procure a copy of them, and, if there is any ram-
take, may move to have them amended. But after a decree has been drawn up and
entered, no errors in _t can be rectified on motion, or by any other proceeding than by
r_hearing the cause.---CHaIsw_N.

1_The consent of the court ought also to be previously obtained; for a teal of a feigned
lssae without such consent is a contempt, which will authorize the court to order the
proceedings to be stayed. 4 T. R. 402.----C_ITTV.

_*l_'ormeriy, when a case was heard before the master of the rolls sitting in his own
con_% on which he wished to have the opinion of a court of law, he directed an action
to be e_mmenced by the parties in a court of law, in such a form that the question am
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point of law is submitted to their decision ; who thereupon hear it solemnly
argued by counsel on both sides, and certify their opinion to the chancellor.
And upon such certificate the decree is usually ibunded.

Another thing also retards the completion of decrees• Frequently long ac-
counts are to be settled, encumbrances and debts to be inquired into, and a
hundred little facts to be cleared up, befbre a decree can do full and sufficient

• justice. These matters are always, by the decree on the first hearing, referred
to a master in chancery to examine, which examinations frequently last for
years; and then he is to report the fact, as it appears to him, to the court. This
report may be excepted to, disproved, and overruled; or otherwise is confirmed,
and made absolute, by order of the court.

When all issues are tried and settled, and all references to the master ended,
the cause is again brought to hearing upon the matters of equity reserved, and
a final decree is made; the performance of which is enforced (if necessary) by
commitment of the person, or sequestration of the party's estate. And if by
this decree either party thinks himself aggrieved, he may petition the chancellor
for a rehearing ; whether it was heard before his lordship, or any of the judges
sitting for him, or before the master of the rolls. For, whoever may have heard
the cause, it is the chancellor's decree, and must be signed by him before it is
enrolled ;(b) which is done of course unless a rehearing be desired. Every pe-
tition for a rehearing must be signed by two counsel of character, usually such
as h.%ve been concerned in the cause, certifying that they apprehend the cause

is proper to be reheard. And upon the *rehearing, all the evidence [*454taken in the cause, whether read before or not, is now admitted to be
read; because it is the decree of the chancellor himself, who only now s_ts to
hear reasons why it should not be enrolled and perfected; at which time all
omissions of either evidence or argument may be supplied.(c) But, after the
decree is once signed and enrolled, it cannot be reheard or rectified but by bill
of review, or by appeal to the house of lords.

A bill of rewew 15may be had upon apparent error in judgment appearing on
the face ot the decree ; or, by special leave of the court, upon oath made of the
discovery of new matter or evidence, which could not possibly be had or used
at the time when the decree passed. But no new evidence or matter then in
the knowledge of the parties, and which might have been used before, shall be
a sufficient ground for a bill of review.

An appeal to parliament, that is, to the house of lords, is the dernier resort
of the subject who thinks himself aggrieved by an interlocutory order or final
determination in this court; and it is effected by petttion to the house of peers,
and not by writ of error, as upon judgments at common law. This jurisdiction
is said(d) to have begun in 18 Sac. I., and it is certain that the first petition,
which appears in the records of parliament, was preferred in that year ;(e) and
that the first which was heard and determined (though the name of appeal was
then a novelty) was presented in a few months after ;(f) both levelled against
the lord chancellor Bacon for corruption and other misbehaviour. It was after-
wards warmly controverted by the house of commons in the reign of Charles
the Seeond.(g) But this dispute is now at rest :(h) it being obvious to the reason

(b) Stat 3 Gee. nI. c 39. See p. 450. (Y) Ibid. 3, 11,12 Dec. 1621.
(c) Gllb. Rep. 151,152. (g) Com. Jour 19 Nov. 1675, &¢,
(a) Com. Jour, 13 Mar. 1704. (n) Show. Parl (3. 81.
(,) Lords' Jour. 23 Mar. 1620.

winch he had a doubt might be decided in that suit, and he suspended his decree till the
court of law had given its judgment. It appears that the first case sent from the rolls
to the King's Bench is in 6 T. R. 313, where lord Kenyon says, "I believe that there is
no instance in which this court ever certified their opinion on a case sent here from the
master of the rolls. In Colson vs. Colson it was refused ; but I think it was an idle
formality, and I shall feel no reluctance in certifying in such cases, because I think it is
_onvenient to the suitors of that court."---CHRISTIAN.

A bill of rewew is only necessary where a decree is signed and enrolled. Mitf. P1
71. It cannot be brought after twenty years. Id. 69. 1 Bro. P. C. 95. 5 Bro. P. C. 460
6 Bro. P. C. 395.--Ca_TTY.
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of all mankind, that, when the courts of equity became principal tribunals for
,_ deciding causes of property, a revision of their *decrees (by way of al>

_vvj peal) became equally necessary as a writ of error from the judgment
of a court of law. And, upon the same principle, from decrees of the chancellor
relating to the commissieners for the dissolution of chauntries, &c., under the
statute 37 Hen. VIII. c. 4, (as well as for charitable uses under the statute 43
Eliz. c. 4,) an appeal to the king in parliament was always unquestionably "
allowed.(/) :But no new evidence is admitted in the house of lords upon any
account; this being a distinct jurisdiction :(k) which differs it very considerably
from those instances, wherein the same jurisdiction revises and corrects its own
acts, as in rehearings and bills of review. For it :s a practice unknown to our
law, (though constantly followed in the spiritual courts,) when a superior court
is reviewing the sentence of an inferior, to examine _he justice of the former
decree by evidence that was never produced below. A_nd thus much for the
ge_ eral method of proreeding in the courts of equity.

(_) Duke's Ch_,ltal_]_ U_,% _2 (_) _lb. L_p 1_ 1_¢

$1s
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APPENDIX.

NO. I.

PROCEEDINGS ON A WRIT OF RIGHT PATENT.

No. L
SECT. 1. WRIT O_" RIGHT PATEI"_T IN THE COURT BARON. _.

GEOR_E the Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth, to Willoughby, earl of
Abingdon, greeting. We command you that without delay you hold full
right to William Kent, Esquire, of one messuage and twenty acres of land,
with the appurtenances, in Dorchester, which he claims to hold of you
by the free service of one penny yearly in lieu of all services, of which
Richard Allen deforces him. And unless you do so, let the sheriff of
0xfordshire do it, that we no longer hear complaint thereof for defect of
right. WITNESS ourself at Westminster, the twentieth day of August, in the
thirtieth year of our redgn.

of prosecution. _ Jo_N DOE.Pledges
t RICHXRD ROE.

SECT. 2. WRIT OF TOLT, TO REMOVEIT I_'T0 THE COUNTY COURT.

CHARLES MORTOn, Esquire, sheriff of 0xfordshire, to John Long, bailiff-
errant of our Lord the King and of myself, greeting. BECAUSEby the com-
plaint of William Kent, Esquire, personally present at my county court, to
wit, on _[onday, the sixth day of September, in the thirtieth year of the
reign of our Lord GEORaE the Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain,
France, and Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth, at Oxford,
in the _hirehouse there holden, I am informed, that although he him-
self the writ of our said Lord the King of right patent directed to Wil-
loughby, earl of Abingdon, for this that ++he should hold full right to the [4
said William Kent, of one messuage and twenty acres of land, with the ap-
purtenances, in Dorchester, within my said county, of which Richard Allen
deforces him, hath brought to the said Willoughby, earl of Abingdon ; yet
for that the said Willoughby, earl of Abingdon, favoureth the said Richard
Allen in this part, and hath hitherto delayed to do full right according to
the exigence of the said writ, I command you on the part of our said Lord
the King, firmly enioining that in your proper person you go to the court-
baron of the said _Villoughby, earl of Abingdon, at Dorchester aforesaid.
and take away the plaint which there is between the said William Kent
and Richard Allen by the said writ into my county court to be next holden ;
and summon by good summoners the said Richard Alien that he be at my
county court, on Monday, the fourth day of October next comm_, at Oxford,
in the shirehouse there to be holden, to answer to the said William Kent
theleof. And have you there then the said plaint, the summoners, and
this precept. GIVE_ in my county court, at Oxford, in the shirehouse, the
sixth day of September, in _he year aforesaid.

SECT. 3. WRIT OF P0_AVE, TO REMOVE IT INTO THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.

GEORGEthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth, to the sheriff of Oxford-
shire, greeting. PUT at the request of William Kent, before our justices at
Westminster, on the morrow of +All Souls, the plaint which is in your
county court by our writ of right, between the said William Kent, demand-
ant, and Richard Allen, tenant, of one messuage and twenty acres of land.
with the appurtenances, in Dorchester : aud summon by good _ummoners
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No. I. the said Richard Allen, that he be then there to answer to the said William
Kent thereof. And have you there the summoners and this writ. WIT_RSS
ourself at Westminster, the tenth day of September, in the thirtieth year of
our reign.

SEc. 4. WRIT OF RmHT, qu/a Dominus remisit Curiam.

GE0_GEthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, snd
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth, to the sheriff of Oxford-
shire, greeting. CO_MANDRichard Allen, that he justly and without delay
render unto William Kent one messuage and twenty acres of land. with
the appurtenances, in Dorchester, which he claims to be his right and in-
heritance, and whereupon he complains that the aforesaid Richard unjustly

*iii.] deforces him. And unless he shall do so, and *if the said William shall
give you security of prosecuting his claim, then summon by good sum
moners the said Richard, that he appear beIbre our justices at Westminster,
on the morrow of All Souls, to show wherefore he hath not done it. And
have you there the summoners and this writ. WIT_ESSourself at West-
minster, the twentieth day of August, in the thirtieth year of our reign.
Because Willoughby, earl of Abingdon, the chief lord of that fee, hath
thereupon remised unto us his court.

_ri_', rotu,a Pledges of _ JOHN DOE. Summoners of the _ JoH_ D_.N.
prosecution. S RICHARDROE. within-named Richard. 1'RICHARDFEN.

SECT. 5. THE RECORD, WITH THE AWARD OF BATTEL. 1

PLEAS atWestminsterbeforeSirJohn _'illes,Knight.and hisbrethren,
Justicesofthe Bench of theLord theKing atWestminster,ofthe term
of Saint ]_Iichael, in the thirtieth year of the reign of the Lord GEoaoE
the Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and Ireland
King, Defender of the Faith, &e.

writ. Oxen, _ WILUA_ KEn'T, Esquire, by James Parker, his attorney, de-
_ow/t. _ mands against Richard Allen, gentleman, one messuage and

twenty acres of land, with the appurtenances, in Dorchester, as his right
Devious remit and inheritance,by writ of the Lord the King of right, because Willoughby,
_r_a,_. earl of Abmgdon, the chief lord of that fee, hath now thereupon remlsed
count, to the Lord the King his court. ANDWHEREUPO_he saith that he him-

self was seised of the tenements aforesaid, with the appurtenances, in
his demesne as of fee and right, in the time of peace, in the time of the

_splees. Lord GEORGEthe First, late King of Great Britain, by taking the esplees
thereof to the value _ [of ten shilhngs, and more, in rents, corn, and grass.]

4Defence And that such is his right he offers [suit and good proof.] AND the said
Richard Allen, by Peter Jones his attorney, comes and defends the right
of the said William Kent, and his seisin, when [and where it shall behoove
him.] and all [that concerns it,] and whatsoever [he ought to defend] and
chiefly the tenements aforesaid, with the appurtenances, as of fee and
right, [namely, one messuage and twenty acres of land, with appurtenances

Wagerof battel, in Dorchester.] A_wvthis he is ready to defend by the body of his freeman,
George Rumbold by name, who is present here in court, ready to defend
thesame by his body, or m what manner soever the court of the Lord the

*iv.] King shall consider that he ought to defend. *And if any mischance should
befall the said George, (which God defend,) he is ready to defend the same

Replication. by another man, who [is bounden and able to defend it.] AND the said
William Kent saith, that the said Richard Allen unjustly defends the right
of him the said William, and his seisin, &c., and all, &e., and whatsoever,
&c., and chiefly of the tenements aforesaid, with the appurtenances, as of
fee and right, &c. : because he saith that he himself was seised of the
tenements aforesaid, with the appurtenances, in his demesne as of fee and
right, in the time of peace, in the time of the said Lord t_EOROEthe First,
late King of Great Britain, by taking the esplees thereof to the value, &e.

tingling,ofbattel.AND that such is his right he is prepared to prove by the body of his free-
man, Henry Broughton by name, who is present here in court ready to
prove the same by his body, or in what manner soever the court of the Lord
the King shall consider that he ought to prove; and if any mischance
should befall the said Henry, (which God defend,) he is ready to prove the

1 As to battel, see page 337, n. 7.
2 N.B --The clause_ between hooks in this and the su! _equent numbers of the Appem_Lxare usually no

otherwise expressed in the records than by an "&c."
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,_me by another man, who, &e. AND hereupon it is demanded of the said No. L
George and Henry whether they are ready to make battel as they before
have waged it; who say that they are. AND the same George Rumbold
glveth gage of defending, and the said Henry Broughton giveth gage of Ga_ $,o
proving; and such engagement being given as the manner is, it is de-
manded of the said William Kent and Richard Allen if they can say any
thing wherefore battel ought not to be awarded in this case ; who say that they
cannot. THEREFOREIT IS CONSIDERED,that battel be made thereon, &e. ANn Awardof t_bl.
the said George Rumbold findeth pledges of battel, to wit, Paul Jenkins Pledg_
and Charles Carter ; and the said Henry Broughton findeth also pledges of
battel, to wit, Reginald Read and Simon Tayler. AND THEREUPONday is Contmuanc_
here given as well to the said Wdliam Ken*. as to the said Richard Allen, to
wit, on the morrow of Saint Martin next coming, by the assent as well
of the said William Kent as of the said Rmhard Allen. And it is co_a-
manded that each of them then have here his champion, sufficiently fur-

nished with competent armour as becomes him, an¢_ ready to make Ih_
barrel aforesaid ; and that the bodies of them in the mean time he safely
kept, on peril that shall fall thereon. AT which day here come as well ChampioM,p
the said William Kent as the said Richard Allen by their attorneys afore- pear"
said, and the said George Rumbold and Henry Broughton in their proper
persons likewise come, sufficiently furnished with competent armour as be-
comes them, ready to make the battel aforesaid as they had beibre waged
it. AND hereupon day is further given by the court here, as well to the said A¢,Jurnmeat tL
William Kent as to the said Richard Allen, at Tothill, near the city of roth_lt t'lel&
Westminster, in the county of Middlesex, to wit, on the morrow of the
Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary next coming, by the assent as well
of the said *Wilham as of the aforesaid Richard. And it is commanded [*v.
that each of them have then there his champion, armed in the form afore-
said, ready to make the battel aforesaid, and that their boches in the mean
time, &c. At which day here, to wit, at Tothill aforesaid, comes the said
Richard Allen by his attorney aforesaid, and the said George Rumbold and
Henry Broughton in their l_roper persons likewise come, sufficiently fur-
nished with competent armour as becomes them, ready to make the b,tttcl
aforesaid as they before had waged it. And tim said William Kent being
solemnly called doth not come, nor hath prosecuted his writ aforesaid.
THEREFOREIT IS CONSIDERED,that the same William, and his pledges of pro- n-mandaltt n_

secuting, to wit, John Doe and Richard Roe, be in mercy for his false corn- su_t
plaint, and that the same Richard go thereof without a day, &c., and also
that the said Richard do hold the tenements aforesaid with the appur- Fm_l judgmeat
tenances to him and his heirs, quit of the stud William and his heirs, for- for me ten=_
ever,&c.

SECT. _. TRIAL BY THE _RAND ASSIZE.

.....And the said Richard Allen, by Peter Jones, his attorney, comes and Def_nc_
defends the right of the said William Kent, and his seisin, when, &e., and
all, &c., and whatsoever, &c., and chiefly of the tenements aforesaid -Nith
the appurtenances, as of fee and right, &e., and puts himself upon the grand m_,.
assize of the Lord the King, and prays recognition to he made, whether he
himself hath greater right to hold the tenements aforesaid, with the appur-
tenances, to him and his heirs as tenants thereof, as he now holdeth them,
or the said William to have the said tenements with the appurtenances, as
he above demandeth them AND he tenders here in court six shillings and Tender of

• ' " i mark
eight-pence to the use of the Lord the now King, &e., for that, to wit, t "
may be inquired of the time [of the seisin alleged by the said William.]
And he therefore prays that it may be inquired by the assize, whether the
said William Kent was seised of the tenements aforesaid, with the appurte-
nances in his demesne, as of fee, in the time of the said Lord the King
GEOROE the First, as the said William in his demand before hath alleged.
THEREFOREit is commanded the sheriff, that he summon by good summon- Summons_ tJb

ors four lawful knights of his county, girt with swords, that they be here on k,i_h_
the octaves of Saint Hilary next coming, to make election of the assize afore-
said. The same day is given as well to the said William Kent as to the said
Richard Allen, here, &e. At which day here come as well the said William Ret_-_.
Kent as the said Richard Allen ; and the sheriff, to wit, Sir Adam Alstone,

Knight, now returns, that he had caused to be summoned Charles Steph ms,
Randel Wheler, Toby Cox, and Thoma_ _¢lunday, four lawful knights of *his [*vi.
ec_mty, girt with swords, by John Doe and Richard Roe, his bailiffs, to be
h ,e at _he said octaves of Saint Hila_-, to do a_ the said writ thereof com-

$19
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No. H. mands and requires ; and that the said summoners, and each of them, are
mainprized by John Day and James Fletcher. Whereupon the said Charles
Stephens, Randel Wheler, Toby Cox, and Thomas Munday, four lawful
knights of the county aforesaid, girt with swords, being called, in their pro-
per persons come, and being sworn upon their oath in the presence of the

Eleetto,ofthe parties afbresaid, chose of themselves and others twenty-four, to wit, Charles
,_,_rs. Stephens, Randel Wheler, Toby Cox, Thomas /Kunday, Oliver Greenway,

John Boys, Charles Price, knights; Daniel Prince, Wilham Day, Roger
Lucas, Patrick Fleming, James Harris, John Richardson, Alexander Moore,
Peter Payne, Robert Quin, Archibald Stuart, Bartholomew Norton, and
Henry Davis, Esquires ; John Porter, Christopher Ball, Benjamin Robinson,
Lewis Long, William Kirby, gentlemen, good and lawful men of the county
aforesaid, who neither are of kin to the said William Kent nor to the said

vcn_r_/at/as. Richard Allen, to make recognition of the grand assize aforesaid. THERE
YOREit is commanded the shemff, that he cause them to come here from th_
day of Easter m fifteen days, to make the recognition aforesaid. The samQ
day is there given to the parties aforesaid. At which day here come as well
the said William Kent as the said Richard Allen, by their attorneys afore-
said, and the recognitors of the assize, whereof mention is made above, being
called, come, and certain of them, to wit, Charles Stephens, Randel Wheler,

Re_mtor, Toby Cox, Thomas _Iunday, Charles Price, knights; Daniel Prince, Roger
,wora. Lucas, William Day, James Harris, Peter Payne, Robert Quin, Henry Davis,

John Porter, Christopher Ball, Lewis Long, and William Kirby, being elected,
vercuct_orthe tried, and sworn upon their oath, say that the said William Kent hath more
d_m_,dant, right to have the tenements aforesaid, with the appurtenances, to him and

his heirs, as he demandeth the same, than the said Richard Allen to hold
the same as he now holdeth them, according as the said William Kent by

Judger. his writ aforesaid hath supposed. THEREFOREIT IS CONSIDERED,that the said
William Kent do recover his seisin against the said Rmhard Allen of the
tenements aforesaid, with the appurtenances, to him and his heirs, quit of
the said Richard Allen and his heirs ibrever: and the said Richard Allen
in mercy, &c.

• vii.] *No. II.

PROCEEDINGS ON AN ACTION OF TRESPASS IN EJECTM-FNT,
BY ORIGINAL, IN THE KING'S BENCH.

SECT.1. T_E ORIGINALWRIT.

_ _e_ GEORGE the Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth, to the sheriff of Berk-
shire, greeting. IF Richard Smith shall give you security of prosecuting his
claim, then put by gage and safe pledges William Stiles, late of Newbury,
gentleman, so that he be before us on the morrow of All Souls, wheresoever
we shall then be in England. to show wherefore with force and arms he en-
tered into one messuage, with the appurtenances, in Sutton, which John
Rogers, Esquire, hath demised to the aforesaid Richard, for a term which
is not yet expired, and ejected him from his said farm, and other enormi
ties to him did, to the great damage of the said Richard, and against our
peace. And have you there the names of the pledges and this writ. WIT-
NESSourself at Westminster, the twelfth day of October, in the twenty-ninth
year of our reign.

a_r,. return. Pledges of _ JOHNDOE. The within-named William _ JOHNDEN.
prosecution, j RICHARDROE. Stiles is attached by pledges, j RICHARDFEN.

SECT. 2. CoPY OF THE DECLARATION AGAINST THE _ASUAL "EJECTOR, WHO GIVES

NOTICE THEREUPON TO THE TENANT IN POSSESSION.

Michaelmas, the 29th of King George the Second.

_Is_alration. B_f_$, _ WILLIAM STILES, late of Newbury in the said county, gentleman, was
to unt. _ attached to answer Richard Smith, of a plea, wherefore with force
and arms he entered into one messuage, with the appurtenances, in Sutton
in the county aforesaid, which John Rogers, Esquire, demised to the said
Richard Smith for a term which is not yet expired, and ejected him from
his said farm, and other wrongs to him did, to the great damage of the said
Richard, and against the peace of the Lord the King, &c. And whereupon

• wJi.] the said Richard by *Robert Martin his attorney complains, that whereas
_24)
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the said John Rogers, on the first day of October, in the twent_ ninth year No I1
of the reign of the Lord the King that now is, at Sutton aforesaid, had de-
raised to the same Richard the tenement aforesaid, with the appurtenances,
to have and to hold the said tenement, with the appurtenances, to the said
Richard and his assigns, from the Feast of Saint Michael the Archangel then
last past, to the end and term of five years from thence next following and
fully to be complete and ended, by virtue of which demise the said Richard
entered into the said tenement, with the appurtenances, and was thereof
poesessed ; and the said Richard being so possessed thereof, the said William
afterwards, that i_ to say. on the said first day of October in the said twenty-
ninth year, with force and arms, that is to say, with swords, staves, and
knives, entered into the said tenement, with the appurtenances, which the
said John Rogers demised to the said Richard in form aforesaid ibr the term
aforesaid, which is not yet expired, and ejected the said Richard out of his
said fkrm, and other wrongs to him did, to the great damage ol the said
Rmhard, and against the peace of the said Lord the King ; whereby the said
Richard salth, that he is injured and damaged to the value of twenty pounds.
And thereupon he brings suit, &c.

MARTIn, for the plaintiff. _ Pledges of _ JO_N Dox.
P_VERS,for the defendant. S prosecution. S RmHARDROE.

"]_R. GEORGE SAUNDERS,

I am informed that you are in possession of, or claim title to, the premiJes Noel
mentioned in this declaration of ejectment, orto some part thereof; andI,
being sued in this action as a casual ejector, and having no claim or title to
the same, do advise you to appear next Hilary Term in his Majesty's court
of King's Bench at Westminster, by some attorney of that court, and then
and there, by a rule to be made of the same court, to cause yourself to be
made defendant in my stead ; otherwise I shall suffer judgment to be en-
tered against me, and you will be turned out of possession•

Your loving friend,
WILLIAM STILES,

_th January, 1756.

*SECT.3. ThE RULEOFCOURT. [*ix.

Itilary Term, in the twenty-ninth Year of King George the Second.

Berks, ) IT IS ORDEREDby the court, by the assent of both parties, and then Smithagai_

wz_e_ attorneys, that George Saunders, gentleman, may be made defendant, me_a_ *_in th place of the now defendant, William Stiles, and shall immediately thea_s_p_nur_
appear to the plaintiff's action, and shall receive a declaration in _ plea of onthedeSm_
trespass and ejectment of the tenements in question, and shall immediately Johnl_,,.
plead thereto Not Guilty ; and, upon the trial of the issue, shall confess
lease, entry, and ouster, and insist npon his title only. And if upon the
trial of the issue, the said George do not confess lease, entry, and ouster,
and by reason thereof the plaintiff cannot prosecute his writ, then the taxa-
tion of costs upon such nonpros. shall cease, and the said George shall pay
such costs to the plaintiff, as by the court of our Lord the King here shall
be taxed and adjudged, for such his default in non-performance of this rule;
and judgment shall be entered against the said William Stiles, now the
casual ejector, by default. And it is further ordered, that if upon the trial
of the said issue a verdict shall be given for the defendant, or if the plaintiff
shall not prosecute his writ upon any other cause than for the not confessing
:ease, entry, and ouster as aforesaid, then the lessor of the plaintiff shall
p'Ly costs, if the plaintiff htmself doth not pay them.

By the Court.
MARZm, for the plaintiff.
NEWMAN,for the defendant, j

f

SECT.4. T_E RECORD.

Pn_AS before the Lord the King at Westminster, of the Term of Saint
ttilary, in the twenty-ninth Year of the Reign of the Lord GEORa_the
Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and Ireland King,
r.,efender of the Faith, &c.

Bet&s, _GEOROES_U_DEES,late of Sutton, in the county aforesaid, gentleman,
wit. j was attached to answer Richard Smith, of a plea, wherefore with
Vow.IL--21 _21
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No. II. force and arms he entered into one messuage, with the appurtenances, in
Sutton, which John Rogers, Esq. hath demised to the said Richard for a
term which is not yet expired, and ejected him trom his said farm, and other
wrongs to him did, to the great damage of the said Richard, and against the

*x.] peace of the Lord the King that _'now is. ANn WHER_UI'ONthe said Richard
_xat_oa, ,,r by Robert _[artin, his attorney, complains, that whereas the said John Ro-
_o_. gers on the first day of October in the twenty-ninth year of the reign of the

Lord the King that now is, at Sutton aforesaid, had demised to the same
Richard the tenement aforesaid, with the appurtenances, to have and to
hold the said tenement, with the appurtenances, to the said Richard and hD
assigns, from the feast of Saint Michael the Archangel then last past, to the
end and term of five years from thence next following and fully to be com-
plete and ended ; by virtue of which demise the said Richard entered into
the said tenement, with the appurtenances, andwas thereof possessed : and,
the said Richard being so possessed thereof, the said George afterwards, that
is to say, on the first day of October in the said twenty-ninth year, with
force and arms, that is to say, with swords, staves, and knives, entered into
the said tenement, with the appurtenances, which the said John Rogers de-
mised to the said Richard in iorm aioresaid for the term aforesaid, which is
not yet expired, and ejected the said Richard out of his said farm, and other
wrongs to him did, to the great damage of the said Richard, and against the
peace of the said Lord the King ; whereby the said Richard salth that he is
injured and endamaged to the value of twenty pounds : and thereupon he

j_e. brings suit, [and good proof.] A_n the aforesaid George Saunders, by Charles
Newman, his attorney, comes and defends the force and injury, when [and

eLe_no¢guilty, where it shall behoove him ;] and saith that he is in no wise guilty of the
w_ue. trespass and ejeetment aforesaid, as the said Richard above complains against

him ; and thereof he puts himself upon the country ; and the sa_d Richard
I'_,re awa_'ded, doth likewise the same; THEREFORE let a jury come thereupon before the

Lord the King, on the octave of the Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
wheresoever he shall then be in England, who neither [are of kin to the said
Richard, nor to the stud George,] to recognise ]whether the said George be

guilty of the trespass and ej_,ctment aforesaid ;J because as well [the said
' George as the said Rmhard, between whom the difference is, have put them-

selves on the said jury.] The same day is there given to the partms afor_
Respite,fetde- said. AFTERWARDSthe process therein, being continued between the said
_atofaurors. parties of the plea aforesaid by the jury, is put between them in respite.
-_v_ I_. before the Lord the King, until the day of Easter in fifteen days, whereso-

ever the said Lord the King shall then be in England ; unless the justices
of the Lord the King assigned to take assizes in the county aforesaid, shall
have come beibre that time, to wit, on Monday the eighth day of March, at
:Reachng in the said county, by the ibrm oi the statute [m that case pro-
vi,led,] by reason of the default of the jurors, [summoned to appear as
aforesaid.] At which day beibre the Lord the King, at Westminster, come
the parties aforesaid by their attorneys "afbresaid ; and the aforesaid justices

*xi.] of _assize, beibre whom [the jury aioresaid came,] sent here their record
_sua. before them, had in these words, to wit, AFTERWARDS, at the day and plsce

within contained, before ]:[eneage Legger, Esquire, one of the Barons of the
Exchequer of the Lord the King, and Sir John Eardley Wilmot, Knight,
one of the justices of the said Lord the King, assigned to hold pleas before
the King himself, .justices of the said Lord the King, assigned to take assizes
in the county of Berks by the form of the statute [in that case provided,]
come as well the within*named Richard Smith, as the within-written George
Saunders, by their attorneys within contained ; and the jurors of the jury
whereof mention is within made being called, certain of them, to wit, Charles
Holloway, John Hooke, Peter Graham, Henry Cox, William Brown, and
Francis Oakley, come, and are sworn upon that jury ; and because the re_t

_o_ & ¢_r_ of the jurors of the same 3ury did not appear, therefore others of the by-
_b_ standers being chosen by the sheriff, at the request of rue said Richard

Smith, and by the command of the justices aforesaid, are appointed anew,
whose names are affixed to the panel within written, according to the tbrm
of the statute in such case made and provided; which said jurors so ap-

ointed anew, to wit, Roger Bacon, Thomas Small, Charles Pye, Edward
awkins, Samuel Roberts, and Daniel Parker, being likewise called, come ;

and together with the other jurors aforesaid before impanelled and sworn.
being electod, tried, and sworn, to speak the truth of the matter _tthm

v_dict fo_me contained, upon their oath say, that the aforesaid George Saunders is guilty
_.tat_ of the trespass and ejectment within written, in manner and form as th_
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aforesaid Richard Smith within complains against him; and assess .tie No. II1.
damages of the said Richard Smith, on occasion of that trespass and ejeet_
ment, besides his costs and charges which he hath been put unto about his
suit in that behalf, to twelve pence; and, for those costs and charges, to
forty shilhngs. Wnra_uroN the sa d Richard Smith, by his attorney afore-
said, prayeth judgment against the said George Saunders, in and upon the
verdict aforesaid by the julors aforesaid given in the form afbresald; and
the said George Saunders, by his attorney aioresaid, salth, that the court here M_tion in ar_a
ought not to proceed to give judgment upon the said verdict, and prayeth of judgme_U
_hat judgment against him the said George Saunders, in and upon the ver-
dict aforesaid by the jurors aforesaid given in the form aforesaid, may be
stayed, by reason that the said verdict is insufficient and erroneous, and
that the same verdict may be quashed, and that the issue aforesaid may be
tried anew by other jurors to be afresh impanelled. And, because the court
of the Lord the King here is not yet advised of giving their judgment of Contiauanm.
and upon the premises, thereiore day thereof is given as well to the said
Richard Smith as the said George Saunders, before the Lord the King, until

the morrow of the Ascension of our Lord, wheresoever the said Lord *the [*xii.
King shall then be in England, to hear their judgment of and upon the
premises, for that the court of the Lord the King is not yet advised thereof.
At which day before the Lord the King, at Westminster, come the parties
aforesaid by their attorneys aforesaid ; upon which, the record and matters
aforesaid having been seen, and by the court of the Lord the King now
here fully understood, and all and singular the premises having been exa-
mined, and mature deliberation being had thereupon, for that it seems to Opimc_.0fth,
the court of the Lord the King now here that the verdict aforesaid is in no court.
wise insufficient or erroneous, and that the same ought not to be quashed,
and that no new trial ought to be had of the issue aforesaid, THEREFORE IT Judgmeh_form,
IS CONSIDERED,that the said Richard do recover against the said George his plam_f_
term yet to come, of and in the said tenements, with the appurtenances,
and the said damages assessed by the said jury in form aforesaid, and also
twenty-seven pounds six shillings and eight-pence fbr his costs and charges co_t_
aforesaid, by the court of the Lord the King here awarded to the said
Richard, with his assent, by way of increase ; which said damages in the
whole amount to twenty-nine pounds, seven shillings and eight-pence.

" And,,let the said George be taken, [until" he maketh fine to the Lord the Opiatur _,,_
King. ]a AND HEREUeONthe said Richard, by his attorney aforesaid, prayeth )_ne.
a writ to the Lord the King. to be directed to the sheriff of the county
aforesaid, to cause him to have possession of his term aforesaid yet to come, writ of pa,_.
of and in the tenements aibresald, with the appurtenances ; and it is granted sm
unto him, returnable before the Lord the King on the morrow of the Holy
Trinity, wheresoever he shall then he in England. At which day before the and return.
Lord the King, at Westminster, cometh the said R_chard, by his attorney
aforesaid ; and the sheriff: that is to say, Sir Thomas Reeve, Knight, now
sendeth, that he by virtue of the writ aforesaid to him directed, on the
ninth day of June last past, did cause the said Richard to have his posses-
sion of his term aforesaid yet to come, of and in the tenements aforesaid,
with the appurtenances, as he was commanded.

*No. III. [*xv,

PROCEEDINGS ON AN ACTION OF DEBT IN THE COURT OF CO]_-
hION PLEAS; REMOVED INTO THE KING'S BENCH BY WRIT OF
FRROR.

SEer. 1. ORIGINAL.

GEORGE the Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and _1_.
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth; to the sheriff of Ox-
tbrdshire, greeting. CO_MA_D Charles Long, late of Burtord, gentleman,
that justly and without delay tie render to William Burton two hundred
pounds, which he owes him and unjustly detains, as lie salth And unless
he shall so do, and ff the said William shall make you secure of prosecuting
his claim, then summon by good summoners the aforesaid Charles, that he
be before our justices, at Westminster, on the octave of Saint Hi]ary, to

SNowomltted. See Dane398.
Sb
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No. IlL show wherefore he hath not done it. And ha_ _ you there then the m_m
moners, and this _'rit. WITNESSourself at Westminster, the twenty-fourth
day of December, in the twenty-eighth year of our reign.

Sheria'8re_ Pledges of _ JOHNDOE. Summoners of the within- _ ROGERMORalS.
prosecution, j RIChaRDDOE. named Charles Long. j ttENRYJOHNS,N

SECT.2. PROCESS.

A_bment. G_ORGEthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth; to the sheriff of Oz-

_. fordshire, greeting. PUT by gage and safe pledges Charles Long, l_te of
Burford, gentleman, that he be before our justices, at Westminster, on the
octave of the Purification of the Blessed Mary, to answer to William Burton
of a plea, that he render to him two hundred pounds which he owes him
and ,unjustly detains, as he saith; and to show wherefore he was not before
our justices at Westminster on the octave of Saint Hilary, as he was sum.
moned. And have there then the names of the pledges and this writ
WITNESS,Sir John Willes, Knight, at Westminster, the twenty-third day of
January, in the twenty-eighth year of our reign.

_s return. The within-named Charles Long _ EDWARDLEmm
is attached by Pledges. j ROBERTTANNE_

_¢_nga& _GEORGEthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, an_t
*xiv.] Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth ; to the sheriff of Ox-

fordshire, greeting. WE command you, that you distrein Charles Long, late
of Burford, gentleman, by all his lands and chattels within your bailiwick,
so that neither he nor any one through him may lay hands on the same,
until you shall receive from us another command thereupon : and that you
answer to us of the issues of the same ; and that you have his body beibre
our justmes at Westminster, from the day of Easter, in fifteen days, to an-
swer to William Burton of a plea that he render to him two hundred pounds
which he owes him and unjustly detains, as he saith, and to hear his judg-
ment of his many defaults. WXTNESS,Sir John Willes, Knight, at West
minster, the twelfth day of February, in the twenty-eighth year of om
reign.

Sher_'s return. The within-named Charles Long hath nothing in my bailiwick whereb)
,v,7_ he may be distreined.

__frndad r_. GEORGEthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
urn. Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth ; to the sheriff of Ox-

fordshire, greeting. W_ command you that you take Charles Long, late of
Burford, gentleman, if he may be found in your bailiwick, and him safely
keep, so that you may have his body before our justices at Westminster,
from the day of Easter, in five weeks, to answer to William Burton, gentle-
man, of a plea that he render to him two hundred pounds which he owes
him and unjustly detains, as he saith ; and whereupon you have returned
to our justices at Westminster that the said Charles hath nothing in your
bailiwick whereby he may be distreined. And have you there then this
writ. Wxr_Ess, Sir John Willes, Knight. at Westminster, the sixteenth day
of April, in the twenty-e_ghth year of our reign.

S_riff's return. The within-named Charles Long is not found in my bailiwick.
Non _t _nven_u$.

_._aa,_ capias. GEORCEthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth; to the sheriff of Berk-
shire, greeting. WE command you that you take Charles Long, late of Bur-
ford, gentleman, if he may be found in your bailiwick, and him safely keep,
so that you may have his body before our justices at Westminster, on the
morrow of the Holy Trinity, to answer to William Burton, gentleman, of a
pica that he render to him two hundred pounds which he owes him and
unjustly detains, as he saith ; and whereupon our sheriff of 0xfordshire hath
made a return to our justices at Westminster at a certain day now past, that

*xv.] the _aforesaid Charles is not found in his bailiwick; and thereupon it is
testified in our said court that the aforesaid Charles lurks, wanders, and runs
about in your county. And have you there then this writ. WITNESS,Sir
John Willes, Knight, at Westminster, the seventh day of May, in the
twenty-eighth year of our reign.

_2_



By virtue of this writ to me directed, I have taken the body of the within- _o IlL
_.,,med Charles Long ; which I have ready at the day and place within con-
tamed, according as by this writ it is commanded me. Sheriff's tetra_/a ¢orpua

Or upon the .Return of _Ton est inventus upon thefirst Capias, the Plaintiff may
_e out an Alias and a Pluries, and thenceproceed to Outlawry; thus:

GEOaQEthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and a_ ,a_aL "
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth; to the sheriff of Oxo
fordshire, greeting. WE command you, as formerly we commanded you,
that you take Charles Long, late of Burford, gentleman, ff he may be found
in your bailiwick, and him safely keep, so that you may have his body be-
fore our justices at Westminster, on the morrow of the Holy Trinity, to an-
swer to William Burton, gentleman, of a plea that he render to him two
hundred pounds which he owes him and unjustly detains, as he saith. And
have you there then this writ. WXTN_SS,Sir John Willes, Knight, at West_
minster, the seventh day of 2_Iay,'in the twenty-eighth year of our reign.

The within-named Charles Long is not found m my bailiwick. Sheriff'sretu_
_7-one_tzn_c_uJ

GEORGe.the Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and Pzur_ ¢_a8.
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth: to the sheriff of Ox-
fo_dshwe, greeting. W_. command you, as we have more than once com-
mtLnded you, that you take Charles Long, late of Burford, gentleman, if he
may be found in your bailiwick, and him safely keep, so that you may have
his body before our justices at Westminster, from the day of the Holy
Trinity, in three weeks, to answer to William Burton, gentleman, of a plea
thab herender to him two hundred pounds which he owes him and unjustly
detains, as he saith. And have you there then _his writ. WITNESS,Sir
John Willes, Knight, at Westminster, the thirtieth day of _ay, in the
twenty-eighth year of our reign.

'['he within-named Charles Long is not found in my bailiwick. Sheriff'ar,tura__-oneat_ttventm,

_GEORQ_the Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and [*xvi.
[reland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth ; to the sheriff of Ox- _ :a_
fordshlre, greeting. WE command you that you cause Charles Long, late
of Burford, gentleman, to be required from county court to county court,
until, according to the law and custom of our realm of England, he be out-
lawed if he doth not appear; and if he doth appear, then take him and
cause him to be safely kept, so that you may have his body beibre our jus-
tices at Westminster, on the morrow of All Souls, to answer to William
Burton, gentleman, of a plea that he render to him two hundred pounds
which he owes him and unjustly detains, as he saith ; and whereupon you
have returned to our justmes at Westminster, from the day of the Holy
Trinity, m three weeks, that he is not found in your baihwiek. And have
you there then this writ. WIT_ESS, Sir John Willes, Knight, at Westmin-
ster, the eighteenth day of June, in the twenty-eighth year of our reign.

By virtue of this writ to me directed at my county court, held at Oxford, Sheriff's retara
in the county of Oxford, on Thursday the twenty-first day of June, in the Pn_ _:.tu_
twenty-ninth year of the reign of the Lord the King within written, the
within-named Charles Long was required the first time and did not appear;
and at my countv court, held at Oxford aforesaid, on Thursday the twenty- _ur_o _I._
fourth day of July, in the year aforesaid, the said Charles Long was required
the second time and did not appear ; and at my county court, held at Ox- Teruo
ford aforesaid, on Thursday the twenty-first day of August, in the year afore-
said, the said Charles Long was required the third time and did not appear;
and at my county court, held at Oxford aforesaid, on Thursday the eigh- Quar_
teenth day of September, in the year aforesaid, the said Charles Long was
required the fourth time and did not appear; and at my county court, held qu_ _
at Oxford aforesaid, on Thursday the sixteenth day of October, in the year
aforesaid, the said Charles Long was required the fifth time and did not ap-
pear; therefore the said Charles Long, by the judgment of the coroners of Xdeouaagat_
the said Lord the King, of the county aforesaid, according to the law and
custom of the kingdom of England, is outlawed.

G_oro_ the Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, andwrit of prod*
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth: ¢o the sheriff of Ox-mation-
¢ord_hire, greeting. WnEa_As, by our writ, we have lately commanded you
that you should cause Charles Long, late of Burford, gentleman, to be re-
quired from county court to county court, until, according to _the law and [*xvii
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No. IIf custom of our realm ofEngland, he should be outlat_ed if he did not ap
pear ; and if he did appear, then that you should take him and cause him
to be safely kept, so that you might have his body before our justices at
Westminster, on the morrow of All Souls, to answer to William Burton,
gentleman, of a plea that he render to him two hundred pounds which he
owes him and unjustly detains, as he saith : THEREfOrE, we command you.
by virtue of the statute in the thirty-first year of the Lady Elizabeth, late
Queen of England, made and provided, that you cause the said Charles
Long to be proclaimed, upon three several days, according to the form of
that statute, (whereof one proclamation shall be made at or near the most
usual door of the church of the parish wherein he inhabits,) that he render
himself unto you; so that you may have his body before our justices at
Westminster, at the day aforesaid, to answer the said William Burton of the

ea aforesaid. And have you there then this writ. WITNESS, Sir John
lles, Knight, at Westminster, the eighteenth day of June, in the twenty-

eighth year of our reign.

sbm_'a _tura By virtue of this writ to me directed, at my county court held at Oxford,
_oaam_rt f_i. in the county of Oxford, on Thursday the twenty-sixth day of June, in the

twenty-ninth year of the reign of the Lord the King within written, I caused
to be proclaimed the first time; and at the general quarter sessions of the
peace, held at Oxford aforesaid, on Tuesday the fifteenth day of July in the
year aforesaid. I caused to be proclaimed the second time: and at the most
usual door of the church of Burford within written, on Sunday the third
day of August in the year atbresald, immediately after divine service, one
month at the least before the within-named Charles Long was reqmred the
fifth time, I caused to b_ proclaimed the third time, that the said Charles
Long should render himself unto me, as within it is commanded me.

r_/_as_- GEORGEthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
_um. Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth, to the sheriff of Berk-

shire, greeting. WE command you, that you omit not by reason of any
liberty of your county, but that you take Charles Long. late of Burford, in
the county of Oxford, gentleman, (being outlawed in the said county of Ox-
ford, on Thursday the sixteenth day of October last past, at the suit of Wil-
liam Burton, gentleman, of a plea of debt, as the sheriff of Oxfordshire
aforesaid returned to our justices at Westminster on the morrow of All
Souls then next ensuing,) if the said Charles Long may be found in your

*xviii.] bailiwick ; and him safely keep, so that you may Shave his body before our
justices at Westminster from the day of St. _[artin in fifteen days, to do
and receive what our court shall consider concerning him in this behalf.
WITNESS,Sir John Willes, Knight, at Westminster, the sixth day of No-
vember, in the twenty-ninth year of our reign.

Sheriff'sreturn. By virtue of this writ to me directed, I have taken the body of the withm-
vt_ cor_us, named Charles Long: which I have ready at the day and place within con-

tained, according as by this writ it is commanded me.

SECT.3. 4BILL OF _IDDLESEX, AND LATITAT THEREUPON IN THE COURT OF
KINGrS BENCH.

Sillof M_ddlemexMiddlesex, _ THE SHERIFFiS commanded that he take Charles Long, late
fortrespass to wit. ) of Burford, in the county of Oxford, if he may be found in his

bailiwick, and him safely keep, so that he may have his body before the
Lord the King at Westminster, on Wednesday next after fifteen days of

tt_amtz d,bt. Easter, to answer William Burton, gentleman, of a plea of trespass ; _AND
ALSOto a bill of the said William against the aforesaid Charles, for two nun
dred pounds of debt, according to the custom of the court of the said Lord
the King, before the King himself to be exhibited ;] and that he have there
then this precept.

S_etiff'a return. The within-named Charles Long is not found in my bailiwick.
Non e_ inw_u_.

Lair:tat. GEORGEthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth ; to the sheriff of Berk-
shire, greeting. WHEREASwe lately commanded our sheriff of Middlesex
that he should take Charles Long, late of Burford, in the county of Oxford,

4 Note, that sections 3 and 4 are th_ usual method of process to compel an appearance tn the courts
of King's Bench and Exchequer, in which the practme of those courts does prmclpal|y differ from thai
of the court of Common Pleas, the subsequent stages of proceeding bern s nearly alLk_ in them all.326
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if he might be found in hi_ bailiwick, and him safely keep, so th_ he might No. I11
be before us at Westminster, at a certain day now past, to answer unto Wil-
liam Burton, gentleman, of a plea of trespass ; [ANDALSOto a bill of the said _ **,a_.
William against the aIoresaid Charles, for two hundred pounds of debt, ac-
cording to the custom of our court, before us to be exhJblted;] and our said
sheriff of i_lddle_ex at that day returned to us that the afbresaid Charles
was no_ tbund in his bailiwick ; whereupon on the behalf of the aforesaid
Wilham, in our court before us, it is sufficiently attested that the aforesaid
Charles lurks and runs about in your county. THEREFOREwe command you
that you take him, ff lie may be found in *your bailiwick, and him safely [*xix.
keep, so that you may have his body before us at Westminster on Tuesday
next after five weeks of Easter, to answer the aforesaid William of the plea
[and bill] aforesaid; and have you there then this writ. WITNESS,Sir
Dudley Ryder, Knight, at Westmflister, the eighteenth day of April, in the
twenty-e_ghth year of our reign.

By virtue of this writ to me directed, I have taken the body of the within- Sheriff'sretina
named Charles Long, which I have ready at the day and pla_ within con- c_,
rained, according as by this writ it is commanded me.

SECT.4. WRIT OF QUO _INUS IN THEEXCHEQUER.

GEORQEthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth ; to the sheriff of Berk-
shn'e, greeting. WE command you that you omit not by reason of any
liberty of your county, but that you enter the same, and take Charles Long,
la_e of Burford, in the county of Oxford, gentleman, wheresoever he shall
be tound m your bailiwick, and hnn safely keep, so that you may have his
body beibre the Barons of our Exchequer a_ Westminster on the morrow
of the Holy Trinity, to answer William Burton, our debtor of a plea, that
he render to him two hundred pounds which he owes him and unjustly de-
tains, whereby he is the less able to satisfy us the debts which he owes us
at, our said Exchequer, as he saith that he can reasonably show that the
same he ought to render: and have you there this writ. WIT_'ESS,Sir
Thomas Parker, Kmght, at Westminster, the sixth day of Biay, in the
twenty-eighth year ot our reign.

By virtue of this writ to me directed, I have taken the body of the within- Sheriff'sret_
named Charles Long, which I have ready before the barons within written, c_ wa,m
accordir_g as within it is commanded me.

SECT. 5. SPECIAL BAIL, ON THE ARREST OF THE DEFENDANT, PURSUANT TO THE

TESTATUM CAPIAS, in page xlv.

KNOWALLM_N,by these presents, that we, Charles Long, of Burford, in the B_l-bon¢ltt tl_
county of Oxford, gentleman, _eter Hamond, of Bix, in the said county, eheraZ
yeoman, and Edward Thomlinson, of Woodstock, in the stud county, inn-
holder, are held and firmly bound to Christopher Jones, esquire, sheriff of
the county of Berks, in four hundred pounds of lawful money of Great
Britain, to be paid to the said sheriff, or his certain attorney, executors,
admimstrators, or assigns ; for which payment well and truly to be made
we brad ourselves, and each of us by himself *for the whole and in gross, I'_xx
our and every of our heirs, executors, and administrators, firmly by these
presents, sealed with our seals. Dated the fifteenth day of May, in the
twenty-eighth year of the reign of our sovereign Lord GEORGEthe Second,
by the grace of God Kmo of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, Defender
of the Fanh, and so forth, and in the year of our Lord one thousand seven
hun,trod and fifty-five.

_IHE CONDITIONof this obligation is such. that if the above-bounden Charles
Long do appear before the justices of our sovereign Lord the King, at West-
minster, on the morrow of the Holy Trinity, to answer William Burton,
gentleman, of a plea of debt of two hundred pounds, then this obligation
Idaall be void and of none effect, or else shall be and remain in full force
and virtue.

Sealed and delivered, being first duly CHARLESLONG. (L.S.)
stamped, in the presence of PETER HAMOND. (L.Sol

HENRY SHAW. EDWARDTHO;KLINSON.(I,.S.)
"_IMOTItY _RIFFITHo
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No. III. You Charles Long do acknowledge to owe unto the plaintiff' tour hundred
pounds, and you John Rose and Peter Hamond do severally acknowledge

of tO owe untO the same person the sum of two hundred pounds aloiece, to _e
_mm_mo_erta._ levied upon your several goods and chattels, lands and tenements, uPON

CONDITIONthat. if the defendant be condemned in the action, he shall pay
the condemnation, or render himself a prisoner in the Fleet for the same ;
and, if he fail so to do, you John Rose and Peter Hamond do undertake to
do it for him.

Trinity Term, 28 Geo. II.

_pie_ JRerk_, _ ON a Te_tatum CaT_ from Oxfordshire against Charles Long,
to w_t. _ late of Burford, in the county of Oxford, gentleman, returnable

on the morrow of the Holy Trinity, at the suit of William Burton. oI a
plea of debt of two hundred pounds :

THE BAIL are, John Rose, of Witney, in the county of Oxford, esqmru
Peter Hamond,of Bix, in the said county, yeoman.

RICHARD PRICE, attorney

for the defendant, j
The party himself in 400/.
Each of the bail in 200/.

Taken and acknowledged the twenty-eighth
day of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand seven hundred and fifty-five, de
_e_ esse, before me,

I_BE RT GROVE,
one of the comm]ssioner_.

tXXI'] *SECT. 6. THE RECORD AS REMOVED BI_ _¢VRIT OF ERROR.

A'rit oterror. THE LORDthe King hath given in charge to his trusty and beloved Sir
John Willes, Knight, his writ closed in these words :--GEORGE the Second,
by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and Ireland King, Defender
of the F_th, and so forth: to our trusty and beloved Sir John Willes,
Knight, greeting. BECAUSEin the record and process, and also in the
giving of judgment of the plaint, which was in our court before you and
your fellows, our justices of the bench, by our writ between William Bur-
ton, gentleman, and Charles Long, late of Buribrd, in the county of Oxford,
gentleman, of a certain debt of two hundred pounds, which the said
Wilham demands of the said Charles, manifest error hath intervened, to
the great damage of him the said William, as we from his complaint are
informed ; we being willing that the error, if any there be, should be cor-
rected in due manner, and that full and speedy justice should be done to
the parties aforesaid in this behalf, do command you, that if judgment
thereof be given, then under your seal you do distinctly and openly send
the record and process of the plaint aforesaid, with all things concerning
them, and this writ ; so that we may have them from the day of Easter in
fifteen days, wheresoever we shall then be in England ; that the record and
process aforesaid being inspected, we may cause to be done thereupon, for
correcting that error, what of right and according to the law and custom of
our realm of England ought to be done. WITNESSourself at Westminster,
the twelfth day of February, in the twenty-ninth year of our reign.

ghief-_lstlce'sre- THE record and process whereof in the said writ mention above is made,
follow in these words, to wit :_

re_rd. PLEASat Westminster before Sir John Willes, Knight, and his brethren,
justices of the bench of the Lord the King at Westminster, of the term
of the Holy Trinity, in the twenty-eighth year of the reign of the Lord
GEORGRthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, &e.

¢i'rtt. Oxon, _ CHARLES LONG, late of Burford, in the county aforesaid, gentle-
to _t. J man, was summoned to answer Wilham Burton, of Yarnton in

the said county, gentleman, of a plea that he render unto him two hundred
_clarat_oD,or pounds, which he owes him and unjustly detains, [as he saith.] ANY
•_nt, ona bondWHEREUPONthe said William, by Thomas Gough, his attorney, complains,

• xxii.] that whereas on the first day of December, in the year of our Lord *one
828
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thousand seven hundred and fifty-fbur, at Banbury in this _*ounty, the said No. Ill
Char]es by his wmting obligatory did acknowledge himself to be bound to
the said William in the said sum of two hundred pounds of lawfhl money
of Great Britain, to be paid to the said William whenever after the said
Charles should be thereto reqmred, nevertheless the said Charles (although
often required) hath not paid to the said Wilham the said sum of two hun-
4red pounds, nor any part thereof, but hitherto altogether hath refused,
and cloth still refuse, to render the same ; wherefore he saith that he is in-
Jbured and hath damage to the value of ten pounds: and thereupon he

rinzs suit, [and good proof] ANn he brings here into court the writing Proferttatur_
obligatory a_bresaid; which testffies the debt aibre_ald in form aforesaid;
the date whereof is the day and year befbre mentioned. AND the afore-Defea¢_.
said Charles, by Rmt_ard Price his attorney, comes and defends the
force and injury when [and where it shall behoove him,] and craves oyer
of the said writing obhgatory, and it is read unto him [m the ibrm afore-
said :] he likewise craves oyer of the condition of' the said writing, and it is 0) er prayea of
read unto him in these words : " The condition of this obligation is such, thebondandcoo,dltlon,--VlZ._

that if the above-bounden Charles Long, his heirs, executors, and adminis- perform an
tinters and every of them, shall and do from time to time, and at all _w_rd.
times hereafter, well and truly stand to, obey, observe, fulfil, and keep the
award, arbitrament, order, rule, judgment, final end, and determination
of David Stiles, of Woodstock, in the said county, clerk, and Henry Bacon,
of Woodstock aforesaid, gentleman, (arbitrators indifferently nominated
and chosen by and between the said Charles Long and the above-named
William Burton, to arbitrate, award, order, rule, judge, and determine of
all and all manner of actions, cause or causes of action, suits, plaints,
debts, duties, reckomngs, accounts, controversies, trespasses, and demands
whatsoever had, moved, or depending, or which might have been had,
moved, or depending, by and between the said parties, for any matter,
cause, or thing, from the beginning of the world until the day of the date
hereof,) which the said arbitrators shall make and publish, of or in the
premises, in writing under their hands and seals, or otherwise by word of
mouth in the presence of two credible witnesses, on or before the first day
of January next ensuing the date hereof; then this obligation to be void
and of none effect, or else to be and remain in full force and virtue."

Wmc_ being read and heard, the said Charles prays leave to imparl therein 1mpa_,_.
here until the octave of the Holy Trinity : and it is granted unto him.
The same day is given to the said Wilham Burton, here, &c At which day, Continuance
to wit, on the octave of the Holy Trimty, here come as well the said William
Burton as the said Charles Long, by their attorneys aforesaid; and here-
upon the said William *prays that the said Charles may answer to his writ [*xxiii.
and count aforesaid. And the aforesaid Charles defends the force and in- P]_: _o such

jury, when, &c, and saith that the said William ought not to have or award.
maintain his said action against hm_ ; because he saith, that the said David
Stiles and Henry Bacon, the arbitrators bef')re named in the said condition,
did not make any such award, arbitrament, order, rule, judgment, final end,
or determination, of or in the premises above specified in the said condition,
on or before the first day of January, in the condition aforesaid above men-
tioned, according to the form and effect of the said condition : and this he
is ready to verify. Wherefore he prays judgment, whether the said William
ought to have or maintain his said action thereof against him [and that he
may go thereof without a da-_.] AND the aforesaid William saith that for any Replicat_at_
thing above alleged by the said Charles in pleadings he ought not to be pre- award.nngf,rth am
eluded from hawng his said actmn thereof against him ; because he saith,
that after the making of the said writing obligatory, and before the said
first day of January, to wit, on the twenty-sixth day of December, in the
year aforesaid, at Banbury aforesaid, in the presence of two credible wit-
nesses, namely, John Dew, of Chalbury, in the county aforesaid, and
Richard Morns, of Wytham, in the county of Berks, the said arbitrators
undertook the charge of the award, arbitrament, order, rule, judgment,
final end, and determination aforesaid, of and in the premises specified in
the condition aforesaid; and then and there made and published their
award by word of mouth in manner and form following : that is to say, the
said arbitrators did award, order, and adjudge that he the said Charles
Long should forthwith pay to the said William Burton the sum of seventy-
five pounds, and that thereupon all differences between them at the time
of the mah;ng the said writing obligatory, should finally cease and deter-
minn. AD the ,aid William further saitb that although he afterwards, to

3_
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N_ llI wit, on the sixth day of January, in the year of our Lord one thou_lan:l
seven hundred and fifty-five, at Banbury aforesaid, requested the said
Charles to pay to him the said William the said seventy-five pounds, yet

_ndo (by protestation that the said Charles hath not stood to, obeyed, obsem_ed
fulfilled, or kept any part of the said award, which by him the said Charles
ought to have been stood to, obeyed, observed, fuliilled, and kept) for
further plea therein he saith, that the said Charles the said seventy-five
pounds to the said Wilham hath not hitherto p_d ; and this he is ready to
verify. Wherefore he pray_ judgment, and Ins debt aforesaid, together
with his damages occasioned by the detention of the said debt, to be ad-

l_murr_r, judged unto hml, &c. AND the aforesaid Charles saith, that the plea afore-
said by hnn the said Wflham in manner and form aforesaid above in his
rephcatlon pleaded, and the matter m the same contamed, are in no wise

_xxiv.] sufficient in *law for the said Wilham to have or mamtain his actmn afore-
said thereupon against hml the said Charles; to whmh the said Charles
hath no necessity, neither is he obhged, by the law of the land, in any man-
ner to answer; and this he is ready to verify. Wherefore, for want of a
sufficient replication in this behalf, the said Charles, as aforesaad, prays
judgment, and that the aforesaid William may be precluded from having
his action aforesaid thereupon agamst him, &c. AND the said Charles, Re-

of demur-cordmg to the form of the statute m that case made and provided, shows
"_- to the court here the causes of demurrer following, to wit: that it doth not

appear, by the rephcation aforesaid, that the sa_d arbitrators made the same
award in the presence of two credible witnesses on or before the said first
day of January, as they ought to have done, according to the form and
effect of the condition aforesaid ; and that the replication aforesaid is un-

$,,nder m de- certain, insufficient, and wants form. A_D the aforesaid William saith, that
,putter. the plea aibresaid by him the said Wflham in manner and form aforesaid

above in his rephcation pleaded, and the matter in the same contained, are
good and sufficient in law for the said Wflham to have and mamtam the
said actmn of him the said Wllham thereupon against the said Charles;
which said plea, and the matter thereto contained, the said William is
ready to verify and prove as the court shall award : and because the aibre-
said Charles hath not answered to that plea, nor hath he hitherto m any
manner denied the same, the stud Wfiham as before prays judgment, and
his debt aforesaid, together _ith his damages occasioned by the detention

e_utin,_an_es of that debt, to be adjudged unto him, &e. AND BECAUSEthe justices here
will advise themselves of and upon the premises before they give judgment
thereupon, a day is thereupon given to the parties aforesaid here, until the
morrow of All Souls, to hear their judgment thereupon, for that the said
justices here are not yet advised thereof. At which day here come as well
the said Charles as the said Wflham, by their said attorneys ; and because
the said justices here wilt farther advise themselves of and upon the pre-
mises belore they give judgment thereupon, a day is farther given to the
parties aibresaid here until the octave of Saint Hllary, to hear their judg-
ment thereupon, for that the said justices here are not yet advised thereof,
2tt which day here come as well the said William Burton as the said Charles

Upmionof the Long, by their said attorneys. WHEREFORE, tim record and matters afore-
said having been seen, and by the justmes here fully understood, and all
and singular the premises being exannned, and mature dehberation being

kepneadon in- had thereupon, for that it seems to the said justices here that the said plea
_2fliclent. of the said William Burton before in his rephcation pleaded, and the mat-

ter thereto contamed, are not sufficient in law to have and maintain the
. action of the aforesaid William against the aforesaid Charles ; THEREFOREIT

XXV.J ............ Is CONSIDERED,that the aforesaid Wllham "take nothmg by his wmt afore-
Juag_lenL Ior the . , ,
{lefendant said, but that he and h_s pledges of prosecutmg, to wit, John Doe and
Qu_rens.,h,z ca- Rmhard Roe, be m mercy tbr his false complaint ; and that the aforesaid
p_at p_r breve. Charles go thereof without a day, &c. AND IT IS FARTHER CONSIDEREDy that_tmercement.

the aforesaid Charles do recover agamst the aforesaid William eleven pounds
c_sts, and seven shllhngs, for his costs and charges by tnm about his defence in

this behalf sustained, adjudged by the court here to the said Charles with
his consent, aecordmg to the form of the statute m that case made and pro-

_ec_tlon. vided : and that the aforesaid Charles may have execution thereof, &c.
_eneral erro_ a_- AFTERWARDS. to w_t, on Wednesday next after fifteen days of Easter in
,,gnca this same term, beibre the Lord the Kmg, at Westminster, comes the afore-

said William Burton, by Peter )/[anwarmg. his attorney, and saith, that in
the record and process aforesaid, and also m the giwng of the judgment in
the plaint aforesmd, it is m_nifestly erred in this, to wit, that the judgment
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• foresaid was given in for11 aforesaid for the said Charles Long against the No II1
aforesaid Wilham Burton, where, by the law of the land, judgment should
have been given for the said William Burton against the said Charles L,mg ;
and this he is ready to verify. A_'D the said William prays the writ ot the _ nt of mr_
said Lord the King, to warn the said Charles Long to be beibre the said _ _ f,_c_, to h_l_or£1 errors
the King, to hear the record and process aforesaid; and it is granted unto
him; by which the sheriff aibresaid is commanded that by good [and lawihl
men of his bailiwick]he cause the aforesaid Charles Long to know that he
be before the Lord the King from the day of Easter in five weeks, where-
soever [he shall then be in England,j to hear the record and process afore-
said, 1flit shall have happened that in the same any error shall have inter-
vened;] and further [to do and receive what the court of the Lord the King
shall consider in this behalf.] '_he same day is given to the aforesaid Wll-
ham Burton. AT w_m_ DAY before the Lord the King, at Westminster, Sheriff's retur_
comes the aforesaid William Burton, by his attorney atbresald: and the S¢,refe_
sheriff returns, that by wrtue of' the writ aforesaid to him directed he had
caused the said Charles Long to know that he be before the Lord the King
at the time aforesaid m the sald wmt contained, by John Den and Richard
Fen, good, &c., as by the same writ was commanded him; which said
Charles Long, according to the warning given him m this behalt, here

cometh, by. Thomas Webb, his attorney. .WHEREUPON the said William Err°r assiSn_. afresh. '
salth, that m the record and process atol esald, and also m the glwng of the
judgment aforesaid, it is manifestly erred, alleging the error aforesaid by
him m the fbrm atbresald alleged, and prays that the judgment aioresald
for the error aforesaid, and others, in the record and process aforesaid being
may be reversed, annulled, and entirely for nothing esteemed, and that the
_aid Charles *may rejoin to the errors afbresald, and that the court of the [*xxvi.
said Lord the King here may proceed to the examination as well of the
record and process aforesaid as of the matter aforesaid above for error
assigned. A_*_ the said Charles salth, that neither m the record andRe_omaer ra
process aforesaid, nor in the giving of the judgment aforesaid, in any thing nw_e_rratu_
is there erred ; and he prays m like manner that the court of the sa_d Lord
the King here may proceed to the examination as well of the record and
process aforesaid as of the matters aibresaid above for error assigned. AND Contmuam¢_
B_CAUSE the court of the Lord the King here is not yet advised what judg-
ment to give of and upon the premises, a day is thereof given to the parties
aforesaid until the morrow of the Holy Trinity, before the Lord the King,
wheresoever he shall then be in England, to hear their judgment of and
upon the premises, fbr that the court of the Lord the King here is not yet
advised thereof. At whmh day before the Lord the King, at Westminster,
come the par*ies aforesaid by their attorneys afbresa_d. WnEaEUPON, as Opiniouof e_
well the record and process aforesaid, and the judgment thereupon given, ¢ourU
as tho matter_ aforesaid by the said William above ibr error assigned, being
seen, and by the court of the Lord the King here being fully understood,
and mature deliberation being thereupon had, tbr that it appears to the
court of the Lord the King here, that in the record and process aforesaid,
and also in the giving of the j_dgment atbresaid, it is manifestly erred,
TIIEREFORE IT IS CONSIDEREDthat the judgment, aforesaid, tbr the error afore-Judgment of tl_CommonPhons
said, and others, in the recoid and process aibresaid, be reversed, annulled, rewrsed.
and entirely for nothing esteemed; _nd that the aforesaid Wilham recover Jud_unentforths
against the aforesaid Charles his debt aforesaid, and also fifty pounds for his plaintiff.
damages which he hath sustained, as well on occasion of the detention of
the satd debt, as for his costs and charges unto whmh he hath been putCo_t_.
about his suit in this behalf, to the said William with his consent by the
court of the Lord the King here adjudged. And the said Charles in mercy. Defendantamerced,

SECT.7. PROCESS OF EXECUTION.

GEOR_ the Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, andWmof_!_a_a_
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth, to the sheriff of Oxford -*a_ffa_e'_'_
shire, greeting. WE command you that you take Charles Long, late of Bur-
ford, gentleman, if he may be found in your bailiwmk, and him safely keep,
so that you may have his body before us in three weeks from the day of the
Holy Trinity, wheresoever we shall then be in England, to satisfy William
Burton for two hundred pounds debt, which the said Wdliam Burton hath
lately recovered against h_m in our court before us, and also fifty pound_,
which were *adjudged in our said court before us to the said William [_'x_x_|
Burton for his damages which he hath sustained, as well by occasion of the
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No.III. detentionofthesaiddebtasforhiscostsand chargestowhichhe ha_h been
putabouthlssuitinthisbehalf,whereofthesaidCharlesLong isconvicted,
as it appears to us of record ; and have you there then this writ. WITNESS
Sir Thomas Denison, 6 Knight, at Westminster, the nineteenth day of June,
in the twenty-ninth year of our reign.

sheriff'8 return. By virtue of this writ to me directed, I have taken the body of the
o_ cow. within-named Charles Long, which I have ready before the Lord the King

at Westminster, at the day within written, as within it is commanded me.

writ offie_ GEORGEthe Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth, to the sheriff of Oxford-
shire, greeting. WE command you that of the goods and chattels within
your bailiwick of Charles Long, late of Burford, gentleman, you cause to be
made two hundred pounds debt, which William Burton lately in our court
before us at Westminster hath recovered against him, and al_o fifty pounds,
which were adjudged in our court before us to the said William for his
damages which he hath sustained, as well by occasion of the detention of
his said debt as for his costs and charges to which he hath been put about
his suit in this behalf, whereof the said Charles Long is convicted, as it
appears to us of record; and have that money before us in three weeks
from the day of the Holy Trinity, wheresoever we shall then be in England,
to render to the said William of his debt and damages aforesaid ; and have
there then this writ. WIT_ESSSir Thomas Denison, Knight, at Westminster.
the nineteenth day of June, in the twenty-ninth year of our reign.

m_rur,. _etur_- By virtue of this wr]t to me directed, I have caused to be made of the
f_" goods and chattels of the within-written Charles Long two hundred and

fifty pounds, which I have read] before the Lord the King at Westminster.
at the day within written, as it is within commanded me.

t'l_h8 _ push6 juice, there I_i_g no ¢hief_juatl_ tI_t
m



COMMENTARIE8
ON

THE LAWS OF ENGLAND.

BOOK THE FOURTH.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE NATURE OF CRI/_ES, AND TttEIR PUNISLt_ENT.

W_. are now arrived at the fourth and last branch of these commentaries,
which treats of public wrongs, or crimes and misdemesnours. For we may re.
member that, in the beginning of the preceding book,(a) wrongs were divided
rot,_, two species : the one private, and tbe other publw. Private wrongs, whicb
are frequently termed civil injuries, were the subject of that entire book: we
are now therefore, lastly, to proceed to the consideration of public wrongs, or
crimes and misdemesnours; with the means of their prevention and punishment.
In the pursuit of which subject I shall consider, in the first place, the general
nature of crimes and punishments; secondly, the persons capable of committing
crimes; thirdly, their several degrees of guilt as principals, or accessaries;
*fourthly, the several species of crimes, with the punishment annexed to
each by the laws of England ; fifthly, the means of preventing their per- [*2
petration ; and, sixthly, the method of inflicting those punishments which the
l,_w has annexed to each several crime and misdemesnour.

First, as to the general nature of crimes, and their punishment; the discus-
sion and admeasm'ement of which forms in every country the code of criminal
law; or, as it is more usually denominated with us in England, the doctrine of
the pleas of the crown ; so called because the king, in whom centres the majesty
of the whole community, is supposed by the law to be the person injured by
every infraction of the public rights belonging to that community, and is there
fore in all cases the proper prosecutor for every public offence.(b)

The knowledge of this branch of jurisprudence, which teaches the nature, ex.
tent, and degrees of' every crime, and adjusts to it its adequate and necessary
penalty, is of the utmost importance to every individual in the state. For (as
a very great master of the crown-law(c) has observed upon a similar occasion)
no rank or elevation in liib, no uprightness of heart, no prudence or circum-
spection of conduct, should tempt a man to conclude that he may not at some
time or other be deeply interested in these researches. The infirmities of the
best among us, the vices and ungovernable passions of others, the instability of
all human affairs, and the numberless unforeseen events which the compass of
a day may bring forth, will teach us (upon a moment's reflection) that to know
with precision what the laws of our country have forbidden, and the deplorable
consequences to whi,.h a wilful disobedience may expos_ us, is a matter of un;.
versal concern.

(a) Book ill. ch 1. (a} See book I p 2_8. (*) Sir Michael Foster, pref. to rep.
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In proportion to the importance of the criminal law ought also to be t_m care
and attention of the legislature in properly forming and enforcing it. It should
*_ 1 be founded upon principles that are permanent, uniform, *and universal ;
v_ and always conformable to the dictates of truth and justice, the feelings

of humanity, and the indelible rights of mankind: though it sometimes (pro-
vided there be no transgression of these external boundaries) may be modified.
uarrowed, or enlarged, according to the local or occasional necessities of the
state which it is meant to govern. And yet, either from a want of attention tc
these principles in the first concoction of the laws, and adopting in their stead
the impetuous dictates of avarice, ambition, and revenge; from retaining the
discordant political regulations, which successive conquerors or factions have
established in the various revolutions of government; from giving a lasting
efficacy to sanctions that were intended to be temporary, and made (as lord
Bacon expresses it) merely upon the spur of the occasion; or from, lastly, too
hastily employing such means as are greatly disproportionate to their end, in
order to check the progress of some very prevalent offence : from some, or from
all, of these causes, it hath happened that the criminal law is in every country
of Europe more rude and imperfect than the civil. I shall not here enter into
any minute inquiries concerning the local constitutions of other nations; the
inhumanity and mistaken policy of which have been sufficiently pointed out by
ingenious writers of their own.(d) But even with us in England, where our
crown law is with justice supposed to be more nearly advanced to perfection ;
where crimes are more accurately defined, and penalties less uncertain and ar-

bitrary; where all our accusations are public, and our *trials in the face
*4] of the world; where torture is unknown, and every delinquent is judged
by such of his equals against whom he can ibrm no exception nor even a per-
sonal dislike;_even here we shall occasionally find room to remark some par-
ticulars that seem to want revision and amendment. These have chiefly arisen
from too scrupulous an adherence to some rules of the antient common law,
when the reasons have ceased upon which those rules were founded; from not
repealing such of the old penal laws as are either obsolete or absurd; and from
too little care and attention in framing and passing new ones. The enacting
of penalties, to which a whole nation should be subject, ought not to be left as
a matter of indifference to the passions or interests of a few, who upon tempo-
rary motives may prefer or support such a bill; but be calmly and maturely
considered by persons who know what provisions the laws have already made
to remedy the mischief complained of, who can from experience foresee the
probable consequences of those which are now proposed, and who will judge
without passion or prejudice how adequate they are to the evil. It is never
usual _n the house of peers even to read a private bill, which may affect the
property of an individual, without first referring it to some of the learned judges
and hearing their report thereon.(e) And surely equal precaution is necessary
when laws arc to be established which may affect the property, the liberty, and
perhaps even the lives of thousands. Iffad such a refbrence taken place, it is
impossible that in the eighteenth century it could ever lmve been made a capital
crime to break down (however maliciously) the mound of a fish-pond, whereby
any fish shall escape; or to cut down a cherry-tree in an orchard.(f) ' Were
even a committee appointed but once in a hundred years to revise the criminal
law, it could not have continued to this hour a fblony, without benefit of clergy,
to be seen for one month in the company of persons who call themselves, or are
called, Eg_Ttians (g)_

(_) Baron Monte_quteu. marqms Beccali% &c. (r) Star 9 Gee. I. c 22 31 Gee. II. c. 42.
(*) See book ll. page 335. (g) Stat 5 Elm c 20.

' The two acts inflicting this severe punishment are repealed, as far as regards the
benefit of clergy, by 4 Gee. IV. c. 54, _ 1 &2; and the ofl'ender or offenders, together
with their acces_aries, are liable, at the discretion of the court, to be transported or im-
prisoned. And see still more recent enactments with respect to these offences, in 7 & 8

co. IV. c. 30, _ 15, 19, 20.--C_1TT_
The 5 Eliz. c. 20, which introduced this cr_me and its severe punishment, is repealed

$34
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It is true that these outrageous penalties, being seldom or never inflicted, are
hardly known to be law by the public; *but that rather aggravates the
mischief, by laying a snare for the unwary. Yet they cannot but occur [*5
to the observation of any one who hath undertaken tim task of examining the
great outlines of the :English law, and tracing them up to their principles ; and
it is the duty of' such a one to hint them with decency to those whose abilities
and stations enable them to apply the remedy? Having therefore premised
this apology for some of the ensuing remarks, which might otherwise seem to
savour of arrogance, I proceed now to consider (in the first place) the general
nature of 2rimes.

I. A crime or misdemeanour is an act committed or omitted, in violation of
a public law either fbrbiddb_g or commanding it. This general definition com-
prehends both crimes and misdemeanours, which, properly speakipg, are mere
synonymous terms ; though, in common usage, the word "crimes" is made to

" denote such offences as a_e of a deeper and more atrocious dye ; while smaller
faults, and omissions of less consequence, are comprised under the gentler names
of "misdemeanours" only. 4

The distinction of public wrongs from private, of crimes and misdemeanours
from civil injuries, seems principally to consist in this : that private wrongs, or
civil injuries, are an infringement or privation of the civil rights which belong
to individu:ds, considered merely as individuals; public wrongs, or crimes and
misdemeanours, are a breach and violation of the public rights and duties duo
to the whole community, considered as a community, in its social aggregate ca-

acity. As, if I detain a field f_om another man, to whtch the law has given
im a right, this is a civil injury, and not a crime; for here only the right of an

individual is concerned, and it is immaterial to the public which of us is in pos-
session of the land: but treason, murder, and robbery are properly ranked
among crimes, since, besides the injury done to individuals, they strike at the
very being of society, which cannot possibly subsist where actions of this sort
are suffered to escape with impunity. 5

by the 23 Gee. IlI c. 51. Also the 1 & 2 Ph. & :M. e. 4, as far as it made it a capital felony
for gypsies to remain one month in England, is repealed by 1 Gee. IV. c. ll6.--C_HTTV.

8This hint was, however, taken but tardily, and the duty of reforming our criminal
code was left unperformed until very recently, in spite of the striking expostulation of
our commentator, and the r_eated exposure by other great and good men of the injus-
tice, the inconsistency and inefficiency of this branch of our law, one-fourth of the
present century was suffered to expire without any important or uniform amelioration
of its enactments. The subje,_t has, however, recently received the attention which it ,*o
seriously demanded ; anti it is only due to a late eminent statesman to say that, althou_,h
others l_ad previously pointed out the defects of the criminal code, to him the merit is
to be given of first bringing the power and advantages of office to remedy them. 'fl.e
work thus commenced Ires _een carried on by others.--STEwART.

4 In the English law nus& ncanour is generally used in contradistinction to felony, ar d
misdemeanours compreher :l all indictable offences which do not amount to felony, as per-
jury, battery, libels, cony'3racies, attempts and solicitations to commit felomes, &c.--
CH RISTIA,_.

5The distinction betw _n public crimes and private injuries seems entirely to be created
ny positive laws, and _* referable only to civil institutions. Every violation of a moral
law or natural oblig.,',ou is an injury for which the offender ought to make retribution
to the indlvidual_ "*',o immediately ._uffer from it ; and it is also a crime for which lie
ought to be punic', _d to that extent which would deter both him and others from a re-
petition of the o_'_nce. In positive laws those acts are denominated injuries for which
the legislatflre ;, _s pro, ided only retribution or a compensation in damages ; but when,
from expem_.'/e, it is discovered that this is not sufficient to restrain within moderato
bounds certain classe_, of injuries, it then becomes necessary for the legislative power to
raise them into crime_ and to endeavour to repress them by the terror of punishment,
or the sword of the p, _blicmagistrate. The word "crime" has no technical meaning in the
mw of England. It seems, when it has a reference to positive law, to comprehend those
acts which subject tLe offender to punishment. When the words high cr_mes and _msde-
,neavours are used in prosecutions by impeachment, the words h_qhcrimes have no definite
signification, but a_ used merely to give greater solemnity to the charge. When the
word crime is used with a reference to moral law, it implies every deviation from moral
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In all cases the crime includes an injury: every public offence is also a pri
rate wrong, and somewhat more; it affects the individual, and it likewise affects

tile community. *Thus, treason in imagining the king's death involves
*6] in it conspiracy against an individual, which is also a civil injury; but, as
this species of treason, in its consequences, principally tends to the dissolution
of government, and the destruction thereby of the order and peace of society_
this denominates it a crime of the highest magnitude. Murder is an injury to
the lifb of all individual ; but the law of society considers principally the loss
which the state sustains by being deprived of a member, and the pernicious
example thereby set for others to do the like. Robbery may be considered in
the same view: it is an injury to private property; but, were that all, a civil
satisthction in damages might atone fbr it; the public mischief' is the thing for
the prevention of which our laws have made it a capital offence. In these gross
and atrocious injuries the private wrong is swallowed up in the public: we
seldom hear any mention made of satisfaction to the individual, the satisfaction
to the community being so very great. And, indeed, as the public crime is not
otherwise avenged than by forfeiture of life and property, it is impossible after-
wards to make any reparation for the private wrong, which can only be had
from the body or goods of the aggressor. _ But there are crimes of an inferior
nature, in which the public punishment is not so severe but it affords room for
a private compensation also ; and herein the distinction of crimes from civil
injuries is very apparent. For instance: in the case of battery, or beating
another, the aggressor may be indicted for this at the suit of the king, for dis-
turbing the public peace, and be punished criminally by fine and imprisonment;
and the party beaten may also have his private remedy by action of trespass
for the injury which he in particular sustains, and recover a civil satisfaction
in damages. 7 So, also, in case of a public nuisance, as digging a ditch aerobes a

rectitude. Hence we say it is a cr/me to refuse the payment of a just debt; it is a ¢_im_
wilfully to do an injury to another's person or property without making him a satisfac-
tion. To destroy another's property wilfully, without making the owner a compensation,
is in all cases a worse crime in reason than theft ; because the individual deprived of his
property suffers precisely the same injury, and the public loses the benefit of that pro-
perty, which contributes to the support of no one; and he who does the injury has not
the temptation of him who steals to supply his wants. In the case of those actions
which are only civil injuries, and to which no legal pumsl_nent is annexed, the law has
supposed that retribution will be sufficient to deter the commission of them. But the
wilful and malicious destruction of another's property by fire in many cases is punished
with death ; so also is the malicious killing and maiming of another's cattle : yet these
detestable and diabolical acts were not crimes by the common law of England ; but ex
perience discovered the necessity of rendering them subject to public and severe
punishment. Yet to set fire to a field of ripe standing corn is still only a private injury
though this is an act whwh strikes at the very be_g of sociely,but the legislature have not yet
found it necessary to repress it by the terror of penal laws.---CHR:SWAN.

The 9 Gee. I. c. 22, relating to killing and maiming cattle, is repealed by 4 Gee. IV. e
54, by which the punishment of that ofi_nce is altered to transportation or imprison
merit, and the necessity of proving malice against the owner is removed.---C_iTTr.

The civil right to sue for the injury the party has received in a case of felony is not
in general merged or destroyed, but only suspe_wleduntil he has performed his duty to
_ciety by an endeavour to bring *.he offender to justice: and after the party on whom
suspicion was fixed has been convicted or acquitted, without collusion, the prosecutor
may support an action for the same cause as that on which the criminal prosecution
was founded. Styles, 346. 12 East, 409. Rep. T. I-Iardw. 350. 17 Ves. 329. No action
can be brought, or bill in equity filed, in relation to a felony, until the offender has been
duly tried for the offence, (id. ibid.,) or that every exertion has been made to bring him
to justice.----CHITTV.

The court of Common Pleas will ,_ot compel a party who has proceeded both by
:ndictment and action for the same a_sault to make his election upon which he will rely,
(Jones vs. Clay, 1 Bos. & Pui. 191 ;) and, though it was formerly held that, in general, if
the party moved for a criminal information he must abandon any action, that doctrine
seems to have been broken in upon by a very recent case in the court of King's Bench
(Caddy vs. Barlow, 1 Man. & Ryl. 275,) where it was held, in an action by A. for
the malicious prosecution by C. of an indmtment against A. and B.. that a rule for a
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highway- this is punishable by indictment as a common oflen_'e to the whole
kingdom and all his majesty's subjects; but if any individual sustains any special
*damage thereby, as laming his horse, breaking his carriage, or the like, _,.
the offender may be compelled to make ample satisfi_ction, as well for the [
private injury as for the public wrong.

Upon the whole, we may observe that, in taking cognizance of' all wrongs or
unlawful acts, the law has a double view, viz. : not only to redress the party
injured by either restoring to him his right, if possible, or by giving hun an
equivalent, the manner of doing which was the object of our inquiries in the
preceding book of these commentaries, but also to secure to the public the
mnefit of society, by preventing or punishing every breach and violation of

those laws which the sovereign power has thought proper to establish for the
government and tranquillity of" the whole. What those breaches are, and how
prevented or punished, are to be considered in the present book.

II. The nature of crimes and misdemeanours in general being thus ascertained
and distinguished, I proceed, in the next place, to consider the general nature
of punishments, which are evils or inconveniences consequent upon crimes and
misdemeanours; being devised, denounced, and inflicted, by human laws, in
consequence of disobedience or misbehaviour in those to regulate whose conduct
such laws were respectively made. And herein we will briefly con_ider the
power, the end, and the measure, of" human punishment.

1. As to the power of human punishment, or the right of the temporal legis-
lator to inflict discretionary penalties for crimes and misdemeanours (h) It is
clear that the right of punishing crimes against the law of nature, as murder,
and the like, is, in a state of mere nature, vested in every individual. For it
must be vested in somebody; otherwise the laws of nature would be vain and
fruitless, if none were empowered to put them in execution : and, if that power
is vested in any one, it must also be vested in all mankind, *since all are
by nature equal. Whereof the first murderer, Cain, was so sensible, that [*8
we find him(i) expressing his apprehensions that whoever should find him would
slay him. In a state of society this right is transferred from individuals to the
sovereign power; whereby men are prevented from being judges in their own
causes, which is one of the evils that civil government was intended to remedy.
Whatever power, therefore, individuals had of punishing offences against the
law of nature, that is now vested in the magistrate alone, who bears the sword
of justice by the consent of the whole community. And to this precedent
natural power of individuals must be referred that right, which some have
argued to belong to every state, (though, in fact, never exercised by any,) of
punishing not only their own subjects, but also foreign ambassadors, even with
death itself, in case they have offended, not indeed against the municipal laws
of the country, but against the divine laws of nature, and become liabm thereby
to forfeit their lives for their guilt.(k)

As to offences merely against the laws of society, which arc only ,,ala pl
hibita, and not mala in se, the temporal magistrate is also empowered to inflict
coercive penalties for such transgressions, and this by the consent of individuals
who, in fbrming societies, did either tacitly or expressly invest the sovereign
power with the right of making laws, and of enforcing obedience to them when
made by exercising, upon their non-observance, severities adequate to the evil.
l:he lawfulness, therefore, of punishing such criminals, is founded upon this
rinciple, that the law by which they suffer was made by their own consent:

is a part of the original contract into which they entered when first they en
g'lged in society; it was calculated for, and has long contributed to, their own
security.

This right, therefore, being thus conferred by universal consent, gives to the
state exactly the same power, and no more, over all its members, as each indi

Gen. iv. 14
Nat. & N.b(h)_ Grotius,8,c. 3.de j. b. _ _. Z. 2, c 20. Puffendorf, L. of ((_))See book L p. 254.

criminal information obtained by A.. and made absolute, was no bar to the action. Se_
also tim note to that case, id. 278.----CIIITTY.

V._L.II.--22 337
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.9 _ vldual member had naturally over himself or others which ham *oc_-
J sioned some to doubt how far a human le_slature ought to inflict capital

punishments for positive offences,---offences against the municipal law only, and
not against the law of nature,--since no individual has, naturally, a power of
inflicting death upon himself or others for actions in themselves indifferent,
With regard to offences mala in se, capital punishments are in some instances
inflicted by the immediate command of God himself to all mankind; as in the
ease of murder, by the precept delivered to :Noah, their common ancestor and
representative, "whoso sheddeth, man's blood, by man shall his blood be.shed. ."(l_.
In other instances they are inflicted after the example of the Creator m his pore
tire code of laws for the regulation of the Jewish republic; as in the ca_ of the
crime against nature. But they are sometimes inflicted without such express
warrant or example, at the will and discretion of the human legislature; as for
tbrgery, for theft, and sometimes for offences of a lighter kind. Of these we
are principally to speak, as these crimes are none of them offences against
natural, but only against social rights, not even theft itself, unless it be accom-
panied with violence to one's house or person; all others being an infringement
of that right of property which, as we have formerly seen,(m) owes its origin
not to the law of nature, but merely to civil society. 8

The practice of inflicting capital punishments, _br offences of human institu-
tion, is thus justified by that great and good man, Sir 1Katthew Hale :(n)
"When offences grow enormous, frequent, and dangerous to a kingdom or state,
destructive or highly pernicious to civil societies, and to the great insecurity
and danger of the kingdom or its inhabitants, severe punishment, and even
death itself, is necessary to be annexed to laws in many cases by the prudence
of lawgivers." It is therefore the enormity or dangerous tendency of the
crime that alone can warrant any earthly legislature in putting him to death

*10] that commits it. *it is not its frequency only, or the difficulty of other-wise preventing it, that will excuse our attempting to prevent it by a
wanton effusion of human blood. For though the end of punishment is to
deter men i_om offending, it never can follow from thence that it is lawful to
deter them at any rate and by any means; since there may be unlawful methods
of enforcing obedience even to the justest laws. Every humane legislator will
_'betherefore extremely cautious of establishing laws that inflict the penalty of
death, especially for slight offences or such as are merely positive. :He will
expect a better reason for his so doing than that loose one which generally is
given,--that it is fimnd by/brmer experience that no lighter penalty will be
effectual. :For is it ibund upon further experience that capital punishments are
more effectual? Was the vast territory of all the Russias worse regulated
trader the late empress Elizabeth than under her more sanguinary predecessors ?
_s it now, under Catherine III., less civilized, less social, less secure ? And yet
we are assured, that neither of these illustrious princesses have, throughout
their whole administration, inflicted the penalty of death; and the latter has,
upon full persuasion of its being useless, nay, even pernicious, given orders for
abolishing it entirely throughout her extensive dominions.(o) But, indeed,
were capital punishments proved by experience to be a sure and effectual
remedy, that would not prove the necessity (upon which the justice and pro-

riety depend) of inflicting them upon all occasmns when other expedients faiL
fear this reasoning would extend a great deal too far. For instance, the

(z) Gem ix. 6. (o) Grand instructions for framing a new code of lawl f_
(_) Book i e. 1. the Russian empire, _ 210.
(_) 1 H_. P c. la.

8It is strange that the learned judge's conclusion--viz., that theft itself _snot ano.f_
_aainstnaturalr/ghts---didnot lead him to suspect the fallacy of the position that _heright
of propertyowesits ong_nnot to the lawof nature,but merelytocivd _ocuty,which he has also
advanced in u former book, (2 book, p. 11,) and which I have there presumed to contro-
vert. If theft be not a violation of the law of nature and reason, it would follow that
there is no moral turpitude in dishonesty. ".Non _gzturmagusestcontrana'_,rarn,norbusaug
ege_tasaut quidhuyu_w&quamdetractioaut appehtw a].er_._Cm. Thou shah _wt_t_l is vet.
tainly one of the first precepts both of nature and religion.--CHRiSvx_.
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damage done to our public roads by loaded wagons is universally allowed, and
many laws have been made to prevent it ; none of which have hitherto proved
effectual. But it does not therefore follow that it would be just for the leg:s-
lsture to inflict death upon every obstinate carrier who defeats or eludes the
provision of former statutes. Where the evil to be prevented is not adequate
to the violence of the preventive, a sovereign that thinks seriously can never

justify such a law t,_ the dictates of *conscience and humanity. To shed [_11
the blood of our fel_ow-creature is a matter that requires the greatest de-
liberation and the fullest conviction of our own authority: for life is the ;mined late
gift of God to man i which neither he can resign, nor can it be taken from him_
unless by the command or permission of Him who gave it; either expressly I c-
vealed, or collected from the laws of nature or society by clear and ndisputable
demonstration.

I would not be understood to deny the right of the legislature in any country
to enforce its own laws by the death of the transgressor, though persons of
some abilities have doubted it i but only to suggest a few hints for the consider-
ation of such as are, or may hereafter become, legislators. When a question
arises, whether death may be lawfully inflicted for this or that transgression,
the wisdom of the laws must decide it ; and to this public judgment or decision
all private judgments must submit i else there is an end of the first principle
of all society and government. The guilt of blood, if any, must lie at their
doors who misinterpret the extent of their warrant, and not "_t the doors
of the subject, who is bound to receive the interpretations that are given by
the sovereign power.

2. As to the end or final cause of human punishments. This is not by way
of atonement or expiation for the crime committed ; for that must be left to
the just determination of the Supreme Being; but as a precaution against
future offences of the same kind. This is effected three ways : either by th_
amendment of the offender himself; for which purpose all corporal punish-
ments, fines, and temporary exile or imprisonment are inflicted; or by deter-
ring others by the dread of his example from offending in the like wa3, "ut
p_ena (as Tully(p) expresses it) ad paucos, rectus ad omnes perveniat;" which
gives rise *,o all ignominious punishments, and to such executions of justice as

are open and public : *or, lastly, by depriving the party injuring of the ['12
power to do thture mischief; which is effected by either putting him to
death, or condemning him to perpetual confinement, slavery, or exile. The
same _ne end of preventing future crimes is endeavoured to be answered by
each of these three species of punishment. The public gains equal security,
whether lhe offender himself be amended by wholesome correction, or whether
he be disabled from doing any further harm ; and if the penalty fails of both
these effects, as it may do, still, the terror of his example remains as a warning
to other citizens. The method, however, of inflicting punishment ought always
to be proportioned to the particular purpose it is meant to serve, and by no
means to exceed it: therefore the pains of death, and perpetual disability by
exile, slavery, or imprisonment, ought never to be inflicted but when the
offender appears incorrigible: which may be collected either from a repetition
of minuter offences, or from the perpetration of some one crime of deep
malignity which of itself demonstrates a disposition without hope or proba-
bility of amendment: and in such cases it would be cruelty to the public to
defer the punishment of such a criminal till he had an opportunity of re.
peating perhaps the worst of villanies.

3. As to the measure of human punishments. From what has been observed
m the former articles, we may collect, that the quantity of punishment can
never be absolutely determined by any standing invariable rule ; but it must be
left to the arbitration of the legislature to inflict such penalties as are war-
ranted by the laws of nature and society, and such as appear to be the best
?alculated to answer the end of precaution against future offences.

Hence it will be evident that what some have so highly extolled for its
{P) Pro U_uent_o_46.
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8qmty, the lex talionis, or law of retaliation, can nev._r be in all cases an ado
:luate ol permanent rule of punishment. In some cases indeed it seems to be
dictated by natural reason; as in tile case of conspiracies to do an injury, or
false accusations of the innocent; to which we may add that law of the Jews

*l 3 ] and Egyptians, mentioned by *Josephus and Diodorus Siculus, that who-
ever without sufficient cause was ibund with any mortal poison in his

custody should himself be obliged to take it. But, i _ general, the difference
of persons, place, time, provocation, or other circumstances may enhance or miti-
gate the offence ; and in such cases retaliation can never be a proper measure
of justice. If a nobleman strikes a peasant, all mankind will see that if a _ourt
of justice awards a return of the blow it is more than a just compensation. On
the other hand, retaliation may sometimes be too easy a sentence ; as, if a man
maliciously should put out the remaining eye of him who had lost one before,
i_ is too slight a punishment for the maimer to lose only one of his: and there.
fore the law of the :Locrians, which demanded an eye for an eye, was in this
instance judiciously altered by decreeing, in imitation of Solon's laws,(q) that
he who struck out the eye of a one-eyed man should lose both his own m :re.
turn. Besides, there are very many crimes that will in no shape admit of these
penalties without manliest absurdity and wickedness. Theft cannot be pu.
nished by theft, defamation by defamation, forgery by forgery, adultery by adul.
teD" , and the like. And we may add, that those instances, wherein retaliation
appears to be used, even by the divine authority, do not really proceed upon
the rule of exact retribution, by doing to the criminal the same hurt he ha_
done to his neighbour, and no more; but this correspondence between th_
crime and punishment is barely a consequence from some other principle.
Death is ordered to be punished with death; not because one is equivalent to
the other, for that would be expiation, and not punishment. :Nor is death al-
ways an equivalent for death : the execution of a needy decrepit assassin is a
poor sa_isi_ction for the murder of a nobleman in the bloom or" his youth and
full enjoyment of his friends, his honours, and his fortune. But the reason
upon which this sentence is grounded seems to be that this is the highest

"14] penalty that man can inflict, *and tends most to the security of mankind,by removing one murderer from the earth and setting a dreadful exam.
ple to deter others; so that even this grand instance proceeds upon other
principles than those of retaliation. And truly, if any measure of punishment
is to be taken from the damage sustained by the sufferer, the punishment ought
rather to exceed than equal the injury: since it seems contrary to reason
and equity that the guilty (if convicted) should suffer no more than the inno-
cent has done before him; especially as the suffering of the innocent is past
and irrevocable, that of the guilty is future, contingent, and liable to be escaped
or evaded. With regard indeed to crimes that are incomplete, which con-
sist merely in the intention, and are not yet carried into act, as conspiracies
and the like, the innocent has a chance to f_ustrate or avoid the viltany, as the
conspirator has also a chance to escape his punishment; and this may be one
reason why the lex talionis is more proper to be inflicted, if at all, ibr crimes that
,onsist in intention, than for such as are carried into act. It seems, indeed,

consonant to natural reason, and has therefore been adopted as a maxim by
several theoretical writers,(r) that the punishment due to the crime of which
one falsely accuses another should be inflicted on the pe_i_ured informer. Ac-
cordingly, when it was once attemped to introduce into England the law of
retaliation, it was intended as a punishment for such only as preferred malicious
accusations against others; it being enacted, by statute 37 Edw. III. ch. 18,
that such as preferred any suggestions to the king's gr_at council should put
in sureties of taliation ; that is, to incur the same pain that the other should
have had in case the suggestion were found untrue. B it after one year's ex.
perience, this punishment of taliation was rejected, and imprisonment adopted
,n its stead.(s)

But though from what has been said it appears that there cannot be any
(_)Pott Antlqb i c 26. (r)Boxcarc.la. (a)_t_t.38 Edw.IIi ¢.9.
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regular or determinate method of rating the *quantity of punishments ['15
ibr crimes by any one uniform rule, but they must be referred to the
will and discretion of the legislative power : yet there arc some general pcin-
ciple% drawn from the nature and circumstances of the crime, that may be of
some assistance in allotting it an adequate punishment.

As, first, with regard to the object of it i for the greater and more cxaltea
the object of an i_jury is, the more care should be taken to prevent that
injury, and, of course, under this aggravation the punishment should be there
severe. Therefore treason in conspiring the king's death is by the English law
punished with greater rigour than even actually killing any private subject.
And yet, generally, a design to transgress is not so flagrant an enormity as the
actual completion of that design. For evil, the nearer we approach it, is
the more disagreeable and shocking; so that it requires more obstinacy in
wickedness to perpetrate an unlawful action, than barely to entertain the
thought of it : and it is an encouragement to repentance and remorse, even till
the last stage of any crime, that it never is too late to retract i and that if a
man stops even here, it is better for him than if he proceeds : for which reason,
an attempt to rob, to ravish, or to kill, is far less penal than the actual robbery,
rape, or murder. But in the case of a treasonable conspiracy, the object
whereof is the king's majesty, the bare intention will deserve tim highest de-
gree of severity ; not because the intention is equivalent to the act itself, but
because the greatest rigour is no more than adequate to a treasonable purpose
of the heart, and there is no greater left to inflict upon the actual execution
itself.

Again: the violence of passion, or temptation, may sometimes alleviate a
crime; as theft, in case of hunger, is far more worthy of compassion than when
committed through avarice, or to supply one in luxurious excesses. To kill a
man upon sudden and violent resentment is less penal than upon cool, deli-
berate malice. The age, education, and character of the offender: the repetition

or otherwise) *of the offence ; the time, the place, the company, wherein ['16
t was committed; all these, and a thousand other incidents, may aggra-
vate or extenuate the crimc.(t)

Further: as punishments are chiefly intended for the prevention of future
crimes, it is but reasonable that among crimes of different natures those should
be most severely punished which are the most destructive of the public safety
and happiness;(u) and, among crimes of an equal malignity, those which a man
has the most frequent and easy opportunities of committing, which cannot be
so easily guarded against as others, and which therefore the offender has the
strongest indlmement to commit; according to what Cicero observes,(v) "ca
sunt aaimadvertenda peccata max;me, quce diff_cill_me prcecaventur." Hence it is,
that for a servant to rob his master is in more cases capital than for a stranger;
if a servant kills his master, it is a species of treason ;g in another it is only
murder; to steal a handkerchief, or other trifle of above the value of twelve
pence, privately from one's person, is made cap;tall _°but to carry off a load of

_s) Thus, Demcethoues (m his oration against Mldms) publicly, befnre strangers as well as citizens ; and that in
finely works up the aggravatmns of the results he had the temple, whither the duty of my office called me,"
received :--" I was abuqed," says he, "by my enemy, m cold (u) Beccar c. _.
blood, out of mahce, nor by heat of wine, m the mormng, (*) _Pro Sexto Rascw, 40.

This is no longer law. By 9 Gee. IV. c. 31, s. 2, repealing 25 Edw. III. st. 5, e. 2,
respecting petit treason, it is enacted "that every offence which before the commence-
ment of that act would have amounted to petit treason shall be deemed to be murder
only, and no greater offence; and that all persons guilty in respect thereof, whether as
principals or accessaries, shall be dealt with, indicted, tried, and punished as principals
and accessaries in murder." See 1 Hawk. P. C. 6th ed. 105. 5 Burn's J. last ed. 551.--
CHITTY.

1°This is altered by 7 &8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 6, which enacts "that if any person shall
steal any chattel, money, or valuable security from the person of another, or shall assault
any other person with intent to rob him, or shall with menaces or by force demand any
such property of any other person with intent to steal the same, he shall be guilty of
felony, and liable to ]_u trax:sIoo_ted for hfe, or for not less than seven years, or to be
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corn from an open field, though of fifty times greater value, is punished with
transportation only. And in the island of Man this rule was formerly carried
so far that to take away a horse or an ox was there no felony, but a trespass,
because of the difficulty in that little territory to conceal them or carry them
off; but to steal a pig or a fowl, which is easily done, was a capital misde-
meanour, and the offender was punished with death.(w)

:Lastly : as a conclusion to the whole, we may observe that punishments of
unreasonable severity, especially when indiscriminately inflicted, have less effect
ia preventing crimes and amending the manners of a people than such as are
*iv 1 more merciful in general, yet properly intermixed with due *distinctions

"" J of severity. It is the sentiment of an ingenious_ writer, who seems to
have well studied the springs of human action,(x) that crimes are more effec-
tually prevented by the certainty than by the severity of punishment. For the
excessive severity of law (says lk[ontesquieu)(y) hinders their execution : when
the punishment surpasses all measure the public will frequently, out of humanity,
prefer impunity to it. Thus also the statute 1 _ar. st. 1, c. 1 recites in its pre-
amble "that *.he state of every king consists more assuredly in the love of the
subjects towards their prince than in the dread of laws made with rigorous pains;
and that laws made ibr the preservation of the commonwealth without great
penalties are more often obeyed and kept than laws made with extreme punish-
ments." Happy had it been for the nation if the subsequent practice of that
deluded princess, in matters of religion, had been correspondent to these sen-
timents of herself and parliament in matters of state and government! We
may further observe that sanguinary laws are a bad symptom of the distemper
of any state, or at least of its weak constitution. The laws of the Roman
kings, and the twelve tables of the decemviri, were full of cruel punishments:
the Porcian law, which exempted all citizens from sentence of death, silently
abrogated them all. In this period the republic flourished ; under the emperors
severe punishments were rewved; and then the empire fell. u

It is moreover absurd and impolitic to apply the same punishment to crimes
of different malignity. A multitude of sanguinary laws (besides the doubt that
may be entertained concerning the right of making them) do likewise prove a
manifest defect either in the wisdom of the legislative or the strength of the
executive power. It is a kind of quackery in government, and argues a want
of solid skill, to apply the same universal remedy, the ultimum supplicium, to
every case of difficulty. It isj it must be owned, much easier to extirpate than

(_)4Inst.285. (_)Beccar.c. 7. (Y)Sp.L.b.6,c 13.

imprisoned for not exceeding four years ; and, if a male, to be once, twice, or thrice
publicly or privately whipped."--CuITTr.

11The most admirable and excellent statute ever passed by the English legislature is
the 1 Edw. ¥I. c. 12. In the preamble it states, in a beautiful and simple strain of elo-
quence, that "Nothing is more godly, more sure, more to be wished and desired betwixt
a prince, the supreme head and ruler, and the subjects whose governor and head he is.
than on the prince's part great clemency and indulgency, and rather too much forgive-
ness and remission of his royal power and just punishment, than exact severity and
justice to be showed ; and, on the subjects' behalf, that they should obey rather for" love,
and for the necessity and love of a king and prince, than fbr fear of his strait and severe
laws. But as in tempest or winter one course and garment is convenient, in calm or
warm weather a more liberal ca_e or lighter garment both may and ought to be followed
and used, so we have seen divers strait and sore laws made in one parliament (the time
so requiring) in a more calm and quiet reign of another prince by the like authority and
parliament taken away," &c. It therefore repeals every statute which has created any
treason since the 25 Edw. III. st. 5, e. 2. It repeals "all and every act of partiameut
concerning doctrine or matters of religion." It repeals every felony created by the
legislature during the preceding long and cruel reign of Henry VIII. It repeals the
statute 31 Hen. VIII., "that proclamations made by the king's highness, by the advice
of his honourable council, should be made and kept as though they were made by
authority of parliament." It repeals also the extraordinary statute de bigarnis, (4 Edw.
I. st. 3, c. 5,) which enacted that if any man married a widow, or married a second wife
after the death of the first, he should be deprived of the benefit of clergy if he was ,oD-
vieted of any clergyable felony whatever.--CHR1STi,t_r.
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to amend mankind ; yet *that magistrate must be esteemed both a _ ,'.ak . ,1 _
and a cruel surgeon who cuts off every limb which, through ignol_n_ e or I.
indolence, he will not attempt to cure. It has been therefore ingeniously pro-
posed,(z) that in every state a scale of crimes should be formed, with a corre-
,pending scale of punishments, descending from the greatest to the least; but,
if that be too romantic an idea, yet at least a wise legislator will mark the
_rincLpal divisions and not assign penalties of the first degree to offences of an
:nfcrmr rank. Where men see no d_stmctlon made m the nature and gradations
of punishment, the generality will be led to conclude there is no distinetioa in
the guilt. Thus in France the punishment of robbery, either with or without
murder, is the same ;(a) hence it is that though perhaps they are therefore sub.
ject to fewer robberies, yet they never rob but they also murderY In China
murderers are cut to pieces, and robbers not ; hence in that country they never
murder on the highway, though they often rob. And in :England, besides the
additional terrors of a speedy execution and a subsequent exposure or dissection,
robbers have a hope of transportation, which seldom is extended to murderers.
This has the same effect here as in China ; in preventing frequent assassinatioa
aud slaughter.

Yet, though in this instance we may glory in the wisdom of the English law,
we shall find it more difficult to justify the fl'equency of capital punishment to
be found therein, inflicted (perhaps inattentively) by a multitude of successive
independent statutes upon crimes very different in their natures. It is a melan-
choly truth, that among the variety of actions which men are daily liable to
commit, no less than a hundred and sixty have been declared by act of parlia-
ment(b) to be felonies without benefit of clergy; or, in other words, to be worthy
of instant death. So dreadful a list, instead of diminishing, iacreases the num.

ber of offenders. *The injured, through compassion, will often forbear ['19
to prosecute; juries, through compassion, will sometimes forget their
oaths, and either acqmt the guilty or mitigate the nature of the offence; and
judges, through compassion, will respite one-half of the convicts, and recom.
mend them to the royal mercy. Among so many chances of escaping, the
needy and hardened offender overlooks the multitude that suffer: he boldly en-

.ggares in some desperate attempt to relieve his .wants or suIpy)1 his vices,, and
If, unexpectedly, the hand of justice overtakes him, he deems, hlmsetf, pecuharly
unfortunate in falling at last a sacrifice to those laws which long impunity has
taught him to contemn.

CHAPTER II.

OF THE PERSONS CAPABLE OF COMMITTING CRI_[ES.

HAw_o in the preceding chapter considered in general the nature of crlme_
and punishments, we are led next, in the order of our distribution, to inquire
what persons are or are not capable of committing crimes ; or, which is all one,
who are exempted from the censures of the law upon the commission of those
acts which, in other persons, would be severely punished. In the process of
which inquiry, we must have recourse to particular and special exceptions; for
the general rule is, that no person shall be excused from punishment for disobe-
dience to the laws of his country, excepting such as arc expressly defined and
-_xcmpted by the laws themselves.

(,) Beccar c 6. (_) See Ruff'bead's index to thv Jtatutes (tlt. Felor_y) am]
(_) bp. L. b. 6, c. 16. the acts which have smee been made,

12This is not now the law of France. By the present Criminal Code, founded on the
Code Napoleon, robbery without murder has ceased to be a capital offence. And the
result mentioned by the learned judge has ceased also: nothing is more common now
than instances of robberies without murder m France.---C_iTrY.
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All the several pleas and excuses which protect the' committer of a forbidden
act from the punishment which is otherwise annexed thereto may be reduced
to this single consideration, the want or defect of wilt. An involuntalT act, as
it has no claim to merit, so neither can it induce any guilt : the concurrence of
the will, when it has its choice either to do or to avoid the fact in question,

•21] being the only thing *thatrenders human actions either praiseworthy orculpable. Indeed, to make a complete crime cognizable by human laws,
there must be both a will and an act. For, though, in fore conscient_m,a fixed
design or will to do an unlawful act is almost as heinous as the commission of
it, yet, as no temporal tribunal can search the heart or fathom the intention_
of the mind, otherwise than as they are demonstrated by outward actions, it
therefore cannot punish for what it cannot know. For which reason, in all
_empor:d jurisdictions, an overt act, or some open evidence of an intended crime,
is necessary, in order to demonstrate the depravity of the will, before the man
is liable to punishment. And, as a vicious will without a vicious act is no civil
crime, so, on the other hand, an unwarrantable act without a vicious will is no
crime at all. So that, to constitute a crime against human laws, there must be
first, a vicious will; and, secondly, an unlawful act consequent upon such vicious
will.

:Now, there are three cases in which the will does not join with the act
1. Where there is a defect of understanding. For where there is no discern-
ment there is no choice, and where there is no choice there can be no act of the
will, which is nothing else but a determination of one's choice to do or to abstain
from a particular action : he, therefore, that has no understanding can have no
wil_ to guide his conduct. 2. Where there is understanding and will sufficient
residing in the party, but not called forth or exerted at the time of the action
done; which is the case of all offences committed by chance or ignorance.
Here the will sits neuter, and neither concurs with the act nor disagrees to It.
8. Where the action is constrained by some outward ibrce and violence. Here
the will counteracts the deed, and is so _ar from concurring with, that it loathes
and disagrees to, what the man is obliged to peribrm. It will be the business
of the present chapter briefly to consider all the several species of defect in will,
as tbey _all under some one or other of these general heads : as infancy, idiocy,

"22] lunacy, and intoxication, which fMl under the first class ; misfortune andignorance, which *may be referred to the second; and compulsion or ne-
cessity, which may properly rank in the third.

I. First we will consider the case of" i_.fancy, or nonage, which is a defect of
,he understanding. Infants under the age of discretion ought not to be punished
by any criminal prosecution whatever.(a) What tim age of' discretion is, in
various nations, is matter of some variety. The civil law distinguished the age
of minors, or those under twenty-five years old, into three stages : i_fantia, from
_he birth till seven years of age; puer_tia, from seven to fourteen; and pubertas,
from fourteen upwards. The period of pueritia, or childhood, was again sub-
divided into two equal parts : ii-om seven to ten and a half was wtas infanti_.
proxima; from ten and a half to tburteen was a_tas pubertati proxima. During
the first stage of infancy and the next half-stage of childhood, infanti_ proxima,
they were not punishable for any crime.(b) During the other half-stage of
_,hildhood, approaching to puberty, from ten and a half to fourteen, they were
ndeed punishable, if found to be doli capaces, or capable of mischief, but with
many mitigations, and not with the utmost rigour of the law.(c) During the
last stage, (at the age of puberty, and afterwards,) minors were liable to be
punished, as well capitally as otherwise.

The law of :England does in some cases privilege an infant under the age of
twenty-one, as to common misdemeanours, so as to escape fine, imprisonment,
and the like : and particularly in cases of omission, as not repairing a bridge,

or a highway, and other similar offences ;(d) for, not having the command ofbis fo_une till twenty-one, h_. wanls the capacity to do those things which the

(a) 1 Hawk. P. C. 2. (_) Ft'. 2% 5, 14, 50,17, 111. 47, 2, 23,
(b) Inst 3, 20, 10. (_) 1 D _1.P. C. 20, 21, 22.
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law requires. But where there is any notorious breach of the peace, a riot,

batter)', or the like, (which infimts, when fill] grown, are at least as [*23
liable as others to commit,) for these an infimt, above *the age of
fourteen, is equally liable to s 1ffer as a person of the _hll age of twenty-on_.

With regard to capital crimes, the law is still more minute and circumspect;
distinguishing with greater nicety the several degrees of age and discretion
By the ant;cut Saxon law, the age of twelve years was established for the uge
of possible discretion, when first the understanding might open ;(e) and from
thence till the offender was iburteen it was xtas pubertatt proxima, in which he
might or might not be guilty of a crime, according to his natural capacity or

r f_ "
incapacit 5. £hls was the dubious stage of discretion: but under twelve it was
held that he could not be guilty in will, neither aider fourteen could he be sup-
posed innocent, of any capital crime which he iu fi_ct committed. But by the
law, as it now stands, and has stood at least ever since the time of Edward the
Third, the capacity of doing ill, or contracting guilt, is not so much measured
by years and days as by the strength of the delinquent's understanding and
judgment. For one lad of eleven years old may have as much cunning as
another of fourteen; and in these cases our maxim is, that "_;_al_tta supplet veta-
tern." Under seven years of age, indeed, an infant cannot be guilty of tblony,(f)
for then a felonious discretion is almost an impossibility in natm'e; but at eight
years old he may be guilt)- of felony.(g) Also, under fourteen, though an in-
fant shall be prtmafacte adjudged to bc dolt tncupa.c, _-ct if it appear to the court
and jury that he was doh eapax, and could discern between good and evil, he
may be convicted and suffer death. Thus a girl of thirteen has been burned for
killing her mistress : and one boy of ten, and another of nine years old, who had
kLl]ed their companions, have been sentenced to death, and he of ten years actu-
ally hanged; because it "_ppeared, upon their trials, that the one hid himself_
and the other hid the body he had killed, which hiding manifested a conscious-

ness of guilt, and a discretmn *to discern between good and evil.@) And ['24
there was an instance in the last century where a boy of eight years old
was tried at Abingdon for firing two barns; and, it appearing that he had ma-
Iiel._,revenge, and cunning, he was found guilty, condemned, and hanged acc,_rd-
ingly.(i) Thus, also, in very modern times, a boy of ten years old was con-
victed on his own confession of murdering his bedlellow, there appearing in his
wbole behaviour plain tokens of a mischievous discretion; and, as the sparing
thiJ_ boy merely on account of his tender years might be of dangerous conse-
qudmce to the public by propagating a notion that children might commit such
atr_.)cious crimes with impunity, it was unanimously agreed by all the judges
that he was a proper subject of capital punishment.(j) But, in all such cases,
the evidence of that malice which is to supply age ought to be strong and clear
be5 end all doubt and contradiction?

]I. The second case of a deficiency in will, which excuses from the guilt of
crimes, arises also fl-om a defective or vitiated understanding, viz., in an idiot
or a lurtatic. For the rule of law as to the latter, which may easily be adapted
also to the former, is, that "furiosus furore solum punitur." In criminal cases,

') LL Athdstun. Wflk 65 (a) 1 Hal P C. 26, 27.
) M_l C. 4, _ 16. 1 tIal. P. C 27. (tj Emlyn on 1 liar P C. 25.

(#) nalt Just. c. 147. (_) Foster, 72.

i Where an act is made felony or treason, it extends as well to infants, if above the ag_
of fourteen, as to others, (see Co. Litt. 247. Hal. Hist. P. C. 21, 22 ;) and this appears by
_e_eral acts of parhament, as by 1 Jac. I. oh. 11, of felony ibr marrying two wives, where
there is a special exceptmn of marriages below the age of consent,--which in females is
twelve and males fourteen ; so that ff the marriage were above the age of consent, though
within the age (ff twenty-one years, it is not exempted from the penalty. See Brag. on
Inf. 99, 190. So, by the 21 Hen. VIII. c. 7, concerning felony, by servants that embezzl
their masters' goods delivered to them, there is a special proviso that it shall not extend
to servants under the age of eighteen, who certainly would have been within the penalty
if above the age of fourteen, though under eighteen years, unless thus excluded by a
special proviso. Hale, Hist. P. C. 22. So the 12 Anne, c. 7, for punishing robberies in
dwelling-houses, excepts apprentices under lhe age of fifteen who shaU rob their mastell
fl'om the act.---C_i_ _Y.
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therefore, idiots and lunatics are not chargeable for their own acts, if committed
when under these incapacities : no, not even for treason itself.(k) _ Also, if a man
in his sound memory commits a capital offence, and before arraignment tbr it
he becomes mad, he ought not to be arraigned for it, because he is not able to
plead to it with that advice and caution that he ought. And if_ after he has
pleaded, the prisoner becomes mad, he shall not be tried; for how can he make
his defence ? If, after he be tried and found guilty, he loses his senses before
judgment, judgment shall not be pronounced; and if after judgment he be-
comes o1' nonsane memory, execution shall be stayed: tbr peradventure, say_
the humanity of the English law, had the prisoner been of sound memory, ho

*25] might have allea'ed*something in stay of judgment or execution.(/) In-dee_d, in the bloody reign of Henry the Eighth a statute was made,(m)
which enacted that if a person, being eomt_o_ mentis, should commit high treason_
and after fall into madness, he might be tried in his absence, and should suffer
death, as if he were of' perfect memory. But this savage and inhuman law was
repealed by the statute 1 & 2 Ph. & ]_i. c. 10. For, as is observed by Sir Edward
Coke,(n) "the execution of an offender is for example, ut p_na ad paucos, metu_
ad omnes perven_at: but so it is not when a madman is executed; but should be
a miserable spectacle, both against law, and of extreme inhumanity and cruel_y,
and can be no example to others." But if there be any doubt whether the party
he com pos or not, this shall be tried by a jury. 3 And if he be so found, a total

(k) 3 InsL 6 (,,,)33 Hen. VIII. ¢. 20.
(_) 1 Hal P. C. 34. (_) 3 Inst. 6.

2It is not every frantic and idle humour of a man that will exempt him from justice and
the punishment of the law. When a man is guilty of a great offence, it must be very
plain and clear before he is allowed such an exemption on the ground of lunacy: there-
fore it is not something unaccountable in a man's actions that points him out to be such
a madinan as is to be exempted from punishment. It must be a man that is totally
deprived of his understanding and memory; one who doth not know what he is doing
any more than an infant or a wild beast : it is only such a one who is never the object of
pumshment. ]6 iLlow. St. Tr. 764. If there be a total want of reason, it will acquit the
prisoner; ff there be an absolute temporary want of it when the offence was committed,
it will acquit thb prisoner ; but ff there be only a partial degree of insanity, mixed with
a partial degree of reason, net a full and complete use of reason, (a_ lord Hale carefully
and emphatically expresses himself,) but a competentuse of it, sufficient to have restrained
those passions whmh produce the crlme,--if there he thought and design, a t_eulty to
distinguish the nature of actions, to discern the difference between moral good and evil,
_then, upon the fact of the offence proved, the judgment of the law must take place.
Per Yorke, Solicitor-General in Lord Ferrer's case, 19 How. St. Tr. 947, 948 ; et per Law-
rence, J., 3 Burn, J. 24th ed. 312, 313.--CmTrr.

8The most of the previous acts are now repealed, by 9 Geo. IV. c. 40, which enacts, hi
section 36, tha_ justices at their petty sessions, held next after the 15_h day of August in
every year, shall call upon the overseers to make returns of insane persons, under a
penalty of 16L for neglect.

Sectmn 38 authorizes the justices of the peace to call upon the overseers to bring any
poor person deemed to be insane before two justices, who, upon due exammatmn, may
cause the party to be sent to the lunatic-asylum or licensed house, and make an order
for his allowance,--no person to be removed unless under a justme's order, or, when
cured, overseers are to deliver to the keeper a certificate of examination.

By section 44, persons wandering about, deemed to be insane, though not chargeable,
two]ustwes may make an order 1br maintenance, as in cases of persons actually charge-
_ble. If the estate of the party shall be sufficient, overseers may recover their expenses
by levy.

By section 55, persons convicted of any offence becoming insane whilst under imprison-
ment may be removed by an order of the secretary of state to any county asylum ; and,
if they st_ould recover before the time of their imprisonment shall h_ve expired, they
may be remanded to prison : so, if their imprisonment shall have expired, they are te
be discharged.

By sectmn 56. the visitors of county asylums are directed to prepare annual reports of
the patmnts confined therein, and to furnish the secretary of state and the clerk to the
commissioners, under 9 Geo. IV. c. 41, with a copy.

P_de also 9 Geo. IV. c. 41, entitled "An Act to regulate the Care and Treatment ot
,._ane l_ersons in England," which, by section 21, makes it a misdemeanour in th_
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idiocy, or absolute insanity, excuses from the guilt, and of course from the punish-
ment, of any criminal action committed under such deprivation of the senses:
but, if a lunatic hath lucid intervals of understanding, he shall answer for what
he does in those intervals, as if he had no deficiency.(o)* Yet, in the case of ab-
solute madmen, as they are not answerable for their actions, they should not be
permitted the liberty of acting, unless under proper control ; and, in particular,
they ought not to be suffered to go loose, to the terror of the king's subjects.
t was the doctrine of our antient law, that persons deprived of their reason

might be confined till they recovered their senses,(p) without waiting for the
{orms of a commission or other special authority from the crown : and now, by
tim vagrant acts,(q) a method is chalked out for imprisoning, chaining, and send-
in_ them to their proper homes.

_II. Thirdly : as to artificial, voluntarily contracted madness, by drunkenness
or intoxication, which, depriving men of their reason, puts them in a temporary

frenzy: our law looks upon this as an aggravation of the offence, rather [*96
*than as an excuse for any criminal misbehaviour. A drunkard, says Sir -
Edward Coke,(r) who is voluntarius dazmon, hath no privilege thereby ; but what
hurt or ill soever he doth, his drunkenness doth aggravate it: ham omne crimen
ebrietas, et incendit, et detegit. It hath been observed that the real use of strong
liquors, and the abuse of them by drinking to excess, depend much upon the
temperature of the climate in which we live. The same indulgence which may
be necessary to make the blood move in Norway would make an Italian mad.
A German, therefore, says the president l_Iontesquieu,(s) drinks through custom,
feunded upon constitutional necessity; a Spaniard drinks through choice, or out
oI the mere wantonness of luxury : and drunkenness, he adds, ought to be more
severely punished where it makes men mischievous and mad, as in Spain and
italy, than where it only renders them stupid and heavy, as in Germany and
more northern _;,mntries. And, accordingly, in the warm climate of Greece, a
law of Pittacus enacted "that he who committed a crime when drunk should

receive a double punishment ;" one for the crime itself, and the other for the
(o) 1 Hal. P. C. 81. (r) 1 Inst. 0-47.
(_) Bro. Abr tit Uoror_ 101. (*) Sp b. b. 14, c. 10. ,
(_) 17 Roe. II. c. 5.

keeper or other superintendent of any licensed house concealing any insane person from
the inspection of the commissioners or visitors.

An idiot, or person born deaf and dumb, or any one who is non tempos at the time,
cannot be an approver, (H. P. C. 282. _ 5, voL 2 ;) but if he who wants discretion commit
a trespass against the person or possession of another, he shall be compelled in a civil
action to give satisfaction for the damage. Id. vols. 1 and 3, s. 5. 3 Bac. Abr. 131. So
he who invites a madman to commit murder or other crime is a principal offender, and
as much punishable as if he had done it himself. Id. 4, s. 7. 1 Hale, 647.

See also 10 Gee. IV. e. 18.--CmTTV.
And if to a charge of treason (or, it is presumed, any other crime) the defence set up

be insanity, the questmn for the jury will be, Whether the prisoner was labouring under
that species of insanity which satisfies them _hat he was quite unaware of the nature,
character, and consequences of the act he was committing, or, m other words, whether
ne was under the influence of a diseased mind, and was really unconscious, at the time
he was committing the act, that it was a crime. Reg. vs. Oxford, 9 C. & P. 525 ; and see
the case of Reg. vs. McNaughton, tried at the Central Crmnnal Court, in March, 1843,
and the opimons of the judges arising out of that case, delivered in the house of lo_ls
on the 19th of June, 1843.--STEw._RT.

See the opinions of the judges referred to in the above note given at large in Wharton's
American Criminal Law, 86. In Com. vs. Rogers, 7 I_Ietcalf, 500, it was held that a person is
not r_sponsible for any criminal act he may commit, if by reason of mental infirmity he is
incapable of distinguishing between right and wrong in regard to the particular act and
of knowing the act i{self will subject him to punishment; or has no will, no conscience,
or controlling mental power ; or has not sufficient power of memory to recollect the
relations in which he stands to others and in which they stand to him ; or has his reason.
conscience, and judgment so overwhelmed by the violence of his disease as to act from
an irresistible and uncontrollable impulse. See Freeman vs. People, 4 Denio, 10. State
_. Spencer, 1 Zabriskie, 196. Com. vz. Masters, 4 Barr. 267. State v_. Gardiner, Wright's
Ohio Rep.---S_.RSWOOD.
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ebrietv which prompted him to commit it.(t) The :Roman Saw, indeed, made
reat'allowances for this vice: "per vinum delapsis capitalis 2_venaremittitur."(u)
ut the law of England, considering how easy it is to counterfeit this excuse,

and how weak an excuse it is, (though real,) will not suffer any man thus to
privilege one crime by another.(w) s

IV. A fom'th deficiency of will is where a man commits an unlawful act I,y
misfortune or chance, and not by design. Here the will observes a total neu.
_rality_ and does not co-operate with the deed; which therefore wants one main
ingredient of a crime. Of this, when it affects the life of another, we shall find
more occasion to speak hereafter, at present only observing that, if any acci

,o7] dental nfischief*happens to follow fi'om the performance of a lawful act,
- the party stands excused fl'om all guilt; but if a man be doing any thing

unlawful, and a consequence ensues wh'lch he did not foreset or intend, as the
death of a man, or the like, his want of ibresight shall be no excuse; for, being
guilty of one offence in doing antecedently what is in itself unlawful, he is crimi.
nally guilty of whatever consequence may _bllow the first misbehaviour.(x) s

V. Fifthly: ignorance or mt_tal_e is another defect of will; when a man, in.
tending to do a lawful act, does that which is unlawful. For here, the deed and
the will acting separately, there is not that conjunction between them which is
necessary to tbrm a criminal act. But this must be an ignorance or mistake of
fact, and not an error, in point of law. As if a man, intending to kill a thief
or housebreaker in his own house, by mistake kills one of his own family, this

"s no criminal action ;(y) but, if a man thinksq:e has a right to kill a person ex-vommunicated or outla_ ed _herever he meets him, and does so, this is wilful
murder. For a mistake in point of law, which every person of discretion not
onl_y may but is bound and presumed to know, is in criminal cases no sort of
de_'ence. Ignorantza juris, quod quisque tenetur _cire, nemtnem excusat, is as well
the maxim of our own law,(z) as it was of the :Roman.(a) 7

VI. A sixth species of defect of will is that arising from compulsion and inevi-
table necessity. These are a constraint upon the will whereby a man is urged to
do th'_t which his judgment disapproves; and which, it is to be presumed, his
will (if left to itself) would reject. As punishments are therefore only inflicted

(t) ruff. L. of N. b. 8, c. 3. (v) Cro Car 538.
(u) Ff 49.16, 6. (z) Plowd 343.
(w) rlowd 19. (a) Ff "_2, 6, 9.
ez) 1 II,ll r. C 39.

i Xs drunkenness clouds the understanding and excites passion, it may be evidence of
kJa-_siononly and of want of mahce and design, (Pennsylvania vs. _,fcFall, Addison, 257 ,)
und, if it be satisfactomly established, it may lower the grade of homicide from murder
,n the first to murder in the second degree. Halle vs. State, 11 Humph. 154. It may
also be taken into conmderation in cases where what the law deems sufficien_ provo-
cation h_ been g:ven, because the question is, in such cases, whether the fatM act is to
be attributed to the passion of anger excited by the previous provocatmn; and that
passion is more easily excitable in a person when m a state of intoxicatmn than when he
t_ seber. R. vs. Thomas, 7 C. & P. 817. R. vs. Pearson, 2 Lewin, 144. If indeed there is
really a previous determination to resent a slight affront in a barbarous manner, the
state of drunkenness in which the prisoner was ought not to be regarded. And see R,
vs. _Iarshall, 1 Lewin, 76. State vs. _cCauts, 1 Spear, 384. Wharton's Amer. Crim. Law,
93.---SHARSWOOD.

But a very important distinction is made in such cases,--viz., whether the unlawful
act is also in its original nature wrong and mischievous ; for a person is not answcrable
for the accidental consequences, though fatal, of an act which is merely a malum pro.
_ibu,_m: as, where any unfbrtunate accident happens from an unqualified person bring m
pursuit of game, he is amenable only to the same extent as a man duly qualified. Fost.
259. 2 Hal. P. C. 475.--CHRISTL_N.

" Ignorance of the law, which every man is bound to know, excuses no man." It
may be a ground tbr pardon. Rex vs. Bailey, R. & R. C. C. 1. The rule is borrowed from
the civil law, (D. lib. 22, tit. 6,) without., however, adopting with it those equitable modi.
fications by which the rule was originally accompanied, some of which it may be proper
to state. "Jur_8 iqnorantuznon prodest a@uwere volent_bus,_lmm vero petenabus non hotel,'" (D.
20-,6, 7 .) or, as it is expressed by the commentators, "Jutes error, ubl de damno evdando
,witur, yon nocet: ub_de lucre captando, noevt: error fach neutro cwsunocet." "Mmorzbus 25 ann_
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tbr the abuse of that free will which God has given to man, it is highly j:.st and
equitable that a man should be excused for those acts which are done througk
nnavoidable force and compulsion.

"1. Of this nature, in the first place, is the obligation &civil subjection, 1"'28
whereby the inferior is constrained by the superior to act contrary to
what his own reason and inclination would suggest; as when a legi_lator esta-
blishes iniquity by a law and commands the subject to do an act contrary to
religion or sound morality. How far this excuse will be admitted in fore c:,n-
scientice, or whether the inferior in this case is not bound to obey the divine
rather than the human law, it is not my business to decide_ though the ques-
tion, I believe, among the casuists, will hardly bear a doubt. But, however that
may be, obedience to the laws in being is undoubtedly a sufficient extevmation
of civil guilt before the municipal tribunal. The sheriff who burned Latimer and
Ridley, in the bigoted days of queen Mary, was not liable to punishment fi'om
Elizabeth for executing so horrid an office ; being justified by the commands of
that magistracy, which endeavoured to restore superstition under the holy
auspices of its merciless sister, persecution.

As to persons in private relations : the principal case, where constraint ota
superior is allowed as an excuse for criminal misconduct, is with regard to the
matrimonial subjection of the with to her husband ; for neither a son nor a ser-
vant are excused for the commission of any crime, whether capital or other.
wise, by the command or coercmn of the parent or master;(b) though in some
cases the command or authority of the tausband, either expressed or implled_
will privilege the wife from punishment even for capital offences. And there-
fore if a woman commit theft, burglary, or other civil offences against the laws
of society by the coercion of her husband; or even in his company, which the
law construes a coercion; she is not guilty of any crime; being considered as
acting by compulsion and not of her own will.(c) s Which doctrine is at least a
thousand years old in this kingdom, being to be found among the laws of king

*Inn, the West Saxon.(d) And it appears that among the northern na- [_29tmns on the continent this privilege extended to any woman transgressing
in concert with a man, and to any servant that committed a joint offence with
a freeman; the male or freeman'only was punished, the female or slave dis-
missed : "procul dubio quod altcrum libertas, alterum necessztas impdleret."(e) But
(besides that in our law, which is a stranger to slavery, no impunity is given to
servants, who are as much free agents as their masters) even with regard to
wives, this rule admits of an exception in crimes that are mala in sv, and pro-
hibited by the law of nature, as murder and the like.-9 not only because these
are of a deeper dye, but also, since in a state of nature no one is in subje_ tio_

(b)1 tIawk P C.8. (_)Cap.57.
(_)1Hal.P. C.4,5 (.) ttmrn,dejure_ueon.l.2,c.4

jus ignorarepermissum est : quod et in.fceminls in quibusdamcausisprop sexus i,/lrmltalem dh'ituT,
et aloe, sieubinon est dehetum, sed j_r_s _gnqrantla,non leeduntur." D. 22, 6. 9 And see Pothier,
Traitd de l'Action, Condwti_ i_dcb_t_,part 2, sect. 2, art. 3. in ¥ernon's case (Mich. '2_0Hen.
VII. foi. 2, pl. 4) the defendants iuttified taking away the plaintiff's wife, on the ground
that they were accompanying her to Westminster, to sue for a divorce in ease of her
conscience. It was objected to the plea that the dei_ndants ought to have t_.ken her to
the ordinary or the metropolitan : but the plea was held good, "for perhaps they ]+adnot
knowledye of the law as to where the d) eorce should be sued." And see Manscr's case, 2
Co. Rep. 4. Doctor and Student, book 2, cap. 46, 47. Eichho_,n vs. Le Maitre, 2 Wils
368.---C_IvTV.

s qhe husband, however, must be present when the offence is committed, or the pre-
sttmption of coercion by him does not arise. Rex vs. Morris, R. & R. C. C. 270. _he wife
is not treated as an accessory to a felony for receiving her husband wire has been guilty
of it, though, on the contrary, it appeaI_ the husband would be for receiving his wife.
ft. P. C. vol. 1, s. 10. 1 Hale, 44. And if an offence be committed by the wife alone,
witho'lt the husband's concurrence, she m_y be punished by way of indictment without
him. Id.; and see Moor, 813.--C_ITTV.

9The law seems to protect the wife in all felonies committed by her in company witl,
her husband, except murder and manslaughter. Hal. P. C. 47.--C_msvlaN.
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to another, it would be unreasonable to screen an offender from the punishment
due to natural crimes by the refinements and subordinations of civil society.
In treason, also, (the highest crime which a member of society can as such be

uilty of,) no plea of coverture shall excuse the wife; no presumption of the
asba"nd's coercion shall extenuate her guilt :(f) as well because of the odious-

hess and dangerous consequences of the crime itself, as because the husband,
having broken through the most sacred tie of social community by rebellion
against the state, has no right to that obedience from a wife, which he himself
as a subject has forgotten to pay. In inferior misdemeanours also we may re
mark another exception : that a wife may be indicted, and set in the pillory
with her husband, for keeping a brothel ;_o for this is an offence touching the
domestic economy or government of the house, in which the wife has a prin-
cipal share; and is also such an offence as the law presumes to be generally
conducted by the intrigues of the female sex.(g) n And in all cases where the
wife offends alone, without the company or coercion of her husband, she is re-
sponsible for her offence as much as any feme-sole.
,Q,_ *2. Another species of compulsion or necessity is what our law calls
o, j duress per minas ;(h) or threats and menaces which induce a fear of death

or other bodily harm, and which take away for that reason the guilt of many
crimes and misdemeanours ; at least, before the human tribunal. :But then that
fear which compels a man to do an unwarrantable action ought to be just and
well grounded, such " qui cadere possit in virum constaT_tem, non timidum, et meti-
culosum," as Bracton expresses it(i) in the words of the civil law.(k) Therefore,
in time of war or rebellion, a man may be justified in doing many treasonable
acts by compulsion of the enemy or rebels which would admit of no excuse in
time of peace.(/) _ This, however, seems only, or at least principally, to hold
as to positive crimes, so created by the laws of society, and which therefore
society may excuse; but not as to natural offences so declared by the law of
God, wherein human magistrates are only the executioners of divine punish-
ment. And therefore, though a man be violently assaulted, and hath no other
possible means of escaping death but by killing an innocent person, this fear
and force shall not acquit him of murder; for he ought rather to die himself
than escape by the murder of an innocent.(m) But, in such a case, he is per-
mitted to kill the assailant; for there the law of nature, and self-dcfbnce, its
primary canon, have made him his own protector.

3. There is a third species of necessity, which may be distinguished from the
actual compulsion of external force or fear; being the result of reason and re-
flection which act upon and constrain a man's will, and oblige him to do an
action which, without such obligation, would be criminal. And that is, when a
man has his choice of two evils set before him, and being under a necessity of

1 Hal. P. C. 47. (k) Ff 4, 2, 5, and 6.
) 1 ttawk. P. C. 2, 3. (_) 1 Hal. P. C. 50.

_) See book L p. 131. (m) Ibld 51.
) L. 2,f. 16.

l0The punishment of the pillory was abolished, by 56 Geo. III. e, 138.--ST_.WA_T.
n In M1 misdemeanours it appears that the wife may be found guilty with the husband.

It is said the reason why she was excused in burglary, larceny, &e. was because she could
not tell _aat property the husband might claim in the goods. 10 NIod. 63 and 335. But
the better reason seems to be that by the ancient law the husband had the benefit of
the clergy, if he could read, but in no case could women have that benefit. It would
therefore have been an odiou._ proceeding to have executed the wife and to have dis-
missed the husband with a shght pumshment. To avoid this, it was thought better that
in such cases she should be altogether acquitted ; but this reason did not apply to mis-
deme_nours.--CH_ISTIA_.

_ The fear of having houses burned, or goods spoiled, is no excuse in the e.ye of the
law for joining and marching with rebels. The only force that doth excuse IS a forc_
upon the person and present fear of death ; and this force and fear must continue all the
time the party _emams with the rebels. It is incumbent upon men who make force
their defence to show an actual force, and that they joined Fro tirnore.nortis, _ _ecesJer_rd
?uam d2opotuerunt. Fost. 14, 216 CHRISTIAW
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ohoosiug one, he chooses the *least pernicious of the two. ]tere the will ['31
cannot be said freely to exert itseff, being rather passive than active ; or,
if active, it is rather in rejecting the greater evil than in choosing the less. Of
this sort is that necessity where a man by the commandment of the law is
bound to arrest another fbr any capital offence, or to disperse a riot, and resist-
ance is made to his authority : it is here justifiable, and even necessary, to beat,
to wound, or perhaps to kill the offenders, rather than permit the murderer tv
escape, or the riot to continue. For the preservation of' the peace of the king-
dom, and the apprehending of notorious malefactors, are of the utmost tense.
quence to the public ; and therefore excuse the felony which the killing would
otherwise amount to.(n)

4. There is yet another case of necessity, which has occasioned great specula-
tion among the writers upon general law; viz., whether a man in extreme want
of food or clothing may justify stealing either, to relieve his present necessities?
And th_s both Grotius(o) and Puffendorf,(p) together with many other of the
foreign jurists, hold in the affirmative; maintaining, by many ingenious, hu-
mane, and plausible reasons, that in such cases the community of goods, by a
kind of tacit confession of society, is revived. And some even of our own
lawyers have held the same,(q) though it seems to be an unwarranted doctrine,
borrowed from the notions of some ci¥ilians; at least it is now antiquated, the
law of England admitting no such excuse at present.(r) And this its doctrine

is agreeable not only to the sentiments of many of the wisest antients, particu-
larly Cieero,(s) who holds that "suum caique incommodum ferendum est, potius
quam de alterius commodis detrahendum," but also to the Jewish law, as certi-
fied by king Solomon himself:(t) "If a thief steal to satisfy- his soul when he is

hungry, he shall restore *sevenfold, and shall give all the substance of his [*32
house :" which was the ordinary punishment for theft in that kingdom.
And this is founded upon the tfighest reason : for men's properties would be under
a strange insecurity if liable to be invaded according to the wants of others,
of which wants no man can possibly be an adequate judge but the party him-
self who pleads them. In this country especially there would be a peculiar
impropriety in admitting so dubious an excuse; for by our laws such sufficient
PmrOVision is made for the poor by the power of the civil magistrate, that it is

possible that the most needy stranger should ever be reduced to the necessity
of thieving to support nature. This case of a stranger is, by the way, the

sctrongest instance put by baron Puffendorf, and whereon he builds his principal
arguments : which, however they may hold upon the continent, where the par-
simonious industry of the natives orders every one to work or starve, yet must
lose all their weight and efficacy in England, where charity is reduced to a
system and interwoven in our very constitution. Therefore our laws ought by
no means to be taxed with being unmerciful for denying this privilege to the
necessitous i especially when we consider that the king, on the representation
of his ministers of justice, hath a power to soften the law and to extend mercy
in cases of peculiar hardship. An advantage which is wanting in many states,
particularly those which are democratieal ;"and these have, in its stead, intro-
duced and adopted in the body of the taw itself a multitude of circumstances
tending to alleviate its rigour. But the founders of our constitution thought
it better to vest in the crown the power of pardoning particular objects of
compassion than to countenance and establish theft by one general _ndistin.
guishin_law.

VII. _o these several cases, in which the incapacity of committing crimes
arises from a deficiency of the will, we may add one more, in which the law
supposes an incapacity of doing wrong, from the excellence and perfection of
the *person ; which extend as well to the will as to the other qualities of
his mind. I mean the case of the king; who, by virtue of his royal pro- [*33
rogative, is rot under the coercive power of the law;(u) which will not suppose

{u)1 Hal. P C. 52. (r) 1 Hal. P. C. 54.
De o_. L 8,6,5.

(.)Deh,_,'e,b.c_p.l 2, c. 2, _:I prey. _n. 30.(p) L, of Nat. and N. l, 2_c 6.
i_) l_mtt_ c. 10. _n: r. _. 4, _ 16. (u) 1 UaL P. C. 44.
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him capable of committing a folly, much less a crime. We are tl_'crefore, out
of reverence and decency, to forbear any idle inquiries of what would be the
consequence if the king were to act thus and thus: since the law deems so
highly of his wisdom and virtue as not even to presume it possible for him to
do any thing inconsistent with his station and dignity; and therefore has
made no provision to remedy such a grievance. But of this sufficient was said
m a former volume,(v) to which I must refer the reader.

CHAPTER III.

(W PRINCIPALS AND ACCESSORIES.

*34] *IT having been shown in the preceding chapter what persons are, or
are not, upon account of their situation and circumstances, capable of

committing crimes, we are next to make a few remarks on the different degrees
of guilt among persons that are capable of offending, viz. : as principal, and as
accessory.

I. A man may be principal in an offence in two degrees. A principal in the
first degree is he that is the actor or absolute perpetrator of the crime i and in
the second degree he is who is present, aiding and abetting the fact to be
done.(a) Which presence need not ahvays be an actual immediate standing
by, within sight or hearing of the l_act ; but there may be also a constructive
presence, as when one commits a robbery or murder and another keeps watch
or guard at some convenient distance.(b) _ And this rule hath also other excep-
tions : ibr, in case of murder by poisoning, a man may be a principal felon by
preparing and laying the poison, or persuading another to drink it(c) who is

(_) Book i ch. 7. page 244. (a) Foster, 350.
(_) 1 Hal. P. C. 615. (e) Kel. 52.

Where a person stood outside a house to receive goods which a confederate was
stealing within it, he was held a principal, (1 Ry. & M. C. C. 96 ;) and in the case of
privately stealing in a shop, if several are acting together, some m the shop and some
out of it, and the property is stolen by the hands of one of those who are in the shop,
those who are outside are equally guilty as principals, (Russ. & R. C. C. 343;) and if
beveral combine to forge an instrument, and each executes by himself a distinct part of
the forgery, and they are not together when the instrument is completed, they are never-
theless all guilty as principals. Russ. & R. C. C. 446. But where a man incites a guilty
agent to commit murder, and he is neither actually nor constructively present, the
perpetrator is the principal felon, and the fbrmer only an accessory before the fact. 1
Hale, 435. 3 Inst. 49. Persons not present, nor sufficiently near to give assistance, ar,,
not principals. Russ. & R. C. C. 363, 421.

Mere presenceis not sufficient to constitute the party a principal, without he aids, assists,
and abets. Thus, if two are fighting, and a third comes by and looks on, but as_zsts
neither, he is not guilty if homicide ensue, (1 Hale, 439. 2 Hawk. c. 29, s. 10;) but if
several come with intent to do mischief, though only one does it, all the rest are princi-
pals in the second degree. 1 Hale, 440. 2 Hawk. c. 29, s. 8. So, if one present command
8nether to kill a third, both the agent and contriver are guilty. Id. ; and see 1 Hale_
t42, 443, 444. 2 Hawk. c. 0.9, s. 8. In a late singular case it was held that if a man
encourage a woman to murder herself, and is present abetting her while she does so,
such person is guilty of murder as a principal ; and that if two encourage each other to
murder themselves together, and one does so, but the other fails in the attempt upon
himself, he is a principal in the murder of the other ; but if it be uncertain whether the
deceased really killed herself, or whether she came to her death by accident before the
moment when she meant to destroy herself, it will not be murder in either. Russ. & R.
C. C. 523.

Besides presence and aiding and abetting the pl_incipal, there must be a participation in
d_efeloniovs design, or at least the offence must be within the compass of the original
intention, to constitute a principal in the second degree. Thus, if a master assaults
another with malice prepense, and the servant, being ignorant of his master's malignant
design, takes part with him, the servant is not an abettor of murder, but manslaughter
only. See I time, 446. Russ. & R. C. C. 99. And in order to render persons liable a_
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ignorant of its po sonous quality,(d) or giving it to him for that purpose, and
yet no_ administer it himself, nor be present when the very deed of poisoning
is eommitted.(e) And the same reasoning will hold with regard to other 7,3_
murders committed in the absence *of the murderer by means which he L
had prepared beforehand, and which probably could not _ai] of their mischievous
effect. As by laying a trap or pitfall for another, whereby he is killed, lctting
out a wild b_ast, with an intent to do mischief, or inciting a madman to commit
murder, so tl_at death thereupon ensues; in every of these cases the party off'end-
ing is guilty of murder as a principal, in the first degree. For he canno_ be
called an accessory, that necessarily presupposing a principal; and the poison.
the pitfall, the beast, or the madman cannot be held principals, being only the
instruments of death. As thercfbre he must he certainly guilty either as prin-
cipal or accessory, and cannot be so as accessory, it follows that he must be
guilty as principal, and, if principal, then in the first degree; for there is no
other criminal, much less a superior in the guilt, whom he could aid, abet, or
ass;st.(f)

II. An. accessory is he who is not the chief actor in the offence, nor present
at its performance, but is some way concerned therein, either before or after the
fact committed. In considering the nature of which degree of guilt, we will
first examine what offences admit of accessories, and what not; secondly, who
may be an accessory before the fact; thirdly, who may be an accessory after it;
ancl lastly, how accessories, considered merely as such, and distinct from prin-
cipals, are to be treated.

1. And, first, as to what offences admit of accessories, and what not. In
high treason there are no accessories, but all are principals : the same acts that
make a man accessory in felony making him a principal in high treason, upon
account vf the heinousness of the crime.(g) Besides, it is to be considered, that
the care intent to commit treason is many times actual treason ; as imagining
the death of the king, or conspiring to take away his crown. And, as no one
c'm advise and abet such a crime without an intention to have it done, there

can be no accessories before the fact; since the *very advice and abet- [*36
ment amount to principal treason. But this will not hold in the inferior
species of high treason, which do not amount to the legal idea of compassing
the death of the king, queen, or prince. For in those no advice to commit them,
unless the thing be actually performed, will make a man a principal traitor.(h)
In petit treason, murder, and felonies with or without benefit of clergy, _ there
may be accessories; except only in those offenccs which by judgment of law are
sudden and unpremeditated, as manslaughter and the like, which therefore
cannot have any accessories before the f'_ct.0_ So too in petit larceny, and in
all crimes under the degree of felony, there are no accessories either before or
after the fact, but all persons concerned therein, if guilty at all, are princi.
pals :(k) the same rule holding with regard to the highest and lowest offences,

(a') Fo_ter, 349. (a) Foster, 342.
(e) 3 ]nst. 138. (_) 1 Hal P. C 615.
(f) 1 Hal. P. C 617. 2 hawk. P. C 315. (_) 1 Hal. P. C. 613.
(_) 8 l_lst. 138. 1 Hal. P. O. 613.

principals in the second degree, the killing or other act must be in pursuance of some
original unlawful purpose, and not collateral to it. 1 East. 2. C. 358.

The pumshment of principals in the second degree is in general the same as principals
ra tLe first degree. 1 Leach, 64. 4 Burr. 2076. But where the act is necessarily per-
sonal, as in stealing privately from the person, he whose hand took the property can
alone be guilty, under the statute, and aiders and abettors are only principals in a simple
larceny. 1 tIale, 529. So, on an indictment on the statute against stabbing, only the
party who actually stabs is ousted of clergy. 1 Jac. I. c. 8. 1 F_st, 2. C. 348, 350. 1 Hale,
468.

I)rineipMs in the second degree may be arraigned and tried before the principal in the
first degree has been outlawed or found guilty. 1 Hale, 437. 4 Burr. 2076. 2 Hale, 22;1
9 Co. 67.---CmTTV.

This seems to apply merely to felonies, where, by the law, judgment of death ough !
regularly to ensue. I Hale, 618. 1 Burn, 5. The crime of petit treason is now aim
lished.--CmTTv.
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though upon different reasons. In treason all are principals _ropter odium de,
lictt_ in trespass all are principals because the law, qu¢_ de mmimis non curat, doe_
not descend to distinguish the different shades of guilt in petty misdemeanours.
It is a maxim that _cessorius sequitur naturam sui princiloalis:(l ) and therefore
an accessory cannot be guilty of a higher crime than his principal : being only
punished as a partaker of his guilt. So that if a servant instigates a stranger
to kill his master, this being murder in the stranger as principal, of course the
servant is accessory only to the crime of murder ; though, had he been present
and assisting, he would have been guilty as principal of petit treason, and the
stranger of murder.(m)

2. As to the second point, who may be an accessory beforethe fact; Sir _atthew
Hale(n) defines him to be one who, being absent at the time of the crime com.
mitted, doth yet procure, counsel, or command another to commit a crime
Herein absence is necessary to make him an accessory i for if such procurer, or
the like, be present, he is guilty of the crime as principal. If A. then advises
...... B to kill another, and *B. does it in the absence of A., now B. is princi.
_31J al and A is accesso in the murder And this holds even though thep • ry •
party killed be not in return naturd at the time of the advice given. As if A.,
the reputed father, advises B., the mother of a bastard child unborn, to strangle
it when born, and she does so; A. is accessory to this murder.(o) And it is
also settled(p) that whoever procureth a felony to be committed, though it be
by the intervention of a third person, is an accessory before the fact. It is like-
wise a rule, that he who in any wise commands or counsels another to commit
an unlawful act is accessory to all that ensues upon that unlawful act; but is
not accessory to any act distinct from the other. As if A. commands B. to
beat C., and B. beats him so that he dies : B. is guilty of murder as principal,
and A. as accessory. 3 But if A. commands B. to burn C.'s house, and he, in so
doing, commits a robbery ; now A., though accessory to the burning, is not
accessory to the robbery, for that is a thing of a distinct and unconsequential
na£ure.(q5 _ But if the felony committed be the same in substance with that
which i_'_ommanded, and only varying in some circumstantial matters; as if,
upon a command to poison Titius, he is stabbed or shot, and dies; the com.
mander is still accessory to the murder, for the substance of the thing com-
manded was the death of Titius, and the manner of its execution is a mere
collateral circumstance.(r)

3. An accessory after the fact may be, where a person, knowing a felony to
have been committed, receives, relieves, comforts, or assists the felon.(s)
Thereibre to make an accessory ex post facto, it is in the first place requisite that
he knows of the felony committed (t) 5 In the next place, he must receive, re-
lieve, comfort, or assist him. And, generally, any assistance whatever given to
a felon, to hinder his being apprehended, tried, or suffering punishment, makes
the assistor an accessory. As furnishing him with a horse to escape hi8

_38] *pursuers, money or _ictuals to support him, a house or other shelter to
conceal him, or open force and violence to rescue or protect him.(u) So

($) 3 Inst. 139. (t) 1 Hal. P. e. 617,

(-) 2 Hawk. P C. 315. _:/2 Hawk P. C. 316.(t*)1 HaL P. O. 616. 1 hal. P. C. 618.
(o) Dyer, 186 (t) 2 Hawk. P. C. 319.
(P) Fost_r, 125. (w)2 Hawk. P. C. 317, 31t

sThis must be understood to have reference to a case where the command is to beat
violently. 1 Hale, 442, 443, 444. 1 East, P. C. 257, 258, 259. Kel. 109, ll7.--CHITrr.

4The crime must be of the same complexion, and not on a different object than that
to which the agent was instigated. Thus, if A. commands B. to burn a certain house
with which he is well acquainted, and he burns another, or to steal a certain horse, and
he steals a different one, A. will not be liable to be indicted as accessory to the crimes
committed, because, B. acting in contradiction to the commands of A., and that know-
ing]y, it is on his part a mere ineffectual temptation, and the specific crime he planned
was never completed. Plowd. 475. Hawk. b. 2, c. 29, s. 18. 1 Hale, 617. Com. Dig.
Justices, T. 1 Fost. 360.---C_i_rv.

5He must know that the felon is guilty ; and it seems to be the better opinion that a_
_mpiied notice is not sufficient. 1 Hale, 323, 622 ---CHxTrY.
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likewise to convey instruments to a felon to enable him to break gaol, or to bribe
the gaoler to let him escape, makes a man an accessory to the felony. But to re-
lieve a felon in gaol with clothes or other necessaries is no offence ; for the crime
imputable to this species of accessory is the hinderance of public justice, by
assisting the felon to escape the vengeance of the law.(v) To buy or receive
stolen goods, knowing them to be stolen, falls under none of these d(_'scriptionsi
it was Cherefore at common law a mere misdemeanour, and made not the re-
ceiver accessory to the theft ; because he received the goods only and not the
felon :(w) but now, by the statutes 5 Anne, c. 31, and 4 Gee. I. c. 1l, e all such
receivers are made accessories, (where the principal felony admits of accesso-
ries,)(x) and may be transported for fourteen years;7 and, in the case of re-
ceiving linen goods stolen from the bleaching-grounds, are, by statute 18 Gee.
i[. c. 27, declared felons without benefit of clergy, s In France such reeclve:_
are punished with death ; and the Gothic constitutions distinguished also three
sorts of thieves, "unum qui consilium daret, alterum qui contrectaret, tort;urn qm
receptaret et occuleret ; par; poenoe singulos obnoxios."(y)

The felony must be complete at the time of tim assistance given; else it
makes not the assistant an accessory. As, if one wounds another mortally, and
after the wound given, but before death ensues, a person assists or receives the
lelinquent : this does not make him accessory to the homicide ; for, till death
ensues, there is no felony committed.(z) But so strict is the law where a felony
is actually complete, in order to do effectual justice, that the nearest relations
ar_ not suffered to aid or receive one another. If the parent assists his child,
or the child the parent, if the brother receives the brother, the master his ser-
vant_ or the servant his master, or even if the husband relieves his wife, who

have any of them committed a *felony, the receivers become acces- [*39
series ex postfacto.(z) But a feme-covert cannot become an accessory by
the receipt and concealment of her husband ; for she is presumed to act under
his coercion, and therefore she is not bound, neither ought she, to discover her
lord.(a)

4. The last point of inquiry is how accessories are to be treated, considered
distinct from principals. And the general rule of the antient law (borrowed
from the Gothic constitutions)(b) is this, that accessories shall suffer the same

unishment as their principals: if one be liable to death the other is also
able;(c) as, by the laws of Athens, delinquents and their abettors were to re-

ceive the same punishment(d) Why then, it may be asked, are such elaborate
distinctions made between accessories and principals, if both are to suffer th_
same punishment? For these reasons: 1. To distinguish the nature and de-
nomination of crimes, that the accused may know how to defend himself when
indicted; the commission of an actual robbery being quite a different accusation
from that of harbouring the robber. 2. Because, though by the antient com-
mon law the rule is as before laid down, that both shall be punished alike, yet
now by the statutes relating to the benefit of clergy a distinction is made bt,

(_) 1 Hal. P. C. 620_621. (a) 3 Inst. 108. 2 Hawk. P. C. 320,
('_) Ibid. 620. (_) 1 Hal. P. C 621
(_) Foster, 73. (_) See Stmrnhook_ ibid
(Y)Stmrnhook, de jar6 Goth./. 3_c. 5. (d) 3 Inst. 188.
(') 2 Hawk P. C. 3_0.

65 Anne, c. 31 is repealed by 7 Gee. IV. c. 31, as relating to this subject : and 4 (le_
IV. c. 11, as to this offence, is repealed by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27 ; and now, by 7 & 8 (_eo.
IV. c. 29, such receivers may be indicted as accessories after the fact, or for a substantive
felony; and, in the latter case, whether the principal shall or shall not have been pre-
viously convicted, or shall not be amenable to justice, and are hable to transportation or
imprisonment.--CHITTr.

But now, by stat. 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 54, the receiver of stolen goods may be
indicted either as accessory after the fact or for a substantive felony, and is liable to
penal servitude (16 & 17 ¥ict. c. 99) or imprisonment.--ST_wARr.

8By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 16, this offence is punishable by transportation for life, or
for any term not less than seven years, or by :mprisonment rot exceeding four years,
with public or private whippings for male offenders.--Cn:TTr.
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tween them : acc3ssories after the fact being still allowed the benefit of clergy
in all cases, ex4.ept horse-stealing,(e) and stealing of linen from bleaching
ga'ounds :(f)0 which is denied to the principals and accessories before the fact it.
many cases; as, among others, in petit treason, murder, robbery, and wilful
burning.(g) And perhaps if a distinction were constantly to be made between
the punishment of principals and accessories, even before the fact, the latter to
be treated with a little less s_verity than the former, it might prevent the per-
petration of many crimes by increasing the difficulty of finding a person to

*40" execute the deed itself; as his danger would be greater *than that of his
J accomplices by reason of the difference of his punishment.(h) 3 Because

formerly no man could be tried as accessory till aider tim principal was con-
victed, or at least he must have been tried at the same time with him; though
that law is now much altered, as will be shown more fully in its proper ]_lace.
4. Because, though a man be indicted as accessory and acquitted, he may after-
wards be indicted as principal; for an acquittal of receiving or counselling a
felon is no acquittal of the felony itself; but it is matter of some doubt whether,
if a man be acquitted as principal, he can be afterwards indicted as accessory
before the fact; since those offences are frequently very nearly allied, and there-
fore an acquittal of the guilt of one may be an acquittal of the other also.(i) But
it is clearly held that one acquitted as principal may be indicted as an accessory
after the fact; since that is always an offence of a different species of guilt,
principally tending to evade the public justice, and is subsequent in its corn
mencement to the other. Upon these reasons the distinction of principal and
accessory will appear to be highl.y necessary; though the p.unishment is still
much the same with regard to principals, and such accessories as offend befor,
the fact is committed. 1°

CHAPTER IV.

OF OFFENCES AGAINST GOD AND RELIGI01_'.

"41] *IN the present chapter we are to enter upon the detail of the several
species of crimes and misdemeanours, with the punishments annexed to

each by the law of :England. It was observed in the beginning of this book(a)
that crimes and misdemeanours are a breach and violation of the public rights
and duties owing to the whole community, considered as a community, in its social

(,) Pott. Antlq. b. i. c 26. (t) Beccar. c :37.
(r) Stat. 31 Ehz c. 12. (k) 1 Hal. P C. 625, 626. 2 Hawk. P. C. 373. Foster, 361.
_) Stat. 18 Gee. II. c. 27. (4) See page ,5.
(h) 1 Hal. P. C. 615.

t By stat. 9 Gee. IV. c. 31, accessories before the fact in cases of murder are rendered
equally guilty with the principal.

By stat. 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, it is enacted, in the 61st section, "That in every case of
felony punishable under this act, every principal in the second deg.ree, and every acces-
sory before the fact, shall be punishable with death, or otherwise, m the same manner
as the principal in the first degree is by this act punishable ; and every _ccessory after
the fact to any felony punishable under this act (except only a receiver qf stolen pro-
perty) shall on conviction be liable to be imprisoned for any term not _nceeding two
years ; and every person who shall aid, abet, counsel, or procure the commission of any
misdemeanour punishable under this act, shall be liable to be indicted and punished as
a principal offender."

And, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 30, a similar enactment is made in section 26 tG fhe above.
These three acts incorporate nearly every offence of murder, felony, a_d misde-

meanour mentioned and adverted to by the learned commentator.--C_ITTV.
_0But if the principal felony is committed on the high seas, then the acces_ry shall

be tried like the principal, under the 28 Hen. ¥ III. c. 15, which provides for tht trial of
felonies upon the high seas; but no one tried for an offence by one jurisdictio_ shall
*tfterwards be tried for the same offence under the other jurisdiction.--CniTTr
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aggregate capacity. And in the very entrance of these commentaldes(b) it wal
_hown that human laws can have no concerr with any but social and relative
duties, being intended only to regulate the conduct of man, considered under
various relations, as a member of civil society. All crimes ought therefore to
be estimated merely according to the mischicfs which they produce in civil so-
ciety ;(c) and of consequence private vices or breach of mere absolute duties,
which man is bound to perform considered only as an individual, are not, cannot
be, the object of any municipal law any further than as by their evil example, or
other pernicious effects, they may prejudice the community and thereby become
a species of public crimes. Thus the vice of drunkenness, if committed privately
and alone, is beyond tile knowledge and of course beyond the reach of human
tribunals; but if committed publicly, in the face of the world, its evil example
makes it hable to temporal censures. The vice of lying, which consists (ab-
stractedly taken) in a criminal violation of truth, and therefore, in any

*shape, is derogatory from sound morality, is not, however, taken notice [*42
of by our law unless it carries with it some public inconvenience, as
spreading false news; or some social injury, as slander and malicious prosecu-
tion, for which a private recompense is given. And yet drunkenness and ma-
levolent lying are in fore conscientim as thoroughl.y criminal when they are not,
a_ when they are, attended with public inconvemence. The only difference is
Lhat both public and private vices are subject to the vengeance of eternal jus-
tice; and public vices are bcsldcs liable to the temporal punishment of human
tribunals.

On the other hand : there are some misdemeanours which are punished by

the municipal law that have in themselves nothing criminal, but are made un-
lawful by the positive constitutions of the state for public convenience ; such as
poaching, exportation of wool, and the like..These arc naturally no offences
at all ; but their whole criminality consists in their disobedience to the supreme
power, which has an undoubted right, for tim well-being and peace of the com.
munity, to make some things unlawful which are in themselves indifferent.
Upon the whole, therefore, though part of the offences to be enumerated in the
following sheets are offences against the revealed law of God, others against the
law of nature, and some are offences against neither; yet in a treatise of muni-
cipal law we must consider them all as deriving their particular guilt here
punishable from the law of man.

Having premised this caution, I shall next proceed to distribute the several
offences, which are either directly or by consequence injurious to civil society,
and therefore punishable by the laws of England, under the following general
heads: first, those which are more immediately injurious to God and his holy
religion; secondly, such as violate and transgress the law of nations; thirdly,
such as more especially affect the sovereign executive power of the state, or the
kin_ and his _overnment; fourthly, such as more directly *infringe the _,4_o

rigl_ts of the public or commonwealth; and lastly, such as derogate from I. _o
those rights and duties, which are owing to particular individuals, and in the
preserv'_tion and vindication of which the community is deeply interested.

First, then, of such crimes and misdemeanours as more immediately offend
Almi_dlt_ God by onenlv trans_ressin_ the _)receDts of religion, either natural
or re_ealed; andJme_(liateJly by t_heir ba_d exa_mple_and consequence the law of
society also; which constitutes that guilt in the action which human tribunals
are to censure.

1. Of this species the first is that of apostasy, or a total renunciation of Chris-
tianity, by embracing either a false religion or no religion at all. This offence
can only take place in such as have once professed the true religion. The per
version of a Christian to Judaism, paganism, or other false religion, was punished
by the emperors Constantine and Julian with confiscation of goods ;(d) to which
the emperors Theodosius and V#entinian added capita! punishment, in .case tile
aunstate endeavoured to pervert _thers to the same ]inquiry ;(e) a pumshment

I___¢_.s_book,__o_.Ira,,_ e_e_cod.m_1,6.7,i. _7
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too _evere for any temporal laws to inflict upon any spiritual offence ; and yet
the zeal of our ancestors imported it into this country; for we find by Bl_c_
ton(f) that in his time apostates were to be burnt to death. Doubtless the
preservation of Christianity_ as a national religion, is, abstracted from its own
intrinsic truth, of the utmost consequence to the civil state : which a single in.
stance will sufficiently demonstrate. The belief of a future state of rewards
and punishments, the entertaining just ideas of the moral attributes of the Su-
preme Being, and a firm persuasion that he superintends and will finally com-
pensate every action in human life, (all which are clearly revealed in the
doctrines, and forcibly inculcated by the precepts, of our Saviour Christ,) these
arc the grand foundation of all judicial oaths; which call God to witness the
truth of those facts, which perhaps may be only known to him and the party

*441 attesting ; all moral evidence, *therefore, all confidence in human veracity,
J must be weakened by apostasy and overthrown by total infidelity.(g)

Wherefore an affronts to Christianity, or endeavours to depreciate its efficacy,
in those who have once professed it, are highly deserving of censure. But yet
the loss of life is a heavier penalty than the offence, taken in a civil light, de.
serves; and taken in a spiritual !ight, our laws have no jurisdiction over it,
This punishment therefore has long ago become obsolete; and the offence oi
apostasy was for a long time the object only of the ecclesiastical courts, which
corrected the offender pro salute animm. But about the close of the last century

the civil liberties to which we were then restored being used as a cloak of ma-liciousness, and the most horrid doctrines, subversive of all religion, being pub-
licly avowed both in discourse and writings, it was thought necessary again for
the civil power to interpose by not admitting those mmcreants(h) to the pri-
vileges of society who maintained such principles as destroyed all moral obliga-
tion. To this end it was enacted, by statute 9 & 10 W. III. c. 32, that ff any
person educated in, or having made profession of, the Christian religion, shall,
by writing, printing, teaching, or advised speaking, deny the Christian religion
to be true, or the holy scriptures to be of divine authority, he shall upon the
first offence be rendered incapable to hold any office or place of trust; and for
the second be rendered incapable of bringing any action, being guardian, ex.
ccutor, legatee, or purchaser of lands, and shall suffer three years' imprisonment
without bail. To give room, however, for repentance, if, within four months
after the first conviction, the delinquent will in open court publicly renounce his
error, he is discharged for that once from all disabilities.

IL A second offence is that of heresy, which consists not in a total denial of

*45 ] Christianity, but of some of its essential *doctrines publicly and obsti-
nately avowed; being defined by Sir :Matthew Hale, "sententia return

divinarum humane sensu excogitata, palam docta et pertinaciter defensa."(i) And
here it must also be acknowledged that particular modes of belief or unbelief,
not tending to overturn Christianity itself, or to sap the foundations of morality,
are by no means the object of coercion by the civil magistrate. What doctrines
shall therefore be adjudged heresy was left by our old constitution to the deter-
_aination of the ecclesiastical judge; who had herein a most arbitrary latitude
allowed him. For the general definition of a heretic given by :Lyndewode,(k)
extends to the smallest deviation from the doctrines of holy church; "hmreticus
_t qui dubitat deride catholica, et qui negligit servare ea, qua_ t_omana ecclesia statuit,
8eu servare deereverat." Or, as the statute 2 Hen. IV. c. 15 expresses it in English,
"teachers of erroneous opinions, contrary to the faith and blessed determina-
tions of the holy church." Very contrary this to the usage of the first general
councils, which defined all heretical doctrines with the utmost precision and ex-
actness. And what ought to have alleviated the punishment, the uncertainty
of the crime, seems to have enhanced it in those days of blind zeal and pious
cruelty. It is true that the sanctimonious hypocrisy of the canonists went at

_f) T. 8, C. 9. _p_o_, D_s _mmartahbus inCe_Tontts turn _udwibt_s, _ara
(#) Ut_ esse oTanlones has, quis _gat, cure inteUwat , test*bus? 5he. de ZL ih 7.

_am mul_a firmeatur 3urejurando; qua_ salut_ stnt (a) Mescroyantz m our ancient law-booka i_ the "ame
_m rehg_ez : quam multos div_n_ vupp_c_i metus a unbehevers.

re_e.av_: _uamque sanct_ _l S_ ¢_vzum zntcr (i) 1 Hal P. C. 384
(k) Cap. de hzr_w_.
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first no further than enjoining penance, excommunication, and ecclesias_._l
deprivation for heresy; though afterwards they proceeded boldly to impri_n-
ment by the ordinary, and confiscation of goods _npios uses. But in the mvat_
time they had prevailed upon the weakness of bigoted princes to make the civtt
power subservient to their purposes, by making heresy not only a temporal but
even a capital offence : the Romish ecclesiastics determining, without appeal,
whatever they pleased to be heresy, and shifting off to the secular arm the

odium and drudgery of executions ; With which they themselves were too tender
and delicate to intermeddle. Nay, they pretended to intercede and pray on be-
half of the convicted heretic, ut c_tra mort_s periculum sententia circa eum mode-

vatur ;(1) well *knowing at the same time that they were delivering the [*46
unhappy victim to certain death. Hence the capital punishments inflicted
on the antient Donatists and Manich_eans by the emperors Theodosius and Jus-
tinian :(m) hence also the constitution of the emperor Frederic, mentioned by
Lyndewode,(n) adjudging all persons, without distinction, to be burned with fire
w]lo were convicted of heresy by the ecclesiastical judge The same emperor,
in another constitution,(o) ordained that if any temporal lord, when admonished
by tile church, should neglect to clear his territories of heretics within a year, it
should be lawful for good catholics to seize and occupy the lands and utterly to
exterminate the heretical possessors. __nd upon this foundation was built that
arbitrary power, so long claimed and so i_atally exerted by the pope, of dis-
posing even of the kingdoms of refractory princes to more dutiful sons of the
church. The immediate event of this constitution was something singular, and
may serve to illustrate at once the gratitude of the holy see and the just punish
meat of the royal bigot: for upon the authority of this very constitution the

• pope afterwards expelled this very emperor Frederic from his kingdom of'
Sicily and gave it to Charles of Anjou.(p)

Christianity being thus deformed by the demon of persecutio,L upon the con-
tinent, we cannot expect that our own island should be entirely free from the
same scourge. And therefore we find among our antient precedents(q) a writ
de hceretico combureudo, which is thought by some to be as antient as the common
law itself. However, it appears from thence that the conviction of heresy by
the common law was not in any petty ecclesiastical court, but before the arch-
bishop himself in a provincial synod ; and that the delinquent was delivered
over to the king to do as he should please with him; so that the crown had a

control over the spiritual power, and might pardon the convict by issuing no
]process against him ; the _ rit de heeretico comburendo being not a writ of course,
but issuing only by the special direction of the king in council.(r)

*But in the reign of Henry the Fourth, when the eyes of the Christian
world began to open, and the seeds of the Protestant religion (though under ['47
the opprobrious name of lollardy)(s) took root in this kingdom; ttle clergy, taking
advantage from the king's dubious title to demand an increase of their own power,
obtained an act of parliament(t) which sharpened the edge of persecutiol, to its
utmost keenness. For by that statute the diocesan alone, without the interven.
tion of a synod, might convict of heretical tenets; and unless the convict ab-
jured his opinions, or if after abjurat:on he relapsed, the sheriff was boun:l e_
o_ci+), if required by the bishop, to commit the unhappy victim to the flames,
without waiting for the consent of the crown. By the statute 2 Hen. V. c 7,
lollardy was also m'_de a temporal offence and indictable in the king's court.s ;
which did not thereby gain an exclusive, but only a concurrent, jurisdiction with
the bishop's consistory.

Afterwards, when the final reformation of religion began to advance, the
power of the ecclesiastics was somewhat moderated ; for though what heresy is
was not then precisely defined; yet w_ were told in some points what it is not :

(_) Decretal I 5, t. 40, c. 27. (*) So called, not from l_li_tm, or tares, (an etymology
L,m)C_/ l I,tit. 5. whmh was afterwards devised in order to Justify tho'bu_
('+)C. d_ h_re'_c_s, of them, Matt xm. B00 but from one Wa_tor Lolhar_ a
(*) OJd 1, 5_ 4. German reformer, A,_ 1315. M_t. Un. ]ttBt. _rl. IS
(P)Baldus m C_/. 1, 5, 4, Spelm Gloss..271.
(_) F. N B 269. L_)2 Hen. IV. c. 15.
(-)I Ha.l.P,O _6.
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the statute 25 Ben. ¥III. c. 14 declaring that offences against the see of Rome
are not heresy, and the ordinary being thereby restrained from proceeding m
any case upon mere suspicion; that is, unless the party be accused by two cre-
dible witnesses, or an indictment of heresy be first previously found in the
king's courts of common law. And yet the spirit of persecution was not then
abated, but only diverted into a lay channel. For in six years afterwards, by
statute 31 Hen. VIII. c. 14, the bloody law of the six articles was made, which
established the six most contested points of popery, transubstantiation, com-
munion in one kind, the celibacy of the clergy, monastic vows, the sacrifice of
the mass, and auricular confession; which points were "determined and resolved

"48] by the most *godly study, pain, and travail of his majesty: for _hkh
his most humble and obedient subjects, the lords spirituol and temporal,

and the commons in parliament assembled, did not only render and give unto
his highness their most high and hearty thanks," but did also enact and declare
all oppugners of the first to be heretics, and to be burned with fire i and of the
five last to be felons, and to suffer death. The same statute established a new
and mixed jurisdiction of clergy and laity for the trial and conviction of here-
tics ; the reigning prince being then equally intent on destroying the supre-
macy of the bishops of Rome and establishing all other their corruptions of the
Christian religion.

I shall not perplex this detail with the various repeals and revivals of these
sanguinary laws in the two succeeding reigns i but shall proceed directly to the
reign of queen Elizabeth; when the reformation was finally established with
temper and decency, unsullied with party rancour or personal caprice and re-
sentment. :By statute 1 Eliz. c. 1, all former statutes relating to heresy are
-epealed, which leaves the jurisdiction of heresy as it stood at common law;
viz., as to the infliction of common censures in the ecclesiastical courts ; and, in
case of burning the heretic, in the provincial senate only.(u) Sir ]Katthew
Hale is indeed of a different opinion, and tlolds that such power resided in the
diocesan also, though he agrees that in either case the writ de heeretico combu-
rendo was not demandable of common right, but grantable or otherwise merely
at the king's discretion.(v) :But the principal point now gained was that by
this statute a boundary is for the first time set to what shall be accounted
heresy; nothing for the future being to be so determined but only such tenets
which have been heretofbre so declared, 1. :By the words of the canonical
scriptures; 2. :By the first four general councils, or such others as have only
used the words of the holy scriptures; or, 3. Which shall hereafter be so declared
by the parliament with the assent of the clergy in convocation. Thus was
heresy reduced to a greater certainty than before; though it might not have been
the worse to have defined it in terms still more precise and particular : as a man

"49] continued still *liable to be burned for what perhaps he did not under-
stand to be heresy till the ecclesiastical judge so interpreted the words of

the canonical scriptures.
For the writ de hceretico comburendo remained still in force ; and we have in-

stances of its being put in execution upon two anabaptists in the seventeenth
of Elizabeth, and two Arians in the ninth of James the First. But it was
totally abolished, and heresy again subjected only to ecclesiastical correction
t)ro salute an;race, by virtue of the statute 29 Car. II. c. 9. For in one and the
same reign our lands were delivered from the slavery of military tenures, our
bodies from arbitrary imprisonment by the habeas corpus act, and our minds
from the tyranny of superstitious bigotry by demolishing this last badge of
persecution in the :English law.

In what I have now said, I would not be understood to derogate from the
just rights of the national church, or to favour a loose latitude of propagating
any rude undigested sentiments in religious matters. Of propagating, I say ;
for the bare entertaining them, without an endeavour to diffuse them, seems
hardly cognizable by any human authority. I only mean to illustrate the ex-
rellence of our present establishment_ by looking back to former times. Every

-_60
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thing is now as it should be, with respect to the spiritual cogmzance and
spiritual punishment of heresy: unless, perhaps, that the crime ought to be
more strictly defined, and no prosecution permitted, even in the ecclesiastical
courts, till the tenets in question are by proper authority previously deelarec
I,o be heretical. Under these restrictions, it seems necessary for the suppol_
,,f the national religion that the officers of' the church should have power to
veusure heretics, yet not to harass them with temporal penalties, much less to
exterminate or destroy them. The legislature hath indeed thought it proper
that the civil magistrate should again interpose with regard to one species ,,f
heresy very prevalent in modern times; for, by _tatute 9 & 10 W. IILc. 32, if
any person educated in the Christian religion, or professing the same, shall, by
writing, printing, teaching, or advised speaking, deny any one of the persons

of the Holy Trinity to be God, or maintain thai there are *more Gods ['56than one, he shall undergo the same penalties and incapacities which were
just now menuoned to be inilicted on apostasy by the same statute. _ A,,d
thus much for the crime of heresy.

II][. Another species of offences against religion are those which affect the

established....... church. And these are either positive or ne_ative-v . Do_itive,. by re-
vmng its orumances ; or negaUve, by non-confbrmity to its worship. Of both
of these in their order.

1. And, first, of the offence of reviling the ordinances of the church. This is
a crime of a much grosser n_ture than the other of mere non-conformity,
since it carries with it the utmost indecency, arrogance, and ingratitude : inde-
cency, by setting up private judgment in virulent and fhctious opposition to
public authority; arrogance, by treating with contempt and rudeness what has
at least a better chance to be right than the singular notions of any particular
man ; and ingratitude, by denying that indulgence and undisturbed liberty of'
conscience to the members of the national church which the retainers to eve,')
petty conventicle enjoy. However, it is provided, by statutes 1 Edw. ¥L c. 1,
and 1 Eliz. c. 1, that whoever reviles the sacrament of the Lord's supper shall
be punished by fine and imprisonment ; and, by the statute 1 Eliz. e. Z, if any
minister shall speak any thing in derogation from the book of common prayer,
he shall, if not beneficed, be imprisoned one year for the first offence, and for
life for the second; and if he be beneficed, he shall for the first offence be
imprisoned six months, and forfeit a year's value of his benefice; for the
second offence he shall be deprived, and suffer one year's imprisonment; and
for the third shall in like manner be deprived, and suffer imprisonment for life.
And if any person whatsoever shall, in plays, songs, or other open words, speak
any thing in derogation, depraving, or despising of said book, or shall forcibly
prevent the reading of it, or cause any other service to be used in its stead, he
shall forfeit for the first offence a hundred marks; for the second, four hum
dred ; and for the third shall forfeit all his goods and chattels, and suffer im-

prisonment for life. 2 *These penalties were framed in the infkney of our ['51
present establishment, when the disciples of :Rome and of Geneva united
in inveighing with the utmost bitterness against the :English liturgy; and the
terror of' these laws (for they seldom, if ever, were fully executed) proved a
principal means, under Providence, of preserving the purity as well as decency
of our national worship. Nor can their continuance to this time (of the milder
penalties at least)be thought too severe and intolerant; so far as they are

*This statute hasbeen repealed, as f,_r as it affect, Unitarians only, by the53 Gee. II]
e 160. Froseeutions for reviling the Trimty seem to have been generally framed on the
construction of the common law. The 9 & 10 W. IIL h-_s not altered the common law
as to the ofi_nce of blasphemy, l_ut only given a cumulative punishment. And it seem
also the 53 Gee. III. e. 160 does not alter the common law, but only removes the penal
ties imposed upon persons denying the Trinity by 9 & 10 W. lII. e. 32, and extends to
such persons the benefits conferred upon all other Protestant dissenters, by 1 W. and ]_[.
_. 1, c. 18. 1 Bar. & Cres. 26.--CH*TTV.

This statute of 1 Eliz. c. 2 was repealed, as far us relates to Protestant dissenters, by
the 31 Gee. III. c 32, s. 3.--C_xT_r.
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levelled at the offence, not of thinking differently from the national church, but (Jf
raihng a_ that church and obstructing its ordinances for not submitting its publio
judgment to the private opinion of others. :For, though it is clear that no re-
straint should be laid upon rational and dispassionate discussions of the recti-
tude and propriety of the established mode of worship, yet contumely and
contempt are what no establishment can tolerate.(w) A rigid attachment to
trifles, and an intemperate zeal for reforming them, are equally ridiculous and
absurd i but the latter is at present the tess excusable, because fl'om political
reasons, sufficiently hinted at in a former volume,(x) it would now be extremely
unadvisable to make any alterations in the service of the church; unless by its
own consent, or unless it can be shown that some manifest impiety or shocking
absurdity will follow from continuing the present forms.

2. :Non-conformity to tile worship of' the church is the other or negative
branch of this offence. And for this there is much more to be pleaded than for
the former; being a matter of private conscience, to the scruples of which our
present laws have shown a very just and Christian indulgence. For undoubtedly
all persecution and oppression of weak consciences, on the score of religious
persuasions, are highly unjustifiable upon every principle of natural reason,
civil liberty, or sound religion. But care must be taken not to carry this indul-

gence into such extremes as may endanger *the national church:
• 52] there is always a difference to be made between toleration and esta-
blishment.

:Non-conformists are of two sorts: first, such as absent themselves from divine
worship in the established church, through total irreligion, and attend the ser-
vice of no other persuasion. These, by the statutes of' 1 Eliz. c. 2, 23 Eliz. c. 1,
and 3 Jac. I. c. 4, forfeit one shilling to the poor every Lord's day they so ab-
sent themselves, and 20/. to the king if they continue such default for a month
together. And if they keep any inmate, thus irreligiously disposed, in their
houses, they forfeit 10l. per month.

The second species of non-conformists are those who offend through a mis.
taken or perverse zeal. Such were esteemed by our laws, enacted since the
time of the reforn_ation, to be papists and Protestant dissenters; both of which
were supposed to be equally schismatics in not communicating with the
national church; with this difference, that the papists divided from it upon ma-
terial, though erroneous, reasons; but many of the dissenters upon matters of
indifference, or, in other words, upon no reason at all. Yet certainly our ance_
tors were mistaken in their plans of compulsion and intolerance. The sin of
schism, as such, is by no means the object of temporal coercion and punishment.
If, through weakness of intellect, through misdirected piety, through perverse,
ness and acerbity of temper, or (which is often the casc) through a prospect of
secular advantage in herding with a party, men quarrel with the ecclesiastical
establishment, the civil magistrate has nothing to do with it, unless their tenets
and practice are such as threaten ruin or disturbance to the state. :He is bound
indeed to protect the established church ; and, if this can be better effected by
admitting none but its genuine members to offices of trust and emolument, he
,s certainly at liberty so to do: the disposal of offices being matter of favour
and discretion. But, this point being once secured, all persecution for diversity
of opinions, however ridiculous or absurd they may be, is contrary to every
principle of sound policy and civil freedom. The names and subordination of

• 53] the clergy, the posture of devotion, the materials and *colour of theminister's garment, the joining in a known or unknown form of prayer,
and other matters of tile same kind, must be lef_ to the option of every man's
private j udgm ent.

With regard, therefore, to Protest(_nt dissenters, although the experience of
their turbulent disposition in former times occasioned several disabilities and
restrictions (which I shall not undertake to justify) to be laid upon them by

('_) r,y an ordinance, (Aug. _% 1_45 ) whmh continued till mdmtment, to a discretionary fine not exceeding _l_
the rostor.ttmn, to preach, wrote, or print any thing m de- pounds Scobell, 98.
--okratton or deprawng of the d_ector_/ lor the then estt- (_) Book 1 page 8.
obshed Presbyterian war,hip, subjected *.he off_nder, upon
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abundance of stututes,(y) yet at length the legislature, with a spil_t of true
magnanimity, extended that indulgence to these sectaries which they them
selves, when in power, had held to Be countenancing schism and deniec[ to the
church of England.(z) The penalties are conditionally suspended by the statute
1 W. and M. st. 1, c. 18, "for exempting their majesties' Protestart subjects, dis-
senting from the church of England, from the penalties of certain laws," com-
monly called the toleration act ; which is confirmed by the statute 10 Anne, c. 2,
and declares that neither the laws above mentioned, nor the statutes 1 Eliz. c. 2,
§ 14, 3 Jae. I. c. 4 & 5, nor any other penal laws made against popish recu-
sants, (except the test acts,) shall extend to any dissenters other than papists
and such as deny the Trinity: provided, 1. that they take the oaths of alle-
giance and supremacy (or make a similar affirmation, being Quakers)(a)and
subscribe the declaration against popery ; 2. that they repair to some congre-
gation certified to and registered in the court of the bishop or archdeacon, or at
the county sessions ; 3. that the doors of such meeting-house shall be unlocked,
unbarred, and unbolted ; in default of which the persons meeting there are still
liable to all the penalties of the fbrmer acts. Dissenting teachers, in order to be
exempted from the penalties of the statutes 13 & 14 Car. ]I. c. 4, 15 Car. IL c.
6, 17 Car. II. c. 2, and 22 Car. II. c. 1, are also to subscribe the articles of re-
ligion mentioned in the statute 13 Eliz. c. 12, (which only concern the confession
of the true Christian faith and the doctrine of the sacraments,) with an express
exception *of those relating to the government and powers of the church
and to infant baptism; or, if they scruple subscribing the same, shall [*54
make and subscribe the declaration prescribed by statute 19 Gee. III. c. 4_,
professing themselves to be Christians and Protestants, and that they believe
the scriptures to contain the revealed will of God, and to be the rule of doctrin_
and practice. Thus, though the crime of non-conformity is by no means unt.
versally abrogated, it is suspended and ceases to exist with regard to those
Protestant dissenters during their compliance with the conditions imposed by
these acts; and, under these conditions, all persons, who will approve themselves
no papists or oppugners of the Trinity, are left at full liberty to act as their
consciences shall direct them in the matter of religions worship. And if any
person shall wilfully, maliciously, or contemptuously disturb any congregation
assembled in any church or permitted meeting-house, or shall misuse any

reacher or teacher there, he shall (by virtue of the same statute, 1 W. & M.)
e bound over to the sessions of the peace and forfeit twenty pounds, s But, by

statute 5 Gee. I. c 4, no mayor or principal magistrate must appear at any dis-
senting meeting with the ensigns of his office,(b) on pain of disability to hold
that or any other office : the legislature judging it a matter of propriety that a
mode of worship set up in opposition to the national, when allowe.d to be exer-
cised in peace, should be exercised also with decency, gratitude, and humility.
Dissenters also, who subscribe the declaration of the act 1.q Gee. IH., are ex-
empted (unless in the case of endowed schools and colleges) from the penalties
of the statutes 13 & 14 Car. II. e. 4, and 17 Car. II. e. 2, which prohibit (upon
pain of fine and imprisonment) all persons from teaching school, unless they be

(_} Z3 ]Ehz. c. 1. 29 Ehz. c 6. 35 Ehz c. 1. 22 Car II. (al See stat 8 Gee I. c. 6.
e. 1. (b) Sir Humphrey ]_dwm, a lord mayor of London, bad

{,) The ordinance of 1645 (before cited) inflicted imprison- tha imprudence, soon after the tolerat*on act, to go to a
meat f_r a ";ear on the third offence, and pecum,_ry pan'd- Preshytermn meeting-house m his formahtie_; whmh is
tieson the former two, in caseofu_mg the Book of Common alluded to by Dean Swift, in his T,_leqf a Tub, under the
t'rayer not only in a place of pubhc worship, but also m allegory of J[_clcgetting on a great horse and eating custard.
I_y private fiumly.

I To constitute an offence within this act, the party must come into the place of worship.
See 5 T. R. 542. The enactment is repeated, without the words "come into," in the 52
Gee. III. c. 155, s. 12, which imposes the heavier penalty of 40l. The act applies only
where the thing is done wilfully and of purpose maliciously to disturb the congregation
or misuse,, the preacher. Per Abbott, C. J. 2 B. & C. 699 ;sed awl. Peake, R. 132. 5 T. R.
542. Each defendant is liable to the penalty. 5 T. R. 542. An indictment found at
_essions may be removed into King's Bench by.prosecutor before verdict. 5 T. R. 542_
4 M. & S. 508.----C_ITTV.
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licensed by the ordinary, and subscribe a declaration of conformity to thp
liturgy of tile church, and reverently frequent divine service, established by the
laws of this kingdom. _

As to t,ap_ts, what has been said of the Protestant dissenters would hold

*55] equ'dly strong for a general toleration of them ; *provided their separation
was founded only upon difference of opinion in religion, and their prin.

ciples did not also extend to a subversion of the civil government. If once they
could be brought to renounce the supremacy of the pope, they might quietly
enjoy their seven sacraments, their purgatory and auricular confession, their
worship of relics and images, nay, even their transubstantiation. :But while they
acknowledge a foreign power superior to the sovereignty of the kingdom, they
cannot complain if the laws of that kingdom will not treat them upon the
footing of good subjects.

:Let us therefore now take a view of the laws in force against the papists;
who may be divided into three classes, persons professing popery, popish recu-
sants convict, and popish priests. 1. Persons professing t_e popish rebgion,
besides the former penalties for not fi'equenting their p-trish church, arc dis-
abled from taking their lands, either by descent or purchase, after eighteen
years of age, until they renounce their errors; they must at the age of twenty-
one register their estates before acquired, and all future conveyances and wills
relating to them; they are incapable of presenting to any advowson, or granting
to any other person any avoidance of the same i they may not keep or teach
any school, under pain of perpetual imprisonment ; and if they willingly say or
hear mass, they forfeit the one two hundred, the other one hundred marks,
and each shall suffer a year's imprisonment. Thus much for persons who,
from the misfortune of fhmily prejudices or otherwise, have conceived an un-
happy attachment to the Romish church from their infancy and publicly pro-
fess its elTors. But if any evil industry is used to rivet these errors upon them,
if any person sends another abroad to be educated in the popish religion or to
reside in any religious house abroad for that propose, or contributes to their

The 13 & 14 Car. II. e. 1. 17 Car. II. c. 2, and 22 Car. II. c. 1, are repealed by the 52
Geo. III. c. 155, s. 1, by which all places of religious worship of Protestants must be
certified to the bishop of the diocese, or the archdeacon of the archdeaconry, or to the
justices at the general or quarter sessmns, and shall be also registered ; and a penalty to
the amount of 20/. and not. less than _-0s. mav be inflmted _br permitting meetings in
places not so certified or registered; and, by sect. 4, every person teaching or preaching
at, or being in, such place so certffied, is exempted from penalties, as a person who has
taken the oath and made the declaration prescribed by the 1 W. & ]_I.st. 1, c. 18, or any
act amending the same. By sect. 5, every one preaching or teaching at such place so
certified shall, when required by a magistrate, take and subscribe the oath and declara-
tion specified in the 19 Geo. III. c. 44 : and, if he refuse to take it, he must not teach or
preach, under a penalty of not exceeding 10/. nor less than 10s.; but he need not go
more than five miles from his place of residence to take such oath ; and, b_ sect. 6, such
person may compel a justice to administer such oath to him, and to attest his sub-
scription to such declaration and give h_m a certificate thereof. By sect. 11, no place
of public meeting for religious worship must have the doors fastened, so as to prevent
persons entering therein during the time of such meeting, under a penalty to the teacher
of not exceeding 20£ nor less than 10s. By sect 13, the act is not to affect the cele-
bration of divine service, according to the rights of the Church of Englsnd and Ireland,
by ministers of such church, in places before then used for that purpose, or licensed or
consecrated by any person so to do, nor affect the jurisdiction of bishops or others exer-
cising lawful authomty in the church over the said church, according to the rules and
disciphne of the same and to the laws of the realm. And. by sect. 14, the act is not to
extend to Quakers, nor to meetings convened by them, or in any manner to affect any
act relating to them, except those expressly above repealed.--CmTTV.

By a still more important statute, (9 Geo. IV. c. 17,) the former acts which imposes
the neces_it._ _,of receivin_g the sacrament as a test or qualification.... for holding corporation
offices and employments were repealed, and a declaratmn to be made within six months
after admittance in lieu of the sacramental test is substituted ; but the not making the
declaration which is intended for the protection of the Protestant Church renders the
awbpointment void.---STEWaRT.
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maintenance when there; *both the sender, the sent, and the contribut_r ['5tlare disabled to sue in law or equity, to be executor or administrator to
any person, to take any legacy or deed of gift, and to bear any office in the
realm, and shall forfeit all their goods and chattels, and likewise all their real
estate for life. And where these errors are also aggravated by apostasy or
perversion, where a person is reconciled to the see of Rome, or procures others
to be reconciled, the offence amounts to high treason. 2. _Popishrecusants, con-
victed in a court of law of not attending the service of the church of England,
are subject to the following disabilities, penalties, and forfeitures, over and above
those before mentioned. They are considered as persons excommunicated;
they can hold no office or employment; they must not keep arms in their
houses, but tile same may be seized by the justices of the peace; they may
not come within ten miles of London, on pain of 100/.; they can bring no
action at law, or suit in equity: they are not permitted to travel above five
miles from home, unless by license, upon. pain of forfeiting all their goods ; and
they may not come to court under pare of 100l. :No marriage or burial of such
recusant, or baptism of his child, shall be had otherwise than by the ministers
of the church of England, under other severe penalties. A married woman.
when recusant, shall forfeit two-thirds of' her dower or jointure; may not be
executrix or administratrix to her husband, nor have any ])art of his goods;
and during the coverture may be kept in prison, unless her husband redeems
her at the rate of 10/. a month, or the third part of all his lands. And, lastly,
as a feme-covert recusant may be imprisoned, so all others must, within three
months after conviction, either submit and renounce their errors, or, if re-
quired so to do by four justices, must abjure and renounce the realm : and if
they do not depart, or if they return without the king's license, they shall be

ilty of i_lony, and suffer death as felons without the benefit of clergy.
ere is also an inferior species of recusancy, (refusing to make the declaration

against popery enjoined by statute 30 Car. II. st. 2, when tendered by the
proper magistrate,) which, if the party resides within ten miles of London,
makes him an absolute recusant convict ; or, if at a greater distance, suspends

him from having any seat in *parliament, keeping arms in his house, or [*57
any horse above the value of five pounds. This is the state, by the laws
now in being,(c) of a lay papist. But, 3. The remaining species or degree, viz.,

ish priests, are in a still more dangerous condition. For by statute 11 & 12
• IIL e. 4, popish priests or bishops celebrating mass or exercising any part

of their functions in England, except in the houses of ambassadors, are liable
to perpetual imprisonment. And, by the statute 27 Eliz. e. 2, any popish priest,
born in the dominions of the crown of England, who shall come over hither
from beyond sea, (unless driven by stress of weather, and tarrying only a rea-
sonable time,)(d) .....or shall be in England three days without conforming and
taking the oaths, is.guilty of h][gh treason •. and all persons harbouring him are
guilty of felony w][thout the benefit of clergy.

This is a short summary of the laws against the papists, under their three
several classes of persons professing the popish religion, popish recusants con-
vict, aed popish priests. Of which the president Montesquieu observes,(e)
that they are so rigorous, though not professedly of the sanguinary kind, that
they do all the htu't that can possibly be done in cold blood. But in answer to
this it may be observed (what foreigners who only judge from our statute-book
are not fully apprized of) that these laws are seldom exerted to their utmost
rigour: and, indeed, if they were, it would be very difficult to excuse them.
For they are rather to be accounted for from their history, and the urgency of
the times which produced them, than to be approved (upon a cool review) as a
standing system of law. The restless machinations of the 5esuits during the
reign of Elizabeth, the turbulence and uneasiness of the papists under the new
religious establishment, and the boldness of their hopes and wishes for the

(*) Stat. 23 Ellz. c. 1. '27Ehz c 2 29 Ehz 6. 35 Eliz and 26. 1][ & 12 W. III. c. 4. 12 Anne, st. 2, c. ][4. 1 G_
e. 2.1Jao II.¢.4. 3Jac. I c 4andS. 7Jac _ c. 6. 3Car ][,st 2, c 55. 2_9eo. I c 18. llGeo. U.c. 17.
1.©._. gSCar.]I.c. 2. 80Car l_.Bt "_ 1W.&_,l c. 9,15, (_)R_ym 377. Latch 1.

(') Sp. L. b. xix. c. L_/.
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succession of the queen of Scots, obliged the parliament to counteract so dan.
g,erous a spirit by laws of a great, and then perhaps necessary, severity. The
*._ 1 powder-treason in the succeeding reign struck a panic into *James I.,
.,v, which operated in different ways: it occasioned the enacting of new

laws against the papists, but deterred him from putting them in execution.
The intrigues of queen Henrietta in the reign of Charles I., the prospect of a
popish successor in that of Charles II., the assassination-plot in the reign of
king William, and the avowed claim of a popish pretender to the crown in that
and subsequent reigns, will account for the extension of these penalties at
those several periods of our history. But if a time shall ever arrive, and per,
halos it is not very distant, when all fears of a pretender shall have vanished,
and the power and influence of the pope shall become feeble, ridiculous, and
despicable not only in England but in every kingdom of Europe, it probably
would not then be amiss to review and soften these rigorous edicts ; at least, till
the civt7 principles of the Roman Catholics called again upon the legislature to
renew them : ibr it ought not to be left in the breast of every merciless bigot
to drag down the vengeance of these occasional laws upon inoffensive, though
mistaken, subjects i in opposition to the lenient inclination of the civil magis-
trate, and to the destruction of every principle of toleration and religious
liberty.

This hath partly been done by statute 18 Gee. III. c. 60, with regard to such
papists as duly take the oath therein prescribed of allegiance to his majesty,
abjuration of the pretender, renunciation of the pope's civil power, and abhor-
rence of the doctrines of destroying and not keeping faith with heretics and
deposing or murdering princes excommunicated by authority of the see of
Rome : in respect of whom only the statute of 11 & 12 W. III. is repealed so
far as it disables them t_om purchasing or inheriting, or authorizes the appre-
hending or prosecuting the popish clergy, or subjects to perpetual imprison-
ment either them or any teachers of youth. _

5But now, by the statute 31 Gee. III. e. 32, (amended and explained by the 43 Gee.
III. c. 30,) which may be called the toleration act of the Roman Catholics, all the severe
and cruel restrictions and penalties enumerated by the learned judge are removed
from those Roman Catholics who are willing to comply with the requisitions of that
statute, which are that they must appear at some of the courts of Westminster, or at the
quarter-sessions held for the county, city, or place where they shall reside, and shall
make and subscribe a declaration that they profess the Roman Catholic religion, and
also an oath, which is exactly similar to that required by the 18 Gee. III. c. 60, the sub-
stance of which is stated above in the text. On this declaration and oath being duly
mad_ by any Roman Catholic, the officer of the court shall grant him a certificate ; and,
such officer shall yearly transmit to the privy council lists of all persons who have thu7
qualified themselves within the year in his respective court. The statute (sect. 4) the_
fPorowdesthat a Roman Catholic thus quahfied shall not be prosecuted under any statuta

r not repairing to a parish church, nor shall he be prosecuted for being a papist, nor
for attending or performing mass or other ceremonies of the Church of Rome ; provided
(by sect. 5) that no place shall be allowed for an assembly to celebrate such worship until
it is certified to the sessions; nor shall any mimster officiate in it until his name and
description are recorded there. And (by sect. 6 of 31 Gee. IIL c. 32) no such place of
assembly shall have its doors locked or" barred during the t_me of meeting or divine
worship.

If any Roman Catholic whatever is elected constable, church-warden, overseer, or into
any parochial office, he may execute the same by a deputy, to be approved as if he were
*_)act for himself as principal. Id. s. 7. But every minister who has qualified shall be
exempt from serving upon jurms and from being.elected into any parochial office. Id. s
S. And all the laws for frequenting divine serwce on Sundays shall continue in force,
except where persons attend some place of worship allowed by this statute or the tole-
ration act of the dissenters. 1 W. and 1_I.s. 1, c. 18. Id. s. 9.

]f any person disturb a congIegation allowed under this act, be shall, as for disturbing
dissenting meeting, be bound over to the next sessions, and, upon conviction there,

_hall forfeit twenty pounds. Sect. 10.
But no Roman Catholic minister shall officiate in any place of worship having a steeple

-_nd a bell, or at any funeral in a church or churchyard, or shall wear the habits of his
,_rd,)r, excep_ in a place allowed by this statute, or in a private house, where bhere shall
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In order the better to secure the established church against perils fi.om non-
conformists of all denominations, infidels, Turks, Sews, heretics, papists, and
sectaries, there are, however, two bulwarks erected ; called the corpor_&n and
test acts." by the former of which(f) no person can be legally elected _o any
office relating to the government of any city or corporation, unless within
twelvemonth before he has received the sacrament of the Lord's supper ac-
cording to the rites of the church of :England ; and he is also enjoined to tako

the oaths of allegiance and supremacy at the *same time that he take_ [*5:}
the oath of office; or, in default of either of these requisites, such elec-
tion shall be void. e The other, called the test act,(g)directs all officers, civil
and military, to take the oaths and make the declaration against transubstan-
tiation in any of the king's courts at Westminster, or at the quarter sessions,
within six calendar months after their admission; and als,_ within the same
time' to receive the sacrament of the Lord's supper according to the usage of

(Y) Stat. 13 Car. If. 8t 2, c. 1 (g) Star. 25 Car. II. c. 2, explained by 9 Ge_. II. ¢, 26

not be more than five persons besides the family. Id. s. 11. This statute shall not
exempt Roman Catholics fl'om the payment of tithes or other dues to the church ; nor
shall it aflbct the statutes concerning marriages, or any law respecting the succession to
the crown. Id. s. 12. No person who has qualified shall be prosecuted for instructing
youth, except in an endowed school, or a school in one of the English universities ; and
except, also, that no Roman Catholic schoolmaster shall receive into his school the child
of any :Protestant f-_ther, (id. ss. 13, 14, 15 ;) nor shall any Roman Catholic keep a school
untd his or her name be recorded as a teacher at the sessions. Id. s. 16.

But no religious order is to be established ; and every endowment of a school or cohege
by a Roman Catholic shall still be superstitious and unlawful. Id. s. 17. And no person
henceforth shall be summoned to take the oath of supremacy and the declaration against
transubstantiation. Id. s. 18. Nor shall Roman Catholics who have qualified be re-
moyable from London to Westminster, (id. s. 19 ;) neither shall any peer who has quali-
fied be punishable for coming into the presence or palace of the king or queen. Id. s. 20.
And no papist whatever shall be any longer obliged to register their names and estates,
or enrol their deeds and wills. Id. s. 21. And every Roman Catholic who has qualified
may be permitted to act as a barrister, attorney, and notary. Id. s. 22.

By the 43 Gco. III. c. 30, Roman Catholics taking the oath and making the declaration
prescribed by 31 Geo. III, c 32 shall be entitled to all the benefits given by 10 Geo. IIL
e. 60, as fully as if they had taken the oath therein prescribed.

The Roman Catholics cannot sit in either house of parliament, because every member
of parliament must take the oath of supremacy, and repeat and subscribe the declaration
against transubstantiation, (see 1 book, 162 ;) nor can they vote at elections for the mem-
bers of the house of commons, because before they vote they must take the oath of
supremacy. Ibid. 180.

The Roman Catholics in Ireland are permitted to vote at elections, but they cannot
sit in either house of parliament.

A bequest or disposition for the purpose of edueating children in the Roman Catholic
religion is unlawful. But the fund will not pass to the testator's next of kin, but it shall
be applied to such charitable purposes as his majesty shall please to direct by his sign-
manual. 7 Ves. Jr. 490.---CHRISTIAn.

:By43 Geo. III. e. 30, all Roman Catholie_ who shall take and subscribe the declarationo
and oath specified in the 31 Geo. III. c. 3, are as fully entitled to the benefits of the 18
Geo. IIL c. 60 as if the oath prescribed by that act had been taken.

53 Geo. III. c. 128 provides certain rules as to taking commissions in the army, and
relieves Roman Catholics from the restrictions and penalties contained in 25 Car. II. c. 2.
----CHATTY.

By stat. 10 Geo. IV. c. 7, almost all disabilities are removed from persons professing
this religion. Roman Catholics now enjoy all the privileges attached to property which
are enjoyed by their fellow-subjects.----STeWART.

6:By the 5 Geo. I. c. 6, s. 3, the election into a corporate office shall not be void on
account of the person elected having omitted to receive the sacrament within a year
before the election, unless he shall be removed within six months after his election, oI
unless a prosecution be commenced within that time, and be carried on without delay ;
and during that time the office is not void, but only voidable ; and the person elected.
until a removal oI nroseeution within the time limited, is entitled to all the incidental
rights of his offi_ in as fall an extent as if he had actually received the sacrament
_ithin a year previous to his election. 2 Burr. 1016.--CuITTr.

"The 25 Car. II. c. 2--the original test act---required that both the sacrament and the
367
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the church of England, in some public church, immediately af',er divine service
and sermon, and to deliver into court a certificate thereof signed by the minis.
ter and church-warden, and also to prove the same by two credible witnesses,
upon ibrfeiture of 500/. and disability to hold the said office2 And of much
the same nature with these is the statute 7 Jac. I. c. 2, which permits no per-
son to be naturalized or restored in blood but such as undergo a like test:
which test having been removed in 1753, in favour of the Jews, was the next
session of paEiament restored again with some precipitation.

Thus much for offences which strike at our national religion, or the doctrine
and discipline of the church of England in particular. I proceed now to con.
sider some gross impieties and general immoralities which are taken notice of
and punished by our municipal law; frequently in conculTence with the eccle-
siastical, to which the censure of many of them does also of right appertain ;
though with a view somewhat different : the spiritual court punishing all sinful
enormities for the sake of rcforming the private sinner, pro salute a_imee; while
the temporal courts resent the public affront to religion and morality on which
all governments must depend for support, and correct more for the sake of
example than private amendment.

IV. The fourth species of offences, therefore, more immediately against God
and religion, is that of bla,_phemy against the Almighty b) denying his being or
providence; or by contumelious reproaches of our Saviour Christ2 Whither
also may be referred all profane scoffing at the holy scripture, or exposing it to
contempt and ridicule. These are offences punishable at common law by fine
and imprisonment, or other infamous corporal punishment_(h) for Christianity
is part of the laws of England.(/)

V. Somewhat allied to this, though in an inferior degree, is the offence of

*60] profane and common swearing and *cursing. By the last statute againstwhich, 19 Gee. II. c. 21, which repeals all former ones, every labourer,
sailor, or soldier profanely cursing or swearing shall forfeit ls. ; every othe_
person, under the degree of a gentleman, 2s.; and every gentleman, or person
of superior rank, 5s., to the poor of the parish ; and, on the second conviction,
double; and for every subsequent offence, treble the sum first fbrfeited; with
all charges of conviction : and in dei_ault of payment shall be sent to the house
of correction for ten days. Any justice of the peace may convict upon his own
hearing, or the testimony of one witness; and any constable or peace officer,
upon his own hearing, may secure any offender and carry him before a justice

(_) 1 Hawk. P. C. 7. (t) 1 Yentr. 298. 2 Strange, 834.

oaths should be taken within three months ; and, by subsequent statutes, the time for
taking the oaths has been enlarged to six months ; but the time for taking the sacrament
remains unaltered, which must still be taken within three months after admission into
the office. And, by several statutes subsequent to the test act, various descriptions of
persons, whose offices are not considered civil or military, are required to take the oaths
within six mouths after their respective appointments, though they are not required to
take the sacrament. Among these are all ecclesiastical persons promoted to benefices,
members of colleges who have attained the age of eighteen years, teachers of scholars or
_oupils. dissenting ministers, high constables, and practisers of the law. 1 Gee. I. st. 2, c.
• 3. 2 Gee. II. c. 31. 9 Gee. II. e. 26.--CnalSTi._.

8But before the end of every session of parliament an act is passed to indemnify all
persons who have not complied with the requisition of the corporation and tes acts,
provided they quahfy themselves within a time specified in the act ; and provided also
that judgment in any action or prosecution has not been obtained against them for their
former omission.--CHRISTI_lU.

' It is not lawful even to publish a correct account of the proceedings in a corot of
justice if it contain matter of a scandalous, blasphemous, or indecent nature, (3 B. & A.
167 ;) and a publication stating our Saviour to be an impostor, and a murderer in prin-
_.iple, and a fanatic, is a libel at common law. 1 B. & C. _°6. The general law as to this
offence, as collected from 2 Stra. 834, Fitzg. 64, Barn. R. 162, is that it is illegal to write
against Christianity in general ; that it is also illegal to write against any one of its evi-
dences or doctrines, so as to manifest a malicious design to undermine it altogether; but
that it is not illegal to write, with decency, on controverted points, whereby it is pos-
sible some articles of belief may be affected.---CaITT_'.
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and there convict him. '° If the justice omits his duty he forfeits 5/., and the
constable 40s. And the act is to be read in all parish churches and public.
chapels the Sunday after every quarter-day, on pain of 5_., to be levied by war
rant from any justice, n Besides this punishment for taking God's name in vain
in common discourse, it is enacted, by statute 3 Jac. I. c. 21, that if, in any stage.
play, interlude, or show, the name of the Holy Trinity, or any of the persons
therein, be jestingly or profanely used, the offender shall forfeit 10/., one moiety
|o the king, and the other to the informer.

VI. A sixth species of offence against God and religion, of which our antien +.
books are full, is a crime of which one knows not well what account to give. ]
mean the offence of witchcrqft, conjuration, enchantment, or sorcery. To deny the
possibility, nay, actual existence, of witchcraft and sorcery is at once flatly to
contradict the revealed word of God, in various passages both of the Old and
New Testament: and the thing itself is a truth to which every nation in the
world hath in its turn borne testimony, either by examples seemingly well at-
tested or by prohibitory laws; which at least suppose the possibility of com-
merce with evil spirits. The civil law punishes with death not only the sorcerers
themselves, but also those who consult them,(j) imitating in the former the
ex ress law of God k "Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live." And our own

P ,( ) ,laws, both before and since the conquest, have been equally penal; rank- r.al
ing this crime in the same class with heresy, and condemning both to the L -_
flames.(/) The president Montesquieu(m) ranks them also both together, but
with a very different view: laying it down as an important maxim that we
ought to be very circumspect in the proseeution of magic and heresy ; because
the most unexceptionable conduct, the purest morals, and the constant practice
of every- duty in life are not a sufficient security against the suspicion of' crimes
like these. And indeed the ridiculous stories that arc generally told, and the
many impostures and delusions that have been discovered in all ages, are enough
to demolish all faith in such a dubious crime ; if the contrary evidence were not
also extremely strong. Wherefore it seems to be the most eligible way to con-
clude, with an ingenious writer of our own,(n) that in general there has been
such a thing as witchcraft; though one cannot give credit to any particular
modern instance of it.

Our forefathers were strocger believers when they enacted, by statute 33 Hen.
VIII. c. 8, all witchcraft and sorcery to be felony without benefit of clergy; and
again, by statute 1 Jae. I. c. ] 2, that all persons invoking any evil spirit, or con-
sulting, covenanting with, ente_ining, employing, feeding, or rewarding, any
evil spirit ; or taking up dead bodies from their graves to be used in any witch-
craft, sorcery, charm, or enchantment; or killing or otherwise hurting any
person by such infernal arts, should be guilty of felony without benefit of clergy,
and suffer death. And if any person should attempt by sorcery to discover
hidden treasure, or to restore stolen goods, or to provoke unlawful love, or to
hurt any man or beast, though the same were not effected, he or she should
suffer imprisonment and pillory for the first offence, and death for the second.
These acts continued in force till lately, to the terror of all antient females in
the kingdom : and many poor wretches were sacrificed thereby to the prejudice
of their neighbours and their own illusions ; not a few having, by some means
or other, confessed the fi_ct at the gallows But all executions for this dubious
crime are now at an end; our legislature having at length followed the wise

(3_ Cod 1 9, c 18. (,n) Sp. L b. xn c. 4.
k) Exod xxil 18. (n) Mr Addison, Spect. No. 117.
_) 3 n_t. 44.

l0The conviction must be w_thin eight days after the offence. _ 12. Each oatl_ or
curse being a distinct complete offence, there can be no question, I conceive, but a
person may incur any number of penalties m one d_y,_though Dr. Burn doubts whethel
any number of oaths or eurses in one day amounts to more than one offence. 3 Burn, 325
Persons belonging to his majesty's navy, if guilty of profane cursing and swearing, ar_.
liable to suflbr such punishment as a court-martial shall think proper to inflict. 22 Geo
II. e. 33.--C_ITTY.

n By the 4 Geo IV. c. 81, this latter provision is repealed._CmTTV.
Ya_ IL--24 _,8'J
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• 82 ] example of *Louis XIV. in France, who thought proper, by an edict, to
restrain the tribunals of justice from receiving informations of witch-

craft (o) And accordingly it is with us enacted, by statute 9 Gee. II. c. 5, that
no prosecution shall for the future be carried on against any persons for conju-
ration, witchcraft, sorcery, or enchantment. But the misdemeanour of persons
pretending to use witchcraft, tell fortunes, or discover stolen goods, by skill in
the occult sciences, is still deservedly punished with a year's imprisonment, and
_tanding four times in the pillory. 1_

VII. A seventh species of offenders in this class are all religious impostors.*
such as falsely pretend an extraordinary commission from heaven, or terrify
and abase the people with false denunciations of judgments. These, as tending
to subvert all religion by bringing it into ridicule and contempt, are punishable
by the temporal courts with fine, imprisonment, and infamous corporal punish-
ment.(p)

VIII. Simony, or the corrupt presentation of any one to an ecclesiastical
benefice for gift or reward, is also to be considered as an offence against religion ;
as well by reason of the sacredness of the charge which is thus profanely bought
and sold, as because it is always attended with perjury in the person pre-
_ented.(q) is The statute 31 Eliz. c. 6 (which, so far as it relates to the forfeiture
of the right of presentation, was considered in a former book)(r) enacts that if
any patron, for money or any other corrupt consideration or promise, directly
or indirecttygiven, shall, present,'admit, institute, induct, instal,, or collate, any
person to an ecclesiastmal benefice or dignity, both the giver and taker shall
forfeit two years' value of the benefice or dignity; one moiety to the king, and
the other to any one who will sue for the same. If persons also corruptly re-
sign or exchange their benefices, both the giver and taker shall in like manner
tbrfeit double the value of the money or other corrupt consideration./_ And

persons who shall *corruptly ordain or license any minister, or procure
• 63 ] him to be ordained or licensed, (which is the true idea of simony,) shall
recur a like forfeiture of forty pounds ; and the minister himself of ten pounds,
besides an incapacity to hold any ecclesiastical preferment for seven years after-
avards. Corrupt elections and resignations in colleges, hospitals, and other
oleemosynal T corporations, are also punished by the same statute with ibrfeiture
•_f the double value, vacating the place or office, and a devolution of the right
of election for that turn to the crown, is

/X. Profanation of the Lord's day, vulgarly (but improperly) called sabbath-
(o)Voltaire, 8/eel Lou/_ ZTt: ch 29 Mad. Un. Ht_t. xxv. (_) 1 Hawk. P. C Y.

MS. Yet Voughlans (de draft crzm_ntl, 353, 459) still reck- (q) 3 lnst 156.
a_a np sorcery and witchcraft among the cremes pumshable (v) See book h. p. 279.
_J France.

_2_I_ythe vagrant act, (5 Gee. IV. c. 8, s. 4,) persons pretending or professing to tell
[brtunes, or using any subtle craft, means, or device, by palmistry, or otherwise, to
deceive and impose on any of his majesty's subjects, are rogues and vagabonds._
CHITTY.

But, according to 2 Bla. Rep. 1052, 1 Ld. Raym. 449, Moore, Rep. 564, simony is not
an offence criminally punishable at common law.---CmTTV.

_'Any resignation or exchange for money is corrupt, however apparently fair the
transaction : as where a father, wishing that his son in orders should be employed in the
duties of his profession, agreed to secure, by a bond, the payment of an annuity exactly
equal to the annual produce of a benefice, in consideration of the incumbent's reslgmng
m favour of his son. The annuity being afterwards in arrear, the bond was put in suit,
and the defendant pleaded the simoniacal resignation in bar ; and lord Mansfield and
the court, though they declared that it was an unconscientious defence, yet, as the
,'esignation had been made for money, determined that it was corrupt and simoniacal
and in consequence that the bond was void. Young vs. Jones, E. T. 1782.----CHRISTIAN.

_5By star. 9 Gee. IV. c. 94, bonds of resignation of any benefice in favour of a son,
grandson, brother, uncle, nephew, or grand-nephew, upon notice or request, are rendered
valid, notwithstanding the 31 Eliz. c. 6 ; but the new act is not to extend to any engage-
ments unless the deed be deposited within two months with the registrar of the diocese
or peculiar jurisdiction wherein the benefice is situated. The passing of this act, it is
believed, arose out of the fluctuating and contradictory decisions of our courta upon the
qubject.---CHITrV.
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breakinff, i__a ninth offence against God and religion, punished by the municipallaw of England. For, besides the notorious indecency and scandal of permit,
ting any sbcular business to be publicly transacted on that day in a country

professing Christianity, and the corruption of" morals which usually follows itsprofanation, the keeping one d.y in the seven holy, as a time of relaxation and
refreshment as welt as for public worship, is of admirable service to a state,
considered merely as a civil institution. It humanizes, by the help of conver-
sation gnd society, the manners of the lower classes, which would otherwise
degenerate into a sordid ferocity and savage selfishness of spirit ; it enables the
industrious workman to pursue his occupation in the ensuing week with health
and cheerfulness; it imprints on the minds of the people that sense of their
duty to God so necessary to make them good citizens, but which yet w,,uld be
worn oat and defaced by an unremitted continuance of labour, without any
stated times of recalling them to the worship of their 3Laker. And, therefore,
the laws of" king Athelstan(s) forbade all merehandizing on the Lord's day,
under very severe penalties. And by the statute 27 Hen VI. c. 5, no lkir or
market shall be held on the principal festivals, Good Friday, or any Sunday,
(except the four Sundays in harvest,) on pain of forfeiting the goods exposed to
sale. And since, by the statute 1 Car. I. c. 1, no persons shall assemble out of
their own parishes for any sport whatsoever upon this day; nor, in their pa-
rishes, shall use any bull or *bear baiting, interludes, plays, or other unlaw- r.. -
ful exercises or pastimes ; on pain that every offender shall pay 3s 4d. to L o4
the poor. This statute does not prohibit, but rather impliedly allows, any innocen_
recreation or amusement, within their respective parishes, even on the Lord's day,
after divine service is over. But, by statute 29 Car. II. c. 7, no person is allowed
to work on the Lord's day, or use any boat or barge, or expose any goods to
sale ; except meat in public houses, milk at certain hours, and works of necessit)
or cbarity, on forfeiture of 5s. 2qor shall any drover, carrier, or the like travel
upon that day, under pain of twenty shillings. _G

X. Drunkenness is also punished, by statute 4 3ac. I. c. 5, with the forfeiture
of 5s., or the sitting six hours in the stocks : by which time the statute pre.
sumes the offender will have regained his senses, and not be liable to do
mischief to his neighbours. And there are many wholesome statutes by way
of prevention, chiefly passed in the same reign of king James [., which regu-
late the licensing of alehouses, and punish persons found tippling therein ; or
the master of such houses permitting them. _7

(o)c 24.

1_It has been recently held that the driver of a stage-van to and from Londonto York is
a common carrier within the meaning of 3 Car. I. c. 1, and subject to the penalties thereof
for travelling on Sunday. Rex vs. Middleton, 4 D. &R. 824. Where a loaro]contr_ was
entered into for the purchase of a horse above the value of 10/., on a Sunday. with a war-
ranty of soundness, and the horse was not delivered and paid for until i:he following
Tuesday, held, first, that the contract was not complete until the latter d:_y: and, second,
that supposing it to be void within the 29 Car. II c. 7. s. 2, still it was not an available
objection on the part of the vendor in an action for a breach of the warranty, the vendee
being ignorant of the fact that the former was exercising his ordinary calhng on the
Sunday. Bloxsome vs. Williams, 5 D. & R. 82. 3 B. &C. 232.

The 11 &12W. III. c.21, and all other acts for the regulation of watermen plying upon
the river Thames, are repealed by the 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 75, which permits a limited
number of watermen, under certain regulations, to ply upon the Thames, within cert,'dn
specifiecl limits, on Sundays. By 29 Car. IL c. 7, no arrest can be made nor process
served on a Sunday except for treason, felony, or breach of the peace. Anle, boo_ziii.
290. Neither is the hundred answerable to theparty robbedfor a robbery committed on a
Sunday. But where a plaintiff was robbed in going to his parish church, in his coach,
on a Sunday, he recovered against the hundred, under the statute of Winton, (13Edw.
I. st. 2,) the court observing that the statute of C]_ar[esmust be construed to extend only
to cases of travellzng,and that. it might have been otherwise if the plaintiff had been
making visits, or the like. Teshmaker vs. The ttundred of Edmonton, _'I.7 Gee. L See
1 Stra. 400. Com. 345. Killing game on a Sunday is prohibited, under heavy penalties,
by113 Gee. III. c. 80._CHITTYo

Justices of the peace have an absolute an l uncontrolled power and discretion in
_71
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XL T.lc last offence which I shall mention, more imme, liately against r_-
ligion and morality, and cognizable by the temporal courts, is that of open aml
notorious lewdness; either by frequenting houses of ill fame, which is aft indict.
able offence ;(t) is or by some grossly scandalous and public indecency, for which
the punishment is by fine and imprisonment.(u) TM In the year 1650, when the
ruling power found it for their interest to put on the semblance of a very ex-
traordinary strictness and purity of morals, not only incest and wilful adultery
were made capital crimes, but also the repeated act of keeping a brothel, or
committing fornication, were (upon a second conviction) made felony without
benefit of clergy.(w) But at the restoration, when men, from an abhorrence
of the hypocrisy of the late times, fell into the contrary extreme of licentious-

"65] hess, it was not thought proper to renew a law of *such unfashionabto
rigour. And these offences have been ever since left to the feeble coer-

cion of file spiritual court according to the rules of the canon law; a law which
has treated the offence of incontinence, nay, even adultery itself, with a great
degree of tenderness and lenity, owing perhaps to the constrained celibacy of
its first compilers. The temporal com'ts therefore take _o cognizance of the
crime of adultery otherwise than as a private injury.(x)

But, before we quit this subject, we must take notice of the temporal punish.

(_) Poph 208 (_) Scobell, 121.
(u) 1 Slderf. 168. (_) See book m p. 139.

granting and refusing ate-licenses ; but if it should appear trom their own declarations
or the circumstances of their conduct that they have either refused or granted a license
from a partial or corrupt motive, they are punishable in the court of King's Bench by
informatic;n, or they may be prosecuted by indictment. I Burr. 556. 1 T. R. 692.

But the court of King's Bench refused a mandamus to justices to rehear an appli-
cation for an ale-house license, which they had refused, though it was suggested that
their refusal had proceeded from a mistaken view of their _urisdietion. Rex vs. Farring-
don Without, (Justices,) 4 D. & R. 735. So they refused a mandamus to rehear a similar
application at any other period of the year than within the first twenty days of Septem-
ber, though the justices might have refused the license under a mistake of the law. Rex
vs. Surrey, (Justices,) 5 D. & R. 308.--C_ITT_'.

lSAS to the offence of keeping or frequenting bawdy-houses, see post, 167. A woman
cannot be indicted for being a bawd generally ; for the bare solicitation of chastity is not
indictable. Hawk. b. 1, c. 74. 1 Sulk. 382.--CUITTY.

19]_fany offences of private incontinence fall properly and exclusively under the juris-
diction of the ecclesiastical court, and are appropriated to it ; but where the incontinence
or lewdness is public, or accompanied with conspiracy, it is indictable.

.Exposznga party's person to the pubhc view is an offence contra bonos mores, and indict
able. See 1 Sid. 168. 2 Camp. 89. 1 Keb. 620. And, by the vagrant act, (5 Geo. IV. c.
83, s. 4,) exposing a man's person with intent to insult a female is an offence for which
the offender may be treated as a rogue and vagabond; and so is the wilfully exposing an
obscene print or indecent exhibition: indeed, this would be an indictable offence at
common law. 2 Stra. 789. 1 Barn. Rep. 29. 4 Burr. 2527, 2574. And, by the same act
of 5 Geo. IV. c. 83, s. 3, every common prostitute wandering in public and behaving in a
riotous and indecent manner may be treated as an idle and disorderly person within the
meaning of that act.

Publwly sellsngand 5uylng a wife is clearly an indictable offence, (3 Burr. 1438 ;) and many
prosecutions against husbands for selling and others for buying have recently been sus-
tained, and imprisonment for six months inflicted.

Procuring or endeavouring to procure the seduction of a girl seems indictable. 3 St.
Tr. 519. So is endeavouring to lead a girl into prostitution. 3 Burr. 1438; and see post,
209, 212, as to the offence of seduction.

It is an indictable offence to dig up and carry, away a d_ad _ody out of a churchyard.
2 T.'R. 733. Leach, C. L. 4th ed. 497, S.C. 2 East, P. C. 652: post, 236; ante, 2 book,
429. And the mere disposing of a dead body for gain and profit is an indictable offence.
Russ. & R. C. C. 366, note. 1 Dowl. & R. N. P. C. 13. And it is a misdemeanour to
arrest a dead body, and thereby prevent a burial in due time. 4 East, 465. The punish-
ment for such an offence is fine and imprisonment. 2 T. R. 733.

All such acts of indecency and immorality are public misdemeanours, and the
offenders may be punished either by an information granted by the court of King'a
Bench, or by a_, indictment preferred before a grand jm T at the assizes or quartcl_
_e_sions.---Cn ITTY.
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merit for having bastard children, considered in a criminal light; for, with re-
gard to the maintenance of such illegitimate offspring, which is a civil concern,
we have formerly spoken at large.(y) By the statute 18 Eliz. e. 3, two justices
may take order for the punishment of the mother and reputed father, but what
that punishment shall be is not therein ascertaihed ; though the contemporary
exposition was that a corporal punishment was intended.(z) By statute 7
Jae. I. e. 4, a specific punishment (viz., commitment to the house of correctiou_
is inflicted, on. the. woman only. But in both cases it seems that, the penalty can
only be mflmted if the bastard becomes chargeable to the parish ; for otherwise
the very maintenance of the child is considered as a degree of punishment.
By the last-mentioned statute, the justice may commit the mother to the house
of correction, there to be punished and set on work for one year; and in caso
of a second offence, till she find sureties never to offend again. _

*CHAPTER V. [*66

OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE LAW OF NATIONS.

ACCORDINGto the method marked out in the preceding chapter, we are next
to consider the offences more immediately repugnant to that universal law of
society, which regulates the mutual intercourse between one state and another;
mose, [ mean, which are particularly animadverted on, as such, by the English
law.

The law of nations is a system of rules, deducible by natural reason, and
established by universal consent among the civilized inhabitants of the world ;(a)
in order to decide all disputes, to regulate all ceremonies and civilities, and to
insure the observance of justice and good faith in that intercourse which must
frequently occur between two or more independent states, and the individuals
belonging to each.(b) This general law is founded upon this principle,--that
different nations ought in time of peace to do one another all the good they
can, and in time of war as little harm as possible, without prejudice to their
own real interests.(c) And, as none of these states will allow a superiority in
the other, therefore neither can dictate or prescribe the rules of this law to the
rest; but such rules must necessarily result from those *principles of
natural justice in which all the learned of every nation agree; or they f *67
depend upon mutual compacts or treaties between the respective communrtfes,
in the construction of which there is also no judge to resort to but the law of
nature and reason, being the only one in which all the contracting parties are
equally conversant and to which they are equally subject.

In arbitrary states this law, wherever it contradicts, or is not providva for
by, the municipal law of the country, is enforced by the royal power ; but since
in :England no royal power can introduce a new law, or suspend the execution
of the old, therefore the law of nations (wherever any question arises which is

(Y_ See book i. p.qge 458. (b) See book i p 43.
(_) Dalt, Just. ch. 11. (_) Sp. L. b L c 7.
('9F.f.I,9.

The 7 Jac. I. e. 4, s. 7 (which provided certain punishments for lewd females who
had bastards) is repealed by 50 Gee. III. c. 51, s. 1, which enacts "that in cases when a
woman shall have a bastard child which may be chargeable to the parish, any two justices
before whom such woman shall be brought may commit her, at their discretion, to the
house of correction in their distrmt, for a time not exceeding twelve calendar months
nor less than six weeks." By section 3, upon £he woman's good behaviour during her
confinement, any two justices may release and discharge her from.further confinement
By seelion 4, justices are restrained irom committing any woman till she has been
delivered one month. The child must be chargeable, or likely to become so, in order to
autborizea conviction. 2 l_olan, 256, 3d ed --C_ITTY.
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properly the object of its jurisdiction) is here adopted in its full extent by the
_ommon law, and is held to be a part of the law of the land. And those acts
of parliament which have from time to time been made to enforce this uni-
versal law, or to facilitate the execution of its decisions, are not to be con-
sidered as introductive of any new rule, but merely as declaratory of the old
fundamental constitutions of the kingdom, without which it must cease to be a
part of the civilized world. Thus, in mercantile questions, such as bills of ex-
change and the like; in all marine causes, relating to freight, average, demur-
rage, insurances, bottomry, and others of a similar nature; the law-mer-
chant,(d) _hich is a branch of the law of nations, is regularly and constantly
adhered to. So too in all disputes relating to prizes, to shipwrecks, to hostages
and ransom-bills, there is no other rule of decision but this great universal law,
collected from history and usage, and such writers of all nations and languages
as are generally approved and allowed of.'

But though in civil transactions and questions of property between the sub-
jects of different states the law of nations has much scope and extent as
adopted by the law of England; yet the present branch of our inquiries will

*68 ] t_all *within a narrow compass, as offences against the law of nations can
rarely be the object of the criminal law of any particular state. For

offences against this law are principally incident to whole states or nations : in
which case recourse can only be had to war, which is an appeal to the God of
hosts to punish such infr-_ctions of public faith as are committed by one inde,
pendent people against another; neither state having any superior jurisdiction
to resort to upon earth for justice. But where the individuals of any state
violate this general law, it is then the interest as well as duty of the govern.
ment under which they live to animadvert upon them with becoming severity,
that the peace of the world may be m'tintained. For in vain would nations ill
their collective capacity observe these universal rules, if private subjects were
at liberty to break them at their own discretion, and involve the two states in
a war. It is therefore incumbent upon the nation injured, first, to demand
satisfaction and justice to be done on the offender by the state to which he be-
longs; and, if that be refused or neglected, the sovereign then a_ows himself an
accomplice or abettor of his subject's crime, and draws upon his community
the calamities of ibreign war.

The principal offences against the law of nations, animadverted on as such
by the municipal laws of England, are of three kinds : 1. Violation of safe-con-
ducts; 2. Infringement of the rights of embassadors ; and, 3. Piracy. 2

I. As to the first, vwlation of safe-conducts or passports, expressly granted by
the king or his embassadors(e) to the subjects of a foreign power in time of mu-
tual war, or committing acts of hostilities against such as are in amity, league,
or truce with us, who are here under a general implied safe-conduct : these are

(_) See book i p 273 (,) Ibid. p. 260.

1By the 33 Gee. III. c. 66, it was enacted that it was unlawful for any of his majesty's
subjects to ransom, or enter into any contract for ransoming, any ship or merchandise
captured by an enemy ; and that all contracts and securities for that purpose, without the
license therein mentioned, were absolutely void; and that every person who entered
into such a contract should be subject to a penalty of 500/.---CHRISTIAN.

2Under the head of offences against the law of nations in the United States Mr.
Wharton classes the accepting and exercising, by a citizen, a commission to serve a
foruign state.against a state at peace with the United States, (Act of Congress, April 20,
1818 s. 1, 3 Stor_,'s Laws, 1694.) fitting out and arming within the limits of the United
States any vessel for a foreign state to cruise against a state at peace with the United
States, (ibid. s. 3 :) increasing or assisting within the United Statez any force of armed
vessels of a foreign state at war with a state with which the United States are at peace,
(ibid. s. 5 ;) setting on foot within the United States any military expedition against a
state at peace with the United States, (ibid. s. 6 ") suing forth or executing any writ or
process against any f_reign minister or his servants, the writs being also declared void,
(Act April 30. 1790, ss. 25, 26, 1 Story, 88 ;) and violating any passport, or in any other
way ini'racting the law of nations by violence to an ambassador or foreign minister ol
their domestics. Ibid. s. 27. Wharten's Amer. Grim. Law, 130.---S_Aaswoov
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breaches of the public faith, without the preservation of which "_here can be no
intercourse or commerce between one nation and another: ar.d such offences

may, according to the writers upon the law of nations, be a just ground of a
national war; since it is not in the power of*the fbreign prince to cause
justice to be done to his subjects by the very individual delinquent, but [*69
he must require it of the whole community. And as, during the continuance
of any safe-conduct, either express or implied, the foreigner is under the pro-
tection el' the king and the law, and, more especially, as it is one of the articles
of magna charts(f) that foreign merchants should be entitled to safe-conduct
and security throughout the kingdom, there is no question but that any viola-
tion of either the person or property of such foreigner may be punished by in-
dictment in the name of the king, whose honour is more particularly engaged
in supporting his own safe-conduct. And, when this maliciou_ rapacity was not
confined to private individuals, but broke out into general hostilities, by the
statute 2 lien. ¥. st. 1, c. 6, breaking of truce and safe-conducts, or abetting and
receiving the truce-breakers, was (in afilrmance and support of the law of na-
tions) declared to be high treason against the crown and dignity of' the king,
and conservators of truce and saih-eonducts were appointed m every port, and
empowered to hear and determine such treasons (when committed at sea) ac-
cording to the antient marine law then practised in the admiral's court, and,
together with two men learned in the law of the land, to hear and determine
according to that law the same treasons, when committed within the body of
any county. Which statute, so far as i_ made these offences amount to treason,
was suspended by 14 Hen. VI. c. 8, and repealed by 20 Hen. VI. c. 11, but re-
vi_ed by 29 Hen. VI. c. 2, which gave the same powers to the lord chancellor_
associated with either of the chief justices, as belonged to the conservators of
truce and their assessors i and enacted that, notwithstanding the party be con-
victed of treason, the injured stranger should have restitution out of his effects

ior to any claim of the crown. And it is further enacted, by the statute 31en. ¥I. c. 4, that if any of the king's subjects attempt or offend upon the sea,
or in any port within the king's obeisance, against any stranger in amity,
league, or truce, or under safe-conduct, and especially by attaching *his r,vn
person, or spoiling him or robbing him of his goods, the lord chancellor, L -_
with any of the justices of either the king's bench or common pleas, may cause
full restitution and amends to be made to the party injured.

It is to be observed that the suspending and repealing acts of 14 & 20 Hen.
_rI., and also the reviving act of 29 Hen. VI., were only temporary, so that it
should seem that after the expiration of them all the statute 2 Hen. V. continued
in full force ; but yet it is considered as extinct by the statute 14 Edw. IV. c. 4,
which revives and confirms all statutes and ordinances made before the acces-

sion of the house of York against breakers of amities, truces, leagues, and safe-
conducts, with an express exception to the statute of 2 Hen. V. But (however
that may be) I apprehend it was finally repealed by the general statutes of Edw.
VI. and queen _ary, for abolishing new-created treasons ; though Sir ]_[atthew
:Hale seems to question it as to treasons committed on the sca.(g) But certainly
the statute of 31 Hen. ¥I. remains in full force to this day.

II. As to the rights of embassadors, which arc also established by the law of
nations, and are therefore matter of universal concern, they have formerly been
treated of at large.(h) It may here be sufficient to remark that the common
law of England reoog_ises them in their full extent by immediately stopping
all legal process, sue4 out through the ignorance or rashness of individuals,
which may intrench upon the immunities of a foreign minister or any of his
train. And, the more effectually to enforce the law of nations in this respect,
when violated through wantonness or insolence, it is declared, by the statute 7
Anne, c. 12, that all process whereby the person of any embassador, or of his do-
mestic or domestic servant, may be arrested, or his goods distrained or seized_
shall be utterly null and void; 3 and that all persons prosecuting, soliciting, or

(f) 9 IIen. III. c. 30. See book ]. page 25q, &c (o_ 1 Hal. P. C. 267. (h) See book i. page 253.

A consul is not a public minister within the act..4rde, 3 book, 289. The party, to
37s
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executing such process, being convicted, by confession or the oath of one wit-

*711 ness, before the *lord chancellor and the chief justices, or any two of
J them, shall be deemed violators of the laws of nations and disturbers of

the public repose, and shall suffer such penalties and corporal punishment as
the said judges, or any two of them, shall think fit.(z) Thus, in cases of extra-
ordinary outrage, for which the law hath provided no special penalty, the legis-
lature hath intrusted to the three principal judges of the kingdom an unlimited
power of proportioning the punishment to the crime.

III. Lastly, the crime of _iracy, or robbery and depredation upon the high
seas, is an offence against the universal law of society ; a pirate being, accord-
ing to Sir Edward Coke,(k) hostis humani generis. As therefore he has renounced
all the benefits of society and government, and has reduced himself afresh to
the savage state of nature by declaring war against all mankind, all mankind
must declare war against him : so that every community hath a right, by the
rule of self-defence, to inflict that punishment upon him which every individual
would in a state of nature have been otherwise entitled to do, for any invasion
of his person or personal property. _

By the antient common law, piracy, if committed by a subject, was held to
I_e a species of high treason, being contrary to his natural allegiance, and by an
alien to be felony only; but now, since the statute of treason, 25 Edw. III. c. 2,
it is held to be only i_lony in a subject.(/) Formerly it was only cognizable by
the admiralty courts, which proceed by the rules of the civil law.(m) But it
being inconsistent with the liberties of the nation that any man's liib should be
taken away, unless by the judgment of his peers or the common law of the land,
the statute 28 Hen. VIII. c. 15 established a new jurisdiction for this purpose,
which proceeds according to the course of the common law, and of which we
shall say more hereafter.

"72J *The offence of piracy, by common law, consists in committing thoseacts of robbery and depredation upon the high seas which, if committed
upon land, would have amounted to i_lony therc.(n) But, by statute, some
other offences are made piracy also : as, by statute 11 & 12 W. IIL c. 7, if any
natural-born subject commits any act of hostility upon the high seas against
others of his majesty's subjects, under colour of a commission from any foreign
power, this, though it would only be an act of war in an alien, shall be construed

iracy in a subject. And, further, any commander or other seafaring person
etraying his trust, and running away with any ship, boat, ordnance, ammu-

nition, or goods, or yielding them up voluntarily to a pirate, or conspiring to
do these acts, or any person assaulting the commander of a vessel to hinder him
from fighting in defence of his ship, or confining him, or making or endeavour-
ing to make a revolt on board, shall, for each of these offences, be adjudged a

(_)Seetheoccasionof makingthinstatute,booki. page (_)Ibid
g_5. (_)1Hawk.P. C.98.

(k)3 Inst.113. (m)Ibid.ZOO.

entitle him to the protection of the act, must be a servant, or employed in the ambassa-
dor's house, (3 D. & R. 25 ;) and a servant within the meaning of the act must beactually
and bon_ fide such servant. Tldd, Prae. 8th ed, 193. 4 Burr. 2016, 2017. It does not
matter whether the servant is a native of the country where the ambassador resides, or a
foreigner; and real servants, though not residing with the ambassador, are within the
act. 2Stra. 797. 3Wils. 35. 1B.&C. 563. 2D.&R. 840, S.C. But if the servant do
not reside in the ambassador's house, and have goods in his own house more than ar_
necessary for his convenience as such servant, they are not within the protection of the
act. 1 B. & C. 554. 2 D. & R. 833, S.C. The servant's name must be registered in the
secretary of state's office, and transmitted to the sheriff's office, to support a proceeding
against the sheriff for such arrest. 1 Wils. 20, and sect. 5 of 'he statute. Tidd, Prac. 8th
ed. 194.--CHaTTy.

On the subject of piracy under the Constitution of the Umted States and acts of Con-
gre_s, see 1 Kent's Com. 183. Wharton's Amer. Crim. Law, 911. Acts of Congress, April
0, 1790, c. 9, s. 8, 1 Story's Laws, 84. Act _areh 3, 1819, c. 76, s. 5, 3 Story, 1739. Act

[5 _Iay, 1820, e. 113, s. 3, 3 Story, 1798. United States vs. Smith, 5 Wheaten, 153. United
"_tates w. Palmer, 3 Wheaten, 610. United States vs. Kepler, 1 Baldw. 15. United States
_. Khntock, 5 Wheat. 144. United States vs. Pirates, ibid. 184. United States vs. Holmes.
,bjdl. _12.---_.UaRSWOOD.
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pirate, felon, and robber, and shall suffer death, whether he be principal or
merely a(cessory by setting forth such pirates, or abetting them befbre the fact,
or receiving or concealing them or their goods after it. And the statute t Gee.
T e. 11 expressly excludes the principals fi'om the benefit of clergy. :By the
statute 8 Gee. I. e. 24, the trading with known pirates, or furnishing.them with
stores or ammunition, or fitting out any vessel fbr that purpose, or m any wise
consulting, combining, confederating, or corresponding with them, or the fbrcibly
boarding any merchant vessel, though without seizing or carrying her off, and
destroying or throwing any of the goods overboard, shall be deemed piracy;
and such accessories to piracy as are described by the statute of king William
are declared to be principal pirates, and all parties convicted by virtue of this
act are made felons without benefit of clergy. By the same statutes, also, (to
encourage the defence of merchant vessels against pirates,) the commanders or
seamen wounded, and the widows of such seamen as arc slain, in any piratical

engagement, shall be entitled to a bounty, to *be divided among them, [*73
not exceeding one-fiftieth part of the value of the cargo on board: and
such wounded seamen shall be entitled to the pension of' the Greenwich hospital,
which no other seamen are, except only such as have served in a ship of war.
And if the commander shall behave cowardly by not defending the ship, if she
tarries guns or arms, or shall discharge the mariners from fighting, so that the
_hip rials into the hands of pirates, such commander shall forfbit all his wages,
and suffer six months' imprisonment. 5 :Lastly, by statute 18 Gee. II. c. 30, any
natural-born subject or denizen who in time of war shall commit hostilities at
sea against any of his fellow-subjects, or shall assist an enemy on that element,
is liable to be tried and convicted as a pirate. 6

These are the principal cases in which the statute law of :England interposes
to aid and enforce the law of nations as a part of the common law, by inflicting
an adequate punishment upon offences against that universal law committed by
private persons. We shall proceed in the next chapter to consider offbnces
which more immediately affect the sovereign executive p.ower of our own par-
ticular state, or the king and government; which specms of crime branches
itself into a much larger ext_nt than either of those of which we have already
treated.

6 In the construction of the common law, as enlarged by the statutes mentioned in the
text, it appears that for mariners to seize the captain, put him on shore against his will,
and afterwards employ the ship for their use, is piracy. 2 E,_st, P. C. 796. And embez-
zling a ship's anchor and cable is piracy, though the master of the vessel concur in it,
and though the object is to defraud the underwriters, not the insurers. Russ. & R. C. C.
123. Where the master of a vessel insured the ship and cargo, landed the goods, and,
on the destruction of the former, protested both as lost, with intent to defraud the
owlmrs and insurers, this was holden to be amere breach of trust, and no felony, because
there was no determinatmn of the special authority with which the defendant was
intrusted. 2 East, P. C. 776. The rules as to larceny will here apply.--CmTrY.

6See 2 Hawk. P.C. pp. 305, 461-465, 480, s. 1. See also 5 Geo. IV. c. 17, by which
dealing in slaves on the high seas, &c. is made piracy and punishable with death. Soe
also 5 Geo. IV. c. 113, s. 9, and Forbes vs. Cochrane, 3 D. & R. 679, 2 B. & C. 448, on the
same subject.

The 9 Gee. IV. e. 31 repeals so much of the 22 & 23 Car. II. c. 11 "as relates to anf
mariner laying violent hands cn his commander as therein mentioned." See also 9 Gee
l V. C, 84.--CmrTr.
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CHAPTER VI.

OF HIGH TREASON.

Tire third general division of crimes consists of such as more especially affect
the supreme executive power, or the king and hi,_ government; which amount
either to a total renunciation of that allegiance, or at the least to a criminal
neglect of that duty which is due from every subject to his sovereign. In a
former part of these commentaries(a) we had occasion to mention the nature
of allegiance as the tie or Iigan_en which binds every subject to be true and i_ith-
ful to his sovereign liege lord the king, in return for that protection which is
afforded him, and°truth and Faith to bear of life, and limb, and earthly honour,
and not to know. or hear,: of any ill intended him without, defendin, g him there-
from. And this allegiance, we may remember,..... was dlstingmshed into two
species: the one natural and perpetual, whmh is inherent only m natives of the
king's dominions; the other local and temporary, which is incident to aliens
also_ Every offence, therefore, more immediately affecting the royal person,
his crown or dignity, is in some degree a breach of this duty of allegiance_
whether natural, or innate, or local, and acquired by residence; and these may
be distinguished into four kinds: 1. Treason; 2. Felonies injurious to the king's
prerogative; 3. Prcemunire; 4. Other misprisions and contempts: of which crimes
the first and principal is that of treason.

_'Treason, prod_tio, in its very name (which is borrowed from the French_
*75 ] imports a betraying, treachery, or breach of faith. It therefore happens
only between allies, saith the Mirror :(b) for treason is indeed a general appella-
tion, made use of by the law, to denote not only offences against the king and
government, but also that accumulation of guilt which arises whenever a supe-
rior reposes a confidence in a subject or inferior, between whom and himself
there subsists a natural, a civil, or even a spiritual, relation, and the inferior so
abuses that confidence, so forgets the obligations of duty, subjection, and alle.
giance, as to destroy the life of any such superior or lord.(c) This is looked
upon as proceeding from the same principle of treachery in private life as would
have urged him who harbours it to have conspired in public against his liege
lord and sovereign, and, therefore, for a wife to kill her lord or husband, a ser-
vant his lord or master, and an ecclesiastic his lord or ordinary, these, being
breaches of the lower allegiance of private and domestic faith, are denominated
2etit treasons. But when disloyalty so rears its crest as to attack even majesty
itself, it is called, by way of eminent distinction, high treason, alta Froditio ;
being equivalent to the crimen lces_v majestatis of the Romans, as Glanvil(d) de-
nominates it also in our _.nglish law.

As this is the highest civil crime which (considered as a m_mber of the commu.
nity) any man can possibly commit, it ought therefore to be the most precisely
ascertained. For, if the crime of high treason be indeterminate, this alone
(says the president _[ontesquieu)is sufficient to make any government dege-
nerate into arbitrary power.(e) And yet, by the antient common law, there was
a great latitude left in the breast of the judges to determine what was treason,
or not so : whereby the creatures of tyrannical princes had opportunity to create
abundance of constructive treasons; that is, to raise, by forced and arbitrary

1
'761 constructions, offences "nto the crime and punishment of treason which

J never were suspected to be such. Thus, the accroachmg, or attempting
to exercise, royal power (a very uncertain charge)was, in the 21 Edw. III.,
held to be treason in a knizht of Hertfordshire, who forcibly assaulted and de-
tained one of the king's su_ojects till he paid him 90l. :(f) a crime, it must be
owned, well deserving of punishment ; but which seems to be of a complexion
very different from that or' treason. Killing the king's father, or brother, or

!l Book I. ch 10. (_) L. 1, c. 2.
C 1, _ 7. (.) Sp L. b xii. c. 7.
LL .¢Elfr_di, c _ 2Elhel_ c. 4. C_Lnutz,c. 54, 61. (.¢)1 HaL P. C. 80
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even his messenger, has also fallen under the same denomination.(.q) The latter
of which is almost as tyrannical a doctrine as that of the imperial constitution
of Arcadius and Honor;us, which determines that any attempts or designs
against the ministers of the prince shall be treason.(h) But, however, to pre-
vent the inconveniences which began to arise in England from this multitude of
constructive treasons, the statute 25 Edw. III. c. 2 was made; which defines
what offences only for the future should be held to be treason : in like manner
as the lex Julia majestatzs among the Romans, promulged by Augustus Cmsar_
comprehended all the antient laws that had before been enacted to punish trans-
gressors against the state.(/) _ This statute must therefbre be our text and
guide, in order to examine into the several species of high treason. And we
shall find that it comprehends all kinds of high treason under seven distinct
branches.

1. "When a man doth compass or imagine the death of our lord the king, of
our lady his queen, or of their eldest son and heir." Under this description it
_s held that a queen regnant (such as queen Elizabeth and queen Anne) is within
the words of the act, being invested with royal power and entitled to the alle-
giance of her subjectsi(j) but the husband of such a queen is not comprised

within these words, *and therefore no treason can be committed against [*77
hira.(k) The king here intended is the king in possession, without any
respect to his title ; for it is held that a king de facto and not de jure, or, in other
words, a usurper that hath got possession of the throne, is a king within the
meaning of the statute i as there is a temporary allegiance due to him, for his
administration of the government and temporary protection of the public ; and,
therefore, treasons committed against I-Ienry V1. were punished under Edward
IV., though all the line of Lancaster had been previously declared usurpers by
act of parliament. But the most rightful heir of the crown, or king de jure and
not de facto, who hath never had plenary possession of the throne, as was the
ease of' the house of York during the three reigns of the line of Lancaster, is
not a king within this statute against whom treasons may be committed.(/)
And a very sensible writer on the crown-law carries the point of possession so
fal that he holds(m) that a king out of possession is so t_r fi'om having any
right to our allegiance, by any other title which he may set up against the king
in being, that we are bound by the duty of our allegiance to resist him. A doc-
trine which he grounds upon the statute 11 Hen. VII. c. 1, which is declaratory
of the common law, and pronounces all subjects excused from any penalty or
forfeiture which do assist and obey a king de facto. But, in truth, this seems

f i_hto be confounding all notions o r _, t and wrong; and the consequence would
be that when Cromwell had murdered the elder Charles, and usurped the power
(though not the name) of king, the people were bound in duty to hinder the
son's restoration: and were the king of Poland or Morocco to invade Chis
kingdom, and by any means to get possession of the crown, (a term, by the way,

Britt. e. _2. 1 Hawk. P. C. 34. utpofe majestat_s reu_, gladlo ferlatur, bores _us omnftm4
((_ Quz de nece v,_ or, m _llusfr_ura, qu_ eons_l_,s et consls- f_co nostro addzct_s Cod. 9, 3, 5.

_.or'_o_ostro _nters_nt, _enat_um etlam (ham d tp_ p_rs (t) Orarm. O_zg. 1__ 34.
_o_:porzs nest7 _ sung) vd (udas llbet postren_% quz mzhtat (J) 1 tlal. P C. 101.
noln_cum, cogtta, emt : (eadera enim sewrztate voIungatem (_) 3 Inst.7, 1 Hal P.C. 106.
lcelens, qua ejfecAum, launzr_ 3ura votuennt) _.pss quulem, (_) 3 lnst. 7. 1 Hal. P. C 10_,.

(_) 1 hawk. P,C. 36.

1The provisions of this act ure confirmed by the 36 Gee. III. e. 7, which is made per-
petual by the 57 Gee. IlI. e. 6. This latter statute renders the law of high treason more
clear and definite. It provides that if any one within the realm, or without, shall compass
or intend death, destruction, or any bodily harm tending thereto, maiming or wounding,
imprisonment or restraint, of his majesty, or to depose him from the style, honour, or
kingly name of the imperial crown of these realms, or to levy war against him within
tl:is realm, in order by force or constraint to compel him to change his measures or
"_ounsets, or in order to put any constraint upon or intimidate both or either house of
parliament, or to move or stir any foreigner with force to invade this realm, or any of
hm majesty's dominions, and such compassing or intentions shah express by publishing
any 1,rmting or writing, or by any other overt act, being convicted thereof on the oath_
of two witnesses upon trial, or otherwise, by due course of law, such person shall b_
_ljudged a triter, and suffer death as in eases of high treason.---CaiT_y.
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of vet T loose and il distinct signification,) the subject would be bound by his
allegiance to fight fbr his natural prince to-day, and by the same duty of alle-
giance to fight against him to-morrow. The true distinction seems to be that

.7_1 the statute of Henry *tim Seventh does by no means command any oppo-
vj sition to a kin de jure; but excuses the obedience paid to a king de facto

When, therefore, a usurper is in possession the subject is excused and 3ustified
in obeying anti giving him assistance : otherwise, under a USUl]_ation, no mau
could be safe, if the lawthl prince had a right to hang him for obedience to the

OWers in being, as the usurper would certainly do for disobedience. :Nay,
rther, as the mass of people are imperfect judges of title, of which in all cases

possession is pr_.ma facie evidence, the law compels no man to yield obedience
to that prince whose right is by want of possession rendered uncertain ann
dinputable, till Providence shall think fit to interpose in his favour and decide
the ambiguous claim: and, therefore, till he is entitled to such allegiance by
possession, no treason can be committed against him. Lastly, a king who has
resigned his crown, such resignation being admitted and ratified in parliament,
is, according to Sir Matthew'Hate, no longer the object of treason.(n) And the
same reason holds in case a kin_ abdicates the government, or, by actions sub-
versive of the constitution, virtually renounces the authority which he claims
by that very constitution ; since, as was formerly observed,(o) when the fhct of
abdication is once established and determined by the proper judges, the conse-
quence necessarily follows that the throne is thereby vacant, and he is no longer
king.

Let us next see what is a compassing or imagining the death of the king, &_.
These are synonymous terms, the word compass signifying the purpose or design
of the mind or witl,(p) and not, as in common speech, the carrying such design
to effect.(q.) And therefore an accidental stroke, which may mo1%ally wound
the sovereign, per infortun_um, without any traitorous intent, is no treason : as
was the case of Sir Walter Tyrrel, who, by the command of king William Rufus,

*shooting at a hart, the arrow glanced against a tree, and killed the king
*79] on the spot.(r) But, as this compassing or imagining is an act of the
mind, it cannot possibly fifll under any judicial cognizance, unless it be demon-
strated by some open or overt act. 2 And yet the tyrant Dionysius is recorded(s)
to have executed a subject barely for dreaming that he had killed him, which
was held of sufficient proof that he had thought thereof in his waking hours.
But such is not the temper of the :English law i and therefore in this and the
three next species of treason it is necessary that there appear an open or overt
act of a more ihll and explicit nature, to convict the traitor upon. The statute
expressly requires that the accused "be thereof upon sufficient proof attainted
of some open act by men of his own condition." Thus, to provide weapons or
ammunition for the purpose of killing the ldng, is held to be a palpable overt
act of treason in imagining his death.(t) To conspire to imprison the king by
force, and move towards it by assembling company, is an overt act of compass-

(_) 1 HaL P. C 104. (q) 1 Hal. P. C. 107,
(*) Book L p. 212. (r) 3 Inst. 6
(l_) By the ancient law, cornpas_n.¢ or intending the death (J) Plutarch, _n v/t.

of any man, demonstrated by some evident fact, was equally (t) 3 Inst. 12.
penal as hommMe itself. 3 Inst. 5.

In the case of the regicides, the indictment charged that they did traitorously com-
pass and imagine the death of the king. And the taking off his head was laid, among
others, as an overt act of compassing. And the person who was supposed to have given
the stroke was convicted on the same indictment. For the compassing m considered as
the treason, the overt acts as the means made use of to effectuate the intentions of the
heart. And in every indictment for this species of treason, and indeed for levying war,
or adhering to the king's enemies, an overt act must be alleged and proved. For the
overt act is the charge, to which the prisoner must apply his defence. But it is not
necessary that the whole of the evidence intended to be given should be set forth : the
common law never required this exa6tness, nor doth the statute of king William require
it. It is sufficient that the charge be reduced to a reasonable certainty, so that the de-
fendant may be apprized of the nature of it and prepared to give an answer to it. Fost.
194. o_HRISTIAN.
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ing the king's death ;(u) for all force used to the person of the king in its con.
sequence may tend to his death, and is a strong presumption of something WOl_6

intended than the present force, by such as have so far thrown off their bounden

duty to their sovereign ; it being an old observation, that there is generalfy but
a short interval between the prisous and the graves of princes. There is no
question, also, but that taking any measures to render such treasonable purposes

effectual, as assembling and consulting on the means to kill the king, is a suffi-
cient overt act of high treason.(w) s

How far mere words, spoken by an individual, and not relative to any treason-
able act or design then in agitation, shall amount to treason, has been formerly

matter of doubt. We have two instances in the reigu of Edward the Fourth

*of persons executed for treasonable words: the one a citizen of :London, [*80
who said he would make his son heir of the crown, being the sign of the
house in which he lived ; the other a gentleman, whose favourite buck the king
killed in hunting, whereupon he wished it, horns and all, in the king's belly2

These were esteemed hard cases ; and the chief justice Markham rather chose
to leave his place than assent to the latter judgment.(x) But now it seems

clearly to be agreed that, by the common law and the statute of Edward III.,

words spoken amount to only a high misdemeanour, and no treason. Por they
may be spoken in heat, without any intention, or be mistaken, perverted, Ol

mis-remembered by the hearers; their meaning depends always on their con.
nection with other words and things ; they may signify differently, even accord.
ing to the tone of voice with which they are delivered; and sometimes silenco
itself is more expressive than any discourse. As, therefore, there ean be nothing

more equivocal and ambiguous than words, it would indeed be unreasonable to
make them amount to high treason. And accordingly, in 4 Car. I., on a refer-

(_)1 Hal• P O.109. (_)1 Hal. P. O. 115.
(_)lLI.twk. P 0.38. 1HaLP. O.119.

SThis subject is so ably explained by _r. Justice Foster in his first diseourse on hi__h
treason that it may be useful to annex here two of his secttons:_"In the case of the
king the statute of treasons hath, with great propr,ety, retained the rule voluntas pro facto.
The principle upon which this is founded is too obvious to need much enlargement.
The king is considered as the head of the body-pohtic, and the members of that bodv
are considered as united and kept together by a political union with him and with eaeh
other. His life cannot, in the ordinary course of things, be taken away by treasonable
practices without involving a whole nation in blood and confusion ; consequently every
stroke levelled at his person is, in the ordinary course of things, levelled at the public
tranquiltity. The law, therefore, tendereth the safety of the king with an anxmus con-
cern, and, if I may use the expression, with a concern bordering upon jealousy. It eon-
sidereth the wicked imaginations of the heart in the same degree of guilt as if earrmd
into actual execution from the moment measures appear to have been taken to render
them effectual : and therefore, if eonspiraters meet and consult how to kill the king.
though they do not then fall upon any scheme for that purpose, this is an overt act. of
compassing his death : and so are all means made use of, be it advice, persuasion, or com-
mand, to incite or encourage others to commit the fact or join in the attempt : and ewry
person who but assenteth to any overtures for that purpose will be involved in the same
guilt•

"The care the law hath taken for the personal safety of the king is not confined to
actions or attempts of the more flagitious kind, to assassination or poison, or other
attempts directly and immediately mmmg at his life. It is extended to every thing
qilfully and deliberately done or attempted whereby his life m_y be endang+red ; and
therefore the entering into measures for deposing or imprisoning him, or to get his
person into the power of the conspirators, these offences are overt acts of treason within
this branch of the statute ; for experience h_s shown that between the prisons and the
graves of princes the distance is very small." Fost. 194.

This was the species of treason with whmh the state-prisoners were charged who wero
tried in 1794; and the question, as stated by the court _br the jury to try, was, Whethez
their measures had been entered into with an intent to subvert the monarchy and to
depose the king? See Hardy's Trial.--CHITTr.

There was even a refinement and degree of subtlety in the cruelty of that case, for he
wished it, horns and all, in the belly of him who counselled the king _ kill it ; and, a_
the king killed it of his own accord, or was his own counsellor, it was held to be a trea
sonab'e wish against the king himself. 1 HM. P. C. ll5.---CHRISTIAN.
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ence to all the judge_ concerning some very atrocious words spoken by one
Pyne, they certified to the king "that though the words were as wicked as
mlgllt be, yet they were no treason i for, unless it be by some particular statute,
no words will be treason."(y) 5 If the words be set down in writing, it argues
more deliberate intention : and it has been held that writing is an overt act of
treason ; for scribere est agere. But even in this case the bare words are not the
treason, but the deliberate act of writing them. And such writing, though un-
pubhshed, has, in some arbitrary reigns, convicted its author of treason ; par-
ticalarly in the cases of one Peachum, a clergyman, for treasonable passages ill
a sermon never preached,(z) and of Algernon Sydney, for some papers found in
his closet, which, had they been plainly relative to any previous formed design
of dethroning or murdering the king, might doubtless have been properly read

"8l ] in evidence as overt *acts of that treason which was specially laid in the
indictment.(a) :But being merely speculative, without any intention (so

fitr as appeared) of making any public use of them, the convicting the authors
of treason upon such an insufficient foundation has been universally disapproved
Peachum was therefore pardoned; and though Sydney, indeed, was executed,
yet it was to the general discontent of the nation, and his attainder was after-
wards reversed by parliament. There was then no manner of doubt but that
the publication of such a treasonable writing was a sufficient overt act of treason
at the common lawi(b) though of late even that has been questioned.

2. The second species of treason is, "if a man do violate the king's companion,
or the king's eldest daughter unmarried, or the wife of the king's eldest son and
heir." By the king's companion is meant his wife; and by violation is under-
stood carnal.knowledg%. _ .as well without force as with it'. and this is high treason
,n both partms, if both be consenting, as some of the wives of Henry the :Eighth
by fatal experience evinced. The plain intention of this law is to guard the
blood royal from any suspicion of bastardy, whereby the succession to the crown
might be rendered dubious: and, therefore, when this reason ceases the taw
ceases with it; for to violate a queen or princess dowager is held to be no trea_
son,(c) e in like manner as, by the ibodal law, it was a felony, and attended with
a forfeiture of the fief, if the vassal vitiated the wife or daughter of his lord,(d)
hut not so if he only vitiated his widow.(e)

3. The third species of treason is, "if a man do levy war against our lord the
king, in his realm." And this may be done by taking arms, not only to de-
throne the king, but under pretence to reform religion o1"the laws, or to remove
evil counsellors, or other grievances, whether real or pretended.(f) _ For the

*82] law does not, neither can it, permit *any private man, or set of men, to
interfere forcibly in matters of such high importance, especially as it has

(Y) Cro Car. 125, (c) 3 Inst. 9.
(*) Ibid. (d) Food. 1.1, t. 5.
(a} Foster, 198. (*) Ibld t. 21.
(b) 1 Hal. P. C. 118. 1 Hawk. P. C. 38. (f) 1 Hawk. P. C. 37,

This subject is fully and ably discussed by :_¢Ir.J. Foster, who malntains that words
alone cannot amount to an overt act of treason ; but if they are attended or followed by
a consultation, meeting, or any sct, then they will be evidence or a confession ef the
intent of such consultation, meeting, or act ; and he concludes that "loose words, not
relative to facts, are at the worst no more than bare indications of the malignity of the
heart." Fost. 202, et seq.--CHRISTIA_.

But the instances spemfied in the statute do not prove much consistency in the appli-
cation of this reason ; for there is no protection given to the wives of the younger sons of
the king, though their issue must Inherit the crown before the issue of the king's elde._t
daughter ; and her chastity is only inviolable before marriage, whilst her children would
be clearly illegitimate.

Before the 25 Edw. lII. it was held to be high treason not only to violate the wife and
daughters of the king but also the nurses of his children, los nonces de four enfantz. Britt.
e. 8.---_HRISTIAN.

Lord M_nsfieid declared, upon the trial of lord George Gordon, that it was the unani-
mous opinion of the court that an attempt, by intimidation and violence, to force the
repp_l of a law was a levying war agsinst the king, and high treason. Doug. 570.--
f_HRISTIAN.
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established a su:fflclen¢ power for these purposes in the high court of parlianient;
neither does the constitution justify any private or particular resistance for pri.
rate or particular grievances, though in cases of national oppression the nation
has very justifiably risen as one man to vindicate the original contract subsist-
ing between the king and his people. To resist the king's forces by defending
a castle against them, is a levying of war; and so is an insurrection with an
avowed design to pull down all enclosures, all brothels, and the like : the univer-
sality of the design making it a rebellion against the state, an usurpation of the
powers of government, and an insolent invasion of the king's authority.(g) But
a tumult, with a view to pull down a particular house, or lay open a particular
enclosure, amounts at most to a riot, this being no general defiance of public
government. So, if two subjects quarrel, and levy war against each other, (in
that spirit of private war which prevailed all over Europe(h) in the early feodal
times,) it is only a great riot and contempt, and no treason. Thus it happened
between the earls of Hereford and Gloster, in 20 Edw. I., who raised each a
|ittle army, and committed outrages upon each other's lands, burning houses,
attended with the loss of many lives : yet this was held to be no high treason,
but only a great misdemeanour. .(i) A .bare conspiracy. .t° levy war does not
amount to this species of treason ; but (if particularly pointed at the person of

the king, or his government) it falls within the first, of compassing or imagin
ing the king s death.(k)

4. "If a man be adherent to the king s enemies in his realm, giving to them

te . " m ' " p" y , yg''g
intelligence, 8 by sending them provisions, by selling them arms, by treache-

rously surrendering a fortress, or the *like.(/) :By enemies are here [*83
understood the subjects of foreign powers with whom we arc at open
war. As to foreign pirates or robbers, who may happen to invade our coasts
without any.open hostilities between their nation and our own, and without
any commlssmn from any prince or state at enmity with the crown of Great
Britain, the giving them any assistance is also clearly treason, either in the
light of adhering to the public enemies of the king and kingdom,(m) or else in
that of levying war against his majesty. And, most indisputably, the same acts
of adherence or aid which (when applied to foreign enemies)will constitute
treasor_ under this branch of the statute will (when afforded to our own fellow-
subjects in actual rebellion at home) amount to high treason under the descrip-
tion of levying war against the king.(n) :But to relieve a rebel fled out of the
kingdom is no treason; for the statute is taken strictly, and a rebel is not an
e_temy; an enemy being always the subject of some foreign prince, and one who
owes no allegiance to the crown of England.(o) And if a person be under
circumstances of actual force and constraint, through a well-grounded appre-
hension of injury to his life or person, this fear or compulsion will excuse his
even joining with either rebels or enemies in the kingdom_ provided he leawa
them whenever he hath a safe opportunity.(p) 9

(_) 1 Ital. P. C. 132. (_) Foster, 219.
(_) Robertson_ Ch _.n 45, 286. (_) Ib]d 216.
(*_1 hal. P.C. 136. (o) 1 Hawk P.C. 38.
(_) 3 lnst. 9. Foster, 211_213. (P) _'oster_ 216.
(_) 3 Inst. 10.

Sending intelligence to the enemy of the destinations and designs of this kingdom, In
order to a_sist them in their operations against us or in defence of themselyes, i_ high
treason, although such correspondence should be intercepted. Dr. Hensey's case, 1 Burr.
650. The same doctrine was held by lord Kenyon and the court in the ease of William
Stone, who was tried at the bar of the court of King's Bench in ttilary Term, 1796. In
that ease it was held that sending a paper to the enemy, though it was afterwards inter
cepted, containing advice not to invade this country, ff sent with the intention of assist_
ing their councils in their conduct and in the prosecution of the war, was high treason.
6 T. R. 527._CHRISTIA_.

"Treason against the United States shall consist only in levying war against them, oe
ha adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort. :No person shall be

_83
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5. , If a man counterfeits the king's great or privy seal," this is also high
treason. But if a man take wax bearing the impression of the great seal off
from one patent, and fixes it to another, this is held to be only an abuse of the

victed of treason unless on the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act or on
confession in open court." Const. U. S. art. iii. s. 3, pl. 1.

If any person or persons owing allegiance to the United States of America shall levy
war against them, or shall adhere to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort within
the United States or elsewhere, and shall be convicted on confession in open court, or
on the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act of treason whereof he or they
shall stand indmted, such person or persons shall be adjudged gmlty of treason against
the Umted States, and shall suffer death. Act April 20, 1790, s. 1, 1 Story's Laws, 83.

However flagitious may be the crime of conspi:ing to subvert by force the government
of the country, such conspiracy is not treason. To conspire to levy war, and actually to
levy war, are distract offences. The first must be brought into open action by the assem-
t)lage of men for a purpose treasonable in itself, or the fact of levying war cannot have
been committed. If war be actually levied,--that is, if a body of men be actually assem-
bled for the purpose of effeeting by force a treasonable purpose,--all those who perform
any part, however minute, or however remote from the scene of action, and who are
actually leagued in the general conspiracy, are to be considered as traitors. But there
must be an actual assembling of men for the treasonable purpose to constitute a levying
of war. E.v parte Bellman, 4 Cranch, 126. Umted States vs. Burr, ibid. 469. People w.
Lynch, 1 Johns. 553.

Levying war is d_rvct where the war is levied directly against the government with
intent to overthrow it; cons_ucave, where it is levied for the purpose of producing changes
of a public and general nature by an armed force. Foster, 211. If a body of men con-
spire and meditate an insurrection to resist or oppose the executmn of any statute of the
United States by force, they are only guilty of a h2gh misdemeanour ; but if they proceed
to carry such an intention into execution by force, they are then gmlty of treason by
levying war. United States vs. Mitchell, 2 Dall. 348. To march in arms with a force
marshalled and arrayed, committing acts of violence and devastation, in order to compel
the resignation of a public officer and thereby render ineffective an act of Congress, is
high treason, (Ibid. United States vs. Vigols, 2 Dall. 246 ;) but an insurrection to accom-
plish some p_vate or particular purpose, as to deliver one or more particular persons out
of prison, to compel a particular officer to resign, to resist or evade the revenue-taws by
smuggling goods, is not treason. United States vs. Hanway, 2 Wall. Jr. 144.

The same principle is to be applied in construing the phrase adhering to the enemies oldie
United Sta_z as is adopted in the interpretation of the phrase levying war. Both were
taken from the same English statute; and the rule laid down by Marshall, C. J., in Burr's
case, that the common-law definitions were to be considered as authoritative, bears
equally on either. Under the English statute, every assistance yielded by a citizen to
the enemies of the government under which he lives, unless given from a well-grounded
apprehension of immedmte death in case of a refusal, is high treason within this branch
of the statute. Therefore if citizens of the United States join public enemies in acts of
hostility against this country, or even against its alhes, or deliver up its castles, forts, or
ships of war to its enemies through treachery or in combination with them, or join the
enemy's forces, although no acts of hostility be committed by them, or raise troops for
the enemy, or supply them with money, arms, or intelligence, although such money,
intelligence, &c. be intercepted and never reach them, and delivering up prisoners and
deserters to the enemy, are cases of adhering to the enemies of She United States, giving
them aid and comfort. Wharten's Amer. Cilm. Law, 886. United States vs. ]=lodges, 2
Dall. 87. Resp. vs. McCarty, ibid. 87.

Where an indictment _br treason in adhering to the enemy charged the defendant
with going from the British squadron to the State of Delaware, with intent to procure
provisions for the squadron, it was held that this did not amount to treason, as this
tonduct rested in intention, which is not pumshable by our laws. It would be otherwise
if a person had carried provisions towards the enemy, with intent to supply him, though
that intention should be defeated. If the intention of the defendant had been to prc_
cure provisions for the enemy, by uniting with him in hostilities against the citizens of
the United States, his progressing towards the shore would have been an overt act of
adhering to the enemy, though no other act was committed. The United States vs.
Pryor, 3 Wash. C. C. Rep. 234.

But when the supreme authority is not able to afford the citizen protection, he may
enter into an agreement of neutrality with a public enemy, i_Iiller vs. Resolution, 2 ])all.
10. In civil wars every man chooses his party; but generally that side which prevails
arrogates the right of treating those who are vanquished as rebels. The voice of the
majority must be conclusive as to the adoption of a new system ; but all the writers agree
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seal, and not a counterfeiting of it ; as was the case of a certain chaplain _'he
in such manner framed a dispensation for non-residence. But the knavish
artifice of a lawyer much exceeded this of the divine. One of the clerks ia
chancery glued together two pieces of parchment, on the uppermost of which
he wrote a patent, to which he regularly obtained the great seal, the label going

through both the skins. He *then dissolved the cement, and taking off [*_4
the written patent, on the blank skin wrote a flesh patent of a different
import from the former, and published it as true. This was held no counter.
felting of the great seal, but only a great misprision; and Sir Edward Coke(q)
mentions i_ with some indignation that the party was living at that day.

6. The sixth species of treason under this statute is, "if a man counterfeit
the king's money, and if a man bring false money into the realm counterfeit to
tt_e money of England, knowing the money to be false, to merchandise and

make payment withal." As to the first branch, counterfeiting the king's
money ; this is treason, _ hether the false money be uttered in payment or not.
Also, if the king's own minters alter the standard or alloy established by law_
it is treason. But gold and silver money only are held to be within the sta-
tute.(r) 1° With regard likewise to the second branch, importing foreign coun-
terfeit money in order to utter it here ; it is held that uttering it, without
importing it, is not within the statute.(s) But of this we shall presently
say more.

7. The last species of treason ascertained by the statute is, "if a man slay
the chancellor, treasurer, or the king's justices of the one bench or the other,
justices in eyre, or justices of' assize, and all other justices assigned to hear and
determine, being in their places doing their offices." These high magistrates,
as they represent the king's majesty during the execution of their offices, are
therefbre ibr the time equally regarded by the law. But this statute extends
only to the actual killing of them, and not wounding or a bare attempt to kill
them. It extends also only to the officers therein specified ; and therefore the
barons of exchequer, as such, are not within the protection of this act :(t) but
the lord keeper or commissioners of the great seal now seem to be within it,
by virtue of the statutes 5 Eliz. c. 18, and I W. and M. c. 21.n

(t)3 Inst r6. (w)1Hawk.P.C.42. (.) Ibid.43 (_)1Hal.P.C.231.

that the minority have, individually, an unrestrainable right to remove with their pro
perty into another country ; that a reasonable time for that purpose ought to be allowed;
and, in short, that none are subjects of the adopted government who have not freely
assented to it. Resp. vs. Chapman, 1 Dull. 58. See _cIlvam vs. Coxe's Lessee, 2 Cranch
279. 4 ibid. 209. Inghs vs. The Trustees of the Sailor's Snug Harbour, 3 Peters, 99.--
SHARSWOOD.

_0The moneys charged to be counterfeited must resemble the true and lawful coin,
but this resemblance as a mere matter of fact, of which the jury are to judge upon the
evidence before them,--the rule being that the resemb]anoe need not be perfect, but
such as may in circulation ordinarily impose upon the world. Thus, a counterfeiting
with some little variation in the inscription, effigies, or arms, done probably with intent
io evade the law, is yet within it ; and so is the counterfeiting a different metal, if in
appearance it be made to resemble the true coin. Hawk. b. 1, c. 17, s. 81. 1 Russ. 80.
1 Hale, 178, 184, 211, 215. 1 East, P. C. 163. Round blanks, without any impression,
are sufficient, if they resemble the coin in circulation. 1 Leach, 285 ; and see 1 East, P.
C. 164. But where the impressmn of money was stamped on an irregular piece of metal
uot rounded, without finishing it, so as not to be in a state to pass current, the offence
_as holden to be incomplete, although the prisoner had actually attempted to pass it in
that condition. 2 Bla. Rep. 632 ; and see 1 Leach, 135.

In treason, as we have before seen, all concerned are in general principals, (1 Hale.
2_3 ;) but it has been doubted whether receivers of coiners are guilty of more than mis-
riSion ot treason, (1 East, P. C. 94, &c. ;) and on this doubt a convict was pardoned.

er. 296, a. ;) but it seems they are traitors, (1 East, P. C. 95,) except where accessories
re; and principals in the second degree are expressly included in the terms of th_

act which creates the treason, when the construction has been in general lenient, accord
ing to the maxim expre_sum facit cessare tadgum. 1 East, P. C. 96. A party who agree_
before the fact to receive and vend counterfeit coin is a principal traitor. 1 Hale, 214.--
('_iTrr.

n By the statute 7 Anne, c. 21, it is made high treason to slay any of the lords of _es
%OL.II.--25 385
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. *Thus caref,l was the legislature, in the reign of Edward the Third,
*85] to specify and reduce to a _ertainty the vague_notions of treason that
had formerly prevailed in our courts. But the act does not stop here, but goes
on. "Because other like cases of treason may happen in time to come, which
cannot be thought of nor declared at present, it is accorded, that ff any other
cause supposed to be treason, which is not above specified, doth happen before
any judge, the judge shall tarry without going to judgment of the treason till
the cause be showed and declared before the king and his parliament whether
it ought to be judged treason or other felony." Sir _[atthew Hale(u) is very
high in his encomiums on the great wisdom and care of the parliament in thus
keeping judges within the proper bounds and limits of this act, by not suffering
them to run out (upon their own opinions) into constructive treasons, though
in cases that seem to them to have a like parity of reason, but reserving them
to the decision of parliament. This is a great security to the public, the judges,
and even this sacred act itself; and leaves a weighty memento to judges to be
careful and not over-hasty in letting in treasons by construction or interpreta-
tion, especially in new cases that have not been resolved and settled. 2. He
observes, that as the authoritative decision of these casus omissi is reserved to
the king and parliament, the most regular way to do it is by a new declarative
act; and therefore, the opinion of any one or of both houses, though of very
respectable weight, is not that solemn declaration referred to by this act as the
only criterion for judging of future treasons.

In consequence of this power, not indeed originally granted by the statute of
Edward III., but constitutionally inherent in every subsequent parliament,
which cannot be abridged of any rights by the act of a precedent one,) the
egislature was extremely liberal in declaring new treasons in the unfortunate
reign of king Richard the Second; as, particularly the killing of an embassador
.... was made so; *which seems to be founded on better reason than the_ J .....

multitude of other points that were. then strained up to thin high. offence;
the most arbitrary and absurd of all whmh was by the statute 21 Rm. II. c. 3,
which made the bare purpose and intent of killing or deposing the king, with-
out any overt act to demonstrate it, high treason. And yet so little effect have
over-violent laws to prevent any crime that within two years afterwards this
very prince was both deposed and murdered. And in the first year of his sue-
eessor's reign an act was passed,(v) reciting "that no man knew how he ought
Co behave himself, to do, speak, or say, for doubt of such pains of treason;
and therefore it was accorded that in no time to come any treason be judged
otherwise than was ordained by the statute of king Edward the Third." This
at once swept away the whole load of extravagant treasons introduced in the
time of Richard the Second.

But afterwards, between the reigns of ttenry the Fourth and queen Mary,
and particularly in tlle bloody reign of Henry the Eighth, the spirit of in-
venting new and strange treasons was revived : among which we may reckon
the offences of clipping money; breaking prison or rescue when the prisoner
is committed for treason ; burning houses to extort money ; stealing cattle by
Welshmen; counterfeiting foreign coin; wilful poisoning; execrations against
the king, calling him opprobrious names by public writing ; counterfeiting the
sign-manual or signet; refusing to abjure the pope; deflowering or marrying,
w_thout the royal license, any of the king's children, sisters, aunts, nephews, or
nieces; bare solicitation of the chastity of the queen or pnncess, or advances

(u) 1 D22. P. C. 259. (*) Star. 1 Hey. lV. o. 10.

aion, or lords of justiciary, sitting in judgment, or to counterfeit the king's seals ar,-
pointed by the act of union. The statute 7 Anne, c. 21 has also enacted that the crim_m
of high treason and misprision of treason shall be exactly the same in England and
Scotland ; and that no acts in Scotland, except those above specified, shall be construed
high treason in Scotland which are not high treason in England. And all persons prose-
cured in Scotland for high treason or misprision of treason shall be tried by a jury, and
in the same m tuner as if they had been prosecuted for the s_m_ crime iu Engla_L_
{?HmSTIAN.
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made by themselves ; marrying with the king, by a woman not a virgin, with
out t3 "eviously discovering to him such her unchaste life ; judging or believin_

(manifested by any overt act) the king to have been lawfully married to Anne oi
Cleves; derogating from the king s royal style and title; impugning his supre-
macy; and assembling riotously to the *number of twelve and not dis- r*87
persing upon proclamation : all which new-fangled treasons were totally L -
abrogated by the statute I Mar. c. I, which once more reduced all treasons to the
standard of the statute 25 Edw. III. Since which time, though the legislature
has been more cautious in creating new offences of this kind, yet the number
is very considerably increased, as we shall find upon a short review32

These new treasons, created since the statute 1 Mar. c. 1, and not coml_re-
hended under the description of statute 25 Edw. III., I shall comprise under
three heads• 1. Such as relate to papists. 2. Such as relate to falsifying the
coin or other royal signatures. 3. Such as are created for the security of the
Protestant succession in the house of Hanover.

1. The first species, relating to papists, was considered in a preceding chap-
ter, among the penalties incurred by that branch of non-conformists to the
national church i wherein we have only to remember that, by statute 5 Eliz. c.
1, to defend the pope's jurisdiction in this realm is, for the first time, a heavy
misdemeanour; and if the offence be repeated it is high treason. Also, by statute
27 Eliz. c. 2, if any popish priest, born in the domi_aions of the crown of Eng-
land, shall come over hither from beyond tile seas, unless driven by stress of
weather(w) and departing in a reasonable time ;(x) or shall tarry here three days

w!thout confol-ming to the church and taking the oaths; he is guilty of hightrcason. And, by statute 3 3ae. I. c. 4, if any natural-born subject be with.
drawn from his allegiance and reconciled to the pope or see of Rome, or any
other prince or state, both he and all such as procure such reconciliation shall
incur the guilt of high treason. These were mentioned under the division
bafore referred to as spiritual offences, and I now repeat them as temporal
ones also; the reason of distinguishing these overt acts of popery fi'om all
others, by setting the mark of high treason upon them, being certainly on a
civil and not on a religious account. For every popish priest of course re*

nounecs his allegiance to his *temporal sovereign upon taking orders; [*88
that being inconsistent with his new engagements of canonical obedience
to the pope; and the same may be said of an obstinate defence of his authority
here, or a formal reconciliation to the see of Rome, which the statute construes
to be a withdrawing from one's natural allegiance ; and therefore, besides being
reconciled "to the pope," it also adds, "or any other prince or state. ''_s

(_) Sir T. Raym. 377. (s) Latch• I.

l_The 1 1Kar. c. 1 was only a confirmation so far of a much more important statute,_
viz., 1 Edw. VI. c. 12.--CHalSrlX_.

See the statute 36 Geo. III. e. 7, (rendered perpetual by 57 Geo. III. c. 6,) confirming
the statute of '2_5Edw. III.--CHITTV.

lSIn consequence of insults and outrages which had been publicly offered to the person
• of the king, and of the great multitude of seditious publications aiming at the overthrow

of the government of this country, and also of the frequent seditious meetings and
assemblies held at that time to destroy the security and tranquillity of the public, two
acts of parliament were passed in the 36th year of his present majesty's reign,--one (c. 7)
entitled "An act for the safety and preservation of his majesty's person and government
against treasonable and seditmus practices and attempts :" and the other (c. 8) "An act
the more effectually preventing seditious meetings and assembhes."

By the first it was enacted that if any person should compass, imagine, or intend
death, destruction, or any bodily harm to the person of the king, or to depose him, or to
levy war, in order by force to compel him to change, his measures or counsels, or to over
awe either house of parliament, or to excite an invasion of any of his majesty's do-
minions, and shall express and declare such intentions by printing, writing, or any
overt act, he shall suffer death as a trait_)r.

And if any one, by writing, printing, preaching, or other speaking, shall use any worth,
or sentences to excite the people to hatred and contempt of the king, or of the govern-
merit and constitution of this realm, he shall incur the punishment of a high misde
mcanour,--that is, fine, imprisonment, and pillory; and for a second offence he ia _ub
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2 With regard to treasons relative to the coin or other royal signatures, we
may recollect that the only- two offences respecting the coinage, which are made
treason by the statute 25 Edw. III., are the actual counterfeiting the gold and
silver coin of this kingdom, or the importing such counterfeit money with in-
tent to utter it, knowing it to be false. But, these not being found sufficient to
restrain the evil practices of coiners and fitlse moneyers, other statutes have
been since made for that purpose. The crime itself is made a species of high
treason ; as being a breach of allegiance, by infringing the king's prerogative
and assuming one of the attributes of the sovereign, to whom alone it belongs
to set the value and denomination of coin made at home, or to fix the currency
,*f foreign money: and besides, as all money which bears the stamp of the king-
dom is sent into the world upon the public faith, as containing metal of a par-
ticular weight and standard, whoever ihlsifies this is an offender against the
state by contributing to render that public fi_ith suspected. And upon the same
reasons, by a law of the emperor Constantine,(y) fitlse coiners were declared
guilty of high treason, and were condemned to be burned alive: as, by the taws
of Athens,. (z) all counterfeiters,. . debasers, and diminishers.. of the current coin.
were subjected to capital pumshment. However, it must be owned that this
method of reasoning is a little overstrained : counterfeiting or debasing the coin
being usually practised rather for the sake of private and unlawful lucre thai,

"89] out of any disaffection for the sovereign. And *therefore both this and
its kindred species of treason, that of counterfeiting the seals of the

crown or other royal signatures, seem better denominated by the later ciwlians
a branch of the crimen falsi or forgery, (in which they are followed by Glan-
vil,(a) Bracton,(b) and Fleta,(c)) than by Constantine and our :Edward the
Third, a species of the crimen l_sm majestatis, or high treason. For this con.
founds the distinction and proportion of offences; and, by affixing the same
ideas of guilt upon the man who coins a leaden groat and him who assassinates
his sovereign, takes off from that horror which ought to attend the very men-
tion of the crime of high treason, and makes it more film;liar to the subject.
Before the statute 25 Edw. II1. the offence el" counterfeiting the coin was held
to be. only a species of petit treason ;(d) but subsequent acts,_ in their new ex.
tensmns of the offence, have ibllowed the example of that statute, and have
made it equally high treason, with an endeavour to subvert the government,
though not quite equal in its punishment.

In consequence of the principle thus adopted, the statute 1 Mar. c. 1 having
at one stroke _4repealed all intermediate treasons created since the 25 :Edw. III.,
it was thought expedient, by statute 1 Mar. st. 2, c. 6, to revive two species
_hereof, viz. : 1. That it any person falsely forge or counterfeit any such kind of

coin, of gold or silver, as is not the ])roper coin of this realm, hut shall be cur-
rent within this realm by consent of the crown i or, 2, shall falsely forge or
counterfeit the sign-manual, privy signet, or privy seal ; such offences shall be
deemed high treason. And, by statute 1 & 2 P. and M. c. 11, if any persons do
bring into this realm such false or counterfeit foreign money, being current here,
knowing the same to be false, with intent to utter the same in payment, they .

(_) l_)tt. Antlq b. i. c. 26. /_ L 1, c. 22.(a)/,. 14, c. 7. ) 1 Hal. P. C 27A.

Ject to a similar punishment, or transportation for seven years, at the discretion of the
court.
But a prosecutionfora misdemeanourunder thisact must be broughtwithinsix

months. And thisstatuteshallnot affectany prosecutionforthesame crimesby the
common law,unlessa prosecutionbe previouslycommenced under the statute._
CHRISTIAN.

The contagion of French revolutionary principles in 1795 gave occasion for the passing
of these acts. The last of them was passed for three years only; and of the former ss.
l, 5, 6 are made perpetual by 57 Geo. lII. c. 6 : the rest is expired.---CHizzv.

14 "
This was done far more effectually six years before by 1 Edw. VI. c. 12. The object

of the above statute, by this needless repetition, seems only an endeavour to continue
_nMary the popularity which had so justly been gained by her brother.---Cuivrv
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shall be deemed offenders in high treason. The money referred to in these
statutes must be such as is absolutely current here, in all payments, by the
king's proclamation ; of which there is none at present, Portugal money being

only......taken by *consent, as approaching the nearest .t° our standard, and. "90
falling in well enough with our divisions of money rote pounds and shll- [
lings: therefore to counterfeit it is not high treason, but another inferior offence.
Clipping or defacing the genuine coin was not hitherto included in these sta-
tutes; though an offence equally pernicious to trade, and an equal insult upon
the prerogative, as well as personal affront to the sovereign, whose very image
ought to be had in reverence by all loyal subjects. And therefore, among the
Romans,(e) defacing or even melting down the emperor's statues was made
treason by the Julian law; together with other offences of the like sort, accord-
ing to that vague conclusion, "aliudve quid simile si admiserint." And now, in
England, by statute 5 Eliz. c. 11, clipping, washing, rounding, or filing, for
wicked gain's sake, any of the money of this realm, or other money suffered to
be current here, shall be adjudged high treason; and, by statute 18 Eliz. c. 1,

#_ tr(because the same law, being penal, ought to be taken and expounded strictly
according to the words thereof, and the like offences, not by any equity to re-
ceive the like punishment or pains,") the same species of offences is therefore
.'lcscribed in other more general words, viz. : impairing, diminishing, falsifying.
scaling, and lightening; and made liable to the same penalties. By statute 8
9 W. III. e. 26, made perpetual by 7 Anne, c. 25, whoever, without proper
authority, shall knowingly make or mend, or assist in so doing, or shall buy,
sell, conceal, hide, or knowingly have in his possession, any implements of coin-
age specified in the act, or other tools or instruments proper only for the coinage
of money, TMor shall convey the same out of the king's mint; he, togetherwith
his counsellors, procurers, aiders, and abettors, shall be guilty of high treason,
which is by much the severest branch of the coinage-law. The statute goes on
further, and enacts that to mark any coin on the edges with letters, or other-
wise, in imitation of those used in the mint ; or to colour, gild, or case over any
coin resembling the current coin, or even round blanks of base metal ; shall be
construed high treason. But all prosecutions on this act are to be commenced

within three *months after the commission of the offence; 1_except those ['91
for making or amending any coining tool or instrument, or for marking
money round the edges ; which are directed to be commenced within s/x months
after the offence committed.(f) _T And, lastly, by statute 15 & 16 Gee. II. c. 28,

(o) If. 48, 4, 6. (jr) Stat. 7 Anne, c. 25.

_5As to what tools or instruments are within the act, see Fost. 430. 1 East, P. C. 170,
171. 1 Leach. 189. A mould for coining is within the act. 1 East, P. C. 170. So is a
press for coinage. Fost. 430. By the 8 & 9 W. IIl. e. 26, s. 5, the tools, &c. may be
seized to produce in evidence.---CHIWT:e.

x_And it is incumbent on the prosecutor to show the prosecution was commenced
within that time. :Proof by ?arol that the prisoner was apprehended for treason respect-
ing the coin within the three months will not be sufficient, if the indictment is after the
three months, and the warrant to apprehend or commit is produced. Russ. & R. C. C.
_69.--ClIITTY.

_' If a person is apprehended in the act of coining, or is proved to have made consider-
able progress in making, counterfeit pieces resembling the gold or silver coin of this
realm, yet if they are so imperfect as that no one would take them, he cannot be con-
¢icted upon the charge of coining under this statute, (Leach, 71, 126 ;) but he may be
convicted if he has made blank pieces without any impression to the similitude of silver
coin worn smooth by time. Welch's case, ibid. 293. Or if any one shall put pieces of
mixed metal into aqua-fortis,--which attracts the baser metal and leaves the silver up.on
the surface, or, as the vulgar say, draws out the silver,--this is held to be colouring
under this statute. Lavey's case, ibid. 140.

In a case at Durham, where a man had been committed more than three month_
before his trial, for an offence under this statute, and upon conviction his case was
reserved for the opinion of the judges, the)" determined that the commitment was the
commencement of the prosecution, otherwise this crime might be committed with
impunity hal e the year in the four northern counties. See further, ant_.,84.----_dattxsvI_N3S9
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if' any person colours or alters any shilling or sixpence, either lawful or coun
t_rfeit, to make them respectively resemble a guinea or half.guinea, or any ha:f.
_enny or iarthing, to make them respectively resemble a shilling or sixpence;

this is also high treason ; but the offender shall be pardoned m case (being out
of prison) he discovers and convicts two other offenders of the same kind. TM

3. The other species of high treason is such as is created for the security of
th_ Protestant succession over and above such treasons against the king and go.
vernment as were comprised under the statute 25 Edw. III. For this purpose,
after the act of settlement was made for transferring the crown to the illustrious
house of Hanover, it was enacted, by statute 13 & 14 W. III. e. 3, that the pre-
tended prince of Wales, who was then thirteen years of age and had assumed
the title of king James III., should be attainted of high treason; and it was
made high treason for any of the king's subjects, by letters, messages, or other-
wise, t_ hold correspondence with him or any person employed by him, or to
remit any money for his use, knowing the same to be for his service. And by
statute 17 Gee. 1I. c. 39, it is enacted that, if any of the sons of the pretender
shall land or attempt to lan$ in this kingdom_ or be found in Great Britain, or
ireland, or any of the domirlons belonging to the same, he shall be judged at-
tainted of high treason, and suffer the pains thereof. And to correspond with
them, or to remit money for their use, is made high treason in the same manner
as it was to correspond with the father. By the statute 1 Anne, st. 2, c. 17, if
any person shall endeavour to deprive or hinder any person being the next in
succession to the crown, according to the limitations of the act of settlement,
from succeeding to the crown, and shall maliciously and directly attempt the

*92] same by any *overt act, such offence shall be high treason. And bystatute 6 Anne, c. 7, if any person shall maliciously, advisedly, and di-
rectly, by writing or printing, maintain and affirm that any other person hath
any right or title to the crown of this realm otherwise than according to the
act of settlement, or that the kings of this realm with the authority of' parlia-
ment are not able to make laws and statutes to bind the crown and the descent
thereof, such person shall be guilty of high treason. This offence (or indeed
maintaining this doctrine in any wise, that the king and parliament cannot
limit the crown) was once before made high treason, by statute 13 Eliz. c. 1,
during the life of that princess. And after her decease it continued a high mis-
demeanour, punishable with forfeiture of goods and chattels, even in the most
flourishing era of indefeasible hereditary right and jure divine succession. But
it was again raised into high treason, by the statute of Anne before mentioned,
at the time of a projected invasion in favour of the then pretender; and upon
this statute one ]_Iatthews, a printer, was convicted and executed in 1719, for
printing a treasonable pamphlet entitled "vex populi vex _)ei. '(g)

Thus much for the crime of treason, or lmsa_majestatis, in all its branches,
which consists, we may observe, originally, in grossly counteracting that alle-
giance which is due from the subject by either birth or residence ; though, in
some instances, the zeal of our legislators to stop the progress of some highly
pernicious practices has occasioned them a little to depart from this its primi-
tive idea. But of this enough has been hinted already: it is now time to pass
on from defining the crime to describing its punishment.

The punishment of high treason in general is very solemn and terrible.
1. That the offender be drawn to the gallows, and not be carried or walk;
though usually (by eonnivance,(h) at length ripened by humanity into law) a
sledge or hurdle is allowed, to preserve the offender from the extreme torment
,ou _ of being dragged on the ground or pavement.(/) 2. That he *be hanged
_- l b the neck, and then cut down alive 3 That his entrails be taken out

al.d burn._d while he is yet alive. 4. That hm head be cut off. 5. That his

(¢) State Tr Lx. 680. (9 1 Hal. P.C. 382.(_)aaA_s.pL7.

wBut all t_ese statutes have been repealed, the offence to which they relate being now
reduced to a felony, by star. 2 W. IV. c. 34.----STEWART.
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oody be divided into four parts. 6. That his head and qaarters ue at th£ King's

the king's command.(/) But where beheading is no part of the judgment, as
in murder or other felonies, it hath been said that the king cannot change the
judgment, although at the request of the party, from one species o__ death to
another.(m) But of this we shall say more hereafter.(n)

In the case of coining, which is a treason of a different complexion from the
rest, the punishment is milder for male offenders, being only to be drawn and
hanged by the neck till dead.(o) Bat in treasons of every kind the punish-
ment of women is the same, and different from that of men. For, as the
decency due to the sex forbids the exposing and publicly mangling their bodies,
their sentence (which is to the full as terrible to sensation as the other) is, to
be drawn to the gallows, and there to be burned alive.(p) TM

The consequence of this judgment (attainder, forfeiture, and corruption of
blood) must be referred to the latter end of this book, when we shall treat of
them all together, us well in treason as in other offences.

CtIA2TIiR VII:

OF FELONIES I_JURIOUS TO THE KII_G'S PREROGATIVE.

*As, according to the method I have adopted, we are next to consicter r._A
such felonie_ as are more immediately injm-ious to the kin_.'s prerogative, L .,_"
it will not be amiss here, at our first entrance "tpon this er'ime, to inquire briefly
into the nature and meaning of felony, before wc proceed upon any of the par-
ticular branches into which it is divided.

Felony, in the general acceptation of our English law, comprises every species
of crime which occasioned at common law the forfeiture of lands and goods
This most frequently happens in those crimes for which a capital punishment
either is or was liable to be inflicted; for those felonies which are called clergy-
able, or to which the benefit of clerg T extends, were antiently punished with
death in all lay or unlearned offenders, though now, by the statute-l_w, that
sPUnishment is for the first offence universally remitted. Treason it_Af, says

ir Edward Coke,(a) was antiently comprised under the name felony; and in
confirmation of.this, we may observe that the statute of treasons_ 25 Edw. III.

(_) Tins pumshment for treason, Sir Edward Coke tells (_) 3 Inst 52.
us, is warranted by divers examples in _erlpturel fur Joab (_) See ch, 32.
was drawn, Blthan was hanged, Judas was embowelled, and (o) 1 H_d. P. C. 351.
to of the lest. 3 Inst. 211. (P) 2 HM. P. C. _99.

(/) 1 Hal. P. C. 351. (a) 3 Inst. 15

t9 But now, by the statute 30 Gee. III. c. 4s, _o_ convicted in all cases of treason
_hall receive judgment to be drawn to the place of execution, and there to be hanged
by the neck till dead. Before this humane statute, women, from the remotest times,
were sentenced to be burned alive for every species of treason :--Et s/nulefemme de ascune
b'eson soit at_ainte,_o_ ars. Britt. c. 8.---CHr_ISTI_N.

And now, by 54 Gee. III. c. 146, the judgment against a man for high treason is, in
effect, that he shall be drawn on a hurdle to the place of execution, and be there hanged
y the neck until he be dead ; and that afterwards his head shall be severed from his
_dy, and his body, diwded into four quarters, shall be disposed of as the king shall
think fit,with power to the king, by special warrant, in part to alter the punishment. A
month's time has been allowed between sentence and execution, (1 Burr. 650, 651 ;) but
the last executions for this offence followed (and properly so, for the purpose of ex-
ample} more closely upon conviction. Thistlewood and his fellow-conspirators were ,con
demued and executed within a few days after their trial.---Cv_ITTV.

g91
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*95 ] c. 2, _peaking of some dubious crimes, directs a reference to parliament,
*that it may there be adjudged "whether they be treason, or other felony."

All treasons, therefore, strictly speaking, are felonies, though all felonies are
not treason. And to this also we may add, that not only all offences now capi.
tal are in some degree or other felony, but that this is likewise the case with
some other offences, which are not punished with death, as suicide, where the
party is already dead; homicide by chance-medley, or in self-defence; and petit
lureeny, or pihbring; all which are (strictly speaking) felonies, as they subject
the committers of them to forfeitures. So that, upon the whole, the only ade-
quate definition of felony seems to be that which is before laid down, viz., an
offence which occasions a total forfeiture of either lands or goods, or both, at
the common law, and to which capital or other punishment may be superadded,
according to the degree of guilt.

To explain this matter a little further : the word felony, or felonia, is of un-
,loubted feodal original, being frequently to be met with in the books of fbuds, &e. ;
but the derivation of it has much puzzled the juridical lexicographers, Prateus,
Calvinus, and the rest; some deriving it from the Greek F_io¢, an impostor or
deceiver; others from the Latin fallo, fefeUi, to countenance which they would
have it called fallonia. Sir Edward Coke, as his manner is, has given us a still
stranger etymology;(b) that it is crimen anirno felleo perpetratum, with a bitter or
gallish inclination. But all of them agree in" the description that it is such a
crime as occasions a forfeiture of all the offender's lands or goods. And this
gives great probability to Sir Henry Spelman's Teutonic or German derivation
of it;(c) in which language, indeed, as the word is clearly of feodal original, wa
ought rather to look for its signification, than among the Greeks and ]¢om'ms.
1;'e-Ion, then, according to him, is derived from two northern words : fee, which
signifies _we well know) the fief, ibud, or beneficiary estate, and loll, which sig-
*ca1 nines price or value. Felony is therefore the same as pret_um feudi, the

_'J *consideration for which a man gives up his fief. As we say in common
speech, such an act is as much as your life or estate is worth. In this sense it
will clearly signify the feodal forfeiture, or act by which an estate is forfeited
or escheats to the lord7

To confirm this, we may observe that it is in this sense of forfeiture to the
lord that the feodal writers constantly use it. For all those acts, whether of a
criminal nature or not, which at this day are generally forfeitures of eopyhold
estates,(d) are styled felonia in the feodal law : "scilicet, per quas feudum amitti.
tur."(e) As, "st domino deservire noluerit ;(f ) si per annum et d_em cezsaverit in pe-
tenda investitura ;(g) si dominum ejuravit, i.e. negavit sea dondno feudum habere ;(h)
sia domino, in jus eum vocante, ter citatus non comparuerit ;"(_) all these, with many
others, are still causes of forfeiture in our copyhold estates, and were denomi-
nated felonies by the feodal constitutions. So likewise injuries of a more sub-
stantial or criminal nature were denominated felonies, that is, forfeitures; as,
assaulting or beating the lord i(k ) vitiating his wife or daughter, "si dominum
eucurbitaverit, i.e. cure uxore ejus coneubuerit;"(l) all these are esteemed feloniesp
and the latter is expressly so denominated, "sifeceritfeloniam, dominumforte cu-
.'urbitando."(m) And as these eontempts, or smaller offences, were felonies or
acts of forfeiture, of course greater crimes, as murder and robber% fell under
the same denomination. On the other hand, the lord might be guilty of felony,
or forfeit his seignory to the vassal, by the same acts as the vassal would have
forfeited his feud to the lord. "Si dominus commis_t feloniam, per quam vasallus
_mitteret feudum si earn commiserit in dominum, feud, pro2rietatem etiam dominua

1 Inst 891. O) Ibld. 1. 2, t. 34, l. 2, t. 26, _ 3._"Gloss. tit FeTch. (9 Ibid. 1.2, t. 22.
(d) See book iL page 284. (k) Ibid. l. 2, t. 24, _ 2.
(') Feud. l. 2, t. 16_ trt calc. (_) Ibld l. l, t. 5.
($')Ib_d I 1. t. 21. (,R)Ibid./.2_t. 38. Bntton, L1, e. 22.
(¢) Ibld./. 2, t. 24.

1But a forfeiture of land is not a necessary consequence of felony; for petit larceny is
felony, which does not produce a forfeiture of lands ; but every species of felony is fol.
to_'ed by forfeiture of goods an _1p-rsonal chattels.--ChrisTiAn.
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perdere debet."(n) One instance given of this sort of felony in the lord is boat-
ing the servant of his vassal so as that he loses his services_ which seems merely

irL the nature of a civil *injury, so far as it respects the vassal. And all [*97
these felonies were to be determined "per laudaraentum sive judiciura pa-
rzum suorum," in the lord's court ; as with us forfeitures of copyhold lands are
presentable by the homage in the court-baron.

Felony, and the act of forfeiture to the lord, being thus synonymous terms
in the feodal law, we may easily trace the reason why, upon the introductiot,
of that law into England, those crimes which induced such forfeiture or escheat
of lands (and, by small deflection from the original sense, such as induced the
foribiture of goods also) were denominated felonies. Thus, it was said that sui-
cide, robbery, and rape were felonies ; that is, the consequence of such crimea
was forfeiture ; till by long use we began to signify by the term ii_tony the
actual crime committed, and not the penal consequence. An_ upon this sy,_tem
only can we account for tile cause why treason in ant;cut times was held to be
a species of felony :viz., because it induced a forfeiture.

Hence it follows that capital punishment does by no means enter ;,to the
true idea and definition of' felony. Felony may be without inflicting capital
punishment, as in the cases instanced of self-murder, excusable homicide, and
petit larceny; and it is possible that capital punishments may be inflicted and
yet the offence be no felony ; as in case of heresy by the common law, which,
though capital, never worked any forfeiture of lands or goods,(o) an inseparable
incident to felony. And of the same nature was the punishment of standing
mute without pleading to an indictment, which at the common law was capital,
but without any forfeiture, and therefore such standing mute was no felony.
In short, the true criterion of felony is forfeiture; for, as Sir Edward Coke

ustly observes,(p) in all felonies which are punishable with death the offender
oses all his lands in fee-simple and also his goods and chattels; in such as are
not so punishable, his goods and chattels only.

*The idea of felony is, indeed, so generally connected with that of [*9.8
capital punishment that we find it hard to separate them; and to this
usage the interpretations of the law do now conform. And therefore, if a
statute makes any new offence felony, the law(q) implies that it shall be
punished with death, viz., by hanging, as well as with tbrfbiture; unless the
offender prays the benefit of clergy; which all felons are entitled once to have,

rovided the same is not expressly taken away by statute. 2 And, in compliance
erewith, I shall for the future consider it also in the same light as a generical

term, including all capital crimes below treason ; having premised thus much
concerning the true nature and original meaning of felony, in order to account
for the reason of those instances I have mentioned, of felonies that are not
capital, and capital offences that are not felonies; which seem at first view re-
pugnant to the general idea which we now entertain of felony as a crime to .be
punished by death ; whereas, properly, it is a crime to be punished by forfeit-
ure, and to which death may or may not be, though it generally is, superadded.

I pr)eeed now to consider such felonies as are more immediately injurious
to the king's prerogative. These are, 1. Offences relating to the coin, not
amounting to treason. 2. Offences against the king's council. 3. The offence
of serving a foreign prince. 4. The offence of embezzling or destroying *_he
king'_ armour or stores of war. To which may be added a fifth : 5. Desertion
from the king's armies in time of war.

(-) Fi'ud. l. 2, t. 26 and 47, (_o)1 Inst. 891.
(o) 3 Inst. 43. (q)1 Hawk P C. 107. 2 Hawk. P. C. 444.

The criminal law has been considerably ameliorated, however, in this respect, by the
statute 8 Gee. IV. c. 2_, s. 8, which enacts that any person convicted of felony no_
punishable with death shall be punished in the same manner prescribed by the statute
or statutes especmlly relating to such felony ; and that every person convicted of a felony
for which no punishment has been or may be specially provided shall be deemed to be
punishable under that statute, and be liable to transportation for seven years, or im-
prisenmeut (with whippi.lg, if the court think fit) for any term not exceeding two years,
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1. Off¢noes remting to the coin, under which may be ranked some inibrior
misdemeanours not amounting to felony, are thus declared by a series of sta-
tutes which I shall recite in the order of time. And, first, by statute 27 ]_dw.
I. c. 3, none shall bring pollards and crockards, which were foreign coins of
base metal, into the realm, on pain of forfeiture of life and goods. By statute
9 Edw. III. st. 2, no sterling money shall be melted down, upon pain of forfeit_

ure thereof *By statute 17 Edw. III., none shall be so hardy to bring false
*99 ] and ill money into the realm, on pain of forfeiture of life and memberb5 the
oersons importing, and the searchers permitting such importation. 8 :By statute

Hen. V. st. 1, to make, coin, buy, or bring into the realm any gaily-half-pence,
lhskins, or dotkins, in order to utter them, is felony ; and knowingly to receive
or pay either them or blanks(r) is forfeiture of a hundred shillings. By statute
14 Eliz. c. 3, such as forge any foreign coin, although it be not made current hero
by proclamation, shall (with their aiders and abettors) be guilty of misprision
of treason; a crime which we shall hereafter consider.' By statute 13 & 14
Car. II. c. 31, the offence of melting down any current silver money shall be
punished with forfeiture of the same, and also the double value; and the
offender, if a freeman of any town, shall be disfranchised_ if not, shall suffer
six months' imprisonment. By statute 6 & 7 W. III. c. 17, if any person buys

or sells, or knowingly has in his custody, any clippings or filings of the coin,he shall forfeit the same and 500/., one moiet_ to the king and the other to the
informer, and be branded in the cheek with the letter :R. :By statute 8 & 9 Y_.
III. c. 26, if any person shall blanch or whiten copper for sale, (which makes it
resemble silver,) or buy or sell, or offer to sell, any malleable composition which
shall be heavier than silver and look, touch, and wear like gold, but be beneath
the standard ; or if any person shall receive or pay at a less rate than it im-
ports to be of (which demonstrates a consciousness of' its baseness, and a fraudu-
lent design) any counterfeit or diminished milled money of this kingdom, not
being cut in pieces ; (an operation which is expressly directed to be performed
when any such money shall be produced in evidence, and which any person, to
whom any gold or silver money is tendered, is empowered, by statutes 9 & 10 W.
III. c. 21, 13 Gee. III. e. 71, and 14 Gee. III. c. 70, to perform at his own
hazard, and the officers of the exchequer and receivers-general of the taxes are

(r) 2 Stag. tIeu ¥I. c. 9.

s Repealed, by 59 Gee. III. e. 49, s. 10, which enacts "that it shall and may be lawful
for any person or persons to export the gold or silver coin of the realm to parts beyond
the seas, and also to melt the gold and silver coin of the realm, and to manufacture or
export, or otherwise dispose or, the gold or silver bullion produced thereby: and no
person _ho shall export or melt such gold or silver coin, or who shall manufacture,
export, or dispose of such bullion, shall be subject to any restrictmn, forfeiture, pain,
penalty, incapacity, or disability whatc;'cr for or in respect of such melting, manufac-
turing, or exporting the same respectively _any thing in any act or acts in force in Great
Britain or Ireland to the contrary thereof in any wise notwlthstanding."--CuiTTr.

' The importation of foreign bad coin is further provided against. Thus, by the 37
Gee. III. c. 125, s. 2, coining or counterfeiting any kind of coin not the proper coin of
the realm, nor permitted to 5ecurren_(_d est, by proclamation under great seal) within it,
but resembling, or made with intent to resemble or look hke, any gold or silver coin of
any foreign state, &c., or _opass as such foreign coin, is a felony punishable with se_en
years' transportation. And, by the same act, (sect. 6,) having in custody, without lawful
excuse, more than five pieces of bad coin, is pumshable with a forfeiture of not exceed-
ing 5t. nor less than 40s. for every piece. By sectmn 3, importing counterfeit gold or
silver ibreign ecru, not current, with intent to utter, is felony, punishable with trans-
portatmn tbr not exceeding seven years. Importing with an _nlentto utter is a suffieien_
offence within the -set, (1 East, P.C. 176;) and, by 43Gee. III. c. 139,s. 3, counterfeiting
tbrelgn coin not current by proclamatmn, but resembling copper or mixed metal coin oI
a foreign state, is a misdemeanour, pumshable for the first offence by not exceeding
one year's imprisonment, and, tor the second, transportation tor seven years. And sect.

inflicts a penalty of not exceeding 40s. nor less than 10s. for every such piece of coin in
possession of a person who shall have more than five pmces m his custody without lawful
excuse. And, by sect. 7, houses of suspected persons may be searched by warrant fo_
inch counterfeit com.

Se_ also 3 Gee. IV. c. 114 --_ItlTTY.
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particularly requb'ed to perform ;) all such persons shall be guilty of felony, and
may be prosecuted for the same at any time within three months after the

offence committed. 5 *:But these precautions not being found sufficient [*10P
to prevent the uttering of false or diminished money, which was only a
misdemeanour at common law, it is enacted, by statute 15 & 16 Geo. II. e. 28,
that if any person shall utter or tender in payment s any counterfeit coin,

knowing it so to be, he shall for the first offence be imprisoned six months, and
find sureties for his good behaviour for six months more; for the second

offence, shall be imprisoned two years, and find sureties for two years longer ;
and for the third offence, shall be guilty of felony without benefit of clergy)
Also, if a person knowingly tenders in payment any counteribit money, and

at the same time has more in his custody, or shall, within ten days after, know.

_ngly tender other false money, he shall be deemed a common utterer of

5 Selling base and counterfeit money at a lower rate than its denomination imports---
a_ twenty bad half-crowns for a guinea--is a crime of great magnitude, and in populous
towns is much practised. The offender in this case is either the coiner himself, or the
wholesale dealer between the coiner and the utterer, who puts each piece into circu-
lation at its full apparent value. The statute declares that the offender shall s_jy%rdeath
a_ in case of felony; but, not having expressly taken away the benefit of clergy, for the
first offence he was subject only to be burned m the hand, and to suffer any imprisonment
not exceeding a year; and, since the 19 Geo. lII. c. 74, the burning in the hand may be
changed by the court into a fine, or whipping publicly or privately, but not more than
three times. An offender of this description must necessarily be so conversant with
coining or coiners that public policy requires that in the first instance he should be sent
out of the kingdom.

It has been determined that the term milled money does not mean edged money, or
money marked on the edges.

The word mzlled seems to be superfluous, and to signify nothing more than coined
money. Running's case, Leach, 708.

In a case where the prisoner had counted out a quantity of bad money and placed l¢
upon _ table fbr a person who had agreed to buy it, but before it was paid for, and whilst
i_ lay upon the table, the prisoner was apprehended, it was held that he had not paid it
or )on,"_t off, so as to be guilty of this crime. _Vooldridge's case, Leach, 25t.

Bul in this case he certainly might have been prosecuted for a misdemeanour; for
every attempt to commit either a felony or a misdemeanour is a misdemeanour. R. vs.
Seofield, Cald. 397.

The R. vs. Sutton, 2 Stra_ 1074, which is the basis of the eases R. vs. Scofield and R. w.
Higgins. 2 East. 5, is precisely in point upon this subject. A man was convicted of a
misdemeanour for having in his possession two iron stamps, with intent to impress the
sceptres on sixpences. The court, after hearing two arguments, declared "the intent is
She offence, and the having in his custody is an act that is the evidence of that intent."

This case is more fully reported in Cases in the _me of .Lord Hardwwke, 370 ; and there
it appears that one count wa_ for having in his custody a counterfeit half-guinea, with
intent t(, utter it. The court take no notice of that count in their judgment ; but in the
argument four indictments are cited, for unlawfully procuring false money with intent
to utter it, and with intent to defraud the people of England.

The words in the statute 15 & 16 Geo II. are, "shall utter, or tender in payment ;"
and it has been decided that the words "_n payment" refer to the word "tender" only; so
that to tender in payment is one offence, and to utter is another; and a man was con-
victed of uttering who having received a good shilling immediately changed it and gave
back a bad one, insisting it was the one he received. Frank's case, Leach, 736.

If a man is prosecuted for having uttered or tendered in payment any false money,
and for having done the same within ten days afterwards, these two acts must be charged
in one count. Tandy's e_e, Leach, 970.

But it is not necessary to aver in such count that the defendant was a common utterer
of false money. Smith's case, lb. 1001._C_RISTL_X.

It is now settled that the mere act of hawng counterfeit silver in possession, with an
intent to utter it as good, is no offence, for there is _o crm_inal act done, (Russ. & R. C. C.
184, 288;) but procuring base coin, with intent to utter it as good, is a misdemeanour;
and having a large quantity of such coin is evidence of having procured it with such
intent, unless there are other circumstances to induce a suspicion that the defendant was
the maker. Russ. & R. C. C. 308.---CttITTY.

By the 3 Geo. IV. c. 114, the prisoner may be sentenced to hard labour. The rewar,_
given by the 15 Geo. II. c. 7 is taken away by 58 Geo. IlL c. 70.---(]tIITTY.
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counterfeit money, and shall for the first offence be imprisoned one year, and
find sureties for his good behaviour for two years longer, and for the second
be guilty of felony without benefit of clergy. By the sarle statute, it is also
enacted, that if any person counterfeits the copper coin he shall suffer two
years' imprisonment, and find sureties for two years more. By statute 11 Geo.
III. c. 40, persons countcri_iting copper half-pence or farthings, with their
abettors, or buying, selling, receiving, or putting off any counterfeit copper
money (not being cut in pieces or melted down) at a less value than it imports
to be of, shall be guilty of single felony2 And by a temporary statute, (14
Geo. III. c. 42,) if any quantity of money, exceeding the sum of five pounds,
being or purporting to be the silver co;n of this realm, but below the standard
of the mint in weight or fineness, shall be imported into Great Britain or Ire-
land, the same shall be forfeited in equal moieties to the crown and prosecutor. 9
Thus much for offences relating to the coin, as well misdemeanours as _lonies,
which I thought it most convenient to consider in one and the same view.

2. Felonies against the king's council(s) are these : First, by statute 3 tten.
VII. c. 14, if any sworn servant of the king's household conspires or confede-

rates to kill any lord of this *realm, or other person, sworn of the king's
*101 ] council, he shall be guilty of' felony. Secondly, by statute 9 Anne, c. 16, to
assault, strike, wound, or attempt to kill any pri-_ _ counsellor in the execution
of his office is made felony without benefit of clergy. TM

3. Felonies in _ervingforeign states, which service is generally inconsistent with
allegiance to one's natural prince, are restrained and punished by statute 3 Jac. I
c. 4, which makes it felony for any person whatever to go out of.the realm, to
serve any foreign prince, without having first taken the oath of allegiance be-
fore his departure. And it is f_lony also for any gentleman, or person of higher
degree, or. who. . hath borne an_- office in the army, to _go out of the realm to
serve SUCh mrelgn prince or state, without previously entering into a bond, with
two sureties, not to be reconciled to the see of :Rome, or enter into any conspi-
racy against his natural sovereign. And further, by statute 9 Geo. II. c. 30,
enfbrced by statute 29 Geo. II. c. 17, if any subject of Great Britain shall enlist
himself, or if any person shall procure him to be enlisted, in any foreign service,
or detain or embark him for that purpose, without license under the king's sign-
manual, he shall be guilty of felony without benefit of clergy i but if the person
_o enlisted or enticed shall discover his seducer within fifteen days, so as he may
_e apprehended and convicted of the same, he shall be indemnified. By statuto

(J) See book i. page _.

8The 15 & 16 Geo. II. c. 28 and the 11 Geo. IILc. 40 specify, hail-pence and far_hlng_
only ; but, other pieces of copper money having been since coined, the provisions of those
statutes, by the 37 Geo. IIi. c. 126, are extended to all other pieces of copper money
whmh are ordered to be current by the king's proclamation. A remarkable error i_
made in two different pages of ]YIr. East's publication upon criminal law, which state_
the punishment for coming copper money, and for selhng counterfeit money for less
than its denomination imports to be, only burning in the hand and imprisonment not
exceeding a year. 1 East. P. C. 162, 181. :But the pumshment before the 19 Gee. IIL in
all cases of felony whmh had the benefit of clergy was burning in the hand, and im-
prisonment for any time, at the discretion of the judge, not more than for one year,
under the 18 Eliz. c. 7, s. 3. By the 19 Geo. III. c. 74, burning in the hand may be
changed at the discretion of the judge into a fine, or whipping not more than three
,lines. See p. 372, post._CHRISTIAN.

9 •
This statute, by the 39 Gco. III. c. 74, is revived and made perpetual.--CHRiST1am

But these statutes are all repealed by two recent statutes, (2 W. IV. c. 34 and I Viet,
_. 90,) by which the law relating to the offence of coining is now declared and regulated.
-'-STEWART.

10This latter statute was enacted in consequence of _r. Harley, the Secretary of State
being stabbed by Anthony Guiscard, a French marquis, while under examination before
the privy council. See an account of this in one of the Examiners, by Dean Swift.--
ARCHBOLD.

By stat. 9 Geo. IV. c. 31, these statutes are repealed ; and (s. 11) all attempts to kill
are made capital offences, without any distinction as to the rank of the party, with the
_xception of the king and the royal fanuly.---S_.WaRT.
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29 Gee. II c. 17, it is moreover enacted that to serve under the French king as
a military officer shall be felony without benefit of clelgy; and to enter into
the Scotch. brigade, in .the Dutch service, without previously taking the oaths of
allegiance and abjuration, shall be a forfeiture of 500/. n

4. Felony by embezzling or destroying the king's armour or warlike stores is,
in the first place, so declared to be by statute 31 Eliz. c. 4, which enacts that if
any person having the charge or custody of the king's armour, ordnance, am-
munition, or habiliments of war, or of any victual, provided ibr victualling the
king's soldiers or mariners, shall, either for gain, or to impede his majesty's

service, embezzle the same *to the value of twenty shillings, such offence ['102
shall be felony. And the statute 22 Car. II. c. 5 takes away the benefit
of clergy from this offence, 1_and from stealing the king's naval stores to the
value of twenty shillings ; with a power for the judge, after sentence, to trans-
port the offender for seven years. Other inferior embezzlements and misde-
meanours that fall under this denomination are punished, by statutes 9 & 10 W.
III. c. 41, 1 Gee. I. c. 25, 9 Gee. I. c. 8, and 17 Gee. II. c. 40, with fine, corporal
punishment, and imprisonment. 's And, by statute 12 Gee. III. c. 24, t_ set on
fire, burn, or destroy any of his majesty's ships of war, whether built, b._ilding,
or repairing; or any of the king's arsenals, magazines, dock-yards, rope-yards,
or victualling-offices, or materials thereunto belonging; or military, naval, or
victualling stores, or ammunition; or causing, aiding, procuring, abetting, or
assisting in such offence, shall be felony without benefit of clergy.

5. Desertion from the king's armies in time of war, whether by land or sea,
in England, or in ])arts beyond the sea, is, by the standing laws of the land,
(exclusive of the annual acts of parliament to punish mutiny and desertion,)
and particularly by statute 18 Hen. YI. c. 19, and 5 ]_liz. c. 5, made felony, but
not without benefit of clergy. But, by the statute 2 & 3 Edw. YI. c. 2, clel_y
is taken away from such deserters, and the offence is made triable by the justices
of every shire. The same statutes punish other inferior military offances with
fines, imprisonment, and other penalties. _

u These statutes of 9 Gee. II. and 29 Gee. II. are repealed by the 59 Gee lII. e. 69
which re-enacts and adds to their provisions ; and by it the entering into, or agreeing to
enter into, the aid of a foreign prince or people, &e. in any warlike capacity whatever,
or going abroad with that intent, or attempting to get others to do to, is a misdemeanour,
and punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both ; and a penalty of 50/. is imposed on
masters of ships and owners for assisting in the offence. There are further provisions
Vorpreventing the offence.--CaITTr.

_2This provision of the statute 22 Car. II. c. 5, which takes away the benefit of the
clergy, is repealed by the 5 Gee. IV. c. 53 ; and offenders may be transported for life, or
for not less than seven years, or imprisoned, with or without hard labour, for not exceed-
ing seven years._CtHTTr.

lSB) the 39 & 40 Gee. III. e. 89, s. l, persons, other than contractors, receiving el
having stores of war in their possession, may be transported for fourteen years ; and, by
sect. 2. persons convicted of offences against the 9 & 10 W. III. may, in addition to the
punishment thereby to be inflicted, be pumshed with whipping and imprisonment, or
either ; but the penalty may be mitigated.--CHITTV.

14To this class of felonies injuriou_ to the king's prerogative may be added two felonie_
lately created by the legislature, who thought it expedient to repress the attempts of
mischievous and disaffected persons by transportation or capital punishment. The 37
(_o. III. c. 70 (revived and made perpetual by the 57 Gee. III. c. 7) enacts that if any
person shall maliciously and advisedly endeavour to sedvce any person serving in her
majesty's service by sea or land from his duty and allegiance, or to incite any person to
commit any act of mutiny or mutinous practice, he shall be guilty of felony, and shall
suffer death without benefit of clergy. The crime, wherever committed, may be tried in
any county. A sailor in a sick-hospital, where he had been for thirty days, and there
fore not entitled to pay, nor liable for what he then does to a court-martial, is a person
_erving in the king's forces by sea, within the 37 Gee. III, so as to make the seduein$
him an offence within that act. Russ. & R. C. C. 76.--JJnRISTIA_.
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CHAPTER T-IlL

OF PR2ERfU2_IRE.

*A THIRD species of offence more immediately affecting the king and
"103] his government, though not subject to capital punishment, is that of
preemunire, so called from the words of the writ preparatory to the prosecution
thereof: "preemunire(a) faeias X. _." cause A. B. to be foi ewarned that he appear
before us to answer the contempt wherewith he stands charged: which con-
tempt is particularly recited in the preamble to the writ.(b) 1 It took its original
Irom the exorbitant power claimed and exercised in England by the pope,
which, even in the days of blind zeal, was too heavy for our ancestors to bear

It may justly be observed that religious principles, which (when genuine and
pure) have an evident tendency to make their professors better citizens as well
as better men, have (when perverted and en'oneous) been usually subversive of
civil government, and been made both the cloak and the instrument of every
pernicious design that can be harboured in the heart of man. The unbounded
authority that was exercised by the Druids in the west, under the influence of
pagan superstition, and the terrible ravages committed by the Saracens in the
east, to propagate the religion of Mahomet, both witness to the truth of that
antient universal observation, that, in all ages and in all countries, civil and
ecclesiastical tyranny are mutually productive of each other. It is, therefore,
the glory of the church of England that she inculcates due obedience to lawful

"104] authority, and hath been (as her prelates, on *a trying occasion, once
expressed it)(c) in her principles and practice ever most unquestionably

loyal. The clergy of her persuasion, holy in their doctrines and unblemished
in their lives and conversation, are also moderate in their ambition, and enter-
tain just notions of the ties of society and the rights of civil government. As
in matters of faith and morality they acknowledge no guide but the Scriptures,
so, in matters of external polity and of private right, they derive all their title
from the civil magistrate; they look up to the king as their head, to the par-
liament as their lawgiver, and pride themselves in nothing more justly than in
being true members of the church, emphatically by law established. Whereas
the notions of ecclesiastical liberty, in those who differ from them, as well in
one extreme as the other, (for I here only speak of extremes,) are equally and
totally destructive of those ties and obligations by which all society is kept to-
gether; equally encroaching on those rights which reason and the original con-
tract of every free state in the universe have vested in the sovereign power;
and equally aiming at a distinct independent supremacy of their own, where
spiritual men and spiritual causes are cpncerned. The dreadful effects of such
a religious bigotry, when actuated by erroneous principles, even of the Protest-
ant l_ind, are sufficiently evident from the history of tile anabaptists in Ger-
many, the covenanters in Scotland, and that deluge of sectaries in England
who murdered their sovereign, overtm'ned the church and monarchy, shook
every pillar of law, justice, and private property, and most devoutly established
a kingdom of the saints in their stead. But these horrid devastations, the
effects of mere madness, or of zeal that was nearly allied to it, though violent and
tumultuous, were but of a short duration. Whereas the progress of the papal
policy, long actuated by the steady counsels of successive pontiffs, took deeper
root, and was at length in some places with difficulty, in others never yet, extir-

pate& For this we might call to witness the black intrigues of the Jesuits, so
rarely triumphant over Christendom, but now universally abandoned by even

(a) A barbarou_ word for Fr_moner/.1 (*) Address to James 13:. 1687
(b) Old .Nat. Brev. 101, edit. 1534.

1_-r_emunlo. in law-Latin, is used in all its tenses and participles for _or_moneoor clio
Dueange Glos¢ --CHRISTIAN.
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tim Roman Catholic powers; but the subject of our present *chapter
ra4sher leads us to consider the vast strides which were formerly made in [_105
this kingdom by the popish clergy ; how nearly they arrived to effecting their
grand design; some i%w of the means they made use of for establishing their
plan; and how almost all of them have been defeated or converted to better
purposes by the rigour of our free eonstitution and the wisdom of successive
parliaments.

The antient British church, by whomsoever planted, was a stranger to the
bishop of Rome and all his pretended authority. But, the pagan Saxon in.
vaders having driven the protbssors of Christianity to the remotest corners of
our island, their own conversion was afterwards effected by Augustin the monk,
and other missionaries from the court of Rome. This naturally introduced
some few of the papal corruptions in point of faith and doctrine; but we read
of no civil authority claimed by the pope in these kingdoms till the era of the
Norman conquest, when the then reigning pontiff having favoured duke William
iu his projected invasion by blessing his host and consecrating his banners, he
took that opportunity also of establishing his spiritual eneroachments, and was
even permitted so to do by the policy of the conqueror, in order more effbc-
tually to humble the Saxon clergy and aggrandize his Norman prelates; prelates
who, being bred abroad in the doctrine and practice of slavery, had contracted
a reverence and regard for it, and took a pleasure in riveting the chains of a
free-born people.

The most stable foundation of legal and rational government is a due subordi-
nation of rank and a gradual scale of authority; and tyranny also itself is most
_urety supported by a regular increase of despotism, rising from the slave to
ihe sultan_ with this difference, however, that the measure of obedience in the
one is grounded on the principles of society, and is extended no further than
leason and necessity will warrant; in the other it is limited only by absolute
will and pleasure, without permitting the inferior to examine the title upon
which it is founded. ]_[ore effectually, therefore, to enslave the consciences and
minds of the people, the Romish *clergy themselves paid the most ira- r*lna
plicit obedience to their own superiors or prelates; and they, in their " _'_
turns, were as blindly devoted to the will of the sovereign pontiff, whose de-
cisions they held to be infallible, and his authority coextensive with the Chris-
tian world. Hence his legates a latere were introduced into every kingdom of
Europe; his bulles and decretal epistles became the rule both of faith and disci.
pline ; his j'udgrment was the final resort in all cases of doubt or difficutty_ his
decrees were enforced by anathemas and spiritual censures; he dethroned even
kings that were refractory, and denied to whole kingdoms (when undutiful) the
exercise of Christian ordinances and the benefits of the gospel of God.

But, though the being spiritual head of the church was a thing of great sound,
and of greater authority, among men of conscience and piety, yet the court of
Rome was fully apprized that (among _the bulk of mankind) power cannot be
maintained without property; and therefore its attention began very early to
be riveted upon every method that promised pecuniary advantage. The dec.
trine of purgatory was introduced, and with it the purchase of masses to redeem
the souls of the deceased. New-fangled offences were created, and indulgences
were sold to the wealthy for liberty to sin without danger. The canon law
took cognizance of crimes, enjoined penance pro salute anima3, and commuted
that penance for money. Non-residence and pluralities among the clergy, and
marriages among the laity related within the seventh degree, were strictly pro-
hibited by canon; but dispensations were seldom denied to those who could
afford to buy them. In short, all the wealth of Christendom was gradually
drained by a thousand channels into the coffers of the holy see.

The establishment also of" the feodal system in most of" the governm_-nts of
Europe, whereby the lands of all private proprietors were declared to be holdeu
of the prince, gave a hint to the court of Rome for usurping a similar authority
over all the preferments of the church, which began firs*, in Italy, and gradu
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"107] ally spread itself to England. The pope became a *feodal lord, and all
ordinary patrons were to hold their right of patronage under this uni-

versal superior. Estates held by feodal tenure, being originally gratuitous do
nations, were at that time denominated beneficia; their very name, as well as
constitution, was borrowed, and the care of the souls of a parish thence came
to be denominated a benefice. :Lay fees were conferred by investiture or delivery
of corporal possession i and spiritual benefices, which at first were universally
donative, now received in like manner a spiritual investiture by institution from
the bishop, and induction under his authority. As lands escheated to the lord
in defect of a legal tenant, so benefices lapsed to the bishop, upon non-presenta-
tion by the patron, in the nature of a spiritual escheat. The annual tenths col-
lected from the clergy were equivalent to the feodal render, or rent reserved
upon a grant; the oath of canonical obedience was copied from the oath of fealty
required from the vassal by his superior; and the primer seisins of our military
tenures, whereby the first profits of an heir's estate were cruelly extorted by
his lord, gave birth to as cruel an exaction of first-fruits from the beneficed
clergy. And the occasional aids and tall;ages levied by the prince on his vas-
sals gave a handle to the pope to levy, by the means of his legates a latere_
Peter-pence and other taxations.

At length the holy father went a step beyond any example of either emperor
or feodal lord. ]:[e reserved to himseh, by his own apostolical authority,(d) the
presentation to all benefices which became vacant while the incumbent was at-
tending the court of Rome upon any occasion, or on his journey thither or back
again; and moreover such also as became vacant by his promotion to a bishop-
ric or abbey: "et_amsi ad illa personce consueverint et debuerint per electionem aut
quemvis allure modum assume." And this last, the canonists declared, was no
detriment at all to the patron, being only like the change of a life in a feodal
estate by the lord. Dispensations to avoid these vacancies begat the doctrine
ofeommendams; and papal provisions were the previous nomination to such

benefices, by a kind of' anticipation, before they *became actually void,
• 108 ] though afterwards indiscriminately applied to any right of patronage
exerted or usurped by the pope. In consequence of which, the best livings were
filled by Italian and other foreign clergy, equally unskilled in and adverse to
the laws and constitution of England. The very nomination to bishoprics,
that antient prerogative of the crown, was wrested from king Henry the First,
and afterwards from his successor, king John, and seemingly, indeed, conferred
on the chapters belonging to each see ; but, by means of the frequent appeals
to :Rome, through the intricacy of the laws which regulated canonical elections,
was eventually vested in the pope. And, to sum up this head with a transac-
tion most unparalleled and astonishing in its kind, pope Innocent III. had at
length the effrontery to demand, and king John had the meanness to consent to,
a resignation of his crown to the pope, whereby England was to become for-
ever St. Peter's patrimony; and the dastardly monarch reaecepted his sceptre
from the hands of the papal legate, to hold as the vassal of the holy see at the
annual rent of a thousand marks.

Another engine set on fi)ot, or at least greatly improved, by the court of
Rome, was a master-piece of papal policy. Not content with the ample pro-
vision of tithes which the law of the land had given to the parochial clergy,
they endeavored to grasp at the lands and inheritances of the kingdom, and
(had not the legislature withstood them)would by this time have probably
been masters of "every foot of ground in the kingdom. To this end they intro-
duced the monks of the Benedictine and other rules, men of sour and austere
religion, separated from the world and its concerns by a vow of perpetual celi-
bacy, yet ii_scinating the minds of the people by pretences to extraordinary
sanctity, while all their aim was to aggrandize the power and extend the influ-
ence of their grand superior, the pope. And as, in those times of civil tumult,
great rapines and violence were daily committed by overgrown lords and their
o_3aerents, they were taught to believe that fbunding a monastery s little ba

(d) Extrav. I. 3, t. 2, c 13
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fore their death would atone for a life of incontinence, disorder, and bloodshed

Hence innumerable abbeys and religious houses were built, within a ['109
*oentury after the conquest, and endowed not only with the tithes of
parishes which were ravished from the secular clergy, but also with lands, ms,
nors, lordships, and extensive baronies. And the doctrine inculcated was, that
whatever was so given to, or purchased by, the monks and friars, was conse-
crated to God himself; and that to alienate or take it away was no less than
the sin of sacrilege.

I might here have enlarged upon other contrivances, which will occur to tho
recollection of the reader, set on foot by the court of Rome for effecting an en
tire exemption of its clergy from any intercourse with the civil magistrate
such as the separation of the ecclesiastical court from the temporal; the ap
pointment of its judges by merely spiritual authority, without any interposition
from the crown ; the exclusive jurisdiction it claimed over all ecclesiastical per.
sons and causes ; and the prwilegtum elerieale, or benefit of clergy, which de
livered all clerks from any trial or punishment except before their own tribunal
But the history and progress of ecclesiastical courts,(e) as well as of purchases
:n mortmain,(f) have already been fully discussed in the preceding book ; and
we shall have an opportunity of examining at large the nature of the privilegium
clericale in the progress of the present one. And therefore I shall only observe
at present, that notwithstanding this plan of pontifical power was so deeply laid,
and so indefatigably pursued by the unwearied politics of the court of Rome
through a long succession of ages; notwithstanding it was polished and im-
proved by the united endeavours of a body of men who engrossed all the learn-
ing of Europe for centuries together; notwithstanding it was firmly and reso-
lutely executed by persons the best calculated ibr establishing tyranny and
despotism, being fired with a bigoted enthusiasm, (which prevailed not only
among the weak and simple, but even among those of the best natural and ac-
quired endowments,) unconnected with their ibllow-subjects, and totally indiffer-
ent to what might befall that posterity to which they bore no endearing relation :

yet it vanished into *nothing when'the eyes of the people were a little ['110enlightened, and they set themselves with vigour to oppose it. So vain
and ridiculous is the attempt to live in society without acknowledging the obli.
gations which it lays us under, and to affect an entire independence of that civil
state which protects us in all our rights, and gives us every other liberty, that
only excepted of despising the laws of the community.

_-Taving thus in some degree endeavoured to trace out the original and subse-
quent progress of the papal usurpations in Engl-md, let us now return to the
statutes of prmmunire, which were framed to encounter this overgrown yet in-
-_reasing evil. King Edward I., a wise and magnanimous prince, set himself in
earnest to shake off this servile yoke.(g) He would not suffer his bishops to
attend a general council till they had sworn not to receive the papal benedw.
tion. He made light of all papal bulles and processes; attacking Scotland in de-
fiance of one, and seizing the temporalities of his clergy, who, under pretence
of another, refused to pay a tax imposed by parliament. He strengthened the
statutes of mortmain, thereby closing the great gulf in which all t_e lands of
the kingdom were in danger of being swallowed. And, one of his subjects hay
ing obtained a bulle of excommunication against another, he ordered him to be
executed as a traitor, according to the antient law.(h) And in the thirty-fifth
year of his reign was made the first statute against papal provisions, being, ac-

cording to Sir Edward Coke,(/) the foundation of atl the subsequent statutes ofpr_munire, which we rank as an offence immediatel_ against the king, because
every encouragement of the papal power is a diminution of the authority of tha
crown.

In the weak reign of Edward the Second the pope again endeavoured to e_
eroach, but the parliament manfifily withstood him ; and it was one of the prin
¢ipal articles charged against that unhappy prince, that he had given a|lowanco

*) See book hi. page 61. (a) Bro. A.br tit (7onm_ 115; Treason, 14. 6 R.p. 1, f_, 12
) _ book n. page 268 3 Ass 19

(o) Day. 83, &c. (l) 2 Inst. 583.
Vox. IL--20 40]
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to the bulles of the see of Rome. But ;Edward the Third was of a temper ex-
• N11 tremely different : and, to remedy these *inconveniences first by gentle

=_=" means, he and his nobility wrote an expostulation to the pope; but receiv-
ing a menacing and contemptuous answer, withal acquainting him that the empe-
ror, (who a few years before, at the diet of l_uremberg, A.D. 1323, had established
a law against provisions,)(k) and also the king of France, had lately submittecl
to the holy see, the king replied that if both the emperor and the French king
shuuld take the ]_ope's part, he was ready to give battle to them both in detente
of the liberties orthe crown. Hereupon more sharp and penal laws were devised
against provisors,(/)which enact, severally, that the court of Rome shall not.
present or collate to any bishopric or living in England; and that wnoever dis-
turbs any patron in the presentation to a living by virtue of a papal provision,
such provisor shall pay fine and ransom to the king at his will, and be im-
prisoned till he renounces such provision; and the same punishment is inflicted
vn such as cite the king, or any of his subjects, to answer in the court of Rome.
And when the holy see resented these proceedings, and pope Urban ¥. attempted
_orevive the vassalage and annual rent to which king John had subjected hi_
kingdom, it was unanimously agreed by all the estates of the realm, in parlia-
ment assembled, 40 Edw. III., that king John's donation was null and void,
0eing without the concurrence of parliament, and contrary to his coronation-
oath: and all the temporal nobility and commons engaged, that if the pop_
_,hould endeavour by process or otherwise to maintain these usurpations, they
would resist and withstand him with all their power.(m)

In the reign of :Richard the Second it _'as found necessary to sharpen and
s_rengthen these laws, and therefore it was enacted, by statutes 3 Ric. IL c. 3,
and 7 Ric. II. c. 12, first, that no alien should be capable of letting Ms benefice
to farm; in order to compel such as had crept in, at least to reside on their pre-

"112] ferments; and afterwards, that no alien *should be capable to be pre-sented to any ecclesiastical preferment, under the penalty of the statutes
of provisors. By the statute 12 Ric. II. c. 15, all liegemen of the king, accept-
ing of a living by any foreign provision, are put out of the king's protection,
and the benefice made void. To which the statute 13 Ric. II. st. 2, c. 2 adds
banishment and forfeiture of lands and goods : and, by c. 3 of the same statute,
any person bringing over any citation or excommunication from beyond sea on
account of the execution of the foregoing statutes of provisors shall be im-
prisoned, forfeit his goods and lands, and moreover suffer pain of life and
member.

In the writ for the execution of all these statutes the words pra'm_nire facias,
beta.g(as we said) used to command.....a citation of the party, have denominated
m common speech not only the writ, but the offence itself of maintaining the
papal power, by the name of pra_munire. And accordingly the next statute I
shall mention, which is generally referred to by all subsequent statutes, is usu-
ally called the statute of pr_emunire. It is the statute 16 1Ric.II. c. 5, which
enacts that whoever procures at Rome, or elsewhere, any translations, processes,
excommunications, bulles, instruments, or other things which touch the king.
against him, his crown, and realm, and all persons aiding and assisting therein,
shall be put out of the king's protection, their lands and goods forfeited to the
king's use, and they shall be attached by their bodies to answer to the king and
his council; or process of 2rcemunire faczas shall be made out against them as in
other cases of provisors.

:By the statute 2 Hen. IV. e. 3, all persons who accept any provision from the
pope, to be exempt f_om canonical obedience to their proper ordinary, aro also
subjected to the penalties of 19rcemunire. And this is the last of our antient
statutes touching this offence; the usurped civil power of the bishop of Rome
being pretty well broken down by these statutes, as his usurped religious power
was in about a century afterwards; the spirit of the nation being so much raised

1A)Mvd Un. nist xxix. 293. (_) Seld. in Flet. 10_4.
(|) _at 26 Edw. lII st 6. 2TEdw. III st. 1_C.1. 38 Edw.

II[.ot 1, C 4. a_dst 2_ c. 1, 2.3.4-
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*against ioreigners that about this time, in the reign of :Henry the Fifth, [ _'113
the alien priories, or abbeys for foreign monks, were suppressed, and
their lands given to the crown. And no further attempts were afterwards made
in support of these foreign jurisdictions.

learned writer, before referred to, is therefore greatly mistaken when he
says(n) that in Henry the Sixth's time the archbishot) of Canterbury, and other
bishops, offered to the king a large supply if he would eon_ent that all lawn
against provisors, and especially the statute 16 Rio. II., might be repealed, bul
that this motion was rejected. This account is incorrect in all its branches.
For, first, the application, which he probably means, was made not by the
bishops only, but by the unanimous consent of a provisional synod assembled
in 1439, 18 Hen. VI., that very synod which at the same time refused to confirm
and allow a papal bulle which then was laid before them. Next, the purport
of it was not to procure a repeal of the statutes against prey;sots, or that of
Richard II. in particular; but to request that the penalties thereof, which by
forced construction were applied to all that sued in the spiritual, a1_d even in

of the petition beipg, "that those penalties should be taken to extend only to
those that commevced any suits or procured any writs or public instruments at
Rome, or elsewhere out of England; and that no one should be prosecuted
upon that statute f_r any suit in the spiritual courts or lay jurisdictions of
this kingdom." L_tly,, the motion was so.far fi'om being, rejected that. the king
promised to recommend it to the next parhament, and in the mean t_me that no
one should be molested upon this account. And the clergy were so satisfied
with their success that they granted to the king a whole tenth upon this ocea-
sion.(o)

*And, indeed, so i_r was the archbishop, who presided in this synod, ['114
from countenancing the usurped power of the pope in thi_ realm, that
he was ever a firm opposer of it. And, particularly in the reign of Henry the
Fifth, he prevented the king's uncle fi'om being then made a cardinal and legate
a latere from the pope i upon the mere principle of its being within the mischief
of papal provisions, and derogatory from the liberties of the English church and
nation. For, as he expressed himself to the king in his letter upon that sub-
ect, "he was bound to oppose it by his ligeanee, and also to quit himself to
od and the church of this land, of which God and the king had made him

governor." This was not the language of a prelate addicted to the slavery of
the see of Rome; but of one who was indeed of principles so very opposite to
the papal usurpations that in the year preceding this synod, 17 Hen. ¥I., he re-
fused to consecrate a bishop of Ely that was nominated by pope Eugenius IV.
A conduct quite consonant to his former behaviour, in 6 Hen. ¥I., when he
refused to obey the commands of pope Martin V., who had required him to
exert his endeavours to repeal the statute of prcemunire, (" execrabile illud statu.
turn," as the holy father phrases it ;) which refusal so far exasperated the court
of Rome against him that at length the pope issued a bulle to suspend him ii'om
his office and authority, which the archbishop disregarded and appealed to a
general council. And so sensible were the nation of their primate's merit that
the lords spiritual and temporal, and also the university of Oxford, wrote letters
to the pope in his defence; and the house of commons addressed the kin_ to
send an embassador forthwith to his holiness on behalf of the archbishop, 7_ho
had incurred the displeasure of the pope for opposing the excessive power of
the court of Rome.(p)

*This, then, is the original meaning of the offence which we call prcernu-
hire, viz., introducing a foreign power into this land, and creating impe- [*11_
rium in im2_erio by paying that obedience to papal process which constitutionally

(_) Day. 96. author hopes to be excused this dlgTessmn,--if indeed it be
_o) Wilk. C,meal. Mug B,f*t. ill. 533. a dlgressmIl to show how contrary to the sentiments of so
(iD)_e Wflk. Cone_L Mug Bat vol iii. pass/nl, and Dr. leaxned and pious a prelate, even in the days of popery_

Duck's Life of Archbishop Chlchele. who was the prelate those usurpatmns were which the statu,%s of pr_nnunzrt
here sis)ken of, and the murat;cent founder of All-Souls and provmors wore made ta restrain.
{Xall_gt xn Oxford_ m vindication of whoso memory the
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belo,lged to the king alone, long before the reformaiion in the reign of Henry
the Eighth ; at which time the penalties of Tr_mumre were indeed extended to
more papal abuses than before, as the kingdom then entirely renounced the au.
thority of the see of Rome, though not all the corrupted doctrines of the Roman
church. And therefore, by the several statutes of 24 Hen. ¥III. c. 12, and 25
:Hen. VIII. e. 19 & 21, to appeal to Rome from any of the king's courts, which
(though illegal before) had at times been connived at, to sue to Rome for any
license or dispensation, or to obey any process from thence, are made liable to
the pains ofpr_mumre. And, in order to restore to the king in effect the nomi.
nation of vacant bishoprics, and yet keep up the established tbrms, it is enacted,
by statute 25 Hen. ¥112. e. 20, that if the dean and chapter refuse to elect th_
person named by the king, or any archbishop or bishop to confirm or consecrate
him, they shall fall within the penalties of the statutes of prmmunire. Also, by
statute 5 Eliz. c. 1, to refuse the oath of supremacy will incur the pains of pree-
munire; and to defend the pope's jurisdiction in this realm is a prcemunire fbr the
first offence, and high treason for the second. So too, by statute 13 Eliz. c. 2,
to import any agnus .De;, crosses, beads, or other superstitious things pretended
to be hallowed by the bishop of Rome, and tender the same to be used; or to
receive the same with such intent and not discover the offender; or if a just;co
of the peace, knowing thereof, shall not within fourteen days declare it to a
privy counsellor, they all incur pr_vmunire. '_ But importing_ or selling mass-
books, or other popish books, is, by statute 3 Jac. I. c. 5, § 25, only liable to the
penalty ot ibrty shillings• Lastly, to contribute to the maintenance of a Jesuit's
college, or any popish seminary whatever, beyond sea, or any person in the
same, or to contribute to the maintenance of any Jesuit or popish priest in
England, is by statute 27 Eliz. c. 2 made liable to the penalties of prxmumre.
• 11a 1 *Thus far the penalties of Trten_unire seem to have kept within the

_j ......
proper bounds of their original restitution, the depressing the power of

the pope : but, they being pains of no inconsiderable consequence, it has been
thought fit to apply the same to other heinous offences, some of which bear
more and some less relation to this original offence, and some no relation at all.

Thus, 1. :By the statute 1 & 2 Ph. and Mar. e. 8, to molest the possessors of
abbey lands granted by parliament to Henry the Eighth and Edward the Sixth
is a prcemunere. 2. So likewise is the offence of acting as a broker or agent in
any usurious contract, when above ten per cent. interest is taken, by statute 13
Eliz. c. 8. s 3. To obtain any stay of proceedings, other than by arrest of judg-
ment or writ of error, in any suit fbr a monopoly, is likewise a prtvmunire, by
statute 21 Jac. I. c. 3. 4. To obtain an exclusive patent for the sole making or
importation of gunpowder or arms, or to hinder others from importing them, is
also a Treemunire, by two statutes; the one 16 Car. I. c. 21, the other I Jae. II. c.

8.' 5. On the abolition, by statute 12 Car. II. c. 24, of purveyance,(q) and the
prerogative of pre-emption, or taking any victual, beasts, or goods, for the king s
use, at a stated price, without consent of the proprietor, the exertion of any such
power for the future was declared to incur the penalties of prcemunire. 6. To
assert maliciously and advisedly, by speaking or writing, that both or either
house of parliament have a legislative authority without the king, is declared a

rcemunire by statute 13 Car. II. c. 1. 7. By the habeas corpus act also, 31 Car.
• c. 2, it is a prcemunire, and incapable of the king's pardon, besides other heavy

])enalties,(r) to send any subject of this realm a prisoner into parts beyond the
seas. 8. By the statute 1 W. and )_. st. 1, c. 8, persons of eighteen years of age
refusing to take the new oaths of allegiance, as well as supremacy, upon tender

(q) See book l page 287. (r) See book; p 138. Bookm pag_ 137.

2Repealed by statute 8 & 9 Vict. c. 59.---STEwAaT.
SThis act was made perpetual by the 39 Eliz. c. 18, ss. 30, 32; but, though not ex

_)ressly repealed, yet it seems to have virtually expired since the 12 Anne, st. 2, c. 16, s
'a.----C,,ITTY.

' By the second section of 1 Jac. II. c. 8, the importation must be with the king'_
._mense, (except from Ireland, by the 46 Gee. III. c. 121.)---C_ITTY.

Repealed by 6 Gee. IV. c. 105.---STEWART.
4O4
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by the proper ma#strate, are subject to the penalties of a _rcetnuni_e; _ and by
statute 7 & 8 *W. III. c. 24, serjeants, counsellors, proctors, attorneys, r.t1
and all officers of courts practising without havin_ taken the oaths of _ ""

allegiance and supremacy and subscribing the declaration against popery, areguilty of a prcemunire, _ bother the oaths be tendered or no. 9. By the statute
6 Anne, c. 7, to assert maliciously and directly, by preaching, teaching, or ad-
v._sed speaking, that the then pretended prince of Wales, or any person other
than according to the acts of settlement and union, hath any right to the throne
of these kingdoms, or that the king and parliament cannot make laws to limit
the descent of the crown, such preaching, teaching, or advised speaking is a
prccmunire; as writing, printing, or publishing the same doctrines amounted, we
may remember, to high treason. 10. :By statute 6 Anne, c. 23, if the assembly
of peers in Scotland, convened to elect their sixteen representatives in the British
parliament, shall presume to treat of any other matter save only the election,
they incur the penalties of a prcemunire. 11. The statute 6 Gee. I. c. 18 (enacted
in the year after the infamous South-Sea project had beggared half the nation)
makes all unwarrantable undertakings by unlawfifl subscriptions, then com-
monly known by the names of bubbles, sul_jcct to the penalties of a pr_munire:
12. The statute 12 Gee III. c. 11 subjects to the penalties of the statute of pr_-
m_nire all such as knowingly and wilfully solemnize, assist, or are present at
any forbidden marriage of such of the descend-rots of" the body of king George
II. as are by that act prohibited to contract matrimony without the consent of
the crown.(s)

Having thus inquired into the nature and several species of prcemumre, lt_
punishment may be gathered from the foregoing statutes, which are thus
shortly summed up by Sir Edward Coke.(t) that from the conwctmn the de-
fendant shall be out of the king's protection, and his lands and tenements,
goods and chattels, forfeited to the king; and that his body shM1 remain in
prison at the king's pleasure; *or (as other authorities have it) during C,ll 8
li_.(e"' u) both which.amount .re the same thing ; as the king by his pro- L
rogativo may any time remit the whole or any part of the punishment, ex-
cept in the case of transgressing the statute of habeas corpus. These forfeitures
here inflicted do not (by the way) bring this offence within our former definition
of felony, being inflicted by particular statutes and not by the common law.
But so odious, Sir :Edward Coke adds, was this offence of prc_munire that a man
that was attainted of the same might have been slain by any other man with-
out danger of law ; because it was provided by law(w) that any man might do
to him as to the king's enemy; and any man may lawfully kill an enem.y
However, the position itself, that it is at any time lawful to kill an enemy, is
by no means tenable: it is only lawful, by the law of nature and nations, to
kill him in the heat of battle or for necessary self-defence. And to obviate
such savage and mistaken notions,(x) the statute 5 Eliz. e. 1 provides that it
shall not be lawful to kill any person attainted in a F_emunire, any law, statute,
opinion, or exposition of law to the contrary notwithstanding. _ But still such
delinquent, though protected as a p_t_'t of the public from public wrongs, can
bring no action for any private injury, how atrocious soever, being so far out of
_he protection of the law that it will not guard his civil rights nor remedy any

(_) See book i oh. 4. (_ Stat. 25 Edw. III. st 5, c 2"2.
(_) 1 Inst 129. (_) Bro. Abr. tit Coro_, 196.
(_) 1 Bulst. 199.

s By the 31 Gee. I. c. 32, s. 18, it is enacted that no persons shall be summoned to take
the oath of supremacy, or make the declaration against transubstantiation, or be prose-
cuted for not obeying the summons for that purpose.--CHx._sw_,_.

6By the 6 Gee. IV., the greater part of the provisions of this statute are repealed, and
illegal companies are left to be dealt with according to the common law.---CHIT_r.

And although this statute has been repealed, by the act 9 & 10 Viet. c. 59, it can
scarcely be suggested that _ man convicted upon a prcemunim is wholly out of the pale nf
the :aw._K_Rit.
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rio, ance which he as an individual may suffer. And no man, rmowing him to
e guilty_ can with safety give him comfort, aid, or relief.(y) s

CHAPTER IX.

,)F _tlSPRISlONS AND CONTEMP'rS AFFECTING THE KING AND
GOVERNMENT.

• 11a- *TH_ fom_h species of offences more immediately against the king and
_*_] government are entitled misprisions and contempts.

Mispri_sions (a term derived from the old French mespris, a neglect or con-
tempt) are, in the acceptation of our law, generally understood to be all such
high offences as are under the degree of capital, but nearly bordering thereon :
and it is said that a misprision is contained in every treason and felony what-
soever, and that, if the king so please, the offender may be proceeded against
for the misprision only.(a) And upon the same principle, while the jurisdiction
of" the starchamber subsisted, it was held that the king might remit a prose-
cution for treason, and cause the delinquent to be censured in that court, merely
ibr a high misdemeanour; as happened in the case of ]_oger, earl of Rutland,
in 43 ]_liz., who was concerned in the earl of ]_ssex's rebellion.(b) Misprisions
are generally divided into two sorts: negative, which consist in the conceal-
ment of something which ought to be revealed; and positive, which consist
in the commission of something which ought not to be done.

• I. Of the first, or negative kind, is what is called mis2_rision of trea.
• 120] son; consisting in the bare knowledge and concealment of treason,
without any degree of assent thereto : for any assent makes the party a prin-
cipal traitor; as indeed the concealment, which was construed aiding and
abetting, did at the common law : in like manner as the knowledge of a plot
against the state, and not revealing it, was a capital crime at Florence and
other states of Italy.(c) But it is now enacted, by the statute 1 & 2 Ph. and
M. c. 10, that a bare concealment of treason shall only be held a misprision.
This concealment becomes criminal if the party apprized of the treason does
not, as soon as conveniently may be, reveal it to some judge of assize or justice
of the peace.(d) But if there be any probable circumstances of assent, as if
one goes to a treasonable meeting, knowing beforehand that a conspiracy is
intended against the king ; or, being in such company once by accident, and
having heard such treasonable conspiracy, meets the same company again, and
hears more of it, but conceals it; this is an implied assent in law, and makes
_.he concealer guilty of actual high treason.(e) 1

There is also one positive misprision of treason, created so by act of parlia_
(y) 1 Hawk. P. C. 55. (c) Gmcciard. Hist. b. 3 and 13.

,,_Year-Book, 2Rm. III. 10. Staundf. P.C. 37. Kelw.71. t_lnal P.C 372.t HaL P. C 37. 1 Hawk. P. C 55, 56. Hawk. P.C. 56.
(bj Hudson of the Court of Star-chamber. MS. in Mus.

_nt

s The terrible penalties of a prcrmumre are denounced by a great variety of statutes ; yet
prosecutions upon a prcemunire are unheard of in our courts. There is only one instance
of such a prosecutmn m the State Trials,--m which case the penalties of apr¢munire were
inflicted upon some persons for refusing to take the oath of allegiance in the reign of
Charles the Second. Harg. St. Tr. vol. ft. 463.--CBRISTIAN.

If any person or person_ having knowledge of the commission of any treason shall
2onceal, and not, as soon as may be, disclose and make known the same to the President
of the United States, or some one of the judges thereof, or to the president or governor
of a particular State, or some one of the judges or justices thereoi, such person or persons
3n conviction, shall be adjudged guilty of misprismn of treason, and shall be imprisoned
Qot exceeding seven years, and fined not exceeding one thousand dollars. _et of Cou-
gress, April 20, 1790, s. 2, 1 Story's Laws, 83.--SEARSWOOD.
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_ment. The ststute 13 ]_liz. e. 22 enacts that those who forge foreign corn, not
current in this kingdom, their aiders, abettors, and procurers, shall all be
guilty of misprision of treason. For though the law would not put foreign
coin upon quite the same footing as our own i yet, if the circumstances of
trade concur, the falsifying of it may be attended with consequences almost
equally pernicious to the public: as the counterfeiting of Portugal money
would be at present; and therefore the law has made it an offence just below
capital, and that is all. For the punishment of misprision of treason is loss of
the profits of land during life, forfeiture of goods, and imprisonment during
life.(f Is Which total forfeiture of the goods was originally inflicted while
*the offence amounted to principal treason, and of course included in it r,121
a felony by the common law i and therefore is no exception to the L
general rule laid down in a former ehapter,(g) that wherever an offence ia
punished by such total forfeiture it is felony at the common law.

Misprision of felony is also the concealment of a felony which a raan knows
but never assented to; for, if he assented, this makes him either principal or
accessory. And the punishment of this, in a public officer, by the statute
Westm. 1, 3 Edw. I. c. 9, is imprisonment for a year and a day; in a common
person, imprisonment for a less discretionary time ; and, in both, fine and ran-
som at the king's pleasure : which pleasure of the king must be observed, once
for all, not to signify any extrajudicial will of the sovereign, but such as is de-
clared by his representatives, the judges in his courts of justice ; "voluntas regis
in curia, non _n camera."(h)

There is also another species of negative misprisions : namely, the c_ncealino
of treasure-trove, which belongs to the king or his grantees by prerogative royal_:
the conceahnent of which was formerly punishable by death ;(i) but now only
by fine and imprisonment (j)

II. _[isprisions which are merely positive are generally denominated co_
tempts or h_gh misdemeanours ; of which

1. The first and principal is the real-administration of such high officers as ar_
in public trust and employment. This is usually punished by the method of
parliamentary impeachment; wherein such penalties, short of death, are in.
flicted, as to the wisdom of the peers shall seem proper; consisting usually of
banishment, imprisonment, fines, or perpetual disability. Hitherto also may b_
refm_ced the *offence of embezzling the public money, called among the r.loo
Romans peculatus, which the Juhan law punished with death in a magis-
trate, and with deportation, or banishment, in a private person.(k) With us it
is not a capital crime, but subjects the eommitter of it to a discretionary fine
and imprisonment. _ Other misprisions are, in general, such contempts of the
executive magistrate as demonstrate themselves by some arrogant and undutiful
behaviour towards the king and government. These are

2. Coutempts against the king's prerogative. As, by refusing to assist him for
the good of the public, either in his councils, by advice, if called upon, or in
his wars, by personal service for defence of the realm, against a rebellion or in-

(_ 1 Hal. P C. 374. (_) Olanv. L 1, c. 2.
(a) _e page 94. (Q 3 Inst. 133.
(_) 2 Hal. P. C. 3;5. (_) Inst. 4, 18, 9.

This ought to be 14 Eliz. c. 3; and the author has been led into the mistake by
implicitly copying Hawkins.---CoLZRIDGE.

But this is only in case of high treason. ]Ylisprision of a lower degree is punishable
only by fine and imprisonment. 1 Hale, 375.---C_IrTy.

But now, by 50 Gee. III. c. 59, s. 1, it is enacted that if any person shall embezzle or
fraudulently apply moneys issued to him for the public services, he shall be adjudged
guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall be subject to transportation, or receive such punish-
ment as the court in which he is convicted may m its discretion think proper.

Sect.ion 2 enacts that if any officer, collector, or receiver intrusted with the receipt or
management of the public revenues shall furnish false statements or returns of the
moneys collected by him, or of the balances left in his hands, he shall be guilty of a
misdemeanour, and be fined and imprisoned at the discretion of the court, and be for
erer rendered incapable of holding or enjoying any office under the crown.--_ItlTTY.
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'vasion.(/) Under which class may be ranked the neglecting to join the posse
comitatus, or power of the county, being thereunto required by the sheriff or
justices, according to the statute 2 Hen. -V. c. 8, which is a duty incumbent
upon all that are fifteen years of age, under the degree of nobility and able to
travel.(m) Contempts against the prerogative may also be by preferring the
interests of a foreign potentate to those of their own, or doing or receiving any
thing that may create an undue influence in Favour of such extrinsic power; as
by taking a pension from any foreign prince without the consent of the king.(n)
Or by disobeying the king's lawful commands: whether by writs issuing out of
his courts of justice, or by a summons to attend his privy council, or by letters
from the king to a subject commanding him to return from beyond seas, (for
disobedience to which his lands shall be seized till he does return, and himseli
afterwards punished,) or by his writ of ne exeat regnum, or proclamation com-
manding the subject to stay at home.(o) Disobedience to any of these com-
mands is a high misprision and contempt ; and so, lastly, is disobedience to any
act of parliament where no particular penalty is assigned; for then it is punish-

_ble, like the rest of *these contempts, by fine and imprisonment, at the

"123] discretion of the king's courts of justice.(_,)
3. Contempts and misprisioas against the king s person and government may

be by speaking or writing against them, cursing or wishing him ill, giving out
_candalous stories concerning him, or doing any thing that may tend to lessen
him in the esteem of his subjects, may weaken his government, or may raise
jealousies between him and his people. 5 It has been also held-an offence of this
species to drink to the pious memory of a traitor; or for a clergyman to absolve
persons at the gallows who there persist in the treasons for which they die;
these being acts which impliedly encourage rebellion. And for this species of
contempt a man may not only be fined and imprisoned, but suffer the pillory,'
or other infamous corporal punishment ;(q) ia like manner as in the antient
German empire such persons as endeavoured to sow sedition, and disturb the
public tranquillity, were condemned to become the objects of"public notoriety
and derision, by carrying a dog upon their shoulders from one great town to
another. The emperors Otho I. and Frederick Barbarossa inflicted this punish-
ment on noblemen of the highest rank.(r)

4. Contempts against the king's title, not amounting to treason or prcemunire_
are the denial of his right to the crown in common and unadvised discourse;
fi)r, if it be by advisedly speaking, we have seen(s) that it amounts to a pra-mu.
hire. This heedless species of contempt is, however, punished by our law with
fine and imprisonment. Likewise, if any person shall in any wise hold, affirm,
or maintain that the common law of this realm, not altered by parliament,

_) 1 Hawk. P C 59. (_) 1 Hawk P. C. 60.
_)Lamb Eir. 315. (P) Ibid.
n) 3 Inst. 144. (_) Mod Un. Itlst. Xxlx. 28_119

(o) See book i. page 266. (.) See page 91.

5To assert falsely that the king labours under the affimtion of mental derangement is
criminal, and an indictable offence. 3 D. & R. 464. 3 B. & C. 257, S.C. In Rex vs. Cob-
bett, E. T. 1805, Holt on Libel, 114, 115, 6 East, 583, where the defendant was conwcted
of publishing a hbel upon the admmistratmn of the Irish government and upon the
public conduct and character of the lord-lieutenant and lord-chancellor of Ireland, lord
_llenborough, C. J., observed, "It is no new doctrine that if a publication be calculated
to alienate the affections of the people, by bringing the government into disesteem.
whether the expedient be by ridicule or obloquy, the person so conducting himself is
exposed to the inflictions of the law." See also Holt, Rep. 4')4. 14 How. St. Tr. 1095, S. C.

:By the 60 Geo. III. c. 8, the offence of pubhshing seditious libels is further provided
a_;ainst by empowering the court after verdict to seize upon all copies of the libel, &c. ;
and, by sect. 4, persons convicted of a second offence may be punished as in cases of high
misdemeanour, or by banishment for so long as the court may order. By sect. 5, persons
not departing within thirty days after sentence of banishment may be conveyed out of
the kingdom ; and, by sect. 6, persons banished found at large within the king's do-
minions may be transported.--C_ITWr.

By 56 Geo. III. c. 12, the punishment of the pillory was abolished, excepting in cases
of perjury, and fine or imprisonment substituted in its place; and it is now altogether
_bolished, by 1V: _t. c. 28.---_TEWART.
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ought not to direct the right of the crown of England ; this is ,t misdemeanour,
by statute 13 Eliz. c. 1, and punishable with fbrtbiture of goods and chattels. A
contempt may also arise t_om refhsing or neglecting to take the oaths ap-

pointed by statute for the better securing the government, and yet *act- [*121
ing in a public office, place of trust, or other capac!ty, for which the said
oaths are required to be taken, viz., those of allegiance, supremacy, and abjure,
tion: whicll must be taken within six calendar months after admission. The

p_nalties fbr this contempt, inflicted by statute 1 Gee I. st. 2, c. 13, are very
little, if any thing, short of those of a proemun_re; being an incapacity to hold
the said offices, or any other; to prosecute any smt; to be guardian or executor;
to take any legacy or deed of gift; and to vote at any election for members of
parliament; and after conviction the offender shall also forfeit 500l. to him or
them that will sue for the same. Members, on the foundation of any college in
the two universities, who by this statute are bound to take the oaths, must also
register a certificate thereof in the college-register within one month after;
otherwise, if the electors do not remove him, and elect another within twelve
months, or after, the king may nominate a person to succeed him by his great
seal or sign-manual. Besides thus taking the oaths fbr offices, any two justices
of the peace may by the same statute summon, and tender the oaths to, any
person whom they shall suspect to be disaffected; and every person refusing the
same, who is properly called a non-juror, shaU be adjudged a popish recusant
c_nvict, and subject to the same penalties that were mentioned in a former
chapter;(t) which in the end may amount to the alternative of abjuring the
realm, or suffering death as a fblon. 7

5. Contempts against the king's palaces or courts of justice have been always

looked upon as high misprisions; and by the ant!ent law, before the conquest,
fighting in the king s palace, or before the king s judges, was punished with
death.(u) So too, in the old Gothic constitutions, there were many places privi-
leged by law, quibus major reverent_a et secur_tas debetur, ut temTla et judw_a, quce
sancta habebantur,--arces et aula regis,--demque locus qud_bet prcesente aut advert-
tante rege.(v) And at present, with us, by the statute *33 Hen. VIII. c. r,lo._
12 malicious strikin,_ in the kin_ s -alacc. wherein his royal l)erson re-

sides, whereby blood is drawn, is punishable by perpetual imprisonment, and
fine at the king's pleasure, and also with loss of the offender's right hand; the
solemn execution of whict_ sentence is prescribed in the statute at length. 8

But strzkmg in the king's superior courts of justice, in Westminster hall, or at
the assizes, is made still more penal than even in the king's palace. The reason
seems to be that those courts being antiently held in the king's palace, and be-
fore the king himself, striking there included the former contempt against the
king's palace, and something more, viz., the disturbance of public justice. For
this reason, by the antient common law before the conquest,(w) striking in the

(t) See page 55. (n) Stiernhook, de jam Goth. I 3, c. 3.
(u) 3 Inst. 140, LL Alured. cap. 7 and 34 (_) LL Inx c. 6. LL. Canv_ 56 LL. Alured c 7.

7By stat. 10 Gee. IV. c. 7, s. 24, any person assuming any ecclesiastical title established
in England or h'eland shall forfeit 100/. for each offence; and, by star. 14 &15 Vict. c. 60,
briefs, rescripts, or letters-apostolical are declared unlawful and void.--ST_.wARr,

s Mr. Hargrave has given in the llth vol. of the State Trials, p. 16, an extract from
Stowe's Annals, containing a very curmus account of the circumstances of the trial of Sir
Edmund Knevet, who was prosecuted upon this statute soon after it was enacted : "for
which offence he was not onely .judged to lose his hand, but also his body to remain in
_ison, and his lands and goods at the king's pleasure. Then the said Sir Edmund

nevet desired that the king, of his benigne grace, would pardon him of his right hand
and take the left ; for (quoth he) if my right be spared, I may hereafter doe such good
service to his grace as shall please him to appoint. Of this submission and request the
justices forthwith informed the king, who of his goodness, considering the gentle heart
of the said Edmund, and the good report of lords and ladies, granted him pardon, that
he should lose neither hand land, nor goods, but should go free at hberty."--C_alSTiA_

So much of the 33 Hen. VIII. e. 12 (part cf s. 6 to s. 18) as relates to the punishment
of manslaughter and of malicious striking, by reason whereof bloc.d sl,dl be shed, i_
repealed by 9 Gee. IV. c. 31.--CftITTr.
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king'snourtofjustice,or drawing a sword therein,was a capitalfelony; .
our modern law retainss(,much ofthe antientseverityas onlyto exchange, ,
loss of life for the loss of the offending limb. Therefore a stroke or blow in
such a court of justice, whether blood be drawn or not, or even assaulting a
judge sittin_ in the court by drawing a weapon, without any blow struck, is
punishable w_ith the loss of the right hand, imprisonment for life, and forfeituro
oi goods and chattels, and of the profits of his lands during life.(x) A rescue als9
ot a prisoner from any of the said courts, without striking a blow, is punished
with perpetual imprisonment and forfeiture of goods, and of the profits of lands
during lii_,(y) being looked upon as an offence of the same nature with the last
but only, as no blow is actually given, the amputation of the hand is excused.
For the like reason, an affray or riot near the said courts, but out of their actual
view, is punished only with fine and imprisonment.(z) 9

*_ot only such as are guilty of an actual violence, but of threatening"126 ]
or reproachful words to any judge sitting in the courts, are guilty of a

high misprision, and have been punished with large fines, imprisonment, and
corporal punishment.(a) And, even in the inferior courts of the king, an affray
or contemptuous behaviour is punishable with a fine by the judges there sitting,
as by the steward in a court-leet, or the like.(b)

Likewise all such as are guilty of any injurious treatment to those who are
immediately under the protection of a court of justice are punishable by fine
and imprisonment ; as, if a man assaults or threatens his adversary for sueing
him, a counsel or attorney for being employed against him, a juror for his ver-
dict, or a gaoler or other ministerial officer for keeping him in custody, and
properly executing his duty :(c) which offences, when they proceeded further
than bare threats, were punished in the Gothic constitutions with exile and for-
feiture of goods.(d)

Lastly, to endeavour to dissuade a witness from giving evidence, to disclos_
" an examination before the privy council, or to advise a lorisoner to stand mute,

(all of which, are impediments, of justice,) are hi.g'h .misprisi°ns, and contempts.
of the king's courts, and pumshablc by fine and imprisonment. 1° And antlently
_t was held that if one of the grand jury disclosed to any person indicted the
evidence that appeared against him, he was thereby made accessory to tim
offence, if felony, and in treason a principal. And at this day it is agreed tha_
he is guilty of a high misprision,(e) and liable to be fined and imprisoned.(f) _

(_J Staund. P.C. 88. 8 Inst 140, 141. (_) 3 Inst. 141, 142
(y) 1 tIawk. P. C 57. (a) Stmrnhook. de 3ure G_,th.I 3, c 3
(J) Cro. Car. 373. (_) Sos Bar 212. 27 Ass. pl 44, _ 4, fol. 138.
ta) Ibid. 5(}-3 (.¢)1 Hawk. P. O, 59,
($) 1 Hawk. P. C. 58.

*Lord Thanet and others were prosecuted by an informatmn flied by the attorney-
general for a riot at the trial of Arthur O'Connor and others for high treason under a
special c(_:hmission at :_Iaidstone. Two of the defendants were found guilty generally.
The three first counts charged (inter alta) that the defendants did riotously make an
a_sault on one J. R., and did then and there beat, bru_e, wound, and ilt treat the said J. R.
in the presence of the commissmners. When the defendants were brought up for judg-
ment, lord Kenyon expressed doubts whether upon this information the court was not
bound to pronounce the judgment of amputation of the right hand, &e., as required in a
prosecution expressly for striking in a court of justme. In consequence of these doubts
the attorney-general entered a nolle prosequi upon the first three counts, and the court
rronounced judgment of fine and imprisonment as for a common riot. I East, P. C. 438.
----CHRISTIAN.

10The mere attempt to stifle evidence is also criminal, though the persuasion should
_ot succeed, on the principle, now fully established, that an incitement to commit any
crime _s itself criminal. 6 East, 454. 2 "East, 521, 522. 2 Stra. 904. 2 Leach, 925. As to
eor._,piring to prevent a witness from giving ewdence, see 2 E_st, 362. Knowingly making
use era false affidavit is indictable. 8 East, 364. 2 Stra. 1144.--CmwTr.

1.A few years ago, at York, a gentleman of the grand jury heard a witness swear in
e_)urt, upon the trial of a prisoner, directly contrary to the ewdence which he had given
before the grand jury. He imme&ately communicated the circumstance to the judge.
who, upon consulting the judge in the other court, was of opinion that public .justice in
_his case required that the evidence whmh the witness h_l given before the g_and iury
_hould b,*disclosed ; and the witness was committed for perjury, to be tried upon" the
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CtLkPTER X.

OF OFFENCF_q AGAINST PUBLIC JUSTICE.

*TH_ order of ore" distribution will next lead us to take, into considera-

tion such crimes and misdemeanours as more especially affect the corn- ['127
monwealth, or public polity of the kingdom; which, however, as well as those
which are peculiarly pointed against the lives and security of private subjects,
are also offences against the king as the Fater-famil_as of" the nation, to whom
it appertains, by his regal office, to protect the community, and each individual
thereil_, from every degree of injurious violence, by executing those laws which
the people themselves, in conjunction with him, l_ave enacted, or at least have
consented to by an agreement either expressly made in the persons of their
representatives, or by a tacit and implied consent, presumed and proved by im-
memorial usage.

The species of c_imcs which we have now before us is subdivided into such a
number of inferior and subordinate classes that it would much exceed the bounds

of an elementary treatise, and be insupportably tedious to the reader, were I to
examine them all minutely or with any degree of critical accuracy. I shall
therefore confine myself principally to general definitions or descriptions of this
great variety of offences, and to the punishments inflicted by law for each par-
ticular offence, with now and then a few incidental observations; referring the
student, for more particulars, to other voluminous authors, who have treated of
these subjects with greater precision and more in detail than is consistent with
the plan of these commentaries.

The crimes and misdemeanours that more especially affect the commonwealth
may be divided into five species, viz., *offences against public justice,

against the public peclce, against public trade, against the public health, ['128
amt against the public police or economy; of each of whicn we wiU take a cur-
sorv view in their order.

F,rst, then, of offences against public justice, some of which are felonious,
whose punishment may extend to death ; others only misdemeanours. I shall
begin with those that are most penal, and descend gradually to such as are of
less malignity.

1. Embezzling or vacating records, or falsifying certain other proceedings in
a court of' judicature, is a felonious offence against public justice. It is enacted,
by statute 8 Hen. VI. c. 12, that if any clerk or other person shall wilfully take
away, withdraw, or avoid any record or process in the superior courts of justice
in Westminster hall, by reason whereof the judgment shall be reversed or not
take effect, it shall be felony not only in the principal actors, but also in theiI
procurers and abettors? And this may be tried either in the king's bench or

testimony of the gentlemen of the grand jury. It was held that the object of this con-
cealment was only to prevent the testimony produced before them from being contra,
dieted by subornation of pe_:jurv on the part of the persons against whom bills were
found. This is a privilege which may be waived by the crown. See p. 303, post --
CnR1s'rIAN.

The 8 Hen. ¥I. c. 12, s. 3 is now repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27, by sect. 21 of whwh
it is enacted that "if any person shall steal, or shall for any fraudulent purpose take
trom its place of deposit for the time-being, or from any person having the lawful cus-
tody thereof, or shall unlawfully and maliciously obliterate, injure, or destroy, any record.
writ, return, panel, process, interrogatory, deposition, affidavit, rule, order, or warrant
of attorney, or may original document whatsoever, of or belonging to any court of record,
or relating to any matter civil or criminal begun, depending, or terminated in any such
court, or t_ny bill, answer, interrogatory, deposition, affidawt, order, or decree, or any
original document whatsoever, of or belonging to any court of equity, or relating to any
cause or matter begun, depending, or terminated in any such court, every such offender
shall be guilty of a m_sdeme_nour, and, being convicted thereof, shall be liable, at the
discretion of the court, to be transported beyond the seas for the _xm of seven ye,_s, o:
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common pleas l y a jury de medietate,uhalf officers of any of the superior courts,
and the other half common jurors. _ Likewise, by statute 21 Jac. I. c. 26, to
acknowledg. any fine, recovery, deed enrolled, statute, recognizance, bait, or
judgnlent, in the name of another person not privy to the same, is felony with.
out benefi" of clergy. Which law extends only to proceedings in the courts
themselves ; but, b3- statute 4 W. and M. c. 4, to personate any other person (as
bail) before any judge of assize or other commissioner authorized to take bai _
in the country, is also felony. 8 For no man's property would be safe if records
might be suppressed or falsified, or persons' names be _alsely usurped in courts
or before their public officers.

2. To prevent abuses by the extensive power which the law is obliged to re-
pose in gaolers, it is enacted, by statute 14 Edw. III. c. 10, that if any gaoler by
too great duress of imprisonment nmkes any prisoner that he hath in ward

"129] *become an approver or an at_pellor against his will_ that is, as we shall
see hereafter, to accuse and turn evidence against some other personi it

is felony in the gaoler. _ For, as Sir Edward Coke observes,(a) it is not lawful
t,o indace or excite "my man even to a just accusation of another, much less to
do it by duress of imprisonment ; and least of all by a gaoler, to whom the
prisoner is committed for safe custody.

3. A third offence against public justice is, obstructing the execution of lawful
process. This is at all times an offence of a ve_T high and presumptuous nature;
but more particularly so when it is an obstruction of an arrest upon criminal
process. And it hath been holden that the party opposing such arrest becomes
therebyTarticeps crimmis; that is, an accessory in felony, and a principal in

(_) 3 Inst. 91.

to suffer such other punishment by fine or imprisonment, or by both, as the court shall
award; and it shall not in any indictment for such oflbnce be necessary to allege that
the article in respect of which the ofi_nce is committed is the property of any person, or
that the same is of any value."--CmzwY.

2 It is a high misprision in an officer to alter the enrolment of a memorial of an
annuity-deed without the sanction of the court. 3 Taunt. 543.

By the 5 Gee. IV. c. 20, s. 10, persons m the post-office embezzling or destroying par-
liamentary proceedings, &c. sent by post will be guilty of a misdemeanour punishable
with fine and imprisonment.--CnirrY.

But, bv stat. 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, this statute, so far as it relates to this offence, is
repealed : and it is enacted, by s. 21 and 1 Vict. c. 90, s. 5, that stealing or maliciously
obliterating any record, writ, affidavit, or document belonging to any court of law or
equity shall be a misdemeanour punishable with transportation for seven years, or fine
or imprisonment,--and now with penal servitude, (16 & 17 Vict. c. 99 ;) and, by star. 2
W. IV. c. 34, ss. 9, 19, and 1 Vict. e. 90, s. 5, where a person having been convicted of
any offence relating to the coin shall afterwards be indicted of any oflbnce committed
subsequent to such conviction, any clelk or officer of the court where the offender was
first convicted, certi_dng a false copy of any indictment, knowing the same to be false,
was liable to be transported for tburteen nor less than seven years, or to be imprisoned
for any term not exceeding two years,--and now to penal beivitude. By 1 & 2 Vict. e.
94, s. 19, any person employed in the public-record office who shall certify any writing
i_s a true copy, knowing the same to be false in any material part, or any person who shall
counterfeit the signature of the assistant record-keeper or who shall counterfeit the seal
of the said office, on being conwcted thereof, might be transported for life or for not less
than seven years, or be imprisoned for not more than four years. By 14 & 15 Vict. c. 99,
s. 15, if any officer under theft act shall wflfully certify any document as being a true copy
or extract, knowing the same not to be so, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and
shall be liable on conviction to imprisonment for any term not exceeding eighteen
months.---STF, W,_RT.

s See also 11 Gee. IV. and 1 W. IV. c. 66, s. 11. And the false personation of voters at
elections is a misdemeanour. 6 & 7Viet. e. 18, s. _3.----STEWART.

The merely personating bail before a judge at chambers, or acknowledging bail in a
false name, is only a misdemeanour, unless the bail are filed, (2 East, P. C. 109;) and
putting in bail in the name of a pe_son not in existence is not within the act. 1 Stra.
304. The courts will not vacate the proceedings against the party personated until the
nffender is convicted, (T. Jones, 64. 1 Ventr. 501. 3 Keb. 694. 1 Ld. Raym. 445;) and

conviction cannot take place until the bail-piece is filed. 2 Sid. 90.--CrafTy.
4This act of Edw. III. is now repealed, by the 4 Gee. IV. c. 64, s. 1.---CUITTV.
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high t reason.(b) s Formerly, one of the greatest obstructions to public justice,both (f the civil and criminal kind, was the multitude of pretended privileged
laces where indigent persons assembled together to shelter themselves from
ustico, (especially in London and Southwark,) under the pretext of their

having been antient palaces of the crown, or the like :(c) all of which sane.
tuaries for iniquity are now demolished, and the opposing of any process therein
is made highly penal, by the statutes 8 & 9 W. III. c. 27, 9 Gee. I. c. 28, and 11
Gee. L c 22, which enact that persons opposing the execution of any process in
such pretended privileged places within the bills of mortality, or abusing any
officer in his endeavours to execute his duty therein, so that he receives bodily
hurt, shall be guilty of felony, and transported for seven years i and persons in
disguise, joining in or abetting any riot or tumult on such account, or opposing
any process, or assaulting and abusing any officer executing or for having exe-
cuted the same, shall be felons without benefit of clergy _

4. An escape of a person arrested upon criminal process by eluding the vigi-
lance of his keepers before he is put in hold is also an offence against public

justice, and the party himself*is punishable by fine or imprisonment.(d) [* 130
Bat the officer permitting such escape, either by negligence or conni-
vance, is much more culpable than the prisoner; the natural desire of liberty
pleading strongly in his behalf, though he ought in strictness of law to submit
himself quietly to custody till cleared by the due course of justice. Officers
therefore who, after arrest, negligently permit a felon to escape, arc also punishable
by fine :(e) but voluntary escapes, by consent and connivance of the officer, are
a much more serious offence; for it is generally agreed that such escapes
amount to the same kind of offence, and are punishable in the same degree,
as the offence of which the prisoner is guilty and for which he is in custody,
whether treason, felony, or trespass. And this, whether he were actually com.
mitted to gaol or only under a bare arrest.(f) But the officer cannot be
thus punished till the original delinquent hath actually received judgment
or been attainted, upon verdict, confession, or outlawry, of the crime for which
he was so committed or arrested ; otherwise it might happen that the officer
might be punished for treason or felony, and the person arrested and escaping
might turn out to be an innocent man. But, before the conviction of the
principal party, the officer thus neglecting his duty may be fined and iml_risoned
for a misdemeanour.(g) 7

(_) 2 Hawk P C. 121. (e) 1 Hal. P. C 600
(_) Such as W'hlt_.lVr_arsand its envJron% the ,_avoy, and (f) Ibid 590 2 Hawk P C 1,_.

the MLntm Southwark. (g) 1 Hal. P. C 588, 589. 2 Hawk. P. C. 134, 135.
(a) 2 Hawk. P. C. 122.

5By the 25 Gee. II. c. 37, s. 9, attempting to rescue a person convicted of murder
whilst proceeding to execution is felony, and punishable with death. By the 43 Gee.
II[. c. 58, s. 1, shooting at or levelling loaded fire-arms at a person and attempting to
discharge the same, or stabbing or cutting with intent to obstruct, resist, or prevent the
lawful apprehension and detainer of the person so stabbing, &c. or the lawful appre-
hension and detainer of his accomplice, is a felony, without t)enefit of clergy. It seems
the right of the party to arrest should be proved to bring a party resisting within the
meaning of the act. "1Stark. C N. P. 246. If a cutting or wounding, &e. takes place in
an attempt to apprehend the prisoner, without a due notification of the warrant or
authority by which the person acts, it does not fall within the meaning of the act, as it
is not a wilful resistance of a lawful apprehension. 3 Camp. 68, per lord Ellenborough,
C. J., at Maidstone, Aug. 8, 1816.

By 9 Gee. IV. e. 31, _ 25, it is enacted that where any person shall be charged with
and convicted of. as a misdemeanour, any assault upon any person with intent to resist
or prevent the lawful apprehension or detainer of the party so assaulting, or of any other
person, for any offence for which he or they may be liable by law to he apprehended or
detained, the court may sentence the offender to be imprisoned, with or without hard
labour, for any term not exceeding two years, and may also fine the offender, and require
him to find sureties for keeping the peace. See 1 & 2 Gee. I¥. c. 88, s. 2. 3 Gee. IV. c.
] 14, 1 Burn's J. 230, et se7.

*And, by star. 9 Gee. IV. e. 31, s. 25, the preventing the apprehension of an offender
is a misdemeanour, punishable with fine or imprisonment for two years.---STEWART.

There must be an actual arrest, as well as a lawful arrest, to make an escape crimin_7
41_
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5. Breach of prison by the offender himself, when committed fi_r any cause_
was felony at the common law;(h) or even conspiring to break it.(_ But thip
severity is mitigated by the statute de frangentibus prisonam, 1 :Edw. II., which
enacts that no person shall have judgment of life or member for breaking
prison, unless committed for some capital offence. So that to break prison and
escape, when lawfully committed for any treason or felony, remains still i_lony_
as at the common law _ and to break prison, (whether it be the county-gaol, the
stocks, or other usual place of security,) when lawfully confined upon any other

,131 _ inferior charge, is still *punishable as a high misdemeanour by fine and
• J imprisonment. For the statute which ordains that such offence shall

be no longer capital never meant to exempt it entirely from every degree of
punishment.(j) 8

6. Rescue is the forcibly and knowingly freeing another from an arrest el
imprisonment ; and it is generally the same offence in the stranger so rescuing
as it would have been in a gaoler to have voluntarzly permitted an escape. _k
rescue, therefore, of one apprehended for felony is felony; for treason, treason;
and for a misdemeanour, a misdemeanour also. But here likewise, as upon
voluntary escapes, the principal must first be attainted or receive judgment be-
fore the rescuer can be punished, and for the same reason ; because, perhaps, in
fact it may turn out that there has been no offence committed.(k) _ By statute

(_) 1 Hal. P. C. 607. (.q 2 Hawk. P. C. 1'28.
(') Bract. t 8_c. 9. (_) 1 IIal. P. C. 607. Fost. 344.

in an officer. 2 Hawk. c. 19, ss. 1, 2. It must also be for a criminal matter, (id. s. 3 ;)
and the imprisonment must be continuing at the time of the offence. Id. s. 4. 1 Russ.
531. 1 Hale, 594. In some cases it is an escape to suffer a prisoner to have greater
liberty than can by law be allowed him ; as, to admit him to ball against law, or to suffer
him to go beyond the limits of the prison, though he return. 2 Hawk. e. 19, s. 5. k
retaking will not excuse an escape. Id. s. 13.

.Pr_valeindividuals who have persons lawfully in their custody are guilty of an escape if
they suffer them illegally to depart, (1 Hale, 595 ;) but they may protect themselves
from liabil'ty by delivering over their prisoner to some legal and proper officer. 1 Hale,
594, 595. k private person thus guilty of an escape, the punishment is fine, or imprison-
ment, or both. 2 Hawk. c. 20, s. 6.

By the 52 Gee. III. c. 156, persons aiding the escape of prisoners of war are guilty of
felony and liable to transportation. It has been held that the offence of aiding a
prisoner of war to escape is not complete if such pmsoner is acting in concert with those
under whose charge he is, merely to detect the defendant, and has no intention to escape.
Russ. & R. C. C. 196.--CHITTY.

SAn actual breaking is the gist of this offence, and must be stated in the indictment•
It must also appear that the party was lawfully in prison, and for a crime involving judg-
ment of life or member: it is not enough to allege that he "feloniously broke prison."
2 Inst. 591• 1 Russell, 381. If lawfully committed, a party breaking prison is within
the statute, although he may be innocent: as if committed by a magistrate upon strong
suspicion• 2 Inst. 590. 1 Hale, P C. 610. 1 Russell, 378. To constitute a felonious prison-
breach, the party must be committed for a crime which is capital at the time of the
breaking. 1 Russell, 379, Cole's ca_e. Plowd. Comm. 401. A constructive breaking is
not sufficient: therefore, if a person goes out of prison without obstruction, as by a door
bemg left open, it is only a misdemeanour• 1 Hale, P. C. 611. An actual mtent to break
is not necessary. The statute extends to a prison in law as well as to a p.rison in fact. 2
Inst. 589. "Prison-breach or rescue is a common-law felony, if the prisoner breaking
i,rison, or rescued, is a convicted felon ; and it is punishable at common law by imprison-
ment, and, under 19 Gee. III. c. 74, _ 4, by three hmes whipping. Throwing down loose
bricks at the top of a prison-wail, placed there to impede escape and give alarm, is pmson.
breach, though they were thrown down by accident." Rex vs. Haswell, R. & R. C. C.
45 8.---CH ITTY.

9By 1 & 2 Gee. IV. c. 98, (entitled an "Act to amend the Law of Rescue,") s. l,
rescuing persons charged with felony is punishable with seven years' transportation, or
imprisonment for not less than one year and not more than three years. And, by s. l,
assaulting any lawful officer, to prevent the apprehension or detainer of persons charged
with felony, is punishable with two years' imprisonment, in addition to other pains and

nalties incurred. Vide also 5 Gee. IV. c. 84, _ 22. This section is repealed by 9 Gee.
• c. 31, which, by section 25, provides a punishment for these offences. Vwlep_ , 217.

B_ 9 Gee. IV. c. 4, s. 13, (entitled the :_utiny Act,) persons under sentence of deatl:
,[14
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11 Gee. II. c. 26, and 24 Gee. II. c. 40, if five or more persons assei,_ble to rescue
any retailers of spirituous liquors, or to assault the informers against them, it
is felony, and subject to transportation for seven years. By the statute 16 Gee.
II c. 31, to convey to any prisoner in custody ibr treason or felony any arms,
instruments of escape or disguise, without the knowledge of the gaoler, though
no escape be attempted, or any way to assist such prisoner to attempt an escape,
though no escape be actually made, is felony, and subjects the offender to trans-
portation for seven years; or if the prisoner be in custody for petit larceny or
other inferior offence, or charged with a debt of 100/., it is then a misdemeanour,
punishable with fine and imprisonment. '° And, by several special statutes,(/) to
rescue, or attempt to rescue, any person committed for the offences enumerated
in those acts, is felony without benefit of clergy; and to rescue, or attempt to
rescue, the body of a felon executed for murder, is single felony, and subject to
transportation for seven years. :Nay, even if any person be charged with any
of the offences against the black-act, 9 Gee. I. c. 22, and being required, by order
of the privy council, to surrender himself, neglects so to do for ibrty days, both
he and all that knowingly conceal, aid, abet, or succour him, are felons without
benefit of clergy."

*7. Another capital offence against public justice is the returning from ['132
transportation, or being seen at large in Great Britain before the expira-
tion of the term for which the offender was ordered to be transported, or had
agreed to transport himself. This is made felony without benefit of clergy in
all cases, by statutes 4 Gee. I. c. 11, 6 Gee. I. c. 23, 16 Gee. II. c. 15, and 8 Gee.
III. c. 15, as is also the assisting them to escape from such as are conveying
them to the port of transportation. 1_

(r)(}Gee.I.e.23. (Transportation.)9_eo.I c.22.(Black ILc.84. (Smuggling.Seethe52Geo.lTLe.143,s. ll.)
Act.) 8{}_.IL_ 20. (Destroyingturnpikes,&c.) 19Gee. Gee.II,c.37.(Murder)27Gee.IL c.15.(BlackAct.)

by court-martial, having obtained a conditional pardon, escaping out of custody, and all
rties aiding such escape, are punishable as felons. See Rex vs. Stanley, R. & R. C..432.--CHITTr.
10On an indictment under this act, the offence of delivering instruments of escape to

a prisoner has been held to be complete though the prisoner had been pardoned of the
offence of which he was convicted, on condition of transportation ; and a party may be
convicted though there is no evidence that he knew of what offence the prisoner had
been convicted. Rex vs Shaw, R. & R. C. C. 526. This act applies only to cases of
attempt, (Tilley's case, 2 Leach, 662 ;) and a case where the comm,tment is on suspicion
only Is not within it. Greemf's case, 1 Leach, 353. This act appears wrtually to be re-
pealed by 4 Gee. IV. c. 54, s. 43, which makes delivering instruments of escape to any
prisoner, whether he actually escape or not, a felony punishable by fourteen years' trans-
portation.--CHITTY.

n Some of these acts, as far as they relate to the exclusion of benefit of clergy, and to
the form of punishment, are altered and amended by 1 & 2 Gee. IV. c. 88, and 5 Gee
IV. e. 84.

By 4 Gee. IV. e. 54, _ 1, to rescue a party in custody for an offence against the Blae_:
Act (9 Gee. I. c. 22) is punishable only with transportation, or imprisonment and hard
labour._CniwTV.

By star. 1 Vict. c. 91, _ 1 &2, any person rescuing, or attempting to rescue, any other
person who shall be committed or found guilty of murder shall be liable to be trans-
ported for life, or for any time not exceeding fifteen years, or to be imprisoned for three ;
and now penal servitude may be substituted.---STEwAaT.

_ These prey;stuns are virtually repealed by the 5 Gee. IV. c. 84. which revives and
consolidates into one act the laws relative to the transportation of offenders. By the
22d section it is enacted that if any offender, sentenced or ordered to be transported or
banished, or having agreed to transport or banish himseli, shall be afterwards found at
large, without lawful excuse, before the expiration of the term of transportatmn or banish-
ment, he shall suffer death without benefit of clergy. By sect. 84, the act is not t(}
extevd to persons banished, under the 60 Gee. III. and 1 Gee. IV. c. 8, for blasphemous
and seditious libels. If the prisoner can show such circumstances of poverty or sickness
which amount to an absolute impossibility to transport himself or leave the kingdom,
he will not be within the act. 1 Leach, 396. By the 22d sect. of 5 Gee. IV. c. 84, a reward
of 20/. is given for prosecuting an offender against the act to convietion._CHITTr.

But these statut_ are repealed by star. 4 & 5 W. IV. c. 67, by which this offence ia
415
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8. An eighth is that of ta/,ing a reward under pretence of helping the owner to
his stolen goods. This was a contrivance carried to a great length of villainy in
the beginning of the reign of George the First ; the confederates of the felorJq
thus disposing of stolen goods, at a cheap rate, to the owners themselves, and
thereby stifling all further inquiry. The fhmous Jonathan Wild had under h;m
a well-disciplined corps of thieves, who brought in all their spoils to him, and
tie kept a sort of public office for restoring them to the owners at half-price.
To prevent which audacious practice, to the ruin and in defiance of public
justice, it was enacted, by statute 4 Gee. I. c. 11, that whoever shall take a re-
ward under the pretence of' helping any one to stolen goods shall suffer as the
felon who stole them, unless he causes such principal felon to be apprehended
and brought to trial, and also gives evidence against them. Wild, still contihu-
ing in his old practice, was upon this statute at last convicted and executed.(rn) _

9. Receiving of stolen goods, knowing them to be stolen, is also a high ,nisde-
meanour and affront to public justice. We have seen in a former chapter(n)
that this offence, which is only a misdemeanour at common law, by the statute
3 & 4 W. and M. c. 9, and 5 Anne, e. 31, makes the offender accessory to the theft
and felony. But because the aceessory cannot in general be tried, unless with
the principal or after the principal is convicted, the receivers by that means fre-
quently eluded justice. To remedy which, it is enacted, by statute 1 Anne, c. 9,
and 5 Anne, e. 31, that such receivers may still be prosecuted for a misdemeanour,

"133] and punished by fine and imprisonment, *though the principal felon benot before taken, so as to be prosecuted and convicted. And, in ease of
receiving stolen lead, iron, and certain other metals, such offence is, by statute
29 Gee. II. c. 30, punishable by transportation for fourteen years.(o) So that
now the prosecutor has two methods in his choice: either to punish the receivers
for the misdemeanour immediately, before the thief is taken,(p) or to wait till
the felon is convicted, and then punish them as accessories to the felony. But
it is provided, by the same statutes, that he shall only make use of one, and not
both, of these methods of punishment. By the same statute, also, 29 Gee. II.
e. 30, persons having lead, iron, and other metals in their custody, and not giving
a satisfactory aecount how they came bv the same, are guilty of a misdemeanour,
and punishable by fine or imprisonment. And, by statute 10 Gee. III. c. 48, all
knowing receivers of stolen plate or jewels, taken by robbery on the highway_
or when a burglary accompanies the stealing, may be tried as well befbre as

(,_)See stat. 60eo. I. c 23, s 9 (6) See also $tat. 2 Oeo. In. c. 28, s. 12, for the punishment
(_) See page 38. of rec_ivers of goods stolen by bumboats, &c. in the Thames

_) Foster, 373

punishable with transportation for hfe, and previous imprisonment for any term not ex
ceedmg four years; and new penal servitude may be substituted.--STEwART.

_ In Rex vs. Ledbitter, R. & R. C. C. 76, a police-officer was indicted, under 4 Gee.
I. c. 11, _ 4, for taking money under the pretence of helping a person to goods stolen
from him, and conwcted of felony, though the officer had no knowledge of the felon,
and though he possessed no power to apprehend the felon, and though the property was
never restored and the officer had no power to re_tore it.

By statute 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, _ 58, it is enacted, "That every person who shall cor-
ruptly take any money or reward, directly or indirectly, under pretence, or upon account
of helping any person, to any chattel, money, valuable security, or other property what
soever, which shall by any felony or misdemeanor have been stolen, taken, obtained, or
converted as aibre_ald, shall (unless he cause the offender to be apprehended and brought
to trial for the same) be guilty of felony, and, being convicted thereof, shall be liable, at
the discretion of the court, to be transported beyond the seas for life, or for any term not
less than seven years, or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding four years, and, if
a male, to be once, twice, or thrice, publicly or privately whipped, (if the court shall so

. . t,_think fit,) in addition to such lmprlsonmen .
By _ 59, advertising a reward for the return of any stolen property whatsoever, which

shall have been stolen or lost, purporting that no questions shall be asked, or printing
such advertisements, renders the offending party liable to a penalty of fifty pounds, and
full costs, to any person who will sue for the same by action of debt. This act repeals
the 25 Gee. II. c. 36, _ 1, as far as relates to the advertising rewards for stolen goods.

The 4 Gee. I. c. 11, _ 4, relating to, and the 1 Gee. IV. e. 115, directing, the degree of
puvishment for this offence, are also repealed by this statute._CmTvL
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after ,_he conviction of the principal, and whether he be in or out of custody,
and, ff convicted, shall be adjudged guilty of felony, and transported for four-
teen years. _'

10. Of a nature somewhat similar to the two last is the offence of theft bore,

which is where the party robbed not only knows the felon, but also takes his
goods again, or other amends, upon agreement not to prosecute. *This r*l_i
is frequently called compounding of felony, and formerly was held to L ....
make a man an accessory; but it is now punished only with fine and imprison-
ment.(q) This perversion of justice, in the old Gothic constitutions, was liable
to the most severe and infiamous punishment. And the Salie law, "latroni eum
similem habuit, qui fu;_um celare yeller, et occulte sb_e judice compositionem ejus ad-
raittere."(r) By statute 25 Gee. II. c. 36, even to advertise a reward for the re-
turn of things stolen, with no questions asked, or words to the same purport,
subjects the advertiser and the printer to a forfeiture of 50/. each.

11. Common barretry is the offence of I_equently exciting and stirring up shits
and quarrels between his majesty's subjects, either at law or otherwise.(s) _5 The

unishment for this offence in a common person is by fine and imprisonment;
ut if the offender (as is too frequently the case) belongs to the profession of the

law, a barretor who is thus able as well as willing to do mischief ought also to
be disabled from practising for the future.(t) And indeed it is enacted, by
statute 12 Gee. I. c. 29, that if any one who hath been convicted of forgery,
perjury, subornation of perjury, or common barretry, shall practise as an at-
torney, solicitor, or agent, in any suit, the court, upon complaint, shall examine
it in a summary way, and, if proved, shall dire_,t the offender to be transported
for seven years. Hereunto may also be referred another offence of equal ma.
lignity and audaciousness, that of sueing another in the name of a fictitious
plaintiff; either one not in being at all, or one who is ignorant of the s,iit. This
offence, if committed in any of the king's superior courts, is left., as a high con-
tempt, to be punished at their discretion. But in courts of a lower degree, where
the crime is equally pernicious but the authority of the judges not equally ex-
tensive, it is directed, by statute 8 Eliz. c. 2, to be punished by six months' im-
prisonment, and treble damages to the party injured.

12. ]Vlamtenance is an offence that bears a near relation to the former, being

an officious intermeddling in a suit that *no way belongs to one, by main- ['135
taining or ass:sting either party, with money or otherwise, to prosecute
or defend it ;(u) a practice that was greatly encouraged by the first introduction
of uses.(w) This is an offence against public justice, as it keeps alive strife and
contention, and perverts the remedial process of the law into an engine of op-
pression. And therefore, by the Roman law, it was a species of th_ crimen falsi
to enter into any confederacy, or do any act, to support another's lawsuit, by
money, witnesses, or patronage.(x) A man may, however, maintain the suit of

(¢J1 Hawk P. C 125. (*9 Ibld 249.
(r) Shernh. de jure Goth. L 3. c 5. (_)Dr & St. 203.
(') 1 Hawk. P C. 243. (z) Ff. 48,10, 20.
(*) Ibid. 244.

14The acts mentioned above are mostly repealed by later acts which are nearly similar
to them. See 1 & 2 Gee. IV. c. 75 ; 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29 ; 3 Gee. IV. c. 24.---CHIT'ft.

By stat. 14 & 15 Vict. c. 100, _ 14, on an indictment for jointly receiving an.yproperty,
persons guilty of separately receiving may be convicted. Separate accessorms and re-
ceivers may be included in the same indictmen_ in the absence of the principal felon.--
STEWART,

15Disturbing the peace, making false inventions, propagating evil reports and calum-
nies, an d spreading false and groundless rumours, whereby discord and disquiet may ensue
amongst neighbours, may properly be ranked under the head Barretry. 1 Inst. 368. 1
Hawk. P. C. 243. See 1 Hale, P. C. c. 27, Bac. Abr. Barretry, 1 Russell, 185, on this
subject. See also the Caseof Barretry, 8 Co. Rep. 36, b. No one can be convicted for a
single act of barrctry ; for every indictment for that offence must charge the defendant
with being a common barretor. In a late case in the King's Bench, where an attorney.
without any corrupt or unworthy motives, prepared a special case in order to take the
opinion of the court upon the will of a testator, and suggested several facts which had
no f_undation, he was held to be guilty of a contempt and fined 30/. _rnre Elsam, 5 D
and [¢. 389 ; 3 B. & C. 597.--C_xTl"r.
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his near kinsman, servant, or poor neighbour, out of charity and compassion,
with impunity. Otherwise, the punishmeut by common law is fine and ira.
prisonment,(y) and, by the statute 32 Hen. VIII. c. 9, a forfeiture of ten pounds

13. Champerty, camp_-partitio, is a species of maintenance, and punished in
the same manuer;(z) beinu a bargain with a plaintiff or defendant, campum par.
tire, to divide the land or other matter sued for between them eif they prevail at
law: whereupon the champertor is to carry on the party's suit at his own cx-
pense.(a) Thus, champart, in the French law, signifies a similar division of
profits, being a part of the crop annually due to the landlord by bargain or cus-
tom. In our sense of the word it signifies the purchasing of a suit or right of
sueing ;is a practice so much abhorred by our law, that it is one main reason
why a chose in action s or th_ng of which one hath the right but not the posse_
sion, is not assignable at common law; because no man should purchase any
pretence to sue in another's right, n These pests of civil society, that are per-
petually endeavouring to disturb the repose of their neighbours, and officiously
interfering in other men's quarrels, even at the hazard of their own fortunes,
were severely animadverted on by the Roman law, "qui improbe coeunt in alienam
Iitem, ut quicqu_d ex condemnatione in rein _pstus redactum fuerit inter eos communi-
ca_etur, lege Julia de vi privata tenentur ;"( b) and they were punished by the for-

136 ] feiture of a third part of their goods, and perpetual *infamy. :Hithertoalso must be referred the provision of the statute 32 :Hen. VIII. c. 9, that
no one shall sell or purchase any pretended right or title to land, unless the
vendor hath received the profits thereof for one whole year before such grant, or
hath been in actual possession of the land, or of the reversion or remainder, on
pain that both purchaser and vendor shall each forfeit the value of such land to
the king and the prosecutor. These offences relate chiefly to the commence-
ment of civil suits : but

14. The compoundtng of informations upon penal statutes is an offence of an
equivalent nature in crim_n(_l causes, and is, besides, an additional misdemeanour
against public justice, by contributing to make the laws odious to the people.
At once, therefore, to discourage malicious informers, and to provide that of.
fences, when once discovered, shall be duly prosecuted, it is enacted, by statute
_18 Eliz. c. 5, that if any person, informing under pretence of any penal law,
makes any composition without leave of the court, or takes any money or
promise from the defendant to excuse him, (which demonstrates his intent in
eommencing the prosecution to be merely to serve his own ends, and not tbr
the public good,) he shall forfeit 10/., shall stand two hours on the pillory, and
shall be forever disabled to sue on any popular or penal statute. _8

15. A conspiracy also to indict an innocent man of felony falsely and ma.
heiously, who is accordingly indicted and acquitted, is a further abuse and per-

(y)1 Hawk. P. C. 255. (a) Stat. of Conspirat. 33 Edw. L
(s) Ibid. 257. 0) F.f. 48, 7, 6.

_S_ _ :Hawk. P. C. c. 3, Co. Litt. 368, 1 Russell, 176, on this subject. The distinction
between maintenance and champerty seems to be this : where there is no agreement to
divide the thing in suit, the party intermeddling is guilty of maintenance only ; but
where he stipulates to receive part of the thing in suit, he is guilty of elmmperty. It
seems that resorting to machinery and contrivances in order to make a party interested
in a suit a witness on the trial, amounts to maintenance. Bell vs. Smith, 7 D. & R.
846; 5 B. & C. 188.--C_ITTY.

_ If an attorney prosecute an action, to be paid his costs in gross, it should seem _t
_ould amount to champerty. Com. Dig. Attorney, B. 14. Hob. 117. Tidd Prae. 8th ed.
326.--CHITTV.

isThis statute does not apply to offences cognizable only before magistrates, (1 B. & A
282:) it applies only to common informers, and not to cases where the penalty is given to
the party grieved. 1 Sulk. 30. 2 ttawk. 279. The taking the penalty is an offence
within the act, though there is no action or proceeding for it. Russ. & R. C. C. 84. 3
Burn, J. 24th ed. 85. A notice of action required by a penal statute is no commeneA-
ment of the suit, so as to subject the plaintiff, or his agent, to an attachment for attempt-
ing to compound an offence previous to the suing out of the writ. 2 Bla. Rep. 781. As to
the mode of obtaining leave to compound, see Tidd's Prac. 8th ed. 604.---CH1TTY.
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version of public justice, _ fur which the party injured may either have a civil

uctiGu by writ of conspiracy, (of which we spoke in the preceding book,)(c) or

(¢)_ee book ld page ]26.

The instance pointed out by the learned commentator is not the only one in which
parties may be indicted for a conspiracy ; and it may be stated as a general rule that all
confederacies wrongfully to prejudice another are misdemeanours at common law, and
indictable accordingly, whether the intention is to injure his property, his person, or his
character. See 1 ]_Iawk. c. 72, s. 2. But no indictment lies for conspiring to commit a
civil trespass on a preserve to take game, though effected in the night and with destruc-
tive weapons. 13 East. 228.

The offence of conspiracy is not confined to the prejudicing a particular individual : it
may be to injure public trade, to affect pubhe health, to violate public policy, to insult
public justice, or to do any act in itself illegal.

There are many cases m which the act itself would not be cognizable by law if done by
a single person, which becomes the subject of indictment when efl_cted by several with
a joint design. 6 T. R. 636. Thus, each person attending a theatre h_ a right to express
his disapprobation of the piece acted, or a performer on the stage, but if several pre-
viously agree to condemn a play or hiss an actor, they will be guilty of conspiring. 2
Camp. 358. In the case of workmen refusing to proceed unless they receive an advance
of wages, it is clear that any one of them might singly act on this determination ; but it
i$ criminal when it follows from a plan preconcerted by many. 6 T. 1_. 636. See the
statute as to combinations among workmen, _ra There are other c_es in which
though the act may be morally cmminal, it iu not illegal, except on the ground of con-
spiracy: thus the verbal slander of a private individual is not indictable, but it is sn
where several unite in a scheme to blast his character. 1 Lev. 62. 1 Vent. 304. And

in every case that can be adduced of conspiracy the offence depends on the unlawful
_greement and not on the act whmh follows it : the latter is but evidence of the former.
2 Burr. 993. 3 Burr. 1321.

To constitute a conspiracy, as observed in the text, there must be at least two persons
implicated in it ; and a husband and wife cannot be guilty of it. 1 Hawk. c. 72, s. 8. If
all the persons in the indictment be acquitted except one, and the indictment do not
lay the offence as committed jointly with other persons unknown, no judgment can he

assed on such one. Poph. 202. 3 Burr. 1262. 12 :_od. 262. But one conspirator may
e tried singly ; as if the others had escaped, or died, before the trial or the finding of

the bill, he may be convicted alone. 1 Stra. 193. 2 Stra. 1227. It is no offence to con-
spire to prosecute a guilty person. 1 Salk. 174.

It is not necessary to constitute the offence that any act should be done in pursuznce
of the conspiracy, (2 Lord Raym. 1167. 8 Mod. 321. 1 Salk. 174. 1 Bla. Rep. 392,) o*
that any party was actually injured. 1 Leach, 39.

Conspiracies and com6_na_wns among wor]rmen for a long time engrossed the attention oi,
and perplexed, the legislature. Until the passing of the 6 Geo. IV c. 129, the common
law relative to such an offence was considered defective. This act, however, repeals all
the former acts on the subject of such combinations, and leaves the offence as it beforo
stood at common law. However, by the 3d section, if a person, by force, violence, threats,
or obstructmn, compel any person, hired or employed in any trade or business, to depart
from his hiring or employment, or obstruct him from returning to his work before
finished, or prevent, or endeavour to prevent, any person from luring himself, or from
accepting employment; or by force, or threats, &c., molest another in his person or pro-
perty, to reduce him to become a member of any club or association, or to contribute to
any common fund, or to pay any fine or penalty, or on account of his not belonging to
any particular club or associatmn ; or not having contributed, or hawng refused to con-
tlibute, to any common fund, or to pay any fine or penalty: or on account of his not
having complied, or of refusing to comply, with any regulatmns, &c. made to obtain an
advance, or to reduce the rate of wages, or to lessen or alter the hours of working, or to
decrease or alter the quantity of work ; or to regulate the mode of carrying on any manu-
facture, trade, or business, in the management thereof; or by violence, or threats, or ob-
struction, force any person carrying on any business to make any alteration in his mode
of carrying on such business, or to limit his number of workmen ; such offender and his
accessories may be imprisoned, with or without hard labour, for not exceeding three ca-
lendar months. By sect. 4, persons may meet together for the sole purpose of consulting
upon and determining the rate of wages, or hours of work, and may enter into an agree-
ment for framing the rate of wages or hours of work. And, by sect. 5, the masters of
workmen may do the same. By sect. 6, offenders against the act may be called on to
give evidence for the king, or prosecute an informer on any information exhibited under
the act. Sect. 7 gives a summary proceeding before a magistrate for an offence ruder
the act.---CHITTY.
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the conspirators, for there must be at least two to form a conspiracy, may be
indicted at the suit of the king, and were by the antient common law(d) to re-
ceive what is called the villenous judgment, viz., to lose their liberam legem, where.
by they are discredited and disabled as jurors or witnesses; to forfeit their goods
and chattels, and lands for life ; to have those lauds wasted, their houses razed,
their trees rooted up, and their own bodies committed to prison.(e) But it now
• 1_71 is the better opinion, that the villenous judgment is by long *disuse be-

_'J come obsolete, it not having been pronounced for some a_es_ but instead
thereof, the delinquel_ts are usually sentenced to imprisonment, fine, and pillory.
To this head may be referred the offence of sending letters threatening to ac-
cuse any person of a crime punishable with death, transportation, pillory, or
other infamous punishment, with a view to extort from him any money or other
valuable chattels. This is punishable, by statute 30 Gee. II. c. 24, at the dis-
cretion of the court, with fin% imprisonment, pillory, whipping, or transporta-
tion for seven years. _

16. The next offence against public justice is when the suit is past its com-
mencement, and come to trial. And that is, the crime of wilful and corrupt
perjury : which is defined by Sir Edward Coke(f) to be a crime committed
when a lawful oath is administered, m some judicial proceeding, to a person
who swears wilfully, absolutely, and falsely in a matter material to the issue or
point in question. The law takes no notice of any perjury but such as is com-
mitted in some court of justice having power to administer an oath ; or before
some magistrate or proper officer invested with a similar authority, in some
proceedings relative to a civil suit or a criminal prosecution : for it esteems all
other oaths unnecessary, at least, and therefore will not punish the breach of
them. _ For which reason it is much to be questioned, how far any magistrate
is justifiable in taking a voluntary a_davit in any extrajud_cial matter, as is

(_) Bro. Abr tit Gans'p_racy, 28. (') 1 Hawk. P. C. 193. (r) 3 Inst. 164.

_oBy stat. 6 & 7 Vict. c. 96, s. 3, also the publishing, or threatening to publish, a libel,
or proposing to abstain from publishing any thing with intent to extort money or any
appointment or office of profit, is punishable by imprisonment for any term not exceed-
ing three years.--:_TEWART.

_ And no breach of an oath made in a mere private coficern, as in entering into a con.
tract, however mahcious, is an indictable offence, but can only be redressed in an action
for the individual injury; nor can any criminal proceeding be maintained for the viola.
tion of an oath taken, however solemnly, to perform any duties in futm'e, though the
offence will be highly aggravated by the breach of an obligatmn so sacred. 3 Inst. 166.
11 Co. Rep. 98. And even where an oath is required by an act of parliament in an ex-
tmjudicial proceeding, the breach of that obligation does not seem to amount to perjury,
unless the statute contain an express provision to that effect. And it seems an indict-
merit for perjury is not sustainable on an oath taken before the house of commons, as
they have not any power to administer an oath, unless indeed in those partmular cases
in which an express power is granted to them by statute. But it is indictable to swear
falsely in any court of equity, (1 Leach, 50. 1 Sid. 418,) any ecclesiastical court, (Cro
Eliz. 609,) and any other lawful court, whether it be of record or otherwise. Hawk. b
1, c. 69, s. 3. So a false oath subjects the offender to all the penalties of perjury, though
it be taken in a stage of the proceedings when it does not influence the final judgment,
but only affects some intermediate step to be taken ; thus, if a man offering to b'fil
another swears his property to be greater than it is, m order to be received as a sm,ety,
(_o. Car. 146,) or if he swears falsely before a magistrate to induce him to compel
another to find sureties for the peace. Hawk. b. 1, c. 69, s. 3.

The party must be lawfully sworn ; and, as above observed, the person by whom the
oath is administered must have competent authority to receive it. And therefore no
false swearing before individuals acting merely m a private capacity, or before officers
who have no legal jurisdiction to administer theparticular oath in question, will amour, t
to the oiIence of perjury. 3 Inst. 166. Cro. C. C. 7th ed. 626. And though the officer
stands colourably in the situation which confers a power of receiving an oath on such an
occasion, if in fact he is not duly appointed, the proceedings will be of no avail, (ld. ibid.
3 Carny. 432. Wood's Inst. 435 ;) for though it is sufficient prima facie to show the osten.
sible capacity in which he aetec_ when the oath was taken, the presumption may be re-
butted by other evidence, and the defendant, if he succeed. _ill be entitled to an acquit
_al. 3 Camp. 432; see id. 96._C_ITTr.
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now too l_cquent upon every petty occasion; since it is more _han possib,o
that by such idle oaths a man may frequently in fore conscienti_e incur the guilt
and at the same time evade the temporal penalties of perjury. The perjury
mast also be corrupt, (that is, committed male animo,)wilful, positive, and abso.
lute :2_not upon surprise, or the like : it also must be in some point material
to the question in dispute ;_3 for if it only be in some trifling collateral circum
stance, to which no regard is paid, it is no more penal than in the voluntary
extrajudicial oaths betbre mentioned. Subornation of perjury is the offence of

procuring another to *take such a false oath as constitutes perjury in ['138
the principal. _ The punishment of perjury and subornation at comipon
law has been various. It was antiently death; afterwards banishment, or
cutting out the tongue i then forfeiture of goods ; and now it is fine and impri.
somnent and never more to bc capable of bearing testimony.(g) :But the
statute 5 _Eliz. c. 9 (if the offender be prosecuted thereon) inflicts the penalty
of perpetual infamy, and a fine of 40/. on the suborner : and, in default of pay-
ment, imprisonment for six months, and to stand with both ears nailed to the
pillory. Perjury itself is thereby punished with six months' imprisonment, per-
petual infamy, and a fine of 20l., or to have both ears nailed to the pillory,
Bat the prosecution is usually carried on for the offence at common law;

(g)3 ln_t.168.

_ If a man swears that he _eheves that to be.true which he knows to be false, he swears
as absolutely, and is as criminal m point of la_v, as if he had made a positive assertion
that the fact was as he had swore he believed it to be. 3 Wils. 427. 2 Bla. Rep. 881. 1
Leach, 242. Hawk. b. 1, c. 69, s. 7, n.a. The false swearing, however, as to the legal
operation of a deed is not indictable. I Esp. Rep. _--80.--CnzTTV.

_ If the subject-matter is entirely foreign to the purpose, not tending either to extenu-
ate or increase the damages or the guilt, nor likely to induce the jury to give a more easy
credit to the substantial part of the evidence, the party will not be liable to an indict-
ment. Hawk. b, 1, c. 69, s. 8. To swear falsely as to the character of _ witness is suffi-
ciently material. Com. Rep. 43. 1 Ld. Raym. 258. And in general it is sufficient if the
matter be circumstantially material to the issue or affect the ultimate decision. 1 Ld.
Raym. 258. 2 id. 889. 2 Roll. R. 369. Thus, perjury may be committed by falsely
swearing that another _dtness is entitled to credit if such assertion conduce to the proof
of the point in issue. 1 Ld. Raym. 258. And it is certain that there is no necessity that
the false evidence should be sufficient to render the party on whose behalf it is given
successful, but it will suffice if that is its evident tendency, (2 Ld. Raym. 889,) or if in a
civil action it has the effect of increasing or extenuating the damages, comme semble.
Wood's Inst. 435. In a late case, in an indictment for perjury, in an answer in chancery
to a bill filed against the defendant for the specific performance of an agreement relating
to the purchase of land, the defendant had relied on the statute of frauds, (the agree-
ment not being in writing,) and had also denied having ever entered into such an agree-
ment, and upon this denial he was indicted; but it was held that the denial of an
agreement which by the statute of frauds was not binchng on the parties was immaterial
and irrelevant, and not indictable. 1 Ry. & _. 109.

To constitute perjury at common law it is not necessary that the false oath should ob-
tain any credit, or occasion any actual injury to the party against whom the evidence is
given; for the prosecution is not grounded on the inconvenience which an individual
may sustain, but on the abuse and insult to public justice. 2 Leon. 211. 3 Leon. 23u.
7 T. R. 315.

In some cases, where a false oath has been taken, the party may be prosecuted by in
dictment at common law, though the offence may not amount to perjury. __hus, it
appears to have been holden that any person making, or knowingly using, any false
affidavit taken abroad (though a perjury could not be assigned on i_ here) in order to
mislead our courts of justice, is punishable as a misdemeanour : and lord Ellenborough,
C. J., said "that he had not the least doubt that any person making use of a false in-
strument, in order to prevent the due course of justice, was guilty of an offence punish-
able by indictment." 8 East, 364. 2 Russ. 1759.--C_ITTV.

_'TO render the offence of subornation of perjury complete, either at common law or
on the statute, the false oath must be actually taken, and no abortive attempt to solicit
will bring the offender within its penalties. 3 ]_Iod. 122. 1 Leach, 455, notes. But the
criminal sohcitation to commit perjury, though unsuccessful, is a misdemeanour at com-
mon law, puuish_ble not only by fine and imprisonment but by corporal and !nfamouB
punishment. 2 East, Rep. 17. 1 ttawk, c. 19, s. 10. 6 East, 464.----CHITVr
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especially as to the penalties before inflicted, the statute 2 Gee. II. c. 25 supea'.
adds a power for the court to order the offender to be sent to the house of
correction for a term not exceeding seven years, or to be transported fbr the
same period, and makes it felony without benefit of clergy to return or escape
within the time. _ It has sometimes been wished that perjury, at least upon
capital accusations whereby another's life has been or might have been de-
stroyed, was also rendered capital, upon a principle of retaliation : as it is in
all cases oy the laws of France.(h) And certainly the odiousness of the crime
p_eads strongly in behalf of the French law. But it is to be considered, that
they admit witncsses to be heard only on the side of the prosecution, and use
the rack to extort a confession from the accused. In such a constitution

therefore, it is necessary to throw the dread of capital punishment into the
ether scale in order to keep in awe the witnesses for the crown, on whom alone
the prisoner's fate depends; so naturally does one cruel law beget another.
But corporal and pecuniary punishments, exile and perpetual infamy, are more
suited to the genius of the English law: where the fact is openly discussed be-
tween witnesses on both sides, and the'evidence for the crown may be contra-

"139] dicted and disproved by those of the prisoner. Where, *indeed, thedeath of an innocent person has actually been the consequence of such
wilful perjury, it falls within the guilt of deliberate murder, and deserves an
equal punishment; which our antient law in fact inflicted.(/) But the mere
attempt to destroy life by other means not being capital, there is no reason
that an attempt by perjury should$ much less that this crime should in all
judicial cases be punished with death. For to multiply capital punishments
lessens their effect when applied to crimes of the deepest dye; and, detestable
as perjury is, it is not by any means to be compared with some other offences,
for which only death can be inflicted; and [herefore it seems already (except

erhaps in the instance of deliberate murder by perjury) very properly punished
y our present law, which has adopted the _pinion of Cicero,(k) derived from

the law of the twelve tables, "2erjurii 2eena d, vil_a, exitzum ; humana, dedecus."
17. Bribery is the next species of offence against public justice; which is

when a judge, or other person concerned in the administration of justice, takes
any undue reward to influence his behaviour in his office.(/) _ In the :East it is
the custom never to petition any superior for justice, not excepting their kings,
without a present. This is calculated for the genius of despotic countries;
where the true principles of government are never understood, and it is
imagined that there is no obligation from the superior to the inferior, no relative
duty owing from the governor to the governed. The :Roman law, though it
contained many severe injunctions against bribery, as well for selling a man's
vote in the senate or other public assembly, as for the bartering of common

(h) Montesq. Sp. L b. xxlx c. 11. (t) De Leg. 2, 9.
(,) Bntton, c. 5. (_) 1 Hawk. P. C. 168.

_5 The statute now in force is 7 & 8 Gee. iV. e. 27. There is another circumstance

which attends all convictions for perjury, though it forms no part of the judgmen_ at
common law, the incapacity of the offender to bear testimony as a witness. But when

• the mdmtment is framed at common law, a pardon under tbe great seal restores the com-
petency which the conviction destroyed, (1 Vent. 349. 4 Harg. St. Tr. 682. 1 Esp. Rep.
9_;) but where the proceedings are grounded on the 5 Eliz. c. 9, this cannot be done
without a reversal of the judgment, because it is here made a part of the punishment
prescribed. 1 Salk. 289. 5 Esp. Rep. 94.--CHITTr.

By stat. 1 Vict. c. 23, the punishment of the pillory is abolished; and, by stat. 16 & 17
Vlct. c. 99, penal servitude may be substituted for transportation.---STeWArT.

It is equally a crime to give as to receive, and in many cases the attempt itself is an
offence complete on the side of him who offers it. 4 Burr. 2500. 2 East, 5. Russ. & R.
C. C. 107. Thus, an attempt to bribe a privy counsellor to procure a reversionary patent
of an office grantable by the king under the great seal is indictable though it did not
_uceeed. 4 Burr. 2495. 2 Camp. 231. An attempt to bribe at elections to parliament is
criminal for the same reason. 4 Burr. 2500 ; and see ante, 1 book, 179. So a promise of
money to a corporator to vote for a member of a corporation is criminal, (2 Ld. Raym
1377. 4 Burr. ')501 ;) and the offence is not, as the learned commentator supposes, corn
_ined to bribing judicial officers. See 1 East, 183. 4 Burr. 2494.--CHITTr.
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justice, yet by a strange indulgence in one instance it tacitly encouraged this
practice • allowing the magistrate to receive small presents, provided s_,oy did
not in the whole exceed a hundred crowns in the year :(m) not considering the
insinuating nature and i antic _ro_ressg g. l _ of this vice when once admitted.

Plato, therefore, more wisely, in his ideal republic,(n) *orders ['140those who take presents for doing their duty to be punished in the
severest manner : and by the laws of Athens he that offered was also prosecuted
as well as he that received a bribe.(o) In England this offence of taking
Lribes is punished in inferior officers with fine and imprisonment; and in those
_'ho offer a bribe, though not taken, the same.(p) Bu_ in judges, especially the
superior ones, it hath been always looked upon as so heinous _n offence that
the chief justice Thorpe was hanged for it in the reign of Edw. III. By a
statute(q) 11 Hen. IV., all judges and officers of the king, convicted of bribery,
shall forfeit treble the bribe, be punished at the king's will, and be discharged
from the king's serwce forever. And some notable examples have been made
in parliament of persons in the highest stations, and otherwise very eminent
and able, contaminated with this sordid vice.

18. Embracery is an attempt to influence a jury corruptly to one side by
romises, persuasions, entreaties, money, entertainments, and the like (r) Thep .... •

punishment for the person embracing is by fine and imprisonment; and for the
juror so embraced, if it be by taking money, the punishment is (by divers
statutes of the reign of Edward III.) perpetual infamy, imprisonment for a
year, and forfbiture of the tenfold value. _7

19. The false verdict of jurors, whether occasioned by embraeery or not, wa,
antiently considered as criminal, and therefore exemplarily punished by attaint,
in the manner formerly mentioned.(s) _

20. Another offence of the same species is the negligence of public o_eers, in
trusted with the administration of justice, as sheriffs, coroners, constables, and
the like, which makes the offender liable to be fined; and in very notorious
cases will amount to a forfeiture of his office, if it be a beneficial one.(t) Also,

the omitting to apprehend persons offering stolen *iron, lead, and other ['141
metals to sale is a misdemeanour, and punishable by a stated fine, or
;mprisonment, in pursuance of the statute 29 Gee. II. c. 30.

21. There is yet another offence against public justice, which is a crime of
deep malignity; and so much the deeper, as there are many opportunities of
putting it in practice, and the power and wealth of the offenders may often
deter the injured from a legal prosecution. This is the oppression and tyran.
nical partiality of judges, justices, and other magistrates, in the administration
and under the colour of their office However, when prosecuted, either by
impeachment in parliament, or by information in the court of king's bench,
(according to the rank of the offenders,) it is sure to be severely punished with
forfeiture of their offices, (either consequential or immediate,) fines, imprison-
ment, or other discretionary censure, regulated by the nature and aggravations
of the offence committed. _

22. Lastly, extortion is an abuse of public justice, which consists in any officer's
unlawfully taking, by colour of his office, from any man, any money or thing

(_)Ff 4_, 1], 6. (q) Ibid. 146.
(_) De Leg. _ 12. (r) 1 Hawk. r C. 259.
(o) Po_t. Antlq. b L o 23 (.) See book m pp 402, 403.
(P) 3 Inst. 147. (_) 1 Hawk. P, e. 168.

By _,he6 Gee. IV. c. 50, s. 61, the offence of embracery of jurors, and jurors _wilfull_
and corluptly consenting thereto, is punishable by fine and iraprisonment.---CHITVV.

]?he writ of attaint against jurors is now utterly abolished, by the 6 Gee. IV. c. 50
_60; and, by _ 61, they are rendered punishable for misconduct by another mode._
('_,HITTY.

On motions for informations against magistrates the question is, not whether the act
done might on full investigatmn be found to be strictly right, but whether it proceeded
from oppressive, "dishonest, or corrupt motives, (under which fear and favour may gene-
rally be included,) or from mistake, or error: in either of the latter caees the court wilJ
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of value that is not due to him, or more than is due, or before it is dae.(u)
The punishment is fine and imprisonment, and sometimes a forfeiture of th_
office N

CHAPTER XI.

OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE PUBLIC PEACE

*142 ] *WE are next to consider offences against the public peace ; the con-servation of which is intrusted to the king and his officers, in the manner
and for the reasons which were formerly mentioned at large.(a) These offences
are either such as are an actual breach of the peace; or constructively so, by
tending to make others break it. Both of these species are also either felo-
nious, or not felonious. The felonious breaches of the peace are strained up
to that degree of malignity by virtue of several modern statutes; and particu-
larly,-

1. The riotous assembling of twelve 1 persons or more, and not dispersing upon
proclamation. This was first made high treason by statute 3 & 4 :Edw. ¥I. c.
5, when the king was a minor, and a change in religion to be effected ; but
that statute was repealed by statute 1 Mar. c. 1, among the other treasons
created since the 25 Edw. III.; though the prohibition was in substance re-
enacted, with an inferior degree of punishment, by statute 1 Mar. st. 2, c. 12,
which made the same offence a single i_lony. These statutes specified and par-
ticularized the name of the riots they were meant to suppress; as, for example,
such as were set on foot with intention to offer violence to the privy council, or
to change the laws of the kingdom, or for certain other specific purposes: in
which cases, if the persons were commanded by proclamation to disperse, and
they did not, it was by the statute of Mary made felony, but within the benefit
of the clergy; and also the act indemnified the peace-officers and their assist-
ants if they killed any of the mob in endeavouring to sup.press such riot. This
was thought a necessary security in that sanguinary reign, when popel T was

(u)1Hawk.P. C.170. (a)Bookhpp 118,268,350.

not grant a rule. Rex vs. Barren, 3 B. & A. 432. That case seems to lay down the gene-
ral rule upon this subject clearly and definitively.--CH_TTr.

80By the statute of 3 Edw. I. c. 16, in affirmanee of the ancient law, it is enacted that
no sheriff, nor other king's officer, shall take any reward to do his office, but shall be
paid of that which they take of the king ; and that he who so doeth shall yield twice as
much, and shall be punished at the king's pleasure. This act, which thus particularly
names the sheriff, extends to every ministerial officer concerned in the administration or
execution of justice, the common good of the subject, or the service of the king. 2 Inst.
209. Where a statute annexes a fee to an office, it will be extortion to take more than it
specifies. 2 Inst. 210. And it seems that if a clerk in the crown-office demands 13s. 4d.
5'om every defendant who pleads to a joint information, or above 2s. where several are
indicted together for the venire and entry of the plea for all of them, he will be liable
to be indicted. 3 ]_od. 247. 3 Inst. 150. But stated and known fees allowed by courts
of justice to their own officers are legal and may be properly demanded. Co. Litt 368, b.
And, therefore, before the abolition of gaol-fees, by 14 Gee. III. c. 20, on a pmsoner's
discharge, the bar-fee of 20d. was always allowed to the sheriff. 2 Inst. 210. Nor is it
criminal for an officer to take a reward voluntarily offered him for the more diligent or
expeditious performance of his duty. 2 Inst. 210, 211. Buta promise to pay him money
for an act of duty which the law does not suffer him to receive is absolutely void, however
freely it may have been given. 2 Burr. 924. 1 Bla. Rep. 204. There are no accessories in
extortion. 1 Stra. 75.---CHITTY.

1 It does not seem necessary that twelve persons should have been guilty to constitute a
riotous assembly within the acts. See Doug. 1st ed. 673 ; 2d ed. 699. 5 T. R. 14. 2
_und. 377, b. n. 12 --CHITT_
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intended to be re-established *which was likely to produce great discon- [*14h
tents; but at first it was made only for a year, and was afterwaras
continued for that queen's life. And, by statute 1 Eliz. c. 16, when a reform_
tion in religion was to be once more attempted, it was revived and continued
during her life also, and then expired. From the accession of James Rle First
to th_death of queen Anne, it was never once thought expedient to revive it;
but in the first year of George the First it was judged necessary, in order to
suuoort the execution of the act of settlement, to renew it, and at one stroke
to*make it perpetual, with large additions. For, whereas the former acts ex-
pressly defined and specified what should be accounted a riot, the statute 1
Gee. I. c. 5 enacts, generally, that if any twelve persons are unlawfully
assembled to the disturbance of the peace, and any one justice of the peace,
_heriff, under-sheriff, or mayor of a town shall think proper to command them
by proclamation to disperse, if they contemn his orders and continue together
for one hour afterwards, such contempt shall be felony without benefit of
clergy. * And further, if the reading of the proclamation be by force opposed,
or the reader be in any manner wilfully hindered from the reading of it, such

opposers and hinderers are felons without benefit of clergy ; and all persons to
whom such proclamation ought to have been made, and knowing of such hinder-
ance, and not dispersing, are felons without benefit of clergy. There is the
like indemnifying clause in case any of the mob be unfortunately killed in thu
endeavour to disperse them ; being copied from the act of queen _[arv. And,
by a subsequent clause of the new act, if any persons so riotously a_sembled
_ n before reclamation, to pull down any church, chapel, meeting-house,be in, eve P ' _ • r ,s

Ae_g_m_ _ .... _ or out-houses, they shall be ielons without benefit of cle g}.

"2_._BySs'tatute 1 :Hen. VII. c. 7(unlawful hunting in any legal forest, parK, el
warren, not being the king's property, by night, or with painted faces, was de-
clared to be single felony. But now, by the statute 9 Gee. I. c. 22, to appear
armed in any enclosed forest or place where deer are usually kept, or in any

rren for hares or cone s, or in any high*road, open heath, common, r*144
wa _- _...... _h y with _tces blacked or otherwise disguised, or

_e_°Ws_ _sUu_sec{ ") to_l_unt, wound, kill, or stealany deer, to rob a warren, or( g g
to steal fish, or to procure by gift or promise of reward any person to join them
in such unlawful act, is felony without benefit of clergy.* I mention these ot"-

2But, by star. 1 Vict. e. 91, ss. 1, 2, it is punishable with transportation for life, or for
not less than fifteen years, or imprisonment for three; and now, by star. 16 & 17 Vict. c.
99, penal servitude may be substltuted.---STEwAaT.

s These provisions were by subsequent statutes extended to every description of mills
and the works attached to them, to buildings or machinery for carrying on any kind of
trade or manufacture, or for warehousing goods or merchandise, and to houses, shops,
and buildings, with the fixtures, furniture, goods, and commodities whatsoever contoSned
therein.

And now, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 30, s. 8, it is provided that if any persons, riotously and
tumultuously assembled together, to the disturbance of the public peace, shall unlawfully
and with force demolish, pull down, or destroy, or begin to demolish, pull down, or
destroy, any church or chapel, or any chapel f'or the religious worship of persons db:
senting from the united church of England and Ireland, amy reglsterea or recor(le_, or
any house, stable, coach-house, out-house, warehouse, office, shop, mill, malt-house, hop-
east. barn, or granary, or any bmlding or erection used in carrying on any trade or manu-
facture, or any machinery, fixed or movable, prepared for or employed in any manu-
facture, or any steam-engine or other engine ibr sinking, draining, or working any
mine, or any staith, building, or erection used in conducting the business of any mine,
or any bridge, wagon-way, or trunk for conveying minerals from any mine, every such
effen([er shall be guilty of felony, and, on conviction, shall suffer death as a felon._
_IIITTY.

But, by star. 4 & 5 Viet. c. 56, s. 2, the punishment was changed to transportation
for seven years or imprisonment for three, and is now changed to penal servitude._
_TEWART,

' The 9 Gee I. c. 22 and 27 Gee. II. c. 15, depriving parties committing these offence_
of beuefit of clergy, were repealed, by 4 Gee. IV. c. 54, s. 3, which subjected the party
to transportation c,r imlorisonment at the discretion of the court. The latter act, how-425
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fences in this place not on account of the damage thereby done to private pro.
petty, but of the manner in which that damage is committed, namely, with the
face blacked or with other disguise, and being armed with offensive weapons_
to the breach of the public peace and the terror of his majesty's subjects.

3. Also, by the same statute_ 9 Gee. I. c. 22, amended by statute 27 Gee. II.
c. 15, knowingly to send any letter without a name, or with a fictitious name,
dema_do_g money, venison, or any other valuable thing, or threatenfng (without
any demand) to kill any of the king's subjects, or to fire their houses, out-houses,
barns, or ricks, is made felony without benefit of clerg,_. 5 This offence was for-
mer]y high treason, by the statute 8 Hen. V. e. 6.

4. To pull down or destroy any lock, duice, or floodgate erected by authority
of pmliament on a navigable river is, by statute 1 Gee. II. st. 2, c. 19, made
felony, punishable with transportation for seven years. :By the statute 8 Gee.
II. c. 20, the offence of destroying such works, or rescuing any person in custody
for the same, is made felony without benefit of clergy; and it may be inquired
of and tried in any adjacent county, as if the fact had been therein committed.
:By the statute 4 Gee. III. c. 12, maliciously to damage or destroy any bank_,
sluices, or other works on such navigable river, to open the floodgates or other-
wise obstruct the navigation, is again made felony, punishable with transporta-
tion for seven years. And_ by the statute 7 Gee- III. c. 40, (which repeals all
former acts relating to turnpikes,) maliciously to pm_ down or otherwise destroy

"145] any tur_pzke-gate or fence, toll-house or *weighing-engine thereunto be-
longing, erected by authority of parliament, or to rescue any person in

custody for the same, is made felony without benefit of clergy, and the indict-
ruent may be inquired of and tried in any adjacent county. _ The remaining

ever, is repealed, (except as to sending letters threatening to kill or murder, or to burn
or destroy property: and as to accessories to such offences, and as to rescues,) by 7 & 8
Gee. IV. e. 27. All the statutes relating to these offences are repealed and consolidated,
by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27 and c. 29 ; and, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 26, steahng or attempt-
ing to kill or wound any deer kept in any enclosed ground is declared felony, and the
guilty party is liable to be pumshed as in the case of simple larceny; and committing
the same offence in unenclosed grounds is punishable summarily by fine not exceeding
50/., and repeating such offence is deemed felony and punishable as a simple larceny.
--CHITTY.

s The statute now in force upon this subject is the 7 & 8 Gee. IV. e. 29, by sect. 8 of
which, persons sending letters containing menacing demands, or threatening to accuse

party of any crime punishable with de_th, transportation, or pillory, or of any other
infamous crime, to extort money, shall be guilty of felony, and, on conviction thereof,
be liable, at the discretion of the court, to transpo_ tat;on ibr life or not less than seven
years, or imprisonment for any term not exceeding four years, and, if males, to one, two,
or three public whippings, in addition to such imprisonment. Section 9 defines what
shall be deemed an infamous crime.

Sending a letter threatening to accuse the prosecutor of having made overtures to
the prisoner to commit sodomy with him does not thleaten to charge such an infamous
erime as to be within the act. Rex vs. Hickman, R. & 1_[.C. C. 34. :But see Rex vs.
Wagstatl_, R. & R. C. C. 398. Rex vs. Paddle, id. 4_4.--Cr_ITTV.

6By 7 and 8 Gee. IV. c. 30, amending and consolidating all former statutes on these
subjects, breaking or cutting down any sea bank or wall, or the bank or wall of any river,
canal, or marsh, or destroying any lock, sluice, floodgate, or other work on any navi-
gable river or canal, is made felony, punishable with transportation for life or not les_
than seven years, or with imprisonment for any term not exceeding four years, and, to
male offenders, with one, two, or three public whippings. And cutting off or removing
the piles for securing any sea bank or wall, or the bank or wall of any river, canal, or
marsh, or doing any injury to obstruct the navigatmn thereof, is made felony, subject to
transportation for seven years, or to imprisonment ibr any term not exceeding two years,
and, to males, one, two, or three public whippings. S. 12.

t_nd, by bect. 14, throwing down or otherwise destroying any turnpike-gate, or other
erection, or fence connected with or belonging to She same, is made punishable as a
misdemeanour.--CHIwWV.

By stat. 8 &9 Vict. c. 44, the malicious destruction of any thing kept for the purposes
of art, science, or literature in any public repository, or of ornaments in places of religious
w_cship, or of statues or monuments e×po_ed to public wew, is a misdemeanour, and
punishable w,th fine and imprisonment.--Sr_w_tRT.
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offences against the public peace are merely misdemeanoucs, and no felonles_
as,_

5. Affrays (from affraier, to terrify) are the fighting of two or more persons
in some public place, to the terror of his majesty's subjects ; for if the fighting
be in private it is no affray, but an assault.(b) Affrays may be suppressed by
any private person present, who is justifiable in endeavouring to part the corn.
batants, whatever consequence may ensue.(c) :But more especially the constable,
or other similar officer, however denominated, is bound to keep the peace, and
to that purpose may break open doors to suppress an affray or apprehend the
affrayers, and may either carry them before a justice or imprison them by his

o _n :tuthority for a convenient space, till the heat is over, and may then per-haps also make them find sureties for the peaec.(d) The punishment 5f com-
mon affrays is by fine and imprisonment, the measure of which must be regulated
by the circumstances of the case; for, where there is any material aggravation,
the punishment proportionably increases. As where two persons coolly and
deliberately engage in a duel : thi_, being attended with an apparent intention

and danger of murder, and being a high contempt of the justice of the nation,
is a strong aggravation of the affray, though no mischief has actually cu_ued.(e)

*Another aggravation is when, thereby, the officers of justice are dis- ['146turbed in the due execution of their office, or where a respect to the
particular place ought to restrain and regulate men's behaviour more than in
common ones; as in the king's court, and the like. And upon the same account,
also, all affrays in a church or churchyard are esteemed very heinous offences,
as being indignities to Him to whose service those places are consecrated.
Therefbre mere quarrelsome words, which are neither an affray nor an offence
in any other place, are penal here. For it is enacted, by statute 5 & 6 Edw. ¥I.
e. 4, th,_t if any person shall, by words only, quarrel, chide, or brawl in a church
,_r churchyard, the ordinary shall suspend him, if a layman, ab ingressu ecclesice,
and if a clerk in orders, from the ministration of his office during pleasure.
And if any person in such church or churchyard proceeds to smite or lay vio-
lent hands upon another, he shall be excommunicated ipso facto; or if he strikes
him with a weapon, or draws any weapon with intent to strike, he shall, besides
excommunication, (being convicted by a jury,) have one of his ears cut off, or,
having no ears, be branded with the letter F in his cheek.' Two persons may
be guilty of an affray: but,_

6. Riots, routs, and unlawful assembhes must have three persons at least to con.
stitute them. An unlawful assembly is when three or more do assemble them.
selves together to do an unlawful act, as to pull down enclosures, to destroy a
warren or the game therein, and part without doing it or making any motion
towards it.(f) 8 A rout is where three or more meet to do an unlawful act upon

(b)1hawk.P,C.134. (_')]bld.138
]bldIBb, (J)3Inst.176.

_',_Ibid.137

By 9 Geo. IV. c. 31, s. 1, "so much of 5 & 5 Edw. _JI. c. 4, entitled an Act against
quarrelling and fighting in churches and chmchyards, as relates to the punishment of
persons convicted of striking with any weapon, or drawing any weapon with intent to
strike, as therein mentioned," is repealed.

It seems that brawling was not made an offence by 5 & 6 Edw. ¥I. c. 4, but was pre-
viously cognizable by the spiritual courts. .Ex parte Williams, 6 D. & R. 373. 4 B. & C.
,313.
With respectto the maliciousor contemptuousdisturbanceof a congregation,or

molestation of a minister, during the celebration of divine service, see the statutes 1 ]K.
c, 3 and 1 W. and :NLc. 18, ante, 54.--:-'CnITT_.

An assembly of a man's friends for the defence of his person against those who
threatened to beat him if he go to such a market, &c. is unlawful ; for he who is in fear
of such insults must provide for his safety by demanding the surety of the peace against
the persons by whom he is threatened, and not make use of such violent methods, which
cannot but be attended with the danger of raising tumults and disorders, to the disturb.
ance of the public peace. B_t an a_sembly of a man's friends at his own house for the
defence of the possession of it again_ such as threaten to make an unlawful entry, or
for the defence of hls person a_alnst such as threaten to beat him in his house, is p_r-
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a common quarrel, as forcibly breaking down fences upon a right claimed of
common or of way, and make some advances towards it.(g) lk riot is where
three or more actually do an unlawful act of violence, either with or without a
common cause or quam'el ;(h) as, if they beat a man, or hunt and kill game in
another's park, chase, warren, or liberty, or do any other unlawful act with
force and violence, or even do a lawful act, as removing a nuisance, in a violent
.147_ and tumultuous manner2 *The punishment of unlawful assemblies, if

" "_ to the number of twelve, we have just now seen, may be capital, accord.
:ng to the circumstances that attend it; but from the number of three to eleven
isby fine and imprisonment only. 1° The same is the case in riots and routs by
the common law; to which the pillory, in very enormous cases, has been some-
times superadded.0) n And, by the statute 13 Hen. IV. c. 7, any two justices,
together with the sheriff or under-sheriff of the county, may come with the
posse comitatus, if need be, and suppress any such riot, assembly, or rout, arrest
the rioters, and record upon the spot the nature and circumstances of the whole
transaction, which record alone shall be a sufficient conviction of the offenders.
In the interpretation of which statute it hath been holden that all persons,
noblemen and others, except women, clergymen, persons decrepit, and infants
under fifteen, are bound to attend the justices in suppressing a riot, upon pain
of fine and imprisonment i and that any battery, wounding, or killing the rioters
that may happen in suppressing the riot is justifiable.(j) So that our antient law,
previous to the modern riot act, seems pretty well to have guarded against any
violent breach of the public peace, especially as any riotous assembly on a public
or general account, as, to redress grievances or pull down all enclosures, and
also resisting the king's forces if sent to keep the peace, may amount to overt
acts of high treason by levying war against the king.

7. Nearly related to this head of riots is the offence of tumultuous petitioning,
which was carried to an enormous height in the times preceding the grand re-
bellion. Wherefore, by statute 13 Car. II. st. 1, c. 5, it is enacted that not more
than twenty names shall be signed to any petition to the king or either house
of parliament for any alteration of matters established by law in church or state,
unless the contents thereof be previously approved in the country by three
justices, or the majority of the grand jury at the assizes or quarter sessions,

"148 J and in London by the lord mayor, aldermen, *and common councili(k)and that no petition shall be delivered by a company of more than ten
(_) Bro. Abr. tit. Z_tot,4, 5. (k) This may be one reason (among others) why the cot.
(a) 3 Inst. 176 poratton of London has since the Restoratmn usually taken
(,) 1 IIawk P. C 159. the le._l m petittons to parlmmont for the alteratmn of any
(J) 1 nat. P. C. 495. Ibid. 161 estabhshed law.

mitted by law ; for a man's house is looked upon as his castle. He is not, however, to
arm himself and assemble his friends in defence of his close. 1 Russ. 362.--CHITTr.

9To constitute a rmt, the parties must act without any authority to give colour to their
roceedings ; for a sheriff, constable, or even a private individual, are not only permitted,
ut enjoined, to raise a number of people to suppress rioters, &c. 2 Hawk. c. 65, s 2.

The intention also with which the parties assemble, or at ]e,_st act, must be unlawful ; for
if a sudden distuIbance arise among persons met together tbr an innocent purpose, they
will be guilty of a mere aflYay, though if they form parties, and engage in any viole,nt
proceedings, with promises of mutual assistance, or if they are impelled with a sudden
disposition to demolish a house or other building, there can be no doubt they are rioters,
and will not be excused by the propriety of their original demgn. 2 Hawk. c. 65, s. 3.
But though there must be an evil intention, whether premeditated or otherwise, the
object of the rmt itself may be perfectly lawful, as to obtain entry into lands to which
)he of the parties has a rightful claim; for the law will not, as we have before seen,
(ante, 3 book, 5,)suffer private individuals to disturb the peace, by obtaining that re-
dress by force which the law would regularly award them. 2 ttawk, c. 65, s. 7. 8 T. R
_57, 364.

Women are punishable as rioters, but infants under the age of discretion are not. 1
Hawk. c. 65, s. 44. In a riot all are principals ; and therefore if any person encourages,
or promotes, or takes part m a riot, whether by words, signs, or gestures, or by wearin 8
the badge or ensign of the rioters, he is himself to be considered a rioter. 2 Camp. 370
-.-_mTTY.

to By the 3 Gee. IV. c. 144, hard labour may be imposed.---C_ITv,r.
,l But now the pillory is abolished, by 56 Gee. III. c. 188.---CmTvr.
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persons, on pain in either c,se of incurring a penalty not execedino t001. and
three months' imprisonment. 12

8. An eighth offence against the public peace is that of a forcible entry o1"de-
tainer, which is committed by violently taking or keeping possession of lands
and tenements with menaces, force, and arms, and without the authority of law.
This was formerly allowable to every person disseised, o1' turned out of posses-
sion, unless his entry was taken away or barred by his own neglect, or other
circumstances, which were explained more at large in a former book.(/) But,
this being ibund very prejudicial to the public peace, it was thought necessary
by several statutes to restrain all persons from the use of such violent methods,
even of doing themselves justice, and much more if they have no justice in their
claim.(m) So that the entry now allowed by law is a peaceable one; that for.
bidden is such as is carried on and maintained with force, with violence and
unusual weapons. By the statute 5 Ric. II. st. 1, c. 8, all fbrcible entries are
punished with imprisonment and ransom at the king's will. And, by the several
statutes of 15 Rie. II. c. 2, 8 Hen. VI. e. 9, 31 Eliz. c. i1, and 21 Jac. I. c. 15,
upon any forcible entry, or forcible detainer after peaceable entry, into any
lands or benefices of the church, one or more justices of the peace, taking suiil.
cient power of the county, may go to the place, and there record the force upon
his own view, as in case of riots, and upon such conviction may commit the
offender to gaol till he makes fine and ransom to tim king. And moreover the
justice or justices have power to summon a jury to try the forcible entry or de. "
tamer complained of i and, if the same be found by that jury, then, besides the
fine on the offender, the justices shall make restitution by the sheriff of tile pos-
session, without inquiring into the merits of the title, ibr the force is the only
thing to be tried, punished, and remedied by them : _+nd the same may be done
by indictment at the general sessions. But this provision does not extend to

such as endeavour to maintain possession by force where they *them- ['149
selves, or their ancestors, have been in the peaceable enjoyment of the
lands and tenements for three years immediately preeeding.(n)

9. The offence of riding or going armed with dangerous or unusual weapons i_
a crime against the public peace, by terrifying the good people of the land, and
is particularly prohibited by the statute of Northampton, 2 Edw. III. e. 3, upon

ain of forfeiture of the arms and imprisonment during the king's pleasure : in
e manner as, by the laws of Solon, every Athenian was finable who walkea

about the city in armour.(o)
10. Spreading false news, to make discord between the king and nobility, or

concerning any great man of the realm, is punishable by common law(p) with
fine and imprisonment, which is confirmed by statutes Westm. 1, 3 Edw. I.
a4, 2 Rie. II. st. 1, c. 5, and 12 Ric. II. c. 11.

11. False and pretended prophecies, with intent to disturb the peace, are equally
unlawful, and more penal, as they raise enthusiastic jealousies in the people
and terrify them with imaginary fears. They are therefore punished by our
law upon the same principle that spreading of public news of any kind, without
communicating it first to the magistrate, was prohibtted by the antient Gauls.(q)

hr • " 1Such false and pretended prop ecies were pumshed capitally by statute Edw.
_"[. e. 12, which was repealed in the reign of queen Mary. And now, by the
,_atute 5 Eliz. c. 15, the penalty for the first offence is a fine of ten pounds and

(I) See book iti. p. 17_, &e. (q) '+ Habe_ Ipgrlbus sanctum, _ qtds quicl de relaubl_ca a
(_)1 Hawk P. C. 141. .linzt+m_ ru_mre au_ .fares acvepertt, ut_ ud magi+tratum
(a) Holdxng over by force, where the ten _nt's title wa_ d_feral neve cam alw e,rmraunicet, y_md s_pe homlnc_ terse

It_ter a lease now expired, i_ Bald to be a furclble detainer. _amo+ atque _mpemtos fals_s rumor_bus terreri_ e¢ ad fact_ uJ
Ch'o. Jac 199. _mpelh, et de sarnmts rebus const_*um capere co_ura e._ "

(P) Pott Antiq b. I. c. 26. C_u. de Bell. Gall. hb. 6, cap. 19
(1') "z last, 226, 3 Inst. 198. ,

x2In the trial of lord George Gordon, it was contended that the article of _,+,_Bill of
Rights which declares that it is the right of the subject to petition the king, and that all
commitments and prosecutions for such petitioning are illegal, had virtually repealed
trois statute. This, however, was denied by lord Mansfield in the name of the court
Doug. 592.---CoL_m Da_.
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one year's imprisonment; for the second, forfeiture of all goods and chattels alld
imprisonment during life.

"150 ] "12. Besides actual breaches of the peace, an_ thing that tends to pro-yoke or excite others to break it is an offence of the same denomination.
Therefore challenges tofight, either by word or letter, or to be the bearer of such
challenge, are punishable by fine and imprisonment, according to the chcum.
stances of the offence.(r) 13 If this challenge arises on account of any money
won at gaining, or if any assault or affray happen upon such account, the o_:
fender, by statute 9 Anne, c. 14, shall forfeit all his goods to the crown and
suffer two years' imprisonment.

13. Of a nature very similar to challenges are libels, libellifamosi, which, taken
in their largest and most extensive sense, signify any writings, pictures, or the
like, of an immoral or illegal tendency; but, in the sense under which we are
now to consider them, are malicious delamations of any person, and especially
a magistrate, made public by either printing, writing, signs, or pictures, in order
to provoke him to wrath or expose him to public hatred, contempt, and ridi-
cule.(s) The direct tendency of' these libels is the breach of the public peace
by stirring up the objects of them to revenge, and perhaps to bloodshed. The
communication of a libel to any one person is a publication in the eye of the
law;(t) and therefore the sending an abusive letter to a man is as much a libel
as if it were openly printed, for it equally tends to a breach of the peace.(u)
For the same reason, it is immaterial, with respect to the essence of a libel,
whether the matter of it be true or false,(v) since the provocation, and not the
falsity, is the thing to be punished criminally; though, doubtless, the falsehood
of it may aggravate its guilt and enhance its punishment?' In a civil action,
we may remember, a libel must appear to be false as well as scandalous;(w) for, if

"151] the charge be true, the plaintiff has received no private injury, and has
no ground to demand a compensation for himself, whatever *offence it

may be against the public peace; and therefore, upon a civil action, the truth
of the accusation may be pleaded in bar of the suit. But, in a criminal prosecu-
tion, the tendency which all libels have to create animosities and to disturb the
public peace is the whole that the law considers. And, therefore, in such prose-
cutious the only points to be inquired into are, first, the making or publishing
of the book or writing, and secondly, whether the matter be criminal; and if
both these points arc against the defendant, the offence against the public is
_ompl,_te. _5 The punishment of such libellers, for either making, repeating,

(_) 1 Hawk. P. C. 185, 138. (") 2 Brown, 115. 12 I_ep 3% Hob. 215. Poph 139 1
(*) Ibid. 193 Hawk. P C. 195
(t) Moor. 813. (_) Moor, 627 5 Rep 125. 11 Mod 99.

(w) See book m. page 125

is The offences of fighting duels and sending or provoking challenges are fully con-
sidered by _r. J. Grose, in passing sentence on Rice, convicted on a criminal information
for a misdemeanour of the latter kind. 3 East, 581, where the opinions of the earlier
writers are collected. It is an offence though the provocation to fight do not succeed,
(6 East, 464. 2 Smith, 550;) and it is a misdemeanour merely to endeavour to provoke
another to send a challenge. 6 East, 464. But mere words which, though they may
produce a challenge, do not directly tend to that issue, as calling a man a liar or knave,
are not necessarily criminal, (2 Lord Raym. 1031. 6 East, 471,) though it is probable
they would be so if it could be shown that they were meant to provoke a challenge. :_
challenge is one of those offences for which a criminal information will be granted by
the court of King's Bench, though this will not be done where the party applying has
himself first incited the proposal. 1 Burr o°16.----CI_IITTY.

14The words of lord )Iansfield, "the greater truth, the greater libel," which his ene-
mies wished with much eagerness to convert to the prejudme of that noble peer's repu-
tation as a judge, were founded in principle and supported by very ancient authority.

Lord Coke has said, "that the greater appearance there is o'f truth in any malicious
invective, so much the more provoking it is." 5 Co. 125.

Where truth is a greater provocation than falsehood, and therefore has a greater ten-
dency to produce a breach of the public peace, then it is certainly true that the greater
truth, the greater libel. Asperis facetiis _nhlsus, qu_ ubi muItum ex veto traxere, acrem sui me-
.,,erratarelinquunt. Tac. Ann. 15, c. 68.--C_RISTIA_'.

laBut a modification of this rule has been recently admitted by the legislature ; and i t
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printing, or publishing the libel, is fine and such corporal punishment as the
_ourt in its discretion shall inflict, regarding the quantity of the offence and the
quality of the offender.(x) is By the law of' the twelve tables at Rome, libels

(_) 1 Hawk. _ C. 190.

has been enacted, by star. 6 & 7 Vict. c. 96, s. 6, that on the trial of any indictment or
information for a libel, the defendant having pleaded such plea as hereinafter is men-
tioned, the truth of the matter charged may be inquired rote, but shall not amount to a
defence unless it was for the public benefit that the matter charged should be publishe 1 ;
and to entitle the defendant to give evidence of the truth of the matters charged, as a
defence to such indictment or information, it shall be necessary ibr the defendant in
pleading to the indictment or information to allege the truth of the said matters ; and
also that it was for the public benefit that the matters charged should be published ; to
which plea the prosecutor may reply generally; and if after such plea the defendant
shall be convicted, the court may, m pronouncing sentence, consider whether the guilt
of the defendant is aggravated or mitigated by the plea. ]3ut it is provided that in
addition to such plea the defendant may plead a plea of not guilty. And, by sect. 7,
whenever upon the trial of any _uch indictment or informatmn, under the plea of not
guilt_, evidence shall have been given which shall est,bh_h a pre,_umptlve case of publi-
cation by the act of any other person by his authority, the defendant may prove that
such publication was made without his authority or consent.--STewArt.

In most of the United States provision is made either in their constitutions or statutes
on this subject similar to the provisions of 6 & 7 Vlct. In those States where there i_ no
statutory or constitutional hmitatmn the common-law doctrine remains in force. Com.
vs. Clapp, 4 IV[ass. 103. Com. vs. Snelling, 15 Pick. 337. State vs. Alien, 1 McCord, 505.
State vs. Burnham, 9 !_ ]E_amp. 34. In one celebrated case the Supreme Court of New
York were equally diwded. People vs. Croswell, 3 Johns. Cases, 3_7. But as it may be
shown that the pubticatmn was for a justifiable purpose, and not malicious nor with the
intent to defame, so there may be cases where the defendant, having proved the purpose
justifiable, may give in evidence the truth of the words, where such ewdence will tend
to negative the malice and intent to defame. Wharton's Amer. Cram. Law, 850. Com.
vs. Buckingham, 2 Wheeler's C. C. 438.--S_AaSWOOD.

16Though it has been held--at least for these two centuries--that the truth of a libel
is no justffication in a criminal prosecution, yet in many instances it is considered an
extenuation of the offence; and the court of King's Bench has la_d down this general
rule,--viz., that it will not grant an information for a libel unless the prosecutor wha
applies for it makes an affidavit asserting directly and pointedly that he is innocent of
the charge imputed to him. But this rule may be dispensed with if the person libelled
resides abroad, or if the imputations of the libel are general and indefinite, or if it is a
charge against the prosecutor for language which he has held in parliament. Doug
271, 372.

It had frequently been determined by the court of King's Bench that the only ques-
tions for the conmderation of the jury in criminal prosecutmns for libel were the fact of
publication and the truth of the innuendoes,_that is, the truth of the meaning and sense
of the passages of the libel as stated and averred in the record ; and that the judge or court
alone were competent to determine whether the subject of the pubhcation was or was not
a libel. See the case of The Dean of St. Asaph, 3 T. R. 428. But, the legahty of this doc-
trine having been much controverted, the 32 Gee. III. c. 60 was passed, entitled An act
to remove doubts respecting the functions of juries in cases of hbels. And it declares
and enacts that on every trial of an indictment or information for a libel the jury may
give a general verdict of guilty, or not guilty, upon the whole matter m issue, and shall
not be required or directed by the judge to find the defendant guilty merely on the
proof of the pubhcatmn of the paper charged to be a libel, and of the sense ascribed to
it in the record. But the statute provides that the judge may give his opimon to the
jury respecting the matter in issue, and the jury may at their discretion, as in other
cases, find a special verdict, and the defendant, if convicted, may move the court, a_
before the statute, in arrest of judgment.

A person may be punished for a libel reflecting on the memory and character of the
dead ; but it must be alleged and proved to the satisfaction of the jury that the author
intended by the publication to bring dishonour and contempt on the relations and
descen/t_nts of the deceased. 4 T. R. 126.

It is not a libel to publish a correct copy of the reports or resolutions of the two houses
of parliament, or a true account of the proceedin_ of a court of justice. "For though,"
as ]_[r. Justice Lawrence has well observed, "the publicatml of such proceedings may
be to the disadvantage of the particular individual concerned, _et it is of vast importance
to the public that the proceedings of courts of justice should be universally known. The
general advantage to the country in having these proceedivgs made public more "_ha_
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which affected the reputation of another were made a capital offence; but be-
fore the reign of Augustus the punishment became corporal only.(y) Under
the emperor Valentinian(z)it was again made capital, not only to write, but
to publish, or even to omit destroying them. Our law in this and many other
respects corresponds rather with the middle age of Roman jurisprudence, when
liberty, learning, and humanity were in their full vigour, than with the cruel
edicts that were established in the dark and tyrannical ages of the antient de-
cemvir_ or the later emperors.

In this and the other instances which we have lately considered, where
blasphemous, immoral, treasonable, schismatical, seditious, or scandalous libels

, are punished by the English law, some with a greater, others with a less, degree
of severity_ the hberty of the press, properly understood, is by no means infringed
or violated. The liberty of the press is indeed essential to the nature of a free

"152] state; but this consists in laying no previous restraints upon publica-tions, and *not in freedom from censure for criminal matter when pub-
lished. :Every freeman has an undoubted right to lay what sentiments he

leases before the public; to forbid this is to destroy the freedom of the press*
ut if he pubhshes what is improper, mischievous, or illegal, he must take tbe

consequence of his own temerity. To subject the press to the restrictive power
of a licenser, as was formerly done, both before and since the revolution,(a) is
to subject all freedom of sentiment to the prejudices of one man, and make him
the arbitrary and infallible judge of all controverted points in learning, religion,
and government. But to punish (as the law does at present) any dangerous or

((_ -- Q_n_tlam le_ prince, assumed the same powers as the starchamber exer-aque _ata, 1auto qu_ n,oUet cam,me quenquam clued with respect to the licenmng of books_ and in 1643,
De_cmln --vertere modumformuhne fustl_. 1647, lt_49, and 1652 (_cobell_ I. 44, 134; n. 88, 230)issued

Her. ad Aug. 152 thmr ordinances for that purpose, founded prmcllyally ou
(s) O_d. 9, 36. the starehamber decree of lt_7. In 1662 was passed tho
(a) The art of printing, soon after its mtroductmn, was statute 13 & 14 Car 1I. c. 33, which (with some low altera

looked upon (_ well m England as in other couutl_es) as tmns) was copied from the parhameutary ordinances. Thin
merely a matter of state, and subject to the coercion of the a_t expired m lb79, but was revived by statute 1 Jac. II o.
crown It was therefore regulated with us by the king's 17, and continued till 1692. It was then continued tor two
proclamations, prohlbltmns, charters el pllwleges and of years longer by statute 4 W and M. c 24; but though fro-
hc_nse, and fiu_lly by the decrees of the court of star- que_at attempts were made by the government to revive lt_
¢hamber_ which hm]ted the number of printers and of in the subsequent part of the reign, (Com. ;our. 11 Feb.
presse_ whmh each should employ_ and prohibited new 1694_ 26 Nov 1695, 22 Oct. 1696, 9 Feb 169_,. 31 Jan. 1698.)
public_tmu% unless prewously appxoved by proper heensers, yet the parliament resisted it so strongly that it finally
On the demolitmn of this odm_ jurlsdmtion, m lt)41, the expired; and the press became properly free in 1694_ and
long parh,_meut of Charles I., a:iter their 1upture with that has ever since so continued.

counterbalances the inconveniences to the private persons whose conduct may be the
subject of such proceedings. Rex vs. Wright, 8 T. R. 293.

But this will not apply to the publication of part of a trial before it is finally concluded ;
for that might enable the friends of the parties to pervert the justice of the court by the
fabmcation of evidence and other _rnpu_e practices.

Nor ought it to extend to the publication of trials where indecent evidence must from
necessity be introduced : for it would be in vain to turn women and children out of court
if they a_e afterwards permitted to read what has passed in their absence.

Lord Hardwicke has declared that any pubhcation which shall prejudice the world
with regard to the merits of a cause before it is heard is a contempt of the court in which
the cause is pending ; and he committed upon a summary motion only the parties who
had been guilty of such a pubhcation. 2 Atk. 47o-.

The reason must be much stronger for suppressing partial and premature publications
upon subjects which may be tried by a jury.

The sale of the libel by a servant in a shop is prima fade evidence of publication in a
prosecution against the master, and is sufficmnt for conviction, unless contradicted by
contrary evidence showing that he was not privy nor in any degree assenting to it. Ibid. ;
and 5 Burr. 2686. When a person is brought to receive ju_tgment for a libel, his conduct
subsequent to his conviction may be taken into consideration, e_ther by way of aggra-
vation or mitigation of the punishment. 3 T. R. 432. And when Johnson the bookseller
was brought up for judgment for having published a seditious libel, the attorney-general
produced an affidavit that the defendant after his conviction had published the same
libel in the Analytical Review. _. T. 1798.

.4n information or an indictment need not state that the libel is false or that the
offesce was committed by force and arms. 7 T. R. 4.

Hanging up or burning an effigy with intent to expose some particular person to rldi-
yule and contempt is an oflbnce of the same nature as a libel, and has frequently bee'_
punished with great but proper severity.---CnaiSTLtN.
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offensive writings, w[ich, when published, shall on a fair and impartial trial be
adjudged of a pernicious tendency, is necessary for the preservation of peace
and good order, of government and religion, the only solid foundations of civil
liberty. Thus the will of individuals is still left ffee_ the abuse only of that
free will is the object of legal punishment. Neither is any restraint hereby laid
upon freedom of thought or inquiry: liberty of' private sentiment is still left;
the disseminating or making public of bad sentiments, destructive of the ends
of society, is the crime which society corrects. A ,nan (says a *fine r.l_o
writer on this subject) may be allowed to keep poisons in his closet, but L _"_'
not publicly vend them as cordials. And to this we may add that the only
plausible argument heretofore used for the restraining the just freedom of the

reSs, "that it was necessary, to prevent the daily abuse of it," will entirely
se its force when it is shown (by a seasonable exertion of the laws) that the

press cannot be abused to any bad purpose without incurring a suitable punish.
ment; whereas it never can be used to any good one when under the control
of an inspector. So true it will be found that to censure the licentiousness is
to maintain the liberty of the press.

CHAPTER XII.

OF OFFENCES AGAINST PUBLIC TRADE.

*OFFENCESagainst public trade, like those of the preceding classes, are ['154either felonious or not felonious. Of the first sort are,--
1. Owling ; so called from its being usually carried on in the night, which is

the offence of transporting wool or sheep out of this kingdom, to the detriment
of its staple manufacture. This was forbidden at common law,(a) and more
particularly by statute 11 Edw. III. c. 1, when the importance of our woollen
manufacture was first attended to; and there are now many later statutes re.
lating to this offence, the most useful and principal of which are those enacted
in the reign of' queen Elizabeth and since. The statute 8 Eliz. c. 3 makes the
transportation of live sheep, or embarking them on board any ship, for the
first offence forfeiture of goods and imprisonment for a year, and that at the
end of the year the left hand shall be cut off in some public market, and shall
be there nailed up in the openest place ; and the second offence is felony. Thu
statutes 12 Car. II. c. 32, 7 & 8 W. III. c. 28, make the exportation of wool_
sheep, or fullers' earth liable to pecuniary penalties, and the forfeiture of the
interest of the ship and cargo by the owners, if privy, and confiscation of goods,
and three years' imprisonment to the master and all the mariners. And the
statute 4 Geo. I. e. 11 (emended and further enforced by 12 Geo. II. c. 21, and
19 Geo. II. e. 84) makes it transportation for seven years, if the penalties be
not paid2

2. Smuggling, or the offence of importing goods without.. paying the duties
Imposed thereon by the laws of the customs and *exctse, is an offence ['155
generally connected and carried on hand in hand with the former.
This is restrained by a great variety of statutes, which inflict pecuniary penal

(_) .M_rrc 1,_ 3.

I By 5 Gee. IV. c. 47, _ 2, all acts and parts of acts prohibiting the exportation of woo,
are repealed ; and persons are now at full liberty to export this commodity upon paying
a certain duty.

By 57Gee. III. c. 88, fullers' earth, fulling-clay, and tobacco-pipeclay may be carried
coastwise undercertain restrictions, containedin 32Gee. III. e. 50,upon goods prohibited
to be exported.

By 4 Gee. IV. c 69, _24, all prohibitions against the exportation of tobacco-pipe clay
a-e removed, and the same is thereby declared free.---CHITTY.

v._ (I.--28 433
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ties and seizure of the goods for clandestine smuggling, and affix the guilt
of tel,my, with transportation for seven years, upon more open, daring, and
avowed practices :_ but the last of them, 19 Geo. II. c. 34, is for the purpose
in.star omniu,n; for it makes all forcible acts of smuggling, carried on in defiance
of the laws, or even in disguise to evade them, felony without benefit of clergy :
enacting, that if three or more persons shall assemble, with fire-arms or other
offensive weapons, to assist in the illegal exportation or importation of goods,
or in rescuing the same after seizure, or in rescuing offenders in custody fbr
such offences ; or shall pass with such goods in disguise ; or shall wound, shoot
at, or assault any o_eers of the revenue when in the execution of their duty;
such persons shall be felons without the benefit of clergy. As to that branch
of the statute which required any person charged upon oath as a smuggler,
under pain of death, to surrender himself upon proclamation, it seems to be
expired; as the subsequent statutes,(b) which continue the original act to the
present time, do in terms continue only so much of the said act as relates to
the punishment of the offenders, and not to the extraordinary method of appre-
hending or causing them to surrender : and for offences of this positive species,
where punishment (though necessary) is rendered so by the laws themselves,
which by imposing high duties on commodities increase the temptation to evade
them, we cannot surely be too cautious in inflicting the penalty of death.(c) S

*8. Another offence against public trade is f_audulent bankruptcy,
"156] which was sufficiently spoken of in a former volume :(d) I shall there-
tbre now barely mention the several species of fraud taken notice of by the
statute law, viz., the bankrupt's neglect of surrendering himself to his creditors ;
his non confbrmity to the directions of the several statutes; his concealing or
embezzling his effects to the value of 20/. ; and his withholding any books or
writings with intent to defraud his creditors : all which the policy of our com-
mercial country has made felony without benefit of elergy.(e) 4 And indeed it
is allowed by such as are the most averse to the infliction of capital punishment,
that the offence of fraudulent bankruptcy, being an atrocious species of the cri_ten
falsi, ought to be put upon a level with those of forgery and falsifying the
coin.(f) And, even without actual fraud, if the bankrupt cannot make it ap-
pear that he is disabled f_om paying his debts by some casual loss, he shall, by
the statute 21 Jac. I. c. 19, be set on the pillory for two hours, with one of his ears
nailed to the same and cut off. To this head we may also subjoin that, by sta-
tute 82 Gee. II. c. 28, it is felony, punishable by transportation for seven years,
if a prisoner, charged in execution for any debt under 100/., neglects or refuses
on demand to discover and deliver up his effects for the benefit of his creditors.
And these are the only i_lonious offences against public trade, the residue being
mere misdemeanours : as,--

12(b) Stat. 26 Gee. I. c. 82. 32 Gee. II. c. 18. 4 Gee. III. c (_ See book ft. pages 481, 482,(m)Stat 5 Gee IL c. 30.
(_) See book L page 317. Beecar c. 83. (f) Beccar ch. 34.

2 By the stat. 8 & 9 Vict. c. 87, all former statutes on this subject are consolidated: it
makes all forcibleacts of smugghng, carrmd on in defiance of the laws or even in dis-
guise to evade them, felony.---STewART.

3By the 6 Gee. IV. c. 108, after reciting the customs-repeal act, the 6 Gee. IV. c. 105,
all the lawsrelative to the prevention of smuggling are consolidated; but the provisions
of the act are so numerous that they cannot be comprised within the limit of a note._
CHITTY.

By 6 Gee. IV. c. 16, all laws relating to bankrupts are repealed, and all formerpro-
visions are reduced into this one act. The different frauds taken notice of do not mate-
rislly vary from those mentioned in the text. By _ 99, it is enacted that the bankrupt
or other person swearingfalsely before the commissioners shall be guilty of perjury and
suffer the pains and penalties in force against that offence. By _ 112, any bankrupt
neglecting to surrender and submit himself to be examined, or refusing to make dis-
covery of his estate and effects, or declining to deliver up his goods, books, and writings,
or concealing or embezzlingany part of his effects to thevalueof 10t. with intent to de-
fi.aud b.is creditors, shall be guilty of felony, and be liable to transportation ibr life or
not less than seven years, or to imprisonment for any term not exceeding seven years

the court beforewhom he is convicted may adjudge.----CrtIzTr.434
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4. Usury ; which is an unlawful contract, upon the loan of money, to receive
the same again with exorbitant increase. Of this also we had occasion to dis
course at large in a former volume.(g) We there observed that, by statute 37
HeL. VIII. c. 9, the rate of interest was fixed at 10/. per cent. Ter annum, which
the statute 13 Eliz. c. 8 confirms; and ordains that all brokers shall be guilty
of a prcemunire that transact any contracts for more, and the securities them-
selves shall be *void. The statute 21 Jae. I. e. 17 reduced interest to
eightper cent.; and, it having been lowered in 1650, during the usurpa- ['157
rich, to six per cent., the same reduction was re-enacted after the restoration by
statute 12 Car. II. c. 13 i and, lastly, the statute 12 Anne, st. 2, c. 16 has re-
duced it to five per cent. Wherefore not only all contracts for taking more are
in themselves totally void, but also the lender shall forfeit treble the money bor-
rowed. 5 Also, if any scrivener or broker takes more than five shillings Ter cent.
procuration-money, or more than twelve pence for making a bond, he shall for-
feit 20/. with costs, and shall suffer imprisonment for half a year. And, by sta-
tute 17 Gee III. e. 26, to take more than ten shillings Ter cent. for procuring
any money to be advanced on any life-annuity, is made an indictable misde-
meanour, and punishable with fine and imprisonment : as is alsb the offence of
procuring or soliciting any infant to grant any life-annuity, or to promise, or
otherwise engage, to ratify it when he comes of age. s

5. Cheating is another offence more immediately against public trade; as
that cannot be carried on without a punctilious regard to common honesty and
faith between man and man. Hither thereibre may be referred that prodigious
multitude of statutes which are made to restrain and punish deceits in par-
ticular trades, and which are enumerated by Hawkins and Burn, but are chiefl 3,
of use among the traders themselves. The offence also of breaking the 2ssize of
bread, or the rules laid down by the law, and particularly by the statutes 31
Gee. II. c. 29, 3 Gee. III. c. 11, and 13 Gee. IH c. 62, ibr ascertaining its price
in every given quantity, is reducible to this head of cheating: as is likewise, in
a peculiar manner, the offence of selling by fi_l_e ue_g/_t_ and _neasures; the
standard of which fell under our consideration in a former volume.(h) T The
punishment of bakers breaking the assize was, antiently, to stand in the pillory,
by statute 51 Hen. III. st. 6, and for brewers (by tLe same act) to stand in the
tumbrel or dung-cart:(i) which, as we learn fl'om domesday-book, was the
punishment for knavish brewers in the city of Chester so early as the reign of ]Ed-
ward the Confessor. ".Malam ceroi_tam f ac_e_s, _n cathedra ponebatur 8tercoris."(j)
But now the general punishment for all frauds *of tllls kind, if indicted
(as they may be) at common law, is by fine and imprisonment : though ['158
the easier and more usual way is by levying on a summary conviction, by dis-
tress and sale, the fort_ltures imposed by the several acts of parliament. Lastly,
any deceitful practice, in cozening another by artful means, whether in matters

(o) See book n. p. 455, &c. (t) 3 Inst. 219.
(a) See book _.p 274 (_) Seld. tit. of lion b. ft. c. 5, _ 2.

6One half of the penalty is given by the statute to the prosecutor, the other half to
the king It is remarkable that such was the prejudice in ancient times against lending
money upon interest that the first statute--the 37 Hen. VIII. c. 9_by which _t was legal-
ized, was afterwards repealed by 5 & 6 Edw. VI. c. 20, by which all interes_ was proh_
bited, the money lent and the interest were forfeited, _nd the offender was subject to fine
and imprisonment. We have before observed that the policy of limiting the rate of
interest upon a contract for the loan of money is denied in modern times; but Cute was
of a different opinion. Cam ille, qui qucesierat,ohx_sset,Quid fcenerari? Turn Cute, Quid ]_o-
rainem, mquit, occidere? Cic. Off.---CHaISTI_N.

We have already considered what will constitute usury, ante, 2 book, 403. That usury
is an indictable offenos, see 2 Burr. 799. 4 T. R. 205. 8 East, 41. 1 Chit. _'im. Law,
549.--CmTT_-.

*This act is repealed_ as to annuities granted since the 14th July, 1813, by the 53 Gee.
III. c. 141 ; but similar provisions are re-enaeted.---CmTTY.

The principal act now in force, relative to the different weights and measures, is *-he
5 Gee. IV. e. 76, (continued and amended by 6 Gee. IV. e. 12.) The 35 Gee. lII. c. 102
37 Gee. III. e. 143, and 55 Gee. III. c. 43, relate to the examination of weights and mea_
sures. See 5 Burn, 24th ed. tit. Weights and :I_[easures.--CmTwx-.
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of trade orotherwise,as by _lavin_with falsedice,or the like,isuunlshable
with fine, imprisonment, a_drpi_lor_'.(k) s And, by the statutes 33 _en. VIH..
e. 1, and 30 Gee. II. c. 24, if any man defrauds another of any valuable chattels
by colour of any false token, counterfeit letter, or false pretence, or pawns or
disposes of another's .goods without the consent of the owner, he shall suffer
such punishment, by imprisonment, fine, pillory, transportation, whipping, ot
other corporal pain, as the court shall dlrect. 9

6. The offence offorestaIlzng the market is also an offence against public trade.
This, which (as well as the two following) is also an offence at common law,(/)
was described by statute 5 & 6 :Edward VI. c. 14 to be the buying or contract-
ing for any merchandise or victual coming in the way to market i or dissuading
persons from bringing their goods or provisions there ; or persuading them to
enhance the price when there : any of which practices make the market dearer
to the fair trader.

7. Regrating was described by the same statute to be the buying of corn or
other dead victual, in any market, and selling it again in the same market, or

(k)1Hawk.P. C.188 (|) Ibid.234.

sPillory is now abolished, by the 56 Gee. lII. c. 138. See, in general, 3 Chit. Crim.
Law, 994, 995. The cases in which fraud is indictable at common law seem confined to
the use of false weights and measures, the _-elling of goods with counterfeit marks, pl._y-
ing with f_lse dice. and frauds ai_ctmg the course of justice and immediately injuring
the interests of the public or crown ; and it is settled that no mere fraud, not amounting
to felony, is an indictable offence at common law unless it affects the public. 2 Burr.
1125. 1 Bla. Rep. 273, S. C.--CHITTr.

9Pillory is now abolished, by the 56 Geo. III. c. 138. The general pawn-brokers' act
_39 & 40 Geo. 1II. c. 99) virtually repeals the 30 Geo. II. c. 24, as to the pawning of
another's goods without the consent of the owner, and the offence is thereby punishable
by penalties.

The provisions of Hen. ¥III. &Geo. II. are extended, by the 52 Geo. III. c. 64, to ob-
taining bonds, bills of exchange, bank-notes, secumties, or orders for the payment of
money, or the transfer of good_, or any valuable thing whatever. By the 3 Geo. IV. c.
14, the offender may be sentenced to hard labour. See, as to this offence, 3 Chit. Crim.
Law, 996, &c.

These acts extend to every description of false pretences by which goods may be el>
talned with intent to defraud. 3 T. R. 193.

l_ow, by 7 & 8 Geo. I¥. c. 29, _ 53, reciting "that a failure of justice frequently arises
from the subtle distinction between larceny and fraud," it is, "for remedy thereof,"
enacted "that if any person shall by any false pretence obtain from any other person any
chattel, money, or other valuable security, with intent to cheat or defraud any person of
the same, every such ofi_nder shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and, being convicted
thereof, shall be hable, at the discretion of the court, to be transported for seven years,
or to suffer fine or imprisonment, or both, as the court shall award : prowded that if,
upon the trial of any person indicted for such misdemeanour, it shall be proved that he
obtained the property in question in any such manner as to amount in law to larceny,
he shall not by reason thereof be entitled to be acqmtted of such misdemeanour; and
no such indictment shall be removable by certiorari ; and no pelson tried for such mis-
demeanour shall be hable to be afterwards prosecuted for larceny upon the same facts."
In an indictment under this statute, according to the rule_ of construction apphcable to
former statutes on this subject winch seem equally applicable to this, the pretences must
be set forth and must be negatived by special averments. 2 T. R. 581. 2 M. & S. 379.
The whole of the pretence charged need not, however, be proved: proof of part of the
pretence, and that the property was obtained thereby., is sufficient. Rex vs. Hill, R. &
R. C. C. 190. Obtaining goods by fraudulently giving m payment a check upon a banker
with whom the party keeps no cash, and which he knows will not be paid, has been held
an indictable offence, and would, it seems, be such within this statute. Rex vs. Jackson,
3 Camp. 370. The lan_o_age of the 30 Geo. II. e. 24 made the offence of obtaining money
upon false pretences consist in the actually obtaining the money, and not in using a false
pretence for the purpose of obtaining the money: it has been held, therefore, that, in al:
indictment on that statute, the venue must be laid in the county where the false pre-
tence is used. Rex vs. Buttery, cited in Pearson vs. ]Y['Gowran, 5 D. & R. 616. 3 B. &C
700, per Abbott, C.J. Where the fraud practised is properly the ground for a civil actiom
an indictment for obtaining money by false pretences cannot be supported. Rex vs. Co.
dringtnn, 1 C. & P. 66l. See further, upon this subject, 2 East, P. C. 673, 818, _19, 829,
_0. 6 T. R, 565. R. & R. C. C. 81, 127, 317, 504.--C_ITTY.

4._6
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within four miles of the place. For this also enhances the price of the pro.
visions, as every successive seller must have a successive profit.

8. Engrossing was also described to be the getting into one's possession, or
buying up., large quantities of corn or other dead victuals, with intent to sel:
mere again. This must of course be injurious to the public, by putting it in
the power of one or two rich men to raise the price of provisions at their own
discretion. _° And so the total engrossing of any other commodity, with an in-
tent to sell it at an unreasonable *price, is an offence indictable and finn- r*laa
ble at the common law.(m) And the general penalty for these three L ,,v
offences by the common law (for all the statutes concerning them were repealed
by 12 Gee. III. c. 71) is, as in other minute misdemeanours, discretionary fine
and imprisonment.(n) Among the Romans, these offences and other mal-prae-
tiees to raise the price of provisions were punished by a pecuniary mulct.
"P_na viginti aureorum statu_tur adversus eum, qui contra annonam fecerit, societa.
temve coieret quo annona carior fiat."(o)

9. Monopolies are much the same offence in other branches of trade that en-
grossing is in provisions : being a license or privilege allowed by the king for
the sole buying and selling, making, working, or using of any thing whatsoever;
whereby the subject in general is restrained from that liberty of manufacturing
ar trading which he had before.(2 ) These had been carried to an enormous
imight during the reign of queen Elizabeth, and were heavily complained of

by Sir :Edward Coke,(q) m" the beginning of the,_reign of king uSames the First ;but were in great measure remedied by statute _1 Jac. I. c. 3, which declares
(_)Cro. Car. 232. (p) 1 H,_wk P C. 231.
(_) 1 Hawk. P. C. 235. (_) 3 Inst. 81.
(o) _ 48, 12, 2.

10By the 31 Geo. III. e. 30, corn may be bought for the purpose of storing in granarie_
and reselling it.

The modern law on this subject is well discussed in 1 East, 143. And see 2 Chit. Crim.
Law, 527, &c. In that case it was decided that spreading rumours with intent to raise
the price of a partmular species of aliment, endeavouring to enhance its price by per-
suading others to abstain from bringing it to market, and engrossing large quantities in
order to resell them at the exorbitant prices occasioned by his own artifices, are offences
indmtable at common law, and subject the party so acting to fine and imprisonment at
the discretion of the court in which he i_ convicted. It was also held that hops, though
not used immediately for food, fall within this rule. But, at the present day, it would
probably be holden that no offence is committed unless there is an intent to raise the
price of provisions by the conduct of the party. For the mere transfer of a purchase in
_he market where it is made, the buying articles before they arrive at a public market,
or the purchasing a large quantity of a particular article, can scarcely be regarded as in
themselves necessarily injurious to the community, and, as such, indictable offences. A
party buying and selling again does not necessarily increase the price of the commodity
to the consumer, for the division of labour or occupations will in general occasion the
commodity to be sold cheaper to the consumer. See Smith's WeMth of Na. vol. ii. 309,
and index, title "Labour;" and many cases may occur in which a most laudable motive
may exist for buying up large quantities of the same commodity. See the arguments,
&c. in 14 East, 406. 15 East, 511. Indeed, in the case of the King vs. Rusby, on the
indictment being argued, the court were equally divided on the question whether re-
grating is an indictable offence at common law ; and though the defendant was convicted,
no judgment was ever passed upon him. _SS., "Raising and spreading a story that wool
would not be suffered to be exported in such a year, probably by some stock-jobbers in
those times, whereby the value of wool was beaten down, though it did not appear the
defendants reaped any particular advantage by the deceit, was, on account of its being
an injury to trade, punished by indmtment; and a confederacy, without a further act done,
to impoverish the farmers of excise and lessen the duty has been held an offence punish-
able by information." Opinion of _r. West, 2 Chalmers, 247, &c. It is an indictable
offence to conspire on a particular day by false rumours to raise the price of publio
government funds, with intent to injure the subjects who should purchase on that day ;
and that the indictment was well enough, without specifying the particular persons who
purchased as the persons intended to be injured, and fllat the public government funds
of this Kingdom might mean either the Brlti_h or Irish funds, which since the union
tvere each a part of the funds of the United Kingdom. 3 _[. & S. 67.--CHITTr.

n Ame_ 2ed by s'at. 5 & 6 W. IV. c. 83.----STEWART.
43,_
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such monopohes to be contrary to law and void (except as 4o patents, not ex-
ceeding _Jhe grant of fourteen years, to the authors of new inventions; and
except also patents concerning printing, saltpetre; gunpowder, great ordnance,
and shot ;) and monopolists are punished with the forfeiture of treble damages
and double costs to those whom they attempt to disturb ; and, if they procure
any action, brought against them for these damages, to be stayed by any extra-
judicial order other than that of the court wherein it is brought, they incur
the penalties of 2rcemunire. Combinations also among victuallers or artificers
to raise the price of provisions or any commodities, or the rate of labour, _2are
in many cases severely punished by particular statutes ; and in general, by sta-
tute 2 & 3 Edw. VI. c. 15, with the fbrf_iture of 10/. or twenty days' imprison-
meat, with an allowance of only bread and water, for the fii_t offence; 20/. or

"160] the pillory for the second ; and "40l. for the third, or else the pillory, loss
of one ear, and perpetual infamy. In the same manner, by a constitu-

tion of the emperor Zeno,(r) all monopolies and combinations to keep up the
price of merchandise, provisions, or workmanship were prohibited, upon pain of
forfeiture of goods and perpetual banishment.

10. To exercise a trade in any town without having previously served as an
apprentice for seven years,(s) is looked upon to be detrimental to public trade,
upon the supposed want of sufficient skill in the trader ; and therefore is pu-
nished, by statute 5 Eliz. c. 4, with the forfeiture of forty shillings by the month.'"

11. :Lastly, to prevent the destruction of our home manufi_etures by trans2vrt-
ing and seducing our artzsts to settle abroad, it is provided, by statute 5 Gee. I.
e. 27, that such as so entice or seduce them shall be fined 100/. and be im-
prisoned three months ; and for the second offence shall be fined at discretion,
and be imprisoned a year; and the artificers so.going into fi_reign countries,..
and not returning within six months after warning given them by the Br_tlsh
ambassador where they reside, shall be deemed aliens, and forfeit all their land
and goods, and shall be incapable of any legacy or gift. By statute 23 Gee. II.
c. 13, the seducers incur, for the first offence, a fbrfeiture of 500/. for each arti-
ricer contracted with to be sent abroad, and impr:.sonment for twelve months;
and for the second, 1000/., and are liable to two years' imprisonment : and by
the same statute, connected with 14 Gee. III. c. 71, if any person exports any
tools or utensils used in the silk, linen, cotton, or woollen manufactures, (except-
ing woolcards to _North Ameriea,)(t) he forfeits the same and 200/., and the
captain of the ship (having knowledge thereof) 100/. ; and if any captain of a
king's ship, or officer of the customs, knowingly suffers such exportation, he
forfeits 100/. and his employment, and is forever made incapable of bearing any

(r) Cod.4,59,1. (*)_e booki page4'27. (_)Star.15Gee.IlI e. 5.

_ By the 6 Gee. IV. c. 129, s. 1, all acts relative to combinations of workmen or mas-
ters as to wages, time of working, quantity of work, &c. are repealed. By sect. 2, persons
compelling journeymen to leave their employment, or to return work unfinished, pre-
venting them from hiring themselves, compelhng them to belong to clubs, &c. or to pay
fines, or forcing manufacturers to alter their mode of carrying on their business, are
punishable with imprisonment, with or without hard labour, fbr three months. The
remaining clauses provide for the mode of conviction of offenders before justices of the
peace. For the form and requisites of convictmns for these offences under former acts
of parliament, see Re_ vs. Nield, 6 East, 417. Rex vs. Ridgway, 1 D. & R. 123, 5 B. & A.
527. Paley on Conwctmns, 2d ed. by Dowling, 99, et seq. By 9Gee. IV. c. 31, s. 25, assaults
in pursuance of any conspiracy to raise the rate of wages, and Is. 26) assaults upon
certain workmen to prevent them from working at their trades, are punishable with
hnprisonment and hard labour._C_iTTV.

l_The 54 Gee. III. c. 96, s. 1 repeals so much of the 5 Eliz. c. 4 as provides that persons
shall not exercise any art or manual occupation except they had served an apprentice-
ship of seven years. Sect. 2 renders valid certain indentures of apprenticeship which
would have been void by certain provisions in the old act, and repeals the part of the
act containing such provisions. Sect. 3 provides that justices may determine complaints
respecting apprenticeships as heretofore. And sect. 4 provides that the customs of
London concerning apprentmes are not to be affected. For the decisions upon the 5
Eliz. e. 4, respecting the exercising of trades by unquahfied persons, see 2 Harrison's
Digest, 518, title Trade.----(JHIWTr.
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public ofllee : and every person collecting such _ools or utensils in order t,j ex-
port the same shall, on conviction at the assizes, forfeit such tools and also
2001.1'

CHAPTER XIII.

OF C,FFENCES AGAINST THE PUBLIC HEALTH, AND THE PUBLIC POLICE
OR ECONOI_IY.

*TaE fourth species of offences more especially affecting the common- ['161
wealth are such as are against the public health of the nation ; a concern
of the highest importance, and for the preservation of which there are in many
countries special magistrates or curators appointed.

1. The first of these offences is a felony, but, by the blessing of Providence,
tbr more than a century past incapable of being committed in this nation : for,
by statute 1 Jae. I. c. 31, it is enacted that, if any person infected with the
plague, or dwelling in any infected house, be commanded by the mayor or con.
stable, or other head officer, of his town or vill, to keep his house, and shall
venture to disobey it, he may be enforced, by the watchmen appointed on such
melancholy occasions, to obey such necessary command ; and, if any hurt ensue
by such enforcement, the watchmen are thereby indemnified. And further, if
such person so commanded to confine himself goes abroad and converses in
company, if he has no plague-sore upon him, he shall be punished as a vagabond
by whipping, and be bound to his good behaviour; but, if he has any infectious
sore upon him, uncured, he then shall be guilty of felony. By the statute
26 Gee. II. c. 26, (.explained and amended by 29 Gee. II. c. 8,) the method of
performing quarantine, or ibrty days' probation, by ships coming from infected
countries, is put in a much more regular and effectual order than formerly, and
masters of ships coming fi-om infected places and disobeying the directions

there given, *or having the plague on board and concealing it, are guilty ['162of iblony without benefit of clergy. The same penalty also attends
persons escaping from the lazarets, or places wherein quarantine is to be per-
formed; and officers and watchmen neglecting their duty; and persons convey-
ing goods or letters from ships performing quarantine. 1

2. A second, but much inferior, species of' offence against public health is the
selling of unwholesome prowswns/_ To prevent which, the statute 51 Hen. III

_'All the statutes prohibiting artificem from going abroad are repealed, by 5 Gee. IV.
c. 97, so that artists may now settle in foreign parts without any restrictions or liabilities.
---CHITTY.

1 l_y the 6 Gee. IV. c. 78, all the prior statutes relative to the quarantine-laws are
repealed, and other provisions are made, similar in their nature to the former. See the
prmr statutes and decisions thereon, Burn, J. 24th ed. tit. Plague. 2 Chitt. Crim. Law,
551, and 2 Chitt. Commercml Law, 62 to 87.

It is a misdemeanour at common law to expose a person labouring under sn inf_tious
disorder, as the smallpox, in the streets or other public places. 4 M. & S. 73, 27?, An
indictment hes for lodging poor persons in an unhealthy place. Cald. 432.---CmT. r.

Now, by the 16 & 17 Vmt. e. 100, s. 9, if the parent or person having care of a child
shall not, after notice from the registrar of births, attend to have vaccinat,on per-
form .d, such father, mother, or person shall forfeit a sum not exceeding 208._
STEWART,

It is a misdemeanour at common law to give any person injurious food to eat,
whether the offender be excited by malice, or a desire of gain ; nor is it necessary he
should be a pubhe contractor, or the injury done to the pubhc service, to render him
criminally hable. 2 East, P. C. 822. 6 East, 133 to 141. If a baker direct his servant to
make bread containing a specific quantity of alum, whmh when mixed with the other
ingredients is mnoxious, but in the execution of these orders the agent mixes up the
drug in so unskilful a way that the bread becomes unwholesome, the master vdll b_
qable to be indicted. 3 _I. & _. 10. 4 Camp. 10. But an indictment will no_ lie _gainst
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st. 6, and the ordinance for bakers, c. 7, prohibit the sale of corrupted wine, con.
mgious or unwholesome flesh, or flesh that is bought of a Jew, under pain of
amercement for the first offence, pillory for the second, fine and imprisonment
tbr the third, and abjuration of the town for the fourth, s And, by the statute
12 Car. II. c. 25, § 11, any brewing or adulteration of wine is punished with the
forfeiture of 100/. if done by the wholesale merchant, and 40/. if done by the
vintner or retail trader. 4 These are all the offences which may properly be said
:_orespect the public health.

V. The last species of offences which especially affect the commonwealth are
_hose against the public police or economy. By the public police and economy I
mean the due regulation and domestic order of the kingdom, whereby tile indi
viduals of the state, like members of a well-governed family, are bound to con-
ihrm their general behaviour to the rules of propriety, good neighbourhood, and
good manners, and to be decent, industrious, and inoffensive in their respective
stations. This head of offences must therefore be very miscellaneous, as it com.

rises all such crimes as especially affect public society and are not eompre-
ended under any of the four preceding species. These amount some of them

to tblony, and others to misdemeanours only. Among the former are,--
1. The offence of clandestine marriages : fbr, by the statute 26 Gee. II. c. 33,

I. To solemnize marriage in any other place besides a church or public chapel
wherein banns have been usually published, except by license from the arch.

"163] bishop of*Canterbury; and, 2. To solemmze marriage in such church
or chapel without due publication of banns, or license obtained from

proper authority, do both of them not only render the marriage void, but sub-
ject the person solemnizing it to felony, punished by transportation for fourteen
years ; as, by three former statutes,(@ he and his assistants were subject to a
pecuniary forfeiture of 100l. 3. To make a false entry in a marriage-register;
to alter it when made; to tbrge or counterfeit such entry, or a marriage-license;
to cause, or procure, or act or assist in such forgery; to utter the same as trne,
knowing it to be counterfeit ; or to destroy or procure the destruction of any
register, in order to vacate any marriage or subject any person to the penalties
of this act; all these offences, knowingly and wilfully committed, subject the
party to the guilt of felony without benefit of clergy. 5

2. Another felonious offence with regard to this holy estate of matrimony is
what some have corruptly called biga_y, which properly signifies being twice
married, but is more justly denominated 2oIygamy, or having a plurality of wives

(")6&TW nI.c. 6. 7_sw.III.c 35. 10Anne, c 19, e.176.

miller for receiving good barley to grind at his mill, and delivering a mixture of oats and
barley which is musty and unwholesome. 4 ]_. & S. 214.--CHITTV.

SThis statute is now repealed. 7 & 8 Vict. c. 24.---ST_.VCAR_.
4And, by the 1 W. and _I. st. 1, e. 34, s. 20, any person selling wine corrupting or adul-

terating it, or selhng it so adulterated, shall forfeit 300/., half to the king and half to
the informer, and shall be imprisoned three months.--CHITTr.

5This act is now repealed, by the 4 Gee. IV. c. 76, and clergy is restored.
By the 21st section of the 4 Gee. IV. c. 76, it is felony with transportation for life to

solemnize matrimony in any other place than in a church or chapel wherein banns may
be lawfully published, or at any other hme than between eight and twelve in the morn-
ing, except by special license from the archbishop of Canterbury, or to solemnize it
without due publication of banns unless by license, or to solemmze it according to the
rites of the Church of England, falsely pretending to be m holy orders : but the prose-
cution must take place in three months.

By the 28th section of the same act, it is felony, punishable with transportation for
life, to insert in the registry-book any ialse entry of any thing relating to any marriage,
or to make. alter, forge, or counterfeit any such entry, or to make, alter, forge, or coun-
terieit any license of marriage, or to utter or publish as true any such false. &e. register
as afbresaid, or a copy thereof, or any such false, &c. license; or to destroy, any such
register-book of marriages, or any part thereof, with intent to avoid any marrmge, or to
suojec_ any person to any of the penalties of that act. But this act does not extend to
marriages of Quakers or Jews.

Independently of this statute, these offences were punishable at common law, and
Jubj_cted the offeuder to severe imprisonment and fine. 2 Sial. 71.---C_IT_r.
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at once.(b) Such second marriage, living the former husband or wife, is simply
void, and a mere nullity, by the ecclesiastical law of England; and yet the lcgis,
lature has thought it just to make it felony, by reason of its being so great u
violation of the public economy and decency of a well-ordered state. For poly-
gamy can never be endured under any rational civil establishment, whatever
specious reasons may be urged for it by the eastern nations, the fallaciousness

of which has been fully proved by many sensible writers : *but in north- ['164
ern countries the very nature of the climate seems to reclaim against it,
it never having obtained m this part of the world, even from the time of our
German ancestors, who, as Tacitus informs us,(c) "props soh barbarorum s_.ngulis
uxorib_s content_ suat." It is therefore punished by the laws both of antient and
modern Sweden with death.(d) And with us in England it is enacted, by statute
1 Jac. I. c. 11, that if any person, being married, do afterwards marry again_
the ibrmer husband or wife being alive, it is felony, but within the benefit of
clergy. The first wife in this case shall not be admitted as a witness against,
her husband, because she is the true wife; but the second may, for she is indeed
no wife at all;(e)and so wee versa of a second husband. This act makes an
exception to five cases in which such second marriage, though in the three first
it is void, is yet no felony.(f) 1. Where either party hath been continually
abroad fbr seven years, whether the party in Enghmd hath notice of the other's
being living or no. 2. Where either of the parties hath been absent from thu
other seven years within this kingdom, and the remaining party hath had n_
knowledge of the other's being alive within that time. 3. Where there is a di.
vorce (or separation a mensa et there) by sentence in the ecclesiastical cour!
4. Where the first marriage is declared absolutely void by any such sentence,
and the parties loosed a wnculo. Or, 5. Where either of the parties was under
the age of consent at the time of the first marriage; for in such case _he first
marrmge was voidable by the disagreement of either party, which the second
marriage very clearly amounts to. But if at the age of consent the parttes had
agreed to the marriage, which completes the contract, and is, indeed, the real
marriage, and afterwards one of them should marry again, I should apprehend
that such second marriage would be within the reason and penalties or"the act. a

0) 3 Inst. _8. Bigamy, according to the canomste, con- Hen. IV. 11, 48. M. 13 Hen IV. 6 Staundf P. C 1%. The
$isted m maxrymg two vlrgmu successively one after the cogmzauce of the plea of b_gamy was declared by statute
death of the other, or once marryli_g a _ Jdow. Such were 18 Edw. III st 3, c. 2. to belong to the court Chmstmn_ hke
esteemed incapable of orders. &c_ and by a canon of the that 9f bast_rdy. But, by stat. 1 Edw. Y1. c. 12, s. 16_
Council of Lyons. AD. 1274, held under Pope Gregory X., b_gamy wa_ declared to be no longer an lmpedmaent to the
w_re omn_ _r_wlegto elRrtcal_nu,brtu et eoerc_ernlfo_ se¢_- claim a¢clergy, d%_eDal. 21. Dyer, 201.
l_ms addw_te 6 Devretal. l, 12. Th_scmonwauadoptedand (¢) Dt Mor. Germ. 18.
explained m England by statute 4 Ed_. I st. 3, c. 5, and (d) Stmrnhook de .?ure _ueon I. g, c 2.
bigamy thereupon became no uncommon counter-plea to the (e) 1 Hal. P. C. 693.
¢lmm of the benefit of clergy. M. 40 Edw, IlI. 42. M 11 (Y')3 Inst. 89. Kelw 27. 1 Ital. P. C 694.

eBy 9 Gee. IV. e. 31, _ 22, it is enacted, "That if any person being married shall marry.
any other person during the hfe of the former husband or wife, whether the second mar-
riage shall have taken place m England orelsewhere, every such oleander, and every person
counselling, aiding, or abetting such offender, shall be guilty of felony, and, being con-
victed thereof, shall be liable to be transported beyond the seas for the term of seven
years, or to be imprisoned, with or without hard labour, in the common gaol, or house
of correction, for any term not exceeding two years; and any such oflhnce may be dealt
with, inquired of, tried, determined, and punished in the county where the offender shall
be apprehended or be in custody, as if the offence had been actually committed in that
county: provided always that nothing herein contained shall extend to any second mar-
riage contracted out of England by any other than a subject of his majesty, or to any
erSon marrying a second time whose husband or wife shall have been continually absent
om such person for the space of seven years then last past, and shall _wt have beenknmva

by _uch person to be hwng w_thm that t_me,or shall extend to any person who at the time of
suzh second marriage shall have been d_vorcedfro_ the bondof the first marriage, or to any
person whose former marriage shall have been declared void by the sentence _f any eou_
of competent jurisdiction."

Three important improvements in the law relating to bigamy are int_o_luced by this
enactment. First, the offence is now pumshable wherever committed: formerly it was
not punishabl_ at all if committed out of the jurisdmtion of England. Secondly, the
absence of one party for seven years abroad will not now excuse the second marriage, if
•uch party be known by the other party to have been alive within that period: form_rl)
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3. A third species of _'elony against the good order and Scconomy of
"165] the kingdom is by idle _oldiers and mariner8 wandering about the realm,
or persons pretending .so to be, and abusing the name of that honourable pro-.
fession.(g) Such a one, not having a testimonial or pass from a justice of the
peace limiting the time of his passage, or exceeding the time hmited for four-
teen days, unless he falls sick, or forging such testimonial, is, by statute 39 Eliz.
c. 17, made guilty of fblony without benefit of clergy. This sanguinary law,
though in practice deservedly antiquated, still remains a disgrace to our statut.e*
book, yet attended with this mitigation, that the offender may be delivered, ff
any honest fi'eeholder or other person of substance will take him into his servieej
and he abides in the same for one year, unless licensed to depart by his employer,
who in such case shall forfeit ten pounds. 7

4. Outlandish persons calliug themselves 1Egyptians or gypsies are another
object of the severity of some of our unrepealed statutes. These are a strange
kind of commonwealth among themselves of wandering impostors and jugglers,
who were first taken notice of in Germany about the beginnin_of the fifteenth
century, and have since spread themselves all over Europe. Munster,(h) who
is followed and relied upon by Spelman(i) and other writers, fixes the time of
their frst appearance to the year 1417, under passports, real or pretended, from
the emperor Sigismund, king of Hungary. And pope Plus II. (who died A.D.
1464) mentions them in his history as thieves and vagabonds, then wandering
with their Families over Europe under the name of" Zigari, and whom he sup-
poses to trove migrated from the country of Zigi, which nearly answers to the
modern Circassia. In the compass of a few years they gained such a number
of idle proselytes (who imitated their language and complexion, and betook
themselves to the same arts of chiromancy, begging, and pilfering) that they
became troublesome, and even formidable, to most of" the states of Europe.
Hence they were expelled from France in the year 1560_ and from Spain m
1591 (k) And the government in England took the alarm much earlier, for in
1530 they are described, by statute 22 Hen. ¥III. c. 10, as "outlandish people,

"166] calling themselves *Eg)Ttians , using no craft nor feat of merchandise,who have come into this realm, and gone from shire to shire and place
to place in great company, and used great, subtil, and crafty means to deceive
"_he people, bearing them in hand that they by palmestry could tell men's and
women's fortunes, and so many times, by craft and subtility, have deceived the
people of their money, and also have committed many heinous felonies and rob-
beries." Wherefore they are directed to avoid the realm, and not to return,

Gloss 193.
(a) 3 Inst. 85. _'_ Dufr .....(a) Cosmog. l 3. Gloss. i. 200.

the mere absence was a protection, though the absent party was well known by the other
to be living. Thirdly, a divorce a w_ulo alone will now justify the second marriage: for.
merly a divorce a mens_ et there was held sufficient. 1 East, P. C. 466. In a prosecution
for bigamy it has been said that a marriage in fact must be proved, (1_[orris vs. :_[iller, 4
Burr. 2059; but see Trueman'a case, 1 East, P. C. 470;) but if proved by a person who was
present it does not seem necessary to prove the registry or license, (Rex vs. Allison, k.
& R. C. C. I09 ;) and it matters not that the first marriage is voidable by reason of affinity
&c. 3 Inst. 88. Parties who are within age at the time of the first marriage, subse-
quently affirming the union by their consent, will be hable to be punished for bigamy if
they break that contract and marry again. 1 East, P. C. 468. On an indmtment for
bigamy, where the first marriage is in England, it is not a valid defence to prove a divorce
a vmcalo out of England before the second marriage, founded on grounds on which a
divorce a v_rxulo could not be obtained in England. Rex vs. Lolley, R. & R. C. C. 237,
cited in Tovey vs. Lindsay, 1 Dew. 117. The burden of proving the first marriage to
have been legal hes upon the prosecutor. Rex vs. James, R. & R. C. C. 17. Rex vs. _er-
ton, id. 19. Rex vs. Butler, id. 61. The act extends to all dissenters except Jews and
Quakers. Upon the sub leet of bigamy generally, see 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 32. 1 East, P. C.
c. 12. 1 Russell, c. 23. Butler's Co. Lltt. 79, b. n. 1. 3 Stark. Ev. Polygamy.--CnlT_r.

But this act of Eliz. is now repealed by the 52 Gee. III. c. 31. By the 43 Gee. III. (.
61, soldiers, sailors, mariners, and the wives of soldiers mentioned therein, are relieve |
against the penalties of the vagrant acts. See also the 58 Gee. III. c. 92, and the annual
mutiny act ; and see the vagrant act, post, 169.---C/ZITTY.
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under pain of imprisonment, and forfeiture of their goods and chattels_ and
upon their trials for ally felony which they may have committed, they shall not
be entitled to a jury de med_etate linguce, And afterwards, it is enacted, by
statute 1 & 2 P. and _d. c. 4, and 5 :Eliz. c. 20, that it" any such persons shall be
imported into this kingdom, the importer shall forfeit 40/. And if the :Egyptians
themselves remain one month in this kingdom, or if any person, being iburteen
years old, (whether natural-born subject or stranger,) which hath been seen or
found in the fellowship of such Egyptians, or which hath disguised him or her-
self like them, shall remain in the same one month, at one or several times, it
is felony without benefit of clergy: and Sir matthew ]=[ale informs us(1) that at
_ne Suffolk assizes no less than thirteen gypsies were executed upon these
statutes, a few years before the restoration. But, to the honour of our national
humanity, there are no instances more modern than this of carrying these laws
into ]_ractice s

5. To descend next to offences whose punishment is short of death. Common
nuisances are a species of offence against the public order and economical regi-
men of the state, being either the doing of a thing to the annoyance of all the
king's subjects, or the neglecting to do a thing which the common good re-
quires.(;a) The nature of common nuisances and their distinction from pr_:vate
nuisances were explained in the *preceding volume,(n) when we con-
sidered more particularly the nature of the private sort as a civil injury ['167
to individuals. I shall here only remind the student that common nuisances
are such inconvenient and troublesome offences as annoy the whole community
in general, and not merely some particular person, and therefore are indictable
only, and not actionable, as it would be unreasonable to multiply suits by giving
every man a separate right of action _br what damnifies him in common only
with the rest of his fellow-subjects. Of this nature are, 1. Annoyances in h_gh-
ways, bridges, and public rivers, by rendering the same inconvenient or dangerous
to pass, either positively, by actual obstructions, or negatively, by want of repa-
rations2 For both of these, the person so obstructing, or such individuals as
are bound to repair and cleanse them, or (in default of these last) the parish at
large, may be indicted, distrained to repair and mend them, and in some eases
fined. And a presentment thereof by a judge of assize, &c., or a justice of the

eace, shall be in all respects equivalent to an indictment.(o) Where there is a
ouse erected or an enclosure made upon any part of the king's demesnes, or

of a highway or common street, or public water, or such like public things, it is
preperly called a purpresture.(_v) _° 2. All those kinds of nuisances (such as of-

/z)1 tI_l P. C 671. (o) Star. 7 flee III. c. 42.
_*)1 Hawk. P. C 197. (P)Co. Lilt 277 ; from the Frenchpaurpr_, an enclosure.

x_) Book im p. 2ltd.

8This act of 5 Eliz. c. 20 is repealed by the 23 Gee. III. c. 51 ; and now, by the l Gee.
IV. e. 116, so much of the 1 & 2 P. and lV[.e. 4 as inflicts capital pumshment is repealed.
Gypsies are now only punishable under the vagrant act. See post, 169.--CHITTV.

9Railways have, by star. 3 & 4 Vict. e. 97, and 5 & 6 Vmt. c. 55. been very properly
placed under the control and regulation of the state: a penalty is incurred for opening
a railway without notice to the board of trade, and for obstructing the government in-
_pector.---STEW_RT.

10The general highway act is now the 13 Gee. IIL e. 78, which repeals the 7 Gee. IIL
c. 42. The 3 Gee. IV. e. 126 is the general turnpike act.

With respect to nuisances in general to h*ghways, &c. by actual obstructi,_n,it is to be
observed that every unauthorized obstruction of the tnghway, to the annoyance of the
king's subjects, is an indictable offence. 3 Camp. 227. Thus, if a wagoner, earlTing on a
very extensive concern, Constantly suffers wagons to remain on the side of the highway
on whwh his premises are situate an unreasonable tm_e, he is guilty of a nuisance. 6
East, 427. 2 Smith, 424. And if stage-coaches regularly stand m a public street in Lon-
don, though for the purpose of accommodating passengers, so as to obstruct the regular
track of carriages, the proprietor may be indmted. 3 Camp. 224. So a timber-merchant
occasionally cutting logs of wood in the street, whmh he could not otherwise convey into
his premis_,s, will not be excused by the necessity which, in choosing the situation, he
himself created. 3 Camp. 230. It is even said that "ff coaches on the occasion of a rout
wait an unreasonable length of time in a public street, and obstruct the transit of hi_
majesty's subjects who wish to pass through it in carriages or on foot, the persons who
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fensive trades and manufactures) which, when injurious to a private man, are
actionable, are, when detrimental to the public, punishable by public prosecu-
tion, and subject to fine according to the quantity or the misdemeanour; and
particularly the keeping of hogs in any city or market town is indictable as a
public nuisance.(q) 11 All disorderly u_ns or ale-houses, bawdy-houses, gaming.
houses, stage.plays, unlicensed booths, and stages for rope-dancers, mountebanks,
and the like, are public nuisances, and may, upon indictment, be suppressed and
6ned.(r) 1_ Inns in particular, being intended for the lodging and receipt of

(g)Sulk.460. _)1H_wk.P.C.198,225.

cause and permit such coaches so to wait are guilty of a nuisance." 3 Camp. 226; and
_ee 1 Russell, 463. Nor is it n _cessary, in order to fix the responsibihty on the defendant.
_o show that he immediately obstructed the public way, or even intended to do so: it
seems to be sufficient if the inconvemence result as an immediate consequence of any
public exhibition or act; for the erection of a booth to display rope-dancing and other
attractive spectacles, near a public street in London, which draws together a concourse
of people, is a nmsance liable to be punished and abated. 1 Ventr. 169. 1 _od. 76. 2
"Keb.846. Bac. Abr. Nmsance. And it may be collected that a mere transitory obstruc-
tion, which must necessarily occur, is excusable if all reasonable promptness be exerted.
So that the erection of a scaffolding to repair a house, the unloading a cart or wagon, and
the delivery of any large articles, as ca_k_ of liquor, if done with as little delay as pos-
sible, are lawful, though if an unreasonable hme were employed in the operation they
would become numances. 3 Camp. 231. :No length of time will legalize the nuisance.
7 East. 199. 3 Camp. 227. 6 East, 195 ; sod _d. Peake C. N. P. 91. If the party who has
been indmted for a nuisance continue the same, he is again indictable for such continu-
ance. 8 T. R. 142. Independently of any legal proceedings, it appears that any person
may lawfully abate a public nuisance, at least ff it be placed in the middle of a highway
and obstruct the passage of his majesty's subjects, (Hawk. b. 1, c. 75, s. 12;) but though
a party may remove the nuisance, yet he cannot remove the materials or convert them to
his own use, (Dalt. c. 50;) and so much of the thing only as causes the nmsance ought
to be removed,--as, if a house be built too high, only so much of it as is too high should
be pulled down. 9 Rep. 53. God. 221. 2 Stra. 686.

With respect to nmsances to water-coursesby actual obstruction,any diversion of a public
river, whereby the current is weakened and rendered incapable of carrying vessels of
the same burden as it could before, is a common nuisance. Hawk. b. 1, c. 75, s. 11. Bui
if a ship or other vessel sink by accident in a river, although it obstruct the navigation,
if the owner removes it in a reasonable time, it is not indictable as a nuisance. 2 Esp. 675.
I_o length of time will legalize the nmsance, (6 East, 195, supra;) and even the rightful
existence of a weir of brushwood w_ll not authorize the building one of stone in it_
room. 7 East, 199.

With respect to the punis]_r_e,t for nuisances to highways, &c., the offenders may be
fined and lmpri_oned. Itawk. b. 1, c. 75, s. 14. But no confinement or cnrporal punish-
ment is now inflicted. The object of the prosecution is to remove the nuisance, and to
that end alone the sentence is m general directed. It is therefore usual, when the nut.
sance is stated on the proceedings as continuzng,in addition to a fine, to order the defend-
ant at his own costs to abate the nuisance. 2 Stra. 686. By the 1 & 2 Gee. IV. c. 41, for
facilitating the abatement, &c. of nuisances from furnaces in steam-engines, costs may be
awarded to the prosecutor, and an order may be made for abating the nuisance; but the
_ct does not extend to furnaces for mines.--CHiTTr.

n It is not essential, in order to constitute this a nuisance, that the smell, or other in-
convenience complained of should be unwholesome: it is sufficient if it impairs the
enjoyment of life or property. 1 Burr. 333. The material increase in a neighbomhood
of noisome smells is mdmtable. Peake, Rep. 91. If the prosecutor be particularly af-
fected by the nuisance, he will be entitled to costs under 5 W. and M. c. 11, s. 3. 16
East, 194.

To this class of pubhc nuisances may be added that of making great noises in the
_:reets in the night by trumpets or otherwise, (2 Stra. 704;) exhibiting monsters, (2 Ch.
3a. 110:) suffering mischievous animals, having notme of their propensity, to go loose,
&c., (Dyer, 25. Vet. 171. 2 Sulk. 662. 1 Vent. 295:) carrying about persons infected
with contagious diseases. 4 M. & S. 73, 272, a, te, 162. But neither an old nor a new
dovecote is a common nuisance. Hawk. b. 1, c. 7, s. 8.--CmTTY.

12The keeping of bawdy-houses,.. gaming-houses,, and disorderly houses of all desert, p.
tions, together with the unlawflfl pastimes there pursued, has been from time to time
prohibited by various acts of parliament, (see them collected in Collyer's Cnmina.
._tatutes, _rtasance, 399, et set.,) imposing various punishments and penalties upon offend
•rs ; aud, by the 3 Gee. IV. c. 114, such offenders are punishable by sentence of imprison
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travellers, may bc indicted, suppressed, and the *inn-keepers fined, if [*16._
they refilse to entertain a traveller without a very sufficient cause; for
thus to frustrate the end of their institution is held to be disorderly behaviour.(s)
Thus, too, the hospitable laws of :Norway punish, in the severest degree, such
inn-keepers as refuse to furnish accommodations at a just and reasonable price.(t)
3. By statute 10 & 11 W. III. e. 17, all lotteries are declared to be public nuisaneeb,
and all grants, patents, or licenses for the same to be contrary to law. But, as
state lotteries have, for many years past, been found a ready mode for raising
the supply, an act was made, 19 Geo. III. c. 21, to license and regulate the
keepers of such lottery-offices: 8 5. The making and selling of fire-works and
squ_bs, or throwing them about in any street, is, on account of the danger that
may ensue to any thatched or timber buildings, declared to be a common
nuisance by statute 9 & 10 W. III. e. 7, and therefore is pux, ishable by fine? _
And to this head we may refer (though not declared a common nuisance) tho
making, keeping, or carriage of too large a quantity of gu,_powder at one timo
or in one place or vehicle, which is prohibited by statute 12 Geo. III. c. 61, under
heavy penalties and forfeiture? s 6. Eaves-droppers, or such as listen under wails
or windows, or the eaves of a house_ to hearken after discourse, and thereupon
to frame slanderous and mischievous tales, are a common nuisance, and present-
able at the court-leet,(u) or are indictable at the sessions, and punishable by fino
and finding sureties for their good behaviour.(v) 7. Lastly, a common scold,
¢ommunis r_xatrix, (for our law-Latin confines it to the feminine gender,) is a
public nuisance to her neighbourhood. For which offence she may be in-
dicted,(w) and, if convicted, shall(x) be sentenced to be placed in a certain en.
gine of correction called the trebucket, castigatory_ or tucking-stool, which, in

(a) 1 Hawk. P. C 225. (_) lbld, 1 Hawk. P. C. 182
g) Stmrnhook, de jure Sueon./. 2, c.O. (to)6 Mod 21.
(u) Kltch. of Courts, 20 (z) 1 Hawk. P. C. 198, 200.

ment with hard labour for any term not exceeding the term for which the court before
whmh they are convicted may now imprison for such offences, either in addition to or in
lieu of any other pumshment which might have been inflicted on such oiibnders by auy
law in force before the passing of that act. The keeping of a cock-p_tis an indictable
offence at common law, (as are the other offences above mentioned ;) and a ¢oc£-p_thas
been held to be a gamzng-]wusewithin the 33 Hen. VIII. c. 9, s. 11. 1 Russell, 300. Bawdy-
houses and gamlng-housesare clearly nuisances in the eye of the law. 1 Russell, 299. Re.<
vs. Higginson, 2 Burr. 1232. Rex vs. Rogier, 2 D. & R. 431. 1 B. &C. 272. Playhouses are
not in themselves nuisances, though by neglect or mismanagement they may be ren-
dered so. 1 Hawk. 1D.C. c. 32, s. 7. But, by 10 Geo. II. c. 28, all places for the exhi-
bition of stage-entertainments must be hcensed, (Rex vs. Handy, 6 T. R. 286, where it
was held that tumbhny was not a stage-entertainment within that act ") and, by 25 Geo.
II. e. 36, all unlicensed places kept for such entertainments are to be deemed disorderly
houses.---C_ITTY.

raThe 19 Geo. III. e. 21 was repealed by the 22 Geo. III. c. 47, which was repealed by
42 Geo. III. e. 52, s. 27.

By the 42 Geo. III. c. 119, ss. 1, 2, all lotteries called htffegoes are declared to be public
nuisances ; and if any one shall keep an office or place to exercise or expose to be played
any such lottery, or any lottery whatever not authorized by parliament, or shall know-
ingly suffer it to be exercised or played at in his house, he shah forfeit 500L The
provision as to the offender being deemed a rogue and vagabond seems repealed by the
5 Geo. IV. c. 8._ which contained a provision to that effect.

And, by sec_. 5 of the 42 Geo. III. c. 119, if any person shal_ promise to pay any money
or goods on any contingency relative to such lottery, or publish any proposal respecting
it, he shall forfeit 100/. State lotteries are now abolished, by statute 6 Geo. IV.--CHITTV

14The offender may be indicted on the statute or at common law. 4 T. R. 202. 1 Saund.
136, n. 4. Cowp. 650. 2 Burr. 863. And if any person shall make or sell any squibs,
rovksts, or fire-works, he shall forfeit, upon conwction before a maglstrn.t.e, 5/.,---one half
to th_ informer and the other half to the poor. And if any person sna_l throw or fire
them into any house, street, or highway, he shall forfeit 20s. in like manner. 9 & 10 W
IILc. 7.---CHITTY.

raBy 54 Geo. III. c. 152, so much of the 12 Geo. ]II. c. 01, s. 21 as enacts that no person
_l_all carry in any land or water carriage any other lading with gunpowder is repealed

Erecting powder-mills or keeping powder-magazines near a town is a nuisance at
e_)mmon law. See 2 Burn. J. 24th ed. 758. 2 Stra. l167.--CsiTrV.
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the Saxon language, is said to signify the scolding-stool, though now it is fi_
quently corrupted into ducking-stool, because the residue of the judgment is,
that, when she is so placed therein, she shall be plunged in the water for her
punishment.Q])
,l_n_ 6. *Idleness in any person whatsoever is also a high offence against
L,_ j the public economy. In China it is a maxim that if there be a man who

does not work, or a woman that is idle, in the empire, somebody must suffer
_;o!d or hunger, the produce of the lands not being more than sufficient, with
culture, to maintain the inhabitants; and, therefore, though the idle person may
shift off the want from himself, yet it must in the end fall somewhere. The
court also of Areopagus, at Athens, punished idleness, and exerted a right of
examining every citizen in what manner he spent his time; the intention of
which was,(z) that the Athenians, knowing they were to give an account of
their occupations, should follow only such as were laudable, and that there
might be no room left for such as lived by unlawful arts. The civil law ex-
pelled all sturdy vagrants from the city :(a) and, in our own law, all idle persons
or vagabonds, whom our antient statutes describe to be "such as wake on the
night and sleep on the day, and haunt customabte taverns and ale-houses, and
routs about, and no man wet from whence they came nor whither they go," or
such as are more particularly described by statute 17 Gee. II. c. 5, and divided
into three classes,--idle and disorderly persons, rogues and vagabonds, and incor-
rigible rogue: all these are offenders against the good order and blemishes in
the government of any kingdom. They are therefore all punished by the statute
last mentioned; that is to say, idle and disorderly persons with one month's im-
prisonment in the house of correction; rogues and vagabonds with whipping
and imprisonment not exceeding six months; and incorrigible rogues with the
like discipline and confinement not exceeding two years; the breach and escape
from which confinement in one of an inferior class ranks him among incorrigible
ragues, and in a rogue (before incorrigible) makes him a felon and liable to be
transported for seven years. Persons harbouring vagrants are liable to a fine
of forty shillings, and to pay all expenses brought upon the parish thereby i in
k.... the same *manner as, by our ant;cut laws, whoever harboured any
1 _u j stranger for more than two nights was answerable to the public for any

offence that such his inmate migh_ commit.(b) _
7. Under the head of public economy may also be properly ranked all sump-

tuary laws against luxury, and extravagant expenses in dress, diet, and the like;
concerning the general utility of which to a state, there is much controversy
among the political wl_itcrs. Baron Montesquieu lays it down(c) that luxury
is necessary in monarchies, as in France; but ruinous to democracies, as in
Holland. With regard therefore to :England, whose government is compounded
of both species, it may still be a dubious question how far private luxury is a
public evil, and, as such, cognizable by public laws. And, indeed, our legislators
have several times changed their sentiments as to this point; for formerly
. .... there *were a multitude of penal laws existing to restrain excess in ap-
ltJ J parel ;(d) chiefly made in the reigns of :Edward the Third, Edward the

Fourth,-and Henry the Eighth, against piked shoes, short doublets, and long
coats; all of which were repealed by statute 1 Jae. I. c. 25. But as to exces_
of diet there still remailas one antient statute unrepealed, 10 Edw. Ill. st. 3.
which ordains that no man shall be served at dinner or supper with more than
two courses, except upon some great holidays, there specified, in which he may
be served with three.

8. Next to that of luxury naturally follows the offene_ of gamin_, which ia
6enerally introduced to supply or retrieve the expenses occasioned by the
tbrmer ; it being a kind of tacit confession that the company engaged therein

_*) 3 lnst 219 0) LZ Edw c. 27. Bracton, L 3, tr. 2, c. t0, _ 2,
(s) Valer. Maxim. L 2, c. _ (e) $p L. b vn c. 2 and 4.
(a) _ov. 80, c. 5. ('_)3 Inst. 199.

'rh_ act and all others relating to vagrants, &c. are now repealed, by the 5 Geo. IV,
e. 8_ -- _2_iv'rr.
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do, in general, exceed the bounds of their respective fortunes, and therefore
they cast lots to determine upon whom the ruin shall at present fall, that the
rest may be saved a little longer. But, taken in any light, it is an offence of
the most alarming nature, tending by necessary consequence to promote
public idleness, theft, and debauchery among those of a lower class; and
among persons of a superior rank it hath frequently been attended with the
sudden ruin and desol-_tion of antient and opulent families, an ab_ndoned pros-
titution of every principle of' honour and virtue, and too often hath ended in
self-murder. 1_ To restrain this pernicious vice among the inferior sort of
people, the statute 33 Hen. VIII. c. 9 was made; which prohibits to all but
gentlemen the games of tennis, tables, cards, dice, bowls, and other unlawfhl
diversions there specified,(e) unless in the time of Christmas, under pecuniary
pains and imprisonment. And the same law, and also the statute 33 Gee. II
e. 24, inflict pecuniary penalties, as well upon the master of any public house
where servants are permitted to game, as upon the servants themsclve_
who *are found to be gaming there. But this is not the principal
ground of modern complaint; it is the gaming in high life that de- ['172
rounds the attention of the magistrate; a passion to which every valuable
consideration is made a sacrifice, and which we seem to have inherited from
_ur ancestors the antient Germans; whom Tacitus(f)describes to have been
bewitched with a spirit of play to a most exorbitant degree. " They addict
themselves," says he, "to dice (which is wonderful) when sober, and as a
serious employment, with such a mad desire of winning or losing, that when
stripped of' every thing else they will stake at last their liberty and their very
selves. The loser goes into a voluntary slavery, and, though younger and
stronger than his antagonist, suffers himself to be bound and sold. And this
perseverance in so bad a cause they call the point of honour : ea est in re parva
pervicacia, ips_ fidem vocant." One would almost be tempted to think Tacitus
was describing a modern Englishman. When men are thus intoxicated with
so frantic a spirit, laws wilt be of little avail ; because the same false sense of
honour that prompts a man to sacrifice himself will deter him from appealing to
the magistrate. Yet it is proper that laws should be, and be known publicly,
that geetlemen may consider what penalties they wilfully incur, and what a
confidence they repose in sharpers, who, if successful in play, are certain to be
paid with honour, or, if unsuccessful, have it in their power to be still greater
gainers by informing. For, by statute 16 Car. II. c. 7, if any person by playing
or betting shall lose more than 100/. at one time, he shall not be compellable to
_ay the same; and the winner shall forfeit treble the value, one moiety to the

ing, the other to the informer. The statute 9 Anne, c. 14 enacts that all bonds
and other securities given for money won at play, or money lent at the time to
play withal, shall be utterly void; that all mortgages and encumbrances of
lands made upon the same consideration shall be and enure to the use of the
heir of the mortgagor ; that if any person at any time or sitting loses 10/. at
play, he may sue the winner, and recover it back by action of debt at law ;
and in case the loser does not, any other person may sue the winner for treble
the sum so lost; and the plaintiff may by bill in equity examine the defendant
himself upon oath; and that in any of these suits no privilege of parliament

shall be allowed. The *statute further enacts, that if any person by ['173
cheating at play shall win any money or valuable thing, or shall at
any one time or sitting win more than 10/., he may be indicted thereupon, and

(') Logetting in the fields, shde-thmft, or shove-groat, (.r) De Mar. Ge_r_. c 24.
doylsh cayles_ half-bowl_ and coytmg.

17At common law, the playing at cards, dice, and other games of chance, merely for
the purposes of recreation, and without any view to inordinate gain, is regarded as innc_
cent. Bac. Abr. Gaming, A. Com. Dig. Justices of the Peace, B. 42 ; and see the pr_-
amble to 16 Car. IL c. 7. But a common player at hazard using false dice is liable to _e
indicted at common law, (2 Roll. Abr. 78. Bac. Abr. Gaming, A. :) and any person_
cheating by means of cards or dice might be fined or imprisoned in proportion to th_
nature ,)f_he off_nce. Bac. Abr. Gaming, A. ; and see the 9 Anne, c. 15, s. 5.--CmTTy.
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shall fi)rfeit five times the value to any person who will sue ibr it, _s and (in
case of cheating) shall be deemed infamous, and suffer such corporal punish
ment as in case of wilful perjury. By several statutes of the reign of king
George II.,(g) all private lotteries by tickets, cards, or dice (and particularly
the games of iltro, basset, ace of hearts, hazard, passage, rolly polly, and all
other games with dice, except back-gammon) are prohibited, under a penalty
of 200l. for him that shall erect such lotteries, and 50l. a time fbr the players
Public lotteries, unless by authority of parliament, and all manner of ingenious
devices, under the denomination of sales or otherwise, which in the end are
equivalent to lotteries, were before prohibited by a great variety of statutes(A)
under heavy pecuniary pemtlties. But particular descriptions will ever be lame
and deficient, unless all games of mere chance are at once prohibited ; the in.
ventions of" sharpers being swifter than the punishment of the law, which
only hunts them fi_om one device to another. The statute 13 Gee. II. c. 19, to
prevent the multiplicity of horse-races, another ihnd of gaming, directs that no
plates or matches under 50/. value shall be run, upon penalty of 200/. to be
paid by the owner of each horse running, and 100/. by such as advertise the
plate. TM By statute 18 Gee. II. c. 24, the statute 9 Anne is further enforced,
and some deficiencies supplied ; the forfeitures of that act may now be reco-
vered in a court of equity; and, moreover, if any man be convicted upon in-
formation or indictment of winning or losing at play, or by betting at one time
10l or 20/. within twenty-four hours, he shall be fined five times the sum for the
benefit of the poor of the parish. Thus careful has the legislature been to p.re-
vent this destructive vice; which may show that our laws against gaming

*are not so deficient, as ourselves and our magistrates in putting those
"174] laws in execution.

(#) 12 Gee. II. c °-8. 13 Gee. II. c. 19. 15 Gee. II c. 34. 26, _ 109. 8 Gee I. c. 2, _ 36, 37. 9 Gee. I. c 19, _ 4_ 5
(k) 10 & li W. III. c. i7. 9 Anne, c. 6, _ 56. 10 Anne, c. 6 Gee II c. 35, _. 29, 30.

is In the construction of this act it has been held that a wager on some matter arising
from the game, and collateral to it, but not on the event itself, is not an offence within
it. 1 Salk. 344. Hawk. b. i. c. 92, s. 47. 2 H. Bla. 43. In the construction of the words
' at any one time or sitting," it has been adjudged that where a sum above 10/. had
been won and paid after a continuance at play, except an interruption during dinner-
time, it was to be considered as won at one and the same sitting. 2 Bla. R. 1226.--
CHITTY.

19Newmarket and Black Hambleton are excepted, where a race may be run for any
sum or stake less than fifty pounds. But though such horse-races are lawful, yet it has
been determined that they are games within the statute of 9 Anne, c. 14, and that of
consequence wagers above 10/. upon a lawful horse-race are illegal. 2 Bla. Rep. 706. A
foot-race and a race against time have also been held to be games within the statute of
gaming. 2 Wfls. 36. So a wager to travel a certain distance within a certain time, with
a post-chaise and a pair of horses, has been considered of the same nature. 6 T. R. 499.
A wager for less than I0/. upon an illegal horse-race is also void and illegal. 4 T. R. 1.
Though the owners of horses may run them for a stake of 50/. or more at a proper place
for a horse-race, yet it has been held ff they run them upon the highway the wager is
illegal. 2 B. & P. 51.

Wagers in general, by the common law, were lawful contracts ; and all wagers may
still be recovered in a court of justice which are not made upon games, or which are not
such as are hkely to disturb the public peace, or to encourage immorality, or such as
will probably afibct the interests, characters, and feelings of persons not parties to the
wager, or such as are contrary to sound policy or the general interests of the community.
See 3 T. R. 693, where the legality of wagers is fully discussed.

Where a person had given 100/. upon condition of receiving 300/. if peace was not
concluded with France within a certain- time, and he afterwards brought his action to
recover the 300/., it was held the wager was void, as being inconsistent with general
policy; but he was allowed to recover back the 100/. which he had paid, under a count
for so much money had and received by the defendant to his use. 7 T. R. 505. So also
a person was permitted to recover back his share of a wager against a stakeholder upon
a boxing-match, (5 T. R. 405,) the court not considering the conduct of the plaintiff in
these instances so criminal as to deprive hml of the benefit of their assistance. See 2
B. & P. 467.---CHRISTIAn.

The statute 13 Gee. II. c. 19 is now repealed, by star. 3 &4 Viet. c. 5.---S_EWART.
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9 Lastly, there is another offence, constituted by a variety of acts of parli_
ment, which are so numerous and so confused, and the crime itself of so question-
able a nature, that I shall not detain the reader with many observations there.
upon. And yet it is an offence which the sportsmen of England seem to lhink
of the highest importance, and a matter, perhaps the only one, of general and
national concern, associations having been formed all over the kingdom to pre.
vent its destructive progress. I mean the offence of destroying such beasts and
fowls as are ranked under the denomination of game; which, we may remember,
was formerly observed(i) (upon the old principles of the ibrest taw) to be a tre_
pass and offence in all persons alike who have not authority from the crown to
kill game, (which is royal property,) by the grant either of a free warren or at
least a manor of their own. But the laws called the game laws have also in-
flicted additional punishments (chiefly pecuniary) on persons guilty of this
general offence, unless they be people of such rank or fortune as is therein
particularly specified. All persons, therefore, of what property or distinction
soever, that kill game out of their own territories, or even upon their own
estates, without the king's license expressed by the grant of a franchise, are
gAuil_y of the first original offence of encroaching on the royal prerogative. _

nd those indigent persons who do so without having such rank or fortune as
is generally called a qualification are guilty not only of the original offence, but
of the aggravations also created by the statutes for preserving the game; which
aggravations are so severely punished, and those punishments so implacably
inflicted, that the offence against the king is seldom thought of, provided the
miserable delinquent can make his peace with the lord of the manor. The el:
fence, thus aggravated, I have ranked under the present head, because the olaly
rational footing upon which we can consider it as a crime is that in low and in-
digent persons it promotes idleness, and takes them away from their proper

employments and callings, which is an offence against the public police ['175
and economy *of the commonwealth.

The statutes for preserving the game are many and various, and not a little
obscure and intricate, it being remarked(j) that in one statute only, 5 Anne, c.
14, there is false grammar in no fewer than six places, besides other mistakes i
the occasion of which, or what denomination of persons were probably the pen-
ners pf these statutes, I shall not at present inquire. It is, in general, sufficient
to observe that the qualifications for killing game, as they are usually called, or
more properly the exemptions from the penalties inflicted by the statute law,
are, 1. The having a freehold estate of 100l. per annum, _ there being fifty times
the property required to enable a man to kill a partridge as to vote for a knight
of the shire : 2. A leasehold for ninety-nine years of 150l. per annum : 3. Being
the son and heir apparent of an esquire (a very loose and vague description)
or person of superior degree : 4. Being the owner or keeper of a forest, park,
chase or warren. For unqualified persons transgressing these laws by killing
game, keeping engines for that purpose, or even having game in their custody_
or for persons (however qualified) that kill game or have it in possession at un-
seasonable times of the year or unseasonable hours of the day or night, on Sun-
days or on Christmas day, there are various penalties assigned, corporal and
pecuniary, by different statutes;(k) on any of which, but only on one at a time,
bhe justices may convict in a summary way, or (in most of them) prosecutions
may be carried on at the assizes. And, lastly, by statute 28 Gee. II. c. 12, no
person, however qualified to kill, may make merchandise of this valuable privi.
lege by selling or exposing to sale any game, on pain of like forfeiture as if he
had no qualification. =

(_) See book ii. page 417, &c. ($) Burn's Justice, Game, _ 3. (_) Burn's Justice, tit Game.

20The doctrine, so frequently repeated by the learned eommeh:ator, that no person
had originally, or has now, a right to kill game upon his own estate without a license or
grant from the king, is controverted in 2 book, p. 419, n.---CI1RISTIAN.

It must be a fee-simple estate of 100l. a year, or an estate for life of 150l. p*r snnum.
---_HITTY.

All these statutes are repealed, by star. 1 & 2W. IV. c. 32, and the law in this respect
Vo_ II.--29 449
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CHAPTER XIV.

OF HOMICIDE.

*IN the te_ preceding chapters we have considered, first, such crime_
*176] and misdemeanours as are more immediately injurious to God and his
holy religion; secondly, such as violate or transgress the law of nations; thirdly,
such as more espueially affect the king, the father and representative of hi_
people ; fourthly, such as more directly infringe the rights of the public or (;om.
monwealth, taken in its collective capacity; and are now, lastly, to take int_
consideration those which in a more peculiar manner affect and injure individual_
or private subjects.

Were these injuries indeed confined to individuals only, and did they affect
none but their immediate objects, they would fall absolutely under the notion
of private wrongs, for which a satisfaction would be due only to the party in-
jured, the manner of obtaining which was the subject of our inquiries in the
preceding book. But the wrongs which we are now to treat of are of a much
more extensive consequence: 1. Because it is impossible they can be committed
without a violation of the laws of nature,--of the moral as well as political rules
uf right : 2. Because they include in them almost always a breach of the public
peace : 3. Because by their example and evil tendency they threaten and en-
,1771 danger the subversion of all civil society. Upon these accounts it is
_'" J *that, besides the private satisfaction due and given in many cases to

the individual by action for the private wrong, the government also calls upon
the offender to submit to public punishment for the public crime. And the pro-
_ecution of these offences is always at the suit and in the name of the king, in
whom, by the texture of our constitution, the ju8 gladii, or executory power of
the law, entirely resides. Thus, too, in the old Gothic constitution there was a
threefold punishment inflicted on all delinquents; first, for the private wrong to
the party injured ; secondly, for the offence against the king by disobedience to
the laws; and, thirdly, fbr the crime against the public by their evil example.(a)
Of which we may trace the groundwork in what Tacitus tells us of his_Ger.
.mans,(b) that, whatever offenders were fined, "pars mulctve regi, veI civitati_ par_
ipsi, qui vindicatur vel propznquis ejus, exsol_itur."

These crimes and misdemeanours against private subjects are principally of
three kinds : .a.gainst their persons, their habitations, and their property.

Of crimes mjurious to the persons of private subjects, the most principal and
.tmportant is the offence of taking away that life which is the immediate gift of
the great Creator, and of which, therefore, no man can be entitled to deprive
himself or another but in some manner either expressly commanded in or evi-
dently, deducible fi'om those laws which the Creator has given us; the divine
laws, I mean, of either nature or revelation. The subject, therefore, of the pre-
sent chapter, will be the offence of homicide, or destroying the life of man, in its
several stages of guilt, arising from the particular circumstances of mitigation
or aggravation which attend it.

:Now, homicide, or the killing of any human creature, is of three kinds: j_st_-

"178 ] fiable, excusable, and felonzous. The first has no share of guilt at all; thesecond very little _ but the *third is the highest crime against the law
of nature that man is capable of committing.

I. Justifiable homicide is of divers kinds.
1. Such as is owing to some unavoidable necessity, without any will, inteniaonr

(_)Stierahook, l. 1, c. 5. (6) D_ Mor. Germ. c. 12.

almost entirely altered. The necessity of any qualification for killing game was abo-
fished, and it is enacted that every certificated person may kill game, subject to the law
of trespass ; and the sale of game by licensed persons and under certain restrictions is
'eA_It]Jz_d.-----STEWART.
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or desire, and without any inadvertence or negligence, in the party killing, and
thereibr_ without any shadow of blame. As, for instance, by virtue of such an
office as obliges one, in the execution of public justice, to put a malefactor to
death who had forfeited his life by the laws and verdict of his country. This
is an act of necessity, and even of civil duty, and therefore not only justifiable,
but commendable, where the taw requires it. But the law must require it, other-
wise it is not justifiable : therefore, wantonly to kill the greatest of malefaetors_
a felon or a traitor, attainted or outlawed, deliberately, uncompelled and extr't+
judicially, is murder.(c) For, as Braeton(d) very justly observes, "_stud ho_wi-
eidium, si fit ex livore, vel deleetatzone effundendi humanum sanguinem, lieet just_
occidatur zste, tureen oceisorpeceat mortaliter, propter intentionem corrulgtam." And,
farther, if judgment of death be given by a judge not authorized by lawful com.
mission, and execution is done accordingly, the judge is guilty of murder.(e)
And upon this account Sir _atthew Hale himself, though he accelated the place
of a judge of the common pleas under Cromwell's government, (since it is
necessary to decide the disputes of civil property in the worst of times,) yet
declined to sit on the crown :"de at the assizes and try prisoners, having very
sta'ong objections to the legality of the usurper's commission;(f) a distin,2:on
perhaps rather too refined, since the punishment of crimes is at least as neces-
sary to society as maintaining the boundaries of property. Also, such judgment,
when legal, must be executed by the proper officer or his appointed deputy; for
no one else is required by law to do it, which requisition it is that justifies the

homicide. If another *person doth it of his own head, it is held to be ['179murder,(g) even though it be the judge himself.@) It must, further, be
executed serrate jarls ordine; it must pursue the sentence of the court. If an
officer beheads one who is adjudged to be hanged, or vice versa, it is murder,(/)
for he is merely ministerial, and therefore only justified when he acts under the
authority and compulsion of the law ; but if a sheriff changes one kind of death
for another, he then acts by his own authority, which extends not to the com.
mission of homicide, and, besides, this license might occasion a very gross abuse
of his power. The king, indeed, may remit part of a sentence, as in the case
of treason, all but the beheading; but this is no change, no introduction of a
new punishment : and in the case of felony, where the judgment is to be hanged,
the king (it hath been said) cannot legally order even a peer to be beheaded.(k)
But this doctrine will be more fully considered in a subsequent chapter.

Again : in some cases homicide is justifiable ratber by the permission than by
the absolute command of the law, either for the ad_ancernent of public justice,
which without such indemnification would never be carried on with proper
vigour; or, in such instances where it is committed for the prevention of some
atrocious crime which cannot otherwise be avoided.

2. Homicides committed for the advancer_eT_tof public justice are :--1. Wh_,ro
an officer, in the execution of his office, either in a civil or criminal case, kills a
person that assaults and resists him.(/) 2. If an officer, or any private person,
attempts to take a man charged with felony, and is resisted, and in the endea-
vour to take him kills him.(m) This is similar to the old Gothic constitutions,
which (Stiernhook informs us)(n) "furem, si aliter capi non posset, occi4ere

*permittunt." 3. In case of a riot, or rebellious assembly, the officers ['180
endeavouring to disperse the mob are justifiable in killing them, both at
common law,(o) and by the riot act 1 Gee. I. c. 5. 4. Where the prisoners in a
gaol, or going to a gaol. assault the gaoler or officer, and he in his defence kills
_my of them, it is justifiable for the sake of preventing an escape.@) 5. If
trespassers in forests, parks, chases, or warrens will not surrender thomselve_
to the keepers, they may be slain, by virtue of the statute 21 Edw. I. st. 2, de

(e) 1 Hal. r. c. 497. (_) 3 lust 52. 21_..
(a) Fol. 120 (_) 1 Hal P C 494. 1 tIawk. P C. 71.
(*) 1 Hawk. P. C. 70. 1 Hal P. C 497. (_)1 IIal P C. 494.
/_) Burnet, in his Life. (n) De lure Grdh. 1 3_ c. 5

) 1 Hal. P. C. 501 l Hawk. P. C 70. (o) 1 Hal P C. 495. 1 Hawk. P. ( 16_
(_) Dalt. Just. c. 150 (1_) 1 HaL P. C. 496.
(t) Fmcl_ L 31. 3 Inst. 52. 1 Hal. P. C. 501.
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malefactoribus in parcis, and 3 & 4 W. and IV[. c. 10.1 But m all tnese cases ther_
must be an apparent necessity on the officer's side, viz, that the party, could
not be arrested or apprehended, the riot could not be suppressed, the pr,soners
could not be kept in hold, the deer-stealers could not but escape, unless such
homicide were committed ; otherwise, without such absolute necessity, it is not
justifiable3 6. If the champions in a trial by battle killed either of them the
other_ such homicide was justifiable, and was imputed to the just judgment of
God, who was thereby presumed to have decided in favour of the truth.(q) s

In the next place, such homicide as is committed for the prevel_twn of any
ibrcible and atrocious crzme is justifiable by the law of nature ;(r) and also by
the law of :England, as it stood so early as the time of Bracton,(s) and as it is
since declared in statute 24 lien. YIII. c. 5. _ If any person attempts a robbery
or murder of another, or attempts to break open a house, in the night-t_me,
(which extex_cls also to an attempt to burn it,)(t) and shall be killed in such at.
tempt, the slayer shall be acquitted and discharged. This reaches not to any
crime unaccompanied with force, as picking of pockets, or to the breaking open
of any house in the daytime, unless it carries with it the attempt of robbery
also. So the Jewish law, which punished no theft with death, makes homicide
only justifiable in case of nocturnal house-breaking: if a thief be found

"181] breaking up, and he be "smitten that *he die, no blood shall be shedfor him; but if the sun be risen upon him, there shall blood be shed fol
him ; for he should have made full restitution "(u) At Athens, if any theft was
committed by night, it was lawful to kill the criminal if' taken in the fact :(w)
and by the Roman law of the twelve tables, a thief might be slain by night
with impunity; or even by day, if he armed himself with any dangerous wea.
pen :(x) which amounts to nearly the same as is permitted by our own consti-
tutions.

The Roman law also justifies homicide when committed in defence of the
chastity either of one's self or relations ;(y) and so also, according to Sclden,(z)
stood the law in the Jewish republic. The :English law likewise justifies a
woman killing one who attempts to ravish her :(a) and so too the husband or
father may justify killing a man who attempts a rape upon his wife or daugh-
ter; but not if he takes them in adultery by consent, for the one is forcible
and felonious, but not the other.(b) And I make no doubt but the forcibly
attempting a crime of a still more detestable nature may be equally resisted
by the death of the unnatural aggressor. For the one uniform principle that
runs through our own and all other laws seems to be this,--that where a erime_

0) 1Hawk.P.C.71. (s)Cic.proMaone,3. /_f.9,2,4.
(r)PnflLL. of N.l._ e..f_ (_t)" D_.u._Hadr_anusresc*r_ps_teumqul _tuprur__Mm_
(*)Fol.155. tu,s_nferentemocczdztdzmzttendura" Ff. 48_8,1.
(¢)1 tIal P C.488. (_)De_'do.HeTrf_oo'.?.4,c 3.
(u)Exodxxii.2. (a)Bac.Elem64. 1Hawk.P.C.71.
(w)Pott.Antlq.b. i c 24. (J)1Hal.P. C.485,486.

t 21 Edw. I. stat. 2 is repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. e. 27, and 3 & 4W. and lYl.c. 10, by 16
Gee. III. e. 30,--which latter is Mso repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27.--CI_ITT]'.

2 If a person commits felony, and rims, or resists those who attempt to apprehend him,
or is indicted of felony, and flies, or is arrested by warrant or process of law, and escapes,
or is being conveyed to prison, and escapes,--in any of these cases, if he cannot be taken
alive, and is killed in the act of resistance, the homicide is justifiable. 1 Hale, P. C. 489.
1 East, P. C. 298. So if an officer has a warrant against A., by name, for felony, or if
A. is indicted of felony, or if the hue and cry is levied against him, by name, in any of
these eases if A., though innocent, flies or resists, and is killed by the officer or any other
person aiding him during flight or resistance, the person so killing him is indemnified.
Fost. 318. 1 East, P. C. 300. And the officer, it seems, would be equally indemnified
lhough he had no warrant, if he acted on a charge of felony, and on reasonable sus-
picion, even though it should appear in the result that no felony had been committed.
Samuel vs. Payne, Doug. 359. Guppy vs. Brittlebank, 5 Price, 525.--CmT'n'.

s The trial by battle is abolished, by 59 Gee. III. e. 46. See further upon that subject,
po#t. 346.--C_ITTY.

Repealed, by 9 Gee. IV. c. 31, sect. 10 of which enacts that no punishment or for
feiture shall be incurred by any person who shall kill another by misfortune, or in hi_
f)wn defence, or in any other manner, without felony.---CHETTY.
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in itself capital, is endeavoured to be committed by force, it is lawful to repel
that force by the death of the party attempting. But we must not carry this
doctrine to the same visionary length that l_r. Locke does, who holds(c) "that
all manner of three without right upon a man's person puts him in a state of
war with the aggressor; and, of consequence, that, being in such state of war,
he may lawfully kill him that puts him under this unnatural restraint." How-
,-ver just this conclusion may be in a state of uncivilized nature, yet the law of

England, like that of every other *well-regulated community, is too ['182
tender of the public peace, too careful of the lives of the subjects, to
adopt so contentious a system; nor will suffer with impunity any crime to be
prevented by death, unless the same, if committed, would also be Tunished by
death.

In these instances of justifiable homicide, it may be observed that the slayer
_s in no kind of fault whatsoever, not even in the minutest degree; and is
therefore to be totally acquitted and discharged, with commendation rather
than blame. But that is not quite the case in excusable homicide, _he very
name whereof imports some fault, some error or omission; so trivial, now-
ever, that the law excuses it from the guilt of felony, though in strictness i_
judges it deserving of some little degree of punishment.

II. Excusable homicide is of two sorts; either per infortunium, by misadven-
ture; or se defendendo, upon a principle of self-preservation. We will first see
wherein these two species of homicide are distinct, and. then wherein they agree.

l. Homicide per i_.fortunium or mtsadventure is where a man, doing a lawfm
act without any intention of hurt, unfortunately kills another: as where a man
ts at work with a hatchet, and the head thereof flies off and kills a stander-by;
or where a person qualified to keep a gun is shooting at a mark and undesign-
edly kills a man:(@ for the act is lawful, and the effect is merely accidental)
So where a parent is moderately correcting his child_ a master his apprentice or
scholar, or an o_cer punishing a criminal, and happens to occasion his death,
it is only misadventure; for the act of correction is lawful; but if he exceeds
the bounds of moderation, either in the manner, the instrument, or the quantity
of punishment, and death ensues, it is manslaughter at least, and in some cases
(according to the circumstances) murder;@) for the act of immoderate correc-

tion is unlawful. *Thus, by an edict of the emperor Constantine,(f) ['183
when the rigour of the Roman law with regard to slaves began to relax
and soften, a master was allowed to chastise his slave with rods and imprison-
ment, and if death accidentally ensued, he was guilty of no crime; but if he
struck him with a club or a stone, and thereby occasioned his death, or if in
any other yet grosset manner, "immoderate sue jure utatur, tunc reus homicid_i
sit."

But to proceed : A tilt or tournament, the martial diversion of our ancestors_
was however an unlawful act : and so are boxing and sword-playing, the succeed-
ing amusement of their posterity; and therefore if a knight in the former case,
or a gladiator in the latter, be killed, such killing is felony or manslaughter.
But if the king command or permit such diversion, it is said to be only misad-
venture; for then the act is lawfuL(g) In the like manner as, by the laws both
of Athens and Rome, he who killed another in the Tancratium, or public games
authorized or permitted by the state, was not held to be guilty of homicide.(h)

(¢) Ess on Oovt p. 2, c 5. (_ 5_)d 1.9, t. 14.
(d) 1 Hawk. P C. 73, 74. (a) 1 Hal. P. C. 473. 1 Hawk. P. C 74.
(s) 1 HaL P. C. 473, 474. (a) Plato, d_ LL. lzb. 7. Ff 9, 2, 7.

5If a person driving a carriage happen to kill another, if he saw or had timely notice
of the mischief likely to ensue_, and yet wilfully drove on, it will be murder; if he m_y/_t
have seen the danger, but did not look before him, it will be manslaughter; but if the
accident happened in such a manner that no want of due care could be imputed to tile
driver, it will be accidental death and excusable homicide. 1 East, P. C 263. Where,
on a false alarm of thieves, the master of the house killed one of the family by re;stake,
_ho had concealed himself in a closet, this was holden homicide by misfortune. Cro.
Car. 538. Where an unqualified person by accident shoots another in sporting, it is no
greater o_'ence than in a qualified person, i East, P. C. 260, 269.--CHITTY.
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Likewise tc whip another's horse whereby he runs over a cmld and kills him,
is held to be accidental in the rider, for he had done nothing unlawful i but man.
slaughter in the person who whipped him, for the act was a trespass, and at
best a piece of idleness of inevitably dangerous consequenee.(i) e And in general
if death ensues in consequence of an idle, dangerous, and unlawful sport, as
shooting or casting stones in a town, or the barbarous diversion of cock-throw-
ing, in these and similar cases the slayer is guilty of manslaughter, and not
misadventure only, for these are unlawful acts.(k)

2. Homicide m self-defence _r se defendendo, upon a sudden affray, is also ex-
cusable, rather than justifiable, by the English law. This species of self-de-
fence must be distinguished from that just now mentioned as calculated to

"184] *hinder the perpetration of a capital crimel which is not only a matter
of excuse but of justification. But the self-defence which we are now

•peaking of is that whereby a man may protect himself from an assault or the
like, in the course of" a sudden broil or quarrel, by killing him who assaults him.
And this is what the law expresses by the word chance-medley, or (as some rather
choose to write it) chaud-n_edley, the former of which in its etymology signifies
a casual affray, the latter an affray in the heat of blood or passion i both of them
of pretty much the same import: but the former is in common speech too often
erroneously applied to any manner of homicide or misadventure; whereas it
appears, by the statute 24 Hen. VIII. e. 5, and our antient books,(/) that it is
properly applied to such .killing as happens in self-defence upon a sudden ren-
counter. (m) This right of natural defence does not imply a right of attacking:
for, instead of attacking one another for injuries past or impending, men need
only have recourse to the proper tribunals of justice. They cannot therefore
legally exercise this right of preventive defence but in sudden and violent cases.
when certain and immediate sufferin_ would be the consequence of waiting for
the assistance of the law. Wherefor_e, to excuse homicide by the plea of self-
defence, it must appear that the slayer had no other possible (or at least proba.
ble) means of escaping from his assailant. _

It is frequently difficult to distinguish this species of homicide (upon chance.
(_) 1 ttawk. P. C 73. (_) Staundf. P. C. 16.
(k)Ib]d 74 1HaLP. C. 472. Fost. 261. (_)3Inst. 55,57. Fost. 275,276.

6Whenever death is the consequence of idle, dangerous, and unlawful sports, or of
heedless, wanton, and indiscreet acts, without a felonious intent, the party causing the
death is guilty of manslaughter. As if a man rides an unruly horse among a crowd of
people, (1 East, P. C. 231 :) or throws a stone or shoots an arrow over a wall into a public
and frequented street, (1 Hale P. C. 475 ;) or discharges his pistols in a public street upon
alighting from his carriage, (1 Stra. 481 ;) or throws a stone at a horse which strikes a man,
(1 Hale, P. C. 39:) in any of these cases, though the party may be perfectly innocent of
any mischievous intent, still, if death ensues, he is guilty of manslaughter. So, if the
owner suffers to be at large any animal which he knows to be vicious and mischievous,
and it kills a man, it has been thought by some that he may be indicted for manslaughter ;
but it is well agreed that he is guilty of a high misdemeanour, (2 Hawk. P. C. c. 13, _ 8 ;)
and, in a very recent case of that kind, Best, C. J., laid it down as law "' that if a person
trunks proper to keep an animal of this description, [a bull,] knowing its vicious nature,
and another person is killed by it, it will be manslaughter in the owner,/f nothing more :
at all events, it will be an aggravaled species of manslaughter." Blaekman vs. Simmons. 3
C. & P. 140. If workmen, in the ordinary course of their business, throw rubbish from
a house in a direction in which persons are likely to pass, and any one passing is killed,
this i_ manslaughter. 1 East, P. C. 262. Killing a person in a prize-fight is manslaughter,
Ward's case, 1 East, P. C. 270. As to what are lawful sports, see .Pult_m, title Rmt._

CHITTY.

The general principle seems to be this :--If a man is attacked in such a manner that
there is no possibility of his escaping without killing his assailant, he is justified in doing
no, after having done his utmost to retreat. Fost. 278. Kel. 128. But no assault, how-
ever violent, will justify killing the assailant under the plea of necessity unless there is
a clear manifestation of a felonious intent. 1 East, P. C. 277. 1 Russell, 551. And an
officer who kills one.who resists him in the execution of his office, and even a private
person that kills one who feloniously assau;_s him in the highway, may justify the fact
without retreating at all. 1 Huwk. P. 'L e. 29, s. 16. 1 Hale, P. C. 41. 3 Inst. 56. Cram
_8, a.---CuITTr.
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medley in aelf-defence) from that of manslaughter, in the proper legal sens_ ol
the word.(u) But the t-ue criterion between them seems to be this: when both
parties are actually combating at the time when the mortal stroke is given, the
slayer is then guilty of manslaughter: but if the slayer has not begun the fight,
or (having begun) endeavours to decline any further struggle, and afterwards,
being closely pressed by his antagonist, kills him to avoid his own destruction,
this is hommide excusable by self-defence.(o) For which reason the law requires
that the person who kills another in his own deibnee *should have re- r_,l_

• * " L _u_
treated as far as he convemently or safely can, to avoid the violence of
the assault, before he turns upon his assailant; and that not factitiously, or in

order to watch his opportunity, but from a real tenderness of shedding his bro-
ther s blood• And though it may be cowardice, in time of war between two inde-

)aendent nations, to flee ii'om an enemy, yet bet_-een two fellow-subjects the
w countenances no such point of honour, becaus_ the king and his courts are

the vzndices +njuriarura, and will give to the party wronged all the satisfaction
he deserves.(2) ) In this the civil law also agrees with ours, or perhaps goes
rather fhrther : " qui cam ahter tueri se non possunt, damni culpam dederint, innoxii
sunt."(q) The party assaulted must therefore flee as far as he conveniently can,
either by reason of some wall, ditch, or other impediment, or as far as the fierce-

ness of tile assault will permit him,(r) for it may be so fierce as not to allow him
to yield a step without manifest danger of his life or enormous bodily harm, and
then in his defence he may kill his assailant instantly. And this is the doctril,e
of universal justice(s) as well as of the municipal law.

And as the manner of the defence, so is also the time to be considered ; for, if
the person assaulted does not fall upon the aggressor till the affray is over, or
when he is running away, this is revenge, and not defence. Neither, under the
colour of self-defence, will the law permit a man to screen himself from the guilt
of deliberate murder; for if two persons, X. and B., agree to fight a duel, and A.
igives the first onset, and B. retreats as far as he safely can and then kills A., this
s murder, because of the previous malice and concerted design.(t) ]But if A.,

npon a sudden quarrel, assaults B. first, and upon B.'s returning the assault A.
really and bona fide flees, and, being driven to the wall, turns again upon B. and
kills him, this may be se defendendo according to some of our writers,(u) _,._.
$ cr ..... L 15_though others(w) have thought this opmmn too favourable, inasmuch
as the necessity to which he is at last reduced originally arose from his own
fault. Under this excuse of self-defence the principal civil and natural relations
are comprehended: therefore master and servant, parent and child, husband and
wife, killing an assailant in the necessary defence of each other respectively, arc
excused; the act of the relation assisting being construed the same as the act of
the party himself.(x)

There is one species of homicide se defendendo where the party slain is equally
innocent as he who occasions his death i and yet this homicide is also excusable,
from the great universal principle of self-preservation which prompts every man
to saw_ his own life preferably to that of another, where one of them must inevi-
tably perish. As, among others, in that case mentioned by lord Bacon,(y) where
two persons, being shipwrecked, and getting on the same plank, but finding it
not able to save them both, one of them thrusts the other from it, whereby he
is drowned. He who thus preserves his own life at the expense of another
man's is excusable through unavoidable necessity and the principle of self-de.
fence, since their both remaining on the same weak plank is a mutual though
innocent attempt upon and an endangering of each other's life.

Let us next take a view of those circumstances wherein these two species of
homicide by misadventure and self-defence agree ; and those are in their blame
and punishment. For the law sets so high a value upon the life of a man that
•it always intends some misbehaviour in the person who takes it away, unless

I Hal C. 479.

(-) 3 ,_t. 55. 1'2)_b,d P(_) Fost 277 42_.
(_) 1 Hal. P. e. 481_ 4_. (_)1 Hawk• P. C. 75.
(f) Ff 9, 2, 45• (_) 1 Hal P C 448.
(_') 1 Hal P C 483. ($,) Elexa c. 5. Se6 also 1 Hawk. P. C. '13.
(a) Pu_ b. h, c. 5, _ 13.
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by the command or express permission of the law. In the case of misadven-
ture it presumes negligence, or at least a want of sufficient caution, in him who
was so unfortunate as to commit it, who therefore is not altogether faultless.(z)
*1_71 And as to the necessity which excuses a man who *kills another se cle-

_" J fendendo, lord Bacon(a) entitles it necessitas culTab_lis , and thereby dis-
tinguishes it from the ibrmer necessity of killing a thief or a malefactor. For
the 1Lw intends that the quarrel or assault arose from some unknown wrong, or
some provocation either in word or deed; and since, in quarrels, both parties
may be, and usually are, in some ikult, and it scarce can be tried who was ori_d-
nally in the wrong, the law will not hold the survivor entirely guiltless. Bat
it is clear, in the other case, that where I kill a thief that breaks into my house,
the original default can never be upon my side. The law, besides, may have a
further view: to make the crime of homicide more odious, and to caution men
how they venture to kill another upon their own private judgment, by ordain-
ing that he who slays his neighbour, without an express warrant ii'om the law
so to do, shall in no case be absolutely free from guilt.

Nor is the law of England singular in this respect. Even the slaughter of
enemies required a solemn purgation among the Jews ; which implies that the
death of a man, however it happens, will leave some stain behind it. And the
]Kosaical law(b) appointed certain cities of refuge for him "who killed his neigh-
bour unawares; as, if a man goeth into the wood with his neighbour to hew
wood, and his hand fetcheth a stroke with the axe to cut down a tree, and the
head slippeth from the helve and lighteth upon his neighbour that he die, he
shall flee unto one of these cities and live." But it seems he was not held

wholly blameless any more than in the English law, since the avenger of blood
might slay him before he reached his asylum, or if he afterwards stirred out of
it till the death of the high-priest. In the imperial law, likewise,(c)casual
homicide was excused by the indulgence of tile emperor, signed with his own
sig,u-manual, "annotatione Tr_nctpts;" otherwise ttle death of a man, however
committed, was in some degree punishable. Among the Greeks,(d) homicide

by misfortune was expiated by voluntary *banishment for a year.(e) In
"188] Saxony a fine is paid to the kindred of the slain; which also, among
the Western Goths, was httle inferior to that of' voluntary homicide :(f) and in
France(g) no person is ever absolved, in cases of thin nature, without a largess
to I.he poor, and the charge of certain masses for the soul of the party killed.

The penalty inflicted by our laws is said by Sir Edward Coke to have been

ant!ently no less than.death ;(h) which, however, is with reason denied by later
amt more accurate wrlters.(z) It seems rather to have eonststed in a forfeiture,
some say of all the goods and chattels, others of only part of them, by way of
fine or weregild :(k) which was probably disposed of, as in France, in pios usus,
according to the humane superstition of the times, for the benefit of h_s soul
who was thus suddenly sent to his account with all his imperfections on his
head. But that reason having long ceased, and the penalty (especially if a
total forfeiture) growing more severe than was intended in proportion as per.
sonal property has become more considerable, the delinquent has now, and has
hag, as early as our records wilt reach,(/) a pardon and writ of restitution of
his goods as a matter of course and right, only paying for suing out the
same.(m) And, indeed, to prevent this expense, in cases where the death has
notoriously happened by misadventure or in self-defence, the judges w ll usually
permit (if not direct) a general verdict of acquittaL(n)

III. Felonious homicide is an act of a very different nature from the fbrmer,
being the killing of a human creature, of any age or sex, without justification
or excuse. This may be done either by killing one's self, or another man.

(.) 1 Hawk. P C. 72. (a) Elem. c. 5. (_')Stiernh de jure _. ! $, c. 4.
(b) Numb. xxxv. and Deut. xix. (¢) De Morney, on the D_lest.
(*) 0_ 9, lt,, 5, (h) 2 Inst. 148, 315.
(d) Plato, de Leg. l_ 9 (_) 1 Hal. P. C. 425. 1 Hawk. P. C. '/6. Foot. 2_2,
',) To this explatmn by bantshment the splint of Patroclus (k) !_ost 287.

m Homer may be thought to allude when he reminds (_) Ibid. 283.
Achilles. m the tw,.ntv-thlrd lhad, that when a chtld h_ (_) 2 Hawk P.C.._1.
was obhged to flee hl_ country for casually kllhng his play (_) Fost, 288.
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*Self-murder, the pretended heroism, but real cowardice, of the [*[89
Stoic philosophers, who destroyed themselves to avoid those ills which
they had not the fortitude to endure, though the attempting it seems to be
countenanced by the civil law,(o) yet was punished by the Atheni'_n law with
cutting off the hand which committed the desperate deed.(p) And also the
law of England, wisely and religiously considers that no man hath a power to
destroy life but by commission fi'om God, the author of it: and, as the suicide
s guilty of a double offence ; one spiritu-fl, in invading the prerogative of the
Almighty and rushing into his immediate presence unealled for ; the other tem-
poral, against the king, who hath an interest in the preservation of' all hi_
subjects; the law has therefore ranked this among the highest crimes, making
it a peculiar species of' felony, a felony committed on one's self. And this
admits of accessories before the fact, as well as other fblonies; for if one
persuades another to kill himself', and he does so, the adviser is guilty of tour-
den(q) A felo de se, therclore, is he that deliberately puts an end to his
own existence, or commits any unlawful malicious act, the consequence of
which is his own death : as ifi attempting to kill another, he runs upon his
antagonist's sword; or, shooting at another, the gun bursts and kills himself.(r) s
The party must be of years of discretion and in his senses, else it is no crime.
But this excuse ought not to be strained to that length to which our coroner's
juries are apt to carry it, viz., that the very act of suicide is an evidence of
insanity ; as :f every man who acts contrary to reason had no reason at all :
for the same argument would ])rove every other criminal non compos, as _ ell as
the self:murderer. The taw very rationally judges that every melancholy or
hypochondriac fit doe_ not deprive a man of' the capacity of discerning right
from wrong; which is necessary, as was observed in a former chapter,(s) to
*form a legal excuse. And, therefore, if' a real lunatic kills himself in
a lucid interval, he is a felo de se as much as another man.(t) ['190

But now the question follows,--What punishment can human laws inflict on
one who has withdrawn himself from their reach? They can only act upon
what he has left behind him, his reputation and fbrtune ; on the former by an
ignominious burial in the highway, with a stake driven through his body ;s on
the latter by a forfbiture of all his goods and chattels to the king; hoping that
his care for either his own reputation or the welfare of his family would be
some motive to restrain him from so desperate and wicked an act. And it is
observable that this forfeitm-e has relation to the time of the act done in the
Felon's lifetime, which was the cause of his death. As if husband and wife
be possessed jointly of a term of years in land, and the husband drowns him

(*) _ S_quz¢ impat_en_a do_or_%ant t_ed_ovzt_e,ant morbo, (q) Keflw. 136
ant furore, ant pudore_ inert maluvt, non an_madve_ t_t_tr in (_) 1 Hawk P.C. 68. 1 Hal. P. C. 413.
aura." Ffi 49, 16, 6 (,) See page 24.

(J9 Pott. Antiq b. i. c. 26. (t) 1 Hal. P. C. 412.

sHe who kills another upon his desire or command is in the judgment of the law &l
much a murderer as if he had done it merely of his own head; and the person killed is
not looked upon as a felo de se, inasmuch as his assent was merely void, being against thu
la_s of God and man. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 27, s. 6. Keilw. 136. _oor. 754. And see Rex
vs. Sawyer, 1 Russell, 424. Rex vs. Evans, id. 426.--CnITTY.

gBut now, by 4 Gee. IV. c. 52, s. 1, it shall not be lawful for any coroner, or other
,_ff_cerhavin authorit to hold inquests, to issue any warrant or other process directing
the imerme_t of the reYmains of persons against whom a finding offelo de se shall be had
in any public highway; but such coroner or other officer shall give directions for the
_rivate interment of the remains of such person felo de se, without any stake being

riven through the body of such person, in the churchyard or other burial-ground of
the parish or place in which the remains of such person might by the laws or customs
(ff England be interred if the verdict of.felo de se had not been found against such
person, such interment to be made within twenty-four hours from the finding of the
inquisition, and to take place between the hours of nine and twelve at night. Proviso,
(s. 2,) not to authorize the performing of any of the rites of Christian burial on the inter-
ment of the remains of any such person, nor to alter the laws or usages relating to the
burial of such person, except so far as relates to the interment of such remains in such
yard or burial-ground at such time and in such manner.---C_iTTv.
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self, the land shall be forfeited to the king, and the wife shall not have it by
survivorship. For by the act of casting himself into the water he forfeits the
term ; which gives a title to the king prior to the wife's title by survivorship,
which could not accrue till tile instant of her husband's death.(u) And though
it must be owned that the letter of the law herein borders a little upon severity,
yet it is some alleviation that the power of mitigation is left in the breast of
the sovereign, who upon this, as oil all other occasions, is reminded by the oath
of his office to execute judgment in mercy, l°

The other species of criminal homicide is that of killing another man. But
in this there are also degrees of guilt which divide the offence into manslaughter
and murder, the difference between which may be partly collected from what
has been incidentally mentioned in the preceding articles, and principally con-
sists in this,--that manslaughter, when voluntary, arises fi'om the sudden heat
of tim passions, murder from the wickedness of the heart.
• lo1_ *1. Manslaughter is theretbre thus defined :(v) the unlawful killing of
"_J another without malice, either express or implied; which may be either

voluntarily, upon a sudden heat, or involuntarily, but in the commission of some
unlawful act. These were called, in the Gothic constitutions, "homwidia vul-
garia ; quce aut casu, aut etiam sponte comm_ttuntur, sed in subitaneo quodam ira.
cundta_ calore et impetu."(w) And hence it follows that in manslaughter there
can be no accessories before the fact, because it must be done without premedi-
tation.

As to the first, or voluntary branch: if, upon a sudden quarrel, two persons
fight, and one of them kills the other, this is manslaughter; and so it is if they,
upon such an occasion, go out and fight in a field, for this is one continued act
of passion,(x) and the law pays that regard to human frailty as not to put a
hasty and a deliberate act upon the same footing with regard to guilt. So, also,
ff a man be greatly provoked, as by pulling his nose, or other great indignity,
and immediately kills the aggressor, though this is not excusable 8e defendendo,
since there is no absolute necessity for doing it to preserve himself, yet neither
is it murder, for there is no previous malice, but it is manslaughter.(y) But in
this and in every other case of homicide upon provocation, if there be a suffi-
cient cooling4ime for passion to subside and reason to interpose, and the person
so provoked afterwards kills the other, this is deliberate revenge and not heat
of blood, and accordingly amounts to murder.(z) So, if a man takes another in
the act of adultery with his wife and kills him directly upon the spot, though
this was allowed by the laws of Solon,(a) as likewise by the Roman civil law,
(ff the adulterer was found in the husband's own house,)(b) and also among the

(u) Finch, L. 216. (y) Kelyng. 135.
.) 1 Hal P. C. 466 (_) Fost. 296.
_) Stmrnh. de )ure Got)LL 8, c 4. (a) Plutarch, _n v_t Solon

(m)1 Hawk. P. C. 82. (b) /_]¢.48, 5, 24.

[uAs to what a felo de se shatl forfeit, it seems clear that he shall forfeit all chattels real
or personal which he has in his own right ; and also all chattels real whereof he is pos-
sessed, either jointly with his wife, or in her right ; and also all bonds and other per-
sonal things in action belonging solely to himself; and also all personal things in action,
and, as some say, entire chattels in possession, to which he was entitled jointly with an-
other, or any account, except that of merchandise. But it is said that he shall forfeit
a moiety only of such joint chattels as may be severed, and nothing at all of what he was
possessed of as executor or administrator. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 27, s. 7. The blood of a
felo de se is not corrupted, nor his lands of inheritance tbrfeited, nor his wife barred of
hel dvw?r. 1 Hawk. P.O.e. 27, s. 8. Plowd. 261, b, 26-° ,a. 1 Hale, P. 0.413. The
will of a felo de se therefore becomes void as to his personal property, hut not as to his
real estate. Plowd. 261. .No part of the personal estate of a felo de se vests in the king
belole the self-murder is found by some requisition, and consequently the forfeiture
thereof is saved by a pardon of the offence before such finding. 5 Co. Rep 110, b. 3 Inst.
54. 1 Saund. 362. 1 Sid. 150, 162. But if there he no such pardon, the whole is for-
feited immediately after such inquisition, fl'om the time of the act done by which tLe
death was caused, and all intermediate alienations and titles are avoided. P]owd. 260
1 Hale, P. C. 29. 5 Co. Rep. 110. Finch, L. 216. See also, upon this subject. Lamh_,
_. Taylor, 6 D. & R. 188, 4 B. & C. 138.---CmTTV
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antient Goths,(c) yet in England it is not absolutely ranked in the class of j'asti-
liable homicide, as in case of a ibrcible rape, *but it is manslaughter.(d) r*l (_9
[t is, however, the lowest degree of it; and therefore in such a case the _ _"
court directed the burning in the hand to be gently inflicted, because there coula
not be a greater provocation.(e) l_anslaughter, therefore, on a sudden provoca.
tion, differs from excusable homicide se defendendo in this,--that in one case there
is an apparent necessity Ibr self-preservation to kill the aggressor, in the other
no necessity at all, being only a sudden act of revenge.

The second branch, or involuntary manslaughter, differs also from homicide
excusable by misadventure in this,--that misadventure always happens in conse-
quence of a lawful act, but this species of manslaughter in consequence of an
unlawthl one. As, if two persons play at sword and buckler, unless by the king's
command, and one of them kills the other, this is manslaughter, because the ori-
ginal act was unlawful, but it is not murder, for the one had no intent to do the
other any personal mischief.(f) So, where a person does an act lawful in itself_
but in an unlawful manner, and without due caution and circumspection, as
when a workman flings down a stone or piece of timber into the street and kills
a man, this may be either misadventure, manslaughter, or murder, according to
the circumstances under which the original act was done: if it were in a country
village where i_w passengers are, and he calls out to all people to have a care,
it is misadventure only; but if it were in London_ or other populous town, where
people are continually passing, it is manslaughter, though h,, gives loud warn-
ing,(g) and murder if"he knows of their passing and gives no ,earning at all, for
then it is malice against all mankind (h) And in general, when an involuntary
kilting happens in consequence of an unlawful act, it will be either murder or
manslaughter,(/) according to the nature of the act which occasioned it. If it

be in prosecution of a felonious *intent, or in its consequences naturally ['193
tended to bloodshed, it will be murder; but if no more was intended than
_,mere civil trespass, it will only amount to manslaughter.(j)

I_ext, as to the punishment of this degree of homicide: the crime of man-
slaughter amounts to felony, but within the benefit of clergy; and the offender
shall be burned in the hand and forfeit all his goods and chattels? _

But there is one species of manslaughter which is punished as murder, the
benefit of clergy being taken away from it by statute, namely, the offence of
mortally stabbing another, though done upon sudden provocation. For, by statute
1 5ac. I. c. 8, when one thrusts or stabs another not then ha_-_ng a weapon drawn,
or who hath not then first stricken the party stabbing, so that hc dies therent _
within six months after, the offender shall not have the benefit of' clergy, though
he did it not of malice aforethought. This statute was made on account of the
frequent quarrels and stabbings with short daggers between the Scotch and the
English at the accession of James the First,(k) and being, therefore, of a tempo-
rary nature, ought to have expired with the mischief which it meant to remedy.
For, in point of solid and substantial justice, it cannot be said that the mode of
killing, whether by stabbing, strangling, or shooting, can either extenuate or
enhance the guilt, unless where, as in tl_e case of poisoning, it carries with it an
internal evidence of cool and deliberate malice. But the benignity of the law
hath construed the statute so favourably in behalf' of the subject, and so strictly
when against him, that the offence of stabbing now stands almost upon the same

) Stlernh. de jure Goth. L 3, c, 2. is ocensmned. For, by statute 10 Gee. II. c. 31, if any
) 1 Hal. P. C 486. waterman betweev Gravesend and Windsor receives into his

(I_ ei_ T lCaym, 212. boat or barge a greater number of tmraooa than the act)3 Inst. 56, allows_ and any pz.ag_nger shall then be d_ro_e_l_ such
(g) Kes. 40. waterman is guilty (not of manslaughter_ but) of felony,
(_) ._ tnst 57. and shall be transported a_ a felon.
(*) Our statuteqaw has _everely aumaa_lverted on one (_) Foster, 258. 1 Hawk. P. C. 84.

|l_Cms of crunmal neghgeace whereby the death of a man (;') Lord Raym. 140.

n By 9 Gee. IV. c. 31, s. 9, (repealing all former enactments on this subject,) every
person convicted of manslaughter shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be
transported for life, or for any term not less than seven years, or to be imprisoned, wit]J
ar without hard labour, fi_r any term not exceeding four years, or to pay such fine
the court shall award.--CHiTrY.
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footing as it dic at the common law.(/) Thus, (not to repeat the cases h_fore
mentioned of stabbing an adulteress, &c., which are barely manslaughter, as at
common law,) in the construction of this statute it hath been doubted whether,
if the deceased had struck at all before the mortal blow given, this does not take
it out of the statute, though in the preceding quarrel the stabber had given the

first blow ; and *it seems to be the better opinion that this is not within
"194] the statute.(m) Also, it hath been resolved that the killing a man by
throwin_ a hammer or other blunt weap)on is no_ within the statute; and whether
a shot w_th a pistol be so or not, it is doubted.(n) :But if the party slain had a
cudgel in his hand, or had thrown a pot or bottle or discharged a pistol at the
party stabbing, this is a sufficient having a weapon drawn on his side within
the words of the statute.(o) _*

2. We are next to consider the crime of deliberate and wilful murder, a crmm
at which human nature starts, and which is, I believe, punished almost univer-
sally throughout the world with death. The _-ords of the Mosaical law (over
and above the general precept to :Noah,(p)that "whoso sheddeth man's blood,
by man shall his blood be shed") are very cmphatical in prohibiting the pardon
of murderers (q) "Moreover, ye shall take no satisfaction for the life ofa mur-

(_) Fost_ 299, 300. (o) 1 Hawk. P. C. 77.
(_) Ibid. 301 1 Hawk. P. C. 77. (p) Gen Ix. 6.
(_) 1 Hal. P. C 470. (_) Numb. xxxv. 31,

12The 1 Jae. I. e. 8, together with the 43 Gee. IIIc. 58 (lord Ellenborough's Act) and
the 1 Gee. IV. c. 90, relating to the same subject, is repealed, by 9 Gee. IV. c. 31, by
sect. 11 of which it is enacted that if any person unlawfully and mahciously shall ad-
minister or attempt to administer to any person, or shall cause to be taken by any person,
any poison or other destructive thing, or shall unlawfully and maliciously attempt to
drown, suffocate, or strangle any person, or shall unlawfully and malicmusly shoot at any
person, or shall, by drawing a trigger, or in any other manner, attempt to discharge any
kind of loaded arms at any person, or shall unlawfully and maliciously stab, cut, or
wound any person, with intent, in any of the cases aforesaid, to murder such person,
every such offender, and every person counselling, aiding, or abetting such offender,
shall be guilty of felony, and, being convicted thereofi shall suffer death as a felon.
And, by sect. 12, it is enacted that if any person unlawflflly and mahciously shall shoot at
any person, or shall, by drawing a trigger, or in any other manner, attempt to discharge
any kind of loaded arms at any person, or shall unlawfully and mahciously stab, cut, or
wound any person, with intent, in any of the cases aforesaid, to maim, disfigure, or dis-
able such person, or to do some other grievous bodily harm to such person, or with intent
to resist or prevent the lawful apprehension or detainer of the party so offending, or of
any of his aceomphces, for any ofl_nee for which he or they may respectively be liable
by law to be apprehended or detained, every such offender, and every person counsel-
hng, aiding, or abetting such offender, shall be guilty of felony, and, being convicted
thereof, shall suffer death as a felon : provided that in case it shall appear on the trial
of any person indicted for any of the offences above specified that such acts of shooting,
or of attempting to discharge leaded arms, or of stabbing, cutting, or wounding, as afore-
said, were committed under such circumstances that if death had ensued therefrom the
same would not in law have amounted to the crime of murder, in every such case the
person so indicted shall be acquitted of felony. There are two novelties in this act of
parliament: first, the provisions in section 11, respecting drowning, _v2]'ocaang, and strang-
ltng; and, secondly, the introduction, in both sections 11 and 12, of the word wound after
the words stab and cut. The latter is an improvement which had long been a deside-
ratum, many indictments under the former statute having failed merely for the want
of some such general term where the injury inflicted did not fall strictly within the defi-
nition either of a stab or a cut. The new act al_o places attempts to murder and attempts
to maim under two distinct clauses. It does not, however, make those offhnces distract
in their nature: it follows therefore that both may be charged in the same indictment.
An indictment under this statu_e must describe with accuracy the mode in which the
injury is inflicted ; for where the indictment under 43 Geo. III. c. 58 was lbr cutlzng, and
the evidence was that the wounds were inflicted by 8_abSzng,the judges held the con-
viction wrong. Rex vs. McDermot, R. & R. C. C. 356. It may be obserTed, generally,
that where the injury is inflicted with intent to prevent a lawful apprehension, it must
be sho,vn that the offender had notice of the purpose for which he was apprehended ; for
otherwise, in case of death ensuing, the offence would be manslaughter, and the prisoner
would be entitled to the benefit of the proviso in section 12. See Rickett's case, I Russ.
599. With respect to offences of this and of other descriptions committed upon the high
_eas, see pos_,268.---CmTvr.
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derer who is guilty of death, but he shall surely be put to death: for the land
cannot be cleansed of the blood that is shed therein but by the blood of him that
shed it." And therefore our law has provided one course of prosecution, (that by
appeal, of which hereafter,) wherein the king himself is excluded the power of
pardoning murder; so that, were the king of England so inclined, he could not
imitate that Polish monarch mentioned by Puffendorf:(r) who thought proper
to remit the penalties of murder to all the nobility in an edict with this arrogant
preamble, "nos, diwni juris rigorem moderantes, &c." :But let us now consider
the definition of this great offence.

The name of murder (as a crime) was antiently applied only to the uecret

killing of another,(s) (which the word moerda *signifies in the Teutom, r.195
language;)(t) and it was defined, "homicidium quod nuUo vidente, hullo

" hi hscie_te, clam perpetratur; (u) for w "c the rill wherein it was committed, or (if
l,hat were too poor) the whole hundred, was liable to a heavy amercement; which
amercement itself was also denominated murdrura.(w) This was an antient
usage among re Goths in Sweden and Denmark; who supposed the neighbour-
hood, unless Llmy produced the murderer, to have perpetrated or at least con-
nived at the murder,(x) and, according to Bracton,(y) was introduced into this
kingdom by king Canute to prevent his countrymen, the Danes, from being
privily murdered by the English; and was afterwards continued by William the
Conqueror, for the like security to his own :Normans.(z) And therefore if, upon
inquisition had, it appeared that the person found slain was an Englishman, (the
presentment whereof was denominated englescherie,)(a) the country seems to

have been excused from this burthen. But, this difference being total!y abo-
lished by statute 14 Edw. IILc. 4, we must now (as is observed by Staund-
forde)(b) define murder in quite another manner, without regarding whether
the party slain was killed openly or secretly, or whether he was of English or
foreign extraction.

]_[urder is, therefore, now thus defined or rather described by Sir Edward
Coke:(c) "when a person of sound memory and discretion unlawfully killeth
any reasonable creature in being, and under the king's peace, with malice afore.

this crime will bebyconsideringthth°ught'eitherexpress°rimplied'e The best wayof examining the nature ofseveral branches of this definition.

First, it must be committed by a Terson of sound memory and discretion ; tbr
lunatics or ;hi'ants, as was formerly observed, are incapable of committing any
crime; unless in such cases where they show a consciousness of doing wrong,
and of course a discretion or discernment between good and evil. _8

:Next, it happens when a person of such sound discretion unlawfully killetl_

The unlawfulness arises ii'om the killing without *warrant or excuse; ['190
and there must also be an actual killing to constitute murder; for a bare
assault, with intent to kill, is only a great misdemeanour, though formerly it
was held to be murder.(d) The killing may be by poisoning, striking, starving,
drowning, and a thousand other ibrms of death by which human nature may be
overcome. And if a person be indicted for one species of killing, us by po_son.

(_) L. of N. b vni c. 3. (w) Glanv t. 14, c 3.
(*) Dial de ,_eacch l 1, c 10 (_) Bract L 3, tr. 2, e 15, _ 7. Stat. Marl c. 26. Feat. 281.
(t) Stiernh de Jure b_ueon 1 3, c 3 The word murdre in (_) Stmrnh L 3_ c 4.

ollr old statutes also signified a_y kind of concealment or (y_ L. 3, tr 2, c. 15.
stlfllng. So in the s,_atute of Exeter, _14 Edw ],) ' 3e mens (.) l tI,tl P e 447

cdera_ _ surfer,s estre c_ ne m_rdrd ;" which Is thus (a) Bract. ub_ s-upra.
ta_mslated m Fleta, 1. 1, c. 18, _ 4:--'_Nullam vemta_ (hi p. C l l, c. 10.
odaSo_neveelamperra_itam necmurdam" And the _olds (e) 3 Inst.47.
_r murdre _ dro_t," m the artmles of that statute, are (d) 1 Hal. P. C 42_
rendered in Fleta, (ibld _ 8,) _pro jure _t_u3us _nur-

_See ante, 23, as to infants. In the case of lunacy, where there is only such a partial
derangement as leaves the person free to act or to forbear in the particular case in ques
tion, or where he is guilty of the crime during a lucid interval, he will be equally liable
to punishment with those who are perfectly sane. Earl Ferrer's case, 10 Harg. St. Tr.
478. Where, however, the mind labours under such a delusion that, though it discerns
some objects clearly, it is totally deranged as to the objects of its attack, the party will
Im entitled to an acquittal. See Erskine's Speeches, vol. v. 1, Ridgway's ed. 1812. tIow
far drunkenness excuses a crime, see ante, '2-5,26.---CHITTY.
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i_, he cannot be convicted by evidence of a totally different species of death,
as by shooting with a pistol, or starving. But where they only differ in circum.
stance, as if a wound be alleged to be given with a sword and it proves to have

arisen from a staff, an axe, or a hatchet, this difference is immaterial.(e) l' Of
all species of deaths the most detestable is that of poison ; _ecause it can, of all
others, be the least prevented either by manhood or forethought.(f) And,
therefore, by the statute 22 :Hen. VIII. c. 2, it was made treason, and a more
grievous and lingering kind of death was inflicted on it than the common law
allowed; namely, boiling to death ;16 but this act did not live long, being re_
pealed by 1 Edw. VI. c. 12. There was also, by the antie_t common law, one
specms of killing held to be murder which may be dubious at this day; as there
hath not been an instance wherein it has been held to be murder for many ages
past :(g) I mean by bearing false witness against another, with an express pre-
meditated design to take away his life, so as the innocent person be condemned

(,) 3 Inst. 319. 2 Hal. P. C 185. ground8 to beheve it was not from any apprehension of his
(f) 3 lust. 48. that the point was not maintainable, but from other pru-
(g) Fost. 132 In the ease of Macdaniel and Berry, re- dentlal reasons. Nothing therefore should be concluded

ported by Su¢ Mmhael Foster, though the then attorney- from the waiving of that prosecution.
general dechned to argue this point of law, I have good

1,See 1 East, P. C. 341, and Sharwin's case there cited, in which it was held that an
averment of an assault with a woodeastaffwas satisfied by proof of an assault with a stone,-
the effect being the same. See Rex vs. Dale, 13 Price, 172. 9 g. B. ]t_oore, 19. A stroke
must be expressly averred ; and an indictment stating that the prisoner murdered, or
gave a mortal wound, without saying that he struck, is bad. Rex vs. Long, 5 Co. Rep.
122, a. 1 East, P. C. 342. It must also be stated upon what part of the body the de-
ceased was struck, (2 Hale, P. C. 185 ;) and the length and depth of the wound must be
shown. Id. 186. Haydon's case, 4 Co. Rep. 42, a. Where there are several wounds, the
length and breadth of each need not be stated. Rex vs. Mosley, R. & N. C. C. 97. And
see Young's case, 4 Co. Rep. 40, Walker's case, id. 41, Rex vs. Lorkin, 1 Bulst. 124, 2
Hale, P.C. 184, Rex vs. Dale, R. & M. C. C. 5, as to the wound, cause of death, &c.
Where the death proceeded from suffocation from the swelling up of the passage of the
throat and such swelling proceeded from wounds occasioned by forcing something into
the throat, it was held sufficient to state in the indictment that the things were forced
into the throat and the person thereby suffocated, and that the process immediately
causing the suffocation, namely, the swelling, need not be stated. Rex vs. Tye, R. & R.
C. C. 345. The death, by the means stated, must be positively averred, and cannot be in-
ferred, (1 East, P. C. 343 ;) and where the death is occasioned by a stroke, it must be
further alleged that the prisoner gave the deceased a mortal wound, &c. whereof he died.
2 Hale, P. C. 186. :Kel. 125. Lad's case, Leach, 96. The time and place both of the
wound and of the death must be stated, in order to show that the deceased died within
a year and a day from the cause of the death ; in computing which, the day of the act
done is reckoned the first; though a precise statement of the day is immaterial, if the
party is proved to have died within the limited period. 2 Inst. 318. 2 East, P. C. 344.
The word murdered is absolutely necessary in the indictment. 2 Hale, P. C. 187. The
allegations, "not having the fear of God," &c. "vl et arm,s," and "being in the peace of
God," &c. are not necessary. 2 Stark. C. P. 385. Where the stroke is given in one county
and the death happens in another, the venue may be laid in either. As to laying the
venue, where the stroke is given at sea, see 9 Gee. IV. c. 31, _ 8. Where the name of the
deceased is not known, he may be described as a certain person to the jurors unknown ;
but a bastard child cannot be described by his mother's name unless he has acquired that
name by reputation. Rex vs. Clark, R. & R. C. C. 358; and see l_ex vs. Sheen, 2 C. & P.
655.--CHI_TV.

15This extraordinary punishment seems to have been adopted by the legislature from
the peculiar circumstances of the crime which gave rise to it; for the preamble of the
statute informs us that John Roose, a cook, had been lately convicted of throwing poison
into a large pot of broth prepared for the bishop of Rochester's family and for the poor
of the parish ; and the said John Roose was, by a retrospective clause of the same sta-
tute. ordered to be boiled to death. Lord Coke mentions several instances of persons
suffering this horrid punishment. 3 Inst. 48. _Iurder of malice prepense was made
high _reason in Ireland by 10 Hen. VII. c. 21, Irish Statutes. By the 43 Gee. III. e. 58,
it is enacted, that if any person shall wilfully and maliciously administer to, or caus_ _o
be administered to or taken by, any of his majesty's subjects any deadly poison with in-
tent to murder, he, his counsellors, aiders, and abettors, shall be guilty of felenywithout
benefit of clergy. So the attempt to murder by poison, which by the common law wag
_nly a misdemeanour, is now made a capital crime.- -C,,aisTia_.
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and executed.(h) The Gothic laws punished, in this case, both the judge, the
witnesses, and the prosecutor : "peculiari p_na judicem puniunt ; pecu'iari testes,
quorum tides judicem seduxit ; peculiar; denique et maxima auctorem, ut _omici.
dam."(;) And, among the Romans, the lex Cornelia, de sicariis, punished the
false witness with death, as being guilty of a species of assassiLation.(k) And
there is no doubt but this is equally murder in fore conscientice as killing with a

*sword; though the modern law (to avoid the danger of" deterring wit- ['197
nesses from giving evidence upon capital prosecutions, if it must be at

• 16 h )w,the peril of their own lives) has nol yet punished it as such• If a man,
ever, does such an act of which the probable consequence may be, and eventu-
ally is, death; such killing may be murder, although no stroke be struck by
himself and no killing be primarily intended : as was the case of the unnatural
son who exposed his sick father to the air, against his will, by reason whereof
he died ;(l) of the harlot who laid her child under leaves in an orchard, where
kite struck it and killed it;(m) and of the parish officers who shifted a child
from parish to parish till it died for want of care and sustenance.(n) _7 So too
if a man hath a beast that is used to do mischief, and he, knowing it, suffers it to
go abroad, and it kills a man, even this is manslaughter in the owner: but if he
had purposely turned it loose, though barely to frighten people and make what is
called sport, it is with us (as in the Jewish law) as much murder as if he had
incited a bear or dog to worry them.(o) If a physician or surgeon gives his
patient a portion or plaister to cure him, which, contrary to expectation, kills
him, this is neither murder nor manslaughter, but misadventure; and he shall
not be punished criminally, however liable he night formerly have been to a

• n _8civil action for neglect or lg orance :(p) but it hath been holden that if it be
not a regular physician or surgeon who administers the medicine or performs

the operation," it" is manslaughter at the; least.(q). _gYet Sir _[atthew, ]:Isle veryjustly questions the law of' this determ natlon.(r) In order a so to make the
killing murder, it is requisite that the party die within a year and a day aftex
the stroke received, or cause of death administered; in the computation of which
the whole day upon which the hurt was done shall be reckoned the first.(s)

(a) Mirror, c. 2, _ 9. Brltt. c. 52. Bract. L 3, c. 4. (o) Ibid. 432.
(_) Stiernh• de 3ure C_tl.L 3_ c. 3. (p_ Mlrr. c. 4, _ 16 See book iii page 122.
k) Ff. 48, 8_ 1 (q*Br]tt c. 5. 4 Inst. 251.
$) 1 Hawk. P. C 78. (¢) 1 Hal. P C. 430.

(_) 2 Hal. P C• 452. (a) 1 Hawk. P. C 79.
('_)Palm. 645.

t*The guilt of him who takes away the lifo of an innocent man by a false oath is much
more atrocious than that of an assassin who murders by a dagger or by poison. He who
destroys by perjury adds to the privation of life public ignominy, the most excruciating
of tortures to an honourable mind, and reduces an innocent family to ruin and infamy ;
but notwithstanding this is the most horrid of all crimes, yet there is no mode#n author-
ity to induce us to think that it is murder by the law of England: lord Coke says ex-
pressly, "it is not holden for murder at this day." 3 Inst. 48. See also Fost. 132. Such
a distinction in perjury would be more dangerous to society, and more repugnant to prin-
ciples of sound pohcy, than in this instance the apparent want of severity in the law.
Few honest witnesses would venture to give evidence against a prisoner tried for his life,
if thereby they made themselves liable to be prosecuted as murderers.--CHRISTIA_.

n Or if a nmster refuse his apprentice necessary food or sustenance, or treat him with
such continued harshness and severity as his death is occasioned thereby, the law will
imply malice and the offence will be murder. Leach, 127. 2 Camp. 650; and see 1 Russ.
621.---CHRISTIAN.

If a prisoner die by the cruelty or neglect of the gaoler, or, in legal language, by
duress of imprisonment, the party actually offending is criminal in this degree Fost.
321; and see 2 Stra. 856. 2 Lord Raym. 1578. Font. 322. Laying noisome and poison°
ous filth at a man's door, which kills him by corrupting the air which he breathes, will
be murder. 1 Hale, 432.---CHITTV.

is Such persons are clearly, still hable to a. civil action where gross, negligence or igno-
rance can be proved, (Slater vs. Baker, 2 Wlls. 359. Seare vs. Prentice, 8 East, 348 ;) and
it would also be a good defence to an action by an apothecary on his bill that he had
treated his patient ignorantly or improperly. Kannea vs. M'Mullen, 1)cake, 59.--CuIT_nr.

It is not murder to work on the imagination so that death ensues, or to call the
feelings into so strong an exercise as to produce a fatal malady,--though such acts, if not
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Further, the person killed must be " a reasonable creature in being, and under

"198 ] the king's peace," at the time of the *killing. Therefore to kill an alien,
a Jew, or an outlaw, who are all under the king's peace and protec-

tion, is as much murder as to kill the most regular-born Englishman; except
he be an alien enemy in time of war.(t) To kill a child in its mother's womb
is now no murder, but a great misprision : but if the child be born alive and
dieth by reason of the potion or bruises it received in the womb, it seems, by
the better opinion, to be murder in such as administered or gave them.01 :But
as there is one case where it is difficult to prove the child's being born alive,
namely, in the case of the murder of bastard children by tile unnatural mother,
it is enacted, by statute 21 Jac. I. c. 27, that if any woman be delivered of a child
which if born alive should by law be a bastard, and endeavours privately co
conceal its death by burying the child or the like, the mother so offending
shall suffer death as in the case of" murder, unless she can prove, by one wit-
ness at least, that the child was actually born dead. This law, which savours
pretty strongly of severity, in making the concealment of the death almost
conclusive evidence of" the child's being murdered by the mother, is neverthe-
less to be also met with in the criminal codes of many other nations of E-rope ;
as the :Danes, the Swedes, and the French.(v) :But I apprehend it has of late
years been usual with us in England, upon trials for this offence, to require
some sort of presumptive evidence that the child was born alive before the
other constrained presumption (that the child whose death is concealed wag
therefore killed by his parent) is admitted to convict the prisoner. _

(t) 3 Inst. 50. 1 Hal. P. C. 433. (,) See Barrmgton on the Statutes, 425.
(u) 3 Inst 50. 1 t/awL P C. 80. But see 1 Hal P. C 433.

malicious, spring from a criminal thoughtlessness. Post, 204. 1 Hale, 429. If a wound
itself be not mortal, but by improper applications becomes so and terminates fatally, and
it can be clearly shown that the medicine and not the wound was the cause of the death,
the party who inflicted the wound will not be guilty of murder. 1 Hale, 428. But where
the wound was adequate to produce death it will not be an excuse to show that, had
proper care been taken, a recovery might have been effected. 1 Hale, 428.---CHn'Tr.

_0The 21 Jac. I. c. 27 was repealed by the 43 Gee. lII. c. 58, which has also recently
been repealed, and the law upon this subject is now as follows: By 9 Gee. IV. c. 31, _ 13,
if any person, with intent to procure the miscarriage of any woman then being quick
with child, unlawflflly and maliciously shall admimster to her. or cause to be taken by
her, any poison or other noxious thing, or shall use any instrument or other means what-
ever with the like intent, every such offender, and every person counselling, aiding, or
abetting such offender, shall be guilty of felony, and, being convicted thereof, shallsuffer
death as a felon ; and if any person, with intent to procure the miscarriage of any woman
not being, or not being proved to be, then quick with child, unlawfully and maliciously
shall administer to her, or cause to be taken by her, any medicine or other thing, or shall
use any instrument or other means whatever with the like intent, every such offender,
and every person counselling, aiding, or abetting such offender, shall be guilty of felony,
and, being convicted thereof, shah be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be trans-
ported for any term not exceeding fourteen and not less than seven years, or to be impri-
soned, with or without hard labour, for any term not exceeding three years, and, if a male,
to be once, twice, or thrice publicly or privately whipped. By _ 14, ff any woman shall be
delivered of a child and shall, by secret burying or otherwise disposing of the dead body
of the said child, endeavour to conceal the birth thereof, every such offender shall be
guilty of a misdemeanour, and, being convicted thereof', shall l_e liable to be imprisoned,
with or without hard labour, for any term not exceeding two years; and it shall not ,3e
necessary to prove whether the child died before, at, or after its birth: provided that, if
any woman tried for the murder of her child shall be acquitted thereof, it shall be lawful
for the jury, by whose verdict she shall be acquitted, to find, in case it shall so appear in
evidence, that she was delivered of a child, and that she did, by secret burying or other-
wise disposing of the body of such child, endeavour to conceal the birth thereof, and
thereupon the court may pass such sentence as if she had been convicted upon an in-
dictment for the concealment of the birth. These enactments are substantially the
same as those of the 43 Gee. III. c. 58 upon the same subjects, except that, by sect. 14
of the new ac_, the concealment of the birth of a child is made an. indictable misde-
meanour, whereas, before, the prisoner could only be found guilty of the eonceahnent
al_)n an indictment charging her with murder. See Rex vs. Parkmson, I Russell, 475,
a. 1 Chetw. Burn, 334. The rules lai_ down with respect to indictments for these of
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Lastly, the killing must be committed with malice aforethought, to make it th_
came of murder. This is the grand criterion which now distinguishes murder
fi'om other killing; and this malice prepense, malitia prvecog_tata, is not so
]properly spite or malevolence to the deceased in particular, as any evil design
m general; the dictate of a wicked, depraved, and malignant heart ;(w) un d_s-
positzon dtfaire un male chose;(x) and it may be either express or implied in law

Express *malice is when one, with a sedate deliberate mind and formed ['199
design, doth kill another: which formed design is evidenced by ex-
ternal circumstances discovering that inward intention; as lying in wait,
antecedent menaces, former grudges, and concerted schemes to do him some
bodily halzn.(y) This takes in tile case of deliberate duelling, where both
parties meet avowedly with an intent to murder: thinking it their duty as
gentlemen, and claiming it as their right, to wanton with their own lives and
those of their fellow-creatures; without any warrant or authority from any
power either divine or human, but in direct contradiction to the laws both of
God and man: and therefore the law has justly fixed the crime and punish-
ment of murder on them and on their seconds also.(zf _ Yet it requires such
degree of passive valour to combat the dread of even undeserved contempt,
arising from the false notions of honour too generally received in Europe, that
the strongest prohibitions and penalties of the law will never be entirely
effectual to eradicate this unhappy custom, till a method be found out of com-
pelling the original aggressor to make some other satisfaction to the affronted
party which the world shall esteem equally reputable as that which is now
hgiven at the hazard of life and fortune, as well of the person insulted as of

im who hath given the insult? 2 Also, if even upon a sudden provocation one
beats another in a cruel and unusual manner so that he dius, though he did not
intend his death, yet he is guilty of murder by express malice; that is, by an
express evil design, the genuine sense of malit,a As when a park-keeper tied
a boy that was stealing wood to a horse's tail and dragged him along the park,
when a master corrected his servant with an iron bar, and a schoolmaster
stamped on his scholar's belly, so that each of the sufferers died, these wcre
.iustl_ held to be murders, because, the correction being excessive, and such as
could not proceed but from a bad heart, it was equivalent to a deliberate act ot

(w) Feaster, 256 (V) 1 Hal. P. C 451.
(_) 2 l_oll Rep. 461. (z) 1 Hawk. P O 82.

fences under the old statute seem, in other respects, equally applicable to the new act._
CHITTY.

2_Wherever two persons in cold blood meet and fight, on a precedent quarrel, and one
of them is killed, the other is guilty of murder and cannot excuse himself by alleging
that he was first struck by the deceased; or that he had often declined to meet him and
wm prevailed upon to do it by his importunity; or that his only intent was to vindicate
his reputation ; or that he meant not to kill but only to disarm his adversary: for, as he
deliberately engaged in an act in defiance of the law, he mus_ at his peril abide the con-
sequences. 1 H_wk. P. C. c. 31, _ 21. 1 Bulst. 86, 87. 2 Bulst. 147. Crom. 22, 26. t Rol.
Rep. 360. 3 Bulst. 171. 1 Hale, !o. C. 48. Therefore if two persons quarrel over night
and appoint to fight the next day, or quairel in the morning and agree to fight in the
t_,fternoon, or such a considerable time after by which, in common lntendment, it must be

resumed that the blood was cooled, and then they meet and fight and one kill the other,
*, Is guilty of murder. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31, _ 22. 3 Inst. 51. 1 Hale, P. C. 48. Kel 56.

1 Lev. 180°---CHITTY.
.02See the law of duelling fully stated, 3 East, Rep. 581 ; 6 East, 464 ; 2 Bar. &Ald.

162.--CIIITTV.
It is to be observed that it is enacted by stat. 1 Viet. c. 85, _ 3 & 8 that whosoever shall

attempt to poison or shoot at any person, or attempt to drown, or suffocate, with intent
to commLt murder, shM1, although no bodily injury be effected, be guilty of felony, and
shall be liable to transportation for life, or for any term not less than fifteen years, or im-
prisonment for three years ; by _ 4 & 8, the same punishment is awarded t_) shooting,
stabbing, or wounding any person with intent to maim, disfigure, or do any grievous
bodily harm to such person, or with intent to resist the lawful apprehension or detainer
of any person: and, by _ 11, the jury may acquit of these offences and find a verdict of
_ilty of assault against the person indicted if the evidence warrants such finding. -
_I'EWART.
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_taughter.(a) _8 :Neither shall he be guilty of a less crime who kills another
*onnl *in consequence of such a wili)al act as shows him to be an enemy lo

,_ vv j • • . . . .
all mankind m general; as going dehberately, and with an intent to do

mischief,(b) upon a horse used to strike, or coolly discharging a gun among a
multitude of people.(c) So if a man resolves to kill the next man he meets,
and does kill him, it is murder, although he knew him not; for this is universal
malice. And if two or more come together to do an unlawful act against the
king's peace, of which the probable consequence might be bloodshcd, as to beat
a mall, to commit a riot, or to rob a park, and one of them kills a man; it is
murder in them all, because of the unlawful act, the malitia Trwcogitata, or ev;!
intended beforehand.(d) 2_

Also in many cases where no malice is expressed the law will imply it, as,
where a man wilfully poisons another: in such a deliberate act the taw pre.
sumes malice, though no particular enmity can be proved.(e) And if a man

(a) 1 Hal P.C. 454, 473, 474. (a) Ibid. 84.
(a) Lold Raym 143. (*) 1 Ital P. e. 455.
(,) 1 Hawk. P. C. 74.

Homicide may be and is often extenuated by the circumstance of a mutual contest
arising from the spur of the occasion, where no undue advantage is either sought or
taken by either of the parties. See 5 Burr, 2793, and cases cited 1 East, P. C. 241 to 246.
And in this case it is of no consequence from whom the first provocation arises. 1 Hale,
456. But if one with hi_ sword drawn makes a pass at another whose sword is undrawn,
and a combat ensues, if the former be killed it will only be manslaughter in the latter,
but if the latter fall it will be murder in the former; for by making the pass before hiq
adversaly's sword was drawn he evinced an intention not to fight with but to destroy
him. Kel. 61. Hawk. c. 31, s. 33, 34, a. And where a man, upon occasion of some
angry words, threw a bottle at the head of his opponent and immediately drew, and
when his adversary returned the bottle stabbed him, this was holden to be murder in
him, because he drew previous to the first aggression. Kel. 119. 2 Ld. Raym. 1489. So,
if two bailiffs arrest a man, and he abuse and threaten and strike them, and bring pistols,
declaring that he will not be forced from his house, and on high words arising between
them and on the baihffs being struck and provoked they fall on him and kill him, they
will be guilty of manslaughter only. 6 Harg. St. Tr. 195. Fost. 292, 293, 294. And where,
on an affray in a street, u soldier ran to the combatants, and in his way a woman struck
him in the face with an iron patten and drew a great deal of blood, on which he struck
her on the breast with the pommel of his sword, and on her running away immediately
followed and stabbed her in the back, he was holden to be guilty simply of felonious
homicide, (Fost. 292; see 5 Burr. 2794;) and where, after mutual blows between the
prisoner and the deceased, the prisoner knocked down the deceased, and after he was
upon the ground stamped upon his stomach and belly with great force, it was held man-
_laughter only. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 166. On a quarrel between a party of keelmen and
soldiers, one of the latter drew his sword to protect himself and his comrades from the
assaults of the mob. and killed a person dressed like one of the former, whom he mistook
for one of the keelmen ; and this was held to be no more than manslaughter. Brown's
case, 1 Leach, 148. If A. stands with an offensive weapon in the doorway of a room
wrongfully to prevent T. S. from leaving it and others from entering, and C., who has a
right to the room, struggles with him to get .his weapon from him, upon which D., a
comrade of A.'s, stabs C., it will be murder in D. if C. dies. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 228. See
a late case where the judges, entertaining doubts as to whether the prisoner who kilIed
another in an affray was guilty of murder, recommended him to a pardon. Russ. & Ry.
C. C. 43. Where, after mutual provocation, the deceased and his opponent struggled_
and in the course of the contest the former received his mortal wounds from a knife
which the latter had previously in his hand in use, though the jury found the prisoxJer
guilty of murder, the judges held the conviction wrong, and recommended him for a
pardon. 1 Leach, 151. But in no case will previous provocation avail, if it was sought
for by the act of the slayer, to afford him a pretence for gratifying his own malice. No1'
will it alter the case that blows had previously been given, if they evidently left traces
of a deadly revenge which seeks an opportunity of indulging itself by provoking a second
contest to cover and excuse a deliberate attempt on the life of its object. 1 East, P. C.
239, 240.--CMIrTv.

u And see cases in 3 Chit. C. L. 729, 2d ed. Where, in an act which is not malum in ,¢
but malum prohiSitum, (it being prohibited, except to persons of a certain description,) as
shooting at game, an-unqualified person will not be more guilty, if, in shooting, he aeei-
fientally kills a human being, than one who is qualified. 1 ttale, 475. Fost 259.--
C'_]_TTY.
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kills another suddenly, without any or without a considerable provocation, the
law implies malice; for no person, unless of an abandoned heart, would bo
guilty of such an act upon a slight or no apparent cause. :No affront by words
or gestures only is a sufficient provocation so as to excuse or extenuate such
acts of violence as manifestly endanger the life of' another.(f) But if the person
so provoked had unfortuuately killed the other by beating him in such a mannel
as showed only an intent to chastise and not to kill him, _he law so i_r consider_
the provocation of contumelious behaviour as to adjudge it only manslaughter,
and not murder.(g) In like manner, if one kills an officer of justice, either civil
or criminal, in the execution of his duty, or any of his assistants endeavouring
to conserve the peace, or any private person endeavouring to suppress an affray
or apprehend a felon, knowing his authority or the intention with which he in-
terposes, the law will imply mahce, and the killer shall be guilty of murder.(h) _
And if one intends to do another felony, *and undesignedly kills a man, r*_nl

....... L _v_
thin is also murder.(_) Thus, if one shoots at A. and misses h_m, but kills
B., this is murder, because of the previous felonious intent, which the law trans-
l_rs from one to the other. The same is the case where one lays poison for A.,
and B., against whom the prisoner had no malicious intent, takes it, and it kills
him; this is likewise murder.(j) So also if one gives a woman with child a
medicine to procure abortion, and it operates so violently as to kill the woman;
this is murder in the person who gave it.(k) It were endless to go through all
the cases of homicide which have been adjudged either expressly or impliedly
malicious : these, therefore, may suffice as a specimen i and we may take it for
a general rule that all homicide is malicious, and of course amounts to murder,
unless where justified by the command or permission of the law, excused ,m the
account of accident or self-preservation, or alleviated into manslaughter by being
either the involuntary consequence of some act not strictly lawful, or (if volun-
tary) occasioned by some sudden and sufficiently violent provocation. And all
these circumstances of justification, excuse, or alleviation, it is incumbent upon
the prisoner to make out to the satisfaction of the court and jury, the latter of
whom are to decide whether the circumstances alleged are proved to have actu.
ally existed, the former how far they extend to take away or mitigate guilt.
For all homicide is presumed to be malicious until the contrary appeareth upon
evidence.(/) _

(Y') 1 Hawk. P. C. 82, 1 Hal. P C. 455, 456. _ Ibid. 466.
(o) Post. 291. ( ) Ibid. 429.
(k) 1 Hal. P C. 457. l_ost. 308,&c. (_) Fost. 255.
({) 1 Hal. P. C. 465.

] t is murder to kill a constable, though he has no warrant and does not witness the
felony committed, but takes the party upon a charge only, and that even though the
charge be in itself defective to constitute a felony. Rex _s. Ford, R. & R. C. C. 329.--
CH]TTY°

_Francis Smith was indicted for murder a_ the Old Bailey, January 13, 1804. The
neighbourhood of tIammersmith had been alarmed by what was supposed to be a ghost.
The prisoner went out with a loaded gun with intent to apprehend the person who person-
ated the ghost: he met the deceased, who was dressed m white, and immediately dis-
charged his gun and killed him. Chief Baron Macdonald, Mr. J. Rooke, and _[r. J.
Lawrence were unanimously of opinion that the facts amounted to the crime of murder.
For the person who represented the ghost was only guilty of a misdemeanour, (a nuisance,
and no one would have had a right to have killed him, even if he could not otherwise
have been taken. The jury brought in a verdict of manslaughter, but the court said
they could not receive that verdict: if the jury believed the witnesses, the prisoner was
guilty of murder ; if they did not believe them, they must acquit. Upon this they found
a verdict of guilty. Sentence of death wa_ pronounced ; but the prisoner was reprieved.--
_HRISTIAN.

In many of the United States a distinction has been made in cases of murder, and
the crime divided into two degrees.

_[urder in the first degree is in general wilful and deliberate killing, or where the
homicide is committed in the attempt to commit certain crimes, such as rape, robbery,
burglary, or arson.

Murder in the second degree is ull other homicide which would be murder at the
common law.
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TLe punishment of murder and that of manslaughter was formerly one and
the sarae, both having the benefit of clergy; so that none but unlearned persons,
who least knew the guilt of it, were put to death for this enormous crime.(m)
But now, by several statutes,(n) the benefit of clergy is taken away from mur-
derers, through.malice prepense, their abettors, ])rocurers,• and counsellors, . In
atrocious cases it was frequently usual for the court to direct the murderer, after
• .me 1 execution, to be hung upon a gibbet in chains near the place *where the

"'_ J fact was committed: but this was no part of the legal judgment; and the
like is still sometimes practised in the case of notorious thieves. This, being
quite contrar to the express command of the _[osaical ]aw,(o) seems to haveY .... •

been borrowed from the cleft law, whmh, besides the terror of the example_
gives also another reason for this practice, viz., that it is _ comfortable sight to
the relations and friends of the deceased.(p) But now, in England it is enacted,
by statute 25 Gee. II. c. 37, that the judge befbre whom any person is found
guilty of wilful murder shall pronounce sentence immediately after conviction,
unless he sees cause to postpone it, and shall, in passing sentence, direct him
to be executed on the next day but one, (unless the same shall be Sunday, and
then on the Monday following,) 2Tand that his body be delivered to the surgeons
to be dissected and anatomized,(q) and that the j'ud_,e_,may direct his body to
be afterwards hung in chains, _sbut in no wise to be buried without dissection.
And during the short but awful interval between sentence and execution the
prisoner shall be kept alone, and sustained with only bread and water. But a

(m) 1 Hal, P. C. 450. (_) "Famosos latrones, in h_s to¢iz, ubi grassat_ aunt, furca
(n) 23tten. VlII. c 1. 1Edw._rI e.12. 4&SPh andM. jigendosplacuft: ut. etconspectudeterreantural_,etsoZat¢_

c 4(_) _The s_t eesjnatls _nterempbn'um e_b_r_ loco pasha ,eddtta_zn qutbody of a malefactor shall not remain all mght latrones h_nw_d_a .fe¢_sent." Ffi 48, 19, 2S, _ 15.
upon the tree, but thou shalt m any wise bury him that (q) If est. 107.
day, that the land be not defiled" D_ut x'xh 28.

At common law every homicide is Trima fade murder. The circumstances which may
justify, excuse, or reduce the offence to manslaughter must be shown by the prisoner.
Where the statutory offence of murder m the first degree exists, it is incumbent upon
the State or commonwealth to show by affirmative evidence that the crime belongs to

: the higher grade, in other words, every homicide is still prima fac_e murder, but not
murder in the first degree. To constitute wilful and deliberate kilhng, there must be an
intent not merely to do bodily harm, but to take life ; and that intent most commonly
appears by the deadly character of the means or weapon. Where such intent plainly
appears, it is not necessary that time should intervene to give the offence the character

: of deliberation. Wharton's Amer. Crim. Law, 490.---_IIARSWOOD.
_ Wilham Wyatt was convicted before Chambre, J., at Cornwall Lent Assizes, 1812,

upon an indictment for murder. The day of the week on which the trial took place was
_ Thursday, but by mistake it was supposed to be Friday; and, m passing sentence, the

execution was directed to be on the following Monday instead of Saturday. Imme-
; diately after sentence the court was adjourned all t/_enext mornz_g, without the intervention

of any other business, and,*the error being discovered soon after the adjournment, the
prisoner was directed to be brought up at the sitting of the court in the morning, which
was accordingly done, and the sentence was given before any other business was entered
upon, to be executed on the Saturday. An order was then m._de, pursuant to the
authority given by the 4th and 7th sections of star. 25 Gee. II. c. 37, to stay the exe-
cution and relax the restraints imposed by the act, in order to take the opinmn oI the
judges upon the following questions .--lst. "Whether the statute, so far as it reqmres the
time of the execution to be expressed in pronouncing the sentence, is not to be con-
sidered as directory only, without invahdatmg the judgment when omitted, or prevent-
ing the entry of the proper judgment and record, specifying the time of execution. 2d.
Whether, supposing the specffication of time to be a necessary act in pronouncing sen-
lence, the error was not leg_lly corrected by what was done m open court the next
morning, the court not hgwng proceeded to any other business whatever in the inter-
mediate time. The judges, on conference, held that the star. 25 (}eo. II. c. 37 is
directory only so far as it requires the time of the execution to be expressed in pro-
nouncing the sentence, and therefore the error in tins case was rightly and legally cor-
rected by the proceedings on the following morning, no other business h_ving inter-
_ened between the conviction and pronouncing sentence. The prisoner was accordingly
executed. 2 Burn. J. d_4th ed. 1044.--C_ITTY.

_The judge, if he thinks it advisable, may afterwards direct the hanging in chains, by a
_pecial order to the sheriff; but it does not form any part of the judgment. Feat. 107.*
_I-IRISTIAN.
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power is allowed to the judge, upon good and sufficient cause, to respite the
axecution and relax the other restraints of this act. _

By the Roman law, parricide, or the murder of one's parents or children, was
tmished in a much severer manner than any other kind of homicide. After
eing scourged, the delinquents were sewed up in a leathern sack with a live

dog, a cock, a viper, and an ape, and so cast into the sea (r) Solon, it is true,
in his laws, made none against parricide, apprehending it impossible that any
one should be guilty of so unnatural a barbarity.(s) And the Persians, accor_-
mg to .Her°d°tus'. entertained the same notion when they adjudged all persona
who k=lled their reputed parents to be bastards. And upon some such reason

as this we must account for *the omission of an exemplary punishment [*203
for this crime in our English laws, which treat it no otherwise than as
simple murder, unless the child was also the servant of his parent.(t)

For, though the breach of natural relation is unobserved, yet the breach of
civil or ecclesiastical connections, when coupled with murder, denominates it a
new offence, no less than a species of treason, called parva yrod_tio, or petit trea-
son, which, however, is nothing else but an aggrawtted degree of murders(u)
although, on account of the violation of"private allegiance, it is stigmatized as
an inferior species of treason.(v) And thus, in the antient Gothic constitutions,
we find the breach both of natural and civil relations ranked in the same class

with crimes against the state and the sovereign.(w)
Petit treason, _ according to the statute 25 Edw. III. c. 2, may happen three

ways : by a servant killing his master, a wife her husband, or an ecclesiastical
person (either secular or regular) his superior, to whom he owes faith and obe-
dience. A servant who kills his master, whom he has left, upon a grudge con-
ceived against him during his service, is guilty of' petit treasonl for the traitorous
intention was hatched while the relation subsisted between them, and this is
only an execution of that intention.(x) So, if a wife be divorced a mens_ et thoro,
still the vinculum matHmonii subsists_ and if she kills such divorced husband she
is a traitress.(y) And a clergyman is understood to owe canonical obedience
to the bishop who ordained him, to lfim in whose diocese he is beneficed, and
also to the metropolitan of such suffragan or diocesan bishop; and, therefore, to
kil_ any of these is petit treason.(z) As to the rest, whatever has been said, or
remains to be observed hereafter, with respect to wilful murder, is also appli-

cable to the crime of petit treason, which is no other than murder in *its ['204
most odious degree, except that the trial shall be as in cases of high trea-
son, before the improvements therein made by the statutes of William III.(a)
Bu_ a person indicted of petit treason may be acquitted thereof and found
guilty of manslaughter or murders(b) and in such case it should seem that two
witnesses are not necessary, as in case of petit treason they are? _ Which crimo
is also distinguished from murder in its punishment.

(r) Ffl 41, 9, 9. uxores, (et v_c_versa,) serms in dommw, aut e_m ab h_a_
(') Cic. Fro ,_ Rosclo, _ 25. _n semet _psum " Stlernh de jure GoSh.L 3, c. 3.
(_) 1 Hal P. C. 380. (z) 1 Hawk. P. C. 89. 1 tIaL P. C. 380.
(u) Foster_ 107, 324, 836. (y) 1 Hal P. C. 381.
(_) Sv_ page 75. (f) Ibid.

(_) " Omn_un* gvavlss_ma cense_ur vls _lctu ab _nco_ _n la) Fost 337.part,am, subdLt_s _n rcgem, hber_ _n .paren_e.s, ma,'_ zn b) Foster. 106. 1 Hal. P. C. 3t _ 2 Hal. P. C. I8_.

The star. 25 Geo. II. c. 37 was repealed, but re-enacted, in almost all its provisions,
by star. 9 Geo. IV. c. 31. By stat. 2 & 3 W. IV. c. 75, s. 16, however, the enactment of
_his last statute as to dissection _s repealed, and the court must d_rect that the prisoner
shall be either hung in chains or buried within the precincts of the prison. But, by
stat. 4 & 5 W. IV. c. 26, s. 1, so much of the star. 2 & 3 W. IV. e. 75. s. 16 as authorizes
the hanging the body of a murderer in chains is repealed ; and, by star. 6 & 7 W. IV. c.
30, the enactment as to the time of executmn is also repealed, and sentence may be pro-
nounced as in other capital offences. And under this las_ statute sentence of death may
be recorded.---STeWaRT.

soThe distinction between petit treason and murder is now entirely abolished. 9 _eo.
IV. e. 31, s. 2.---ST_w_aT.

_ It has been determined that a person indicted for petit treason may upon the evL
dence of one witness be convicted of murder, though acquitted of the petit treason.
Radbournc's case, Leach, 3_3 ¢_,Ha_STI_-_.
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The pmlishment of petit treason in a man is, to be drawn and hanged, and in
a woman to be drawn and burned ;(c) the idea of which latter punishment seems
to have been handed down to us by the laws of the antient Druids, which con-
demned a woman to be burned for murdering her husband,(d) and it is now the
usual punishment for all sorts of treasons committed by those of the female
sex.(e) s" Persons guilty of petit treason were first debarred the benefit of
clergy by statute 12 tten. VII. c. 7, which has been since extended to their
aiders abettors, and counsellors, by statute 23 Hen. VIII. c. 1 and 4 & 5 P
and :M c. 4.

CHA PTER XV.

OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSONS OF INDIVIDUALS.

_05 *HAVING.... in the preceding chapter considered the principal, crime or
] pubhc wrong that can be committed against a private subject, namely,

by destroying his life, I proceed now to inquire into such other crimes and mis-
demeanours as more peculiarly affect the security of his person while living.

Of these some are/blonies, and in their nature capltal_ others are simple mis-
demeanours, and punishable with a lighter animadversion. Of the felonies, the
first is that of mayhem.

1. _[ayhem,.... mayhemiurn, was in part considered, in the preceding book,(a) as
a civil injury; but it is also looked upon in a criminal light by the law, being
an atrocious breach of the king s peace, and an offence tending to deprive him
of the aid and assistance of his subjects. For mayhem is properly defined to
be, as we may remember, the violently depriving another of the use of such of
his members as may render him the less able, in fighting, either to de_end him-
self or to annoy his adversary.(b) And, therefore, the cutting off or disabling
or weakening a man's hand or finger, or striking out his eye or foretooth, or
depriving him of those parts the loss of which in all animals abates their courage,
are held to be mayhems. But the cutting off his ear or nose, or the like, are
not held to be mayhems at common law, because they do not weaken but only
disfigure him.
. .... *By the antient law of England, he that maimed any man whereby

7,VOJ . -
ne lost any part of his body was sentenced to lose the like part, men,bruin

pro membro;(c) which is still the law in Sweden.(d) But this went afterwards
out of use, partly because the law of retaliation, as was formerly shown,(e) is
at best _n inadequate rule of punishment, and partly because upon a repetition
of the offence the punishment could not be repeated. So that, by the common
law as it for a long time stood, mayhem was only punishable with fine and
imprisonment,(f) unless perhaps the offence of mayhem by castration, which
all our old writers held to be felony: "et sequitur aliquando T_na caTitalis , ali-

_ 1 Hal.P C 382. 3 Inst.311 qu'averatolleahomeses_lembre_,ernl_eleaseperdralefer.e( )CmsardeBell.Gall.l.6,c. 18. la une,ne_ynpar jugen_nt,comele membr_downtde a_rc$
l*)_ page93. tres_sse Brit.c.25.
a)SeebooknLpage121 (a)St]ernhdejure 5*aeon._,3_t 3,
(b)Brltt I 1,o.25 1Hawk.P.C 111. (*)Seepage]2.
(e)3 Inst. 118. J[es_lapleynteso_fa*tedefemme (-r)1Hawk.P.C 112.

S2By the 30 Geo. III. c. 48, women shall no longer be sentenced to be burned ; but in
all cases of high and petit treason they shall be condemned to be drawn and hanged ;
and in petit treason they shall be subject besides to the same judgment with regard to
dissection and the time of execution as is directed by the 25 Geo. II. c. 37 in cases of
murder. Soon after the passing of the 25 Geo. II. c. 37, the majority of the judges
agreed that in the case of men convicted of petit treason the judgment introduced by
_hat statute should be added to the common-law judgment for petit treason. Fnst ln7
--CHRISTIAN.
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quando perpetuum exil_um, cure omnium bonorum ademptione."(g) And this although
the mayhem was committed upon the highest provocation.(h)

:But subsequent statutes have put the crime and punishment of mayhem more
out of doubt. For, first, by statute 5 Hen. IV. c. 5, to remedy a mischief that
then prevailed of beating, wounding, or robbing a man and then cutting out
his tongue or putting out his eyes to prevent him from being an evidence against
them, this offence is declared to be felony, if done of malice prepense i that is_
as Sir Edward Coke(i) explains it, voluntarily and of set purpose, though done
upon a sudden occasion. :Next in order of time is the statute 37 lien. VIII. c. 67

which directs that ifa man shall maliciously and unlawfully cut off the [*207
_r of an)" of the *king's subjects, he shall not only forfeit treble damages
to the party grieved, to be recovered by action of trespass at common law as a
civil satisfaction, but also 10l. by way of fine to the king, which was his criminal
amercement. The last statute, but by far the most severe and effectual of all,
is that of 22 & 23 Car. II. c. 1, called the Coventry act, being occasioned by an
assault on Sir John Coventry in the street, and slitting his nose, in revenge (as
was supposed)for some obnoxious words uttered by him in parliament. By
this statute it is enacted that if any person shall of malice aforethought and by
lying in wait unlawfully cut out or disable the tongue, put out an eye, slit the
nose, cut off a nose or lip, or cut off or disable any limb or memoer, of any other
person, with intent to maim or disfigure him, such person, his counsellors, aiders,
and abettors, shall be guilty of felony without benefit of clergy (k) _

Thus much for the felony of mayhem : to which may be added the offence of
(_) Bract. fol. 144. which they were therefore indicted. And Coke_ who was a

(h, Sir Edwald Coke (3 Inst. 62) has transcribed a record disgrace to the profession of the law, had the effrontery to
of Hem) the Thlrd's tune. (C_aus 13 Hen. III m 9,) by re_t his defence upon this pomt,--that the assault was _,ot
which a gentleman of Somereetshlre and h_s wife appear to committed wtth an intent to disfigure, but with an intent to
have been apprehended and conmlitted to prison, being muider, and therefore not _lthm the statute But th_court
indmted for dealing thus with John the monk, who wa._ held that ff aman attacks another to murder him with such
caught m adulteJy w_th the wife an instrument as a hedge bill, whmh cannot but endanger

(i) 3 Inst 62 the disfi_qlring hlm_ and m such attack happens not to kill
(:0 On thin statute Mr. Coke, a gentleman of Suffolk and but only to disfigure him, he ma_ b_ mdmted on thi_

one Woodburn_ a labourer, were indicted in 1722,--Coke for statute, and it shall be left to the jury to deterrmne whether
htrmg and abetting Woodburn, and _ oodburn for the actual _t were not a design to murder by dtsfigurmg, and cease
flint of slating the nose of Mr. Cmspe, Coke's brother-m-law quently a mahcmu_ intent to dmfigure as well as to murder
The case was somewhat singular. The murder of Cli_po Accordingly the jury found them gndty of such previous
was intended, and he was left for de,_d, being termbl_r intent to disfigure m order to effect the principal intent to
hacked and chsfi__ured with a hedge-bill; but he lecovered, murder, and they were both condemned and executed.

Now, the bare intent to murder 1_ no felony, but to disfigure State Trlals_ vL 212
wah an intent to dmfigure is made so by this statute,--on

1These statutes are now all repealed. "So much of the 5 Hen. IV. c. 5 as relates to
cutting the tongues or putting out the eyes of any of the king's liege people, and to any
assault upon the servant of a kmght of the shire m parliament." by the 9 Gee. IV. c. 31 ;
the 37 Hen. VIII. c. 6 wholly, by the 7 & 8 Gee. IV, c. 27; and the 22 & 23 Gee. II.
c. 1 wholly, by the 9 Gee. IV. c. 3l ; and the old law with respect to mayhem is now
merged in the last-mentioned statute, sects, i1 and 12 of which provide ample remedies
for that offence. There are, however, two species of maiming not included in the 9
Gee. IV. c. 31, it hawng been previously found necessary to make them the subjects of
distract enactments,--namely, injuries done to the persons of individuals by means of
wanton or furious droving, and by means of spring-guns and man-traps.

]_y the 1 Gee. IV. c. 4, it is enacted that if any person whatever shall be maimed or
ot]_envise_njured by reason of the wanton and furious driving or racing, or by the wilful
misconduct of any coachman or other person having the charge of any stage-coach or
public carriage, such wanton or furious driving or racing, or wilful misconduct, of such
coachman or other person, shall be, and the same is thereby declared to be, a misde-
me,mour, and punishable as such by fine or imprisonment. Proviso, not to extend to
ha( kney-eoaches drawn by two horses only and not plying for hire as stage-coaches.
This, it will be observed, applies only to cases where some injury short of death is
inflicted. Where death ensues from the negligence or misconduct, of such persons, the
offence amounts either to murder or manslaughter. See Rex vs. Walker, 1 C. & P. 320.

By the 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 18, s. 1, it is enacted that if any person shall set or place, or
cause to be set or placed, any spring-gun, man-trap, or other engine calculated to destroy
human life or inflmt grmvous bodily harm, with the intent that the same, or whereby
the same, may destroy or mfl_ct grievous bodily harm upon a trespasser, or other person
coming in contact therewith, the person so setting or placing, or causing to be so set or
placed, such gun, trap, or engine as aforesaid, shall be guilty of a misdemeanour_--
_I'rTY,
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wilful]y and maliciously shooting at any person in any dwelling-house or other
place ; an offence of which the probable consequence may be either killing el

maiming him. This, though no such evil consequence *ensues, is made
*208 ] felony without benefit of clergy by statute 9 Gee. I. c. 22 i and thereupon
one Arnold was convicted in 1723 for shooting at lord Onslow, but, being half
a madman, was never executed, but confined in prison, where he died about
thirty years after?

II. The second offence, more immediately affecting the personal security of'
individuals, relates to the female part of his majesty's subjects; being that _f
their forcible abduction and marriage; which is vulgarly callcd stealing an heiress.
For, by statute 3 Hen. VII. c. 2, it is enacted that if' any person shall Ior lucre
take any woman, being maid, widow, or wife, and having substance either in
goods or lands, being heir-apparent to her ancestors, contrary to her will, and
afterwards she be married to such misdoer, or by his consent to another, or de-
filed; such person, his procurers and abettors, and such as knowingly receive
such wonmn, shall be deemed principal felons ; and, by statute 30 Eliz. c. 9, the
benefit of clergy is taken away from all such felons, who shall be pr:ncipalsj
procurers, or accessories before the fact.*

In the construction of this statute it hath been determined,--1. That the in-
dictment must allege that the taking was for lucre ; for such are the words of
the statute.(1) 2. In order to show this, it must appear that the woman ha_
substance, either real or personal, or is an heir-apparent.(m) 3. It must appear
that she was taken away against her will. 4. It must also appear that she
was afterwards married or defiled. And though possibly the marriage or de-
filement might be by her subsequent consent, being won thereto by flatteries
after the taking, yet this is felony, if the first taking were against her will _(n)*

(l) 1 Hawk. P. C. 110. (-) 1 Hal. P. C 660.
(_)1 Hal. P. C. 660. 1 Hawk. P. C. 109.

All the previous statutes were repealed, so far as they extended to offences relating
to the person, by statute 1 Vict. c 85, by s. 2 of which the administering poison, or stab-
bing, cutting, or wounding, or causing bodily injury to, any person dangerous to life, with
intent to commit murder, is felony punishable with death ; and the following crimes are
felony punishable with transportation for hfe or fifteen years,--and now to penal servi-
tude, or imprisonment for three years,--viz., the attempting to administer poison, &c.
or shooting at any person, or drawing a trxgger or atteml)ting to discharge loaded arms
at any person, or to drown, suffocate, or strangle, with intent to murder, though no
bodily injury be effected, (s. 3 ;) the attempting by any such means to maim, disfigure,
or disable any person, (s. 5 ;) the sending explosive substances, or throwing destructive
matter, with intent to harm, maim, or disfigure any person, (s. 5;) and the trying to
procure abortion by poison or otherwise. S. 6. And the malicious stabbing or wounding
any person, without the intent to murder, is a misdemeanour. 14 & 15 Vict. c. 19. And
now also, by star 9 & 10 Vict. c. 25, any mayhem occasioned by maliciously causing gun-
powder or other substance to explode, or the causing or delivering to, or causing to bo
taken by, any person any dangerous thing, or the casting at or applying to any person
any corrosive fluid or dangerous substance with intent to maim, is a felony, and punish-
able with transportation for life. or for any term not exceeding three years, with or with.
out hard l_bour and solitary confinement. Also the administering chloroform, laudanum,
or other stupefying drug, with intent to enable the offender to commit a felony, is a
felony itself, and punishable with transportation for life or not less than seven years, or
imprisonment for three years, (14 & 15 Vict. c. 19, s. 3,) and now with penal servitude.
16 & 17 Vict. c. 99.----STewART.

*These statutes are both wholly repealed, by the 9 Gee. IV. c. 31, by sect. 19 of which
it is enacted that where any woman shall have any interest, whether legal or eqmtable,
p:eseut or future, absolute, conditional, or contingent, in any real or personal estate, or
shall be an heiress presumptive, or next of kin to any one having such interest,--if any
person shall, from motives of lucre, take away or detain such woman against her will,
with intent to marry or defile her, or to cause her to be married or defiled by any other
person, every such offender, and every person counselling, aiding, or abetting such
offender, shall be guilty of felony, and, being convicted thereof, shall be liable to be
transported for life or for any term not less than seven years, or to be imprisoned, with
_,_without hard labour, for any term not exceeding four years._CHITWV.

*Blot if the ¢orcible abduction is confined to one c,mnty, and the marriage be solemn,
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and so vice versa, if the woman be originally taken awa2_ by her own consen_
et if she afterwards refuse to continue with the offender, and be forced agains_
er will, she may from that time as properly*be said to be taken against

her will as if she never had given any consent at all ; for till the force [*209
was put upon her she was in her own power.(o) It is held that a woman thus
taken away and married may be sworn and give evidence against the offender,
though he is her husband de facto, contrary to the general rule of law, because
he is no husband de jure, in case the actual marriage _-as also against her
will.(p) In cases indeed where the actual marriage is good by the consent of
the inveigled woman obtained after her ibrcible abduction, Sir :_fatthew I-[ale
seems to question how far her evidence should be allowed ; but other author-
ities(q) seem to agree that it should even then be admitted; esteeming it ab-
surd that the offender should thus take advantage of his own wrong, and that
the very act of marriage, which is a principal ingredient of his crime, should
(by a forced construction of' law) be made use of to stop the mouth of' the most
material witness against him. _

An inferior degree of the same kind of offence, but not attended with force,
is punished by the statutes 4 & 5 Ph. and Mar. c. 8, which enacts that if any
person above the age of fourteen unlawfully shall convey or take away any
woman child unmarried, (which is held(r) to extend to bastards as well as to
legitimate children,) within the age of sixteen years, from the possession and
against the will of the father, mother, guardians, or governors, he shall be im
prisoned two years, or fined at the discretion of' the justices; and if he de-
flowers such maid or woman child, or without the consent of parents contract_
matrimony with her, he shall be imprisoned five years, or fined at the discretion
of the justices, and she shall forfeit all her lands to her next of kin during the
lifo of her said husband. 6 So that as these stolen marriages, under the age of

(°) 1 Hawk. P. C. 110. (q) Cro Car. 488. 8 Keb 193. State Trmts, v 455.
(_) 1 Hal P. C 661. (r) Stra. 1162.

lzed by consent in another, the defendant cannot be indicted in either, though had the
force been continued into the county where the marriage took place, no subsequent
consent would avail. Cro. Car. 488. Hob. 183. Hawk. b ii. c. 25, s. 40. 1 Russ. 820,
821. 1 East, :P. C. 453. Where the female is under no restraint at the time of marriage,
those who are present, but who are ignorant of the previous circumstances, will not
share in the guilt of the abduction. Cro. Car. 489, 493. As to accessories after the fact,
see 1 East, :P. C. 453. 3 Chitt. Crim. L. 818.--Cn_TWY.

5 It seems to be well agreed, and indeed to be beyond all doubt, that where a woman
is taken away and marrzed by force she is a competent witness against her husband on an
indictment for that offence. See :Phil. Ev. 8d ed. 70, and the authorities there cited.
But the propositmn that where she consents to the marriage after a forcible abduction
her evidence is equally admissible, seems to adrait of some doubt. In the l_t case of
th_ kind (Wakefield's) both the abductmn and the marriage were in fact voluntary, the
l_ly's consent to both having been obtained by fraud ; but it was held that the fraud in
law amounted to force, and the lady w_s upon that ground, it is conceived, admitted as
a witness agamst the husband. A doubt afterwards arose whether the marriage in that
case was valid or not. which led to the bringing in a bill to annul it, though the prevail-
ing opinion among the profession seemed to be that the marriage was _psofacto void, as a
marriage procured by force: in which view of the case, the admission of the wife's evi-
dence would not be an authority upon the question one way or the other. One account
of that trial states that Hullock, B., declared that, even _ssuming the marriage to be
valid, he would admit the wife's evidence, for there were cases m which the evidence of
wives was admissible against their husbands, and he considered that to be one of them.
And, upon the principle that a woman may give evidence against her husband in the
ease of a personal wrong done to herself, it does seem that the wife would be a compe-
tent witness in a prosecution for abduction, even though the marriage was valid.---
_CtHITTY.

a This act of 4 &5 P. and _[. c. 8 is wholly repealed by the 9 Gee. IV. c. 31 ; sect. 20 of
which enacts, that if any person shall unlawfully take, or cause to be taken, any unmar.
tied girl, being under the age of sixteen years, out of the possession and against the will
of her father or mother or any other person having the lawful care or charge of her.
every such offender shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and, being conweted thereof, .hal
be liable to suffer such punishment by fine or imprisonment, or by both, as the eourt
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sixteen, were usually upon mercenary views, this act, besides punishing tho
seducer, wisely removed the temptation. But this latter part of the act is now

"210] rendered *almost useless by provisions of a very different kind, which
make the maz'riage totally void,(s) in the statute 26 Gee. II. c. 33. 7

III. A third offence, against the female part also of his majesty's _ubjects, _,ut
attended with greater aggravation than that of forcible marriage, is tim crime
of r_q_e, 7uptu_ mulierum, or the carnal knowledge of a woman fbrcibly and
against her wilh This, by the Jewish law,(t) was punished with death in ease
the damsel was betrothed to another man ; and in case she was not betrothed,
then a heavy fine of fifty shekels was to be paid to the damsel's fi_ther, and she
was to be the wife of the ravisher all the days of his life, without that power
of divorce which was in general permitted by the ]_[osaic law.

The civil law(u) punishes the crime of ravishment with death and confisca-
tion of goods ; under which it includes both the offence of forcible abduction,
or taking away a woman from her friends, of which we last spoke ; and also
the t)reseot offence of tbrcibly dishonouring them ; either of which without the
other is in that law sufficient to constitute a capital crime. Also, the stealing
away a woman fi'om her parents or guardians, and debauching her, is equally
penal by the emperor's edict, whether she consent or is ibrced: "sire volent,bus,
sire nolent_bus muheribus, tale facinus fuerit 2erpetratum." And this, in order to
take away from women every opportunity of offending in this way; whom
the Roman law supposes never to go astray without the seduction and art of
the other sex: and therefore, by restraining and making so highly penal the
solicitations of the men, they meant to secure effectually the honour of the
women. " S_ enim ipsi raptores metu, vel atroeitate p_nce, ab hujusmodi fac_,nore se
ternperaverint, nulli mul_eri, sire volenti, sire nolenti, peecand, locus relinquetur ;
quia hoc zpsum velle mulierum, ab ,ns,dt_s nequissimi hominis, qui meditatur ra.

• 211 ] p6_am, inducitur. *l_Jsi etenim earn sol_citaver_t, n_si odwsts art&us cireum.venerit, non faeiet earn velle in tantum dedecus sese prodere." But our
English law does not entertain quite such sublime ideas of the honour of either
sex as to lay the blame of a mutual fault upon one of the transgressors only ;
and therefore makes it a necessary ingredient in the crime of rape that it must
be against the woman's will.

Rape was punished by the Saxon laws, particularly those of king Athel.
stan,(u_) with death_ which was also agreeable to the old Gothic or Scandi-
navian constitution.(x) But this was afterwards thought too hard ; and in its
stead another severe but not capital punishment was inflicted by William the
Conqueror, viz., castration and loss of eyes ;(y) which continued till after Braeton
wrote, in the reign of Henry the Third. But, in order to prevent malicious
accusations, it was then the law (and, it seems, still continues to be so in aj)oeals
of rape)(z) that the woman should immediately a_er, "dum recens fuerit male.

(_) See book L page 437, &c. (x) Stiernh. de jure 5_ueon. I. 3, c. 2.
($) Deut. XXIL 25. (st)LL Gu/L COng. c. 19.
(_I Cod. 9, _]t. 13. (_) 1 HaL P. C. 63t.
(w) Bracton, I. 3, c, 28.

shall award. This clause was framed for the purpose of meeting such a ease as that of
Wake_eld.---CnITTr.

7Such a marriage, if voluntary on the part of the female, that is, not procured by force
or fraud, would not now be vold,--lt having been held, aft_r much doubt entertaized
upon the point among the professmn, (see Doe vs. Price, 1 M & R. 683,) that the 4 Geo.
1V. c. 76 legahzes marriages which would otherwise have been void, under the 26 Geo.
II. e. 33, on account of the minoraty of the parties and the non-consent of parents. See
Rex vs Birmingham, 2 3I. & R., 8 B. & C. 29, and the judgment of lord Te_tterdentherein
The new act, however, provides (sect. 23) that if any valid marriage solemnized by license
shall be procured by a party to such marriage to be solemnized between persons one or
both of ,vhom shall be under age, by means of false swearing to any matter to which such

_)arty is required per__onally to depose, all the property accruing from the marr;age shall,e forfeited, and shall be secured for the benefit of the innocent party or the _ssueof the
._ar_iaqe. The latter words clearly show the intention of the legislature not to render the
marriage void; for the words "_ssue of the marriage" in an Act of Parllan_mt must
mean lawful issue, whmh they could not be if the marriage was void.--Cu_vvz.
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ficium," go to the next town, and there make discovery to some cred_'o]e person
of the injury she has suffered, and afterwards should acquaint the high con-
stable of the hundred, the coroners, and the sheriff with the outrage.(a) This
seems to correspond in some degree with the laws of Scotland and Aragon.(bl
which require that complaint must be made within twenty-four hours; thou_;h
afterwards, by statute Westm. 1, c. 13, the time of limitation in England was
extended to forty days. At present there is no time of limitation fixed ; ibr as
t is usually now punished by indictmen_ at the suit of the king, the maxim of

law take_ place that nullum tempus oceurrit regi; but the jury will rarely give
credit to a stale complaint. During the former period also it was held for
la _(c) that the woman (by consent of the judge and her parents) might redeem
the offender from the execution of his sentence by accepting him fbr her hus-
band, if he also was willing to agree to the exchange, but not otherwise.

*In the 3 Edw. 1., by the statute Westm. 1, e. 13, the punishment of ['212
rape was much mitigated; the offence itself of ravishing a damsel within
age, (that is, twelve years old,) either with her consent or without, or of any other
woman against her will, being reduced to a trespass, if not prosecuted by appeal
within forty days, and subjecting the offender only to two years' imprisonment
and a fine at the king's will. But, this lenity being productive of the most
terrible consequences, it was in ten years afterwards, 13 Edw. I., found neces-
sary to make the offence of forcible rape felony, by statute Westm. 2, c. 34.
And by statute 18 Ella. e. 7, it is made felony without benefit of clergy; as is
also the abominable wickedness of carnally knowing and abusing any woman
child under the age of ten years; in which case the consent or non-consent is
immaterial, as by reason of her tender years she is incapable of judgment and
discretion. Sir Matthew Kale is indeed of opinion that such profligate actions
committed on an infant under the age of twelve years, the age of female disere.
tion by the common law, either with or without consent, amount to rape and
felony, as well since as before the statute of queen Elizabeth ;(d) but that law
has in general been held only to extend to infants under ten, though it should
seem that damsels between ten and twelve are still under the protection of the
statute Westm. 1, the law with respect to their seduction not having been
altered by either of the subsequent statutes2

A male infant under the age of fourteen years is presumed by law incapable
to commit a rape, and therefore, it seems, cannot be found guilty of it. For
though in other felonies mahtia supplia cetatem, as has in some cases been shown_
yet, as to this particular species of felony, the law supposes an imbecility of
body as well as mind.(e) _

The civil law seems to suppose a prostitute or common harlot incapable of

any injuries of this kind;(f) not allowing *any punishment for vie- ['213
lating the chastity of her who hath indeed no chastity at all, or at
least hath no regard to it. :But the law of England does not judge so hardly
of offenders as to cut off all opportunity of retreat even from common strum-
pets, and to treat them as never capable of amendment. It therefore holds it
to be felony to force even a concubine or harlot ; because the woman may have
forsaken that unlawful course of life :(g) for, as Bracton well observes,(h) "licet
meretrix fuerit antes, certe tune temporis non fuit, cure reelamando nequitice ejus con.
sentire nol_it."

As to the material facts requisite to be given in evidence and proved upon an
indictment of rape, they are of such a nature that, though necessary to be

Ibld
(a_Olanv l. 14_c, 6. Bract. l. 3, c. 28. ((_ (_ d 9_ 9 22. Ff 47, 2, 39(a) Barrmgton, 142.
(c) Glanv. I. 14, c 6. Bract l. 3, c. 28. (g/1 IIal r C 629 1 IIawk. P. C. 108.
(_) 1 Hal P. C 631. (h) Fol 147,

But now, by star. 4 & 5 ¥ict. e. 56, s. 3, the punishment of death is repealed, and
transportauon for life is substituted for both the offences of rape and carnal knowledge
of a girl under ten years of age, for which penal servitude may now be substituted. -
_TEWART.

s Bu¢ an infant under fourteen may be guilty as _n abettor if shown to possess a mis
chievous discretion. 1 :Hale, 630.--_CHIvTV.
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known and settled for the conviction of the guilty and preservation of the
innocent, and therefore are to be found in such criminal treatises as discourse
of these matters in detail, yet they are highly improper to be publicly discussed,
except only in a court of justice. I shall therefbre merely add upon this head
a few remarks from Sir Matthew Hale, with regard to the competency and
cred bility of witnesses; which may, salvo pudore, be considered.

And, first, the party ravished may give evidence upon oath, and is in law a
competent witness ; but the credibility of her testimony, and how far forth she
is to be believed, must be lef_ to the jury upon the circumstances of ihct that
concur in that testimony. For instance : if the witness be of good fame; if
she presently discovered the offence and made search for the offender; if the
party accused fled for it; these, and the like, are concurring circumstances
which give greater probability to tier evidence. But, on the other side, if she
be of evil fame, and stand unsupported by others; if she concealed the injury
tbr any considerable time after she had opportunity to complain ; if the place,
where the fact was alleged to be committed, was where it was possible she

might have been heard, and she made no outcry ; these and the*like
"214] circumstances carry a strong but not conclusive presumption that her
testimony is false or feigned. _°

_oreover, if the rape be charged to be committed on an infant under twelve
years of age, she may still be a competent witness if she hath sense and under-
standing to know the nature and obligations of an oath, or even to be sensible
of the wickedness of telling a deliberate lie. u :Nay, though she hath not, it is
thought by Sir Matthew Hale(_) that she ought to be heard without oath, to
give the court Jnibrmation; and others have held that what the child told her
mother or other relations may be given in evidence, since the nature of the case
admits frequently of no better proof. But it is now settled [Brazier's case,

before the twelve judges, P. 19, Geo. III.] that no hearsa_ evidence can be given
of the declaration of a child who hath not capacity to oe sworn, nor can such
child be examined in court w_thout oath ; and that there is no determinate age
at which the oath of a child ought either to be admitted or rejected. Yet,
where the evidence of children is admitted, it is much to be wished, in order
to render their evidence credible, that there should be some concurrent testi-
mony of rime, place, and circumstances, in order to make out the fact; and
that the conviction should not be grounded singly on the unsupported accu-
sation of an infant under years or' discretion. There may be, therefore, in
many cases of this nature, witnesses who are competent, that is, who may be
admitted to be heard, and yet, after being heard, may prove not to be credible
or such as the jury is bound to believe. For one excellence of the trial by
jury is, that the jury are triers of the credit of the witnesses, as well as of
the truth of the fact.

(9 1Hal.P. C.684.

loBut the rule respecting the time that elapses before the prosecutrix complains will
not apply where there is a good reason for the delay, as that she was under the control
or influenced by fear of her ravisher. 1 East, P. C. 445. And so all other general rules,
_s they are deduced from circumstances, must yield when they appear to be unsafe guides
to _he discovery of truth. The state and appearance of the prosecutrix, marks of vio-
lence upon her person, and the torn and disordered state of her dress recently after the
transaction, at the time of complMnt, are material circumstances, which are always ad-
missible in evidence. See 2 Stark. °-41. If the proseeutrix be an infant of tender ye_rs,
the w]_oleof her account recently given seems to be admissible, _br it is of the highest
importance to ascertmn the acc_arac_of her reoollec_mn, ( East, P. C. 443. Stark. on Evi-
dence, part iv. 1268 ;) but, in 2 Stark. Rep. 241, upon an indictment for an attempt to
commit a rape upon an adult, ]=lolroyd, J., held that the particulars of the complaint
made by the prosecutrix recently after the injury were not admissible in evidence. In
the case of the death of the prosecutnx, her depositions, taken before a magistrate, are
admissible, though not authenticated by her signature. 2 Leach, 854, 996.

n When the child does not sufficmntly understand the nature and obligation of an oath,
_e judge will put off the trial, for the child to be instructed in the mean time. B_.
Abr. Evid. a. Leach, 489, n.--CnlTTY.
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*',It is true," says this learned judge,(j) "that rape is a most d_test- ['215able crime, and therefore ought severely and impartially to be punished
with death; but it must be remembered that it is an accusation easy to be made_
hard to be proved, but harder to be defended by the party accused, though inno-
cent" He then relates two very extraordinary cases of' malicious prosecution
for this crime that had happened within his own observation, and concludes
thus :--" I mention these instances that we may be the more cautious upon trials
of offences of" this nature, wherein the court and jury may with so much ease
be _mposed upon, without great care and vigilance, the heinousness of the offence
many times transporting the judge and jury with so much indignation that they
are over-hastily carried on to the conviction of the person accused thereof by the
confident testimony of sometimes false and malicious witnesses."

IV. What has been here observed, especially with regard to the manner of
proof, which ought to be more clear in proportion as the crime is the more
detestable, may be applied to another offence of a still deeper malignity,--the
infamous crime against nature, committed either with man or beast; a crime
which ought to be strictly and impartially proved, and then as strictly and im-
partially punished. But it is an offence of so dark a nature, so easily charged,
and the negative so difficult to be proved, that the accusation should be clearly
made out ; tbr if false, it deserves a punishment inferior only to that of the crime
itself.

I will not act so disagreeable a part, to my re_ders as well as myself, as to
dwell any longer upon a subject the very mention of which is a disgrace to
human nature. ]t will be more eligible to imitate, in this respect, the delicacy
of our English law, which treats it in its very indictments as a crime not fit to
be named : "2eccatum illud horrib,le, inter Christ_anos non nominandum."( k) k taci-
turnity observed likewise by the edict of Constantius and Constans :(/) "ubi scelus
est id, quod non proficit scire, jubemus msurgere leges, armari jura *gladio -_o-_
ultore, ut exquis_tis poenis subdantur infame.s, qui sunt, vel qui futuri sunt rei." L _l u
Which leads me to add a word concerning its punishment.

This the voice of nature and of reason and the express law of God(m) deter-
mined to be capital. Of which we have a signal instance long before the Jewish
dispensation by the destruction of two cities by fire from heaven; so that this
is a universal, not merely a provincial, precept. And our antient law in some
degree imitated this punishment, by commanding such miscreants to be burned
to death,(n) though Fteta(o) says they should be buried alive; either of which
punishments was indifferently used for this crime among the antient Goths.(p)
But now the general punishment of all felonies is the same, namely, by hanging;
and tiffs offence (being in the times of popery only subject to ecclesiastical cen-
sures) was made felony without benefit of clergy by statute 25 Hen. VIII. c. 6,
revived and confirmed by 5 Eliz c. 17. And the rule of law herein is, that
if both are arrived at years of discretion, agentes et consentientes pari peens Tlec.
tantur.(q)

These are all the felonious offences more immediately against the personal
security of the subject. The inferior offences or misdemeanours that fi_ll under
this head are assaults, batteries, wounding, false imprisonment, and kidnapping.

V. VI. VII. With regard to the nature of the three first of these offences in
general, I have nothing further to add to what tms already been observed in
the preceding book of these commentaries,(r) when we consider them as private
wrongs or civil injuries, fbr which a satisfaction or remedy is given to the part 5
aggrieved But, taken in a public light, as a breach of the king's peace, an
affront to his government, and a damage done to his subjects, they are also
indictable and punishable with fines and imprisonment, or with other igno-
minious corporal penalties, where they are committed with any very atrocious
design;(s) as in case of an assault with an intent to murder, or with an intent

(.¢)1 _lal. P C. 635. l_) Brltt. c 9.
(k) See m ,Rot ParL (50 Edw III n 58) a complaint that (o_ L 1, c ',_7

a Lombard did oommlt the sin ""th it was not to be named." (_o)Stlernh de jure C.of.h.l. $, ¢. 2.
12,Rep. 87. (q) :_ln_t 50.

(_) Cod. 9. 9 81 (r) See book fii. p. 120.
(I,) Lewt. xx. 13, 15 (J) 1 Hawk. P. C. 6,5.
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"217] to commit either of the *crimes last spoken of; for which intentional
assaults, in the two last cases, indictments are much more usual than for

the absolute perpetration of the facts themselves, on account of the difficulty of
proof; or, when both parties are consenting to an unnatural attempt, it is usual
not to charge any assault, but that one of them laid hands on the other with in-
tent to commit, and that the other permitted the same with intent to suffer, the
commission of the abominable crime before mentioned. And in all these cases,
besides heavy fine and imprisonment, it is usual to award judgment of the pil-
lory. 1_

There is also one species of battery more atrocious and penal than the rest
which is the beating of a clerk in orders or clergyman, on account of the respect
and reverence due to his sacred charaetar as the minister and ambassador of
peace. Accordingly, it is enacted, by the statute called articuli cleri, 9 Edw. II.
c. 3,13 that if any person lay violent hands upon a clerk, the amends for the
peace broken shall be before the king, that is, by indictment in the king's
courts; and the assailant may also be sued before the bishop, that excommuni-
cation or bodily penance may be imposed, which ff the offender will redeem by
money, to be given to the bishop or the party aggrieved, it may be sued for before
the bishop: whereas, otherwise, to sue in any spiritual court for civil damages
for the battery £qlls within the danger ofTrcemunire.(t ) But suits arc, and always
were, allowable in the spiritual court for money agreed to be given as a commu
tation for penance.(u) So that upon the whole it appears that a person guilty
of such brutal behaviour to a clergyman is subject to three kinds of prosecution,
all of which may be pursued for one and the same offence : an indictment for
the breach of the king's peace by such assault and battery; a civil action for

_218] the special damage sustained by the party injured; and a suit *in the
ecclesiastical court, first pro correctione et salute animoe, by enjoining pe

nance, and then again for such sum of money as shall be agreed on for ta_ng
vff the penance enjoined; it being usual in those courts to exchange their spiritual
censures for a round compensation in money,(v) perhaps because poverty is
generally esteemed by the moralists the best medicine re salute animve

VIII. The two remaining crimes and offenfes against the persons of his ma-
jesty's subjects are infringements of their natural liberty; concerning the first
of which, false zmprisonment, its nature and incidents, I must content myself with
referring the student to what was observed in the preceding volume,(w) when we
considered it as a mere civil injury. But, besides the private satisfaction given

(_) 2 Inst. 492, 620. (_) 2 Roll. Rep. 384.
(b) Artw. C/er. _dw. I1. c. 4, F. N. B. 53. (*_) See book 1_ p 127.

1_The punishment of pillory is now taken away by the 56 Gee. IlL c. 138. In cases
of assaults of a very aggravated nature, the punishment of whipping has been inflicted
in addition to that of imprisonment and finding sureties for good behawour. 1 Burn, J.
24th ed. 231. 1 East, P. C. 406. The 3 Gee. IV. c. 114 inflicts a severer punishment on
persons guilty of assaults therein particularly described. In cases where the offence
more immediately affects the individual, the defendant is sometimes permitted by the
court, even after conviction, to speak with the prosecutor before any judgment is pro-
nounced, and a trivial punishment (generally a fine of a shilling) is mfl_cted, ff the prose-
cuter declares himself satisfied. Pos_,363, 364. "And where, in a case of indictment for
ill-treating a parish apprentice, a security for the fair expenses of the prosecution had
been given by the defendant, after conviction, upon an understanding that the court
would abate the period of his imprisonment, the security was held to be good, upon the
ground that it was given with the sanction of the court, and to be considered as part of
the punishment suffered by the defendant in expiatmn of his offence, in addition to the
imprisonment inflicted on him. 11 East, 46.--CHITT_'.

This act is repealed, so far as relates to laying violent hands on a clerk, by 9 Gee. IV.
c. 31 ; by _ 23 of which, if any person shall arrest any clergyman upon any civil process
while he shall be performing divine service, or shall, with the knowledge of such person,
be going to perform the same, or returning from the performance thereof, ever_ such
oflbnder shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and, being convicted thereof, shall suffer
_uch punishment, by fine or imprisonment or by both, as the court shall aw-trd. The 50
Edw. III. c. 5, and 1 Ric. II. c. 15, upon the same subject, are also repealed by the new
_ct. The arrest, if not on a Sunday, would be good in l_w. Wars. c. 34._CHxTTr.
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to the individual by action, the law also demands public vengeance for the breach
of the king's peace, for the loss which the state sustains by the confinement of
one of its members, and for the infringement of the good order of society We.
have seen beibre(x) that the most atrocious degree of this offence, that of send-
ing any subject of this realm a prisoner into parts beyond the seas, whereby he
is deprived of' the friendly assistance of the laws to redeem him from such his
captivity, is punished with the pains of prcemunire and incapacity to hold any
office, without any possibility of pardon.(y) And we may also add that, by
statute 43 Eliz. c. 13,14to carry any one by force out of the four northern counties,
or imprison him within the same, in order to ransom him or make spoil of his
person or goods, is felony without benefit of clergy in the principals and all ac-
cessories before the fhct. Inferior degrees of the same offence of false imprison-
ment are also punishable by indictment, (like assaults and batteries,) and the
delinquent may be fined and imprisoned (z) And, indeed,(a) there Can be no
doubt but that all kinds of crimes of a public nature, all disturbances of the
peace, all oppressions and other misdemeanours wh._tsoevcr of a notoriously
evil example, may be indicted at the suit of the king.

*IX. The other remaining offence, that ol UdnaTping , being the
forcible abduction or stealing away of a man, woman, or child fi'om ['219
their own country and sending them into another, was capital by the Jewish
law :--" He that stealeth a man, and selleth him, or if he be found in his hand,
he shall surely be put to death."(b) So, likewise, in the civil law the offence
of spiriting away and stealing men and children, which was called plagium and
the offenders Tlagiarib was punished with death.(c) This is unquestionabl) a
very heinous crime, as it robs the king of his subjects, banishes a man from his
country, and may in its consequences be productive of the most cruel and dis-
agreeable hardships ; and therefore the common law of England has punished it
with fine, imprisonment_ and pillory. _ And also the statute 11 & 12 W. IIIc.
7, though principally intended against pirates, has a clause that extends to pre-
vent the leaving of such persons abroad as are thus kidnapped or spirited awaj _,

(_) See page 116 (b) Exod xxL 16.
(I) Star. 31 Ca1 II c 2. (*) Ff. 48, 15,1.
(s) _est. Symb,,! p_rt 2, page 92. (fl) Raym. 474. 2 Shew. 221. Skin. 47. Comb. 10
(a) 1 Hawk. P. C "10.

it Repealed by 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 27: but see 31 Car. II. c. 2, which prohibits the send-
ing of any Brmsh subject to any foreign prison.---C_ITWV.

,5Where a child is stolen for the sake of its clothes, it is the same species of felony as
if the clothes were stolen without the child. Bu_ l_ c_nnot be considered a felony where
a child is stolen and not depraved of its clothes. This creme would in general be an ag-
gravated species of false imprisonment; but, without referring it to that class of offences,
stealing a child from its parents is an act so shocking and horrid that it would be con
sidered the highest misdemeanour, punishable by fine and imprisonment, upon the same
principle on which it was decided to be a misdemeanour to steal a dead body from a
grave.--CHRISTIAN.

Stealing children was, by 54 Geo. lII. c. 101, punishable as in cases of grand larceny,
but that statute is now repealed, by 9 Geo. IV. c. 31 ; by _ 21 of which, "if any person
shall maliciously, either by force or fraud, lead or take away, or decoy or entice away, or
detain, any child under the age of ten years, with intent to deprive the parent or pa-
rents, or any other person having the lawful care or charge of such child, of the posses
sion of such child, or with intent to steal any article upon or a.bout the person of such
child, to whomsoever such article may belong ; or if any person shall, with any such in-
tent as aforesaid, receive or harbour any such child, knowing the same to have been, by
force or fraud, led, taken, decoyed, enticed away, or detained, as herein betbre men-
tioned; every such offender, and every person counselhng, aiding, or abetting such of
fender, shall be guilty of felony, and, being convicted thereof, shall be liable to be trans
ported for the term of seven years, or to be imprisoned, with or without hard labour,
for any term not exceeding two years, and, if a male, to be once, twice, or thrice publicly
or privately whipped, (if the court shall so think fit,) in addition to such imprisonment.
Provided always that no person who shall have clmmed to be the father of an illegiti-
mate child, or to have any right to the possess_ion of such child, shall be liable to be
prosecuted by virtue hereof on account of his getting possession of such child, or taking
such child out of the possession of the mother or any other person having the lawfu|
eharge thereof."---CAivTY.
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by enacting that if" any captain of a merchant-vessel shall (during his beinfi
abroad) lbree any person on shore or wilfully leave him behind, or refuse te

• bring home all such men as he carried out, if' able and desirous to return, he
shall suffer three months' imprisonment. 1_ And thus much for offences t_a_t
more immediately affect the persons of individuals.

CHAPTER XVI.

OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE HABITATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS.

*THE only two offences that more immediately affec_t the habitation_
*220] of individuals or private subjects are those of arson and burglary.

1. Arson, ab ardendo, is the malicious and wilful burning the house or out-
house of another man. This is an offence of very great malignity, and much
more pernicious to the public than simple theft, because, first, it is an offence
against that right of' habitation which is acquired by the law of nature as well
as by the laws of society; next, because of the terror and confusion that necessa-
rily attend it_ and, lastly, because in simple theft the thing stolen only changes
its master, but still remains in esse for the benefit of the public; whereas b3
burning the very substance is absolutely destroyed It is also frequently more
destructive than murder itself, of which, too, it is often the cause, since murder,
atrocious as it is, seldom extends beyond the felonious act designed, whereas
fire too frequently involves in the common calamity persons unknown to the
incendiary and not intended to be hurt by him, and friends as well as enemies.
For which reason the civil law(a) punishes with death such as maliciously set
fire to houses in towns and contiguous to others, but is more merciful to such
as only fire a cottage or house standing by itself.

*'_21] *Our English taw also distinguishes with much accuracy upon this- crime. And therefbre we will inquire, first, what is such a house as
may be the subject of this offence; next, wherein the offence itself consists, or
what amounts to a burning of such house; and, lastly, how the offence is
punished.

1. :Not only the bare dwelling-house, but all out.houses that are parcel thereof,
though not contiguous thereto, nor under the same roof, as barns and stables, may
be the subject of' arson.(b) And this by the common law, which also accounted
it felony to burn a single barn in the field, if filled with hay or corn, though not
parcel of the dwelling-house.(c) The burning of a stack of corn was antiently
likewise accounted arson.(d) _ And indeed all the niceties and distinctions which

(a) .Ff 48,19, 28, _ 12. l_ ) _ :Inst. 69(b) 1 Hal. P. C 567. ) 1 ILwk. P. C. 105.

16By 9 Geo. I_v_. c. 31, _ 30, if any master of a merchant-vessel shall, during his being
abroad, force any man on shore, or wilfully leave him behind in any of his majesty's
colonies or elsewhere, or shall refuse to bring home with him again all such of the men
whom he carried out with him as are in a eon£htion to return when he shall be ready to
proceed on his homeward-bound voyage, every such master shall be guilty of a misde-
meanour, and, being lawfully convicted thereof, shall be imprisoned for such term as the
i_ourt shall award ; and all such oi_bnces may be prosecuted by mdmtment or by m_brma-
tion, at the suit of his majesty's attorney general, in the court of King's Bench, and may
be alleged in the indictment or informatmn to have been committed at Westminster, in
the county of Middlesex: and the said court is hereby authorized to issue one or more
commissmns, if necessary, ibr the examination of witnesses abroad ; and the depositions
t_d_en under the same shall be received in evidence on the trial of every such indictment
or reformation. So much of the 11 & 12 W. III. c. 7, and of the 58 Gee. III. e. 38, as
related to this subject, is repealed by the 9 Gee. IV. c. 31.--C_TTr.

This is declared to be arson, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 30, _ 17, and is made a capital of-
fence; and the setting fire to any crops of corn, grain, or pulse, whether standing or cut
de_vn, or to any woods or heaths, is made felony, pumshable with transportatmn ior seven
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we meet w_tn in our books concerning what shall or shall not amount to arson
seem now to be taken away by a variety of statutes, which will be mentioned
in the next chapter, and have made the punishment of wilful burning equally
extensive as the mischiefi The offence of arson (strictly so called) may be com.
mitted by wil_htly setting fire to one's own house, provided one's neighbour'_
house is thereby also burned; but if no mischief is done but to one's own, it
does not amount to felony, though the fire was kindled with intent to burn
a,,(,ther's.(e) For, by the common law, no intention to commit a felony amoc,,_s
to the same crime, though it does in some cases, by particular statutes. How-
ev,_r, such wilful firing one's own house in a town is a high misdemeanour, and

nishable by fine, imprisonment, pillolT, and perpetual sureties for the good
haviour.(f) 2 And if a landlord or reversioner sets fire to his own house, of

which another is in possession under a lease from himself or from those whose
estate he hath, it shall be accounted arson ; for during the lease the house is the
property of the tenant.(g) 8

"2. ks to what shall be said to be a burning, so as to amount to arson, [*222
a bare intent, or attempt to do it by actually setting fire to a house,
unless it absolutely burns, does not fall within the description of incendit et corn.
buss_t, which were words necessary in the days of law-:Latin to all indictments
of this sort. But the burning and consuming of any part is sufficient, though
the fire be afterwards extinguished.(h) Also it must be a mahcious burning;
otherwise it is only a trespass; and therefore no negligence or mischance
amounts to it. ' For which reason, though an unqualified person, by shooting

(,) ere. Car 377. 1 Jon. 351. (I) Fast. 15.
(f) 1 Hal. P. C. 568. 1 Hawk. P. e 106. O) 1 Ha_k. P. C. 106

years, or imprisonment not exceeding two years, with whipping to male offenders in addi-
tmn --CnITTr.

2It has been decided that an attempt, or preparation, by a man to set fire to his own
house in a town, though the fire be never kindled, is a misdemeanour ; and that every
attempt to commit a ielony is a misdemeanour; and, in general, an attempt to commit a
misdemeanour is an offence of the same nature. Cald. 397. 6 East, 464. 1 Wils. 139
So also an incitement or solicitatmn to commit a crime is a misdemeanour. Rex vs. Hig-
gins, 2 East, 5.

Voluntas reputaturpro facto is still true, both in treason and misdemeanour; but the in
tention in both must be mamfested by an open act. Men cannot be punished by the
law for the thoughts of the mind, however wicked they may be: even a resolution to
commit high treason, evidenced only by a confessmn without any attempt to carry it
into effect, is not punishable by the law of England. The principle of these cases is well
illustrated by lord Coke, who, after treating of single combats and affrays, says, "If any
subiect challenge another to fight, this is also an offence, before any combat be performed,
and punishable by law, for quandoahTu_d proh_betur, prohibetur et ornne,per quod deven_tur ad
illud " 3 Inst. 158. And therefore he who carries the clmllenge, knowing that it is a
challenge, is also guilty of a misdemeanour; and he who designedly attempts to provoke
another to fight or to send a challenge, is guilty of the same offence.---CHalSrIA._.

s It has been expressly determined that if a tenant set fire to the house of his land-
lord before the tenancy expires, he is not guilty of arson. Leach, 195, 209.--CHaISTIa_'.

But these dlstmctmns are now annihilated, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 30. _ 2, which enacts
that if any person shall unlawfully and maliciously set fire to any church or chapel, or
to any chapel for the religmus worshlp of persons dissenting from the united church of
England and Ireland duly registered or recorded, or shall unlawfully and maliciously
aet fire to any house, stable, coach-house, out-house, warehouse, office, shop, mill, malt-
house, hop-east, barn, or granary, or to any bmlding or erection used in carrying on any
Irade or manufacture, or any branch thereof, whether the same, or any of them respectively.
8hue then be in theposses_wn of the offender, or m the possesszenof any other person, with intent
thereby to injure or defraud any person, every such offender shall be guilty of felony
and. being convicted thereof, shall suffer death as a felon.---CHIrTr.

4The term malwe in this ease, as in many others, does not merely imply a design to
lr_iure the party who is eventually the sufferer, but an evil and mischievous intentiom
howevel general, producing damage to individuals. For if a man has a design to burn
one house and by accident the flames destroy another, instead of that against which his
contrivance was directed, he will be gmlty of maliciously burning the latter. 1 Hale,
569. Hawk. b. i. c. 39, s. 5. The maxim mahtza supplet eetatemapphes to this as well as to
otlaer cases; for lord Hale gives an instance of a youth of tender age being eonvictad
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with a gun, happens to set fire to the thatch of a house, this Sir Matthew Hale
determines not to be felony, contrary to the opinion of former writers.(/) But,
by statute 6 Anne, c. 31, any servant negligently setting fire to a house or 0ut-
houses shall forfeit 100/. or be sent to the house of correction for eighteen
months ; in the same manner as the :Roman law directed, "cos, _ui negligentel
ignes apud se habuerint, fustibus vel flagellis ccedi."(k) _

3. The punishment of arson was death by our antient Saxon laws.(/) Aria
in the reign of Edward the First, this sentence was executed by a kind of lea
talioms; ibr the incendiaries were burned to death :(m) as they were also by the
Gothic constitutions.(n) The statute 8 Hen. VI. c. 6 made the wilful burning
of houses, under some special circumstances therein mentioned, amount to the
crime of high treason. But it was again reduced to felony by the general acts
of EdwardVI. and queen Mary; and now the punishment of all capital felonies
is uniform, namely, by hanging. The offence of arson was denied the benefit
of clergy by statute 21 Hen. VIII. e. 1, but that statute was repealed by 1
Edw. VI. e. 12, and arson was afterwards held to be ousted of clergy, with re.
spect to the principal offender, only by inference and deduction from the statute
• 9_ _ 4 & 5 P. and M. c. 4, *which expressly denied it to the accessory be_
_,v j fore the fact ;(o) though now it is expressly denied to the principal in

all cases within the statute 9 Gee. I. e. 22.
II. Burglary, or nocturnal housebreaking, burgi latrocinium, which by our

antient law was called ha_nesecken, as it is in Scotland to this day, has always
been looked upon as a very heinous offence ; not only because of the abundant
terror that it naturally carries with it, but also as it is a forcible invasion and
disturbance of that right of habitation which every individual might acquire
even in a state of naturel an invasion which in such a state would be sure to
be punished with death, unless the assailant were the stronger. But in civil
society the laws also come in to the assistance of the weaker party; and, be-
sides that they leave him this natural right of killing the aggressor if he can,
(as was shown in a former chapter,)(p)they also protect and avenge him in
case the might cf the assailant is too powerful. 6 And the law of :England has

(_) 1 Hal. P C. 569. (_) Stmrnhook, de jure Ooth. I. 3, c. 6.
(_) T'f 1_15, 4, (o) 11 Rep. 86. 2 Hal. P. C. 346, 347. Font. 336.
(_) LL. In_, c. 7. (_) See page 180.
(_) Bl_tt. C.9.

[oefore himself, and executed, for this offence, on circumstances affording strong evidence
of a mischievous discretion. 1 Hale, 569, 570. And the intent to _n2uremay be always
inferred from the wrongful act of setting fire ; for a man must be supposed to intend the
necessary consequences of his own act. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 207.--CuITTr.

The punishment inflicted by 6 Anne, c. 31 was again inflicted by 14 Gee. III. e. 78, s.
84, which appears to be unrepealed.--CnIwrY.

' As the statute law relating to burglary and housebreaking has recently undergone
considerable alterations, it is deemed advisable to set out all the enactments in the first
instance: their bearings upon the text will be explained in the progress of the chapter.

The 7 & 8 Gee. I¥. c. 29, s. 10 enacts that if any person shall break and enter any
church or chapel, and steal therein any chattel, or, having stolen any chattel in any
church or chapel, shall break out of the same, every such offender, being convicted
thereof, shall suffer death as a felon.

Section 11 enacts that every person convicted of burglary shall suffer death as a felon,
and declares that if any person shall enter the dwelling-house of another with intent to
commit felony, or being in such dwelling-house shall commit any felony, and shal: in
either case break out of the said dwelling-tmuse in the night-time, such person shall t,f
deemed guilty of burglary.

Section 12 enacts that if any person shall break and enter any dwelling-house, and
steal therein any chattel, money, or valuable security to any value whatever, or shall steal
any such property to any value whatever in any dwelling-house, any person therein being
put in fear, or shall steal in any dwelhng-house any chattel, money, or valuable security
to the value in the whole of 5/. or more, every such offender, being convicted thereof,
_hall suffer death as a felon.

Section 13 provides and enacts that no building, although within the same curtilage
with the dwelhng-house, and occupied therewith, shall be deemed to be part of such
IwelUng-house ibr the purposes of burglary, or for any of the purposes aforesaid unlesi
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so particu_.ar and tender a regard to the immunity of a man's house that it
styles it his castle and will never suffer it to be violated with impunity;
agreeing herein with the sentiments of antient Rome, as expressed in the
words of Tully :(q) "quid enim sanctius, quid omni religione munit_us, quam domus
uni_tscujusque civium?" For this reason, no outward doors can, in general, be
broken open to execute any civil process ; though, in criminal causes, the public
_afety supersedes the private. ]_Ienee albo in part arises the animadversion of
the law upon eaves-droppers, nuisancers, and incendiaries ; and to this principle
it must be assigned that a man may assemble people together lawfully, (at least
if they do not exceed eleven,) without danger of raising a riot, rout, or unlawful
assembly, in order to protect and defend his house; which he is not permitted
to do in any other case (r)

*The definition of a burglar, as given us by Sir Edward Coke,(s) is [*224"he that by night breaketh and entereth into a mansion-house with
intent to commit a felony." In this definition there are tbur things to be con
sidered : the time, the Tlace, the manner, and the intent.

1. The time must be by night, and not by day, for in the daytime there is no
burglary. We have seen,(t)in the case of justifiable homicide, how much more
heinous all laws made an attack by night rather than by day, allowing the party
attacked by night to kill the assailant with impunity. As to what is reckoned
night and what day, for this purpose, antiently the day was accounted to begin
only at sunrising and to end immediately upon sunset; but the better opinion
seems to be that if there be daylight or crepusculum enough, begun or left, to
discern a man's face withal, it is no burglary.(u) :But this does not extend to
moonlight, for then many midnight burglaries would go unpunished; and, be-
sides, the malignity of the offence does not so properly arise from its being done
in the dark as at the dead of night, when all the creation, except beasts of prey,
arc at rest; when sleep has disarmed tile owner and rendered his castle defence-
less. _

2. As to the place. It must be, according to Sir Edward Coke's definilio.J, in
a mansion-house; and therefore, to account for the reason why breaking open a
church is burglar-, as it undoubtedly is, he quaintly observes that it is riotous
mansionalis Def.(v) But it does not seem absolutely necessary that it should in
all cases be a mansion-house, 8 for it may also be committed by breaking the

(q) Pro dome, 41. (t) See pages 180, 181
(r) 1 Hal. P. C. 547. (u) 3 Inst 63. 1 Hal. P. C 350. 1 Hawk. P. C. 1,'1.
(8) a Inst. 6a. (_) 3 InsL 64.

there shall be a commun;cation between such building and dwelling-house, either im-
mediate or by means of a covered and enclosed passage leading from the one to the other.

Section 14 enacts that if any person shall break and enter any building and steal
therein any chattel, money, or valuable security, such building being within the curtilage
of a dwelling-house and occupied therewith, but not being part thereof, according to the
provision hereinbefore mentloned, every such offender, being convicted thereof, either
upon an indictment for the same offence or upon an indictment for burglary, house.
breaking, or stealing to the value of 5/. in a dwelling-house, containing a separate count
for such offence, shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to he transported for lifo
or for any term not less than seven years, or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding
four years, and, if a male, to be once, twice, or thrice publicly or privately whipped (if
the cvurt shall so think fit) in addition to such imprisonment.

And section 15 enacts that if any person shall break and enter any shop, warehouse,
or counting-house, and steal therein any chattel, money, or valuable secumty, every such
offender, being conwcted thereof, shall be liable to any of the punishments which the
court may award, as hereinbefore last mentioned.--CHiTTV.

No difficulty, however, can now arise on this point, as the time in which the crime of
burglary can be committed is expressly defined, by star. 1 Vict. e. _6, s. 4, to commence
at nine o'clock in the evening of each day and to conclude at six o'clock in the morning
of the next succeeding day.---STEWART.

8The new statute does not contain the worn manzwn, which was formerly held to com-
prehend out-houses, if parcel of the dwelling-house ; the consequenc_ of which, and of
the new provm;ons in ss. 13 &14. is, that no building except a dwelling-house, or a bmld-
hag immedmt_.ly connected therewith, can now be the subject of burglary either at com-
mon I _w or un,3er the new statute. Where the owner h_ never, by himself or by any
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gates ol wa]ls of a town in the night ;(w) though that, perhaps, Sir Edward Coke
would b _ve called the mansion-house of the garrison or corporation. Spelman

*225 ] defines burglary to be "nocturna d_ruptio alicujus *habitaculi, vel ecclesive,
etiam murorum portarumve burgi, ad feloniam perpetrandam." And there-

(w)Spelra.Gloss.tit.Burglary. 1 Hawk.P. C.108.

of his family, slept in the house, it is sot his dwelling*house so as to be the subject of
burglary. Rex vs. Martin, R. & R. C. C. 108. And see Lyon's ease, Leach, 169. Thomp-
son's case, id. 893. Where a servant has part of a house for his occupation, and the rest
is reserved by the proprietor for other purposes, the part reserved cannot be deemed part
of the servant's dwelling-house ; and it will be the same if any other person has part of
the house and the rest is reserved. Rex vs. Wilson, R. & R. C. C. 115. Where a servant
stipulates upon hire for the use of certain rooms m his master's premises for himself and
family, the premises may be descmbed as the master's dwelhng-house, although the ser-
vant is the only person who inhabits them ; for he shall be considered as living there as
servant, not as holding as tenant. Rex vs. Stock. id. 185. Where a shop was rented with
some of the apartments of a house, it was held that the shop was still part of the dwell-
ing-house, and that burglary might be committed in it, as the house of the landlord.
Gibson's case, Leach. 287. Where it must be lrdd m the indictment to be the dwelling-
house of the landlord, if he break open the apartments of his lodgers and steal their
goods, it xs not burglary; for a man cannot be guilty of burglary in his own house.
Kel. 84.

With respect to the new provisions contained in ss. 13 & 14 of the new statute, it would
seem that any building which before the passing of this statute would have been the suh-
ject of burglary, by reason of its being within the eurtilage, may now be the subject of
an indictment under s. 14. The main question in such ca_es will be, what shall be Cml-
sidered as being within the curtilage, which, in the Termes de la Ley, is defined to be a
garden-yard, field, or piece of void ground, lying near, and belonging to, the messuage.
Such garden, &c. must be connected with the messuage by one uninterrupted fence or
enclosure of some kind ; and perhaps such fence may more properly be termed the cur.
tilage than the ground lying within it. An indictment under the new section must aver
that the building was within the curtilage of the prosecutor's dwelling-house, and that it
was occupied therewith by the prosecutor; but it would seem that it need not aver that
the building was one in which burglary could not be committed. See Rex vs. Robinson,
R. & R. C. C. 321. The other clauses of thin statute, namely, s. 10, as to sacrilege, or bur-
glary and stealing in a church or chapel; s. 12, as to housebreaking and stealing in
house; and s. 15, as to robbery in a shop, will be more properly the subjects of considera
tion and exposition in the succeeding chapter, 17, to which the reader is referred.

As to thv reondence: from all the cases, it appears that it must be a place of actual res/-
dence. Thus, a house under repair, in which no one lives, though the owner's property is
deposited there, is not a place in which burglary can be committed; ibr it cannot be
deemed his dwelhng-house until he has taken possession and begun to inhabit it. 1
Leach, 185. Nor will it make any difference if one of the workmen engaged in the re-
pairs sleep there in order to protect lt. 1 Leach, 186, ia hesS. Nor, though the house is
ready for the reception of the owner, and he has sent his property into it preparatory to
his own removal, will It become for this purpose hm mansmn. 2 Leach, 771. And where
the owner has never, by himself or by any of his family, slept in the house, it is not his
dwelling-house so as to make the breaking thereof burglary, though he has used it for
his meals and all the purposes of his business. Russ. & By. C. C. 138. So, ff the land-
lord of a house purchase the furniture of his out-going tenant, and procure a servant to
sleep there in order to guard ig, but without any intention of making it his own resi-
dence, a breaking into the house will not amount to burglary. 2 Leach, 876. But if the
agent ot a public company reside at a warehouse belonging to his employers, this crime
may be committed by breaking it, and he may be conmdered as the owner. 2 Le_ch, 931.
And it seems that ff a man die in his house, and his executors put servants in it and
keep them there at board-wages, burglary may be committed in breaking it, and it may
be laid to be the executors' property. 2 East, P. C. 499.

It seems quite settled, as above observed, that the proprietor of the house need not be
actually within it at the time the ofl_nce is committed, provided it is one of his regular
places of abode. For ff he leaves it anlmo reaerten&, though no person remdes there in
In,, absence, it will still be his mansmn. As if a man has a house in town and another
in the country, and goes to the latter in the summer, the nocturnal breaking rote either
with a felonious design will be hur;darious. Fost. 77. And though a man leave_ hi_
house and never means to live in it again, yet if he uses part of it as a shop, and lets a
servant and his family live and sleep in another part of it for fear the pLuce should be
robbed, and lets the rest to lodgers, the habitation by his servant and family will be a
_abit_tion by him, and the shop may still be considered as part of his dwelhng-honse.
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fore we may safely conclude that the requisite of its being domus mansionalis is

only in the burglar]- of a private house, which is tile most frequent, and in which
it is indispcnsabl 5 necessary, to form its guilt, that it must be in a mansion ol
dwelhng-house. For no distant barn, warehouse, or the like are under the
same privileges, nor looked upon as a man's castle of defence; nor is a breaking
open of houses wherein no man resides, and which therefore for the time-being
are not mansion-houses, attended with the same circumstances of midnight
;error. A house, however, wherein a man sometimes resldcs, and which the
_wner hath only left for a short season, animo revertendi, is the "bject of bur-
glary, though no one be in it at the time of the fact commkted.(x) And if the
barn, stable, or warehouse be parccl of the mansion-house, and within *_he same
common fence,(y) though not under the same roof or contiguous, a burglary
may be committed therein _ for the capital house protects and privileges all i{s
branches and appurtenances, if within tile curtilagc oz-home-stall.(z) A chamber
in a college or an inn of court, where each inhabitant hath a distinct property,
is, to all other purposes as well as this, the mansion-house of the owner.(a) So
also is a room or lodging in any private house the mansion for the time-being
of the lodger, if the owner doth l_ot himself dwell in the house, or if he and the
lodger enter by different outward doors. But if the owner himself lies in the
house, and hath but one outward door, at which he and his lodgers enter, such
lodgers seem only to be inmates and all their apartments to be parcel of the
one dwelling-house of the owner (b) Thus, too, the house of a corporation inha-
bited in separate apartments by the officers of the body corporate is the mansiou-
house of the corporation, and not of' the respective officcrs.(c) But if I hire a
shop, parcel of another man's house, and work or trade in it, but never lie there,
it is no dwelling-house, nor can burglary be committed therein, for by the lease
*it is severed from the rest of the house, and therefore is not the dwell-
ing-house of him who occupies tt_e other part; neither can I be said to i"226
dwell therein when I never lie there.(d) _cithcr can burglary be committed
in a tent or booth erected in a market or _alr, though the owner may lodge
herein;(e) for .the law regards thus highly nathing but permanent edifices; a
ouse or church, the wall or gate of a town; and though it may be the choice

of the owner to lodge in so fragile a tenement, yet his lodging there no more
makes it burglary to break it open than it would be to uncover a tilted wagon
in the same circumstances.

3. As to the manner of committing burglary: there must be both a breaking
and an entry to complete it. But they need not be both done at once; for if a
hole be broken one night, and the same breakers enter the next night through
the same, they are burglars.(f) There must in general be an actual breaking;
not a mere legal clausum freg_t, (by leaping over invisible ideal boundaries, which
may constitute a civil trespass,) but a substantial and forcible irruption. As at
least by breaking or taking out the glass of, or otherwise opening, a window;
picking a lock or opening it with a key; nay, by lifting up the latch of a door,

in)1 Hal. P C. 566, Fost 77. (e) Fost. 38, 39
y) King vs. Garland, P. 16 Gee. III. by all the judges. (d) 1 Hal P C. 558

(s) 1 Hal. P. C. 55_. 1 Hawk. P, C, 104. (,) 1 Hawk. P C. 104,
(_) 1 Hal. P. C. 5_6. (/) 1 Hal. P. C. 553.
O) Kelw. 84. 1 Ha/. P. C. 556.

l Burn, J. 24th ed. 503. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 442, S.C. But in un indictment for larceny
from a dwelling-house, where the prosecutor left his house without any intention of living
in it again, and intending to use it as a warehouse only, though he had persons (not of
his family) to sleep in it to guard the property, it was held it could not be considered the
prosecutor's dwelling-house to support the charge. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 187. And if the
occupier of a house removes from it with his whole family and takes away so much of
his goods as to leave nothing fit for the accommodation of inmates, and has no settled
idea of returning to it, but rather intends to let it, the offence will be merely larceny.
Fost. 76. And the inere casual use of a tenement will not sufflce; and therefore the
circumstance of a servant sleeping in a barn, or porter in a warehouse, for particular and
temporary purposes, will not so operate as to make a violent entry in the night, in order
to steal, a burglary. 1 Hale, 557, 558.--C_ITTr.
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or ur,loosing, any other fastenin, g which, the. owner has provided'.. But if a p._er.
son loaves his doors or windows open, it is his own folly and negligence, and _x
a mau enters therein it is no burglary; yet, if he afterwards unlocks an inner
or chamber door, it is so.(g) *° But to come down a chimney is held a burglarious
entry i re* that is as much closed as the nature of things will permit.(h) So,
also, to knock at the door, and upon opening it to rush in with a felonious
intent ; or, under pretence of taking lodgings, to fall upon the landlord and rob
h_m ; or to procure a constable to gain admittance, in order to search for traitors,
and then to bind the constable and rob the house ; all these entries have been

.oo7 ] adjudged burglarious, though there was *no actual breaking; for the
"- law will not suffer itself to be trifled with by such evasions, especially

un]er the cloak of legal process.(/) And so, if a servant opens and enters his
alasler's chamber-door with a felonious design, or if any other person lodging
in the same house or in a public inn opens and enters another's door with such
ev,1 intent, it is burglary. Hay, if the servant conspires with a robber and lets
him into the house by night, this is burglary in both ;(k) for the servant is doing
an unlawful act, and the opportunity afforded him of doing it with greater ease
rather aggravates than extenuates the guilt. As for the entry, any the least
degree of it, with any part of the body, or with an instrument held in the hand,
is sufficient; as, to step over the threshold, to put a hand or a hook in at a win-
dow to draw out goods, or a pistol to demand one's money, are all of them bur.
glarious entries.(/) n The entry may be before the breaking, as well as after:

_) 1 Hal P C 558. (_) Stra 881. 1 Hal. P. C 553 1 Hawk P. C. 103.
) 1 Hawk. P 0 102 1 Hal. P. C. 552 (_) 1 Hal. P. C. 555. 1 Hawk. P. C. 103. Fost.108.

0) 1 Hawk. P. G. 102.

9So to push open massive doors which shut by their own weight is burglarious, though
there is no actual fastening. 2 East, P. C. 487. Pulling down the sash of a window is a
breaking, though it has no fastening and is only kept in its place by the pulley-weight :
it is equally a breaking although there is an outer shutter which is not put to. Russ. &
Ry. C. C. 451. And where a window opens upon hinge_, and is fastened by a wedge, so
that pushing against it will open it, forcing it open by pushing against it is sufficient to
constitute a breaking. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 355. But where the prisoner broke out of a
cellar by lifting up a heavy flap by which the cellar was closed on the outside next the
street, (the flap was not belted, but it had bolts,) six of the learned judges were of opinion
that there was a sufficient breaking to constitute burglary ; the remaining six were of a
contrary opinion. Russ. & Ry C. C. 157. And it is to be observed that even when the
first entry is a mere trespass, being as per janua aperta, if the thief afterwards breaks open
any inner room, he will be guilty of burglary, (1 Hale, 553;) and this may be done by a
servant who sleeps in an adjacent room unlatching his master's door and entering his
apartment with intent to kdl him. 1 Hale, 554. But lord Hale doubts whether a guest
at an inn is guilty of burglary by rising m the night, opening his own door, and stealing
goods from other rooms. 1 Hale, 554. And it seems certain that breaking open a chest
or trunk is not in itself burglarious, (Fost. 108, 109 ;) and, according to the better opinion,
the same principle applies to cupboards, presses, and other fixtures, which, though at-
tached to the freehold, a_e intended only the better to supply the place of movable
depositories. Fost. 109.--CnlvTY.

,0 It will be burglary to unlatch an inner door with a felonious intent; and whatever
would be a breaking of an outer door will also be a breaking of an inner door to consul*
tute burglary. See 2 East, P. C. 488.

But it does not seem to be a burglary to break the doors of cupboards, presses, and
closets. Ibid.--C_iTTV.

n So if the prisoner breaks open a shop-window and with his hand takes out goods,
the ofl_nce is complete. Fost. 107. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 499, S.P. Introducing the hand
between the glas_ of an outer window and an inner shutter is sufficient entry to consti-
tute burglary. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 341. And where several having broken open a house,
and, attempting to enter, are opposed by the owner, and in making a pass at him the
hand of one of the party is within the threshold, he will be guilty of burglary. 1 Hale,
553. If, however, an instrument has been thrust into the window, not for the purpoae
of taking out property, but only calculated to form the aperture, this will not be regarded
as an entry, (1 Leach, 406 ;) or if a house be broken open, and the owner, through the
fear occasioned by the circumstance, throw out his money, the burglary will not be com-
pleted. 1 Hale, 555. It seems doubtful whether shooting through a window is sufficient
by the entry of the shot discharged ; but it seems the better opinion that it is, as in this
ca_e a felony by killing is as much attempted as in the introduction of an instrument a
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for, by statute 12 Anne, e. 7, if a person enters into the dwelling-house of another
without breaking in, either by day or by night, with intent to commit felony,
or being in such a house shall commit any felony, and shall in the night break
out of the same, this is declared to be burglary, there having before been different
opinions concerning it, lord Bacon(m) holding the affirmative and Sir _[atthew
Hale(n) the negative. But it is universally agreed that there must be both a
breaking, either in fact or by implication, and also an entry, in order to com.
plete the burglary. '_

4. As to the intent ; it is clear that such breaking and entry must be with
a ii_lonious intent, otherwise it is only a trespass. And it is the same whether
such intention be actually carried into execution, or only demonstrated by some
attempt or overt act, of which the jury is to judge. And therefore such a
breach and entry of a house as has been before described, by night, with

intent to commit a robbery, *a murder, a rape, or any other felony, is ['228
burglary ; whether the thing be actually perpetrated or not. :Nor does
it make any difference whether the offence were felony at common law, or only
crcated so by statute i since that statute which makes an offence felony gives
it incidentally all tile properties of a t_lony at common law.(o) is

Thus much ibr the nature of burglary, which is a felony at common law
but within the benefit of clergy. The statutes, however, of 1 Edw. VI. c. 12,
and 18 Eliz. c. 7, take away cler_-_T from the principals, and that of 3 & 4 W. and
_[. e. 9, i_om all abettors and accessories before the fact.(p) And, in like
manner, the law of Athens, which punished no simple theft with death, made
burglary a capital crime.(q) 1'

(_) Elm 65. Company, with intent to steal the stock or _tt,nslls is, by
(x) 1 lIaL P. C. 554. stat. 13 Oeo. III. c. 38, declared to be smg|e felony, and
(o) 1 IL_wk P. C 105. pumshed _th transportation for seven years.
(p) Burglary m any house belonging to the Plate-Glass (_) Port. Antlq. b 1.c 26.

felony by stealing is attempted. 1 Hale, 555. Hawk. b. i. c. 38, s. 7. See 4 Camp. 220.
1 Stark. 58.--CHITTY.

12The act now in force is 7 & 8 Geo. IV. e. 27.--CHITT_'.
_aBut if a servant intrusted by his master to sell goods receives money to his use, con

eeals it in the house instead of paying it over, and, after his dismissal, breaks the house
and steals it, the entry is not burglarious, because there was no felony in the original
taking. 1 Show. 53. And even where prisoners were proved to have broken open a
house in the night-time, to recover teas seized for want of a legal permit for the use of
the person from whom they were taken, an indictment for burglary with intent to steal
was holden not to be supported. 2 East, P. C. 510.--CHITTr.

1,The punishment of this crime now varies according to the circumstances under which
it is committed, it being enacted, by stat. 1 Vict. c. 86, s. 2, that whoever shall buv-
glariously break and enter into any dwelling-house, and shall assault with intent to
murder any person being therein, or shall stab, cut, wound, beat, or strike such person,
shall be guilty of felony pumshable with death ; but, by s. 3, the simple crime of burg.lary
is punishable only with transportation for life or for not less than ten years, or imprison-
ment for three years,--and now penal servitude may be substituted. And now, further,
by stat. 14 & 15 Vict. c. 19, ss. 1, 2, any person found by night armed with any dangerous
weapon, with intent to enter any dwelling and to commit felony therein, or found in the
possession, without lawful excuse, of housebreaking instruments, or with his face black-
ened or disguised, or found by night in any building with intent to commit any felony,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, punishable with imprisonment, with or without hard
labor_ not exceeding three years,--and now with penal servitude.---S_.vrAaT.
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CHAPTER XVII.

OF OFFENCES AGAINST PRIVATE PROPERTY.

"229j *THE next and last species of offences against private subjects are
such as more immediately affect their property. Of which there are

_wo which are attended with a breach of the peace; larceny and malicious ml.s.
chief; and one that is equally injurious to the rights of property, but attended
with no act of violence, which is the crime of forgery. Of these three in their
order.

I. Larceny, or theft, by contraction for latrociny, latrocinium, is distin
guished by the law into two sorts : the one called simple larceny, or plain thef
unaccompanied with any other atrocious circumstance ; and m_xed or compound
larceny, which also includes in it the aggravation of a taking from one's house
o1' person. _

And, first, of simple larceny, which, when it is the stealing of goods above th_
value of twelve-pence, is called grand larceny; when of goods to that value, or
under, is petit larceny; offences which are considerably distinguished in their
punishment, but not otherwise. I shall therefore first consider the nature of
simple larceny in general, and then shall observe the different degrees of
punishment inflicted on its two several branches.

Simple larceny, then, is "the felonious taking and carrying away of the per-

*230] sonal goods of another." This *offence certainly commenced then,
whenever it was, that the bounds of property, or laws of meum and tuum,

_erc established. How fi_r such an offence can exist in a state of nature,
where all things are held to be common, is a question that may be solved
with very little difficulty. The disturbance of any individual in the occupation
of what he has seized to his present use seems to be the only offence of this
kind incident to such a state. But, unquestionably, in social communities,
when property is established, the necessity whereof we have formerly seen,(a)
any violation of that property is subject to be punished by the laws of society ;
though how far that punishment shall extend is matter of considerable doubt.
At present we will examine the nature of theft, or larceny, as laid down in the
foregoing definition.

(a) See book ii. p 8, &c.

By stat. 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 29, s. 2, it is enacted "that the distinction between grand
and petit larceny shall be abolished, and every larceny, whatever be the value of the
property stolen, shall be deemed to be of the same nature, and shall be subject to the
_ame incidents in all respects, as grand larceny was before the commencement of this
act ; and every court whose power as to the trial of larceny was before the commence-
ment of this act limited to petty larceny shall have power to try every case of larceny
the punishment of which cannot exceed the punishment hereinafter mentioned for
simple larceny, and also to try all accessories to such larceny."

By sect. 3, every person convicted of simple larceny, or of any felony thereby made
punishable like simple larceny, shall (except in the cases thereinafter otherwise pro-
vided for} be liable to transportation for seven years, or imprisonment not exceeding
two years, and, if a male, to one, two, or three public whippings ; and, by sect. 4, where
the sentence is imprisonment, the courts have a discretionary power to award hard
labour or solitary confinement in additmn. This observation has been introduced here
that the reader may observe how far the present prowsmns of the law vary from the text
in his progress through this important chapter, and to remind him that the subtle dis.
tL_.,_tionsbetween grand and petty larceny are now entirely abolished.

By sect. 61, in every felony punishable under this act, every principal in the second
degree, and every accessory before the fact, shall be punishable with death, or otherwise,
in the same manner as the principal in the first degree ; and every accessory after the
fact (except only a receiver of stolen property) shall on conviction be liable to imprison-
ment for any term not exceeding two years ; and every person aiding, abetting, counsel-
ling, or procuring the commission of any misdemeanour punishable under this act, shall
be liable to be indicted and punished as a principal offender. As to the venue in easea
of larceny see 7 Geo. IV. c. _._, ss. 12, 13.--CHITTr.
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1. It must be a taking2 This implies the consent of the owner to ue want._ng.

The eases upon this important requisite of the offence of larceny are so numerous,
and the distinctions so subtle, that it will be necessary to go into considerable detail ta
give a complete view of the law upon the subject. See, in general, 3 Chirr. Crim. L. 2d
ed. 917 to 924.

1st. Where the offender lawfugly acTtlred the possession of the .goods, b_t under a bare charge, the
owner stdl reta_mng hzs property m them, the offender will be guilty of larceny at common law
in embezzling them. Thus, in addmon to the instances put by the learned author, of the
butler, the shepherd, and guest at an ran, ff a master deliver property rote the hand_ of
a servaalt for a specl_d purpose, as to leave it at the house of a flaend, or to get change,
or deposit with a banker, the servant will be gmlty of felony in applying it to his own
rise, ibr it still remains in the constructive possession of its owner. 2 Leach, 870, 942;
and see 2 East, P. C. 563 ; sed wde East, P. C. 562. R. & R. C. C. 215. 4 Taunt. 25,_, S. C.
If a banker'_ clerk is sent to the money-room to bring cash ibr a particular purpose, and
he take_ the opportumty of seeleting borne for his own use, (1 Leach, 344,) he is guilty
of larceny. And see 1 Leach, 251. Kelw. 33. Cowp. 294. And if several persons play
together at cards, and deposit money for that purpose, not parting with thmr property
thereto, and one sweep it all away and take it to himself, he will be guilty of theft, if the
jury find that he acted with a ielomous design. 1 Leach, fiT0. Cald. 295. So if there
be a plan to cheat a man of his property, under colour of a bet, and he parts with the
possesswn only, to deposit as a stake with one of the confederates, the taking by such con-
federate is felonious. Russ. ge Ry. C. C. 413. And if a bag of wheat be dehvered to a
warehouseman for safe custody, and he take the wheat out of the bag and dispose of it,
it is larceny. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 337. And where a banker's clerk took notes from the
till, under colour of a check from a third person, which check he obtained by hawng
entered a fictitious balance in the books an _kvour of that person, it was held he was
guilty of felony, the fraudulent obtaining the check being nothing more than nmre
machinery to effect his purpose. 4 Taunt. 304. R. & R. C. C. 221, S. C. 2 Leach, C. C.
1083. And where one employed as a clerk in the daytime, but not residing in the
house, embezzles a bill of exchange which he received from his master in the usual
course of business, with directions to transmit it by the post to a correspondent, it wa.s
held larceny. 2 East, P. C. 565 ; and see 2 Chitt. C. L. 2d ed. 917, b. And where good_
have not been actually reduced into the owner's possession, yet if he has intrusted anothei
to deliver them to his servant, and they are delivered accordingly, and the servant em
bezzle them, he will be guilty of larceny; as where a corn-factor, having pmchased a
eargo of oats on board a ship, sent his servant with his barge to recmve part of the oats
in loose bulk, and the servant ordered some of them to be put into sacks, which he after-
wards embezzled, this was holden larceny. 2 East, P. C. 1798. 2 Leach, 825.

The learned c_mmentator has already noticed the 21 Hen. VIII. e. 7, making the
embezzlement of goods above the value of forty shillings felony, when intrusted to a
_ervant by hm master. The act extends only to such persons who were servants to the
owner of the goods, both at the time of their dehvery and when they were stolen. 1
Hawk. e. 33, s. 12. 2 East, P. C. 562. To bring the ease within the act, the goods must
have been delivered to the servant to keep for the raaster ; and the words "kept to the
use of the master" imply that they are to be returned to the master. 2 Ea_st, I'. C. 562.
The act does not extend to goods the actual property of which were not in the master at
the time; and therefore _t is said that if the property be changed, as by melting the
money down, or malting corn, and then it be taken away, it is not within the statute.
1 Hawk. e. 33, s. 15. 2 East, P. C. 563 : sed quire. See 1 Hawk. c. 33, s. 15. The act only
extends to where the owner has actually had them in his possession, and not where his
servant has merely received them to his use. No wasting or consuming the goods is
within the act, however wilful. Hawk. b. i. c. 33, s. 14.

2dly. Where the offender unlawfull// acquired the possession of goods, az by fraud or force, d_'c.,
wilh intent to steal them, the owner stdl retaining h_s property ra them, such an offender will be
guilty of larceny an embezzhng them. Therefore, in addition to the instances mentioned
in the text, hiring a horse on pretence of taking a journey, and immediately selling it,
is larceny, because the jury found the defendant acted an_mo furand_ in making the con-
tract, and the parting w_th the possessmn had not changed the nature of the property.
2 East, P. C. 685. 1 Leach, 212 ; and see 2 Leach, 420. 2 East, P. C. 691. So, obtainiug
a horse by pretending another person wanted to hire it to go to B., but in truth w_tll
intent to steal it, and not going to B, but taking the horse elsewhere and selling it, is
larceny. 1 Leach, 409. 2 East, P. C. 689. So where the prisoner, intanding to steal the
mail-bags from a post-office, procured them to be let down to laim by a string fl'om the
window of the post-office, under pretence that he was the mail-guard, he was held guilty
of larceny. 2 East, P. C. 603. It is larceny for a person hired for the special purpose of
driwng sheep to a fair to convert them to his own use, he having the intention so to do
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Th ;refore no delivery of the goods from the owner to the offender, upon trust,

can ground a larceny. As if A. lends B. a horse, and he rides away with him ;

or if I send goods by a carrier, and he carries them away ; these are no lar.

at the time of receiving them fl'om the owner. 1 Ry. & M. C. C. 87 And where a man
ordered a pair of candlesticks from a silversmith, to be paid for on delivery, to be sent
to his lodgings, whither they were sent accordingly, with a bill of parcels, by a sea'cant,
and the pmsoner, contriwng to send the servant back under some pretence, kept the
goods, it was holden larceny. Cited in 2 Leach, 420. And if a sale of goods is not com-
pleted, and the pretended purchaser absconds with them, and from the first his mten
tlon was to defi'aud, he is guilty of stealing, (1 Leach, 92;) and to obtain money from
another by ring-dropping is a smlilar offence, if there was an original design to steal, (1
Leach, 238:2 Leach, 572 ;) and where the owner of goods sends them by a servant, to be
delivered to A., and B., pretending to be A., obtains them from him, B. is guilty of larceny.
2 East, P. C. 673. So where the prisoner, pretendmg to be the servant of a person who had
bought a chest of tea deposited at the East India Company's warehouse, got a request-
paper and permit for the chest, and took it away with the assent of a person in the com-
pany's service who had the charge of it, this was held felony. R. & Ry. C. C. 173. So to
obtain a bill of exchange from an endorsee under a pretence of getting it discounted, is
felony, if the jury find that the party did not intend to leave the bill in the possession
of the defendant previous to receiving the money to be obtained on his credit, and that
he undertook to discount with intent to convert it to his own use, (1 Leach, 294 ;) and it

seems that if a person procure possession of a house with an intent to steal the lead
affixed to it, he may be indmted, on the 4 Geo. II. c. 32, for the statutable larceny. 2
l,e_uch. 850.

In all these cases the defendant's original design in obtaining the goods was felonious,
and the owner never parted with his property therein; for where either is not the case
there can be no larceny, as will appear from the following instances. Thus, where a
house was burning and a neighbour took some of the goods, apparently to save them from
the flames, and afterwards converted them to his own use, it was holden no felony, be-
cause the jury thought the original design honest. 1 Leach, 411, notes. And it is certain
that if the property in effects be given voluntarily, whatever false pretence has been us_t
to obtain it, no felony can he committed. 1 Hale P. C. 506. R. & R. C. C. 225, S.P. Thus,
obtaining silver on pretence of sending a half-guinea presently in exchange is no felony.
2 East, P. C. 672. So, writing a letter m the name of a third person to borrow money,
which he obtains by that fraud, is only a misdemeanour, (2 East, P. C. 673 ;) and it makes
no difference, in these cases, that the credit was obtained by fraudulently using the name
of another to whom it was intended to be given, (1 Leach, 303, notes. 2 East, P. C. 673.
R. & R. C. C. 225 ;) and if a horse-dealer delivers a horse to another on his promise to
return immediately and pay for it, the party's riding off and not returning is no felony.
1 Leach, 467. 2 East, P. C. 669. So ff a tradesman sells goods to a stranger as for ready
money, and sends them to him by a servant, who dehvers them and takes in payment
for them bfll_ which prove to be mere tabrications, this will be no larceny, though the
party took his lodgings for the express purpose of obtaining the goods by fraud ; because
the owner parted with his property. 2 Leach, 614. So fraudulently winning money at
gaming, where the injured party really intended to plav, as no larceny, though a conspi-
racy to defraud appear in evidence. 2 Leach, 610. So brokers, bankers, or agents em-
bezzling securities deposited with them for security or any special purpose are not guilty
of larceny, (4 Taunt. o-58. 2 Leach, 1054. R. & R. C. C. 215, S. C.;) but this decision occa-
sioned the 52 Geo. III. c. 63 to be passed, making it a misdemeanour in brokers, bankers,
and others to embezzle securities deposited with them for safe custody or for any special

purpose, in violation of good faith and contrary to tim special purpose for which they
were deposited. Thus, in all cases where a voluntary delivering by the prosecutor is
the defence to be relied on, two questions arise : first, whether the property was parted
with by the owner, secondly, whether, supposing it was not, the prisoner, at the time
he obtained it, conceived a felonious design. In the first case, no fraud or breach of
trust can make a conversion larceny; in the second, the complexion of the offence must
depend on the felonious design.

3dly. Where the o_'ender la_:fully acquired the posses_wn of and quahj_ed p_vperty in goods under
•:olour of bcalment, but with the _ntenlwn of stealing them; or where the badment has been determined either
by the wronqful act of the off'ender or by the *ntentwn of the parties, if he afterwards embezzle such
goods he will be guilty of larceny. For in the first case, after the determinatmn of the
special contract by any plain and unequivocal wrongful act of the bailee inconsistent with
that contract, the property, as against the bailee, reverts to the owner, although the actual
possession remain in the bailee. 2 East, P. C. 691, 627. The most remarkable case of this
description is that of a earrmr pointed out by the learned commentator. So the conver-
t;on of money with a feloniou_ intent, which was ibund in a bureau delivered to a ca_-
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cenies.(b) But if the carrier opens a bale or pack of goods, or pierces a vessel
of _ ine, and takes away part thereof, or if he carries it to the place appointed
and afterwards takes away the whole, these are larcenies ;(c ) for here the)

(b)1 Hal. P. C.504. (*)3 Inst. 107.

penter to be repaired, by breaking it open, when there was no necessity for so doing fo*
the purpose of repairs, will amount to a larceny, (8 Ves. 405. 2 Leach, 952. 2 Russ. 1_45 ;)
and in the same case it was said that if a pocket-book containing bank-notes were left in
the pocket of a coat sent to be mended, and the tailor took the pocket-book out of the
lC,ocket and the notes out of the pocket-book with a felonious intent, it would amount to
a telony. If the master and owner of a ship steal some of the goods delivered to him to
car,y, it is not larceny in him, unless he took the goods out of their package; nor, if lar-
ceny, would it be an offence within 24 Geo. II. c. 45. R. & R. C. C. 92. And if corn be sent
to a miller to grind and he take part of it he will be guilty of felony, (1 Roll. Abr. 73 ;) but
where forty bags of wheat were sent to the prisoner, a warehouseman, for safe custody until
sold I)y the prosecutor, and the prisoner's servant, by direction of the prisoner, emptied four
of the bags and mixed their contents with other inferior wheat, and part of the mixture was
disposed of by the prisoner and the remainder was placed m the prosecutor's bags whmh had
thus been emptied, and thel e was no severing of any part of the wheat in any one bag with
intent to embezzle that part only which was so severed, the prisoner was held guilty of lar-
ceny in taking the wheat out of the bag. R. & R. C. C. 337. And where property which the
prosecutols had bought was weighed out m the presence of their clerk and del, vered to
their carter's servant to cart, who let other persons take away the cart and dispose of the
property for his benefit jointly with that of the other persons, it was held that the carter's
servant was not guilty of a mere breach of trust, hut that he as well as the other persons
were guilty of larceny at common law. Russ. & Ry C. C. 125 ; and see 2 East, P. C. 568
to 574, 695 to 698. But m all the_e cases the defendant must have had an i_ent_on of

stealing the 1)roperty at the t_me it was delivered to him. R. & R. C. C. 4_1, overruling
East, P. C. 690, 694. 2 Russ. 1089, 1090. 1 R. & l_f. C. C. 87.
4thly. Where the odY'ender has the q_al_dTedproperty and actual possesswn of the goods at the t_me

_fthe erabezzlement, he will not be guilty of larceny at common law. Thus, where a servant
or clerk had received property for the use of his master, and the master never had any
other possession than ,uch posse,_ion by his servant or clerk, it was doubted whether th_
latter was guilty of felony in stealing such property or was gmlty merely of a breach of
trust. 2 Leach, 835. Hale, 668. East, 2. C. 570, 571. And see 4 Taunt. 258. Russ. &
Re. C. C. 215, S.C. 2 Leach, C. C. 1054. So a cashier of the bank could not be guilty

oi_ felony in embezzhng an India bond which he had received from the court of chancery
and was in his actual as well as constructive possession. 1 Leach, 28. So if a clerk ro-
celled money of a customer, and without at all putting it in the till converted it to his
own use, he was guilty only of a breach of trust: though, had he once deposited it and
t,hen taken it again, he would have been guilty of felony. 2 Leach, 835.

_ervants and Cler_s.--The dangers resulting fi'om this doctrine occasioned the enact
mcnt of 39 Geo. III. c. 85 against such embezzlements by servants or clerks, rendering
the offence punishable with transportation for fourteen years. Th_s act ext.ends only to
such servants as are employed to receive money, and to instances in which they receive
money by wrtue of their employment. It seems an apprentice, though under the age
of eighteen, is within the act, (R. & R. C. C, 80;) so is a female servant. R. & R. C. C.
267. A person employed upon commission to travel for orders and to collect debts is a
clerk within the act, though he is employed by many different houses on each journey,
and pays his own expenses out of his commission on each journey, and does not live with
any of his employers nor act in any of their counting-houses. R. & R. C. C. 198. So a
servant in the employment of A. & B., who are partners, is the servant of each, and if
he embezzle the private money of one may be charged, under the act, as the servant ot
that indlwdual partner. 3 Stark. C. N. P. 70. A man is sufficiently a servant within the
act although he is only occasionally employed when he has nothing else to do; and it is
suffirient if he was employed to recei,}e the money he embezzled, though recei,zing money
may not be in his tu,ual employment, and although it was the only instance in which he
wa_ so employed. R. & Ry. C. C. 299. A clerk intrusted to receive money at twine from
out-door collectors received it abroad from out-door customers, it was held that such re-

ceipt of money may be considered, "by virtue of his employment," within the act, though
it is beyond the limits in which he is authorized to receive money from his employers,
R. & Ry. C. C. 319. So if a servant, generally employed by his master to receive sums of
one description and at one place only, is employed by him in a particular instance to
receive a sum of a d_fferent de, criptlon and at a different place, this latter sum is t_) be
considered as received by him by virtue of his employment ; for he fills the character of
_ervant, as it is by being employed as servant he receives the money. R. & Ry. C. C. 516.
Where the owner of a colliery employed the prisoner as captain of one of his barges, to
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anirnut ]urandi is manifest; since in the first case he had otherwise no induce*

ment to open the goods, and in the second the trust was determined, the
delivery having taken its effect. But bare non-delivery shall not, of course,

be intended to arise from a felonious design, since that may happen

from a variety of other accidents. ±Neither by the common law was it larceny
in any servant to run away with the goods committed to him to keep, b_
only a breach of civil trust. But, by statute 33/=fen. VI. c. 1, the servants of

persons deceased, accused of" embezzling their masters' goods, may, by writ
• o211 out of chancery (issued by the advice of *the chief justices and chic_

-o'J baron, or any two of them)and proclamation made thereupon, be sum.
moued to appear personally in the court of king's bench to answer their

masters' executors in any civil suit for such goods, and shall, on default of

carry out and sell coal, and paid him for his labour by allowing him twa-thirds of the
prace for which he sold the coals, after deducting the price charged at the colliery, he
was held a servant within the act, and, having embezzled the price, he was guilty of lar-
ceny within the act. R. & R. C. C. 139. So a servant who receaved money for his master
tbr articles made of his master's materials, which he embezzled, was held with3u the act,
though he made the articles and was to have a given portion of the price for making
them. Russ. & Ry C. C. 145. The act is not confined to clerks and servants of persons
in trade: it extends to the clerks and servants employed to receive of all persons what-
ever. Therefore, where the overseers of a township employed the prisoner as their
accountant and treasurer, and he received and paid all the money receivable or payable
on their account, he received a sum and embezzled it, he was held a clerk and servant
within the act. R. & R. C. C. 349. 2 Stark. C. N. P. 349, S.C. If a servant, imme-

diately on receiving a sum for his masters, enters a smaller in his book, and ultimately
account to his master for the smaller sum only, he may be considered as embezzling the
difterence at the time he made the entry; and it will make no difference though he
received other sums for his master on the same day, and m paying them and the smaller
sum to his master together he might give his master every piece of money or note he
received at the time he made the false entry. R. & R. C. C. 463. 3 Stark. _q. P. C. 67,
S.C. It seems the act does not apply to cases which were larceny at common law. 2
Leach, C. C. 1033. R. & R. C. C. 160, S.C. Peck's case, cor. Park, J. Staffordshire Sum.
Ass. 1817. 3 Stark. Evid. 842. It is questmnable, therefore, whether, if a servant receives
money from his master to pay C., and does not pay it, he can be indmted for embezzle-
ment, [Russ. & Ry. C. C. 267 ,) but as counts for larceny at common law and for embezzle-
ment under the statute may be .joined in the same indictment, any difficulty in this
respect may be avoided. See 3 1¢I. & S. 549, 550. Although property has been in the
possession of the prisoner's ma_ters, and they only intrust the custody of such property
to a third person to try the honesty of their servant, if the servant receives it from such
third person and embezzles it, it is an oflbnce within the act. R. & R. C. C. 160. 2
Leach, 10o)3, S. C.

l_arty stealing h_s own Gee&, &c.--Besides the cases already mentioned in the text, if a
man steals his own goods from his own bailee, though he has no intent to charge the
bailee, but his intent is to defraud the king, yet if the bailee had an interest in the pos-
sess.ion and could have withheld it from the owner, the taking is a larceny. R. & R. C.
C. 470. "_ Burn, J., 24th ed., 240, S.C. And a man may be accessory after the fact to _,
larceny commatted on himself by receiving and harbouring the thief instead of bringing
him to justice, (Fost. 123 ;) but a joint tenant in common of effects cannot be guilty of
larceny m appropriating the whole to his own purpose, (1 Hale, 513 ;) but if a part-owner
of property steal it from the person in whose custody it is and who is responsible for 2ts
safety, he is guilty of larceny. R. & R. C. C. 478. 3 Burn, J., 2_th ed., 241, S.C. Nor
can a wife commit larceny of her husband's goods, because his custody is m law hers,
and they are considered as one person. 1 Hale, 4514. On the same ground, no third
person can be guilty of larceny by receiving the husband's goods from the wife; and if
_he Keep the key of the place where the property is kept, her privity will be presumed.
and the defendant must be acquitted. 1 Leach, 47. See 1 Hale, 45, 516. :Kcl. 37.

The tallying m_t always be against the w_ll of the owner, (1 Leach, 47 ;) but if the owner, in
order to detect a number of men in the act of stealing, directs a servant to appear to
encourage the design and leaxl them on till the offence is complete, so long as he did not
"nduce the original intent, but only provided ibr its discovery after it was formed, the
criminality of the thieves will not be destroyed. 2 Leach, 913. So if a man be suspected
of an intent to steal, and another, to try him, leaves property in his way which he takes,
he is guilty of larceny. 2 Leach, 921. And if, on thieves breaking in to plunder a house,

servant, by desire of his master, show them where the plate is kept which they remove,
th:-, circumstance wall not affect the crime. 2 Leach, 922.--C_ITTr.
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_ppearance, be a_tainted of felony. And, by statute 21 Hen. VIII. c. 7, if' any
servant embezzles his master's goods to the value of forty shillings, it is made
felony ; except in apprentices, and servants under eighteen years old.' But i_

he had not the possession, but only the care and oversight, of the goods, as the

butler of the plate, the shepherd of the sheep, and the like, the embezzling of
them is felony at common law.(d) So if a guest robs his inn or tavern of a piece
of plate, it is larceny; for he bath not the possession delivered to him, but merely
the use;(e) and so it is declared to be by statutes 3&4W. andM. c. 9ifa
lodger runs away with the goods from his ready-furnlshed lodgings. _ Under

(_)1 Hal.P. C 5_. (,) 1 Hawk. P. C.90.

S The above statutes, with others on the same subject, are repealed, by the 7 & 8 Gee.
IV. c. 27 ; and by the 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, _ 46, any clerk or servant stealing any chattel,
money, or valuable security belonging to, or in the possession or power of, his master, is
punishable with transportation for any term not exceeding fourteen years and not less
than seven, or with imprisonment ior any term not exceeding three years, _ith whip-
pings. S. 47 enacts that any clerk or servant, or person employed as such, receiving or
taking, by virtue of such employment, into his possession any chattel, money, o_ valuable
security, for, or in the name or on the account of, his master, and fraudulently embez-
zling the same or any part thereof, shall be deemed to have felomously stolen tl,e same
from his master, although such chattel, &c. was not received into the master's possession
otherwise than by the actual possession of such clerk or servant or other person so em-
ployed, and shall be hablo to any of the punishments set forth in s. 45. By s. 48, "fbr
preventing the difficulties that have been experienced in the prosecution of the last-
mentioned offenders," it is enacted "that it shall be lawful to charge in the indic tment,
and proceed against the offender for, any number of distinct acts of embezzlement, not
exceeding three, which may have been committed by him against the same master within
the space of six calendar months from the first to the l_st of such acts ; and n, every
such indictment, except where the ofl_nee shall relate to any chattel, it shall be sufficient
to allege the embezzlement to be of money, without specifying any particular coin or
valuable security ; and such allegatiom so ikr as regards the description of the property,
shall be sustained, if the offender shall be proved to have embezzled any amount, alth_agh
the particular species of coin or valuable security of which such amount was comp_,sed
shall not be proved; or if he shall be proved to have embezzled any piece of coin or valu-
able security, or any portion of the value thereof, although such piece of coin or
valuable security may have been delivered to him in order that some part of the v'_lue
thereof should be returned to the party dehvering the same, and such part shall have
been returned accordingly." Each act of embezzlement should be set fbrth m a sepa-
rate count; and the prosecutor cannot be compelled to elect which he will singly proceed
upon. The indictment need not state from whom the money alleged to have been em-
bezzled was received. Rex vs. Beacall, 1 C. & P. 454. The day laid is not material By
statute 5 @co. IV. c. 20, s. 10, persons employed in the post-office embezzling notes, par-
liamentary proceedings, or newspapers, &e. are guilty of a misdemeanour, and pumshable
by fine and imprisonment, the otl_nce to be trmd either where committed or where the
offender is apprehended.

By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 49, bankers, merchants, brokers, attorneys, and other agents,
embezzling money intrusted to them to be apphed to any special purpose, or embezzling
any goods or valuable security intrusted to them for safe custody or ibr any special pro-
pose, are guilty of a misdemeanour, and punishable in any of the modes pointed out in
s. 46. S. 50 provides that the act shall not affect trustees or mortgagees, nor bankers,
&c. receiving money due on securities, or di*posing of securities on which they have a
lien. By s. 51, factors pledging for their own uze any goods, or documents relating to
goods, intrusted to them for the purpose of sale, are guilty of a misdemeanour, and
pumshable by transportatmn for fomCeen or seven years, or by fine and imprisonment,
s_s the court shall award,--the clause not to extend to cases where the pledge does not e:_-
eeed the amount of their hen. And, by s. 52, these prowsmns as to agents shall not
lessen any remedy which the party aggrieved previously had at law or in equity. A per-
son intrusted, as a pmvate friend, with a ball to get it discounted, and converting it to his
own use, is not an agent within the meaning of the act. Rex vs. Prince, 2 C. & P. 517.- -
CHITTIr.

4 Repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. e. 27 ; and, by 7 & _ Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 45, it is enacted that
if any person shall steal any chattel or fixture let to be used by him in or with any house
or lodging, he shall be guilty of felony, and be pun shed as for simple larceny; and the
ndietment may be preferred in the common form as for larceny, and as if the offender

were not a tenant or lodger ; and in either case the property may be laid in the owner or
_erson letting to lure. In Itealey's ca_. R. & ]_I. 1. it was considered unnecessary to
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st,me circumstances also a man may be guilty of felony in taking his owl,
goods ; as if he steals them fi'om a pawnbroker, or any one to whom he hath
delivered and intrusted them, with intent to charge such bailee with the value;
or if he robs his own messenger on the road, with an intent to charge the hun.
dred with the loss according to the statute of Winchester.(f)

2. There must not only be a taking, but a carrying away; 5 cepit et asportavit
was the old law-Latin. A bare removal fi'om the place in which he found tim
goods, though the thief does not quite make off with them, is a sufficient asporo
tat;on or carrying away. As, if a man be leading another's horse out of a close,
and be apprehended in the fact; or if' a guest, stealing goods out of an inn, has
removed them from his chamber down-stairs; these have been adjudged suffi-
cient carryings away to constitute a larceny.(g) Or if a thief, intending to steal

late, takes it out of a chest in which it was and lays it down upon the floor,
ut is surprised before he can make his escape with it, this is larceny.(h)

*232 ] *3. This taking and carrying away must also be felonwus; that is, done
animo furandi: or, as the civil law expresses it, lucri causa.(i) _ This re-

(f) Fost. 123, l'2bl_ (h) 1 Hawk. P. C. 93.
(#)3 Inst. 108,109. (*1 Inst 4,1,1.

state by whom the lodging was let, the judges holding that the letting might be stated
either according to the fact or according to the legal operation. The statement as to the
party by whom the lodging is let would be regulated by this case under the present aet._
CH ITTY.

5 If a thief cut a belt on which a purse is hung and it drops to the ground where he
leaves it, or if he compel a man to lay down goods which he is carrying, and is appre-
hended before he raises them from the ground, the crime is incomplete. 1 Leach, 322,
n.b. 1 Hale, 533. And if _oods are tied to a string, which is fastened at one end to a
counter, and a person, intending to steal them. takes hold of the other and removes them
towards the door as far as the string will permit him, this will be no felony. So where
the prosecutor had his keys tied to the strings of his purse in his pocket, which the pri-
soner endeavoured to take fxom him and was detected with the purse in his hand, but
the strings still hung to the pocket by the keys, this was holden to be no asportation,
and therefore no larceny was committed. 1 Leach, 321, n.a. 1 Hale, 508. :But a very
shght asportation will suffice. Thus, to snatch a diamond from a lady's ear which is in-
stantly dropped among the curls of her hair. (1 Leach, 320. 2 East, £. C. 557;) to re-
move sheets from a bed and carry them into an adjoining room, (1 Leach, 222, in notes,)
--to take plate from atrunk and lay it on the floor with intent to carry it away, (lbid,)_
and to remove a package from one part of a wagon to another with a view to steal it, (1
Leach, 236,) have respectively been holden to be felonies ; and where the prisoner had
lifted up a bag from the bottom of a boot of a coach but was detected before he had got it
out, it did not appear that it was entirely removed from the space it at first occupied in the
boot, but the raising it from the bottom had completely removed each part of it from the
space that specific part occupied, this was held a complete asportation. 1 Ry. & ]_oody,
C. C. 14. But if the defendant merely change the position of a package from lying end-
ways to lengthways, for the greater convenience of taking out its contents, and cuts the
outside of it for that purpose, but is detected before hebas taken any thing, there will be
no larceny committed. Id. ibid. m notes. Where it is one continuing transaction,
though there be several distinct asportatmns in law by several persons, yet all may be
indicted as principals who concur m the felony before the final carrying away of the
goods from the virtual custody of the owner, (2 East, P. C. 557;) but two cannot be con-
victed upon an indictment charging a joint larceny, unless there be evidence to satisfy a
jury that they were concerned m a joint taking. 2 Stark. on Evidence, 840. If one steal
another man's goods, and afterwards another stealeth from hm_, the owner may prose-
cute the first or the second felon at his choice. Dalt. c. 162. There is no occasion that
the carrying away be by the hand of the party accused ; for if he procured an innocent
agent, as a child or a lunatic, to take the property, or if he obtained it from the sheriff
by a ropier;n, without the slightest colour of title, and with a felonious design, he will
himself be a principal offender. Hawk. b. 1, e. 33, s. 12.---CHITTY.

6The felonious quahty consists in the zntentwn of the prisoner to defraud the owner
and to apply the thing stolen to his own use; and it is not necessary that the taking
should be done lucn causa : taking with an intent to destroy will be sufficient to consti-
tute the offence if done to serve the prisoner or another person, though not in a pecu-
niary way. R. & R. C. C. 292. In a late singular case it was determined that where a
servant clandestinely took his master's corn, though to give it to his master's horses, he
aras guilty of 1.arceny, the servant in some degree being likely to diminish his labour
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quisite_ besides excusing those who labour under incapacities of mind or will,
(of whom we spoke sufficiently at the entrance of this book,)(k) indemnifies also
mere trespassers and other petty offenders. As, if a servant takes his master's
horse without his knowledge and brings him home again; if a neighbour takes
another's plough that is left ill the field and uses it upon his own land and then
returns it; if, under colour of arrest of rent where none is due, I distrain another's
cattle or seize them _all these are misdemeanours and trespasses, but no felonies.(/)
The ordinary discovery of a felonious intent is where the party doth it clandes.
finely, or, being charged with the fact, denies it. But this is by no means the
,,nly criterion of criminality; for in cases that may amount to larceny the va-
_'icty of circumstances is so great and the complications thereof so mingled that
,t is impossible to recount all those which may evidence a felonious intent or
animumfurandi; wherefore they must be left to the due and attentive considera-
tion of the court and jury.

_:. This felonious taking and carrying away must be of the 2ersonal goods of
another_ for if they are things real, or savour of the realty, larceny at the com-
mon law cannot be committed of them. :Lands, tenements, and hereditaments
(either corporeal or incorporeal) cannot in their nature be taken and carried
away. And of things likewise that adhere to the freehold, as corn, grass, trees,
and the like, or lead upon a house, no larceny could be committed, by the rule_
of the common law, but the severance of them _as, and in many things is still,
merely a trespass, which depended on a subtilty in the legal notions of our
ancestors. These things were parcel of the real estate, and therefore, whil_

(/*)See page 20. (z) 1 hal P. C. 509.

thereby. R. & R. C. C. 307. 3 Burn, J., 24th ed. 209. See a late case, Russ. & Ry. C.
C. 118, under very particular c_rcumstances. It is sufficient if the prisoner intend to
appropriate the value of the chattel and not the chattel itself to his own use, as where
the owner of goods steals them from his own servant or bailee in order to ,'harge him
with the amount. 7 Hen. VI. L 43. The intention must exist at the time of the taking,
and no subsequent felomous intention will render the prewous taking felonious.

We have seen that a taking by finding, and a subsequent conversion, will not _mount
to a felony. 3 Inst. 108. 1 Hawk. e. 33, s. 2. 2 Russ. 1041. But ff the goods arc found
in the place where they are usually suffered to lie, as a horse on a common, cuttle in the
owner's fields, or money in a place where it clearly appears the thief knew the owner to
have conceMed it, (1 Hale, 507,508. 2 East, P. C. 664,) or if the finder in any way know
the owner, or if there be any mark on the goods by which the owner can be ascertained.
(see 3 Burn, J., 24th ed., 213,) the taking will be felonious. So if a parcel be left in a
hackney-coach, and the driver open it, not merely from curmsity, but with a wew t,_
appropriate part of its contents to his own use, or if the prosecutor order him to delive_
the package to the servant and he omits so to do, he will be guilty of felony. 2 East, P
C. 664. 1 Leach, 413, 415, and in not_.

Where the taking exists, but without fraud, it may amount only to a trespass. This
is also a point frequently depending on circumstantial evidence, and to be left for the
jury's decismn. Thus, where the prisoners entered another's stable at night and took
out his horses, and rode them thirty-two miles and left them at an inn, and were after-
wards found pursuing their journey on foot, they were held to have committed only a
trespass, and not a felony. 2 East, P. C. 662. It depends also on circumstances what
offence it is to force a man in the possession of goods to sell them : if the defendant takes
them and throws down more than their value, it will be evidence that it was only tres-
pass ; if less were offered, it would probably be regarded as felony. 1 East, Rep. 615. 636.
And it seems that the taking may be only a trespass where the orig':nM assault was felo-
nious. Thus, if a man searches the pockets of another for money and finds none, and
afterwards throws the saddle from his horse on the ground and scatters bread from hi_
_ackages, he will not be guilty of robbery, (2 East, 1). C. 662 :) though he might certainly

ave been indicted for feloniously assaulting with intent to steal, for that offence was
complete.

The openness and notoriety of the taking, where possession has not been obtained by
force or stratagem, is a strong circumstance to rebut the inference of a felonions inten.
tion, (1 Hale. 507; East, P. C. 6G1,662;) but this alone will not make it the less a felony.
Kel. 82. 2 Raym. 276. 2 Vent. 94. A taking by mere accident, or in joke, or mls
taking another's I)roperty for one's own, is neithe- legally nor morally a c.-ime. 2 Hale
_)'Y, 509.---CHITTY.
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they continued so, could not by any possibility be the subject of theft, being
absolutely fixed and immovable.(m) And if they were*severed by vio-

*233] lence, so as to be changed into movables, and at the same time by one
and the same continued act carried off by the person who severed them, they
could never be said to be taken from the propr_etor in this their newly-acquired
state of mobility, (which is essential to the nature of" larceny,) being never, as
such, in the actual or constructive possession of any one but of him who com-
mitted the trespass. He could not in strictness be said to have taken what at
ihat time were the personal goods of another, since the very act of taking was
what turned them into personal goods. But if tile thief severs them at one time,
whereby the trespass is completed, and they are converted into personal chattels
in the constructive possession of him on whose soil they are left or laid, and
oome ag'lin at another time, when they are so turned into personalty, and takes
them away, it is larceny; and so it is if' the owner or any one else has severed
them.(n) And now, by the statute 4 C-co. II. c. 42, to steal or rip, cut or break,
with intent to steal, any lead, or iron bar, rail, gate, or palisade fixed to a dwell-
ing-house or out-house, or in any court or garden thereunto belonging, or to
any other building, is made felony, liable to transportation fbr seven years; _
and to steal, damage, or destroy underwood or hedges, and the like, 8 to rob
orchards or gardens of fruit gro.wing therein, _ to steal or otherwise destroy any
turnips, potatoes, cabbages, parsnips, peas, or carrots, or the roots of madder
when growing, are(o) punished criminally 1°by whipping, small fines, imprison-
ment, and satisfaction to the party wronged, according to the nature of the of.
fence. :_[oreover, the stealing by night of any trees, or of any roots, shrubs, or
plants of the value of 5s., is, by statute 6 Gee. III. c. 36, made felony in the prin-
cipals, aiders, and abettors, and in the purchasers thereof knowing the same to
be stolen : and, by statutes 6 Gee III. c. 48 and 13 Gee. III. e. 33, the stealing

*234 ] of any timber-trees therein specified,(p) and of any root, *shrub, or plant,
by day or night, is liable to pecuniary penalties for the two first offences,

_)See book ii p. 16. (p) Oak, beech, chestnut, walnut, ash, elm, cedar, fir, asp,
'_)3 ln_t 109 1 Hal. P C. 510 lnne, sycamore_ bllch, poplar, alder, larch, mapl% and horn-

(o) Stat 4.?,Ehz. c 7. 15 Car. II. c 2 31 Gee II. c. 35. beam.
Gee. IlI c. 48. 9 Gee. ILL c. 41. 13 Gee. III. c. 32.

7 By statute 7 & 8 Gee. IV. e. 99, s. 44, stealing, ripping, cutting, or breaking with
intent to steal, any glass or woodwork belonging to any building, or any utensil or fix-
ture made of metal or other material fixed m or to any building whatsoever, or metal
fixtures m land being private property, or for a fence to any house, garden, or area, or
in any square, &c., is a felony punishable as in the case of simple larceny.----CniTrr.

8By statute 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 30, s. 19, persons maliciously destroying or damaging any
trees, shrubs, or underwood growing in any park, pleasure-ground, garden, orchard, or
avenue (in case the injury exceeds the sum of 11.) shall be guilty of felony, and be
punished with transportation for seven years, or imprisonment not exceeding two years,
with public whipping in addition, and committing the offence on trees, &c. growing
elsewhere (where the injury exceeds 5/.) is subject to the same punishment. And, by
sect. 20, destroying such property, wheresoever growing, of any value above one shilling,
renders the offender liable to a fine of 51. for the first offence, to hard labour and im-
prisonment not exceeding twelve months for the second offence, with whipping in
_dditlon, and to transportation or imprisonment as in the last section, as for a felony,
for a third offence.--CUITTV.

9By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 42, stealing or destroying any plant, root, fruit, or vege_
table production growing in any garden, orchard, nursery-ground, hot-house, green-
house, or conservatory, is punishable, for a first offence, w;th imprisonment and hard
labour not exceeding six calendar months, or a fine not exceeding 20L over and above
the value of the articles stolen ; and the second offence is felony, punishable as in the
case of simple larceny.---C_ITrV.

10By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 43, the first offence is punishable with bard labour and
imprisonment not exceeding one month, or with a fine not exceeding ll., besides the
value of the articles stolen ; and the second offence with whipping and imprisonment for
a term not exceeding six months. The words of the act are stealing or destroying "sny
cultivated rr,ot or plant used for the food of man or beast, or fbr medicine, or for dis-
tilling, or for dyeing, or for or in the course of any manufacture, and growing in any
[an-_ open or enclosed not being a garden, orchard, or nursery-ground."---C_iwT_.
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and for the third is constituted a felony liable to transportation for seven years, u
Stealing ore out of mines is also no larceny, upon the same principle of adherence
to the ii'eehold, with an exception only to mines of black lead, the stealing of ore
out of which, or entering the same with intent to steal, is felony, punishable with
imprisonment and whipping, or transportation not exceeding seven years; and
to escape from such imprisonment or return from such transportation is fblony
without benefit of clergy, by statute 25 Gee. II. c. 10. I_ Upon nearly the samc
principle the stealing of writings relating to a real estate is no felony, but a
trcspassi(q) because they concern the land, or (according to our technical lan-
guage) savour of the realty, and are considered as part of it by the law, so that
they descend to the heir, together with the land which they concern.IS(r)

Bonds, bills, and notes, which concern mere c]wses _n action, were also at the
common law held not to be such goods whereof larceny might be committed,

being of no intrinsic value,(s) and not importing any property in possession of
the person from whom they are taken. :But, by the statute 2 Gee. II. c. 25,
they are now put upon the same footing, with respect to larcenies, as the money
they were meant to secure. _ :By statute 15 Gee. II. c. 13, officers or servants of
the bank of England secreting or embezzling any note, bill, warrant, bond,
deed, security, money, or effects intrusted with them or with the company, are
guilty of felony without benefit of clergy. Th_ same is enacted by statute 24
Gee. II. c. 11 with respect to officers and servants of the South-Sea Company.
And, by statute 7 Gee. III. c. 50, if any officer or servant of the post-office
shall secrete, embezzle, or destroy any letter or packet containing any bank-
note or other wfluable paper particularly specified in the _ct, or shall steal the
same out of any letter or *packet, he shall be guilty of felony without
benefit of clergy. Or, if he shall destroy any letter or _acket with [*235
which he has received money for the postage, or shall advan,_e the rate of post,

(_')1 IItd. P. e. 510. Stra. 1137. (_) See [_ok u. page 438. (*) 8 Rep. 33.

_ By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 38, persons stealing, or destroying with intent to steal, any
tree, shrub, or underwood growing in any park, pleasure-ground, garden, or near houses,
[where the injury exceeds the sum of 1L.) are guilty of felony, and liable to be punished
as in cases of simple larceny; and stealing, or damaging with intent to steal, such pro-
perty elsewhere above the value of 51, is declared felony, and liable to the same pumsh-
merit. And. by sect. 39, stealing, or damaging with intent to steal, any trees, shrubs,
&c., wheresoever growing, to the value of one shflhng, is punishable with a fine of 5L for
the first offence ; with hard labour, whipping, and imprisonment not exceeding twelve
months for the second offence" and the thml offence is felony, punishable _ m case of
simple larceny. There seems to be no punishment if the lorope_ty stolen or destroyed
be under the value of a shilling.--CniwTY.

_2By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 37, steahng, or severing with intent to steal, _ny ore or
other substance from certain mines, is t_lony, and pum_hable as in case of simple
larceny. The 25 Gee. II. c. 105 is repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 9--7.--CtIITTY.

1_By statute 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, _ 23, the steahng any description of writings ralating
to the title of real estates is punishable with transportation for seven years, or with fine
and imprisonment, at the discretmn of the court ; and, by _ 24, these provisions are not
to deprive the party aggrieved of the remedies he now has, at law or in equity. This
enactment is new. See 3 Ins[. 109. 1 Hale, ll0.--CmTT_'.

14Repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27 ; and, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 5, persons stealing
any tally, order, or other security, either public or private, relating to this country, or to
any foreign state, or any debenture, deed, bond, bill, note, warrant, order, or other security
for money, or any order for the delivery of goods, shall be guilty of felony, and punished
as _hough they had stolen any chattel of equal value, according to the interest the partie_
have in the securities stolen; and all the documents enumerated in the act shall be
deemed to be included in the words "valuable security."

A check on a banker, written on unstamped paper, payable to D. F. J. and not macle
payable to bearer, is not a valuable security within the meaning of the act. Rex v.¢.
Yates, Car. C. L. 273, 233.----CmTTY.

But now, by stat. 4 & 5 Vlet. c. 56, s. 1, the punishment of death is repealed, and
these offences _re punishable with transportation for life or for any term not less than
seven years, or imprisonment not exceeding three years,--and no_ penal servitude is
substituted.---STE_rA_T.

See also statutes 11 Gee. IV. and 1 W. IV. c. 66, and 1 Vict. e. 90 As _o offences by
servants in the post-office, see 1Viet. c. 36.--SnAaswoov.

VoL II.--32 497
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age oll any letter or packet sent by the post and shall secrete the money
' " 16 rreceived by such advancement, he shall be guilty of single felony. :La eeny

also could not at common law be committed of treasure-trove or wreck till

seized by the king or him who hath the franchise ; for till such seizure no one
hath a determinate property therein. But, by statute 26 Gee. II. e. 19, plur*-
dering or stealing from any ship in distress (whether wreck or no wreck)_s
f_lony without benefit of clergy; in like manner as, by the civil law,(s) this
inhumanity is punished in the same degree as the most atrocious theft. 16

Larceny also cannot be committed of such animals in which there is no
property either absolute or qualified; as of beasts that are fer_ naturre and
unreclaimed, such as deer, hares, and coneys in a forest, chase, or warren ;
fish in an open river or pond ; or wild fowls at their natural liberty.(t) But if
they are reclaimed or confined and may serve for food, it is otherwise, even at
common law; for of deer so enclosed in a park that they may be taken a
pleasure, fish in a trunk, and pheasants and partridges in a mew, larceny may
be committed.(u) And now, by statute 9 Gee. I. e. 22, to hunt, wound, kill, or
steal any deer, to rob a warren, or to steal fish from a river or pond, (being in
these cases armed and disguised.) also to hunt. wound, kill, or steal any deer,

in the king's forests or chases enc'loscd, or in any. other enclosed place'where
deer have been usually kept, or by gift or promise of reward to procure any
person to join them in such unlawful act; all these are felonies without benefit
of clergy./7 And the statute 16 Gee. III. c. 30 enacts that every unauthorized
person, his aiders and abettors, who shall course, hunt, shoot at, or otherwise
attempt to kill, wound, or destroy any red or fallow deer in any forest, chase,
purlieu, or antient walk, or in any enclosed park, paddock, wood, or other ground

"236] *where deer are usually kept, shall forfeit the sum of 20/., or for everydeer actually killed, wounded, destroyed, taken in any toil or snare, or
carried away, the sum of 30l., or double those sums in ease the offender be a
keeper; and upon a second offence (whether of the same or a different species,)
shall be guilty of felony, and transportable for seven years. Which latter
punishment is likewise inflicted on all persons armed with offensive weapons
who shall come into such places with an intent to commit any of the said
offences, and shall there unlawflllty beat or wound any of the keepers in the
execution of their offices, or shall attempt to rescue any person from their
custody. Also, by statute 5 Gee. III. c. 14, the penalty of transportation for
seven years is inflicted on persons stealing or taking fish in any water within
a park, paddock, garden, orchard, or yard, and on the receivers, aiders, and
abettors; and the like punishment, or whipping, fine, or imprisonment, is pro-
vided for the taking or killing of coneys(v) by night in open warrens; and a
forfeiture of five pounds to the owner of" the fishery is made payable by per-
sons taking or destroying (or attempting so to do) any fish in any river or
other water within any enclosed ground, being private property? 8 Stealing
hawks, in disobedience to the rules prescribed by the statute 37 Edw. III. c. 19,

(#l Cod. 6, 2,18. (u) 1 Hawk. P. C. 94. 1 IIal. P. C. 511.(_ 1 Hal. P C 511. Fost 366 (_) See star. 22 & 23 Car. II c. 25.

_sSee 5 Gee. III. c. 25, 42 Gee. lII. c. 81, and 52 Gee. III. c. 143, with respect to these
offences, by the latter of which statutes the provisions of the former are incorporated,
and accessories before the fact are ousted of clergy, and may be tried before the principal
is convicted. In a case under 7 Gee. III. c. 50, where a person was indicted as charger
and sorter, and was acquitted on this special count, it was held that he could not be
convicted on a general count as a person employed in the post-office on evidence that he
was no otherwise employed than as a sorter. Shaw's case, 2 East, P. C. 580. A bill of
exchange may be laid as a warrant for the payment of money within that statute. Wil-
loughby's case, 2 East, P. C. 581.---C_ITTr.

1_Repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27 ; and, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 17, stealing goods
el merchandise from any vessel, barge, or boat, in any port, river, or canal, or from any
dock, _harf, or quay adjacent, is punishable with transportation for life or not less than
seven years, or imprisonment not exceeding four years, with whipping to male offendera
in addition.---C_xTTr.

l_Repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. e. 27.--CHITTY.
,8 ]?hese are als_ repealed.--CH1vTr.
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is also felony.(w) _ It is also said(x)that if swans be lawfully marked it i_
felonyto steal theft, though at large in a public river; and that it is likewise
felony to steal them, though unmarked, ff in any private river or pond; other.
wise it is only a trespass. But of all valuable domestic animals, as horses
and other beasts of draught, and of all animals domitee natura% which
serve for food, as neat or other cattle, swine, poultry, and the like, and of
_eir fruit or produce, taken frola them while living, as milk or wool,(y)
4arceny may be committed i and also of the flesh of such as are either domit_

or feree naturce, when killed.(z) _° **As to those animals which do not [**235serve for food,` and which therefore the law holds to have no intrinsic
value, as dogs of all sorts, and other creatures kept for whim and pleasure,
though a man ,nay have a base property therein and maintain a civil action
for the loss of them,(a) yet they are not of such estimation as that the crime
of stealing them amounts to larceny. (b) But, by statute 10 Gee. III. c. 18,
very high pecuniary penalties, or a long imprisonment and whipping in their
stead_ may be inflicted by two justices of" the peace (with a very extraordinary
mode of appeal to the quarter sessions) on such as steal, or knowingly harbour
a stolen dog, or have in their custody the skin of a dog that has been stolen.(c) _'

:Notwithstanding, however, that no larceny can be committed unless there
be some property in the thing taken, and an owner, yet, if the owner be un-
known, provided there be a property, it is larceny to steal it, and an indictment
will lie, for the goods of a person unknown.(d) In like manner as among the
Romans the lex ttostil_a de furtis provided that a prosecution for theft might
be carried on without the intervention of the owner (e) This is the case of
stealing a shroud out of a grave ; which is the property of those, whoever they
were, that buried the deceased; but stealing the corpse itself, which has 1me
owner, (though a matter of great indecency,) is no felony unless some of the
grave-clothes be stolen with it.(f) Very different from the law of the Frank_,
which seems to have respected both as equal offences, when it directed that a

erson who had dug a col]3se out of the ground in order to strip it should be
an;shed from society, and no one suffered to relieve his wants till the relations

of the deceased consented to his readmission.(g)
Having thus considered the gencl_al nature of simple larceny, I come next to

treat of its Tunishment. Theft, by the Jewish law, was only punished with a
(w)3 Inst 98. (_) 1 tIal P. C 512
(_) Dalt. Just. c, 156, (_) See the remarks m page 4. The statute hath n_
(_) Dalt. 21. Crompt 36 ] l_awk P. e 93. 1 Hal. P C. continued eighteen sessmns of parliament unrepealed

507. The King vs. Martin, by all the judges. P. 17 Gee. (d) 1 HaS P. C. 512.
III. (,)Gravm l. 3__ 106.

(m)1 Hal, P C. 511. (.r)See book _i. page 429.
(_) _e book n. page 393. (g) Montesq. Sp L. b. xxx, c. 19.

10Repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27.---CHITTV.
_ By statute 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 25, it is enacted "that if any person shall steal any

horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, or any bull, cow, ox, heifer, or calf, or any ram, ewe,
sheep, or lamb, or shall wilfully kill any of such cattle, with intent to steal the carcass,
or skin or any part of the cattle so killed, every such offender shah be guilty of felony,

• • _' vand, being convicted thereof, shall suffer death as a felon. --CuITT .
_*By statute 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 31, stealing any dog, beast, or bird ordinarily kept

in a state of confinement, and not the subject ofiarceny at common law, is punishable by
fine not exceeding 20Z., together with the value of the dog, &e. lost, for the first offence,
and imprisonmen_ not exceeding twelve months and whipping for the second offence.
By sect. 32, persons being found in possession of any stolen dog or beast, or the skin
thereof, or any bird, or plumage thereof, shall restore the same to the owners by order
of a justice ; and persons hawn_ them in their possession, knowing them to have been
stolen, shall sufferthe same punishment for each offence as set forth in sect. 31. And
sect. 33 makes the killing, wounding, or taking any housedove or pigeon, under such
circumstances as shall not amount to larceny at common law, punishable b_ fine, on
conviction before a justme of the peace.----CHITTr.

These provisions, so far as they relate to dogs, are repealed, by star. 8 & 9 Vict. c. 47,
which enacts that the punishmen_t for dog-stealing shall be imprisonment for m_: months
and a fine over and above the value of the dog of 20/. for a first offence, and eighteen
months' imprisonment for a second offence; and penalties are imposed for having po_
.ession of stolen dogs or their skins.----ST_WAaT.
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pccuni_y**fine,, and satisfaction to the party mjured.(h)"" And in the civil law
**o_a 1 till some very late constitutions, we never find the punishment capital.

"_'J The laws of Draco, at Athens, punished it with death ; but his laws
were said to be written in blood: and Solon afterwards changed the penalty
to a pecuniary mulct. And so the Attic laws in general continued,(h) excep¢
that once, in a time of dearth, it was made capital to break into a garden
and steal figs ; but this law, and the informers against the offence, grew so
odious that from them all malicious informers were styled sycophants ; a name
which we have much perverted fPom its original meaning. From these exam-
ples, as well as the reason of the thing, many learned and scrupulous men have
questioned the propriety, if not lawfulness, of inflicting capital punishment
tbr simple theft.(_) And certainly the natural punishment for injuries to pro-

perty seems to be the loss of the o,ffender's own property l which ought to
be universally the case, were all men s fortunes equal. :But as those who have
no property themselves are generally the most ready to attack the property of
others, it has been found necessary instead of' a pecuniary to substitute a
corporal punishment; yet how far this corporal punishment ought to extend is
what has occasioned the doubt. Sir Thomas _[ore,(j) and the marquis :Bee-
caria,(k) at the distance of more than two centuries fi-om each other, have very
sensibly proposed that kind of corporal punishment which approaches the
nearest to a pecuniary satisfaction, viz., a temporary imprisonment, with an
obligation to labour, first for the party robbed, and afterwards for the public,
in works of the most slavish kind; in order to oblige the offender to repair, by
his industry and diligence, the depredations he has committed upon private

*237] property and public order. :But, notwithstanding *all the remon-
strances of speculative politicians and moralists, the punishment of

theft still continues, throughout the greatest part of Europe, to be capital;
and :Puffendorf,(/) together with Sir Matthew _ale,(m) are of opinion that
this must always be referred to the prudence of the legislature, who are to
judge, say they, when crimes are become so enormous as to require such san-
guinary restrictions.(n) Yet both these writers agree that such punishment
should be cautiously inflicted, and never without the utmost necessity.

Our antient Saxon laws nominally punished theft with death, if above the
value of twelvepence i but the criminal was permittcd to redeem his life by a
pecuniary ransom ; as among their ancestors, the Germans, by a stated number
of cattle.(o) But in the ninth year of Henry the First this power of redemp-
tion was taken away, and all persons guilty of larceny above the value of
twelvepence were directed to be hanged ; which law continues in force to this
day.(p) For though the inferior species of theft or petit larceny is only
punished by imprisonment or whipping at common law,(q) or, by statute 4 Gee
I. c. 11, may be extended to transportation for seven years, as is also expressly
directed in the case of the plate-glass company,(r) yet the punishment of grand
larceny, or the stealing above the value of twelvepence, (which sum was the
standard in the time of king Athelstan, eight hundred years ago,)is at com-
mon law regularly death. Which, considering the great intermediate altera-
tion(s) in the price or denomination of money, is undoubtedly a very
rigorous constitution, and made Sir Henry Spelman (above a century since,
when money was at twice its present rate) complain that, while every thing

(_) Z_,l. xxi_. (_) Ch. _.
(h) Petit. LL. Attic 1.7_ tit 5. (t) L. of N. b vni. e. 3.
(_) Es_ en_m ad 7nnd_cand_t furta nlm_ atrox. _ee tame_ (_) 1 Hal P. C. 18.

_d refr_enanda su]fic_ns ; quit_e risque furtum s_mplex tam (,,) See page 9.
)ngens fazlnus est. ut catnte debeat plect_ ; neque ulla pesn(_ (o) Tac. de Mor. Germ. e l2
_t Santa_ ut cd_latr_clni_s coh_beal eos_ qu_ nuUam ahara (Y)1 IIal. P C. 12. 3 Inst. 53.
artem qutcrez_d_ _ctus haben_. Men 17lepta, ed*t. gla.,g. (u) 3 Inst. 218.
1750, page 21. Denlque_ cure lex Mosaics, quanquam _nc/e* (_) Slat. 13 See. IIIc. 38
,resetset a_rpera, Omen pecun_a furtum, haud merle, _rtulc. (*) In the reign of king Kenry I. the shied value, at tha
tawt ; ne pu_,mu_ Deum, *n nova legs clement_ qua pater exchequer, of a pasture-fed ox, was one shilhng, (Dud. d¢
imperat fihts vaajorem mdulsi_se nohs invt_m s_v_ndz Scacc. l 1_ } 7,) whmh, if we should even suppose to meaffi
Iwentiam. 1S:e¢ sunt cur non beers putem ; quctm veto stt the solulus legahs mentmned by Lyndewode, (Pr_v l 3, e
lbsurdum, atqueet*amTcrnwwsumre_pul_icte,.furemat_ze 13. Seebookn. p.'tgeS09.)ol the seventy-second partoi s
_mlcidara ex tequo pumri_ twine est (al_tnor) qul _'_escta2. pound of gold, m only equal to 18s. 4d. of the pre_on!
_bid 39, standard.
_:)_. page_2.
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else was risen in its nominal value and become dearer, the life of ma,, had con.

binually grown *cheaper.(t) It is true that the mercy of juries will often [*238
make them strain a point and bring in larceny to be under the value of
twelvepence when i'o is really of much greater value l but this, though evidently
justifiable and proper when it onlyreduces the present nominal value of money to
the antient standard,(@ is otherwise a kind of pious perjury, and does not at all
excuse our common law in this respect from the imputation of severity, but rather
strongly confesses the charge. It is likewise true, that by the merciful exten-
sions of the benefit of clergy by our modern statute law, a person who commits
a simple larceny to the value of thirteenpence or thirteen hundred pounds,
though guilty of a capital offence, shall be excused the pains of death ; but this
is only ibr the first offence. And in many cases of simple larceny the benefit
of clergy is taken away by statute; as for horse-stealing in the principals and
accessories both before and after the fact ;(w) theft by great and notorious thieves
in Northumberland and Cumberland ,(.r) taking woollen cloth from off the
tenters,@) or linens, fustians, calicoes, or cotton goods from the place of mana-
ihcture,(z_ _ (which extends, in the last case, to aiders, assisters, procurers,
buyers, and receivers i) feloniously driving away or otherwise stealing one oi
more sheep or other cattle specified in the acts, _ or killing them with inteng to
steal the whole or any part of the carcase,(@ or aiding or assisting therein ;
thefts on n_vigable rivers above the value of forty shillings,(b) or being present,
mdmg and assisting, thereat, plundering, vessels in distress, or that r*e_q
have suffered shipwreck ;(c) stealing letters sent by the post;(d) and L ....
also stealing deer, fish, hares, and coneys under the peculiar circumstances
mentioned in the Waltham black act. :s Which additional severity is owing to

(*) Gloss. 350. (*) Star 18 Gee II c 27 Note, m the three last ca_es an
(u) 2 Inst 189 optmn is given to the judge to tlanspolt the offendel : for
¢w) Star. 1 Edw VI c. 12 2 & 3 Edw. VL c 33 31 Elm hfe m the first case. f_r seven years m the second, and for

¢. 12. fcmrte_n year_ m the thlrd,--m the first and third ¢a_,s
(*) Stat. 18 (Jar. II. e 3. ,ns_ead of sentence of death, m the second after sentence is

• (V_ Star 22 Car II. c 5. But, as it is sometimes difficult to given
prove the ldentity of the goods so stolen+ the onus probandl (a) Stat 14Gee II c. 6 15Geo. lI c. 3L Seobookl p.
with respect to innocence is now, by stalute 15 Gee II c 27, 88.
thrown on the poisons m whose custody sufh goods are (_) Stat. 24 Gee II. c. 45.
found_ the failure whereof is, fi_r the first time. a m_sde- (c) St,_t 12 Anno, _t. 2, c 28. 26 Gee. ] | c. 19
meauour pumshable by the forfeiture of the treble value; (d) Stst. 7 Gee. III c. 50.
for the seoond_ by lmpl lsonment also, and the thu d tmle it (*) Stat. 9 Gee. I c. 22
becomes a felony, pumshed with transportatma for seven
years.

•2_Clergy is restored by 4 Gee. IV. e. 53, which is now repealed by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27,
and, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 28, s. 6, it is enacted "that benefit of clergy with respect to
persons convicted of felony shall be abolished, but that nothing herein contained shall
prevent the joinder, in any indictment, of any counts which might have been joined
before the passing of this act."

By statute 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 30, s. 3, maliciously cutting or destroying any goods or
article of silk, woollen, linen, or cotton, or of any such materials mixed, or of any frame-
work-knitted piece, stocking, hose, or lace, being in any loom or frame, or on any
machine or engine, rack, or tenter, or any m._chinery whatsoever belonging to those
manufhctures, or entering any manufactory, building, or place w_th intent to commit
such offences, is punishable with transportatmn for life or not less than seven years, or
imprisonment not exceeding four years, with whipping in addition to male offenders.
The 4 Gee. IV. c. 46 is repealed by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27. The former statute repealed
the capital felony prescribed by 22 Gee. III. on this subject.

By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. e. 29, s. 16, stealing to the value of los. any silk, woollen, linen, or
cotton, or any mixture of such materials, whilst exposed in any stage of manufacture, in
any field, or building, or other place, is punishable with transportation for llfe or not
exceeding fourteen years, or imprisonment not exceeding four years, with private or
pul:lic whipping.--C_TTV.

Repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27.--CItITTY.
'_ Clergy,, was allowed by statute 4 Gee. IV. c. 54, which is now repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee.

l V. c. 27.--CHITTr.

By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 18, an)" person plunderin_ or stealing any part of any ship
or vessel which shall be in distress, or wrecked, strandeu, or cast on shore, or any goods,
merchandise, or articles of any kind belonging to such ship or vessel, shall suffer death
as a felon ; provided that where articles of small value shall be stranded or cast on shore.
and melon, wiqmut cruelty, outrage, o'."violence, the offender may be 1)rosecuted and
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the grea_ malice and mischief of the theft in some of these instances ; and_
in others, the difficulties men would otherwise lie under to preserve those goods
which are so easily carried off. Upon which last principle the :Roman la_
punished more severely than other thieves the abigei, or stealers of cattle,(f)
and the balnearii, or such as stole the clothes of persons who were washing in
the public baths ;(g) both which constitutions seem to be borrowed from the
laws of Athens.(h) And so too the antient Goths punished with unrelenting
severity thefts of cattle, or corn that was reaped andleft in the field; such kind
of property (which no human industry can sufficiently guard) being esteeme_
under the peculiar custody of heaven.(/) And thus much for the offence oi
simple larceny.

Mixed or compound larceny is such as has all the properties of the former, but
is accompanied with either one or both of the aggravations of a taking from
one's house or person. First, therefore, of larceny from the house, and then of
larceny from the person.

1. I_arceny from the house, though it seems (from the considerations men-
tloned in the preceding chapter)(j) to have a higher degree of guilt than simple
larceny, yet it is not at all distinguished from the other at common law,(k)
unless where it is accompanied with the circumstance of breaking the house by
night, and then we have seen that it falls under another description, viz., that
ofburglary. But now, by several acts of parliament, (the history _f which is
very ingeniously deduced by a learned modern writer,(/) who hath shown them
*_al to have gradually arisen from our *improvements in trade and opu-

.... J lence,) the benefit of clergy is taken from larcenies committed in a
house in almost every instance, except that larceny of the stock or utensils of
the plate-glass company from any of their houses, &c. is made only a singlo
felony, and liable to transportation for seven years (m) The multiplicity of the
general acts is apt to create some confusion_ but upon comparing them dili-
gently we may collect that the benefit of clergy is denied upon the following
domestic aggravations of larceny, viz. : First, in larcenies above the value of twelve-"
pence, committed--1. In a church or chapel, with or without violence or break-
ing the same :(n) 2. In a booth or tent in a _aarket or fair, in the daytime or in
the night, by violence or breaking the same, the owner or some of his family
being therein :(o) 3. By robbing a dwelling-house in the daytime, (which robbing
implies a breaking,) any person being therein :(p) 4. In a dwelling-house by day
or by night, without breaking the same, any person being therein and put in
fear,(q) which amounts in law to a robbery; and in both these last cases the
accessory before th_ fact is also excluded from his clergy. _ Secondly, in lar-

(Y)F f. 47, t. 14. ('_) Stat. 13 Goo. III. c. 38.
(9}Ib_d t 17. (n) Stat. 23 Hen.VIII. c. 1. 1 Edw.'WI.c. 12. 1Hal P C.
_) Pott Antlq b.i c 26. 518.
t_ Stmrnb. de .?ure Goth. t. 3, c. 5. (o) Star 5 & 6 Edw. _'I. c. 9. 1 Hal. P. C, 522.

(s) See page 228 _) 3 & 4 W. and M. c. 9.
(_) 1 Hawk. P P. 98. (_) Ib_d
(z) Barr, 375, &c

punished as for simple larceny; and in either case the offender may be tried in the
-_ounty in which the offence is committed, or that next adjoining. The 12 Anne, st. 2,
e. 18, and 26 Geo. II. c. 19, so far as they relate to the same subject, were repealed, by
the 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 27.--CHIvvy.

_sBy 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 29, s. 12, _t is enacted "that if any person shall break and enter
any dwelling-house, and steal therein any chattel, money, or valuable security, to any
value whatever, or shall steal any such property to any value whatever in any dwelling-
house, any person therein being put in fear, or shall steal in any dwelhng-house any
chattel, money, or valuable security, to the value, in the whole, of 5L or more, every such
offende_ being convicted thereof, shall suffer death as a felon."

And, by sect. 14, breaking into any building being within the curtilage of a dwelling
house, but not Tart l/_ereof,and steahng therefrom, is l_unishable with transportation for
life or not less than seven years, or imprisonment not exceeding four years, with private
orpublic whipping to male offenders.

The 23 Hen VIlI. c. 1, s. 3, 1 Edw. ¥I. c. 12, s. 10, 5 & 6 Edw. VI. c. 9, s. 4, 39 :Eliz.
e. 15, 3 & 4 W. and M. e. 9, 10 & 11 W. III. e. 23, 12 Anne, st. l, c. 7, ss. 1, 2, are all
r._pealed, by 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 27.--C_ITTr.

b02
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eenies to the val_e of five shillings, committed--1. By t)r_aking any dwelling-
house, or ally out-house, shop, or warehouse thereunto belonging, in the daytime,
although no person be thereini(r ) which also now extends to aiders, abettors,
and accessories before the fact :(s) 2. By privately stealing goods, wares, or mer
chandise, in any shop, warehouse,(t) coach-house, or stable, by day or by night,
though the same be not broken open, and though no person be therein;(u) 2'
which likewise extends to such as assist, hire, or command the offence to be
committed. Lastly, in larcenies to the value of forty shdb, ngs, in a dwelling-house
or its out-houses, although the same be not broken, and whether any person be
therein or no, unless committed against their masters by apprentices under the
age of fifteen.(v) This also extends to those who aid or assist in the commission
o_' any such offence. _

*2. Larceny from the person is either by privately stealing or by open ['241
and violent assault, which is usually called robbery.

The offence ofprivcctely stealing from a man's person, as by picking his pocketor the like prix ily without his knowledge, was debarred of the benefit of clergy
so early as by the statute 8 Eliz. c. 4. _ ]_ut then it must be such a larceny as
stands in need of the benefit of clergy, viz, of above the value of twelvepence,
or else the offender shall not have judgment of death. For the statute creates
no new offence, but only prevents the prisoner from pl_aying the benefit ot clergy,
and leaves him to the regular judgment of the antient law.(w) This severity
(for a most severe law it certainly is) seems to be owing to the ease with which
such offences are committed, the difficulty of guarding against them, and the
boldness with which they were practised (even in the queen's court and presence)
at the time when this statute was made : besides that this is an infringement
of property in the manual occupation or corporal possession of the owner which
was an offence even in a state of nature. And therefore the saccularii or cut-

purses were more severely punished than common thieves by the Roman arid
_Athenian laws.(x) _°

(r) Stat 39 Ehz c 15. m Northumberland and Cumberland, and stealing woollel,
(*) Star 3 &4W. and M c. 9. cloth from the tenters, and possibly 12 such other cas¢_
(t) _,ec Fo_ter_ 78. Burr. 379. where ,t is provided by any statute that simple larceny,
(u) Stak 10 & 11 W. III. c 23. under certain circumstances, shall be felony without benefit
(w)Stet. 12 Anne, st 1_ c_7 us of clergy.
(_)l nawk. P.C 98. The hkeob_ervatmn wiU certainly (_)F].47_11,7. Pott. Antiq. b.t.c 26.

hold in the cases of horse-steahng, (1 Hal. P. C 531,) thefts

By statute 7 & 8 Gee IV. c. 29, s. 15, persons breaking and entering any shop, ware.
house, or counting-house, and stealing therein any chattel, money, or valuable security,
are liable to transportation tbr ht:e or not less than seven years, or imprisonment not
exceeding four years, with private or public whipping for male offenders.--CHITrr.

Repealed, by stat. 7 & 8 Gee. IV. e. 27. The sum mentioned in the text is now
raised to five pounds --CrriT_V.

Repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27 ; and see 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 28, ss. 6, 7 ; the former
enaetmg that benefit of clergy, with respect to persons convicted of felony, shall be
abolished, and the latter, that no person convicted of felony shall suffer death unless
for some felony excluded from benefit of clergy before or on the first day of the then
pre,ent session of parhament, or made punishable with death by some statute passed
after that day.----CHIWWV.

80By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 99, s. 6, if any person shall rob any other person of any chattel,
money, or valuable security, every such offender, being convicted thereof, shall suffer
death as a i_lon ; and, if any person shall steal any such property from the person of another,
or shall assault any other person with intent to rob him, or shall with menaces or by
fol ce demend any such property of any other person, with intent to steal the same, every
such offender shall be guilty of felony, and, being convicted thereof, shall be liable to
transportatmn for life or not less than seven years, or to be imprisoned not exceeding
four yes,r% with, ff a male, public or private whippings. This statute is nearly a consoli-
l.Ltion of 3 W. and ]_I. e. 9, s. 1, respecting robbery, of 48 Gee. III. c. 129, respecting
teahng from the person, and o¢ 4 Gee IV. c. 54, respecting assaults, &c. with intent to

rob The 23 Hen. VIIL c. 1,3 W. and _. e. 9, and 1 Edw. VI. c. 12, relating to robbery,
the t8 Gee. III. c. 1_9. relating to stealing from the person, and the 4 Gee. IV. e. 54, re-
lating to assaults with intent to rob, are repealed, by the 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27. The value
of the property is immaterial m all the cases mentioned in the new act.

To constitute a stealing tk'om the person, the thing must be completely removed from
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Open and violent larceny from the Terson, or robbery, the rapina of the civilians,
_s the felonious and forcible taking from the person of another of goods or money
to any value by violence or putting him in f_ar.(y) 1. There must be a taking,
otherwise it is no robbery. A mere attempt to rob was indeed held to be felony
so late as ]=[enry the Fourth's time,(z) but afterwards it was taken to be only
• ,_a._l a misdemeanour, and punishable with fine and imprisonment, till the
-_"2 *statute 7 Gee. II. c. 21, which makes it a felony (transportable for seven

years) unlawfully and maliciously to assault another with any-offensive weapon
or instrument, or by menaces or by other forcible or violent manner to demand
any money or goods, with a felonious intent to rob? 1 If the thief, having" one
taken a purse, returns it, still it is a robbery; and so it is whether the taking be
strictly from the person of another, or in his presence only; as where a robber
by menaces and violence puts a man in fear, and drives away his sheep or his

_:attle before his face.(a) But if the taking be not either directly from his per
son or in his presence, it is no robber5.(b) 2. It is immaterial of what value
the thing taken is : a penny as well as a pound thus forcibly extorted makes a
robbery.(c) 3. :Lastly, the taking must be by force or a previous putting in
fear, which makes the violation of the person more atrocious than privately
stealing; for, according to the maxim of' the civil law,(d) "qui vi rapuit, fur ira.
Trobior esse wdetur." This previous violence or putting in fear is the criterion
that distinguishes robbery from other larcenies; for if one privately steals six-
fPeenCefrom tile person _f another, and afterwards keeps it by putting him in

ar, this is no robbery, for the fear is subseqnent;(e) neither is it capital, as
privately stealing, being under the value of twelvepenee. :Not that it is indeed
necessary, though usual, to lay in the indmtment that the robbery was com-
mitted byTutting in tear: it is sufficient if laid to be done by violence.(f) And
when it is laid to be done by putting in fear, this does not imply any great
degree of terror or affright in the party robbed : it is enough that so much fbrce
or threatening by word or gesture be used as might create an apprehension of
danger, or induce a man to part with his property without or against his con-
sent.(g) Thus, if a man be knocked down without previous warning and
stripped of his property while senseless, though strictly he cannot be said to

be put in fear, *yet this is undoubtedly a robbery. Or, if a person with
• 243] a sword drawn begs an alms, and i give it him through mistrust and

(Y)1 Hawk P. C 95. (d) Ff 4, 2, 14, _ 12.
(_) 1 Hal. P. C 532. (e) 1 Hal P. C. 534
(a) Ibld 533 (r) I'rm. 3 Anne, by all the judges.
(6) Comyns, 478. Stra. 1015. (g)]?est. 128.
(e) 1 Hawk. P C. 97.

the person: removal from the place where it was, if it remain throughout with the person,
is not sufficient. Rex "vs.Thompson, 1 R. & _I. C. C. 78._CHITTY.

]'he punishment for this offence is now awarded by stat. 1 Vlct. c. 87, s. 2, which re-
peals so much of 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29 as relates to these offences, and enacts that whoso-
ever shall rob any person, and, at the time of or immediately before or after such rob-
bery, shall stab, cut, or wound any person, shall be guilty of felony, and be punishable
Zith death ; and, by ss. 3 & 10, whoever shall, being armed with any offensive web,pen or
:nstrument, rob, or assault with intent to rob, any person, or, together with one or mort)
persons, shall rob any person, and, at the time of or immediately before or after such
robbery, shall beat, strike, or use any other personal violence to any person, or, by s. 5,
_hall rob any person or steal any property from the person of another, shall be guilty of
_elony, and be liable to transportation for life or for not less than fifteen years, or impri-
sonment for three years,--for which penal servitude is now substituted. 16& 17 Vmt. c.
99. The assaulting with intent to rob, or obtaining property by menaces, (except where
a greater punishment is awarded by the act,) is punishable with imprisonment not ex.
ceedmg three years.---ST_wAaw.

sl By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 7, if _ny person shall accuse or threaten to accuse any other
person of any infamous crime, as descmbed ms. 9, with a view or intent to extort or gain
from him, and shall by intimidating him by such accusation or threat extort or gain
from him, any chattel, money, or valuable security, every such offender shall be deemed
guilty of robbery, and shall be indicted and punished accordingly.

It is equally a robbery to extort money from a person by threatening to accuse him of
_n unnatural crime, whethel the party so threatened has _.een guilty of such crime or
_ot. Rex vs. Gardner, 1 C. & P. 79._CI_ITTY.

5O4
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a_prehensiun of violence, this is a felonious robbery.(h) So if, under a pretence
olsale, a man forcibly extorts money from another, neither shall this subterfuge
avail him. But it is doubted(i) whether the forcing a higgler or other chapman
to sell his wares, and giving him the full value of them, amounts to so heinous
a crime as robbery? _

(h)1Ha'akP C.96 (_)Ibid.c_7.

s_And see R. & R. C. C. 146. 1 Leach, 139, 193, 278. 3 Chit. C. L. 803. 1M:r.Justice
Ashurst says, "The true definition of robbery is the _teahng or taking from the person
of another, or in the presence of another, property of any amount, w_th such a degree of
force or ter_vras to induce the party unwd/ing(_l to part with lns property: and whether
terror arises from real or expected violence to the person, or from a sense of injury to the
character, makes no kind of difference : for to most men the idea of losing their fame and
reputation is equally if not more terrific than the dread of personal injury. The prin-
cipal ingredient in robbery is a man's being jorced to part with his property; and ttm
judges are unanimously of opinion that, upon the prmclple_ of law as well as the au-
thority of former decisions, a thleat to accuse a man of _he greatest of all crimes is a suf"
ficient force to constitute the crime of robbery by putting in fear." 1 Leach, 28(_. And
f_ar of loss of character and service upon a charge of sodomit_cal practices is sufficmnt
to constitute robbery, though the party has no fear of being taken into custody or of
punishment. R. & R. C. C. 375. But if no actual force was used, and. at the tmle of
parting with the money, the party were under no apprehension, but gave it merely for
the purpose of brilaging the offenders to justice, they cannot be capitally convicted, though
we have seen it is otherwise where personal violence is employed. 1 East, P. C 734. R.
& R. C. C. 408. And the influence exercised over the mind, where the force i_, merely
constructive, must be of such a kind as to disenable the prosecutor to make re_stance.
2 Leach, 721. 6 East, 126. So that a threat to take an innocent person before a magis-
trate, and thence to prison, without charging him with any specific crime, is not suffi-
cient to make the party a robber if he obtain money to induce him to forbear. 2 Leach.
721. Indeed, it has been bald that the only instance in which a threat will supply the
place of force is an accusation of unnatural practices. 2 Leach, 730, 731. 1 Leach, 139
2 Russ. 1009. And it has recently been held---contrary, it seems, to the principle of some
former decisions---that even in this case the money must be taken immediately on the
threat, and not after time has been allowed to the prosecutor to deliberate and advis_
with friends as to the best course to be pursued. (1 East, P. C. Append. xxl. ;) though, as
some of the judges dissented, it does not seem to be decisive. Wtlere, on the other hand,
ttmre is an immediate threat of injury to the property, as by pulling down a house with
a mob in time of riots, which produces great alarm and induces a man to part with his
money, this has been holden to be a sufficient putting in fear to constitute robbery. 2
East, P. C. 729, 731. And if a nlan assaults a woman with intent to commit a rape, and
she, in order to prevail on him to desist, offers him money which he takes, but conti-
nues his endeavours till prevented by the approach of a third person, he will be guilty of
robbery, though his original intent was to ravish. 1 East, P. C. 711. If thieves meet a
per.son and, by menaces of death, make him swear to bring them money, and he, under
the continuing influence of tear for his life, comphes, this is robbery in them, though
it would not be so if he had no personal fear and acted merely from a superstltmus re-
gard to an oath so extorted. 1 East, P. C. 714. In the absence of force, to constitute
robhery, the fear must arise beibre and at the time of the property being taken : it is not
enough that it arise afterwards, and where the prisoner by stealtil took some money out
of the prosecutor's pocket, who turned round, saw the pmsoner, and demanded the money,
but the prisoner threatening him he desisted through fear from making any further de-
mand, it was held no robbery. Roll. Rep. 154. 1 Hale, 534.

To constitute a robbery, where an actual violence is relied on and no putting in teal
can be expressly shown, there must be a struggle, or at least a personal outrage. So that
to snatch property suddenly from the hand, to seize a parcel carried on the head, to carry
away a hat and wig without force, and to take an umbrella of a sudden, have been re-
spectively holden to be mere larcemes. 1 Leach, 290, 291, and in notes. But where a
man snatched at the sword of a gentleman hanging at his side, and the latter, perceiving
the design, laid held on the scabbard, on which a contest ensued and the thief succeeded
in wresting the weapon from its owner, his offence was holden to be robbery. Id. ibid.
Snatching an article @ore a man will constitute robbery if it is attached to his person or
clothes so as to afford resistance; and therefore, where the prosecutor's watch was fast-
ened to a steel chain which went round his neck, and the seal and chain hung from his
fob, and the prisoner laid hold of the seal and chain and pulled the watch from his fob
but the steel chain still secured it, and by two .jerks the prisoner broke the steel chain
and made off with the watch, it was held a robbery, for the prisoner did not get the
watch at once but had to overcome the resistance the steel chain made, and actual force

hub
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This speeic_ of larceny is debarred of the benefit of clergy by statute 23
Hen. VIII. c. 1 and other subsequent statutes, not indeed in general, but only
when committed in a dwelling-house or in or near the king's highway. A
robbery, therefore, in a distant field, or footpath, was not punished with
de'_th,(£) but was open to the benefit of clergy, till the statute 3 & 4 W. and :H.
c. 9, which takes away clergy from both principals and accessories before the
fi_et, in robbery, wheresoever committed. _

II.._zliciozts m_schief, or damage, is the next species of injury to private
property which the law considers as a public crime. This is such as is done,
not an_mo furandi, or with an intent of gaining by another's loss, which is
some, though a weak, excuse, but either out of a spirit of wanton cruelty or

black and forasthadiab°lical r:i_:tgse _ In which it bears a near relation to the crimeof arson ; t he habi at'ttion, so this does the other property, of
individuals And therefore any damage arising from this mischievous dispo-

. sition, though only a trespass at common law, is now by a multitude of statutes
made penal in the highest degree. Of these I shall extract the contents in
order of time.

And, first, by statute 22 Hen. VIII. c. 11, perversely and maliciously to cut
down or destroy the powdl_e in the fens of :Norfolk and :Ely is felony, u And,
in like manner, it is, by many special statutes enacted upon the occasions, made
felony to destroy the several sea-banks, river-banks, public navigations, and

*244] bridges, erected by virtue of those acts of *parliament. By statute 43
Eliz. c. 13, (for preventing rapine on the northern borders,) to burn any

barn or stack of corn or grain i or to imprison or carry away any subject in
order to ransom him, or to make prey or spoil of his person or goods upon
deadly feud or otherwise, in the four northern counties of :Northumberland,
Westmoreland, Cumberland, and Durham, or being accessolT before the fact to
such carrying away or imprisonment i or to give or take any money or contr,.
button, there called blackmail, to secure such goods from rapine ; is felony with-
out benefit of clergy. By statute 22 & 23 Car. II. c. 7, maliciously, unlawfully,
and _dlingly, in the night-time to burn, or cause to be burned or destroyed, any
ricks or stacks of' corn, hay, or grain, barns, houses, buildings, or kilns, u or to
kill ,_my horses, sheep, or other cattle, is felony i but the offender may make his
election to be transported for seven years i and to maim or hurt such horses,
sheep, or other cattle is a trespass, for which treble damages shall be recovered. M

(_) 1 Hal. P. C 535

was used for that purpose. R. & It. C. C. 419. And where a heavy diamond pin, with a
corkscrew stalk, which was twisted and strongly fastened in a lady's hair, was snatched
out and part of the hair torn away, the judges came to a similar decision. 1 Leach, 335.
The case of the man who tore an ear-ring from the ear, and in so doing lacerated the
flesh, serves also to confirm this position. 1 Leach, 320. Nor will it excuse the violence
that it was done under pretence of law; for where a bailiff handcuffed a prisoner and
used her with great cruelty for the purpose of extorting money from her, he was holden
to be guilty ; as were also a number of men for seizing a wagon under pretence that there
was no permit when none was in reality necessary. 1 Leach, 280. 1 East, P. C. 709.--
CHITTY.

These statutes are repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27._CHITTV.
U By 15 Car. II. c. 17, s. 13, mahciously to cut down or to destroy any works for con-

veying the waters of the great Bedford level is subject to the same punishment.--CHiTTy.
By stat. 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 30, s. 17, mahciously setting fire to any stack of corn, grain,

pulse, straw, hay, or wood is a capital felony; and setting fire to any crops of corn, grain,
or pulse, whether standing or cut down, or to any part of a wood. coppice, or plantation
of trees, or to any heath, gorse, furze, or fern, wheresoever growing, is a felony, punish-
able with transportation not exceeding seven years, or imprisonment not exceeding two
years, with private or public whipping for male offenders. The 43 Eliz. c. 13, 4 W_ and
1_I.c. 23, 22 & 33 Car. II. c. 7, 1 Gee. I. s. 2, c. 4S, 6 Gee. I. c. 16, 9 Gee. I. c. 22, and 28
Geo. II c. 19, s. 3, are repealed, by 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. ')7.--CIfITTY.

88By stat. 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 30, s. 16, mahciouslv killing, maiming, or wounding any
cattle is a felony, punishable with transportation for life or not less than seven years, or
imprisonment not exceeding four years, with private or public whipping The 22 & 23
Car. II. e. 7, 14 Geo. II. c. 6, and 15Geo. I[. c. 34, on this head, are repealed, by 7 &8 Geo506
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By statute 4 & 5 W. and _. c. 23, to burn on any waste, betwee_ Candlemas
and Midsummer, any grig, ling, heath, furze, goss, or fern is punishable with
whipping and confinement in the house of correction. By statute l Anne, st.
_, c. 9, captains and mariners belonging to ships and destroyin_ the same, to the

• -- .) - _
prejudme of the owners, (and, by 4 Geo. I. c. 1:_, to the prejudice of insurers
also,) are guilty of felony without benefit of clergy. And by statute 12 Anne,
st 2, c. 18, making any hole in a ship in distress, or stealing her pumps, or

iding or ahetting such offence, or wilfully doing any thing tending to the im
mediate loss of such ship, is felony without benefit of clergy? 7 By statute 1
Geo. I. c, 4S, maliciously to set on fire any underwood, wood, or coppice is
made single _blony. By statute 6 Geo. I. c. 23, the wilful and malicious tearing,
cutting, spoiling, burning, or defiacing of the garments or clothes of any per-
son passing in the streets or highways, with intent so to do, is felony. This
was occasioned by the insolence of certain weavers and others, who, upon the
introduction of some Indian fashions prejudicial to their own manufactul_eS,
made it their practice to deface them, e_ther by open outrage, or by privily
cutting, or casting aqua-fortis *in tim streets upon such as wore them. _
By statute 9 Geo. I. c. 22,_ commonly called the Waltham black act, [_245
occasioned by the devastations committed near Waltham, in Hampshire, by
persons in disguise or with their faces blacked, (who seem to have resembled
the Roberdsmen, or followers of Robert :ttood, that in the reign of Richard the
First committed great outrages on the borders of England and Scotlandi)(l)
by this black act, I say, which has in part been mentioned under the several
heads of riots, menaces, mayhem, and larceny,(m) it is further enacted that to
set fire to any house, barn, or out-house, (which is extended by statute 9 Geo.
I]I. c. 29 to the malicious and wilful burning or setting fire to all kinds of
mills,) or to any hovel, cook, mow, or stack of corn, straw, hay, or wood; or
unlawfully or maliciously to break down the head of any fish-pond, whereby
the fish shall be lost or destroyed ; or, in like manner, to kill, maim, or wound
any cattle ; or cut down or destroy any trees planted in an avenue, or growing
in a garden, orchard, or plantation, for ornament, shelter, or profiti all these
malicious acts, or procuring by gift or promise of reward any person to join
them therein, are felonies without benefit of clergy i and the hundred shall be
ehaxgeable for the damages unless the offender be convicted. '° In like manner,

(_) 3 Inst. 197. (_) See pages 144. 208, 235, °.40.

I V. e. 27. By s. 25, it is provided that malice against the owner of the property destroyed
shall not be essential to any offence under the aet.--C_ITTV.

S7By 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c 30, s. 9, maliciously setting fire to, or in any wise destroying, any
ship or vessel, whether m a finished or unfinished state, is a capital felony. __nd, by s.
10, malicioubly damaging any ship otherwise than by fire is a felony, punishable with
transportation for seven years or imprisonment not exceeding two years, with private or
pubhc whipping. And, by s. 11, exhibiting false lights or signals to bring any ship or
vessel into danger, or tending to its immediate destruction, or destroying the same in
distress or when cast on shore, or any of its contents, or preventing any assistance to
those on hoard, is made a capital felony. And, by 1 & 2 Geo. IV. c. 75, s. 11, injuriugor
concealing any buoys, ropes, or marks belonging to any anchor or cable attached to any
sh3p or vessel whatever, whether in distress or otherwise, is punishable with transporta-
tion for any term not exceeding seven years or imprisonment for any number of years
at the discretion of the court.--CHITrr.

_8This statute was repealed, by 7 Geo. IV. c. 64, and no subsequent enactment on the
subject has been made.--CH_TTY.

Repealed, by 7 & 8 Geo. IV. e. 27.--CuITw'.
"_By 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 30, s. t5, maliciously break,rig down or destroying the dam of

any fishpond, or of any water being private property or in which there is any private
mght of fishery, with intent to destroy the fish therein, or putting any lime or othe.
noxious ingredient therein with intent to destroy the fish, or breaking down the dam
of any mill-pond, is declared to be a misdemeanour, punishable at the discretion of the
court with transportation for seven years or imprisonment not exceeding two years
with private or pubhe whipping for male offenders. 5 Eliz. c. 21 and 4 Geo. IV. c. 54ar,
repealed as they relate to this subject, by 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 27, as also the 9 (}co H1
c. 29.

607
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by" the Roman law, to cut down trees, and especially vines, was punished in the
same degree as robbery.(u) By statutes 6 Gee. II. c. 37, and 10 Gee. II. c. 32,
it is also made felony without the bcnefit of clergy maliciously to cut down
any river or sea bank, whereby lands may be overflowed or damaged; or to
cut any bop-binds growing in _ plantation of hops, 41or wilfully and maliciously
to set on fire, or cause to be set on fire, any mine, pit, or depth of coal. 4_ By
statute 11 Gee. II. e. 22, to use any violence in order to deter any person from
baying corn or grain ; to seize any carriage or horse carrying grain or meal to
_r from any market or seaport; or to use any outrage with such intent; or to

*246 ] scatter, take away, spoil, or damage such grain or meal, is punished *for
the first offence with imprisonment and public whipping; and the

_e(;ond offence, or destroying any granary where corn is kept ibr exportation,
or taking away or spoiling any grain or meal in such granary, or in any ship,
boat, or vessel intended for exportation, is felony, subject to transportation for
seven years. *a By statute 28 Gee. II. c. 19, to set fire to any goss, fhrze, or fern

('*) Ff 47, 7, _.

By statute 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 31, s. 2, it is enacted "that if any church or chapel, or any
chapel fbr the religious worship of persons dissenting from the united church of England
_nd Ireland, duly registered or recorded, or any house, stable, coach-house, out-house,
warehouse, office, shop, mill, malt-house, hop-east, barn, or granary, or any building or
_rection used in carrying on any trade or manufacture or branch thereof, or any ma-
chinery, whether fixed or movable, prepared for or employed in any manufacture or in
_ny branch thereof, or any steam-engine or other engine for sinking, draining, or working
_ny rome, or any stalth, building, or erection used in conducting the business of any
mine, or any bridge, wagon-way, or trunk for conveying minerals from any mine, shall
t_ feloniously demolished, pulled down, or destroyed, wholly or in part, by any persons
riotously and tumultuously assembled together, in every such case the inhabitants of the
hundred, wapentake, ward, or other district in the nature of a hundred, by whatever
name it shall be denominated, in wlnch any of the said offences shall be committed,
_hall be liable to yield full compensation to the person or persons damnified by the
offence, not only for the damage so done to any of the subjects hereinbefore enumerated,
but also for any damage which may at the same time be done by any such offenders to
any fixture, furmtule, or goods whatever m any such church, chapel, house, or other of
tt,e buildings or erections aforesaid."

By sect. 3, persons damnified by the offence, or the servant in whose charge the injured
operty was intrusted, must within seven days _fter the offence has been committed go

eibre a .justice of the peace resldmg within _the hundred, and state on oath the name
of the oleander, if known, and submit to an examination touching the offence, and
become bound to prosecute the offenders when taken. The actmn must be commenced
within three calendar months after the offence.

]_y sect. 4, all process in the action must be served on the high constable, who within
seven days must give notme thereof to two magistrates of the division, and who may
defend or let judgment go by default, as advised.

By sect 5, any inhabitant of the hundred may be a competent witness. By sect. 6, if
the plumtiff recovers, the writ of execution is not to be enforced, but the sheriff on
receipt of it is to make his warrant to the county treasurer, who is directed to pay the
amount. Sect. 7 directs that the high constable's expenses are to be allowed by two
justices and paid by the county treasurer. The whole of such moneys are to be lewed
on the hundred over and above their share of the county rate.

By sect. 8, where the injury does not exceed 30/., the parties are to give notice to the
high constable of their cl,_im for compensation, who is to exhibit the same to two magis-
trates in the division, and they are to appoint a special petty session between _wenty and
Lhirty days afterwards to determine the claim.

By start. 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27, all prior acts relating to actions against the hundred are
repealed : and the hundred is now no longer liable in cases of robbery, but only in cases
where the damage is done by a riotous assembly._GmTTv.

*_Benefit of clergy was restored, by stat. 4 Gee. IV. c. 46, and transportation and im-
prisonment substituted. This act is now repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27, as _lso th
acts mentioned in the text.--Cni_Tv.

42By stat. 7 & 8 Gee. IV. e. 30, s. 18, maliciously destroying any hop-binds growing on
ooles in plantations of hops is _ felony, liable to transportation for life or not less than
_even, _eal_._,ol- imprisonment_ not exceeding, four. years, with private or public whippin(,_,.
_tnd, by sec_. 5, setting fire to any coal-mme is a capital felony._CmTTv.

The latter 1"_rtof tlns act, relating to the damages to which the hundred is liable, is
b08
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growing in any forest or chase is subject to a fine of five pounds2" zly statute_
6 Gee IIl. e. 36 & 48, and 13 Gee. III. c. 33, wilfully to spoil or destroy any timber
or other trees, roots, shrubs, or plants is for the two first offences liable to pecu-
niary penalties ; and for the third, if in the daytime, and even fbr the first, if at
mght, the offender shall be guilty of felony and liable to transportation for
_even years. 45 By statute 9 Gee. III. c. 29, wilfully and maliciously to burn or
destroy any engine, or other machines therein spemfied, belonging to any mine,*'
or any fences for enclosures pursuant to any act of parliament, is made single
felony, and punishable with transportation for seven years, in the offender, his
_,dvisers and procurersf And, by statute 13 Gee. III. c. 38, the like punish-
w.ent is inflicted on such as break into any house, &e. belonging to the plate.
glass company, with intent to steal, cut, or destroy any of their stock or
utensils, or shall wilfully and maliciously cut or destroy the same. And these
are the principal punishments of malicious mischief.

III. *Forgery, _ or the crimen fals_ is an offence which was punished *247
by the civil law with deportation or banishment, and sometimes with

repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. e. 27; and see, as to the offences mentioned m the tex¢, 9
_eo. IV. c. 31, s. 26.----CtIITTr.

Repealed.---CnITTY.
The statutes mentioned in the text are repealed.--CHiTWY.
By stat. 7 & 8 Gee. 1V. c. 27, the above is repealed. And, by 7 & 8 Gee. l V. c. 30.

s. 6, maliciously causing any water to be conveyed rote any mine with intent t,, damage
it, or obstructing any air-way, water-way, drain, pit, level, or shaft belonging thereto, is
punishable as a felony, with transportation for seven years or imprisonment not exceed-
ing two years, wlth private or pubhc wh_pping. By sect. 7, mahciously destroying or
damaging with such intent any engine or other machines belonging to any mine, or ahy
erections attached thereto, or any bridge, wagon-way, or trunk connected with the s.une
is a felony, liable to the same punishment as m the last-recited clause.--CHITTY.

47By statute 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 30, s. 23, mahcmusly destroying any descmption of fence
whatsoever, or any wall, stile, or gate, is punishable, for the first offence, with fine not
exceeding 5[ above the value of the injury done, and with impri,conment not exceeding
twelve months, with hard labour and private or public whipping fbr any subsequent
nffence.

By 7 & 8 Geo. IV. e. °9, s. 40, stealing, or destroying with intent to steal, any live or
dead fence, wooden fence, stile, or gate, is subject to a penalty not exceeding 5I. above
the value of the loss or injury sustained for the first offence, and to hard labour and im-
prisonment not exceeding twelve months, with whipping, for subsequent offences.

And by the same statute, s. 41, suspected persons found with any tree or shrub, un
derwood, hve or dead fence, post, pale, rail, st_le, or gate, of the value of two shillings,
and not satisfactordy accounting fbr it, are liable to a penalty of 2l. above the value of
the article found.

The following statutes on this head are repealed, by 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 27, viz. : 13 Edw.
L s. 1, c. 46; 6 Geo. I. c. 16; 9 Geo. II[. c. 29; 16 Geo. II[. c. 30.---CHITTV.

FORaERY.--We will endeavour to elucidate the nature oi, and what constitutes, this
offence, by considering--lst, What false making is sufficient ; 2d, With what intent the
tbrgery must be committed ; and 3d, How far the instrument forged must appear to be
genuine. The consideratmn of what instruments may be the subjects of forgery will
follow. See, in general, 3 Chit. C. L. 2d ed. 1022 to 1044, a.

1. WHAT FALSEMAKINGIS SUrFW_E_'T.--It is not necessary that the whole instrument
t,hould be fict_hous. Making a fraudulent insertion, alteration, or erasure in any mate-
rial part of a true document by which another may be defl'auded; the fraudulent appli-
cation of a false signature to a true instrument, or a real signature to a false one; and the
alteration of a date of a bill of exchange after acceptance, by which its payment may be
accelerated, are forgeries. 1 Hale, 683, 684, 685. 4 T. R. 320. Altering a bill from a
lower to a higher sum is forging it ; and a person may be indicted, on the 7Gee. II. c. 22,
for forging such an instrument, though the statute has the word alteras well as forge ; and
in the same case it was held no ground of defence that before the alteration it had been
paid by the drawer and re-issued. R. & R. C. C. 33. 2 East, P. C. 979, S.C. So altering
a banker's one-pound note by substituting the word ten for the word oneis a forgery. Russ.
& Ry. C. C. 101. See 2 Burn, J., 24th ed. 491, and 2 E_t, P. C. 986. If a note be made
payable at a country banker's, or at their banker's in London, who fails, it is forgery to
introduce a piece of paper over the names of the London bankers who have so failed,
containing the names of another banking-house in London. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 164. 2
Taunt. 328. 2 Leach, 1040, S C. ; and see 2 E_st, P. C. 856. 2 Burn, J., 24th ed. 492. ,_
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death.(o) It may with us be defined at common law to be "the fraudulent
making or alteration of a writing to the prejudice of another man's right," for

(*)Inst. 4, 18, 7.

_. Expunging an endorsement on a bank-note with a liquor unknown has been holden
to be an erasure within 8 & 9 W. III. c. 20. 3 P. Wms. 419. The instrument must in
itself be false; for if a man merely pass for another, who is the maker or endorser of a
true instrument, it is no forgery, though it may be within the statute of false pretences
1 Leach, 229. The instrument counterfeited must also bear a resemblance to that for
which it is put tbrth, but need not be perfect or complete: it is sufficient if it is calcu-
lated to impose on mankind in general, though an individual skilled in that kind of wri.
tings would detect its i_llacy. Thus. if it appears that several persons have taken forged
bank-notes as good ones, the offender will be deemed guilty of counterfeiting them
though a person irom the bank should swear that they would never impose on him, being
in several respects defective. 2 East, P. C. 950. And it has been holden that a bank-
note may be counterfeited though the paper contains no water-mark, and though the
word p_z_ndz is omitted, that word being supplied by the figures in the m_rgin. 1 Leach,
174. For it was said that in forgery there need not be an exact resemblance, but it is
sufficient if the instrument counterfeited be Tr_ma facze fitted to pass for the writing which
it represents. 1 Leach, 179. As to how far the instrument should appear genuine, and
the ibrgmg of fictitious names, see _nfra, Dip. ]II.

II. WITH WHAT INTENT THE FORGERY MUST BE COMMITTEn.--The very essence of forgery
is an intent to defraud; and therefore the mere imitation o_ another's writing, the
assumption of a name, or the alteratmn of a written instrument, where no person can be
injured, does not come w:thin the definition of the offence. Most of the statutes ex-
pressly make an intent to defraud a necessary ingredient in the crime: whether it existed
or not is a questmn for the jury to determine. But it is m no case necessary that any
actual injury should result from the ofl_nce. 2 Stra. 747. 2 Lord Raym. 1461. The
question as to the party's intent is for a jury ; and such jury ought to infer an intent to
deiYaud the person who would have to pay the instrument if it were genuine, although,
from the manner of executing the forgery, or from that person's ordinary caution, it
would not be likely to impose on him, and although the object was general, to defraud
whoever might take the instrument, and the intentmn of defrauding in partmular the
person who would have to pay the instrument, if genuine, (hal not enter rote the pri-
soner's contemplation. R. & Ry. C. C. 29! ; and _ee id. 769.

IIL How FARTHE INSTRUMENTFORGEDMUSTAPPEARGENUI_rS.--It is of no consequence
whether the counterfeited instrument be such as 1l'real would be effectual to the purpose
it intends, so long as there is a svfx'_nt resemblance to impose on those to whom it is ut-
tered. Whether the fraud be efl_cted on the party to whom an instrument is addressed
or whose wmting is counterfeited, or on a thwd person who takes it upon the credit it
assumes, is immaterial. Thus, to counterfeit a conveyance with a wrong name has been
:leemed within 5 Eliz. c. 14, though it would have been mefi_ctual if genuine. 1 Keb. 803.
3 Keb. 51. The fabrication of an order for payment of a sailor's prize-money is forgery,
as we have already seen, though it be invahd as wanting the requisites required by sta-
tute. 2 Leach, 883. The ofl_zlce of uttering a forged stamp will be complete though, at
the time of uttering, that part which in a genuine stamp would in terms specify the
_mount of duty is concealed, and m fact cut out, and though that part where the papers
were entire did not contain any thing specifying the amount of duty, prowded the parts
tet_ visible are hke a genuine stamp. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 229, 212 We have also seen
"hat the forgery of an instrument, as a last will, comes within the statutes although the
mpposed testator is tiwng. 1 Leach, 449. And it may be collected from a number of
cases that forgery in the name of a person who has no real existence is as much criminal
us if there was an intent to defraud an indiwduai whose writing is counterfe:ted. 1
Leach, 83. Thus, the making of a bill of exchange is within the acts though all the
names to it are fictitious. 2 East, P. C. 957. To counterfeit a power of attorney, as by
the administratrix and daughter of a seaman who died childless, is capital. Fost. 116.
Nor is it necessary that any additional credit should be obtained by using the fictitious
name. 1 Leach, 172 ; and see R. & Ry. C. C. 75, 90, 209, 278. So to put a fictitmus name
_n a bill endorsed m blank, in order to circulate it with secrecy, _s a similar ofi_nce. 1
Leach, 215. And indeed it seems that :_ is not necessary to constitute forgery that there
should be an intent to defraud any particular person ; and a general intent to defraud
will suffice. 3 T. R. 176. 1 Leach, 216, 217, in not_s. But, to support a charge ot forgery
by subscribing a fictitious name, there must be satisfactory evidence on the part of the
prosecutor that it is not the party's real name and that it was assumed for the purpose
of fraud in that instance. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 260. Assuming and using a fictitious name,
though for purposes of concealment and fraud, will not amount to forgery if it were not
;or that ve_:: fraud, or system of fraud, of which the forgery forms a part. Russ. & Ry.
;' C. 260. If there is proof of what is the prisoner's real name, it is for him to prove that
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which the offender may suffer fine, imprisonment, and pillor_.W And also, by
,_ variety of statutes, a more severe punishment is inflicted on the offender in
many particular cases, which are so multiplied of late as almost to become
general. I shall mention the principal instances.

By statute 5 Eliz. c. 14, to forge or make, or knowingly to publish or give in
evidence, any forged deed, court-roll, or will, with intent to affect the right of
real property, either freehold or copyhold, is punished by a forfeiture to the
party grieved of double costs and damages; by standing in the pillory and
having both his ears cut off and his nostrils slit and seared, by forfeiture to the
crown of the profits of his lands, and by perpetual imprisonment. For any
forgery relating to a term of years, or annuity, bond, obligation, acquittance,
release, or discharge of any debt or demand of any personal chattels, the satao
t.,rfeiture is given to the party grieved; and on the offender is inflicted the

illory, loss of one of his ears, and a year's imprisonment: the second offence {n
oth cases being felony without benefit of clergy.
Besides this general act, a multitude of others, since the revolution, (when

paper-credit was first established,) have inflicted capital punishment on the

torging, altering, or uttering as true when forged, of any bank bills or [*248
notes, or *other securities;(p) 5°of bills of credit issued fl_om the exche-

(P) Stat. a&PW. 1II. c 21),_ 36. llGeo I.c. 9. 12Geo. I.c 82. 15Geo. II.c. 18. 13Geo III. c. 79.

he used the assumed name before the time he had the fraud m view, even m the absence
of all proof as to what name he had used for several years before the fraud in question.
Russ. & Ry. C. C. 278. And see Russ. & Ry. C. C. 405. 3 Brod. & Bing. 228, S.C. 2 Burn,
J., 24th ed. 510. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 463, S. C.

A defect in the stamp will not avail the prisoner, (1 Leach, 257, 258, in notis. 2 East, P.
C. 955 ;) and it has even been decided that, if there be no stamp at all on a ¢.ounterfeit pro-
missory note, it may still be forgery, (2 Leach, 703,)--though this case seems to go too
far; for how can a promissory note without the appearance of a stamp ha_ e such a simlli-
Lade to a genuine instrument as is requisite to constitute forgery ? But, though the
validity of the instrument if real is thus immaterial, it must not appear on its face, so
that no one of common understanding would give it credit. Thus, it will net be forgery
to fabricate a will for land as attested by only two witnesses. 2 East, P. C. 953. Nor is
it felony to counterfeit a bill of exchange for a sum more than twenty shillings and less
than five pounds_ without mentioning the abode of the payee and being attested by a
subscribing witness; as such an instrument is, by 17 Geo. III. e. 30, absolutely void. l
Leach, 431. These cases will sufficiently explain the law on this subject.--CnITTr.

The punishment of pillory is new taken away, by 56 Geo. III. e. 138.
Besides this punishment, the defendant is holden incapable of being examined as a

witness till restored to competence by the king's pardon. Com. Dig. Testmoigne k. 3,
4. And, by 12 Geo. I. c. 29, m case persons convicted of forgery shall afterwards practise
as at|orneys, solicitors, or law-agents, the court where they practise shall examine the
matter in a summary way and order the offender to be transported for seven years.--
CHITTY.

50As to the further provisions relative to this description of forgery, vide 41 Geo. III.
c. 39; 45 Geo. III. c. 89; 52 Geo. III. c. 138, and 1 Geo. IV. c. 92, under which last act.
relating to bank-notes, by s. 11, persons engraving, cutting, etching, scraping, or by o_her
means marking upon any plate of copper, brass, steel, &c. any engraving, &e. for the pur-
pose of producing a print or impression of all or any part of a bank-note, or a blank bank-
note of the said governor and company, without their authority, or having unlawfully in
their possession any such plate, &c., or witfully disposing of any such blank bank-note
or part of such bank-note as aforesaid, are liable to transportation for fourteen years.

By s. 2, persons unlawfully cutting, etching, &c. or procuring, &c., or assisting in making
upon any plate of copper, brass, steel, &c., any line-work, as or for the groundwork of a
promissory note or bill of exchange, which shall be intended to resemble the groundwork
of a bank-note of the governor and company, or any device, the impression from which
shall contain the words "Bank of :England" in white letters upon ablack or dark ground,
with or without white lines therein, or shall contain in any part thereof the numerical
sum or amount of such note or bill in black and red register-work, or shall show the 1_
versed contents thereof, or shall contain any words, figures, characters, or patterns
intended to resemble the ornaments on such note, or any word, figure, &c. in white on a
black ground, intended to resemble the amount in the margin of such note, or using
such plate or other instrument intended to represent the whole or part of any such note,
or knowingly having in their possession any such plate, &c., or disposing of any such
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queri(q_ 51 of South.Sea bonds, &c.i(r) of lottery tickets or orders_(s) s2 of army el
navy debentures ;(t) of East India bondsi(u ) of writings under the seat of the

London or roya! exchange assurances(w) of the hand of' the receiver of the pre-
nnescx) or of the accountant-general_ and certain other officers of the court of

(_)See the sevelalacts for3ssumgthem (t) Star.5 (_eoI c. 14 9 Gee.1 ¢ 6.

dr) Star 9Anne_c 21. 6 Gee. 1.c 4 tuld11. 12 Gee I.c. (u)_t,_t.12 Gee. I c. 32.(_)Star b Gee.I. c 18
(_)See the severalacts for the ]otterms. (¢)St.Lt.32 Gee 1I c. 14.

l_aPer impressions, or knowingly having such in their custody, are guilty of felony and
ble to transportatmn tbr fourteen years.
The bank having preferred one indictment for uttering a forged note, and another fox

hawng the same in possession, and having elected to proceed on the latter charge, it was
held that, although facts sufficient to support the capital charge were made out in proof,
an acqmttal for the minor offence ought not to be directed, because the whole of the
minor charge was proved and did not merge in the larger. R. & R. C. C. 378. On an
indictment for forging a bank-note, the cmsh_er who signed "for the governor and corn

any of the bank of England" is a competent witnes_ to prove the forgery ; for he is not
y such a signature personally responsible for the payment of the note, (1 Leach, C. C.

311. R. & R. C. C. 378;) but he is not an essentzal witness, as his handwriting may be dis-
proved by other witnesses. Rex vs. Hughes, and Rex vs. M'Guire, 2 East, P. C. 1002.
l Leach, C. C. 311.

What circumstances are sufficient to constitute the offence of uttering, which must be
attended with a gmlty knowledge, and what proofs required to substantiate it, may be
deduced from the following ab,_tract of decided cases which have been selected from
among many others. Where a prisoner, chaiged with uttering a forged note to A. B.,
knowing it to be forged, gave forged notes to a boy who was not aware of their being for-
gerles, and directed the boy to pay away the note described in the indictment at A. B.'s
for the purchase of goods, and the boy did so and brought back the goods and the change
to the prisoner; it was held by the twelve judges an uttering by the prisoner to A. B.
Rex vs. Giles, Car. C. L. 191. So the delivering a box containing, among other things,
forged stamps to the party's own servant, that he might carry them to an inn to be for-
warded by a carrier to a customer m the country, is an uttering. And if the delivery be
in one county, and the inn to which they are carried by the servant in another, the pri-
soner may be indicted in the former. The offence of uttering a forged stamp will be
complete although, at the time of uttering, certain parts of the stamp are concealed.
all the parts that are visible being hke those of a genuine stamp. Rex vs. Collicott, R. &
R. C. C. 212. It is not necessary that a promissory note should be negotiable, in order
to be a promissory note within the 2 Gee. II. c. 25, so as to be the subject of an indict-
ment for forging or uttering it. Rex vs. Box, id. 300. An indictment, on 45 Gee. IILc.
89, for uttering forged notes, need not state to whom they were disposed: it is sufficient
to state that the prisoner disposed of the notes with antent to defraud the bank, he
knowing them at the time to be tbrged, and although the person to whom they were dis-
posed purchased them as and for forged notes, and purchased them on his own solicita-
tion and as agent for the bank, ibr the purpose of bringing the prisoner to punishment.
Rex vs. Holden, id. 154. Uttering a forged order fbr the payment of money under a
false representation is evidence of knowing it to be forged. Id. lti9. To prove the guilty
knowledge of an utterer of a forged bank-note, evidence may be given of the prisoner's
having previously uttered other forged notes, knowing them to be forged. Rex vs. Whi-
Icy, 2 Leach, C. C. 983. So upon an indictment for uttering a forged note, evidence is
admissible of the prisoner's having at a former permd uttered others of a similar manu-
facture, and that others of similar fabrication had been discovered on the files of the
bank with the prisoner's handwriting on the back of them, in order to show the pri-
soner's knowledge of the note mentmned m the indictment being a forgery. Rex vs. Ball, R.
& R. C. C. 132. But in order to show a guilty knowledge on an indmtment for uttering
forged bank-notes, evidence of another uttering, svbsequent to the one charged, is inad-
missible, except the latter uttering was in some way connected with the principal case,
or it can be shown that the notes were of the same manufacture; for only previous or
contemporaneous acts can show quo an_mo a thing is done. Rex w. Taverner, Car. C.
L. 195.

So, if a second uttering be made the subject of a distinct indictment, it cannot be
given in evidence to show a guilty knowledge in a former uttering. Rex vs. Smith, 2 C.
& P. 633. The person whose name is forged was formerly held to be not a competent
witness to prove the forgel T, (Rex vs. Russell, 1 Leach, C. C. 8 ;) but he has recently been
made competent, by the 9 Gee. I_'. c. 32, s. 2.----CHATTY.

61See also the 48 Gee. III. c. 1. 58 Gee. III. e. 23, s. 38. R. & R. C. C. 67.--C_IT_lr.
_ This is now a clergyable felony 4 Gee. IV. c. 60, s. ll.--CHXTTY.
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ehancery;(y) el a le_wr of attorney, or other power to receive or transfer stock
or annuities, and on the personating a proprietor thereof to receive o1"transfer
such annuities, stock, or dividends;(z) also on the personating, or procuring t_
be personated, any seaman or other person entitled to wages or other naval
emoluments, or any of his personal representatives; and the takin. or m'ocurin_,
to be taken any false oath in order to obtain a probate or letters_of adnlinistra _-
tion, in order to receive such payments; _ and the forging or procuring to be
forged, and likewise the uttering or publishing as true, of any counterfeited sea-
man's will or power;(a) 54to whmh may be added, though not strictly reducible
to this head, the counterfeiting of Mediterranean passes under the hands of the
lords of the admiralty, to protect one from the piratical States of Barbary;(b)
the forging or imitating of any stamps to defraud the public revenue,(c) _ and
the forging of any marriage register or lieense;(d) 56all which are, by distinct

(U)Stat 12 Gee. I. c. 32. (b) Stat. 4 Gee. II. c. 18.
if) Stat. 8 Gee. I. c. '22. 9 Gee. I. c. 12 81 Gee. II. c. 22, _ 77 to) See the several stamp-acts.
(_) Star. 31 Gee IL c. ]0. 9 Gee. III c. 30. (d) Star. 2b Gee. 11. c 33.

V/c_ also 3 Gee. III. c. 16 ; 26 Gee. IIL c. 23 ; 32 Gee. III. c. 33 ; 55 Gee. III. c. 60; 57
Gee. IIL c. 127 ; 4 Gee. IV. c. 46 ; and 5 Gee. IV. c. 107 ; by sect. 5 of which latter statute
tl_ punishment previously due to these offences is changed to transportation for life or
otherwise. Personating a seaman who is dead is within the act ; as where a prisoner
applied at the Greenwich Hospital for prize-money in the name of J. B., and J. B. wa_
dead, and supposed to be so at the hospital, though the prisoner did not obtain the
money, he was convicted of,the offence. Rex vs. :_artin, R. & R. C. C. 324. So where a
prisoner personated one "S. Cuff," who was dead, and whose prize-money had been paid
to his mother, it was held that it did not vary the prisoner's guilt, and tha_ he might be
convicted on the 54Gee. III. c. 93, s. 89. Rex vs. Cramp id. 327. To constitute the offence
of personating the name of a seaman under the 57 Gee. III. c. 127, s. 4, the per'son
entitled, or really supposed to be so, to prize-money, must be personated : personating a
man who never had any connectmn with the ship is not an offence within the act. Rex
vs. Tanner, ld. 351. And, by 59 Gee. III. c. 56, s. 3, persons falsely representing them.
_elves as the next of kin of any seaman, &c., or any agent whose authority is revoked
offering to receive wages, pay, prize-money, or other allowance, are gmlty of a misde-
meanour. By sect. 12, inserting a false date m any order for the payment of prlze-money
is made a misdemeanour ; and, by sect. 17, persons really entitled to prize-money, &c.
using false orders or certfficates to procure the same are guilty of a misdemeanour.--
CHITTr.

See also 55 Gee. III. e. 60, s. 31, and 59 Gee. III. c. 56, by the 18th section of whicn
the falsely personating officers, seamen, marines, supernumeraries, &e. entitled to wages,
or their representatives, or forging or uttering any letter of attorney, order, bill, ticket,
or other certificate, assignment, last will, or other power whatsoever, in order to obtain
any prize-money, &c., or uttering any such letter of attorney, order, bill, &c., knowing
the same to be forged, in order to receive any prize-money, &c., or taking a false oath to
obtain a probate or letters of administration in order to receive prize-money, &c., or
demanding or receiving wages, &c., knowing the will to be forged, or the probate or
administration to have been obtained by a false oath with intent to defraud, is made a
capital felony. By 1 & 2 Gee. IV. e. 49, s. 3, procuring persons to sign a false petition
under this act, or procuring others to demand money due, or supposed to be due, to
seamen, &c., under a certificate from the inspector of seamen's wills, is punishable with
transportation for seven years ; and. by s. 4, procuring others to utter any forged letter
of attorney or other document to obtain seamen's wages, &c., or procuring others to
demand or receive such wages, &c., is punishable with death. By 7 Gee. IV. c. 16, s. 38,
lhe personating any Chelsea pensioner, &c., or forging any documents, or knowingly
uttering such forgeries to obtain any pension, &c., is punishable with transportation for
llfe or otherwise. A bill drawn on the commissmners of the navy for pay may be a bill
_f exchange, and a person may be indicted for the forgery of _t as such, although it is
not in the form prescribed by 35 Gee. III. c. 94. Rex vs. Chisholm, R. & R. C. C. 297.--

!HITTY.

_By 6 Gee. IV. c. 106, forging or uttering the drafts or other instrument of the
receiver-general or controller-general of the customs is a c_pital felony. IZide also, as to
stamps, 37 Gee. III. c. 90; 44 Gee. III. c. 98; 48 Gee. III. c. 149; 52 Gee. III. c. 143; 55
Gee. IV. c. 184 and c. 185 ; and 6Gee. IV. c. 119; which makes it a capital felony to forgo
or utter false stamps to newspapers. See also 9 Gee. IV. c. 18, which makes it a capital
felony to forge the stamps of any cards or dice.--CnIT_Y.

The forgery of documents relating to marriage registers and licenses is punishable
now only with transportation for life. 4 Gee. IV. e. 76, s. 29.---CmTvY.

VoL II.---33 51._
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acCu_ of parks ment, made felonies without benefit of clergy. By statute 13 Gee
IIL e. 52 and 59, forging or counterfeiting any stamp or mark to denote the

standard of gold and silver plate, and certain other offences of the like tendency_

are punished with transportation for fourteen years. 5_ By statute 12 Gee. III
e. 48_ certain *frauds on the stamp-duties therein described, principally

+249] by using the same stamps more than once, are made single ielon)_ and
liable to transportation for seven years And the same punishment is inflicted_

by statute 13 Gee. III. c. 38, ss on such as counterfeit the common seat of the
corporation for manui_cturing plate-glass, (thereby erected,) or knowingly de-

mand money of the company by virtue of any writing under such counterfeit
seal.

There arc also certain other general laws with regard to forgery, of which

the first is 2 Gee. II. c. 25, whereby the first offence in forging or procuring to
be forged, acting or assisting therein, or uttering or publishing as true, any
forged deed, will_ bond, writing obligatory, bill of exchange, promissory note,
endorsement, or assignment thereof, or any acquittance or receipt for money or

goods, with intention to defraud any person, (or corporation,)(e) is made felony
without benefit of clergy. And, by statutes 7 Gee. II. c. 22 and 18 Gee. III. c.
18, it is equally penal to forge or cause to be forged or utter as true a counter-

feit acceptance of a bill of exchange, or the number or principal sum of any
accountable receipt for any note, bill, or any other security for money, or any
warrant or order for the payment of money or dellv@ry of goods.as So that, I
believe, through the number of these general and special provisions, there is

*250] now hardly a case possible to be conceived wherein forgery that tendsto defraud, *whether in the name of a real or fictitious person,(f) is not

made a capital crime. 6°
(,) Star. at Gee H c. _2__7S. (.t)Feat.110,_¢.

S_This is now a capital felony.--CHITTr.
aSRevived, by 33 Gee. III. e. 17, s. 23.--SHITTY.
asSee 45 Gee. III. c. 89, 49 Gee. III. c. 35, and 8 Gee. IV. c. 8, respecting widows'

pensions, remittance-bills, the forging of which, or procuring others to forge them, is
made a felony punishable with transportetion.--CnITrr.

It has frequently been determined that drawing, endorsing, or accepting a bill of
exchange in a fictitious name is a forgery. Bolland's case, &c., Leach, 78, 159, 192. 1
Hen. Bla. 588. Fost. 116. It is also forgery to fabricate a will by counterfeiting the
name of a pretended testator who is still living. Cogan's case, ibid. 355.

If a person puts his own name to an instrument, representing himself to be a different
person of that name, with an intent to defraud, he is guilty of forgery. 4 T. R. 28.

But where a bill of exchange is endorsed by a person in his own name, and ano.*her
represents himself to be that person, he is not guilty of forgery, hut it is a misde-
meanour. Hevey's case, Leach, 268.

A bill or note may be produced in evidence against a prisoner prosecuted for the
forgery of it ; and he may be convicted upon the usual evidence of the forgery, though
it has never been stamped pursuant to the stamp-acts. Hawkeswood's and Recuhst's
"cases, Leach, 292 and 811. For the forgery in such a case is commxtted with an intent

defraud; and the legislature meant only to prevent their being given in evidence
when they were proceeded upon to recover the value of the money thereby secured. But
lord Kenyon has declared that he did not approve of the decision of the majority of the
judges in these cases. Peake, 168. It has been declared that the forgery of a bill of
exchange in a form which rendered it void under the 17 Gee. III. c. 30 (see 2 book, 467)
was not a capital offence, because if real it was not valid or negotiable. _Iofl_t's case.
T_ach, 483.

Every indictment for forgery must set out the forged instrument in words and figure.
Mason's case, 1 East, 182.

But it is sufficient to set forth the receipt at the bottom of an account without setting
out the account itself. Testick's case, ibid. 181. The word purport in an indictment for

forgery signifies the substance of an instrument as it appears on the face of it: tcaor
means an exact copy of it. Ibid. 180. Leach, 753.

The most effectual statute for the prevention of the forgery of bank-notes is the 41
(_eo. III. c. 41, which enacts that if any one shall knowingly have in his possesaion or in
his house any forged hank-notes, knowing the same to be forged, without lawfifl excuse,
the proof whereof shall lie upon the person accused, he shall be guilty of felouy, and
_hall be transported for fourteen years.
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These are the principal infringements of the rights of property, which were
the last species of offences against individuals or private subjects which the
method of distribution has led us to consider. We have before examined the

aature of all offences against the public or commonwealth; against the king or
supreme magistrate, the father and protector of that community; against the
universal law of all civilized nations; together with some of the more atrocious
offences of publicly pernicious consequence against God and his holy religion
And these several heads comprehend the whole circle of crimes and misde-
meanours, with the punishment annexed to each, that are cognizable by tha
laws of England. e_

CIIAPTER XVIH.

OF THE _EANS OF PREVENTING OFFENCES.

*WE are now arrived at the fifth general branch or head under which
I proposed to consider the subject of this book of our commentaries, viz., ['25I
the means of preventing the commission of' crimes and misdemeanours. And
really it is an honour, and almost a singular one, to our :English laws, that they
furnish a title of this sort, since preventive justice is, upon every principle of
reason, of humanity, and of sound policy, preferable in all respects to Fumshing
justice,(a) the execution of which, though necessary, and in its consequences a
species of mercy to the commonwealth, is always attended with many harsh
and disagreeable circumstances.

This preventive justice consists in obliging those persons whom there is a
probable ground to suspect of future misbehaviour to stipulate with and to give
full assurance to the pubhc that such offence as is apprehended shall not happen,
by finding pledges or securities for keeping the peace, or for their good be-
haviour. This requisition of sureties has been several times mentioned before
as part of the penalty inflicted upon such as have been guilty of certain gross
misdemeanours; but there also it must be understood rather as a caution against
the repetition of the offence than any immediate pain or punishment. And,

indeed, if' we consider" all human *punishments in a large and extended [__*_'_zo._
view, we shall find them all rather calculated to prevent future crimes
than to expiate the past; since, as was observed in a former chapter,@)all
punishments inflicted by temporal laws may be classed under three heads : such
as tend to the amendment of the offender himself, or to deprive him of any power
to do future mischief, or to deter others by his example; all of which conduce
to one and the same end of preventing future crimes, whether that can be

(_) Beccar ch. 4,L (_) See page 11.

And if any person shall make any plate or instrument for forging bank-notes, or any
part of a bank-note, or shall knowingly have them in his possession without authority
in writing from the governor and company of the Bank of England, he shall be guilty
_f felony, and shall be transported for seven years.

But before this statute this must have been an indictable offence as a misdemeanour.
See ante. 99, note 7.

By the 45 Gee. III. c. 89, the statutes for the punishment of forgery are extended to
every part of Great Brltaiu.--CHITT¥.

By statute 11 Gee. IV., _md 1 W. IV. e. 60, all the statutes making this offence capital,
as well tlmse mentioned by Blackstone as all others, were repealed ; but some of the
statutes not having this effect mentioned by him were left unrepealed. Forgeries are
now punished either w_tb transportation for life (which is now the severest punishment
which can be awarded to this crime) or for a term of years, or imprisonment for a term
of years, according _o the nature of the forgery,--and for all these penal servitude may
now be subst_tuted.--_brEw_ar.

eaSee a complete collection of the acts of parliament relatin_ to the crime of forgery
(too numerous even to abstract here) m Collyer's Crim. Star. 1_2, et secl., with the note.
_e,_eOn.--CHITTY.
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effeeted by amendment, disability, or example. But the cautkn which we
speak of at present is such as is intended merely for prevention, without any
crime actually committed by the party, but arising only from a probable sus-
picion that some crime is intended or likely to happen.; and consequently it is
not meant as any degree of punishment, unless perhaps for a man's imprudence
in giving just ground of apprehension•

By the Saxon constitution, these sureties were always at hand, by means of
king Alfred's wise institution of decennaries or frank pledges, wherein, as has
more than once been observed,(c) the whole neighbourhood or tithing of free-
men were mutually pledges for each other's good behaviour. But this great
and general security being now fallen into disuse and neglected, there hath
succeeded to it the method of making suspected persons find particular and
special securities for their future conduct; of which we find mention in the
laws of king :Edward the Confessor/d) "tradat fidejussores de pace et legalitate
tuenda." :Let us therefore consider, first, what this security is ; next, who may
take or demand it; and, lastly, how it may be discharged•

1. This security consists in being bound, with one or more securities, in a re-
cognizance or obligation to the king, entered on record, and taken in some
court or by some judicial officer; whereby the parties acknowledge themselves
to be indebted to the crown in the sum required, (for instance, 100/.,) with con-

*_531 dition to be void and of none effect if the *party shall appear in cou._
z j on such a day, and in the mean time shall keep the peace,' either gene.

rally towards the king and all his liege people, or particularly, also, with regard
to the person who craves the security. Or, if it be for the good behaviour,
then on condition that he shall demean and behave himself well, (or be of good
behaviour,) either generally or specially, for the time therein limited, as for one
or more years, or for life. This recognizance, if taken by a justice of the

aice, must be certified to the next sessions, 2 in pursuance of the statute 3 ]_en.
• c. 1 ; and if' the condition of such recognizance be broken by any breach

of the peace in the one case, or any misbehaviour in the other, the recognizance
becomes forfbited or absolute; and being estreated or extracted (taken out from

among the other records)and sent up to the exchequer, the party and his
sureties, having now become the king s absolute debtors, are sued for the seve-
ral sums in which they are respectively bound.

2. Any justices of the peace, by virtue of their commission, or those who are
ex officio conservators of the peace, as was mentioned in a former volume,(e) a
may demand such security according to their own discretion; or it may be
granted at the request of any subject, upon due cause shown, provided such
demandant be under the king's protection ; for which reason it has been for-
merly doubted whether Jews, pagans, or persons convicted of a prcemunire were
entitled thereto.(f) Or, if the justice is averse to act, it may be granted by a
mandatory writ, called a suTplicavit , issuing out of' the court of king's bench or
chancery ; which will compel the justice to act as a ministerial and not as a
judicial officer; and he must make a return to such writ, specifying his com-
pliance, under his hand and seaL(g) But this writ is seldom used i for, when
application is made to the superior courts, they usually take the recognizances
there, under the directions of the statute 21 Jac. I. c. 8. And, indeed, a peer

(o) See book L p 114. (_')1 Hawk• P. C 126.
(_) Cap. 18. (a)F. 5T.B. 80. 2 P. Wins. 202.
(.,) See book i. p. 350

l It is now settled that a justice of the peace is authorized to require surety to keep
the peace for a limited time,--as two years,--according to his discretion, and that he
need not bind the party over to the next sessions only, (2 B. & A. 278 ;) but if a recog-
nizance to appear at the sessions be taken, and an order of court for findin_ sureties
apphed for, articles of the peace must be exhibited. 5 Burn, J., 24th ed. 30_. 1 T. R
696.--CHImer.

2But, by 1 & 2 Ph. and _. c. 13, in cases of felony the recognizances are to be certified
t_ the general gaol-delivery.---CmTTV.

s A secretary of state or privy-counsellor cannot bind to keep the peace or good
behaviour. 11 St. Tr. 317.---CmTTV.
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or peeress cannot be bound over in any other place than the courts of [,ov_
*king's bench or chancery ;' though a justice of the peace has a power "
to require sureties of any other person, being compos mentis and under the de

ree of nobility, whether he be a fellow-justice or other magistrate, or whethe_
be merely a private man.(h) Wives may demand it against their husbands;

or husbands, if necessary, against their wives.(/) But feme-coverts and in_hnts
under age ought to find security by their friends only, and not to be bound
themselves; for they are incapable of engaging themselves to answer any debt;
which, as we observed, is the nature of these recognizances or acknowled_
ments.

3. ± recognizance may be discharged either by the demise of the king, to
whom the recognizance is made ; or by the death of the principal party bound
thereby, if not before ibrfeited; or by order of the court to which such recog-
nizance is certified by the justices, (as the quarter sessions, assizes, or king's
bench,) if they see sufficient cause; or in case he at whose request it was
granted, if granted upon a private account, will release it, or does not make hi_
appearance to pray that it may be continued.(k)

Thus far what has been said is applicable to both species of recognizance_
for the peace, and for the good behavtour : de pace, et tegalitate, tuenda, as ex-
pressed in the laws of king Edward. But as these two species of securitms are
in some respects different, especially as to the cause of granting or the means
of forfeiting them, I shall now consider them separately; and first, shall show
for what cause such a recognizance, with sureties for the peacej is grantable;
and then, how it may be forfeited.

1. Any justice of the peace may, ex oj_cio, bind all those to keep the peace
who in his presence make any affray, or threaten to kill or beat another, or
contend together with hot and angry words, or go about with unusual weapons
*or attendance, to the terror of the people i and all such as he knows
to be common barretors; and such as are brought before him by the [*255
constable for a breach of peace in his presence ; and all such persons as, having
been before bound to the peace, have broken it and forfeited their recogni-
zances.(/) Also, wherever any private man hath just cause to fear that another
will burn his house, or do him a corporal injury by killing, imprisoning, or
beating him, or that he will procure others so to do, he may demand surety
of the peace against such person: and every justice of the peace is bound to
grant it, if he who demands it will make oath that he is actually under fear of
death or bodily harm, and will show that he has just cause to be so by reason
of the other's menaces, attempts, or having lain in wait for him, and will also
further swear that he does not require such surety out of malice, or for mere
vexation.(m) 5 This is called swearing the peace against another: and if the

arty does not find such sureties as the justice in his discretion shall require_
e may immediately be committed till he does.(n)
2. Such recognizance for keeping the peace, when given, may be forfeited by

(a) 1 Hawk P e. 127, (_) Ibld 126.
(t) Stra. 1207. (_) lbld 127.
(k) 1 Hawk. P. C. 129. (_) Ibid. 128.

4A peeress may demand surety of the peace against her husband. Fost. 359. 2 Stra
1202. 13 East, 171. N. Cas. temp. Hard. 74. 1 Burr. 631, 703. 1 T. R. 696.---CHIT_r.

The surety of the peace will not be granted but where there is a fear of some present
or future danger, and not merely for a battery or trespass, or for any breach of the peace
that is past. Dalt. c. 11.

The articles to entitle _ party to have sureties of the peace must be verified by the oath
of the exhlbitant. 1 Stra. 527. 12 1V_od.243. The truth of the allegations therein
cannot be controverted by the defendant; and, if no objections arise to the articles
exhibited, the court or jdstice will order securities to be taken immediately. 2 Stra.
1202. 13 East, 171, n. If the articles manifestly appear to contain perjury, the court
will refuse the application and even commit the exhlbitant. 2 Burr. 806. 3 Burr. 192'2.
The articles will not be received if the parties live at a distance in the county, unless
they have previously made application to a justice in the neighbourhood, (2 Burr. 780;)
unless the d_fendant be ver_ o14, &c. 2 Stra. 835. 2 Burr. 1039. 1 Bla. Rep. 233, S. (
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any aotual vJolence, or even an assault or menace to the person of him who
demanded it, ff it be a special recognizance ; or if the recogmzance be general,
by any unlawful action, whatsoever, that either is or tends to a breach of tho
peace; or, more particularly, by any one of the many species of offence which
were mentioned as crimes against the public peace in the eleventh chapter of
this book i or by any private violence committed against any of his majesty's
subjects. But a bare trespass upon the lands or goods of another, which is a
ground for a civil action, unless accompanied with a wilful breach of the peace,
is no forfeiture of the recognizance.Go) :Neither are mere reproachful words,
as calling a man knave or liar, any _reach of the peace so as to forfeit one's

*256] recognizance, (being *looked upon to be merely the effect of un-
meaning heat and passion,) unless they amount to a challenge to

fi_r_ther_htt'n_ species of recognizance with sureties is for the good abearance or
good behaviour. This includes security for the peace, and somewhat more : we
will therefore examine it in the same manner as the other.

1. First, then, the justices are empowered, by the statute 34 ]_dw. III. c. Is
to bind over to the good behaviour towards the king and his people all them
that be not of good fame, wherever they be found ; to the intent that the people
be not troubled nor endamaged, nor the peace diminished, nor merchants and
others, passing by the highways of the realm, be disturbed nor put in the peril
which may happen by such offenders. Under the general words of this ex-
pression, that be not of good fame, it is holden that a man may be bound to his
good behaviour for causes of scandal, contra bones mores, as well as contra
pac_va; as, for haunting bawdy-houses with women of bad fame, or for keeping
such women in his own house; or for words tending to scandalize the govern-
ment, or in abuse of the officers of justice, especially in the execution of their
office. Thus also a justice may bind over all night-walkers ; eaves-droppers ;
such as keep suspicious company, or are reported to be pilferers or robbersl
such as sleep in the day and wake in the night ; common drunkards ; whore-
masters ; the putative i_athers of bastards; cheats ; idle vagabondsl and other
persons whose misbehaviour may reasonably bring them within the general
words of the statutes as persons not of good fame : an expression, it must be
owned, of so great a latitude as to leave much to be determined by the discre-
tion of the magistrate himself. But if he commits a man ibr want of sureties,
he must express the cause thereof with convenient certainty, and take care
that such cause be a good one.(q)

"257] *2. A recognizance for the good behaviour may be forfeited by all thesame means as one for the security of the peace may be; and also by
some others. As, by going armed with unusual attendance, to the terror of the
people ; by speaking words tending to sedition ; or by committing any of those
acts of misbehaviour which the recognizance was intended to prevent. But not
by barely giving flesh cause of suspicion of that which perhaps may never
actually happen .(r) for though it is just to compel suspected persons to give
security to the public against misbehaviour that is apprehended ; yet it would
be hard, upon such suspicion, without the proof of any actual crime_ to punish
hem by a forfeiture of their recognizance. 6

(,) 1 Hawk. P. C. 131. (_) Ibid 132.
(_) 1bid. 130. (r) Ibld. 133.

6 _nother mode of preventing offences has been much morerecently adopted : it is tha
regulation and improvement of prisons, which has been of late a fertile source of legis-
lation. The former acts for this purpose were consolidated and amended by star. 4 Gee.
IV c. 64, amended by star. 5 Gee. IV. c. 85. The other acts on this sul_ject are stat. 5
&6 W. IV. c. 38, (by which inspectors of prisons are appointed,) and 6 & 7 W. IV. c
105, amended by star. 2 & 3 Vxct. c. 56, by whmh the justices are authorized to make
rules for the classification and separation of prisoners, which are to be submitted to a
_ecretary of state, who is to certify their fitness.---STEWART.
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CHAPTER XIX.

OF COURTS OF A CRIMINAL JURISDICTION.

*T_p. sixth, and last, object of our inquiries will be the method ot [*258
inflicting those punishments which the law has annexed to particular of-
fbnces; and which I have constantly subjoined to the description of the crime
itself: In the discussion of which I shall pursue much the same general
method that I followed in the preceding book with regard to the redress of
civil injuries: by, first, pointing out the several courts of criminal jurisdictionp
wherein offenders may be prosecuted to punishment; and by, secondly, de-
ducing down in their natural order, and explaining, the several proceedmqs
therein.

First, then, in reckoning up the several courts of criminal jurisdiction, I shall,
as in the former case, begin with an account of such as arc of a public and
general jurisdiction throughout the whole realm, and afterwards proceed to
such as are only of a private and special jurisdiction, and confined to some par-
ticular parts of the kingdom.

I. In our inquiries into the criminal courts of public and general jurisdiction
I must in one respect pursue a different order from that in which I considered
the civil tribunals. For there, as the several courts had a gradual subordina-
tion to each other, the superior correcting and reforming the errors of the in-
ferior, I thought it best to begin with the lowest, and so ascend gradually to

the courts of appeal, or those of*the most extensive powers. But as it r*2_n
is contrary to the genius and spirit of the law of England to suffer any L w
man to be tried twice for the same offence in a criminal way, especially if ac.
quitted upon the first trial, therefore these criminal courts may be said to ba
all independent of each other, at least so far as that the sentence of the lowest
of them can never be controlled or reversed by the highest jurisdiction in the
kingdom, unless for error in matter of law apparent upon the t_ace of the
record ; though sometimes causes may be removed from one to the other before
trial. And therefore, as in these courts of criminal cognizance there is not the
same chain and dependence as in the others, I shall rank them according to
their dignity, and begin with the highest of all ; viz ,--

1. Tim high court of parhament, which is the supreme court in the kingdomj
not only for the making but also for the execution of laws, by the trial of great
and enormous offenders, whether lords or commoners, in the method of parlia-
mentary impeachment. As for acts of parliament to attaint particular persons
of treason or felony, or to inflict pains and pentdties beyond or contrary to the
common law, to serve a special purpose, I speak not of them, being to all intents
and purposes new laws, made pro re nuts, and by no means an execution of such
as are already in being. But an impeachment before the lords by the commons
of Great Britain, in parliament, is a prosecution of the already known and esta-
blished law, and has been frequently put in practice; being a presentment to
the most high and supreme court of criminal jurisdiction by the most solemn
grand inquest of the whole kingdom.(a) A commoner cannot, however, be
impeached before the lords for any capital offence, but only for high misde_
mcanours.(b)' A peer may be impeached for any *crime: and they r,2a 0
usually (in case of an impeachment of a peer for treason) address the L

(a) 1 Hal P C. 150. the same parhament, they were prevailed upon, m respeel
(b) When (m _.Edw. IIL) the king demanded the earls_ of the notomety and heinousness of his cr_mes_ to receiv_

barons_ and peerj to give judgraent agMnst Simon de Bere- the charge and to give j udgment against him, the foUowm6
_d, wno had been a notormu_ accomphce m the treasons protest and prowso was entered m the parlmment roll :--
sf I_oger_ earl of Mortimer, they came before the king m "And it is assented and accorded by our lord the kl! g_ and
palhament, and stud all, with one voice, that the s,ud Slmon all the great men, m full palhament, that albeit the peera_
was not their/u._r, and therefore they were not bound to as judges ot the parhtment, have taken upon them, lU the
_dge him as a peer of the land And when af_rwards_ m pleeence of our lord the king, to make and render the _md

For misdemeanours, as libels, riots, &e., peers are to be tried, like commoners, by a
]ury; for, "at the common law, in these four eases only, a peer shall be tried by his
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crown t_ appoint a lord high steward for the greater dignit:_ and regularit:_ of
their proceedings, which high steward was formerly elected by the peers them.
selves, though he was generally commissioned by the kingi(c ) but it hath of late
years been strenuously maintained(d) that the appointment of a high steward
in such eases is not indispensably necessary, but that the house may proceed
without one. The articles of impeachment are a kind of bilIs of indictment
found by the house of commons, and afterwards tried by the lords, who are, in
cases of misdemeanours, considered not only as their own peers, but as the peers
of the whole nation. This is a custom derived to us from the constitution of the
antient Germans, who, in their great councils, sometimes tried carital accus_
tions relating to the public: "licet spud consilium accusar_ quoque, et discrimen
capitis intendere."(e) And it has a peculiar propriety in the English constitution,
which has much improved upon the antient model imported hither from the
continent. For, though in general the union of the legislative and judicial

OWers ought to be more carefully avoided,(f) yet it may happen that a subject
trusted with the administration of public affairs may infringe the rights of the

• o611 people, and be guilty of such crimes as the ordinary magistrate either
J *dares not or cannot punish. Of these the representatives of the people

or house of" commons cannot properly judge, because their constituents are the
parties injured, and can therefore only impeach. But before what court shall
this impeachment be tried? :Not before the ordinary tribunals, which would
naturally be swayed by the authority of so powerful an accuser. Reason, there-
fore, will suggest that this branch of" the legislature, which represents the people,
must bring its charge before the other branch, which consists of the nobility,
who have neither the same interests nor the same passions as popular assem-
blies.(g) This is a vast superiority which the constitution of this island enjoys
over those of the Grecian or Roman republics, where the people were at the
judgment, yet the peers who now are. or shall be in time I]T. n. 2 and 6. 2 Brad. Hlst 190. Selden_ Judge. In Parl.
to come_ be not bound or charged to render _udgment upon ch 1
ethers than peers; nor that the peers of the land h,_ve power I°_ 1 ttal P C. 350
to do tb_s, but thereof ougbt ever to be discharged and ac- (,t) Lolds' Jour. May 12, 1679. Com. Jour. May 15, ]s_79.
qmtted ; and that the aforesaid judgment now rendered be Foster 142, &c
not drawn to example or con_,quence in tlnm to cor_le, (o) Tacit de Mot _r_, 1_.
whereby the said peers may be cha_ged hereafter to judge (.r_ ,use book n. p,_ge 269.
others than their peerq, contrary to the law_ of the land. if (e) Moutesq Sp L. xl. 6.
the hke case happen, which God forbtd." Rot -Par/ 4 Edw.

peers,--viz., in treason, felony, misprision of treason, and misprision of felony; and the
statute law which gives such trial hath reference unto these or to other offences made
treason or felony. His trml by his peers shall be as before; and to this effect are all
these statutes,--viz., 32 Hen. VIII. c. 4, Rastall, 404, pl. 10. 33 Hen. VIIL e. 12, Rastall,
415. 35 Hen. VIII. c. 2, Rastall, 416 ; and in all these express mention is made of trial
by peers. But in this case of a prcemumre, the same being only in effect but a contempt,
no real shall be here in this of a peer by his peers." Per Fleming, C. J., assented to by
the whole court, in Rex vs. Lord Vaux, 1 Bulstr. 197.---CmTTr.

But, according to the last resolution of the house of lords, a commoner may be im-
peached for a capital offence. On the 26th of l_Iarch. 1680, Edward Fitzharris, a com-
moner, was impeached by the commons of high treason; upon which the attorney-
general acquainted the peers that he had an order from the king to prosecute Fitzharris
by indictment ; and a question thereupon was put whether he should be proceeded
against according to the course of the common law, or by way of impeachment, and it
was resolved against proceeding in the impeachment. 13 Lords' Jour. p. 755. Fitz-
harris was afterwards prosecuted by indictment, and he pleaded in abatement that there
was an impeachment pending against hint ibr the same offence ; but this plea was over
ruled, and he was convicted and executed. But on the 26th of June, 1689, Sir Adam
Blair and four other commoners were impeached for high treason, in having published
a proclamation of James the Second. On the 2d of July a long report of precedents
was produced, and a question was put to the judges whether the record 4 F.dw. III. _;_o.
6 was a statute. They answered, as it appeared to them by the copy, they believed it to
be a statute, but if they saw the roll itself they could be more positive. It was then
moved to ask the judges--but the motmn was negatived--whether by this record the
lords were barred from trying a commoner for a capital crime upon an impeachment of
the commons ; and they immediately resolved to proceed in this impeachment, notwith-
standing the parties were commoners and charged with high treason. 14 Lords' Jour.
p. 260. But the impeachment was not preset .ted with erect, on account of an inter-
vening dls_,_lutionofpar]ament.--CHR1STl_.
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same time both judges ai_d accusers. It is proper that the nobility should judge,
to insure justice to the accused, as it is proper that the people should accuse, to
insure justice to the commonwealth. And therefore, among other extraordinary
circumstances attending the authority of this court, there is one of a very singuiar
nature, which was insisted on by the house of commons in the case of the earl
of Danby, in the reign of Charles II.;(h) and it is now enacted, by statute 12 &
13 W. IIL e. 2, that no pardon under the great sea, shall be pleadable to an
impeachment by the commons of Great Britain in parliament.(/)

2. The court of the lord high steward of Great Britain(k) is a court instituted
for the trial of peers indicted for treason or felony, or for misprision of either.(/)
The office of this great magistrate is very antient, and was fbrmerty hereditary,
or at least held for life, or dam bene se gesser_t : but now it is usually, and hath
been for many centuries past,(m) granted pro hac vice only; and it hath been the
constant practice (and therefore seems now to have become necessary) to grant

*it to a lord of parliament, else he is incapable to try such dehnquent [*'_62
peer.(n) When such an indictment is therefore found by a grand jury "
of freeholders in "the king's bench, or at the assizes befbre the justices of oyer
and terminer, it is to be removed by a writ of certiorari into the court of the lord
high steward, which only has power to determine it. A peer may plead a pardon
befbre the court of king's bench, and the judges have power to allow it, in order
to prevent the trouble of appointing a high steward merely for the purpose of
receiving such plea. But he may not plead in that inferior court any other
.plea, as guilty or not guilty of the indictment, but only in this court; because,
m consequence of such plea, it is possible that judgment of death might be
awarded against him. The king, therefore, in case a peer be indicted for treason,
felony, or misprision, creates a lord high steward pro hac vice, by commission
under the great seal, which recites the indictment so found, and gives his grace
power to receive and try it secundum legem et consuetud_nem Anglice. Then, when
the indictment is regularly removed by writ ofcertwrari, commanding the inferior
court to certify it up to him, the lord high steward directs a precept to a scljeant-
at-arms to summon the lords to attend and try the indicted peer. This precept
was formerly issued to summon only eighteen or twenty, selected from the body
of the peers : then the number came to be indefinite, and the custom was for the
lord high steward to summon as many as he thought proper, (but of late years
not less than twenty-three,)(o) and that those lords only should sit upon the
trial;' which threw a monstrous weight of power into the hands of the crown
and this its great officer of selecting only such peers as the then predominant
party should most approve of. And accordingly, when the earl of Clarendon
fell into disgrace with Charles II., *there was a design formed to pro- r._a_
rogue the parliament, in order to try him by a select number of peers, L _-_"
it being doubted whether the whole house could be induced to fall in with the
views of the court.(_v) But now, by statute 7 W. III. c. 3, upon all trials of
peers for treason or misprision, all the peers who have a right to sit and vote
in parliament shall be summoned at least twenty days before such trial to appear
and vote therein i and every lord appearing shall vote in the trial of such peer,
first taking the oaths of allegiance and supremacy and subscribing the declara-
tion against popery.

During the session of parliament the trial of an indicted peer is not properly
in the court of the lord high steward, but before the court last mentioned,---of
our lord the king in _arliament.(q) It is true, a lord high steward is always

tk) Corn Jour. M_ay5,1679. et _age seigneur d'estre l_ grand senesch_ d'Ang_tvrre;
) _ ch. 31. qu_ dog/a,re un precept par fa,re ventr zx. seigneurs, o_

(a._4Inst. 58. 2Hawk. P.C. 5,421. 2Jon. 54. xw_z,&c. Year-book, 13Hea. VIII 11 SeeS_aundf. P.G
($) 1 Bulstr 198. 152 3 Inst. 28. ¢ Inst. 59 2 Hawk. P. C. 5. Barr. _44
(_) Pryn. on 4 Inst. 46. (o) Kelynge, 56.
(_*)Quand un se*&_neurde parlement serra arrein de (p) Carte's Life o_ "monde, voL IL

u*eas_oufelo_y, leroyparsesleltrespaten_sferaungrand (_) Fost. 141.

2The decision is by a majority; but a majority cannot convict unless it consists of twelve
or more. See an_e, book ill. p. 376, note.

A peer cannot have ihe benefit of a challenge like a commoner 1 Harg. St. Trials,
198. 388.--Cmr'v.
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appointed in that ease to regulate and add weight to the proceedings; but h_
is rather in the nature of a speaker pro tempore or _hairman of the court zhan
the judge of it; for the collective body of the peezs are therein the judges both
of taw and fact, and the high steward has a vote with the rest, in right of his
peerage. But in the court el' the lord high steward, which is held in the recess
of parliament, lie is the sole judge of matters of law, as the lords tri(_rs are in
matters of fact _ and as they may not interfere with him in regulating the pro.
eeedmgs of the court, so he has no right to intermix with them in giving any
vote upon the triaL(r) Therefore, upon the conviction and attainder of a peer
for murder in ihll parliament, it hath been holden by the judges(s) that in case
{he day appointed in the judgment for execution should lapse before execution
done, a new time of execution may be appointed by either the high court of
parliament during its sitting, though no high steward be existing, or in the
recess of parhament by the court of king's bench, the record being removed
into that court.

"264J *It has been a point of some controversy whether the bishops have
now a right to sit in the court of the lord high steward to tl-y indicz-

ments of treason and misprision. Some incline to imagine them included under
the general words of the statute of king William, "all peers who have a right
to sit aml vote in parliament ;" but the expression had been much clearer if it
had been "all lords," and not "all peers;" for though bishops, on account of the
baronies annexed to their bishoprics, are clearly lords of parliament, yet, theil
blood not being ennobled, they are not universally allowed-to be peers-with the
temporal nobility: and perhaps this word might be inserted purposely with a
view to exclude them. However, there is no instance of their sitting on trials
for capital offences, even upon impeachments or indictments in full parliament,
much less in the court we are now treating of; for, indeed, they usually with-
draw voluntarily, but enter a protest declaring their right to stay. It is observ-
able that, in the eleventh chapter of the constitutions of Clarendon, made in
parliament, 11 lien. II., they are expressly excused, rather than excluded, from
sitting and voting in trials when they come to concern life or limb : "eTiscopi ,
stcut cxteri barones, debent interesse judiciis cure baron;bus, _uousque perven_atur ad
diminutionem membrorum, vel ad mortemf' and Becket's quarrel with the king
hereupon was not on account of the exception, (which was agreeable to the

canon law,) but of the general rule that compelled the bishops t,o attend at all
And the determination of the heuse of lords in the earl of Danby s case,(t) which
hath ever since been adhered to, is consonant to these constitutions : "that the
lords spiritual have a right to stay and sit in court in capital cases till the court
proceeds to the vote of guilty or not guilty." It must be noted that this resolu-
tion extends only to trials in full parliament : for to the court of the lord high
steward (in which no vote can be given but merely that of guilty or not guilty)
no bishop, as such, ever was or could be summoned i and though the statute of

king William *regulates the proceedings in that court as well as in the
*265 ] court of parliament, yet it never intended to new-model or alter its consti-
tution, and consequently does not'give the lords spiritual any right in cases of
blood which they had not before.(u) And what makes their exclusion more
reasonable is, that they have no right to be tried themselves in the court of the
lord high steward,(w) and theretbre surely ought not to be judges there. For
the privilege of being thus tried depends upon nobili+.y of blood rather than a
scat in the house, as appears fl-em the trial of popish lords, of lords under age,
and (since the union) of the Scots nobility, though not in the number of the
sixteen ; and from the trials o£ females, such as the queen consort or dowager,
and of all peeresses by birth, and peeresses by marriage also, unless they have,
when dowagers, disparaged themselves by taking a commoner to their second
husband?

(r) State Trmls, vol Iv 214_ 232, '233. (u) Fost 248.
(_) _ost 139 (*")Bro. Abr. ta. Trta/, 142.
(t) Lords' Jour May 15,1679.

• _at peeresses by man';age cannot be said to be ennobled by blood ; for after the de_t]_
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3. The court of king's benzh,(x) concerning the nature of which ve partly
inquired in the preceding book,(y) was (we may remembeI) divided into a crown
side and a plea side. And on the crown side or crown office it takes cognizance
of all criminal causes, from high treason down to the most trivial misdemeanoul
or breach of the peace. _ Into this court also indictments from all inferior courts
may be removed by writ of certiorari, and tried either at bar or at nisi prius by
a jury of the count), out of which the indictment is brought. _ The judges of
his court are the supreme coroners of the kingdom, and the court itself is the

principal court of criminal jurisdiction (though the two former are of greater
dignity) known to the laws of England. For which reason, by the coming of
the court of king's bench into any county, (as it was removed to Oxford on
account of the sickness in 1665,) all former commissioners of oyer and terminer
and general gaol deliver), are at once absorbed and determined ipso facto;

_m the same manner as, by the old Gothic and Saxon constitutions, [*266"jure vetusto obtinuit, qu_evisse urania inferiora judwia, dicente jus rege."(z) a
Into this court of king's bench hath reverted all that was good and salutary

of the jurisdiction of the court of starchamber_ camera stellata,(a) 7which was a
r) 4: Inst 70. 2 Hal P.C. 2. 2 U,_wk. P. C. 6. roof, nor are any said to have remained there so late as the
) See book ni page 41 reign of queea l_hzabeth,) it may be allowable to propose

(_) Stiernhook, 1. 1, c 2 another conjectural etymology, as plau_lble perhaps as any
(a)'l'hls Is stud(Lamb. Arch 15_) to have been socaUed of them. lttswell known _hat beforethobaul_hment of

rather irom the Saxon word r_:eopan to steer or gover_--_r the Jews under Edwin d I. their contracts and obhgat4on_
from Its pumbhmg the cr_men steUumatu_, or cosen_ge,--or were denominated In onr ancient leoords starts or starrs_
because the room whereto It sat--the old councd-ch.Lmber from a corruption of the Hebrew word sh,,t_r, a covenant.
of the pal_e of Westminster, (Lamb. 148,) whmh is now To_ey's Angl Juda_c. _.2 Selden, t_t of Hen il 34. Uxor.
converted rote the lottcry-oifias, and forms the eastern side Braw L 14 These starrs_ by an ordinance of Richard the
of New Palace-yard--w_ts full _f wmdo_ s_ or (to which Sir First, preserv_t by Hoveden, were commanded to be on-
Edward Coke (4 Inst. 6o) accedes) because haply the roof rolled and deposited m chests under three keys m certain
theloof was at the first garmahed with glided stars As all pLtces,--one and the most considerable of whmh was m the
these are merely conjectures, (for no stars are new in the kmg:s exchequer at Westminster, and no starr was allowed

of their husbands they have even a less estate in their nobility than bishops, it being
only duranle wdu_tate. See the editor's conjecture how the notion was originally intro-
duced that bishops were not entitled to a trial by the peers in parliament. Book i. p.
401, note. Since that note was written, the editor has been happy in finding what he
suggested only as a conjecture drawn from general principles confirmed by the more
extensive learning of the late Vinerian professor, Mr. Wooddesson, who not only has
adopted the same opinion, but has adduced in confirmation of it several instances of
bishops who, being arraigned before a jury, demanded the privileges of the church, and
disclaimed the authority of all secular jurisdictions. 2 Wood& 585.--ChRISTiaN.

_Without some statute for that purpose, offences committed out of England are not
cognizable by this court. 1 Esp. Rep. 62. 1 Sess. Ca. 246. If, however, any part of an
offence be completed in Middlesex, though th_ rest were committed abroad, an indict-
ment lies in this court, or, in case of misdemeanour, an lntbrmation, if the offence were
committed in any other county. 1 Esp. Rep. 63. 2 New Rep. 91. And this though the
defendant himself was out of the kingdom at the time, if he caused the ofibnce to be
committed here ; as where the defendant sent over a libel from Ireland to be published
at Westminster. 6 East, 589, 590. Persons in his majesty's service abroad committing
offences there may be prosecuted in the King's Bench by indictment or information,
laying the venue in Middlesex. 42 Gee. III. c. 85, s. 1. 8 East, 31. So offences com-
mitted in the East Indms are subject to this jurisdiction. 24 Gee. III. seas. 2, c. 25, as.
64, 78, 81. 5 T. R. 607. So if high treason be committed out of the kingdom, "it can
only be tried in the court of King's Bench, or under a special commission. 32 Hen.
VIII. c. 23. 1 Leach, 157. 1 Hale, 1. And this court has jurisdiction by information
over offences committed in Berwick. 2 Burr. 860._CItITT¥.

All informations filed in the court of King's Bench, and all indictments removed there
by certzorari,if not tried at the bar of the court, (which rarely happens,) must be trmd by
writ of nag pmUS.----CHR_STI_,_.

But, by the 25 Gee. IIL c. 18, it is enacted that the session of oyer and terminer and
g_ol-delivery of the gaol of Newgate for the county of M_ddlesex shall not be discon
tinued on account of the commencement of the term, and the sitting of the court of
King's Bench at Westminster, but may be continued till the business is concluded. And
the 32 Gee. III. c. 48 was passed to continue in like manner the sessions of the peace,
and of oyer and terminer, held before the justices of the peace for the county of Middle-
BeX.--CHRISTIAN.

in one of the statutes of the University of Cambridge, the antiquity of which is not
known, the word starrum is twice used for a schedule or inventory. The statute is
an_itle_l De computationeprocuratorum ; and it chrects that in .finz comjouti.fiat starrum par
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cour_ of very antient original,(b) but new-modelled by statutes 3 Hen. VII. c. 1
O

and 21 Hen. VIII. c. ,0, consisting of divers lords spiritual and temporal being
privy counsellors, together with two judges of the courts of common law, with
out the intervention of any jury. Their jurisdiction extended legally over riots,

*267] perjury, misbehaviour of sheriff's, and other notorious *misdemeanours
contrary to the laws of the land. Yet this was af%erwards (as lord

Clarendon informs us)(c) stretched "to the asserting of all proclamations and
orders of state; to the vindicating of illegal commissions and grants of monopo-
lies; holding for honourable that which pleased and for just that which profited,
and becoming both a court of law to determine civil rights and a court of revenue
to enrich the treasury; the council-table by proclamations enjoining to the
people that which was not enjoined by the laws, and prohibiting that which
was not prohibited ; and tile star-chamber, which consisted of the same persons
ill different rooms, censuring the breach and disobedience to those proclamations
by very great fines, imprisonments, and corporal severities : so that any disre-
spect to any acts of state or to the persons of statesmen was in no time more

enal, and the foundations of right never more in danger to be destroyed."
or which reason it was finally abolished, by statute 16 Car. I. c. 10, to the

general joy of the whole nation.(d)

*268] 4. *The court of chivalry,(e) of which we also formerly spoke(f) as a
military court or court of honour, when held before the earl marshal

only, is also a criminal court when held before the lord high constable of England
jointly with the earl marshal. And then it has jurisdiction over pleas of life
and member, arising in matters of arras and deeds of war, as well out of the
realm as within it. But the criminal as well as civil part of its authority is
tiff]on into entire disuse, there having been no permanent high constable of
England (but only pro hac vice, at coronations and the like) since the attainder
and execution of Stafford duke of Buckingham in the thirteenth year of Henl T
VIII.; the authority and charge, both in war and peace, being deemed too ample
for a subject : so ample, that when the chief justice Fineux was asked by king
Henry the Eighth how fi_r they extended, he declined answering, and said the
decision of that question belonged to the law of arms, and not to the law of
England.(g)

5 Tile high court of admiralty,(h) held before the lord high admiral of Eng-
land or his deputy, styled the judge of the admiralty, is not only a court of civil
but also of criminal jurisdiction. This court hath cognizance of all crimes and
offeimes committed either upon the sea or on the coasts out of the body or extent
of any English county, and, by statute 15 Ric. II. c. 3, of death and mayhem
happening in great ships being and hovering in the main stream of great rivers,

bo vahd unless it were found m some of the said reposi- (d) The just odmm into wlnch this tribunal had f,_lleu
reties M_m_mand. tn Scacc P 6 Edw./. prefixed to May- before its chssolutmu has been the occasmn that few me-
natal's Year-book of Edw. 11. fol 8. Madox, Ihst. Exch. oh. monMs have reached us of its nature, jurisdmtmn, and
_n _ -L 5_ 6. The room at the exchequer where the chests practme, except such as on a_count of their enormous op-
containing these starts were kept was probably called the pression are recorded m the hlstorms of the times. There
sfarr-c/mmber_ and, when the Jews were expelled the lung- are, howe_,er, to be met with some reports of its proceedmg_
dora, was apphed to the use of the king's counefl_ sitting in in Dyer, Croke, Coke, and other reporters of that age, and
their judio,al capacaty. To confirm thin, the first tune the some m manuscript, of wluc.h the author hath two,---one
starr-chamber is mentioned in any record it is said to have from 40 Elm to 13 J.m I., the other for the first three years
been situated near the receipt of the exchequer at West- of king Charles; and there is m the British Museum (Harl.
mmster: the king's council, Ins chancellor, treasurer, Jus- MSS eel. i. No. 12'26) a very full, methodmal, and accurat$
rices, and other s.tgo_ _ere assembled en la cha_mbrs _es account of the constitution and ccursa of this court, com-
¢zt_llez :pres la re_ee%ot al Westm_nster. Claus. 41Edw. YIL pfl_dbyWilhamHudson, ofOray'sInn, anemmentprv_
m 13. For m process of tune, when the meamng of the tltloner therein, $ and a short account of the same, with
Jsllmh stares was forgotten, the word starr.chamberwas c_pmsofall*tsproces% may also be fot_lml8 Rym. F_L
naturally rendered m law-French la chaamLre des este_lles, 192, &c.
and m law-Latin, camera steUata, whmh continued to be thG (o_ 4 Inst. 123. 2 Hawk. P. C. 9
style m Latin ull the dissolution of that court. (f) bee book ]il page 68.

(b) Lamb. ArJ_. 158. (g) Duck de authored, jut. c_v.
(,) Hint. of l_eb., books i id. (a) 4 Inst. 134, 147.

_dum d_ddend_, in quo ponentur crania re_anentia in communi cist_ tam p{gnara qua_ petunia, a¢
_iarn arreragia et deb_ta,ira quod omnibus constarepotent evwlenter,in quostatu tune univvrsltasfuer_
quoad bona,d_c. Slat. Acad. Cant. p. 32. Such inventories would be made at the king's
exchequer, and the room where they were deposited would probably be called the St_r-
[_hamber.---_maisTiAN.

sI_udson s Treatise of the Court of Starchamber is now published at the b_glnni_|
the 2d vol. of Collectanea Juridica.--CnRIST_a_.
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below the bridgesofthe same rivers,which are then a sortof portsor havens,
such as are the portsof London and Gloucester,though they lieat a great
distance from the sea. But, as this court proceeded without jury, in a method
much conformed to the civil law, the exercise of a criminal jurisdiction there
was contrary to the genius of the law of England, inasmuch as a man might be
there deprived of his life by the opinion of a single judge, without the judgment
of his peers. And besides, as innocent persons might thus fall a sacrifice to the
caprice era single man, so very gross offenders might and did frequently escape

*puuishment i for the rule of the civil law is, how reasonably I shall not [*269
at present inquire, that no judgment of death can be given against of_
fenders without proof by two witnesses, or a confession of the fact by them-
selves. This was always a great offence to this English nation; and therefore,
in the eighth year of Henry VI., it was endeavoured to apply a remedy in parlia-
ment, which then miscarried for want of the royal assent. However, by the
statute 28 Hen. VIII. c. 15, it was enacted that these offences should be tried by
commissioners of oyer and terminer under the king's great seal, namely, the
admiral or his deputy, and three or four more, (among whom two common-law
judges are usually appointed i) the indictment being first found by a grand jury
of twelve men, and afterwards tried by a petty jury: and that the course of pro-
ceedings should be according to the law of the land. This is now the only
method of trying marine felonies in the court of admiralty, the judge of the
tidmiralty still presiding therein, as the lord mayor is the president of the session
of oyer and terminer in London. 9

9The jurisdiction of the commissioners appointed under the 28 Hen. VIII. c. 15 was
confined by that statute to treasons, felonies, robberies, murders, and confederacies ; and
therefore the 39 Gee. III. c. 15 declares that it is expedient that other offences commit_
ted on the seas should be tried in the like manner; and it enacts that every offence com-
mitted upon the high seas shall be subject to the same punishment as if it had been
committed upon the shore, and shall be tried in the same manner as the crimes enume-
rated in the 28 Hen. VIII. c. 15 are directed to be tried. And as persons tried for murder
nnder that statute could not be found guilty of manslaughter, and where the circum-
stances made the crime manslaughter were acquitted entirely, the 39 Gee. III. 3. 15 ex-
pressly enacts that where persons tried for murder or manslaughter committed on the high
seas are found guilty of manslaughter only, they shall be subject to the same punish-
merrt as if they had committed such manslaughter upon the land.---CHRISTL_.

The 46 Gee. III. e. 54 enables the king to issue a slmilar commission for trying such
offences in the same manner in any of his majesty's islands, plantations, colonies, do-
minions, forts, or factories. The 43 Gee. III. c. 113, ss. 2 & 3 provides that any person
wilfully casting away any vessel, &c., or procuring it to be done, shall be guilty of felony
without benefit of clergy, and shall, if the offence were committed on the high seas, be
tried, &e. by a special commission as directed by stat. 28 Hen. VIII. c. 15. The stat. 11
& 12 W. III. c. 7 contains provisions against accessories to piracies and robberms on the
high seas. Accessories before the fact, on shore, to the wilful destruction of a ship on the
high seas were not triable by the admiralty jurisdiction under 11 Gee. I. c. 29, s. 7. 2
Leach, 947. East, P. C. Addenda, 26. Russ. &Ry. C. C. 37, S. C. But now this is provided
for by the star. 43 Gee. III. c. 113, which repeals the statutes 4 Gee. I. c. 12, s. 3, and 11
Gee. I. c. 29, ss. 5, 6, & 7.

The 28 Hen. VIII. c. 15 merely altered the mode of trial in the admiralty court, and
its jurisdiction still continues to rest on the same foundahons as it did before that statute.
Com. Dig. Admiralty, E. 5. It is regulated by the civil law et per consuetudines mariItas,
grounded on the law of nations, which may possibly give to that court a jurisdiction with
whmh our common law is not able to invest it. :Per :lY_ansfietd, C. g., 1 Taunt. 29. The
statutes 28 Hen. VIII. c. 15, and 39 Gee. III. e. 37, do not, however, take away any juris-
diction as to the trial of offences which might before have been tried in a court of com-
mon law; and therefore an indictment for a conspiracy on the high seas is triable at
common law, on proof of an overt act on shore, in the county where the venue is laid.
4 East, 164. If a pistol be fired on shore which kills a man at sea, the offence is properly
triable at the admiralty sessions, because the murder is in law committed where the
death occurs. 1 East, P. C. 367. 1 Leach, 388. 12 East, 246. 2 Hale, 17, 20. But if,
on the other hand, a man be stricken upon the high sea and died upon shore after the
reflux of the water, the admiral, by virtue of this commission, has no cognizance of that
felony. 2 Hale, 17, 20. 1 East, P. C. 365, 366. And, it being doubtful whether it could
be tried at common law the star. 2 Gee. II. c. 21 provides that the offender may be in
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These five courts may be held in any part of the kingdom, arid their jurisdie.
tion extends over crimes that arise throughout the -whole of it, from one end to
the other. What follow are also of a general nature, and umversally diffused
over the nation, but yet are of a local jurisdiction, and confined to particular
districts. Of which species are, _°---

6, 7. The courts of oyer and terminer and the general gaol delivery,(i) which
are held before the king's commissioners, among whom are usually two judges
of the com'ts at Westminster, twice in every year in every county of the king-
dom except the four northern ones, where they are held only once, and London
and Middlesex, wherein they are hel.l eight times. These were slightly men.
tioned in the preceding book.(k) We then observed that at what is usually
called the assizes the judges sit by virtue of five several authorities, two of

*270] which, the commission of assize and its attendant jurisdiction of n/s/
*prius, being pl_ncipally of a civil nature, were then explained at large;

to which I shall only add that these justices have, by virtue of several statutes,
a criminal jurisdiction also in certain special cases.(/) The third, which is the
commission of the peace, was also treated of in a former volume,(m) when we
inquired into the nature and office of a justice of the peace. I shall only add
that all th. justices of the peace of any county wherein the assizes are held are
bound oy law to attend them, or else are liable to a fine, in order to return re-
cognizances, &e., and to assist the judges in such matters as lie within their
knowledge and jurisdiction, and in which some of them have probably been con-
cerned by way of previous examination. But the fourth authority is the com-
mission of oyer and termmer,(n) to hear and determine all treasons, felonies, and
misdemeanours. This is directed to the judges and several others, or any two
of them ; but the judges or serjeants-at-law only are of the quorum, so that the
rest cannot act without the presence of one of them. The words of the com-
mission are, "to inquire, hear, and determine;" so that by virtue of this com-
mission they can only proceed upon an indictment found at the same assizes;
for they must first inquire by means of the grand jury or inquest before they
are empowered to hear and determine by the help of the petit jury. Therefore
they have, besides, fifthly, a commission of general gaol delivery,(o) which em-
powers them to try and deliver every prisoner who shall be in the gaol when
the judges arrive at the circuit town, whenever or before whomsoever indiqted_

_(*)4 inst. 162,168.2 Hal.P.C.22,32. 2Hawk.P. C.14, (**)Seebooki page351.• (_)_ Appendix,_1.
(_)_e bookfii.p _. (o)Ibid.(_)2HdIP.C._9. 2Hawk.P.C.28.

cheted in the county where the party died. So the courts of common law have concur-
rent jurisdiction with the admiralty in murders committed in Milford Haven and in all
other havens, creeks, and rivers in this realm. 2 Leach, 1093. 1 East, P. C. 368. R. &
R. C. C. 243, S.C. Piratically stealing a ship's anchor and cable is a capital offence by
the marine laws, and punishable under the 28 Hen. VIII. c. 15,--the 39 Gee. III. c. 37
not extending to this case. R. & R. C. C. 123. The 1 Gee. IV. c. 91, s. 1 provides that
the crimes and offences mentioned in 43 Gee. IIL c. 58, which shall be committed on
the high seas, out of the body of any county, shall be liable to the same punishment as
if committed on land in England or Ireland. and shall be inquired of, &c. as treasons,
&c. are by -08Hen. VIII. R. & R. C. C. 286.--CHITTY.

_oThe Central Criminal Court, which has jurisdiction to hear and determine all
treasons, murders, felonies, and misdemeanours committed within the city of London and
the county of Middlesex and certain parts of the counties of Essex, Kent, and Surrey,
and also all offences committed on the high seas and other places within the jurisdiction
of the admiralty. This court was establi.-hed in 1834, by the statute 4 & 5 W. IV. c. 36,
and sits twelve times (and oftener if necessary) every year, under commission of oye_
and terminer and gaol-delivel T. The judges or persons named in the commission
consist of the lord mayor, for the time-being, of the city of London, the lord chancellor,
all the judges, for the time-being, of the courts of Queen's Bench, Common Pleas, and
Exchequer, the judges of the Court of Bankruptcy, the judge of the Admiralty, the
Dean of the Arches, the aldermen of the city of London, the Recorder and Common
Serjeant of the city of London, the judge of the Sheriff's Court of the city of London,
and ex-chancellors and ex-judges of the superior courts ; but in practice the trials are
generally presided over by two judges of the superior courts (who sit by rotation) and
_h_ law-officers of the city of Lon,'on._KERR.
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or for whatever crime committed. It was antiently the course tc ,ssue special
writs of gaol delivery for each particular prisoner, which were cal.ed the writs
de bono et malo;(p) but, these being found inconvenient and oppressive, a general
commission for all the prisoners has long been established in their stead. So
that, one way or other, the gaols are in general cleared, and all offenders tried,
punished, or delivered, twice in every year : a constitution of singular
use and*excellence, n Sometimes, also, upon urgent occasions, the king ['271
issues a special or extraordinary commission ofoyer and terminer and gaol delivery,
confined to those offences which stand in need of immediate inquiry and punlsb.
ment; upon which the course of proceeding is much the same as upon ge_lera!
and ordinary commissions. Formerly it was held, in pursuance of the statutes
8 Ric. II. c. 2 and 33 Hen. VIII. c. 4, that no judge or other lawyer could act
in the commission of oyer and terminer or in that of gaol delivery within his
own county where he was born or inhabited, in like manner as they are pro-
hibited from being judges of assize and determining civil causes. But that local
partiality, which the jealousy of our ancestors was careful to prevent, being
judged less likely to operate in the trial of crimes and misdemeanours than in
matters of property and disputes between party and party, it was thought pIoper,
by the statute 12 Geo. II. c. 27, to allow any man to be a justice of oyer and
ter_iner and general gaol delivery within any county of England.

8. The court of general quarter sessions of the peace(q) is a court that must
be held in every county once in every quarter of a year, which, by statute 2
Hen. V. c. 4, is appointed to be in the first week after ]_ichaclmas-day, the first
week after the Epiphany, the first week after the close of Easter, and in the week
after the translation of St. Thomas the martyr, or the seventh of July. TM It is
held before two or more justices of the peace, one of which must be of the quorum.
The jurisdiction of this court, by statute 34 Edw. III. c. 1, extends to the trying

(_)2 Inst.43. (q)4 Inst.170 1Hal.P.C.42. 2Hawk.P.C.32.

n The 3 Geo. IV. c. 10 enables in certain cases the opening and reading of com-
missions under which the judges sit upon their circuit after the day appointed for
holding a_sizes.

Every description of offence--even high treason--is cognizable under this commission,
_2 Hale, 35. Hawk. b. ii. c. 6, s. 4. Bac. Abr. Court of Justices of Oyer, &c. B. ;) and the
justices may proceed upon any indictment of felony or trespass found before other
justices, (2 Hale, 32. Hawk. b. ii. c. 6, s. 2. Bae. Abr. Court of Justices of Oyer, &c. B.
()ro. C. C. 2,) or may take an indictment originally before themselves, (Hawk. b. ii. c. 6,
s. 3. 2 Hale, 34;) and they have power to discharge, not only prisoners acquitted, but
also such against whom, upon proclamation made, no parties shall appear to indmt them,
--which cannot be done either by justices of oyer and terminer, or of the peace. Hawk.
b. ii. e. 6, s. 6. 2 Hale, 34. It is not imperative on a commissmner of gaol-delivery to
discharge all the prisoners in the gaol who are not indicted ; but it is discretionary in
him to continue on their commitments such prisoners as appear to him committed for
trial, but the witnesses against whom did not appear, having been bound over to the
sessions. Russ. & R. C. C. 173. But it seems clear from the words of the commission
that these justices cannot try any persons, except in some special cases, who are not in
actual or constructive custody of the prison specifically named in the commission. Hawk.
b. ii. e. 6, s. 5. Bac. Abr. Court of Justices of Oyer, &c. B. But it is not necessary that
the party should be always in actual custody ; for if a person be admitted to bail, yet he
is, in law, in prison, and his bail are his keepers, and justices of gaol-delivery may take
an indictment against him, as well as if he were actually in prison. 2 Hale, 34, 35. The
commissions of gaol-delivery are the same on all the circuits. Unlike the commission
of oyer and terminer, in which the same authority suffices for every county, there is a
distinct commission to deliver each particular gaol of the prisoners under the care of its
keeper.

The court of general gaol-delivery has jurisdiction to order that the proceedings on a
trial from day to day shall not be published till all the trials against different prisoners
shall be concluded ; and the violation of such orders is a contempt of court, punishable
by fine or imprisonment; and if the party refuse to attend, he may be fined in his
absence. 4 B. & A. 218. 11 Price, 68.--CHITTr.

_2The _/Iichaelmas quarter-sessions must now be holden in the first week after the llth
October. 54 Geo. IIL e. 84. If the feast-day fall on Sunday, the sessions are to be holden
ha _he week following. 2 tIale, 49.--CHITTY.
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and detel mining all felonies and trespasses whatsoever, though they seldom if
ever try any greater offence than small felonies within the benefit of clergy;
their commission providing that, if any case of difficulty arises, they shall not

roceed to judgment but in the presence of one of' the justices of the court of
ing's bench or common pleas, or one of the judges of assize. And therefor_

*272] murders and other capital felonies are usually remitted, for a *moresolemn trial, to the assizes. They cannot also try any new-created
offence without express power given them by the statute which creates it.(r)
But there are many offences and particular matters which by particular statutes
belong properly to this jurisdiction, and ought to be prosecuted in this court;
as the smaller misdemeanours against the public or commonwealth not amount-
ing to felony, and especially offences relating to the game, highways, alehouses,
bastard children, the settlement and provision of the poor, vagrants, servants'
wages, apprentices, and popish recusants.(s) Some of these are proceeded upon
by indictment, and others in a summary way by motion and order thereupon;
which order may for the most part, unless guarded against by particular statutes,
be removed into the court of king's bench by a writ of certwrari lucius, and be
there either quashed or confirmed. The records or rolls of the sessions are com-
mitted to the custody of a special officer denominated the custos rotulorum, who
is always a justice of the quorum; and among them of the quorum (saith :Lam.
bard)(t) a man for the most part especially picked out, either ibr wisdom, counte-
nance, or credit. The nomination of the eustos rotulorum (who is the principal
civil officer in the county, as the lord lieutenant is the chief in mihtary command_
is by the king's sign-manual; and to him the nomination of the clerk of the
peace belongs, which office he is expressly forbidden to sell for money.(u)

In most co_]aoration-towns there are quarter sessions kept before justices of
their own, within their respective limits, which have exactly the same authority
as the general quarter sessions of the county, except in a very few instances;
one of the most considerable of which is the matter of appeals from orders of
removal of the poor, which, though they be from the orders of corporation-jus.
tices, must be to the sessions of the county, by statute 8 & 9 W. TII. c. 30. In
both corporations and counties at large there is sometimes kept a special or

*273 ] *petty session, by a few justices, for despatching smaller business in the
neighbourhood between the times of the general sessions: as for li-

censing alehouses, passing the accounts of the parish officers, and the like.
9. The sheriff's tourn,(v) or rotation, is a court of record held twice every

year, within a month after Easter and ]_ichaelmas, before the sheriff, in different
parts of the county; being indeed only the turn of the sheriff to keep a court
leet in each respective hundred :(w) this therefore is the great court-leet of the
county, as the county-court is the court-baron; for out of thisj for the ease of
the sheriff, was it taken.

10. The court-leer, or view of fran_Tledge,(x ) which is a court of record, held
once in the year, and not oftener,(y) within a particular hundred, lordship, or
manor, before the steward of the leet : being the king's court, granted by charter
to the lords of those hundreds or manors. Its original intent was to view the
frankp,edges,' that.... is, the freemen within the liberty; who, (we may remem-
ber,)(z) according to the mstltutmn of the great Alfred, were all mutually
pledges for the good behaviour of each other. Besides this, the preservation of
the peace, and the chastisement of divers minute offences against the public
good, are the objects both of the court-leer and the sheriff's tourn; which have
exactly the same jurisdiction, one being only a larger species of the other, ex-
tending over more territory but not over more causes. All freeholders within
the precinct are obliged to attend them, and all persons commorant therein;
which commorancy consists in usually lying there: a regulation which owes its
origin to the laws of king Canute.(a) But persons under twelve and above sixty

(,) 4 Mod 379. Sulk. 406. Lord Raym. 1144. (w) Mirror, e 1, _ 13, 16.

I_ See Lambard's _zranarcha and Burn'B Justice. (_) 4 Inst. 261. 2Hawk. P C. 72.B. iv. c. 3 (_) Mirror. c. 1, _ 10.
(m)Stat. 37 Hen VIII. c. 1 1 W. and M. st 1, c 21. (m)See book xfi. page 118.
L*)4IlaUt. 259. MHaLP. C. 69. 2Ha_k.P.C. 66. (a) Part_c. 19.
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years old, peers, clergymen, women, and the king's tenants in antient demesne,
are excused from attendance there; all others being bound to appear upon the
jury, if required, and make their due presentments. It was also antiently the
custom to summon all the king's subjects, as they respectively grew to years ot

discretion and strength, to *come to the eourt-leet and there take the [*274
oath of allegiance to the king The other general business of the leet
and tourn was to present by'jury all crimes whatsoever that happened within
their jurisdiction; and not only to present, but also to punish, all tr:vial misde-
meanours, as all trivial debts were recoverable in the court-baron at d county-
court; justice, in these minuter matters of both kinds, being brought horae to
the doors of every man by our antient constitution. Thus, in the Gothic con-
stltution, the hvereda, which answered to our court-leet, "de omnibus quidem cog-
noscit, non tamen de omnibus judicat."(b) The objects of their jurisdiction are
therefore unavoidably very numerous: being such as in some degree, either less
or more, affect the public weal or good governance of the district in which they
arise; from common nuisances, and other material offences against the king's
peace and public trade, down to eaves-dropping, waifs, and irregularities in

.public commons. But both the tourn and the leet have been for a long time in
a declining way; a circumstance owing in part to the discharge granted by the
statute of _arlbridge, 52 Hen. III. c. 10, to all prelates, peers, and clergymen,
from their attendance upon these courts, which occasioned them to grow into
disrepute. And hence it is that their business hath for the most part gradually
devolved upon the quarter sessions, which it is particularly directed to do in
some cases by statute 1 Edw. IV. e. 2.

11. The court of the coroners(c) is also a court of record, to inqmre when any
one dies in prison, or comes to a violent or sudden death, by what manner he
came to his end. And this he is only entitled to do super visum corporis, is Of
the coroner and his office we treated at large in a former volume,(d) among the
public officers and ministers of the kingdom, and therefore shall not here repeat
our inquiries; only mentioning his court by way of regularity among the crimi-
nal courts of the nation,

"12. The court of the clerk of the market(e) is incident to every fair [.s275
and market in the kingdom, to punish misdemeanours therein, as a court
of pie poudre is, to determine all disputes relating to private or civil property.
The object of this jurisdiction(f) is principally the recognizance of weights and
measures, to try whether they be according to the true standard thereof or no ;
which standard was antiently committed to the custody of the bishop, who al>
pointed some clerk under him to inspect tile abuse of them more narrowly_ and
hence this officer, though now usually a layman, is called the clerk of the mar-
ket.(g) If they be not according to the standard, then, besides the punishment
of the party by fine, the weights and measures themselves ought to be burned
This is the most inferior court of criminal jurisdiction in the kingdom: though
the objects of its coercion were esteemed among the Romans of such importance
to the public that they were committed to the care of some of their most digni.
fiod magistrates, the curule _ediles.

II. There are a few other criminal courts of greater dignity than many ot
these, but of a more confined and partial jurisdiction ; extending only to some
Pddarticular places which the royal favour, confirmed by act of parliament, has

istirguished by the privilege of having peculiar courts of their own for the

I) Stiel_h de jure GoSh. I. 1, c 2.2 (Y)See stat. 17 Car. II. c 19. 22 Car. ]I. c. 8. 23 Car lITe) 4 Inst 271. 2 Hal. P. C. 53. Hawk. P. C 42. c. 12
(_) See book 1.page 349. (a) B¢tcon of Enghsh Govt. b. X. c. 8.
(t)4 Inst.278.

t8The finding of such inquest is equivalent to the finding of a grand jury; and awomal,
tried on the coroner's inquest for the murder of her bastard child may be found guilty,
under 43 Gee. III. c. 58, s. 4, of endeavouring to conceal its birth, there being no dis
tinct_on in this respect between the coroner's inquisition and a bill of indictment re
turned by the grand jury, (2 Leach, 1095. 3 Camp. 371. Russ. & Ry. C. C. 240, S. C. :)
but, in order to found an indictment on a coroner's inquest, the jurors, and not merely
the coroner, must have subscribed it. Imp. Cor'. 65.--CmTTr.
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punis.ament of crimes and misdemeanours arising within the bounds el their
cogmzanee. These, not being universally dispersed, or of general use, as the
former, but confined to one spot as well as to a determinate species of causes,
may be denominated private or special courts of criminal jurisdiction.

I speak not here of ecclesiastical courts, which punish spiritual sins, rather
than temporal crimes, by penance, contrition, and excommunication, pro salute
animal, or, which is looked upon as equivalent to all the rest, by a sum of
,_ *money to the officers of the court by way of commutation of penance.

1. And, first, the court of the lord steward, treasurer, or comptroiler of the
king's household(i) was instituted, by statute 3 Hen. VII. c. 14, to inquire of
felony by any of the king's sworn servants, in the check-roll of the household,
under the degree of a lord, in confederating, compassing, conspiring, and.
imagining the death or destruction of the king or any lord or other of his
majesty's privy council, or the lord steward, treasurer, or comptroller of the
king's house. The inquiry, and trial thereupon, must be by a jury, according.
to the course of the common law, consisting of twelve sad men (that is, sober
and discreet persons) of the king's household.

_. The court of the _ord steward of the king s household, or (m his absence) of
the treasurer, comptroller, and steward of the marshalsea,(k) was erected by
statute 33 Hen. VIII. e. 12, with a jurisdiction to inquire of, hear, and deter-
mine all treasons, misprisions of treason, murders, manslaughters, bloodshed,
and other malicious strikings, whereby blood shall be shed in or within the
limits (that is within two hundred feet from the gate) of any of the palaces
and houses of the king, or any other house where the royal person shall abide.
The proceedings are also by jury, both a grand and a petit one, as at common
law, taken out of the officers and sworn servants of the king's household. The
form and solemnity of. the process, particularly with regard to the execution of
the sentence for cutting off the hand, which is part of the punishment fo_
shedding blood in the king's court, are very minutely set forth in the said statute
33 Hen. VIII., and the several offices of the servants of the household in and

*277] about such execution are *described, from the sergeant of the wood-
yard, who furnishes the chopping-block, to the sergeant-farrier, who

brings hot irons to sear the stump? _
3. As in the preceding book(l)we mentioned the courts of the two uni-

versities, or tb.eir chancellors' courts, for the redress of civil injuries, it will not
be improper now to add a short word concerning the jurisdiction of their
crimil, al courts, which is equally large and extensive. The chancellor's court
of Oxford (with which university the author hath been chiefly conversant,
though probably that of Cambridge hath also a similar jurisdiction) hath
authority to determine all causes of property wherein a privileged person is
one of the parties, except only causes of freehold, and also all criminal offences
or misdemeanours under the degree of treason, felony, or mayhem. The pro-
hibition of meddling with freehold still continues; but the trial of treason,
felony, and mayhem, by a particular charter, is committed to the university.
jurisdiction in another court, namely, the court of the lord high steward of th_
university.

For, by the charter of 7 5un. 2 Hen. IV., (confirmed, among the rest, by the
statute 13 Eliz. c. 29,) cognizance is granted to the university of Oxford of all
indictments of treasons, insurrections, felony, and mayhem which shall be
found in any of the king's courts against a scholar or privileged person; a_d

.)Seebooklh. p 61. I_)) Ibid. 2HaI. P.C.Y.) 4 Inst. 13,% See book iii, page 83.

14The 3 Hen. VII. c. 14 is wholly repealed by the 9 Gee. IV. c. 31, as is also the 3_
lien. VIII. c. 12, part of s. 6 to s. 18, relating to this subject. The two courts mentioned
_n the text may now, _herefore, be considered as no longer existing. They had for
many years been utterly disused.--CHiT'vY
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they are to be trled before the high steward of the university, or his deputy,
who is to be nominated by the chancellor of the univursity for the time-being.
But when his office is called forth into action, such high steward must be ap-
proved of by the lord high chancellor of England ; and a special commission
under the great seal is given to him and others to try the indictment, then
depending, according to the law of the land and the privileges of the said

university." When, therefore, an indictment is .f°und *at_the assmes,... or, [r*°Ta_-,,
elsewhere, against any scholar of the universtty, or other prlvnegea
person, the vice-chancellor may claim the cognizance of it; and (when claimed
in due time and manner) it ought to be allowed him by the judges of assize:
ar d then it comes to be tried in the high steward's court. But the indictment
must first be found by a grand jury, and then the cognizance claimed; for I
take it that the high steward cannot proceed originally ad inquirendum, but
only, after inquest in the common-law courts, ad audiendum et determinandum.
Much in the same manner as when a peer is to be tried in the court of the lord
high steward of Great Britain, the indictment must first be found at the assizes
or in the court of king's bench, and then (in consequence of a writ of certio-

• rari) transmitted to be finally heard and determined before his grace the lord
high steward and the peers.

When the cognizance is so allowed, if the offence be inter minora crimina, o1'
a misdemeanour only, it is tried in the chancellor's court by the ordinary judge.
But if it be for treason, felony, or mayhem, it is then, and then only, to be
determined before the high steward, under the king's special commission to try
the same. The process of the trial is this. The high sheriff issues one precept
to the sheriff of the county, who thereupon returns a panel of eighteen fi-e_
holdersi and another precept to the bedels of the university, who thereupon
return a panel of eighteen matriculated laymen, "In;cos Trivilegio universitatis
gaudentes :" and by a jm T formed de reed;crate, half of freeholders and half of
matriculated persons, is the indictment to be tried ; and that in the guildhall of
the city of Oxford. And if execution be necessary to be awarded, in conse-
quence of finding the party guilty, the sheriff of the county must execute the
university-process ; to which he is annually bound by an oath.

*I have been the more minute in describing these proceedings, as [*279
there has happily been no occasion to reduce them into practice for
more than a century past, nor will it perhaps ever be thought advisable to
revive them i though it is not a right that merely rests in scriptis or theory, but
has formerly often been carried into execution. There are many instances--
one in the reign of queen Elizabeth, two in that of James the First, and two in
that of Charles the First---where indictments for murder have been challenged
by the vice-chancellor at the assizes, and afterwards tried before the high
steward by jury. The commissions under the great seal, the sheriff's and
bedel's panels, and all the other proceedings on the trial of the several indict-
ments are still extant in the archives of that university.

CHAPTER XX.

OF SUMMARY CONVICTIONS.

*WE are next, according to the plan I have laid down, to take into ['2_9
consideration the proceedings in the courts of criminal jurisdiction in
order to the punishment of offences. These are plain, easy, and regular ; the
law not admitting any fictions, as in civil causes, to take place where the life,
the liberty, and the safety of the subject are more immediately brought into
jeopardy. And these proceedings are divisible into two kinds, summary and
regular; of the former of which I shall briefly speak before we enter upon the
latter, which will require a more thorough and particular examination.
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By a summar_ proceeding _ I mean principally such as is directed by several
acts of parliameLt (for the common law is a stranger to it, unless in the case of
contempts) for the conviction of offenders and the inflicting of certain penalties
created by those acts of parliament. 2 In these there is no intervention of a
jury, but the party accused is acquitted or condemned by the suffrage of such
person only as the statute has appointed for his judge,--an institution designed
professedly for the greater ease of the subject by doing him speedy justice, and

"281] by not harassing the freeholders with frequent and troublesome attend
ances to try every minute *offence. But it has of late been so far

extended as, if a check be not timely given, to threaten the disuse of our admi-
rable and truly English trial by jury, unless only in capital cases. 8 For,--

I Of this summary nature are all trials of offences and frauds contrary to the
laws of the excise and other branches of the revenue, which are to be inquired
into and determined by the commissioners of the respective departments, or by
justices of the peace in the country; officers who are all of them appointed and
removable at the discretion of the crown. And though such convictions are
absolutely necessary for the due collection of the public money, and are a species
of mercy to the delinquents, who would be ruined by the expense and delay of
frequent prosecutions by action or indictment; and though such has usually
been the conduct of the commissioners, as seldom (if ever) to afford just grounds
to complain of oppression, yet when we again(a) consider the various and almost
innumerable branches of this revenue which may be m their turns the subjects
of fraud, or at least complaints of fraud, and of course the objedts of this sum.
mal T and arbitrary jurisdiction, we shall find that the power of these officers of
the crown over the property of the people is increased to a very formidable
height.

II. Another branch of summary proceedings is that before justices of the peace,
in order to inflict divers petty pecuniary mulcts and corporal penalties denounced
by act of parliament for many disorderly offences, such as common swearing,
drunkenness, vagrancy, idleness, and a vast variety of others, for which I must
refer the student to the justice-books formerly cited,(b) and which used to be
formerly punished by the verdict of a jury in the court-leer. This change m
the administration of" justice hath, however, had some mischievous effects; as,-
1. The almost entire disuse and contempt of the court-leer and sheriff's tourn,
the king's antient courts of common law, formerly much revered and respected.

*2. The burthensome increase of the business of a justice of the peace,
*282]

which discourages so many gentlemen of rank and character from act-
ing in the commission, from an apprehension that the duty of their office would
take up too much of that time which they are unwilling to spare from the
necessary concerns of their families, the improvement of their understandings,
and their engagements in other services of the public. Though if all gentlemen
of fortune had it both in their power and inclinations to act in this capacity_
the business of a justice of the peace would be more divided and fall the less
heavy upon individuals ; which would remove what in the present scarcity of
magistrates is really an objection so formidable that the country is greatly

(a) See be_k 1. page 319 &c. (b) Lambard and Burn.

1As to summary proceedings m general, and the disposition of the courts, especially
where no appeal is given, to require a stricter accuracy than is essential in other cases
where there is a trial by jury., see 1 Stra. 67. Burn, J., tit. Convictions. 1 East, 649, 655.
5 M. & S. 206. 1 Chitty on Game Laws, 189 to 223.---C_ITTV.

As to convictious in general, and the forms, see Paley on Convictions. Boscawen o_
C_nvictions. Burn, J., tit. Convictions. Chitty's Game Law, vol.'i. 189 to 223, and vol. iii.
37 to 132.--CHl_Vr.

s See observations, Burn, J., tit. Convictions. 1 East, 649. Hence it has been a doc-
trine that a different rule of evidence as to the strictness of proof should be required in
the case of proceedings on u summary information than in an action, (see 1 East, 649 ;)
but that doctrine now seems to have been properly overruled, (1 East, 655. 1 _. & S.
206 ;) for if the legislature has thought fit to intrust magistrates or other inferior juris-
dictions with the decision in certain matters, their proceedings ought to be governed by
the same rules of evidence as affect superior courts --CmTTY.

532
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obliged to any gentleman of figure who will undertake to perform that duty
which, in consequence of iris rank in lifb, he owes more peculiarly to his country.
However, this backwardness to act as magistrates, arising greatly from this
increase of summary jurisdiction, is productive of,--3. A third mischief, which
is, that this trust, when slighted by gentlemen, falls of course into the hands of
those who are not so, but the mere tools of office. And then the extensive

ower of a jub_Ice of the peace, which even in the hands of men of honour is
ighly formidable, will be prostituted to mean and scandalous purposes, to the

low ends of selfish ambition, avarice, or personal resentment. And from these
ill consequences we may collect the prudent foresight of oar antient lawgivers,
who suffered neither the property nor the punishment of the subject to be
determined by the opinion of any one of two men i and we may also observe
the necessity of not deviating any further fi'om our antient constitution by
ordaining new penalties to be inflicted upon summary convictions '

The process of these summary convictions, it must be owned, is extremely
speedy. Though the courts of common law have thrown in one check upon
them by making it necessary to summon the party accused before he is
*condemned. This is now held to be an indispensable requisite,(c) though ['283
the justices long struggled the point i forgetting that rule of natural reason ex-
pressed by Seneca,-

" Qui statuit aliquid, parte inaudlta altera,
Aequum lieet statuerit, haud ae_uus fu_t :"_

(c) SaIL 131, 2 Lord Rayra 1405.

' Unless a power of appeal be expressly given by the legislature, there m no appeal, (6
East, 514. Wightw. 22. 4 _. & S. 421,) as m proceedings against unqualified persons m
the game-laws, (8 T. R. 218, note 6;) but the party has m general a right to a certlorari,
to remove the conviction into the court of King's Bench, unless that right be expressly
taken away. 8 T. R. 542. But though it seems to be a principle that an appeal ought
to be preserved in cases where the certiorari is taken away, yet in m_ny cases, although
there be no appeal, yet the certiorari is expressly taken away. Per Lord Mansfield,
Dougt. 552. If a statute authorizing a summary conviction before a magmtrate give an
appeal to the sessions, who are directed to hear and finally determine the matter, thin does
not take away the certmrari even after such an appeal made and determined; and lord
Kenyon said, "The certiorari, being a beneficial writ for the subject, could not be taken
away without express words, and he thought it was much to be lamented in a variety of
cases that it was taken away at all." 8 T. R. 542. Where an appeal is given, the magis-
tr_es should make known to the convicted party his right to appeal, but if he dechne
appeMing they need not go on to inform him of the neces_-arv steps to be taken in order
to appeal. 3 M. & S. 493. Upon an appeal the magmtrates are bound to receive any
fi'esh evidence, although not tendered on the former hearing. 3 M. & S. 133.

Upon a certiorari the conviction of the magistrate is removed into the superior court,
but there is not (as upon an appeal) any rehearing of the evidence or merits; and the
court can only look to the form of the conwction and see from that whether or not the
party has been legally convicted, and the certiorari therefore operates in the nature of a
writ of error, and no extrinsic objectmn to the proceedings can be taken. 6 T. R. 376.
8 T R. 590. If therefore the magistrate, in order to sustain hm conviction, should misstate
the evidence or other proceeding before him, the remedy is by motion founded on affi-
davit.s to the court of King's Bench for a rule to show cause why a mandamus should not
issue, requiring the magmtrate to state the whole of the evidence adduced before him
correotly in his conviction, pursuant to 3 Geo. IV. e. 23. 4 Dowl. & R. 352. If a magm-
irate wilfully misstate materml ewdence he will be subject to a criminal informatmn ol
indmtment. 1 East, 186.---C_IwTY.
, a "He who decides a case without hearing both parties, though his decision may b(_
just, is himself unjust;" whmh is adopted as a principle of law by Lord Cbke, in 11 Co.
Rep. 99. A summons is indispensably required in all penal proceedings of a summary
nature by justices of peace. Rex vs. Dyer, 1 Sulk. 181. 6 l_od. 41 ; and see the cases col-
lected in 8 Mod. 154, note(a). It is declared by Lord Keaqon to be an invariable rule of
law, (Rex vs. Benn, 6 T. R. 198;) and it is stated by M:r. Serj. Itawlt_ns to be implied in
the construction of all penal statutes. 1 tIM. P. C. 420. So jealous m the law to enforce
this equitable rule that the neglect of it by a justice m proceeding summarily without a
)ereVioussummons to the party has been treated as a misdemeanour, proper for the rater-
fence of the court of King's Bench by information, (Rex vs. Venahles, 2 Lord Raym.

1407. Rex vs. Simpson, 1 Stra. 46. Rex vs. Ailington, id. 678;) which has been granted
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A rule to which all municipal laws that are founded on the principles of justice
have strictly conformed: the Roman law requiring a citation at the least i and
our common law never suffering any fact (either civil or criminal) to be tried

till it has previously compelled an appearance by the party concerned. Aftez

this summons the magistrate, in summary proc.'.'eedings, may go on to examine
_ne or more witnesses, as the statute may require, upon oathl 6 and then make

upon affidavits of the fact. Rex w. Harwood, 2 Stra. 1088. 3 Burr. 1716, 1768. Rex vs.
Constable, 7 D. & R. 663. 3 I_. C. 488. As this is a privilege of common right which re-
quires no special provision to entitle the defendant to the advantage of it, so it cannot
be taken away by any custom. Rex vs. Cambridge, (University,) 8 I_od. 163. Upon a
sufficient information properly laid, the magistrates are bound to issue a summons and
proceed to a hearing, and if they refuse to do so will be compelled by mandamus. Rex
vs. Benn, 6 T. R. 195. The summons should be directed to the party against whom the
charge is laid, and should in general be signed by the justice himself by whom it is is-
sued. Rex vs. Steventen, 2 East, 365. Where a particular form of notice is prescribed
by the act, that must be strictly pursued. Rex vs. Croke, Cowp. 30. The intention of
the summons being to afford the person accused the means of making his defence, it
should contain the substance of the charge and fix a day and place for his appearance,
allowing a sufficient time for the attendance of himself and his witnesses. Rex vs. John-
son, 1 Stra. 260. A summons to appear immediately upon the receipt thereof has been
thought insufficient in one case. 2 Burr. 681. In another, an objection made to the
summons that it was to appear on the same day was only removed by the fact of the de_
fondant having actually appeared, and so waived any irregularity in the notice. Rex vs.
Johnson, 1 Stra. 261. It is equally necessary that it should be to appear at a place cer-
tain: otherwise the party commits no default by not appearing; and the magistrate cannot
proceed in the defendant's absence upon a summons defective in these particulars with-
out making himself liable to an information. Rex vs. Simpson, 1 Stra. 46. It has been
made a question whether the service of the summons must be personal. It seems in
general necessary that it should be so, unless where personal service is expressly dispensed
with by statute. .Parker, 6: J., was of that opinion. 10 _[od. 345. And the provisions
specially introduced into many acts of parliament to make a service at the dwelling-
house sufficient, seem to justify the inference that the taw in other cases is understood
to require a service upon the person. Where personal service is not necessary, leaving a
copy at the house is sufficient, (Rex vs. Chandler, 14 East, 268;) and the delivery may be
to a person on the premises apparently residing there as a servant. Id. ibid. These
rules apply, however, only to those cases where the defendant does not in fact appear; fcr
if he actually appears and pleads, there is no longer any question upon the sufficiency or
regularity of the summons. 1 Stra. 261. Patey on Convictions, 2d ed. by Dowling, 21, 23.
----CHITTY.

The magistrate has in general no authority to compel the attendance of witnesses for
the purpose of a summary trial, unless where it is specially given b.y act of parliament.
This in many cases has been done; and in sundry acts the provision is accompanied with
a penalty on refusal to attend for the purpose of being examined. It seems agreed that
the examination of witnesses must be upon oath, and that no legal conviction can be
founded upon any testimony not so taken. There is a difference in the manner in which
the acts are worded in regard to the mode of examination to be pursued ; for while some
acts expressly mention the testimony of witnesses on oath, others in general terms author-
ize the magistrate to hear and delermme, or to convict or give judgment on the examinatwn
of witnesses without noticing the oath. But such general expressmns seem in legal con-
struction necessarily to refer to the only kind of testimony known to the law, namely,
that upon oath. "For," says .Dalton, "in all cases wheresoever any man is authorized to
examine witnesses, such examinatmn shall be taken and construed to be as the law will,

i.e. upon oath." Dalt. c. 6, s. 6; and see id. c. 115, c. 164 ; Plowd. 12, a. ; Lamb, 517 ; ex
_a_ _ Aldrldge, 4 D. & R. 83 ; 2 _[. C. 120 ; Rex vs. Glossopp, 4 B. & A. 616 ; Paley, 33,
34. Although no mode of examination be pointed out by the statutes giving jurisdic-
tmn over the offence, yet, as justice requires that the accused should be confronted with
the witnesses against him and have an opportunity of cross-examination, it is required
by _aw, in the summary mode of trial now under consideration, that the evidence and
depositions should be taken in the presence of the defendant where he appears. For
though the legislature, by a summary mode of inquiry, intended to substitute a more ex-
peditious process for the common-law method of trial, it could not design to dispense
with the rules of justice as far as they are compatible with the method adopted. Indeed,
it may be useful upon this occasion to notice the general maxim which has been laid
down as a guide to the conduct of magistrates in regulating all their summary proceed-
ings, namely, that "acts of parliament, in what they are silent, are best expounded
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his conviction of the offender in writing: upon which he usually issues his war-
rant either to apprehend the offender, in case corporal punishment is to be in-
flicted on him; or else to levy the penalty incurred by distress and sale of hi8
goods. This is in general the method of summary proceedings before a justice
or justices of the peace; but for particulars we must have recourse to the several
statutes which create the offence or inflict the punishment; and which usually
chalk out the method by which offenders are to be convicted.: Otherwise they
J_ll of coarse under the general rule, and can only be convicted by indictment
or information at the common law.

III. To this head of summary proceedings may also be properly referred the
method, immemorially used by the superior courts of justice, of punishing con-
tempts by attachment, and the subsequent proceedings thereon.

The contempts that are thus punished are either direct, which openly insult
or resist the powers of the courts or the persons of the judges who preside there_

or else are consequential, which (without such gross insolence or d;rect [*284
opposition) *plainly tend to create a universal disregard of their autaor-
ity. The principal instances of either sort that have been usually(d) punish-
able by attachment are chiefly of the following kinds: 1. Those committed by
inferior judges and magistrates by acting unjustly, oppressively, or irregularly
in administering those portions of justice which are intrusted to their distribu-
tion, or by disobeying the king's writs issuing out of the superior courts by pro.
ceeding in a cause a_er it is put a stop to or removed by writ of prohibition,
certiorari, error, supersedeas, and the like; for, as the king's superior courts (and
especially the courts of king's bench) have a general superintendence over all
inferior jurisdictions, any corrupt or iniquitous practices of subordinate judges
are contempts of that superintending authority whose duty it is to keep them
within the bounds of justice. 2. Those committed by sheriffs, bailiffs, gaolers,
and other officers of the court, by abusing the process of the law or deceiving
the parties; by any acts of oppression, extortion, collusive behaviour, or culpablo
neglect of duty. 3. Those committed by attorneys and solicitors, who are also
officers of the respective courts, by gross instances of fraud and corruption,
injustice to their clients, or other dishonest practice is for the malpractice of tho

(6)2Hawk.P.e. 142,

according _o the use and reason of the common law." Rex vs. Simpson, 1 Stra. 45.
Unless, therefore, the defendant forfeits this advantage by his wilful absence, he ought
to be called upon to plead before any evidence is given. 1 T. R. 320. And the witnesses
must be sworn and examined in his presence. Rex vs. Vlpont, 2 Burr. 1163. Or, if tho
evidence has been taken down in his absence and is read over to him afterwards, the
witness must at the same time, unless the defendant upon hearing the evidence should
confess the fact, (Rex vs. Hall, 1 T. R. 320,) be resworn in his presence, and not merely
called upon to assert the truth of his former testimony. Rexvs. Crowther, 1 T. R. 125.
For the intent of the rule is that the witness should be subjected to the examination of
the defendant upon his oath. 2 Burr. 1163; and see Rex vs. Kiddy, 4 D. & R. 734; 2
M. C. 364. This rule is confirmed rather than contradicted by those cases wherein con-
victions have been sustained w:thout expressly alleging the evidence to have been t_ke,_
in the presence of the defendant. Rex vs. Baker, 2 Stra. 1240. Rex vs. Aiken, 3 Burr.
1786. Rex vs. Kempson, Cowp. 241. For it will be found that in all those cases the judg-
ment proceeded upon a presumption collected from the whole conviction that the de-
fendant was in fact present and d:d hear the evidence given, which was always admitted
to be necessary to the regularity of the magistrate's proceedings. Rex vs. Vipont, 2 Burr.
1163 ; and see Rex vs. Lovat, 7 T. R. 162 ; Rex vs. Thompson, 2 T. R. 18 ; Rex vs. Swal-
low. 3 T. R 284. Paley, 39, 40.--CHITTY.

: These acts have been consolidated, and the duties of justices clearly defined, by the
statute 11 & 12 Vict. e. 43, which provides a procedure applicable to the great majority
of cases in which a smnmary conviction or order may be made by justices of the peace
out of Sessions.--K]_RR.

s It is not, however, usual for the court to interfere in a summary way against a_
attorney for a mere breach of promise where there is nothing criminal, (2 Wils. 371 ; and
see 2 _core, 665. 1 Bingh. 102, 105 ;) or on account of negligence or unskilfulness, (4
Burr. 2060. 2 Bla. Rep. 780. 1 Chitt. Rep. 661,) except it be very gross, (Say, 50, 169;)
nor for the misconduct of an attorney independently of his profession Put see 4 B &
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officers reflects some dishonour on their employers, and, fffrequent or unpunished,
ereates among the people a disgust against the courts themselves. 4. Those
committed by jurymen in collateral matters relating to the discharge of their
offi,,e,• such......as making default when summoned, refusing to be sworn or to give
any verdict, eating or drinking without the leave of the court, and especially at
the cost of either party, and other misbehaviour or irregularities of a similar
kind; but not in mere exercise of their judicial capacities, as by giving a false
or erroneous verdict. 5. Those committed by witnesses, by making default when
summoned, refusing to be sworn or examined, or prevaricating in their evidence
when sworn. 6. Those committed by parties to any suit or proceeding before

the court, as by disobedience to any *rule or order made in tile progress
*285 ] of a cause, by non-payment of costs awarded by the court upon a motionp
or by non-observance of awards duly made by arbitrators or umpires after having
entered into a rule for submitting to such determination.(e) Indeed, the attach-
ment for most of this species of contempts, and especially fbr non-payment _f
costs and non-performance of awards, is to be looked upon rather as a civil exe-
cution for the benefit of the injured party, though carried on in the shape of a
criminal process for a contempt of the authority of the court? And therefore
it hath been held that such contempts, and the process thereon, being properly
the civil remedy of individuals for a private injury, are not released or affected
by the general act of pardon. And upon a similar principle, obedience to any
rule of court may also, by statute 10 Gee. III. e. 50, be enforced against any
person having privilege of parliament by the process of distress infinite. 7. Those
committed by any other persons under the degree of a peer, and even by peers
themselves, when enormous and accompanied with violence, such as forcible
rescous and the like,(f) or when they import a disobedience to the king's great

n 10prerogative writs of prohibition, habeas eorp_Ls.(g) a d the rest. Some of these
contempts may arise in the thee of the court, as by rude and contumelious be-
haviour; by obstinacy, perverseness, or prevarication ; by breach of the peace,
or any wilful disturbance whatever: others in the absence of the party, as by
disobeying or treating with disrespect the king's writ, or the rules or process
of the court, by perverting such writ or process to the purposes of private
malice, extortion, or injustice i by speaking or writing contemptuously of the
court or judges, acting in their judicial capacity; by printing false accounts (or

"286J even. true ones, without proper, permission), of causes then depending in
judgment; and by any thing, in short, that demonstrates a gross want

nf that regard and respect which, when once courts of justice are deprived of,
theil authority (so necessary for the good order of the kingdom) is entirely lost
among the people.

The process of attachment for these and the like contempts must necessarily
be as antient as the laws themselves; for laws without a competent authority
to secure their administration from disobedience and contempt would be vain
and nugatory. A power, therefore, in the supreme courts of justice, to suppress
such contempts by an immediate attachment of the offender results from tha
first principles of judicial establishments, and must be an inseparable attendant
upon every superior tribunal. Accordingly, we find it actually exercised as
early as the annals of our law extend; and though a very learned author(h)
seems inclinable to derive the process fl'om the statute of Westm. 2, 13 Edw. L
c. 39, (which ordains that in case the process of the king's courts be resisted by

/_) See book fil page 17. • (g) 4 Burr. 632 Lords' Jour. Fob. 7, June 8, 1757.
) Styl 277. 2 Hawk. P. C. 152. Cro Jac. 419. Salk. (t,) Gxlb. Htst C P. ch. 8.

586.

k. 47. 5 B. & A. 898. 8 Chitt. Rep. 58. 1 Bingh. 91. 7 _Ioore, 424, 437. Tidd, 5th ed.
_I.---CHITTY.

9By the insolwnt acts, persons committed to prison upon an attachment for non-
yment of money awarded to be paid upon a submission to an arbitration which has
en made a rule of court, or upon an attachment for not paying costs, may have the

benefi_ of that statute as insolvent debtors.--CHITTr.
But a peer cannot be attached for non-payment of money, pursuant to an orde$

_f nisi prius, whmh has been made a rule of court. 7 T. R. 171, 44_.---C_iTvv.
b36
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the power of any great man, the sheriff shall chastise the resisters by imprison
ment," a qua non deliberentur sine speciali prcecepto domini regis;" and if the sheriff
himself be resisted, he shall certify to the courts the names of the principal
offenders, their aiders, consenters, commanders, and favourers, and by aspecia!
writ judicial they shall be attached by their bodies to appear before the court,
and if they be convicted thereof they shall be punished at the king's pleasure_
without any interfering by any other person whatsoever_) yet he afterwards
more justly concludes that it is a part of the law of the land, and, as such, is
confirmed by the statute of magna ch_rta.

If the contempt be committed in the face of the court, the offender may be
instantly apprehended and imprisoned, at the discretion of the judges,(/) with-
out any further proof or examination. :But in matters that arise at a distance,
and of which the court cannot have so perfect a knowledge, unless by the con-
fession of the party or the testimony of others, if the _u_zes upon affdavit
see sufficient ground to suspect that *a contempt has been committed, r,_.
they either make a rule on the suspected party to show cause why an [ z_,
attachment should not issue against him,(j) or, in very flagrant instances of
contempt, the attachment issues in the first instancei(k) as it also does if no
sufficient cause be shown to discharge ; and thereupon the court confirms and
makes absolute the original rule. This process of attachment is merely intended
to bring the party into court i and, when there, he must either stand committed,
or put in bail, in order to answer upon oath to such _nterrogatories as shall be
administered to him for the better information of the court with respect to the
circumstances of the contempt. These interrogatories are in the nature of a
charge or accusation, and must by the course of the court be exhibited within
the first four days ;(/) and if any of the interrogatories are improper, the de
fendant may refuse to answer it, and move the court to have it struck out.(m)
If the party can clear himself upon oath, he is discharged, but, if perjured,
may be prosecuted for the perjury.(n) If he confesses the contempt, the court
will proceed to correct him by fine or impitsonment, or both, and sometimes
by a corporal or infamous punishment.(o) If the contempt be of such nature
that, when the fact is once acknowledged, the court can receive no furthel in-
formation by interrogatories than it is already possessed of, (as in the case of
a rvscous,)(p) the defendant may be admitted to make such simple acknowledg-
ment, and receive his judgment without answering to any interrogatories :U
but if he wilfully and obstinately refuses to answer, or answers m an evasive
manner, he is then clearly guilty of a high and repeated contempt, to be
punished at the discretion of the court.

It cannot have escaped the attention of the reader that this method oi
making the defendant answer upon oath to a criminal charge is not agreeable

to the genius of the common law in any other instance,(q) *and seems, ['288i '
indeed, to have been derived to the courts of k ng s bench and com-
mon pleas through the medium of the courts of equity. For the whole pro
cess of the courts of equity, in the several stages of a cause, and finally to
enforce their decrees, was, till the introduction of sequestrations, in the nature
of a process of contempt ; acting only in personam, and not in rein. And ther%
after the party in contempt has answered the interrogatories, such his answer
may be contradicted and disproved by affidavits of the adverse party : whereas,
in the courts of law, the admission of the party to purge himself by oath is
more favourable to his liberty, though perhaps not less dangerous to his con
seienee; for, if he clears himself by his answers, the complaint is totally di_
missed. And_ with regard to this singular mode of trial, thus admitted in thi_

t_ Staund. P. C.73s b. (_) 6 Mod 73.
Styl. 277. (*) Cro. Car 146.

k) Sulk. 84. Stra. 185_ 564. (p) The King vs. Etkins, M. 8 Gee. III. B. 1%
(1) 6 Mod. 73. (q) See book m. pp. 100_101.
(_) Stra. 444.

n Although the defendant acknowledges all the facts charged against him, yet it is the
pra _tice of the court to compel him to answer interrogatories, unless they are waived by
t.he prosecutor. 5 T. R. 362---CHRISTIAN. 537
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ne particular instance, I shall only for the present observe :hat, as the proeea_
y attachment in general appears to be extremely antient,(r) and has in more

mtxiern times been recognised, approved, and confirmed by several express aeta
of parliaraent,(s) so the method of examining the delinquent himself upon
oath, with regard to the contempt alleged, is at least of as high antiquity,(t }
and by long and immemorial usage is now become the law of the land

CHAPTER XXL

OF ARRESTS.

*WE arc now to consider the regular and ordinary method of pro-
"289] ceeding in the courts of criminal jurisdiction ; which may be distributed
under twelve general heads, following each other in a progressive order ; viz.,
1. Arrest; 2. Commitment, and bail; 3. Prosecution; 4. Process; 5. Ar-
raignment, and its incidents; 6. Plea, and issue; 7. Trial, and conviction;
8. Clergy; 9. Judgment, and its consequences ; 10. Reversal of Judgment;
11. Reprieve, or pardon; 12. :Execution ;--all of which will be discussed in
the subsequent part of this book.

First, then, of an arrestf which is the apprehending or restraining of one's
person, in order to be forthcoming to answer an alleged or suspected crime.
To this arrest all persons whatsoever are, without distinction, equally liable in
all criminal cases; but no man is to be arrested unless charged with such a
crime as will at least justify holding him to bail when taken. And, in general,
an arrest may be made four ways: 1. By warrant ; 2. By an officer without
warrant ; 3. By a private person also without a warrant ; 4. By a hue and cry.

"1. A warrant may be granted in extraordinary cases by the privy
*290] council, or secretaries of state ;(a) _ but ordinarily by justices of the
peace. This they may do in any cases where they have a jurisdiction over the
offence, in order to compel the person accused to appear before them ;(b) for it
would be absurd to give them power to examine an offender unless they had also
a power to compel him to attend and submit to such examination. And this ex-
tends undoubtedly to all treasons, felonies, and breaches of the peace ia and also

(_) Year-book, 20 Hen. VI. c. 37. 22 Edw. IV. c 29. (0 M 5 Edw. IV. rot. 75, cited in Rest. Ent. 268, pl. 5_
(*) Stat. 43 Ehz. c. b, _ 3 13 Car. IL st. 27 c. 2, } 4. 9 & (a) 1 Lord Raym.

10 W. IIL c. 15. 12 Anna, at. 27 c. 15, _ 5. (b) 2 Hawk. P. C. 8_

As to arrests in criminal cases in general, see 1 Chitt. C. L. 2d ed. 11 to 71. Burn, J..
tit. Arrest.

Or by the speaker of the house of commons (14 East, 1, 163) or house of lords, (8 T.
R. 314,) or by a judge of the court of King's Bench. 1 Hale, 578; and see 48 Gee. III.
c. 58.

When the offender is not likely to abscond before a warrant can be obtained, it is in
general better to apprehend him by a warra_ than for a private person or c_cer to
arrest him of his own accord, because ff the justice should grant his warrant erroneously,
no action lies against the party obtaining it. 3 Esp. 166, 167. And if a magistrate exceed
hiJ jurisdiction, the officer who executes a warrant i_ protected from liabdity, and the
magistrate himself cannot be sued until after a month's notice of action, during which
he may tender amends, (24 Gee. 1I. c. 44. See ante, 1 book, 354, n. 37 ;) and no action
can be supported against the party procuring the warrant, though the arrest was without
cause, unless it can be proved that the warrant was obtained maliciously. 1 T. R. 535.

Esp. R. 135.----CHITTr.
Peljury and libels, (4 J. B. 3_oore, 195. 1 B. & B. 548. Gow. 84. Fortesc. 37, 358, 140.

11 St. Tr. 305, 316. 2Wils. ]59, 160,) and nuisances, when persisted in, (Ventr. 169. 1
Mod. 76. 5 5Iod. 80, 142. 6 Mod. 180,) subject the offender to such criminal process.
And there are some misdemeanours for which particular acts of parliament expressly
authorize a jus*ice of the peace to issue his warrant, as for keeping a disorderly house,
/95 Oleo. II. e. 36, s. 6,) or obtaining moneyunder false pretences. 30 Gee. II. c. 24. In
_adern precise, however, it is not usual for a justice cut of sessions to issue a warrant
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to all such offences as they have power to punish b_ statute ' Sil Edward Coke,

indeed,(c) hath laid it down that a justice of the peace cannot issue a warrant to
apprehend a felon upon bare suspicion; no, not even till an indictmen �ba
actually found ; and the contrary practice is by others(d) held to be grounded
rather upon connivance than the express rule of law, though now by long cus-
tom established. A doctrine which would in most cases give a loose to i_lons
to escape without punishment; and therefore Sir ]_atthew :Hale hath com-

ated it with invincible authority and strength of reason; maintaining, 1.
That a justice of the peace hath power to issue a warrant to apprehend a person
accused of felony, though not yet indicted ;(e) and 2. That he may also issue a
warrant to apprehend a person suspected of felony, though the original sus-
picion be not in himself, but in the party that prays his warrant; because he is
a competent judge of the probability offered to him of such suspicion. But in
both cases it is fitting to examine upon oath the party requiring a warrant, as
well to ascertain that there is a felony or other crime actually committed, without
which no _varrant should be granted ; as also to prove the cause and probability
of suspecting the party against whom the warrant is prayed.(f) 5 This warrant
ought to be under the hand and seal of the justice, 6 should set forth the time

and place of making, and the cause for which it is made, and should be directed
to the *constable or other peace-officer, (or, it may be, to any private per- .,o.." '_ s ! .A)I
son by name,)(g) 7 requiring him to bring the party either, generaay, L
before any justice of the peace for the county, or only before the justice who

Agranted it; the warrant in the latter case being called a special warrant.(h)
general warrant to apprehend all persons suspected, without naming or par-

ticularly describing any person in special, is illegal and void for its uncer-

tainty;(i) for it is the duty of the magistrate, and ought not to be left to the
(_) 4 Inst 176. (_) Salk, 176

(_) 2 Hawk. P. C 84. (a) 2 Hawk. P. (3. 85.

(*) 2 Hal, P. C 108. (s) 1 Hal. P. C. 580. 2 Hawk. P. 0, 82.
(t) lbld 110.

for a libel on a private individual, or for perjury,--theugh where an illegal publication Is
manifestly dangerous in its tendency to the public interests they will exorcise that dis-
cretion with which long practice has invested them. 4 J. B. :_oore, 195. 1 B. & B. 548.
Bow. 84. This also they will always do on the commission of any misdemeanour which
;_avolves an attempt to perpetrate a felony ; and, when assembled m session, they may
issue a warrant against a party suspected of pequry, even though he has not been
indicted.--CuxTTr.

' Where a statute gives a justice jurisdiction over an offence, it impliedly gives him
power to apprehend any person charged with such offence, and especially after a party
has neglected a summons. 2 Bmgh. 63. Hawk. b. ii. e. 13, s. 15. 12 Rep. 131, b. 10
_[od. 248.--C_ITTr.

b The power to grant such warrants is now regulated, by statute 11 & 12 Viet. e. 42,
"to facihtate the peribrmance of the duties of justices of the peace out of sessions within
England and Wales with respect to persons charged with indictable offences," consoli-
dating and amending previous statutes.--STEVeART.

6 But it seems sufficient if it be m writing and signed by him, unless a seal is expressly
required by a particular act of parliament. Wllles' Rep. 411. Bull. :N. P. C. 83.-CmTTr.

7 It has recently been dec_ded that warrants may be directed to officers either by their
particular names, or by the description of their office ; and that, in the first case, the
officer may execute the warrant anywhere within the jurisdictmn of the magistrate who
issued it ; in the latter case, not beyond the precincts of his office. And where a warrant
of a magistrate was directed "To the constables of W. and to all other his majesty's
officers," it was held that the constables of W. (their names not being inserted in the
warrant) could not execute it out of the district. 1 Bar. & Cres. 288. 2 D. & R. 444. If
an act of parliament direct that a justice shall grant a warrant, and do not state to
whom it shall be directed, it must be directed to the constable, and not t_ the sheriff,
unless such power be given by the act. 2 Ld. Raym. 1192. 2 Salk. 381 ; sod rid. 1 H.
Bla. 15, not/z. These distinctions are now rendered immaterial by the 5 Gee. Ix/. c. 18,
s. 6, whereby the constable or any other peace-officer of any parish or place may execute
any warrant within _he magistrate's jurisdiction, whether the warrant be addressed to
him by name or net, or whether he be a constable or peace-officer, &c. of the place in
which he executes the warrant.---CniTTr.

, The warrant need not state the time when the party is to be brought before tha
magistrate for exam;natron. Fort. 143. 8 T. R. 110.---CmTrr.
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9ffleer, to judge of the ground of suspicion. And a warrant to apprehend all
persons guilty of a crime therein specified is no legal warrant ; for the point
upon which its authority rests is a fact to be decided on a subsequent trial,
namely, whether the person apprehended thereupon be really guilty or not'
it is therefore, in fact, no warrant at all, for it will not justify the officer who
acts under it;(k) whereas a warrant properly penned (even though the magis-
trate who issues it should exceed his jurisdiction) will, by statute 24 Gee. II
c. 44, at all events indemnify the officer who executes the game ministerially
And when a warrant is received by the officer he is bound to execute it so faI
as the jurisdiction of the magistrate and himself extends. A warrant from
the chief or other justice of the court of king's bench extends all over the
kingdom, and is teste'd or dated England ; not OxfordsMre, Berks, or other par-
tlcular county. But the warrant of a justice of the peace in one county, as

*292] Yorkshire, must be backed, that is, signed, by a justice _f the *peace inanother, as ]_l:iddlescx, before it can be executed tL_re. :Formerly,
regularly speaking, there ought to have been a fresh warrant in e_ery fresh
county : but the practice of backing warrants had long prevailed without law,
and was at last authorized by statutes 23 Gee. II. c. 26, and 24 Gee. II. c. 55.
And now, by statute 13 Gee. III. c. 31, any warrant for apprehending an
English offender who may have escaped into Scotland, and vice versa, may be
endorsed and executed by the local magistrates, and the offender conveyed
back to that part of the united kingdoms in which such offence was committed. _c

(k) A pin_ctice had obtained m the secletalms' office ever except the four la._t years of queen Anne, down to the yea_
mace the Rcstoratmn. grounded on some clause_ m the acts 1763, when. such a w,trrant being _sued to apprehend the
for regulating the press, of issuing ge_ercd w,_rrants to take authors, printers, and pubhshers of • certain sedttmus libel,
up (without naming any person in particular) the authors, Its vahdlty _as disputed, and the warrant _as adjudged
printers, or pubh,hers of such obscene or sedmous hbels by the whole court of King's Bench to be void m the caseof
a_ were partmulaily specified m the warlant. When those Money w Leach. Trm 5 Gee III. B.R. After whmh the
act¢ expned_ m 1694, the same practice was inadvertently 1S_Ulilgof such gener,'d warrants was declared illegal by a
continued m every leigu, and under ever)- admmlstratmn, vote of the house of commou_. Corn Jour, April _2, 1766.

SGeneral warrants to take up loose, idle, and disorderly people, (3 Burr. 1766,)and
search-warrants, (Hawk. b. ii. c. 13, s. 17, n. 6,) are the only exceptions to this rute.--
CHITTY.

_0And now. by the 44 Gee. III. c. 92, if any offender has escaped from Ireland into
England or Scotland, or vice vers_, he may be apprehended by a warrant endorsed by a
justice of the peace of the county or jurisdiction within which the offender shall be
found ; and he may be conveyed to that part of the United Kingdom in which the war-
rant issued and the offence is charged to have been commltted.--CHaISrIA_.

By the 54 Gee. III. c. 186. all warrants issued in England, Scotland, or Ireland may be
executed in any part of the United Kingdom. Independently of this, the secretary of
state tor ireland may, by his warrant, remove a prisoner there to be tried in England
for an offence committed in the latter, (3 Esp. Rep. 178;) and an Enghsh justice may
commit a person here who has committed an ofi_nce m Ireland preparatory to sending him
thither ibr trial. 2 Stra. 848. 4 Taunt. 34.

With respect to the t_meof arresting a person. A person may be apprehended in the
night as well as the day, (9 Co. 66;) and though the statute 29 Car. II. c. 7, s. 6 prohibits
arrests on Sundays, it excepts the cases of treasons, felonies, and breaches of the peace:
in these cases, therefore, an arrest may be made on that day. Cald. ¢-91. 1 T. R. 265.
Wllles, 459.

As to the 2lace in which a party may be arrested. Since the privileges of sanctuary
and abjuration were abolished, by 21 Jac. I. c. 28, no place affords protection to offenders
against _he criminal law. And even the clergy may, on a criminal charge, be arrested
whilst in their churches, (Cro. Jac 321,) though it is illegal to arrest them in any civil
case whilst in the church to perform divine service, or going to or returning from the
same, on any day. Bae. Abr. Trespass, D. 3. And if a person having committed a felony
in a foreign country comes into :England, he may be arrested here and conveyed and
given up to the magistrates of the country against the laws of which the offence was com-
mitted. 4 Taunt. 34.

It may be here observed as a general rule that if the warrant be materially defective
or the officer exceed his authority in executing it, and if he be killed in the attempt, this
_s only manslaughter in the party whom he endeavoured to arrest, (1 East, P. C. 310. 1
Leach, 206. 6 T. R. 122. 5 East, 308. 1 B. &C. 291:) and any third person may]awfull_
b_terfere to pre_ent an arrest under it, doing no more than is necessary for that purpose.
,_Frost, 304, 308. l Leach, 206.--Cu_T_r.

By 6 & 7 Vict c. 34, when a warrant ha_ been issued for a suprosed offender in th_
_40
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2 Arrests by officers without warrant may be executed,- 4. By a just _e of the
peace, who may himself apprehend, or cause to be apprehended, by word only,
any person committing a felony or breach of tile peace in his presence (l)
2. The sheriff, n and, 3. The coroner, may apprehend any felon within the county
without warrant. 4. The constable, of whose office we formerly spoke,(m) hath
great original and inherent authority with regard to arrests. He may, without
warrant, arrest any one for a breach of the peace committed in his view, and
carry him before a justice of the peace. And in case of felony actually com-
mitted, or a dangerous wounding, whereby felony is likely to ensue, he may
upon probable suspicion arrest the felon, 12and for that purpose is authorized
(as upon a justice's warrant) to break open doors, and even to kill the felon, if
he cannot otherwise be taken; and if he or his assistants be killed in attempt-
ing such arrests, it is murder in all concerned.(n) 5. Watchmen, either those
appointed by the statute of Winchester, 13 :Edw. I. e. 4, to keep watch and
ward in all towns from sunsetting to sunrismg, or such as are mere assistants
to the constable, may virtute o2_c_t arrest all offenders, and particularly night-
walkers, and commit them to custody till the morning.(o) 18

(z)1Hal.P.C.86. (J*)Seebooki.page355. (n)2 HalP C 88,89 (0)2Hal P.C.98.

colonies, and he escapes into the United Kingdom, it shall be lawful for a secretary of
state to endorse such warrant. And a still more important power has been given by two
acts passed in the same session of parliament, (6 & 7 Vict. c. 75, 76,) which provides for
the arrest of certain offenders who have escaped from France and the United States of
America into this country. Under the former of these acts, (giving effect to a conven-
tion for that purpose,) persons accused of murder, forgery, or fraudulent bankruptcy
ere to be delivered up by the proper authorities in this country to the proper authorities
of France; and by the latter, (giving effect to an article for this purpose m the Washing-
t_m treaty,) persons charged with murder, or assault with intent to commit murder,
piracy, arson, robbery, or forgery, are to be delivered up to the United States. Corre-
sponding laws have been passed by the legislatures of both these countries for giving the
same powers as against offenders escaping from this country to France and the Umted
States.--STEwART. See Act of Congress, 12 Aug. 1848. 9 Star. at Large, 302.---SnARSWOOV.

11And the sheriff may arrest though the party be merely suspected of a capital offence,
(2 Hale, 87 ;) and if the sheriff be assaulted in the execution of his office he may arrest
the offender. 1 Saund. 77. 1 Taunt. 146.--C_ITTV.

12A constable may justify an imprisonment without warrant on a reasonable charge of
tblony made to him, although he afterwards discharges the prisoner without taking him
before a magistrate, and although it turn out that no felony was committed by any one,
(ttolt, C. _. 2. 418. Cald. 291;) and the charge need not specify all the particulars ne-
cessary to constitute the offence. R. & R. C. C. 329. In general, however, a constable
cannot, without an express charge or warrant, justify the arrest of a supposed offender
upon suspicion of his guilt unless some actual felony has been committed and there is
reasonable cause for the suspicion that the party imprisoned is guilty, (4 Esp. Rep. 80.
Holt, C. N. P. 478. Hawk. b. 2, c. 12, s. 16. 2 Hale, 92, 89, n. f. Cald..'291 ;) and a cot.-
stable is not justified in apprehending and imprisoning a person on suspicion of having
rec(dved stolen goods on the mere assertion of one of the principal felons. 2 Stark. 167.
There are, however, authorities in favour of an exception to this rule in the case of night-
walkers and persons reasonably suspected of felony m the night. 3 Taunt. 14. 1 East,
P. C. 303. Hawk. b. 2, c. 12, s. 20. 2 Hale, _9. 5 Edw. IIl. c. 14. 2 Inst. 52. Bac. Abr.
'_it Constable, G. And, by a modern act of parliament, an express power is given to con-
stables and other peace-officers, when on duty, to apprehend every p.erson who may
reasonably be suspected of having, or carrying, or by any ways conveying, at any time
after sunsettmg and before sunrismg, goods suspected to be stolen. 22 Gee. III. c. 58,
s. 3. 54 Gee. III. e. 57, ss. 16, 17, 18. And other statutes (32 Gee. III. c. 53, s. 17. 51
Gee. III. c. 119, ss. 18, 24) authorize constables and other peace-officers to apprehend
evil-disposed and suspected persons and reputed thieves. Thus, by the 32 Gee. III. c. 53,
s. 17, constables, headboroughs, patrols, and watchmen are empowered to apprehend
reputot thieves frequenting the streets, highways, and avenues of public resort, and
convey them before a proper magistrate. And in order to give more effect to the public
office at Bow street, the 51 Gee. III. e. 119, s. 24, and 54 Gee. III. c. 37, s. 16, 17, 18, di-
rect two magistrates of that office (of whom the chief magistrate must be one) to swear
in men to act as constables for l_[lddlesex, Surrey, Essex, Kent, and Westminster. and
enable the persons so sworn to apprehend offenders against the peace, both by nigh_ and
by day, with all the powers which other constables possess.--CnirTv.

18But at common law no peace-officer is justffied m taking up a night-wal_.er unless he%tl
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3. Any private person (and a fortiorf a peace-officer) that is present when any

"29_ a felony is committed is bound by the law to *arrest the felon, on pain of
J fine and imprisonment if he escapes through the negligence of the

standers-by.(p) And they may justify breaking open the doors upon follow.
ing such felon; and if they kill him, provided he cannot be otherwise taken, it is
justifiable; though if they are killed in endeavouring to make such arrest it is
murder.(q) Upon probable suspicion, also, a private person may arrest the
felon or other person so suspected,(r) 1' but he cannot justify breaking open
doors to do it; and if either party kill the other in the attempt, it is man.
slaughter, and no more.(s) It is no more, because there is no malicious desigv
to kill; but it amounts to so much, because it would be of most pernicious conse-
quence if, under pretence of suspecting felony, any private person might break
open a house or kill another, and also because such arrest upon suspicion is
barely permitted by the law, and not enjoined, as in the case of those who are
present when a felony is committed.

4. There is yet another species of arrest, wherein both officers and private
men are concerned, and that is upon a hue and cry raised upon a felony com
mitred. A hue, (from huer, to shout and cry,) huteszu_ et clamor, is the old
common-law process of pursuing, with horn and with voice, all felons, and such
as have dangerously wounded another.(t) It is also mentioned by statute
Westm. 1, 3 Edw. I. c. 9, and 4 Edw. I., de o_cw coronatoris. But the principal
statute relative to this matter is that of Winchester, 13 Edw. I. e. 1 and 4,
which directs that from thenceforth evel T county shall be so well kept, that
immediately upon robberies and felonies committed, fresh suit shall be made
from town to town and from county to county, and that hue and cry shall be
raised upon the felons, and they that keep the town shall follow with hue and
cry with all the town and the towns near, and so hue and cry shall be made
from town to town until they be taken and delivered to the sheriff. And, that

*294] such hue and cry may more effectually be made, the *hundred is bound
by the same statute, cap. 3, to answer for all robberies therein com-

mitted, unless they take the felon; which is the foundation of an action against
the hundred(u) in case of any loss by robbery. By statute 27 Eliz. c. 13_ no

(P) 2 Hawk. P. C 74. (') 2 IIal. P. C. 82, 83.
(q) 2 Hal. P C 77. (_) Bracton, 1. 3, tr. 2, c. 1, ] 1. Mirr. c. 2_ ] 6.
(-) Stat. 30 Gee II. c. 24. (_) See book iii. page 161.

has committed some disorderly or suspicious act. Bac. Abr. Trespass, D. 3. 2 Ld. Raym.
t301o--CHITTY.

_ Where a felony has been actually committed, a private person acting with a good in-
tention, and upon such information as amounts to a reasonable and ]_roba_leffroundof sus-
Tiaon, is justified in apprehending without a warrant the suspected person in order to
carry him before a magistrate. Cald. 291. 4 Taunt. 34, 35. Price, 525. But where a
private person had delivered another into _he custody of a constable, upon a suspicion
which appeared afterwards to be unfounded, it was held that the person so arrested might
maintain an action of trespass for an assault and false imprisonment against such private
person, although a felony had been actually committed. 6 T. 1_.315.--CHRISTIAN.

With respect to interference and arrests in order to prevent the commission of a crime,
any person may lawfully lay hold of a lunatic about to commit any mischief which, if
committed by a sane person, would constitute a criminal offence, or any other person
whom he shah see on the point of committing a treason or felony, or doing any act which
will manifestly endanger the life or person of another, and may detain him until it may
be reasonably presumed that he has changed his purpose; but where he interferes t6
prevent others from fighting he should first notify his intention to prevent the breach
of the peace. Hawk. b. 2, c. 12, s. 19. 1 Hale, 589. 2 Rol. Abr. 559, :E. pl. 3, n. 8. Selw.
3d ed. 830. Com. Dig. Pleader, 3 _. 22. Bac. Abr. Trespass, D. 3. 1 East, P. C. 304.
Thus, any one may justify breaking and entering a party's house and imprisoning him,
to prevent him from murdering his wife, who cries out for assistance. 2 B. & P. 260.
Selw. 3d ed. 830. Bac. Abr. Trespass, D. 3. And the riding in a body to quell a riot is
lawful ; and no information will be granted for small irregularities in the pursuit of such
a design. 1 Bla. Rep. 47. 1 B. & P. 264, n.a. 1 East, P. C. 304. If a man be found
_ttempting to commit a felony in the night, any one may apprehend and detain him
*-_JU1_ be carried before a magistrate. 1 R. & M. C. C. 93.---CHIT_Jr.
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hue and cry is sufficient unless made with both horsemen and footman. And,
by statute 8 Gee. II. c. 16, the constable or like officer refusing or neglecting to
make hue and cry forfeits 51.; and the whole viU or district is still in strictness
liable to be amerced, according to the law of Alfred, if any felony be committed
therein and the felon escapes :lb an institution which hath long prevailed in
many of the Eastern countries, and hath in part been introduced even into the
Mogul empire, about the beginning of the last century, which is said to have
effectually delivered that vast territory from the plague of' robbers, by making
in some places the villages, in others the officers of justice, responsible for all
the robberies committed within their respective dirtricts.(w) Hue and cry(z)
may be raised either by precept of a justice of _hr peace, or by a peace-officer
or by any private man that knows of a felon) The party raising it must
acquaint the constable of the viii with all the oil mmstances which he knows
of the felony and the person of the felon, and thereupon the constable is to
search his own town, and raise all the neighbouring rills, and make pursuit
with horse and foot; and in the prosecution of such hue and cry the constable
and his attendants have the same powers, protection, and indemnification as
if acting under a warrant of a justice of the peace. But if a man wantonly or
maliciously raises a hue and cry without cause, he shall be _everely punished
as a disturber of the public peace.(y)

In order to encourage further the apprehending of certalL ec_ons, rewards
and immunities are bestowed on such as bring them to justice b_ divers acts of
parliament. The statute 4 & 5 W. and M. c. 8 enacts that such as apprehend
a highwayman and prosecute him to conviction shall receive a reward of 40l.

from the public, to be paid to them (or, if*killed in the endeavour to [*295
take him, their executors) by the sheriff of the county, besides the horse,
furniture, arms, money, and other goods taken upon the person of such robber,
with a reservation of the right of any person from whom the same may have
been stolen; to which the statute 8 Gee. II. c. 16 superadds 10l. to be paid by
the hundred indemnified by such taking. By statutes 6 & 7 W. III. c 17 and
15 Gee. II. c. 28, persons apprehending and convicting any offender against
those statutes respecting the coinage shall (in case the of[bnce be treason or
felony) receive a reward of forty pounds, or ten pounds if it only amount to
counterfeiting the copper coin. By statute 10 & 11 W. III. c. 23, any person
apprehending and prosecuting to conviction a felon guilty of burglary, house.
breaking, horse-stealing, or private larceny to the value of 5s. from any shop,
warehouse, coach-house, or stable, shall be excused from all parish offices. And.
by statute 5 Anne, c. 31, any person so apprehending and prosecuting a burglar
or felonious house-breaker (or, if killed in the attempt, his executors) shall be
entitled to a reward of 40/.(z) By statute 6 Gee. I. c. 23, persons discovering,
apprehending, and prosecuting to conviction any person taking reward for help-
ing others to their stolen goods, shall be entitled to forty pounds. By statute
14 Gee. II. c. 6, explained by 15 Gee. II. c. 34, any person apprehending and
prosecuting to conviction such as steal, or kill with an intent to steal, any sheep
or other cattle specified in the latter of the said acts, shall for every such con-
viction receive a reward of ten pounds. Lastly, by statutes 16 Gee. II. c. 15
and 8 Gee. III. c. 15, persons discovering, apprehending, and convicting felons
and others being found at large during the term for which they are ordered to
be transported, shall receive a reward of twenty pounds. _e

(_) Mod. Un. H_t. vi. 383, vii. 156. (s) The statutes 4 & 5 W. and M. c. 8, 6 & 7 W. ]II. c. 17,
(:) 2 Hal. P. C. 100-104. and 5 Anne, c. 31 (together with 3 (:tee. I. c. 15, _ 4_which
(I') 1 Hawk. P. C.76. directs the method of reimbursing the sheriffs) are exte_ed

to the county.palatine of Durham_ by stat. 14 Gee. IIL ©.4_

These acts are all repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27.---CHITTr.
_6The above acts are repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 22, 27, 64, and 58 Gee. III. a 7(,

i-i ] costs are allowed to prosecutors in certain cases.---C_Tw'.
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CHAPTER XXI1.

OF COMMITMENT AND BAIL.

*296] *WH_.N a delinquent is arrested by any of the means mentioned in the
preceding chapter, he ought regularly to be carried before a justice of

the peacei_ and how he is there to be treated I shall next show under the second
head of commitment and bail.

The justice before whom such prisoner is brought is bound immediately to
ezamme the circumstances of the crime alleged; 2 and to this end, by statute 2 &
3 Ph. and M. c. 10, he is to take in writing the examination of such prisoner
and the information of those who bring him:a which,/_[r. Lambard observes,(a)
was the first warrant given for the examination of a felon in the English law.
For, at the common law, nemo tenebatur prodere seipsum : and his fault was not
to be wrung out of himself, but rather to be discovered by other means and
other men.' If upon this inquiry it manifestly appears that either no such

(=)._renarch.b.ii. c.7. Seepage357.

z In a late case, where it was stated the party behaved improperly in a church, it was
held that though a constable might be justffied in removing him from the church and
detaining him till the service was over, yet he could not legally detain him afterwards
to take him before a magistrate. 2 B. & C. 699.

A watchman should deliver the supposed offender over to a constable, or take him before
a magistrate. Dalt, J., c. 104.

A przvate person may do the same as a watchman. In a late case it was held that a
private person when he took a party endeavouring to commit a felony might detain him
in order to take him before a magistrate. 1 R. & M. C. C. 93.--CHITTY.

2A constable arresting a man on suspicion of felony is bound to take him before a
magistrate as soon as he reasonably can : and he has no right to detain a prisoner three
days without taking him before a magistrate, in order that evidence may be collected in
support of a felony with which he is charged. Wright vs. Court, 6 D. & R. 623. And see
2 Hawk. P. C. 117.

It is the duty (rf the magistrate to take and complete the examination of all concerned,
and to discharge or commit the individual suspected, as soon as the nature of the case
will admit. Fost. 142, 143. But he is allowed a reasonabletime for this purpose before he
makes his final decisions. It seems to have been formerly considered that the law
intends three days to be sufficient, and that a magistrate cannot justify the detainer of a
party eighteen days under examination. Scavage vs. Tateham, Cro. Eliz. 829. 1 Hale,
P. C. 585, 586. 2 id. 120, 121. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 16, s. 12. 1 Chitt. C. L. 72. This point
was considered in a very recent case,--Davis vs. Capper, :King's Bench, sittings in bane
before Easter Term. 1829. That was an action against a magistrate for false imprison-
merit. The plaintiff had been brought before the defendant upon suspicion of felony,
and was committed by him for ihrther examination for fourteen days. The court,
without giving judgment upon the whole case, which comprehended other questions,
expressed a strong opinion that fourteen days was not a reasonable period for commit_
ment for re-exammaV.on, and that a warrant for such commitment was bad for not
setting forth full and satisfactory reasons for committing for so long a period ; and they
referred to the case of Scavage vs. Tateham (Cro. Eliz. 829) as justifying that opinio_
FA. MS.--CHzz_v.

aThe prisoner's examination must not be upon oath : that of the witnesses must te
2 Hale, P. C. 52. 1 id. 585. 1 Phil. Ev. 106. Where magistrates first took the examina-
tion of witnesses, not on oath, in support of a conviction, and afterwards swore them to
the truth of their evidence, the court of :King's Bench expressed their disapprobati.m
of the practice. Rex vs. Kiddy, 4 D. & R. 734. The prisoner has no right to the assidt-
unce of an attorney when under examination on a charge of felony: the privilege, when
allowed, is entirely a matter of discretion in the magistrate. Cox vs. Coleridge, 2 D. & R.
86. 1 B. & C. 37. 1 M. C. 142. See, however, an elaborate note on this important sub-

ct, Paley on Convictions, 2d ed. by Dowling, 28, et seq., where the propriety of th_
ecision is consldered.--C_iTTz.
• But the statute of Philip and Mary was repealed, by statute 7 Geo. IV. e. 64, and

other prowsions introduced. And now the statute 11 & 12¥ict. c. 42, s. 17provides that
in all cases where any person shall appear or be brought before any justice or justices ot
the peace, charged with any indictable ofl_nce, whether committed in England or Wale_,_4
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crime was committed or that the suspicion entertained of the p1_isoner was
wholly groundless, in such cases only it is lawful totally to discharge him.
Otherwise he must either be committed to prison or give bail i that is_ put in
securities for his appearance to answer the charge against him) This commit-
ment, therefore, being only for safe custody, wherever bail will answer the same
intention it ought to be taken, as in most of the inferior crimes i but in v,oo_
felonies and other offences of a *capital nature no bail can be a security L -_-
equivalent to the actual custody of the person. For what is there that a man
may not be induced to forfeit to save his own life ? and what satisfaction or
indemnity is it to the public to seize the effects of them who have bailed a
murderer, if the murderer himself be suffered to escape with impunity? Upon
a principle similar to which the Athenian magistrates, when they took a solemn
oath never to keep a citizen in bonds that could give three sureties of the same
quality with himself, did it with an exception to such as had embezzled the

ublic money or been guilty of treasonable practiees.(b) What the nature of
all is hath been shown in the preceding book,(c) viz., a delivery or bailment

of a person to his sureties, upon their giving (together with himself) sufficient
security for his appearance; he being supposed to continue in their friendly
custody, instead of going to gaol. In civil cases we have seen that every de-
fendant is bailable ; hut in criminal matters it is otherwise. Let us therefore
inquire in what cases the party accused ought or ought not to be admitted ta
hail.

(_)Pot't,Antiq.b t.c 18. (e)Seebookhi.page200.

or upon the high seas, or on land beyond the sea, or whether such person appear volun.
tarily upon summons, or have been apprehended with or without warrant, or be in
custody for the same or any other offence, such justice or justices, before he or they
shall commit him to prison for trial or before admitting him to bail, shall in the presence
of such accused person, who is at hberty to put questions to the witnesses, take the state-
ment on oath or affirmation l)f the witnesses and reduce such statement to writing. And
after such examination is completed, their depositions are to be read over to the accused,
and the justices, or one of them, shall say to him these words, or words to the like effect:
--" Having heard the evidence, do you wish to say any thing in answer to the charge?
You are not obliged to say any thing unless you desire to do so ; but whatever you say
will be taken down in writing, and may be given in evidence against you upon the
trial." And if the accused then makes a statement, it is to be taken down accordingly.
The place where the examination is taken is not to be deemed an open court, but such
examination may be conducted privately ; and (unlike cases of summary conviction) it is
discretionary with the justices to allow the accused the assistance of an attorney ol
counsel.----STeWART.

a.Recognizance to Prosecute.--Besides this commitment and bail, the magistrate should
take the recognizance of the prosecutor to appear and prefer an indictment and give
evidence at the next sessions of the peace, or general gaol-delivery, as the ease may
require, and in case of refusal may commit him to gaol. 1 Hale. 586. 2 Hale, 52, 121.
3 _. & S. 1. See further, Burn, J., Recognizance. Williams, J., Recognizance. 1 Chitt.
C. L. 90.

_ecognizance to give Evidence._When it appears that a person brought before the magi_
trate as a witness may probably be able to give material evidence against the prisoner,
he has, in the cases of manslaughter and felony, by the express provisions of the statutes
1 & 2 Ph. and )I. e. 13, s. 5 and 2 & 3 Ph. and i_I. c. 10, s. 2, authority to bind such wit.
aess by recognizance or obligation to appear at the next general gaol-delivery, to give
evidence against the party indicted ; and infants and married women, who cannot legally
bind themselves, must procure others to be bound for them. And if the witness refuse
te give such recognizance, the magistrate has power to commit him, this being virtually
included in his commission, and, by necessary consequence, upon the above-mentioned
statutes. 3 i_. & S. 1. 1 Hale. 586. This doctrine was confirmed in a late case where a
married woman refused to enter into a recognizance for her appearance at sessions, to*

ve evidence against a felon, and the magistrate committed her, and the court of King's
ench held that the commitment was legal. 3 M. &S. 1. But a justice of the peaoe is

not authorized by law to commit a witness willing to enter into a recognizance for his
appearance to give evidence against an offender, merely because such witness is unable
to find a surety to join him in such recognizance, nor ought the justice to require such
surety: the party's own recognizance (at the peril of commitment)is all that ought to be
required. :Per Graham, B., Bodmin Sum. Ass. 1817. 1 Burn, J., 24th e4. 1013._C_-_T

VoL.IL--35 _4._
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And, first, to refuse or delay to bail any person bailable is an oflbnce against
the liberty of the subject in any magistrate, by the common law,(d) as well as
by the statute Westm. 1, 3 Edw. I. c. 15, and the habeas corpus act, 31 Car. I1.
c. 2. And, lest the intention of the law should be frustrated by the justice's
requiring bail to a greater amount than the nature of the case demands, it is
expressly declared, by statute 1 W. and _[. st. 2, c. 1, that excessive bail ought
not to be required ; though what bail should be called excessive must be left to
the courts, on considering the circumstances of the case_ to determine. And,
on the other hand, if the magistrate takes insufficient bail he is liable to be fined
ff the criminal doth not appear.(e) s Bail may be taken either in court, or in
some particular cases by the sheriff, 7 coroner, or other magistrate, 8 but most

*298] usually by the justices of the peace. 9 Regularly, in all offences, either
against the common *law or act of parliament, that are below felony,

the offender ought to be admitted to bail, unless it be prohibited by some special
act of parliament.(f) In order, therefore, more precisely to ascertain what
offences are bailable,-

Let us next see who may not be admitted to bail, or what offences are not
bailable. And here I shall not consider any one of those cases in which bail is
ousted by statute from prisoners convicted of particular offences; for then such
imprisonment without bail is part of their sentence and punishment. But
where the imprisonment is only for safe custody before the conviction, and not
for punishment afterwards, in such cases bail is ousted or taken away wherever
the offence is of a very enormous nature ; for then the public is entitled to de-
mand nothing less than the highest security that can be given, viz., the body of
the accused, in order to insure that justice shall be done upon him if guilty.
Such persons therefore, as the author of the Mirror observes,(g) have no other
sureties but the four walls of the prison. By the antient common law, before(h)
and since(i) the conquest, all felonies were bailable, till murder was excepted
by statute; so that persons might be admitted to bail before conviction almost
in every case. But the statute Westm. 1, 3 ]_dw. I. e.'15 takes away the powel
of bailing in treason and in divers instances of felony. The statutes 23 Hen
VI. c. 9 and 1 & 2 P. and M. c. 13 give further regulations in this matter i1° and

(_) 2 Hawk. P. C. 90. (a) 2 Inst. 189.
(*) Ibid. 89. (i) In omnibus pIac_tl$ de fdonla solet .a_satua _ p_3_oS
(Y) 2 Hal P C. 127. dlm_tt_, Fr_r quam in platte de horaw_aw, ul_ ad r_rrorom
(g) C. 2, _}24. a/_r stututum _t Glanv. 1. 14, c. 1.

And even if the criminal does appear, yet if the bail were taken corruptly the magis-
trate would continue liable to an information or indictment. 2 T. R. 190.--CHITTV.

7*_edquire if a sheriff has this power ? It seems not. See 4 T. R. 505. 2 H. Bla. 418.
Lamb. 15.---CmTTY.

s The court of King's Bench, or any judge thereof, in vacation, may at their discretion
admit persons to bail in all cases whatsoever, (see 3 East, 163. 5 T. R. 169 ;) but none
can claim this benefit de jure. 2 Hale, 129. As to when this court will bail, see I Chitt.
C. L. 2d ed. 98, 99.---CHIT_r.

9The 24 Gee. It. c. 55 enacts that where a warrant has been backed, and the party
accused has been taken out of the county where the supposed offence has been commit-
ted, any justice of the county where he was taken may, if the offence be bailable, take
bail ; and the same provision is extended to Ireland, by 44 Gee. III. c. 92, s. 1, and the
45 Gee. III. c. 92 and the 48 Gee. IlL e. 58, s. 2 enact that where the offender escapes
from one part of the United Kingdom to the other he may be bailed by any judge or
justice of that part of the United Kingdom where he was apprehended, unless the judg
who granted the warrant has written the words "not bailable" on the back of the
process.--CHITTY.

10These statutes are all repealed, by the 7 Gee. IV. c. 64, by sect. 1 of which R
enacted "that where any person shall be taken on a charge of felony, or suspicion of
felony, before one or more justice or justices of the peace, and the charge shall be sup-
ported by positive and credible evidence of the fact, or by such evidence as, if not
explained or contradicted, shall, in the opinion of the justice or justices, raise a strong
presumption of the guilt of the person charged, such person shall be committed to
prison by such justice or justices, in the manner there;Halter mentioned ; but if there
_hall be only one justice present, and the whole evidence given before him shall be such

neither to raise a strong presumption of guilt, nor to warrant the dismissal of the
54_
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upon the whole we may collect(k) that no justice of the peace can bail, 1. Upon
an accusation of treason ; nor, 2. Of murder; nor, 3. In case of manslaughter
if the prisoner be clearly the slayer, and not barely suspected to be so; or "f
any indictment be found against him; nor, 4. Such as, being committed for
felony, have broken prison ; because it not only carries a presumption of guilt,
but is also superadding one felony to another; 5. Persons outlawed; 6. Such
as have abjured the realm; 7. *Approvers, of whom we stlall speak in
a subsequent chapter, and persons by them accused; 8. Persons taken [*299
with the mainour, or in the fact of felony; 9. Persons charged with arson ; 10
:Excommunicated persons, taken by writ de excommunicato cepiendo : all which
are clearly not admissible to bail by the justices. Others are of a dubious n_,
ture, as, 11. Thieves openly defamed and known; 12. Persons charged w_th
other felonies, or manifest and enormous offences, not being of good fame : an_
13. Accessories to felony, that labour under the same want of reputation
These seem to be in the discretion of the justices, whether bailable or not
The last class are such as must be bailed upon offering sufficient surety; as, 14
Persons of good fame charged with a bare suspicion of manslaughter or othe7
inferior homicide; 15. Such persons being charged with petit larceny or any
felony not before specified; or, 16. With being accessory to any felony. Lastly,
• . . oJ • . .it is agreed that the court(l) of kin 6 s bench (or any judge(m) thereof in time
of vacation) may bail for any crime whatsoever, be it treason,(n) murder,(o)
or any other offence, according to the circumstances of the case. And herein
the wisdom of the law is very manifest. To allow bail to be taken commonly
for such enormous crimes would greatly tend to elude the public justice ; and
yet there are cases (though they rarely happen) in which it would be hard and
unjust to confine a man in prison, though accused even of the greatest offence.
The law has therefore provided one court, and only one, which has a discre_"
tionary power of bailing in any case: except only, even to this high jurisdic-
tion, and of course to all inferior ones, such persons as are committed by either

house of parliament, so long as the *session lasts; or such as are com- v,300
mitted for contempts by any of the king's superior courts of justice (p) L

Upon the whole, if the offence be not bailable, or the party cannot find bail,
he is to be committed to the county gaol by the _dttimus of the justice, or war-
rant under his hand and seal, containing the cause of his commitment; there
to abide till delivered by due course of law.(q) u But this imprisonment, as has

(_) 2 Inst. 186. 2 Hal P. C. 199. (o) In o_nn_b_¢splac_t¢s ds.feb>nza solet accusatusperp?eg¢oj
(Z) 2 Inst. 189. Latch 12. Vaugh 157. Comb 111, 298. d_mzt_.preeterquamznplaatodehomwtdw. Glanv L14, C.

I Comyns Dig. 495. 1. Sc_endum tamen quod. _rt hoc plavtto, non solet accusat_
(_) Skin. 6_53. Salk 105. Stra 911. 1 Comyns Dig 497. per plegws dzm_tt_, _s_ ex reg_,_ _votestat_s be_wo Ibkl.
(n) In the reign of queen Ehzabeth it was the unammous c. 8.

opinmn of the j udges that no court could bail upon a como (p) Staundf P. C. 73, b.
mltmeut for a charge of high treason by any of the queen's (q) 2 Hal P. C 122.
privy council. 1 Anders 2_8

charge, such justice shall order the person charged to be detained in custody until he or
she shM1 be taken betbre two justlce_ at the least • and where any person so taken, or
any person in the first instance taken before two justices, shall be charged with felony,
or on suspicion of felony, and the evidence given in support of the charge shall in theiI
opinion not be such as to raise a strong presumption of the guilt of the person charged
and to require his or her committal, or such evidence shall be adduced on behalf of the
person charged as shall in their opinion weaken _he presumption of his or her guilt, but
there shall notwithstanding appear to them in either of such cases to be sufficient ground
for judicial inquiry into his or her guilt, the person charged shall be admitted to bail, by
such two justices, in the manner thereinafter mentioned ; provided Mways that nothing
therein contained shall be construed to require any such justice or justices to hear evi-
dence on behalf of any person so charged unless it shall appear to him or them to be
meet and conducive to the ends of iustlce to hear the same.--CHIrTv.

n This is not the form where the offence is bailable and the party cunnot find bail : in
that case it is to keep the prisoner in custody "for want of sureties, or until he shall be
discharged by due course of law." And where the comm;.tment is in the nature of
punishment, the time of imprisonment must be stated, and if it be until the par'y be
discharged by due course of law it will be bad, (5 B. & A. 895 ;) but where in o_her
respects the time of imprisonment is sufficiently stated, the unnecessary addition of the
words "until he be discharged by due course of law" will not vitiate. 3 _f. & S. 28_

547
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been said, is only for safe custody, and not for punishment : therefore, in thi_
dubious interval between the commitment and trial, a prisoner ought to be
used with the utmost humanity, and neither be loaded with needless fetters, or
subjected to other hardships than such as are absolutely requisite for the pur-
pose of confinement only; though what are so requisite must too often be
left to the discretion of the gaolers, who are frequently a merciless race of men,
and, by being conversant in scenes of misery, steeled against any tender
sensation. Yet the law (as formerly held) would not justify them in fettering

'a prisoner unless where he was unruly or had attempted to escape ;(r) this
being the humane language of our antient lawgivers :(s) "custodes poenam sibi com-
missorum non augeant, nec cos torqueant ; sed omni smvitia remora, pietateque ad-
hibita, judicia debite ea'equantur."

CHAPTER XXIII.

OF THE SEVERAL MODES OF PROSECUTION.

"301] *THE next step towards the punishment of offenders is their proseeu.
tion, or the manner of their formal accusation.1 And this is either upon

a previous finding of the fact by an inquest or grand jury; or without such pro-
vious finding. The former way is either by presentment or indictment.

I. A presentment, generally taken, is a very comprehensive term, including
not only presentments properly so called, but also inquisitions of office and m-

• dictments by a grand jury. A presentment, TroTerly speaking, is the notice
taken by a grand jury of any offence from their own knowledge or observa_
tion,(a) without any bill of indictment lald before them at the suit of the king :
as the presentment of a nuisance, a libel, and the like ; upon which the officer
of the court must afterwards frame an indictment(b) before the party presented
can be put to answer it. An inquisition of office is the act of a jury summoned
by the proper officer to inquire of matters relating to the crown upon evidence
laid before them. Some of these are in themselves convictions, and cannot
afterwards be traversed or denied; and therefore the inquest, or jury, ought to
hear all that can be alleged on both sides. Of this nature are all inquisitions
of felo de se ; of flight in persons accused of felony; of deodands and the like ;'
and presentments of petty offences in the sheriff's tourn or court-leer, where-
upon the presiding officer may set a fine.' Other inquisitions may be afterwards

(-) 2Inst.381. 3Inst.34. (a) Lamb.E/_narch.Z.4_c._.
(,)Flet.1.1,c. 26. (})2Inst.739.

And as to the form of the mittimus in general, see 1 Chitt. C. L, 109 to 116, 2d ed.--
---C_iTrr.

1It may here be useful briefly to consider the time when the prosecution should be com-
menced. The habeas corpus act provides that a person committed for treason or felony
must be indicted in the ensuing term or sessions, or the party must be bailed, unless it
be shown upon oath that the witnesses for the prosecution could not be produced at the
preceding session. 31 Car. II. e. 2, s. 7. See, accordingly, 2 R. S. 737, { 28, &c. This
regulation applies, however, only to persons actually confined upon suspicion, and is
solely intended to prevent the protracting of arbitrary imprisonment ; so that it does not
preclude the crown from preferring an indictment at any distance of time from the
actual perpetration of the offence, unless some partmular statute limits the time of prose-
cuting.

There is no general statute of limitations applicable to criminal proceedings. 2 Hale,
158. Lieutenant-colonel Wall was tried and executed for a murder committed twenty
years before. And it has been repeatedly held that no length of time can legalize a

ublic nuisance, although it may afford an answer to an action of a private individual.
East, 199 ; ante, 167, note 12.--Cr_iwr.

But such an inquisition is now considered traversable. 1 Saund. 363, note 1. Impey's
Off. Cot. 437._CHITT1r.

' There is some inaccuracy in this statement. An inquisition finding that a man waa
#48
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traversed and examined_ as particularly the coroner's *innuisition of the
death of a man when it finds any oneguilty of homiei_£ ' for in such [*302
cases the offender so presented must b_e ar'raigned upon'this inquisition and
may dispute the truth of it; which brings it to a kind of indictment, the most
usual and effectual means of prosecution, and into which we will therefore im
quire a little more minutely.

II. An indictment(c) is a written accusation of one or more persons of a crime
or misdemeanour, _referred to, and presented upon oath by, a grand jury. To
this end the sherin of every county is bound to return to every session of the
peac_, and every commission of oyer and terminer, and of general gaol-delivery,
*_wenty-four good and lawful men of the county, some out of every hundred, to
inquire, present, do, and execute all those things which on the part of our lord
the king shall then and there be commanded them.(d) They ought to be free-
holders, but to what amount is uncertain ;(e) which seems to be casus omissus,
and as proper to be supplied by the legislature as the qualifications of the petit
jury, which were formerly equally vague and uncertain but are now settled by

(9 SeeAppendix,_L (_)2Hal.P C 154. (_)Ibid.155.

felo de se cannot of course be traversed by the individual ; but it may be removed into the
king's bench by certwrarl and then traversed by the executors or administrators of the
deceased. Toomes vs. Etherington, 1 Sannd. Rep. 363, n. (1), ed. 1824. As to the flight
of persons accused of felony, I am not aware that this was ever made a substantive matter
of inquiry distinct from the trial of the felony itself, (see post, 387 ;) and, as that trial could
only be in the presence of the party accused, it was then the regular verdict of a jury
after an open trial, and not a case m point. The coroner, indeed, holding an inquisitiov
on the death of a person, may find that he was murdered by A. B. and that A. B. has
fled for it ; and the authomties all agree that this latter part of the finding is not travers-
able, though it is observed that no adequate reason for this distinction is to be found in
the books. This probably was the flight which the author intended to mention With
respect to deodands, there is no mode, indeed, by which the lord of the fram'.hise can
quarrel with the finding of the jury, so as to increase the value they have affixed, but the
court will interfere to diminish that value, (Foster, 266 ;) and therefore it must be in-
ferred that the finding is not absolutely conclusive.

And lastly, as to presentments of petty offences in the town or Ieet, lord _ansfield haJ,
said that it cannot be true that they are not traversable anywhere, (Rex vs. Roupell, Cowp
459 ;) and the law seems to be that before the fine is estreated and paid, though not after-
wards, the presentment may be removed by certwrar_into the court of King s Bench and
traversed there. Rex vs. Heaton, 2 T. R. 184.

Upon the whole, it may be laid down generally that, with the exception of ilight o_
the death of a man, no finding of an inquisxtion can be conclusive on a party who has
had no opportunity of vindicating his rights before the jury; while there are cases in
which a party who has voluntarily foregone that right in one stage may yet traverse the
finding in some future stage. As when, upon an inquiry by the sheriff under a writ of
extent, the jury find certain goods to be the goods of A. B., and that finding is returned to
the court of Exchequer, C. D., who claims the goods, and might have done so, but neg-
lected to do so before the sheriff, may yet traverse the finding in the court above.--
COLERIDGE.

' Upon this inquisition the party accused may be tried without the intervention of th_
grand jury, (2 Hale, 61. 3 Camp. 371. 2 Leach, 1095. Russ. & R. C. C. 240, S. C. ;) and
.f an indictment be found for the same otthnce, and the defendant be acquitted on the
one, he must be arraigned on the other,_to which he may, however, effectually plead his
former acquittal. 2 Hale, 61.

Verdict in an Acdon.--There is also a mode in which a party may be put on his trial
without any written accusation, viz., the verdict of a jury in a civil cause. 2 Hale, 150.
4 T. R. 293. 3 Esp. 134. Thus, in an action for taking away goods, ff the jury found
that they were taken feloniously, the verdict served also as an indictment. 2 Hale, 151.
Hawk. b. 2, c. 15, s. 6. Com. Dig. Indictment, C. Bae. Abr. indmtment, B. 5. And at
the present day, in an action for slander, in which the plaintiff is charged with a criminal
offence, and the defendant justifies, if the jury find that the ,iustffication is true, the
plaintiff may be immediately put upon his trial for the crime alleged against him, with-
out the intervention of a grand jury. 5 T. R. 293. But the verdict must be found in
some court which has competent jurisdiction over criminal matters, or otherwise it seems
to have but little force. 2 Hale, 151. Hawk. b. 2, c. 25, s. 6. An affidavit taken at n_
priu8 on a trial may also be received by the court of King's Bench as the foundation of a
_'Lmbaal information against another. T.R. 285._ITT¥.
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several acts of parliament. However, they are usually gentlemen of the best
figure i, the county. /ks many as appear upon this panel are sworn upon the
grand jury to the amount of twelve at the least, and not more than twenty.
three; that twelve may be a majority. Which number, as well as the constitu-
tion itself, we find exactly described so early as the laws of king Ethelred.(f)
"yExeant _eniores duodecim thani, et pmefectus cure eis, et jurent super sanctuarium
quod eis in manus datur, quod nolint ullum innoeentem accusare, nee aliquem noxium
celare." In the time of king :Richard the First (according to Hoveden) the pro-
cess of eleetin_ the grand jury ordained by that prince was as follows: four
knights were t() be taken from the county at large, who chose two more oat of
every hundred i which two associated to themselves ten other principal freemen,
and those twelve were to answer concerning all particulars relating to their own
.,_n_ 1 district. This number was probably *found too large and inconvenient ;
.... J but the traces of this institution still remain in that some of the jury

must be summoned out of every hundred. This grand jury are previously in-
structed in the articles of their inquiry by a charge from the judge who presides
upon the bench. They then withdraw, to sit and receive indictments, which are
preferred to them in the name of the king, but at the suit of any private prose-
cutor; and they are only to hear evidence on behalf of the prosecution: for the
finding of an indictment is only in the nature of an inquiry or accusation, which
is afterwards to be tried and determined; and the grand jury are only to in-
quire upon their oaths whether there be sufficient cause to call upon the party
to answer it. A grand jury, however, ought to be thoroughly persuaded of the
truth of an indictment so far as their evidence goes, and not to rest satisfied
merely with remote probabilities i a doctrine that might be applied to very op-
pressive purposes.(g)

The grand jury are sworn to inquire only for the body of the county, pro corpore
comitatus; and therefore they cannot regularly inquire of a fact done out of that
county for which they are sworn, unless particularly enabled by an act of parlia-
ment. And to so high a nicety was this matter antiently carried, that where
a man was wounded in one county and died in another, the offender was at com-
mon law indictable in neither, because no complete act of felon)" was done in any
one of them; but, by statute 2 & 3 Edw. VI. c. 24, he is now indictable in the
county where the party died? And, by statute 2 Gee. II. e. 21, if the stroke or
poisoning be in England, and the death upon the sea or out of England, or vic_
versa, the offenders and their accessories may be indicted in the county where
either the death, poisoning, o1"stroke shall happen. And so in some other cases;
as, particularly, where treason is committed out of the realm, it may be inquired
of in any county within the realm, as the king shall direct, in pursuance of
statutes 26 Hen. VIII. c. 13, 33 Hen. VIII. e. 23, 35 Hen. VIII. e. 2, and 5 & 6

Edw. VI. c. 11. And counterfeiters, washers, or minishers *of the cur-
*304 ] rent coin, together with all manner of felons and their accessories, may,
by statute 26 Hen. ¥III. c. 6, (confirmed and explained by 34 & 35 Hen. VIII. c.
26, §§ 75, 76,) be indicted and tried for those offcnces, if committed in any part(h)
of Wales, before the justices of gaol-delivery and of the peace in the next adjoin-
ing county of England, where the king's writ runneth: that ,s, at present in the
county of Hertford or Salop, and not, as it should seem, in the county of Chester
or Monmouth; the one being a county palatine where the king's writ did not
run, and the other a part of Wales, in 26 Hen. VIII.(/) ]_urders, also, whether
committed in :England or in foreign parts,(k) may, by,virtue of the statute 33
Hen. VIII. c. 23, be inquired of and tried by the king s special commission in
any shire or place in the kingdom. By statute 10 & 11 W. III. e. 25, all robberies
and other capital crimes committed in :Newfoundland may be inquired of and

(Y*)Wflk, LL Angl. ,_a_. 117. (_) See Hardr. 00
(g) State Tmals, Iv 183. (k) Ely's case_ at the Old Bailey_ Dec. 1720. Boache's _#se_
(h) Stra. 533. 3 Mod, 134. Dec 1775.

aBy star. 7 Gee. IV. c. 64,this statute was repealed ; and it is enacted by s. 12 that when
any felony or misdemeanour shall be begun in one county and completed in another, or
shall he committed on the boundary or boundaries of two or more counties, or within
6re hundred yards thereof, it may be tried and punished in either.---ST,.WART.
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tried in any county in England Offences a_ainst the black act 9 Geo I c 2 .7 ma_• • ° " o , * • _, j

be ln qmred of and treed m any county of England, at the option of the prosecutor.(/)
So felonies in destroying turnpikes or works upon navigable rivers, erected by
authority of parliament, may, by statutes 8 Geo. II c. 20 and 13 Geo. III. e. 84, be
inquired of and tried in any adjacent count)- By statute 26 Geo. II. c. 19, plunder-
ing or stealing from any vessel in distress or wrecked, or breaking any ship con-
trary to 12 Anne, st. 2, c. 18,(m) may be prosecuted either in the county where
the fact Js committed or in any county next adjoining; and if committed in _¥ales_
then in the next adjoining English county : by which is understood to be meant
such English county as, by the statute 26 Hen. VII1. above mentioned, had
before a concurrent jurisdiction with the great sessions of felonies committed in
Wales.(n) Felonies committed out of the realm, in burning or destroying the

king's ships, *magazines, oi' stores, may, by statute 12 Geo. III. c. 24, v,305
be inquired of and tried in any county of England, or in the place where t
the offence is committed. By statute 13 Geo. III. c. 63, misdemeanours com-
mitted in India may be tried upon informations or indictments in the court of
king's bench in England; and a mode is marked out for examining witnesses
by commission, and transmitting their depositions to the court. But, in general,
all offences must be inquired into as well as tried in the county where the i_ct
is committed. Yet, if larceny be committed in one county and the goods carried
into another, the offender may be indicted in either, for the offence is complete
in both;(o ) or he may be indicted in England for larceny in Scotland and carry-
ing the goods with him into England, o1' vice versa; or for receiving in one part
of the united kingdom goods that have been stolen in another.(p) But for
robbery, burglary, and the like, he can only be indicted where the fact was
actually committed; for though the carrying away and keeping of the goods is
a continuation of the original taking, and is therefore larceny in the second
county, yet it is not a robbery or burglary in that jurisdiction. And if a person
be indicted in one county for larceny of goods originally taken in another, and be
thereof convicted or stands mute, he shall not be admitted to his clergy, provided
the original taking be attended with such circumstances as would have ousted
him of his clergy by virtue of any statute made previous to the year 1691.(q) s

(r) So held by sn the judges, H 11 Oeo. HI. in the case of judgment that Chester, and not Salop, was the next ad-
of Richard Moltls, on a case referred from the 01d Barley. JOining English county; but all the judges (m _ch. 15 Geo

(m) See page 245. III.) held the prosecutmn to be regular.
(_) At Shlewsbury Summer Assizes, 1774, Parry and (o) 1 Hal P. C. 507.

Roberts were conwcted of plundering a *ess_l which was (_') Stat 13 Geo III e. 31.
wrecked on the coast of Anglesey It was moved m arrest (q) Stat. 25 Hen. VIII. c. 3. 3 W and M. c. v.

• The law respecting venue in criminal prosecutions has been recently revised and
simplified, and is now as follows :_

As to murder. By 9 Geo. IV. e. 31, s. 7, if any British subject shall be charged in Eng-
land with any murder or manslaughter, or with being accessory before the fact to any
murder or manslaughter, committed on land out of the United Kingdom, whether within
the king's dominions or without, any justice of the county or place where the person so
charged shall be may take cognizance of the charge, and proceed therein as if it had
been committed within the hmits e _ his ordinary jurisdiction; and if any person so
chaiged shall be committed for trial or admitted to bail, a commission shall be directed
to such persons, and into such county or place, as shall be appointed by the lord chan-
cellor, for the speedy trial of any such offender; and such persons shall have power to
he_r and determine all such offences, within the county or place hmited in their com-
mission, by a jury of such county or place, in the same manner as ff the offences had been
actually committed in such county or place; and, by s. 8, where any person, being felo-
niously struck, poisoned, or hurt, upon the sea, or at any place out of England, shall die
of such stroke, &c. in England, or vice vers_, every offence committed in respect of any
such case, whether the same shall amount to the offence of murder or manslaughter, or
beiPg accessory before the fact to murder, or after the fact to murder or manslaughter
may be tried and punished in the county or place in England in which such death, stroke,
&c. shall happen, in the same manner in all respects as if such offence had been wholly
committed in that county or place.

As to offences committed on the borders of counties. By 7 Geo. IV. c. 64, s. 12,where
any felony or misdemeanour shall be committed on the boundary or boundaries of two
ar more counties, or within five hundred yards thereof, or shall be begun in one county
and completed in another_ every such felony or misdemeanour may be tried and punished
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When the grand jury have heard the evidence, if they thi_k it a groundless
accasation, they used formerly to endorse on the back of the bill "ignoramus,"
or, we know nothing of it ; intimating that, though the facts might possibly be
true, that truth did not appear to them : but now they assert in English mort
absolutely "not a true bill," or (which is the better way) "not found," and then
the party is discharged without further answer. But a fresh bill may after-
wards be preferred to a subsequent grand jury. If they are satisfied of the

• 306 ] truth of the accusation, they then*endorse upon it "a true bill," antiently
"biUa vera." The indictment is then said to be found, and the party

stands indicted. But to find a bill there must at least twelve of the jury agile;
for so tender is the law of England of the lives of the subjects, that no man can
be convicted at the suit of the king of any capital offence, unless by the unani-
mous voice of twenty-four of his equals and neighbours : that is, by twelve at
least of the graLd jury, in the first place, assenting to the accusation, and aftel-

in any of the said counties in the same manner as if it had been actually and wholly
committed therein•

As to offences committed on persons or property in coaches or vessels. By 7 Gee. IV.
c. 64, s. 13, where any felony or misdemeanour shall be committed on any person, or on
or in respect of any property in or upon any coach, wagon, cart, or other carriage what-
ever, employed in any journey, or on board any vessel whatever employed on any voyage
upon any roland navigation, such felony or misdemeanour may be tried and punished in
any county through any part whereof such coach, &c. or vessel shall have passed in the •
course of the journey or voyage during which such felony or misdemeanour shall have
_een committed, in the same manner as if it had been actually committed in such county;
and where any part of any highway or navigation shall constitute the boundary of any
two counties, such felony or misdemeanour may be tried and punished in either of the
_ald counties through, or adjoining co, or by the boundary of any part whereof such
coach, &c. or vessel shall have passed in the course of the journey or voyage during
which such felony or misdemeanour shall have been committed, in the same manner as
if it had been actu'alty committed in such county.

As to larceny generally. By the Larceny Act, (7 &8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 76,) if any person,
having feloniously taken any property in any one part of the United Kingdom, shall
afterwards have it in his possession in any other part, he may be indicted for larceny in
that part where he shall so have such property in his possession, as if he had actually
stolen it there: and if any person having knowingly received, in any one part of the
United Kingdom, any stolen property which shall have been stolen in any other part, he
may be indicted for such offence in that part where he shall so receive such property, as
if it had been originally stolen in that part.

As to accessories. By 7 Gee. IV. c. 64, s. 9, accessories before the fact to any felony
may be tried in any court that has jurisdiction to try the principal offender, although
the offence of such accessories may be committed on the high seas, or on land, within o_

• i ' .......without the k ng s dominions ; and af the principal offence m comnntted m one county
and the other offence in another, such accessories may be tried in either; and, by s. 10,
a similar provision is made with respect to accessories after the fact to felony.

As to treasons. By 35 Hen. YIII. c. 2, (which is not repealed by 1 &2 P. and _I. c. 10,
see 1 East, P. C. 103,) all treasons or misprisions of treason committed out of the realm
may be tried in the court of King's Bench by a jury of the county in which the court
sits, or by a special commission in any county in England. See Chit. C. L. 188.

An indictment for bigamy may, by 9 Gee. IV. c. 31, s. 22, be tried in the county where
the offender is apprehended or is in custody, the same as if the offence had been actually
committed there.

In an indictment for a libel the venue must be laid in the county where the publication
took place.

Indictments for offences against the customs and excise may be Cried in any county of
England. See 6 Gee. IV. c. 108, ss. 74 & 78, and 7 & 8 Gee. IV. e. 53, s. 43.

Offences committed in a county of a city or town may be tried in the county at large.
gee 38 Gee. IIL c. 52 ; 51 Gee. III. c. t00 ; 60 Gee. III. e. 4 ; 1 Gee. IY. e. 4. If the in-
dictment states the felony to have been committed in the county at large, and it was
committed in the county of a city or town_ this is bad. Rex v,. _IelJor, R. & R. C. C. 144.
But if the offence be properly laid in the county of a town, and the indictment is pre-
ferred in the county at large, it need not be averred that that is the next adjoining
county to the county of the town. Rex vs. Goff, id. 179. The 26 Hen. ¥III. c. 6, s. 6,
which makes felonies in Wales triable in the next English coun*y, extends to felonies
cre_ed since that statute. Rex vs. Wynclh_m, id. 197.----CmTTY. -"

552
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wards by the whole petit jury of twelve more finding him guilty upon his trial
But if twelve of the grand jury assent, it is a good presentment, though some
of the rest disagreei(r ) and the indictment, when so found, is publicly deliverea
into court.

Indictments must have a precise and sufficient certainty.' By statute 1 Hen
(r) 2 Hal. P. C.161.

' The following general rules as to the form of the indictment may be found useful.
The indictment must state the facts of the crime with as much certainty as the nature
of the case will admit. Cowp. 682. _ T. R. 611-623. Therefore an indictment charging
the defendant with obtaining money by false pretences, without stating what were the
particular pretences, is insufficient. 3 T. R. 581. The cases of indictment for being a
common scold or barretor, or for keeping a disorderly house, or for conspiracy, may be
considered as exceptions to the general rule. 2 T. R. 586. 1 T. R. 754. 2 B. & A. 205.
And an indictment for endeavouring to incite a soldier to commit an act of mutiny, or a
servant to rob his master, without stating the particular means adopted, may albo be con-
sidered as an exception. 1 B. & P. 180.

The indictment ought to be certain to every intent and without any intendment to the
contrary. C_ro. Eliz. 490. Cro. Jac. 20. But this strictness does not so far prevail as to
render an hldictment invalid in consequence of the omission of a letter which does not
change the word into another of different signification, as undertood for understood, and re-
vend for received, (1 Leach, 134, 145 ;) and if the sense be clear, nice objections ought not
to be regarded, (5 East, 259 ;) and m stating mere matter of inducement, not so much
certainty is required as in stating the offence ltselfi 1 Vent. 170. Com. Dig. Indict-

. ment, _. The charge must be sufficiently explicit to support itself; for no latitude of
intention can be allowed to include any thing more than is expressed. 2 Burr. 1127. 2
}¢I. & S. 381. And every crime must appear on the face of the record with a scrupulous
certainty, (C_ld. 187,) so that it may be understood by every one, alleging all the requi-
sites that constitute the offence: and that every averment must be so stated that the
party accused may know the general nature of the crime of which he is accused, and
who the accusers are, whom he will be called upon to answer, (1 T. R. 69;) and as a
branch of this rule it is to be observed that in describing some crimes technical phrases
and expressions are required to be used to express the precise ide_ which the law enter-
rains of the offence. See the instances in the text. The offence must be positively charged,
and not stated by way of recital: so that the words "that whereas" prefixed will render
it invalid. 2 Stra. 900, n. 1. 2 Lord Raym. 1363. Stating an offence in the disjunctive
is bad. 2 Stra. 901, 200; and see further, 1 Chit. C. L. 2d ed. 236. Repugnancy in a ma-
terial matter may be fatal to the indictment. 5 East, 254. But though the indictment
must in all respects be certain, yet the introduction of averments altogether superfluous
and immaterial will se]dom prejudice. For if the indictment can be supported without
the words which are bad, they may, on arrest of _udgment. be rejected as surplusage. 1
T. R. 322. 1 Leach, 474. 3 Staz.k. 26. And see further, as to repugnancy and surplusage,

Chit. C. L. 2d ed. 332, 338, &c.
Presumptions of law need not be stated, (4 ]_I. & S. 105. 2 Wils. 14_ ;) neither nee_l

f_ts of which the court will ex o_c/o take notice. It is not necessary to state a
¢onclusum of law resulting fi'om the facts of a case: it suffices to state the facts and
leave the court to draw the inference. 2 Leach, 941. Neither is it necessary _)
state mere matter 0/ev_denc_ which the prosecutor proposes to adduce, unless it alters
the offence: for if so, it would make the indictment as long as the evidence. 1
_tra. 139, 140. Forst. 194. 2 B. & A. 205. In general, all mattera of defenc_ must come
from the defendant, and need not be anticipated or stated by the prosecutor. 5 T. R.
84. 2 Leach, 580. 2 East, 19. And it is never necessary to negative all the exceptions
which, by some other statute than that which creates the offence, might render it legal ;
for these must be shown by defendant for his own justification. 2 Burr. 1036. 1 Bla.
Rep. 230. Facts which lie more particularly within the defendant's than the prosecutor's
knowledge need not be shown with more than a certainty to a common intent. 5 T. R.
607. Hawk. b. 2, c. 25, s. 112. If noace be necessary to raise the duty which the defend-
ant is alleged to have broken, it should be averred; but where knowledge must be pro*
sumed, and the event lies ahke in the knowledge of all men, it is never necessary either
to state or prove it. 5 T. R. 621. If a request or demand is necessary to complete the
offence, it must be stated in the indictment. 8 East, 52, 53. 1 T. R. 316. Cald. 554
Where an owl intent accompanying an act is necessary to constitute such act a crime, the
intent must be alleged in the indictment and proved. 2 Stark. 245. R. & R. C. C. 365.
1 Hale, 561. 2 East, P. C. 514, 515. 2 R. & R. C. C. 317. Indictments must be in Eng-
t_h. 4 Gee. II. c. 26. 6 Gee. 1I. e. 6. But if any document in a foreign language, aa
a libel, be necessarily introduced, it should be set out in the original tongue and then
transh_ted, _howing its application% (6 T. R. 162. 7 Moore, 1 ;) but it has been _id to

6_
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V. c. 5, all iLJ,ctments must set forth the Christia_ name, surname, and addi.
tion of the state and degree, mystery, town or place, and the county of the
offender; and all this to identify his person, s The time and place are also to be
ascertained by naming the day and township in which the fact was committed;
though a mistake in these points is in general not held to be material, provided
the time be laid previous to the finding of the indictment and the place to be
within the jurisdiction of the court, unless where the place is laid not merely
as a venue, but as part of the description of the fact.(s)' But sometimes the
time m_y be very material, where there is any situation in point of time assigned
for the prosecution of offenders, as by the statute 7 Will. III. c. 3, which enacts
that ro prosecution shall be had for any of the treasons or misprisions therein
taentioned, (except an assassination designed or attempted on the person of the

(_) 2 Hawk. r. C. 435.

be both needless and dangerous to translate it. 1 Saund. 242, n. 1. By the same acts,
statutes 4 Geo. II. c. 26, and 6 Geo. II. c. 14, all indictments must be in words at length ;
and therefore no abbreviations can be admitted. 2 Hale, 170, n.g. Nor can any figures
be allowed in indictments, but all numbers must be expressed in words at length ; but to
this rule there is an exception in case of forgery and threatening letters, when a fa_
_imileof the instrument forged must be given in the indictment. 2 Hale, 170, 146.

As to the insertion of several counts m an indictment, see 1 Chit. C. L. 248 to 250; and
as to when part of a count may be found, id. 250 to 252. As to the joinder of several
offences, id. 253 to 256. As to variances, id. 2d ed. 293, 294. As to the amendment of
indictments, id. 297 to 298 ; and when an indictment may be quashed, id. 299 to 304. ,
As to the power of a court of equity to stay indictment, id. 2d ed. 304. As to when an
action, as well as an indictment, may be brought, see ante, 6.--CHITTr.

SBut, by stat. 7 Geo. IV. c. 64, s. 19, it was enacted that no indictment should be abated
by reason of any dilatory plea of misnomer, or of want of addition, or of the wrong ad
chtion, of the party offering such plea, but the court, if satisfied by affidavit or otherwise
of the truth of such plea, might cause the indictment to be amended. And the 14 & 15
Vict. c. 100, s. 24 provides that no indictment shall be held insufficient (inter alla) by
reason that any person mentioned in the indictment is designated by a name or office or
other descriptive appellation instead of his proper name, nor for want of or imperfection
in the addition of any defendant.---STrwART.

s By 7 Geo. IV. c. 64, s. 20, "no .;udgment, upon any indictment or information, for any
felony or misdemeanour, whether after verdict or outlawry, or by confession, default, or
otherwise, shall be stayed or reversedfor want of the averment of any matter unnecessary
to be proved; nor for the omission of the words 'as appears by the record,' or 'with
force and arms,' or 'against the peace ;' nor for the insertion of the words 'against the
form of the statute,' instead of 'agair_st the form of the statutes,' or vwe vers_; nor for
that any person or persons mentmned in the indictment or information is or are desig-
nated by a name of office, or other descriptive appellation, instead of his, her, or their
proper name or names ; nor for omitting to state the time at which the offence was com-
mitted, in any case where time is not of the essence of the offence ; nor for stating the time
imperfectly ; nor for stating the offence to have been committed on a day subsequent to
the finding of the indictment or exhibiting the information, or on an impossible day, or
on a day that never happened ; nor for want of a proper or perfect venue, where the
court shall appear by the indictment or information to have had jurisdiction over the
offence." The objections enumerated in this clause are no longer available, either in
arrest of judgment or by writ of error, because it enacts that judgment shall not be
stayed, which applies to motions m arrest of judgment, or reversed, which applies to writs
of error. But it seems that any of these objections will still be available on demurrer,
where the prisoner prays judgment in his favour, and if his demurrer is allowed, judg-
ment is neither stayed nor reversed, but given in his favour. See further, on this subject,
t_ar. C. L. 46, et seq., and the cases there cited.

If the name of a prisoner is unknown and he refuse to disclose it, an indictment against
him as a person whose name is to the jurors unknown, but who is personally brought be-
fore the jurors by the keeper of the prison, will be sufficmnt. Rex vs. , R. &R. C. C.
4_9. But an indictment againsb him as a person to the jurors unknown, without some-
thing to ascertain whom the grand jury meant to designate, is insufficient. Id. ibid._
CHITTY.

But now also, by star. 14 & 15 Vict. c. 100, s. 24, no indictment shall be held insui_io
cmnt for omitting to state the time at which the offence was committed in any case where
time is not of the essence of the offence, nor for stating the time imperfectly, nor for
stating the offence to have been committed on a day subsequent to the pending of the
indictment, or on an impossible day, or on a day that never happened.---STewaRT

554
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king,) unless the bill of indictment be found within three years after thu offencecommitted;(t) and in case of' murder, the time of the death must De laid within
a year and a day after the mortal stroke was given. The offence itself must
also be set forth with c]earness and certainty; and in some crimes particular
words of art must be used, which are so appropriated by the law to express th_

precis_ idea which it entertains of the *offence, that no other words, [*307
however synonymous they may seem, are capable of doing it. Thus, in
reason the facts must be laid to be done "treasonably and against his allegi-

an _e," antiently "proditor_e et contra ligeantice sure debitum," else the indictment
is void. In indictments for murder it is necessary to say that the party indicted
"murdered," not "killed," or "slew," the other; which, till the late statute, was
expressed in Latin by the word "murdravit."(u) In all indictments for felonies
the adverb "feloniously," "felonice," must be used; and for burglaries, also,
"burglariter," or, in English, "burglariously:" and all these to ascertain the
intent. In rapes the word "rapu_t" or "ravished" is necessary, and must not
be expressed by any periphrasis, in order to render the crime certain. So in
larcenies, also, the words "felonice cepit et asportawt, feloniously took and carried
away," are necessary to every indictment, for these only can express the very
offence. Also, in indictments for murder, the length and depth of the wound
should in general be expressed, in order that it may appear to the court to have
been of a mortal nature; but if it goes through the body, then its dimensions
are immaterial, for that is apparently sufficient to have been the cause of tho
death. Also, where a limb or the like is absolutely cut off, there such descrip-
tion is impossible.@) Lastly, in indictments the value of the thing which is the
subject or instrument of the offence must sometimes be expressed. In indict-
ments for larcenies this is necessary, that it may appear whether it be grand or
petit larceny, and whether entitled or not to the benefit of clergy; _° in homi.
cide of all sorts it is necessary, as the weapon with which it is committed is for.
feited to the king as a deodand, n

The remaining methods of prosecution are, without any previous finding by
a jury, to fix the authoritative stamp of verisimilitude upon the accusation
One of these, by the common law, was when a thief was taken with the ma_nour;
that is, with the thing stolen upon him in manu. For he might, when so de-

(9 Fost 249. (_) See book lfi. page 821. (,) 5 Rep. 122.

loThere are some recent enactments, respecting'indictments for larceny, which it seems
important to notice here. By 7 Geo. IV. c. 64, s. 14, "to remove the difficulty of stating
the names of all the owners of property in the case of partners and other joint owners,"
the property of partners may be laid in any one partner by name, and another, or others.
By s. 15, property belonging to counties, &c. may be laid in the inhabitants without
naming them. By s. 16, property ordered for the use of the poor of parishes, &c. may
be laid in the overseers without naming them; and materials, &c. for repairing highway_
may be laid to be the property of the surveyor without naming him. By s. 17, property
of turnpike-trustees may be laid in the trustees without naming them. And by s. 18.
property under commissioners of sewers may be laid in the commissioners without naming
them. By 7 & 8 Geo. IV. e. 29, s. 21. in indictments for steahng records, &c. it is unne-
cessary to allege either that the article is the property of any person, or that it is of any
value. By s. 22, a similar provision is made respecting wills. By s. 44, where the mate-
rials therein enumerated are fixed in any square, _treet, or other like place, it is unne-
cessary to allege them to be the property of any person. And, by s. 46, in indictments
against tenants and lodgers for stealing property from houses or apartments let to them,
the properw may be laid either in the owner or person letting to hire. For the cases
beanng upon this subject, see Car. C. L. 25, et se?.; Col. Grim. Stat. 329 ; and see a full
and able summary of the law of larceny, id. 325, 343._C_ITTY.

L_It is to be observed _.hat, by star. 11 & 12 Vict. c. 46, any court of oyer and terminer
and general gaol_elivery (extended to courts of quarter sessions by 12 & 13 ¥ict. c. 45)
may cause the indictment or information for any offence whatever, in case of any variance
between any matter in writing or in print produced in evidence, and the recital or set-
ring forth thereof upon the record, to be forthwith amended, and thereupon the trial
•hall proceed as if no such variance had appeared. Still further powers of amendment i,_
matters of variance are conferred by stat. 14 & 15 ¥ict. c. 100, s. 1.---STewArT.
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*308 ] tected flagranfe delicto, be brought into court, arraigned and tried with.
out indictment; as, by the *Danish law, he might be taken and hanged

upon the spot, without accusation or trial.(w) But this proceeding was taken
away by several statutes in the reign of Edward the Third,(x) though in Scot-
land a similar process remains to this day.(y) So that the only species of pro.
ecding at the suit of the king, without a previous indictment or presentment
y a grand jury, now seems to be that of injbrmation.

Ill. Informations are of two sorts : first, those which are partly at the suit
of the king, and partly at that of a subject; and secondly, such as are only in
the name of the king. The former are usually brought upon penal statutes,
which inflict a penalty upon conviction of the offender, one part to the use
of the king, and another to the use of the informer, and are a sort of quz
tans actions, (the nature of which was explained in a former book,)(z) only
carried on by a criminal instead of a civil process ; upon which I sh/_ll there-
fore only observe that, by the statute 31 Eliz. c. 5, no prosecution upon any
.penal statute, the suit and benefit whereof are limited in part to the king and
m part to the prosecutor can be brought by any common informer ,,fter one
year is expired since the commission of the offence; nor on behalf" of the
_'rown after the lapse of two years longer; nor, where the forfeiture is origi-
nally given only to the king, can such prosecution be had after the expiration
of two years from the commission of the offence. TM

The informations that are exhibited in the name of the king alone arc also
of two kinds : first, those which are truly and properly his own suits, and filed
ex o_cio by his own immediate officer, the attorney-general; secondly, those in
which, though the king is the nominal prosecutor, yet it is at the relation of
some private person or common informer; and they are filed by the king's
coroner and attorney in the court of king's bench, usually called the master
of the crown-office, who is for this purpose the standing officer of the public.
The objects of the king's own prosecutions, filed ex o_cw by his own attorney.
*309 ] general, are properly such *enormous misdemeanours as peculiarly tend

to disturb or endanger his government, or to molest or affront him in
the regular discharge of his royal functions. For offences so high and dan-
gerous, in the punishment or prevention of which a moment's delay would be
fatal_ the law has given to the crown the power of an immediate prosecution,
without waiting for any previous application to any other tribunal; which
power, thus necessary not only to the ease and safety but even to the very
existence of the executive magistrate, was originally reserved in the great
plan of the English constitution, wherein provis_on is wisely made for the due
preservation of all its parts. The objects of the other species of informations,
filed by the master of the crown-office upon the complaint or relation of a pri-
vate subject, are any gross and notorious misdemeanours, riots, batteries, libels,
and other immoralities of an atrocious kind,(a) not peculiarly tending to disturb
the government, (for those are left to the care of the attorney-general,) but
which, on account of their magnitude or pernicious example, deserve the most
public animadversion. _s And when an information is filed, either ehus, or by

(w)Stlerahoot_ de j_e _ 1.3, c. ft. (_) See book m. page 162.
(*) 2 Hal P. C. 14. (a) 2 Hawk. P. O. 260.
(Y)Lord Kalms, i. _31.

l_This statute is so far repealed, by the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, s. 36, that where no time is
_pecially limited for laying any such reformation in the act of parliament relating to
each particular case, the information (if it be for an offence punishable by justices upon
summary convictSon) must be laid within six calendar months from the time when tht
matter of such reformation arOse.----STEw_tR_.

_sAnd see further, as to for what causes the court will grant this information, 1 Chitt.
C. L. 2d ed. 849 to 856. The court will always take into consideration the whole of the
circumstances of the charge before they lend their sanction to this extraordinary mode
of prosecution. They will observe the time of making the application, and whether a

. long interval has elapsed since the injury, and to what cause it may be fairly ascribed,
also the evldence on which the charge is founded, and weigh the probabilities which it
oeems to offer. They will also examine the character and motives of the applicant,_at
least his share in the matter before them; and they will look forward to the con_
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the attorney-general e, o_c_o, it must be tried by a petit jury of the county
where the offence arises; after which, if the defendant be found guilty, the
court must be resorted to for his punishment. _

There can be no doubt but that this mode of prosecution by information (or
suggestion) filed on record by the king's attorney-general, or by his coroner or
master of the crown-office, in the court of king's bench, is as autient as the
e_mmon law itselF.(b) For, as the king was bound to prosecute, or at least to
lend the sanction of his name to a prosecutor, whenever the grand jury in.
formed him upon their oaths that there was a sufficient ground for instituting
a criminal suit, so when these his immediate officers were otherwise sufficiently
assured that a man had committed a gross misdemeanour, either personally
against the king or his government, or against the public peace and good order,
they were at liberty, without waiting ibr any further intelligence, to convey

that information to the court of king's bench by a *suggestion on [_310record, and to carry on the prosecution in his majesty's name. But
these informations (of every kind) are confined by the constitutional law to
mere misdemeanours only; for, whenever any capital offence is charged, the
same law requires that the accusation be warranted by the oath of twelve men
before the party shall be put to answer it. And as to those offences in which
informations were allowed as well as indictments, so long as they were confined
to this high and respectable jurisdiction and were carried on in a legal and
regular course in his majesty's court of king's bench, the subject had no reason
to complain. The same notice was given, the same process was issued, the
same picas were allowed, the same trial by jury was had, the same judgment
was given, by the same judges, as if the prosecution had originally been by in.
dictment. :But when the statute 3 :Hen. VII. c. 1 had extended the jurisdiction
of the court of starchamber, the members of which were the sole judges of
the law, the fact, and the penalty, and when the statute 11 Hen. VII. c. 3 had
sermitted informations to be brought by any informer, upon any penal statute
not extending to life or member, at the assizes or before the justices of the
peace, who were to hear and determine the same according to their own dis.
cretion_ then it was that the legal and orderly jurisdiction of the court of

(_) 1 Show. 118

quences of the measure they are requested to grant, in the peculiar situation of the
defendant. 1 Bla. Rep. 542. In applications of this nature for libels, the applicant must,
unless the charge be general, show his innocence of the matter imputed to him. See
Doug. 284, 387, 588. 1 Burr. 402. 6 T. R. 294. 4 id. 285. 5 B. & A. 595. 1 D. & R. 197.
2 Chirr. Rep. 163. In applications against magistrates, the applicant must directly im-
pute corrupt motives for the misconduct complained of. 3 B. & A. 432.--CuITTr.

u If an information or an indictment for a misdemeanour removed into the court of
King's Bench by certioraribe not of such importance as to be tried at the bar ot the court,
it is sent down by writ of nisi prms into the county where the crime is charged to have
been committed, and is there tried by a common or special jury, hke a record m a civil
action ; and if the defendant is found guilty he must afterwards receive judgment from
the King's Bench. But where an indictment for treason or felony is removed by cer-
t/orari, the law upon the sub3ect will be found fully stated by lord Hale in the two follow-
ing sections. 2 P. C. 41.

"As to an indictment of felony or treason removed out of the county by certiorari, and
the party pleading, the record is sent down by nisi prius to be tried. The judges of nisi

rius may upon that record proceed to trial and judgment and execution, as if they were
ustices of gaol-delivery, by virtue of the statute of 14 Hen. VI. cap. 1.

"But if there were any question upon that statute, yet the statute of 6 Hen. VIII. cap.
6, which ex_ends to all justices and commissioners, as well of those of gaol-delivery and
of the peace, enables the court of King's Bench to send to them the very record itself,
and by a special writ or mandate to command them to proceed to trial and judgment,
upon such issue joined, as they may command the justices before whom the indictment
was taken to proceed to hear and determine the same as if no such issue were joined."
See Sir _yles Stapleton's case, Raym. 376.

If the treason of felony is to be reed at nisi prius under the 14 Hen. VI. c. 1, then the
,mart sends a tranbcript of the record, and not the record itself. 2 Hal. P. C. 3. 4 Co. 7_
-'-_H RISTI.kN.
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king's bench fell into disuse and oblivion, and Empson and Dudley, (the wicked
instruments of king Henry VII.,) by hunting out obsolete penalties, and this
tyrannical mode oi prosecution, with other oppressive devices,(c) continually
harassed the subject and shamefully enriched the crown. The latter of these
acts was soon indeed repealed, by statute 1 Hen. ¥III. e. 6; but the court of
starchamber continued in high vigour, and daily increasing its authority, for
more than a century longer, till finally abolished by statute 16 Car. I. c. 10.

Upon this dissolution, the old common-law(d) authority of the com_ of
king's bench as the custos morum of the nation, be{ng found necessary to reside
somewhere, for the peace and good government of the kingdom, was again re.

vived in *practice. (e) And it is observable that in the same act of parlia-
"311J ment which abolished the court of starchamber, a conviction by inibrma-
tion is expressly reckoned up as one of the legal modes of conviction of such
persons as should offend a third time against the provisions of that statute.(f)
It is true Sir ]Katthew Hale, who presided in this court soon after the time of
such revival, is said(g) to have been no friend to this method of prosecution ;
and, if so, the reason of such his dislike was probably the ill use which the
master of the crown-office then made of his authority by permitting the subject
to be harassed with vexatious informations, whenever applied to by any ma-
licious or revengeful prosecutor, rather than his doubt of their legality or pro-
priety upon urgent occasions.(h) For the power of filing informations, without
any control, then resided in the breast of the master i and, being filed in the
name of the king, they subjected the prosecutor to no costs, though on trial
they proved to be groundless. This oppressive use of them, in the times pre-
ceding the revolution, occasioned a struggle, soon after the accession of king
William,(/) to procure a declaration of their illegality by the judgment of the
court of king's bench. But Sir John Holt, who then presided there, and all the
judges, were clearly of opinion that this proceeding was grounded on the com-
mon law and could not be then impeached. And in a few years afterwards a
more temperate remedy was applied in parliament by statute 4 & 5 W. and ]E.
c. 18, which enacts that the clerk of the crown shall not file any information
without express direction from the court of king's bench, and that every prose.
cuter, permitted to promote such information, shall give security by a rccogni.
zance of twenty pounds (which now seems to be too small a sum) to prosecute
the same with effect, and to pay costs to the defendant in case be be acquitted
thereon, unless the judge, who tries the information, shall certify there was rea-

*'512 ] sonable cause for filing it i and, at all events, to pay costs, unless *the
• in.ibrmation shall be tried within a year after issue joined. But there is

a prow_o m this act that it shall not extend to any other infbrmations than
those which are exhibited by the master of the crown-office : and, consequently,
informations at the king's own suit, filed by his attorney-general, are no way
restrained thereby.

There is one species of informations still further regulated by statute 9 Anne,
c. 20, viz., those in the nature of a writ of quo warranto; which was shown, in
the preceding book,(k) to be a remedy given to the crown against such as had
usu_ d or intruded into any office or franchise. The modern information tauds
to the same purpose as the antient writ, being generally made use of to try the
civil rights of such franchises ; though it is commenced in the same manner as
other informations are, by leave of the court or at the will of the attorney.
general, being properly a criminal prosecution, in order to fine the defendant
for his usurpation as well as to oust him from his office, yet usually considered
at present as merely a civil proceeding. _

1 And. 167. (o) 5 Mod 460.
_5 Mod. 464. (a) 1 Saund 301. 1 Sid. 174.
(*) Styl. l_ep. 2_7.245. Styl. Pratt. Reg. tlt Informaz_on, (t) M. 1 W. and M. 5 Meal. 459, Comb. 141 Far. 8El.

page 187, edtt 1657. 2 Sid. 71. 1 8id. 152, 1 Show. 106.
(I) star. 1u Car. I. c. 10, _ 6. (k) See book iii. page 262.

15Because an information in the nature of a quowarranto is considered merely as a civil
_roeeeding, the court of King's Bench will grant a new trial, though the verdict should
nave been given for the defendant. 2 T. R. 484.---CubisTic.

, _58
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These are all the methods of prosecution at the suit of the king. There yet
remains another, which is merely at the suit of the subject, and is called an
appeal.

IV. An appeal in the sense wherein it is here used does not signify any com-
plaint to a superior court of an injustice done by an inferior one, which is the

enera use of the word; but it here means an original suit at the time of its
rs_ commencement.(/) An appeal, therefore, when spoken of as a criminal

prosecution, denotes an accusation by a private subject against another for
some heinous crime, demanding punishment on account of the particular intury
suffered rather than for the offence against the public. As this method of p_ose-
cution is still in force, I cannot omit to mention it; but as it is very little in use,

on account of the *great nicety required in conducting it, I shall treat ['8111of it very briefly, referring the student for more particulars to other
more voluminous compilations.(m)

This private process for the punishment of public crimes had probably its ori-
ginal in those times when a private pecuniary satisfaction, called a weregild, was

• constantly paid to the party injured, or his relations, to expiate enormous
offences. This was a custom derived to us, in common with other northern
natioDs,(n) from our ancestors, the antient Germans; among whom, according
to Tacitus,(o) "luitur lwmicidium certo armentorum ac pecorum numero ; rceip_tque
satzsfactionem universa domus."(p) In the same manner, by the Irish Brehon
law, in case of murder, the Brehon or judge was used to compound between the
murderer and the friends of the deceased, who prosecuted him, by causing the
malefactor to give unto them, or to the child or wife of him that was slain, a
recompense which they called an eriach.(q) And thus we find, in our Saxon
laws, (particularly those of king Athelstan,)(r) the several weregilds for homi.
side established in progressive order from the death of the ceorl or peasant up
to that of the king himself.(s) And in the laws of king Henry I.(t) we have
an account of what other offences were then redeemable by weregild, and what
w"re not so.(u) As, therefore, during the continuance of this custom, a process
was certainly given for recovering the weregild by the party to whom it was

due, it seems that, when *these offences by degrees grew no longer re- ['314deemable, the private process was still continued, in order to insure the
infliction of punishment upon the offender, though the party injured was allowed
no pecuniary compensation for the offence.

But though appeals were thus in the nature of prosecutions for some
atrocious injury committed more immediately against an individual, yet it
also was antiently permitted that any subject might appeal another subject of
high treason, either in the courts of common law,(w) or in parliament, or (for
treasons committed beyond the seas)in the court of the high constable and
marshal. The cognizance of appeals in the latter still continues in force ; and
so late as 1631 there was a trial by battel awarded in the court of chivalry on
such an appeal of treason ;(x) but that in the first was wrtually abolished(y) by
the statutes 5 Edw. III. e. 9, and 25 Edw. III. c. 24, and in the second, expressly,
by statute 1 Hen. IV. c. 14. So that the only appeals now in force, for things
done within the realm, are appeals of felony and mayhem.

An appeal of felony may be brought for crimes committed either against the
parties themselves or their relations. The crimes against the parties them-

O) It is derived from the French "appeler," the verb tirely to the relations of the party slain, but that of tho
Retire, whmh mgmfies to call upon, summon, or challenge kmg was diwded,--one-half being paid to the public, the

and not the verb neuter, which signifies the same as other to the royal famdy.
the ordmarv sense of "appeal" English. (t) C. 12.

(m)2 Hawk. P. C. c. 23. (u) In _rkey this prinmple is carried so far that eve1
(-) Stlernhook_ de jure _on. Z. 3, c. 4. murder is never prosecuted by the officers of the govern.
(o) De Mar. Germ c. 21. meat, as with us. It is the busmess of the next relations,
(ID)And in another place, (e. 12,) "De/_, pro mvdo and thcmonly, to revenge the slaughter of their kmsmen;

_arum, equorum _carumqu_ numero canv_i mulzta_ur, end ff they rather choose (as they generally do) to compound
t_rs mulct_ regt vel ¢ivtta_; pars i_si qui v_ndw_ur, _ the matter for money, nothing more m sald about it. Lad)
prop_nqu/_ e_us e_so/v/_ur." M.W. 5lontagu, lett. 42.

(_) Speusor's State of Ireland, p 1513, edit. Hughes. (,,) Butt. c 22.
(r) Jud/c C_z_. Lund.Wilk. 71. (_) By Donald lord Rea against David Ramsay. Rush_
(a) The weregild of a ccorl was 266 thrysmas, that of the vol. iL part 2, p. 112.

king 30,000; each thrysma being equal to about a shilhng of (_) 1 HaL P. C. 349.
_r pre_ _ money. The wereglld of a subject was paid en- 5_
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selves are larceny, rape, and arson. And for these, as well as for mayhem, the
persons robbed, ravished, maimed, or whose houses are burned may institute
this private process. The only crime against one's relations for which an
appeal can be brought is that of killing him, by either murder or manslaughter.
:But this cannot be brought by every relation : but only by the wife for the
death of her husband, or by the heir male for the death of his ancestor; which
heirship was also confined by an ordinance of king Henry the First, to the
four nearest degrees of blood (z) It is given to the wife on account of the
loss of her husband: therefore, if she marries again, before or pending her f
appeal, it is lost and gone; or if she marries after judgment, she shall not
demand execution. The heir, as was said, must also be heir male, and such a
•_1_ 1 one as was the *next heir by the course of the common law, at the time

of the kllhng of the ancestor. But this rule hath three exceptions :--
1. If the person killed leaves an innocent wife, she only, and not the heir, shall
have the appeal; 2. If there be no wii_, and the heir be accused of the mur-
der, the person who next to him would have been heir male shall bring the
appeal; 3. If the wife kills her husband, the heir may appeal her of the death
And, by the statute of Glocester, 6 Edw. I. c. 9, all appeals of death must be
sued within a year and a day after the completion of the felony by _he death
of the party : which seems to be only declaratory of the old common law i for
in the Gothic constitutions we find the same "prcescriptio annalis, quce currit ad-
versus actorem, si de homicida ei non constet intra annum aceede facta_ nec quen-
quam interea arguat et accuset." (a)

These appeals may be brought previous to any indictment; and ff the al_
pelleo be acquitted thereon, he cannot be afterwards indicted for the same
offence. In like manner as by the old Gothic constitution, if any offender
gained a verdict in his favour when prosecuted by the party injured, he was also
understood to be acquitted of any crown prosecution for the same offence ;(b)
but, on the contrary, if he made his peace with the king, still he might be pro.
secuted at the suit of the party. And so, with us, if a man be acquitted on an
indictment of murder, or found guilty and pardoned by the king, still he ought
not (in strictness) to go at large, but be imprisoned or let to bail till the year
and day be past, by virtue of the statute 8 lien. VII. c. 1, in order to be forth-
coming to answer any appeal for the same felony, not having as yet been
punished for it, though if he hath been found guilty of manslaughter on an in.
(lictment, and hath had the benefit of clergy, and suffered the judgment of the
law, he cannot afterwards be appealed ; for it is a maxim in law that "nemo bis
punitur pro eodem delicto." Before this statute was made, it was not usual to
indict a man for homicide within the time limited for appeals, which produced

very great, inconvenience, of which, more hereafter.(c)
"316] If the appellee be acqmtted, the appellor (by virtue of the statute ofWestm. 2, 13 :Edw. I. c. 12) shall suffer one year_s imprisonment, and
pay a fine to the king, besides restitution of damages to the party for the im-
prisonment and infamy which he has sustainedi and if the appellor be incapable
to make restitution, his abettors shall do it for him and also be liable to im-
prisonment. This provision, as was foreseen by the author of Fleta,(d) proved
a great discouragement to appeals i so that thenceforward they ceased to be in
common use.

If the appellee be found guilty, he shall suffer the same judgment as if he
had been convicted by indictment, but with this remarkable difference :--that
on an indictment, which is at the suit of the king, the king may pardon and
remit the execution ; on an appeal, which is at the suit of a private subject, to
make an atonement for the privSte wrong, the king can no more pardon it than
he can remit the damages recovered on an action of battery._e) In like man-
ner as while the weregild continued to be paid as a fine for homicide it could
not be remitted by the king's authority.(f) And the antient usage was, so

i_) Mirr c. 2,_7. (_)L.l,c. 34, _48.

!1 8tiernh de jure GoSh. t _,_c. 4. (*) 2 Hawk. P. C. 2_92.
Ibid. l. 1, c. 5. (f) LL. Edm. _,
_eeI,_e3,_5.
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late as Henry the Fourth's time, that all the relations of the slain should drag
the appellee to the place of execution ;(g) a custom founded upon that savage
spirit of family resentment which prevailed universally through Europe after
the irruption of the northern nations, and is peculiarly attended to in their
several codes of law, and which prevails even now among the wild and un-
tutored inhabitants of America; as if the finger of nature had pointed it out
to mankind in their rude and uncultivated state.(h) However, the punish-
ment of the offender may be remitted and discharged by the concurrence of
all parties interested ; and as the king by his pardon may frustrate an indict-

ment, so the appellant by his release may *discharge an appeali(i ) ['317"nam quilibet potest renunciare juri pro se introducto. ''1_
These are the several methods c_' prosecution instituted by the laws of Eng-

land for the punishment of ofibnces, of which that by indictment is the most
general. I shall therefore confine my subsequent observations principally to
this method of prosecution; remarking, by the way, the most material varia.
tions that may arise from _hc method of proceeding by either information or
a_oeal

CHAPTER XXIV.

OF PROCESS UPON AN INDICTMENT.

*WE arc n,Jxt, in the fourth place, to inquire into the mannel, oi issu- v*.ql_
mg process, after indictment found, to bring in the accused to answer it. L _*-
We have hitherto supposed the offender to be in custody before the finding of
the indi_Jtment, in which case he is immediately (or as soon as convenience per.
mits) _o be arraigned thereon. But if he hath fled or secretes himself in capital
cases, or hath not in smaller misdemeanours been bound over to appear at the
assizes or sessions, still an indictment may be preferred against him in his
absence; since, were he present, he could not be heard before the grand jury
._gainst it. And if it be found, then process must issue to bring him into courtl
for the indictment cannot be tried unless he personally appears, according to
the rules of equity in all cases, and the express provision of statute 28 Edw. III.
c. 3 in capital ones, that no man shall be put to death without being brought t_
answer by due process of law.

(g) M. 11 Uen IV. 12. S Inst. 131. (a) Robertson, Cha. V. ,. 45. (_) 1 Hal P. C 9.

16These appeals had become nearly obsolete; but the rwht still existing was claimed,
and in part exerased, in the year 1818, by William Ashford, eldest brother and heir-at-
law of Mary Ashford, who brought a writ of appeal against Abraham Thornton for the
murder of his sister. Thornton had been tried at the Warwick Summer Assizes, 1817,
for the murder, and acquitted, though under circumstances of strong suspicmn. The
appellee, when called upon to plead, pleaded "not guilty, and that he was ready to
defend himself by his body ;" and, taking his glove off, he threw it upon the floor of the
court. A eounterplea was afterwards delivered in by the appellant, to which there was
a replication. A general demurrer followed, and joinder thereon. See a full detail of
the proceedings in that singular case, in the report of it under the name of A_hford v_.
Thornton, 1 B. & A. 405. It was held in that case that where in an appeal of death the
appellee wages his battle, the counterplea, to oust him of this mode of trial, must disclose
buch wolent and strong presumptions of guilt as to leave no possible doubt in the minds
of the court, and therefore that a counterplea which only stated strong circumstances
of suspicion was insufficmnt. It was also held that the appellee may reply fresh matter
tending to show his innocence,--as an alibi, and his former acquittal of the same offence
on an indictment. But it was doubted whether when the counterplea is per se insuf-
ficient, or where the replication is a good answer to it, the court should give judgment
that the appellee be allowed his wager of battle, or that he go without day. Therefore,
the appellant praying no further judgment, the court, by consent of both parties, or
dered that judgment should be stayed in the appeal and that the appellee should be
discharged. This case, the first of the kind that had occurred for more than half a century,
(see Bigby vs. Kennedy, 5 Burr. 2643, 2 W. B1. 713. Rex vs. Taylor, 5 Burr. 2793. Smitl.

Vow.II.--36 561
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The proper process on an indictment for any petit misdemeanour, or onp,.nal statQte, is a writ of venire facias, which is in the nature of a summons tc
cause the party to appear. And if by the return to such venire it appears that
the party hath lands in the county whereby he may be distrained, then a distress
infimte shall be issued from time to time till he appears. But if the sheriff re-
turns that he hath no lands in his bailiwick, (then, upon his non-appearar co,)

• 319] a wri_ of capias *shall issue, which commands the sheriff to take hisbody and have him at the next assizes; and if he cannot be taken upon
the first capias, a second and third shall issue, called an alias and a pluries cap,as.
t_u_ on indictments for treason or felony a capias is the first process i and fez
treason or homicicle only one shall be allowed to issue,(a) or two in the case of
o_her felonies, by _tatute 25 _Edw. III. c. 14, though the usage is to issue only
one in any felony, the provisions of this statute being in most cases found
impracticable.(b) And so, in the case of misdemeanours, it is now the usual
practice for any judge of the court of king's bench, upon certificate of an indict-
ment found, to award a writ of capias immediately, in order to bring in the de-
fendant. _ :But if he absconds, and it is thought proper to pursue him to an out-
lawry, then a greater exactness is necessary; for, in such case, after the several
_rrits have issued in a regular number, according to the nature of the respective
crimes, without any effect, the offender shall be put in the exigent in order to
his outlawry: that is, he shall be exacted, proclaimed, or required to surren_ler
at five county courts; and if he be returned qmnto exactus, and does not appear
at the fifth exaction or requisition, then he is adjudged to be outlawed, or put
out of the protection of the law, so that he is incapable of taking the benefit of
it in any respect, either by bringing actions or otherwise.

The punishment tbr outlawries upon indictments for misdemeanours is the
same as for outlawries upon civil actions, (of which, and the previous process
by writs of capias, exigi facias, and proclamation, we spoke in the preceding
book,)@) viz., fbrfeiture of goods and chattels. But an outlawry in treason
or felony amounts to a conviction and attainder of the offence charged in the
indictment, as much as if the offender had been found guilty by his country.(d) _
His life is, however, still under the protection of the law, as hath formerly been

r

• 320] observed;@) so that, though antiently an outlawed felon was said tohave caput lupmum, and might be knocked on the head like a wolf by
any one that should meet him,(f) because, having renounced all law, he was to
be dealt with as in a state of nature, when every one that should find him might
atay him, yet now, to avoid such inhumanity, it is holden that no man is entitled

(a) See Appendix, _ 1. (a) 2 Hal. P. C. 205.
(b) 2 Ital. P. C, 195. (e) See page 178.
(,) See book in pages 283, 284. (_ Mitt. c. 4. Co, Lltt. 128.

vs. Taylor, id. ibid,--the last cases upon the subject, where the mode of proceeding is
detailed at large,) led to the total abolition of appeals of murder, as wed as of treason,
felony, or other offences, together with wagers of battle, by the passing of the statute 59
Gee. IIL e. 46.--C_ITTV.

NOW,by the 48 Gee. IIi. c. 58, when any person is charged with an offence below the
degree of felony, one of the judges may, on an affidavit thereof, or on the production of
an indictment, or an information filed, issue his warrant for apprehending and holding
him to bail ; and if he neglects or refuses to become so bound, he may be committed to
gaol until he conforms or is discharged.---CHiTTY.

By the statute 11 &12 Viet. c. 42, s. 3, when any indictment is found in any court of
oyer and terminer or gaol-delivery, or in any court of general or quarter sessions, against
any person at large, whether he has been previously bound by recognizance to appear or
not, the clerk of indictments, or clerk of the peace, as the case may be, may at any time
issue a certificate of such indictment having been found ; and, upon ita production, a
justice for the county or place where the offence was committed, or where the defendant
resides, may issue his warrant, and thereupon commit him for trial or admit him to
bail.--ST_.WART.

2In most cases now in which a person convicted by a verdict is deprived of clergy, a
person outlawed will also be ousted of clergy; yet some few instances may perhapa still
remain where a person outlawed will have clergy, though if he had been tried ibr the
_ame offence he would not have been entitled to that privilege. See Foster, 358. 2 Lead_
qawk. 481. 4 T R. 543._C_RISTI_N.
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to kill him wantonly or wilfully, but in so doing is guilty of murder,(g) unless.
It happens in the endeavour to apprehend him ;(h) for any person may arres*
a_ outlaw on a criminal prosecution, either of his own head or by writ or war-
rant of capias utlagatum, in order to bring him to execution. But such outlawry
may be frequently reversed by writ of error, the proceedings therein being (as
it is fit they should be) exceedingly nice and circumstantial; and if any single
minute point be omitted or misconducted, the whole outlawry is illegal and may
be reversed, upon which reversal the party accused is admitted to plead to and
defend himself against the indictment.

Thus much for process to bring in the offender after indictment found; during
which stage of the prosecution it is that writs of certiorarifacias are usually had,
though they may be had at any time before trial, to certify and remove the
indictment, with all the proceedings thereon, from any inferior court of criminal
jurisdiction into the court of king's bench, _ which is the sovereign ordinary
court of justice in causes criminal. And this is frequently done for one of these
four purposes : either, 1. To consider and determine the validity of appeals or
indictments, and the proceedings thereon, and to quash or confirm them as there
is cause; or, 2. Where it is surmised that a partial or insufficient trial will pro-
bably be had in the court below, the indictment is removed, in order to have
the prisoner or defendant tried at the bar of the court of king's bench, or before
the justices of nisi prius; or, 3. It is so removed in order to plead the king's
pardon there; or, 4. To issue process of outlawry against the offender r,_.vl
{it those *counties or places where the process of the inferior judges will L _*
not reach him.(/) Such writ of certiorari, when issued and delivered to the infe-
rior court for removing any record or other proceeding, as well upon indictment
as otherwise, supersedes the jurisdiction of such inferior court, and makes all
subsequent proceedings therein entirely erroneous and illegal, unless the court
of king's bench remands the record to the court below, to be the_e tried and
detel-mined. A certiorari may be granted at the instance of either the prose-
cutor or the defendant: the former as a matter of right, the latter as a matter
of discretion ; and therefore it is seldom granted to remove indictments from
the justices of gaol delivery, or after issue joined or confession of the fac,t in any
of the courts below.(k)'

n) 1 Hal. P. C. 497. (t) 2 H_I. P. C. 210,
h) Bracton, fol. 125. (k) 2 Hawk. P. C 287. 4 Burr. 749

s For the definition and history of the writ of certiorari, see Fitz. N. B. 554 As the
court of King's Bench has a general superintendence over all other courts of cmminal
jurisdiction, so it may award a eertwrari to remove proceedings from them, unless they
are expressly exempted from such superintendence by the statutes creating them. 2
Hawk. P. C. 286. Rex vs. Young, 2 T. R. 473. Rex vs. Jukes, 8 T. R. 542. But certiorari
cannot be taken away by any general, but only by express negative, words, (Rex vs Reeve,
1W. Bla. 231 ;) and a statu_e taking away certwraridoes not take it from the crown, unless
expressly mentioned. Rex vs. , 2 Chirr. R. 136; and see Rex vs. Tindal, ]5 East,
339, n. Certw,_m lies from the court of King's Bench to justices, even in cases which
they are empowered finally to hear and determine. 2 Hawk. P. C. 286. Rex vs. :3Iorely,
2 Burr. 1040. Hartley vs. Hooker, Cowp. 524.--CuI_aW.

' But, by statute 5 & 6 W. IV. c. 33, s. 1, it was enacted that no certiorarishould issue to
remove any indictment or presentment into the King's Bench from any court of ses-_ion%
assize, over and termmer, and gaol-delivery, or any court, at the instance of the prosecute,
or any other person, (except the attorney-general,)w_thout motion first made in tim
King's Bench or before some judge of that court, and leave obtained in the same
manner as where the application was made by the defendant. And now, by statute 16
Vict. c. 30, s. 4, no indictment, except indictments against bodies corporate not authorized
to appear by attorney in the court m which the indictment is preferred, can be removed
into the court of Queen's Bench or rote the Central Criminal Court by writ of certwrari,
either at the instance of the prosecutor or of the defendant, (other than the attorney-
general acting on behalf of the crown,) unless it be made to appear to the court from
which the writ is to issue, by the party applying for the same, that a fair and impartial
trial of the case cannot be had in the court below, or that some question of law of more
than usual difficulty and importance is likely to arise upon the trial, or that a view of the
_oremises m respect whereof any indictment is preferred, or a special jury, may be required

r its satisfactory trial. If the indictment be removed at the instance of the defendant,
56.q
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At this stage of prosecution also it is that indictments found by the grand
jv_ T against a peer must, in consequence of a writ of certiorari, be certified and
tlansmitted into the court of parliament, or into that of the lord high steward
of Great Britain; and that, in places of exclusive jurisdiction, as the two uni-
versities, indictments must be delivered (upon challenge and claim of cogni-
zance) to the courts therein established by charter and confirmed by act of
parliament, to be there respectively tried and determined.

CHAPTER XXV.

OF ARRAIGNMENT AND ITS INCIDENTS.

*WHEN the offender either appears voluntarily to an indictment, oi
*322] was before in custody, or is b]-ought in upon criminal process to
answer it in the proper court, he is immediately to be arraigned thereon;
which is the fifth stage of criminal prosecution. -

To arraign 1 is nothing else but to call the prisoner to the bar of the court.
to answer the matter charged upon him in the indictment.(a) The prisoner i_
to be called to the bar by his name; and it is laid down in our antient books(b)
that, though under an indictment of the highest nature, he must be brought
to the bar without irons or any manner of s-hackles or bonds, unless there-be
evident danger of an escape, and then he may be secured with irons. But yet,
in Layer's case, A.D. 1722, a difference was taken between the time of arraign.
ment and the time of trial; and accordingly the prisoner stood at the bar in
chains during the time of his arraignment.(c) _
*._9._1 *When he is brought to the bar, he is called upon by name to hold

v_vj up his hand ; which, though it may seem a trifling circumstance, yet is
of this importance, that by the hSlding u-p of his hand c-ons_,atde persona, and
he owns himself to be of that name by which he is called.(d) However, it is
not an indispensable ceremony; for, being calculated merely for the purpose of
identifying the person, any other acknowledgment will answer the purpose as
well: therefore, if.the prisoner obstinately and contemptuously refuses to hold
up his hand, but confesses he is the person named, it is fully sufficient.(e)

Then the indictment is to be read to him distinctly in the :English tongue,
(which was law even while all other proceedings were in :Latin,) that he may
fully understand his charge. After which it is to be demanded of him whether he
be guilty of the crime whereof he stands indicted, or not guilty. By the old com-
mon law the accessory could not be arraigned till the principal was attainted,
unless he chose it: for he might waive the benefit of the law; and therefore
principal and accessory might, and may still, be arraigned, and plead, and also
be tried, together. But otherwise, if the principal had newr been indicted at
all, and stood mute, had challenged above thirty-five jurors peremptorily, had
claimed the benefit of clergy, had obtained a pardon, or had died before
attainder, the accessory in any of these cases could not be arraigned _ for non

(_) 2 Hal. P. C. 216. (e) State Trials, vi 230.
(l) Bract. l. 3, de coven, c. 18, _ 8. Mirr. c. 5, _ec_.1, _ 54. (_) 2 Hal. P. C. 219.

flet. l 1, c. 31, _ 1. Brltt c. 5. Staundf P. C. 78. 3 Inst. (e) Raym. 408.
84. Kel. 1O. 2 I_al. P. C. 219. 2 Hawk P.C. 308.

he must enter into a recognizance to pay costs if convicted ; and so, on the other hand, if
the indictment be removed at the instance of the prosecutor, he must enter into a recog-
nizance to pay costs in the event of the defendant being acquitted.--STEWART.

I This word in Latin (lord Hale says) is no other than ad rationem_vonere,and in French,
_d rosen, or, abbreviated, ad rein. 2 Hal. P. C. 216.---CHRISTIAN.

And it has since been held that the court has no authority to order the irons to be
taken off till the prisoner has pleaded and the jury are charged to try him. Waite's
c_se, Leach, 34.---C_RISTI_N.
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constitit whether any felony was committed or no, till the principal was attainted;
and it might so happen that the accessory should be convicted one day and the
principal acquitted the next, which would be absurd. However, this absurdity
could only happen where it was possible that a trial of the principal might be
had subsequent to that of the accessory; and therefore the law still continues
that the accessory shall not be tried so long as the principal remains liable to

be tried hereafter. But, by statute *1 Anne, c. 9, if' the principal be r'8_4
once convicted, and before attainder (that is, before he receives iud_- L _-
ment of death or outlawry) he is deli_:ered by pardon, the benefit"of clergy, or
otherwise ; or if the principal stands mute, or challenges peremptorily above
the legal number of jurors, so as never to be convicted at all; in any of these
cases in which no subsequent trial can be had of the principal, the accessory
may be proceeded against as if the principal felon had been attainted; fbr
there is no danger of future contradiction2 And upon the trial of the acces-
sory, as well after as before the conviction of the principal, it seems to be the
better opinion, and founded on the true spirit of justice,(f) that the accessory
is at liberty (if he can) to controvert the guilt of his supposed principal, and to
prove him innocent of the charge, as well in point of fact as in point of law. *

When a criminal is arraigned, he either stands mute, or confesses the fact;
which circumstances we may call incidents to the arraignment; or else he
pleads to the indictment, which is to be considered as the next stage of pro-
ceedings. But, first, let us observe these incidents to the arraignment,---of
standing mute, or confession.

I. Regularly, a prisoner is said to stand mute when, being arraigned tbr
treason or felony, he either, 1. Makes no answer at all ; or, 2. Answers foreign
to the purpose, or with such matter as is not allowable i and will not answer
otherwise; or, 3. "Upon having pleaded not guilty refuses to put himself upon
the country.(g) If he says nothing, the court ought, ex _ffic_o, to impanel a
jury to inquire whether he stands obstinately nmte, or whether he be dumb
ex visitatione _De;. If the latter appears to be the case, the judges of the court
(who are to be of counsel for the prisoner, and to see that he hath law and
justice) shall proceed to the trial, and examine all points as if he had pleaded
not guilty.(h) 5 But whether judgment of death can be given against such a

(Y')Fost. _65, &c. (g) 2 Hal. P. C. 816. (h) 2 Hawk. P. e. 327.

sAnd now, by the 11 & 12 Vmt. c. 45, s. 1, an accessory before the fact to any felony
[nay be indicted, tried, convicted, and punished inall respects as if he were a principal
•elon ; and an accessory after the fact to any felony may be indicted and convicted either
Ls an accessory after the fact to the principal felony with the principal felon, or may be
indicted and convicted of a substantive felony, whether the principal felon shall or shaU
not have been previously convicted or shall or shall not be amenable to justice.--
STEWART.

4See the 7 Geo. IV. c. 64, by sect. 9 of which accessories before the fact, whether in
cases of felony at common law, or by virtue of any statute or statutes made or to be made,
may be tried as such, or as for substantive felonies, by any court having jurisdiction to
try the principal felons, although the offences be committed on the seas or abroad, and,
if the offences be committed in different counties, may be tried in either.

By sect. 10, accessories after the fact may be tried by any court having jurisdiction
over the principal felons, as in the preceding section ; and, by sect. 11, in order that all
accessories may be convicted and pumshed in cases where the principal felon is no*
attainted, it is enacted that accessories may be prosecuted after the convictmn of the
principal felon, though the principal felon be not attainted. See further, as to arralgn-
ment, 1 Curw. Hawk. P. C. 434. 1 Ct_ltt. C. L. 414. The statute mentioned in the text
is repealed by the statute 7 Geo. IV. c. 64.--C_IrTV.

5By 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 28, s. 1, where the prisoner pleads "Not guilty," without more,
he shall be put on his trial by jury • and, by sect. 2, if he refuses to plead, the court may
order a plea of "Not guilty" to be entered, and proceed as m other cases. Bat the
latter is discretionary; and where there is any real doubt whether the refusal to plead
_rises from obstinacy or inability, the court may, and will, impanel a jury to try that
question. • In cases of insamty this is specially provided for by the unrepealed statute
of 39 & 40 Geo. IlL c. 94, sect. 1 of which enacts that the jury, in case of any person
charged with treason, &c., proving ut m lhe treadto be insane, shall declare whether he
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*.325] *prisoner who hath never pleaded, and can say nothing in arrest o|judgment, is a point yet undetermined.(/)
If he be found to be obstinately mute, (which a prisoner hath been held to be

that hath cut out his own tongue,)(k) then, if it be on an indictment of high
treason, it hath long been clearly settled that standing mute is an equivalent
to a conviction, and he shall receive the same judgment and execution.(/) And
as in this the highest crime, so also in the lowest specie8 of felony, viz., in
petit larceny, and in all misdemeanours, standing mute hath always been equi-
valent to conviction. But upon appeals or indictments for other felonies, or
petit treason, the prisoner was not, by the antient law, looked upon as con-
victed so as to receive judgment for the felony i but should for his obstinacy
have received the terrible sentence of penance, or peine (which, as will appear
presently, was probably nothing more than a corrupted abbreviation of prisone)
forte et dure.

Before this was pronounced, the prisoner had not only trina admen;tie, but
also a respite of a f_w hours, and the sentence was distinctly read to him, that
he might know his danger ;(m) and, after all, if he continued obstinate, and his
offence was clergyable, he had the benefit of his clergy allowed him, even
though he was too stubborn to pray it.(n) Thus tender was the law of inflicting
this dreadful punishment i but if no other means could prevail, and the prisoner
(when charged with a capital felony) continued stubbornly mute, the judgment,
was then given against him, without any distinction of sex or degree. A judg-
ment which was purposely ordained to be exquisitely sever% that by that very
means it might rarely be put in execution. _

The rack, or question, to extort a confession from criminals, is a practice of
a different nature; this having been only *used to compel a man to put

"326] himself upon his trial ; that being a species of trial in itself. And the
trial by rack is utterly unknown to the law of England ; though once, when the
dukes of Exeter and Suffolk, and other ministers of Henry IV., had laid a de-
sign to introduce the civil law in this kingdom as the rule of government, for a

(_)2 IIaLP.C.B17. (',,',)2 Hal.P.C.320.
(k) 3 Inst 178. (n) Ibid. 321. 2 Hawk. P. C. 8.%2.
(l) 1 Hawk. P C. 329. 1 Hal P C. 317.

was acquitted by them on account of insanity, and the court shall order him to be kept
in custody till his majesty's pleasure be known, and his majesty may give an order for
the safe custody of such insane person; and sect. 2 enacts that insane persons indicted
for any ofl_nce, and found to be insane by a jury, to be impanelled on their arraignment,
shall be ordered by the court to be kept in custody till his majesty's pleasure be known.
The latter section has been held to extend to cases of misdemeanour. Rex vs. Little, .
R. & R. C. C. 430. In Rex vs. Roberts, Car. C. L. 57, a prisoner would not plead ; and, a
jury being impanelled to try whether he stood mute by the visitation of God, his counsel
claimed a right to address the jury, as this was an issue with the affirmative on the
prisoner. This was allowed by Park and Abbott, Js. The prisoner's counsel addressed
the jury, and called witnesses to prove he was insane. The jury found that he was so,
and Park, J, directed that he should be detained until his majesty's loJ_asure should be
known.--Cn IrTV.

Aulus Gellius with more truth has made the same observation upon the cruel law of
the Twelve Tables, _e tnope deb_toresecando, "Eo co_lw tanta _mmanitasp_nx denun_ta est,
ne ad earn unqvam pervemretur ;" for he adds, "dissectum esse antiguitus neminem _luidem neq2_
leg_ r,zque aud_m." Lib. 20, c. 1. But with respect to the horrid judgment of the pei_
for_eet dure, the prosecutor and the court could exercise no discretion or show no favour
to a prisoner who stood obstinately mute. And in the legal history of this country there
are numerous instances of persons who have had resolution and patience to undergo so
terrible a death in order to benefit their hears by preventing a forfeiture of their estates,
which would have been the c_n,equence of a conviction by a verdict. There is a memc_
table story of an ancestor oi Jh ancmnt family in the north of England. In a fit of
jealousy he killed his wife, and put to death his children who were at home by throwing
them from the battlements of his castle; and proceeding with an intent to destroy his
Drily remaining child, an infant nursed at a farm-house at some distance, he was inter-
cepted hy a storm of thunder and lightning. This awakened in his breast the compunc-
tions of conscience. He desisted from his purpose, and having surrendered himself to
justice, in order to secure his estates to this child, he had the resolution to die under
the dreadful judgment of Taae .for_e et dure.---CnmSTXAt¢.
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beginning thereof they erected a rack for torture, which was c_lled in derision
the Duke'of Exeter s daughter, and still remains in the Tower of London ;(_)
where it was occasionally used as an engine of state, not of law, more than
once in the reign of queen Elizabeth.(p) But when, upon the assassination of
Viii;ors, duke of Buckingham, by Felton, it was proposed in the privy council to
put the assassin to the rack in order to discover his accomplices, the judges, being
consulted, declared unanimously, to their own honour and the honour of the
English law, that no such proceeding was allowable by the laws of England.(q)
It seems astonishing that this usage of administering the torture should be
said to arise from a tenderness to the lives of men ; and yet this is the reason

iven for its introduction in the civil law, and its subsequent adoption by the
tenth and other foreign nations ;(r) viz., because the laws cannot endure that

any man should die upon the evidence of a false, or even a single, witness, and
therefbre contrived this method that innocence should manifest itself by a stout
denial, or guilt by a plain confession. Thus rating a man's virtue by _he hardi-
ness oi his constitution, and his guilt by the sensibility of his nerves ! But
there needs only to state accurately,(s) in order most effectually to expose this
inhuman species of mercy, the uncertainty of which, as a test and criterion of
truth, was long _,a_overy elegantlyp ointed out. bylTully, though.... he lived in a
state wherein it was *usual to torture slaves in oraer so iurmsn evl- r.327
deuce : " tureen," says he, "illa tormenta gubernat dolor, moderatur natura L -
cujusque turn anim_ turn corpor_s, reg_t qua_s_tor_ flectit l_b_do, corrumpit spas, infirmat
metus, ut in tot rerum angusti_s n_h_l veritati loc_ rel_nquatur."(t)

The English judgment of penance for standing(u) mute was as follows : that
the prisoner be remanded to the prison from whence he came, and put into a
low, dark chamber, and there be laid on his back on the bare floor, naked,
unless where decency forbids; that there be placed upon his body as great a
weight of iron as he could bear, and more; that he have no sustenance, save
only, on the first day, three morscls of the worst bread; and, on the second
day, three draughts of standing water, that should be nearest to the prison-
door i and in this situation this should be alternately his daily diet till he died,
or (as antiently the judgment ran) till he answered.(v)

It hath been doubted whether this punishment subsisted at the common
law,(w) or was introduced in consequence of the statute Westm. 1, 3 Edw. I. c.
12,(x) which seems to be the better opinion. For not a word of it is mentioned
in Glanvil or Bracton, or in any antient author, case, or record (that hath yet
been produced) previous to the reign of Edward I. ; but there are instances on
record in the reign of Henry III.(y) where persons accused of felony, and
standing mute, were tried in a particular manner, by two successive juries, and
convicted ; and it is asserted by the judges in 8 Henry IV. that, by the com-
mon law before the statute, standing mute on an appeal amounted to a convic-
tion of the felony.(z) This statute of Edward I. directs such persons

as will not put themselves upon inquests of felonies before the judges [*328
at the suit of the king, to be put into hard and strong prison (soient rays en la
prisone forte et dure) as those which refuse to be at the common law of the
land." And, immediately after this statute, the form of the jud.gmen_ appears
in Fteta and Britton to have been only a very strait confinement in prmon, with
hardly any degree of sustenance ; but no weight is directed to be laid upon the
body, so as to hasten the death of the miserable sufferer; and, indeed, any sure
charge of punishment on persons adjudged to penance, so as to shorten their
lives_is reckoned by Home in the Mirror(a) as a species of criminal homicide.

(o) 3 Inst. 85. (_) Pro 5'_, 28.
(P) Barr 92, 496. (_) 2 Hal. P. e. 319. 2 Hawk. P. C. 329.
(¢) Rushw CoIL 1. 638. (wt Britton, c. 4 and 22. Fief. 1. 1, t 34, _ 33.
(,)Co// _.9, t. 41, _.8, and t. 47, L16. Fortesq. de LL. (,_)2Inst 179. 2Hal. P.C. 322. 2Hawk. P.C. 380.

_ng c. 22 (_) Staandfi P. C. 149. Burr. 82.
(,) The marquis Beccarm_ (ch. 16,) m an exquisite piece (y) Emlyn on 2 HaL P. C. 322.

of raillery, has proposed this problem with a gramty and (,) A_ common _y, a_nt _ sfatuf_ J_ W_t. 1_ _. 12_ m
premsioa that are trulymathematleal:--"The force of the ascu_ u_ egre appea_,_ u_t ¢_r_ _uf_s__d_
muscles and the se,us_bthty of the nerves of an innocent felony. M_ 8 Ken. IV. 2,

person being given_ a _s required to find the degree of pare (a) Ch. 1_ _ 9.
_¢cesaaxy to make hun confe_aa himself guilty of a _._ven
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It also dearly appears, by a record of 31 Edw. III.,(b) that the prisoner might
then possibly subsist for forty days under this lingering punishment. I should
therefore imagine that the practice of loading him with weights, or, as it was
usually called, pressing him to death, was gradually introduced between 31 ]_dw.
[II. and 8 Hen. IV., at which last period it first appears upon our books ;(e)
being intended as a species of mercy to the delinquent, by delivering him the
sooner f?om his torment : and hence I presume it also was that the duration of
tile penance was then first(d)altered; and, instead of continuing +,ll he answered_
it was directed to continue till he dted, which must very soon happen _andeI an
enormous pressure.

The uncertainty of its original, the doubts that were conceived of its legality_
and the repugnance of its theory (for it was rarely carried into praetice_ to the
humanity of the laws of :England, all concurred to require a legislative abolition
of thi_ cruel process, and a restitution of the antient common law; whereby
the standing mute in felony, as well as in treason and in trespass, amounted to
a confession of the charge. Or, if the corruption of the blood and the conse-
quent escheat in felony had been removed, the judgment of peine forte et dure

*329] might perhaps have still innocently remained, *as a monument of the
savage rapacity with which the lordly tyrants of fcodat antiquity hunted

after escheats and forfeitures; since no one would ever have been tempted to
undergo such a horrid alternative. For the law was, that by standing mute
and suffering this heavy penance the judgment, and of course the corruption
of the blood and escheat of the lands, were saved in felony and petit treason,
though not the forfeiture of the goods : and therefore this lingering punish-
ment was probably introduced, in order to extort a ph,a ; without which it was
held that no judgment of death could be given, and so the lord lost his escheat.
But in high treason, as standing mute is equivalent to a conviction, the same
judgment, the same corruption of blood, and the same forfeitures always
attended it as in other cases of conwction.(e) And very lately, to the honom
_f our laws, it hath been enacted, by statute 12 Gee. lII. e. 20, that every per-
son who behlg arraigned for felony and piracy shall stand mute or not answer
directly to the offence shall be convicted of the same, and the same judgment
and execution (with all their consequences in every respect) shall be thereupon
awarded as if the person had been convicted by.verdict or confession of the
crime? And thus much for the demeanour of a prisoner upon his arraignment
by standing mute; which now, in all cases, amounts to a constructive con-
fession.

II. The other incident to arraignments, exclusive of the plea, is the prisoner's
actual confesszon of the indictment. Upon a simple and plain confession, the
court hath nothing to do but to award judgment ; but it is usually very back-
ward in receiving and recording such confession, out of tenderness to the lifo
of the subject; and will generally advise the prisoneI to retract it and plead to
the indictment.(f)

:But there is another species of confession which we read much of in our
antient books, of a far more complicated kind, which is called a2provement. And

*330] that is wimn a *person indicted of treason or felony, and arraigned forthe same, doth confess the fact before plea pleaded, and appeals or ae,
(b) 6 Raym 13. (e) 2 IIawk. P. C. 331.
(*) Year-book, 8 Hen. IV. 1. (_2 Hal. P. C. 2'25.
(,_)I_ fu_ d_t, que le eo_ra*re avazt entre fa_ devan2 tea

_teurs. Ibid. 2.

Two instances have occurred since the passing of this statute 9f persons who refused
to plead, and who in consequence were condemned and executed. One was at the Old
Bailey, for murder, in 1777 ; the other was for burglary, at the summer assizes at Wells,
in 1792. It might perhaps have been a greater improvement of the law if the prisoner's
silence had been considered a plea of not guilty, rather than a confession ; for it would
operate more powerfully as an example, and be more satisfactory to the minds of the
public, if the prisoner should suffer death after a public manifestation of his guilt by
evidence, than that he should be ordered for execution only from the presumption
which arises [rom his obstinate silence.--CHRISTIAN.
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cuses others, his a_complices, in the same crime in order to obtain his pardon-
In this case he is called an appro_er or prover, probator, and the party appealed
or accused is called the appellee. Such approvcment can only be in capital of-
fences; and it is, as it were, equivalent to an indictment, since the appellee is
equally called upon to answer it: and if he hath no reasonable and legal excep-
tions to make to the person of the approver, which indeed are very numerous,
he must put himself upon his trial, either by battel or by the country, and if
vanquished or found guilty must suffer the judgment of the law, and the ap-
prover shall have his pardon ex debito just_twe. On the other hand, if the
appellee be conqueror or acquitted by the jury, the approver shall receive judg.
ment to be hanged, upon his own confession of the indictment; for the condition
of his pardon has failed, viz : the conviction of some other person, and therefore
his conviction remains absolute.

:But it is purely in the discretion of the court to permit the approvcr tl,us to
appeal or not; and, in ii_ct, this course of admitting approvements hath been
long disused; for the truth was, as Sir Matthew Hale observes, that more mi_
chief hath arisen to good men by these kind of approvements, upon false and
malicious accusations of desperate villains, than benefit to the public by the di_
covery and conviction of real offenders. And therefore, in the times when such
appeals were more frequently admitted, great strictness and nicety were held
therein ;(g) though since their discontinuance the doctrine of approvemeuts is
become a matter of more curiosity than use. I shall only observe that all the
good, whatever it be, that can be expected from this method of approvement is
fully provided for in the cases of coining, robbery_ burglary, house-breakiLg,
horse-stealing, and larceny to the value of five shillings, from shops, warehouses,

stables, and coach-houses, by statutes 4 & 5 W. and ]K. c. 8, *6 & 7 W. ['331
III. c. 17, 10 & 11 W. III. e. 23, and 5 Anne, c. 31, which enact that if
any such offender, being out of prison, shall discover two or more persons who
have committed the like offences, so as they may be convicted thereof, he shall,
in case of burglary or house-breaking, receive a reward of 40l., and in general
be entitled to a pardon of all capital offences excepting only murder and treason ;
and of them also in the case of coining.(h) And if any such person, having
feloniously stolen any lead, iron, or other metal, shall discover and convict two
offenders of having illegally bought or received the same,, he shall,, by virtue of
etatute 29 Gee. II. c. 30, be pardoned for all such felonies committed before such
discovery. It hath also been usual ibr the justices of the peace, by whom any
persons charged with felony are committed to gaol, to admit some one of their
z_ccomplices to become a witness (or, as it is generally termed, king's evidence)
against his fellows; upon an implied confidence, which the judges of gaol-de-
livery have usually countenanced and adopted, that if such accomplice makes a
full and complete discovery of that and of all other felonies to which he is ex-
amined by the magistrate, and afterwards gives his evidence without prevarica-
tion or fraud, he shall not himself be prosecuted for that or any other previoua
offence of the same degree.(/) s

(o) 2nal. P.C ch 29 2hawk P.C. ch 24. (_) The King v_ Rudd_ Mmh 16Geo. IIL on a c_se r_-
(_) The pardon for discovering offence_ against the coinage served from the Old Barley, Oct. 1775.

act ell5 Gee. II e. 28 extends only to all such offences.

s In the case of Mrs. Rudd. in which this subject is clearly and ably explained by'lol l
_fansfield, and again by Mr. J. Aston, in delivering the opinion of all the judges, (Cowp.
331,) it is laid down that no authority is given to a justice of the peace to pardon an
offendel and to tell him he shall be _ wlCness at all events against others. But where
the ewdenee appears insufficient to convict two or more without the testimony of one
of them, the magistrate may encourage a hope that he who will behave fairly and dis-
close the whole truth, and bring the others to justme, shall himself escape punishment.
But this discretionary power exercised by the justices of peace is founded in practica
only, and cannot control the authority of the court of gaol-delivery and exempt at all
events the accomphce from being prosecuted. A motion is always made to the judge
[or leave to admit an accomphce to be a witness ; and unless he should see some par-
tieular reason for a contrary conduct, he will prefer the one to whom th_s encouragement
has been given by the justice of peace. This admissmn to be a witness amounts to a
promise of a recommendation to mercy, upon condmon that the accomplice make a full
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CHAPTER XXVI.

OF PLEA, AND ISSUE.

*WE are now to consider the plea of the prisoner_ or defensive mattel_332 ]
alleged by him on his arraignment, ff he does not confess or stand mute.

This is either, 1. 2r plea to the jurisdiction i 2. A demurrerl 8. X plea ia
abatement i 4. X special plea in bar; or, 5. The general issue.

and fair disclosure of all the circumstances of the crime for which the other prisoners
are tried, and in which he has been concerned in concert with them. Upon failure on
his part with this condition he forfeits all claim to protection. And upon a trial some
years ago at York, before _fr. J. Bullet, the accomplice, who was admitted as a witness,
denied in his evidence all that he had before confessed, upon which the prisoner was
acquitted; but the judge ordered an indictment to be preferred against this accomplic_
ibr the same crime, and upon his previous confession and other circumstances he was
convicted and executed. And if the jury were satisfied with his gmlt, there can be no
question with regard both to the law and justice of the case.

The learned commentator says that the accomplice thus admitted a witness shall not
afterwards be prosecuted for that or any otherprewous o27"enceof the same degree. 5frs. Rudd't
case does not warrant the extent of that position, for the decision of that case, and whal,
is advanced by _r. J. Aston, (Cowp. 341 ;) and, as the editor conceives, the reason and
principles of this doctrine will not extend the claim of the witness to mercy beyond
those offences in which he has been connected with the prisoners and concerning which
he has previously undergone an examination. And with regard to these crimes he may
be cross-examined by the counsel for the prisoner, but of course he may refuse to crimi-
nate himself of other charges, against which that prosecution affords him no protection.
The evidence and informatmn of an accomplice, taken according to the statutes 1 & 2
Ph. and _I. c. 13, and 2 &3 Ph. and _. e. 10, may be read against a prisoner, upon proof
of the death of the accomplice ; but it can have no effect unless it is corroborated in the
_ame manner as his hying testimony. Westbeer's ease, Leach, 14.--CHRISTIAN.

See further, as to the ewdenee of an accomplice, 1 Chitty's Crim. L. 603, and Stark. on
Evid. part iv. 17.

It has now been solemnly decided that an accomplice admitted as king's evidence,
and performing the condition on which he is admitted as a witness, is not entitled, as
a matter of r_ght, to be exempt from prosecution for other offences with which he is
8harged, but that it will be matter in the discretion of the judge whether he will recom-
mend him for a pardon or not. Rex vs. Lee, R. & R. C. C. 361. Rex vs. Brunton, id. 454.
Even the equitable clazmof an accomplice to a pardon, on condition of his making a full
and fair confession, does not extend to prosecutions for other offences in which he was
not concerned with the prisoner: with respect to such offences therefore he is not hound
$o answer on cross-examination. Lee's, l)uce's, and West's cases, 1 Phil. Ev. 37. But
the judges will not, in general, admit an accomplice as king's evidence, although applied
to for that purpose by the counsel for the prosecution, if it appear that he is charged
with any other felony than that on the trial of which he is to be a witne_. 2 C. & P. 411.
Car. C. L. 62. Where an accomplice is confirmed in his evidence against one prisoner,
but not with respect to another, both may be convicted if the jury think the accomplice
deserving of credit. Rex vs. l)awber and others, 2 Stark. _. P. C. 34. Car. C. L. 67, 2d
ed. And see Rex vs. l)awber, 3 Stark. 34, 35, n., where it is said that if the testimony of
an accomphee be confirmed so far as it relates to one prisoner, but not as to another, the
one may be convicted on the testimony of the accomplice, if the jury deem him worthy
of credit. An accomplice does not require confirmation as to the person charged, pro-
vided he is confirmed in the particulars of his story, (Rex vs. Birkett and Brady, R. &
R. C. C. 251 ;) and the corroboration of his evidence need not be on every material point,
but he must be so confirmed as to convince the jury that his statement is correct anil
true. Rex vs. Bernard, 1 C. & P. 88. A person indicted for a misdemeanour may bo
legally convicted upon the uncorroborated evidence of an accomplice. Rex vs. Jones,
2 Camp. 132. So may a person indicted for a capital offence. Jordaine vs. Lashbrook, 7
T. R. 609, But the testimony of accomphces alone is seldom of sufficient weight with
a jury to c_nvict offenders, the temptation to commit perjury being so great where tho
witness by accusing another may escape himself. The practice therefore is to advise the
jury to regard the evidence of an accomplice only so far as he may be confirmed in
_ome part of his testimony hy unimpeachable testimony. Phil. Ev. _4, 3d ed. And
id. c. 4, s. 2, and the several authorities there cited and consldered.---CruTTr.
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Formerly there was another plea, now abrogated, that of s,_nc_.ar_l ; _nich
is, however, necessary .t° be lightly, touched upon, as it may_ _give some light_ to
many parts of our antlent law : it being introduced and continued during the
superstitious veneration that was paid to consecrated ground in the times of
popery. First, then, it is to be observed that if a person accused of any crime
(except treason, wherein the crown, and sacrilege, wherein the church, was too
nearly concerned) had fled to any church or churchyard, and within fbrty days
after went in sackcloth and confessed himself guilty before the coroner, and
declared all the particular circumstances of the offence, and thereupon took
the oath in that case provided, viz., that he abjured the reahn, and would de-
part from thence forthwith, at the port that should be assigned him and would
never return without leave from the king ; he by this means saved his life ff he

observed the conditions of the oath by going with a cross in *his hand [*333and with all convenient speed to the port assigned and embarking.
For if, during this forty days' privilege of sanctuary, or in his road to the sea-
side, he was apprehended and arraigned in any com_ for this felony, he might

lead the privilege of sanctuary, and had a right to be remanded if taken outP ........

against his wlll.(a) But by this abjuration Ins blood was attainted, and he
forfeited all his goods and chattels.(b) The immunity of these privileged places
was very much abridged by the statutes 27 Hen. VIII. c. 19, and 32 Hen.VIII.
c. 12. And now, by the statute 21 Jac. I. c. 28, all privilege of sanctuary, and
abjuration consequent_thereupon, is utterly taken away and abolished.

Formerly also the benefit of clergy used to be pleaded before trial or con-
viction, and was called a declinatory plea; which was the name also given to that
of sanctuary.@) But, as the prisoner upon a trial has a chance to be acquitted
and totally discharged, and if convicted of a clergyable felony is entitled
equally to his clergy after as before conviction, this course is extremely di_
advantageous; and therefore the benefit of clergy is now very rarely pleaded,
but, if found requisite, is prayed by the convict before judgment is passed upon
him?

I proceed, therefore, to the five species of pleas before mentioned.
I. A plea to the jurisdiction is where an indictment is taken before a court

that hath no cognizance of the offence ; as if a man be indicted for a rape at the
sheriff's tourn, or for treason at tile quarter sessions : in these or similar cases,
he may except to the jurisdiction of the court, without answering at all to the
crime alleged.(d) 2

II. A demurrer to the indictment. This is incident to criminal cases as well

as civil when the fact alleged is *allowed to be true, but the prisoner [*334
joins issue upon some point of law in the indictment, by which he in-
sists that the fact, as stated, is no felony, treason, or whatever the crime is
alleged to be. Thus, for instance, if a man were indicted for feloniously stealing
a greyhound, which is an animal in which no valuable property can be had, and
therefore it is not felony, but only a civil trespass, to steal it : in this case the
party indicted may demur to the indictment; denying it to be felony, though
he confesses the acl of taking it. Some have held(e) that if, on demurrer, the
point of law be adjudged against the prisoner, he shall have judgment and
execution as if convicted by verdict. But this is denied by others,(/)who
hold that in such ease he shall be directed and received to plead the general

(a) Mirr. c. 1, _ 13. 2 Hawk. P. C. 335. (_) Ibid. 256.
Ibid. 257

(b) 2 Hawk. P. C. 52. ('(.¢_2 Hawk. P. C. 884.(o) 2 Hal. P. C. 236.

1Benefit of clergy is abolished in all cases of felony, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 28, s. 6.--
_HITTY.

An aitldavit of the truth of the plea must be made.
In some cases the defendant may take advantage of the want of jurisdiction, under

the piea of not guilty, as where a statute directs the offence shall be tried only within a
certain boundary or by certain magistrates, (1 East, 352,) or where the objection proves
that no court in England can try the indmtment, (6 East, 583;) and an objection to the
jurisdiction, apparent on the face of the proceedings, may be taken advantage of ou
demurrer. 1 T. R. 316.--CmrTr.
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msue, not guilty,aftera demurrer determined against him.' Which appears
the more reasonable,becauseitisclearthat ifthe prisonerfreelydiscoversthe
factin court,and refersitto the opinionof the courtwhether itbe felonyor
no, and upon lhe factthus shown itappears to be felony,the courtwillnot
record the coni_ssion,but admit him agerwards toplead not guilty.(g)And
thisseems tobe a caseof the same nature,beingforthe most part a mistake in
pointof law, and in the conduct of his pleading; and though a man by mi_-
deading may in some caseslosehis property,yet the law willnot sufferhim
,y such nicetiesto lose his life. However, upon this doubt, demurrers to
indictmentsare seldom used : sincethe same advantages may be taken upon a
pleaof not guilty,or afterwards in arrestof judgment, when the verdicthas
establishedthe fact.

III. A plea inabatemen#isprincipallyfora misno_ner,a wrong name, or false
additiontothe prisoner. As ifJames Allen,gentleman,isindictedby the name
of John Allen,esquire,he may plead thathe has the name of James and not of
John; and that he isa gentleman, and not an esquire. And ifeitherfact is

*335] fbund by a jury,then the *indictmentshallbe abated,aswritsor decla-
rationsmay be in civil actions, of which we spoke at large in the pre-

ceding book.(h) But in the end there is little advantage accruing to the prisoner
by means of these dilatory pleas; because, if the exception be allowed, a new
bill of indictment may be fr,_med, according to what the prisoner in his plea
avers to be his true name and addition. For it is a rule upon all pleas in abate,
ment that he who takes advantage of a flaw must at the same time show how
it may be amended. Let us, therefore, next consider a more substantial kind
of plea, vie. :

IV. Special pleas in bar; which go to the merits of the indictment, and give
a reason why the prisoner ought not to answer it at all, nor put himself upon
his trial for the crime alleged. These are of four kinds : a former acquittal, a
former conviction, a ibrmer attainder, or a pardon. There are many other pleas
which may be pleaded in bar of an appeal;( 0 but these are applicable to both
appeals and indictments.

I. First, the plea of autrefoits acquit, or a former acquittal, is grounded on this
universal maxim of the common law of England, that no man is to be brought
rote jeopardy of his life more than once for the same offence. And hence it is
allowed as a consequence, that when a man is once fairly found not guilty upon
any indictment or other prosecution, before any court having competent juris-
diction of tile offence,(j) he may plead such acquittal in bar of any subsequent
._ccusation for the same crime, s Therefore an acquittal on an appeal is a good
Oar to an indictment on the same offence. And so also was an acquittal on an

(g) 2 Hal P C. 225 (_) 2 Hawk. P. C ch. 23.
(a) See book m. page 302. (J) 3 Mod. 194.

I This rule holds good in indictments for felonies, but not for misdemeanours. 8 East
tI2.---C_ITTV.

An affidavit of the truth of the plea must be filed. 4 & 5 Anne, c. 16, s. ll.--CHITTr
a But such a plea must be strictly regular both in form and substance ; for, in cases o!

misdemeanour, if it is held bad on demurrer, final judgment may be entered up against
the deiendant. Rex vs. Taylor, 5 D. & R. 422. 3 B. & C. 502. And if it is irregularly
pleaded, and the acquittal which it sets forth appears to have been obtained by collusion
the court will strike the plea off the file. Rex vs. Taylor, 5 D. & R. 521. 3 B. & C. 612.
A plea of autrefo_sacquztcannot be pleaded unless the facts charged in the second indietr
ment would, if true, have sustained the first. Rex vs. Vandereomb, 2 East, P. C. 519.
If in a plea of autrefo_sacquit the prisoner were to insist on two distinct records of acquit-
tal, his plea would be bad for duphclty. But sembte that if he insisted upon the wrong,
the court would, m a capital case, take care that he did not suffer by it. Rex vs. Sheen,
2 C. & P. 635. And if the prisoner could have been legally convicted on the first indict
ment upon any evidence that m_ght have been adduced, his acquittal on that indictment
may be successfully pleaded to a second indictment : and it is immaterial whether the
proper evidence was adduced at the trial of the first indictment or not. Id. ibid. A
prisoner indicted for felony may plead not gmlty after his special plea of autrefoi,s acetutl
oas been found against him. Rex vs. Welch, Car. C. L. 56.----CHITTV
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inamtment a good bar to an appeal, by the common lawi(k) and the-efore, ih
favour of appeals, a general practice was introduced not to try any pe2son on
an indictment of homicide till after the year and day, within which appeals
may be brought, were past; by which time it often happened that the witnesses
died, or the whole was forgotten. To remedy which inconvenience, the statute

3 Hen. VII. c. 1 enacts, that *indictments shall be proceeded on imme- [*336
diately at the king's suit, for the death of a man, without waiting for
bringing an appeal; and that the plea of autrefoits acquit on an indictment shall
be no bar to the prosecuting of any appeal.

2. Secondly, the plea of autrefozts convict, or a former conviction for the same
identical crime, though no judgment was ever given, or perhaps will be, (being
suspended by the benefit of clergy or other causes,) is a good plea in bar to an
indictment. And this depends upon the same principle as the former, that no
man ought to be twice brought in danger of his life for one and the same
crime.(/) Hereupon it has been held that a conviction of manslaughter, on an
appeal or an indictment, is a bar even in another appeal, and much more in an
indictment of murder; for the fact prosecuted is the same in both, though the
offences differ in colouring and in degree. It is to be observed that the ple.'ts
of autrefoits acquit and autrefoits convict, or a former acquittal and former con-
viction, must be upon a prosecution for the same identical act and crime But
the case is otherwise, in

3. Thirdly, the plea of autrefoits attaint, or a former attainder, which is a goo_
plea in bar, whether it be for the same or any other felony. For wherever a man
is attainted of felony by judgment of death, either upona verdict or confession_
by outlawry, or heretofore by abjuration, and whether upon an appeal or an
indictment, he may plead such attainder in bar to any subsequent indictment
or appeal for the same or for any other felony.(m) And this because, generally,
such proceeding on a second prosecution cannot be to any purpose; for the pri.
soner is dead in law by the first attainder, his blood is already corrupted, and
he hath forfeited all that he had; so that it is absurd and superfluous to endea-
vour to attaint him a second time. But to this general rule, however, as to all
others, there are some exceptions; wherein, cessantc rat;one, cessat et ipsa lex. As,

1. Where the former attainder is reversed for error, for then it *is the [*337same as if it had never been. And the same reason holds where the

attainder is reversed by parliament, or the judgment vacated by the king's
pardon, with regard to felonies committed afterwards. 2. Where the attainder
was upon indictment, such attainder is no bar to an appeal, for the prior sen-
tence is pardonable by the king; and if that might be pleaded in bar of the ap-
peal, the king might in the end defeat the suit of the subject by suffering the
prior sentence to stop the prosecution of a second, and then, when the time of
appealing is elapsed, granting the delinquent a pardon. 3. An attainder in
felt ny is no bar to an indictment of treason; because not only the judgment and
ma met of death are different, but the forfeiture is more extensive and the land
goes to different persons. 4. Where a person attainted of one felony is after-
wards indicted as principal in another, to which there are also accessories, prose-
cuted at the same time; in this ease it is held that the plea of autrefoits attaint
is no bar, but he shall be compelled to take his trial for the sake of public jus-
tice; because the accessories to such second felony cannot be convicted till after
the conviction of the principal.(n) And from these instances we may collect
that a plea of autTefoits attaint is never good but when a second trial would be
quite superfluous.(o) e

4. Lastly, a pardon may be pleaded in bar; as at once destroying the end
and purpose of the indictment by remitting that punishment which the prose-

(_) 2 IIawk. P. C. 373. (_,) Poph. 107.
(_)Ibid. 377. (o)Staundf. P. C. 107.
(,n) lbld. 875.

e By the 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 28, s. 4, it is enacted that no plea setting forth any attainder
shall be pleaded in bar of any indictment, unless the attMnder be for the same offence
as that charged in the indictment, by which enactment the plea of autrefois a_i_._ seem8
to be at an end.--CmTTY.
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cutlon is calculated to inflict. There is one advantage that attends pleading a
ardoff in bar, or in arrest of judgment, before sentence is passed, whmh gives it
y much the preference to pleading it after sentence or attainder. This is, that

by stopping the judgment it stops the attainder and prevents the corruption of
the blood, which when once corrupted by attainder cannot afterwards be re-
stored otherwise than by act of parliament. But, as the title of pardons is
applicable to other stages of prosecution, and they have their respective forc_

*338] and efficacy as well after as before conviction, outlawry, or *attainder,I shall therefore reserve the more minute consideration of them till 1

have gone through every other title except, aly that of execution.
Before I conclude this head of special pleas in bar, it will be necessary once

more to observe that though in civil actions, when a man has his election what
plea in bar to make, he is concluded by that plea, and cannot resort to another
if that be determined against him; (as if, on an action of debt, the defendant
pleads a general release, and no such release can be proved, he cannot after-
wards plead the general issue ml debet, as he might at first: for he has made
his election what plea to abide by, and it was his own folly to choose a rotten
defence ;) though, I say, this strictness is observed in civil actions, quia interest
reipublicce ut s_tfinis lit;urn ; yet in criminal prosecutions _n favorem vita', as wel]
upon appeal as indictment, wheh a prisoner's plea in bar is found against him
upon issue tried by a jury, or adjudged against him in point of law by the
court, still he shall not be concluded or convicted thereon, but shall have judg-
ment of respondeat ouster, and may- plead over to the felony the general issue,
not guilty.(T ) For the law allows many pleas by which a prisoner may escape
death ; but only one plea in consequence whereof it can be inflicted, viz., on the
general issue, after an ilapartial examination and decision of the fact by the
unanimous verdict of a jury. T It remains, therefore, that I consider,--

V. The general issue, or plea of not quilty,(q) upon which plea alone the
prisoner can receive his final judgment of death. In case of an indictment of
felony or treason, there can be no special justification put in by way of plea.
As, on an indictment for murder, a man cannot plead that it was in his own
defence against a robber on the highway, or a burglar ; but he mast plead the
general issue, not guilty, and give this special matter in evidence. For (besides
that these pleas do in effect amount to the general issue, since, if true, the

*._._9] prisoner is most clearly not guilty) as the facts in treason are *laid tobe done Troditorie et contra bgeantice sure deb_tum, and, in felony, that the
killing was done felonice; these charges of a traitorous or felonious intent are
the points and very gist of the indictment, and must be answered, directly, by
the general negative, not guilty; and the jury upon the evidence will take
notice of any defensive matter and give their verdict accordingly, as effectu-
ally as if it were, or could be, specially pleaded. So that this is, upon all
accounts, the most advantageous plea tbr the prisoner.(r) 8

When the prisoner hath thus pleaded not guilty, non culpabilis, or nient vu_
pabl G which was formerly used to be abbreviated upon the minutes thus, "non

(P)2 Hal. P. C. 239. (¢) See Appendix. _ 1. (r) 2 Hal. P. C. 258.

But this is confined to cases of felony; a defendant having pleaded in bar in all cases
of misdemeanour is precluded from the benefit of the plea of not guilty if the plea of
bar should be found insufficient. 8 East, 107.--CHaIST:AN.

1 M. & S. 184. 3 B. & C. 502. 2 B. & C. 512, (unless on demurrer.) Term, P. C. 189. 6
East, 583, 602,--CI_ITTY.

s in cases of indictments or informations for misdemeanours, the above rule, as to plead*
mg the general issue, does not apply with the same degree of strictness; for there are
some cases where a special plea is not only allowable, but even requisite. Thus, if the
defendant fall within any exception or proviso whmh is not contained in the purview of
the statute creating the offence, he may, by pleading, show that he is entitled to the
benefit of that exception or proviso ; and there are many pleas of this description in the
ancient entries. 2 Leach, 606. But the principal, and indeed almost the only, eases in
which special pleas to the merits are necessary, are in the ease of indictments for neg-
loosing to repair highways and br:dges. As to these, see, in general, 1 Chitt. C. L. 473
_,O477.---CHITrY.
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(or nient) cul.," _he clerk of the assize, or clerk of the arraigns, on behalf of
the crown, replies that the prisoner is guilty, and that he is ready to prove
him so. This is done by two monosyllables, in the same spirit of abbreviation,
"cal. prit." which signifies, first, that the prisoner is guilty, (cul. culpable, or cu/-
pabilis,) and then, that the king is ready to prove him so, pr_t, prcesto sum, or
paratus verificare. This is therefore a replication on behalf' of the king viva
voce at the bar; which was formerly the course in all pleadings, as well in
civil as in criminal causes. And that was done in the concisest manner ; for
when the pleader intended to demur he expressed his demurrer in a single word,
"judgment ;" signifying that he demanded judgment whether the writ, declara-
tion, plea, &c., either in ibrm or matter, were sufficiently good in law : and if
he meant to rest on the truth of the facts pleaded, he expressed that also in a
single syllable, "pr_t;" signifying that he was ready to prove his asser-
tions : as may be observed i_om the year-books and other antient repositories
of law.(s) By this replication the king and the prisoner are therefore at issue;
for we may remember, in our strictures upon pleadings in the preceding book,(t)
it was observed that when the parties come to a fact which is affirmed on one

side and denied on the other, then they are said to be at issue in point [*340
*of fact : which is evidently the case here in the plea of non cul. by the
prisoner and the replication of cul. by the clerk. And we may also remember
that the usual conclusion of all affirmative pleadings, as this of cul. or guilty is,
was by an averment in these words, "and this he is ready to verity, et hoe
paratus est verificare;" which same thing is here expressed by the single word
" prit."

How our courts came to express a matter of this importance in so odd and
obscure a manner, "ram tantam tam negligenter," can hardly be pronounced with
certainty. It may perhaps, however, be accounted for by supposing that these
were at first short notes to help the memory of the clerk and remind him wha_
he was to reply ; or else it was the stlort method of taking down in court, upon
the minutes, the replication and averment, "cul. TrOt ;" which afterwards the
ignorance of succeeding clerks adopted for the very words to be by them
spoken.(u)

But, however it may have arisen, the joining of issue (which, though no_
"usually entered on the record,(w) is no otherwise joined(x) in any part of the
proceedings) seems to be clearly the meaning of this obscure expressioni(y )
which has puzzled our most ingenious etymologists, and is commonly under-
stood as if the clerk of the arraigns, immediately on plea pleaded, had fixed an
opprobrious name on the prisoner by asking him, "cull_rit , how wilt thou be
tried ?" for immediately upon issue joined it is inquired of the prisoner by what
trial he will make his innocence appear2 This form has at present reference

(_l N°rth_s Life of Lord Omldford, 98. sworn_ the officer bids the crier number them_ for _vhich the( See book nL page 312. word in law*French is "cauntez ," but we now hear it pro-
(") Of this ignorance we may see daily mstancce in the nouncc<lm very good Enghshp "count these."

abuse of two legal terms of ancient French; one, the pro- (_) See Appendix, _ 1.
logue to all proclamatmn% "oye._," or hear ye, wt_ich is gene- (_) 2 Hawk P. C 399.
rally pronounced, most unmeamngly_ _ 0 yes ;" the other, (w)2 Hal. P. C. 258.
a more pardonable mistake,--wz, when a jury are all

9The learned judge's explanation of Frit, from Fr_sto sum, or paratus verificare,however
ingenious, is certainly inconsistent both with the principles and practice of special
pleading. After the general issue, or the plea of not guilty, there could be no repli
cation, or the words paratus ver_care could not possibly have been used. This plea in
Latin was entered thus upon the record :--.Non _nde est culpabilis, et Fro bone et male _vonitse
super patriam : after this the attorney-general, the king's coroner, or clerk of assize could
only join issue by faclt _rn_hter,or he cloth the 5ke. See App. p. 3, at the end of this book.
If, then, I might be allowed to indulge a conjecture of my own, I should think that pr/t
was an easy corruption of pnt---,written for ponit by the clerk, as a minute that issue was
joined, or ponit se .ruperpatriam ; or pnt se might be converted into pr/st or prest, as it is
sometimes written. CS_lwas probably intended to denote the plea, and pr_t the issue;
and these _1Llables being pronounced aloud by the clerk to give the court and prisoner
an opportunity of hearing the accuracy of the minute, and being immediately followed
by the question, Ho_ wilt thou be tried ? naturally induced the ignorant part of the
audience to suppose that culprit was an appellation given to the prisoner. As a con
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to appeals and approvements only wherein the appellee has his choice either to
"3411 try the *accusation by battel or bv jury. :But upon indictments, since

the abolition of ordeal, there can De no other trial but by jury, Terpa_%
or by the country : and therefore, if the prisoner refuses to put himself upon the
request in the usual form, that is, to answer that he will be tried by God and the
country,(z) if a commoner; and, if a peer, by God and his peersiCa ) the indict-
ment, it' in treason, is taken pro confesso; and the prisoner, in cases of felony, is
adjudged to stand mute, and if he perseveres in his obstinacy shall nowCb ) be
convicted of the felony? °

When the prisoner has thus put himself upon his trial, the clerk answers, in
the humane language of the law, which always hopes that the party's innc,
cence, rather than his guilt, may appear, "God send thee a good deliverance."
And then they proceed as soon as conveniently may be to the trial i the manner
of which will be considered at large in the next chapter.

CHAPTER XXVII.

OF TRIAL AND CONVICTION.

*THE several methods of trial and conviction of offenders established

*342 ] by the laws of England were formerly more numerous than at presentj
through the superstition of our Saxon ancestors; who, like other northern na.
tions, were extremely addicted to divination; a character which Tacitus observes
of the antient Germans.(a) They therefore invented a considerable number of
methods of purgation or trial to preserve innocence from the danger of false
witnesses, and in consequence of a notion that God would always interpose mi-
raculously to _ indicate the guiltless.

I. The mosl antient(b) species of trial was that by ordeal, which was peeu.
liarly distinguished by the appellation of judwium .Dei; and sometimes vulgaris
purgatio, to distinguish it from the canonical purgation, which was by the oath
of the party This was of two sorts,(c) either fire-ordeal, or water-ordeal; the
former being confined to persons of higher rank, the latter to the common

(J) A learned aathor_ who is very seldom mistaken in his the dlsjunctiv% which returns the option back to the pro_-
conjectures, has observed that the proper answer is "by cutor.
God or the country;" that is. either by ordea/or by jury ; (_) Keylinge, 57. State Trials, pazMm,.
because the question supposes an optmn in the prisoner. (b) Stat. 12 Oeo. II]. c. 20.
And certainly it gives some countenance to this observation (a) De Mort. Germ. 10.
that the trial by ordeal used formerly to be called judw_unt (b) LL In_, 3, c. 77
De_. But it should seem that when the questmn gives the (_) _i1rr. c. 3_ _ 23.
prisoner amoptton his auswer must be posltlve_ and not in

firmation of the conjecture that pr/t is a corruption for prd, the clerk of the arraigns at
this day, immediately after the arraignment, writes upon the indictment, over the name
of the prisoner, puts. And Roger North informs us that in ancient times, when plead-
ings in the courts were ore tenus, "if a serjeant in the Common Pleas said judgment, that
was a demurrer; if Fr/st, that was an issue to the country." Life of Lord-Keeper North,
98.--C_RIsTixs.

_0By 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 28, s. 1, it is enacted that if any person not having privilege of
peerage, being arraigned upon any indictment for treason, felony, or piracy, shall plead
thereto a plea of "not guilty," he shall by such plea, without any further form, be
deemed to have put himself upon the country for trial, and the court shall, in the usual
manner, order a jury for the trial of such person accordingly. In consequence of this
wise enactment, the absurd ceremony of asking a prisoner how he will be tried has been
wholly discontinued. By sect. 2 of the same statute, it is enacted that if any person
being arraigned upon or charged with any indictment for treason, felony, piracy, oI
misdemeanour shall stand mute, or will not answer &rectly to the indictment or information,
in every such case it shall be lawful for the court, if 2tshall 8o think fit, to order the propel
officer to enter a plea of "not guilty" on behalf of such person ; and the plea so entered
shall have the same force and effect as if such person had actually pleaded the same.--
CHI_TY.
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people.(d) Bota these might be performed by deputy; but the principal was
to answer for the success of the trial ; the deputy only venturing some corporal
pain, for hire, or perhaps for friendship.(e) Fire-ordeal was *performed _.,4 o
either by taking up in the hand, unhurt, a piece of red-hot iron of one, [ a a
two, or three pounds' weight; or else by walking barefoot, and blindfold, over
nine red-hot ploughshares laid lengthwise at unequal distances; and if the party
escaped being hurt he was adjudged innocent ; but if it happened otherwise, as
without collusion it usually did, he was then condemned as guilty. However,
by this latter method, queen Emma, the mother of Edward the Confessor, is
mentioned to have cleared her character when suspected of fi_miliarity with
Alwyn, bishop of Winches r.(f)

Water-ordeal was performed either by plunging the bare arm up t9 the elbow
iu boiling water, and escaping unhurt thereby, or by casting the person sus-
pected into a river or pond of cold water; and if he floated therein without any
action of swimming, it was deemed an evidence of his guilt, but if he sunk he
was acquitted. It is easy to trace out the traditional relies of this water-ordeal
in the ignorant barbarity still practised in many countries to discover witches
by casting them into a pool of water and drowning them to prove their inno-
cence. And in the Eastern empire the fire-ordeal was used to the same purpose
by the emperor Theodore Lascar;s; who, attributing his sickness to magic,
caused all those whom he suspected to handle the hot iron : thus joining (as has
been well remarked)(g) to the most dubious crime in the world the most dubious
proof of innocence.

And, indeed, this purgation by ordeal seems to have been very antient and
very universal in the times of superstitious barbarity. It was known to the

ant;cut Greeks: for, in the *Antigone of Sophocles,(h) a person, sus- [*344
pected by Creon of a misdemeanour, declares himself ready "to handle
hot iron and to walk over fire," in order to manifest his innocence, which, the
scholiast tells us, was then a very usual purgation. And Grotiu._(i) gives us
malJy instances of water-ordeal in Bithynia, Sardinia, and other places. There
is also a very peculiar species of water-ordeal said to prevail among the Indians
on the coast of Malabar, where a person accused of any enormous crime is
obliged to swim over a large river abounding with crocodiles, and if he escapes
unhurt he is reputed innocent. As, in Siam, besides the usual methods of fire
and water ordeal, both parties are sometimes exposed to the fur)- of a tiger let
loose for that purpose, and if the beast spare either, that person is accounted
innocent; if neither, both are held to be guilty; but if he spares both, the trial
i_ incomplete, and they proceed to a more certain criterit n.(k)

One cannot but be astonished at the folly and impiety of pronouncing a man
guilty unless he was cleared by a miracle, and of expecting that all the powers
3f nature should be suspended by an immediate interposition of Providence to
save the innocent whenever it was presumptuously required. And yet in Eng-
la,ld so late as king John's time we find grants to the bishops and clergy to use
the judiclum ferri, aqum, et ignis.(1) And, both in England and Sweden, the
clerg) presided at this trial, and it was only performed in the churches or in
other consecrated ground; for which Stiernhook(m) gives the reason: "non defitit
illis operaz et laboris pretium ; semper.enim ab ejusmod_ judicio aliquid lucri saeerda
t_bus obveniebat." But, to give it its due praise, we find the canon law very earl5
declaring against trial by ordeal, or vulgar_s purgatio, as being the fabric of the
devil, "cam sit contra proeceptum 1)omini, non tentabis 1)ominum .Deum tuum."(n)

Upon this authority, though the canons *themselves were of no validity [*845
in England, it was thought proper (as had been done in Denmark above
a century before)(o) to (lisuse and abolish this trial entirely in our courts of jan-

(d) Tenefur se _urqare is qut accu,qat_ur,per D_i judictum ; 0) V. 270.
_c_l_er$per calidum fcrrum vel psr aquam_ pro di'verslta_ (tl On Numb. v. 17.
ond_wn_ hom_num " per ferrum cahdum, sl fuer_t homo (k) Mod. Un Hist vii, 266.

lib_r ; per aquam ,n fuerit _zstw_$. Ol.mv L 14, c. l. (_) Spelm. Gloss. 435.
(I) This is still expreseed m that common form of speech, (_) De jure 5)zezmum, l. 1, c. 8.

_of going through fire and water to serve another." (_) Decre¢_/, part 2_ caus. 2_qu. 5, di_. 7° J_ccr¢$_ _ _,
(Y)Tho Rudborne, H_st. Moj. W_nton_ l. 4_ c. 1. h{. 50, c 9, and Gloss. ibid.
it) Sp. L b. xli c. 5. (*) Mod. Un Hist. Y_Ti|. 105.

Vow. II.--37 _¢
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tice by an act of parliament, in 3/ten. III., according to Sir :Edward Coke,(p)
or rather by an order of the king in council.(q)

II. Another species of purgation somewhat similar to the former, but probably
sprung from a presumptuous abuse of revelation in the ages of dark superstition,
was the corsned, or morsel of execration: being a piece of cheese or bread of
about an ounce in weight, which was consecrated with a form of exorcism; de-
siring of the Almighty that it might cause convulsions and paleness, and find
no passage, if the man was really guilty; but might turn to health and nourish.
ment if he was innoeeni ;(r) as the water of jealousy among the Jews(s) was, by
God's special appointment, to cause the belly to swell and the thigh to rot, ii
the woman was guilty of adultery. This corsned ,as then given to the sus-
pected person, who at the same time also received the holy sacrament ;(t) if, in.
deed, the corsned was not, as some have suspected, the sacramental bread itself,
till the subsequent invention of transubstantiation preserved it from profane
uses with a more profound respect than formerly. Our historians assure us that
Godwin, earl of Kent, in the reign of king :Edward the Confessor, abjuring the
death of the king's brother, at last appealed to his corsned, "2er bucceUam deglu-
tiendam abjuravzt,"(u) which stuck in his throat and killed him. This custom
has long since been gradually abolished, though the remembrance of it still sub-
sists in certain phrases of abjuration retained among the .cerumen people.(w).
•_a_-_ *However, we cannot but remark, that though m :European countries
w.j this custom most probably arose from an abuse of revealed religion, yet

credulity and superstition will, in all ages and in all climates, produce the same
or similar effects. And therefore we shall not be surprised to find that in the
kingdom of Pegu there still subsists a trial by the corsned very similar to that
of our ancestors, only substituting raw rice instead, of bread.(x) And in the.
kingdom of Monomotapa they have a method of deciding lawsuits equally whlm-
aical and uncertain. The witness for the plaintiff chews the bark ofa tree en-
dued with an emetic quality, which, being sufficiently masticated, is then infused
4n water which is given the defendant to drink. If his stomach rejects it heis
,condemned; if it stays with him he is absolved, unless the plaintiff will drink
some of the same water; and if it stays with him also the suit is left undeter-
.mined.(y)

These two antiquated methods of trial, were principally in use among our.
Saxon ancestors. The next, which still remains in force, though very rarely in
use, owes its introduction among us to the princes of the :Norman line. And
tha¢ is,

III. The trial by barrel: duel, or single combat; which was another species of
presumptuous appeals to Providence, under an expectation that Heaven would
_nquestionably give the victory to the innocent or injured party. The nature
t_f tams trial in cases of civil injury, upon issue joined in a writ of right, was
thlJ:y discussed in the preceding book ;(z) to which I have only to add that the
_rial by battel may be demanded at the election of the appellee, in either an
appeal or an approvement ; and that it is carried on with equal solemnity as that
on a writ of right; but with this difference, that there each party might hire a
champion, but here they must fight in their proper persons. And therefore, if

•J47 ] the *appellant or approver be a wc_nan, a priest, an infant, or of theage of sixty, or lame, or blind, he or she may counterplead and refuse
the wager of battel, and compel the appellee to put himself upon the country.
Also peers of the realm, bringing an appeal, shall not be challenged to wage
barrel, on account of the dignity o:f their persons; nor the citizens of London,
by special charter, because fighting seems foreign to their education and era-

(s)9 Rep. 32. (_) Ingulph.
(q_ 1 Bym, Feed. 228. Spelm. Gloss. _26. 2 Pryn. ]/oc. (*_)As, "1 will take the sacra,moat upon it; ma_ thlm

Append 20, Seld _tdm fol 48. morsel be my last;" and the hke.
t) 8pelm. Gloss. 489. (R) Mod. Un. Hint. vii. 129.
s) l':umb ch v. (_) Ibid. xv. 464.

(t) LL. C_nut. C 6. (J) See book iii. page 337.

t This species of trial is now entirely abolished, by the 59 Gee. I_i. c. 46. S,e 1 B. _t
I _)t_.--_HITTY.
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ployment. So likewise if the crime be notorious : as if the thief be taken with

the mainour, or the murderer in the room with a bloody knife, the appellant may
refuse the tender of battel from the appellee ;(a) fbr it is unreasonable that an
innocent man should stake his life against one who is already half convicted.

The form and manner of waging battel upon appeals are much the same as
upon a writ of right; only the oaths of the two combatants are vastly more
striking and solemn.(b) The appellee, when appealed of felony, plead_ net
_ailty, and throws down his glove, and declares he will defend the same by his
body; the appellant takes up the glove and replies that he is ready to make
good the appeal, body for body. And thereupon the appellee, taking the book
nhis right hand and in his left the right hand of his antagonist, swears to this
elteet :--"Boc audi, homo, quem per manure teneo, &e.," "Hear this, O man,
whom I hold by the hand, who callest thyself John by the name of baptism,
that I, who call myself Thomas by the name of baptism, did not feloniously
murder thy ikther, William by name, nor am any way guilty of the said felory.
So help me God and the saints; and this I will defend against thee by my
body, as this court shall award." To which the appellant replies, holding the
Bible and his antagonist's hand in the same manner as the other :--":Hear this,
O man, whom I hold by the hand, who eallest thyself Thomas by the name of
baptism, that thou art pel:_ured ; and therefore perjured because that thou felo-

niously didst murder my *father, William by name. So help me God and [*348the saints; and this I will prove against thee by mybody, as this court
shall award."(c) The battel is then to be fought with the same weapons, viz.,
batons, the same solemnity, and the same oath against amulets and sorcery, that
are used in the civil combat; and if the appellee be so far vanquished that he can-
not or will not fight any longer, he shall be adjudged to be hanged immediately;
and then, as welt as if he be killed in battle, Providence is deemed to have de-
termined in favour of the truth, and his blood shall be attainted. But if he kills
the appellant, or can maintain the fight from sunrising till the stars appear in
the evening, he shall be acquitted. So also, if the appellant becomes recreant,
and pronounces the horrible word of craven, he shall lose his liberam legato and
become infamous; and the appellee shall recover his damages, and also be for-
ever quit_ not only of the appeal, but of all indictments likewise for the same
offence3

IV. The fourth method of trial used in criminal cases is that by the peers
of Great Britain, in the court of" parliament, or the court of the lord high
steward, when a peer is capitally indicted : for in case of an appeal a peer shall
be tried by jury.(d) s Of this enough has been said in a former chapter ;(e)
to which I shall now only add that, in the method and regulation of its pro-
ceedings, it differs little from the trial per patriam, or by jury; except that no
special verdict can be given in the trial of a peer,(f) because the lords of par

tiament, or the lord high steward, (if the trial be *had in his court,) are [*349
judges sufficiently competent of the law that may arise from the fact ;
and except also that the peers need not all agree in their verdict, but the greater
number, consisting of twelve at the least, will conclude and bind the minority.(g)

(a) 2 Hawk. P. C. 427. mitred to prosecute m that court,) and that the prisoner
0) Flet./. 1, c. 3#,. 2 Hawk. P C. 426. was the cause of his death : the prisoner, that he was tmao-
(*) There m a striking resemblance between this process cent of the cb,trge ag,nnnt him. Pott. Antlt 1 b. 1 c. 19.

and that of the court of Areopagus at Athens for murder, (d) 9 Rap 30. 2 Inst. 49
whereto the prosecutor and prisoner were both swoln m (_)See page 259.
the most solemn manner; the prosecutor,that he was re- (t) HRtt 116.
Jated to the deceased, (for none but nsar relations were per- (#) Kelyuge, 56, stat. 7 W III. e 3, _ 11 Foster, 247.

The last time that the trial by battel was awarded in this country was in the case of
:ord Rae and Mr. Ramsay, m the 7 Ch. I. The king, by his commission, appointed a
constable of England to preside at the trial, who proclaimed a d_y for the duel, on which
the combatants were to appear with a spear, a long sword, a short sword, and a dagger
but the combat was prorogued to a further day, before which the king revoked the cam-
Jn_ssion. See an account of the proceedings, 11 Harg. St. Tr. 124. See also 3 book, 337.
----CIIRISTIAN.

sThe nobilityaretriedby theirpeersfortreasonand felony,_nd misprisionof these.
butinallothercriminalprosecutionstheyaretrmd,hke commoners,bya 2ury. _ lust
_0 See 1book,401,noteIf.---ChRISTIAN.
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V. The trial by jury, or the country, per patriam, is also that trial by the
peers of every Englishman which, as the grand bulwark of his liberties, is se
cured to him by the great charter :(h) "nullus liber homo ca2,iatur , vel imprisone-
tur, aut cxulet, ant aliquo alio mode destruatur, ni, i Ter legcle judicium Tar;urn
suorum, veI per legem terrx."

The antiquity and excellence of this trial for the settling of civil property
has before been explained at large.(/) And it will hold much stronger in
criminal cases; since in times of difficulty and danger more is to be appre-
hended from the violence and partiality of judges appointed by the crown in
suits between the king and the subject than in disputes between one individual
and another to settle the metes and boundaries of private property. Our law
has therefore wisely placed this strong and twofold harrier, of a presentment
and a trial by jury, between the liberties of the people and the prerogative of the
crown. It was necessary, for preserving the admirable balance of our constitu-
tion, to vest the executive power of the laws in the prince; and yet this power
might be dangerous and destructive to that very constitution, if exerted with-
out check or control by justices of oyer and terminer occasionally named by the

crown; who might then, as in France or Turkey, imprison, despatch, or exile
any man that was obnoxious to the government, b5 an instant declaration that
such is their will and pleasure. But the founders of the :English law have with
exc_:llent forecast contrived that no man should be called to answer to the king
for any capital crime unless upon the preparatory accusation of twelve or
more of his fellow-subjects, the grand jury; and that the truth of every accu-
sation, whether preferred in the shape of an indictment, information, or appeal,

*350] *should afterwards be confirmed by the unanimous suffrage of twelveof his equals and neighbours indifferently chosen and superior to all
suspicion. So that the liberties of England cannot but subsist so long as this
palladium remains sacred and inviolate ; not only from all open attacks, (which
none will be so hardy as to make,) but also from all secret machinations which
may sap and undermine it ; by introducing new and arbitrary methods of trial,
by justices of the peace, commissioners of the revenue_ and courts of conscience.
And, however convement these may appear at first, (as doubtless all arbitrary
powers, well executed, are the most convenient,) yet let it be again remembered
that delays and little inconveniences in the forms of justice are the price that
all fi'ee nations must pay for their liberty in more substantial matters; that
these inroads upon this sacred bulwark of the nation are fundamentally oppo-
site to the spirit of our constitution ; and that, though begun in trifles, the
precedent may gradually increase and spread to the utter disuse of juries in
questions of the most momentous concern.

What was said of juries in general, and the trial thereby in civil cases, will
greatly shorten our present remarks with regard to the trial of criminal suits ;
indictments, informations, and appeals ; which trial I shall consider in the same
method that I did the former : by following the order and course of the pro-
ceedings themselves, as the most clear and perspicuous way of treating it.

When, therefore, a prisoner on his arraignment hath pleaded no_ guilty, and
for his trial hath put himself upon the country, which country the jury are,
the sheriff of the county must return a panel of jurors, liberos et legales hominez,
de vicineto; that is, freeholders, without just exception, and of the visae or
neighbourhood ; which is interpreted to be of the county where the fact is com-
mitted.(j) If the proceedings are before the court of king's bench, there is
"351 1 time allowed, between the assignment and the trml, for a jury to be

J *impanelled by a writ of venire facias to the sheriff, as in civil causes ;
and the trial in case of a misdemeanour is had at nisi 2)flus, unless it be of such
-onsequence as to merit a trial at bar; which is always invariably had when
the prisoner is tried for any capital offence. But before commissioners of oyer
and term;net and gaol-delivery, the sheriff, by virtue of a general precept di-
rected to him beforehand, returns to the court a panel of forty-eight jurors, to
,,ry all felons that may be called upon their trial at that session; and therefore

(a) 9 lien III. c. 29. (_) See book _i_ page 379. (/) 2 Hal. P. C. 264. 2 Itawk. r. C. 403.
_S0
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it is there usual to try all felons immediately or soon after their arraignment.
But it is not customary, nor agreeable to the general course of" proceedings,
(unless by consent of parties, or where the defendant is aetu-dly in gaol,)to
try persons indicted of smaller misdemeanours at the same court in which they
have pleaded not guilty or traversed the indictment. But they usually give
security to the court to appear at the next assizes or session, and then and
there to try the traverse, giving notice to the prosecutor of the same. 4

In eases of high treason, whereby corruption of blood may ensue, (except
treason in counterfeiting the king's coin or seals,) or misprision of such treason,
it is enacted, by statute 7 W. II]. c. 3, first, that no person shall be tried for
any such treason, except an attempt to assassinate the king, unless the indict-
ment be found within three years after the offence committed; next, that the

risoner shall have a copy of the indictment, (which includes the caption,)(/0
ut not the names of the witnesses, five days at least before the trial; that is_

upon the true construction of the act, before his arraignment,(/) for then is the
time to take any exceptions thereto by way of plea or demurrer ; thirdly, that
he shall also have a copr of the panel of jurors two days before his trial; and,
lastly, that he shall have the same compulsive process to bring in his witnesses
for him as was usual to compel their appear.race against him. And, by statute
7 Anne, e. 21, (which did not take place till after the decease of the late pro-

Lender,) all persons indicted for high treason or misprision *thereof shall ['352
have not only a copy of the indictment, but a list of all the witnesses to
be produced, and of the jurors impanelled, with their professions and places ot"
abode, delivered to him ten days before the trial, and in the presence of t_u
witnesses, the better to prepare him to make his challenges and defence. But
this last act, so far as it affected indictments for the infbrior species of high
treason, respecting the coin and the royal seals, is repealed by the statute 6 Gee
[II. c. 53, else it had been impossible to have tried those offences in the samo
circuit in which they are indicted : for ten clear days between the finding and
_e trial of the indictment will exceed the time usually allotted for any session
of oyer and terminer.(m) _ And no person indicted for felony is, or (as the la_
stands) ever can be, entitled to such copies before the time of his trial.(n)

(k) Fost. 229. Append L (_) Fost. 250.
($) Ibid. 230. ('*) 2 Htwk. P C.410.

Now, by the 60 Gee. III. and 1 Gee. IV. c. 4, s. 3, if the defendant has been corn
mitted to custody, or held to bail for a misdemeanour, twenty days before the session of
the peace, session of oyer and terminer, great sessmn, or session of gaol-delivery at
which the indictment was found, the defendant shall plead and the trial shall take
place at such session, unless a writ of certzorar_be awarded. And, by sect. 5, where a
defendant indicted for a misdemeanour at any session of the peace, session of oyer and
terminer, great session, or session of gaol-delivery, no_ having been committed to custody,
or held to bail to appear to answer for such offence, twenty days before the session at
which the indictment was found, but who shall have been committed to custody, or held
to bail to appear to answer for such offence, at some subsequent session, or shall have
received notice of such indictment having been found, twent, y days before such subse-
quent session, he shall plead at such subsequent session, and- trml shall take place at
such session, unless a certiorari be awarded before the jury be sworn for such trial. But,
on sufficient cause shown, the court may allow further time for trial. Id. s. 7. In cases
of indictments for obtaining goods, &e. by false pretences, and sending threatening
letters with intent to extort money, &c., and other misdemeanours punishable under theo
30 3eo. IILc. _4, it is enacted by tha_ act (sect. 17) that every such offender, bound over
to the general quarter-sessions of the peace, or sessions of oyer and terminer and gaol.
delivery of the county where the offence was committed, shall be tried at such generaI
quarter-sessions of the peace, or sessions of oyer and terminer and gaol-delivery, which
shall be held next after his apprehensmn, unless the court shall think fit to put off the
trial, on just cause made out to them. So also, by the 39 & 40 Gee. III. e. 87, s. 22,
_2,ersonsindicted for .a misdemeanour in receiving stolen goods, under the 2 Gee. IIL e.

8, are to be tried immediately, without being allowed the delay of a tra_'erse. 2 East,
P. C. 754. As to traverses in general, in criminal proceedings, see 1 Chitt. C. L 486.--
_HITTY.

s By 39 & 40 Gee. IlI. c. 93, in all ease_ of high treason in compassing or imagiuin_
the death of the kirg, and of misprislon of such treason, where the ecert ar_t alleged m
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_rhen the trial is called on, the jurors are to be sworn, as they appear, to the

number of twelve, unless they are challenged by the party, e
Challenges may here be made, either on the part of the king, or on that of

the prisoner, and either to the whole array, or to the separate polls, for the

7cry same reasons that they may be made in civil causes.(o) For it is here at
least as necessary, as there, that the sheriff or returning officer be totally indit:
ferent; that where an alien is indicted the jury should be de medietate, or half

foleigners, if so many are found in the place/(which does not indeed hold in
treasons,(p) aliens being very improper judges of the breach of allegiance 18 nor

(.) _e book nL page 859. (_)2Hawk P. 0.420. 2HaLP. C. 271.

the indictment is the assassination of the king or a direct attempt against his life or
person, the party accused shall be indicted and tried in the same manner and upon the
like evidence as if charged with murder. But the judgment and execution shall remain
the same as in other eases of high treason. And, by 0 Gee. IV. e. 50, s. 21, when any
person is indicted for high treason or misprision of treason, in any court except King's
Bench, a list of the petit jury, with their names, proihsslons, and places of abode, shall
be given at the same time that the copy of the indictment is dehvered to the party
indicted, which shall be ten days before arraignment, and in the presence of two or more
credible witnesses ; and when any person is so indicted in King's Bench, a copy of the
indictment shall be delivered as beibre mentioned ; but the list of the petit jury, made
out as before mentioned, may be delivered to the party indicted, after arraignment, so
that it be ten days before trial. Proviso, not to extend to interfere with the provisions
of 39 & 40 Gee. IV. e. 93, nor to cases of treason relating to the coin.

Where the jury-panel is incorrect, a motion may be made on the part of the crown, in
the court of gaol-dehvery, for leave to the sheriff' to amend the panel. 1 East, P. C. 113.
_CHITTY.

By 6 Gee. IV. e. 50, s. 27, if any man shall be returned as a juror for the trial of any
issue in any of the courts in the act mentmned who shall not be qualified according to
the act, the want of such qualification shall be good cause of challenge, and he shall be
chscharged upon such challenge, if the court shall be satisfied of the fact ; and if any man
returned as a juror tbr the trial of any such issue shall be qualified in other respects
according to the act, the want of freehold shall not on such trial, m any case, civil or
criminal, be accepted as good cause of challenge, either by the crown or the party, nor
as cause ibr discharging the man so returned upon his own appheation. Proviso, not to
extend to any specml juror.

By sect. 28, no challenge shall be taken to any panel of jurors for want of a knight
being returned in such panel, nor any array quashed by reason of any such challenge.

By sect. 29, in all inquests to be taken be_bre any of the courts in the act mentioned
wherein the king is a party, howsoever it be, notwithstanding it be alleged by them that
sue for the king that the jurors of those inquests, or some of' them, be not indifferent for
the king ; yet such inquests shall not remain untaken for that cause ; but if they that
_ae for the king will challenge any of those jurors, they shall assign of their challenge
a cause certain, and the truth of the same challenge shall be inquired of according to
the custom of the court ; and it shall be proceeded to the taking of the same inquisition,
as it shall be found, if the challenges be true or not, after the discretion of the court ;
and no person arraigned for murder or felony shall be admitted to any peremptory chal.
lenge above the number of twenty.

And, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 28, s. 3, if any person indicted for any treason, felony, or
l_iracy shall challenge peremptorily a greater number of the men returned to be of the
jury than such person is entitled by law so to challenge in any of the said cases, every
peremptory challenge beyond the number allowed by law in any of the said cases shall
be entirely void, and the trial of such person shall proceed as if no such challenge had
_een Inade.--Cft ITTY.

TThe 6 Gee. IV. c. 50, s. 47 provides that nothing in that act contained shall extend
or be construed to extend to deprive any alien indicted or impeached of any felony
or misdemeanour of the right of being tried by a jury de rnedietate hngu_, but that, on the
prayer of every alien so indicted or impeached, the sheriff, or other proper minister,
shall, by command of the court, retllrn ior one-half of the jury a competent number of
aliens, if so many there be in the town or place where the trial is had, and if not, tLen
so many aliens as shall be found in the same town or place, if any ; and that no such
alien juror shall be liable to be challenged for want of fl'eehold or of any other qualifi
cation required by the act, but every such alien may be challenged for any other caure,
_u like manner as if he were qualified by the act.--CnITTr.

8 The privilege is taken away from persons indicted of high treason by the I & _ Ph
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yet in the case of Egyptians 9under the statute 22 Hen. VIII. c. 10 ;) that on
every panel there should be a competent number of hundredors it0 and +hat the
particular jurors should be omni exceptione majores,--not liable to objection either
propter honoris respectum, propter defectum, propter affectum, or propter delictum.

*Challenges upon any of the foregoing accounts are styled challenges for ['35ocause, whieh may be without stint in both criminal and civil trials. But
in criminal cases, or at least in capital ones, there is, in favorem vitce, allowed to
the prisoner an arbitrary and capricious species of challenge to a certain number
of jurors, without showing any cause at all, which is called a peremptory chal
lenge; a provision full of that tenderness and humanity to prisoners for which
our English laws are justly famous, u This is grounded on two reasons. 1. As
every one must be sensible what sudden impressions and unaccountable preju-
dices we are apt to conceive upon the bare looks and gestures of another, and
how necessary it is that a prisoner (when put to defend his life) should have a
lgOOd opinion of his jury, the want of which might totally disconcert him, the
aw wills not that he should be tried by any one man against whom he has con-

ceived a prejudice, even without being able to assign a reason for such his dis-
like. 2. Because, upon challenges for cause shown, if the reasons assigned
prove insufficient to set aside the juror, perhaps the bare questioning his indif-
ference may sometimes provoke a resentment, to prevent all ill consequences
from which the prisoner is still at liberty, if he pleases, peremptorily to set him
aside.

This privilege of peremptory challenges, though granted to the prisoner, is
denied to the king by the statute 33 Edw. I. st. 4, which enacts that the king
shall challenge no jurors without assigning a cause certain, to be tried and
approved by the court. However, it is held that the king need not assign his
cause of challenge till all the panel is gone through, and unless there cannot he
a ihil jury without the person so challenged; and then, and not sooner, thu
kin_'s counsel must show the cause, otherwise the juror shall be sworn.(q) 12

T_he peremptory challenges of the prisoner must, however, have some reason.

able boundary; otherwise he might never *be tried. This reasonable [*354
boundary is settled by the common law to be the number of thirty-five ;
that is, one under the number of three full juries. For the law judges that
five-and-thirty are fully sufficient to allow the most timorous man to challenge
through mere caprice; and that he who peremptorily challenges a greater
number, or three fhll juries, has no intention to be tried at all. And therefore
it dealt with one who peremptorily challenges above thirty-five, and will not
retract his challenge, as with one who stands mute or refuses his trial, by sen-
tencing him to the peine .forte et dure in felony, and by attainting him in
treason.(r) And so the law stands at this day with regard to treason of any
kind.

(_)2Hawk P C. 413. 2Hal P.C 271. (r) 2HaLP. C. 268.

and lV[.e. 10, which directs that all trmls for that offence shall take place as at common
law.--CitiTrV.

The 28 Edw. III. c. 13, on which this right of aliens was founded, was repealed, as to
Egyptians, by the 1 & 2 Ph. and _. c. 4, s. 3 and the 5 Eliz. c. 20,which enacted that they
should be tried by the inhabitants of the county where they were arrested, and not per
medle_ateralinqu+ : but that provision was repealed by the 23 Geo. III. c. 51 ; and Egyptians
are now dealt with under the vagrant acts as rogues and vagabonds.--CHITTr.

toThe right to challenge for want of hundredors is now taken away, by the 6 Geo. IV.
C. 50, _. 13.---(_,HITTY.

1,A peremptory challenge is not allowed in the trial of collateral issues, (Fost. 42,)
nor in an) trial for a misdemeanour. 2 Harg. St. Tr. 808, and 4 Harg. St. Tr. I.--
_HR_STI_N+

12And the practice is the same both in trials for misdemeanours and for _tpi_l
ffences. 3 ttarg. St. Tr. 519. Where there is a challenge for cause, two persons in

court not of the jury are sworn to try whether the juryman challenged will try _ha
prmoner indifferently. Evidence is then produced to support the challenge, and, accord-
ing to the verdict of the two tryers, the juryman m admitted or rejected. A juryma_
was thus set aside in O'Coigley's trial for treason, because, upon looking at the prisoner_,
ha had uttered the words "damned rascals." See O'Coiglev's Trial.--CHaxsrxA_
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But by statute 22 Hen YIII. c. 14, (which, with regard to felonies, stands
unrepealed by statute 1 & 2 Ph. and M. c. 10,) by this statute, I say, no person
arraigned for felony can be admitted to make any more than twenty perempto ry
challenges. But how if the prisoner will peremptorily challenge twenty-ones?
what shall be done ? The o14 opinion was, that judgment of peme forte et dure
should be given, as where he challenged thirty-six at the common law;(s) but
the bel.ter opinion seems to be(t) that such challenge shall only be disregarded
and overruled. Because, first, the common law doth not inflict the judgment
of penance for challenging twenty-one, neither doth the statute inflict it; and
so heavy a judgment (or that of conviction, which succeeds it) shall not be im-
posed by implication. Secondly, the words of the statute are, "that he be not
admitted to challenge more than twenty ;" the evident construction of which is,
that any further challenge shall be disallowed or prevented; and therefore, being
null from the beginning, and never in fact a challenge, it can subject the prisoner
to no punishment i but the juror shall be regularly sworn2 _

If, by reason of challenges or the default of the jurors, a sufficient number
cannot be had of the original panel, a tales *may be awarded as in civil

*355] causes,(u) till the number of twelve is sworn, "well and truly to try, and
true deliverance make, between our sovereign lord the king and the prisoner
whom they have in charge; and a true verdict to give according to their evi-
dence."

When the jury is sworn, if it be a cause of any consequence, the indictment
is usually opened, and the evidence marshalled, examined, and enforced, by the
counsel for the crown or prosecution. But it is a settled rule at common law
that no counsel shall be allowed a prisoner upon his trial, upon the general issue
in any capital crime, unless some point of law shall arise proper to be debated.(w)
A rule which (however it may be palliated under cover of that noble declaration
of the law, when rightly understood, that the judge shall be counsel for the
prisoner; that is, shall see that the proceedings against him are legal and strictly
regular)(x) seems to be not at all of a piece with the rest of' the humane treat-
ment of prisoners by the English law. For upon what face of reason can that
assistance be denied to save the litb of a man which yet is allowed him in prose-
cutions for every petty trespass ? Nor indeed is it, strictly speaking, a part of
out" antient law; for the :Mirror,(y) having observed the necessity of counsel in
civil suits, "who know how to forward and defend the cause, by the rules of law
and customs of the realm," immediately afterwards subjoins, "and more neces-
sary are they for defence upon indictments and appeals of felony than upon other
venial causes."(z) 14And the judges themselves are so sensible of this detbct that

O) 2 Hawk. P. C. 414. of the code winch ts usually attributed to that prince. "2)_
(t) g Inst. 227. 2 Hal. P C 270 causes cr_m_nalibu_ vd ca!o_tal_bas nemo qu_rat cons_lium:
(_) See book ni page 364. But in mere commissions of qu_n implacztatus stature 2ernegd, _ne omnz _aet_t_anecon-

gapl-dehvery no bl_ can be awarded, though the court may szh_ I_ al_zs omnzbus potest et debet ut_ eonszho." But
ore _enus order a new panel to be returned _nstantvr. 4 Inst. this co_s_l_um, I conceive, 81gnl_as only an _navarl_nce , and
fi8 4 St. Tr 728. Cooke's case the _0et_tw con_li_ is crawng leave to _miJarl, (see book fiL

(_)2 Hawk. P. C. 400. page 298,)which is not allowable in any criminal prose-
($) Sir _dward Coke (3 Inst. 137) gives another additmnal cation. This will be manifest by comparing this law with

reason for this refusals--" because the evidence to convict a a contemporary passage in the grand coustum_x of Nor-
prisoner should be so mamfest as _t could not be contra- mandy, (eh. 85,) whmh speaks of _mparlanees m personal
eheted;" winch lord Nottingham (when Ingh steward) de- actmns "AI_res ce, est tenu le querelle a r_.pondre ; et aura
_lared (8 St. Tr. 726) was the only good reason that could cvnp_s de soy conse_ller, s'_l ledemands; et qmtnd _l sera con.
be given for it. sezlle, d _aeut nyer le fatct dant _ est accuse." Or, as It

(y) C. 8, _ 1. stands m the Latin text, (edit 1539,)" Qusrelataz au_t
(_) Father Parsons the Jesuit, and after Into bishop Ellys, _ostea tenetur respondere; et habeb_t hcent_am consutendi_ st

(of Enghsh Liberty, _i 66,) have unagm_l that the benefit requital; hab_o autem coasd_o_ deb_ factum negate q_
_f counsel to plead for them wan first demed to pmsoners by accusatus est."
a law of Hen. I., meaning I presume, chapters 47 and 48

is NOW the statute 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 28, s. 3 has put an end to all doubt on the point,
by enacting that every peremptory challenge beyond the number allowed by law shall
be entirely _,oid, and the trial of the offender shall proceed as if no such challenge had
neen made.---STEWART.

_ The prisoner _s not allowed counsel to plead his cause before the jury in any felony,
whether it is capital, or within the benefit of clergy; nor in a case of petty larceny. But
m misdemeanours the prisone_ or defendant is allowed counsel as in civil actions, but
_even here the defendant cannot have the assistance of counsel to examine the with _sses
and reserve to himself the _ight of addressing the jury. 1 Ry. & M. C. C. 166. 8 f_ap.
98.
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they never scruple to allow a prisoner counsel to instruct him what questions to
ask, or even to *ask questions fbr him, with respect to matters of f_ct; r,_a
for as to matters of law arising on the trial, they are entitled to the ass,st-
ance of counsel. But, lest this indulgence should be intercepted by superior in-
fluence in the case of state-criminals, the legislature has directed, by statute 7
W. II]. c. 3, that persons indicted fbr such high treason as works a corruption of
the blood, or misprision thereof, (except treason in counterfeiting the king's coin
or seals,) may make their full defence by counsel, not exceeding two, to be
named by the prisoner and assigned by the court or judge : and the same indul-

ence, by statute 20 Geo. II. e. 30, is extended to parhamentary impe_chm¢:l_ts for
igh treason which were excepted in the former act. _

The maxim that the judge is counsel for the prisoner signified nothing more than that
the judge shall take care that the prisoner does not suffer fl'om the want of counsel. The
judge is counsel only for public justice, and to promote that object alone all his inquiries
and attention ought to be directed. Upon a trial ior the murder of a male child, the
counsel for the prosecution concluded lns case without asking the sex of the child ; and
the judge would not permit hml afterwards to c_dl a witness to prove it, but, in conse-
quence of the omission, he directed the jury to acqmt the prisoner. But, to the honour
of that judge, it ought to be stated that he declared afterwards in private his regret for
his conduct. This case is well remembered ; but it ought never to be cited but with
rep_robation.--CHRIST*A_.

,b And see further, as to the allowance and assigning of counsel, 1Chitt. C. L. 2d ed. 407
to 411.---CHITTr.

Upon the trial of issues which do not turn upon the question of guilty or not guilty,
but upon collateral facts, prisoners under a c_pital charge, whether for treason or ielony,
always were entitled to the fall assistance of counsel. Fost. 232, 242.

It is very extraordinary that the law of England should have demed the assistance of
counsel when it is wanted most,--viz., to defend the hfe, the honour, and all the property
of an individual. It is the extens'.on of that maxim of natural equity, that every one
shall be heard m his own cause, that warrants the admission of hired advocates in courts
uf justme ; for there is much greater inequahty in the powers of explanation and per-
suasion in the natural state of the human mind than when it is improved by educatmn
and experience. Among professional men of established character, the d_fference in
_heir skill and management is generally so inconsiderable that the decision of the cause
depends only upon the superiority of the justice in the respective cases of the litigating
partms. Hence the practice of an advocate is absolutely necessary to the administration
of substantial justice• An honourable barrister will never misstate either law or facts
within his own knowledge ; but he is justified in urging any argument, whatever may be
his own opinion of the sohdlty or .}ustness of it, which he may think will promote the
interests of his client ; for reasoning m courts of justice and ,n the ordinary affairs of
life seldom adnnts of geometrmal demonstration ; but it happens not unfrequently that
the same argument whmh appears sophistry to one is sound logic in the mind of another ;
and every day's experience proves that the opimons of a judge and an advocate are often
diametrically opposite, l%[anycircumstances may occur which will justify or compel an
individual member of the professmn to refuse the defence of a particular client ; but a
cause can hardly be conceived which ought to be rejected by all the bar ; for such a con-
duct in the profession would excite so strong a prejudice against the party as to render
him in a great degree condemned before his trial. Let the circumstances against a
prisoner be ever so atrocmus, it is still the duty of the advocate to see that his client is
convicted according to those rules and forms which the wisdom of the legislature has
e_tablished as the best protection of the liberty and the security of the subject. But the
_onduct of counsel in the prosecutmn of criminals ought to be very d,fferent from that
which is required from them in civil actions or when they are engaged on the side of a

risoner: in the latter cases they are the advocates of their client only, and speak but
y his instruction and permissmn ; in the former they are the advocates of public justice,

or, _ospeak more professionally, they are the advocates of the king, who in all criminal
prosecutions is the representative of the people: and both the king and the count1T
must be better satisfied with the acquittal of the innocent than with the convictmn of
the guilty. Hence in all criminal prosecutions, especially where the prisoner can have
no counsel to plead for him, a barrister is as much bound to disclose all those circum-
stances to the jury, and to reason upon them as fully, which are favourable to the
I)risoner, as those which are likely to support the prosecution.

When this note was written, the editor was not aware that the general observations
•_ontained in it were sanctioned by so great authorities as Cicero and Pansetius.
Ci-_ero m_kes the distinction that it is the duty of the judge to pursue the truth,
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The doctrine of evidence upon pleas of the crown is in most respects the same
as that upon civil actions. There are, however, a few leading points wherein, b_
several statutes and resolutions, a difference is made between civil and criminal
evidence.

First, in all cases of high treason, petit treason, and misprision of treason, by
statutes 1 Edw. VI. c. 12, and 5 & 6 Edw. VI. c. 11, two lawful witnesses are re-
quired to convict a prisoner; unless he shall willingly and without violence con-
fess the same. :By statute 1 & 2 Ph. and _[. c. 10, a further exception is made
to treasons in countert_iting the king's seals or signatures, and treasons con-
cerning coin current within this realm: and more particularly, by c. 11, the
offences of importing counterfeit foreign money current in this kingdom, and
impairing, counterfeiting, or forging any current coin. The statutes 8 & 9 W

*357] III. c. 25, and 15 & "16 Gee. II. c. 28, in their subsequent extensions
of this species of treason, do also provide that the offenders may be in

dieted, arraigned, tried, convicted, and attainted by the like evidence and ir
such manner and form as may be had and used against offenders for counter
felting the king's money. But, by statute 7 W. III. c. 3, in prosecutions foi
those treasons to which that act extends, the same rule (of requiring two wit.
nesses) is again enforced ; with this addition, that the confession of the prisoner_
which shall countervail the necessity of such proof, must be in open court. In
the construction of which act, it hath been holden(a) that a confession of the
prisoner taken out of court, before a magistrate or person having competent
authority to take it, and proved by two witnesses, is sufficient to convict him of
treason. But hasty, unguarded confessions, made to persons having no such
authority-, ought not to be admitted as evidence under this statute. And in-
deed, even in cases of felony at the common law, they are the weakest and most
suspicious of all testimony; ever liable to be obtained by artifice, false hopes,
promises of favour, or menaces; seldom remembered accurately, or reported with
due precision; and incapable in their nature of being disproved by other nega-
tive evidence, is By the same statute, 7 W. III., it is declared that both wit-
nesses must be to the same overt act of treason, or one to one overt act and the
other to another overt act, of the same species of treason,(b) and not of distinct
heads or kinds; and no evidence shall be admitted to prove any overt act not

(4) Fost. 240-244. (_) See St. Tr. h. 144. Foster. 235.

but it is permitted to an advocate to urge what has only the semblance of it. He

says he would not have ventured himself to have advanced this (especially when
he was writing upon philosophy) if it had not also been the opinion of the gravest
of the stoics, Panmtius. " Judwzs est semper m caux_sverum sequi; patroni nonnunquam veri-
simile, etiam si minus sit verum defenclere: quod seribere (prcesertim cum de phdosophi_ scriberem)
non auderem, msi idem placeret gravissimo stoworum Pan_etio." Cw. de 0_. hb. 2, c. 14.-
CHRISTIAN.

And now thisvaluableprivilegehas been extended toallpersonsaccusedoffelony,
bystat.6 & 7W. IV. c.114,bywhlch itisenactedthatallpersonstriedforfeloniesshall
be admitted,afterthe closeofthecaseforthe prosecution,tomake fullanswerand
defencethereto,bycounsellearnedinthelaw,orby attorneysincourtswhereattorneys
practiseaseourlsel.----S_EWART.
15Itseems tobe now clearlyestablishedthata freeand voluntaryconfessionby a

pcrsonaccusedofan offence,whet_ermade beforehisapprehensionorafter,whether
on a judicialexaminationoraftercommitment,whetherreducedintowritingornot,-
inshort,thatany voluntaryconfessionmade by a prisonertoany person,atany timeor
place,_isstrongevidenceagainsthim,and,ifsatlsfactorilyproved,sufficienttoconvict
w_thout any corroborating circumstance. But the confession must be voluntary, not
obtained by improper influence, nor drawn from the prisoner by means of a threat or
promise; for, however slight the promise or threat may have been, a confession so
obtained cannot be received in evidence, on account of the uncertainty and douLt
whether it was not made rather from a motive of fear or of interest than from a sense _A
guilt. Phil. Ev. 86. The prisoner's statement mus_ not be taken upon oath, and, if he
has been sworn, it cannot be received in evidence. A confession is evidence only
against the person confessing,--not against others, although they are proved to be hl_
accomplices. See Phil. Ev. c. 5, s. 5 .rod the authorities there collected on this subject-(MiTTr.
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expressly laid in the indictment. _' And therefore, in Sir John Fenwick's case,
in king Will;sin's time, where there was but one witness, an act of parliament(c)
was made on purpose to attaint him of treason, and he was exeeuted.(d) But
in almost every other accusation one positive wi._ ess is sufficient. Baron Mon-
tesquieu lays it down for a rule(e) that those laws which condemn a man to
_eath in any case, on the deposition of a single witness, are fatal to liberty; and
he adds this reason, that the witness who affirms, and the accused who denies,

make an equal balanee:(f) there is a necessity therefore to call *in a [*358
t,hird raan to incline the scale. But this seems to be carrying matters
too ihr; for there are some crimes in which the very privacy of their nature ex-
cludes the possibility of having more than one witness : must these, therefore,
escape unpunished? Neitber indeed is the bare denial of the person accused
equivalent to the positive oath of a disinterested witness. In cases of indict-
meats for perjury this doctrine is better founded ; and there our law adopts it :
for one witness is not allowed to convict a man for perjmT; because then there
is only one oath against another.(g) In cases of treason also there is the ac-
cused's oath of allegiance lo counterpoise the information of a single witness;
and that may perhaps be one reason why the law requires a double testimony
to convict him ; though the principal reason undoubtedly is to secure the sub-
ject from being sacrificed to fictitious conspiracies, which have been the engines
of profligate and crafty pditicians in all ages.

Secondly, though from the reversal of colonel Sidney's attainder by act of par-
liament, in 1689,(h) it may be collected(i) that the mere similitude of hand-
writing in two papers shown to a jury, without other concurrent testimony, is

no evidence that both were written by the same person; yet undoubtedly the
testimony of witnesses, well acquainted with the party s hand, that they believe
th_ paper in question to have been written by him, is evidence to be k,ft to a
jury.(3) 1_

Thirdly, by the statute 21 Jac. I. c. 27, a mother of a bastard child, concealing
its death, must prove by one witness that the child was born dead; otherwise
such concealment shall be evidence of her having murdered it.(k) _

Fourthly, all presumptive evidence of felony should be admitted cautiously,
for the law holds that it is better that ten guilty persons escape than that one

innocent suffer. *And Sir Matthew Hale in pamicular(/) lays down two [*359
rules most prudent and necessary to be observed : 1. _ever to convict a
man for stealing the goods of a person unknown, merely because he will give no
account how he came by them, unless an actual felony be proved of such goods;
and, 2. Never to convict any person of murder or manslaughter till at least the
body be found dead; on account of two instances he mentions where persons
were executed for the murder of others who were then alive but missing.

Lastly, it was an antient and commonly-received practice(m) ¢derived fl'om
the civil law, and which also to this day obtains in the kingdom of ]_rance)(n)
that as counsel was not allowed to any prisoner accused of a capital crime, so
neither should he be suffered to exculpate himself by the testimony of any wit-
nesses. And therefore it deserves to be remembered to the honour of Mary I.,

hose early sentiments, till her marriage with Philip of Spain, seem to have
}_ecn humane _nd generous,)(9) that when she appointed Sir Richard _Iorgan

(d) star. 8 W l[I. c _. ms's case, ._) 1716. St. Tr. vt. 69. Layer'm _ A.u 1722
(d) St. TL v. 40. ][bid 279. Henzey's case, it.D 1758. 4 Burr. 644.
(#) Sp. L b. xu. c 3. (k) See page 198.
(.¢I Becea,'. c. 13. (z) 2 Hal. P. C 290.
(c) 10 Mod 194, (_) St Tr L passim.
(a) St Tr. wd. 472. (s) Domat Publ Law, b. lit. |. 1. Montetlq. Sp. L b. xxLg
(_) 2 H twk. l? C. 431. c. 11.
(3) Lord Preston's ca_e, xJ). 1690 St Tr. iv. 453. Fran- (_) See page 17.

1_By 5 & 6 Vict. c. 51, where the overt act is an attempt to injure the person of the
sovereign, a conviction may be had on the same evidence as if the prisoner were charged
with murder : so that in this case two witnesses are not required.---STEwART.

_8But the proof of handwriting is not evidence in high treason unless the papers axe
found in the custody of the prisoner. 1 Burr. 644._CHRISTI_.

1_Repealed, by 43 Gee. III. e. 58. which is also repealed, by 9 Gee. IV. c. 31.---CmT_.
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cb_cf justice of the common pleas she enjoined him, "that notwithstanding tha
old error, which did not admit any witness to speak, or any other matter to ba
heard, in fiwour of the adversary, her majesty being party; her highness's plea.
sul_ was that whatsoever could be brought in favour of tile subject should be
admitted to be heard, and, moreover, that the justices should not persuade them.
selves to sit in judg,'ment otherwise for her hic_hness_ than for her subject.". ()T
Afterwards, in one particular instance, (when embezzling the queen's mllitarff
stores was made felony by statute 31 Eliz. v. 4,) it was provided that any person
impeached for such felony "should be received and admitted to make any lawfill
proof that he could, by lawful witness or otherwise, for his discharge and Is-
fence;" and in geeneral the courts grew so heartily ashamed of a doctrine so
, .... unreasonable and oppressive that a practice was *gradually introduced

o_J of examining witnesses for the prisoner, but not upon oathi(q) the con-
sequence of which still was, that the jury gave less credit to the prisoner's evi-
dence than to that produced by the crown. Sir Edward Coke(r) protests very
strongly against this tyrannical practice; declaring that he never read in any
act of parliament, book-case, or record, that in criminal cases the party accused
should not have witnesses sworn for him, and therefbre there was not so much

as scintilla jurzs against it.(s) And the house of commons were so sensible of
this absurdity that, in the bill tbr abolishing hostilities between :England and
Scotland,(t) when felonies committed by :Englishmen in Scotland were ordered
to be tried in one of the three northern counties, they insisted on a clause, and

carried it(u) against the efforts of,.1both the crown and the house of lords, againstthe practice of the courts in England, and the express law of Scotland,(w) "that
in all such trials, for the better discovery of the truth, and the better information
of the consciences of the jury and justices, there shall be allowed to the party
arraigned the benefit of" such credible witnesses to be examined upon oath as
can be produced for his clearing and justification." At length, by the statute 7
W. III. c. 3, the same measure of justice was established throughout all the
realm in cases of treason within the act: and it was afterwards declared, by
statute 1 Anne, s. 2, c. 9, that in all cases of treason and felony all witnesses for
the prisoner should be examined upon oath, in like manner as the witnesses
against him.

When the evidence on both sides is closed, and indeed when any evidence
hath been given, the jury cannot be discharged (unless in cases of evident ne-
cessity)(x) till they have given in their verdict; _ but are to consider of it, and
deliver it in, with the same forms as upon civil causes; only they cannot, in a
criminal ease which touches life or member, give a privy verdict.(y) But the
judges, may adjourn while the jury are withdrawn to confer, and return to re-
ceive the verdict in open court.(z) And such public or open verdict may be

• 361] either general, guilty, or not guilty; *or special, setting ibrth all the
circumstances of the case and praying the judgment of the courtj

_hether, for instance, on the facts stated, it be murder, manslaughter, or norime at all. This is where they doubt the matter of law, and therefore choos_
.o leave it to the determination of the court i though they have an unquestion-
able right of determining upon all the ch'cumstances and finding a general ver-
dict, if they think proper so to hazard a breach of their oaths: and if their
_erdict be notoriously wrong, they may be punished and the verdict set aside
by attaint at the suit of the king, but not at the suit of the prisoner.(a) But
the practice heretofore in use of' fining, imprisoning, or otherwise punishing

(_) IIolhnguh 1112. St Tr i 72. (_) Com. Jour 4 June_ 1607.
(_) 2 Bul_tr 147. Cro. Car. 292. (z) Co Lltt, 227. 8 last. 110. l%st, 27. Gould's _ ][nl,
(r) 3 Inst. 79 1764.
(0 _ also 2 ItaL P C. 283, and 11_ 812mmaty_ _ (Y) 2 Hal P. C. 800. 2 Hawk. P. C. 42,9.
(t) Smt. 4 Jac. I. c. 1 (s) 3 St. Tr 731. 4 St. Tr. 231, 4,55, 485.
('_) C_m Jour. 4, 5, 12, 18,15, 99, 80 June, 1607. (a) 2 Hal. P. C. 810.

It is now settled that when a criminal trial runs to such a length as it canno_ be
-_oncluded in one day, the court, by its own authority, may adjourn till the next morn-
hag ; but the jury must be somewhere kept together, that they may have no commuui
cation but w_'th each other. Stone's case, 6 T. :R. 527 --C_RISTIa_U.
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jurors, merely at the discretion of the court, for finding their verdict contrary
to the direction of the judge, was arbitrary, unconstitutional, and illegal, and is
treated as such by Sir Thomas Smith two hundred years ago; who accounted
"such doings to be very violent, tyrannical, and contrary to the liberty ann
custom of the realm of England."(b) For, as Sir Matthew Hale well observes,(c)
it would be a most unhappy case for the judge himself if the prisoner's fate d_-
pended upon his directions: unhappy also for the prisoner; for, if the judge's
opinion must rule the verdict, the trial by jury would be useless. Yet in many
instances(d) where, contrary to evidence, the jury have found the prisoner
guilty, their verdict hath been mercifully set aside and a new trial granted by
the court of king's bench ; for in such case, as hath been said, it cannot be set
right by attaint. But there hath yet been no instance of granting a new trial
where the prisoner was acquitted upon the first.(c) _'

If the jury therefore find the prisoner not guilty, he is then forever qui
and discharged of the accusation,(d) except he be appealed of felony within the
time limited by law. And upon such his acquittal, or discharge for want of
*prosecution, he shall be immediately set at large without payment of
any fee to tile gaoler.(e) But if the jury find him guilty,(f) he is then [*362
sai'd to be convwted of the crime whereof he stallds indicted; which conviction
may accrue two ways,--either by his confessing the offence and pleading guilty,
or by his being found so by the verdict of his country.

When the offender is thus convicted, there are two collateral circumstances
that immediately arise. 1. On a conviction (or even upon an acquittal where
there was a reasonable ground to prosecute, and in fact a bona fide prosecution)
for any grand or petit larceny or other felony, the reasonable expenses of prose-
cution, and also, if the prosecutor be poor, a compensation for his trouble and
loss of time, are, by statutes 25 Gee. II. c. 36 and 18 Gee. III. c. 19, to be
allowed him out of the county stock, if he petitions the judge for that purpose;
and by statute 27 Gee II. e. 3, explained by the same statute, (18 Gee. III. e.
t9,) all persons appearing u on recognizance or subp_na to give evidence,P . . .

whether any indictment be preferred or no, and as well without convlctmn as
with it, are entitled to be paid their charges, with a further allowance (if poor)
for their trouble and loss of time. _ 2. On a conviction of larceny in particular,
the prosecutor shall have restitution of his goods, by virtue of the st'_tute 21
Hen. VIII. c. 11._ For by the common taw there was no restitution of goods

(_) Smith's Commonw. l. 3, c. :1. (e) Star. 14 Gee. III e 20.
(a) 2 Hal P.C. 313. (_ In the Roman repubhc, when the prisoner was con*
(_) 1 Leo. 9. T. Jones, 1_3. St Tr. x. 41V. weted of any capital offence by hm judges, the form of
(o) 2 Hawk. P. C, 442. pronouncing that convlctmn was something pecuharly
(d) The cl_ il law l_t such ease only discharges him from dehcate_--not that he was gmlty, but that he had not been

thesamoacauser, but not from the same accusation. F.f. enoughuponh,.sguard:--"parumcav'_e, sewdetur." Festus.

iS, 2, 7, _ 2. 3_

sl No new trial can be granted in cases of felony or treason, (Rex vs. l_awbey, 6 T. R.
638 ; and see 13 East, 416, n. b. ;) but in cases of misdemeanour i_ is entirely discretion-
ary in the court whether they will grant or refuse a new trial. Id. ibid. A new trial
cannot, in general, he granted on the part oi the prosecutor after the defendant has been
acquitted, even though the verdict appears to be against evidence. But it seems to be
the better opinion that where the w.rdmt was obtained by the fraud of the defendant, or
in consequence of irregularity in his proceedings, as by keeping back the prosecutor's
witnesses or neglecting to g_ve due notme of trial, a new trial may be granted. 1 Chitt.
C. L. 657.--CHITTr.

2"These acts are now all repealed, and new provisions on the same subject are made,
by 7 Gee. IV. c. 64, s. 22, et seq.--C_ITr_.

Repealed, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 27 ; and, by 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 29, s. 57, "to encourage
the prosecution of offenders," it is enacted that if any person guilty of any felony or
misdemeanour under that act in stealing, taking, obtaining, or converting, or in know-
ingly receiving any chattel, money, valuable security, or other property whatsoever,
shall be indicted for any such offence, by or on the behalf of the owner of the property
or his executor or administrator, and convicted thereof, in such case the property shall
be restored to the owner or his representative ; and the court before whom any such
person shall be so convicted shall have power to award from time to time writs of resti-
tution for the said property, or to order the restitution thereof in a summary manner.
provided, that if it shall appear before any award or order made that sny valuable589
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upon an indictment, because it is at the suit of the king only; an_ wherefore the
party was enforced to bring an appeal of robbery, in order to have his goods
again.(g) But, it being considered that the party prosecuting the offender by
indictment deserves to the full as much encouragement as he who prosecutes
by appeal, this statute was made, which enacts that if any person be con,_icted
of larceny by the evidence of the party robbed, he shall have full restitution
of his money, goods, and chattels, or the value of thcm out of the offender's
goods, if he has any, by a writ to be granted by the justices. And, the con-
struction of this act having been in great measure conformable to the law of
appeals, it has therefore in practice superseded the use of appeals in larceny.
For instance : as formerly upon appeals,(h) so now upon indictments of larceny_

this writ of restitution *shall reach the goods so stolen, notwithstanding*368 ]
the property(z) of them is endeavoured to be altered by sale in market-

overt.(k) And though this may seem somewhat hard upon the buyer, yet the
rule of law is that "spoliatus debet, ante omnia, restituz," especially when he has
used all the diligence in his power to convict the felon. And, since the case is
reduced to this hard necessity, that either the owner or the buyer must suffer,
the law prefers the right of the owner, who has done a meritorious act by pur-
suing a felon to condign punishment, to the right of the buyer, whose merit is
only negative, that he has been guilty of no unfair transactionY 4 And it is now
usual for the court, upon the conviction of a felon, to order, without any writ,
immediate restitution of such goods as are brought into court to be made to the
several prosecutors. Or else, secondly, without such writ of restitution, the
party may peaceably retake his goods, wherever he happens to find them,(/)
unless a new property be fairly acquired therein. Or, lastly, if the felon be
convicted and pardoned, or be allowed his clergy, the party robbed may bring
his action of trover against him for his goods and recover a satisfaction in
damages. But such action lies not before prosecution, for so felonies would be
m-_de up and healed;(m) and also recaption is unlawful, if it be done with
intention to smother or compound the larceny, it then becoming the heinous
offence of theft-bote, as was mentioned in a former chapter.(n)

It is not uncommon when a person is convicted of a misdemeanour which
principally and more immediately affects some individual, as a battery, im-
prisonment, or the like, for the court to permit the defendant to speak with the
*._a_l prosecutor *before any judgment is pronounced, and, if the prosecutor
.... J declares himself satisfied, to inflict but a trivial punishment. This is

done to reimburse the prosecutor his expenses, and make him some private
amends, without the trouble and circuity of a civil action. But it surely is a
dangerous practice; and, though it may be intrusted to the prudence and dis-

(g) 3 lnst 2-_2. (_) See book hi p 4.
(h) Bntcton de Chron. c. 32. (m) 1 Hal. P. C 546.
(9 See book n. page 4.50. (_) See page 133.
(,_) 1 Hal P. C. 543.

security shall have been bonafide paid or discharged by some person or body corporate
hable to the payment thereof, or, being a negotiable instrument, shall have been /_ona
,_Ae taken or received by transfer or delivery, by some person or body corporate, for a
just and valuable consideration, _ithout any notice, or without any reasonable cause to
suspect, that the same had by any felony or misdemeanour been stolen, taken, obtained,
or converted as aforesaid, in such case the court shall not award or order the restitution
vf such security.

The proviso in this clause seems to be new; and the enacting part of it makes some
very important alterations in the law, as the former act of parliament extended only to
___usesof prosecutions of thieves, and not receivers, and did not include property lost by
false pretences or by other misdemeanours.--CmTTr.

It should seem that the sale m market-overt to a bona.fide purchaser between the
original taking and the attainder of the felon does operate a sort of conditional change
of the property, for the owner can only sue, for the value of the goods, any person in pos-
session of them, at or after conviction : in the interval they are not the property of the
original owner, but of the vendee ; and if that vendee dispose of them before attainder,
though with notice of the felony, he is not liable. Harwood vs.Smith, 2 T. R. 750. Nor
does the statute extend to goods obtmned from the owner merely by fraud without
',_.eeny.----COLERIrOE.
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cretion of the judges in the superior courts of record, it ought never to be
allowed in local or inferior jurisdictions, such as the quarter sessions, where
prosecutions for assaults are by this means too frequently commenced rather
fbr private lucre than for the great ends of public justice. Above all, it should
never be suffered where the testimony of the prosecutor himself is necessary to
convict the defendant, for by this means the rules of evidence are entirely sub-
verted : the prosecutor becomes in effect a plaintiff, and yet is suffered to bear
witness for himself. :Nay, even a voluntary forgiveness by the party injured
ought not in true policy to intercept the stroke of justice. "This," says an
elegant writer,(o) who pleads with equal strength for the certainty as for the
lenity of punishment, "may be an act of good nature and humanity, but it is
contrary to the good of the public. For, although a private citizen may dis-
pense with satisfaction for his private injury, he cannot remove the necessity
of public example. The right of punishing belongs not to any one individual
in particular, but to the society in general, or the sovereign who represents
that society: and a man may renounce his own portion of this right, bu_ he
cannot give up that of others."

CHAPTER XXVIII.

OF THE BENEFIT OF CLERGY.

*AFTER trial and conviction, the judgment of the court regularly [*J65follows, unless suspended or arrested by some intervening circumstance,
of which the principal is the benefit of clergy; a title of no small curiosity a_ well
as use, and concerning which I shall therefore inquire: 1. Into its original, and
the various mutations which this privilege of clergy has sustained. 2. To what
persons it is to be allowed at this day. 3. In what cases. 4. The consequence_
of allowing it.

I. Clergy, the privilegium cleric_le, or, in common speech, the benefit of clergy,
had its original from the pious regard paid by Christian princes to the church
in its infant state, and the ill use which the popish ecclesiastics soon made of
that pious regard. The exemptions which they granted to the church were
principally of two kinds : 1. Exemption of places consecrated to religious duties
from criminal arrests, which was the foundation of sanctuaries. 2. Exemption
of the persons of clergymen from criminal process before the secular judge in a
few particular cases, which was the true original and meaning of the privdegium
clericale.

But the clergy, increasing in wealth, power, honour, number, and interest,
began soon to set up for themselves i and that which they obtained by the
favour of the civil government they now claimed as their inherent right, and as

a *right of the highest nature, indefeasible, and jure div_no.(a) By their [*366canons therefore and constitutions they endeavoured at, and where they
met with easy princes obtained, a vast extension of these exemptions, as well in
regard to the crimes themselves, of which the list became quite umversal,(b) as
in regard to the persons exempted, among whom were at length comprehended
not only every little subordinate officer belonging to the church or clergy, but
even many that were totally laymen.

In England, however, although the usurpations of the pope were very many
and grievous till Henry the Eighth entirely exterminated.... his supremacy, yet
a total exemption of the clergy from secular jurlsdmtmn could never be
thoroughly effected, though often endeavoured by the clergy :(c) and, therefore,
though the ancient privilegium elericale wae in some capital cases, yet it was not

(o) Becc ch. 46. (b) See book iii. page 62.
(a) The pmncipM argument upon which they founded this (*) Kefiw, 180,

exemption was that text of _cnpture, ,' Touch not mane
taointed_ and do my prophets no harm." Kefl_v 181.
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universally, allowed. And in those particular cases the use was for the bishop
or ordinary to demand his clerks to be remitted out of the king's courts as soon
as they were indicted : concerning the allowance of which demand there was
for many years a great uncertainty ;(d) till at length it was finally settled in
the reign of Henry the Sixth that the prisoner should first be arraigned, and
might either then claim his benefit of clergy, by way of declinatory plea, or
after conviction, by way of arresting judgment. This latter way is most usually
practised, as it is more to the satisfaction of the court to have the crime pre-
viously ascertained by confession or the verdict of a jury; and also it is more
advantageous to the prisoner himself, who may possibly be acquitted and so
need not the benefit of his clergy at all.

Originally the law was held that no man should be admitted to the privilege
_-_a77 of clergy bt_t such as had the *habitum et tonsuram clericalem.(e) :But in

vv_j process of time a much wider and more comprehensive criterion was
established i every one that could read (a mark of great learning in those days
of ignorance and her sister superstition) being accounted a clerk or clericus, and
allowed the benefit of clerkship, though neither initiated in holy orders nor
trimmed with the clerical tonsure. But when learning, by means of the in-
vention of printing and other concurrent causes, began to be more generally
disseminated than formerly, and reading was no longer a competent proof of
clerkship or being in holy orders, it was found that as many laymen as divines
were admitted to the tgrzvilegium clerzcale; and therefore, by statute 4 lien. VII.
c. 13, a distinction was once more drawn between mere lay scholars, and clerks
that were really in orders. And though it was thought reasonable still to miti-
gate the severity of the law with regard to the former, yet they were not put
upon the same iboting with actual clergy, being subjected to a slight degree of
punishment, and not allowed to claim the clerical privilege more than once.
Accordingly, the statute directs that no person once admitted to the benefit of
clergy shall be admitted thereto a second time unless he produces his orders:
and, in order to distinguish their persons, all laymen who are allowed this privi-
lege shall be burned with a hot iron in the brawn of the left thumb. This dis-
tinction between learned laymen and real clerks in orders was abolished for a
time by the statutes 28 Hen. VIII. c. 1 and 32 Hen. VIII. c. 3 ; but it is held(e)
to have been virtually restored by statute 1 Edw. VI. c. 12, which statute also
enacts that lords of parliament and peers of the realm, having place and voice
in parliament, may have the benefit of their peerage, equivalent to that of clergy,
for the first offence, (although they cannot read, and without being burned in
the hand,) for all offences then clergyabte to commoners, and also for the
crimes of house-breaking, highway-robbery, horse-stealing, and robbing of
churches. _

"368] *After this burning, the laity, and, before it, the real clergy, were dis-
charged fi-om the sentence of the law in the king's court, and delivered

over to the ordinary, to be dealt with according to the ecclesiastical canons.
Whereupon the ordinmT, not satisfied with the proofs adduced in the profane

(_)2Hal. P C. 377. (_) Hob. 294. 2HaLP. C. 375.
(,) Ibid. 372. M. Paris, A.t_.1"..59. See book 1 page 24.

- Upon the conviction of the duchess of Kingston for bigamy, it was argued by the
attorney-general Thurlow that peeresses were not entitled, by 1 Edw. VI. e. 12, like peers,
to the privilege of peerage; but it was the unanimous opinion of the judges that a
_emreSs convicted of a clergyable felony ought to be immediately discharged without

g burned in the hand, or without being liable to any imprisonment. 11 H. St. Tr.
'264. If the duchess had been admitted, like a commoner, only to the benefit of clergy,
burning in the hand at that time could not have been dispensed with. The argument
was that the privilege of peerage was only an extension of the benefit of clergy, and
therefore granted only to those who were or might be entitled to that benefit; but as no
female--peeress or commoner--at that time was entitled to the benefit of clergy, so it
was not the intention of the legislature to grant to any female the privilege of peerage.
And in my opinion the argument of the attorney-general is much more convincing and
satisfactory, as a legal demonstration, than the arguments of the counsel on the other
Ride, or the reasons stated for the opinions of the judges.--CmT_r.
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secular court, set himsdf formally to work to make a purgation of the offender
oy a new canonical trial; although he had been previously convicted by his
country, or perhaps by his own confbssion.Cf) This trial was held befbre the
bishop in person or his deputy; and by a jury of twelve clerks: and there, first.
the party himself was required to make oath of his own innocence; next, there
was to be the oath of twelve compurgators, who swore they believed he spoke
the truth; then witnesses were to be examined upon oath, but on behalf of the

risonor only; and lastly, the jury were to bring in their verdict upon oath.P .
whteh usually acquitted the prisoner; otherwise, if a clerk, he was degraded or
put to penance.(g) A learned judge, in the beginning of the last century,(h)
remarks with much indignation the vast complication of perjury and suborna-
tion of perjury in this solemn farce of a mock trial; the witnesses, the compur-
gators, and the jury being all of them partakers in the guilt: the delinquent

arty also, though convicted before on the clearest evia_nce, and conscious of
is own offence, yet was permitted and almost compelled to swear himself not

guilty: nor was the good bishop himself, under whose countenance this scene
of wickedness was daily transacted, by any means exempt from a share of it.
And yet by this purgation the party was restored to his credit, his liberty, his
lands, and his capacity for purchasing afresh, and was entirely made a new and
an innocent man.

This scandalous prostitution of oaths and the forms of justice, in the almost
3onstant acquittal of felonious clerks by purgation, was the occasion that, upon

very heinous and *notorious circumstances of guilt, the temporal courts [*369would not trust the ordinary with the trial of the offender, but delivered
over to him the convicted clerk, absque purgatione facienda: in which situation
the clerk convict could not make purgation, but was to cent;hue in prison
during life, and was incapable of acquiring any personal property or receiving
the profits of his lands, unless the king should please to pardon him. Both these
courses were in some degree exceptionable; the latter being perhaps too rigid,
as the former was productive of the most abandoned perjury. As, therefore,
these mock trials took their rise from factious and popish tenets, tending to ex-
empt one part of the nation from the general municipal law, it became high
time, when the reformation was thoroughly established, to abolish so vain and
implous a ceremony.

Accordingly, the statute of 18 Eliz. c. 7 enacts that, for the avoiding of such
perjuries and abuses, after the offender has been allowed his clergy, he shall not
be delivered to the ordinary as formerly; but, upon such allowance and burning
in the hand, he shall forthwith be enlarged and delivered out of prison; with
proviso that the judge may, if he thinks fit, continue the offender in gaol for any
time not exceeding a year. And thus the law continued for above a century
unaltered, except only that the statute of 21 Jac. I. c. 6 allowed that women
convicted of simple larcenies under the value of ten shillings should (not pro-
perly have the benefit of clergy, for they were not called upon to read ; but) be
burned in the hand and whipped, 2 stocked, or imprisoned for any time not ex-
ceeding a year. And a similar indulgence, by the statutes 3 & 4 W. and ]_[. c.
9, and 4 & 5 W. and 1_. c. 24, was extended to women guilty of any clergyable
felony whatsoever; who were allowed once to claim the benefit of the statute,
m like manner as men might claim the benefit of clergy, and to be discharged
npon being burned in the hand, and imprisoned for any time not exceeding a year
The punishment of burning in the hand, being found ineffectual, was *also r.Q_n
chan_ed b_ statute 10 & 11 WIII c 23, rote burning m the most wslble
part of the left cheek nearest the nose; but, such an indelible stigma being found
by experience to render offenders desperate, this provision was repealed about
seven years afterwards, by statute 5 Anne, c. 6, and till that period all women,
all peers of parliament, and peeresses, and all male commoners who could read
were discharged in all clergyable felonies; the males absolutely, if clerks iu

(I) Staundf. P. C. 138, b. (#) 3 P. Wins. 447. Hob. 289. 0) Hob. 291.

2Whipping of women is abolished, by 1 Geo. IV. c. 57.--CaiTrr.
VoL.II.--38 _9S
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orders; and other commoners, both male and female, upon bxanding; and peers
and peelesses with_ "at branding for the first offence i yet all liable, (excepting
peers and peeresses,) if the judge saw occasion, to imprisonment not exceeding
a year. And those men who could not read, if under the degree of peerage,
were hanged.

Afterwards, indeed, it was considered that education and learning were no
extenuations of guilt, but qmte the reverse i and that, if the punishment of death
fbr simple felony was too severe for those who had been liberally instructed, it
was, a fortiori, too severe for the ignorant also. And thereupon, by the same

statute, 5 Anne, c. 6, it was e,acted that the benefit of clergy should be granted
to all those who were entitled to ask it, without requiring them to read_ way
of conditional merit2 And experience having shown that so very universal a
lenity was frequently inconvenient, and an encouragement to commit the lower
degrees of felony, and that, though capital punishments were too rigorous for
these inferior offences, yet no punishment at all (or next to none) was as mu[;h
too gentle, it was further enacted, by the same statute, that when any person ;_
convicted of any theft or larceny, and burned in the hand for the same, according
to the antient law, he shall also, at the discretion of the judge, be committed to
the house of correction or public workhouse, to be there kept to hard labour for
any time not less than six months and not exceeding two years i with a power
of inflicting a double confinement in case of the party's escape from the first.
And it was also enacted, by the statutes 4 Geo. 1. c. 11, and 6 Geo. I. c. 23, that

"371] when any person shall be convicted of any larceny, *either grand or
petit, or any felonious stealing or taking of money, or goods and chat-

tels, either from the person or the house of any other, or in any other manner:
and who by the law shall be entitled to the benefit of clergy, and liable only to
,_he penalties of burning in the hand or whipping, the court, in their discretion_
instead of such burning in the hand or whipping, may direct such offenders to
be transported to America (or, by the statute 19 Geo. III. c. 74, to any other
parts beyond the seas) for seven years i and if they return, or are seen at large
m this kingdom, within that time, it shall be felony without benefit of clergy.
And by the subsequent statutes, 16 Geo. II. c. 15, and 8 Geo. III. c. 15, many
_ise provisions are made for the more speedy and effectual execution of the laws
relating to transportation, and the conviction of such as transgress them. Bm
now, by the statute 19 Geo. III. c. 74, all offenders liable to transportation may
in lieu thereof, at the discretion of the judges, be employed, if males, [except in
the case of petty larceny,] in hard labour for the benefit of some public naviga-
tion i or_ whether males or females, may in all cases be confined to hard labour
in certain penitentiary houses, to be erected by virtue of the said act, for th_
several terms therein specified, but in no case exceeding seven years i with a

._)owel of subsequent mitigation, and even of reward, in case of their good be-
'naviour. But if they escape and are retaken, for the first time an addition of
"three years is made to the term of their confinement; and a second escape i_
felony without benefit of clerk.

In forming the plan of these penitentiary houses, the principal objects, haw
been, b sobriety, cleanliness, and medical assistance, by a regular series of la-
bour, by solitary confinement during the intervals of work, and by due rehgmus
instluction, to preserve and amend the health of the unhappy offenders, to inur_
them to habits of industry, to guard them from pernicious company, to accustom

s The statute enacts that, if a person convicted of a clergyable offence shall pray $h_
benefit of tl,is act, he shall not be required to read, but shall be taken to be, and punished
as, a clerk convict. Hence persons convicted of manslaughters, bigamies, and simple
grand larcenies, &c. are still asked what they have to say why judgment of death should
not be pronounced upon them. And they are then told to kneel down and pray the
benefit of the statute. It would perhaps have been more consistent with the dignity of
a court of justice to have granted the benefit of clergy without requiring an unnecessary
form, the meaning of which very few comprehend. And if the prisoner should obsti
haply refuse to pray the benefit of the statute, it seems to be an unavoidable conse
_nence that the judge must pronounce sentence of death upon him.---CHiTrY.
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them to serious reflection, and to teach them both the principles and practice
of every Christian and moral duty. And if the whole of this plan be properly
executed, and its defects be timely supplied, there is reason to hope that such a

reformation may be *effected in the lower classes of mankind, and such [*372
a gradual scale of punishment be affixed to all gradations of guilt, as
may in time supersede the necessity of capital punishment except for very atro-
cious crimes.

It is also enacted by the same statute, 19 Gee. III. c. 74, that, instead of burn-
ing in the hand, (which was sometimes too slight and sometimes too disgraceful
a punishment,) the court in all clergyable felonies may impose a pecuniary fine,
or (except in the case of manslaughter) may order the offender to be once or
oftener, but not more than thrice, either publicly or privately whipped; such
private whipping (to prevent collusion or abuse) to be inflicted in the presence
of two witnesses, and, in case of female offenders, in the presence of females
only. Which fine or whipping shall have the same consequences as burning in
the hand; and the offender so-fined or whipped shall be equally liable to a sub-
sequent detainer or imprisonment.

In this state does the benefit of clergy at present stand; very considerably
different from its original institution: the wisdom of the Enghsh legislature
having, in the course of a long and laborious process, extracted, by a noble
alchemy, rich medicines out of poisonous ingredients, and converted, by gradual
mutations, what was at first an unreasonable exemption of particular popish
ecclesiastics into a merciful mitigation of the general law with respect to capital
punishment.

From the whole of this detail we may collect, that however in times of igno-
rance and superstition that monster in true policy may for a while subsist, of a
body of men residing in the bowels of a state and yet independent of its laws;
yet, when learning and rational religion have a little enlightened men's mimts,
society can no longer endure an absurdity so gross as must destroy its very
fundamentals. For, by the original contract of government, the price of pro-

tection by the united force of individuals is that of obedience to *the [*373
united will of the community. This united will is declared in the laws
of the land; and that united force is exerted in their due and universal exe-
cution.

II. I am next to inquire to what persons the benefit of clergy is to be allowed
at this day ; and this must be chiefly collected from what has been obselwed in
the preceding article. For, upon the whole, we may pronounce that all clerks
in orders are, without any branding, and of course without any transportation,
fine, or whipping, (for those are only substituted in lieu of the other,) to be ad-
mitted to this privilege and immediately discharged; and this as often as they
offend.(/) Again, all lords of parliament and peers of the realm having place
and voice in parliament, by the statute 1 Edw. VI. c. 12, (which is likewise held
to extend to peeresses,)(k) shall be discharged in all clergyable and other f_lo-
nies provided for by the act, without any burning in the hand or imprisonment,
or other punishment substituted in its stead, in the same manner as real clerks
convict; but this is only for the first offence. Lastly, all the commons of the
realm not in orders, whether male or female, shall for the first offence be dis-
charged of the capital punishment of felonies within the benefit of clergy, upon
being burned in the hand, whipped, or fined, or suffering a discretionary imprison-
ment in the common gaol, the house of correction, one of the penitentiary houses,
or in the places of labour for the benefit of some navigation; or, in case of lar-
ceny, upon being transported for seven years, if the court shall think proper
It hath been said that Jews, and other infidels and heretics, were Dot capable
of the benefit of clergy till after the statute 5 Anne, c. 6, as _eing under a legal
incapacity for orders.(/) But I much question whether this was ever ruled for
law since the reintroduction of the Jews into England in the time of Oliver

(t} 2 Hal. P. C 375, (J) 2 Hal, P. C. 373. 2 Hawk. P. C. 338. Fo_t.
(t) Duehe_ of Kingston's ©a_ein Parl ament, April 22,
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• 3v4 _ Cromwell. For, if that were the case, the Jews are *still in the same
" J predicament, which every day's experience will contradict: the statute

of queen Anne having certainly made no alteration in this respect; it only dis_
pensing with the necessity of reading in those persons who, in case they could
read, were before the act entitled to the benefit of their clergy.

III. The third point to be considered is, for what crimes the privilegium clericaie
or benefit of clergy is to be allowed. And it is to be observed that neither in
nigh treason, nor in petit larceny, nor in any mere misdemeanours, it was
indulged at the common law; and therefore we may lay it down for a rule that
it was allowable only in petit treason and capital felonies, which for the most
part became legally entitled to this indulgence by the statute de elero, 25 Edw.
III. st. 3, c. 4, which prbvides that clerks convict for treasons or felonies, touch-
ing other persons than the king himself or his royal majesty, shall have the
privilege of holy church. But yet it was not allowable in all felonies what-
soever; for in some it was denied even by the common law,--viz., insidiatio
viarum, or lying in wait for one on the highway; depopu!atie agrorum, or de-
stroying and ravaging a country ;(m) and combustio domorum, or arson,--that is,
the burning of houses:(n) all which arc a kind of hostile acts, and in some
degree border upon treason. And, further, all these identical crimes, together
with petit treason, and very many other acts of felony, are ousted of clergy by
particular acts of parliament, which have in general been mentioned under the
particular offences to which they belong, and therefore need not be here reca-
pitulated. Upon all which statutes for excluding clergy I shall only observe
that they are nothing else but the restoring of the law to the same rigour of
capital punishment in the first offence that is exerted before the priwt_gium
clericale was at all indulged, and which it still exerts upon a second offence in
almost all kinds of felonies, unless committed by clerks actually in orders. But
so tender is the law of inflicting capital punishment in the first instance for any
inferior felony, that notwithstanding by the marine law, as declared in statute
• *__Tu1 28 Hen. VIII. c. 15, the benefit of clergy is not allowed in **any case

_'_J whatsoever; yet, when offences are committed within the admiralty.
jurisdiction which would be clergyable ff committed by land, the constant
course is to acquit and discharge the prisoner.(o)' And, to conclude this head
of inquiry, we may observe the following rules :--1. That in all felonies, whether
new-created or by common law, clergy is now allowable, unless taken away by
express words of an act ofparliament.(p) 2. That where clergy is taken away
from the principal, it is not of course taken away from the accessory, unless he
be also particularly included in the words of the statute.(q) 3. That when the
benefit of clerg T is taken away from the offence, (as in case of murder, buggery,
robbery, rape, and burglary,) a principal in the second degree being present,
aiding and abetting the crime, is as well excluded from his clergy as he that is
p14ncipal in the first degree : but, 4. That where it is only taken away from the
person committing the offence, (as in the case of stabbing, or committing larceny
in a dwelling-house, or privately from the person,) his aider and abettors are
not excluded, through the tenderness of the law, which hath determined that
such statutes shall be taken literally.(r)

IV. Lastly, we are to inquire what the consequences are to the party oI
allowing him this benefit of clergy. I speak not of the branding, fine, whip-
ping, imprisonment, or transportation, which are rather concomitant conditions
than consequences of receiving this indulgence. The consequences are such as
affect his present interest and future credit and capacity, as having been once a

• felon, but now purged from that guilt by the privilege of clergy, which operates
as a kind of statute pardon.

(_)2 Hal. P C. 333. (P) 2 Hal. P.O. 330.
(u) 1 Hal. P. C. 346. (_) 2 Hawk. P. C 842.
(.) l_Ioor. 756. Fost. 288. (_) 1 Hal. P. C. 529. Fost. 356, 357

' But now, by 39 Geo. III. c. 37, offences committed on the high seas are to be con-
sidered and treated in the same manner as if committed on shore ; and see the 43 Geo.
III. ¢. 113, s. 6 ; 56 Geo. III. c. 27, s. 3.---C_xTTY.
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And we may observe, 1. That by this conviction he forfeits all his goods to
she king, which, being once vested in the crown, shall not afterwards be
restored to the offender.(s) **2. That after conviction, and till he r**_A
receives the judgment of the law, by branding, or some of its substi- L _-=
tutes, or else is pardoned by the king, he is to all intents and purposes a felon,
and subject to all the disabilities and other incidents of a felon.(t) 3. That
after burning, or its substitute, or pardon, he is discharged forever of that and
all other felonies before committed within the benefit of clergy, but not of
felonies from which such benefit is excluded : and this by statutes 8 Eliz. c. 4
and 18 Eliz. c. 7. 4. That by burning, or its substitute, or the pardon of it, he
is restored to all capacities and credits, and the possession of his lands, as if he
had never been convicted (u) 5. That what is said with regard to the advan-
tages of commoners and laymen subsequently to the burning in the hand is
equally applicable to all peers and clergymen, although never branded at all, or
subjected to other punishment in its stead. For they have the same privileges
without any burning, or any substitute for it, which others are entitled to after
it.(w)_

CHAPTER XXIX.

OF JUDGMENT AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.

_W_ are now to consider the next stage of criminal prosecution, aftei ['375trial and conviction are past, in such crimes and misdemeanours as are
either too high or too low to be included within the benefit of clergy, which is
that of judgment. For when, upon a capital charge, the jury have brought in
their verdict guilty, in the presence of the prisoner, he is, either immediately, or
at a convenient time soon after, asked by the court if he has any thing to offer
why judgment should not be awarded against him. And in case the defendant
be found guilty of a misdemeanour, (the trial of which may., and does usually,
happen in his absence, after he has once appeared,)a cap,as is awarded and
issued to bring him in to receive his judgment; and, if he absconds, he may be
prosecuted even to outlawry. But whenever he appears in person, upon either

(,) 2 Hal. P. C 888. (u) 2 Hal P C.Sa9 5 Rep i10.
(_) 3 P. Wins 487. (_) 2 Hal. P. C. 389, 390.

The various statutes mentioned in the course of this chapter, as relating to benefit of
clergy, have been either expressly repealed, or rendered inoperative, by the passing of
the recent statute 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 28 ; sect. 6 of which enacts that benefit of clergy with
respect to persons convicted of felony shall be abolished, but that nothing therein con-
tained shall prevent the joinder in _ny indictment of any counts which might have been
joined before the passing of the act.

Section 7 of the same statute enacts that no person convicted of felony shall suffer
death, unless i_ be for some felony which was excluded from the benefit of clergy before
or on the first day of the (then) present session of parliament, or which has been or shaL
be made punishable with death by some statute passed after that day.

The 6 Gee. IV. c. 25, entitled "An act for defining the rights of capital convicts who
receive pardon, and of convicts after having been punished for clergyable felonies, for
placing clerks in orders on the same footing with other persons as to felonies, and fo_
limiting the effect of the benefit of clergy," ha_ previously enacted, by section 1, that in
case of free pardons the prisoner's discharge, and in case of conditional pardons the
performance of the condition, should have the effect of a pardon under the great seal ;
by section 2, that offenders convicted of elergyable felonie_ enduring the punishment
adjudged, such punishment should have the effect of burning in the hand ; by section
3, that clerks should be liable to punishment as if not in orders4 and, by section 4, thai

b efit of eler to an _ erson who should, after the assm of thatthe allowance of the en gy _ p P " g
act be convicted of any felony, should not render the person to whom such benefit was
allowed dispunishable for any other felony by him or her committed before the time of
inch allowance, any law, custom, or usage to the contrary notwithstanding.--CmTTY.
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a capital or inferior conviction, he may at this period, as well as at his arraign.
ment, offer any exceptions to the indictment in arrest or stay of judgment; as
for want of sufficient certainty in setting forth either the person, the time, the
place, or the offence. And if the objections be valid, the whole proceedings shall
be set aside; but the party may be indicted again.(a) And we may take notice,
1. That none of the statutes of jeofails,(b) for amendment of errors, extend to
indictments or proceedings in criminal cases; and therefore a defective indiet_
ment is not aided by a verdict, as defective pleadings in civil cases are. 2. That

376 ] in favour of life great strictness has at all times been observed in *every
point of an indictment. Sir Matthew Hale indeed complains "that this

_,trictness is grown to be a blemish and inconvenience in the law and the admi-
nistration thereof; for that more offenders escape by the over-easy ear given to
exceptions in indictments than by their own innocence."(c) And yet no man
was more tender of lifo than this truly excellent judge. 1

A pardon also, as has been before said, may be pleaded in arrest of judgment,
and it has the same advantage when pleaded here as when pleaded upon arraign-
ment, viz: the saving the attainder, and of course the corruption of blood;
which nothing can restore but parliament, when a pardon is not pleaded till
after sentence. And certainly, upon all accounts, when a man hath obtained
pardon he is in the right to plead it as soon as possible.

Praying the benefit of clergy may also be ranked among the motions in arrest_
of judgment; of which we spoke largely in the preceding chapter.

If all these resources fail, the court must pronounce that judgment which the
law hath annexed to the crime, and which hath been constantly mentioned, to-
gether with the crime itself, in some or other of the former chapters. Of these
some are capital, which extend to the life of the offender, and consist generally
in being hanged by the neck till dead; though in very atrocious crimes, other
circumstances of terror, pain, or disgrace are superadded ; as, in treasons of all
kinds, being drawn or dragged to the place of execution; in high treason af-
ibcting the king's person _r government, embowelling alive, beheading, and
quartering; and in murder, a public dissection. And, in case of any treason
committed by a female, the judgment is to be burned alive. But the humanity
of the English nation has authorized, by a tacit consent, an almost general miti-
gation of such parts of these judgments as savour of torture or cruelty; a

*377] sledge or hurdle bei_ _usually allowed to such traitors as are con-
demned to be drawn; and there being very few instances (and those

accidental or by negligence) of any person's being embowelled or burned till
previously deprived of sensation by strangling. Some punishments consist in
exile or banishment, by abjuration of the realm, or transportation; others in loss
of liberty, by perpetual or temporary imprisonment. Some extend to confisca-
,ion, by forfeiture of lands, or movables, or both, or of the profits of lands for

(a)4Rep.45. (b)Seebook_iLpage407. (w)2 HaLP. C.193.

The law upon this subject h_s been materially altered by the statute 7 Gee. IV.
c. 64, s. 20, and by sect. 21 of the same statute, which enacts that no judgment
after verdict upon any indictment or reformation of any felony or misdemeanour
shall be stayed or reversed for want of a s,rnihter; nor by reason that the jury-
process has been awarded to a wrong officer upon an insufficient suggestion; nor
for any misnomer or misdescription of the officer returning such process, or of any
of the jurors; nor because any person has served upon the jury who has not been
returned as a juror by the sheriff or other officer ; and that where the offence charged
has been created by any statute, or subjected to a greater degree of punishment, or
excluded from the benefit of clergy by any statute, the indictment or information shall,
after verdict, be held sufficmnt to w_rrant the punishment prescribed by the statute, if
it describe the offence in the words of the statute.--CHITTr.

_l:any of the grounds of objections enumerated in this statute have been, moreover.
by subsequent provisions, either wholly removed, by rendering the averments either
wholly unnecessary, (14 & 15 ¥iot. e. 100,) by allowing amendments at the trial, (11 & 12
Vict. c. 46, 12 & 13 Viet. c. 45, 14 & 15 Vmt. c. 100,) or by requiring all objections for
formal defects apparent on the face of an indictment to be taken before the jury are
,worn. 14 & 15 Vmt. c. 100.---ST_wAP.T.
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lifo: others induce a disability of holding offices or employments, being; ileirs_
executors, and the like. Some, though rarely, occasion a mutil_ttion or Jismem.
bering, by cutting off the hand or ears; others fix a lasting stigma on the of-
fender, by slitting the nostrils, or branding in the hand or cheek. Some are
merely pecuniary, by stated or discretionary fines: and lastly, there are others
that consist principally in their ignominy, though most of them are mixed with
some degree of corporal pain; and these are inflicted chiefly for such crimes as
either arise from indigence or render even opulence disgraceful ; such as whip-
ping, hard labour in the house of correction or otherwise, the pillory, the stoek_,
and the ducking-stool.

Disgusting as this catalogue may seem, it will afford pleasure to an EuglL.a
resider, and do honour to the English law, to compare it with that shocking ap-
paratus of death and torment to be met with in the criminal codes of ahnost
every other nation in :Europe. And it is moreover one of the glories of our :Eng-
lish law th'lt the species, though not always the quantity or degree, of punish-
mcnt is ascertained fox every offence; and that it is not left in the breast of any
judge, nor even of' a jury, to alter that judgment, which the law has beforehand
_rdained fbr every subject alike, without respect of persons. For, if judgments
were to be the private opinions of the judge, men would then be slaves to their
magistrates, and would live in society without knowing exactly the conditions
and obligations which it lays them under. And besides, as this prevents op-

pression on the one hand, so on *the other it stifles all hopes of impunity [-*378
or mitigation; with which an offender might flatter himself, if his punish-
ment depended on the humour or discretion of the court. Whereas, where an
established penalty is annexed to crimes, the criminal may read their certain
consequence in that law; which ought to be the unvaried rule, as it is the in-
flexible judge, of his actions.

The discretionary fines and discretionary length of imprisonment which our
courts are enabled to impose may seem an exception to this rule. But the
general nature of the punishment, viz., by fine or imprisonment, is in these cases
fixed and determinate; though the duration and quantity of each must fre-
quently vary, from the aggravations, or otherwise, of the offence, the quality and
condition of the parties, and from innumerable other circumstances. The quan-
tum, in particular, of pecuniary fines neither can nor ought to be ascertained by
an invariable law. The value of money itself changes from a thousand causes;
and, at all events, what is ruin to one man's fortune may be matter of indiffer-
ence to another's. Thus, the law of the twelve tables at Rome fined every person
that struck another five-and-twenty denarii: this, in the more opulent days of
the Empire, grew to be a punishment of so little consideration that Aulus Gel-
lius tells a story of one Lucius :Neratius, who made it his diversion to give a blow
to whomsoever he pleased and then tender them the legal forfeiture. Our statute
law has not therefbre often ascertained the quantity of fines, nor the common
law ever; it directing such an offence to be punished by fine in general, without
specifying the certain sum; which is fully sufficient when we consider that, how-
ever unlimited the power of the court may seem, it is far from being wholly
arbitrary; but its discretion is regulated by law. For the bill of rights(d) has
particularly declared that excessive fines ought not to be imposed, nor cruel and
unusual punishments inflicted, (which had a retrospect to some unprecedented
proceedings in the court of king's bench in the reign of king James the Second ;)

*and the same statute further declares that all grants and promises of [*379
fines and forfeitures of particular persons before conviction are illegal
and void. :Now, the bill of rights was only declaratory of the old constitutional
law ; and accordingly we find it expressly holden long before,(e) that all such
previous grants are void_ since thereby many times undue means and more
violent prosecution would be used for private lucre than the quiet and just pro-
eee(l__ng of law would permit.

The reasonableness of fines in criminal cases has also been usually regulated
by the determination of magna carta, c. 14, concerning amercements for misbo-

('_)Stat. lW. and M st. 2_ c. 2. (.)2 Inst, 48o
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haviour by the suitors in matters of civil right. "15iber homo non amereietur pro
varvo del_cto, nisi secundum modum ipsius delicti ; et pro magno delicto, secundum
magnitudinem delicti ; salvo contenemento sue; et mercator eodem mode, salva mer-
candisa sua; et villanus codem mode amercietur, salvo wainagio sue." A rule that
obtained even in Henry the Second's time,(f) and means only that no man shall
have a larger amercement imposed upon him than his circumstances or personal
estate will bear i saving to the landholder his eontenement _or land; to the trader
his merchandise; and to the countryman his wainage, or team and instruments
of husbandl:y. In order to ascertain which, the great charter also directs that
the amercement, which is always inflicted in general terms, ("sit in mise_.
cordia,") shall be set, ponatur, or reduced to a certainty, by the oath of good and
lawful men of the neighbourhood. Which method of liquidating the amerce-
ment to a precise sum was usually performed in the superior courts by the as-
sessment or affeerment of the coroner, a sworn officer chosen by the neighbour-
hood, under the equity of the statute Wes:m. 1, c. 18; and then the judges
estrcatcd them into the exchequer.(g) But m the cour_leet and court-baron it
Is still performed by affeerors, or suitors sworn to affeere, that is, tax and mode-
rate the general amercement according to the particular circumstances of tht,

• 3801 offence *and the offender.(h) Amercements imposed Dythe superior
courts on their own officers and ministers were affeered by the judges

themselves; but when a pdculiar mulct was inflicted by them on a stranger (not
being party to any suit) it was then denominated a fine,(i) and the antient
practice was, when any such fine was imposed, to inquire by a jury "quantum
inde regi dare valeat Ter annum, salva sustentatione sun, et uxori.,, et liberorum sue
rum."(j) And since the disuse of such inquest, it is never usual to assess a larger
fine than a man is able to pay without touching the implement_ of his livelihood ;
but to inflict corporal punishment, or a limited imprisonment, instead of such
fine as might amount to imprisonment for liib. And this is th, _,reason why fines
in the kin_'s_ court are frequently denominated ransoms, be(ause the penalty
must otherwise fiall upon a man's person unless it be redeemed or ransomed by
a pecuniary fine;(k) according to an antient maxim, qui non habet in crumena
luat in corpore. Yet, where any statute speaks both of fine and ransom, it is
holden that the ransom shall be treble to the fine at least.(/)

When sentence of death, the most terrible and highest judgment in the laws
of England, is pronounced, the immediate inseparable consequence from the
common law is attainder. For when it is now clear beyond all dispute that the
criminal is no longer fit to live upon the earth, but is to be exterminated as a
monster and a bane to human society, the law sets a note of infamy upon him,
puts him out of its protection, and takes no further care of him than barely to
see him executed? He is then called attaint, attinctus, stained or blackened.
He is no longer of any credit or reputation; he cannot be a witness in any court;
neither is he capable of performing the functions of another man; for, by an
anticipation of his punishment, he is already dead in law.(m) This is after
judgmenti for ther,; is great difference between a man convicted and attainted :
though they are frequently through inaccuracy confounded together. After

"381] conviction *only a man is liable to none of these disabilities; for there is
still in contemplation of law a possibility of has innocence. Something

may be offered in arrest of judgment; the indictment may be erroneous, which
(_')Glanv L 9, c. 8 and 11. (J) Ollb. Exch 5.
(#) ]_.N. B 76. (_) Mlrr c. 5, _ '_ Lamb. _rvaarch. {i75.
(a) The affeeror's oath is conceived m the very terms of (t) Dyer, 232

_ona charts. Fitzh. Survey, c 11. (!*) 3 Inst. 213.
8 Rep. 40.

2Lord Coke says that "contenement signifieth his countenance, as the armour of a
soldier is his countenance, the books of a scholar his countenance, and the like." 2 Inst.
28. He also adds that "the wainagium is the countenance of the villein ; and it was great
reason to save his wainage, for otherwise the miserable creature wus to carry the burden
on his back." Ibid.--CHRISTIAN.

s This must be taken with some qualification ; for the person of an attainted felon is
_till under the protecSion of the law, and to kid him without warrant would be murder
Fo_t. 73.--CuITTY.
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will render his guilt uncertain, and thereupon the present conviction may be
quashed; he may obtain a pardon, or be allowed the benefit of clergy; both
which suppose some latent sparks of merit which plead in extenuation of his
ikult. But when judgment is once pronounced, both law and fact conspir¢ to
prove him completely guilty; and there is not the remotest possibility left of any
thing to be said in his fkvour. Upon judgment, therefbre, of death, and not
before, the attainder of a criminal commences; or upon such circumstances as
are equivalent to judgment of death; as judgment of outlawry on a eapiLal
crime pronounced for absconding or fleeing from justice, which tacitly confesses
the gui'tt. And therefore, either upon judgment of outlawry, or of death, for
treason or felony, a man shall be said to be attainted.

_ho consequences of' attainder are forfeiture and corruption of blood.
t. Forfbiture is twofold,--of real and personal estates. First, as to real

estates. By attainder in high treason(n) a man forfeits to the king all his
lands and tenements of inheritance, whether fee-simple or fee-tail, and all his
rights of entry on lands or tenements which he had at the time of the offence
committed, or at any time afterwards, to be forever vested m the crown ; and
also the profits of all lands and tenements which he had ih his own right for
life or years, so long as such interest shall subsist. This forfeiture relates back-
wards to the time of the treason committed, so as to avoid all intermediate
sales and eneumbrances,(o) but not those before the fact; and therefore a wife's
jointure is not forfeitable for the treason of her husband, because settled upon

her previous to the treason committed. But her dower *is forfeited, by [*382
the express provision of statute 5 & 6 Edw. VI. c. 11. And yet the
husband shall be tenant by the curtesy of the wife's lands if the wife be
attainted of treason,(p) for that is not prohibited by the statute. But, though
after attainder the ibrfeiture relates back to the time of the treason committed,

yet it does not take effect unless an attainder be had, of which _t is one of the
fruits; and therefore if a traitor dies before judgment pronounced, or is killed
in open rebellion, or is hanged by martial law, it works no forfeiture of his
lands, for he never was attainted of treason.(q) But if the chief iustice of the
king's bench (the supreme coroner of all England) in person, upon the view of
the body of one killed in open rebellion, records it, and returns the record into
his own court, both lands and goods shall be forf_ited.(r)

The natural justice of forfeiture or confiscation of property for treason(s) m
founded on this consideration : that he who hath thus violated the fundamental

rinciples of government, and broken his part of the original contract between
ing and people, hath abandoned his connections with society, and hath no

longer any right to those advantages which before belonged to him purely as
a member of the community; among which social advantages the right of trans-
ferring or transmitting property to others is one of the chief. Such forfeitures,
moreover, whereby his posterity must suffer as well as himself, will help to
restrain a man, not only by the sense of his duty and dread of personal punish-

" ment, but also by his passions and natural affections, and will interest every
dependant and relation he has, to keep him from offending, according to that
beautiful sentiment of Cicero,(t) "nec vero me fug_.t quam sit acerbum, parentum
scelera fihorum pa_nis lw ; sed hoc proeclare legzbus comparatum est, ut car_tas lib_-
rorum amicwres parente'_ reipubIicce redderet." And therefore Aulus Cascellius, a
Roman lawyer in the time of the triumvirate, used to boast that he had two

reasons for *despising the power of the tyrants,--his old age and his [*383
want of children; for children are pledges to the prince of the i_ather's
obedience.(t) Yet many nations have thought that this posthumous punish-
men_ savours of hardship to the innocent, especially for crimes that do not
strike at the very root and foundation of society, as treason against the govern-
ment expressly does. And therefore, though confiscations were very frequent
in the times of the earlier emperors, yet A_ cadius and Honorius, in every other

(_) Co Litt. 392. -_ Inst. 319. 1 Hal. P. C. 240. 2 Hawk. (r) 4 l_ep 57,
E,. C 448 (_) _ee book i. page 259.

t.') 3 Inst. 211. (t) Ad .Bru_um, *p. 12.
_t) Gravm. 1_ _ 6_|P) 1 ltaL P. C. _h_9,

•s} 0o. IAtt 13. _l
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instance but that of treason, thought it more jusi " ibi esse p_n:_m, ub_ nova
_t," and ordered that "peccata sues teneant auctor,_s, nec ulterius progrediatur
rectus, guam reperiatur dehctum :"(u) and Justinian also made a law to restrain
the punishment of relations,(v) which directs the forfeiture to go, except in the
case of' crimen majestatis, to the next of kin to the delinquent. On the other
hand, the Macedonian law extended even the capital punishment of treason,
not only to th(_ children, but to all the relations, of the delinquent :(w) and of
course their eslates must be also forfeited, as no man was left to inherit them.
And in Germany, by the famous golden bulle,(x) (copied almost verbatim from
Justinian's code,)(y) the lives of the sons of such as conspire to kill an elector
are spared, as it is expressed, by the emperor's particular bounty. But they are
&prived of all their effects and rights of succession, and are rendered incapable
of any honour, ecclesiastical or civil : "to the end that, being always poor and
necessitous, they may forever be accompanied by the infamy of their father;
may languish in continual indigence; and may find (says this merciless edict)
their punishment in living, and their relief in dying."

With us in England, tbrfeiture of lands and tenements to the crown for
treason is by no means derived from the feodal policy, (as has been already
observed,)(z) but was antecedent to the establishment of that system in this
"3841 island, *being transmitted from our Saxon ancestors,(a) and tbrming a

J part of the antient Scandinavian constitution.(b) Butin certain treasons
relating to the coin (which, as we formerly observed, seem rather a species of
the crimen falsi than the crimen lcesa_ majestatis) it is provided by some of the
modern statutes(c) which constitute the offence, that it shall work no forfeiture
of lands, save only for the life of the offender; and, by all, that it shall not
deprive the wife of her dower.(d) And, in order to abolish such hereditary
punishment entirely, it was enacted, by statute 7 Anne, c. 21, that after the
decease of the late pretender no attainder for treason should extend to the dis-
inheriting of any heir, nor to the prejudice of any person other than the traitor
himself; by which the law of forfeitures for high treason would by this time
have been at an end, had not a subsequent statute intervened to give them a
longer duration The history of this matter is somewhat singular, and worthy
observation, kt the time of the union, the crime of treason in Scotland was,
by the Scots law, in many respects different from that of treason in England,
and particularly in its consequence of forfeitures of entailed estates, which was
more peculiarly English ; yet it seemed necessary that a crime so nearly affect-
ing government should, both in its essence and consequences, be put on the same
footing in both parts of the united kingdoms. In new-modelling these laws,
the Scotch nation and the English house of commons struggled hard, partly to
maintain, and partly to acquire, a total immunity fl'om foribiture and corruption
of blood, which the house of lords as firmly resisted. At length a compromise
was agreed to, which is established by this statute,--viz., that the same crimes,
and no other, should be treason in Scotland that are so in England; and that
the English forfeitures and corruption of blood should take place in Scotland
till the death of the then pretender, and then cease throughout the whole
of Great Britain :(e) the lords artfully proposing this temporary clause, in

*385] *hopes, it is said,(f) that the prudence of succeeding parliaments would
make it perpetual.(g) This has partly been done by the statute 17 Gee.

lI. o.. 39, (.made in the year preceding the late rebellion,) the operation of these
indemnifying clauses being thereby still further suspended till the death of the
sons of the pretender.(h)'

(u) (7r,d. 9. 47, 22. (_) Ibid. 8 & 9 W. III c 26. 15 & 16 Gee. II. c. 28,
(_) _rov. 1_4, c. 13. (*) Burner's Hint. A.V 1709.
(*_)Qu Curt L 6. (f) Conslderatmns on the Law of Forfeiture, 6.
(:'_ Cap. 24 (g) _ Fo_t, 250.
(Y)L. 9, t. 8, L 5. (a) The justice and expedmucy of this provision wore
(,) See book Li.page 2.51. defended at the time with much learning and strength of
,s) LL. zEifr c. 4. C_znut.c 54. mgument m the Considerations on the Law of For_eiture,
(_)Stmrnh. dejureGoth /,2, c 6. andL3 c. 3. flrstpubhshedAn 174L Seebookl page244.
(*) Stat. 5 Ehz. c. II. 18 Eliz. c. 1.

' By the 39 Gee. II[. c. 93, the clause in the 7 Anne, c. 21, and that in the 17 0eo. II.
8O2
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in petit treason and felony, the offender also forfeits all his chattel interests
absolutely, and the profits of all estates of freehold during life ; and, after his
death, all his lands and tenements in fee-simple (but not those _n tail) to the
crown, for a very short period of time ; for the king shall have them fbr a yeax
and a day, and may commit therein what waste he pleases, which is called the
king's year, day and waste.(i) Formerly the king had only liberty of commit-

ting waste on thel landsf_ of . felons by pulhng" down their houses, extirpatingtheir gardens, p oughin= their meadows, and cutting down their woods. And
punishment of a similar spirit appears to have obtained in the Oriental coun-

tries, from the decrees of Nebuchadnezzar and Cyrus in the books of Daniel(k)
and Ezra,(1) which, besides the pain of death inflicted on the delinquents there
specified, ordain "that their houses sh_A be made a dunghill." But, this tending
greatly to the prejudice of the public it was agreed, in the reign of Henry the
First, in this kingdom, that the king should have the profits of the land for one
year and a day, in lieu of the destruction he was otherwise at liberty to com-
mit;(m) and therefbre magna carta(n) provides that the king shall only hold
such lands for a year and a day, and then restore them to the lord of the fee,
without any mention made of' waste. But the statute 17 Ed w. lI. de prvrrogatzva
regis seems to suppose that the king shall have his year, day, and waste, and

not the *year and day instead of waste; which Sir Edward Coke (and [*386
the author of the Mirror, before him) very justly look upon as an en-
croachment, though a very antient one, of the royal prerogative.(o) This year,
day, and waste are now usually compounded for, but otherwise they regularly
belong to the crown ; and, after their expiration, the land would have naturally
descended to the heir, (as in gavelkind tenure it still does,) did not its feodal
quality intercept such descent and give it by way of escheat to the lord. These
forfeitures for felony do also arise only upon attainder; and thereibre a felo de se
forfeits no land of inheritance or freehold, for he never is attainted as a felon.(p)
They likewise relate back to the time of the offence committed, as well as for-
feitures for treason, so as to avoid all intermediate charges and conveyances.
This may be hard upon such as have unwarily engaged with the offender; but
the cruelty and reproach must lie on the part, not of the law, but of the crimi-
nal, who has thus knowingly and dishonestly involved others in his own
calamities.

These are all the forfeitures of real estates created by the common law, as
consequential upon attainders by judgment of death or outlawry. I here omit
the particular forfeitures created by the statutes of prarmunire and others,
because I look upon them rather as a Tart of the judgment and penalty inflicted
by the respective statutes than as consequences of such judgment, as in treason
and felony they are. But I shall just mention, as a part of the forfeiture of
real estates, the fbrfeiture of the profits of lands during life. which extends to
two other instances besides those already spoken of,--misprision of treason,(q)
and striking in Westminster hall, or drawing a weapon upon a judge there
sitting in the. king's courts of justiee.(r)

The forfeiture of goods and chattels accrues in every one of the higher kinds

(t) 2 In_t a7. (o) Mlrr c. 5,_2. 2 Inst. 37,
(_) Ch. m. v. 29. (:o)3 Ins$ 55.
(4 Ch vi v. 11. (_')Ibld. 218.
(_) Mlrr. c, 4, :_16 ]_let. ?. 1, C.28. V) Ibid. 1tl.
(") 9 Hen. IL :.22.

C. 89 limiting the periods when forfeiture for treason should be abolished, are repealed.
I_o that the law of ;orfeiture in eases of high treason is now the same as it was by the
common law, or as it stood prmr to the seventh year of the reign of queen Anne._
CHRISTIAN.

Also,by 54 Geo. IIL e.145,no attainderforfelony,exceptin high treason,petit
treasou,murder,or abetting,&c.the same,shallextend tothedisinheritingany heir,
nor tothe prejudiceofthe rightor titleofany person,excepttheoffenderduringhis
life only ; and every person to whom the right or interest of any lands er tenements
ahould or might after the death of such offender have appertained, if no such attainder
had been,may enterthereon._C_iTVV.
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,3Q_ of offence: in high treason or misprision *thereof, petit treason, felonies
• o, j of all sorts, whether clergyable or not, self-murder or felony de se, petit

larceny, standing mute, and the above-mentioned offences of striking, &e. in
Westminster hall. For flight, also, on an accusation of treason, felony, or even
petit larceny, whether the party be found guilty or acquitted, if the jury find
the flight, the party shall fbrfeit his goods and chattels; for the very flight is an
offence carrying with it a strong presumption of guilt, and is at least an
endeavour to elude and stifle the course of justice prescribed by the law. :But
the jury very seldom find the flight,(s) forfeiture being looked upon, since _he
vast increase of personal property of late years, as too large a penalty for
an offence to which a man is prompted by the natural love of liberty)

There is a remarkable difference or two between the forfeiture of lands and

of goods and chattels. 1. Lands are forfeited u_on attainder, and not before:
goods and chattels are forfeited by conviction. _ecause m many of the cases
where goods are forfeited there never is any attainder, which happens only
where judgment of death or outlawry is given: therefore in those cases the
forfeiture must be upon conviction or not at all; and, being necessarily upon
conviction in those, it is so ordered in all other cases; for the law loves uni-
formity. 2. In outlawries for treason or felony, lands are forfeited only by the
judgment; but the goods and chattels are forfeited by a man's being first put in
the exigent, without staying till he is quinto exactus, or finally outlawed ; for the
secreting himself so long ti+om justice is construed a flight in law.(t) The ibr
feiture of lands has relation to the time of the fact committed, so as to avoid
all subsequent sales and encumbrances; but the forfeiture of goods and chattels
has no relation backwards, so that those only which a man has at the time of
conviction shall be forfeited. Therefore a traitor or felon may bona fide sell any
of his chattels, real or personal, for the sustenance of himself and family be-

• 388] tween the fact and conviction ;(u) for personal property is of *so fluctu-ating a nature that it passes through many hands in a short time ; and
no buyer could be safe if he were liable to return the goods which he had
fairly bought provided any of the prior vendors had committed a treason or
_'elony. Yet if they be collusively and not bona fide parted with, merely to
defraud the crown, the law (and particularly the statute 13 Eliz. e. 5) will reach
them, for they are all the while truly and substantially the goods of the offender i
and as he, if acquitted, might recover them himself, as not parted with for a
good consideration, so in case he happens to be convicted the law will recover
them tbr the king.

II. Another immediate consequence of attainder is the corruption of blood,
both upwards and downwards, so that an attainted person can neither inherit
lands or other hereditaments i_om his ancestors, nor retain those he is already
n po*eession of, nor transmit them by descent to any heir; but the same shall

escheat to the lord of the fee, subject to the king's superior right of forfeiture:
and the person attainted shall also obstruct all descents to his posterity,
wherever they are obliged to derive a title through him to a remoter an-
cestor.(v)

This" is one of those notions which our laws have adopted frola the feodal
constitutions at the time of the Norman conquest, as appears from its being
unknown in those tenures which are indisputably Saxon, or gavelkind:
wherein, though by treason, according to the antient Saxon laws, the land is
tbrfeited to the king, yet no corruption of blood, no impediment of descents,
ensues ; and, on judgment of mere 1b]ony, no escheat accrues to the lord. And
therefore, as every other oppressive mark of fbodal tenure is now happily worn
away ia these kingdoms, it is to be hoped that this corruption of blood, with all

(s) Sta_-ndf. P. O. 183, b. (u) 2 Hawk. P. C. 454.
(9 3 Imt. *_2. (_) Seo book il.p. 251.

$ t_ " "By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 28, s. 5, it is enacted that where any person shall be indicted
for treason or felony, the jury impanelled to try such person shall no$ be charged to
inquire concerning his lands, tenements, or goods, nor whether he fled for such tr_
,* felony." The practi 'e had been wholly discontinued for some years.--CmTTT.
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its connected consequences, not only of present escheat, but oi future inca-
pacities of inheritance even to the twentieth generation, ,nay i, process of
time be abolished by act of parliament, as it stands upon a very different
footing from the forfeiture of lands for high *treason, affecting the r*_Q
king's person or government. And indeed the legislature has, from L Cw
time to time, appeared very inclinable to give way to so equitable a provision,
by enacting that in certain treasons respecting the papal supremacy(w) and the
public coin,(x) and in many of the new-made felonies created since the reign of
Henry the Eighth by act of parliament, corruption of blood shall be saved.
But as in some of the acts for creating felonies (and those not of the most
atrocious kind) this saving was neglected or forgotten to be made, it seems to
be highly reasonable and expedient to antiquate the whole of this doctrine by
one undistinguishing law: especially as, by the afore-mentioned statute of 7
Anne, c. 21, (the operation of which is postponed by statute 17 Gee. ] [ c. 39,)
after the death of the sons of the late pretender no attainder for treuson will
extend to the disinheriting any heir nor the prejudice of any person, ,)ther than
the offender himself, which virtually abolishes all corruption oi blood for
treason, though (unless the legislature should interpose) it w_ ,,All continue
for many sorts of felony. 6

CHAPTER XXX.

OF REVERSAL OF JUDGMENT.

• WE are next to consider how judgments, with their several con- [*390
nected consequences of attainder, forfeiture, and corruption of blood,
may be set aside. There are two ways of doing this ; either by falsifying el
reversing the judgment, or else by reprieve or pardon.

k judgment may be falsified, reversed, or avoided, in the first place, without a
writ of error, for matters foreign to or dehors the record,--that is, not apparent
upon the face of it; so that they cannot be assigned for error in the superior
court, which can only judge from what appears in the record itself; and there-
fore if the whole record be not certified, or not truly certified, by the inferior
court, the party injured thereby (in both civil and criminal cases) may allege a
diminution of the record, and cause it to be rectified. Thus, if any judgment

' whatever be _iven by oersons who had no good commission to proceed against

the person c_ndemned.it is void, and may be falsified by showing the special
matter without writ of error. * As where a commission issues to A. and B. and
twelve others, or any of them, of which A. or B. shall be one, to take and try
indictments, and any of the other twelve proceed without the interposition or

(r) Stat 5Eli_c. ll. lSEliz, cl. 8&gw. III. e. 28
(_) Brat. 5 Ehz c. 1. 15 & lb Gee. II. ¢. 28.

6These statutes were, however, repealed, by stat. 39 Gee. III. c. 93 ; but, by stat. 54
Gee. III. c. 145, corruption of blood was abolished in all cases except the crimes of high
treason and murder ; and, by statute 3 & 4 W. IV. c. 106, s. 10, it is enacted that cor-
ruption of blood on attainder shall not obstruct descents to the posterity of the offender
where they are obliged to derive a title thl ough him or her to a remoter ancestor._
STEWART.

xThat is, if such judgment comes collaterally in question in any other cause or court,
the party against whom it is used may so avoid it. But I do not see how it can be
directly reversed, except by writ of error, either for error in fact--in which case it
would lie before the same court, and the fact would be alleged---or for error in law.
The case put of persons proceeding to judgment without a good commission is one oI
those decided illegalities for which the law seems to afford no preventive remedy: they
who do so subject themselves, indeed, to punishments afterwards; but in tho mean time
they are acting in defiance of law, and are not, indeed, a court, to or _om which an_
apl_eal can be formally made.---CouEa_. 605
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"891] presence *of either A. or B.,--in this case all proceedings, trials, con.
victions, and judgments are void for want of a proper authority in the

commissioners, and may be falsified upon bare inspection without the trouble
of a writ of error ;(a) it being a high misdemeanour in the judges so proceeding,
and little, if any thing, short of murder in them all, in case the person so
attainted be executed and suffer death. So likewise if a man purchases land
-f another, and afterwards the vendor is, either by outlawry or his own con.
fession, convicted and attainted of treason or felony previous to the sale or
alienation, whereby such land becomes liable to forfeiture or escheat, now, upon
any trial, the purchaser is at liberty, without bringing any writ of error, to
falsify not only the time of the felony or treason supposed, but the very point
of the felony or treason itself, and _'s not concluded by the confession or the
outlawry of the vendor, though the vendor himself is concluded, and not suf-
fered now to deny the fact, which he has by confession or flight acknowledged
But if such attainder of the vendor was by verdict, on the oath of his peers,
the alienee cannot be received to falsify or contradict the fact of the crime com-
mitted, though he is at hberty to prove a mistake in ttrne, or tbut the offence
was committed after the alienation, and not before.(b)

Secondly, a judgment may be reversed by writ of error; _ which lies from all

inferior criminal jurisdictions to the court of king's bench, and from the king's
bench to the house of peers; and may be broughtfor notorious mistakes in the
judgment or other parts of the record : as where a man is P,und guilty of per-
jury and receives the judgment of felony; or for other less palpable errors, such
as any irregularity, omission, or want of form in the process of outlawry, or
proclamations; the want of a proper addttion to the defendant's name, according
to the statute of additions; for not properly naming the sheriff or other officer
of the court, or not duly describing where his county court was held; for laying
,_ool an offence committed in the time of the late king to be done *against

the peace of the present; and for other smnlar causes, which (though al-
lowed out of tenderness to limb and liberty) are not much to the credit or ad-
vancement of the national justice. These writs of error to reverse judgments
in case of misdemeanours are not to be allowed, of course, but on sufficient pro-
bable cause shown to the attorney-general; and then they are understood to be
grantable of common right and ex debito just_twe. But writs of error to reverse
attainders in capital cases are only allowed ex gratia; and not without express
warrant under the king's sign-manual, or at least by the consent of the attorney-
general (c) .These' therefore, can rarely be broug_ht by the part_:" himself, esp-e
cially where he is attainted fbr an offence against the state; but they may be
brought by his heir or executor after his death, in more favourable times; which
may be some consolation to his family. But the easier and more effectual way is,

Lastly, to reverse the attainder by act of parliament. This may be and hath
been frequently done upon motives of compassion, or perhaps from the zeal of
the times, after a sudden revolution in the government, without examining too
closely into the truth or validity of the errors assigned. And sometimes, though
the crime be universally acknowledged and confessed, yet the merits of the
criminal s family shall after his death obtain a restitution in blood, honours, and
estate, or some or one of them, by act of parliament; which (so far as it ex-
tends) has all the effect of reversing the attainder without casting any refiec.
tions upon the justice of the preceding sentence.

The effect of falsifying or reversing an outlawry is, that the party shall be m
the same plight as if he had appeared upon the capias_ and, if it be before plea
pleaded, he shall be put to plead to the indictment; if after conviction, he shall
receive the sentence of the law; for all the other proceedings, except only the

(') 2 Hawk. P. C. 459. (_) 3 Inst. 231. 1 Hal. P. C. 361. (*_ 1 Vorn. 170,175.

2See the history and nature of writs of error in criminal cases stated by lord ]_ansfietd
with great ability and clearness, in 4 Burr. 2550, 2551, 2552. As to the mode and practice
,_f _b_aining the writ, see ] Chitt. C. L. 2d ed. 7 _9 to 751.--C_ITTY.
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process of outlawry for his non-appearance, *remain good and effectual [*398
as before. But when judgment pronounced upon conviction is l_alsified
or reversed, all former proceedings are absolutely set aside, and the party stands
_s if he had never been at all accused; restored in his credit, his capacity, his
blood, and his estates; with regard to which last, though they may be granted
away by the crown, yet the owner may enter upon the grantee with as little
ceremony as he might enter upon a disseisor.(d) But he still remains liable to
another prosecution for the same offence; for the first being erroneous, he never
was in jeopardy thereby.

CHAPTER XXXI.

OF REPRIEVE AND PARDON.

*TftE only other remaining ways of avoiding the execution of the [_394
judgment are by a reprieve or a pardon_ whereof the former is tempo-
rary only, the latter permanent.

I. A reprieve 1 (fi'om reprendre, to take back) is the withdrawing of a sentence
for an interval of time, whereby the execution is suspended. This may be, first,
ex arbitrio judicis, either before or al_er judgment; as where the judge is not
satisfied with the verdict, or the evidence is suspicious, or the indictment is in-
sufficient, or he is doubtful whether the offence be within clergy; or sometimes,
if it be a small felony, or any favourable circumstances appear in the criminal's
character, in order to give room to apply to the crown for either an absolute or
conditional pardon. These arbitrary reprieves may be granted or taken off by
the justices of gaol-dellvery, although their session be finished and their com-
mission expired; but this rather by common usage" than of strict right.(a)

Reprieves may also be ex necessttate legis : as where a woman is capitally con-
victed and pleads her pregnancy : though this is no cause to stay the judgment,
yet it is to respite the execution till she be delivered. This is a mercy v*._Q._
*dictated by the law of nature, in favorcm prolis; and therefore no part L _
of the bloody proceedings in the reign of queen Mary hath been more justly
detested than the cruelty that was exercised in the island of Guernsey of burning
a woman big with child; and when, through the violence of the flames, the
infant sprang forth at the stake and was preserved by the bystanders, after
some deliberation of the priests who assisted at the sacrifice, they cast it again
into the fire as a 3"oung. heretic (b) k barbarity which they never learned fi'om
the laws of anttent Rome; which direct,(c) with the same humanity as our own,
"quod prcegnantis _ulieris darnnatce p_a differatur, _uod pariat :" which doctrim_
has also prevailed in England as early as the first memorials of our law will
reach.((/) In case this plea be made in stay of execution, the judge must direct
a jury of twelve matrons or discreet women to inquire the fact; and if they
bring in their verdict quick with child, (for barely with child, unless it be alive in
the womb, is not sufficient_) execution shall be stayed generally till the next ses-
sion; and so from session to session till either she is delivered or proves by the
course of nature not to have been with child at all. But if she once hath had

(_ 2 Hawk. P. C. 462. (_) Pf 4_%19, 3.
(a) 2 ltal. P C 412. (d) !_l_t. L 1, c. 38.
(b) Fox, Acts and Men.

l As to reprieves in _eneral, see 1 Hale, 368 to 370. 2 Hale, 411 to 412. Hawk. b. ii.
. e. 51, ss. 8, 9, 10. Wilhams, J., Execution and Reprieve. 1 Chitt. C.'L. 757 to 762.

In addition to the reprieves mentioned by the learned commentator is that ex man
d_o regis, or from the mere pleasure of the crown, expressed in any way to the court by
whom the e.xecu_.ion is to be awarded. 2 Hale, 41_. "tHale, 368. Hawk. b. ii. c. 51, a
_.---C_ITTr.
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the benefit of this reprieve and been delivered, and afterwards becomes preg.
nant again, she shall not be entitled to the benefit of a further respite for that
cause.(e) For she may now be executed before the child is quick in the womb,
and shall not, by her own incontinence, evade the sentence of justice2

Another cause of regular reprieve is, if the offender becomes non compos be.
tween the judgment and the award of execution ;(f) for regularly, as was for
merly(9 ) observed, though a man be con_pos when he commits a capital crime, yet
if he becomes non compos after, he shall not be indicted; if after indictment, he
shall not be convicted; if after conviction, he shall not receive judgment; if aftel

*396] judgment, he *shall not be ordered for execution: for "furiosus solo
furore punitur," and _he law knows not but he might have offered some

reason, if in his senses, to have stayed these respective proceedings. It is there-
fore an invariable rule, when any time intervenes between the attainder and the
award of execution, to demand of the prisoner what he hath to allege why exe-
cution should not be awarded against him; and if he appears to be insane, the

judge .in his discretion .may and. ought to reprieve, him.S Or the party .may,
plead m bar of execution; whmh plea may be either pregnancy, the king s
pardon, an act of grace, or diversity of person, viz., that he is not the same as
was attainted and the like. In this last case a jury shall be impanelled to try
this collateral issue, namely, the identity of his person ; and not whether guilty
or innocent; for that has been decided before. And in these collateral issues the
trial shall be instanter,(h) and no time allowed the prisoner to make his defence

or produce his witnesses, unless he will make oath that h_ is not the person
attainted :(_ neither shall an)- peremptory challenges of the Jury be allowed theprisoneri(j) though formerl) such challenges were held to be allowable when-
ever a man's life was in question.(k)

II. If neither pregnancy, insanity, non-identity, nor other plea will avail to
avoid the judgment and stay the execution consequent thereupon, the last and
surest resort is in the king's most gracious pardon; the granting of which is the
most amiable prerogative of the crown. Law (says an able writer) cannot be
framed on principles of compassion to guilt; yet justice, by the constitution of
England, is bound to be administered in mercy: this is promised by the king in
his coronation-oath, and it is that act of his government which is the most
personal and most entirely his own.(/) The king himself condemns no man;
that rugged task he leaves to his courts of justice : the great operation of' his
*3971 sceptre is *mercy. His power of pardoning was said by our Saxon an-

" J cestors(m) to be derived a lege sum dignitati#: and :t is declared in parlia-
ment, by statute 27 Hen. VIII. c. 24, that no other person hath power to pardon
or remit any treason or felonies whatsoever: but that the king hath the whole
and sole power thereof, united and knit to the imperial crown of this realm.(n)

This is indeed one of the great advantages of monarchy in general above any
other form of government : that there is a magistrate who has it in his power
to extend mercy wherever he thinks it is deserved; holding a court of equity in
his own breast to soften the rigour of the general law in such criminal cases as

(QI Hal,P,C.369. (k)Staundf,P.C.163. Co.Litt.157, Hall.Sum 259.
(Y)Ibld.370. (_)Law ofForfeit, 99
(s) See page 24. (m)LL Edge. O_. c. 18.
(_) 1 _ld 72. See Appendix, _ 3 (_) And this power belongs only to a king de facto, and
(_ Feat. 42. not to a king de Jure during the t_me of usRrpation, l_ro,
(_) 1 Lee. 61. Fost. 42, 46. Abr tit. charter de pardon, 22

2It is usual for the clerk of assize to ask women who receive sentence of death if they
have any thing to say why execution shall not be awarded according to the judgment.
As the execution of the law in the first instance is respited not from a regard for the
mother, but from tenderness towards the innocent infant, if, then, it should happen that
she become quick of a second child, this surely is as much an object of compassion and
humanity as the first._CttRISTIAN.

SThe law is more precisely stated at page 25. Supposing the party to have been sane
at the commission of the crime, there can be no objection to indicting him though he
may become insane before the bill is preferred ; because if he were in his senses he could
not be heard to allege any thing against the indictment before the grand jury. See the
provisions on this subject now made bv the 39 & 40 Gee. III. c. 94.----COLERXV_.
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merit an exemption.from punishment. Pardons (according to some theorists. )()o
_hould be excluded m a perfect legislation where punishments are mild but cer-
tain; for that the clemency of the prince seems a tacit disapprobation of the
laws. But the exclusion of pardons must necessarily introduce a very dangerous
power in the judge or jury, that of construing the criminal law by the spirit
instead of the tetter;(p) or else it must be holden, what no man will seriously
avow, that the situation and circumstances of the offender (though they alter
not the essence of the crime) ought to make no distinction in the punishment
In democracies, however, this point of pardon can never subsist, for there nothing
higher is acknowledged than the magistrate who administers the laws; and it
would be impolitic for the power of judging and of pardoning to centre in one
and the same person. This (as the president Montesquieu observes)(q) would
oblige him very often to contradict himself, to make and to unmake his deci-
sions: it would tend to confound all ideas of right among the mass of the people ;
as they would find it difficult to tell whether a prisoner were discharged by his
innocence or obtained a pardon through favour. In*Holland, therefore, _'398
if there be no stadtholder, there is no power of pardoning lodged in any I_
other member of the state. But in monarchies the king acts in a superior
sphere; and though he regulates the whole government as the first mover, yet
he does not appear in any of the disagreeable or invidious parts of it. When-
ever the nation see him personally engaged, it is only in works of legislature,
magnificence, or compassion. To him, therefore, the people look up as the foun.
taiu of nothing but bounty and grace; and these repeated acts of goodness,
coming immediately from his own hand, endear the sovereign to his subjects,
and contribute more than any thing to root in their hearts that filial affection
and personal loyalty which are the sure establishment of a prince.

Under this head of pardons, let us briefly consider, 1. The object of pardon ;
2. The manner of pardoning; 3. The method of allowing a pardon ; 4. The effect
oJ such pardon when allowed.

1. And, first, the king may pardon all offences merely against the crown or
the public; excepting, 1. That, to preserve the liberty of the subject, the com-
mitting any man to prison out of the realm is, by the habeas corpus act, 31 Car.
iI. c. 2, made a prcemunire, unpardonable even by the king. :Nor, 2. can the
king pardon where private justice is principally concerned in the prosecution
of offenders: "non potest rex gratiam facere cure injuria et damno aliorum."(r)
Therefore, in appeals of all kinds, (which are the suit not of the king but of the

rty injured,) the prosecutor may release, but the king cannot pardon.(s)
either can he pardon a common nuisance while it remains unredressed, or so

as to prevent an abatement of it, though afterwards he may remit the fine: be-
cause, though the prosecution is vested in the king to avoid multiplicity of suits,
yet (during its continuance) this offence savours more of the nature of a private

*injury to each individual in the neighbourhood than of a public [*399
wrong (t) :bTeither, lastly, can the king pardon an offence against a

opular or penal statute after information brought; for thereby the informer
ath acquired a private property in his part of the per_lty.(u)
There is also a restriction of a peculiar nature that affects the prerogative of

pardoning in case of parliamentary impeachments : viz., that the king's pardon
cannot be pleaded to any such impeachment so as to impede the inquiry and
stop the prosecution of great and notorious offenders. Therefore, when, in the
reig-n of _harles the Second, the earl of Danby was impeached by the house of
commons of high treason and other misdemeanours, and pleaded the king's
pardon in bar of the same, the commons alleged(v) "that there was no precedent
that ever any pardon was granted to any persons impeached by the commons
of high treason or other high crimes, depending the impeachment f' and there.
upon-resolved(w) "that the pardon so pleaded was illegal and void, and ough!

_1 Beocar oh 46. (_ 2 Hawk. P. C. 391.
itt) Ibid ch 4. (w)8 Inst. _.Sp L. b. vi. c. 5 (w)Com. Jour April 28,1679.
(r) 3 Inst. 286. (w)Ibid. May 5,1679.
(o)rbld._7VoLIL--_9 609
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not to be allowed in bar of the impeachment of the commons of End:land ;" for
which resolution they assigned(x) this reason to the house of ]rods,----" that the
setting up a pardon to be a bar of an impeachment defeats the whole use and
effect of impeachments : for, should this point be admitted or stand doubted, it
would totally discourage the exhibiting any for the future ; whereby the chief
restitution for the preservation of the government would be destroyed." Soon
after the revolution, the commons renewed the same claim, and voted(y) "that a
pardon is not pleadable in bar of an impeachment." And at length it was
enacted by the act of settlement, 12 & 13 W. III. c. 2, "that no pardon under
the gTea_ seal of England shall be pleadable to an impeachment by the commons
in parliament." But, after the impeachment has been solemnly heard and de_
*400] termined, it is not understood that the *king's royal grace is further re-

J strained or abridged; for, after the impeachment and attainder of the
six rebel lords in 1715, three of them were from time to time reprieved by the
crown, and at length received the benefit of the king's most gTacious pardon.'

2 " " " -• As to the manner of pardoning. 1. First, it must be under the great seal.
A warrant under the privy seal, or sign-manual_ though it may be a sufficient
authority to admit the party to bail in order to plead the king's pardon, when
obtained in proper form, yet is not of itself a complete irrevocable pardon.(z) a

(m) Com. Jour. May 26,1679. (Y) Ibid, J_,ne 6,1689. (') 5 8_ate Trials, 166, 173.

' The following remarkable record, in which it is both acknowledged by the commons
and asserted by the king, proves that the king's prerogative to pardon delinquents con-
victed in impeachments is as ancient as the constitution itself:-

Item pr_e la communea nostre d_tseigneur le rot que nul pardon soit grante anully persone, petit
negrande, q'ont est de son counsed et serraentez, et sent empeschez en test _vresentparlement de me ne
de membre, fyn ne de raunceon, _ forfazture des terres, tennemenz, blens, ou chateaux, lesqueux sent
ou serront trovez en a_ean defaut encontre lear bgeance, et la tenure de lear dit serement : mats q'ils
ne serront jammes eonse_llersne o.ffleersdu re,, rna_sen tout ")ustezde la eourte le roi et de conseil as
hnzz jours. .Et sur eeoso_t en present parlement fa_t estat_t s'zl plest au ro_, et de touz autres en
temps a venir en cas semblables,pur profit du ro_et du rozalme.

.t_sponsio.--.Le ro_eat fra sa volente, come m_eltzlu_semblera. Rot. Parl. 50 Edw. IIL n. 181.
After the lords have delivered their sentence of guilty, the commons have the powel

nf pardoning the impeached convict, by refusing to demand judgment against him ; for
no judgment can be pronounced by the lords till it is demanded by the commons. Lord
_ffacclesfield was found guilty without a dissenting voice in the house of lords ; but when
the question was afterwards proposed in the house of commons that th_ t,guse will demana
judgment of the l_rds against Thomas earl of Macclesfleld, it occasioned a warm debate ; but
(the previous question being first moved) it was carrmd an the affirmative by a majority
of 136 voices against 65. Com. Jour. _ay 27, 1725. 6 H. T. R. 762. In lord Stralford's
trial, the commons sent tim following message to the lords :--"That this house hold it
necessary and fit that all the members of the house may be present at trial : to the end
every one may satisfy his own conscience in the giving of their vote to demand judg-
ment." Commons' Journal, llth of March, 1640.

In the impeachment of Warren Hastings, Esq., it was decided, after much serious and
learned investigation and discussion, by a very great majority in each house of parlia-
ment, that an impeachment was not abated by a dissolution of the parliament, though
almost all the legal characters of each house voted in the minorities.--CHaisr_s.

6By 7 & 8 Gee. IV. c. 28, s. 13, it is enacted "that where the king's majesty shall be
pleased to e_tend his royal mercy to any offender convicted of felony, punishable with
death or otherwise, and by warrant under his royal sign-manual, countersigned by one
of his principal secretaries of state, shall grant to such offender either a free or con-
ditional pardon, the discharge of such ofihnder out of custody in the case of a free

rdon, and the performance of the condition in the case of a conditional pardon, shall
ve the effect of a pardon under the great seal for such offender as to the felony for

which such pardon shall be so granted. Prowded, always, that no free pardon, nor any
such discharge in consequence thereof, nor any conditional pardon, nor the performance
of the condition thereof in any of the cases aforesaid, shall prevent or mitigate the
punishment to which the offender might otherwise be lawfully sentenced on a subso
uent conviction for any felony committed after the granting of any such pardon."
his section is in substance a re-enactment of sect. 1 of the unrepealed statute 6 Gee. IV

c. 25, with the exception of the proviso, which is new.
By 39 Gee. III. c. 47, the king may authorize the governor of any place to which con-

yle_a are t_ansported to remit, either absolutely or conditionally, the whole Drany part
gl0
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2. :Next, it is a general rule that wherever it may reasonably be presumed the
king is deceived, the pardon is void.(a) Therefore any suppression of truth, or
suggestion of falsehood, in a charter of pardon will vitiate the whole; for the
king was misinformed.(b) 3. General words have also a very imperfect effect
in pardons. A pardon of all felonies wilt not pardon a conviction or attainder
of felony, (for it is presumed the king knew not of those proceedings,) but the
conviction or attainder must be particularly mentionedi(c ) and a pardon of
felonies will not include piracy,(d) fbr that is no felony punishable at the
common law. 4. It is also enacted, by statute 13 Ric. II. st. 2, c. 1, that no Far-
don for treason, murder, or rape shall be allowed unless the offence be particu-
larly specified therein ; and particularly in murder it shall be expressed whether
it was committed by lying in wait, assault, or malice prepense. Upon which
Sir Edward Coke observes(e) that it was not the intention of the parliament
that the king should ever pardon murder under these aggravations; and there-
fore they prudently laid the pardon under these restrictions, because they
did not conceive it possible that the king would ever excuse an offence by
name, which was attended with such high aggravations. And it is remarkable
enough, that there is no precedent of a pardon in the register for any other

homicide than that *which happens se defendendo or per infortunium: to ['401
which two species the king's pardon was expressly confined by the sta-
tutes 2 Edw. 11I. c. 2 and 14 Edw. III. c. 15, which declare that no pardon of
homicide shall be granted but only where the king may do it by the oath of h_s
crown; that is to say, where a man slayeth another in his own defence or by
misfortune. But the statute of Richard the Second, before mentioned, enlarges,
by implication, the royal power, provided the king is not deceived in the
intended object of his mercy. And therefore pardons of murder were always
granted with a non obstante of the statute of king Richard, till the time of the
revolution, when, the doctrine of non obstantes ceasing, it was doubted whether
murder could be pardoned generally; but it was determined by the court of
king's bench(f) that the king may pardon on an indictment of murder as well
as a subject may discharge an appeal. Under these and a few other restrictions,
it is a general rule that a pardon shall be taken most beneficially for the subject,
and most strongly against the king.

A pardon may also be condttio,tal; that is, the king may extend his mercy
upon what terms he pleases, and may annex to his bountj a condition, either
precedent or subsequent, on the performance whereof the validity of the pardon
will depend; and this by the common law.(g) Which prerogative is daily
exerted in the pardon of felons on condition of being confined to hard labour
for a stated time, or of transportation to some foreign country for life or for a
term of years ; such transportation or banishment(h) being allowable and war-
ranted by the habeas corpus act, 31 Car. II. c. 2, § 14, and both the imprisonment
and transportation rendered more easy and effectual by statutes 8 Gee. III. e.
15, and 19 Gee. III. c. 74)

n) 2 Hawk. P. C 883. (-¢)Salk 499.
b) 3 ]net 248 (a) 2 Hawk P C _Q4.
e) 2 na_k. P. C. 383. (a) Transportatmn is said (Bar. 352) to have been fl

(_) 1 H_- k P C. 99, inflicted as a pumshment by statute 39 Ehz, c. 4.
(*) 3 Inst. 236.

of their term of transportation; which remission shall be of the same effect as if his
majesty had signified his intention of mercy under the sign-manual ; and the names of
such convicts are to be inserted in the next general pardon which shall pass the great
seal.

And, by sect. 26 of the 5 Gee. IV. c. 84, it is enacted that a felon under sentence oT
order of transportation, receiving a remission of the sentence from the governor of :New
South Wales, or any other colony, who may be authorized to grant the same while such
felon shall reside m a place where he may lawfully reside under such sentence, order,
or remission, may sue fbr the recovery of any proper_y acquired by him since his con-
viction, or for any damage or injury sustained by him. This enactment w_s introduced
shortly after the decismn of the court of King's Bench in the case of Bullock vs. Dcd_

B. & &. 258.----CHITT_ _.

6The 8 Geo. III. c. 15 is repealed by the 5 Geo. IV. c. 84, and the 19 Geo. III. c. 74
by the 7 & 8 Geo. IV. e. 27. And, by 9 Geo. I V. e. 3"2 s. 3, reciting that it is expedient to

611
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3. With regard to the manner of _llo_ing pardons, we may observe that a

*402] pardon by act of parliament is more *beneficial than by the king's char.
ter; for a man is not bound to plead it, but the court must _w o2_cio take

_otice of it ;(i) neither can he lose the benefit of it by his own laches or negli-
gence, as he may of the king's charter of pardon.(k) The king's charter of
pardon must be specially pleaded, and that at a proper time; for if a man is
indicted, and has a pardon in his pocket, and afterwards puts himself upon his
trial by pleading the general issue, he has waived the benefit of such pardon.(/)
But if a man avails himself thereof as soon as by course of law he may, a pardon
taay either be pleaded upon arraignment, or in arrest of judgment, or, in the
present stage of proceedings, in bar of execution. Antiently, by statute 10
Edw. III. c. 2, no pardon of felony could be allowed unless the party found
sureties for the good behaviour before the sheriff and coroners of the county.(m_
But that statute is repealed by the statute 5 & 6 W. and M. c. 13, which, instead
thereof, gives the judges of the court a discretionary power to bind the criminal
pleading such pardon to his good behaviour, with two sureties, for any term
not exceeding seven years.

4. Lastly, the effect of such pardon by the king is to make the offender a new
man ; to acquit him of all corporal penalties and forfeitures annexed to that
offence for which he obtains his pardon ; and not so much to restore his former,
as to give him a new, credit and capacity. But nothing can restore or purify
the blood when once corrupted, if the pardon be not allowed till after at.
tainder, but the high and transcendent power of parliament. Yet if a person
atta nted receives the king s pardon, and afterwards hath a son, that son may
be heir to his father, because the father, being made a new man, might transmit
new inheritable blood; though had he been born before the pardon he could
never have inherited at all.(n) _

CHAPTER XXXII.

OF EXECUTION.

_THERE now remains nothing to speak of but execution ; the compl_
_'403] tion of human punishmer_t. And this, in all cases, as well capital as
otherwise, must be performed by the legal officer, the sheriff or his deputy ;
whose warrant for so doing was antiently by precept under the hand and seal
of the judge, as it is still practised in the court of the lord high steward upon
the execution of a peer ;(a) though in the court of the peers in parliament it is
done by writ from the king.(b) Afterwards it was established(c) that in case
of life the judge may command execution to be done without any writ. And

I_ Fost. 43. (m) See book ii, page 254.
k) 2 H_wk. P. C, 397. (a) 2 Hal. P. C. 409

(_) ]bid 396. (b) See Appendix, _5.
(*_)8a2k 499 (,) Finch, L. 478.

l_revent all doubts respecting the civil rights of persons convicted of felonies not capital,
who have undergone the punishment to which they were adjudged, it is enacted that
where any offender hath been or shall be convicted of any felony not punishable with
death, and hath endured or shall endure the punishment to which such offender hath
been or shall be adjudged for the same, the punishment so endured hath and shall have
the like effects and consequences as a pardon under the great seal as to the felony
whereof the offender was so convicted : provided, always, that nothing therein contained,
nor the enduring of such punishment, shall prevent or miti_ate any punishment to
which the offender might otherwise be lawfully sentenced on a subsequent conviction
for any other felony.

7A son born after the attainder may inherit if he has no elder brother llwng born
before the attainder ; otherwise the land will escheat pro d_ectu ]_'rsd_. 1 Hal. P. C. 358
_Is¢Ixm
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now the usage is for the judge to sign the calendar, or list of all the prisoners'
zmmes, with their separate judgments in the margin, which is left with tha
sheriff. As for a capital felony, it is written opposite to the prisoner's name,
"let him be hanged by the neck ;" formerly, in the days of Latin and abbr,c-
viation,(d) "sus per col." for "suspendatur per collum."--And this is the only
warrant that the sheriff has for so material an act as taking away the life of
another.(e) It may certainly afford matter of speculation that in civil causes
there should be such a variety of writs of execution to recover a trifling lebt,
issued in the king's name and under the seal of the court, without which the
sheriff *cannot legally stir one stepi and yet that the execution of a r.AriA
man, the most important and terrible task of any, should depend upon L ....

a marginal note. t
The sheriff, upon receipt of his warrant, is to do execution within a con-

venient time i which in the country is also left at large. In London, indeed, a
more solemn and becoming exactness is used, both_as to the warrant of exe-
cution and the time of executing thereof: for the recorder, after reporting to
the king in person the case of the several prisoners, and receiving his royal
pleasure that the law must take its course, issues his warrant to the sheriffs,
directing them to do execution on the day and at the place assigned.(f) _ And
iu the court of king's bench, if the prisoner be tried at the bar, or brought
there by habeas cor2us , a rule is made for his execution, either specifying the
time and plaee,(g) or leaving it to the discretion of the sheriff.(h) And
throughout the kingdom, by statute 25 Gee. II. c. 37, it is enacted that, in case
of murder, the judge shall in his sentence direct execution to be performed on
the next day but one after sentence passed.(/) But, otherwise, the time an4
place of execution are by law no part of the judgment.(k) s It has been well
observed(l) that it is of great importance that the punishment should fb!low
the crime as early as possible; that the prospect of gratification or advantage
which tempts a man to commit the crime should instantly awake the attendant
idea of punishment. Delay of" execution serves only to separate these ideas"
and then the execution itself affects the minds of the spectators rather as a
terrible sight than as the necessary consequence of. transgression=. ..

The sheriff cannot alter the manner of the execution by substituting one death
(d) Stauadf. P C. 152. (a) See Appendix, _ 3.
(.) 6 Mod_22. (*) See page 202.
(.r) See Appendlx _ 4. (k) So held by the t_ elve Judges, Mlch. 10 Gee. IIL
(g) State Trmls, _u.382. YosL 43. (_) t_eccar ch, 19

l Though it be true that a inarginal note of a calendar, signed by the judge, is the only
warrant that the sheriff has for the execution of a convict, yet it is made with more
caution and solemnity than is represented by the learned commentator. At the end of
the assizes the clerk of assize makes out in writing four lists of all the prisoners, with
separate columns, containing their crimes, verdicts, and sentences, leaving a blank
col'Utah, in which, if the judge has reason to vary the course of the law, he writes oppo_
site the names of the capital convicts, to be reprieved, respzted, transported, &c. These four
calendars, being first carefuUy compared together by the judge and the clerk of assize,
are signed by them, and one is given to the sheriff: one to the gaoler, and the judge and
the clerk of assize each keep another. If the sheriff receives afterwards no special order
flora the judge, he executes the judgment of the law in the usual raanner, agreeably to
the directions of his calendar. In every county this important subject is settled with
gr4at deliberation by the judge and the clerk of assize before the judge leaves the assize.
t_wn ; but probably in different counties, with some slight variations, as in Lancashire,
no calendar is left with the gaoler, but one is sent to the secretary of state.

If the judge thinks it proper to reprieve a capital convict, he sends a memorial or cer-
tificate to the lung's most excelle_t rosiest2�,directed to the secretary of state's office, stating
that, from favourable circumstances appearing at the tri,_l, he recommends him to his
majesty's mercy, and to a pardon, upon condition of transportation or som_ slight
punishment. This recommendation i_ always attended tO.---CHRISTI_,N.

2But now, by star. 1 Vict. c. 77, s. 1, no report is to be made to her majesty of the
case of any capital convict at the central crnninal court ; but, by scot. 5, the court shall
of its own authority direct execution to be done on offenders.---SrEwAav.

s See 3 Burr. 1812. And even the above statute _sonly &rectory as to awarding the
day of execution and does not rende" it an essential requisite. Russ. & R. C. C. 230._
_XTTY.
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for another, without being guilty of felony himself_ as has been formerly said (m)
, .... It is held also *by Sir Edward Coke(n) and Sir _[atthew Hale(o) that-_uaj • ,

even the king cannot change the pumshment of the law by altering the
hanging or burning into beheading; though when beheading is part of the
sentence the king. may remit tile rest. And,. notwithstandin, g some examples
to the contrary, Sir Edward Coke stoutly maintains that .jud_candum est legibus_
non e._emTlis." But others have thought,(p) and more justly, that this preroga-
tive, being founded in mercy, and immemorially exercised by the crown, is part
of the common law. For hitherto, in every instance, all these exchanges have
been for more merciful kinds of death ; and how far this may also fall within
the king's power of granting conditional pardons--viz., by remitting a severe
kind of death, on condition that the criminal submits to a milder--is a matter
that may bear consideration. It is observable that when lord Stafford was

executed for the popish plot in the reign of klng Charles the Second, the then
sheriffs of London, having received the king's _ rit for beheading him, petitioned
the house of lords for a command or order from their lordships how the said
judgment should be executed; for, he bein_ prosecuted by impeachment, they
entertained a notion (which is said to have'been countenanced by lord Russel)
that the king could not pardon any part of the sentence.(q) The lords re.
solved(r) that the scruples of the sheriffs were unnecessary, and declared that
the king'a writ ought to be obeyed. Disappointed of raising a flame in that
assembly, they immediately signified(s) to the house of commons, by one of the
members, that they were not satisfied as to the power of the said writ. That
house took two days to consider of it, and then(t) sullenly resolved that the
house was content that the sheriff do execute lord Stafford, by severing his head
from his body. It is further related, that when afterwards the same lord Russel
was condemned for high treason upon indictment, the king, while he remitted

• 406 ] the ignominious part of the *sentence, observed "that his lordship wouldnow find that he was possessed of that prerogative which in the case
of lord Stafford he had denied him."(u) One can hardly determine (at this
distance from those turbulent times) which most to disapprove of, the indecent
and sanguinary zeal of the subject, or the cool and cruel sarcasm of the
sovereign.

To conclude: it is clear that if, upon judgment to be hanged by the neck till
he is dead, the criminal be not thoroughly killed, but revives, the sheriff must
hang him again.(w) For the former hanging was no execution of the sentence ;
and_ if a false tenderness were to be indulged in such cases, a multitude of col-

lusions might ensue. :Nay, even while abjurations were in force,(x) such a
.riminal, so reviving, was not allowed to take sanctuary and abjure the realm:
nut his fleeing to sanctuary was held an escape in the officer.(y)

And, having thus arrived at the last stage of criminal proceedings, or exe-
cution, the end and completion of human punishment, which was the sixth and
last head to be considered under the division of public wr_ngs, the iburth and
last object of the laws of England, it may now seem high time to put a period
to these commentaries, which the author is very sensible have already swelled
to too great length. But he cannot dismiss the student, for whose use alone
these rudiments were olSginally compiled, without endeavouring to recall to his
memory some principal outlines of' the legal constitution of this country, by a

short historical review of the most considerable, revolutions, that have ha.ppened
in the laws of ]England from the earliest to the present times. And thls task
he will attempt to discharge, however imperfectly, in the next or concluding
?Jaapter.

(_) See page 179, (e) Com. Jour. Dec. 21_ 1680o
(_) 3 Inst. 52. (_) Ibid. Dec. 23, 1680.
(o) 2 Hal P. C. 412. (u) 2 Hume, 360.
(P)Fost. 270. F N.B. 244, h. lgRym. Fa_.2_ (_)2Hal. P.C 412. 2Hawk. P,C. 4_.
(_) 2 lqume. Hist of_ B. 328. (m) _ page 326.
(t) Lords' J(,ur. Dec 21, 1680. (.[0Fitz. Abr. tit. On'o_ 38. Fln¢_ L. 457.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

OF THE RISE, PROGRESS, AND GRADUAL IMPROVEMENTS OF THE LkW8
OF ENGLAND.

*B_FoR_ we enter on the subject of this chapter, in which I proposo, [*407
by way of supplement to the whole, to attempt an historical review of
the most remarkable changes and alterations that have happened in the laws
of England, I must first of all remind the student that the rise and progress of
many principal points and doctrines have been already pointed out in the course
of these commentaries under their respective divisions; these having therefore
been particularly discussed already, it cannot be expected that I should re-
examine them with any degree of minuteness, which would be a most tedious
undertaking. What I therefore at present propose is, only to mark out some
outlines of our English juridical history, by taking a chronological view of the
state of our laws and their successive mt_tations at different periods of time.

The several periods under which I shall consider the state of our legal polity
are the tbllowing mix: 1. From the earliest times to the :Norman conquest; 2.
From the Norman conquest to the reign of king Eaward the First; 3. From

thence to the reformation; 4. F-ore the reformation to the *restoration ['40_
of king Charles the Second; 5. From thence to the revolution in 1688
6. From the revolution to the present time.

I. And, first, with re_ard to the antient Britons, the aborigines of our island,
we have so little handed down to us concerning them with any tolerable cer.
tainty that our inquiries here must needs be very f_uittess and defective. :How-
ever, from C_esar's account of the tenets and discipline of the antient Druids in
Gaul, in whom centred all the learniug of these western parts, and who were,
as he tells us, sent over to Britain (that is, to the island of ]_ona or Anglesey)
to be instructed; we may collect a few points which b, ar a great affinity and
resemblance to some of the modern doctrines of our English law. Particularly
the very notion itself of an oral, unwritten law, delivered down from age to age
by custom and tradition merely, seems derived from the practice of the Druids,
who never committed any of their instructions to writing, possibly for want of
letters ; since it is remarkable that in all the antiquities, unquestionably British,
which the industry of the moderns has discovered, there is not in any of them
the least trace of any character or letter to be found. The partible quality also
of lands by the custom of gavelkind, which still obtains in many, parts of Eng-
land, and did universally over Wales till the reign of ]tenry VIII., is undoubt-
edly of British original. So likewise is the antient division of the goods of an
intestate between his widow and children or next of kin; which has since been
revived by the statute of distributions. And we may also remember an in-
stance of a slighter nature mentioned in the present volume, where the same
custom has continued from C_esar's time to _he present; that of burning a
woman guilty of the crime of petit treason by killing her husband. _

The _reat variety of nations that successively broke in upon and destroyed
b,_th the British in'habitants and *constitution, the Romans, the Picts, r*_nu
a_d after them the various clans of Saxons and Danes, must necessarily L _'_
ha_e e,_used great confusion and uncertainty in the_laws and antiquities of the
kin _,lom; as they were very soon incorporated and blended together, and there-
for_, we may suppose, mutually communicated to each other their respective
nsages,(a)., in regard to the rights of property and the punishment of crimes.
So that it is mor-ally impossible to trace out with any degree of accuracy when
the several mutations of the common law were made, or what was the respective
original of those several customs we at present use, by any chemical rest, u_mu

(a) HaL Hist. C. L, 62.

J But this is now altered, by 9 Geo. IV. e. 31. See ante, p. 204.---CHRISTIAIq
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of them to their first and component principles. We can seldom pronounce
that this custom was derived from the Britons ; that was left behind by the
Romans; this was a necessary precaution against the Picts; that was introduced
by the Saxons, discontinued by the Defies, but afterwards restored by the
Normans.

Wherever this can be done, it is matter of great cm'iosity and some use; but
this can very rarely be the case, not only from the reason above mentioned, but
also from many others. First, from the nature of traditional laws in general,
which, being accommodated to the exigencies of the times, suffer by degrees
insensible variations in practice ;(b) so that though upon comparison we plainly
discern the alteration of the law from what it was five hundred years ago, yet
it is impossible to define the precise period in which that alteration accrued, any
more than we can discern the changes of the bed of a river which varies its
shores by continual decreases and alluvions. Secondly, this becomes imprac-
ticable t_om the antiquity of the kingdom and its government, which alone,
though it had been distm'bed by no foreign invasions, would make it impossible
to search out the original of its laws, unless we had as authentic monuments

"410 ] thereof as the Jews had bYoofthe hand of :Moses.(c)c) Thirdly, *this un-certainty of the true origin particular customs must also in'part have
arisen from the means whereby Christianity was propagated among our Saxon
ancestors in this island, by learned foreigners brought over from Rome and
other countries, who undoubtedly carried with them many of their own national
customs, and probably prevailed upon the state to abrogate such usages as
were inconsistent with our holy religion, and to introduce many others that
were more conformable thereto. And this perhaps may have partly been
the cause that we find not only some rules of the Mesa;eel, but also of the
imperial and pontifical, laws, blended and adopted into our own system.

._- further reason may also be given ibr the great variety, and, of course, the
uncertain original, of our antient established customs, even after the Saxon

overnment was firmly established in this island,_viz., the subdivision of the
ingdom into an heptarchy, consisting of seven independent kingdoms, peopled

and governed by different clans and colonies. This must necessarily create an
infinite diversity of laws, even though all those colonies of Jutes, Angles, Anglo-
Saxons, and the like originally sprung from the same mother-country, the great
Northern hive, which poured tbrth its warhke progeny, and swarmed all over
Europe, in the sixth and seventh centuries. Tids multiplicity of laws will
necessarily be the case in some aegree where any kingdom is cantoned out into
any provincial establishments, and not under one common dispensation of laws,
though under the same sovereign power. :Much more will it happen where
seven unconnected states are to form their own constitution and superstructure
of government, though they all begin to build upon the same or similar
foundations.

When therefore the West Saxons had swallowed up all the rest, and king
•**lfred succeeded to the monarchy of :England, whereof his grandfather :Egbert
was the ibunder, his mighty genius prompted him to undertake a most great

"411] and necessary work, which he is said to have executed in as *masterly
a manner, no less than to new-model the constitution, to rebuild it on a

plan that should endure for ages, and out of its old discordant materials, which
were heaped upon each other in a vast and rude irregularity, to form one uni-

tbrm and well-connected whole. This he effected b_ reducing the whole king-
dom under one regular and gradual subordination of government, wherein each
man was answerable to his immediate superior for his own conduct and that
of his nearest neighbours: for to him we owe that master-piece of judicial
polity, the subdivision of England into tithings and hundreds, if not into
counties, all under the influence and administration of one supreme magistrate,
the king; in whom, as in a general reservoir, all the executive authority of the
law was lodged, and fl'om whom justice was dispersed to every part of the
_ution by distinct yet communicating duets and channels; which wise izsti-

(_)HaLmat. e. T..67. ¢o Ibid._.
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&utio_ has been preserved for near a thousand years unchanged, from Alfred's
_a the present time. tie also, like another Theodosius, collected the various
-ustoms that he found dispersed in the kingdom, and reduced and di_ested
them into one umform system or code of laws, in his Dora-bee, or liberjudicial_8.*
This he compiled ibr the use of the court-baron, hundred, and county court, the
court-leer, and sheriff's tourn, tribunals which he e_tablished _br the trial of all
causes, civil and criminal, in the vel T districts wherein the complaint arose;
all of them subject, however, to be in_peeted, controlled, and kept within the
bounds of the universal or common law by the king's own courts, which _ ere
then itinerant_ being kept in the king's palace, and removing with his house-
hold in those royal progresses, which he continually made from one end of thQ
kingdom to the other.

The Danish invasion and conquest, which introduced new foreign customs,
was a severe blow to this noble fabrm; but a plan so excellently concerted could
never be long thrown aside. So that upon the expulsion of these intruders
the English returned to their antmnt law, retaining, however, some few of the
customs of their late visitants, which went *under the name of _ane- F*Jl"_
Lage: as the code compiled by Alfred was called the We_t-Saxon-JLage; L _-
and the local constitutions of the antient kingdom of _ercia, which obtained in
the countries nearest to Wales, and probably abe.aAed with many British
customs, were called the 2¢fercen-.Lage. And these _,ree laws were, about the
beginning of the eleventh century, in use in different counties of the realm, the
provincial polity of counties and their subdivisions having never been altered
or discontinued through all the shocks and mutations of government fl'om the
time of its first institution, though the laws and customs therein used have (as
we shall see) often suffered considerable changes.

For king Edgar, (who, besides military merit, as founder of the English m_.vy,
was also a most excellent civil governor,) obqerving the ill effects of three dis-
tinct bodies of laws prevailing at once in separate parts of his dominions, pro-
jected and begun what his grandson king Edward the Confessor afterwards
completed,--viz., one uniform digest or body of laws to be observed throughout
the whole kingdom; being probably no more than a revival of king Ali_ed's
code, with some improvements suggested by necessity and experience, particu-
larly the incorporating some of the British or rather h[ercian custer, s, and also
such of the Danish as were reasonable and approw_,d, into the W_t-Sctxon-Lage,
which was still the groundwork of the whole. An i this appears to be the best-
supported and most plausible conjecture (for certainty is not to be expected)
of the rise and original of that admirable system of maxims and unwritten
customs, which is now known by the name of the common law, as extending its
authority universally over all the realm, and which is doubtless of Saxon
parentage.

Among the most remarkable of the Saxon laws we may reekon,_l. The
constitution of parliaments, or, rather, general assemblies of the principal and
wisest men in the nation ; the w_ttena-gemotc, or commu_e coT_silium, of the antient

Germans, which was not yet reduced to the ibrms and *distinctions of ['413
our modern parliament, without whose concurrence, however, no new
law could be made or old one altered. 2. The election of their magistrates by
Lhe people,--ollginally even that of their kings, till dear-bought experience
evinced the convenience and necessity of establishing an hereditary succession
to the crown. But that of all subordin'_te magistrates, their mihtary officers or
heretochs, their sheriffs, their conservators of the peace, their coroners, theix
portreevos, (since changed into mayors and bailiffs,) and even their tithing.
men and borsholders at the leer, continued, some till the Norman concluest _
others for two centuries after, and some remain to this day. 3. The descent
of the crown, when once a royal family was established, upon nearly the same
hereditary principles upon which it has ever since continued; only that per
haps, in case oi minority, the next of kin of full age would ascend the throne
us k£ng, and not as protector, though after his death the crown immediately
r_verted ba_:k to the heir. 4. The gr_at paucity of capital punishments for the

Denied, 1 Spence, 61, n. See ante vol. i, p. 65, n. _1_
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first offence, exen the most notorious offenders being allowed to commute it fo_
a fine or weregild, or, in default of payment, perpetual bondage; to which our
benefit of clergy has now in some measure succeeded. 5. The prevalence of
certain customs, as heriots and military services in proportion to every man's
hind, which much resembled the feodal constitution, but yet were exempt from
all its rigorous hardships; and which may be well enough accounted for by
supposing them to be brought from the continent by the first Saxon invaders,
in the primitive moderation and simplicity of the feodal law, before it got into
the hands of the :Norman jurists, who extracted the most slavish doctrines and
oppressive consequences out of what was originally intended as a law of liberty.
6. That their estates were liable to _brfeiture for treason, but that the doctrine
of eschcats and corruption of blood for felony, or any other cause, was utterly
unknown amongst them. 7. The descent of their lands to all the males equally,
without any right of primogeniture; a custom which obtained among the
Britons, was agreeable to the Roman law, and continued among the Saxons
*_l,_t1 till the :Norman conquest : *though really inconvenient, and more espe-
"_J cially destructive to antient families, which are in monarchies necessary

to be supported, in order to form and keep up a nobility or intermediate state
between the prince and the common people. 8. The courts of justice consisted
principally of the county courts, and, in cases of weight or nicety, the king's
court held before himself in person, at the time of his parliaments, which were
usually holden in different places, according as he kept the three great festivals
of Christmas, Easter, and Whitsuntide; an institution which was adopted by
king Alfonso VII. of Castile, about a century after the conquest, who at the
same three great feasts was wont to assemble his nobility and prelates in his
court, who there heard and decided all controversies, and then, having received
his instructions, departed home.(d) These county courts, however, differed
from the modern ones in that the ecclesiastical and civil jurisdiction were
blended together, the bishop and the ealdorman or sheriff sitting in the same
county court ; and also that the decisions and proceedings therein were much
more simple and unembarrassed: an advantage which will always attend the
infancy of any laws, but wear off as they gradually advance to antiquity. 9.
Trials among a people who had a very strong tincture of superstition were per-
mitted to be by ordeal, by the corsned, or morsel of execration, or by wager of law
with compurgators, if the party chose it; but frequently they were also by jury:
for, whether or no their juries consisted precisely of twelve men or were bound
to a strict unanimity, yet the general constitution of this admirable criterion
of truth and most important guardian both of public and private liberty we owe
to our Saxon ancestors. Thus stood the general frame of our polity at the timo
of the Norman invasion, when the second period of our legal history com-
mences.

II. This remarkable event wrought as great an alteration in our laws as it
did in our antient line of kings; and though the alteration of the former was

effeeted rather by the *consent of the people than any right of conquest,
"415] yet that consent seems to have been partly extorted by fear, and partly
given without any apprehension of the consequences which afterwards ensued.

1. Among the first of these alterations we may reckon the separation of the
ecclesiastical courts from the civil, effected in order to ingratiate the new king
with the popish clergy, who for some _ime before had been endeavouring all
over Europe to exempt themselves from the secular power, and whose demands
the Conqueror, like a politic prince, thought it prudent to comuly with, by
reason that their reputed sanctity had a great influence over the _ninds of the

eople, and because all the little learning of the times was engrossed into theiI
ands, which made them necessary men and by all means to be gained over ta

his interests. And this was the more easily effectu_, because the disposal of ah
the episcopal sees being then in the breast of the king, he had taken care to fill
them with Italian and :Norman prelates.

2 Another violent alteration of the English constitution consisted in Lhf
(_) Mod. Ua. Hist. _ 114.
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depopulation of whole counties for the purposes of the king's royal diwrsion,
and subjecting both them and all the antient forests of the kingdom to the
unreasonable severities of forest-laws imported from the continent, whereby the
slaughter of a beast was made almost as penal as the death of a man. In the
Saxon times, though no man was allowed to kill or chase the king's deer, yet
he might start any game, pursue and kill it upon his own estate. But th_
rigou_ of these new constitutions vested the sole property of all the game in
England in the king alone ;_ and no man was entitled to d_sturb any fowl of the
air, or any beast of the field, of such kinds as were specially reserved ibr the
royal amusement of the sovereign, without express license ii'om the king by a
grant of a chase or fi'ee-warren ; and those franchises were granted as much
with a view to preserve the breed of animals as to indulge the subject. From
a similar principle to which, though the forest-laws are now mitigated, and by

degrees *grown entirely obsolete, yet from this root has sprung a bas- [_416tard slip, km*wn by the name of the game-law, now arrived to and
wantoning in its highest vigour: both ibunded upon the same unreasonable
notions of permanent property in wild creatures, and both productive of the
same tyranny to the commons, but with this difference, that the forest-laws
established only one mighty hunter throughout the land, the game-laws have
raised a little :Nimrod in every manor. And in one respect the antient law was
much less unreasonable than the modern; ibr the king's grantee of a chase or
free-warren might kill game in every part of his franchise; but now, though

a fi'eeholder of less than 100/. a year is forbidden to kill a partridge upon his
own estate, yet nobody else (not even the lord of the manor, urless he hath a

rant of free-warren) can do it without committing a trespass and subjecting
imself to an action.

3. A third alteration in the English laws was by narrowing the remedial
influence of the county courts, the great seats of Saxon justice, and extending
the original jurisdiction of the king's justiciars to all kinds of causes arising in
all parts of the kingdom. To this end the aula regis, with all its multifarious
authority, was erected, and a capital justiciary, appointed, w_th powers so large
and boundless that he became at len th a tyrant to the people and formidable
to the crown itself. The constitutio_gof this court, and thejudges themselves
who presided there, were fetched from the duchy of :Normandy; and the conse-
quence naturally was, the ordaining _hat all proceedings in the king's courts
should be carried on in the :Norman instead of the English language; a pro-
vision the more necessary, because none of his :Norman justieiars understood
English; but as evident a badge of slavery as ever was imposed upon a con-
quered people. This lasted till king Edward the Third obtained a double
victory, over the armies of France in their own country, and their language in
our courts here at home. But there was one mischief too deeply rooted thereby,

and which this caution of *king Edward came too late to eradicate. In- ['417
stead of the plain and easy method of determining suits in the county
courts, the chicanes and subtleties of Norman jurisprudence h'_d taken posseb-
sion of the king's courts, to which every cause of consequence was drawn.
Indeed, that age and those immediately succeeding it were the era of refinement
and subtility. There is an active principle in the human soul that will ever be
exerting its i_aculties to the utmost stretch, in whatever employment, by the
accidents of time and place, the general plan of e,)aeation, or the customs and
manners of the age and country, it may happen to find itself engaged. The
Noi%hern conquerors of Europt were then emerging from the grossest ignorance

in point of literature ; and those who had leisure to cultivate its progress weresuch only as were cloistered in monasteries, the rc,_ being all soldiers or
easants. And, unfortunately, the first rudiments of science which they im-
ibed were those of Aristotle's philosophy, conveyed through the medium of his

Arabian commentators, which were brought from the East by the Saracens into
Palestine and Spain, and translated into barbarous Latin. So that, though the

' See this controverted, ,ate, 2 book, p. 419.---CHRISWA_.
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materials upon which they were naturally employed in the infancy of a rising
state were those of the noblest kind, the establishment of religion and the
regulations of civil polity, yet, having only such tools to work with, their
execution was trifling and flimsy. Both the divinity and the law of those times
were theretbre frittered into logical distinctions, and dl_wn out into meta-
physical subtleties, with a skill most amazingly artificial, but which serves no
other purpose than to show the vast powers of the human intellect, however
vainly, or preposterously employed. . Hence the law .in parti ular, .which (being
intended _br universal reception) ought to be a plato rule of action, became a
science of the greatest i:]irmacy, especially when blended with the new lefine-
ments engrafted upon feodal property" which refinements were fi'om time to
time gradually introduced by the Norman practitioners, with a view to super-
sede (as they did in great measure) the more homely, but more intelligible,
maxims of distributive justice among the Saxons. And, to say the truth, these

•418] *scholastic reformers have transmitted their dialect and finesses toposterity so interwoven in the body of our legal polity that they
cannot now be taken oat without a manifest injury to the substance. Statute
after statute has in later times been made to pare off these troublesome excres-

cences and restore the common taw- to its pristine simplicity and vigour: andthe endeaxour has greatly succeeded; but still the scars are deep and visible;
and the liberality of our modern courts of justice is frequently obliged to have
recourse to unaccountable fictions and circuities in order to recover that
equitable and substantial justice which tbr a long time was totally buried
under the narrow rules and _anciful niceties of metaphysical and 1german
jurisprudence.

4. A fourth innovation was the introduction of the trial by combat, for the
decision of all civil and criminal questions of fact in the last resort. This was
the immemorial practice of all the _orthern natioffs, but first reduced to regular
and stated forms among the Burgundii, about the close of the fifth century i and
from them it passed to other nations, particularly the Franks and :Normans,
which last had the honour to establish it here, though clearly an unchristian,
as well as most uncertain, method of trial. But it was a sufficient recom.
mendation of it to the Conqueror and his warlike countrymen that it was the
usage of their native duchy of :Normandy.

5. But the last and most important alteration, both in our civil and military
pfiolity, was tim engrafting on all landed estates--a few only excepted--the

ction of feodal tenure, which drew after it a numerous and oppressive train
of servile fruits and appendages, aids, reliefs, primer seisins, wardships, mar-
riages, escheats, and fines for alienation,--the genuine consequences of the
maxim then adopted, that all the lands in :England were derived from and
holden, mediately or immediately, of the crown.

The nation at this period seems to have groaned under as absolute a slavery

"419 ] as was in the power of a warlike, an *ambitious, and a politic prince tocreate. The consciences of men were enslaved by sour ecclesiastics,
devoted to a foreign power, and unconnected wi_h the civil state under which
they lived, who now imported from Rome for the first time the whole farrago
of superstitious novelties which had been engendered by the blindness and cor-
r_ptmn of the times between the first mission of Augustin the monk and the
_Norman conquest, such as transubstantiation, purgatory, communion in one
kind, and the worship of saints and images, not for etting the universal
supremacy and dogmatical infallibility of the holy see. gThe laws, to(,, as well
as the prayers, were administered in an unknown tongue. The antient trial
by jury gave way to the impious decision by battel. The forest-laws totally
restraine_[ all rural pleasures and manly recreations. And in cities and towns
the case was no better, all company being obliged to disperse, and fire and
candle to be extin_,mished, by eight at night, at the sound of the melancholy
_arfeu. The ultimate property of all lands, and a considerable share of th_
r,resent profits, were vested in the king, or by him granted out to his Normar
ihv_urites, who, by a gradual progression of slavcry_ were absolute vassals to
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the crown, and as absolutetyrants to the commons. Unheard-of forfeitures_
talliages, aids, and fines were arbitrarily extracted from the pillaged landholders,
_n p_rsuanee of the new system of tenure. And, to crown all, as a consequence
of the tenure by knight-service, the king had always ready at his command an
army of sixty thousand knights or milites, who were bound, upon pain of con-
fiscating their estates, to attend him in time of invasion or to quell any do-
mestic insurrection. Trade, or foreign merchandise, such as it then was, was
carried on by the Jews and Lombards, and the very name of an :English fleet,
which king Edgar had rendered so formidable, was utterly unknown to
Europe : the nation consisting wholly of the clergy, who were also the lawyers ;
the barons, or great lords of the land; the knights, or soldiery, who were the
subordinate landholders; and the burghers, or inferior tradesmen, who from
their insig_aificance happily retained, in their socage and burgage tenure, somo

*points of their antient freedom. All the rest were villeins or bond- r*470
jrlen.

From so complete and well-concerted a scheme of servility it has been the
work of generations for our ancestors to redeem themselves and their posterity
into that state of liberty which we now enjoy, and which therefore is not to be
looked upon as consisting of mere encroachments on the crown and infringe-
ments on the prerogative, as some slavish and narrow-minded writers in the
last century endeavoured to maintain, but as, in general, a gradual restoration
of that antient constitution whereof our Saxon foref'_thers had been unjustly
deprived, partly by the policy and partly by the force of the :Norman. How
that restoration has in a long series of years been step by step effected [ now
proceed to inquire.

William Rufus proceeded on his father's plan, and in some points extended
it, particularly with regard to the forest-laws. But his brother and s,lecessor:
H¢',nry the First, found it expedient, when first he came to the crown, to
ingratiate himself with the people, by restoring (as our monkish historians tell
us) the laws of king Edward the Confessor. The ground whereof is this : that
by charter he gave up the great grievances of marriage, ward, and relief, the
b_noficial pecuniary fl'uits of his feodal t_nures, but reserved the tenures them.
selves, for the same military purposes that his fattrer introduced them. He also
abolished the curfeu ;(e) for, though it is mentioned in our laws a full century
afterwards,(f) yet it is rather spoken of as a known time of night (so denomi.
nated fr, pm that abrogated usage) than as a still subsisting custom. There is
extant a code of laws in his name, consisting partly of those of the Confessor,
but with great additions and alterations of his own, and chiefly calculated for
the regulation of the eounty courts. It contains some directions as to crime_
and their punishments, (that of theft being made capital in his reign,) and a
few things relating to estates, *particularly as to the descent of lands: r*_ol
which being by the Saxon laws equally to all the sons, by the feodal or _'"
Norman to the eldest only, king Henry here moderated the difference, directing
the eldest son to have only the principal estate, "primum patris feudum," the
rest of his estates, if he had any others, being equally divided among them all.
On the other hand, he gave up to the clergy the free election of bishops and
mitred abbots, reserving, however, these ensigus of patronage, conge d'eslire,
eustody _f the temporalities when vacant, and homage upon their restitution.
H,,, lastly, united again for a time the civil and ecclesiastical courts, which union
was soon dissolved by his :Norman clergy; and, upon that final dissolution, the
cognizance of testamentary causes seems to have been first given to the eccle-
siastical court. The rest remained as in his father's tim_ ; from whence we may
easily perceive now far short this was of a thorough restitution of king Ed-
ward's or the Saxon laws.

The usurper Stephen, as the manner of usurpers is, promised much at his
accession, especially with regard to redressing the grievances of the forest-laws,
but performed no great matter either in that or in any other point. It is from
his reign, however, that we are to date the introduction of the Roman civil an,|
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canon laws into this realm; and at the same time was imported the doctrine of
appeals to the court of Rome, as a branch of the canon law.

By the time of king Henry the Second, if not earlier, the charter of Henry
the First seems to have been fbrgotten, for we find the claim of marriage, ward,
and relief then flourishing in full vigour. The right of primogenitur_ seems
also to have tacitly revived, being found more convenient for the public than
the parcelling of estates into a multitude of minute subdivisions. However, in
this prince's reign much was done to methodize the laws and reduce them into
a regular order, as appears from that excellent treatise of Glanvil, which,
though some of it be now antiquated and altered, yet, when compared wi_h the

"422] code of Henry the First, *it carries a manifbst superiority.(g) Through.out his reign also was continued the important struggle, which we have
had occasion so of'ten to mention, between the laws of :England and Rome : the
former supported by the strength of the temporal nobility, when endeavoured
to be supplanted in fhvour of the latter by the popish clergy; which dispute was
kept on foot till the reign of Edward the First, when the laws of England,
un.ter the new discipline introduced by that skilfhl commander, obtained a
_omplete and permanent victory. In the present reign of ttenry the Second
t_cre are four things which peculiarly merit the attention of a legal antiquarian :

l. The constitutions of the parliament at Clarendon, A.D.1164, whereby the kingchecked the power of the pope and his clergy, and greatl 3 narrowed the total
exemption they claimed from the secular jurisdiction, though his further pro-
gress was unhappily stopped by the _atal events of the disputes between him
and archbishop Becket. 2. The institution of the office of justices in eyre,_in
ft_nere; the king having divided the kingdom into six circuits, (a little different
from the present,) and commissioned these new-created judges to administei
justice and try writs of assize in the several counties. These remedies are said
to have been then first invented; before which all causes were usually termi.
natcd in the county courts, according to the Saxon custom, or before the king's
justiciaries in the aula regis, in pursuance of the :Norman regulations. The
latter of which tribunals, travelling about with the king's person, occasionod
intolerable expense and delay to the suitors; and the former, however proper
for little debts or minute actions, where even injustice is better than procrasti-
nation, were now become liable to too much ignorance of the law and too much
Pnartiality as to facts to determine matters of considerable moment. 3. The

troduction and establishment of the grand assize, or trial by special kind of
jury in a writ of right, at the option of"the tenant or defendant, instead of the
barbarous and :Norman trial by battel. 4. To this time must also be referred

the introduction of eseuage, or pecuniary *commutation for personal
*423 ] military service, which in process of time was the parent of the antient
subsidies granted to the crown by parliament, and the land-tax of later times.

Richard the First, a brave and magnanimous prince, was a sportsman as well
as a soldier, and therefore enforced the forest-laws with some rigour, which
occasioned many discontents among his people : though (according to Matthew
Paris) he repealed the penalties of castration, loss o_ eyes, and cutting off the
hands and feet, before inflicted on such as transgressed in hunting, probably
finding that their severity prevented prosecutions. He also, when abroad_
composed a body of naval laws at the isle of Oleron, which are still extant, and
of high authority; fbr in his time we began again to discover that (as an island)
we were naturally a maritime power. But with regard to civil proceedings
we find nothing very remarkable in this r_;ign, except a few regulations regard
ing the Jews and the justices in eyre, the king s thoughts being chiefly taken
up by the knight-errant_ W of a croisade against the Saracens in the holy land.

In king John's time, and that of his son Henry the Third, the rigom's of the
feodal tenures and the forest-laws were so warmly kept up that they occasioned
many insurrections of the barons or principal feudatories: which at last had
this effect, that first king John, and afterwards his son, consented to the two
tkmous charters of E'_glish liberties, magna carta and carta de foresta. Of these

(¢) IIal ]_at. C. L 1.'_
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the latter was well calculated to redress many grievances and encroaehment_
of the crown in the exertion of forest-law; and the former confirmed many
liberties of the church, and redressed many grievances incident to feodM
tem_res, of no smaD moment at the time, though now, u_less considered _ttea
tively and with this retrospect, they seem bu't of trifling concern. But, beside_
these feodal provisions, care was also taken therein to protect the subject against
other oppressions, then frequently arising from unreasonable amercements, from
;1.legal distresses, or other process for debts or services due to the crown_ and
*from the tyrannical abuse of the prerogative of purveyance and ]ore- r*A_l
eruption. It fixed the fbrfciture of lands for felony in the same manner L _--
as it still remains i prohibited for the future the grants of exclusive fisheries, and
the erection of new bridges, so as to oppress the neighbourhood. With respect
to private rights, it established the testamentary power of the subject over part
of his personal estate, the rest being distributed among his wife and children ;
it laid down the law of dower as it hath continued ever since, and prohibited
the appeals of women, unless for the death of their husbands. In matters of
public police and national concern it enjoined a uniformity of weights and
measures, gave new encouragements to commerce, by the protection of
merchant strangers, and forbade tim alienation of lands in mortmain. With
regard to the administration of justice, besides prohibiting all denials or delays
of it, it fixed the court of common pleas at Westminster, that the suitors might
no longer be harassed with following the king's person in all his progresses, and
at the same time brought the trial of issues home to the very doors of the free-
holders, by directing assizes to be taken in the proper counties, and establishing
annual circuits; it also corrected some abuses then incident to the trials by
wager of law and of battel, directed the regular awarding of inquest for life or
member, prohibiting the king's inferior ministers from holding pleas of the
crown or trying any criminal charge, whereby many forfeitures might other-
wise have unjustly accrued to the exchequer, and regulated the time and place
of holding the inferior tribunals of justice, the county-court, sheriff's tourn, and
court-leet. It confirmed and established the liberties of the city of London and
all other cities, boroughs, towns, and ports of the kingdom. And, lastly, (which
alone would have merited the title that it bears, of the great charter,) _t pro-
tected every individual of the nation in the free enjoyment of his lifo, his
liberty, and his property, unless declared to be forfeited by the judgment of his
peers or the law of the land. a

*_owever, by means of these struggles, the pope in the reign of king
John gained a still greater ascendant here than he ever had before en- [*425
joyed; which continued through the long reign of his son Henry the Third, in
the beginning of whose time the old Saxon trial by ordeal was also totally abo-
lished. And we may by this time perceive, in Bracton's treatise, a still further
Improvement in the method and regulalJty of the common law, especially in
the point of pleadings (h) Nor must it be forgotten that the first traces which
remain of the separation of the greater barons li-om the less, in the constitution_
of parliaments, are found in the great charter of king John, though omitted in
that of Henry III.; and that, towards the end of the latter of these reigns, we
find the first record of any writ for summoning knights, citizens, and burgesses
to parliament. And here we conclude the second period of our English legal
history.

III. The third commences with the reign of Edward the First, who hath
justly been styled our English Justinian. For in his time the law did receive
so sudden a perfection, that Sir ]_[atthew Hale does not scruple to affirm(i) that

(h)Hal Hist.C.L.156. (t)n_ld.158.

SThe following is the celebrated 29_h chapter of magna carta, the foundation of the
liberty of Englishmen :_

" _Vullusl_ber homo cctplatur, veZ iv_prlsonetur,ant disseis_aturde libe_o tenemento sue veT._
latibus vel liberis consuetud_mbussuis, ant utlagetur, ant exulct, aut ahquo mode destruatur, nee supe_
eum ibimus, nee super eum rn_temue, nis_ _er legalejudic_um parlum sacrum vel per legem terr_
l_Tullirenderers, nulh negablmus, ant d_eremus rectum vel ju_tzt_am."---C_alSTlX.'_.
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more was done in the first thirteen years of his reign to settle and establltdi
the distributive justice of the kingdom than in all the ages since that time p_l*_
together.

It would be endless .to enumerate all the particulars of these regulations ; but
the principal may be reduced under the following general heads :--1. He esta-
blished, confirmed, and settled the great charter and charter of forests. 2. He
gave a mortal wound to the encroachments of the pope and his clergy, by
limiting and establishing the bounds of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and by
obliging the ordinary, to whom all the goods of intestates at that time be+
longed, to discharge the debts of the deceased. 3. He defined the limits of the
several temporal courts of the highest jurisdiction,--those of the king's bench

*426] common pleas, and exchequer,--so as *they might not interfere witheach other's proper business • to do which they must now have recourse
to a fietion,--very necessary and beneficial in the present enlarged state of
property. 4. lie settled the boundaries of the inferior courts in counties, hun-
dreds, and manors, confining them to causes of no great amount, according to
their primitive institution, though of considerably greater than by the alteration
of the value of money they are now permitted to determine. 5. He secured the
property of the subject, by abolishing all arbitrary taxes and talliages levied
without consent of the national council. 6. He guarded the common justice of
the kingdom from abuses, by giving up the royal prerogative of sending man-
dates to interfere in private causes. 7. :Lie settled the form, solemnities, and
effect of fines levied in the court of common pleas, though the thing in itself
was of Saxon original. 8. :He first established a repository for the public
records of the kingdom, few of which are antienter than the reign of his father_
and those were by him collected. 9. He improved upon the laws of king Alfred,
by that great and orderly method of watch and ward, for preserving the public
peace and preventing robberies, established by the statute of Winchester. 10.
He settled and reformed many abuses incident to tenures, and removed some
restraints on the alienation of landed property, by the statute of quia emptores.
11. :He instituted a speedier way for the recovery of debts, by granting exe-
cution, not only upon goods and chattels, but also upon lands, by writ of degit,
which was of signal benefit to a trading people : and upon the same commercial
ideas he also allowed the charging of lands in a statute merchant, to pay debts
eontracted in trade, contrary to all feodal principles. 12. :He effectually pro-
vided for the recovery of advowsons as temporal rights, in which, beibre, the
law was extremely deficient. 13. lie also effectually closed the great gulf, in
which all the landed property of the kingdam was ih danger of being swallowed,
by his reiterated statutes of mortmain ; most admirably adapted to meet the
frauds that had then been devised, though afterwards contrived to be evaded

by the invention of uses. "14. He established a new limitation of pro-
"427] perty by the creation of estates-tail, concerning the good p.o!icy of which
modern times have, however, entertained a very different opmmn. 15. :He
reduced all Wales to the subjection, not only of the crown, but in great
measure of the laws, of England, (which was thoroughly completed in the reign
of :Henry the Eighth,) and seems to have entertained a design of doing the like
by Scotland, so as to have formed an entire and complete union of the island
of Great Britain.

1 might continue this catalogue much further; but upon the whole we may
ob.Qerve that the very scheme and model of the administration of common
justice between party and party was entirely settled by this king,(k) and has
continued nearly the same in allsucceeding ages to this day, abating some few
alterations which the humour or necessityof stlbsequcnt times hath occasioned.
The ibrms of writs, by which actions are commenced, were perfected in his
reign, and established as models for posterity. The pleadings consequent upon
the _rits were then short, nervous, and perspicuous, not intricate, verbose, and
formal. The legal treatises written in his time, as Britton, Fleta, tiengham_
and the rest, are, for the most part, law at this day; or at least were so till the

(_ Hal, lhst+C.L. 162
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alteration of tenures took place. And, to conclude, it is from this period--fr_)m
the exact observation of magna carta, rather than fi'om its making or _enewcll, in
_he days of his grandfather and father--that the liberty of Englishmen began
again to rear its head, though the weight of the military tenures hung heavy
upon it for many ages after.

I cannot give a better proof of the excellence of his constitutions than that
from his time to that of Henry the Eighth there happened wry f_, _nd those
not very considerable, alterations in the legal forms of proceedings. As to
matter of substance, the old Gothic powers of electing the principal subordinate
magistrates, the sheriffs, and *conservators of the peace were taken from
the people in the reigns of Edward II. and Edward III., and justices of
the peace were established instead of the latter. In the reign also of Edward
the Third the parliament is supposed most probably to have assumed its presen_
form, by a separation of the commons from the lords. The statute for defining
and ascertaining treasons was one of the first productions of this new-modelled
assembly, and the translation of the law proceedings from French into Latin
another. Miuch also was done, under the auspices of this magnanimous prince,
for establishing our domestic manufactures, by prohibiting the exportation of
English wool, and the importation or wear of ibreign cloth or furs, and by
encouraging cloth-workers fi-om other countries to settle here. :Nor was the
legislature inattentive to many other branches of commerce, or indeed to com-
merce in general; for, in particular, it enlarged the credit of the merchant, by
introducing the statute staple, whereby he might the more readily pledge his
lands for tile security of his mercantile debts. And, as personal property now
grew by the extension of trade to be much more considerable than formerly,
care was taken, in case of intestacies, to appoint administrators particularly
nominated by tile law to distribute that personal property among the creditors
and kindred of the deceased, which before had been usually applied, by the
officers of the ordinary, to uses then denominated pious. The statutes also of
prcemunire, for effectually depressing the civil power of the pope, were the work
of £his and the subsequent reign. _nd the establishment of a laborious parochial
clergy, by the endowment of' vicarages out of the overgrown possessions of the
monasteries, added lustre to the close of' the fourteenth century, though th_
seeds of the general reformation, which were thereby first sown in the king.
dom, were almost overwhelmed by the spirit of persecution introduced into the
laws of the land by the influence of the regular clergy.

From this time to that of Henry the Seventh the civil wars and disputed

titles to the crown gave no leisure for further *juridical improvement: [*429
"ham silent leges inter arma." And yet it is to these very disputes that
we owe the happy loss of all the dominions of the crown on the continent of
France, which turned the minds of our subsequent princes entirely to domestic
concerns. To these likewise we owe the method of' barring entails by the
fiction of common recoveries, invented originally by the clergy to evade the
statutes of mortmain, but introduced under :Edward the Fourth for the purpose
of unfettering estates and making them more liable to forfeiture ; while, on the
other hand, the owners endeavoured to protect them by the universal establish
ment of uses,--another of the clerical inventions.

]n the reign of king Henry the Seventh, his ministers (not to say the king
himself) were more industrious in hunting out prosecutions upon old and for-
gotten penal laws, in order to extort money from the subject, than in framing
any new beneficial regulations. For the distinguishing character of this reign
was that of amassing treasure in the king's coffers by every means that could
be devised : and almost every alteration in the laws, however salutary or other-
wise in their future consequences, had this and this only for "_heir bo-zeat and
immediate object. To this end the court of starchamber was new-modelled and
armed with powers the most dangerous and unconstitutional over the person_
and properties of the subject. Intbrmations were allowed to be received, in lieu
of indictments, at the assizes and sessions of the peace, in order to multiply fines
and pecuniary penalties. The statute of fines for landed property was craftily
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and covertly contrived, to facilitate the destruction of entails and make the
owners of real estates more capable to forfeit as well as to alien. The benefit
of clergy (which so often intervened to stop attainders and save the inheritance_
was now allowed only once to lay offenders, who only could have inheritancc_
to lose. A writ of capias was permitted in all actions on the case, and the
defendant might in consequence be outlawed, because upon such outlawry his
goods became the property of the crown. In short, there is hardly a statute in

*430] this reign *introductive of a new law or modifying the old but wha_either directly or obliquely tended to the emolument of the exchequer
IV. This brings us to the fourth period of our legal history,--viz., th_

reformation of religion, under Henry the Eighth and his children; which
opens an entire new scene in ecclesiastical matters ; the usurped power of th_
pope being now forever routed and destroyed, all his connections with this
island cut off, the crown restored to its supremacy over spiritual men and
causes, and the pati_onage of bishoprics being once more indisputably vested in
the king. And had the spiritual courts been at this time reunited to the civil,
we should have seen the old Saxon constitution with regard to the ecclesiastical
polity completely restored.

With regard also to our civil polity, the statute of wills and the statute ot
uses (both passed in the reign of this prince) made a great alteration as to
property : the former by allowing the devise of real estates by will, which before
was in general fbrbidden; the latter by endeavouring to destroy the intricate
nicety of uses, though the narrowness and pedantry of the courts of common
law prevented this statute from having its full beneficial effect. And thence the
courts of equity assumed a jurisdiction dictated by common justice and common
sense, which, however'arbitrarily exercised or productive of jealousies in its
infancy, has at .length bean matured into a most elegant system of rational
jurisprudence, the principles of which (notwithstanding they may differ in
forms) are now equally adopted by the courts of both law and equity. From
the statute of uses, and another statute of the same antiquity, (which protected
estates for years fi'om being destroyed by the reversioner,) a remarkable altera
tion took place in the mode of conveyancing: the antient assurance by feoff-
meat and livery upon the land being now very seldom practised, since the more
easy and more private invention of transferring property, by secret conveyances
.to uses and long terms of years, being now continually created in mortgages

*and family settlements, which may be moulded to a thousand usethl'431 ] purposes by the ingenuity of an able artist.
The further attacks in this reign upon the immunity of estates-tail, whieb

reduced them to little more than the conditional fees at the common law before
the passing of the statute de denis ; the establishment of recognizances in the
_nature of a statute-staple, for facilitating the raising of money upon landed
security; and the introduction of the bankrupt-laws, as well for the punishment
of the fraudulent as the relief of the unfortunate trader,--all these were capital

alterations of our legal polity, and bighly convenient to that character, which
the English began now to reassume, of a great commercial people. The incorpo-
ration of Wales with England, and the more uniform administration of justice,
by destroying some counties palatine and abridging the unreasonable privileges
of such as remained, added dignity and strength to the monarchy; and, together
with the numerous improvements before observed upon, and the redress of many
grievances and oppressions which had been introduced by his father, will ever
make the administration of Henry VIII. a very distinguished era in the annul8
of"juridical history.

It must be, however, remarked that (particularly in his latter yea1 s) the royal
_prerogative was then strained to a very tyrannical and oppressive height; and,
wha_ was the worst circumstance, its encroachments were established by taw,
,under the sanction of those pusillanimous parliaments, one of which, to its
.eternal disgrace, passed a statute whereby it was enacted that the king's pro-
Clamations should have the force of acts of parliament ; and others concurred in
the _.reation of that amazing heap of wild and nev_-fangled treasons, which were
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slightly touched upon in a former chapter (l) ttappily for the nation, thi_
arbitrary reign was succeeded by the minority of an amiable prince, during the
short sunshine of which great part of these extravagant laws were repealed

And to do justice to the shorter reign of queen 2_[ary, *many salutary [*432and popular laws in civil matters were made under her administration,
perhaps the better to reconcile the people to the bloody measures which she
was reduced to pursue for the re-establishment of religious slavery : the weP.
concerted schemes for effectin f which were throu h thg ( g e providence of God)
defeated by the seasonable accession of queen Elizabeth.

The religious liberties of the nation being by that happy event established
(we trust) on an eternal basis, (though obliged in their infancy to be guarded
against papists and other non-conformists by laws of too sanguinary- a nature,)
the forest-laws having fallen into disuse, and the administration of civil rights
in the courts of justice being carried on in a regular course, according to the
wise institutions of king Edward the First, without any material innovations,
all the principal gmevances introduced by the i_orman conquest seem to have
been gradually shaken off, and our Saxon constitution restored, with consider-
able improvements, except only in the continuation of the military tenures, and
a few other points, which still armed the crown with a very oppressive and
dangerous prerogative. It is also to be remarked that the spirit of enrichin_-,o
the clergy and endowing religious houses had (through the former abuse of it)
gone over to such a contrary extreme, and the princes of the house of Tudo_
and their favourites had fallen with such avidity upon the spoils of the church,
that a decent and honourable maintenance was wanting to many of the bishops
and clergy. This produced the restraining statutes, to prevent the alienations
of lands and tithes belonging to the church and universities. The number of
indigent persons being also greatly increased, by withdrawing the alms of the
monasteries, a plan was formed in the reign of queen Elizabeth, more humane
and beneficial than even feeding and clothing of millions, by affording them the
means (with proper industry) to feed and to clothe themselves. And the further
any subsequent plans for maintaining the poor have departed from this insti-
tution, the more impracticable and even pernicious their visionary attempts
have proved.

*However, considering the reign of queen Elizabeth in a great and [ _43_
political view, we have no reason to regret many subsequent alterations
in the English constitution. For though in general she was a wise and excel-
lent princess, and loved her people; though in her time trade flourished, riches
increased_ the laws were duly administered, the nation was respected abroad,
and the people happy at home: yet the increase of the power of the star.
chamber and the erection of the high-commission court in matters ecclesiastical
were the work of her reign. She also kept her parliament at a very awful dis-
tance; and in many particulars she at times would carry the prerogative as
high as her most arbitrary predecessors. It is true she very seldom exerted
this prerogative so as to oppress individuals, but still she had it to exert; and
therefore the felicity of her reign depended more on her want of opportunity
and inclination than want of power to play the tyrant. This is a high encomium
on her merit, but at the same time it is sufficient to show that these were not

those golden days of genuine liberty that we formerly were taught to believe:
" for surely the true [ibert_ of the subject consists not so much in the gracious

behaviour as in the limited power of the sovereign.
Tbe great revolutions that had happened in manners and in property had

paved the way, by imperceptible yet sure degrees, for as great a revolution in
government; yet, while that revolution was effecting, the crown became more
arbitrary than ever, by the progress of those very means which afterwards
reduced its power. It is obvious to every observer that till the close of the
Lancastrian civil wars the property and the power of the nation were chiefly
divided between the king, the nobility, and the clergy. The commons were
generally in a state of great ignorance; their personal wealth before the ex.

(_1Seepage86.
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tension of trade was comparatively small; and the nature of their landed pl_-
perty was such as kept them in continual dependence upon their feodal lord,

*434] being usually some ]Dowerful baron, some opulent abbey, *or sometime_
the king himself. Though a notion of general liberty had strongly per-

vaded and animated the whole constitution, yet the I_articular liberty, the
natural equality, and personal independence of individuals were little regarded
or thought of; nay, even to assert them was treated as the height of sedition
and rebellion. Our ancestors heard with detestation and horror those senti-
ments rudely delivered and pushed to most absurd extremes, by the violence of
a Cade and a Tyler, which have since been applauded, with a zeal almost rising
to idolatry, when softened and recommended by the eloquence, the moderation,
and the arbmments of a Sidney, a :Locke, and a Milton.

But when learning, by the invention of printing and the progress of religious
reformation, began to be universally disseminated,--when trade and navigation
were suddenly carried to an amazing extent by the use of the compass and the
conse<tuent discovery of the Indies,--the minds of men, thus enhghtened by
science and enlarged by observation and travel, began to entertain a more just
opinion of the dignity and rights of mankind. An inundation of wealth flowed
in upon the merchants and middling rank; while the two great estates of the
kingdom, which formerly had balanced the prerogative, the nobility and clergy,
were greatly impoverished and weakened. The popish clergy, detected in their
frauds and abuses, exposed to the resentment of the populace, and stripped of
their lands and revenues, stood trembling for their very existence. The nobles,
enervated by the refinements of luxury (which knowledge, foreign travel, and
the progress of the politer arts are too apt to introduce with themselves) and
fired with disdain at being rivalled in magnificence by the opulent citizens, fell
into enormous expenses ; to gratify which, they were permitted, by the policy
of the times, to dissipate their overgrown estates and alienate their antient
patrimonies. This gradually reduced their power and their influence within a
very moderate bound, while the king, by the spoil of the monasteries and the
great increase of the customs, grew rich, independent, and haughty: and the
,4351 commons were not yet sensible of the stren_,th they had acquired, nor

J urged to examine its extent by new burdens or oppressive .taxati°ns'.
during the sudden opulence of the exchequer. Intent upon acqumng new
riches, and happy in being freed from the insolence and tyranny of the orders
more immediately above them, they never dreamed of opposing the prerogative
to which they had been so little accustomed, much less of' taking the lead in
opposition, to which by their weight and their property they were now entitled.
The latter years of Henry the Eighth were therefbre the times of the greatest
despotism that have been known in this island since the death of William the
Norman: the prerogative as it then stood by common law (and much more
when extended by act of parliament) being too large to be endured in a land
of liberty.

Queen Elizabeth and the intermediate princes of the Tudor line had almost
the same legal powers, and sometimes exerted them as roughly, as their father
king Henry the Eighth. :But the critical situation of that princess with regard
to her legitimacy, her religion, her enmity with Spain, and her jealousy of' the
queen of' Scots, occasionec[ greater caution in her conduct. She probably, or
lmr able advisers, had penetration enough to discern how the power of the king.
dora had gradually shifted its channel, and wisdom enough not to provoke the
commons to discover and feel their strength. She theretbre threw a veil over
the odious part of prerogative, which was never wantonly thrown aside, but
only to answer some important purpose; and though the royal treasury no
longer overflowed with the wealth of the clergy, which had been all granted
out and had contributed to enrich the people, she asked for supplies with such
moderation, and managed them with so much economy, that the commons were
happy in obliging her. Such, in short, were her circumstances, her necessities,
,her w,sdom, and her good disposition, that never did a prince so long and so
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entirely, for the space of half a century together, reign in the affections of the
peopie.

*On the accession of king James I., no new degree of royal power [*436
was added to or exercised by him ; bat such a sceptre was too weighty
to be wielded by such a hand. The unreasonable and imprudent exertion of

what was then deemed to be prerogative, upon trivial and unworthy occasions,and the claim of a more absolute power inherent in the kingly office than had
ever been carried into practice, soon awakened the sleeping lion. The peol31O
heard with astonishment doctrines preached from the throne and the pulp!_
subversive of liberty and property and all the natural rights of humanity.
They examined into the divinity of this claim, and found it weakly and fal-
laciously supported ; and common reason assured them that, if it were of human
ol_gin, no constitution could establish it without power of revocation, no prece-
dent could sanctlt),, no length of time could confirm it. The leaders felt the
pulse of the natlo_, and found they had ability as well as inclination to resist
it; and accordingly resisted and opposed it, whenever the pusillanimous temper
of the reigning monarch had courage to put it to the trial; and they gained
some little victories in the cases of' concealments, monopolies, and the dispensing
power. In the mean time, very little was done for the improvement of private
)astiee, except the abolition of sanctuaries and the extension of tile bankrupt-
laws, the limitation of suits and actions, and the regulating of informations upt.n
penal statutes. For I cannot class the laws against witchcraft and conjuration
under the head of improvements; nor did the dispute between lord Ellesmere
and Sir Edward Coke, concerning the powers of the court of chancery, tend
much to the advancement of justice.

Indeed, when Charles the First succeeded to the crown of his ihther, and
attempted to revive some enormities which had been dormant in the reign of
king James, the loans and benevolences extorted fi'om the subject, the arbitrary
imprisonments for refusal, the exertion of martial law in time of peace, and

other domestic grievances, clouded the morning of that *misguided [*437
prince's reign, which, though the noon of it began a little to brighten,
at last went down in blood and left the whole kingdom in darkness. It must
be acknowledged that by the petition of right, enacted to abolish these encroach-
ments, the English constitution received great altet'ation and improvement
But there still remained the latent power of the forest-laws, which the crown
most unseasonably revived. The legal jurisdiction of the starcharaber and
high-commission courts was extremely great, though their usurped authority
was greater. And if we add to these the disuse of parliaments, the ill-timed
zeal and despotic proceedings of the ecclesiastical governors in inatters of mere
indifference, "_,_gether with the arbitrary levies of tonnage and poundage, ship.
money, and other projects, we may see grounds most amply sufficient for seek
ing redress in a legal constitutional way. This redress, when sought, was also
constitutionally given; for all these oppressions were actually abolished by the
king in parliament, before the rebellion broke out, by the several statutes for
triennial parliaments, for abolishing the starchamber and high-commission
courts, for ascertaining the extent of forests and forest-laws, tbr renouncing
ship-money and other exactions, and for giving up the prerogative of knighting
the king's tenants in capote in consequence of their ibodal tenures; though it
must be acknowledged that these concessions were not made with so good a
grace as to conciliate the confidence of the people. Unfortunately, either by
his own mismanagement, or by the arts of his enemies, the king had lost the
re.putation of sincerity,--whieh is the greatest unhappiness that can befall a
prince. Though he formerly had strained his prerogative, not only beyond
what the genius of the present times would bear, but also beyond the examples
of former ages, he had now consented to reduce it to a lower ebb than was con-
sistent with monarchical government. A conduct so opposite to his temper
_nd principles, joined with some rash actions and unguarded expressions, made
the people suspect that this condescension was merely temporary. Flus]red
_r,erefore with the _uccess they had gained, fired with resentment for past
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oppressions, *and dreading the consequences if the king should regain
*138] his power, the popular leaders (who in all ages have called themselves
the people) began to grow insolent and ungovernable; their insolence soon ren.
dered them desperate; and despair at length forced them to join with a set of
military hypocrites and enthusiasts, who overturned the church and monarchy_
and proceeded with deliberate solemnity to the trial and murder of their sore.
reign•

I pass by the crude and abortive schemes for amending the laws in the times
of confusion which followed, the most promising and sensible whereof (such as
the establishment of new trials, the abolition of feodal tenures, the act of nazi
gatlon, and some others) were adopted in the

V. Fifth period, which I am next to mention,--viz., after the restoration of
king Charles II. Immediately upon which, the principal remaining grievance,
the doctrine and consequences of military tenures, were taken away and abe.
lished, except in the instance of corruption of inheritable blood; upon attainde_
of treason and felony. And though the monarch in whose person the regal
government was restored, and with it our antient constitution, deserves no
commendation from posterity, yet in his reign (wicked, sanguinary, and turbu-
lent as it was)the concurrence of happy circumstances was such that from
thence we may date not only the re-establishment of our church and monarchy,
but also the complete restitution of English liberty, for the first time since its
total abolition at the conquest. For therein not only these slavish tenures--
the badge of foreign dominion, with all their oppressive appendages--were
removed fi-om encumbering the estates of the subject, but also an additional
security el' his person _]-omimprisonment was obtained by that great bulwark
of our constitution, the habeas corpus act. These two statutes, with regard to
our property and persons, form a second magna carta, as beneficial and effectual
as that of Running-Mead. That only pruned the luxuriances of the t_odal
,439 _ system; but the statute of Charles the Second extirpated all its*slaveries,

• J excep_ perhaps in copyhold tenure; and there also they are now in great
measure enervated by gradual custom and the interposition of our courts of
iustiee. Magna carta only, in general terms, declared that no man shall be
imprisoned contrary to law: the habeas corpus act points him out effectual
means, as well to release himself, though committed even by the king in
council, as to punish all those who shall thus unconstitutionally misuse him.

To these I may add the abolition of the prerogatives of purveyance and pre-
emption ; the statute for holding triennial parliaments ; the test and corporation
acts, which secure both our civil and religious liberties; the abolition of the
writ de hveretico ¢omb_lrendo; the statute of frauds and perjuries, a great and
necessary security to private property; the statute for distribution of intestates'
estates, and that of amendments and jeofails, which cut off those superfluous
niceties which so long had disgraced our courts; to_ether with many other
wholesome acts that were passed in this reign for the nenefit of navigation and
the improvement of foreign commerce : and the whole, when we likewise con-
sider the freedom from taxes and armies which the subject then enjoyed, will
be sufficient to demonstrate this truth, "that the constitution of England had
arrived to its full vigour, and the true balance between liberty and prerogative
was happily established by law, in the reign of king Charles the Second."

It is t:ar from my intention to palliate or defend many very iniquitous pro-
_eedings, contrary to all law, in that reign, through the artifice of wicked poli-
ticians, both in and out of empleyment. What seems incontestable is this: that
by the law,(m; as it then stood, (notwithstanding some invidious, nay, dangerous,

"440"1 branches of the prerogative have since been lopped *off, and the restmore clearly defined,) the people had as large a portion of real liberty
_s is (_onsistent with a state of society, and sufficient power, residing in their
own hands, to assert and preserve that liberty if invaded by the royal pre-

ih((rrtCtextm)Thepoint of tlm. at which I would choose to fl_. this the press had expired, though the years which lmmedlateil/
perfection of oul pubhc law is m the year 1679, followed it were tunes of groat frraetica2 oppreMlon.

aftel the habea._corpus act wa_ passed and that for heen_mg
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rogatlve. For which I need but appeal to the memorable catastroph_ of tho
next reign. For when king Charles's deluded brother attempted to enslave the
natron, he found it was beyond his power: the people both could and did resist
him, and, in consequence of such resistance, obliged him to quit his enterprise
and his throne together. Which introduces us to the last period of our legal
biat ory.--viz.,

¥L From the revolution in 1688 to the present time. In this period many
taws have passed, as the bill of' rights, the toleration-act, the act of settlement
with its conditions, the act for uniting England with Scotland, and some
others : which have asserted our liberties in more clear and emphatical terms ;
have regulated the succession of the crown by parliament, as the exigencies of
religious and civil freedom required ; have confirmed and exemplified the doe-
trine of resistance when the executive magistrate endeavours to subvert the
constitution ; have maintained the superiority of the laws above the king, by pro-
nouncing his dispensing power to be illegal ; have indulged tender consciences
with every religious liberty consistent with the safety of"the state ; have esta-
blished triennial (since turned into septennial) elections of members to serve in
parliament; have excluded certain officers from the house of commons; have
,'estrained the king's pardon from obstructing parliamentary impeachments;
have imparted to all the lords an equal right of trying their fellow-peers; have
regulated trials fi)r high treason; have afforded our posterity a hope that cor.
ruptiou of blood may one day be abolished and forgotten; have (by the desire
of his present majesty) set bounds to the civil list, and placed the adminis-
tration of that revenue in hands that are accountable to parliament ; and have
(by the like desire) made the judges completely independent of the king, his
ministers, and his successors. Yet, though these provisions have, in appearance

and *nominally, reduced the strength of the executive power to a much ['441lower ebb than in the preceding period ; if, on the other hand, we throw
into the opposite scale (what perhaps the immoderate reduction of the antient
prerogative may have rendered in some degree necessary) the vast acquisition
of force arising from the riot-act and the annual expedience of a standing
army, and the vast acquisition of personal attachment arising from the magm.
rude of the national debt, and the manner of levying those yearly millions that
are appropriated to pay the interest; we shall find that the crown has, gradu.
ally and imperceptibly, gained almost as much in influence as it has apparently

lost in _r.erogative.
The ,nleI alterations of moment (fbr the time would fail me to descend to

minutiae) in the administration of private justice during this period are the
" solemn recognition of the law of nations with respect to the rights of ambas-

sadors; the cutting off, by the statute for the amendment of the law, a vast
number of excrescences that in process of time had sprung out of the practical
part of it; the protection of corporate rights, by the improvements in writs of
ma_tdamus and informations in nature of quo warranto; the regulations of trials
by jury, and the admitting witnesses for prisoners upon oath; the further
restraints upon alienation of lands in mortmain ; the annihilation of the terrible
judgment of pe_ne fort et dure; the extension of the benefit of clergy, by abolish-
ing the pedantic criterion of reading; the counterbalance to this mercy, by tha
vast increase of capital punishment; the new and effectual methods for th,
speedy recovery of rents; the improvements which have been made in eject.
ments for the trying of titles; the introduction and establishment of paper.
credit, by endorsements upon bills and notes which have shown the legal possi-
bihty and convenience (which our ancestors so long doubted) of assigning a
chose zn action; the translation of all legal proceedings into the English lan-
guage; the erection of courts of conscience for recovering small debts, and
(which is much the better plan) the reformation of county courts; the great
system of marine jurisprudence, of which the foundations have been laid, by
clearly *developing the principles on which policies of insurance are r.44_
founded, and by happily applying those principles to particular cases ; "
and, lastly, the liberality of sentiment which [though late) has now taken po_
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session of our courts of common law and induced them to adopt (where facts
can be dearly ascertained) the same principles of redress as have prevailed in
our courts of equity from the time that lord :Nottingham presided there; and
this not only where specially empowered by particular statutes, (as in the case
of bonds, mortgages, and set-offs,) but by extending the remedial influence of
the equitable writ of trespass on the case, according to its primitive institution

r king :Edward the First, to almost every instance of injustice not remedied
y any other process. And these, I think, are all the material alterations that

have happened with respect to private justice in the course of the present
century.

Thus, therefore, for the amusement and instruction of the student, I have
endeavoured to delineate some rude outlines of a plan for the history of our
laws and liberties, from their first rise and gradual progress, among our British
andSaxon ancestors till their total eclipse at the :Norman conquest, from which
they have gradually emerged and risen to the perfection they now enjoy at
different pcriods of" time. We have seen, in the course of our inquiries, in this
and the fbrmer books, that the fundamental maxims and rules of the law,
which regard the rights of persons, and the rights of things, the private injuries
that may be offered to both, and the crimes which affect the public, have been
and are every day improving, and are now fraught with the accumulated wis-
dom of ages ; that the fbrms of administering justice came to perfection under
Edward the First, and have not been much varied, nor always for the better,
since ; that our religious hberties were fully established at the reformation, but
that the recover)- of our civil and political liberties was a work of longer time,
they not being thoroughly and completely regained till after the restoration of
king Charles, nor fully and explicitly acknowledged and defined till the era of

*443 ] the happy revolution. Of a constitution so wisely contrived, *so stronglyraised, and so highly finished, it is hard to speak with that praise which
is justly and severely its due : the thorough and attentive contemplation of it
will furnish its best panegyric. It hath been the endeavour of these commen-
taries, however the exeeutmn may have succeeded, to examine its solid fbunda-
tions, to mark out its extensive plan, to explain the use and distribution of its
parts, and, from the harmonious concurrence of those several parts, to demon-
strate the elegant proportion of the whole. We have taken occasion to admire
at every turn the noble monuments of ancient simplicity and the more curious
refinements of modern art. :Nor have its fimlts been concealed from view; for
faults it has ; lest we should be tempted to think it of more than human struc-
ture i defects chiefly arising from the decays of time or the rage of unskilful
improvements in later ages. To sustain, to repair, to beautify, this noble pile,
is a charge intrusted principally to the nobility and such gentlemen of the
kingdom as are delegated by their country to parhament. The protection of
THE T,IB_,RT_ OF BRITAIN is a duty which they owe to themselves, who enjoy it;
to their ancestors, who transmitted it down; and to their posterity, who will
claim at their hands this, the best birthright and noblest inheritance of mum
kind)

41 wish it were in my power to finish this sketch of our legal history in the same
taithful and spirited manner in which the author has begun and carried it down to his
own time. Since the year 1780, in whmh he dmd, _he legislature has provided ample
materials for one who saw things in so liberal and comprehensive a spirit and arranged
them in such striking and lucid order. In regard to legal and .judicial matters, he might
have pointed out the restraint imposed on the arrest of the person, and the right given
to a discharge on making a deposit with the arresting officer ; the assistance afforded to
inferior courts by arming them with the process of the superior where necessary; the
)revention of delay in the trial of misdemeanours, and the salutary increase of severity
n their punishment; the great general diminution of the number of capital offences,
and the necessary and wise addition made to the severigy of substituted and inferior
punishments ; tb_, making capital certain aggravated attempts at murder, and the sim-
plifying the trial of certain enormous treasons ; the abolition of many punishments, as
lhat of the pillory and the burning or whipping of females, and of the barbarous and
.hocking part_ of utters, as that F_ embowelling in treason ; the suppressmn of appeaiJ
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in treason, murder, or felony, and of the trial by battel in civil suits ; the taking away
corruption of blood, except in cases of treason or murder; the provision for the expensea
of prosecutions in felony and _or the care and disposal of lunatic offenders ; the great
improvements in the system of gaols and houses of correcUon : the declaration of the
functions of the jury in the case of libel ; the regulation of the ecclesiastmal courts ; the
trial _nd punishment of offences committed on the high se_s or in the colomes ; and
last, not least, the revision and consohd_tion of the laws which regulate that great
bulwark of our liberties, the trial by jury.

As measures calculated to secure tile integrlty of the representative body. Sir W.
Blackstone would probably have noticed the act for securing the independence of the
_,eaker, those which prevent pubhc contractors and certain public officers from s_tting
in the house, which suspend or remove bankrupt members fi'om their seats, and prohibit
persons filhng offices m the revenue from voting at election_.

In matters of general or internal polity, he would have pointed out the formation of a
regular system and jurisdiction ibr the pumshment as well as reliei of insolvent debtors;
the many amendments, and finally the consohdatmn, of the bankrupt-law, the great
diminution of the dlsabilitms of Roman Cathohcs and Dissenters; the liberal alterations

in the spirit of the n_vigatmn-laws, the attempts to estim.tte accurately the increase of
population, by a census taken at stated interv'_ls and a more careful keeping of pal ochial
registers ; the sensible and humane attempts to modli_, and m_prove the poor-l_ws ; the
protection aud encouragement afibrded to friendly socmtms, and the mstitutmu of banks
for the savings of the poor ; the grand measure of the union with Ireland : the honest

renunciatmn of the slave-trade for ourselves, and the sincere and repeated endc_vours
to procure its abohtion by all other natmns.

These might form some of the features of the picture with which the Commentaries
might have closed if they had been written in the present day. The system is stdl
imperfect, and many things remain to be done whmh the author might, perilaps, nave
suggested with something of judmial authority. Without thinking mysetf entitled to
do so, I may venture to expre_ not only my wishes ior the gradual perfecting oi the
English laws and constltutmn, but my strong conviction that they will con,s'me t_, be
improved with the increasing lights of the age. It is our great blessing to nave the
machinery of improvement always ready to work in a leglsl._ture, which, though almost
permanently sitting, is yet drawn from _he general body of the people, tbrms part of it,
mixes in all its business and amusements, and is acted upon by all its hopes, fears, ancl
interests. The very facility of legislation perhaps leads to inconvenience m the mult_o

lying of laws, and m provoking attempts to remedy inconveniences which must be
rne, or prevent evils which the unassisted prudence of ind-wduals might more wisely

be left to guard against. But these are comparatively slight evils, not counterbalancing
the great good of possessing a power of improvement perpetually advancing with the
age. It becomes not the commentator on the laws to indulge in a bpirit oi' indiscriminate
approbation : perhaps it was the leaning of Sir W. Blackstone's mind to take too favour-
able a view of his subject,--a more excusable faihng than the oppo_lte one of a captious
and querulous spirit ; but I think he m_ght have re_onably indulged the conwctmn
which I have expressed _bove, because the characteristm of the legislature for the last
fifty years has been a sincere desire of general improvement and a particular zeal for the
bettering the condition of the lower or unibrtunate classes of society. Fewer measures
purely aristocratic have passed into laws titan heretoibre ; while no propositmn has been
coldly received that was sensible m its details, and had for its object the retbrmation of
the criminal, the instruction of the ignorant, the disseminatmn of sound rehgion, the
vindmating the rights of the oppressed, or the gradual advancement of the labouring and
mechanic orders of the population.--CoL_aIDGE.

The few years which have elapsed since the above sentences were penned by the
learned annotator have given birth to more and greater changes in the Enghsh law than
are comprised in any entire century of its previous existence. At the head of those
statutes which have produced important alteratmns in the C0._'STI_TmS is the act eman-
cipating his majesty's Roman Catholic subjects from the d_sabflities under which thty
formerly laboured. Next in order are the statutes for anaendmg the representation of
the people in parhament, whmh, by withdrawing the elective franchise from some classes,
extending it to many ethers, altering the method of electron, and prescribing means for
ascertaining the quahfication of electors, has wrought a great and organic char.ge m the
legislative system of this realm.

Among the enactments peculiarly affecting our COLONt_n interests must be distingmsno
the act which prohibits slavery throughout the British empire, providing at the same t_me
compensation for those whose property _s injured by the consequences of that measure :
the statute which prowdes a judicature for our West Indm colonies, and that which
regulates the future government of British India. the care of which is still intrusted to
_he company,---stripped, however, of _ts commercial prlwleges ; while the nations of that
_a '-+ neninsula are allowed much more extenmvc capacities than they h_ve heretofore
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anjoye_l under our empire, and the trade with China is thrown open to the competltloa
,f all his majesty's subject_.

Among the important changes in our DOmeSTICPOLITYmust be pointed out the act of
municipal reform, which has popularized and remodelled the various mumcipal corpo-
rations throughout the kingdom, with the exception only of the metropolis ; the act for
the amendment of the poor-laws, which, by confiding the administration of those laws to
a centlal board, and accompanying the relief afforded to the indigent by circumstane_
which render it far less deslr-tble than formerly, has tended--whether wisely or unwisely
--to deter the applicant unless impelled by actual and pressing need, and to diminish the
burden upon those classes who contmbute to the hind destined for the relief of their
indigent iellow-subjects; the abohtion of the palatine peculiarities of the county of
Durham; the tithe commutatmn act, which has enabled persons anxious to exempt
the,r lands from the payment of that species of ecclesiastical contributions to do so upon
equnable and advantageous terms of compromise ; the altaratmn m the law of marriages,
effected to reheve the scruples of the dissenting classes of our population, and which
points out a mode m whmh the matmmonial contract may be solemnized without the
intervention of the Church of England ; the erectmn of a general registry for births,
deaths, and marrmges, by which it is hoped that the memory of such events will be pre-
served more faithfully than heretofore ; and the general highway act, providing a new
_ystem for the management of our great national thoroughfares.

Among the acts designed to benefit the COMMERCIALINTERESTSof the nation may be
xeckoned that whmh renews the charter and defines the priwleges of the Bank of Eng-
land ; that whmh erects a new tribunal denominated the Court of Bankruptcy, for the
administration of that important branch of commercial law; the Improvements effected
in our maritime code by the alteration m our navigation and ship-registry acts, the con-
solidation of the custom-laws, and the act passed for the regul_tmn of our merchant-
seamen ; the partial abolitmn of the usury-laws, whereby bills and notes having no more
than three months to run may be negotiated at any rate of interest ; the improvemept
of our law of patents, which encourages the enterprise of inventors by afibrding ad-
ditional protection to their ingenuity; that which settles the general standard of weights
and measures ; that which defines the hability of common carrmrs, and that which enables
his majesty to bestow on trading-companies several important priwleges which heretofore
could only have been conferred by the transcendent authority of parliament.

Among changes respecting the GENERALADMINISTRATIONOFTHELAWSmay be enume-
rated the alteratmn of the amount for whmh a debtor may be legally arrested from the
sum of ten to that of twenty pounds ; the act which sweeps away the old, intricate system
of process, and substitutes an easy and intelligible method of commencing actions in
the courts of common law ; the law amendment act, which destroys several antiquated
forms, expedites and cheapens the trial of causes of slight importance, enables the
judges to amend and obviate techmcal errors, arms them with a power (which they have
not been slow to exercise) of introducing regulations calculated to render our system of
pleading more effectually subservient to the ends of justice, and renders more efficient
the mbunal of the arbitrator ; the consolidation of the Welsh and English judicatures ;
the appointment of an additional judge to each of the superior courts ; the act dispensing
with a number of useless oaths, the multitude of which tended to induce disregard of
those most solemn invocations of the Delty, by rendering their use too frequent in
matters of trlwal importance ; the destruction of the numerous and antiquated tribe of
real actions, and the remodelhng of the Court of Priv_ Council ior judmial purposes.

Among enactments concerning THE REGULATIO'¢ OF PRIVATE PROPERTY may be enume-
rated the act which renders a man's real property liable after his death to the claims of
all tus creditors ; the acts whmh asccetain the period at which rights and titles shall be
rendered secure by lapse of time and uninterrupted continuance of possession ; which
define the right ot the wife to dower out of her husband's, and that of the husband to
curtesy, as it is called, out of the wife's, real property ; which alters the law of descents,
by allowing the pareht to inherit _o the child, and letting m the half-blood, who were
formerly excluded by an arbitrary rule of feudal pohcy ; and that whmh substitutes easy
and _imple forms for the comphcated and abstruse ones of fine and recovery.

Lastly: our CRIMINALLAWhas been improved by the abohtion of the disabilities under
whwh Quakers and Moravians formerly laboured of giving evidence for or against the
prl_-oner. The statutes which composed its bulk have been consolidated, the punish-
ment of death abolished m numerous instances, and the accused has at length obtained
the right, heretoibre denied him m prosecutmns for telony, of making his full defence
by counsel and inspecting the depositions of those who charged him with the crime for
which he stands indmted.

These are the most prominent of the alteratmns which have within the last ten years
(1836) been efibcted in the English law and constitutmn. Ex ,e_ence will probably
3ho_ _hat, hke other human institutions, they contain good mixed with evil. But the
reD" vxperience -_hmh detects the latter will help to point out the true motbod o_ cor-
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recting it ; while the continuance of the former may, and, let us trust, _,li. be insured,
by that willing obedience to existing laws, that steady attachment to the constitution,
that charity to fellow-subjects and loyalty to the crown, which have ever remarkably
distinguished the English people.----JoHN WILLIA_ S_ITm

This admirable sketch of our legal history having only extended to about the year
1780, I shall endeavour, however Imperfectly, to bring it down to the present time, as it
will not be disputed that the alterations which have been made in the law since Black-
stone completed his Commentaries have been thlly as important as those which he com.
_nemorates. It will be convement for this purpose to consider the other changes which
were made in the reign of George the Third and in the _ucceedmg reigns.

During the greater portion of the reign of George the Third the energies of the country
were devoted to the carrying on foreign wars of great magnitude, in the last of which
her very existence as a nation was perilled. From these contests she eventually arose
victorious ; but the effects of the struggle were long felt, and are to be traced in th_
statute-book. The criminal code of the country, already sufficiently penal, became mor_
and moxe bloody; the hberty of the subject was very considerably curtailed, and the
close of the war, however glorious to our arms, cast adrift a multitude ot unemployed
and restless spirits ; commerce, long diverted from her regular channels, returned with
chffieulty to them ; and the light of political science was wellmgh extinguished in the
general confusion. The reader who has perused the Comment_mes wfli perceive that
scarcely any of the blemishes in our laws pointed out by Blackstone---by no means a
severe censor_were remedied m this reign. Some measures of great nauonal import-
ance, however, were carried through, and some improvements in the taw were efibcted.
The legislative union between Great Bmtam and Ireland was completed ; and, although
the burdens on the people were greatly increased, the mode of collecting the revenue
was improved ; the national funds were consolidated ; the privilege of copyright in books
and works of art was extended ; the granting of annuities was placed under proper guards
and restrictions; the Roman Catholics were reheved from some of their most severe
resirietions; charities were investigated, and traders prevented item disposing of their
real estates after their death to the prejudice of their simple-contract eredxtors; the

punishment of pillory (except in cases of perjury) and the trial by battel and appeals in
treason, murder, and felony were abohshed, and certain miner improvements were made
,n the practice of the courts of equity, of which the appointment of one wee-chancellor
may be considered the chief: the barbarous parts of the punishment of treason and cor-
ruptim_ of blood in treason and murder were also taken away; some judicious improve-
ments were made as to gaols and houses of correction; and eopyhold estates were
allowed to be devised without a surrender to the use of the will.

In the reign of George the Fourth, which was undisturbed by foreign wars, the altera-
tions, especially in its later years, although few, were of greater importance than any
an the preceding reign. Thus, the laws relating to trial by jury and to bankrupts were
simplified, consolidated, and greatly improved ; the criminal law was much ameliorated,
the number of capital punishments diminished, the nature of crimes more accurately
defined, and their punishment more d_stmetly ascertained and more certainly executed
benefit of clergy was also entirely abolished. The Insolvent Debtors' Court was esta-
blished, with a regular system for the relief of insolvent debtors. I may al_o mention
the consolidation of the law relating to the customs and excise ; the estabhshment of a
new body of pohee in the metropolis, which has since been taken as a model in most of
the great towns in the empire ; the repeal of the nawgatlon act, and the new regulatmn
of the merchant-service; the alterations in the law of marriage by the new marriage act;
the repeal of the test and corporation acts, and subsequently, the entire removal of the
disabilities of the Roman Catholics. Two important commissions were also appointed in
this reign for the express purpose of considering the necessary reforms m tile law, and
many most important acts have since been passed, iounded on thmr recommendations.

But the reign of William the Fourth was still more remarkable ibr the progress ot
reform ; and here I can only notice the principal changes. The mode of administering
justice on circuit in Wales was entirely altered, being assimilated to that adopted in
England. The number of judges was increased from twelve to fifteen, and the practice
of all the superior courts was rendered uniibrm ; the law relating to trustees was amended
and simplified : the laws affecting the property of persons under disability and ior facili
taring the payment of debts were consolidated and improved, and the law as to con-
tempts in chancery placed on a footing which protected the liberty of the subject. The
number of capital offences ws,_ still further diminished, and the exemption from death,
except in certain rare cases, was extended to the crime of forgery; and this great step
towards a mitigation of the criminal code has been followed during subsequent years by
manv_ other acts. all havin, g, the same ameliorating tendency; the improvements, relatin
to the terms and returns of writs, to ,judgment and execution, and the examination _
witnesses,--all these belong to the first year of this reign. The second was still more
men_rable for the reform act; for the establishment of the Bankruptcy Court ; the gam_
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act, whmh abolished the necessity of qualification and improved the law on this subject;
_e uniformity of process act, and the act which established a limitation of claims fo_
uthes. The third year of his late majesty's reign is distinguished by the act which
established a llmltauon to all claims to incorporeal hereditaments; by the anatomy act,
wifieh has effectually put a stop to the practme of selling dead bodies and the horrible
crnnes to whmh it gave rise. The iburth year was, so ikr as the law was concerned, the
mo_t m]portant of all. In this, some of the fruits of the law commissions whmh were
appointed m the preceding reign were reaped. A new btatute of hmltatlon of actmns
relating to real property was pas_ed ; the court of Chancery was regulated ; fines and
recoveries were abohshed ; the law of inheritance and dower improved ; real estate was
made subject to every species of debts ; the ahenation of property was tkcflitated, and
the just rights of creditors extended. I should also mentmn that in this year were
passed the important act by whmh slaver)" was abohshed and apprenticeship substituted
ibr a limited permd, the act which opened the East india trade, and the Bank of Eng-
land act, whmh made a materml alteration in the usury-laws. In the next year the new

oor-law was carried,---a measure sufllcmntly well known,--and the Central Cmminal
curt was established, which has gleatly tended to _he lmp_ovement of the adminis-

tration of cmmmal justice. The other m]portant alteratmns of thLs reign were the
mumcipal corporation act, the t_the-commutaUon act, which has already nearly buper-
seded the intrmate and confused law of tithes, the act ibr the registration of births,
deaths, and marriages, and the act ior allowing counsel to prisoners. Many smaller
amendments were also passed, which have been already noticed m their proper places:
and altogether the reign of Wflham the Fourth is as memorable for the important
alteratmns which took place within _ts hmlts as that ot 'any other monarch who ever s_t
on the English throne.

The reign of her present majesty has already been distinguished by some important
juridical reforms. The law relating to wills and testaments has been slmphfied and
rendered unitbrm ; imprisonment ior debt on mesne process has been entn'ely abohshed,
and the power o_ creditors over the property oi their debtors has been greatly extended;
the mnnber of capital punishments has been still ihrther diminished, every species oc
the cr_men fJ.u being reheved from it, thus e_tablmhing on a firm looting the important
principle that no crnne unattended with actual wolence to the person shall be pumshed
with death ; and stall more recently, by what may ruin out to be a more questionable
alteratmn, the crime of rape has ceased to be a capital ofl_nce ; the law reclulrmg the
qualifieatmns of memberb of parhament to proceed exclusively from real e_tates has been
abolished ; the mode of trial of electron-petitions has been much improved ; the power
of the crown to grant pensions has been considerably curtailed and placed within hmits ;
and _he rates of postage ior letters have been so matermlly reduced as to place the power
of communication by this mean_ within the re_eh of all clas_es of her majesty's sub_ects.
The privilege of parhament to pubhsh whatever it may please has been tully recogn:sed;
the revenues of the Church of England have been more equally distributed, the bless-
ings of that admn'able estabhshmcnt more widely dlffhsed ; some blemishes wh,.ch had
crept in the course of time have been wiped oft; and a more wholesome zeal and energy
have thus been awakened among the whole body of the clergy; the admmmtratmn of
justice in eqmty, bankruptcy, and lunacy has been improved, and already the more
crying grievances of the court of Chancery have been remedied ; considerable fac_hties
have been g_ven to the eniranchlsement of copyholds; the terra of copyright in books
has been extended to designs in artmles of manutaeture; the law as to the registratmn
of voters has been amended and placed on a better tooting ; the law of libel has been
greatly improved, and the old rules excluding evidence on the ground of the interest or
crime of _he witnesses, and thus irequently preventing the truth from being, elicited,
have been almost entirely repealed ; and, lastly, slavery, in reality as _ell as m name,
has ceased to ex_t m every part of the British dominions.

]Jut, much as has already been done for the reform of the law, still more remains to do;
and there is every reason to believe that m the long reign to which, according to all
human toresight, her majesty and her subjects may reasonably look ibrward, the caus_
of temperate and judicious retbrm m the law w_ll be greatly advanced. In a speech
"_hieh her majesty made on meeting her first parliament, she declared that "the better
and more effectual administration of justice was amongst the first duties of a sovereign ;"
and th_s sentiment has been cordially responded to by the other branches of the legis-
lature. The amendment of the law is no longer the rallying-cry of a ihetion : the desire
_ promote ;t is shared by the most eminent men of all pa_tms in the state ; and, under
tuch auspices, I may be permitted to hope that the present reign, already so distinguished
m arms, will be at least as memorable for improvements in the juridical institutmns of
t_he ceuntry.

This hope, expressed nearly nine years ago, has now (1854) been abundantly realized,
--the legislature having proved fully sensible of the wants and desires of the country in

respect: so that it _fll 1,e admitted that the present age will be ,d_stinguished. no_
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only by itsattempts,but itssuccess,in amending the law,the bestevidence ofwhich is
to be found in the courseof thiswork. Justiceisnow cheaply,and m many respeet_
efficlently,administered in localtribunals,and is thus brought to every man's door,
while the whole procedure of the superiorcourts has been greatlysimplifiedand im-
proved ; uselessforms and technicalitiesare now discountenanced as well by the prac-
titionersof'the law as the judges of the courts;and a sinceredesireismanifestedby all
classesto promote in thisway the benefitof the nation and the socialwelfareof the
community.

Some improvement has also been made in facilitating the transfer of land. Commons
have been enclosed, tithes commuted, and copyholds may now, under certain clrcuru-
_tances, be enfranchised compulsorily either by lord or tenant. Indeed, a strong wish
has been shown that, while the present moderate law of entail should be preserved, land
should be more easily and cheaply dealt with, and that the law relating to it should be
more stated to the wants of a great eommercml country.--Sw_w._Rv.

•Nearly a century has elapsed since the Commentaries of Sir Wfiham Blackstone were
first published, lciueh as the learned and enthusiastic commentator had cause for
exultation m the nnprovements which had been introduced in his own times and those
immedmtely preceding, he would have found matter ior still warmer panegyric had he
hved in our days. The events of the last hundred years have changed the face of
Europe ; and although our own country has not sustained those disastrous shocks which
have been felt from time to time by most of the continental nations, it has not remained
a stranger to the general progressive tendency whmh has been discermble more or less
over the whole olwhzed world. On the contrary, the state of continuous healthy progress,
which seems to be ahnost peculiar to our own institutions, h_.s perhaps earned us further
in the direction of pohtical and social freedom than any other n_,tion in the world.

Among the first and most Important constitutional changes to be mentioned was the
union of the British and Irish leglslatures,--an event which may be regarded as the
foundation of that genuine umon of interest and feeling between two nations intimately
allied by geographical position, common language, and similar institutions, which, if not
yet completely attained, seems now at least m a fair way of becoming permanently
established. The statute amending the representatmn of the people in the Commons
House of Parliament, popularly known as the Reform Act, introduced no new principle
into the constitution, but simply restored to the great body of the people that ancient
right of self-government whmh they had demved from their Saxon ancestors. Another
statute of almost equal importance, of which the professed object was the restoratmn
of an ancmnt institution, was that which remodelled the munmip_l corporations and
removed the many abuses which had gradually crept into these bodies. Several statutes
have also been passed for preventing corrupt practices in the election of members to
_erve in parhament, and for disfranchising the boroughs where such practmes were
¢ound to prevail.

Our civil liberties have been further secured by that amendment of the law of libel
which has vested in the jury the right in such cases of deciding as well upon the law as
upon the fact., and by the statutory recognition of the privilege of parliament to pubhsh
whatever it pleases. The boundaries of rehgmus hberty have been extended by the
rapeal of the test and corporatmn acts,--a measure which has enabled that numerous
and influential portmn of our fellow-citizens who object to the discipline or dissent from
the doctrines of the Established Church to participate m those politmal rights from which
they had been before excluded ; whilst the Cathohc Emancipation Act has relieved those
who adhere to the Church of Rome from the civil disabihdes and penalties to which

they were previously subject. The national church h_ probably taken strength from
the commutatmn of tithes, and still more from those statutes which have been passed

for the abolitmn of pluralities and for compelhng the residence of the beneficed clergy.
Large and comprehensive measure_ have also been adopted for the better management
and apphcation of the cathedral-revenues, and for the subdivision of large and populous
parishes, the formatmn of new parochial districts, and the extension of the church and
its institutions. .4 committee of the privy council has been formed for the distribution
9f the large sums which have for many years been annually voted by parliament tbr
promoting education among the poorer classes of the people.

The statutes amending the law of marrmge, while reqmrmg thls important ceremony
to be accompanied by certain circumstances of publicity and notormty, h_ve, at the same
time, enabled every individual to enter into this solemn contract in the mode whmh he
considers necessary or proper, and have thus removed an unreasonable restriction under
which a large portion of the community previously laboured.

The abohtion of colonial slavery, accomplished at a very great pecuniary sacrifice, is
an event in our history never to be forgotten. The spirit of philanthropy which dictated
this measure is a very prominent feature of our age, and has displayed itself in a variety
o¢ other enactments, particularly those modifying the severity of the laws relating to

_nfortunate traders and dehtors, securing the proper care and treatment of lunatics
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ameJ.ding the discipline of prisons, and providing reformatory institutions for all crimi-
nals who seek an opportunity of regaining their lost position. The laws _br the relief
of the poor have been remodelled; the numerous charities which are to be found in
every part of the kingdom have been placed under the regulation and control of a body
of commissioners, whose sole duty it is to see that the _hnds of these institutions are
properly applied • the laws relating to game--always a fertile source of crime--have been
so far modified that we may anticipate an early repeal of all penal enactments on the
subject ; and several statutes have been passed having for their object the m]provcm_,nt
of the sanatory condition of populous places and the preservation of the public health.

The interests of trade, commerce, and manuthctures have been unceasingly studied
and promoted since the restoration of peace m 1S15. This is not the place, however, in
which to attempt any enumeration of the varmus statutes which have been from tm_e to
tm_e passed for regulating these matters, the legislation relating to which has been often
affected and controlled by financial necessities or by the conflicting views of polmcal
economists. It may be enough to allude to the statutes throwing open the trade to the
East Indms, to the consohdauon of the laws relating to the mercantile marine, and the
repeal of the navigation acts, all tending towards estabhshmg a system of commerce,
free from all restraints other than those which the collection ot the pubhc revenue and
the machinery required for that purpose render indispensable. The laws with r_gard to
bankrupts have been consolidated and amended and courts established for the relief of
all insolvent debtors whatever ; real property has been subJected'to the payment of debts;
the rights of authors and inventors have been extended and secured ; and the formation
of joint-stock companies has been slmphfied and cheapened, the most ample regulatmns
being made at the same time for the guidance of these bodies. The operations of the
mercantile classes have been facilitated by several statutes having reference exclusively
to commercial affairs, and protected to some extent by other enactments, which have
made breaches of trust committed by bankers, factors, agents, and servants gene_fllv
severely punishable.

In regard to landed property and its transmission the most important improvement_
have taken place. The alteration of the law of descent, the hm_tation of the time
within whmh actions tbr the recovery of real estate may be brought, the shortening of
the time of prescription of legal memory, the abolition of those complex modes of
assurance, fines, and recoveries, the modffieation of the wife's claim of dower, the annihi-
lation of satisfied terms,--these, among other things, have tended greatly to facditate
the transfer of property, have got rid of endless doubts and difficulties which perpetually
arose upon titles, and have materially shortened conveyances. A great improvement
has also been introduced into the law of wills; and there is less danger now than formerly
of the wishes of a testator being frustrated. An attempt has been made to get rid of
copyhold tenures, and repeated efforts hitherto without effect, however--to introduce
a system of registratmn of the titles to real estates.

The administration of private justice has been greatly simplified by the numerous
alterations which have been made in the procedure of the superior courts of taw and
equity. The abolition of real actions and of the many fictions which formerly encum-
bered suits at law was an important and beneficial change, but not so advantageous to
the suitor as more recent improvements in the practice of the courts at Westminster.
Even these alterations have been less beneficial to the great mass of the community,
however, than the establishment of the new county courts,--a measure warmly recom-
mended by Sir William Blackstone, and to some extent a return to the ancmnt Saxon
syst_.m, restored, if not established, by king Alfred, for securing the administration of
justice at every man's door. The old rules of law, excluding the evidence of the parties
to the suit, and prohibiting persons who are considered disquahfieA either by reason of
interest or by crime iYom being witnesses, have been repealed, and all practical diffi-
culties in eliclting the truth removed.

The proceedings m the court of Chancery have been simplified and shortened ; the
increase in the number of judges has prevented the possibility of delay m the hearing
of causes m that court; and there seems to be no reason why in ordinary cases the
obtaining of justice m a court of equity should not be a speedy and not ruinously-
expensive process.

The criminal law has been, as to many of its branches, amended and consolidated, and
the severity of punishments at the same time much softened and adapted more carefully
than formerly to the nature and magnitude of the offence. The barbarous sufferings
prescribed for those attainted of treason no longer stain the statute-book; and the
pumshment of innocent parties for ancestral guilt, which often resulted from the doe-
trine of corruptmn of blood, can no longer happen ; while the offences involving capital

]_umshment, which the conwct only escaped by claiming the benefit of clergy, have
i,een gradually reduced in number, until the extreme penalty of the law has become m
practice confined to the frightful crime of murder. The trial by battel and the mode
of proceeding by appeal have been formally abolishee] ; the law relating _o pr:_aci_al and

_8
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accessory been divested of its niceties, and the forms of the proceedings in the criminal
courts so far simplified and improved that offenders who have now the advantage of
being defended by counsel rarely escape punishment on purely techmcal objections.--
KEaR.

It were to be wished that the changes in our laws effected during the last twenty years,
and throwing into the shade those of several centuries recorded in our annals, could have
been reviewed by an eye so discriminating and dehneated by a pen so masterly as those
of Sir William Blackstone. There is a special reason for exhibiting a faithful picture of
legislation during this interval :--that it follows and is largely due to the energy and
activity refused into the legislature by the acts passed in the year 1832 for amending the
representation of the people. As m all great changes, the one in question was inaugu-
rated with sanguine predictions of good and confident forebodings of evil. It is for the
impartial chronicler of our laws and restitutions to afford an opportumty for judging
how tar events have justffied the hopes and fears of those respechvely favouring and
deprecating so great and sudden a strengthening of the democratic element in our con-
a_ltutlon. The change in question has already gone far towards verifying the prediction
of one of its responsible promoters (Hansard, vol. ft. col. 1318, 1319, (3d ser.,) Viscount
Palmerston) that it must "influence the character of the government and the legislature
in all future times, and impress its influence on the whole frame of society." A con-
sideration of what has been done and attempted since the year 1832 suffices to remind
as that activity and energy in the legislature must be associated with prudence, mode-
ration, and forethought m order to secure the enduring results of bold and beneficial
legislation.

Glancing for a moment abroad, we behold acts continually passed by our legislature
for the purpose of carrying into eft_ct conventions with FOR_mN STnTSS for suppressing
the slave-trade, and with France and the United States of America, for apprehending,
in any of the three countries respectively, persons charged with murder, attempt_ to
murder, robbery, piracy, ibrgery, or fraudulent bankruptcy. Other acts are for cohse-
crating British subjects or foreigners to be bishops in ibreign countrms, securing to some
extent the benefit of internatmnal copyright, facihtating the marrmge of British subjects
in foreign countries, and the naturahzatmn of ibreigners here. ]:Ier majesty has also
been empowered to establish and maintain diplomatm relatmn and to hold chplomatic
intercourse with the Pope, but not through the intervention of a person in holy orders
in the Church of Rome, or a Jesuit or member of any Romish order or society bound by
monastm or religious vows ; and it is also expressly provided that nothing in that act is
in any way to repeal, weaken, or affect the royal supremacy, civil and ecclesiastical. Our
commercial relations with ioreign countries have undergone a total change by the great
reluxation of our system of prohibitory and protective dutms, especmlly in respect of the
importation of animal and vegetable produce from tbrelgn countrms, the abandonment
of our navigation-laws, so long deemed the bulwark of our natmnal greatness, and the
admission of foreign shipping to the privileges of our own, even to the coasting-trade ;
while an attempt has been made to secure corresponding advantages from foreign states,
by arming her majesty with retahatory powers, to be exercised when it may be deemed
expedient.

Our eOLO_UAT,relations are the subject of constant solicitude to the mother-country,
with a view of conferring on our colonies the rights and privileges of self-government,
the representative system, and free institutions, under such condmons as may be timught
likely to preserve and perpetuate, on terms consistent with the dignity and advantage
of both, the connection between the two. For this purpose the imperial legislature is
often occupied in framing and remodelling the constitution of her colomcs in accord-
ance w_th novel exigencies, as in Australia. Yielding to the urgent and reasonable
objections of some of the more distant to being continued penal settlements, we nave
gIeatly diminished the number of offenders hable to transportatmn, substituting princi-
pally, in such cases, penal servitude at home or elsewhere. Importing counterfeit coin
i_to the colonies has been made heavily punishable. Persons charged with treason ol
felony, in either the mothe1_country or the colonies, and escaping from one to the other,
may now be apprehended in either, and secured for transmissmn to the scene of the of-
fence, there to be dealt w_th according to law. Unsworn ewdence has been made admis-
s:ble in divers colomal courts from necessity, in the ease of neighbouring barbarous and
uncivilized people, ignorant of the existence of God or a future state. A great multitude
of acts have been passed for regulating the commercial intercourse between ourselves
and our colonies : local courts of appeal have been estabhshed m some of the Wes_ india
colonies, and facilities afforded for sale, in others of them, of encumbered estates. But,
above all, the legislature has evinced a benign anxiety to extend the blessings of th_
United Church of England and Ireland to our colonies whenever an opportunity is
afforded. There are now esti_blished twenty-nine bmhoprics in our colonies ; and pro
vision is made for strengthening and consohdating ecclesiastical arrangements through-
mat our widespread dommions. The government of our stupendous indian possessioa_
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has late]ybeen placed upon a new footing,and the legislatureiscontinuallystriving
promote education, secular and religious, and reform the laws and improve the adminis-
tration of justice there.

Returning to the United Kingdom, we shall find changes of great importance effected
in every department of our DOMV.STICECONOMY. The links which bind the three king-
doms together are constantly strengthened and multiplied by acts having for their
object to assimilate as far as practicable the laws in ibree in each. The great measure
for facilitating the sale of encumbered estates In Ireland is one of the boldest legislative
interferences with rights of private property ever attempted in this count*T, by which
the land of Ireland has been rendered again freely alienable and a great portion of it
Las changed owners.

Foremost among acts of high interest and importance are those, at the commencement
of the present Ieign, for the sSpport of her majesty's household and of the honour and
dignity of her crown, by which, following the example of her immediate predecessors.
she caused her hereditary revenues to be unreservedly carried to and made part of the
consohdated fund. And in the fifth year of her reign her majesty graciously signified
to parhament her wish to submit her royal income to the burden of the income-tax
imposed on her subjects. Other acts effeeted the naturalization of, and made provision
for, her royal consort, and for his filling the office of regent should the necessity arise.
It also became necessary to provide for the further security and protectmn of her
majesty's person, in consequence of some outrages perpetrated by half-crazed candidates
for notor:ety; and for the better security of the crown and government of the United
Kingdom, because of certain public dLsturbances of a malignant character, to be never-
theless punishable, not as treason, but felonies, with transportation or imprisonment.

Great improvements have been made in the laws relating to the CONST:TUTmN OF PAR-
LIAMENT, the time and mode of assembling it. A third principal and a third under-
secretary of state are now empowered to sit and vote in the house of commons, bur not
more than three of the former and three of the latter at the same time. Star. 18 & 19
¥ict. c. 10, March 16, 1855. An entirely new code of laws has been enacted for con-

ducting elections and putting down bribery, corruption, and undue influence. Other
acts allow members to quahfy in respect of either real or personal property, or both ;
repeal certain severe penalties and disabihties ; appoint the court of common pleas,--the
tribunal for finally determining questions of disputed election-law; greatly impr )ve the
constitution of election-committees; and reduce restrictions on the exercise of the
franchise. Acts of parhament have been simplified and shorn of much verbiage ; parlia-
mentary proceedings are diffused widely throughout the empire at a very small cost;
and certain immumties granted to parhament, by way of privilege, in respect of such as

may happen to involve matters ehallengeable in respect of its libellous eharactel
Our NAV_L ANn MILITARY laws have been improved in various ways,--particularly, by

limiting the period of enhstment and service, and making liberal and salutary pr _wsIons
in respect of bounty and extra pay, in order to increase the inducements for entering
the public service. The m:litia-laws have been revised, consolidated, and placed, in
some respects, on a new footing.

The interests of RELIGION AND RELIGIOUSLIBERTY have received a large share of the
anxious solicitude of the legislature. It has made powerful and unwearied elibrts to
diffuse religious knowledge" to develop the vast capabilities of the United Church of
England and Ireland ; building churches and chapels in spiritually-destitute districts ;
altering ecelesiastmal districts; remodelling dioceses; uniting and severing benefices;
redistributing revenues, episcopal and capitular ; establishing stipendiary curacie_ ; abo-
lishing commendams ; vesting the patronage of deaneries in the crown ; creating a new
tribunal for enforcing church-disciphne among the clergy; prohibiting the deseeratmn
of churches by holding in them vestry-meetings or ibr any other than religious purposes,
and the reading of public secular proclamations or notices during divine service; for
which are substituted printed or written copies attached to the outer door. The sanctity
of' the Sabbath has been promoted by prohibiting the opening of houses and places of

public resort and public houses on Sunday, except within certain hours, throughout
England and Wales, and in Scotland during the whole of Sunday, except for the accom-
modation of lodgers and travellers. In consequence of the Pope's affecting, in the year
1850, to parcel out this kingdom into provinces and dioceses and appoint archbishops
_nd bishops, which occasioned an extraorchnary ferment, the assumption, unauthorized
by law, of the name of archbishop, bishop, or dean, of any place in the United Kingdom,
is prohibited ; briefs, rescripts, and letters-apostolical, from the See of Rome, are declared
void ; and those publishing and assuming to act under them for the purpose of consti-
mtin_ such offices nrovinces, sees, or dioceses, are liable to penalties. A great number" , r . ....

of sta¢utes inflicting disabIhtms, penalties, and forfe:tures on Roman Catholics, Jews,
and Dissenters, but which had long ceased to be enforced, have been repealed, and
many enactments passed facilitating the exercise of their religious rights and stringently
guarding against any invasion of them. Dissenters, and, indeed, all persons profesahag
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to entertain conscientious objections, of a religious nature, to taking oaths, may now, ir
lieu of them, make solemn affirmations or declarations in courts of justice and else-
where.

Indefatigable efforts have been made by the legislature to promote the cause of EDU-
CATION, especially among the humbler classes of society, by estabhshing and aiibrdmg
support to parish and other schools, partly chariiable and partly self-supporting. Larg_
annual grants are made by parliament, to be applied at the discretion of' her majesty m
council, for the purpose of education, without preference to any particular rehg:ous
denomination. The subject of popular education under state auspices, however, is one
so difficu2t, with reference to its secular', religious, and compulsory character, as thus far
to have baffled the prameworthy efforts of all parties m the legislature to solve that diffi-
culty. New colleges have been established in Ireland; and the Universities of Oxford
and Cambridge have been subjected to great changes of their constitution and power,
with a view to promotion of good government, extension, abrogation of oaths, and main-
taining and improving discipline and studies. Other colleges--some of them formed
into an university--have been established in the mctropohs and elsewhere, the members
of which are entitled to the substantial rights and pmvlleges, especially with reference to
entering the learned professions, of legitimate academical education. A permanent
board, whose powers are now being increased by parliament, has been established for the
better administ ration of CHARITABLETRUSTSand the better application of charitable funds
in England ; than which few measures in recent years are likely to be attended with such
great and permanent advantages in averting the evil consequences of supineness, negli
gence, and malversation.

In order to promote the RATIONALENTERTAINMENTANDINSTRUCTIONOFTHE PEOPLE,town-
councils have been empowered to estabhsh pubhc hbraries and museums ; and an act
has been passed to afford greater facihtms for establishing institutions to promote lite-
rature, science, and the fine arts, or the diffusion of useful knowledge, and making
effectual provision for improving the legal condition of such mstitutmns. To encourage
habits of PRUDENCE,FORETHOUGHT,and EeONO_r, various acts perfect and promote loan,
benefit, building, friendly, industmal, and provident societies, but with precautions
against abuse. While thus caring, however, for the religious, moral, and intellectual
welfare and advancement of the people, the legislature has been equally anxious con-
cerning their material interests, by promoting the HEALTH, CLEANLINESS,and COMFORTof
all, but especially the humbler classes ; and in doing this they may be thought to have
pressed the maxim, 8/c utere tuo ut allenam non lxda_, to an extent which might have sur-
prised our ancestors. 1Keasures of extreme stringency have been taken, and are now in
full force, for suppressing nuisances in respect of sewers, drains, privies, slaughter-
houses, offensive trades, calhngs, and manufactures, stench and smoke; for preventing
the spread of contagious or infectious diseases, either existing in this country or likely
_o be imported from abroad ; for compelling vaccination as a protection against small-
pox ; for preventing the spread of contagious or infectious diseases among sheep, cattle,
and other animals. A central and local boards of health are now established, and in
vigorous action, for the purpose of improving the samtary comhtion of the country.
Burials in churches and chapels, or in burial-grounds in populous places, are prohibited.

Various acts encourage the establishment of public baths, wash-houses, and open
bathing-places ; of well-ordered lodging-houses, for the labouring classes, as desirable for
the health, comfort, and welfare of the inhabitants of towns and populous districts ; for
the well-ordering of common lodging-houses as tending greatly to the health, comfort,
and welfare of many of her maje,ty's poorer subjects,--reqmrmg such lodging-houses to
be registered, inspected, and cleansed, and notice given to the authorities of any person
in them ill of fever or any contagmus or infectious dmease.

Our POOR-LAWShave been remodelled, and their administration, in a humane and just
spirit, placed on a very satisfactory footing, under the constant superintendence of a high
and responsible central authority; prison-discipline has been similarly dealt with, and
subjected to systematic and vigilant inspection, with a view to securing its efficiency not
only as a punishment, but, as tar as may be, a preventive, of crime ; and also protecting

risoners from oppressmn, neglect, or improper treatment of any kind ; while, infinitely
eyand and above all, the legislature has bestirred itself to lay the axe at the root of the

npas-tree of CRI:ME: endeavouring to secure the reformation of offenders, especially of
the young, and destroying ignorance and intemperance, the twin roots of that accursed
tree.

It has been sought with sedulous anxiety to devise means for PROTECTJNOwomen from
fraudulent practices against their chastity, wickedly practised by infamous persons.
WO_EN ANn CltILDREN both from injuries and ill treatment, to which they are peculiarly
exposed ; frogs aggravated assaults ; from neglect and cruelty on the part of their em
ployers ; from exposure to serious or fatal injury in dangerous employments; from being
employed at all in mines or collieries ; from being set to work at too tender an age or
kept at work too long in mills, factories, and print-works ; for sending children employed
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in the latter to school ; for preventing frauds on work-people in respect of the payment
of their hard-carned wages; and lbr subjecting such scenes of employment to periodical
and searching inspection.

And as relates to the unfortunate class of persons denominated rOIOTS, Ln_ATmS, or
1NSAr¢_, many considerate and salutary enactments have been made for the care and
custody and protection of their persons and property; for the care of pauper lunatics,
the maintenance and custody of insane criminals, the conveyance to a lunatic-asylum
of lunatics meditating crime, the removal from India to the United Kingdom of insane
persons of European birth charged with offences but acquitted on the ground of insanity;
and for the periodical visitation, by the commissioners in lunacy, of county lunatic-
asylums, and gaols and workhouses where any lunatics may be confined.

But while thus humanely providing for the safety and welfare of our own species, the
legislature has not been unmindful of _HE ANIMALCRt:ATXOr_. Cruelty to them has been
visited with new and severe punishment, likely, it is hoped, to check brutal natures
insensible to other influences ; barbarous sports, such as bull, bear, and b,_dger baiting,
dog-fighting, and cock-fighting, have been prohibited ; a sufficient quantity of fit and
wholesome food and water must be supplied to cattle impounded ; and the use of dogs
for purposes of draught is forbidden.

Our RAILROADS,the gigantic growth of the last quarter of a century, and fast monopo-
lizing the means of national transit, with the benefits attached to it, have been placed
to a c_ rtain extent under proper control, for the protection of the public and the due d_
charge of the public service ; and a comprehensive enactment has been passed, defining
the;r duties and constituting the court of Common Pleas a final tribunal for enforcing
the law thus newly defined.

The interests of AORICULTUr¢_have not been lost sight of; and foremost in ch_-mge_
vitally afi_ctmg it must be regarded the repeal of the corn-laws and allowing the
importation of foreign cattle,_in bold reliance on the skill and energy of our own
farmers, and on our means of acquiring from abroad, at all times and under all circum-
stances, an adequate amount of food, should the domestic supply prove deficient. This
is one of those changes which signalize the age in which they are effected, and produce
results of incalculable extent and importance. Excellent measures have been passed
for the benefit of agriculture ; for facilitating the improvement of land, by drainage, on
equitable terms, by those enjoying only limited interests or under disabilities, such
persons first obtaining permission of the court of chancery and the consent of the
occupier, when the expense of so permanent a benefit to the estate may be charged on
the inheritance. Other measures of great importance relate to the enclosure and
improvement of waste lands ; the enfranchisement, voluntary or compulsory, subject to
certain limitations, of copyholds, and completing the working of the acts for the corn
mutation of tithes ; allowing hares, so injurious to lands, to be killed by the occupier o."
enclosed lands, or the owner having the right to do so, or any one authorized by him
and without paying game-dutms or taking out a certificate. The law of landlord and
tenant has been improved, by allowing tenants holding under uncertain intm.ests, on the
determination of their holding, instead of the smcmnt claim to emblements, to continue
nn the land till the close of the current year of the tenancy; authorizing the removal of
buildings and fixtures set up for agricultural purposes ; empowering a landlord to pay
the tithe-rent charge left in arrear by his tenant and recover against him as for a simple
contract-debt ; and to distrain, for rent, growing crops still on the land, though in ¢us-
;odia leg,s, as already seized and sold under an execution against the tenant. The transfer
,if land has been in some degree simphfied, real property subjected fully to the debts of
the owner, the transfer oI land vested in trustees and mortgagees facilitated, and the
laws of real property amended in important particulars.

The laws relating to our COMMERCIALinterests have undergone recent and fundamental
changes, with the view of removing impediments to the free exercise of mercantile dis-
cretion and enterprise. A multitude of acts in restraint of trade, and conferring local
and exclusive privileges, and all those relating to the offences, long exclanned against
by political economists, of forestalling, engrossing, and regrating, have been abolished.
The usury-laws, after steps taken in that direction for several years, have at length been
totally abrogated : and annuities are no longer subject to enrolment. The navigation-
laws, as we have seen, are also entirely repealed, and British shipping has now to com-
pete, even in our own coasting-trade, with the shipping of all the world : with soma
provisions for endeavouring to coerce into ibllowing our example foreign countries indis-
posed to reciprocate our bold and liberal concessmns. All acts regulating our _ERCA_TIL_
M_RIN_, from the eighth year of queen Elizabeth to the eighteenth of queen Victoria,
have been repealed by a single statute in the latter year, and in their stead is enacted a
new and comprehensive code, incorporating many improvements and vesting in the
board of trade the general superintendence of the mereant'le marine. Corporations and
,ther public bodies, moreover, are empowered to grant sites for S_tXLOR_'nOltES, calculated,
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while providing for their comfort, to elevate their character ; and a complete _ystem i_
established for watching over the welfare of SEA-PASSENGERSand EMIGRANTS.

Improvements have been effected in the WAREHOUSINGsystem, by which the importer
of merchandise is relieved from paying duty till he has sold them to a home or foreign
purchaser; the rights, powers, and liabilities, civil and criminal, of FACTORShave been
defined, and those of ind3rsees of bills of lading extended; while summary remedies
have been attbrded in the case of bills of exchange and promissory-notes. The complex
and critical relations between DEBTORand CREDITOahave been several times adjusted and
readjusted, by revising and remodelling the administration of BANKRUPT"Y-and IN_OL-
VENCrlaw ; and provisions are made against secret bills of sale. While the arrest of a
debtor on mesne process has been abohshed, except under special circumstances and
under the authority of a judge, new remedles are given against absconding debtors ; and
debts due to a defendant can now be attached or taken in execution by a successful
plaintiff.

Our BANKI_ system, including the Bank of England and all public and private banks,
has been placed on a new footing, with a view to securing the circulation and preventing
fluctuations ruinous to the country. JOINT-STOCKCOMPANIEShave formed subjects of
incessant legislation, affecting equally their formation, practical working, compulsory
dissolution, and winding up, and the rights and liabilities of shareholders among them-
selves and between themselves and the public. The CUSTOMSlaws have been consoli-
dated and remodelled, in contbrmity with fundamental changes in our commercial
policy. In short, a revolution has been effected in the FISCALsystem of the country,
with a view to insure simplicity, certainty, and safety, and the unfettered freedom _e
self-reliant enterprise. Taxes have been imposed on INCOMEand PROPERTY,as the basis
of the great changes referred to, but have ever since been continued, and were heavily
but temporarily augmented on account of the late war ; while a tax has also been imposed
on the sUeCESSIO_to PROPERTY.The STAMPduties have been rewsed and placed upon a
new footing, and those on newspapers entirely repealed. Our POSTALsystem has been
remodelled, and postage, both domestic, colonial, and foreign, reduced to low and uni-
form rates. The law of PATENTSand COPrRmHTShas been improved and extended, and
valuable rights and privileges conferred in respect of literature, engravmgs, designs for
ornamenting manufactures, machines, and useful inventions, and certain colonial and
international rights established in respect of books, translations of them, prints, articles
of sculpture, and other works of art.

Acts have been passed for the important object of obtaining a complete ¢EOLOGICAL
SURVErof the United Kingdom, under the direction of government ; an admirable system
of REGISTRATIONof BIRTHS,DEATHS,and MARRIAGEShas been established, under the control
of a registrar-general, whose periodical reports afford information to the country of an
authentic, important, and most interesting statistical character; and a census of the
population was recently taken, on a far more extensive and systematm plan than had
ever before been attempted in this country.

Some of the more important alterations in the SUBSTANCEof the taw are to be found in
the act for enabling the personal representatives of one whose life has been sacrificed by
the wrongful act, neglect, or default of another, though under circumstances amounting
in law to felony, to recover damages for the benefit of his tkmlly. Another is, that
effected in the law of libel, especially in newspapers and periodmals, by lord Campbell's
act, having for its object the better protection of private character, for the more
effectually securing the liberty of the press, and better preventing abuses in exercising
it. These objects are attained by means of this valuable act, which is calculated to
restrain censorious and malignant pens from publishing libellous matter, which, though
true, it may not be held to have been for the public benefit to publish, but lacerating

rivate feeling and blighting character only for the gratification of spite and malignity.
ull effect is given to a prompt and proper apology, or even offer of one, in the case of

haste, passion, or inadvertence : and a sum of money may be paid into court in com-
pensation for any injury acknowledged to have been committed. A third alteration is
also of importance, as abrogating a great rule of law, that freight is the mother of wages.
The right to his wages of a seaman who does his duty is now properly placed on the same
footing as that in respect of other service, and must be paid though the ship have earned
no freight, unless it can be proved against him that, in case of wreck or loss of the ship,
he did not exert himself to the utmost to save the ship, cargo, and stores.

D_onANDS,again, have been abolished, as unreasonable and inconvenient ; contracts by
way of WAOV.RINGor gaming are declared null and void, and irrecoverable in courts of
either law or equity ; and very stringent enactments are made against gaming and betting
houses.

Though the contemplation of so vast a series of legislative changes within so short c
period may almost overwhelm the student, he has yet to be introduced to others of pos-
sibly greater moment than any that have gone before: the noble and inestimable
anprovements effected in the ADMINISTRATIONOFJUSTICE. Some improvement_ have64_
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been effeoted i_, our ECCLESIASTICALCOVRTS,which, moreover, it has hmg been sought, but
hitherto in vain, to place altogether on a satisfactory footing. The difficulties of
doing so have hitherto proved almost insuperable; but the legislature is at this
moment engaged upon the arduous undertaking. The court of ADMIRALTY has
been reconstructed, invested with new powers, and now exercises with satisfaction
to the country an important jurisdiction ; and improvements have bean made in the
JUDICIAL COMMITTEEOFTH_ PRIVV COUNCXL. It is, however, in the administration of CIWL
and CRXMI_XLJUSTICE, alike in superior and inferior courts,--in those of law and eqmty,
--that the amending ]_and has left the deepest traces of its giant grasp. To recapitulate
with only reasonable fulness the improvements here effccted would be to travel over a
large space of the foregoing work: nothing more, therefore, will be attempted _han a
sketch of some of their leading features. The grand attained object has been, by strip-
ping a question of needless technicahtms and fictions, to leave exposed to the judicial
eye the SUBSTANTIALMERITS.and that at as early a period in htigation as is consistent with
deliberately ascertaining the nature of the question ; to diminish the expense of adminis-
tering justice, facilitate the review of questioned decisions, and obtain the sut,stantial
results of adjudicature promptly and effectively.

First, as to the SUPEaIOR COURTSOFCOMMONLAW. The three great engines by which
they conduct their operations--pleading, practice, and evidence--have beer,, so to
speak, taken to pieces, thoroughly repaired, and set together again, with new capa
bilities and modes of action. PLEADINGS are shrunk into a span; verbiage has, in its
turn, given way to the simplicity and terseness which it had originally supplanted, the
record speaks the language of plain good sense ; a shp and stumble of either party is
quickly recovered: amendments may be made when and at every stage they appear
necessary, on just and reasonable terms ; iacts and law are quickly referred to their
proper categories: and the appropriate tribunals invested with new powers to dispose of
them. The PRACTIC_of the courts is now at all times under the command of the judges,
who have laid down an entirely new code of rules, and have power from time to time to
vary them as occasion may require. The law of EVIDENCEhas been entirely reconstructed ;
lips are opened which ought never to have been closed, and which can at once place
judges and jurms in possession of facts not otherwise accessible ; new and great facilities
are afforded for testing the credibility of witnesses and facilitating and simplifying docu-
mentary proof, and, at the same time, for visiting with prompt and condign punishment
those defiling a court of justice by perjured ewdenee. Oaths are dispensed with when-
ever a witness will solemnly pledge his word that he entertains conscientious objections,
on religious grounds, to taking them ; and powers are given for enforcing the attendance
of witnesses out of the jurisdiction of a particular court, if they be within the United
Kingdom.

A question of fact may be referred to the decision of either judge or jury, as shall
appear most expedient ; and those of fact or law are now easily and economically review-
able by successive courts of appellate jurisdiction. Several pages, however, would be
required to indicate the substantial improvements effected m the administration of the
common law in the supermr courts, even by two statutes, entitled the common-law
procedure acts of 1852 and 1854, by which, among other great changes, equitable matter
is Tendered available by either party in a common-law court, which is also armed with
powers hitherto wielded by courts of equity only, by way of compelling specific perform-
ance,_by injunction, discovery, and interrogatory. Inferior civil courts of record,
existing by ancient charter or act of parliament, and often possessing extensive juris-
diction, have had their procedure improved and regulated by that of the superior courts,
as far as applicable, by either express enactments, or the incorporation, by an order of
privy council, of the two common-law procedure acts of 1852 and 1854, or by powers con-
i_rred by act of parliament on the recorder or judge to regulate practice and pleading,
subject to the approval of three judges of the superior courts.

LocAL COVRTShave been established throughout England and Wales, absorbing a largo
portion of the jurisdiction heretofore exercised by the superior courts only, who have
been, however, compensated, so to speak, by being allowed to encroach, as we have seen,
on the courts of equity.

In_o COC_TSOF EQUITYhave been introduced also changes of number and magnitude
corresponding with those effected in the common-law courts, and having the same
object,--namely, to dispense with superfluous technicality, to shorten prolix pleadings.
and simplify procedure in every way, so as to arrive as quickly and inexpensively as
possible at the true merits of a question and have it as promptly adjudicated upon. Two
new courts of primary and one of appellate jurisdiction have been erected ; the judges
are armed with powers, like those of their brethren in the common-law courts, for regu-
lating practice; despatching business at chambers as well as in court, in lieu of the
masters in chancery, who have been abolished ; taking evidence viva voce; deciding lega_
questions, rendered necessary for the determination of equitable rights, without invoking
the assistance of a court of law; and being deprived of the power any longer of sending
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cases for the opinion of the latter. This, howover, is only a faint outline of the great
ameliorations which have recently been effeeted h, our courts of equity, of which they
have so long stood in need, and which have given great satisfaction to the pubhc.

In the administration of our CRIMISALLXW may be seen the same bold hand of reform :
and salutary changes have been effected, in a spirit at once cautious, humane, and
enlightened, before which technical jargon and senseless prolixity have melted away,
leaving the indletment to speak language so plain as to be intelhglble at once to tile
prisoner and the public, instead of misleading, harassing, and eonfu_mg all parties, and
tempting chicanery, with facilities for defeating justice. Simple and brief as criminal
pleadings are now become, a "judge is armed with every requls,te power of amendment,
on rational principles, and consistently with full justice to the prisoner. Both judge
and jury are enabled, better than ever heretofore, to do substantial justice without dis-
carding proper and necessary forms. While the latter can, without prejudice to the
prisoner, adapt their verdict to the true merits of the case. which the evidence ha_
shown referable to a different class of offence from that charged in the indictment, so
the former is enabled to carry that specially-adapted verdict rote complete effect, and.
without unduly enlarging his dlscretion, appol tlon punishments, within certain limits, to
the quahty of the crime and _he character and prewous conduct of the prisoner. A new
court of appeal has been erected, exactly qualified to answer every object in the adminis-
tration of criminal justice, by keeping it con-lstent with the letter and _-pirit of the law,
and affording prompt redress in cases of miscarriage.

Magistrates have been recently invested with greatly-increased powers of SU_M,_RY
JUmSDICTm_, over adult as well as juvenile emmmals, to an extent not perhaps hkely to
have been approved of by Blackstone, judging from his recorded sentiments, though
accompanied by prowslons a_med at guarding ii'om abuse so great a departure from the
precious institution of trial by jury.

PUniShMeNts have been often and anxiously considered by the legislature, with a wew
to mitigating their severity without at the same tnne affording impunity to crime. This
has been done by men inspired by enhghtened philanthropy, aiming patiently at the
true medmm between justice and mercy, and actuated by the spirit breathing in the
grand and solemn language of one of our ancient _t'_tutes :--" The state of every king,
ruler, and governor of any reahn, domimon, or commonalty standeth and conslsteth
more assured by the love and favour of the subject toward their sovermgn ruler and
governor than in the dread and fear of laws, made with rigorous pains and extreme

Unishment for not obeying of their sovereign ruler and governor: and laws also made
r the preservation of the common weal, without extreme punishment or great penalty,

are more often for the most part obeyed and kept than laws and statutes made with
great and extreme punishments, and, m special, such laws and statutes so made, whereby
not only the ignorant and rude unlearned people, but also learned and expert people,
minding honestly, are often and many times trapped and snared--yea, many times_
for words only, without either fact or deed done or perpetrated." 1 _[ary, star. 1, c. 1.

Capital punishments have accordingly been expressly abohshed in a great number of
heinous cases, such as forgery, rape, and certain crimes, foul and revoltii_g, but retained
in others deemed of a more dangerous pubhe tendency, and principally of a murderous
character and with such intent committed, as m cases oi stabbing, cutting, wounding,
poisoning, doing violent injury dangerous to life. Even in these eases, however, the
sentence of death is not always carried into effect ; while offences of kindred enormity,
as by the use of explosive substances, corrosive fluids, chloroform, laudanum, or other
stupefying materials, for felonious purposes, and attempting to shoot, drown, or suffo_
caW, are punishable by transportatmn ibr hfe or for a long series of years, or permd of
imprisonment.

As already indicated, however, one of the noblest characteristics of the age is its
endeavouring to prevent the commission of cnme,--to reform and restore an offender
rather than harden and destroy him. And let us close this surprising summary of ths
legislation of the last twenty years by saying that the feature of it last brought under
the reader's eye would have lit up with dehght that of a Blackstone and a Coke ; the
latter of whom, after writing on this subject in mowng terms, thus solemnly closes his
Institute of Criminal Law---"The consideration of this PREVS>_T_NOjustice were worthy
of the wisdom of a parliament, and, in the mean t_me, expert and wise men to make
preparation for the same, as the text sa_th, ut Denedzcat ets JDomznus. Blessed shall he be
that layeth the first stone of th_s building : more blessed that proceeds in it : most of all
that finisheth _t, to the glory of God and the honour of our king and nation." The
anxieties of the late war dld not prevent the nation from addressing itself to this holy
enterprise; and the return of peace beholds _t more intent upon that enterprise than
ever _WARREN.

Ih proposing to add an American note on the subject of the progress of the law since
_,he publication of the Commentaries of S_r Wilham Blaekstone, it ought to be premised
t.ha_ i$ cat, uot, of course, enter rote the details of the legislation of thirty-two d_ffereu_
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States. The most which can be done is to notice briefly some few leading instanoes of
important alteration or amendment which occur in the jurisprudence of the United
States. In all these States, except Louisiana, the common law is the foundation ; and
though the superstructure has been various, yet there are points of general agrecmen!
whmh may be safely assumed as indicative of the character and extent of American
progress.

Tile first, and by far the most important in its bearing upon security of person and
property, and that steady social and political progress whmh is the never-furling accom-
paniment of such security, is the introduction of written constitutions of government
not only descmbing the organization of the various departments and defining thei.
several hmlts, but declaring m the most authoritative manner those individual rights
which are not delegated to the government in any of its departments, but reserved a_
inviolate forever. Essentially connected with the principle of constitutional law,--as fez
/eg_,n,--wlthout which indeed it would be an empty name, is the recognised power of the
judmlary department not only to construe the constitution, but to pronounce an act of
the legislature, contrary to their construction, to be absolutely null and void, and t_
refuse to carry it into effect. Under this principle especially has an efficient sanction:
been added to those important restrictions upon legislative power, that no law shall be
passed in violatlon of private contracts, that private property shall not be taken re,
public use without compensatmu, and that no man shall be deprived of life, liberty, ol
property without due process of law. Nor should we forget, while touching upon thi_
subject, to notme that all our constitutions contain provisions for their own amendment
Thus peaceably, without those convulsions and revolutions which mark the history of
other countries, the most important changes may be made in the very framework of
society. ]l_es¢ of tim old constitutions oIiginally established at or soon after the Revo-
lution have undergone revision in conventions of the people called by lawful authority,
whose work has been submitted to the decision of the people at the polls, tIow sublime
a spectacle is l_ to behold a great nataon_and each of our States may be well so terlaed
in its extent of territories and its prospective if not present populatmn--engaged peace-
ably and calmly m considering, and determining by the light of reason and experience,
those deeply-interesting and exciting questmns which m other countries and in ages not
far remote were settled on the battle-field, or in the more terrific scenes of domestic
revolution ! Let it be observed, also, that as often as these revisions have taken place
they have resulted in changes tending to limit still more the power oi government, and
of course to guard still more individual rights. While suffrage has been everywhere
more and more extended,--the will of the majority brought more and more nearly to
act upon the representatives to whom its expression in law is delegated,--yet this exton-
sion has been accompamed with wise restrictions upon legislative power in the creation
of public debt, the erection of corporations, and the investment of peculiar privileges m
favoured classes. Orders of nobility never, in fact, existed in the American colonies.
These favours were not extended to the colonists : the demand at home was equal to
the supply. It was for this reason, fortunate for the colonists, that they were not iepr_
sented in parliament. They would not then have been spared that infliction. Had an
order of American nobility, however, existed at the Revolution m any of the States, who
can doubt that it would have soon yielded up all its claims to honour, pre-eminence, or
privilege? It would be eurmus to trace the history of freehold qualification for office and
the elective i_anchlse. Gradually, indeed, yet surely, one trace after another has dis-
appeared of the idea that a man must have an interest in the soil to give him such an
interest in good government as to render him a safe depositary of any share of its power.
Provision hy law for the education of the children of all classes, alike rich and poor,
who choose to avail themselves of it, is another feature of the progress which has been
made in this country. The fact simply is recorded, without pausing to examine its
bearing upon the great questions of morals and economy with which it is connected.
Church establishments, which in the beginning seemed disposed to show themselves,
have now no place in our system. One of the cardinal maxims of American funds,
menial law is that rehgion, to be pleasing to the Being whose will is its supreme law,
must be perfectly voluntary,--uninfluenced by any mere worldly consideration: all men
have an inherent and indefeasible right to unlimited freedom of conscience and rehglous
worship. The wisdom of free system_ is nowhere more strikingly illustrated than by
the results in this case. It is found that the great bulk of the clergy are better paid,
more respected and more worthy of respect, enjoying more the confidence of their flocks
and better entitled to it ; and, what is more remarkab]e, the amount of effort and contri-
bution for religmus objects is greatly increased where they are the free-will offerings of
cheerful givers. When we pass from what may be termed public to the domain of private
law, that which meets us at the first glance is the early and universal abolition of primo-
genitures, and the equal division of lands as well as personal estate among all the ehil
dren, or, in default of children, of the next of kin. Though one of the to, ernest, it is
doubtless one of the most important, steps in the progress of society. In Pennsylvama
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and some otherof the States,the eldestson had at firsta double share. But perfect
equahty was soon everywhere the rule. While the rlghtofdiscriminationm_y be safely
leftto thejusticeand affectionofthe parent,the policyof equaldlstributionestablished
by law in casesof intest_y breaks the influenceof family pride and arrays the moral
force of the whole community in favour of natural justice. It is the only just and safe
agrarian law. ]t gives an impetus to public as well as private enterprise and prosperity,
by the constantly-recurring division of property. It operates gradually and quietly by
the prevention of overgrown estates withdrawn from productive uses, whmh the course
of a few generatmns, under the operatmn of the rule of paxtible descents, never fails 1_o
reduce to a common level. :Now and then some proprietor, anxmus to perpetuate his

roperty and name after his decease, may tie up h_s estate by a strmt settlement ; but,
y the wise rule of law against perpetuities, the second generatmn will have power to

loose its bands and set it iree again. Indeed, m many of the States, entails have been
abolished, and everywhere the legislatures are easily moved to unfetter estates which
have been placed in trust, whenever they can constitutmnally exercise that power. The
interest of the many is in the unrestrained commerce of landed as well as movable
property,--in the subjection of both alike to the just demands of creditors. In the
earhest period of our colomal jurisprudence, lands were made chattels for the payment
of debts. Instead of recogmsmg fancied distinctmns between different classes of debts,
the e_tate of a decedent ibund to be insolvent is generally distributed among all his
creditors pro rata, with the exceptmn of a reasonable and humane preference given tc
funeral-expenses, medical attendance, and servants' wages. With this class of legal
reforms is connected the umversal estabhshment of public registries for deeds, mort
gage_, judgments, &c. ; and thus the purchaser or mortgagee is hable to no risk of having
his title defeated by some secret conveyance or encumbrance. In many of the States
provismns have been made m f_vour of certain classes founded upon the notion that
they have some supermr claims upon the protectmn of the law. The priority given to
funeral-expenses, medmal attendance, and servants' wages was evidently meant not for
the benefit of the undertaker, physicmn, and domestic, but that in that last great trial
of our nature the dying man might easily find the credit to procure him necessary com-
fort and attention. But in the class of cases to which allusion is now made, no ulterml
pohcy of this character is to be discerned. Yet such is their general ,_doptmn by dif-
fi, rent legislatures that some foundation of policy or justice must exist in their behalf.
Such are laws giving meehames hens upon buddmgs erected by them prmr to all other
liens originating subsequently to the commencement of the erectmn. Such are laws
exempting a certain amount m value, or certain kinds of property, as household goods,
from seizure in execution or distress for rent. Such are the laws everywhere abohshing
imprisonment for small debts, and in many States advancing a step further, to the entire
abohtion of such Imprisonment in all cases, except where upon examination and hearing
the debtor is found to have fraudulently contracted the debt, or to have fraudulently
concealed or removed his property.

There is another subject upon which the hand of innovation has been laid of late
years; whether it should be styled reform may well be doubted. Laws have been
passed in many States having in view the protectmn of the property of marrmd women,
and constituting them in some respects, at least as far as such property Is concerned,
independent of the power and control of their husbands. Instances of great hardship
were often found to arise where an unwise or profligate husband has squandered the
estate belonging to the wife ; but whether such occasional inconveniences ought not rather
to be borne, than an alteration attempted affecting so fundamentally the most intimate
relatmn of sectary, has been questioned by some of our wisest and best men. Time will
decide, as the tendency of our legi_latlon is at present all m that direction. In most of
the States, the causes which in England only constitute grounds of divorce a mensa e_
there, and some not even amounting to that, have been constituted legal reasons tbr a
total separation of the parties a viaculo matrimomi, of course carrying with it the power in
elther })arty to contract a new marriage. Still greater evils have been found to result
fi'om the faeihty with which legislative divorces are granted, sometimes for no cause at
all but the dissatisfaction of one or both the parties. It has even been attempted in
some constitutions to restrict the power of the legislature on this subject ; but from past
,_xpermnce we may conclude that nothing but absolute prohibition will ever be found
effectual.

In general, special pleading has not found favour with the profession in the United
States. The education of lawyers has not in general been such as to qualify them for
it. Nowhere has it been found profitable to institute a separate branch of the profession
devoting themselves, as in England, to this subject. Our bills of costs in general are
|ight, and would not compensate for the labour and time which would be required.
Cases are mostly tried on the general issue; and where any special defence to a sealed
instrument is intended to be set up, or any defalcatmn relied upon, a notice of the
matter before trial is in general required. In many of the States the process and prao.
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tree in the courts have been much simplified, with aview to a speedy judgment in cause_
_eally without defence, and to a speedy trial in other cases. As far as evidence is con°
uerned, we may be considered as behind our mother-country. In all but two or three
States the old rules excluding the parties qnd interested or infamous persons from being
heard as witnesses still exist in all their _igour. In general, chancery powers are con-
ferred on the common-law courts proeeechng by bill and answer on an equity side,
instead of a separate court of equity. In two or _hree States from an early period the
courts exercised the powers and applied the principles of equity only through the
medmm of common-law forms, considering that as done whmh a chancellor would
decree to be done, and enforcing the specific execution of contracts through conditional
verdicts of juries.

When we turn to the consideration of crimes and their punishment, then it mu._. be
acknowledged that we have always been far in advance of English jurisprudence. _u"
ancestors, in the earliest periods of colonization, adopted the wise and humane principle
of Montesquieu, that certainty was to be preferred to severity. The death-penalty was
abolished generally in all cases except murder,---and in that, in some States, confined
only to what is termed murder ,n the .first degree, or, in other words, where the intent was
itself murderous. Great attention has been paid to penitentiaries and prison-chseipline.
In some places the plan has been adopted of solitary confinement at hard labour, and i_,
others that of associated labour during the day and separate confinement at night.

Thus m this necessarily brief sketch it will be seen that in the United States there
has been a constant effort to improve the framework and details of our laws. The history
of the course of legislation is the best eulogy which could be composed upon repubhcan
institutmns. Liberal principles in government and legislation do not tend to subvert
the echfice of public and pmvate security, but to strengthen its foundations and bind its
parts more firmly together by remowng gradually and successively every useless and
injurious appendage. There is no danger, but the highest safety, that men should
understand their right to be well and cheaply governed. The more general intelligence
is diffused among a community, the more wdl they prize the blessing of liwng in a
aoun :ry of just and equal laws impartially admmistered.---SHa_.swooD.
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_KCT. 1. RECORDOI AN INDICTMENTANDCONVICTIONOF mURDER, AT TH]t
AssizEs.

lVar_,wks]ire, _ BE IT R_._tE_BEaED, that at the general session of the lord _lslo_ _'f_
to wit. ) the king of oyer and terinlner holden at Warwick m and for w

the said county of Warwick, on Fr,day, the twelfth day of IViarch, in the
second year of the reign of the lord George the Third, now king of Great
Britain, before Sir 3imhacl Fob-tar, kmght, one of the justices of the said
lord the king a_signed to hold pleas before the king himself, Sir Edward
Clive, knight, one of the justices of the said lord the king, of his court of
Common Bench, and others their fellows, justices of the said lord the king,
assigned by letters-patent of the said lord the king, under hm great seal of C_mmi_nla U
Great Britain, made to them the aforesaid justices and others, and any two
or more of them, (whereof one of them the said Sir 3llchacl Foster and Sir
Edward Clive, the said lord the king would have to be one,) to inquire (by
the oath of good and lawful men of the county alo, esaid, by whom the truth
of the matter mlght be the better known, and by other ways, methods, and
means, whereby they could or might the better know, as well wlthm liber-
ties as without) more fully the truth of all tre_ons, misprismns of treasons,
insurrections, rebellions, counterfeitings, clippings, washings, false comings,
and other falsities of the moneys of Great Britain, and of other kingdoms or
dominions whatsoever; and of all murders, felonies, manslaughters, killings,
burglarms, rapes of women, unlawful meetings and conventicles, unlawful
uttering of words, unlawful assemblies, mispnsions, confederacies, false alle-
gations, trespasses, riots, routs, retentions, escapes, contempts, falsities,
negligenees, concealments, maintenances, oppressions, ehamperties, deceits,
and all other misdeeds, offences, and injuries whatsoever, and also the ac-
cessories of the same, within the county aforesaid, as welt within liberties as
without, by whomsoever and howsoever done, had, perpetrated, and com-
mitted, azld by whom, to whom, when, how, and m what manner ; and of all
other articles and circumstances in the said letters-patent of the said lord
the king specified ; the premmes and every or any of them howsoever con-
cerning; and for this time to hear and determine the said treasons and ale _,a
other the premises, according to the law and custom of the realm of Eng- _t_'
land; and also keepers of the peace and justices of the said lord the king, ann of the
assigned to hear and determine divers felonies, trespasses, and ether misde-
meanours committed within the county aforesaid, by the oath of Sir James
Thomson, baronet, Charles Roper, Henry Dawes, :Peter Wilson, F.amuel GrandJur_
Rogers, John Dawson, James Phflhps, John h{ayo, Richard Savage, Wil-
liam Bell, James l_Iorris, Laurence Hall, and Charles Carter, esquires, good
and lawful men of the county aforesaid, then and there impanelled, sworn,
and charged to inquire for the said lord the king and for the body of the
said county, it is presented : THAT Peter Hunt, late of the parish of Light- _.ndiet_ell'
horne, in the said county, gentleman, not hawng the fear of God before his
eyes, but being moved and seduced by the instigation of the devil, on the
fifth day of :_iareh in the said second year of the reign of the said lord the
king, at the parish of Lighthorne aforesaid, with force and arms, in and
upon one Samuel Collins, in the peace of God and of the said lord the king
then and there being, feloniously, wilfully, and of his malice aforethought.
did make an assault ; and that the said Peter Hunt, with a certain drawn
sword, made of iron and steel, of the value of five shillings, which he the
said Peter Hunt in his right hand then and there had and held, him the
_aid Sa_'-el Collins, m and upon the left side of the belly of him the said
Samuel Collins then and there feloniously, _flfully, and of his malice afore-
though L did strike, thrust, stab, and penetrate ; gi-ing unto the said Samuel
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l_ollins, then and there, with the sword drawn a_ aforesaid, hx and upon the
left side of the belly of him the said Samuel Collins, one mortal wound, of
the breadth of one inch and the depth of nine inches ; of which said mortal
wound he the said Samuel Collins, at the parish of Llghthorne aibresaiS, in
the said county of Warwick, from the sand fifth day of l_arch in the yea1
aibresaid, until the seventh day of the same month in the same year, did
languish, and languishing did live ; on which said seventh day of March in
the year aforesaid, the said Samuel Collins, at the parish of Lighthorne
aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, of the said mortal wound did dm: and so
the jurors afbresaid, upon their oath aforesaid, do say that the said Peter
Hunt him the sand Samuel Colhns, in manner and form aforesaid, felo-
niously, wilfully, and of his malice aforethought, did kill and murder,
against the peace of the said lord the now king, his crown, and dignity.

o_,,,w. WnEREVPO_ the sheriff of the county aforesaid is commanded that he omit
not for any liberty m his bailiwick, but that he take the said Peter Hunt,
if he may be found m hm bailiwick, and him safely keep, to answer to the

s_aou ol g_ol. felony and murder whereof he stands mdmted. WUlCH said indictment
dehvely, the sand justices of the lord the king above named, afterwards, to wit, at the

delivery of the gaol of the said lord the king, holden at Warwick in and fox
the county aforesaid, on Friday, the sixth day of August, m the said second
year of the reign of the said lord the king, before the right honourable
William lord l_ansfield, chief justme of the said lord the king, assigned to
hold pleas before the king hnnself, Sir Sidney Stafford Smythe, knight, one
of the barons of the exchequer of the said lord the king, and others their
fellows, justices of the said lord the king, assigned to deliver his said gaol
of the county aforesaid of the prisoners therein being, by their proper hands
do deliver here m court of record in form of the law to be determined. ANn

Ar_gnmcnt. AFTERWARDS, to wit, at the same delivery of the gaol of the said lord the
king of his county aforesaid, on the said Friday, the sixth day of August, in
the said second year of the reign of the said lord the king, be_bre the said
justices of the lord the king last above named and others their feilows
aforesaid, here cometh the sand Peter Hunt, under the custody of William
Browne, esquire, sheriff of the county aforesaid, (in whose custody in the
gaol of the county aforesand, for the cause aforesaid, he had been before
committed,) being brought to the bar here in his proper person by the said
sheriff, to whom he is here also committed. A_D forthwith being demanded
concerning the premises in the said indictment above specified and charged

Plea: not guilty, upon him, how he will acquit himself thereof, he saith that he is not guilty
I_ae. thereof; and thereof for good and evil he puts himself upon the country.

AND John Blencowe, esquire, clerk of the assizes for the county aforesaid,
who prosecutes for the said lord the king in this behalf, doth the hke.

F'_:r¢ THEREFORE let a jury thereupon here immediately come befbre the said
justices of the lord the king last above mentioned, and others their fellows
aforesaid, of free and lawful men of the neighbourhood of the said parish of
Lighthorne, in the county of Warwick aforesaid, by whom the truth of the
matter may be the better known, and who are not of kin to the said Peter
Hunt, to recognise upon their oath whether the said Peter Hunt be guilty
of the felony and murder in the indictment aforesaid above specified, or
not guilty: because as well the said John Blencowe, who prosecutes for the
said lord the king in this behalf, as the said Peter Hunt, have put them-
selves upon the said jury. And the jurors of the said jury by the said
sheriff for this purpose impanelled and returned, to wit, David Williams,
John Smith, Thomas Horne, Charles Iqokes, Richard ]_ay, Walter Duke,
)[atthew Lion, James White, Wilham Bates, Oliver Green, Bartholomew
Nash, and Henry Long, being called, come; who, being elected, trmd, and
sworn to speak the truth of and concerning the premises, upon their oath

wraIct: gmlty say, ThAT the said Peter Hunt is guilty of the felony and murder aforesaid,
,f murdor, on him above charged in the form aforesaid, as by the indictment aforesaid

is above supposed against him ; and that the said Peter Hunt at the time
of committing the said felony and murder, or at any time since to this time,
had not nor hath any goods or chattels, lands or tenements, in the said
county of Warwick, or elsewhere, to the knowledge of the said jurors. 1
:And upon this it is forthwith demanded of the said Peter Hunt, if he hath
or knoweth any thing to say wherefore the said justices here ought not
upon the premmes and verdmt aforesaid to proceed to judgment and exe-
cution against him : who nothing further saith, unless as he before had said,

1Th2sawrmentis nowrenderedunnecessary. See7 &8 fleo. IV, c. 28,i 6o
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WmCREUI'ON, all and singular the premises being seen, and by |Jae sald_ent_
justices here fully understood, IT IS CONSIDEREDby the court here, that the _'
said Peter Hunt be taken to the gaol of the said lord the king of the said
county of Warwick from whence he came, and from thence to the place of
execution on l_onday now next ensuing, being the ninth day of this instant and dim_a.
August, and there be hanged by the neck until he be dead ; aald that after-
_'aeds his body be dissected and anatomized.

SECT. _. CONVICTION OF ]_ANSLAUGHTER,

upon their oath say, that the said Peter Hunt is not guilty of Verdict: not
p_ gmlty of murde_

the murder aforesaid, above charged upon him; but that the said _._. gmlty oi ma_
ltunt is guilty of the felonious slaying of the aforesaid Samuel Collins; aria ,la_h_
lhat he had not nor hath any goods or chattels, lands or tenements, at the
time of the felony and manslaughter aforesaid, or ever aftel_vards to this
time, to the knowledge of tile said jurors. _ And immediately it is de-
manded of the said Peter IIunt if he hath or knoweth any thing to say
wherefore the said justices here ought not upon the premises and verdict
aforesmd to proceed to judgment and executmn against him. wno saith that Clergy prayed
he is a clerk, and prayeth the benefit of clergy to be allowed him in this
behalf. WHEREUPON, all and singular the premises being seen, and by the Judgment to bEburned m tho

said justices here fully understood, IT IS CONSIDEREDby the court here that b_nd, ana do-
the said Peter Hunt be burned m his left hand and dehvered. And lm-hvmed.

mediately he is burned in his left hand, and is dehvered, according to the
form of the statute, a

SECT. 3. ENTRY OF A TRIAL INSTANTER IN THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, UPON A

COLLATERkL ISSUE ; AND RULE OF COURT FOR EXECUTION THEREON.

]_lichaelmas Term, in the Sixth Year of the Reign of King George the Third.

Kent; The King ) THE PRISONERat the bar being brought into this court
against _ in custody of the sheriff of the county of Sussex, by

_1homas Rogers. ) virtue of his majesty's writ of/_abeas corpus, IT IS OaDER]_) Habeas corpus.
that. the said writ and the return thereto be filed. AND it appearing by a Recordof att_ta
certain record of attainder, which hath been removed into this court by his der read,
majesty's writ of certwrarl, that the prisoner at the bar stands attainted, by
the name of Thomas Rogers, of felony for a robbery on the highway, and for felony and

.. • _ robbery.
the saidprlsonerat the bar having heard the record of the ss'daz_amcLerPrmonerasked
now read to him, isnow asked by the court here what he hath to say forwhathecansay
himself why the court here should not proceed to award execution" against" cutmn.mbar of exo-
him upon the said attainder. HE for plea saith that he is not the same Ple_: not the
Thomas Rogers in the said record of attainder named, and against whom same person.
judgment was pronounced; and this he is ready to verify and prove, &c.
To which said plea the honourable Charles Yorke, esquire, attorney-general Rephcation.
of our plesent sovereign lord the king, who for our said lord the king in
this behalf prosecuteth, being now present here in court, and having heard
what the said piisoner at the bar hath now alleged, for our said lord the
king by way of reply salth, that the said prisoner now here at the bar is the averring that h_
same Thomas Rogers in the said record of attainder named, and against _s"
whom judgment was pronounced as aforesaid ; and this he prayeth may be
inquired into by the country ; and the said prisoner at the bar doth the like: Issue Joined.
T_ER_.FOaE let a jury in this behalf immediately come here into court, by
whom the truth of the matter will be the better known, and who have no ren_ awarded
affinity to the said prisoner, to try upon their oath whether the said prisoner _m_nter.
at the bar be the same Thomas Rogers in the stud record of attainder named,
and against whom ,judgment was so pronounced as aforesaid, or not: because
as well the said Charles Yorke, esquire, attorney-general of our said lord the
king, who for our said lord the king in this behalf prosecutes, as the said
prisoner at *.he bar, have put themselves in this behalf upon the said jury.
A_D immediately thereupon the said jury come here into court; and, being ;_urysworn.
e,eeted, tried, and sworn to speak the truth touching and concerning the
premises aforesaid, and having heard the said record read to them, do say
upon their oath tha_, the said prisoner at the bar is the same Thomas Rogers verdict : that m
in the said record of _ttamder named, and against whom judgment was so _ th. sam_.
pronounced as aibresaid, in manner and form as the said attorney-general

_ee preceding note
_Bon_flt of clergy and burn|ng m the hand being now abohshed, (see 6Goo. IV. e. 25. 7 & 8Geo. IV.

e. 28,) th_s form will reqmre alteratmn accordingly
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hath by his said replication to the said plea of the said prisoner now here
at the bar alleged. AND HEREUPONthe said attorney-general on behalf oi
our said lot 1 the king now prayeth, that the court here would proceed t6
award execution against him the said Thomas Rogers upon the said at-

ln rd of _*e, tainder. W_EEEUPON, all and singular the premises being now seen and
•a_,_ fully understood by the cour_ here, IT IS ORDEREDby the court here that

execution be done upon the said prisoner at the bar for the said felony in
pursuance of the said judgment, according to due form of law: AND it is
lastly ordered that lie the said Thomas Rogers. the prisoner at the bar, be
now committed to the custody of the sheriff of the county of Kent (now
also present here in court) for the purpose aforesaid; and that the said
sheriff of Kent do execution upon the said defendant the prisoner at the
bar for the said felony, in pursuance of the said judgment, according to due
form of law. On the motion of l%Ir. Attorney-General.

By the C_,urt.

_ECT. 4. WARRANT OF EXECUTION ON JUDGMENT OF DEATH, AT THE GENERAL

GAoL-DELIVERY IN LONDON AND _IDDLESEX.

London ) To the sheriff_of the cityof London ;and to the sheriffofthe

and t county of lk[Iddlesex; and to the keeper of his majesty'sMiddZesaz. gaol of Newgate.

Wr,-_REAS at the session of gaol-delivery of Newgate, for the city of London
and county of ]_Iiddlcsex, holden at Justice Hall in the Old Bailey, on the
nineteenth day of October last, Patrick ]VIahony, Roger Jones, Charles King,
and Mary Smith, received sentence of death for the respective offences in
their several indictments mentioned : :Now IT IS HEEEEV OEDEREDthat exe-

cution of the said sentence be made and done upon them the said Patrick
Mahony and Roger Jones, on Wednesday the ninth day of this instant
month of November, at the usual place of execution. AND it is his maiesty's
command that execution of the said sentence upon them the said Charles
King and Mary Smith be respited, until his majesty's pleasure touching
them be further known.

GIVEN under my hand and seal this fourth day
of November, one thousand seven hundred
and sixty-eight.

J_MES EYRE, Recorder, (L.S.)

_ECT. 5. WRIT OF EXECUTION UPON" A JUDGMENT OF MURDER, BEFORE THE KING

IN I)ARL1AMENT.

GEORGE the Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and
Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and so forth, to the sheriffs of London
and sheriff of Middlesex, greeting. WHERE._S Lawrence earl Ferrers, vis-
count Tamworth, hath been indicted of felony and murder by him done
and committed, which said indictment hath been certified before us in our
present parhament; and the said Lawrence earl Ferrers, viscount Tam-
worth, hath been thereupon arraigned, and upon such arraignment hath
pleaded not gui!ty ; and the said Lawrence earl Ferrers, viscount Tamworth,
hath before us in our said parliament been tried, and in due form of law
convicted thereof; and whereas judgment hath been given in our said par-
liament that the said Lawrence earl Ferrers, viscount Tamworth, shall be
hanged by the neck till he is dead, and that his body be dissected and ana-
tomized, the execution of which judgment yet reinameth to be done: W_
require, and by these pre,_ents strictly command you, that upon _onday.
the fifth day of _Iay instant, between the hours of nine in the morning and
one in the afternoon of the same day, him the said Lawrence earl Ferrets,
viscount Tamworth, without the gate of our tower of London (to you then
and there to be delivered, as by another writ to the lieutenant of our tower
of London or to his deputy directed we have commanded) into your custody
you then and there receive ; and him, in your custody so being, you forth-
with convey to the accustomed place of execution at Tyburn ; and that you
do cause execution to be done upon the said Lawrence earl Ferrers, vis-
count Tamworth, in your custody so being, in all things according to the
said judgment. And this you are by no means to omit, at your peril.
WITNESS ourself at Westminster, the second day of May, in the thirty-third
year of our reign. YORKE and YOR_L
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1_h_figures at the end of each Question refer to the pages of Blackstone (and those of alt the
editzons are alzke) where zts Answer mall befound.

INTRODUCTION.

SECTION II.--Of the Nature of Laws in SEC. III.--Of the Laws of England.
General.

1. INTo what two kinds may the municivao ,_w
1. W_AT is law, in its most general and com- of England be divided ? 63.

prehensive sense ? 38. 2. What does the first of these kinds of law
2. What is law,in its more confined sense, and include ? 63.

that in which it is the present commentator's bust- 8. Where is it to be found ? 63, 64.
hess to consider it ? 39. 4. Of what degree of antiquity must its maz-

3. What is the law of nature _ 39. ires and customs be, to entitle them to vaiid,ty*
4. To what one precept may the law of nature 67.

be reduced ? 41. 5. Into what three kinds is it distinguishable ?
5. Has God revealed any portions of this law 67.

to us ? 42. 6. How are its customs or ma:rlms to he known ;
6. Upon what two foundations depend all hu- and by whom is their vahdity to be determined ?

man laws ? 42. 69.
7. As the whole race of mankind form sepa- 7. What is the doctrine of the law as to fol-

rate states, is there not a third kind of law ? 43. lowing precedents _ 70.
8. What is that law called by which particular 8. What three things do the rules relating to

nations are governed ? 44. particular customs regard ? 75.
9. How does the commentator define that law? 9. Wherein do the customs of London differ

44. from all others in point of tmal ? 76.
10. What three forms of government are there ? 10. What are the seven necessary requisites

49. to make a custom good ? 77, 78.
11. What peculiar quMity does each of these 11. To what, however, must all sTecial customs

forms of government possess ; and what effect have submit * 7q.
these several quahdes upon the laws of their re- 12. What are understood by thosepeculiar laws
_pective governments ._ 49, 50. which, by custom, arc adopted and used only in

12. What. is the nature of the British form of certain peculmr courts and jurisdmtions ? 79.
government.q 50, 51. 13. What is understood by each of these laws,

13. With whom lies the right to make laws in absolutely taken 9 80, 82.
every government ? 52. 14. What are the four species of courts in

14. Of what four parts may every law be said which these laws are permitted to be used ? 83.
consist? 58, 54. 15. Under what superintendency arc all these
15. Wherein consists the difference between courts? 84.

those things prohibited by the law which are mala 16. To whom does an appeal from them lie, in
in so, and those which are mala Trohib_ta ? 54, 55, the last resort ? 84.
57, 58. 17. Of what does the second kind of muniv,Ta3

16. What five helps are there to the interpre- law consist ? 85.
¢ation of taws ? 59. 18 Into what four kinds is it distinguishable

17. How is e_uity defined by Gro_ius 9 62 85 _6
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19. What two connections has it with the first of the Amerieanplantatwns, by statute 6 Gee. IlL
Mud of murw_Tal law ? 86. e. 12 ? 108, 109.

20. What are the ten principal rules to be ob- 11. But what was the k_ng empowered to do
eerved with regard to the construction of the by statute 22 Gee. IIL c. 46 ; and what does he
second kind of mumc_Tal law ? 87-91. acknowledge by the first article of the dcfimtw_

21. For what purpose are our courts of equity treaty of peace and friendship between his .Bmtan-
established ; and in what matters only arc they nwMajesty and the Umted StatesofAmer_ca ? 109.
conversant ? 92. 12. How are any Joragn cIom_nwns which may

belong to the king by heredztary dezeent, by pur-
SEC. IV.--Of the Gourts subject to the JLaws of chase, or other acqmsmon, governed ? 109, 110.

England. 13. What part of the sea is subject to the
common law, and what part to the jurisdiction

1. WHAT does the kingdom of England, by the of our courts o/ adnnralty._ 110.
_,nmon law, include ? 93. 14. To what two divisions is the terrztory of

2. How is Wales governed ; and in what par- Enfland liable ? 111.
tieulars does it differ trom the kingdom of Eng- 15. How is the first division subdivided 9 111.
land2 93-95. 16. What is a Tor_sh; how were the bounda-

3. How is Scotland governed ; and what four ties of Tar_zhes originally ascertained ; how is
observations are to be made upon the art_cle_ the frequent intermixture of Tamshes one with
and act of union between England and Scotland? another to be accounted for ; how are some land_
9'5-98. eztra-Taroch_al ; to whom are their t_thes payable;

4. How is the town of JBerwick-uTon-Tweed yet what does the statute 17 Gee. II. c. 37 enact
governed ; what wrzts run there ; and by whom as to extra-Taroch_al waste and marsh lands, when
may all local matters arising 'here be tried? improved and drained? 111-113.
99. 17. How is the second division subdivlded_

5. How is Ireland governed? 100-104. 114.
6. How are the Isles of ]_qh 4 Portland, Tha- 18. What was a tzth_ng ? 114.

net, &c. governed ? 105. 19. What is a town now, what a e_ty, and what
7. How is the Isle of Man governed? 105, a borough_ 114, 115.

106. 20. What is a hundred, what a wapentake, what
8. How are the Isles of Jersey, Guernsey, Sark, a county or sh_re, what a lathe, what a raze ' and

Alderney, and their appendages governed ? 106. what a trothing ? 115, 116.
9. How are our a°lantatwns abroad governed ? 21. What is a county-Talatme ; what three

t07, 108. counties are now of this nature; whence is the
10. Of what three sorts are our Colonies, with origin of their privileges ; how were the powers

respect to their internal polity ; what is the form of their owners abridged in 27 Hen. VIIL ; and
of government in most of them; and what is de- who are those owners now? 116-119.
elared, as to the laws of plantatwns, by statute 22. What is the Isle of Ely _ 119.
7 & g W. III. c. 22, and as to the subordination 23. What is a county cot?crater 120.

BOOK I.--0F THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS.

14. What does the law mean by auress yer
CHAPTER L--Of the Ab._olute Rights of Indi- minas ? 131.vzduals.

15. What is the distinction between a ewi$

1. WhAT are the two primary and principal and a natural death._ 132.
ob_e¢_ of the laws of England _. 122. 16. What does magna earta say as to the per-

2. How is the first of these objects subdivided ? sonal security of a "hber homo ;" and what is
122. enacted to the same effect by statutes 5 Edw.

3. How is the second of these objects subdi- III. c. 9, and 28 Edw. IlL c. 8 ? 183, 184.
vialed? 122. I 17. In what does the second absolute right of

4. Of what two sorts are those rights of per- I Englishmen consist? 184.
sons which are commanded to be observed by the 18. What is a writ of habeas corpus, and wheu
munw_pal law ? 128. may it be sued out ? 185.

5. How areTersons divided by the law? 128. 19. What does the law mean by duress of ira,
6. Of what two sorts are the rights of persons, pr_sonment ? 186.

_onsideredintheirfirstornaturalcapacity? 128. 20. What is necessary to make an ir_Trisem-
7. What does the law say as to the absolute ment lawful ; and when is the gaoler not bound

duties of man ? 124. to detain the pmsoner ? 137.
8. What lspol_t_¢al or civil hberty v 125. 21. Can an Enghshman be restrained fro_.
9. Howispoht_cal or ewzl hberty distinguished leaving the kingdom ? 137.

from natural l_berty ? 125. 22. Can he be compelled to leave it ? 187.
10. ttow have the absolute r_ghts of English- 28. In what does the third absolute mght of

men been asserted m parliament ? 127, 128. Englishmen consist ? 188.
11. Towhat three principal or primary articles 24. In case it would be beneficial to the publle

may these rights be reduced ? 129. that a new road should be made through the
12. In what does the first consist ? 129. grounds of a private person, how will the legis-
18. tIow is an _nfant, zn venire sa mere, con- lature compel that person to acquiesce in i_

aidered by the law ° 180. Ibeing made ? 189.
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25. Wh_ taxes only can a subject of England g,_rd to electwns, both of }nights of th_ shi'c and
_e constrained to pay? 140. ot members for c_t_es and boroughs? 177, 178,

26. What axe the five secondary and subordi- 180.
Date absolute r_ghts of Enghshmen ? 141-143. 25. What measures are taken at ekect{o_s to

27. What does magna earta say as to the right prevent all undue influence upon the electors ;
of every Engluhman to apply to the courts of and what if any revenue o)ficer intermeddle in
justice lbr redress of snjur_es; and what is en- electiol_s? 178, 179.
acted to the same effect by statutes 2 Edw. III. 26. What is enacted to prevent bribery mad
e. 8, and 11 Ric. II. c. 10; and what is declared corruption at elections? 179.
by statutes 1 W. and M. st. 2, e. 2, and 16 Car. I. 27. What if the returning opq_cerdo not return
c. 10 (upon the dissolution ot the starchamber )? such ,_embers only as are duly elected ? 180.
141, 142. 28. What is the method of making laws ? 181-

28. To prevent any riot or tumult, under the 185.
pretence of petitioning for the redress of griev- 29. In what two ways may the royal azsent
aneea, what is provided by statute 13 Car. II. st. a b_ll be given ? 184, 185.
1, c. 5; but, under these regulations, what is 30. Whom hath an act ofparhament power to
declared by the same statute 1 _. and M. ? 143. bind ; how only can it be altered, amended, dis-

29. What is declared by the same statute as pensed with, suspended, or repealed; and what
to the riglat of every subject to have arms for his is declared by the statute 1 W. and M. st. 2, c. 2
defence q. 144. as to regal authority over laws ? 185, 186

31. What is an adjournment of the houses oJ
CHAP. II.--Of the Parliament. parliament v 186.

32. What is aprorogation of the houses ofpar-
1. WHAT are the two classes of relations of hament2 187.

persons? 146. 33. What is a dissolution of the houses of Tar-
2. What is the most universal public relation hament? 187.

by which men are connected together ? 146. 34. In what three ways may this &ssolution be
3. What are the two classes of magistrates ? 146. effected ? 187-189.

4. Into what two branches is the supremeTower 35. But, the calling a new parliament imme.
divided ? 147. diately on the inauguration of a successor to the

5. Of what antiquity are parliamsnts? 147- crown being found inconvenient, and dangers
149. being apprehended from having no parliament in

6. What are the manner and time of the par- being in cases of a disputed succession, what
_iament's assembhng ? 150-153. was enacted by statutes 7 & 8 W. III. c. 15, and

7 What do the statutes 16 Car. II.c. 1 and 6Anne, c. 77 188
6 W. and M. c. 2 enact as to the frequency of 36. What is the extent of time that the same
holding parhaments ? 153. parhamcnt is allowed to sit by the statute 1 Geo.

8. What are the constituent parts of a par- I. st. 2, c. 38 ? 189.
liament ._ 153.

9. What voice in making laws has each part ? CHAP. III.--Of the King and his Title.
154, 155

10. Of whom do the spiritual lords consist ? 1. I_ whom is the supreme executive power of
155. this kingdom lodged ? 190.

11. Of whom do the temporal lords consist ? 2. Under what six distinct views may the roya_
157. oerson be considered ? 190.

12. Do the lords spiritual and the lords tern- 3. What is the grand fundamental maxim
poral form two distinct estates? 156 upon which the jus coronoe, or right of succes-

13. Of whom do the commons consist ? 158. sion to the throne of these kingdoms depends ?
14. Of what authority is the power and juris- 191.

diction of parhament _ 160-162. 4. Does the descent of the crown correspond
15. What are the disqualifications of a member with the feodal path of descents chalked out by

ofparhament? 162. the common law in the succession to landed es-
16. From what one maxim has the whole of tat_'s_ 193, ]94.

the law andcustom ofparl_ament its origiuM ? 163. 5. Does the doctrine of hereditary right imply
17. Of what extent are the pmv_leges of par- an mdefeus_ble right to the throne ? 195.

liament? 164. 6. The crown being capable of beirg limited
18. What are some of the more notorious or transferred, does it not lose its deJcendlble

privileges of rather house of parhament? 164- quality? 196.
167. 7. What k_ngs have been successively eonstl-

19. What are the peoulisx pr_wleges of the tuted the common stocks or ancestors of the Eng-
house of lords ? 167, 168. lish descent ? 197-217.

20. What are the peculiar pr_wle#e_ of the 8. What did the convention of estates, or repro
house of commons? 169, 170. seutative body of the nation, declare at the revo-

21. What are the qualifications of electors of lutwn _ 211.
knights of the shiref 172, 173. 9. And how did they settle the sueeession to

22. What are the qualifications of electors of the thronc_ 214.
¢_tizens and burgesses? 174, 175. 10. On the impending failure of the Protest-

23. What are the qualifications of persons to ant line of Charles I., (whereby the _hrone mxght
Oeeleeted members of the house of commans? 175- again have become vacant,) to whom did the
176. king and parliament extend the settlement of

24. What is the method of proceeding in re- the crown ? 216.
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CHAP. IV.--Of the 2ging'_ Royal Famdy. in case the crown should invade their rights bj
1. WHAT iS the first and most considerable prwate anfury? 243.

7. What remedy have they in ease of such m
branch of the king's royal/amdy regarded, by vasion by pubhc oppresdon ._ 244.
the laws of England ? 218. 8. Should any k_ng endeavour to subvert the

2. What are the three kinds of queens ? 218. constitution by breaking the original contract
3. What are the powers, prerogatives, rights, between him and file people, violate the funds.

dignities, and duties of the first kind of queen._ mental laws, and withdraw himself cut of the
218, 222. kingdom, to what would this conjunction of sir

4. What are the prerogatives of the second cumstances amount ? 245.
kind of queen above other women ? 218, 219. 9. What is the second legal attribute in which

5. In what does her revenue consist ? 219-222. the king's d_gmty consists ? 245.
6. What are the privileges of the third kind 10. What is the meaning of that attribute ?

of _lueen? 223. 246.

7. How are the Prince of Wales or heir appa- 11. What else does the law determine in pUT
rent to the crown, and his royal consort, and the suanee of this principle ? 247, 248.
princess royal or eldest daughter of the king, re- 12. What is the third legal attribute of th_
yarded by the laws ? 223. kzvg's dzgmty _ 249.

8. How are the rest of the royal famdy re- 13. In what does the king's authority consist
yarded by the laws _ 224-226. 250.

9. Does the law make any distinction between 14. How has Locke defined prerogative? 252.
the king's ehddren and his grandchildren _ 225. 15. What are the king's five principal rights or

10. What m enacted by statute 12 Geo. III. c. prerogatives, as representative of the people, with
11 as to the capability of the descendants of regard to foreign concerns? 253, 257-259.
thebody of king Geo. II. to contract matrimony ? 16 Hcy ere the rights, powers, duties and
226. pxi_,; eye,- o,_ arabazsador* determined ? 253.

]_ Wt _,. _re some of these privileges ? 258,
CHAP. V.--Of the Councils belonging to the King. 254, 256.

1. WHATare the four counezls which the law 1(. When arc ietters of marque and r_rkal
has assigned to advise with the k_ng_ 227-230. granted ? 258.

2. By whom are privy counsellors created? 19. What does ._¢r_na earta declars rsspectiv, g
230. foreign merchants ? 260.

3. What are the qualifications of apr/zT coun- 20. What are the king's six righ?s ¢r prcroga-
sellor f 230 tires, and in what six characters is he considered

4. What are the duties of a przvy counsellor v in domestic affairs ? 261, 262, 266, 271, 273, 27Q
280, 281. 21. What five powers has the king, considere_

5. What is the power of the prwy council? as generalzsszmo within the kingdom? 262-265
231, 232. 22. What, by statute 4 Hen. IV. c. 20, is the

6. What are the privileges of aprivy counsel- penalty for landing elsewhere than at the "great
lor _ 232. ports" of the sea ? 264.

7. How may theprivy council be dissolved, and 23. Who, by statute 8 Eliz. c. 13, are cm
what is enacted as to its dissolution by statute powered to set up beacons or ,ca-marks ; and
6 Anne, c. 7 ? 232. what is the penalty for tal_ing down any know_

sea-mark ? 265.

CHAP. VI.--Of the King's D,tties. 24. if the king by writ of ne exeat regnum pro-
hibit a man from going abroad, or ff the km 9

1. WHAT are the principal duties of the king ; send him a wmt when abroad commanding his
and what is expressly declared on this subject return, what is the penalty of dmobedience in
by statute 12 & 13 W. IiI. e. 2? 233, 234, 236. either case ? 266.

2. By what contract is he bound to execute 25. To whom have our kzngs delegated *,heir
these duties ? 235. whole judicial power ; and what is enacted, in

8. Upon what principle is the duty of pro- older to maintain the dignity and independence
teetion impliedly as much incumbent upon the of theflMge8 in the superzor courts, by statutes 13
*overezgn before coronation as after ? 236. W. III. e. 2, and 1 Geo. III. c. 23 ? 267, 268.

4. With respect to the king's duty to maintain 26. Why would it be a still higher absurdity
the established rehgion, what is done by the act if the king sat in judgment in criminal prosecu-
of union, 5 Anne, e. 8? 236. twns? 268.

27. Whence arises the Mng'sTrerogative of par
CHAP. VII.--Of the King's Prerogative. doning offences ? 268, 269.

28. What is the legal ubiquity of the king, and
1. WHXT is usually nnderstood by the word what follows thence ? 270.

t,.erogative e 239 29. What force have the ]'cing'sproelamations9
2. What are the two species of Trerogative, and 270.

how are they defined ? 239, 240. 30. Under what three articles will the king's
3. Into what three kinds may the first species Trerogative, so far as it relates to domestic corn-

of prerogatwe be divided ._ 240. merce, fall ? 274, 276.
4. What is the first attribute the law ascribes 31. What three rights arise to the king as the

to the king in which his &gmty consists ? 241. head and supreme governor of the national
5. What is the difference between a tang and church _ 279, 280.

an emperor? 242. 32. Of what does the convocation, or eoa/_
6. What remedy have the subjects of England smstival synod, in England, consist ? 279, 280
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CHAP. VIII.--Of the 1King's Revenue. 28. Is the law of deodands different in the case

of an adult and that of a chzld; apd why is It
I OF what two kinds is the king's revenue._ so ? 300.

_8] 29. By whom is the deodand presented ? 301.
2. Of what two natures is the first of these 30. Are wrecks, treasure-trove, royalfisii, mme_,

kinds of revenue2 281. waifs, cstrays, deodand.% and forfeztures now actu
8. What revenue does the k/ng derive from his ally in the possession of the king _ 302.

biM_prw_ _ 282. _1. When does an e_chea_ of lands to the hung
4. To what is the king entitled of every b_ehoT ? happen ? 302.

283. 32. What is an _d_otor natural fool; and why
5. To what t/_he_ is the king entitled ? 283, has the ktng the custody of him, and of his lands

284. as a branch of his ordinary revenue ? 30')--304.
6. To what portion of aU the sp_mtual prefer- 33. By whom must the writ de idwta a_qui-

monte in the kmgd(ma is the k_ng entitled ? 284. rendo be tried ; and in what event may the k_ng
7. What is meant by Queen Anne's bounty _ grant the profits of his lands and the custody of

286. his person ? 303.
8. Of what lands does the crown receive the 34. What is a lunatic or non compos ment_ ;

rents and profits ? 28(i. and how is it declared by the statute 17 Edw. II
9. How have the grants and leases of these c. 10 that the k_ng shall have the guardianshi]_

lands been regulated by act of 2artzament ? 286, of such a one ? 304.

287. 35. What does the statute for regulating pri-
10. Do any advantages arise to the king from rate mad-houses, 26 Gee. III. c. 91, enact? 304.

mihtary tenures? 287. 36. What is the method of proving a person
11. What was the Trerogat_ve of purveyance non compos? 805.

andlare-empaon ; and tbr what branch of revenue 37. Who is generally appointed committee of
did what king exchange it ? 287, 288. the lunatic's person, and who of his estate _ 305.

12. What revenue did and does the king derive 38. What has chiefly occasioned the necessity
from wme-bcenses v 288. of granting to the king his extraordinary or

13. Do any profits arise to the king from his second kind of revenue _ 306.
forests ? 289. 39. In what does this revenue consist, and by

14. What revenue does the king derive from whom is it granted? 307.
his ordinary courts ofjustwe; and what is on- 40. Of what two natures are the taxes which
acted by statute I Anne, st. 1, c. 7 as to all fu- are raised upon the subject to feed this revenue_
ture grants of their profits ? 289, 290. 308.

15 When is the king entitled to, and what are 41. What are the two usual taxes of the first
called, royal fish ? 290. nature ? 808.

16. What constitutes the wreck which belongs 42. What were tenths and fifteenths ? 808, 309
*.othe k_ng.V 290-292. 43. What were scutage*? 309, 810.

17. What are things jetsam, flotsam, and ligan, 44. What were hydages and talliages? 810.
and to whom do they belong ? 292, 293 45. What were the subsidies which su0eeeded

18. What is enacted by statute 27 Edw III. these last? 310-312.
o. 13 if any ship be lost on the shore and the 46. How did ecclesiastical subsidies differ from
goods come to land ; what, by the common law, lay ones ; and what recompense was given to the
it any person but the she_zff take such goods; beneficed clergy when they were taxed equally
and what is enacted to assist ships in distress by with the larry _ 311.
statutes 12 Anne, st. 2, c. 18, and 4 Geo. L c. 47. What is the present land tax _ 312, 813.
12 ? 293 48. What is the raalt tax? 318.

19. What, if any person secrete any of such 49. What are the eight taxes of the second
goods; and what is the offence of doing any act nature ? 813, 318, 821, 823-326.
whereby the ship is lost or destroyed ? 293, 294. 50. What are the customs; and what were

20. What is enacted by the statute 26 Geo. said to be the two considerations upon which
II. c 19 as to plundering any vessel in distress this revenue (or the more antient part of it,
or wrecked, and to pilfering any goods cast which arose only from exports) was invested in
ashore? 294. the king? 313-318.

21. What are royal mines to which the king is 51. How came wool, ,kiss, and leath_ _o be
entitled ? 294, 295 styled the staple commodities of the kingdom?

22 What constitutes the treasure-trove which 814.

bel rags to the king _ 295. 52. Why cannot particularly the first of these
2_ What are waifs, and when do they belong articles be said in its original sense to be now

Lo the king ? 296, 297. the staple commodity of the kingdom ? 314.
24. What are estrays, and what must be done 53. What was the hereditary duty belonging

in order to vest an absolute property in them to the crown called the presage or butlerage of
m the kzng? 297, 298. wines; and for what was it exchanged? 315.

25. What is one general reason why royal 54. What were subs_dies, tonnage, and poundage,
fl._h, shipwrecks, tveasu_ e-trove, waifs, and e_tray_ and what became of the last two duties _ 315, 818
should belong to the king ? 298, 299. 55. What is called the ahen's duty f 3It:

26. What are bona confiseata, or for_s-faeta, 56. What is the cache duty, and wherein doe_
and why are they vested by law in the king? it differ from the customs "2318-820.
299. 57. What is the salt duty ? 321.

27. What is a ,leodanel, and for what purpose 58. What is the duty for the carriage of letfers •
i_ it forfeited to the k_ng ? P00-302. 821.
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59. Wh_t are the st_mp ,hlties? 823. 18. What are thej'ud,_l office and p_wer o*
60. What is the duty upon hou_ and windows ? a coroner _ 848.

824, 825. 19. What is the ministerial office of a coror_r ?
61. What was henrth-moneg ? 824. 349.
62 What is the duty for every male s_'vant ? 20. What is the canto8 rotulorum ? 849.

825. 21. Who are custode_ or conservatorespaci_,
83. What is the hackney-coach and chair duty ._ tute o_iai _ 349, 850.

825. 22. What is the origin of the modern justiee_
64. Whatis the duty on o_ees and penstons? of thepea¢_tt 851.

826. 23. How are they appointed? 351.
65. How is the revenue first and principally 24. Who are ealledjusaees of the quorum, an_

ppropriated ? 326. why are they so called ? 351.
66. What is the nature of the natwnal debt ? 25. What are the number and qualifications

826, 827. of these justices ? 852, 353.
67. Into what three principal funds are the j 26. By what five causes is the office deter

produces of the several taxes consolidated ? 329, ruinable ? 353.
68. How are the surpluses of these funds dzs- 27. What are the power, office, and duty of

posed of? 330. a.iust_ee of thepeaee ? 353, 354.
69. But for what purpose does the surplus of 28. What two sorts of constables are there ? 355

the aggregate fund first stand mortgaged by par- 29. By whom are they appointed ? 855, 356
liament _ 381. 30. What are the three principal duties of all

70. What is the amount of his present ma- constables ? 856, 857.
jesty's ¢wd t_t? 831. 31. By whom are surveyors of the hwhways

71. What are the expenses defrayed by the constituted? 357.
civil hat _ 332. 82. To what four duties has the statute now

72. Has the power of the crown, upon the reduced their office? 358.
whole, been weakened or strengthened by any 83. What is the origin of overseers of thepoor
transactions in the last century ? 334--337. 359.

34. By whom are they appointed, and what

CHAP. IX._Of Subordinate Magistrates. are their qualifications ? 360.
35. What are their two principal offices and

1. WHA_ are the six classes of subordinate ms- duties ? 360.
i_trates of the most general use and authority ? 36. What are the different ways in which such

339. a settlement in a parish as will entitle a person
2. What is the sherzff, and by whom is he to relief from the overseers of the poor may be

chosen ? 339, 340. gained ? 363.
3. In what one county does the office of sheriff 37. In what case may a person be removed *o

still continue hereditary ; and in what one in- his own parish, and by whom ? 364.
stance is the inheritance of a _hmevalty vested 38. What is the great cause of the inadequacy
in a corporate body by charter ? _40. of our 2oor-laws ? 365.

4. What are pocket shemfls _ 342.
5. What is the duration in office of a s_erzff; CHAP. X._Of the People, whether Aliens, Den,t-

how can his office be determined ; but what does zeus, or _hratwes.
the statute 1 Anne, st. 1, e. 8 enact as to the dura-
tion in office of all officers appointed by the king ; 1. WHAT is the first and most obvious division
and what is enacted as to the man who has served of the people ? 866.
the office of sheriff by statute 1 Ric. II. c. 11 ? 2. What is altegiance_ 366.
$42, 348. 8. What was fealty _ 867.

6. What are the sheriff's four powers and du- 4. What was the difference between simple and
t_S ? 348. hege homage ? 367.

7. What does he do, in his judicial capacity f 5. For what reason, with us in England, could
343. only the oath of fealty be taken to inferior lards,

8. What are his rank and duty as keeper of the and not that of allegiance ? 867.
king's:peace? 843. 6. What is the present oath of allegiance? 868.

_. What is he bound to do in his ministerial 7. What is the oath of supremacy ? 368.

_acity ? 844. 8. What is the oath of abjuration ? 368.
10. What is his business as the king's baihfff 9. By whom must this oath be taken ; and to

844. whom may it be tendered ? 868.
11. What are the sheriff's inferior o_cers ? 10. To whom may the oath of alleg_nce 1_

845. tendered ? 868.
12. What are the regulations of an under- 11. Does the subject owe no allegiance if he

sheriff? 845. have taken no oath? 368, 869.
18. What two classes of bailzffs are there: 12. Into what two sorts or species is all nile.

and what are the duties of each class ? 345. gianee, both express and implied, distinguished by
14. What is the business of gaolers ? 346. the taw ? 369.
15. What is the coroner; how many coroners 13 What is the first of these kinds of alle.

are there for each county ; and by whom are giance? 869.
mey chosen? 346. 14. Can this allegiance be put off ty any a_

16. What is the qualification for a coroner;of the liegeman? 869, 870
and hgw has the office been abused _ 847, 348. 15. What is the second of these kinds of a//4-

17. What is the duratzon ot the office ? 848. gianec; and when does it cease to be du¢_" 370
6_8
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16. Is It treazon for an_ subject t,opractise any sents are necessary to make an approprlathm f
thing against the crown and d_gn_ty of a usurper, 384, 385.
who may be king defacto_ 370, 371. 20. How may an appropriation be severed?

1_. Is allegiance held to be applicable further 385, 386.
|han to the polztwal capacity of the king v 371. 21. What is a vicar, and how is he dis?in-

t8. Do the diffarent rzghts of natives and aliens guished from aparson? 388.
correspond with their different degrees of duty ? 22. What four requisites are necessary to a
371. patron or vwar ; what is the qualification to be

19. If an alien born purchase lands in Eng- admitted to a benefice by statute 13 & 14 Car
land, who is entitled to them? 372. II. e. 4; and what if orders, or a license t,

20. Is the case altered if the property he ac- preach, be obtained by money or corrupt prac-
quires be personal estate ? 372. tices? 388, 389.

21. May an alien trade or work for himself as 23. Upon what three accounts may the bishop
an artificer in England? 372. refuse to institute a clerk to aparsonage or vicar

22. May an al_en bring an action or make a age _ 389.
w_ll? 372. 24. In the case of an action at law, brought

23. What ff he be an alien enemy? 872. by the pat_on against the bishop for refusmg his
24. In what cases is one born out of the king's clerk, what if the cause be of a temporal nature,

dominions not an ahen but a natwe? 373. what if of a spiritual? and what if it be m_nu$
25. What are the children of aliens born in su_ic_ens tn lzteraturlt _ 390.

England ? 373. 25. What is required of a vicar, upon inst_.
26. What is a denizen _ 374. tutwn _ 390.
27. What are his privileges ? 374. 26. What is a coUatwn to a benefice _ 391.
28. How can an al_en be naturalized? 374. 27. How is the ceremony of induction per-
29. What arc the incapacities of a naturalized formed ? 391.

a/ien ? 374. 28. What is the law as to residence by statute
30. How may foreign seamen be _aturalized_ 21 Hen VIII. c. 12; and what provision is made

875. for rebuilding or repairing parsonage-hou_es by
31. How may foreign Protestants and Jews re- statute 17 Gee. IIL e, 53? 392.

siding or serving in the Amerwan colomes be no- 29. By what five means may a parson or vicar
turab_ed? 375. cease to be so ? 392.

30. Who, by statute 21 Hen. VIII., are en-
CHAP. XI.--Of the Clergy. titled to have a dispensation ; without which in

what case cannot two benefices be held together ?
1. INTO how many kinds are the people, whe- 392.

ther aliens, denizens, or natzves, divisible ? 376. 31. What are a commenda ret_nere and a corn-
2. What does the word clergy comprehend in menda reclpere ? 393,

law _ 876. 32. What is a curate_ 393.

3. What are a clergyman's exemptions and pri- 33. What is a perpetual curacy ? 394.
vileges ? 376, 377. 34. What are churchwardens.v 394.

4. What are his disabilities ? 877. 35. By whom are they appointed, and what
5. What arc the eight ranks and degrees in are their powers and duties ? 394.

the frame and constitution of eccle_iastwalpolzty? 36. How are parch clerks regarded by the
877, 382, 383, 384, 394, 395. common law ? 895.

6. By whom is an archbishop or bzshop elected : 37. By whom is the parish clerk appointed ?
and what are the forms of such elections ? 377, 395.
379, 380.

7. What are the power and authority of an CHAP. XII.--Of the Civil ,_tate.
archbishoy ? 380.

8. What is called the archbishop's options? 1. INTo what three distinct states may the lay
381. part of his majesty's subjects be divided ? 896.

9. What are the privileges of the Archbishop 2. What does the first of these states include ?
of _anterbury _ 381. 396.

10. What are the power and authority of a 3. Of what two classes does it consist? 396.
bishop ? 382. 4. What are the five degrees of nobility now

11. How may archbishoprics and bishopric8 in use? 396.
become void? 882. 5 What is the origin of the title of duke?

12. What are the offices of dean and chapter? 397.
382 6 What is the origin of the title of "narquess f

13. How areanelent and modcrn deans elected ? 397.
382. 7. What is the origin of the title of earl?

14. How is the chapter appointed ? 383. 898.
15. How may Jeaner_es and prebends become 8. What is the origin of the title of viscount?

void ? 383. 398.
16 What i, Che_urisdiction of an archdeacon ; 9. What is the origin of the title of baron ?

and by whom is he appointed ? 888. 398.
17. What _re rural deans _ 884. 10. Is the right of peerage territorial, or per
18. What is a parson, and to what is he en- scnal? 399.

tilled ? 384. 11. How are peer_ now created; and what arq
19. _rhatlsanappropriatedparsonage; whence the several advantages of both modes of crea

is Iho origin of ajapropr_atwas ; and whose con- tion? 400. 659
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t2 What are the privileges of Teers, exclusive 19. Who are privileged from being iu_ re_eJ
j| their capacity as members of_varl_ament and at common law? 420.
as _ereditary counsellors of the crown ? 401, 402. 20. How else has the law provided fo_ the in

13 In what cases has apeer_s a right to be crease of seamen and manning the royal navy
trkd by peer, ? 401. 420.

1t. How may a peer lose his nobility ? 402. 21. How is the navy governed ; wherein does
15. Into what eleven degrees are the common- that method of government differ from that of

airy divided ? 403-407. the army ; and whence is it most probable the
16. By whom was the order of the garter insti- difference arose ? 420, 421.

tuted ? 408. 22. What are the privileges conferred on ,a_b
17. What is a knight banneret; and in what ors? 421.

case is he entitled to rank before the younger
*one of viscounts _ 403. CHAP. XIV.--Of Ma,ter and Servant.

18. For what purpose was the title of baronet
instituted ? and for what reason have all baronets 1. WHAT are the three great private economical
a hand galas m a fidd argent added to their coat ? relations of person* ? 422.
403. 2. What is the fourth prwate economical rela-

19. Why are knights of the bath so called ? twn consequent upon the failure of the third by
404. the death of one of the parties ? 422.

20. Whence is the origin of a kmght bachelor 2 3. Can slavery subsist in England ? 428, 424.
4. Can slavery subsist anywhere consistently

404. with reason and the principles of natural law ;
21. Who are esquires f 406. and why are the three origins of the r_ght oJ
22. Who axe gentlemen ? 406. ,lavery assigned by Justinian built upon false23. Who are yeomen ? 406.
24. What are the rest of the commonalty? foundations? 423

5. What is the first sort of servants acknow-407.
ledged by the laws of England ? 425.

CHAP. XIII.--Of the Military and Maritime 6. If the hiring of such servant be general,
State_. for what period does the law construe it to be ?

425.

1. W_AT does the military state include ? 408. 7. Who are compellable by two justices to go
2. How do the laws and constitution of this out to ,erwee in husbandry, or certain specific

kingdom look upon a sol&er? 408. trades, for the promotion of honest industry
3. Of what does the md_tary state, by the 425.

standing constitutional law, consist ? 412. 8. What are the second species of *ervant_
4. How is the mzht_a of each county raised called ? 426.

and officered ; and where are they not compel- 9. Who are compellable by two ]u_tice_ to take
lable to march ? 412. the children of poor persons as apprentices ? 426

5. How are the armies, which are esteemed 10. What are the third species of ,errant,,
necessary when the nation is engaged in w_r, and for what term arc they hired ? 426.
to be looked upon? 413. 11. How are they regulated? 427.

6. What is martial law, according to Sir Mat- 12. What is the fourth species of servants, be
thew Hale ? 418. ing rather in a superior, or ministerial, caps

7. If a lieutenant, or other that hath eommis- city ? 427.
sion of martial authomty, doth, in time of peace, 13. What does a person gain by ,¢rviee for a
execute any man by colour of martial law, what year, or apTrentwesh2T under *ndentures ? 427.
is his crime by magna earta? 413. 14. What does a person gain by ,erring seven

8. What does the Tet_tion of right moreover year, as apprentwe to a trade ? 427.
enact as to soldiers and martial law ? 413. 15. Are aTprentweshiT* -equlsite for every trade

9. What does one of the articles of the bill of and for trading everywh_,re ? 428.
right, say as to standing arm_e_? 413 16. Is an actual aTTrent_cest_T to a trade for

10. In what case are standing armies, iT*ofacto , seven years necessary to enu, lea person to exer-
disbanded at the expiration of every year ? 414. cise that trade? 428.

11. What does Baron Montesquieu declare to 17. May a master, or mast_'q wife, correct his
be necessary to prevent the exeeutivepower from abTrentiee or his servant _ 428.
being able to oppress by its armies _ 414. 18. What. if a servant assault his master or his

12. How are our armies governed ? 414, 415. master's w_fe _ 428.
13. What reform in the mutiny act does the 19. What may a master do towards others on

commentator recommend ? 4]5, 416. behalf of his servant _ 429.
14. But in what cases has the humanity of our 20. What does the law call maintenance2 429.

Itan&ng laws put soldier* in a better condition 21. What may a servant do towards others on
_han other subjects ? 417. behalf of his master? 429, 430.

15. Of what does the maritime state consist ? 22. In what case is the master answerable for
|18. the act of the servant? 429, 430

16. What are called the laws of Oleron ? 418.

17. How has the law, from necessity, provided CHAP. XV._Of Husband and Wife.
|or the supply of the royal navy with seamen ?
t19. 1. WHAT is the secondTr/vate e_onomical reo_

18. HOw is it proved that the king has the tion of persons? 433.
power of impressing seafaring men for the ,ca- 2. In what ligh; does the law consider ma_
w_vice ? 41q. 420. riage ? 433.
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8. When does the law allow the marriage con- 6. In what ease shall a second husband be
*,tact to be good and valid ? 433. charged to maintain his w_e's child by her firm

4. Of what two sorts are the disabilities to husband2 448.

contract rearrange? 434. 7. But in what case is a parent not bound to
5. How d) canomcal _mpediments affect a mar- provide a maintenance for his issuer 449.

tinge? 434. 8. What is the penalty on ap,_rent's refusing
6. What are the disabilities of this nature ? to provide a maintenance for such of his ehddren

484.
as the taw puts upon him to maintain ? 449.

7. What does the statute 3_ Hen. VIII. c. 38 9. What is enacted if a Pop_h or Jewzsh pa-
declare as to rearranges? 485. rent shall refuse to allow his Protastant chdd a

8. How do cwd d_ab_ht_es affect a marriageV fitting mazntenance? 449
435. 10. What is the law as to dmmheriting childr_

9. What is the first of these legal duabiht_es ? by wall _ 449, 450.
436 11. What may a parent do for a child_ as its

10. What is the second ? 436. protector, towards others ? 450.
11. What is the third? 437. 12 In what one case does the law interfere
12. To what penalty is that clergyman liable between a pa_ent and hm chztd in regard to edu.

who marries a couple either without publication catwn ? 451.

of banns or without a l*cen_e? 437 13 From what is the power of parents over
13. To what penalty is he liable, by statute their children derived? 452.

4 & 5 Ph. and M. c. 8, who marries a female 14. What power do our laws give aparent over
under the age of sixteen years wtthout consent his chddY 452, 453.
of her parents or guardmns _ 437. 15. When does that power cease ? 458

14. What marriages without consent are void 16. Whence do the duties of ehddren to their
by statute 26 Gee. II. c. 83 ? 437, 438. parents arise ? 453.

15. What is the fourth legal ineapacit F to 17. What are those duties? 453, 454.
contract marriage; and what has the statute 15 18. Do these duties cease upon any misb_*
Gee. IL c. 30 provided as to this incapacity ? havieur of theparent _ 454.
438, 439. 19. Who is a bastard_ 454.

16. How must a marriage be celebrated to 20. Why is our law on this head superior to
make it valid ? 439, 440. the Roman ? 455.

17. In what two ways may marriages be dis- 21. What is a writ de vel_tre m_pw_endo; and
solved ? 440. by whom and when may it be sued out ? 456.

18. What are the two kinds of d_voree _ 440. 22. If a man dies, and his wzdow marries again
19. For what cause must the firsL kind ot d_- so soon that, by the course of nature, the ehzld

vorce be ? 440. of which she shall be dehvered might have been
20. For what cause must the second kind of begotten by either husband, which shall be the

divorce be ? 440, 441. chdd's father ? 457.
21. In case of dworee a mensa et there, what 23 In what cases may children born during

does the law allow to the w_fe? 441. wedlock be bastards _ 457
22. What is the writ de estooer,_s habendis ? 24 What is the duty of parents to their bastard

441. chddren _ 458.

23. But in what case does the law allow no 25 What is the method in which the English
alimony _ 442. law provides mamtenauce for bastards v 458.

24. What are the legal consequences of mar- 26. What are the rights of a bastard? 459.
riage? 442. 27. What is the principal incapacity of a

25. For what debts of the w(e is the husband bastard? 459.
hable ? 442, 443. 28. How may a bastard be made legztzmate? 459.

26. Is there not one case where the w(e shall
sue and be sued as afeme sole v 443. CHAP. XVII.--Of Guardian and Ward.

27. Is there not one case where a w_fe, by sta-
tute 3 Hen. VII. e. 2, can be evidence against 1. WHATis the fourth private economical rda.
her husband? 443. twn of persons ._ 460.

28. What is the only deed a wife can execute ? 2. What is the first species of guardian ; and
444. who is that guardmn _ 461.

29. What restraint may a husband lay upon 3. If the father assign no gear&an to his
his wife in case of gross misbehaviour? 444, daughter under the age of sixteen years, who
445. shall be her guardian _ 461.

4. What and who is the second species cf
CIIAP. XVI._Of Parent and _hild. guardian ? 461.

5. What is the third species of guardian;
1. WhAT is the third and most universal 2r/- when does it take place ; upon whom does that

m_tc eeonomwal relation of persons ? 446. guardianship devolve till the minor is presumed
2. Of what two sorts are ehddren _. 446. to have sufficient discretion to choose his own
8. Who is a legit,mate chdd _ 446. guardian ; and at what age does that presump-
4. What are the three legal duties of parent* tics take place ? 461, 462.

to legitimate children _ 446. 6. What is the fourth species of guar,han¢
5 In what case may the c_urehwardens and how may it be appointed; and who may accept

averseers of the parish seize the parent's rents, the appointment ? 462
_ods_ and chattels and dispose of them towards 7. What are the power and reciprocal duty :
the _hild's ma_tenance? 448 a guardian and ward2 462.
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8. What is the gu,trdian bound to do when the 12. Who have the right to give la_s to eee_
mard comes of age ? 468. siastical and eleemosynary foundations _ 477.

9. Under whose control are guardians f 463. 13. What acts can aggregate corporations , that
10. What are the different ages at which male have by their constitution a head, do during the

and female are competent to different purposes ? vacancy of the headshiT ? 478.
463. 14. In aggregate corporations what determines

11. On what day is the full age of male and the act of the whole body; and what is enacted
]emals completed ? 463. by statute 33 Hen. VIII. c. 27 as to any private

12. How can an enfant be sued ? 464. statutes made by founders of ooravoratwns in dero-
13. How can he sue? 464. gation of the co'man law in this particular ?
14. At what age may an infant be capitally 478.

pumshed? 464. 15. Hew do the statutes of mortmain effect
15. What if an infant neglect to demand his carporatwns? 479.

right ? 465. 16. What is the general duty of corporations
16. What estates may an infant aliene? 465. 480.
17. What legal act may an infant do ? 465. 17. How is this duty enforced? 480.
18. How may an zT_ant purchase lands? 466. 18. Who is the visxtor of eecle,nastical octavo.
19. What deed can an infant make which is ratwns? 480.

not afterwards voidable? 466. 19. Who is the visitor of lay corporation,s?
20. How may an tnfant bind himself by con- 480.

_ract _ 466. 20. What does the law mean by the distinction
of fundatia inc_T_ens and fundatw Terfiezens ; and

CHAP, XVIII.--Of Corporations. why is the king the visitor of all lay civil corTo-
ratwns, and the endower the visitor of all lay

1. WHAT are bodies palette, bodzes corporate, or eleemosynary ones ? 481.
eorpo_'at_on_; and for what purpose are they 21. Where shall the k_ng exercise this hisju-
constituted ? 467. risdiction ? 481.

2. What is the first division of corporations _ 22. May there not be another visitor of lay
469. eleemosynary corToratwns than the founder ? 482.

3. How are these incorporations again divided ? 23. What has been long held as to the vi_itatwn
470. of hospitals, sp_rPtual and lay; what does the sta-

4. Of what two sorts are lay corporation_? tute 14 Eliz. e. 5 direct on the subject; and by
470. whom are all the hospitals founded by the statute

5. What is absolutely necessary to the erec- 39 Eliz. c. 5 to be waited? 482.
tion of a ear'potation _ 472. 24. Are colleges lay or ecclesiastical corpora.

6. In what sort of corporatwns is the Mng's twns? 483.
trothed consent to be found ? 472. 25. To whom do the lands and tenements of a

7. What are the two methods by which the corToratwn revert upon its dissolution ? 484.
k,ng's consent is given ? 473. 26. What becomes of the corporation's debts

8. What is necessary to the very being of a upon its dissolution ? 484.
corporatwn ? 475. 27. By what four methods may a coravoration

9. What are the five powers incident to all be dissolved? 485.
eorporatwns ? 475, 476. 28. What is an _Ttformation in nature of a writ o]

10. What are those privileges and disabilities qua warranto ; and when may it be brought ?
that attend aggregate eorporatwns and are not 485.
applicable to such as are eats ? 476, 477. 29. What is enacted as to thefranchi_e_ of the

11. May either kind of corporation take goods city of JLondon? 485.
and chattels for the benefit of themselves and ; 80. What is provided against the dissolution
their successors ? 477. i of corToratwns ? 485.

BOOK II.--0FTHE RIGHTS OF THINGS.

6. But are therenot some few thingswhich
CHAP. L--Of Property _n General. are capable only of a transient usufructory pro-

1. WHAT do the writers on natural law style perty, and which must therefore still remain in
those rights which a man may acquire in and to common ? 14.
such external things as are unconnected with 7. And are there not other things in which a
his person ? l. permanent property may subsist, and which yet

2. In what has all dominion over external would be frequently found without a proprietol
things its omginal ? 2. had not the law provided a remedy for this in-

3. In those tames when all things were in cam- convenience ? 14, 15.
mon among men, what first gave to one man a
transient property xn the use of a thing ? 3. CHAP. II._Of Real Property; and, first, of C_or-

4. What circumstances must soon have pointed iaareal Hered_taments.
out the necessity of appropriating to individuals 1. WHAT are the objects of dominion or pro
not the immedmte use only, but the substance, of perry, as contradistinguished from what ? 16.
the thing to be used ; and how must that pro- 2. Into what two kinds are things, by the law
perry have been originally acquired ? 4-9. of England, distributed ? 16.

5. What was the origin of conveyances, wills, 3. What is the commentator's defiuitlon of th_
_drshiTs, and cscheats? 9-13. first kind of things _ 16.
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4. What of the second ? 16 f grants me a piece of ground in the middle at
5. Of what three sorts or kinds are thinge real t his field, does he at the same time tacitly and

asually said to consist.* 16. ] impliedly give me a way to come at it? 36.
6. What is a tenement in law ? 17. I 81. What are o_ce.s f 36.
7. How does Sir Edward Coke define a here- [ 32. What are dLgnzties? 37.

ditamer, t ? 17. l 33. What are Jraachzses or libert_ _ _7.
8. Does either of these kinds of thing_ real in- 34. Whermn de a jore_t, a chaco, and a park

elude the other? 17. differ? 38.
9. Of what two kinds are hered_taments ; and 35. What is a free warren ? 38, 39.

of what do each of those kinds consist? 17. 36. How comes it to pass that a man and his
10, Under what general denomination may all heirs have sometimes free warren over another's

corporeal hered_taments be comprehended ? 17. ground ? 39.
11. If I convey the land, doth the structure 87. What is a free fishery; and by what warn

upon it pass with it? 18. themakinggrantscfsuchafranchiseprohibited?
12. How is water considered in law; and by 39.

what description must an aetwn be brought to 38. Wherein does a free fishery differ from a
recover it? 18. several one and a common of T_scary? 89, 40.

13 What extent hath land, in its legal signi- 39. What are eorod_es? 40.
ficatiom upwards and downwards ? 18. 40. What is an annuity ; and wherein does

14. What passes in law b_va grant of water? differ from a rent charge? 40.
19. 41. What are re_ts _ 41.

42. What are the four requisites to a rent f 4l.
CHAP. IIL--Of Incorporeal Heredltamenta. 43. What are the three manner of revst_ *_t

common law ? 41.
1. WHAT is an _ncorporeal hered_tament ? 20. 44. What is rent-service ? 42.
2. Of what ten sorts do incorporeal hered_ta- 45. What is rent-charge? 42.

moats principally consist ? 21. 46. What is rent-seek ? 42.
8. What is an advowson_ 21. 47. What are rents of assize? 4'2.
4. What is the difference between an advowson 48. What are chief-rents _ 42.

¢TTendant and an advowson m gross _ 22. 49. What are quit-rents? 42.
5. What is an advowsonpresentatwe? 22. 50. What were anciently called white-rents
6. What is an advowson collatwe_ 22. blanch farms, red_tus alb_, in contradistinction to
7. What is an advowson donatwe _ 23. red_tus n_gr_ or blaek-ma_l ? 42.
8. What are t_thes, whether Tred_al, m_zed, or 51. What is rac_-rent? 43.

personal? 24. 52. What is aloe-farm rent? 43.
9. To whom are they due ? 28. 53. Where and when is rent regularly due aud
10. By what two means may lands be dis- payable ? 43.

charged from the payment of t_thes ? 28.

11. What is a real compositwn; and by what CHAP. IV.--Of the Feodal System.
means hus it grown into desuetude ? 28, 29.

12. What is a modu_ doorman&, or modus only, 1. WHENCE is the origin of the constitution
as it is called? 29. of feuds? 45.

13. What six rules must be observed to make 2. What were feuds? 45.
the modus good and sufficient ? 80. 3. Upon what condition were they held ; and

14. What is a rank modus ? 80. what was the nature of the feodal constitution ?
15. What is a prescription de non decimendo _ 46.

_1. 4. At about what time was the feodal polity
16. Who are personally entitled to the pri- received in England? 48.

vilege of being discharged from the payment of 5. Into what historical mistake have many
tithes ? 31. writers been led by not understanding thefeodaJ

17. From what original have sprung all the acceptation of the word conquest? 48.
lands which, being in lay hands, do at present 6. Upon the introduction of thefeodal system
claim to be t_the-free? 32. into England, what became the fundamental

18. What is right of common? 32. maxim and necessary principle of our English
19. Of what four sorts does common chiefly tenures? 51.

¢ensist ? 32. 7. How was thefeodal system affectedby king
20. What is common of pasture; anil of what Henry I.'s charter? 52.

hur ,pecies does it consist ? 82. 8. How by that of king John, confirmed by
21 What is common appendant ? 33 his son Hen. III.? 52.
22 What is common appurtenant ? 33. 9. What were the grantor and grantee of a
2_ What is common because of mdnage ? 88. feud respectively called ? 53.
24. Whatis common ingrossO 34. 10. What was the ceremony of granting a
25. What is called a lord of a manor's aT - feud? 53.

_rovmg _ 34. l 1. What were the oaths of fealty and homage ?
26 What is common of piscary _ 84. 53, 5_.
27. What is common of turbary ? 34. 12. What was the twofold nature of the feud-
28. What is common of estovers or betel? atory's servweorsmt? 54.

|5. 13. Why were the feudatories distinguishes
29. What is r_ght of way ; and on what three by the appellation of pare_ curtis or curice? 54

reasons may it be grounded ? 35, 86. 14. How were feuds hereditary ? 55, 56.
80. Upon what principle of law, when a man 15. Why could neither the lord nor tne vaaea_
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ml_e_e their estates without the consent of each CHAP. VI.--Of the Modern English Tenura.
other ? 57,

16. Whence came feodal tenures to be divided ]. WHAT, in its most general and extensive sig-
into feodal propria et i_ropma ; and what was nification, is socage, to which all tenures, except
the difference between such fende? 57_ 58. frankalmozgn, grand serjeanty, and copyhotd, were

reduced upon the abolition of the feodal system !

CHAP. Y. Of the Ancient English Tenures. 78, 79.2. Of what two sorts is socage? 79.
l. WHy are the words tenement, tenant, and 8. What is the etymology of the word ? 80, 81

tenure so umversally applied in speaking of all 4. Does free and common socage tenure remain
the real property of the kingdom ? 59. in any part of England to this day ; and what

2. Who is the lord paramount of England? people's liberty does that remnant prove eocage
59. to have been ? 81.

3. Who were called tenantsparavail? 60. 5. Since the certainty of its services is the
4. Who were called tenants zn cap_te ? 60. grand criterion of socage, what will this species
5. Of what two kinds, in respect of their of tenure include ? 81.

quahty, were the serwces that were due on ac- 6. What is petit-ser]eanty ? 82.
count of the four principal species of lay tenure, 7. What is tenure in burgage? 82.
to which all other tenures that subsisted among 8. What is the custom of borough-Englishlt
our ancestors may be reduced ? 60 83.

6. Of what two kinds were they in respect of 9. What are the four distinguishing properties
their quantity and the time of exacting them? of tenure in gavelk_nd? 84.
_0. 10. In what points does tenure in free 8ocags

7. What were free services? 60. partake of the feodal nature? 85-89.
8. What were ba_e services ? 61. 11. But wherein did the socage and thefeodal
9. What were the certain services ? 61. tenures widely differ as to 8ervwe, relzef, ward_hzp,
10. What were the uncertain services ? 61. and marriage _ 86-89.
11. What, according to Bracton, were these 12. When was thefeodal tenure abolished and

four principal species of lay-tenure, to which all sunk into the socage ? 89.
other tenures that subsisted among our ancestors 13. What species of our modern tenures has
may be reduced ? 61, 62. arisen from pure viltenaye? 90.

12. What constituted a lenure by knight-servwe, 14. What is a manor ? 90.
and what was the serwce ? 62. 15. What was the difference between book-tuna

13. What was this tenant's re&tu._, his rent or and folk-land? 90.
_erwce, tbr the land he claxmed to hold ? 62. 16 What is a court-baron; and what happens

14. What were the seven fruits and conse- if the number of suitors should not be sufficient
quences inseparably incident to this tenure2 63. to make a 3ury of two ? 90, 91.

15. What were the three principal a_ds which 17. What is an honour ? 91.
were taken by the lord of this tenant ? 63. 18. What did the 32d chapter of raagna carla,

16. What did king John's magna enrta ordain 9 lien. III., and the statute of Westminster, de-
as to agds._ 64. clare as to all sales or feoffments of land; and

17. What did the statute called confirmatw what is now therefore essential to a manorf 91,
ehartarum ordain as to aids 7 64. 92.

18. What did the statute of Westminster fix as 19. What werepure villeins; and of what two
to rods ? 65. classes ? 92-94.

19. What was relief, and how was it corn- 20. What was a net?e? 94.
pounded for? 65, 66 21. In case of a marriage between a freeman

20. What was primer seisin ? 66. and a ne_fe, or a wllezn and a freewoman, _vero
21. What was wa_'dship? 67. the issue free or villein? 94.
22. What was hvery or ousterlemain _ 68. 22. Why could not a bastard he horn a villeinf
23. What Was an mgmsztw post morlem ? 68. 94.
24. Who was compelled to receive the order 23. In what cases had the villein remedy at

of ten_ghthood or to pay afine to the king? 69. law against the lord? 94.
25. What was the right of marriage (marzta- 24. How might a villein be enfranchised ? 94.

Inure, aseontradistinguishcdfrommatrimonium)? 25. What was implied manumzseion? 94, 95.
70. 26. How came wlleme to be called tenants b_

26. What were fines upon alienation _ 71. copy of court-roll ? 95.
27. What was an attornment ? 72. 27. How did vdlenage decline and fall ? 95,
28. What was escheat? 72. 96.
29. What was the tenure by grand 8erjeanty, 28. From what has been premised, what two

per magnum servitium 2 73. indispensable principles of copyhold tenure may
30. What was tenure by vornage? 74. we collect? 97.
31. What was tenure by scutage, or escuaye, 29. In what degree have the customs of ma-

_vmtium scut_? 74. nots superseded the will of the lord? 97.
32. Whatdidmagnacartadeclareastoscutage? 30. What four fruits and appendages has a

74. copyhold tenure, whether of inheritance or for
83 By what means were all the advantages life, in common with free tenures? 97.

ff the feodal constitution destroyed ? 75. 31. What three besides has a copghold? 97.
84 To whom do we owe the plan for the abe- 32. What is a heriot _ 97.

tltlon of the feodal system ? 76, 77. 33. What is wardship in copyhold estates ? 98.
_5. What actually gave it its dent h-blow ? 77. 84. What are .fines ; and what has the law de
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_lared to be the ultimatum of their amount? 22. What is the first division of the sc_ez.J
98. species of estates tail? 113.

85. What was privileged vdlenage or villeiT, se- 23. What is tail general ? 113.
cage? 99. 24. What is tad special? 118, 114.

36. What species of our modern tenures has 25. By what distraction are estates in genera.
arisen from this ancient one ? 99. and special tad further diversified ? 114.

37. Of what does ancient demesne consist ? 99. 26. What word is necessary to make afee-tail?
88. What immunities have tenures of ancient 114, 115.

deraesne2 and in what do lands holden by this 27. Is there not another species of entazled as-
tenure differ from common copyholds ? 99-101. tares, now grown out of use, but still capable of

39. To what two species arc all lay tenure_ subsisting m law? 115
now in effect reduced? 101. 28. What is this defined to bee 115

40. What is that tenure of a spiritual nature 29. What are the four _nc_dents to a tenancy in
which was reserved by the statute of Charles II. ? ta_l under the statute of Westminster the second?
101. 115, 116.

41. To what serwees only are the holders of 30. What and when was declared the first suf-
lands under this tenure liable ? 101, 102. ficmnt bar of an estate ta_l _ 1"16, 117.

42. Whereto did this tenure materially differ 81. Can an estate tazl be forfeited to the king
from what was called tenure by dimne serwee ._102. upon any conviction of high treason ? 117, 118.

43. Can lands be given to be held by this 32. Do lea_es made by tenants m tail bind the
_enure now ? 102. issue in ta_12 118.

33. What construction was put upon the sta-
CHAP. ¥II.--Of Freeho&t Estates of Inheritance. tute of fines by the statute 32 Hen. VIII. c. 86 ?

118.

1. WHAT does an estate in lands, tenements, 84. What exceptions were made by this sis-
and hercditaments signify ? 103. tute as tofines, and by the statute 34 & 35 Hen

2. To ascertain this significatmn with proper VIII. c. 20 as to common reeovemes_ 118, 119.
accuracy, in wlmt threefold view may estates be 35. Of what debts are estates tad liable to
considered? 108. the payment? 119.

3. What is the primary division of e_tates with 36. Wha_ appointment of lands entaded by
regard to their quantity of interest? 104. tenant in tml is good without fine or recovery?

4. How does the commentator define an estate 119.
of freehold _ 104. 37. What difference is there, then, between the

5. What is the twofold nature of estates of present estates tail and the old eondztmnal fee_
freehold (thus understood) ? 104. after the eonduwn was performed ? 119.

6. Into what two species are estates of freehold

of the former nature again divided ? 104. CHAP. VIII.--Of F_esholds not of Inhem_anes.
7. Who is tenant in fee stmTle or tenant in fee?

104. 1. OF what two species are such estates el
8 What, and in contradistinction to what, is freehold as are not of mherztance, but for lzfe only ?

the true meaning of the wordfee_ 104, 105. 120.
9. By what words do we, in the most solemn 2. In what two ways may an estate of the Krsl

acts of law, express the highest estate that any species be created ? 120, 121.
subject can have? 105. 8. What is a tenantTur aurar we? 120.

10. In contradistinction te what has the word 4. Against whom (with what exceptmn) doe_ ,
fee the adjunct of s_mTle annexed t_) it ? 106. the law say that all gran|s are to be taken most

11. Of what species of heredituments can a strongly? 121.
man not be said to be seiscd iz_ sis ])rM_.SNE 5. Are there not some estates for life which

as of fee _ 106, 107. may determine before the hfe expires ? "121.
12. What word is necessary, in the grant or 6. Why, in conveyances, is the grant usually

donation, in order to make afes or mher_tanee_ made "for the term of a man's natural life" ?
107, 108. 121.

18. But by what five exceptions is this rule 7. What are the two principal inc_dentz to all
now softened ? 108, 109. estates for hfe _ 122.

14. Into what two sorts may we divide limited 8. What are emblements ? 122.
,fees? 109. 9. Who is a cestuy qua weV 128.

15. What is a base or qual_fiedfee._ 109. 10. When is a tenant for hfe not entitled tn
16. What was a cond_twnalfee at the common emblements? 128.

law ? 110. 11 Are the advantages of embleraentsextende, l
17. What did our ancestors hold with regard to the parochial clergy ? 123.

to the condztwn annexed to such a fee? 110, 111. 12 What _nc_dentshave under-tenants or less_
18. But what if the tenant did not in fact of estates for bfe above their lessors_ 123. 124.

aUene the l_nd, and if then both the tenant and 13. What is the estate for bfe (of the second
the tssue died ? 111. species of such estates) of a tenant in tml (fter2os-

19. What did the statute of Westminster the stbtltty of _ssue extract? 124.
_esond (commonly called the statute de donis con- 14. By what only is a possibility of _ssue ex-
dit_onalibu_) enact as to con&twnalfees? 112. tinct in law ? 125.

20. Whence is the origin of fee-ta_l and raver- 15. Wherein does this estate partake both of an
_on ? 112. estate-ta_l and an estate for l_fe? 125, 126.

21. What things may, and what may not, he 16. What is a tenancy by the curtesg of 2_,ng
_tailed _:nder the statute de donis ? 113. land_ 126.
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17. What four requisites are necessary to 15. In what case is a tenant at wilt entitled 14
make a tenancy by the curte.ffl? 127. emblements ? 146.

_8. What does the husband become by the 16. What act amounts to a determinatiDn ot
birth of the chdd; and what is he not till the the wall on either side ? 140.
death of the u_fc? 127, 128. 17. How have courts of law leaned in cen-

19. What is a tenancy in dower? 129. struing demises where no certain term is men-
20. Who may and may not be endowed? 180 tioned ? 147.
21. What crimes of the husband bar the w!fe's 18. What notwe is requisite to determme a

dower _ 130, 131. tenancy from year to year ? 147.
22. Of what may and may net a wife be en- 19. In what one species of estate at wall is the

d_wed? 131. wall qualified by what? 147, 148.
23. Upon what principle are all endowments 20. What seems to have been the reason why

made ? 131 the absolute freehold was never granted by/o_da
24. How long must the husband be seised of to their wlleinnY 148, 149•

land in order to entitle the w_dowto dower ? 132. 21. What kind of freehold have eu_tomacyfree-
25 What is usually called the w_dow's free- holders? 149.

bench _ 132. 22. What are the comparative advantages of
26. What are the four species of dower now interest between a coTyholder of _nher_tance w_tn

subsisting? 132, 133. arise certam and an absolute freeholder? 150.
27. Of what part of his lands might a hu_- 23. What is an estate at sufferance ? 150.

band endow his w_fe ad osaum ecelesu_? 183-185. 24. Against whom can no man be tenant at
28. What is now the only usual species of on- sufferance? 150.

dowment ? 185. 25. How must an owner of lands vary his
29. What is called the widow's quarantine? proceeding in an actwn of trespass against a

185. tenant by sufferance from the same action against
80. What is a writ of admeasurementofdower? a stranger? 150.

136• 26. What have the statutes 4 & 11 Gee. IL c.
31. How may dower be barred or prevented ? 28 and 19 enacted in the cases of a tenant's _old-

136, 137. tny over h_ term or his own notwe to quit? 151.
82. How is a ]olnture defined by Sir Edward

Coke ? 137. CHAP. X.--Of .Estates upon Gondition.
83. What did the statute of uses provide as to

barring a w_fe of dower_ 137, 188. 1. WHAT are estates upon conditwn ? 152.
84. What four requisites must be punctually 2. Of what two sorts are estatez upon condition

observed to make ayomture good? 188. 152.
35. What if the ]omture be made to the wife 3. What three other condttwnal estates are in-

after marriage ? 188. eluded under this last sort? 152•
36. What if the ]omtress be evicted of her 4. What axe estates upon condztion _mplied in

?omture on account of its being made on a bad law ? 152.
title ? 188. 5. By what two breaches of an implied con-

37. What are the comparative advantages of ditwn may an ojfiee be forfelted? 153. . .
lituation between tenant m dower and]omtresees ? 6. How do a publw and aprwate office dafter an
138, 139 respect of forfeit ? 153.

• 7. Upon what principle proceed all the for-
CH ¢9_' t tp., Z_,_ t_,_ _',._h,_ld I feitures which are given by law of l_e estates and" __AP. IX.--_, Es.a ............................ oLaers ? lo_.

1. WHAT are the three sorts of eetatee less than 8. What is an eztate on con&ties expressed?
.freehold? 140. 154.

2. What is an estate for years f 140. 9. Of what two sorts are condition expressed?
8. What is a month in law ? 141. 154.
4. What is a lease for a twelvemonth ? 141. 10. What is an estate "to a man and his heirs,
5. How many hours does the law reckon in tenants of the manor of Dale" _ 154.

the space of a day ? 141. 11. What is the distinction between a ¢ondi.
6. How might a lessee estate be defeated by the ties m deed and a l_m_tatwn or cond_twn m lawY

ancient law? 142. 155•

7. What is an indispensable requisite to an 12. In all instances of hm_tations or con&tion_
estate.for years? 143. subsequent, where the eon&twn is contmgent and

8. Why cannot a lease for l_fe commence m uncertain, what estate has the grantee so long a_
future, though a lease for years may ? 143, 144. the con&twn remains unbroken ? 156.

9. What right has a tenant for years in the tens- 13. When are conditwns void ? 156
most? 144. 14. When are estates, upon vo_d con&tio_, al_

10. Of what is he possessed when he has en- solute in the tenant, andwhen in thefeoffbrf 157.
gerett the tenement _ 144. 15. Of what two kinds are estates held m radio,

I1. What is the legal difference between the in gage, orpledgeY 157.
serm and the ame of a lease for years ? 144. 16. What is mvum radium, or lwmg pledge_

12. What are the iuc_dents to an estateforyearsY 157.
144, 145. 17. What is mortuum ca&urn, deadpledge or

13. What is the difference of situation between mortgage _ 157, 158.
a tenant for hfe and a tenant for years with regard 18. Who was tenant m morlqage ? 158.
to emblements _ 145. 19. Whence is the origm of granting a lon_

14 What is an estate at will? 145. term of years by way of ._ortga_e2 158.
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20. What is e_lulty of redemption? 159. 27. What has been settled in order to prevent
21. What is a foreclosure _ 159. the danger of 2erTetu_tzes as to the persons t¢
22. What are estates held by statute merchant whom remainders may, by an executory dev_e, be

and statute staple ? 160. limited over after a te_n of years has been gxven
23. What is an estate by elegit ? 161. to one man for his life ; and what has been also
24. Why are estates by statute merchant, statute settled as to the contingencies upon which such

staple , and eleg_t, chattel interests, and not freehold? remainders may be limited to take effect ? 174,
161, 162. 175.

28. What is an estate zn reversion ? 175.
CHAP. XI.--Of Estates in Possession, Remainder, 29. What are the two usual mc_dent_ to rever

and ,Reverswn. swns _ 176.
30. What is enacted by the statute 6 Anne, o

1. OF what two natures are estates with regard 18 in order to assist such persons as have any
to the time of thezr enjoyment _ 168. estate in remainder, reverswn, or expectancy, aftez

2. What two sorts of expectancy are there ; the death of others, against fraudulent conceal-
and by what acts are they severally created ?ments of their deaths ? 177.

163. 31. What happens whenever a greater estats
2. What is the difference between estates ex- and a less coinczde in the same person in the

_cuted and estates executory _ 163 same right without any intermediate estate t
4. What may an estate in remainder be defined 177.

to be ? 164. 32. What one exception is there to this rule ;
5. When lands are granted to A. for twenty and what is the reason of this exception? 177,

years, with remainder to B. and his heirs forever, 178.
are not these two estates? 164.

6. What are the three rules laid down by law CHAP. XII.--Of Estates in Severalty, Joint-
to be observed in the creation of remainders? Tenancy, Copareenary, and Gommon.
165, 167, 168.

7. What is called the partzcular estate ? 165. 1. I_ what four different ways may estates he
8. Why cannot an estate of freehold be created held with respect to the number and connections

to commence in future ? 166. of their owners ? 179.
9. Is a remainder an estate commencing inpr_- 2. Who is tenant m severalty? 179.

senti or m future _ 165, 166. 3. What is an estate znjomt-tenancy ? 179
10. What partzeular estate will, and when will 4. How may this estate be created ? 180.

a particular estate not, support a remainder over _ 5. From what are the properties of a/ozn_-esta_e
166, 167. derived? 180.

11. Can a remaznder be granted of a chattel _n- 6. Of what four kinds is the unity of a]oint.
terest ? 167. estate? 180-182.

12. In what case is it necessary that a lessee 7. If an estate in fee be given to a man and
for years should have hvery of se_sm? 167. his wife, how are they sensed? 182.

18. Need the precedent particular estate and the 8. Upon the decease of one ]omt-tenant, what
remainder be in esse at one and the same time share of the estate remains to the survwor; and
dumng the continuance of the first estate; or what why? 183, 18_.
latitude is allowed ? 168. 9. Why cannot the king, or any corporation, be

14. Of what two sorts are remainders _ 168. /o_nt-tenant with a private person ? 184.
15. What ar_ vested or executed remainders? 10. How may an estate in joint-tenancy be

[68, 169. severed and destroyed ? 185.
16. On account of what two sorts of uncer- 11. But why is a devise of one/oint-tenant's

talnty may remaznders be contingent or executory? share by will no severance of thejoznture? 186.
169. 12 In what case is it disadvantageous for

17. What is enacted by statute l0 & 11 W. III. joint-tenants to dissolve the io_nture? 187.
_'. 16 as to posthumous chddren taking remainders ? 13. What is an estate he;d in coparcenary ? 187.
169. _. Who areparceners by common law? 187

18. What are potentia propmqua and potentia ,5. Who are parceners by particular custom ?
remoti_szma? 170. 187.

19. Why cannot a contingent remainder of,free- 16. What are the properties ofparceners ? 188.
hold be limited on any partwular estate less than 17. Which of the four unzties of a .ioint-estaf_
afreehold? 171. haveparceners? 188.

20. Howmaycontingentremaindersbedefeated? 18. In what five points do parceners diffex
171. from ]oint-tenant_ ? 188.

21. Is there no way of preventing this defeat ? 19. What are the five methods in which pares
171. i ners may make partitwn ? 189.

22. What is an executory devise _ ] 72. 20 What is the law of hotchpot, which ie iD
23. In what three points does it differ from a i cldent to this estate? 190, 191.

remamder_ 172, 173. 21. In what three ways may an estate in cv
24. Why may a denz_eof freehold commence in parcenary be dissolved ? 191

future _ 173. 22. Who are tenants in com_wnf 191-193.
25. Within what time does the law's abhorrence 23. Which of the four unztiesof ajomt-e_tat_

of aperpetuity declare that the contingencies of an have tenants zn common ? 191.
executory devise ought to be such as may happen 9 24. By what two means may tenancy m ¢om-
173, 174. men be created ? 192, 193.

26. Why does the law abhor a Terpetn_ty_ 174. 25. Does the law, in its construction Df •
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dee l, favour ]omt-t_olncy or te_._ncy in common ? !half-blood of the person last seised, so _hat it be
193. the blood oi the frrstpurehasor; and why .9 233.

26. What are the in,dents attending a tenancy 23. For this reason, in what kind of estate im
in common_ 194. half-blood no impediment to the descent _ 238.

27. In what two ways only can estates in] 24. What is the seventh and last rule or canon
common be dissolved .9 194. o ° mher_tanse? 284.

25. What is the most probable original of this
CHAP. XIII._Of the T_tle to Things Ileal m Ge- rule? 235.

neral. 26. When is this rule totally reversed ? 236.

1. W_IAT is the tztle to things real? 195.
2. What are the four several stages or degrees CIIAP. XV.--Of Title by Purchase; and, first, by

requisite to form a complete atle to lands and tgscheat.

tenements .9 195-197, 199. i l. WHAT isTurchase , taken in its largest and
3, What is the mere naked poseesswn; how l most extensive sense? 241.

may it happen ; and in what degree is it a legal i 2 If an estate be made to A. for life, remainder
t_tle? 195, 196. I to his right heirs in fee, by what shall the heirs

4. What arc the two sorts of r_ght offloeses-1 take.9 242.
¢_on; and by what means may the first grow I 3. What was meant by calling William the
into the second? 196, 197. t Norman Conqueror? 243.

5. What is the mere r_ght of property : and i 4. In what-two points does the difference in
how can it recover the right of Tossesswn? 197, effect between the acquisition of an estate by de-
198. scent and by purchase principally consist .9 243,

CHAP. XIV._Of T_tle by Descent. 244.
5. What five methods of acquiring a title to

1. By what two methods may the title to th_ngs estates does purchase include ? 244.
real be reciprocally acquired on the one hand 6. What is escheat? 244, 245.
and lost on the other ? 201. 7. Upon what principle is the law of escheat_

2. What is the title by descentf 201. founded .9 245.
3. Wh._t is consangmnzty; and of what two 8. What are the first three cases wherein in-

kinds ? 202. heritable blood is wanting .9246.
4. Wherein do these two kinds of toucan- 9. What is the fourth ease wherein inheraable

qmmty differ ? 203, 204. blood is wanting ? 246, 247.
5. In what does the very being of collateral 10. What is the fifth ease ? 247, 248.

eonsanqumzty consist .9 205. l 1. Who are bastard el#rib and raulier puizn_ ;
6. What i_ the method of computing the de- and in what ease may the former bar the latter

grees of collateral consanguinzty.9 20b, 207. of his _nhemtance; and this for what three rea-
7. What is the first rule or canon of inheritance sons ? 248.

according to which estates are transmitted from 12. What legal he_rs can a bastard have ? 249.
the ancestor to the heir ? 208, 210 13. What is the sixth ease wherein inherztable

8. What is the difference between an heir up- blood is wanting ? 249.
parent and an he_rpre._araTtzve e 208. 14. What is the difference of znhemtable ope-

9. Who cannot be accounted such an ancestor ration on the blood of ahen in the acts of denzza-
as that an inheritance of lands or lenements can twn and of natural_zatzon ? 249, 250.
be derived from him.9 209. 15. If an al_en come into England and thero

10. What is the second rule or canon of in- have issue two sons, who are thereby natural-
heritance v 212, 21_. born sub.iects, and one of them purchase land and

11. What is the third rule or canon of _nhent- die, who cannot be his hezr, and why .9 250.
ance? 214, 216. 16. What is enacted by the statute 11 & 12

12 What are exceptions to this rule? 216. W. III. e. 6 as to the inheritance of natural-born
13. In what one inheritance does succeeswn by subjects deriving their pedigrees through ahens¢

prlmogenzture take place among females .9 216 and how is this statute qualified by that of 25
14. In what one _nherztance does sole sueeesswn Geo. II. c. 89.9 251.

take place among females ? 216 17. What is the seventh case wherein inherit-
15. What is the fourth rule or canon of _nherit- able blood is wanting v 251.

anee _ 217. 18. What is the difference between forfeitures
16. When is an inheritance divided per stiraves, of lands to the k_n# and escheat to the/ord? 261-

and when p_ _ capita _ 217, 218. 254.
17. What is the fifth rule or canon of inherit- 19. By what means only can the eorrujation of

ance? 220, 222. blood be absolutely removed? 254.
18. What is the great and general principle 20. If a man attainted be pardoned by the

upon which the law of collateral _nherltance_ de- king, can his son inherit .9254.
pends _ 223. 21. If a man have issue a son and be attainted,

19. What is the sixth rule or canon of inhemt- and afterwards pardoned, and then have issue a
ance, being, like the seventh and last, only a second son and die, who cannot be his he_r, and
_'¢deof credencewho theTurcha_n # ancestor was ? why ? 255.
224. 22. If the ancestor be attainted, may his sons

20. Who is a kinsman of the whole blood? 227. be heir_ to each other? 255.
21. Why is the exclusion of a kinsman of the 28. What is declared in most of the newfelo-

_.alf-blood not unreasonable 9 22S-232 lutes created by act of parliament since the reign
22 W_at one tnher_tanee racy descend to the i of Hen VIII ; and wherefore is it so.9 256.
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24. In what singular instance are lands held 10. Who are excepted out of this act ; an_
infes-s_mple not liable to escheat to the lord, even with what proviso is the exception made?
when their owner is no more, and hath left no , 274.
he_rs to inherit them._ 256, 257. 11. Why is al_enatwn to an ahen a cause of

25 What is the eighth and last case wherein forfeiture ? 274.
inheritable blood is wanting; and how does this 12. When are ahenations by particular tenants
ease differ from all the rest? 257. forfeitures; and to whom, and for what two rea-

sons? 274, 275
CHAP. XVI.--Of T_tle by Occupancy. I 13 What is it if tenant in tail alienea in .fee

1. WHAT is occupancy _ 258. and why ? 275.
14. In case of forfeiture by partlcular tenants,

2 To what single instance, so far as it con- what becomes of all legal estates by them before
terns real property , have the laws of England created ? 275.
confined this r_ght ? 258. 15. What is d_c_aimer, in its nature and con-

3. Why was no r_ghtof occupancyallowed where sequences ? 275, 276.
the king had the reve'rewn of the lands? 259. 16. What is forfeiture by lapse? 276

4. What it the estate pur auter we had been 17. In what two cases can no right of lap#t
granted to a man and ]ns ]_(ir6_ 259 accrue ? 276.

5. But what do the statutes of 29 Car. II. c. 18. What is the term in which the t_tle to pre-
8 and of 14 Geo II c. 20 emtct as to this estate_ sent by lapse accrues? 276, 277.
259, 260. 19. What if the bzshoiabe bothpatron and or-

6. What is the commentator's opinion as to dreary? 277.
the operation of these statutes ? 260. 20. What if the bishop or metropolitan do not

7. What is the law of alluvwn and derelictwn ? present immediately upon lapse? 277.
261, 262. 21. What if the king do not ? 277.

22. In what cases only is the b*shop required
CHAP. XVII.--Of Title by Prescription. to give notice of a vacancy to the patron, in

1. WHAT is title byprescriptwn; and how is order to entitle him, the metropolztan, and the
it distinguished from enstom _ 268. k*ng to the advantage of a lapse _ 278.

2. What is called prescrzbmg zn a que estate ._ 23. When does the law style the bishop a d_-
264. turber; and of what does it consequently de-

3. What has the statute of limitations, 82 Hen. price him ? 278.
VIII. c. 2, enacted as toprescmptwns? 264. 24. What if the right of Tresentatwn be con-

4. What sort of hcredztaments may be claimed tested? 278.
by preser_ptwn* 264. 25. What is forfpiture by simony _ 278, 279.

5. Why cannot a preseriptwn give a title to 26. Is it szmony to purchase a presentation, the
lands ? 264. hying being actually vacant ? 279.

6. In whom must aprescription be laid? 265. 27. Is it simony for a clerk to purchase the
7. If the thing prescribed has what inca- next presentation and be thereupon presented?

pP,city, why cannot the prescrzption be made ? 265. 279, 280.
8. Why cannot deodands, felons' goods, and the 28. Is it simony for a father to purchase such

like be prescribed for, while treasure-trove, wa_s, a presentation for his son ? 280.
tztrays, and the like can ? 265. 29. What if a s_mon_acalcontract be made with

9. For what more may a man prescribe iv the patron, the clerk not being privy thereto ?
himself and hts ancestors than he may in a que 280.
estate; and why may he do so? 266. 30. Are bonds given to pay money to cha-

10. Is there not a dtfference in the inheritance ritable uses on receiving a presentation to a
of a thing prescribed _n one's self and one's an- hwng szmonzacal _ 280.
ceztors, and one prescribed m a _ue estate _ 266. 31. What bonds of resignatwn arc not _imoni_

acal? 280.

32. Are general bonds of resignatwn legal_
CHAP. XVIII.--Of T*tle by Forfezture. 280.

1. WhAT is forfeiture _ 267. 33. What are the only causes for which the
2. By what eight means may lands, tenements, law will justify the patron's making use of such

and heredxtaments be forfe_ted_ 267. a general bond of reszgnatwn _ 280.
3. What are the six offences which induce a 84. Of what two kinds are the eond_twns the

forfeiture of lands and tenements to the crown ? breach or non-performance of which induces afar-
267, 268. _e_ture? 281.

4. Of what three kinds is the ahenation con- 35. What is waste, and of wh,_t two kinds ?
trary to law which induces a forfeiture ? 268. ,_81.

5. What is atzenatwn in mortmain, m mortua 36. What are the general heads of waste i_
_u? 268. hou_, in amber, and in land_ 281, 282

6. How were common recoveries invented ? 87. Who are liable to be punished for wazte,
271. and who not ? 282, 283.

7. How were u_e_ and trust_ invented _ 272. 88. What is the punishment for committing
8. What is license of mortmain; and how has waste? 283, 284.

it been dispensed with ? 272, 273. 39. By what may copyhold e_tates bcforfeited_
9. What is enacted by the statute 9 Geo. II 284.

e. 86 as to lands and tenements, or money to be 40. Who is a bankrupt _ 285.
laid out thereon, given for or charged with c_a- 41. What becomes of a bankrupt's lands an_]
rttable u_os_ 273, 274 tenements ? 285. 286.
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42. With only what exception has the statute 23. When is it necessary to the validity of a
2l Jac. I. c. 19 authorized the disposal of a deed to read it to thepart_es? 304.
oan£rupt'a estate-tag in possession, remainder, or 24. What if a deed be read falsely ? 804.
reversion f 286. 25. Is it necessary to son as well as _al

deed? 305, 306.
CHAP. XLX.--Of Title by Alienation. 26. What is the delivery of a deed; and what

is its efficacy ? 307.
1. WHAT is _l_enat_on, co_veyanee, or purchase, 27. What is the difference between a deed and

in its limited sense? 287. an escrowg 307.
2. Who are capable of conveying and par- 28. Of what use is the attestation of a deedT

eha_g _ 290. 807.

3. How alone may contingencies and merepoe- 29. Must the witnesses sign the deed? 307,
sib_lpt_esbe assigned to a stranger? 290. 308.

4. What seven descriptions of persons are in- 30. By what five means may a deed be avoidedcapable o_ eon_,eyt,g ? 290-293.
5. Are the convoances and purchases of idiots 308, 809.31. What are these dee& called which are

and person_ of non-_ane memory, _nl_, and_ver- generally used in the alienation of real estates_
sons under duress, void ? 291. 309.

6. May a non compoe plead his own disability 32. Of what two natures are conveyances as
m order to avoid his acts ? 291, 292. to the manner in which they receive their force

7. May his next heir, or other person Lute- and efficacy ? 309.
rested, plead it ? 292. 33. Of what two kinds are conveyances by the

8. Iiow may the purchase of a rome-covert be common law ? 309.

avoided? 293. 34. What are the six species of original con-9. What of the conveyance or other contract
of afem_co_,vrt_ 293. veyances; and what the five of derivatsve? 310.85. What is afeo_ment ? 310.

10. What only can an al_en hold? 293. 86. What is necessary to the perfection of a
11. What are the legal evidences of ahenation_ feoflment ? 811.called ? 294.

37. What if an hezr dies before entry mad_12. Of what four kinds are these common as-
surance$ _ 294. upon his estate ? 312.

38. By what delwery is a conveyance of a copy-
hold estate made to this day ? 313.

CHAP. XX.--Of Alienation 5y Deed.
39. What is necessary, by the common law,

1. Vq_AT is a deed in its general nature? to be made upon every grant of an estate of free-
295. hold in hered_taments corporeal ? 814.

2. What is an indenture ? 295. 40. What is necessary in leases for years ? 814.
3. What is a ch_rograph? 296. 41. Why cannot freeholds be made to corn-
4. Which is the original, and which the coun- mence infuturo? 314.

t_r'fart, of a deed ? 296. 42. If a freehold remmnder be created after,
5. What is a deed-poll? 296. and expectant on_ a leasefor years now in being,
6. What are the eight requisites of a deed? to whom must the l_very be made? 314, 815.

296--298, 304-308. 43. Of what two kinds is hvery of seisin?
7. What are the eight usual, formal, and or- 315.

derl/parts of a deed _ 298-301, 304. 44. How is beery in deed performed ? 315, 81{I.
8. What are theprem_ses of a deed? 298. 45. What is livery in law? 816.
9. What are the habendum and tenendum ? 298, 46 What is the conveyance by gift, d, natio ?

299. 316, 317.
10. What is the reddendum ? 299. 47. What are gra,_, conces_ones ? 317.
11. What is a cond_tzon? 299, 800 48. What is a lea_e? 817, 318.
12. What i_ the clause of warranty? 300. 49. What was the old meaning of the word
13. What was the origin of express warranties? farm, in which sense it is used in the operatwe

301. words of a lease, "to farm let" ? 318.
14. What was the difference between lineal 50. To what one species of leases i_ _ivery of

and collateral warranty _ 301,302. seisin necessary ? 818.
15. What was a warranty commencing by dis- 51. What three manner of persons does the

•e_/n ? 302. enabhng statute, 32 Hen. VIII. c. 28, empower
16. In case the warrantee was evicted, what to make /eases for three lives or one grid-twenty

Was the obhgation of the he_r ? 302. years _ 319.
17. What warrant_es against the heir are now 52. But what are the nine requisites that the

good ? 302, 303. statute specifies which must be observed in order
18. What are covenants ? 304. to render the leases binding ? 319, 820.
!9 What is the difference of effect between 53. Unless under what six regular.ions do the

covenantmg for hare and covenanting for e_ecutors desablmg or restrmnzng statutes of Elizabeth re
and admm_st_'ators ? 304. strain all ecclesiastical or eleemosynary corporatwr_,

20. For what reasons has the covenant, in and all parsons and wcars, from makinganyteases
modern practice, totally superseded the war- of their lands ? 820, 321.
runty ? 804. 54. ls there not another restriction with re-

21. Of what does the conclusion of a deed con- gard to college-leases by the statute 18 Eliz. e. 6 ?
_t _ 304. 322.

22. Is a ._eed goo=l with no, or a fals_ date f 55. What restraint upon the leases of beneficed
_4 I clergymen does non-residence place _ 822.
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56. What is an exchange ? 328. 3. What are the intentions of private avt$ o.f
57. Is either hvery of se_m or entry necessary _arl_ament? 344.

in order to perfect an exehange_ 323. 4. With what cautions and preliminaries arc
58. What is aparation _ 824. _mvate acts of parhament made ? 345.
59. Can apart_twn be made byTarot only, in 5. In what are the king's grants contained?

any case ? 824. 346.
60. What is a release _ 824. 6. What is the difference between the h_na'm
61. For what five purposes may releases enure? letters-patent, literte patentes, and his wmts close_

824, 825. hterte claus_e_ 3t6.
62. What is a ¢onfirmatwn ? 825, 326. 7. In what three points does the construction
68. Why is not a l_very of seisin necessary to a _f the k_ng's grants differ from those of a sub-

release or eonfirmatwn of lands ? 325, 326. ]ect _ 847, 848.
64. What is a surrendevf 826. 8. What is a fine of lands and tenements*
65. Why is not a lwery of se_m necessary to 348.

a surf. ¢nder ? 826. 9. What is the origin of fines _ 849.
66. What is an assignment ; and wherein does 10. Why is a fine so coiled* 349.

it differ from a lease? 326, 327. 11. What is the actwn of covenant upon which
67. What is a defeazance ; and may it be made the fine is founded ? 7,50.

_fter the original conveyance? 327 12. What is thepr_merfine? 350.
68. What are uses and trusts in our law? 13. What is the l_eentia coneordaniV 350.

828. 14. What is the king's s_lver, or Test fine_
69. Who were the terre-tenant, and who the 350.

ee_tuy qus use, or the cestuy que trust? 328. 15.* What is the concord; and who is the cog°
70. What was done by the statute of uses, 27 nizor, and who the cognzzeeq 350, 351.

Hen. VIIL c. 10 ? 332, 833, 16. How must the acknowledgment be made;
71. In what do the contingent or springing uses and how far does this acknowledgment complete

of a conveyance differ from an executory devise 7 the fine _ 351.
884. 17. What is the note of the fine _ 351.

72. Why, in both cases, may a fee be limited ]8. What is the foot of the fine ? 851.
to take effect after ales? 834. 19. What proclamatwns of arise hath the sta-

73. What is a secondary or shifting use? 835. tute added to prevent the levying of one by
74. What is a resulting use ? 335. fraud or covin ? 852
75. May uses originally declared be revoked 20. Of what four kinds are fines thus levied_

at any time and new ones declared? 335. 852, 853.
76. What is the origin of trusts _ 335, 836. 21. What is arise sur cognizance de droit, corn,
77. How do the courts now consider a trust- ceo que d ad de son done; and of what efficacy is

estate? 837. it ? 352.
78. To what twelfth species of conveyance has 22. What is arise sur cognizance de drait tantum;

Ihat by hvery of sezsm now given way ? 338. and for what is it commonly used? 353.
79. What thz_'teenth species of conveyance has 23. What is arise sur ¢oncesszt? 853.

beeu introduced by this statute of uses ? 838. 24. What is a fine sur done, grant, et rende_ ,
80. What was enacted by the 27 Hen. VIII. c. and whereto does it differ from the fine sur co.q-

] 6 as to bargains and sales _ 338. nzzance de drozt, come ceo, _c. 2 353.
81. What gave rise to the fourteenth species of 25 What are the force and effect of fines It

conveyance ; and what is its nature ? 338, 339. 854, 355.
82. What may be added as a fifteenth and a 26. What are the three classes of persons

sixteenth species of conveyance _ 339. bound by a fine* 355.
83. What are the three species of deeds used 27. Who are the parties to a fine, and how are

not to convey but to charge or discharge lands ? they bound ? 355.
340. 28. Who areprivies , and how are they bound ?

84. What is an obl_gatwn or bond, whether 355.
_ingle (s_mplex obkgatw) or cond_twnal; and how 29. Who are strangers, and in what cases are
is it a charge upon lands ? 840. they bound* 356.

85. When is the con&ties of a bond void ; and 30. But what is necessary in order to make
when the bond itself? 340, 841. a fine of any avail at all ? 356, 357.

86. On the forfeiture of a bond, what sum is 31. Upon what neglect of the remainderman
recoverable? 341. or reversioner does a tenant's for life levying arise

87. What is a recognizance; and wherein does fail to forfeit the eztate from the latter to the
it differ from a bond? 841. former and bar it forever? 356.

88. What is a defeazance on a bond or recogn_- 32. What is the nature of a common recovery,
zance, orjudgment recovered; and wherein does it and how far is it llke afine? 357.
differ from a common con&tional bond_ 342. 33. What is the wr/t ofpr_eeipe quod reddat;

89. What general registers for deeds, wills, and and what does it allege ? 358.
1 34. Who is the demandant, and who the as-

ether acts affecting real prol_erty are there in fendant ?England and Scotland ? 343. 358.
s _ 85. What is the voucher, vacatio, or c_:_ng

CHAP. XXI.--Of Alienation by Matter of Record. ] warranty ; and who is the vouches 7 358.
I 86. Who is the recoverer, and who the recoveree
/ 358.

1. WHAT are azsurancea by matter of record? [ 37. What is called the recompense or recoveryS44.

2. O_ _hat four l_inds are they? 344. t in v_lue? 359.
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88. Of what nature is this recompense; mad CHAP. XXIII.--0f Alienation by D_n.
who is usually the common vouchee ? 859.

39. What is a recovery with double voucher; 1. WHATis devise ? 373.
and why is it now usualiy employed ? 359. 2. Upon what did the restraint of deviam$

40. What is the reason why the issue m ta_l lands take place ? 378.
is held to be barred by a common recovery ? 360. 3. What estaZe only could then be denised, with

41. In what light have our modern courts of what exceptions ? 874.
]ustzce considered common recoverm_ ? 360. 4. In what shape did the popish clergy, who

42. How does the commentator recommend then generally sat in the court of chancery, allo_
the shortening of the process of this conveyance ? of the de_e of lands ? 375.
_61. 5. Upon what did lands in this shape become

43. What are the force and effect of a common no longer devuable ? 375.
r_eovery ? 361. 6. What did the statute of wills, 32 Hen. VIII.

44. By statute, when will not a recover/ bar c. 1, enact ? 375.
an estate tad, and who shall not suffer a recovery q 7. How is a denise to a corporatwn for a cha-
362. ritable use now held by the statute 48 Eliz. c, 4

45. What, in all recoveries, is necessary on the to be valid ? 376.
part of the recoveree or tenant to t_pr_ezpe _ 362. 8. What does the statute offrauds and-perjuries,

46. But what are the prov_wns of the statute 29 Car. II. c. 3, direct as to devises of lands ? 376.
14 Gee. II. c. 20 in order to make good a re- 9. Are coTyholds and tcrm_ for yearn within
¢overy ? 362. the sta[ute ? 876.

47. By what two sorts of de:d may the uses 10. How may a will be revoked? 876.
of afine or recovery be directed? 363, 364.* 11. What did the statute 25 Gee. IL c. 6 de-

48. When are these deeds called deeds to lead clare as to the w_tncsses to a w_ll? 877.

the uses of a fine or recovery, and when deeds to 12. What hath the statute 3 & 4 W. and M. o.
declare them ; for what purpose are they made ; 14 provided for the benefit of a testator's credit-
and what effect have they on the fine or recovery ? ors._ 378.
863, 364. 13. How is a wall of lands considered by the

courts of law ? 378.

CHAP. XXII._Of Alienation by Special Custom. 14. What distinction between demses of /ands
and testaments of personal chattels is founded

l. To what are assurances by special custom upon this notion ? 878, 879.
confined? 365. 15. What seven general rules and maxims

2. How are cot,jhold lands generally trans- have been laid down by courts of justice for the
?erred ? 365. construction and exposition of aU the species of

3. What is surrender sursum rcdditm ; and what common assurances ? 379-382.
is the manner of transferring copghold estates ?
365, 366. CHAP. XXIV.--O/Things Personal.

4. What operation upon a copyhold estate has
any feoffment or grant ? 867. 1. WHAT are included under the name of

5. If I would exchange a copyhold estate with things personal? 384.
another, or devise one, what must be done ? 367, 2 Do not things personal consist of things
368. movable only, as thzngs real do of th_ngs immov.

6. What effect will a fine or recovery had of able? 385.
eoTyhold lands in the king'_ courts have ; and how 3. Under what general name, then, is the
may such fine or recovery be reversed by the lord_ whole comprehended ? 885.
368. 4, Into what two kinds, therefore, are chattele

7. What arc the three several parts of the distributed by the law ? 386.
assurance by surrender? 368. 5. What are chattels real? 386.

8. What part of it does the surrender itself 6. Which quality of real estates have they
constitute? 368. which denominates them real; and which do

9. What if the lord refuse to admit the surren- they want the want of which constitutes them
defoe? 368. chattels ? 386.

10. Can the _urrenderor retract his surrender _ 7. What are chattels jaersenal? 387, 888.
369.

11. What is the jaresentment of the surrender; CHhP. XXV.--Of Property in Things Personal.
and when and by whom must it be presented ? 369.

12. What if those into whose hands the sur- 1. 0s what two natures isTroTerty in chattels
render was made refuse to present and the lord ,arsenal? 389.
refuse to compel them to do so ? 369. 2. Into what two sorts is laroperty in chattels

13. Of what three sorts is admittance? 370. personal of the former nature divided ? 389.
14. What is the lord bound to do in admittances 3. What is_property m chattels personal in

upon a voluntary grant? 870. session absolute? 389.
15. How is the lord regarded in admittances 4. Into what two classes does the law distln-

_pon surrender of a former tenant, or upon descent guish animals ? 890.
from the ancestor ? 370, 371. 5. What property can a man have in such

16. In what, however, do admittances upon animals as are domit_, and what _ such as are
_rrender differ from admittances upon descent? fer_e natur_e ? 390.
871 6. Why, of all tame and domestic animals,

17. Arc he_rs of coTyhold compellable to be does the brood belong to the mother (with what "
*dmitted? 872. exception) ? 390.
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7. What is property in chattel8 pereonal, m poe- CHAP. XXVII.--Of Titl_ by Prerogative and For.
se_#ion qualified, lzm_ted, or special? 891. .feature.

8. On what three accounts may a qualzfledpro-
perry subsist in animalsfer_ nature? 391. 1. WHATpereonal chattels may accrue towhom

9. What are those animals.fer_ natur_ inwhich by prerogatwe ? 408.
a qual_fiedpropertymaybeacquiredTermdustr_am 2. What if the ttt/e, of the king and the sub.
_omm/s, by a man's reclazrnmg and m_king them jcct concur? 409.
mine by art, industry, and education._ 392. 3. In what three classes of books hath the

10. How long are these animals the property of ]ang a kind of prerogatwe copymght ? 410.
a man? 892. 4. Is there not still another species of pro-

11. What animah is it felony to steal _ 893. rogat_ve proloert_, founded upon a very different
12. What erzme is it to steal such ammals the principle from any that have been mentioned ?

stealing of which does not amount to felony? 410, 411.
394. 5. What four reasons have concurred fox

13. When, and how long, may a 9uahfied pro- making the restrictions which the municipal
pert? also subsist with relation to ammals ferx laws of many nations have exerted upon the
nature, ratline _mpotenti_, on account of their natural right of every man to pursue and take
own inability ? 394. to his own use all such creatures as are fer_

14. What is that qualified property which a _atur_ 411, 412.
man may have in animals fer_e naturm, lrroioter 6. What, however, is the origin of the ga_
privilegium ? 394, 395. laws in England ? 413-416.

15. What other things besides ammals fer_ 7. What was done by the curia de forests?
natur_ may be the objects of qualified property; 416.
and how long does that property last? 895. 8. Who only, by common law, have a right to

16 These kinds of quahfieatwn in property take or kill any beasts of chase not also bea_ts qt
arise from the _ubject's incapacity of absolute own- prey _ 416.
ereh_ ; but in what cases may property be of a 9. What are free-warren and free-fishery ; and
quobfied or special nature, on account of thepe- what does magna curia provide as to the latter?
euliar c_rcumstances of the owner, when the thing 417.
itself is very capable of absolute ownership? 10. Whoonly, bycommonlaw, ean justify hunt.
896. _ng or sporting upon another man's so_l, or, in

17. Hath a servant who hath the care of his thorough strictness, hunting or sporting at all? 4t7.
mast*r's goods or ehatte_ any property in them? 11. But how have the exemptions from cer.
396. _ain penal statutes for preserwng the game virtually

18. What is called a thing, or ehoee i_ aelion _ extended what are called the _ual_eatwnz to kill
396, 397. [ it ? 417, 418

19. Upon what depends, and what are the 12 For what twelve offences are all the goodJ
only regular means of acquiring, all property m I and chattels of the offender forfeited to the erou,n
action? 397.

''[42i_ Wh nd20. Upon all contracts, what does the law give _. e o theseforfezture_ eommenee_ 421.

to theparty injured in ease of non-performance?
397. ] CH_P. XXVIII.--Of l_tle by _ustdm.

21. May things personal be limited by deed or ]
will in remainder and in estate-tad? 398 ] 1. WHxr are the three sorts of customa_, in-

22. May things personal be vested in joint- I terests which obtain pretty generally throughout
tenancy, in common, and in copareenary _ 399. [ most part_ of the nation ? 422.

°,3. But how is it held that partnership stock in 2 Into what two sorts are her/o/_ usuall_ _i-
trade shall always be considered ? 899. vided ? 422.

3. Wh,_t is heriot-servwe_ 422.
4. Upon what does herwt-custom arise; and

CHAP. XXVI.--Of T_tle to Things Personal by what is it defined to be ? 422.Occupancy.
5. To what species of tenures is her_ot-c_ztom

1. W_AT are the twelve principal methods by now fo_ the most part confined ? 423.
which the title to thmg$lOersonal maybe acquired 6. Of what does theh_mot nowusuallyco_sist;
and lost ? 400. and of what estate is it always ? 424.

2. In what eight species of goad_ may apro- 7. Why can no heriot be taken on the _eath
petty be acquired by occupancy _ 401-406. of a feme-covert ? 424.

3. But what are the restrictions as to the 8. Can a her_ot be compounded for !:t the
right to seize the goods and person of an ahen payment of money ? 424.
enemy? 401,402. 9. What are mortuames; and why ar_ they

4. To what do the restrictions which are laid sometimes called corse-presents ? 425.
upon the righ_ to the occupancy of ammalsfer_ 10. To what certainty did the statute 21 Hen.
natur_ principally relate ? 40_. ¥IIL c. 6 reduce mortuames ? 427.

5. What constitutes an accession to property _ 11. What are heir-looms ; what may they be
404, 405. by _peaal custom ; and what arc they by geroera/?

6. What is confu._on of goods; and to whom 427, 428.
lees such act of eonflu_ion give the entire pro- 12. What otherpersonal chattels are there which
perth? 405. descend to the heir in the nature of hetr-loom_ f

7. What hath the statute declared as to lite- 428, 429.

rary and other eop.yr_ght? 407. 13. What if half-/earns are devised away Crorz
the he_r by w_lt ? 429.
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{_ItAP XXIX.--OJ T_tle by Succession, Marrmge, 18. What is a nudumpactum; and what degr_
and Judgment. of reciprocity will prevent it ? 445, 446.

14. How far will courts of .iustwe suppcxt a
1. To what is successwn, in strictness of law, voluntary bond or Tromzssory note; and whyT

only applicable ? 430. 446.
2. But what sole corToratwns have in this re- 15. What are the four most usual contra_

spect the same powers as corToraaons aggregate whereby the r_ght of chattels personal may be so-
have ?_481. quired in England ? 446.

8. In case a lease for years be made to the 16. What is sale or exchange; how does the
J_*shop of Oxford and hw successors, who shall former differ from the latter ; and how are both
have it ; and why ? 431, 432. regarded by the law ? 446, 447

4. Yet what two exceptions are there to the 17. Where the vendor hath in himself thepro-
rule that no chattel can go to coryoratwns merely perry of the goods, when only hath he not the
sole in right of succession ? 432. liberty of disposing of them ? 447.

5. How are those chattels which formerly be- 18. What constitutes a sale? 447, 448.
longed to the w_fe vested in the husband by mar- 19. But in what cases may property be trans-
mage; and how does personal FroTerty differ in ferred by sale though the vendor have none at all
this respect from real estate? 433. in the goods ? 449.

6. How do a chattel real and a chattel loersonal 20. What is market-day and market-overt in the
or chose in aetwn vest in the husband; and what country; and what in Londonf 449.
if he die before he have recovered or reduced 21. But what has the statute 1 Jac. I. c. 21

them into possession ? 434. provided as to the sale of goods to pawnt_rokers ?
7. What shall become of the chattel real and 449.

chattelpersonal ff the w_fe die before the husband 22. And in what cases are sa/es not binding
have done so ; and why ? 435. even in marke_-overt ? 450.

8. How do chattels personal in poeses_on vest 23. What directions do the statutes 2 P. and
in the husband? 485. M.c. 7 and 31 Eliz. c. 12 enact concerning the

9. What are the w(e'sparaphernaha v 435, 486. sale of horses _ 450, 451.
10. Of what natures is property m chattel m- 24. What remedy has a purchaser if a vmdo_

terests vested by a judgment in consequence of sell goods and chattels as his own and the tzth
some suzt or actwn _ 486, 437. prove deficient ? 451.

11. What three species of property are of the 25. When is the vendor bound to answer for
second of these natures ? 437-439. the goodness of his wares purchased ? 451.

26. What is bmlment; and who is the bailer,

o.HAp. XX_ ._Of T_tle by Gzft, Grant, and Con- and who the bailee? 451, 452.
tract. 27. What does the law call agistment ? 452.

28. If a man deliver any thing to his friend

_t. 'WHAT is the distinction between a gift of to keep for him, when is the badee answerable
per_xnal property and a grant ? 440 for any damage or loss it may sustain ? 452.

2. What may be included under the head of 29. Why, in all instances of badment, may the
g_fts or grants of chattels real; and what cerise- bmlee, as well as the ba_lor, maintain an actwn
deratwns, in the eye of the law, convert the g_ft, against such as injure the chattels bazled? 452,
ff executed, into a grant, if not executed, rote a 458.
¢ontract_ 440. 80. What is the difference between hirsng and

3. What are gra_ts or gtfts of chattels personal; borrowing ? 453.
and,how may they be made? 441. 81. What is interest; and upon what are its

d Why does the statute 3 Hen. VII ¢. 4 de- doctrines grounded ? 454, 455.
clare all deeds of g_fts of goods made m trust to 82. To what three practices does the circum-
the use of the donor void; and what does the stance of the hazard of len&ng money being
statute 13 Eliz. ¢. 5 declare as to every grant or greater than the compensation arising from the
g_ft of chattels, as well as lands, wi_h intent to rate of interest allowed by law on the loan give
defraud creditors ? 441. rise ? 457.

5. ]By what is a true and proper gift or grant 88. What is bottomry; and in what does it
always accompanied; and in what cases only differ from respondent_a? 457, 458.
may it be retracted? 441. 34. What is enacted by the statute 19 Gee. IL

6. But what if the g_ft do not take effect by c. 87 as to all moneys lent on bottomry or respon
dent_a on vessels bound to and from the Westdelivery of immediate possession ? 441,442.

7. What interest does a contract convey as dis- Indies ? 458.
tinguished from a g_ft or grant; and how is it 85. What is a pohcy of insurance ? 458, 459.
defined? 442. 36. What is enacted by the statute 14 Gee

8. Can a chose in action be assigned? 442. III. e. 48 as to insurances on lwes ? 459, 460.
9. What are express contracts, and what zmphed? 87. Poticzes of insurance being contracts, the

443. very essence of which consists in observing the
10. What are executed and what executory con- purest good faith and integrity, how is fraud or

tracts ; and how do they differ in the chases they undue concealment in them provided against !
convey ? 448. 460.

11. What is a good and what a valuable con- 38. What is enacted by the statute 19 Gee. II.
nderatwn; and how may each of these be set. c. 37 as to what are denominated xager_nqTo_i-
m_/e_ 444. , _es? 460, 461.

12 In what four species are valuable consider- 89. From what does the practice of purehas.lng
7/_ons divided by the civzhans? 444, 445. annmtzesfor hoes at a certain price or p.emtum.
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instead cf advancing the same sum on an or.di- 7. What powers have the commi_,ioners of
nary/van, arise ? 461. bankruptcy ? 481.

40. What has the statute 17 Geo. III. c. 26 8. What if the bankrupt conceal or embezzle
directed in order to throw some check upon ira- any effects to the amount of 20l., or withholo
provident transactions of this kind ? 461,462. ] any books or writings with intent to defraud hi_

41. What is now the extremity of legal _nterest creditors ? 482.
that can be taken? 463. 9. What if it appear that his inability to pay

42. If a :ontract which carries interest be Ms debts arose from some gross misconduct and
made in a foreign country, of what interest will neghgence ? 482.
our courts direct the payment ? 463, 464. 10. After the time allowed to'the bankrupt for

43. What does the statute 14 Geo. III. c. 79 such discovery is expired, to what shall any
exact as to the legakty of _nterest on all mort- other person, voluntarily discovering any part
gages and other securities upon estates or other of the bankrupt's estate, be entitled; and what
Froperty in Ireland or the plantations ? 464 shall any trustee, wilfully conceahng it, forfeit _

44. What is debt ; and in what cases may it be 482.
the counterpart of and arise from any of the 11. Of what ratable amount is the bankruot'a
other species of contracts ? 464. allowance ? 483.

45. Into what three classes is debt usually di- 12. When shall not the bankrupt's allowance or
vided ? 465. indemmty be given him ? 484.

46. What is a debt of record_ 465. 13. What is an act of m*olvency? 484
47. What is a debt by spes_alty or special con- 14. But as to what only are persons who have

tract ? 465. been once cleared by a bankruptcy or by an in-
48. What are debts by s_mple contract _ 465. solvent act indemnified in case they beco.ne bank°
49. What is enacted by the statute 29 Car. II. rupts again ? 484, 485.

c. 8 as to one person's being responsible for the 15 By virtue of the statutes of ba_l_uptcy,
debt of another ? 466. in whom are all the personal estate and effects of

50. What is that species of simple-contract debt the bankrupt considered as vested by the act o]
now introduced into all sorts of ewtl life under bankruptcy _ 485.
the name of paper credit? 466. 16. What is the meaning of the saying" Once

51. What is a ball of exchange, or draft; and a bankrupt and alway_ a bankrupt"_ 485, 486.
who is the drawer of it, who the drawee, and 17. Who alone is not within the statute of
who t he payee ? 466, 467. bankrupts v 486.

52. Of what two sorts are bills of exchange; 18. But what is provided by the statute 19
and what difference is there in law between Geo. II. e. 32 as to money paid by a bankrupt to
them? 467. a creditor, and by statute 1 Jac. I. c. 15 as to

53. What arepromzssory no_es, or notes of hand, money paid by a debtor to a bankrupt ? 486.
and for what sum at least must they be drawn ? 19 What acts can and cannot the assignees of
467, 468. a bankrupt do without the consent of the cred_t-

54. Why is it usual in bdls of exchange to ex- ors v 486
press that the value thereof hath been recewed 20. What is the duty of the assignees towards
by the drawer? 468. the creddors; and within what time shall the

55. By what means may a bill of exchange or first dividend be made ? 487.
promlss,*ry note be assigned ? 468, 469. 21. What debts of a bankrupt have a priority

56. When may a bdlof exchange beprotested for to be paid ; and what shall not be postponed or
non-acceptance ; and when, both a ball and a pro- set aside ? 487, 488.
m_,ory note, for non-payment ? 469. 22. Within what time shall a seoond and final

57. In case of such protests, what eompensa- dwidend be made ; and if any surplu_ remain
tion is the drawer bound to make to the payee or after paying every creditor his full debt to whom
eudorses; but what happens in the absence of shall it be given ? 488.
suchprotests or their not_ficatwn t othe drawer ? 469.

58. When a b_ll or a note is refused, how soon CHAP. KXXII.--Of Title by Testament and Ad-
must it be demanded of the drawer _ 470. ministration.

59. Upon whom may an endorsee call to d_-
charge a bill or a note? 470. 1. WHAT is a testament, and what an admv

nhtratwn _ 490.

CHAP. XXXI.--Of T_tle by JBankruptcy. 2. What were the reasonable parts in a man's
chattels of the w(e and chddren ? 492.

1. W_o may become a bankrupt; and who 3. What part of his chattels may a man now
may not? 471,473-477. dewse? 492, 493.

2 What privileges do the laws of bankruptcy 4. When is a man said to die mte*tats._ 494.
confer on the creditors ; and what on the debtor ? 5. To whom did the good* of intestate* anciently
472. belong; and to whom were they granted_ 494.

3. By what eleven acts may a man become a 6. What is the origin of the right of the
bankrupt ? 478, 479. _church to the probate of wills and to the admi.

4. What are the ten proceedings on a commis- ni, tratwnofintestats'eproperty2 494-496,509,510.
swn of bankrupt? 480-484. 7. Who is the _ntestate's admin_trator? 496.

5 What if the bankrupt make default in either 8. Upon what three accounts are persons pro
surrender of himself or conformity to the di- hibited, by law or custom, from making a willl
reetions of the statutes of bankruptcy ? 481. 497.

6. What powers has any judge orjustice of the 9. Who are to be reckoned i_ the first species
peace over a bankrupt _ 481. 497
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10. AreTrisoners, cajatzves, and the like abso- 31. What is an admi_dstrator de bonis n nf 50b
lute|y intestable? 497. 32. What is the difference between the offices

11 In what cases may a time.covert make a and duties of executors and those of admintstra-
testa_ent of ehattels_ 498. tore? 507.

12. Who is an exception to the general rule 33. Who is an executor de son tort; and ho_
that a ferns-covert cannot make a testament of shall he be treated ? 507.
chattels ? 498 34. What are the seven powers and duties of

13. What if a ferns-sole make her will and a rightful executor or administrator? 508, 510-
afterwards marry ? 499. 512, 514, 515.

14. Who are persons incapable of making 35. In what two ways is a wilt proved; and
testaments on account of their criminal conduct ? what is styled the probate ? 508.
499. 36. When must the will be proved before the

15. Into what two sorts are testaments divided ? ordinary of the.iur_dzet_on, and when before tl;e
500. metropohtan of the provzaee by way of spaeczatpr¢-

16. What is a codicil; and of what two sorts? rogatzve? 508, 509.
500. 37. If there be two or more executors or admio

17. Under what three restrictions has the eta- n_strators, is a sale or release by one of them good
tute of frauds, 29 Car. ]I. e. 3, laid nuncupative against the rest ? 510.
wzlls and codicils ? 500, 501. 38. What are called assets ? 510.

18. What wztnes, of their _vubheatzon do written 39. In what order of priority must the de-
testaments of chattels need? 501. ceased's debts be paid ? 511. •

19. What if there be many testaments of dif- 40. What if a cred*tor constitute his debtor his
ferent dates; and what effect has the reTubh- executor_ 512.
cation of a former wzll upon one of a later date ? 41. May an executor or adminzstrator give htm-
502. self the preference in the payment of the de-

20. In what three ways may testaments be ceased's debts and legacies f 511, 512.
avoided ? 502. 42. What is a legacy, and what is necessary

21. What if a man who hath made a will to its perfection? 512.
marry and have a child ? 502. 43. In case of a deficiency of assets, what

22. Is it necessary to leave the heir a shilhng; legacies must abate, and how? 512, 513.
or, ff the he_r or next of kzn be totally omitted in 44. What is a lapsed legacy ; and to whom does
the wdl, does the law admit a quere/a inojficzosi it lapse ? 513.
to set it aside? 503. 45. What is a contzngent and what a vested

23. What is an executor, and who may be one ? legacy ? 513.
503. 46. But what if such legaezez be charged upon

24. What must be done if the executor be not real estate? 513.
seventeen years of age, or be out of the realm 47. When do legacies carry interest ? 513, 514.
when a suit is commenced in the ecelesiastgeal 48. What is a donatzon eausa morris? 514.

court touching the vahdzty of the w,ll2 503. 49. When shall the rezr,duum go to the executor,
25. What if the testator name no, or incapable, and when io the next of kzn ? 514, 515.

executors, or if the executors named refuse to act ? 50. How do the statutes 22 & 23 Car. II. o.
503, 504. 10, explained by 29 Car. II. e. 30 and 1 Jac. II.

26. What if the deceased die wholly vatestate c. 17, distribute the surplusage of intestate'* as-
without making either will or executors? 504. tares? 515, 516.

27. In granting letters of adnnni_tration pur- 51. But what are the custom* of the c/ty of
suant to the statutes 31 Edw. III. e. 11 and 21 London and the province of ]'ork as to the distri-
Hen. VIII. e. 5, by what seven rules is the or- button ot mte*tate's effects which are expressly
d_nary bound? 504, 505. reserved by the statute of distrlbutions? 518, 519.

28. Who may adminzster to a bastard? 505, 52. What is the u_dow's chamber by these ¢u*-
506. terse? 518.

29. If the executor of A. die, who is A.'s ex- 53. What was the dead man's part ? 518.
ecutor? 506. 54. In what two principal points do the evz-

30. Is it the same with regard to A.'s admi- tom_ of .London and }_ork considerably differ?
nzstrator? 506. 519.

BOOK III.--OF PRIVATE WRONGS.

CHAP. L--Of the Redress of Prorate Wrongs by wrongs which is obtained by the mere act of the
the mere Act of the Partzes. parties ? 3.

5. Of what six species is that redress of pr/.
I. WHAT are private wrongs as distinguished vats wrongs which arises from the so/e act of the

from publtc wrongs; and why are the former injured party ? 3-6, 15.
frequently termed c_vil injuries, and the latter 6. What is a distress, d_tr_et_o : and for what
er_raesand misdemeanours ? 2 four injurze, may a d_tress be taken ? 6, 7.

2. Howisthe redress of trrivate wrongs prin- 7. What are cuttle damage-feasant? 7.
cipally to be sought ? 2, 3. 8. What six species of things cannot be d_

3. Into what three species may the redress of trained? 7-10.
tvrivate wrongs be distributed ? 3. 9. What are cattle levant and couchant el_oas

4. Of what two sorts is that redress of private tea et cubantes? 9
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10. When, where, and how must all distresses be 2 Is not the ordinary course of 2"ust/ce ex
made; with what exceptions as to the time? 11. eluded by the extrajudicial remedy which the

11. Iu what cases may a second d_stress for law allows in the several cases of redress by _he
the same duty be made ? 11, 12. act of theTart_es mentioned in a former chapter ?

12. What does the statute of Marlberge, 52 Hen. 22, 23.
III. c. 4, enact as to unreasonable d_stress? 12. 3. What in the cases of remedy by the mere

19 tIow must a dtstress be disposed of; and oTeratwn of law? 23.
when m_y it be rescued by its owner? 12. 4. What is a general and indisputable rule

14. ¥, hat is a pound (Tarcus) ; and of what where there is a legal rzght ? 23.
four kinds ? 12 5. What is a court defined to be ? 23.

15. What is the difference in the effect be- 6. Whence are all courts of justice derived?
tween impounding a l_ve distress in a common 24.
poun4.ovcrt and in a speczalTound-ovcrt_ 13. 7. What one distinction runs throughout all

16 What if the beasts are put in a pound- courts ofjustzce? 24.
covert; or if a distress of dead chattels be not put 8. What constitutes a court of record; and by
in oLe? 13. what shall its existence be tried? 24, 25.

17. How long must beasts taken damage-feasant 9. What is a court not of record; what is the
and :hstresses for su_t or serwces remain zmTounded? extent of its power, and by what shall its ex-
13. istenee be tried ? 25.

18. What is to replevy (reple_are) ? 13. 10. What three constituent parts must there
19. When is the d_stress salable for a debt due be in every court ; and what assistants is it usual

t¢ the crown for an amercement to the lord, and for for the superior courts to have ? 25.
_,tatuts tin,tresses; and when in all cases of d,s- 11. What is an attorney at law? 25.
t, ess for rent? 14. 12. Who cannot appear in court by attorney_

20. What hasthe statute ll Gee. II. c. 19 pro- 25.
vided in case of any unlawful act done in taking 13. What are the qualifications of attorneys
a d_stress? 15. 26.

21. Are those who are entitled to that redress 14. Of what two species or degrees are advo-
of prorate wrongs which arises from the sole act cares or counsel _ 26.
of the ia]uredparty debarred of their redress by 15 When may a barrister be called fo the statv
_dt or actwn ? 15. Iand degree of a sergeant ; and who are by custom

22. Of what two species is that redress of]always admitted into this venerable order as a
prwate wrongs which arises from the joint act of Iqualification for their office _ 27.
all thepart_es_ together9_ . 15. . . I 16. Who .are h_s may¥sty's counsel learned in the

23. What is accord; and what is its effect? flaw, and his attorney and sohe_torgeneral; and
15, 16. what are their restrictions? 27.

24. In what cases is tender of sufficient amends 17. To what does a patent of precedence entitla
to the 1)arty _njured a bar of all actions ? ]6. a barmster ? 28.

25. What is arbitration : who is an umpire (ira- ]8. Who are clients _ 28.
perator or imTar ) ; and what is an awardV 16. 19. Can a counsel maintain an a_tion for his

26. How may the right of real property pass fees ? 28.
byan award? 16. 20. For what spoken by him is a counecl not
"27.• In what case does the statute 9 & 10 W. answerable? 29.

[II. c. 15 enact that all submissions of suzt to 21. How are counsel guilty of deceit or colin-
arbitration or umpirage may be made rules of any sion punishable by the statute Westminster 1,
af the king's courts of record? 17. 3 Edw. I. c. 28 ? 29.

C_IAP. II._Of Redress by the mere Operation of CHAP. IV.--Of the Public Gourts of Gommon
Law. Law and Equity.

1. OF what two species is that redress of prz- 1. OF what two natures are courts ofj,u*tie2
rate wrongs which is effeeted by the mere opera- with regard to their several species ? 30.
t,on of law2 18. 2. Of what four sorts are Tublw courts of]us*

2. Why, when a eredztor is executor or admi- two? 80.
nistrc_tor, is he allowed to retain his own debt ? 8. What are the ten general and publw courts
18, 19. of common law and eqmty constituted for the re-

3 But in prejudice to whom can he not retain dress of civzl injuries, beginning with the-lowest ;
his own debt? 19. and, of these ten, which arc of a partial juris

4. What is remztter? 19, 20. d_ction and confined to particular districts, and
5. But what if the subsequent estate or r_ght which are the superior courts, calculated ior the

of possession be gained by a man's own act and administration of redress throughout the whole
consent? 20. kingdom; which are courts of record, and which

¢.. What is the reason why this remedy of re- not, and which are court_ of equity as well as
mltter to a right was allowed_ 20. : law? 82-85, 37, 41, 44, 47, 48, 56, 57.

7. But what, too, if the party have no remedy 4. What is the court of TieToudre; who _s the
by action? 21. judge of it ; what is its jurisdiction ; and where

lies an appeal from it ? 82, 33.
CHAP. III._Of _ourts in General. 5. What is the court-baron; by whom is it

1. WHA_ is that redress of Trlvate wrongs held as registrar ; and of what two natures is it I
wherein the act of theTart_es and the act qf lau _3.
_-operate ? 22 6. Before whom, as ,]udge_, is the _our_-baron
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of the second or common-law nature hold ; what a court of equity could give relief aher cr aga|nla
a_ may it hold; whither may its proceedings a]udgment at common law? 54.
removed; and where lies an appeal from it? 80. What chancellor first built a system of

84. equitable jurisprudence and jurisdiction upon
7. What is a hundred court; who are itsjudges wide and rational foundations, and occasioned

and reg*strar ; whither may its proceedings be the power and business of the court of chancery
removed ; and where lies an appeal from it ? to increase to its present amazing degree ? 55.
34, 35. 31. Where lies an appeal from this court of

8. What is the county court; whatplean may equity in chancery; and what two differences are
it hold ; who are its real judges, and who its there between u_ppeals from a court of e_u_ty and
mm_ster_aJ oj_ccr ; whither may its proceedings be urnte of error from a court of law 1_ 55.
removed ; and where lies an appeal from it ? 32. What is the nature of all the branches of
86, 37. the court of exchequer chamber; and of whom

9. What is the origin of the court of common does it now consist ? 55, 56.
pleas or common bench; and by what was the 33. Where lies an appeal from this court ? 56.
court rendered fixed and stationary where ? 38, 34. What is the nature of the house of peers as
39. a court ofjudwature; and where lies an appeal

10. What benefit did the common law itself de- from it ? 56.
rive from this establishment of its principal 35. What is an eleventh species of courts of
court ? 39. general jurisdiction and use which are derived

11. Into what two sorts arep/eas or suits regu- out of, and act as collateral auxiliaries to, the
larly divided; and of what court's jurisdiction foregoing ? 57.
were each of these the proper objects ? 40. 86. Of what are these courts composed; how

12. What are the.iudges of the court of common often in the year are they instituted, and for
_leas ; and when do they sit ? 4]. what purpose ? 57, 58.

13. Where lies an appeal from this court _ 41. 37. By virtue of what five several authorities
14. What is the court of k_ng's bench; why is do the judges upon their ¢_renits now sit? 58, 59.

it so called, and what are its judges? 41. 88. What is a commission of au_ef 59.
15. For what reason is allTroeess issuing out 89. What is a commission of nu_Tmua f 59.

of this court in the king's name returnable "ubz-

cun_luc fuerimu_ in Augha" ? 41, 42. CHAP. V.--Of Courts _cclesia_tlcal, Military, ana
16. What is the jurisdiction of this court; Mantzme.

and by what fiction can it hold plea of all per-
sonal actions whatever ? 42--44. 1. WHO first separated the ecclesiastical court

17. Where lies an appeal from this court? 44 from the c/vzl_ 62.
18. What is the court of exchequer (seaecha. 2. What are the seven principal courts of eco

r_um) ; why is it so called ; and what is its rank ? cle_astwal jurisdiction, or, as they are often
44. styled, courts Chr_shan, (enru_ Chri.stianitat_,) be-

19. Of what two divisions does it consist; ginning with the lowest? 64-67.
and what are the two subdiwsions of the second 3. What is the jurisdiction of the archdeacon's
division ? 44. court ; before whom may it be held; and where

20. Where and before whom is the exchequer lies an appeal from it ? 64.
court of equity held ; and what is the primary 4. What is the jurisdiction of the consistory
and original business of this court _ 45. court of every &oeesun bizhop ; where is it held ;

21. But by what fiction, with the help of the who is the judge; and where lies an appeal from
common-law part of this court's jurisdiction, may it ? 64.
all kinds of personal su_ts be prosecuted in it ? 5. What is the court of arches ; why is itsjudge
45, 46. called dean of the arches ; what is now the jarls-

22. Where lies an appeal from the equity side ties of the court ; and where lies an appeal
of this court; and where from the common lawf from it ? 64, 65.
46. 6. What is the court of pcculiars ; what is its

23. What is the court of chancery (cancellarza) ; jurisdiction ; and where lies an appeal from it ?
why is it so called; and how is the office of 65.
chancellor or lord-keeTer created v 47. ' 7. What is the jurisdiction of the prerogatrve

24. What is the chancellor v_rtute o_cd; and court; by whom is the judge appointed; and
what are his powers and authorities ? 47, 48. where lies an appeal from it ? 65, 66.

25. Of what two distinct tribunals does the 8. What is the nature of the court of delegates
court of chancery consist ? 48 (ju&ces delegate); and by whom are they ap-

26. What is the jurisdiction of the ordinary pointed ? 66, 67.
legal court in chancery; what if any fact be dis- 9. What is a commisswn of review? 67.
puted between the Tattles; and where lies an 10. What is the only court mdztary known to
appeal from its iudgments m law v 48, 49. and established by the permanent laws of the

27. What wmts issue from the common-law land ; before whom is it held ; of what has it
court in chancery ; and what is the origin of the cognizance ; and where lies an appeal from it ?
hanaper andioetty-bag offices ? 49. 68.

28. What is the origin of the separate juris- 11. What are the three maritime courts ; and
aiction of the chancery as a court of e_uity ? 51- what are their power and jurisdiction ? 68, 69.
53. 12. Before whom is the court of admrralty held ;

29. How was that notable dispute decided according to the method of what law are its pro-
which was set on foot by Sir Edward Coke when eeedings ; and where is it held? 69.
chief.justice of the court of king's bench, whether 13. Where lies an appeal from the ordinary
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sentences of the admiralty judge; but, in cases 17. In what one instance have the proceed
of pmze vessetz taken in the time of war in any ings in the county and hundred courts been again
part of the world and condemned in any of the revlved by the statute 23 Gee. III. c. 33 ; and
court_ of admiralty or wee-admwalty as lawful what does it enact ? 83.
priz% where hes an appeal ? 69. 18. What are the jurisdiction and system of

jurisprudence of the chancellor's courts in the

CHAP. _I.--Of Gourts of a Special J'ur_dPction. two unwersPt_es of England ; and why, in the
reign of Queen Elizabeth, was an act of Tar-

1. WHAT are the ten courts whose jurisdiction lzament obtained confirming all the charters of the
is Fnvate alJd special, confined to particular two univers_t_es_ 83-85.
opots, or instituted only to redress particular in- 19. Who is the fi.dge of the chancellor's court ;
juries ? 71, 78-75, 77-80, 83. and what is the progress of an appeal from it_

2. What were the forest courts ? 71-73. decisions ? 85.
8. By whom is the court of cornm_s_wners of

sewers appointed; what are their jurisdiction CHAP. VII.--OftheCognizanceofPrivate W_on#s.
and power ; and under whose control are they ?
73, 74. 1 OF what three classes are wrongs or/njur/cs

4. What are the power and jurisdiction of the cognizable by the ecclesiastical court, not for the
court ofpohc_es oj assurance ; by whom may it sake of the party _njurmg, _pro salute anita,,) but
be appointed; of whom does it consist ; and for the sake of the party injured_ 87, 88.
why has it fallen into disuse ? 74, 75. 2. From what five principal injumes do the pc-

5. Wha' is the origin ot the court of the mar- canonry causes cognizable in the ecclesiastical coUrt
shalsea and the palace-court a_ Westminster ; how arise ? 88-92.
were both revived by king Charles I. ; what is 3. When will a suit for tithes lie in eceles_asticed
their present jurisdiction ; how may their pro- courts _ 88, 89.
ceedmys be remove( _ ; and where hes an appeal 4. What, by the ancient law and by the sta-
from them ? 75, 76. tute 2 & 3 Edw. VI. c. 18. is the penalty in case

6 What are the courts of the principality of any person shall carry off hispred_al t_thes before
Wales; by whom are the judges of _es_wn ap- the tenth part be duly set forth, or agreement

pointed ; what is their jurisdmtmn ; and where be made with the proprietor, or shall withdraw
lies an appeal from thelr)ud[lments ] 77. his tzthes of the same, or shall hinder the pro-

7. What wmts of process of the king's courts at prietorof the t_thes, or his deputy, from viewing
Westmznster run into the pnr, c_pal_ty of Wales; or carrying them away? 89.
and when may actwns between Welsh parties be 5. But how may what tithes and dues be re-
brought in the English courts, and where may covered by statutes 7 W. IIL c 6 and 8 W. III.
they be tried ? 77, 78 c. 34 ? 89, 90.

8. What a_e the nature and jurisdiction of the 6. When will a suit for fees lie m the eccl,-
court of the duchy-chamber of Lan_astsr ; and be- s_astwal courts ? 90.
fore whom may it be held ? 78. 7. When has a curate a remedy for his salary

9. What is the jurisdiction of the courts apper- in the eccles_astwal court _ 90.
taining to the counties palatine of Chester, Lan- 8. What is spol_atwn, and when is it cognizable
caster, and Dur]_am, and the royal franchise of in the spiritual court ? 90, 91.
/i:ly ; under whose gover,ment are these fran- 9. When will the temporal courts interfere with
chases ; and by virtue of what do the judges of the sTimtual in causes matmmonial ? 98.
azs_ze s_t thereto ? 78, 79. 10. What are the five principal matrimonia_

10. What franchises and exclusive jurisdiction causes now cognizable in the eccles_astwal courts

_before whom) have the c_r_qusports of Dover 93, 94.
ndwwh, Romney, Hastings, and ttythe, to which 11. When does the ecclesiastwal law decree a

Wmehel_ey and Rye have been added ; and what : divorce ¢_mensd et there, and when d wnculo ma-
ts the progress of an appeal from them ? 79. r_monu _ 94.

11. Why may all prerogative wmts issue to 12. What are the three principal testamentary
these exempt jurisdmtmus ? 79. causes belonging to the eceles_astwal jurisdietion_

12 What are the stannary courts in Devonshire 98.
and CornwaU; and before whom are they held? 13. In what cases of testamentary causes do
79. the courts of equity exercise a concurrent juris-

13. What are the privileges of tmners; and diction with the eccleszastwalcourts; and why? 98.
_hat is the progress of appeal from decisions in 14. According to the practice of what lawn
a stannary cour_ ? 80. are the proceedings in the ecclesiastical cour_

14. What is the origin of the several courts regulated ? 100.
within the city of London and other cities, be- 15. When will the courts of common law awa_
roughs, and corporations, held by prescription, a prohibition against the proceedlngs in th,
charter, or act of parhament; under what su- sp_mtual court ? 100
perintendency are they ; and according to what 16. What is the ordinary course of procv ._ing
aw must their proceedings be ? 80, 81. in the ecclesiastical courts ? 100, :01.

15. What are the nature and constitution of 17. What process ]rave the ec_t.evia_ti_al _ourts
the courts of requests or co_rts of conscience ; and to enforce their sentences f 101.
wherein do their proceedings vary from the 18. What are the two sorts of exeommunwation
¢_urse of the common law? 81. 101.

16. What does the commentator recommend 19. What if the judge of any spiritual cou_

in preference to courts of requests; and why? excommunicate a man for a cause of which he
_2_ 83. hath not the legal cognizance ? 101. 679
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20. _ hat a_ts is an excommunicated person b_tion directed to declare inpro_ition ; and what
_lbled from doing ? 102. is the nature and effect of that proceeding _ 118,

21. What are writs of 8i#nificavzt or de _zeom- 114.
mumeato capzendo and de ezcommunzcato dshbe- 44. When is a writof consultation award_l
rando; when and whence do they issue ; and upon that proceeding; why is it so called ; and
what are their effects ? 102. what is its effect? 114.

2'2. What assistance is given by the statutes 45. What if the fact upon which the J_ohib_otl
27 Hen. VIII. e. 20 and 3"2 Hen. VIII. c. 7 in is granted be afterwards falsified? 114.
ease of sub_ractzon of t_hes _ 102, 103. I 46. In what other case is the writ of ¢_nsulta-

23. What is the jurisdiction of the court mili- ties frequently granted? 114.
tary or courts of chwalry declared to be by sta-

tute 13 Rm. II. e. 2 ; and by what fiction of CHAP. VIII.--Of Wrongs and their __emedie8 _s.
e_mmon law has it been still more narrowly con spectzng the R_ghts of _ersons.
fined ? 103.

24. Of what two civil iq]uries is it cognizable? 1. WHAT tWO things may be considered in
103, 104. treating of the eogmzanoe of mjur_z by the

25. Will an actmn for words lie; and what courts of common law_ 115.
remedy can the court mzhtary give as a court of 2. What is the plain, natural remedy for every
hanour_ 104. species of wrong between subject and subject?

26. What were the proceedings of the court 116.
m_htary as a court of heraldry and precedence; 8. In what two wass may this remedy be
and why has it fallen into dmuse ? 105. effected ? 116.

27. What deeds and records of the heralds are 4. What are the instruments whereby this
received in a court of justice ? 105. remedy is obtained ? 116.

28. How has the house of lords provided for 5. Into what three kinds are the su_s, from
the descent of peers ? 106. the subject of them, distinguished ? 117.

29. Have the courts marztzme cognizance of 6. Of what two sorts are personal actress; and
any thing done by water within the body of any upon what is each said to be founded? 117.
county, of wrecks, of things flotsam, jetsam, and 7. What are real actwns ; and why and for
hgan, of seaman's wages contracted for on land, what are they now pretty generally laid sMde
of charter parties or ship covenants, or of con- in practice? 118.
tracts made upon sea to be performed in Eng- 8. What are mPxed acaons? 118.
land; and what is the general rule as to thexr 9. Whatdmfinetionintotwokindsrunsthrough
jurisdiction ? 106, 107. all cwd _r_umes ; the latter species why savouring

30 By what fiction of common law has the of thecriminalkmd, and how, therefore, in strict*
cogmzanee of stats been drawn from the courts ness of law, liable to a double punishment? 118_
of admiralty to those of Weztmmster hall? 107. 119

31. What if n question that is proper for the 10. May we make the same division of injuriez
sognizance of the court of admiralty should that we did of r_ghts in aformerbook? 119.
arise in a cause of which that court hath not the 11. Into what two kinds, may we remember,
original jurisdiction; or if a question properly were the r_yhts of persons distributed; and what
determinable by the common law should arise in three were the absolute r_ghts of each individual
s cause of which the court of admiralty hath the defined to be ; and must the wrongs or zn3ur_es
original jurisdiction ? 108. affecting them be of a correspondent nature ?

32. Upon what laws are the proceedings of 119.
_he courts of admiralty founded ? 108. 12. Of what five kinds are the mjurie_ which

83. What are their process and power ? 108, affect the personal security of individuals ? 119.
i09. 13. By what five means may the two species

84. What injuries are cognizable by the courts of mjurzes affecting the limbs or bodies of indi-
_f common law _ 109. viduals be committed ? 120, 121.

35. What is the remedy when justice is either 14. What is necessary to complete the injury
refused or delayed by an inferior court that has of threat ? 120.
proper cognizance of the cause? 109. i 15. What constitutes a,s$ault? 120.

36. What is a writ ofprocedendo adju&c_um; 16. What constitutes battery; and when Is
and when and whence does it issue ? 109, 110. J battery justifiable ? 120.

37. What is a writ of mandamus ; and when 17. What is the plea of son assault deme,ms
and whence does it issue? 110, 111. 120.

38. What is aperemptory mandamus; when does ; 18. What is the plea of molliter manus imposuu,
It issue; and what if a false return should be and when may it be pleaded injusOfication ? 121.
made to it? 111. 19. What is mayhem? 121.

39. What is the remedy when an inferior court 20. What are the members the loss of which
encroaches on its jurisdiction or calls one corara constitutes mayhem; and what are not ? 121.
nonjudwe to answer in a court that has no legal 21. For which of these five injuries may a_
_ognizance of the cause? 111. indictment be brought as well as an action; an_

40. What is a writ of prohzbition; and when, why ? 121.
whence, and whither does it issue? 112. 22. What are the injuries affecting a man's

41. What if the judge or the party shah pro- health ; and, these being injuries unaccompanied
_eed after suehprohzbitwn ? 113. by force, what is the remedy for them? 122.

_2. What is the usual form of proceeding upon 23. What is the special action of trespass o_
_oh_bi_ions? 113. transgression upon the ease; and why is it so

48. When is theTa_y applying for thep'rohi- called? 122.
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21. When is it a settled distinction that the I 49. Upon what is this writ grantable, and
_emedy shall be by an action of trespass vi et Iwhat is its effect? 130.
armis, and when by an action of trespass upon 50. But what is ordered by the statute 1 & 2
the case? 123. ] P. and M. c. 13 in order to prevent the surrep-

25. Of what three kinds arc znjumes affecting titlous discharge of Trenchers ? 130
a man's reputatwn or good name ? 123, 125, 51. And wh,_t is enacted by statutes 21 Jao.
I26. I.c. 23, 12 Gee. I. c. 29, and 19 Gee. III. e. 70,

26. What wards are aetwnable without proving m order to avoid vexatious delays by removal
any particular damage to have happened, but of frivolous causes? 130, 131.
merely upon ths probability that it might hap- 52. --.at what is the great and efficacious wr/{
pen ? 123, 124. in all manner of illegal confinement ; what does

27. What is _candalum magnatsm ; how is it it direct ; and when, whence, and whither does
redressed; and, if tending to scandali_e whom, it issue? 131, 132.
are words reputed more highly injurious than 53. How must this writ be obtained; and
ordinary? 123, 124. why _ 132, 133.

28. What is called laying an action for words 54. When is this writ a wril of rzght in wh )m
with aper quod? 124. against whom ? 133.

29. When are scandals cognizable only ill the 55 What is it absolutely necessary to express
ecclesiastical court _ 124, 125. upon every commitment ? 134.

30. What words are not actwnable? 124, 125. 56. Wh_t does the statute 16 Car. I. c. 10j
31. When will no aetwn for words he, even _ 8 enact as to the writ of habeas eorpu_ _ 135.

though epeeza/ damage have ensued; and is it 57. What does the famous habeas corpus act,
damnura absque injurz_ ? 125. 31 Car. II. c 2, enact ; but to what eomm_tment_

32. What are l_bels; and why are there what only does it extend? 136, 137.
two remedies for l_bels? 125. 58. What if the writ be not immediately

33. In the remedy by action on the case for obeyed? 137.
hbel, may the defendant justify the truth of the 59. Wtmt is the sat_factory remedy for the in-
facts and show that the p/mntzff has received no jury of .false _mpr_sonmevzt? 188.
injury at all? 125, 126. 60. What four relations of persons do injuries

34. What is it neceseary for the plaintiff to which affect the relatwe rzghts of individuals par-
show in actwns for hbel_ by signs and pictures ? ticularly affect ? 139.
126. 61. What are the three prinsipal znjur_es which

35. In the case of injur_es affecting a man's may be offered to a husband_ 139.
reputation by mahcwus prosecutwns, when does the 62. What does the law always suppose in case
law give hxm the thrace of what two remedies ? of abduction ; and why ? 139.
126. 63. What two species of remedy has the huso

86. By what injury is the mght of personal band for this _njury _ 139.
liberty violated ? 127. 64. What satisfaction does the law give a

87. What two points are requisite to constitute husband for the czwl u_jury of adultery._ 139
the injury of false unprasonment? 127, 128. 65. By what circumstances are the damages

38. Of what two sorts is the remedy for false recovered for this znjury increased or diminished?
tmprisonment? 128. 140.

39. What are the four means of removing the 66. In what cases must raarriage lh fact be
actual _njury of false _mprzsonment _ 128. proved ? 140.

40. What is the writ of maznpnze, manueaplzo ; 67. When does the law give the husband a
when is it generally granted, and when epeaally ; separate remedy by an actmn of trespass per
and how do mainpernors differ from bazl_ 128. quod consortzurn am_sit? 140.

41. What is the wmt de od_o et at_a; what does 68. Of what two kinds were zniuries that might
magna earta say of it ; by what was it abolished ; be offered to persons considered in the relatwn8
and by what is Sir Edward Coke of opinion that of parent or guardian ; and, provided either be
it was revived? 128, 129. still an injury, what is the remedy? 140, 141.

,42. What is the urr_t de heroine replegiando; 69. Butwhatmorespeedyandsummarymethod
and when does a process issue called a capias m of redressing all complaints relative to wurd8
wzthernam; and what is its effect ? 129. and gnat&ann hath of late obtained; and what

48. But what hath almost entirely antiquated is expressly provided by statute 12 Car. II. c.
these three remedies of.false w_prvsonment; and 24 as to testamentary guardians? 141, 142.
to what hath it caused a general recourse to be 70. What two species of injuries are incidenL
had in behalf of persons thus aggrieved ? 129. to the relatzon between master and servant, and

44. What four kinds of the writ of habeas car- the rights accruing therefrom ? 142.
/_us are made use of by the courts at Westminster 71. Who have what two remedms in case on
for removing pmsoners from one eot_rt to another man beat or confine another's servant ? 142.
in the more easy administration of justice? 129,
180.

45. What is the habeas eorpas ad reepondendum? CHAP. IX.--_f Injuries to Personal Property.
129. 1. Or what two natures are the injumes whle

46. What is that ad satzsfaeiendum _ 129. may be offered to the regals of property _ 144.
47. What are those ad prosequendum, test_fi- 2. What are the two sorts of injurtes which

candum, dehberandum, &c. ? 129. may be offered to the rights of per_or_tl pro-
48. What is the common writ ad fac_endura et petty ? 145.

,'crop,endure ; and why is the writ frequently de- 3. To what two species of injuries are th_
nominated an hab,.as corpus cure eausa _ 129, 130 -_g itsof personal Troperty inpos$eszwn liable _ 145.
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4. Into what tw6 bran3hes is d_poss_on di- 27, What a_e the two remedles for dam_3e that
flsible ? 145. may be offered to things Ter*onal while in the

5. Of what two kinds is the remedy which possession of the owner ? 153, 154.
the law has given for an unlawful taking of 28. From what do all i_¢]urias affecting the
goods ? 145, 146. right of thmgspcrsonal in actwn arise ? 154.

6. By what two species of action is the actual 29. What is the twofold division of contrasts
specific possession of the identicalt_ersonal chattel 154.
restored to the proper owner ? 146. 80. What three distinct species do express tan-

7. Why may this be done in the case of d_- tracts include ? 154.
fre_s more than in any other? 146. 81. What is the legal acceptation of debt?

8. What are the two species of rescous and 154.
their several remedies? 146. 82. What are the two species of remedy for

9. Wt_at is an action of replevin ; and what do debt; and when only will the first lie ? 154, 155.
the statutes of Marlberge and of 1 P. and M.c. 83. For what two reasons is action of debt
12 direct the sheriff to do concerning replevin ? seldom brought but upon special contracts under
147. seal? 155.

10. In pursuance of the statute of West- 34. Wherein does an acth_n on the case, or what
minster 2, 13 Edw. L c. 2, for what two things is called an mdeb, tatus assumpsit, differ from an
is security to be given by the party re21evy,ng to action of debt ? 155, 156.
the sheriff or his deputy ; and what does the sta- 85. But what, in an action of debt, if the de-
lute 11 Gee. II. c. 19 require besides of the fondant can show that he has discharged any
officer granting a r_lewn on a d_stress for rent? part of it? 156. •
147, 148. 86. When is the form of the writ of debt in

11. But what if the d_strainor claim any pro- the debet as well as the detmet; and when in the
perty in the goods so taken and to keep them detract only? 156.
by a kind of personal rem_tterV 148. 87. What is a eovenant; and what is the

12 And what if the sheriff return that the remedy for a breach of one ? 156, 157.
goods or beasts are eloigned, elongate, carried to 38. What is a covenant real; and what is the
a distance to places to him unknown ? 149. remedy for a breach of one ? 157.

13 When can goods taken _n w_thernam be 39. What does the statute 32 Hen. VIII e. 84
reTlevied_ 149. give to the grantee or assignee of a reversionf

14. Upon action of replevin brought, when does 158.
the d_strainor or defendant make avowry, and when 40. What is a promise ; and what is the remedy
coy'n_zance7 150. for a breach of one ? 168.

15. What if the cause be determined for the 41. In the case of a s_mple contract debt, what
plainOff; and what if for the defendant ; and is it that gives the ere&toe his aetwn on the case
what does the statute of Westminster 3, c. 2 instead of being driven to an actwn of debt? 159.
enact in this latter event ? 150. 42. In what five cases does the statute ot

16. When shall the plaintiff have a writ of frauds and perjuries, 29 Car. II. c. 8, enact that
second dehverance and the defendant a writ of re- no verbal promise shall be sufficient to ground
turn irre21ev_sable; and what are they ? 150. an action upon, but at tea_t some note or memo-

17. What does the statute 17 Car. II. c. 7 di- randura of it shall be made in writing and signed
rest if the plaintiff in an actton of replevin be by theparty to be charged therewith? 159.
nonsu_t before issue joined, or if judgment be 43. From what two circumstances do _mpl_ed
given against him on demurrer; and what if the contracts arise? 159, 162.
nonsu_t be after _ssue joined, or if a verdict be 44 What is every man bound and hath vi_
against the plaintiff? 150, 151. tually agreed to do by the fundamental const$tu-

18. But what if, pending a rqolevin for a twn of go_,ernment, to which every man is a con-
former distress, a man &strain again for the same tracting party ? 160.
rent or service _ 151. 45. If a plaintiff have once obtained a ,/udg-

19. What is the remedy if one man take the ment against a defendant for a certain sum and
goods of another out of his possession ; or what neglect to take out executwn thereupon, what
other remedy may theflart_j have, at his choice, actton may he afterwards bring upon this jut/g-
if the taking be without force? 151. ment, and to what proof shall he be put? 160.

20. Of what two kinds is the remedy for the 46. How does the law look upon a forfeiture
unlawful de_mning of goods lawfully taken ? 151, imposed by the by-laws and private ordinances
152 I of a corporatwn upon any that belong to the

21. By what two species of action may the I body, or an amercement set in a court-leeS or court.
firstof thesekindsofremedybesought? 151,152. Ibaron upon any of the starers to the court? 161.

22. What is necessary in an actwn of detmue ; ] 47. What forfeitures do the statute of Wzn-
and for what, therefore, cannot such actwn be I chester and the statute 9 Gee. I. c. 22, commonly
brought ? 152. called the black act, impose upon the inhabitants

23. What four points are necessary to ground of hundreds _ 161.
an aetwn of det_nue _ 152. 48. What is called apopular action, and what a

24. But what disadvantage attends this action; qui tam: and what does the statute 4 Hen. VII.
and whence did it arise? 152. e. 20 enact in order to prevent the practice of

25. What was the action of trover and conver- offenders procuring their own friends to begin a
sion in its original; and why by fiction of law qu_ tam actton that may forestall and prevent
was its _zse enlarged to what extent ? 158 other actions ? 161.

26 What shall be recovered by an aetwn of 49. What six classes of trnphed contracts, or
•*'over and ceaverswn ? 153. as_umlasits, arise from the general implication
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and in_sndment of the courts of judicature, that 21. How may the right of entry be tolh_ anJ
every man hath engaged to perform what his why ? 176, 177.
justice or duty requires? 16°,-165. 22. Yet what exceptions are there to this rule

50. What is a wmt of account de eomputato ; of tollrng the right of entry ; and how is it still
and against whom is it extended by statute 4 further narrowed by the statute 32 Hen. VIII. c.
Anne, c. 167 164. 33? 177, 178.

51. When is a sheriffor gaoler liable to an action 23. What is enacted, on the other hand, by
_a the case; and when of debtF 165. the statute of limitations, 21 Jac. I. c. 16, and

52. But in what case does the law imply no by statute 4 & 5 Anne, c. 16 ? 178.
t_enera_ ,mdertakzng to perform an office with in- 24. What is the remedy upon an ouster by the
legrity, diligence, and skill .9166. d_eontmuance of tenant m tad, or in case of de-

53. What is an actzon of dccezl, (or on the case forcement; and why.9 178, 179.
in nature of a wrzt of deceit ;) and when may it 25. What if one turn or keep another out of
bo brought? _165, _¢166. _ossession forcibly ; and what does the statute 8

Hen. VI c. 9 enact m such case, or if any ahen

CHAP. X.--Of Injuries to Real Property ; and, atzon be made to defraud the possesser of hil,
right ? 179.

first, of D_s_vossesswn, or Ouster of the Freehold. 26. What are the two remedies which are ill

1. Wa._T are the six principal _n]ur_esaffecting use where the tenant or occupier hath in him
real r_ghts ? 167. not only a bare possesswn, but also an apparent

2. What is ouster ; and of what two kinds may r_ght of possesswn ? 179, 180.
it be? 167. 27. If a recovery be had against the dispel.

8. By what five methods is ouster of _he free- sessor in the actions by wmt of entry or an ass_e,
hold effected .9 167. may he afterwards exert his legal claim to the

4. What is an abatement_ 167, 168. r_ght of ownership? 180.
5. What is an mtrunion ; and wherein does it 28. What is a wmt of entry ; to whom is it

dafter from an abatement ? 169. directed; and what does it require ? 180, 181.
6. What is a disseisin; and wherein does ill 29. Agalnst whom must the wmt of entry always

differ from the two former species of _njury? ]be brought; and what are the degrees, called the
169. per, theper and cu_, and the post, within which

7. How must disseisin of things corporeal be wmt_ of entry are brought? 182, 182.
effected.9 170. 80. To what cases of ouster is the remedy by

8. What is &sse_szn of th_ngs incorporeal? 170. wmt of entry mapphcabte? 181, 183.
9. With regard to freehold rent in particular, 31. What is the omgin of a wmt of ass_s¢;

what five methods of working a d_se_sm thereof Iwherein does it differ Item a wmt of entry ; and
do our ancient law-books mention ? t70. ! can recourse be had to the one actmn to set asid_

10. But when only are all these dzssezsms of the decismn of the other_ 184, 185.
hered_taments _ncorporeal such ? 170. 82 To what two species of _t_ury by ouster is

11. Hay not something of this kind be done, the remedy by writ of asszse only applicable?
e_en in corporeal hered_taments, to entitle a man 185.
to the more easy and commodious remedy of an 33. What were an assise of mort d'ancestor, and
ussise of novel d_sse_szn, instead of being driven wmts of ayle, or de ave, of be_ayle, or deproavo,
to the more tedious process of a wmt of entry ? of cosinage, or de consangumeo, andot nuper obi_t;
170_ 171. beyond what degrees collateral and lineal was a

12. Wherein do the remaining two species of man not allowed to have any of these aetmns ;
injury by ouster differ from the former three .9 and why can they not now be brought ? 185-
171. 187.

18. What is a dtscontinuance _ 171, 172. 84. What is an ussise of novel (or recent) d_-
14. What did the statute 32 Hen. VIII. c. 28 e_isin; and wherein does it differ from an assiss

provide as to a discontmuanc_ of the w_fe's estate of mort d'ancestorf 187.
by the alienatwn of the hueSand; and what _s 35. If the jury of reeognitors, in an assise of
declared by the statutes 1 Eliz. e 19 and 13 novel &sse_s_n, find an actual se_sin in the demand-
Eliz. c. 10 as to d_scontmuance by the alienation ant, what shall he have ? 187.
of a sole corporatwn _ 172. 86. If a person d_sse_sed recover seisin of the

15. What is a deforcement as eontradistin- land again by ass_ses of novel &sseisin and mort
guished from the former four species of _niury d'ancestor, and be again &sse_ed of the same
h:youster? 172-174. tenements by the same diss_,_or, what is enacted

16. What are the remedies for the several spe- by the statutes of Merton, Marlberge, and West-
• ies of injury by ouster? 174. m_nster 2.9 188.

17. What is |he first method whereby these 37. Beyond what period does the present
remedies may be obtained, or that where the statute of lzm_tations enact that no person shall
tenant or occupier of the land hath gained only bring any.possessory actzon to recover possession
a mere possession and no apparent shadow of of lande, and customary and prescriptive rent_,
right ? 174 I su_ts, and servwes, merely upon the seisin or dis-

18. How must entry be made ; and what are I possession of his ancestors ? 189.

making clazm and continual claim? 174, 175. 38. Had it not been for the loctrine of re-
19. Upon what three only of the five species miller, how might the tenant by remitter have
ouster does the remedy by entry take place? been turned out of possession? 190.

175. a 39 What isthe great and finalremedy whereby20. What remedy has a man for ouster by the r_ght of property may be asserted agains_ th_
_ngzat by $ufferanee ? 175, 176. _right of posses_on _ 191.
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40. In _hat four cases is this remedy, or that I 9. The damages recovered in these _tiona bel_
by suc'_ other writs as are said to be of the same now merely nominal, what o 'lion lies in order t_o
nature, principally applied ? 191. complete the remedy when the possession has

41. What is the remedy upon an alienation by been long detained from him who had the righl
tenant *n tad whereby the estate-tall is dtscon- to it ? 205.
tutued and tile remainder or reverswn is, by failure 10. Why will not a wri_ af _ectment lie of i_
of the partwular estate, ¢hsplaced and turned corporeal hered_taments ; with what exception by
into a mere r_ght _ 191. the express purview of statute 32 Hen. VIII. e.

42. Inlo what three species is the writ of fore 77 206.
medea (secundum forman donz) distinguished; 11. What does the statute 4 Gee. II. c. 2_
and where does each species lie ? 192. enact as to landlords whose tenants are in arrear

43. What, by statute 21 Joe. I. c. 16, is the 206.
tame of limitation in aformedon? 192, 193. 12. Where doth the writ of quare e/ecit infra

44. What is the remedy if the owners of a termmum lie by the ancient law ; and what shall
_artzeular estate be barred of the mght of posses- Ibe recovered by it ? 207.
_on by a recovery had against them through ! 13. But why is this action fallen into disuseT
their default or non-appearance in aTos_essory 1207.
actwn ? 193.

45. What is the remedy in case the r_ght of CHAP. XII.--Of TresTus#.
_assesswn be barred by a recovery upon the merits,
in a possa_sory actzon, or by the statute of hint- 1. WHAt is tre_uss in its limited and confines
zattoT,s? 193. sense? 209.

46. Of what estate only doth a mere writ of 2. Why does the law call every trespazs of this
right lie; and what if other actions are or have nature a breach of another's close? 209, 210.
been brought to recover the same estate? 193. 3. What is necessary in order to be able tc

47. In bar of what may a recovery had in this maintain an action of tre_ass? 210, 211.
action be pleaded ? 194. 4. In case of trevpass by cattle damagefeasant,

48. But are there not some eases when writs what remedy has the party injured ? 211.
in the nature of wmts ofr_ght do not demand the 5. What is the actmn that lies in either of
.fee-szmple; and are there not others where the these cases of tres_vass committed upon another's
mere wmt of right alone is not applicable to every land ; and when may damages be recovered ?
ease of a claim of land_ infee-s*7_Tle? 194, 195. 211, 212.

49. Where must the general wrtt of right be 6. What is called laying the action with a ,an-
brought ; and whither may xt be removed ? 195. tmuando ; and when only can this be done * 212.

50. What, by statute 32 Hen. VIII. e. 2, is 7. In what case is trespass justifiable ; but
the limitation of a wrzt ofr*ght? 196. in what shall a man be accounted a tresjaasser a_

51. But by what actions is the t_tle of lands inzt_o? 212-214.
now usually tried? 197. 8. What does the statute 11 Gee. II, c. 19

enact as to trespass by entry of the landlord to
CHAP. XI.--Of l)isTos_ession or Ouster of Ghattcl_ d_stram ? 213.

l_eal. 9 What is enacted by statutes 43 Eliz. e. 6
and 22 & 23 Car. II. e. 9, _ 136, in order to

1. Or what two kinds is ouster from chattels prevent trifling and vexatious actioasoftrespass:
r_al? 198. but what two exceptions more have been made to

2. By what only is ouster of the first kind this rule by statutes 8 & 9 W. III. c. 11 and 4 &
liable to happen; and what is the remedy for 5 W. and M. c. 23 ? 214, 215.
such easter? 198.

3. By what only does ouster of the second CHAP. XIIL--Of _Vui_anee,
kind happen; and what two remedies has the
law provided for this injury ? 199 1. WHATis nuzsance, nocumentum ; and of what

4. Where doth a writ of _eet_anefirm_e, or ac- two kinds 9 216.
lion of trespass in e]ectment, lie ; and what shall 2. Of what two kinds are private nuzsances
be recovered by it? 199. with regard to the species of hereditament_

5. What is the present method by which the which they may affect ? 216.
remedy by e]ectment is converted into a method 3 To what three may the nuisances which
of trying t_tles to the freehold; who is called the affect a man's dwelling be reduced ? 217.
_asual e3ector ; and what if the tenant _nTossees_on 4. What are nuisances to one's lands 2 217,
do not within a limited time apply to the court 218.
to be admitted a defendant m his stead ? 202, 203. 5. What are nuisances with regard to othe_

6. But, _f the tenant _n possesswn do apply to corporeal hered_taments ? 218.
be made a defendant, upon what condition is it 6 What are nu_sance_ as to incorporeal here-
allowed him ; and what is the lessor of _heplain- d_taments ? 218. 219.
t_ then bound to do ? 203, 204. 7. What two things are necessary in order to

7. Yet, to prevent fraudulent recoveries of the make out another person's setting up afaw or
passe,own by collusion with the tenant of the market so near mine that he does me a prejudice
land, what is enacted by statate 11 Gee. IL c. to be a nuisance? 218, 219.
19 ? 204. 8. When shall a private person have a private

5. But what if the new defendants, whether satisfaetmn for damage by apubltc nuisance ? 220.
•andlord, or tenant, or both, after entering into 9 What are the three remedies by suit for a
the common rule. iaii to appear at the tmal and prwate nuisance; and by whom only can the last
.o confess lease, entry, and ouster _ 204, 205. two aetwns be brought ? 220-222.
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10. What if, after one vet&st against him in and arising ratwne tenures; and what is the ge
an action on the case for damages for a nuisance, neral remedy for their subtraction _ 231.
the defendant _ontinue it? 220. 4 What is called a &stress _nfimte; and whe]

11. What i9 an ass_ge of nuzsance; and if the may it be taken? 231.
ass/ss be found for the lola_ntif, of what two 5. What five other remedies for subtraction of
things shall he have.iudgment? 221. rent_ or servwee are there ? 231-233.

12. Does an assessof nmsanee lie against the 6. What is the effect of the uvit de consustu-
wrong-doer who levied or did the nuisance, or &rebus et serv_hzs _ 232.
agaius_ the person to whom he may have aliened 7. What is the wmt of cessavit ; and when, hy
the tenement whereon the nuzsuncs is situated ? the statute of Glocester, does it n.)t he ? 232,
221. 233.

13. What is a writ quod perm_ttat prosternere ; 8. What is a writ of right sur disclaimer ? 233_
and for and against whom does this wmt extend 234.
its power? 221, 222. 9. But what two writs has the law given the

14. Why are these two last actions fallen into tenant to remedy the oppression of the lord_
disuse ? 222. 284.

10. What is the writ ne _njuste vexes; and
CHAP. XIV. --Of Waste. where does it lie ? 234.

11. What is wmt ofmesue de me&o; and where
1. WHAV is waste, vagtum ; and of what two does it lie ? 234.

natures ? 223. 12 What are servwes due by ancient custom
2. What must those persons have who may andprescmptwn; and what are the remedies for

be injured by waste _ 223, 224. their subtraetwn _ 235.
3. What remedy has a person who has a free-

hold right of common of estovers if the owner of CHAP. XYI.--0f Disturbance.
the wood demolish the whole wood; and what
remedy has he if he have only a chattel interest 1. WHATiS dzsturbanee; andof what flvesorts?
in such common ? 224. 236.

4. But what is the most usual and important 2. When does d_sturbance of/5 anchises happen ;
interest that is hurt by the commissmn of waste; and what are its remedies ? 236, 237.
and what remedy hath he who hath this interest 3. What are the three species of d_sturbane,e
in case of waste_ 224, 225. of common._ 237, 240.

5. Yet why may a parson, vicar, archdeacon, 4. When does the first species of disturbance
prebendary, and the like, who are seised in right of common happen; and what are its remedies?
of their churches of any remaznder or reverswn, 237.
have an action of waste 2 225. 5. What is 8urc]_arging a common ; and when

6 Of what two kinds is the redress for this ] can it happen ? 237, 288.
injury of waste; and by what process is each] 6. What are the usualremedies for surc]_argzn9
kind obtained ? 225. I a common ? 238.

7. What is a writ of estrepement ; when may it I 7. What is a wrzt of admeasurement of pasture ;
now be had; by virtue of it what may the l wheredoes it lie; who is entitled to iti towhom
eherif do if the wmt be directed to him; and is it directed; and how must it be executed?
what is the consequence of its being directed to 238, 239
the tenant himself? 225--227. 8. What if, after the admeasurement have aseer-

8. Besides this preventive redress at common tained the mght, the same defendant surcharges the
law, what will the courts of" egmty do upon bill common again ? 239.
exhibited therein ? 227. 9. What is d_sturbance of common by enclosure

9. What is a writ of waste ; and by and against or obstructwn ; and what are its remedies ? 240.
whom may it be brought ? 227. 10. But are there not cases in which the lord

10. Why is this action also maintainable, in may enclose and abridge the common _ 240, 241.
pursuance of the statute Westminster 2, by one 11. When does dzsturbance of ways happen;
tenant in common or]omt tenant of the znhemtance how is this species of zn]ur_t distinguished lrom
against another who makes waste in the estate that of nuzsance; and what is the remedy for it?
holden in common or]oint tenancy, but not by one 241,242.
cot_arcener against another? 227. 12. What is disturbance of tenure; and who

11. Wherein is the action of waste a real action ; has what remedy for it ? 242
and what shall be recovered if the waste be 13. What is d_sturbaneeofpatronoge: andhow
proved ? 228. was it distinguished at common law from another

12. What if the defendant in the action make species of i_)ury, called usurpation ? 242, 243.
default in appearance to the wrzt; and what if he 14. How is the title of usurpatwn now nar-
suffer judgment to go against him by default or rowed: and upon what foundatmn stands the
upon a mh;l diclt? 228. law of it? 244.

15. What throe persons may be d_sturbers of a

CHAP. XV.--Of _ubtraction. r_ght of advowson ; and to whom has the law
given what three remedies for the &sturbance

1. WHAV is subtraction; and wherein does it 2_5
differ from dassei_n ? 280. 16. When does an assise of darrem presen/m_nt,

2. Of what two kinds are the rents or other or last presentatwn, lie; but why is _Lfallen intt_
services the subtraction of which varies the remedy disuse ? 245, 246.
in the same degree_ 230 17. What is afl_spatronatus; and when mus_

3. What are dat_e_ and aervices usually issuing it be awarded ? 246, 247.
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18. What isa duTl*xgucrela;and when may 9. What isan informationinreinf 262.
itbe had ? 247. 10. When does a writof quo _rranto lieiu
19. What isa _._tof quareimpedit;why, in theking;and why h_s itgivenway toan mfo_-

the case of another presentatwn being set up, is mat,on in the nature of such a wrst_ 262, 263.
it most advisable to bring it against the bishop, 11. To what is this proceeding now appUed
the patron, and the clerk too ; trod what does the by virtue of the statute 9 Anne, c. 20 ? 264.
writ command? 247, 248. 12. For what is the wr/t of mandamu._ made a

20. What is a wmt of ne admtttas ; when may most full and effectual remedy by the same ata,
it be had; and what if the bishop, after the re- tale, and by statute 11 Gee. I. c. 4; what are
eeipt of it, admit any person ? 248. the proceedings on this wmt ; and what i._a wra

21. In the proceedings upon a _uare irnpcdit, of restztution? 264, 265.
what must the pla_nt*ff prove ; and, upon failure
of the pla_nt_'s proof, what must the defendant? CHAP. XVIII.--Of the ]_ursult of Remedies bg
249. Actzon ; and, first, of the Original Writ.

22. But if the right be found for the plaintiff,
what three lurther points are also to be inquired ? 1. WHAT are the eight general and orderly
249. parts of a smt in the court of common pleas ?

23. If it be found that the plaintiff hath the 272.
right, and hath commenced his ac;ton in due .29. What is an original, or original writ; where
time, then what judgment shall he have ? 249, is it sued out ; and what and where is its return
250. 273

24. But what if the church remain still void 3. What is the foundation of suits below the
at the end of the smt? 250. value of forty shillings? 278.

25. And what if the bzshop do not admit the 4. Of what two sorts are original writs; amd
clerk upon this ? 250. where is each sort in use ? 274.

26. What is the advantage of a writ of right 5. What is the security given by the Tlalntiff
of advowson over a wmt of quare impeder? 250. for prosecuting his claim ? 274, 275.

27. Why is there no limitation with regard 6. What and when is the return of each sort
to the time within which any actwns touching of writ ? 275.
advow_ons are to be brought? 250, 251. 7. What is the origin of the tetras; and what

28. But is there not one species ofpresentatwn are they ? 275-277.
in which, by virtue of several acts of Tarhament, 8. What are days in ba_k., dies in bancof 277.
a remedy, to be sued for in the temporal courts, 9. What is called the essozgn day of the terror
is put into the hands of the clerks presented as 277, 278.
well as of the owners of the advowson ; and with 10. What is the quarto dislaost? 278.
what powers particularly are the patrons clothed

by the statutes of 12 Anne, st 2, e. 14, _ 4, and CHAP. XIX.--Of Process.
11 Gee. II. c 17 ? 251, 252.

29. But when the clerk is in full possession of l. WHAT is the _roces8 ] and to distinguish it
the benefice, what possessory remedms does the from what two other kinds is it called original
law give him ; and when is he entitled to aspe- process _ 279.
eial remedy called a writ of jurts utrum, or the 2. Of what nine sorts is original process ? 279-
parson's writ of right; but why is this remedy 284, 287, 288, 290, 291.
now of very little use ? 252, 253. 3. What is the summons; and how is it made !

279, 280.

CHAP. XVII.--Of Injuries proceeding from or 4. What is the writ of attachment or pone ; and
when is this the first and immediate proeessf

affecting the Crown, 280,

1. OF what two natures are injur_e_ to which 5. What is the writ of diatringas, or distres_ in-
the crown is a party _ 254. qmte _ 280.

2. What are the two common-law methods of 6. What is the writ of capias ad resjaondendum ;
3btaining possession or restitution from the _nd upon what species ef complaint may it now
"_rown of either real or personal property; and be had by several statutes? 281, 282.
when may each be resorted to ? 256, 257. 7. For what reason does the practice of ecru.

3. What are the six methods of redressing mencing almost all actions by bringing an ort-
_ueh zn]umes as the crown may receive from the ginal writ of trespass quare clausum fregit, vi et
fubject._ 257, 258, 260--262, 264. arm,s, still continue ? 281, 282.

4. What actwns cannot the king maintain ? 8. Why are wmts subsequent to the original
257. writ called judicial writs ? 282.

5. What is an mquis_t,on, or in_uest of ofllce ? 9. Is this regular and orderly method of Fro-
258-260. cess now gone through ; or what is now usual in

6. What remedy may the subject have in order practice ? 282.
to avoid the possession of the crown acquired by 10. When does a writ testatum capias issue ;
the finding of such o.fiee, besides his petttion of and what if the action be brought in one county
rzght and his monstrans de dro_t ? 260. and the defendant live in another ? 283.

7. By whom may a wm_ of scire facias to re* 11. But what if a defendant abscond and the
peal the king's patent or grant be brought ? 260, plaintiff would proceed to an outlaurmj against
261. him ? 288.

8 What is an mformatwn on behalf of the 12. What are alias and laluries writs, and u,r/t_
crown filed in the exchequer: and of what two of er_g_t, or ezigifacias, andproclamatian? 288,
,_rte are .he mo_ usual mforrnatior_ ? 261. 284.
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I8 What is the effect of outlawry ; what is hood in which the injury is declared to be done)
aa9 _r_t of cap,as utlegatum; and how may out- 294.
_aeey be reversed ? 284. 5. What are different counts in the same deela-

14. What is the usual method of proceeding ration; and for what purpose are they designedl
|a the _ourt of king's bench ? 28.5. 295.

15. What is the origin of the process of bdl of 6. What was anciently understood by the word
Middlesex; why is it so called; and what is it? suit? 295.
285. 7. When is a nonsu_t, or non prosequitur, ea-

16. When does a writ of latitat issue; and tered: and to what is thatTlamt_.ffiiable who ia
when may the bdl of Middlesex in the court of nonpros'd? 295, 296.
king's bench be treated like the cap*as ad resTon- 8. What is a retrax_t ; and how does it differ
d_mdum in the court of common pleas ? 286. from a nonsutt _ 296.

17. What is the first_'ocess in the court of ex- 9. What is a d_scontinuance; and what doew
¢J_equer; and what does it allege ? 286. the statute 1 Edw. VL c. 7 enact as to &soon-

18. What is now become the effect of the ca- tmuanee? 296.

pias, lat_tat, &e. ; what if the defendant appear 10. What is a defence, in its true legal sense !
upon them ; and what if he do not ? 287. 296, 297.

19. But what if the plaintiff will make a_- 11. What is cognzzance of the suit; and when
davit that the cause of aetwn amounts to ten must it be claimed? 298.
pounds or upwards; and what is _equired by 12. What is an _mparlance; and when is the
statute 13 Car. II. st. 2, c 2? 287. defendant entitled to how many imTarlanee_?

20. What was the origin of the clause of ae steam 299.
in a b_lt of M_ddlesex and writ of capias; and 13. What is a wew; and when may it be de-
what is it ? 288. rounded ? 299.

21. When, in an arrezt, may the bailiff justify 14. What is oeer; and of what may it i_
breaking open the house in which the defendant I craved ? 299.
is, in order to take him ? 288. 15. What is praying m aid; what is voucher,

22. Who are constantly privileged from at- and when is it not allowed; and what is a wr_
rests and from outlawries; andhowmust an appear- of warraut_a ehart_ _ 299, 300.
anve be enforced against such persons? 288, 289. 16. What is praying age; and when shall it

23. Who arepro tempore privileged from at- not be had? 300, 301.
r_ts; and where can no arrest be made ? 289. 17. Of what two sorts are pleas; and when

24. What is the k_ng's wr_l of protection ; and cannot pleas of the former sort be pleaded ? 301.
what is enacted by the statute 25 Edw. III. st. 18. Of what three kinds are dilatory pleas ?
5, o. 19 as to the power of another creditor to 301, 302.
proceed against a debtor of the k_ng ? 289, 290. 19. What effect upon a su/t hath the death

25. When may an arrest be made or process of one of the parties; and when can it be re-
Berved upon a Sunday ? 290. rived either by or against the executors or other

26. What is special bad to the sheriff', or ba_l representatives of the deceased party ? 802.
below; and what if the sher_ffdo not keep the 20. What, by the statute 4 & 5 Anne, c. 16,
defendant so as to be forthcoming in court ? 290. essential to the admission of a ddatory 2"ca ;

27. For what sum shall the sher_ take bail, by what is a rule as to the admissmn of exceptwns
statute 12 Geo. I. c. 29 ? 290. against a deelaratwn or writ; and in what suit

28. What is ba_l to the actwn, or above; and shall no abatement take place, by statute 8 & 9
what may the plaintiff require of the shemff if W. III c. 31 ? 302.
this be not put m ? 290, 291. 21. To what three things does each of these

29. Before whom must the bad above enter kinds of dilatory pleas conclude ? 303.
into what recognizance; and what if they be ex- 22. What if these ddatory pleas be allowed;
oepted to ? 291. and what if they be overruled? 803.

30. How may special bad at all times be d_- 23. In what two ways is a plea to the act:o,
charged? 292 made ? 303.

31. When is speaal bad only as of course 24. In what instance is confession of the whole
required; and when by a .iudge's order or the complaint made in aplea to the actwn? 303.
particular directions oi the court ? 292. 25. What is the effect of a plea of lender by the

32. When only is special bad demandable in debtor and refusal by the creditor v 303.
actwns against he_rs, executors, and administrators? 26. In what two instances is one part of the
292. complaint confessed and the rest traversed or de-

reed _ 304.

CHAP. XX.--Of Pleading. 27. What is the effect of paying money i_t¢
court ; and upon what may it be done ? 804.

1. W_AT are pleadings; and of what four 28. What is a motwn _ 304.
kin]s? 293, 296, 299, 309. 29. Of what two kinds are pleas that totally

2. What is the declaration, narratw, or count? deny the cause of complaint ? 305.
293. 80. What is the general _ssue or general plea ?

3. In what actions must the plaintiff" lay his 305.
declaration, or declare his _npary to have happened, 31. What is an issue in law ? 305.
ha the very county and place where it did really 32 May special matter be given in evidence
happen ; and in what may he declare in what upon a plea of general usue ? 305, 806.
_unty he pleases ? 294. 33. What are spec_alpleas in bar of the p/a/n-

4, When will the court direct a change of the t_'s demand ? 306.
_enue or v_ne, (that is. the vlc_ma or neighbour- 34. What are the times limited by the severalf_8_
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statutesof limitationbeyond which no _aintif elh: inwhat caseswas itused;what istheform
can lay hiscauseof actwn? 806,307. of it;and by what has it been superseded?
35. What isan estoppel_ 308. 337-341.
36. What are the five conditions and qualities 7. What is trial by wager of law, vadiatio legis ;

of a plea _ 308. what is the manner of waging law ; in what at_
37. What if the defendant in an a.,szse or actwn twns only is the defendant admitted to wage hit

of trespass be desirous to refer the validity of law; who shall not be permitted to wage law;
his title to the court rather than the jury? 809. and how has this species of tmal become obso

38. When and what may the plamtzff reply to lete ? 841-348.
the defazdant's plea; what is a traverse of it;

what a new or novel a,stgnment ; and what a con- CHAP. XXIII.--Of Trial by Jury.
fesswn and avoidance ? 309-311.

39. What are the remaining processes of plead- 1. OF what antiquity is tr/al by jury, called
tug? 310. also trzal Per pazs or by the country; and what

40. What is called a departure in plea&ng _ does magus carts declare concerning it ? 349,
810. 850.

41. What is called duphc_ty in plea&ng; and 2. Of what two kinds are trials by .fury in
what a protestatmn; and how hath Sir Edward civil causes? 851.

Coke defined the latter? 311, 812. 3. What is the first species of extraordinary
42. In any stage of theTleadmys, when either trial by jury? 851.

side advances or affirms any new matter, in what 4. What is another species of extraordinary
language does he aver it to be true; and in jury? 851.
what different language do the plamt*ff and the 5. What are the eight processes of the ordznary
defendant tender an ,ssue when either side tra- trmZ by jury? 352, 856-358, 364, 865, 867, 375.
verses or denies the facts pleaded by his ants- 6. What is the writ of vemre facias ; and when
gonist ? 318. and where must the sheriff return it by virtue

43. But what if either side plead a speczal of the statute 42 Edw. III e. 11 ? 852, 858.
negative plea, not traversing or denying any 7. What are called issuable terms, and why ;
thing that was before alleged, but disclosmg and what is the shem._'spanel? 853.
some new negative matter ? 813. 8. What, in the eommonpleas, is called a wr/!

of habeas corpora juratoram, and, in the king't
CHAP. X_XI.--Of Issue and Demurrer. bench, a dzstmngas; and what is the entry on the

roll, or record? 354.
1. WHAT is zesue, exztu_ ; and upon what two 9. What if the sheriff be not an indifferent

matters 2 814. person ; and who are called ehsors, or electors
2. What is an/ssue upon matterof law called ? 354, 855.

814. 10. What if, on the general day of trials, the
8. What is a demurrer ; and, in case of excep- Tlaznt_ff do not enter the record ? 856.

tions to the form or manner of plea&n#, wiiat 11. What is called the trial bytrrovsso ; but
must the party demurnng do. by statutes 27 Eliz. why hath this practice begun to be disused sines
c. 5, and 4 & 5 Anne, c. 167 814, 315. the statute 14 Gee. II. e. 17 ? 356, 857.

4. Upon either a general or a spectal demurrer, 12. In case the plamt_ff intend to try the
what must the opposite party do m order to put cause, what notwe of tmal is he hound to give
the part_es at _ssue in point of htw ; and who the defendant ; and what if the plamt_ff then
must determine that ,ssue ? 815. change his mind and do not countermand the

5. What is an *seue of fact ; when is it]creed; notice how many days before the trial? 857.
and what is the prmcipal method by which it 18. How may the trial be deferred, however,
must be determined 9 3t5. by eitherTarty ? 857.

6. What is cant*nuance; what if the omission 14. To whom does the sheriff return his wr@
be on the part of the plaznt(_r; and what ff it be of habeas corpora , or &strmgas, with what an-
on the part of the defendant e 816. hexed? 857.

7. What is a plea puss darrein continuance; 15. Of what two sorts are jurors? 857.
what is its effect ; and when is it not allowed 16. What is the *hemff's duty upon moUon in
to be put in ? 816, 317. court and a rule granted thereupon for a special

8. What are paper-books ; and what is the jury; and how and by whom is it struck? 857,
record? 817. 858.

17. By the statute 8 Gee. II. e. 25, who is
CHAP. XXII.--Of the several Species of Trial. entitled to have a sTeczat jury struck upon what

trzal; and, by statute 24 Geo. II. c. 18, when
1. WHAT is trzal ; and what are the seven shall the expense of a special fury not fall upon

Species of tmal m civil cases ? 830. the party requiring it ? 858.
2. In what particular instance is trial by 18. What m a common jury; and what are the

record used ; what is it ; and what may it try ? directions of the statute 8 Geo. II o. 25 con-
830, 831. eerning it ? 858.

3. What is trial by mspectzon or examination ; 19. What is a view; and how and by whom
and when shall it be had ? 381-883. shall it be appointed ? 858.

4. What is trial by certzficate ; and in what six 20. Of what two sorts are challenges of jurors?
cases shall it be had recourse to ? 333-836. 858.

5. What is tmal by w_tnesses, per testes; and 21. What are challenges to the array; and
when only is it allowed in our law _ 336. upon what accounts may they be made ? 859

6 What is tmal by wager of battel, vadiatzo du- 860.
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22. Where one party to the _uit is an ahen, 49. What is the modern doctrine as to such
_f whom shall the jury. consist; but what if ewufenceas the jury may have in their own con
bothpar_'_ be alums? 360. sciences by their prorate knowledge of facts'

23. What are challengem to the poll_, in caTita : 874, 875.
and to what four heads are they reduced by Sir 50. What is the sumndng up of the evidence by
Edward Coke? 861. thejudge? 375.

24. Can judgas and just/ve_ he challenged2 361. 51. How is the deliveryof the jury's verdwt,
25. What is a writ de ventre mspiciendo? 362. veredictum, accelerated; and what if the jurors
26. What, by a variety of statutes, is a dis- eat or drmk at all, or have any eatables about

qual_ficatwn for juror in point of estate; but what them, without consent of the court 2 375
when the jury is de m_etate lingu_f 362, 363. 52. What circumstances will set aside the

27. Of what two sorts is a challenge propter ver&ct _ 375, 376.
affectum, for suspicion of bms or partiality ; what 53. What it the ¥lamt_ff do not appear to the
if the causes of challenge of the first sort be ver&ct? 376.

true ; and to whom is it given to try the validny 54. What is the form of a voluntary nonxu_t ;
of challenges of the second sort? 363. and why is it more ehgible for the T.la_nt_ than

28. With regard to what causes of challenge a ver&ct against him ? 376, 377.
may ajuror himself be exammed on oath of vo_r 55. Of what two kinds is a verdwt and when
dire, veritatem dwere _ 864. is a verdwt of the first kind of no force ? 377.

29. Who are excused from serving on juries? 56. What have the jury also to do if theyfind
864. issue for theplamt_ff_ 377.

30. Who may pray a tales, and what is it ; 57. What is a special verdict ; and by whom is
and for this purpose when must a wmt of desem it afterwards determined ? 377.
tales, octo tales, and the like, still be issued to 58. What is another method of fina_ng a spe-
the sheri_; but, by virtue of the statute 35 Hen. cies of special verdwt: and what advantage has
VIII c. 16, when may the judge award a tales this over the other kmd of _pec_alverdict2 378.
de ¢u'cum_tant_bus; and what is it? 864, 365. 59. In both these cases, must the jury return

81. To what are thejurors sworn _ 365. a special ver&ct ; and are they incompetent to
82. What is the course of proceeding upon decide the complicated question of fact and law?

the trial ? 366, 367. 378.
33. What is the definition of evidence _ 867. 60. What are the four principal de_ects inci-
34. Of what two kmds is credence in the trial dent to a trial byjury? 382, 383.

byjury? 367. 61. What is a sub2_na duce_ tecura? 382.
35. Of what two sorts a:e proofs _ 367.

86. What two written proofs or ewdenee prove CHAP. XXIV.--Of Judgment and its Incidents.
themselves; and what are the other two; and
how must they be verified ? 367, 368. 1. WHATis a postea ? 386.

37. What is one general rule of ev*dence that 2. What is judgment ; and till when and till
runs through all the doctrine of tr_ale; and what can it not be enteredg 386, 887.
upon what principle is hearsay ewdence in general 3. What are causes of suspending the judgment,
not admitted ? 368. by granting a new trial _ 887.

88. To what transactions does the statute 7 4. What if twojumes agree in the same or a
Jac. I. c. 12 confine the admission of books of similar veT&ct? 387.
account to be read in ewdence if the servant who 5. What is a new . "_al; upon what proceed
was accustomed to make the ent_es m it be dead ings is it granted; and where is it not grantod_
and hia handwrzt_ng proved ? 868, 369. 391, 392.

39. What is the wr_2 of subpoena ad test_fi- 6. How has the court, in granting a new trial,
cand._m ; but when is no w_tness bound to appear an opportumty of supplymg the defects in the
or to give evidence ._ 369. tmal by jury ; and withm what time must the

40. Who are competent witnesses _ 369, 370. motwn for a new trial be made? 392.
41. How many w_tnesses are sufficient e_ndenee 7. From what causes do arrests of judgmem

of any single fact ? 370. arise ? 893.
42. When ispos_tweproof required ; and when 8. What is an invariable rule with regard to

is circ,m_stantial or presumptwe ewdenee admitted * arrests of judgment upon matter of law ; and wall
_t71 this rule hold e converse ? 394.

4 _. What weight have severally violent/we- 9. What is a repleader quod partes replacitent ;
_.raptwn, probable presumptwn , and hght presum T- and when will the court award _t? 895.
_wn _ 371. 10. What isjudgment ; and of what four sorts ?

44. Need the w_tnees tell all he knows of the 395, 896 ?
matter in question, whether interrogated to every 11. Whose determination and sentence is the
I oint or not ? 372. judgment ; and what words constitute the styl_

45. What if thejudge, either in his directions of the judgment? 396.
or decisions, misstate the laws, by ignorance, in- 12. Of what two natures are all these fern
advertence, or design ? 372. species of judgments _ 896.

46. What is a demurrer to evidence; and by 18. What is judgment of rezpoudeat ouster?
whom shall it be determined ? 372. 396, 397.

47. But what practice has greatly superseded 14. What arc the mterlocutoryjudgmente moss0
the recourse to either of these last Trocee&ngs? usually spoke_ of; when omy can they happen,
873. when are they absolutely complete ; and when

48. What are the advantages of testimony ore and for what purpose, must a]ury be called in _
t_us ? 378. ' W_7, 398.
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15. What is a warrant of attorney to confe*s a CHAP. XXVI._Of Ep_cutlon.
:udpment ; and what does the statute 4 & 5 W.
and M. c. 20 reouire in order to its vahdity ? 897, 1. WHATis exccutwn; and how is it performed I
398. 412.

16. What ls a writ of inquiry to asse68 damages ? 2. What are writs of habere f acias seiainam aud
398. haberefaeias posnessionem ; to whom are they di

17. What arefinaljud#ments ; and is the party rested ; what is justifiable in their executwn; and
against whom judgment is given lial:% to anyfine what is sufficient exeeutwn ? 412.
to the tang or smpr_onment till that fine be paid ? 8 What is a writ de clerico admi_endo; and to
898, 399. whom is it directed ? 412.

18. Whichparty shall pay the costs of the suit _ 4. When does a special writ of execution issue
899, 400. ta the sher_.ff? 413.

19. Who are not liable to pay costs ? 400. 5. What writ shall the plaintiff have where
20. What is enacted by statutes 43 Etiz. o. 6, one part of the judgment is 9uod nocumeatum

21 Jao. I. c. 16, and 22 & 28 Car. IL e. 9, _ 186, amoveatur; what is the writ of executwn upon a
to prevent trifling and malicious aetwns, for replevm; what shall the defendant have it the
words, for assault and battery, and for trespass, d_stress be elo_gned; and what shall the plamt_
with what two exceptions, by statutes 4 & 5 W. have after judgment in detmue ? 413.
and M. c. 23 and 8 & 9 W. III. c. 11 ? 401. 6. Of what five sorts are _ecutwn_ in aetwns

21. What follows after judgment, unless what? where money only is recovered as a debt or da-
401. rouges, and not any specific chattel ? 414.

7. What is the writ of capias ad satzsfaeie_dum,
CHAP. XXV._Of Proceedings in the _rature of and against whom does it not lie ? 414, 415.

Appeals. 8. To whom shall the cap,as issue if an action
be brought against a husba_td and wife for the

1. OF what four principal kinds are proceedings debt of the uafe when sole ; and to whom if the
in the nature of appeal8 from the proceedings of actwn were brought against her before her mar-
the king's court of law ? 402, 405, 406. rtage ? 414.

2. What is a wmt of attaznt ; when, at common 9. What if judgment be recovered against a
law, must it be brought ; and on what issue only husband and wife for the contract or personal
does it not lie ? 402-404. misbehaviour of the w/fe during her coverture ?

8. What.Tury are to try this fa/se verdict; what 414.
are the qualifications of the jurors, by statute 15 10. What exemption has the man who is taken
Hen. VI. c. 5 ; and which party only is allowed in executwn upon this wmt ; and what does the
to,prodt.ce new matter, and why ? 404. statute 21 Jac. I. c. 24 enact if the defendant die

4. What was thejudg_nent by the common law while charged in execution upon this writ ? 414.
if the grand3uryfound the verdwt a false one ? 404. 11. What executory process may be sued out for

5. But what was enacted by several statutes costs ? 415.
as to the time when an attaint may be brought, 12. What if, after a defendant is once in cus-
amd as to the punishment of the attainted ju- tody upon this process, he be seen at large
rors ? 405. 415.

6. But what has superseded the use of at- 13. Of what two natures are escapes; and
laints2 405. when shall the shemffanswer for the debt ? 415

7. What is the writ of dece_t_ 405. 14. Will a rescue of a_vr_soner in executwn ex
8. What is an au&ta querela ; and for what euse the sherz]? 415.

two persons does it lie ? 405, 406. 15. But what does the statute 32 Gee. II. c.
9. But what &as rendered this wmt almost 28 enact in favour of defendants charged in execu-

useless ? 406. twn ? 415, 416.
,10. But what is the principal method of re- 16. Yet what powers have creditors over their

dress for erroneous judgments m the king s courts debtors on the other hand ? 416.
of record? 406. 17. In what case may the plaintiff set out a

11. What is the wmt to amend errors in a base writ of se_refaew_ against the bail ; and what Is
court not of record? 407. its effect? 416, 417.

12. gpon what matter only does a u_rztof error 18. Wha_ is a writ of fieri faczas; against
lie ? 407. whom does it lie ; what doors may be broken

13. Till when may the record be amended ; open in its executwn ; who must be first paid to
and what is the effect of the statutes of amend- what amount ; and what further remedy ha3 the
m#nt andjeofads? 497, 408. plaintiff ff part only of the debt be levied on a

14. What is required of him that brings the fier_fae_as? 417.
writ, if it be brought to reverse any judgment of 19. What is a writ of levari facias ¢ and by
an inferior court of record, where the damages are what is its use superseded ? 417.
less than ten pounds, or if it be brought to re- 20. What is a writ in the nature af a tevarl or
verse the judgment of any superzor court after fie,n fa_as, to levy the debt anc_ damage de bpn_
verdwtf 410". eceleszast_c_s; to whom is it directed ; _nl b_r

15. From what courts lies the writ of error into what is it followed ? 418.
the k_ng's bench? 410". 21. What is the writ ofelegit; what lasts are

16, Whence lies the writ of error into the not liable to be taken in _zecu[ion upon a judg-
_rt of exchequer-chamber; and before whom? most; what in case of _ debt to the k_:_q,by
410". magna earta, c. 8 ; and in what case only can a

17. Whence lies the writ of error in the house cojnas ad satisfac_endum be ha,1 after an eleglt ?
_f pv_rs ; and thence whence ? 410 _, 411 a. 418, 419.
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22. What is an extent, or extendi faciaa ; and 14. What is the?recess of subpa_n_; _ what
upon what prosecutwus may it be had ? 419, 420. if the defendant do not appear within the time

23. What, by statute 33 Hen. VIII. c. 39, of limited by the rules of the court, and plead, de-
M1 obl_gatwns made to the king; and what land_ tour, or answer to the bill? 443.
of a debtor does the k_ng'_ judgment, or that of 15. What are the respective proecs_c_ of con-
any of hzs oj_eers mentioned in the statute 13 tempt, in their successive order; what if 'he do
Eliz. c. 4, affect more tiian the subpect's ? 420. fondant abscond ; and what if he be taken : 444,

24. By the statute q?frauds, 29 Car. II. c. 3, 445.
from what day shall the judgment bind the land 16. WhatistheTrocessagainstacorporatebcdy;
in the hands of a bon_ fide purchaser ; and from and what against a peer ; and what against a
what day shall the wrLt of executwn bind the member of the house of commons ? 445.
qood_ in the hands of a stranger or purchaser ? 17. What does the statute 5 Gee. II. c. 25
421. enact where the defendant cannot be found to be

25 When the plaintiff's demand is satisfied, served with?recess of subpoena? 445.
what ought to be entered on the record? 421. 18. What is a demurrer in eguity? 446.

26 But within what time must all these wmt, 19. Of what three kinds are pleas ; and may
be sued out ? 421. a d_fendant tol_ad, demur, and answer too ? 446.

27. Yet, if this had not been the case, what 20. Why are ezeeptwns to formal minuti_ in
will the court grant, in pursuance of statute West- the pleadzngs in equity not allowed ? 446.
minster 2, 13 Edw. I. c 45 ; or what other remedy 21. What lS an answer ; when is it given upon
has the plaint_.ff? 421, 422. oath, and when not ; and when upon honour _ 446.

22. Before whom must the defendant be sworn
CH.4_. XXVII.--Of Proceedings *n the Gourts to his answer; by whom must the answer be

of .Equity. signed ; and when may it be excepted to for in-
sufficiency ? 447, 448.

1. WHAT four matters of equzty are peculiar .03 If the defendant have any relief to pr:_y
to tbu jurisdiction of the court of chancery2 42(i- against theplaznt_, how must it be done ? 448.
428. 24. When may the plamt_ amend his bzll ;

2. When has the court of chancery a right to and when must he have recourse to a supple-
appoint a guardian ; and whither lies the appeal me_ital bzll ? 448.
in all proceedings relative thereto ? 427. 25. What is a 5ill of reviver ; and what a be2

3. How only can the proceedings to inquire of interTleader; and what must be annexed to
whether or no theTarty be an zd_ot or lunatw be this last bzll? 448.
redressed if erroneous? 427. 26. What if the plaintiff choose to proceed to

4. On the other hand, doth not the jurisdiction the heamng of the cause upon b_ll and answer
of the court of chancery fall to extend to some only ? 448.
causes wherein relief may be had in the court of 27. What is a replwatwn ; and how does the de-
ezehequer and the duchy court of .Lancaster _ 428, fondant join issue _ 448, 449.
429. 28. How and by whom are witnesses examined,

5. What is equ_tyin its true and genuine mean- of what nature must the _nterrogatories be ; to
ing ; and does equity differ from law ? 429-436 what are examiners and their clerks sworn ; and

6. What are the five essential differences how are they compellable to appear and submit
whereby the courts of equzly are distinguished to examznatwn? 449.
from the courts of law? 436. 29. What is a bdl to perTetuate the t_timony o]

7. What does a court of equity, in the way of witnesses e 450.
proof, when facts or their leading circumstances 30. When may a rule to pass publication of wit-
rest only in the knowledge of the party; and, nesses be had? 450.
for want of this discovery at law, in what mat- 31. By whom and before whom may the cause
ters have the courts of equ,ty acquired a concur- be set. down for a hearzny _ 450.
rent jurisdiction with every other court _ 437, 32. What if the plaintiff do not attend upon
488. subp_na to hear judgment ; and what if the de-

8. What authority andjurisdiction have courts fendant_ 451.
of equity in _nterrogator_e_ administered to wit- 33. When may a plazntitT's ball be dismissed
nssses; and in what cases, on thzs account, do for want of prosecutwn ? 451.
they exercise the same jurisdiction which might 34. What is the method of hearing causes in
have been exercised at law ? 438. court _ 451.

9. In what cases does the want of a more spe- 35. Of what two natures is the chancellor'_
eific remedy then can be obtained in the courts decree _ 452.
of law give a concurrent jurisdiction to a court 36. When does the court of chancery direct a
of equity _ 488, 439 feigned issue to be tried at the bar of the court

10. What are the fifteen proceedzngs in the of king's bench, or at the ass_es; and what is the
courts of equity ? 44°_-445. fictwn _ 452.

ll. What is a ball ; what does it always pray ; 37. What does the court refer to the opinion
xnd when does it pray also an mjunetwn ? 442. of the courts of k_ng's bench or common plea _,upor

12 What if the ball do not call all necessary a case stated; and what is done there in eonse-
laart_es, however remotely interested, before the quenee? 452, 453.
court ; by whom must it be signed; and what 38. What are referred by the decree, on the
if it contain matter either scandalous or imper- first hearing, to a master m chancery ; and wh_t
tinent + 442, 443. is done by him in consequence ? 453.

13. Where must the bdl be filed ; and when 89. To what is the master's r_port liable ? 458.
willthecourtgrantanmjunctionimmediately?443. 40. When and upon what is a final deer_*
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made _ad how is its performance enforced ? 42. But, after the decree is once signed aug
453. enrolled, how only can xt be rectified ? 454.

41. Who may petition for a r_hearing; by 43. When may a bzll of r_tew be had? 454.
whom must such Tet_tzon be signed; what ev_- 44. How is an aTTeat to the house of lord8 el-
deuce is now admitted ; and what may be sup- fected; and what ewdence only is admitted therA 1
plied ? 453, 454. 454, 455.

BOOKIV.--0F PUBLIC WRONGS.

_,tIAP. L--Of the Nature of Crimes, and their that may be of some assistance in allottmg It am
Punishment. adequate pun_hment ? 15, 16, 17.

22. Why is treason in conspiring the k/_'j
1. WHATare the six considerations in treating death punished with greater rigour than even

of public wrongs, or cr_mes and m_demeanours f actually killing any private subject I_ 15.
1, 2. 23. Why, generally, is a design to transgress

2. Why is the code of criminal law with us not so flagrant an enormity as the actual corn-
in England denominated the doctrine of the pletion of that design ; and why then, in the
tdea_ of the crown ? 2. case of a treasonable conspiracy, will the bare

3. From what circumstances have the defects intention to kill the k_ng deserve the highest de-

and disproportions in our criminal code arisen ? gree of severity ? 15.
3, 4. 24. Why is it in more cases eaTital for a

4. What is a cr/me or misdemeanour; and how servant to rob his _naster than for a stranger;
has common usage distinguished the one from what greater crime is it for a servant to kill his
the other ? 5. master than in another ; why is it eap_tal to steal

5. In what does the distinction of public above the value of twelvepence privately iron
wrongs from yrivate, of cremes and mzsdemeanours one's person, and only transportatwn to carry oil
from e_vzl m]uri_, principally consist ? 5. a load of corn fi'om an open field ; and why, in

6. Which includes the other ? 6. the island of Man, was it formerly only trcsfla*_

7. In what cremes why cannot satisfaction be to take away a horse or an ox, and eny_tal nude-
made both to the individual and the community ? meanour to steal a pig or a fowl ? 16.
and in what how may it? 6, 7. 25. What is the sentiment of the Marquis

8. What double wew, then, has the law in Beccaria as to severity of Tunuhment_ 17.
taking cognizance of aU wrongs or tmlawful 26. What does a multitude of sanguinary laws
acts ? 7. argue in a government ? 17.

9. What areTunishmen_8? 7. 27. What is the evil of making no distinction
10. In whom was the right of punishing crime_ in the nature and gradations of 2unuhment

against the law of nature vested by that law? 18.
7, 8. 28. How many offenc_ have been declared by

11. What right has the temporal legislator to act of Tarhament felouzes without benefit of clergy :
inflict discretionary penalties for cr_mes against and why does so large a list, instead of diminish-
the law of nature, or male mse? 7, 8. rag, increase the number of offenders_ 18, 19.

12. What right has he to inflict pun_hment for

offences against the laws of society, or mala pro- CHAP. II.--Of the Persons eatable of committing
h_bzta? 8. _r_mes.

13. When only is a legislature warranted in
inflicting the pun_hment of death for offences of 1. To what single consideration may all the
human institution ? 9, 10. several pleas and excuses which protect the com-

14. Is it found by experience that ¢aTital mitter of a forbidden act from the Tunishmen!
pun_shraents are more effectual in preventing which is otherwise annexed thereto be reduced?
cr_mes than lighter penalties ? 10. 20.

15. What is the end or final cause of human 2. What two things must there be to constitute
laun_hment? 11. a cr_me against human laws? 21.

16. In what three ways is the end of human 8. In what three cases does not the will join
pun_hment effected? 11, 12. with act _ 21.

17. By what must the measure of human 4. What four species of defect in w/// fall
punzshment be determined ? 12. under the first of these general needs; what

18. Why is not the lex tahou_z, or law of re- two under the second ; and what two under the
taliation, in all cases an adequate or permanent third ? 21, 22.
rule of punishment _ 12, 13. 5. In what cases does the law privilege an in-

19. Does the punishment of death with death fant under the age of twenty-one years ; and i_
proceed upon the principle of retaliation ? 13, what under the age of fourteen only ?, 22.
14. 6. By what is the capacity of doing ill men-

20. In what class of crimes is the lex talionis sured, as the law has stood since the time of
more proper to be inflicted than in any other ; Edward the Third ? 28.
and, upon this princ4ple, what was enacted by 7. At what age may an infant be guilty of
statute 17 Edw. IIIc. 18; and how long was filony; and though pmma facto an infant shall
this the taw _ 14. be adjudged to be doh _ncopax under fourteen,

21. What are some general principles drawn yet with what prov_o may he be convic'ed an(]
_rom the nature and circumstances of the cr*me suffer death under that age ? 23, 24.
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8. What is the rule of law as to lunatics which 9. If a servant instigate a stranger to kill hii
may be easily a_apted also to _dwts ? 24. master, is he guilty of being accessory to petty

9 If a man in his sound memory commit an treason _ 86.

ofence, and before arraignment for it he become 10. Who is an accessory before the fact2 86, 37.
mad, why shall n_t he be arrmgned for it; if 11. IrA. command B. to beat C.,andB. beat
after he have igeaaed he becomes mad, why shall him so that he dis, is A. accessory to the murder f
he not be treed; if after he be tried and found 87.
guilty, why shall not judgment be pronounced ; 12. If A. command B. to burn C's house, and
and if aher ]ud#ment, why shall executwn be he, in so doing, commit a robbery, is A. accessory
stayed? 24. to the robbery _ 87.

10. But what if there be any doubt whether 13. If A. command B. to poison C., and B.
the party be compos or not ; and what if a luna- stab or shoot him, is A. accessory to the murder
ac have lucid intervals of understanding ? 25. 37.

11. How may madmen be restrained from 14. Who is an accessory after the fact: and
going loose ? 25. what two things are necessary to make one?

12 Does drunkenness excuse a crime? 25, 26 37, 38
13. When as a man who commits an unlawful 15. Does the rctief of a felon in gaol, with

act by misfortune or chance excused from all clothes or other necessaries, make a man an
guilt ? 26, 27. accessory after thefact _ 38.

14. What ignorance or mistake excuses crime ? 16. Who are made accessories (when the _vrin-
27. eipal felony admits of accessories) by the statutes

15. What are the three species of necessity [ 5 Anne, e. 31, and 4 Gee. I. e 117 38.
mr compulsion which excuse crime ? 28, 30. t 17. What if one wound another mortally, and,

16. When only is the constraint of a superior t before death ensue, a person assist or receive
in a private relation allowed as an excuse for ] the delinquent ? 38.
what crimes? 28, 29. I 18. What if the parent assist or receive the

17. Why shall no plea of coverture, or pro- ] ,'hdd, the chdd theparent, the brother the br,,ther,

sumption of the husband's coercion, excuse the ] the master the servant, the servant the master, the
wyO in case of treason ? 29 I huzband the wife, or the w_fe the husband, who

18. In what one offence may a wzfe be indicted t have any of them committed afelony? 38, 89.
and set in the pillory w_th her husband; and] 19. How are acceesomes to be treated, t'on-
why ? 29. I sidered distinct fromprmezpals 2 39.

19. For what offences only is duress per m_nas 20. For what four reasons, then, are such
an excuse? 30. t elaborate dlstinctaons made between accessories

20. If a man be violently assaulted, and have t and pmnc*pals 2 39, 40.
no other possible means of escaping death but _ 21. In what cases are accessories after thefa_',
by killing an innocent person, whom may he ; by the statutes, still allowed the benefit of clergy ;
kill ? 30 and in what cases is that benefit of clergy denied

21. Where a man by the commandment of the to the principals and accessorzes before the faet_
law is bound to arrest another for any capital 39.
offence, or to disperse a riot, and resistance is 22. Is an acquittal of receiving or counselling
made to his authority, whom may he even kill, a felon an acgu*ttal of the.felony itself? 40.
and why ? 31. 23. Can one acquitted as pnncipal be indicted as

22. May a man in extreme want of food or an accessory either before or after thefiactg 40.
clothing justify stealing either to relieve his

present necessities ? 31, 32. CHAP. IV.--Of Offences agaznst God and Re
23 What one case is there in which the law t_gwn.

supposes an incapacity of doing wrongs from
the exeeUence and pertection of the person ? 32, 1. OF what five species are or/rues and mud,
83. meanours which are either directly or by conse-

quence injurious to e_l society and therefore

CHAP. III.--Of Principals and Accessories. punishable by the laws of England ? 42, 43.
2 Of such cremes and m_sdemeanours as more

1. WHAT are the two different degrees of gudt immediately offend Almighty God by openly
among persons that are capable of offending ? transgressing the precepts of rehgion e_ther na-
84. tural or revealed, what constitutes that guilt in

2. In what two degrees may a man be pmn- action which human tribunals are to censure ._
¢iTal in an offence? 84. 43.

8. Must the prmePpal in the second degree be 8. What eleven crimes are of this speeies ._
actually immediately standing by, withie sight 43, 44, 50, 59, 60, 62-64.
or hearing of the fact ? 34. 4 What is apostasy ; and in whom only van

4. In cases of murder committed in the absence it take place ? 43.
of the murderer by means which he had prepared 5. As a penalty for apostasy, what is enacted
beforehand, is the murderer pmne_pal in the first by statute 9 & 10 W. III. c. 82 ? 44.
or second degree, uraccessory; andwhy? 84,85. 6. What is heresy; what was the writ debt.

5. Who is an accessory; and of what two retzco comburendo; what did the statute 29 Car.
kinds are accessories _ 85. IL enact as to heresy ; and, as a penalty for

6. Why are allprinc_pals in h_gh treason? 35 heresq, what is enacted by the statute 9 & 10
7. In whatcrimes may therebe accessories? 36. W. III.? 44-46, 49, 50.
8. Why are all pri._c_pals in petit larceny, ,_rd 7. Of what two kinds are the offences agains_

• a _,11_r_mes under the degree of .]elony _ 3_. religion which affect the established church ? 50
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8. What are the penalties for reviling the or- 28. What is witchcraft, conjuration, enchantment,
dinenees of the church by statutes 1 Edw. VL or 8artery; and what is declared as to it by st_-
c 1, andlEliz c. land2? 50,51. tute9Geo. II.c. 5? 60-62,

9. Of what two classes are non-conformists ; 29. How is the pretence to using witchcraft,
what penalties are imposed upon those of the telling fortunes, or discovering stolen goods by
first class by statutes 1 Eliz. c. 2, 23 Eliz. c.I., skill in the occult sciences, punished ? 62.
and 3 Jac I. c. 4 ; and what are suspended by 30. Who are rel_Tioua impostors ; and how are
the statute 1 W. an_ M. st. 1, c. 18, commonly they punishable? 62.
called the toleratwn act, confirmed by statute 10 31. Why is Mmony to be considered as an of.
Anne, c. 2, from which of those of the second fence against religwn ; who are punishable for R
class, with what three prov_os _ 52, 53 by statute 31 :Eliz. c. 6 ; and how ? 62.

10. What are dissenting teachers to subscribe 32. What other corrupt elections and resigns-
in order to be exempted from the penalties of tions are punished by the same statute ; andhow
(he statutes of Car. II. 13 & 14, c. 4, 15, c. 6, 17, 63.
e. 2, and 22, c. 1 ; and from what particular pc- 83. What is Sabbath-breaking ; and how are
nalties of the first and third of those statutes what instances of it punishable by statutes 27
(with what exceptions) arc they exempted by Hen. VI c. 5 as to fairs or markets, 1 Car. I. c. 1
subscribing the declaration of the act 19 Gee. as to unlawful exercises, and 29 Car. II. c. 7 as to
III.? 53, 54. work _ 63, 64.

11. What, by the same statute 1 W. and M., 34. How is drunkenness punished by statute 4
if any person shall wilfully, maliciously, or con- Jac I. c. 5 ? 64.
tcmptuously disturb any congregation assem- 85. When is lewdness an indictable offence;
bled in any church or permitted meeting-house, or and how is it punished ? 64, 65.
mhall misuse any preacher or teacher there ? 54. 36. In what event may who be punished for

12. But what does the statute 5 Gee. I. c 4 having bastard chddren, by statute 7 Jae. I. c. 4 •
enact as to any mayor's or principal magzstrate's and how ? 65 ?
appearing at any d_sent_ng meeting ? 54.

13. Why do not the reasons for a general CHAP. V.--Of Offences against the Law of 2[a.
toleration of 1)rotz_tant dzssenters hold equally tions.
strong as to papists .e 54, 55.

14. Into what three classes maypapis_ be di- 1. WHAT is the law of nations; and upon what
vided ? 55. principle is it founded ? 66.

15. What arc the penalties and disabilities of 2. By what is this law enforced in .Fmglandf
the first class of papists .e 55. 67.

16. What if any person send another abroad 3. What is the remedy for offences against this
to be educated in the poptsh rel_gwn, or to reside law by whole states and natwns _ 68.
in any rehgwns house abroad for that purpose, 4. What if the andividuals of any *tatc violate
or contribu¢c to his maintenance when there ? this law ? 68.
55. 5. What arc the three principal offences against

17. What if these errors be aggravated by this law animadverted on as such by the muni
apostasy or perversion _ 55. _pal laws of England ._ 68.

t8. To what additional disabilities, penalties, 6. How may the violation of safe-conducts, or
and forfeitures is the second class of papists pas_orts expressly granted by the king or his
subject ? 56. ambassadors to the subjects of a foreign power in

19. What is the effect of refusing to make the time of mutual war, be punished ; and what is
declaration against pop)cry enjoined by statute enacted as to offences against strangers at sea, or
30 Car. II. st. 2, when tendered by the proper inTort, by statute 31 Hen. VI. c. 4? 68-70.
magistrate ? 56. 7. What is enacted by the statute 7 Anne, c.

20. What arc the penalties against the third 12 in order to enforce the law of nations as to
class of papists; and of what are all persons the rights of ambas._ador_ 70, 71.
harbouring them guilty ? 57. 8 What is the offence of piracy by common law ;

21. Arc these laws enforced now ; and whence how only is it punishable since the statute o]
is their origin ? 57. t_easons, 25 Edw. III. e. 2; and what offences

22. In respect of whom is the statute 11 & 12 are madeT_racy by statutes 11 & 12 W. III. c. 7,
W III. repealed to wLut extent by the statute 8 Gee. I. c. 24, and 18 Gee. II. c. 30 ? 71-73.
18 Gee. IIL e. 60 ? 58.

23. But now, by statute 31 Gee. III. c. 32, CHAP. VI.--Of H_gh Treason.from what Roman Cathohcs are all these restric-

tions and penalties removed ; and how are Roman 1. I_TO what four kinds may those offenee_ be
Catholic m_nisters, schoolmasters, and congregatwn_ Idistinguished which more Immediately affect the
tolerated ? 58. royalTerson , his crown or d_gn_ty, and which are

24 What do the corjporatwn and test aets enact ? in some degree a breach of the duty of alle-
$8, 59. gzance, whether natural and innate, or local and

25. To whom does the statute 7 Jac. I. c. 2 acquired by residence ? 74.
apply a llke test ? 59. 2. What is treason, proditio; how is the appel-

26. What is blasphemy ; and how is it punish- lation generally used by the law ; and 3f what
able at common law ._ 59. two kinds is treason ? 74, 75.

27. How arc praline and common sweamng and 8. Under what seven distinct branches are a]2
eur_ing punishable, by the statute 19 Gee. II c. kinds of h_gh treason comprehended by the sta-
21 ; _nd what is enacted againstprofan_ty on the tute 25 Edw. III. c. 2 * 76, 81-84.
_ta#c, by statute 3 Jac. I. _. 21 ? 59, 60. 4. Is a ffueen regnant or a k_ng _onsort within
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_he words of the act is a king de facto and not declared to be h_gh treason by statute l _lar.
de�are; is a king de jure and not defacto ; what st. 2, c. 6 ; and what one in consequence _f the
is the true construction of the statute 11 Hen. former, with regard to _mport_ng co_n, by statute
VII. c l; and is a kmgwho has resigned his 1 &2P. andM. c. 117 89.
crown, abdicated his government, or subverted 27. Is it hzgh treason to counterfeit foreign
the con,stztution, any longer the object of treason ? money taken here by consent ? 89.
76-78. 28. What instances of falsifying the coin are

5. What is coml>aSsingor imagining the death declared to be hz#h treazo_) by statutes 5 Eha. o.
of the k_ng ; and how must this act of the mind 11, and 18 ]_liz c. 1 ? 90.

, be demonstrated before it can possibly fall under 29. What offences, as to implements of and
any judicial cognizance ? 78, 79. preparations for coinage, are declared to be h)g_

(£ What are held to be overt acts of treason in treason by statute 8 & 9 W. IIL c. 26, made per
imagining the k_ng'_ death ? 79. petual by 7 Anne, c. 25 ; and within what times

7. Are words .spoken, treazon _ 80. must all prosecutmns on this act be commence_l ?
8. Are words written, treason? 81. 90.
9. What does the phrase "the k_nq's co)n- 30. What species of comzng is made hzgh trea-

panwn" mean, to vmlate whom is declared by son by statute 15 & 16 Geo. II. c. 28; but in
the statute to be the second species of treason ; / what case shall the offender be pardoned? 91.
and when is it treason in both partzes._ 81. i S1. What offences are made h_gh trea._on with a

10. What is held as to the violation of a _ueen view to the security of the Protestant successwn,
ur pmnces_ dowager ; and why ? 81. wlth regard to the late Pretender or his sons, by

ll. What offences of taTSng up arms does the statutes 13 & 14 W. IlI. c. 8, and 17 Geo. 1I.
third species of treason include? 81, 82. c. 39, and generally by statutes 1 Anne, st. 2,

12. To what does an _nsurrectwn to pull down c. 17, and 6 Anne, c 7 ? 91, 92.
all enclosures, all brothels, and the like, amount; 32. What offences are made h_gh treaeon by the
and to what does a tumult to pull down a par- statute 83 Geo. IH. e 27, called the tra_torou_
tieular house or lay open apartzcular enclosure _ correspondence act ; and what else does the etatute
82. enact ? 92.

13. What if two subjects quarrel and levy war 33. Of what six parts does thepanishment for
against each other ? 82. h_gh treazon consist ; but what parts may be di_

14. When does a bare conspiracy to levy war charged by the k_# ? 92, 93.
amount to treason f 82. 34. How is the punzshment milder for ma/e

15. How must the fourth species of treason, offenders in case of comzn# e 93.
or that of adherence to the kzng's enemies, be 35. But is the punishment of females the same
proved ? 82. in treaeons of every kind ? 93.

16. In what light is giving assistance to foreign
pzrates or robbers treason? 83

17. Under what description is adherence or IHAP. VII.--Of Felomes injurwus to the A_g'n
aid to our own fellow-subjects in actual rebellion 2reroyatwe.
at home treason? 83.

18. What is held as to relieving a rebel fled 1. Wna_ is felony, in the general acceptatmn
out of the kingdom ; and why ? 83. of our Enghsh law ._ 94, 95.

19. In what events shall a man's joining with 2. What is the etymology of the word, accord-
either rebels or enemies, *n the kingdom, be ca- ing to Sir Henry Spelman; how is this ety-
eused? 8_. mology confirmed by the feodal writers; and

20. To what offence does the taking wax wherefore are snze_de,homw_de, petit larceny, rob-
which bears the impression of the great seal off bery, rape, and treason, felonies by the ancient
from one patent and affixing it on another law? 95-97.
amount ? 83, 84. 3. As there are felonies without cap_talpunlah-

_1. What n)oney is meant by the statute to merit, may capital punishments be infficted where
counterfeit which is the sixth species of treason _ the offence is no.felony _ 97.
84. 4. But to what usage do the interpretations

22. Which of the kzny's officers of j_s_ice are of the law now conform, and, in compliano_
within the statute which declares the "slaying therewith, in what hght does the present cent-
cf them in their places doing their offices" mentator intend to conmderfelong? 98.
treason _ 84. 5. Of what five kinds are such felonies as are

23. What does the act say as to "other like more immediately injurious to the /an#'_ pro
eases of treason" or eonstruetwe treasons ? 85. rogatwe._ 98.

25. Under what three heads are comprised the 6. Of the various offences relating to the coin,
_igh treasons created by subsequent statutes and as well m_sdemeanours as felonies, declared by a
not comprehended under the description of sta- series of statutes, wha_ are the several penaltms
lute 25 Edw. III. ? 87. for melting down sterling money, by statute 9

25. In what three cases relating to papists is Edw. III. st. 2 ; for melting down current silver
the offence of high treason declared to be corn- I money, by statute 13 & 14 Car. II. c. 31; fo_
_itted, by the statutes 5 Eliz. e. 1, 27 Eliz. c. 2, importing false _oney; for forging any foreign
and 8 Jac. I. c. 4; and what is the reason of co_n, although it be not made current here by
distinguishing these overt acts of popery from all proclamatwn ; for having to do with clippings or
o_hers which were considered in a preceding fihngn of the eo_n, for blanching copper for sale)
ohanter as ._)nmtual offences _ 87, 88. or dealing in any malleable composition resem-

26. With"r"egard to treazons relative to the co_n bhng gold, or buying, at a tess rate than it ira-

ca" other royal ¢)qnaturee, what two offences are l_orts to be of, anycounterfeit )rd_minisl_ed5mille0
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fmm_ of this kingdom, not being cut in pieces, 6. What is mispriMon of felony; and how l
(an operation which is in what ease directed, it punished by the statute Westm. 1, 3 Edw. L
and in what eases allowed and required, by cer- c. 9 ? 121.
rain statutes, to be performed;) for tendering 7. What is the punishment for m/_r/x/on cz
any counterfeit co*n, knowing it to be so; for treasure-trove? 121.
doing so, having more in custody, or repeating 8. Of what five kinds arepo_tive mi_a.fi_dogy,or
the offence within ten days after ; and for coun- i eontempts, and hzgh m_demeanours, the last fou_
terfeiting copper halfpence or farthings, or deal- consisting, in general, of such ¢ontempts of the
ing in it (not being cut in pieces or melted) at e.zecutwe mag_trate as demonstrate themselves by

less value than it imports to be of? 98-100. some arrogant and undutiful behaviour towards
7. What m enacted by statutes 3 Hen. VII. c. the king and government _ 121-124o

14, and 9 Anne, c. 16, as tofeloniss agaiust the 9. What offences are included under the rn_s
k_ng'_ coun_l_ 100, 101. pr_swn of the mal-admin_tration of such high

8. In what cases is it made felony to serve re- officers as are in public trust and employment;
reign state*, by statutes 3 Jac. I. c. 4, 9 Gee. II. and how is it usually punished ? 121, 122.
c. 30, and 29 Gee. II. c. 17 ? 101. 10. What are eontemTts against the hug's pr_

9. What is enacted by the statute 31 Eliz. c. ro#atwe? 122.
4 a_ to felony in embezzhng the ksng'8 armour 11. Whose duty is it, and when, to join the
m warlike stores : what effect upon this statute posse comitatua, or Tower of the county, according
has that of 22 Car. II. c. 5; how are other in- to the statute 2 Hen. V.e. 8? 122.
fcriorembezz!ements an4 ra_sdemeanours punished 12. How are contempts against the king's pro-
by several statutes; and what is enacted by rogatwe punished ? 122.
statute 12 Gee. III. c. 24? 101, 102. 13. What are contempts and misprisions against

10. What is enacted by statutes 18 Hen. VI. the kzng'sperson and government; and how may
e. 19, and 5 Eliz. c. 5, as to desertion from the they be punished? 123.
k/ag's arm_e_ in time of war, whether by tatld or 14. What are contemTts against the king's title
sea; what effect upon this statute has that of not amounting to treason orpr_emumre; and how
2 & 3 Edw. VI. c. 2 ; and how are other inferior are they punished ? 123.
m_*tary offences punishable by the same statutes ? 15. What offence is it, and how punishable by
102. statute 13 Eliz. c. 1, to maintain that the com-

mon laws of this realm not altered by Tarhament

CHAP. VIII.- Of Pr_mumre. ought not to direct the right of the crown of
Engtand_ 123.

1. WHY is the offence of pr_mun_re so called 16. What are the penalties inflicted by statute
and whence did it take its original ? 103. 1 Gee. L st. 2, c. 13, for refusing or neglecting

2. What does the statute ofpr_mun_re, 16 Ric to take the oaths appointed by statute for better
II. e. 5, enact ; and who are also subjected to securing the .qovernment, and yet acting or serving
the penalties of pr_numre by statute 2 Hen. IV. in a public office, place of trust, or other capa-
c 3 ? 112. ! city, for which the said oaths are required to be

3. What offenee_ are made liable to the pains taken, and what if members, on the foundatw_
of Fr_munire by the statutes of Hen. VIII. and of any college in the two umvrrs_t_es, who by
Eliz. ? 115. this statute are bound to take the oaths, do nat

4. To what penalty is the importing or selling register a eert_cate thereof in the college register
mass-book_ or otherpep_sh boo_ hable, by statute within one month after ? 123, 124.
8 Jac. I. c. 5, _ 25? 115. ] 17. What are contcmpts against the k_g'spa-

5. To what twelve other offences, some of which laces or courts of .iu_twe ; and how are they, a
bear no relation to the original offence, have the i re_cue from them, and an affray or rwt near them,
penalties of Tr_eraumre been applied by various but out of their actual view, punishable ? 124,
statutes? 116, 117. t 125.

6. How is the punishment of pr_emunire shortly 1 18. How are threatening or reproachful words
summed up by Sir Edward Coke ; except in the , to any judge sitting in the courts punishable ;
ease of transgressing what statute may the king, _and how is an affray or contemptuous behawour in
by his prerogatzve, remit the whole or any part the infer_or courts of the k_ng_ 126.
of thepun_hment; and what does the statute 5 19. How are such as are guilty of any inju-
Eliz c. 1 provide as to the consequences of an rious treatment to those who are immediately
attaint bypr_emun_re? 117, 118. under the protection of a court of_ast_ce punish-

able ? 126.
20. How are endeavours to dissuade a w_tnes_

CHAP. IX.--OfM_priswns and Contempts affect- from giving emdence, disclosures of examination
_ng the King and Government. before a prwy courted, advice to a preener to

1. WHAV are mu¥r_s_ons (mespr_s) and con- stand mute, or d_sclosures by one of the grand
tempts; and of what two sorts ? 119. jury to any person indlctedof the evidence against

2. Of what three kinds are negative mis],'udons ? him, construed and punished ? 126.
120, 121.

8. What is.m/_hvr/_/on of treason; but what eir- CHAP. X._Of Offences against _ubhc Justice.
_amstanees make this offender guilty of high
treason? 120. 1. I_TOwhat five species may those cr/mesand

4. What positive mispri_'on of treason is cre- misdemeanours that more especially affect the
at_ed by statute 13 Eliz. c. 2? 120. commonwealth be divided? 127, 128.

5. What is _he punishment for miser, q_ 2. What are the twenty-two offence_ against
_¢._cn ? "2_ publ_c.fu_¢e, beginning with those that are mo_
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penal, and descending gradually to such as are 17. What is enacted by statute 18 Ehz _. 5
of less malignity ? 128-137, t39-]41, as to compounding _nformations upon Tonal stao

3. What is enacted by statute 8 Hen. VI. c. 12 as tute._? 136.
to embezzling or vacating records, by statute 2l t8. In what two ways may conspirators to
Jac L c. 26, as to acknowledging anyproceedmgs indict an innocent man of felony be punished ?
in the cour_ in the name of another person not 136, 137.
privy to the same, and, by statute 4 W. and M. 19. How are threats of accusation in order to
c. 4, as to personating any other person as ba_l? extort money punishable by statute 30 Gee. II.
128. c. 24? 187.

4. What is enacted by statute 14 Edw. III. c. 20. How is perjury defined by Sir Edward
10 if any gaoler compel any pr_so_er to become Coke ; what is subornatwn of perjury ; how are
an apyrover or an appellor_ 128, 129 they now pumshed at common law. with an added

5. What is the offence of obstructing the exe- power in the court to inflmt what penalties, by
ensign of lawful process in criminal cases ; and statute 2 Gee II. c. 25 ; and how may they be
what is enacted by several statutes as to op- punished by statute 5 Eliz. c 9 ? 137, 188.
posing the executwn of any process in pretended 21 When is bmbery an offence against publi_
privileged places within the b_lts of mortahty 2 /u_tus ; in whom and how xs it punished; aI_d
129. what is enacted on this subject by a statute

6. Who are punishable for the escape of a 11 Hen IV.? 139, 140.
person arrested upon cmmmal_vroesss ; how, and 22. What is embracery ; and in whom and how
when ? 129, 180. is it punished ? 140.

7. How is breach ofpmson by the offender him- 28. How was the false verdwt of/urors anciently
self punished by the statute dsfrangent_bus pr_- considered, and how punished ? 140.
sonata, 1 Edw. II. ? 180, 131. 24. In what pubhe o_eers is negligence a_

8. What is rescue; how is it punishable, and offenceagainst2ubhc/ust_ce ; and howls itpunish-
when; what is enacted by statutes 11 Gee. II. able? 140.
_. 26, and 24 Gee. II. c. 40, as to rescues of any 25. How is the oppression and tyrannical par-
retailers of spirituous hquors, and by statute tiahty of magistrates prosecuted and punished ?
16 Gee. II. e. 81, as to assisting prisoners to 141.
escape; and what if any person be charged 26. When is extortion an abuse of public
with any of the q_'ence_ against the black act, 9 fustwe; and what is the punishment for it? 141
{_eo. I. c. 22, and, being required by order of

the prwy couned to surrender himself, neglect to CHAP XI.--Of Offence_ agmnst the Pubhc Peace.
do so for forty days ? 131.

9. Who are punishable for an offender's re- 1. OF what two species are offences against the
turning from transportutwn, and how ? 132. public peace ; and of what two degrees are boLh

10. What is enacted by statute 4 Gee. I. c. 11 these kinds ? 142
as to the offence of taking a reward under pro- 2. What are the thirteen kinds of _ffences
tents of helping the owner to his stolen goods ? against thepubl_cpeace_ 142-150.
132. 3. What does the statute 1 Gee. I. c. 5 enact

11. In the off,,nee of receiving stolen goods as to the riotous assembling of twelve persons
knowing them to be stolen, which makes the or more, and not dispersing upon proclamation *
offender accessory to the theft, of what other 143.
punishment has the prosecutor, by statutes 1 4. What does the statute 9 Gee. I. c. 22 enact
Anne, c. 9, and 5 Anne, c 3l. the choice before as to appearing armed, or hunting in disguise _
the thief be taken and convicted; and what is 143, 144.
enac.ted as to restorers and possessors of certain 5. What does the same statute, amended by
metals, by statute 29 Gee. II. c. 30, and as to ' statute 27 Gee. II c. 15, enact as to sending any
knowing receivers of stolen plate or jewels .temanding or threatening letter? 144.
taken by highway-robbery or burylary? 182, 183. 6. What, by several late statutes, are the pe_

12. What is theft-bets, and how is it punished; nahies for destroying or damaging any loeJv,
and what is enacted by statute 25 Gee II. c. sluwe, erflood-gate, or any turnpike-gate, or its
86 as to advertising a reward for the return of appurtenances, or for rescuing such desLroyers
things stolen with "no questions asked" ? 133, or damagers ? 144, 145.
134. 7. What are affrays (affra_er) ; wherein do they

18. What is common barretry; how is it pu- differ from assaults; by whom, and how, may
nished; _nd what is enacted by statute 12 Gee. they be suppressed; and what is their punish-
[. c. 29 in case an aZtorney shall have been con- ment? 145.
victed of this offence _ 134. 8. What is enacted by statute 5 & 6 _dw. VL

14. What is the punishment for suing in a e. 4 as to affrays in a church or churchyard? 146.
fales name in the superwr courts, and what in I 9. What. are rzots, routs, and unlawful assem-
th_ inferwr, by statute 8 Eliz. c 2 ? 134. bhes ; and of how many persons must they be

15." What is the offence of maintenance ; when constituted : how are they punished by common
is it. not an offence ; and what is the pur_shment law ; and what is enacted for their suppression
for it when it is by common law, and by statute by statute 13 Hen. IV. c. 7? 146, 147
82 Hen. VIII. c. 9? 134, 135. 10. What is tumultuous Tet_twnmq; and what

16. What is champerty (campi part_tio) ; and is enacted for its prevention by statute 13 Car.
what has the law's abhorrence of it led it to say II. st. 1, c. 5? 147, 148.
of a chose in avtwn by common law, and of a pro- 11. What is.forcible entry or detainer : and hew,
tended right or title to land, by statute .Q2Hen. by several statutes, may it be suppressed aml
viii _. 9 ? 135, 136. punished? 148, 149.
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12. What is the offenceof going unusually 18. What is enactedby severals_mntes _I
armed ; and how isitprohibitedby the statute Gee.IL and Gee.III.to preventthe seduction
sf Northampton,2 Edw. III.c 8 ? 149 of our artistsabroad,and the destructionafour
13. When istheoffenceofspreadingfalsenews home manufactures? 160.

punishable,and how ? 149.

14. How is the offence of pretended prophecy CHAP. XIII.--Of Offence8 against the Publ_
punished by statute 5 Eliz. c 15 .9 149. Health and the Publzc .Pohce or Economy.

15. In whom are challenges to fight punish-
able, and how ; and what, by statute 9 Anne, 1. WHATare the two offences against the publio
c. 14, if the challenge, or any a_sault or affray, health of the nation9 161, 162.
arise on account of any money won at gaming? 2. What is enacted by statute 1 Jac. I. c. 81
150. as to any person infected with the plague, or

16. What are libels which tend to the breach dwelling in any infected house ; and what is the
of the peace ; what is a publication of them, present law as to quarantine _ 161, 162.
in the eye of the law; what if they be true, 3. What is enacted by statutes 51 Hen. III.
and what if they be false; what is the difference st. 6 and 12 Car. II. c. 25, _ 11 to prevent the
between a hbel in a c_v_l actwn and a l_bel in a selling of unwholesome provisions and wine? 162.
c'nminal prosecutwn ; and what is the punishment 4. What is meant by the pubhc peace and tee-
of criminal l_bels f 150, 151. nomy _ 162.

17. Though it hath been long held that the 5. What are the nine offences against theTub//_
truth of a lzbel is no justifieahon in a erimznal peace and economy? 162-166, 169--171, 174.
prosecutwn, yet what general rule has the court of 6. What is enacted by the statute 26 Gee. II.
king's bench laid down as to granting an informs- c. 33 for the prevention of the offence of clan-
tion for a hbel ? 151. de_tme marmages ? 162, 168.

7. What is b_gamy, or more properlypolygamy;
CHAP. XII.--Of Offences against Public Trade. what is its effect upon the second marriage; and

how is it punished by statute 1 Jac. I. ¢. 1t,
1. OF what two degrees are offences against with an exception to what five eases ? 168, 164.

l_ubl_c/fade 2 154 ! 8. How are wandering soldu_rs and mariners, or
2. What are the thirteen kinds of these of- persons pretending so to be, punished by statues

fences? 154, 156-160. 39 Eliz. c. 177 164, 165.
3. What is owlmg ; and what are its penalties, 9. How are persons calling themselves Egyl,.

by several statutes "_ 154. t_ans, orgypezes, now punished, by statute 28 Geo
4. What is emugglzng; and how is it punished III. c. 51 ? 167.

by statute 19 Gee II. c. 34? 154, 155. 10 What are common nuizances; and of what
5. What are the several species of fraudulent seven sorts? 167, 168.

bankruptcy taken notice of by the statute law; 11. Who may be mdzcted, and what shall be
and how are they punished .9 156. equivalent to such re&cement, for annoyances in

6. What, by statute 21 Jac. I. c. 19, if the hzghways, bridges, and publw rzver_, whether by
bankrupt cannot make it appear that he is dis- positive obstructions or want of reparation ; and
abled from paying his debts by some casual loss ; what is a purprestare _ 167.
and what, by statute 32 Gee. II. c. 28, and 83 12. What if innkeepers refuse to entertain a
Gee. III c. 5, if a prisoner charged in execution traveller without a very sufficient cause ? 167.
for debt (to what amount ?) neglect or refuse on 13. How may eaves-dropwers be punished ? 168.
demand to deliver up his _ff_ects? 156. 14. How may a common scold (communz_ rixa-

7. What is the penalty for usury ; what if any trix) _ 168.
eorivener or broker take more than five shillings 15. Into what three elases are tdle persons
per cent. Trocuration-moncy, or more than twelve- divided, and how is each class punished by sta-
pence for making a bond; and wh_t is enacted tute 17 Gee. II. c. 5; and to what are porsons
on this subject by statute 17 Gee. III. c. 26 ? harbouring vagrants liable ? 169, 170.
156, 157. 16. What one sumptuary /aw against ?uamry

8. What offenc@ may be referred to the head is still unrepealed? 170.
of cheating; what is the general punishment for 17. What is enacted by statute 16 Car. II. o.
all frauds of this kind if indicted at common law ; 7 if any person by playing or betting shal 1 lose
and what frauds are punished by the statutes more than 100l. at one time; what does the sea-
83 Hen. VIII. e. 1 and 30 Gee. II. c. 24 ? 157, tute 9 Anne, c. 14 enact as to all securities given
158. for money won at play, if any person at one sit-

9. How are the three offences of forestalhng, ting lose 10l. at play, and if any person by cheat
regratzng, and engrossing described by statute ing at play win the same sum ; what does the
5 & 6 Edw VI. c. 14; and what is the general statute 13 Gee. II. c. 19 enact to prevent the
penalty for these offences by common l:.v ? 158, multiplicity of horse-races ; and what, by statute
159 18 Gee. 11. c. 24, if any person win or lose at

10. What are monopol!es; and how arc they play, or by betting, 10l. at one time, or 20L
pum_-hed _ 159. within twenty-four hours? 172, 173.

II. How are combinations among victuallers 18. Who are guilty of the offence of destroy-
oi artificers to raise the prices of commodities ing the game upon the old principles of the forest-
punished by statute 2 & 3 Edw VI. e. 15.9 159, low, and who by the game-lows : and what are
160. the four quabficatwns for kilhng game, as they

12. How is the offence of exercising a trade are usually called, or, more properly, the ex
without having served an apprenticeship pu- eruptions Irom the penalties inflicte| by tits
nished by statute 5 Ehz. c. 4 ? 160. statute law _ 174. 175.
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19. What arc the punishments for unqualified 21. What is .falchions homicide, tzd of whm
persons transgressing the game-laws in what ways ; two kinds ? 188.
and how may those punishments be inflicted ? 22. What is self-murder, crfelo de se ; does it
175. admit of a,'¢eesor:e,_; when, and in whom, may

20. What is enacted for the preservation of it happen, end when in a real lunatic ? 189, 190,
ge, ne by statute 28 G_o. IL c. 12 ? 175. 23 How is se_-mu,'der punished ? 190.

24. What If a husband and w_fe be possessed
CHAP. XIV.--Of Homicide. jointly of a term of years in land, and the hus-

band drown himself; and why* 190.
1. OF what three principal kinds are those 25. How do the two degrees of guilt in k///ing

c*_mes and run,demeanours which in a more pecu- another divide the offence; and what is the dif.
t _r manner affect and injure individuals or ference between either division of it? 190.
f rwa_e subjects? 177. 26. How is ma_dauqhter therefore defined;

2. Of crimes injurious to thepersons of fimoate and of what two branches is it ? 191.
subjects, whatisthemostprincipalandimportant? 27. When is it voluntary/ manslaughter; and
177. what circumstance makes it amount to murder ?

3. Of what three kinds, and of what three de- 191
grees of gmlt, is homw_de? 177, 178. 28. In what, therefore, does voluntary man-

4. In what three cases is homicide ]ustPfiable _ slaughter differ from excusable homw_de, sc defen-
178, 179 dendo ? 192

5. What offence is it wantonly to kill the great- 29. In what does involuntary ma,_la,ughter
est of mateIactors? 178. differ from ho_nw_de excusable by m:sadventurc$

{i. What II /udgment of death be given by a 192.
iud_/s not authorized by lawful comimsslon, and 30. But what circumstances will make involun-
executwn be done accordingly ? 178. tary manslaughter amount to murder? 192, 193.

7. What if even the 2udge _xecute his own 31. What is the punishment of rear, laughter ?
/ud#mel_t ; and what if an oJficerbehead one who 193.
is adjudged to be hanged, or wee versh ? 179. 82. But is there not one species of maaslaugh-

8. Of what six kinds are 2ast_fiuble bomw_des, ter which is pumshed as murder by statute 1 Jae.
committed tor the advancement of Tublzcjustwe ? I. c. 8 ; and how is this statute construed ? 193,
179, 180. 194.

9 But, in all these first five cases, what appa- 33. How is murder defined, or rather described.
rent necessity must there be on the o_cer'_ side ? by Sir Edward Coke ? 195.
180. 34. What if a person be indicted for one spe-

10. V/hen is it lawful to kill any person who eies of killing, or for killing with one weapon,
attemp|s a burglary; and what is the uniform and it proves to have been another? 196.
pcl,.__ple that runs through all laws as to repel- 85. May u man be guilty of murder although
lJn_, c_es by homwzde? 180, 181. no stroke be struck by himself, or no killing

11. What is Mr. Locke's doctrine on this sub- primarily intended ? 196.
ject, and how is it received by the commentator ? 86. Within what time after the streke received
181, 182. must the party die in order to mak_ _he killing

12. Wherein does excusable differ from ]us-murder? 197.
tifiable homwide; and of what two sorts is the 37. When is it murder to kill a chdd in its
tbrmer ? 182. mother's womb ; and what is enacted by the sta-

13. In what cases does homicide per infortu- tute 21 Jac. I. o. 27 as to a motheFs concealing
nium, or m_advenlure, happen ? 182. the death of her bastard child ; bat what is now

14. In what cases, however, is the slayer required upon trials for this effaces? 198.
guilty o_ man.slaughter and not misadventure only ; 88. What constitutes malwe trrepense, mahtm
but when are deaths in t*lts or tournaments, box- Trsecoq*tata; and when is r,u,hce rzFress , and
ing, or sword-playing only m_,adven_u_e? 183. when _mphed, in law? 198-201.

15. What is homwzde in self-defence, or se de- 39. Who are guilty of murder in deliberats
fendendo ; what is chance-medley, or c _aud-medley ; duelhng _ 199.
and what must appear to excuse ho;nw_de by the 40. If two or more come together to do an
plea of sel.f-dGreace? 183, 184. unlawful act against the k_ng'speace, and one of

16. Wl_at seems to be the true criterion to dis- them kill a man, in whom is it murder? 200.
tinguish homw_de upon cbance-n_edley, in self-de- 41 What if one intend to do another felony,
fence, from manslaughter in the legal sense of the and undcsignedly kiil a third man ? 201.
word? 184, 185. 42. Unless in what eases may it be taken for

17. Wh,_t c_wl and natural relatwns are corn- a general rule that all homw_de is mahciou_ ?
prehended under the excuse of se defendendo, 201.
and why ? 186. 43. What is the punishment of murder; and

18. ls there not one species of homw_de se what is enacted on that subject by statu_e 25
defendendo where the party slain is equally in- Gee. II. e. 37 ? 201, 202.
nocent with him who ecoasions h_s death ; and 44. What ispetzt treason (parvaprod_t_o), and
upon what principle is this homier,de excusable ? by what three ways may it happen, according t_
186. statute 25 Edw. IlL c. 2? 203.

19. In what circumstances do the two species 45. Of what crime is a servant guilty who kill_
of homwide by m_sadventure and self-defence agree ; his master whom he h_s left upon a grudge con-
and what does the law's h_gh value for the life ceived against him during serwce ; and whom
tf a man always intend? 186, 187. is itpetit treason in a clergyra_n to kill ? 203.

20. What _ the penalty fo_ homicide? 188. 46. May a person indicted ofTctzt treazon i_
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found guilty of manslauyhter or mu-der; and I 17. What is _dnapplng ; how is it punished at
how many witnesses axe necessary in vase of [ common law ; and what does a clause of the sta-
petu trcazon_ 204. [ tute 11 & 12 W. III. c. 7 enact to prevent the

47. What is the punishment for petit treason, leaving of kidnapped persons abroad ? 2]9.
and what in a woman, by statute 80 Gee. III.

c. 48 ? 204. CHAP. XVI.--Qf Offences agaznst ta_ Habztations
48. What is the punishment for the aiders, of Indwiduals.

abettors, and counsellors of petzt treason ? 204.
1. W_AT arc the only two offences that mor

immediately affect the habitations of individuals
CHAP. XV.---Of Offences against the Persons of or pr_vate subjects? 220.Indw*dual_.

2. What is arson (ab ardendo) ? 220.
1. OF _hat two degrees of guilt are _ther 3. What is such a house as may be the subject

offences against the persons of individuals _ 205. of arson ? 221.
2. What are the four?cleans? 205, 208 210, 4. When is wilfully setting fire to one's own

215. house arson ; and when a high misdemeanour _ 221.
3. What amounts to mayhem, mayTrem_um; and 5. What if a landlord or re,ers_oner set fire to

how is it punished by statutes 5 Hen. IV. e. 5, his own house of which a_aother is in possession
87 Hen. VIII. e. 6, and 22 & 28 Car. II. e. 1, cMled under lease ? 221.
the CoT,entry act 9 205-207. 6. What amounts to the burning which con-

4. What is enacted by statute 9 Gee. I. c. 22 sti_utes arson; and what is enacted by the stu-
ns to the offence of maliciously shooting at any tute 6 Anne, e. 31 if any servant negligently set
peison ? 207, 208 fire to a house or outhouses._ 222.

5. What is enacted by statutes 8 Hen VII. 7. Howls arson punished in whom? 222, 223.
e. 2 and 30 Ehz. e. 9 as to the qI%nce of forcible 8. What is burglary, buryi latroeinzum ; what
abduction and marrzage of a female, or, as it is may a man do to protect his house which he is
vulgarly called, steahng an hezress ? 208. not permitted to do in any other case ; and how

6. What four things have been determined in is a burglar defined by Sir Edward Coke? 223,
the construction of the first of these statutes; 224.
what has been determined as to the wall of the 9. At what time must the burglary be corn-

woman ; and what general rule of law may be mitted; and what is held as to the lzght by which
violated in punishing this offence_ 208, 209. it is committed ? 224.

7. What is enacted by the statutes 4 & 5 Ph 10. What is Sir Edward Coke's definition of
and M. c. 8 and 26 Gee. II. c. 83 as to an in- the place in which a burglary must be come
?crier degree of the same kin t uf offence? 209, rotted; and why does it not seem extensive
210. enough; and when may a burglary be committed

8. What is the crime of rape ; and what is in a barn, stable, or warehouse ? 224, 225.
enacted as to its punishment by statute 18 Eliz. l 1. When is a lodging the manswn-house of the
c. 7? 210, 212. led ace; and can burglary be committed in the

9. Who is presumed by the law incapable to shop, parcel of another man's house, which I hire
commit a rape? 212. to work or trade but not to lie in, or in a tent or

10. Can a rote be committed upon a concubine booth erected in a market or fair, in which I do
or harlot? 212, 213. lodge ? 225, 226.

11. What has been determined as to the tom- 12. As to the manner of committing burglary,
potency and credibility of w_tnes*es upon an m- what must there be to complete the offence; and
&etment of rape ; and what has been now settled what if a hole be broken one night, and the
as to hearsay evidence of the declarations of a same breakers enter the next night through the
child who hath not capacity to be sworn ? 213, same ? 226.
214. 13. In what cases may burglary be committed

12. What is the punishment for the crime without breaking, or loosing of J'astenings? 226,
agatn_t,zature? 215, 216. 227.

13. What are the five inferior offences or m_sdc- 14. What is sufficient to constitute the e_try
meanoura against the pex6onag $ecumty of the sub- whlch is burgtarwus ; and what is declared as to
feet? 216. the precedence of the entry and the burglary by

14. What are the public penalties for assault, statute 12 Anne, e. 7? 227.
battery, and woun&ng; what other ignominious 15 What is the law as to the intent of bur-
corporal penalties are inflicted in the case of a_- 7lary? 227, 228.
eaults with intent to murder, or to commit either 16. How is burglary punished in whom ? 228.
of the er,mes last spoken of; and, when both

parties are consenting to the last cr,me, what is CHAP. X¥II.--Of Offences against Private .Pro-
it usual to charge ? 216, 217. perry.

15. What is enacted by the statute called at-
twuh eleri, 9 Edw. II. o. 8, as to the offence of 1. WHATare the three offences against prlvat6
beating a clerk in ordcr_ ? 2t7, 2l 8. _ubiec_ which more immediately affect their pro-

16. As to the pubhc offence of false _mprison- perry, two of which are attended with a breach
meat, how is the sending of any _ub]cct of this of thepeaceV 229.
realm a preener beyond the seas punished; 2. Into what two sorts is larceny, by con°
what does the statute 43 Eliz. c. 18 declare as traction for latrociny, latrocinium, distinguished
_o this kind of offence in the four northern by the law? 229.
munties ; and how are inferior degrees of false 8. When is s_mple larceny called grand, and
,mTr_sonment pmdshable by indictment? 218, when petit, larceny? 229
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4. What is 8i,nple larceny _ 229 27. What is the maltciou_ rai_eh_ef which the
5 In what cases may a carrie_ of goods corn- law considers as a pubhc crime? 243, 244.

mit the offence of larceny upon those goods? 28. What is enacted by statute 22 Hen. VIII.
230 c. 11 as to destroying the powdike in the fens

6. What is enacted by statutes 33 Hen. VL c. of Norfolk and Ely ; what offence is it to destroy
1 an i 21 Hen. VIII. c. 7 in cases of servanls era. file sea-hanks, river-banks, public navigations,
bezzling their master's goocla? 230, 231. and bridges erected by virtue of many ae_ of

7. What is the offence of embezzling goods of parliament ; what does the statute 43 Eliz. c. 13
which the offender had not the possession, but enact for preventing rapine on the northern
only the care or use ? 231. borders, and what is blackmail; wl_at is enacted

8. Under what circumstances may a man be by the statutes 22 & 23 Car. II. c. 7 as to burn-
guilty of fclo_ty m taking his own good_ 2 231. ing or destroying corn, hay, &c., or hllmg cat-

9. What is a sufficient asportation of goods to tle ; 4 & 5 W. and M c. 23 as to burning on any
constitute a larceT,y] 231. waste between Candlemas and midsummer; 1

10. Who are indemnified by the requisite to a Anne, st. 2, c. 9 and 4 Gee. L c. 12 as to de-
larceny that ]t must be/elonwus, that is, done stroymg ships to the prejudice of the owners
an_mo Jurandl ? 232. and insurers ; 12 Anne, st 2, e. 18 as to damaging

11. Why can no larceny be committed, by the ships in distress ; 1 Gee. I. c. 48 as to setting on
rules of common law, of things that adhere to the fire underwood; 6 Gee. I. c. 23 as to defacing
.freehold; and why is tim severance oi them the garments of persons passing in the streets;
merely treq_ass by common law; but in what by the Waltham blaJc-¢ct, extended to what by
cases may the taking them away amount to Gee. III. c. 29; by 6 Gee II. c. _7 and 10
larceny? 232, 233. Gee. IL e. 82 as to the cutting down banks,

12. And now, by statute 4 Gee, IL c. 42, how cutting hop-binds, or firing coal-mines ; 11 Gee.
are what offences oi this nature punished ; and II. c. 22 as to deterring buyers of corn, seizing
what is enacted by three statutes el Gee. III. as corn-e_rriages or horses, or spelling corn ; 28
to the offence of stealing any trees, roots, shrubs, Gee. II. c. 19 as to firing furze in any forest or
or plants? 233, 234. chase; 6 Gee. III. o. 86 & 48 and 13 Gee. IiI.

13. What instance of stealing out of mines is c. 33 as to destroying trees or plants; 9 Gee.
punished by statute 25 Gee. IL c. 10 ; and how ? IlL c 29 as to the destroying mine-engines or
234. enclosure-fences; and 18 Gee. III. c. 38 as to

14. Why is it no felony to steal writings re- destroying the Plate-Glass Company's property T
lating to a real estate ? 234. 243-246.

15. Upon what iboting are bonds, bdla, and 29. What is forgery, or the or/men falst ? 247.
riches put by the statute 2 Gee. II. e. 25 ; and 30. What foryer_e8 have been capitally pu-
what is enacted as to embezzlements at the Bank nished by a multitude of statutes mnce the
of England, South Sea Company, and post-office, Revolutwn, when paper cre,lit was first esta-
by statutes 15 Gee. II. c. 13, 24 Gee. II. e. 11, blished? 248, 249.
and 7 Gee III. c. 50._ 234, 235. 31. What do several statutes of Gee. III.

16. When may larceny be committed of anpmals enact as to foryemes of standard plate-marks,
fer_ nature; and what is enacted on this sub- frauds on the stamp-duties, countm-feiting the
jeer by statutes 9 Gee. I. c. 22, 16 Gee. III c. Plate-Glass Company's seal, and forging the
30, and 5 Gee. IIl. c. 14 ? 235, 236 superseriptmn of a letter in order to avoid the

17. Of what animals dom_t_.enatur_ can larceny payment of the postage ? 248, 249.
be committed; and what is enacted by statute 32. What is enacted by statute 2 Gee. IL c.
10 Gee. IILc. 18 as to doy-_teal_ny._ 236, *235. 25 as to the forgery of deeds, wills, notes, &e. ;

18. Can larceny be committed li the owner be and by statutes 7 Gee. II. c. 22 and 18 Gee. IIL
unknown? _235. e. 18 as to acceptances of bills of exchange, or

19. When only is stealing a corpse felony _ !the number or principal sum of any accountable
_235. receipt for any security for money, or any order

20. How is 82mple larceny, whether grand or for the payment of money for the delivery of
peht, punished; and how is the punishment for goods? 249, 250.
the latter offence mitigated ? 238, 239.

21. But in what cases of _mpte larceny is the CHAP. XVIIL--Of the Mear*_ofpreventin# Of.
benefit o/clergy taken away by statute ; and why ? fences.
235, 239.

22. What is mixed, or compound, larceny ? 239. 1. How may crime_ and misdemeanours be pro*
23. What is larceny from the house; m what vented? 251.

four domestic aggravations of larceny above the 2. In what does this security consist ? 252,
value of twelvepcnce Js the benefit of clergy 253.
denied, and to whom ; in what two larcenies to the 3. Who may demand it ; to whom may it be
value of five shillings, and in what one to the granted; what is a writ called a _ruTplwav_t; and
value of forty shillings ? 239, 240. how ought .feme-covert_ and _nfant_ to find so-

24. Of what two sorts is larceny from the eurity? 253, 254.
per_od? 241. 4. In what four ways may a recognizance be

25. How is the offence of privately stealing discharged? 254.
from a man'sjoerson punished? 241. 5. For what causes is a recognizance for the

26. What three reqmsites are there to the peace grantable; what is called $wearmg th_
offence of open and violeut larceny from the peace against another; and what if the par U
_er,on, or robbery; and how. and in whom, is it do not find such suretle$ as the justice sha_] r,.
• Ow in all cases pum_hed ? 241-243. quire ? 254, 255.
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6. How may sucl_recognizancebe forfeited;missionsof oyerand termincr,and general#,a_-
when doesa trespassupon the lands or goods delivery,directed; who areof the quorum,and
of another,and when do mere reproachfulwhat are theyempowered todo? 270.
words,forfeitsuchrecogmzance? 255,256. 16. When arespecialcommissionsofoyerand
7. Whom are thejusticesempowered by the termmerand gaol-delzvrryissued?271.

statute34 Edw. III.c. 1 to brad over to their 17.Can a man actas.fudge,orotherlawyer,in
_ood abeara_ec, or bcha,nour, towards the king and these commissions, within his own county, whexe
hispeople; who are holden to be comprised under he was born or has inhabited? 271.
the general words el this expression ; and what 18. When, and before whom, must the tour,
if the.i_st_ce commit a man tor want of suret_ f of general quo_ ter sesswns of the peace be held ;
256. and what is its jurisdiction and mode of pro-

8 Ilow may such recognizances be forfeited ? ceeding; is there any appeal from its ordeva
257. upon motion; and who has the custody of its

records or rolls_ 271,272.

tA_AP. XIX. --Of Courts of a Criminal ,Tur_s- 19. What other quarter sessions arc kept in
d_ction, most co_poratwn towns; and in what one instance

only have they, by statute 8 & 9 W. III. c. 80,
1. Is discussing the method of inflicting pu- the same authority as the general quarter ses-

nishments, what two things are to be considered? swns of the county ; and for what purposes, in
258. both corporation toums and countzes, is a special or

2. Of what two natures are the several courts petty session held, by whom ? 272, 273.
o_ cmmznal ]ur_dzctwn f 258. 20. What is the sher_" s tourn, or rotatum ; and

3. In what degree are these cmmmal c,_urts in- when is it held ? 273.
dependent of each other ; and why are they so ; 21. What is the court-lect, or mew of frank-
and which are the twelve public ones, ranking ]pledge; when, and before whom, is it held;
them for this reason according to their dignity _. whence is its origin ; what is the jurisdiction of
258, 259, 261, 265, 268, 269, 271, 273-275. I both the sheriff's tourn and this court; who are

4. Who are triedby the h_gh court ofparlzament, ] obliged to attend them ; what has occasioned
how, and for what offences; and what is enacted { them to grow into disrepute ; and where hath
by statute 12 & 13 W. III. e. 2 as to anyTlea of their business greatly devolved? 273, 274.

pardon under the great seal_ 259-261. ] 22. What is the obje_tof the jurisdiction of
5. For what is the court of the lord hzgh stew- the court of the coroners..74.

ard of Grpat l_ritam instituted ; how, and to 23. To what is the court of the clerk of ths
whom, is the office now granted ; what is the ] nzarket incident ; what is the object of its juris-
onlyp/ea apeer mayplead in the court of k_ng's I diction; whence is the officer called the clerk;
bench; what is the form of proceeding in ease I and what punishments has he authority to in-
of a trial in the court of the lord hzgh steward; ] filet ? 275.
and what does the statute 7 W. III. e. 3 enact 24. What are the three prwate or specia_ court#
•s to the number of _veers who shall vote on the of criminal jurisdiction ? 276, 277.
trial? 261-263. I 25. For what purpose was the court of the

6. Where is the trial of an indicted peer pro- f lord steward, treasurer, or comptroller of the king's
perly during the 8es_on of Tarhament ; and what household instituted by statute 8 Hen. VII. c. 14 ;
different s,uthoraty has the lord h_gh steward when and what is the course of its proceedings ? 276.
he sits in the _._ghcourts ofparlzament, and when 26. For what purpose was the court of the
he sits in his own court2 263. lord steward of the king's household, or. in his

7. Have b_shops a right to sit in the court of absence, of the treazurer, comptroller, and steward
the lord h_[/hsteward; and what do they, in point of the marshalsea, erected by statute 33 Hen.
of fact ? 264, 265. VIII. e. 12 ; and what is the course of its pro_

8. What is the cognizance of the crown side ceed_ngs? 276.
of the court of kzng's bench: and what is the 27. What is the jurisdiction of the cr_mined
effect of the coming of this court into any county ? courts of the two umversitzes, or their chancellors'
265. courts ; what is the jurisdiction of the court of

9. What was the court of starchamber ; and the lord high steward of the unzverszty (of Ox-
whither hath reverted all that was good and ford, by charter of 7 June, 2 Hen IV., con-
salutary of its jurisdiction ? 2_;6, 267. ! firmed by statute 13 Ehz. c. 29) ; by whom must

10. When was the court of et*walry a criminal he be nominated and approved; ann what is the
court ; andwhat used to be its jurisdiction then ? course of proceeding when any indwtmen_ is
268. found against any person privileged by the _

11. What criminal cognizance has the court of vcrs,ty ? 277, 278.
admzralty ; and what is the method of its trials
by statute 28 Hen VIII. c. 15 ? 268, 269. CHAP. XX.--Of Summary _onvwtiom_.

]2. Before whom, and when, are the courts of
syer and tcrm_ner, and general gaol-dchvery, held ? 1. I_TO what two kinds are the proceedings in
269. the courts of criminal jurisdiction divisible ? 280.

18. By virtue of what five several authorities 2. What is meant by a su_n_ary jaroceadzng;
lo the judges sit at what is usually called the and what are the three branches of summary
_r/zes, two of which are of a av_l nature and proeee&ngs ? 280-283.
bare been before explained ? 269. 3. By whom are all trial_ of o_ence_ andfraud_

14. Who are bound to attend the third, _hich contrary to the laws of excise and other branches
the comm_sswn of the Teace._ 270. of the revenue determined ? 281.
15. To whom are the fourth and fifth c _ m_- 4. What offenee_ are punished in a _mraae_
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way by justices of the peae_ ;°and to what three prosecution; and what if it be wantonly an_i
mischievous effects does the system give rise? mahelously raised without cause? 293, 294.
281, 282. 9. What rewards and immunities are bestowed

5. What is the process of these summary con- on such as apprehend felons, by statutes 4 & 5
viv_ior_; but what check has the common law W. and M. c 8 and 8 Gee. II. c. lt_, as to highway.
thrown upon them which is now held to be an men; by statutes 6 & 7 W. IILc. 17 and 15 Gee.
absolute requisite to them ? 282, 283. II c. 28 as to offenders against the co_nage, _'3

6. Of what two sorts are the contempts which statutes 10 & 11 W. IIL c 28 and 5 Anne, c. ,_,
are immemorially punished in the summary way as to burglars; by statute 6 Gee. i. c. 23 as to
of attachment by the Vuloemorcourts of2ustwe ? 283 helpers of others to their stolen goods, for re-

7. Of what seven kinds are the principal in- ward; by statutes 14 Gee II. c. 6 and 15 Gee.
stances of either sort ? 284, 285. II. c. 34 as to sheep-stealers ; and by statuteB

8 Why is the attachment for the species of 16 Gee. IL c. 15 and 8 Gee. III. c. 15 as to pre-
contempt arising from the disobedience to any mature returners irom transportation? 295.
rule or order of court by partzes to any ioroceedmg

not affected by a general act of pardon ; and CHAP. XXII.--Of Commitment and Bail.
how may obedience, by statute 10 Gee. III. c.
50, be enforced against any person having pri- ' 1. WHAT is the justice before whom a prisoner
wlege of parhament ? 285. is brought bound to do by statute 2 &3 Ph. and M.

9 What does the statute of Westminster 2. c. 10; and in what eases only is it lawful totally
13 Edw. I. c. 39, ordain as to resistance of the to discharge him ? 296.
process of the king'6 courts ? 286. 2. When must he be committed to prison ; and

10. What if the contem2t be committed in the when ought bad to be taken? 296, 297.
face of the court; and what is the course of 3. What offence is it by the common law, aswell
proceeding in matters that arise at a distance ? as by the statute Westminster 1 and the habeas
286, 287. corpus act, to refuse or delay to bad any person

11. What if the party refuse to answer the badable; and what is expressly declared as to
interrogatomes utaon oath of the court _ 287. exees_ve bazl by statute 1 W. and M. st. 2, c. 1 ?

12. What if theparty can clear himself upon 297.
oalh; but what if heperjure himself? 287. 4. On the other hand, what if the magistrate

take insufficient bad? 297.

CHAP. XXI._Of ArresU. 5 Upon what ten accusations are persons
clearly not admissible to ba_l by the justwes

1. UNI)ERwhat twelve general heads, following 298, 299.
each other progressively, may the regular and 6. Upon what three accusations do persons
ordinaryproeeedmgs in the cvurts of cJ_m_nal juo seem to be in the discretiou of the justwes whe-
risdiction be distributed ? 289. ther bailable or not ? 299.

2. What is arrest ; who are liable to it in 7. Upon what three accusations must persons
cri_ranal eases; what charges will justify it; and be baded upon offering sufficient sccurity_
in what four ways may it be made ? 289. 299.

3. By whom may a warrant be granted, and in 8. But who may bail for any crime whatsoever,
what cases ordinarily; upon what only should except only persons committed by whom? 299.
it be granted; what is requisite to its legality; 300.
what is a special, and what a general, warrant ; 9. This imprisonment being only for safe cus
and when, by statute 2_ Gee II. c. 44, is the tody, what is the gaoler not justified in doing
oflgcer who executes a warrant indemnified ? 290, 300.
291.

4. Whither does a warrant from a]ustice of the CHAP. XXIII.--Of the sevelal Modes of Prose
zourt of k_ng's bench extend; and where is it cution.
tests'd, or dated? 291.

5. But what must take place before the war- 1. IN what two ways are offenders trrosecuted,
rant of ajustwe ot thepeace in one county can be or formally accused? 301.
executed in another; and what as enacted on 2. By one of what two toroceedings is the for_le_
this subject by statute 13 Gee. III c. 31 ? 291, way of proseeutwn? 301.
292. 3. What is a presentment, properly speaking

6. By what five o_cers may arrests be exe- 801.
cured withou, warrant ? 292. 4. What is an mqu_sitwn of o.rice; and of wha|

7. When xs any prwale person bound to make two kinds ? 301,302.
un arrest, _n what pain ; and what is he justified 5. What is an _udwtment ? S02.
in doing in order to suet1 arrest; but what if 6. Of whom are the grand jury composed; b$
th_ avres_ be only upon suspicion ? 293. whom are they instructed, or cha_yed; and what

8 What is arrest by hue (from huer, to shout) ewdence only are they to hear ? 302, 303.
and cry (hutes_um et clamor) ; what does the sta- 7. In what case only can the grand jury in-
tute of Winchester, 13 Edw. I. c. 1 & 4, direct quire of a fact done out of that county for which
_'elative to this matter ; what is the foundation they are sworn ; and what is el)acted by the sta-
of an actwn against the handred in case of any tute 2 & 3 Edw. VI. c. 24 when a man is wounded
loss by robbery; what does the statute 27 Eliz. in one county and dins in another; bystatute 2
c, 13 enact as to the sufficiency of hue and cry; Gee. II. _. 21 if the stroke or poisomng be in
and what that of 8 Gee. II. c. 16 ifano_cer re- England and the death out of it, or woe ver*_,
fuse or neglect to make it ; by whom may it be by several statutes of Hen. VIII. and Edw. VI
raised" what powers has the co,_able in its _]_ere treason is committed out of the realm; by
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tWOstatutes of I]en. YIII. as to offences against 24. What are the only two appeals llow Ila
the coenage committed in Wales; by statute 33 force _ 314.
Hen. VIII. c. 23 as to trtals for murder by the 25. For what c_imes against the part_ee them-
kzng's _pee_al comm_sswn ; by statute 10 & tl W. selves may appeals be instituted; what is the
III. c. 25 as to capital emme_ committed in 2¢'ew- only cr_me against one's relatwn for _hioh an
foueldla,nd; bystatute9Geo. I. c. 22 as to offences appeal can be brought; and by what relataons
agains_ the black-act ; by statutes 8 Gee. IL c 20 only can this be brought ? 814.
and 18 Gee IlLc. 84 as to felomes m destroying 26. What if the w_fe marry again, before
turn I_t]cesor rover-works; by statute 26 Gee. lI. c. pending, or a_ter]udgment of her appeal; when
19 as to stealing item wssels wrecked or _n d_stress ; shall the/_e_r, and when shall the w_e, not have
by statute 12 Gee. III. c. 24 as to destroying the the appeal ; what if there be no w_e, and the
k_ng's sh_vs out of this realm; and by statute 18 hezr be accused of the murder; and within what
Gee. III. c. 63 as to ,_'.sdemeanours committed in time, by the statute of Gloucester, must all aT-
India? 303, 305. peals ot death be sued? 314, 815.

8. In what cases is the offence to complete in 27. If the appellee be acquitted, can he be
two cou_zt_es or parts of the kingdom, that the afterwards mdwgedfor the same oj]enee; and ira
offender may be v_&cted in either ? 305. man be acquitted on an u_&ctment of murder, or

9. What do _he grand jarff if, hawng heard ./oundtju_lty, and pardoned by the k_ng, what, in
the ewdenee, they think the accusation ground- strictness, ought to happen, by wrtue of the sta-
less ; may a tYesh bell be preferred; and what tute 3 ties. VII. c. 1 ; but what if he have been
do they if they be satasfied of the truth of the found guilty of manslaughter on an mdwtment,
accusatmn ? 305. and have had the benefit of clergy and suffered

10. But what number of the grandjury must the judgment of the law? 315.
agree m order to find a b_ll._ 806. 28. What shall the appellor suffer, by virtue

11. What three things must be precisely and of the statute of Westminster 2, if the aTTelie_
sufficiently ascertained in an endwtment 2 306. be acquitted ? 316.

12. What as enacted by statute 1 Hen. V. c. 5 2_. If the appellee he found guelty, what judg.
as to the identification of the person ; in what meat shall he suffer, with what remarkable dff-
ca_e as a mistake in the t_me and place not held terence from the consequences of a conmctwn by
to be material; but when is it very material that indictment 2 316.
the _n&ctment should name the tzme ? 306.

13. In what cr_mes must particular words of CHAP. XXIV.--Of _Vroces$ upon an Indictment
art be used which are so approprmted by law to
express the precise ideas whmh it entertains of 1. IF the offender have fled, or secrete himself,
the offence that no other words, however syno- in capital eases, or have not, in smaller m_sde-
nymous they may seem, are capable of doing meanours, been bound over to appear at the as-
it ? 307. s_ses or _esswns, may an en&ctment be preferred

14. In what cases, in _ndictraents for murder, against him an his absence; can he be tried
need not the length and depth of the wound be although he do not personally appear ; and whal
expressed ; and when is it necessary that the is _he express provasion of statute 28 Edw. III.
thing which is the subject or instrument of the c. 8 ? 318.
offence should be expressed ? 307. 2. What is the proper process to bring in an

15. By one of what two proceedings is the offender, or an *n&etment for anyTetty m_sdemea-
method of prosecutwn without any previous find- sour or on apenal _ttatute? 318.
ins by ajury? 308, 812. 3. What if, by the return to such process, it

16. What was theprocee&ng when a thzef was appear that theparty hath lands in the county,
taken with the mamour ; and when does a saint- and what if the sheriff return that he hath none
lar process remain to this day ? 307, 808. in his ba_l_u_ck2 818, 819.

17. Of what two sorts are _nformatwns ; and 4. But what happens on _nd_ctments for treaso_
what are the limitations of proseeutwns upon or felony; and wbat is now the usual practice ia
p_al statutes, by statute 81 Ehz. c. 5 ? 808. the ease of m_sdemeanours? 819.

18. Of what two kinds are the enformatwns 5. When shall the offe_nder be put in exigent,
which are exhibited in the name of the k_ng in order to his outlawry ; and what is the form
alone; by whom are they respectively filed; and consequence of thisproceed_ngf 819.
what are their respective objects ; and by whom 6 What is the punishment fez outlau_r_esupor,
must they be treed, and by whom punished ? 308, _ndwtments for m_sde_neanours ; but to what does
809. an outlawry in treason or felony amount ? 819.

19. But to what are these inforrnatwns con- 7. Who may arrest an outlaw, on a criminal
fined .9 810. 3orosecutwn; and when is the whole outlawry il-

20. _Paat is enacted by statute 4 & 5 W. and legal and may be reversed? 820.
M. e. 18 as to enformatwns exhibited by the 8. When may a wretofcertwrarifacmsbehad;
¢naster of the crown-o.fflee; but what as to _nforma- what is its effect ; and for what four purposes is
twns at the king's own suat, filed by the attorney- this frequently done .9 820, 821.
general2 811, 312. 9. At whose instance may a csrtiorare be

21. Is there not still another species of in- granted;and when is it generally refused? 821.
formatwn ? 812. 10. When, and how, must indictments found by

22. What is the method oferiminalprosecuaon the grand jar?./ against steer, or in places of ex-
which is merely at the suet of the subject by aT- elusive jurisdietmn, be dehvered into the ¢ottrt
¥_a/; and why has it fallen into disuse .9312, 813. of parharaent, or into that of the lord high stt_-

23. What is the origin of an appeal ; and what ard, or to the courts of such exclusive juxitui_.
was a wereg_ld._ 818, 814. tion? 821.
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CHAt. XXV.--Of Arraignment and its Ind- 4. What is a plea to the jur_atction ; and when
dents, may it be made ? _33.

5. When is a demurrer to the i_dwtment in-

1. WIIAT is arraignment (ad rationem posers; cident to cmr_nal eases; what if the point of
ia French, ad rosen, or, abbreviated, _ reene} ? law be adjudged against the preener ; and why
822. are demurrers to zndwtment8 seldom used? 333,

2. Why is the prisoner called upon to hold up 334.

his hand ; and what if he refuse to do so ? 6. For what principally is aT/ca in abatement;
828. but why, m the end, does little advantage accrue

3. In what cases, by statute 1 Anne, e. 9, to thepr_oner by means of these dilatory pleas
may the ascesaory be proceeded against as if the 334, 335.
prm_al .felon had been attamted; and why ? 7. What are special pleas in bar; of what fou_
824. kmds as applicable to both appeals and zn&et-

4. One of what two circumstances is inczdent meats _ 335.
to every arraignment _ 324. 8. Upon what universal maxim of the common

5. In what three cases is a prisoner said to law is the plea of autrefo,ts aeqmt grounded; is
stand mute _ 324. an acquittal on an appeal agc od bar to an _ndict-

6. What ought the court to do if the prisoner sent on the same offence, an.1 race versa, taking
say nothing ; and what if he appear to be dumb into conslderatmn what was enacted by the sta-
ex visitatwne Dei, in which ease, can judgment of tute 3 Hen. VII. c. 1 to prevent the practice of
death be given against him ? 324, 325. not trying any person on an mdictment of homz-

7. But what hath long been clearly settled if czde till after the year and day within which
he be found to be obst_natelymute, in high treason, appeals may be brought were past, by which
pcttt larceny, and all mudemeanours ; and what, time it often happened that the w_tnesses died or
by the ancient law, in appeals or mdwtments for the whole was forgotten ? 335, 336.
otherfelon_ or pet*t treason _ 325. 9. When, and of what, is the plea of autrefo*ts

8. What was tmna admonitw ; was the benefit convict a good plea in bar _ 336.
of clergy allowed to an obstmate mute ; and what 10. Of what is the plea of autrefoits attaint a
was the sentence of Tome @r_sone) forte et dare? good plea m bar; and wherefore does it differ
825, 827. from the former two pleas ? 836.

9. Was the trial by rack ever attempted to be t 1. But what four exceptions are there to this
introduced into England ? 826. general rule, wherein, ccnsante ratwne, c_at et

10. To what did 6tan&ng mute amount, in all _psa lex ; and from these instances what inva_
cases, by the common law; did thepmsoner derive rmble requisite to the validity of aplea of autre
any advantage from suffering death by the sen- (ozts attaint may we collect ? d36, 837.
_encc of pe/s_e forte et dure over that of judgment 12. What is one advantage that attends plead.
upon trial; and what was enacted in abolition mga pardon in bar or m arrest of judgment befor_
of this sentence by statute 12 Gee. IlL c. 20 9 sentence is past, which gives it by much the pre.
828, 829. foresee to pleadsag it after sentence or at_au_der

11. What is the consequence of the prisoner's i 837.

simple confession of the md_etment _ 329. 13. Wherein do special pleas in bar differ in
12. But what is confession by way of approve- crimmalprosecutwns and in cwd actwns, and why ;

meat; who is the approver or prover, probator, I and when a pr_oner's plea in bar is found or ado
and who is the appellee; in what offences only!judged against him, what shall he have; for
can an apTrovement be ; to what does _t amount ; what is the only plea in consequence whereof
and what if the appellee be acquitted ? 329, 330. death can be inflicted ? 338.

13. Why has the admission of approvements 14. In cases of what _ndwtments can there be
been long disused by courts of3ustice ; and how no _pec_al3ust_ficatwn put in by way of plea, and
is all the good arising from the method of ap- why ; and why is the general _ssue not gudty, non
provcment_ prowded for by several statutes in cu_pabd_s or meat culpable, the most advantageous
the cases of coimny, robbery, burglary, house- plea for apr_soner? 338, 889.
brenkmg, horse-steahng, and larceny to the value 15. How does the commentator explain the
of 5s. from shops, stables, &c, and by statute abbreviations of "non eul.," which was formerly
29 Gee. II. c. 30 in case of metal-s_eahng._ 330, used to be written upon the mmutes when the
381. przsoner had pleaded not yudty, and "cut. prit.,"

14. What is the usual practice, too, of justwes the rephcatwn on behalf of the k_ng, by whic]a
of the peace as to admitting what is generally tssue was joined, and which, flora the circus°
termed king's emdence._ 831. stance of the clerk of the arraigns immedmtely

squiring of the prisoner, "cul prit, how wilt
CHAP. XXVI. Of Plea and Issue. thou be tried ?" is commonly understood as if

he had fixed an opprobrious name on the pri-
1, W_v is the plea of thepr_oner ; in what soner? 389, 340.

oases does he plead; and of what five kinds _s 16. But what is Mr. J. Christian's conje_-
tlteplea_ 332. ture as to the word pr_t._ See his note to this

2. What was the plea of sanctuary ; when chapter.
might a crimmal claim sanctuary; what did it 17. To what only has this form of inqmry
superinduc° ; and when was the whole privilege reference at present ; what can be the only trial
abolished? 332, 833. upon m&ctments smce the abolition of ordeal;

8. Was there not another dcchnato_, plea, and therefore what if the prisoner refuse to put
which was used lo bepleaded before trial or con- himself upon the _n_uest in the usu,d form? _40.
eiotion ? 333. 84:1.
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18. When the preener has put himself upon upon the general is_me, in an_ cayJital ca,us, ann
Sis trial, (and in what words is this done ?) what upon what principle ? 855
does the clerk answer? 841. 19. But for what purpose d_ thejudges never

scruple to allow a prisoner counsel ; and what is
CHAP. XXVII.--Of Trial and Gonriction. directed by statute 7 W. III. e. 3 and 20 Gee. IL

c. 30, lest this indulgence should be intercepted
1. WHAT was trial by ordeal; of what two by superior influence, in the case of state eri-

e _rts; and what when they were performed by mmals2 855, 856.
deputy v 342, 848. 20. In what five leading points, by several

2. How wasfire-ordealperformed? 343. statutes and resolutions, has a difference beeJ,
8 How was water-ordeal; and in what prae- made between cwzl and criminal evidence 2 856,

tloe may relics of it be traced ? 843. 858, 859.
4. How was this tmal abolished ? 345. 21. What hath been holden in the construe-

5. What was tmal by the co_sned$ 845. hen of the statute 7 W. IIL c. 3, by which it is
6. In what crirmnal cases may the trial by enacted that the con.fesswn of thepmsc_er, which

battelbe demanded; what is the difference be- shall not countervail the necesmty of proof o,
tween this trial, on a writ of mght, and on these treasons by two w_tnesses, must be in open court ?
cmramal cases ; and therefore who may counter- 357.
plead and refuse the wager of barrel, and compel 22. What two rules does Sir Matthew Hale lay
the otherparty to put himself upon the country ; down as to admitting presumptive ewdence cau
and when may the came itself be sufficient cause tiously ? 359.
of such refusal? 346, 847. z_. What was declared by statute 1 Anne,

7. Wherein do the oaths of the two combatants st. 2, c. 9 as to w_tnesses fo_ thepmsoner ? 360.
differ in waging barrel upon appeals, and upon 24. What is the difference between the verdict
writs of mght ? 347, 348. in cw_l and emmznal cases ? 360.

8. When shall a peer be tried by the court of 25. What if the verdwt be notoriously wrong;
parhament or the lord hzgh steward, and when by a and what hath been done in many instances
jury ; and in what two things only does the tmal where, contrary to cwdenee, thejury have found
by these courts differ from the tmal per Tatm,zm, the prisoner gudty ? 861.
or by jury ? 848, 349. 26. What ff the juryfind theprisoner not gmlty;

9. What is the sheriff's duty when a preener, but what xs he said to be if the jury find him
on his arraignment, has pleaded not gudty, and, gmlty ? 361, 362.
for his trial, hath put himself upon the country, 27. In what two ways may convietwn accrue ?
which country thejury are; what ff theprocced- 362.
_ngs are before the court of king's bench, and then 28. When shall the prosecutor be allowed the
where is the tmal had ; and what before commas- expenses of prosecutwn and a compensation for
swners of oyer and termmer and gaot-dehvery? his trouble and loss of time, out of what; and
_50, 351. when shall all persons appearing upon recogm-

10. What is customary when persons in&cted zance, or subpoena, to give ev_dsnce, be paid their
of smaller m_sdemea_wurs have pleaded not gmlty charges, and an allowance for their trouble and
or traversed the m&ctment? 351. loss of time, by several late statutes ? 362.

11. In cases of hzgh treason (except in coun- 29. When shall theTrosecutor have restitution
terfeiting the k_ng's co_n or seals, as much of the of his goods, by statute 21 Hen. VIII. c. 11, out
latter act as relates to which is repealed by sta- of what, and by what process _ 362, 863.
tute 6 Gee. IIL c 53) or rnzspmswn of treason, 80. Why does this wmt of resUtuUon reach the
what is enacted by statutes 7 W. III. c. 3 and stolen goods notwithstanding they have been
7 Anne, c. 21 ? 351, 352. sold to a third person in market-overt ; when may

12. By whom, and what kind, may challenge._ theparty robbed regain the goods without such
of 3urors be made when the tmal is called on? wmt of rest_tutwn; and what if the felon be con-
352 wcted and Ta_,doned, or be allowed his clergy?

13. What are challenges for cause; and in or/- 368.
mmal, or at least in capital, cases, what other 31. When, and why, does the court permit thQ
species of ehallenge is allowed to the przsoner, defendant to speak w_th the prosecutor before /udg-
and for what two reasons ? 353. ment, and, if the prosecutor then declare himself

14. What is enacted as to the denial of this satisfied, inflict but a trivial pumshment; but
privilege to the king, by statute 33 Edw. I. st. 4 ? when should this praetice never be suffered, and
353. why ? 363, 864.

15. But what is the boundary of theTrisoner's

peremptory challenges by the common law ; and CHAP. XXVIII.--Of the Benefit of Clergy.
how does it deaI with one who peremptorily chal-
!enges beyond that boundary? 354. 1. AFTEa trial and conviction, what is the

16. But, by statute 22 Hen VIII. c. 14, how principal intervening circurastanee that sus-
many peremptory challenges can any person ar- ponds or arrests judgment f 865.
raig_ed for felony be permitted to make ; and 2. In what had clergy, the pr_wleglum clerwale,
what if the pmsoner challenge more than that or, in common speech, the benefit of clergy, its
tumber ? 354. original ; and of what two principal kinds were

17. May a tales be awarded in criminal prose- the exemptions which were granted to the church?
entwns ? 354, 855 3155.

18. What _s done when the jury is sworn, if 3. When was it finally settled in the reign of
I_ be a cause of any consequence ; but when only Hen. VI. that thepms¢ "_ermight claim his benefit
shall counsel be allowed a prisoner upon his trial, of clergy ? 366.
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4. Ih process of time, who was accounted a case the defendant be found guilt_ of a mssa_
clerk, or clerieus ; and what distinction was there- ] meanour, the trial of wIaieh happens in his ab-
fore da'awn by statute 4 Hen. VII. e. 13, and sence ? 375.
virtually restored, after a temporary abolition 2. But, whenever he appears in person, what
by two statutes of Hen. VIII., by statute 1 Edw. may he offer in arrest or stay of judgment at
VL c. 12, which enacted what ? 367. this period ? 375.

5. What became of the offenders after they 8. Is not a defective indictment aided by a ver-
]lad had the benefit of their clergy and were dis- dzet, as defectiveTleadmgs in ezoil cases are ? 375.
charged from the sentence of the law in the 4. What is the effect of a pardon when pleaded
king's courts ? 868. in arrest of judgment ; and what when it is not

6. But what happened when, upon very hei- pleaded till after sentence _ 376.
nous and notorious circumstances oi guilt, the 5. What if all mot/ons in arrest of judgment
temporal courts delivered over to the ordmary the fail ? 376.
convicted clerk, absque purgatzonefac_enda _ 369. 6 Of what parts of eapital]udgmcnts has the

7. For avoiding these per]umes and abuses, humanity of the Enghsh nation authorized an
what does the statute 18 Eiiz c. 7 enact : and almost general mitigation? 376, 877.
how long did the law continue thus altered only, 7- How far is the punishment for every offence
by an mdulgence to whom of the benefit of clergy ascertained by our English law ? 377, 878.
without the test ? 369, 870. 8. What has the bill of mgh_ declared as to

8. What was enacted by statute 5 Anne, e. 6 fines andpunishmeats_ 378, 379.
upon the considerations that learning was no 9. What has raagna carts, c. 14, determined
extenuation of guilt, and that the lenity of clergy concerning amercements tor misbehaviour by the
was an encouragement to commit the lower de- suitors in matters of czml r_ght; and what has it
grees of felony; in what cases did the statutes directed in order to ascertain this amercement
4 Gee. I. c. 11 and 6 Gee. 1. c, 23 give the courts 379.
a discretionary power to commute the penalties 10. Who were affeerors; what is the difference
of burning in the hand, or whwping , for transpor- between an amercement and a fine; what is the
ration for seven years ? 370. reason why fines in the king's courts arc fie-

9. But now, by statute 19 Gee. III. c. 74, for quently denominated ransoms; and what is
what have the judges a discretionary power to holden where any statute speaks both of fine and
commute the penalty of transportatwn (with ransom f 379, 380.
what exeep|ion ?) ; what if the offenders escape a 11. Upon judgment of either of what two
first, and what if a second, time ; and for what things, on a capital crime, shall a man be said to
(with what exceptions ?) may the court commute be attainted (attznctus, stamed or blackened) ? 380,
the penalty of burning m the hand? 371, 372. 381.

10. To what persons is the benefit of clergy to 12. What are the incapacities of a man at-
be allowed at this day ? 373. tarot ? 380.

11. For what crimes is the benefit of clergy to 13. What is the great difference between a
be allowed ? 374. man conwcted and attamted? 381.

12. What is declared by statute 28 Hen. VIII. 14. What are the two consequences of at.
c. 15 as to the allowance of the benefit of clergy tainder _ 381.
in the marine law ? 373. 15. How is forfeiture twofold ? 381.

18. Unless what is clergy now allowable in 16. How far backwards doesforfezture of re_
all felonies, whether new-created or by common estates relate ? 381.
/aw ? 373. 17. What is forfeited from the wife, if the hus-

14. Where clergy is taken away from theprin- band be attabzted of treason, by the express pro-
eipal, is it from the accessory _ 373. vision of statute 5 & 6 Edw VI. c. 11 ; and if

15. Where clergy is taken away from the the w_e be so, shall the husband be tenant by the
offence, is a principal in the second degree ex- curtesff of the w_fe's londe 381, 382.
eluded from his clergy ? 373. 18. But what ff a tra_tor die before judgment

16. Where it is taken away only from the pronounced, or be killed in open rebellion, e_
person comm_ttzng the offence, are his aiders and hanged by martial law _ 382.
abettors excluded from the clergy _ 373. 19. In what consideration is the natural jus-

17. What are the consequences of allowing flee of forfeiture, or confiscatwn of joro?erty,
this benefit of clergy, which affect the present ibunded ? 352.
interest and future capacity of the party, whe- 20. What is provided in certain treasons re
ther commoner and layman, or peer and clergy- luting to the corn ; and, in order to abolish he-
man _ 374 reditary punishment entirely, what was enacted

18. What does he forfeit by his conviction ; by statute 7 Anne, c. 21 ; and how was the ope-
and to what is he restored by the burning, its ration of the indemmfying clauses in this sta-
substitute, or pardon? 374. tute still further suspended by statute 17 Gee.

19. Of what .felonies is he not discharged by II. c. 89 ? 384, 885.
th_ burning, its substitute, or pardon, by statutes 21. What does the offender forfeit in Tetzt
8 Eliz. c. 4 and 18 Eliz. c. 7 ? 374. treason and felony; and what is called the king's

year, day, and waste _ 385.
CHAP. XXIX--Of Judgment and its Conss-: 22 Do these forfeztures actually take place,

are they resident to afelo de se; and how far
quences, backwards do they relate 9 386.

1. W_AT, upon a capital charge, is the pri.,oner 23. To what two other instances besid*q t hose
asked by the court when the jury have brought already spoken of does theforfezture of the pro
hi iheir verdict guilty ¢ and what happens in fits of land during lit'e extend ? 386.
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24. When does the forfeiture of good_ and ] what if the party plead diver_zy of p_rson, _hat
chattels accrue ? 386. ] he is not the same that was attainted, and tim

25. How isforfetture for flight, on an accnsa- I like ? 396.
tion of treason, felony, or petit larceny, now looked 1 7. When only, in these collateral/asues, ahatl
upon? 886, 387. I time be allowed theyr_oner to make his d_fenm

26. What three remarkable differences are t or produce his untaes_e8; and what is held as te
there between the forfeiture of lands and that of ehed/enges of the jury by thepr_oner? 396.
qoods and chattels, the second as to outlawry, and I 8. What is declared by statute 27 Hen. VIII
the third as to its relation backwards; but what ] o. 24 as topavdon? 397.
(particularly by statute 18 Eliz. c. 5) if a tra_- [ 9. What offences may the k/ng pardon, except_
tor's or felon's chattels be collusively, and not [ing what four ? 398, 899.
bon_ fide, parted with, merely to defraud the 10. What restriction is there that affects the
crown, and why ? 387, 388. prerogative of pardoning in ease ofparllamentary

27. What are the consequences of corruption tmTeachments ? 399, 400.
of blood_ 388. 11. What must be the farm of a complete irre-

28. In what offence_ is corruptton of blood vocable Tardon ; and what will be the effect of a
saved; what willbe the virtual effect of the warrant undertheprivyscalor_ngn-manual? 400.
statute of 7 Anne (the operation of which is post- 12. What circumstance will vitiate the whole
ported by the statute 17 Geo. II.) ; but why will Tardon _ 400.
the corruTtion of blood still continue for many 13. Will apardon of all felonies pardon a co_
sorts of felony ? 389. vivtton or attainder of felony ? 400.

14. What is enacted by the statute 13 Ric. II.

CHAP. XXX.--Of Reversal of 3"udgraent. st. 2, e. 1 as to theTardon of treacon, murder, or"
rate ? 400.

i. IN what two ways may jud_rments, with 15. Under these restrictions, how is it •
their several consequences, be set aside ? 390. general rule that a Tardon shall be taken ? 401.

2. By what three means may ajudpment and 16. What is a ¢ondtt_onalpardon? 401.
attainder be reversed? 390-392. 17. What is the difference between a pardon

3. For what may a judgment be falsified, re- by act of Tarhament, and by the king's charter of
versed, or avoided, w_thout a wrtt of error; why pardon? 402.
cannot these matters be assigned for error in the 18. When has a man waived the benefit of his
superzor court; and when may a &minutwn of pardon? 402.
the record be alleged ? 390. 19. What discretionary power does the statute

4. Where does a writ of error lie, and for what 5 & 6 W. and M. c. 13 give the judpes of the
may it be brought ? 391, 392. court over a criminal laleadmg pardon of felony f

5. On what are writs of error allowed to re- 402.
verse 3udgment in case of misdemeanours; and 20. Whatisthe effectofapardonbythekingt
how, in capital cases, to reverse attainders, 402.
when by whom are they generally brought ? 392. 21. But what only can restore or purify i_e

6. When is an act of parhament to reverse the blood, if the Tardon be not allowed till after at.
attainder granted; and how is its effect different tamder; yet when may the attamted's son be his
from that of a reversal by writ of error ? 392. Ihe_r 7 402.

7. What is the effect of ialsifylng or reversing
an outlawry; and wherein does it differ from CHAP. XXXII._Of l_xe_utiwa.
that of falsifying or reversing ajudgment upon
vpnviction ? 892, 393. 1. BY whom must execution be performed ; and

8. Upon the latter event taking place, what under what warrant in the court of the lord h_gh
if theparty's estates have been granted away by $teward, under what in the court of the peers in
the crown ? 393. .parhament, and under what at the asaise_? 408.

9. Is he liable to another prosecution for the 2. Within what time is the sheriff to do e_.
same offence? 393. cutwn in the country; but what is the form of

proceeding, and what is the warrant, in London,
CHAP. XXXI _Of .ReTr*eve and Pardon. and what if the Fr_oner be treed at the bar of,

or brought by habea_ cor2us into, the court of
1. WHAT is a reprieve, from reprendre, to take king's bench ? 404.

back; and on what two accounts may it be ? 394. 3. And, throughout the kingdom, what is
2. What is a reprieve ex arbztr_o ju&c_s; and enacted by 25 Gec. IL c. 37 in case of raurder_

wl'en may it be granted or taken off? 394. 404.
8. What is the first case of reprieve granted 4. Can the sheriff alter the manner of the exe

ex neess_tate legts ; and what must the.fudge direct cutlon, by substituting one death for another
in case theTlsa ofTregnancy , in a woman ¢ap_tall_ 404.
convicted, be made in stay of executwn ; when is 5. May the king, or may he, remit any part
it a sufficient stay ; and how long ? 395. of the sentence? 405.

4. What if the woman have once had the benefit 6. What if, upon execution of judgment to be

)f this reprteve, and been delivered, and after- hanged by the neck till he is dead, the criminal
_vards become pregnant again ? 395. revives ? 406.

5. What is the second cause of regular re-
t_'/_ve _ 395, 396. CHAP. XXXIII.--Of the Rise, Progress, and Gra.

6. What is it the invariable rule to demand of dual Improvements of the .Laws of England.
the prisoner when any time intervenes between
the attainder and | he award of executwn ; and 1. WHXT few points which bear a great affinlty
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and reaemblance to some of the modern doctrines 13. What did Edward I ; to what principal
of our English law may be collected from C_esar's fifteen general heads may the regulations of this
account of the tenets and discipline of the an- kzng be reduced ; and what is the best proof of
cient Druids in Gaul, who were sent over to the excellence of his constitutions? 425--427.
Britain to be instructed ? 408. 14. What did Edwards II. and III.? 428.

2. Why is it impossible to trace out when the 15. What was done from this time to that of
several mutations of the common law were made ; : Henry VII. ; and what two things do we owe to
and whence the great variety of our ancient the cwil war8 and disputed titles to the crown
established customs ? 408-410. 428, 429.

3. What did Alfred for the constitution and 16. What was done by Henry VII. ? 429,
taw_? 410, 411. 430.

4. What was the Dane-Zage, what the Went- 17. What did the Reformation effect; and what
_azon-lage, and what the Mercen*lage? 412. was done with regard also to our civil polity by

5. What did Edgar; and what is the most Henry VIII. ? 430, 431.
probable original of the common law ? 412. 18. What did Edward VI. and Mary ? 431,

6. What nine may be reckoned among the 432.
most remarkable of the Saxon laws ? 412-414. 19. What did Elizabeth for the religious liber-

7. What five alterations in our /aw_ did the ties of the nation ; and what for the political
Norman invasion work ? 415--418. 432-435.

8. What did William Rufus ; and what did 20. What did James I. ? 436.
Henry I. ? 420, 421. 21. What did Charles I. ? 436-438.

9. What did Stephen ? 421. 22. What was done upon the re_toratlon of
10. What did Henry II. ; and what four things Charles II. ? 438-440.

peculiarly merit the attention of the legal anti- 23. What has been done from the revoZution in
quary in the reign of this k/ng ? 421-423. 1688 to the present time ; and what have been

11. What did Richard I. ? 423. the chief alterations of moment in the admi-
12. What did John and Henry III.; and what nistration of private justice daring that period ?

were he effects of magna earta and enrta de fo- 440--442.
r_? 428-426. 709
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abatement of freehold, iii. 167. Action at law, mixed, iii. 118.
indictment, iv. 334. personal, ill. 117.
nuisance, id. 5. plea to, in. 303.
writ, count, or suit, iii. 801. property m, ii. 896.
plea in, ifi. 301, iv. 334. real, ill 117.

Abbey-lands, ii. 32, iv. 116. Actual right of possession, ii. 196.
molestang their possessors, iv. 116. Additions, i. 407, ill. 302, iv. 306, 334.

Abbots, i. 155. Adherence to the king's enemies, iv. 82.
Abbreviations, iii. 823. Adjoining county, trial in, id. 383.
Abdmation, i. 212, iv. 78. Adjournment of parliament, i. 186.
Abduction of child, iii. 140. Adme_surernent of dower, ii. 136, iii. 18,_

heiress, iv. 208. pasture, iii 288.
ward, iii. 141. Admimstration, 11. 489.
wife, iii. 139. cure testamento annexo, ii. 504.
women, i. 443. de bon_ non, ft. 506.
or kidnapping, iv. 219. durante absentia, ii. 50_.

Abearance, good, security for, iv. 251, 256. durante m_nore estate, ii. 503.
Abeyance, iL 107. limited or special, h. 506.
Ab_gei, iv. 239. _dmmlstrator, n. 504, iv. 428.
Abjuration, oath of, i. 868. Admiralty causes, iii. 106.

of the realm, iv. 56, 124, 832, 877. court of, ill. 69, iv. 268.
Absolute powei of the crown, i. 250. Admission of a clerk, i. 390.

property, ii. 389. Admittance to copyholds, ii. 370.
rights and duties, i. 123. Adm_ttendura elet_cam, writ ad, iii. 250.

Abst_.ract of a fine, ii. 351, app. 15. Ad quod damnum, writ of, ii. 271.
Aeeeda8 ad cur_am, iii. 34. Advertising for stolen goods, iv. 184.
Acceptance of bills, ii. 469. Adultery, i. 441, ill. 139, iv. 65, 191.
Accession, property by, zi. 404. Advocate, iii. 26.
Accessories, iv. 85. Advocatus fise_, id. 27.

after the fact, iv. 37. Advowson, il. 21, iv. 426.
before the fact, iv. 36. ./Eqmtaz sequ_lur legem, ft. 330, iii. 441.
when to be tried, iv. 823. Affeelura, challenge TroTter, iii. 863, iv. 3_

Accidents, where relieved against, iii. 431. Affeerors of amereements, iv. 379.
Accomplices, discovery o5 iv. 330, 331. A_dav_t, in general, iii. 304.
Accord, ifi. 15. Affinity, i. 434.
Account-books, when evidence, iii. 368. Affirmanee of judgments, ill. 411_.

cognizable in equity, iii. 437. Affray, iv. 145.
writ of, fiL 164. Age, actmn suspended by, iii. 300.

Accroaching royal power, iv. 76. of consent to marriage, i. 436.
Ac steam, lii. 288, app. 18. persons how reckoned, i. 463, iv. 22.
Act of bankruptcy, il. 477. Aggregate corporation, i. 469.

grace, how passed, i. 184. fund, i. 331.
when pleaded, iv. 396. Agistment, ii. 452.

parliament, i. 85. Agnat*, ii. 235.
disobedience to, iv. 122. Agnus Dez, &e., iv. 115.
how made, 1. 181. Agriculture, its origanal, ii. 7.
its ancient form, i. 182. Aid-prayer, iii. 300.
power, i. 186. Aids, feodal, ii. 63, 86, iv. 418, 419.
private, i. 86, ii. 344. parliamentary, i. 308.
public, i. 85. Air, right to, ii. 14.
when binding on the crown, i 261. Albmatus jus, i. 372, 373.

tction at law, iii. 116. Alderman, i. 116.
chose in, ii. 897. Alderney, island of, i. 106.
¢r coutractu, iii. 117. Alehouses, iv. 64, 167.

dehcto, iii. 117. Alfred, his dome-book, i. 64, iv. 411.
feodal, iii. 117. Ahas writ, iii. 283, app. 15, iv. 319. 711
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Alienatron, ii. 287. Approvement in felony and treason, Iv. 829.
fine for, ii. 71, iv. 418. of commons, ii. 34, iii. 240.
forfeiture by, ii. 268. Approvers, iv. 330.

Alien priories, i. 386, iv. 113. compelling prisoners to become, iv. 128,
Aliens, i. 366, 371, ii. 249, 274, 293, iv. 111. Appurtenant common, il. 83.

du .y, i. 316, 372, 374. Arbitrary consecrations of tlthes_ i. 118, iL 2_
Alimony, i. 441, iii. 94. Arbitrativla, iii. 16.
Allegation, ill. 100. Archbishop, i. 155, 377.
Allegiance, i. 866, iv. 74. Archdeacon, i. 383.

local, i. 870. his court, iii. 64.
natural, i. 369. Archdeaconry, i. 111.
oath _f, L 867, iv, 274. Arches court, iii. 64.

refusing it, iv. 116. dean of, iii. 65.
withdrawing from, iv. 87. .dreoavapus, court of, ill. 665, iv. 169, 348.

Allodial property, ii. 47, 60. Aristocracy, i. 49.
All.odium, ii. 105. Armed, being unusually, iv. 149.
Allowance of franchise, iii, 268. Armies, i. 262.

pardons, iv. 401, 402. standing, i. 414, iv. 419, 439, 441.
writs of error, iv. 392. Armorial ensigns, ii. 428, iii. 105.
to bankrupts, ii. 483. Armour, &c., embezzling the king's, iv 101.

Alluvlon, ii. 261. statutes of, i. 411.
Almanac, its authority, iii. 333. Arms and ammunition, exporting them L 21_
Alteration of deeds, ii. 308. right of having, i. 143.
Amended bill in equity, iii. 448 Arraignment, iv. 322, app. 8.
Amendments at law, iii. 407, iv. 439. incidents to, iv. 324,
Amercement, ii. app. 19, iii. 876, iii. app. 5, 6, Array, challenge to, ili. 359, iv. 852.

25, 26, iv. 379, 423. i commission of, i. 411.
action for, iii. 159. Arrest of judgment, ilu 393, app. 1], gv. b'Tb.

American colonies, i. 108. of persons, iii. 288, iv. 289.
Ancestor, ii. 209. seamen and soldiers, i.,42t.
kncestors, how numerous, ii. 203. Arson, iv. 220.
kneestral aetmns, iiL 186. appeal of, iv. 314.
Animals, larceny of, iv. 235. Articles of the navy, i. 420.

property in, ii. 5. war, i. 415.
An, mu_ furan&, iv. 230, 232. Artificers, i. 407.

revertendi, d. 892. residing abroad, iv. 160".
Annual parliaments, i. 1_8. transporting them, iv. 160".
Annuities, ii. 40. _8, Roman divisions of, iL 462.

for lives, ii. 461. Ascendants excluded from inhealting, iL 210.
Annulum et baculum, investiture per, i. 378. Asportation, iv. 231.
Anaus luctus, i. 456. Assault, iii. 120, iv. 145, 216.
Answer in chancery, iii. 446. costs in action for, iii. 401.
Answer upon oath, iii. 100. Assembly of estates, i. 147.
Ancient demesne, i. 286, ii. 99. riotous or unlawful, iv. 14{_.
Apostasy, iv. 43. Assensu Tarry, dower ¢x, iL 182.
Apparel, excess in, iv. 171. Assessments, i. 312.
Apparent, heir, ii. 208. Assets, ii. 510.

right of possession, ii. 196. by descent, or real, ii. 244, 302, _40.
Appeal by approvers, iv. 330. personal, ii. 510.

how differing from writ of error, iii. 455. Assignees of bankrupt, ii. 480.
of arson, iv. 314. Assignment of bankrupt's e_e_ts,ii. 486.

death, iv. 314, 424. of chose in action, li. 442.
felony, iv. 814. dower, ii. 135.
larceny, lb. errors, iii. app. 25.
mayhem, lb. estate, ii, 326.
rape, lb. reversions, iii. 158.
treason, lb. Assigns, ii. 289.

prosecution by, iv. 812, 424. Assize, certificate of, ill 389.
to parliament, iii. 454. commission of, iii. 59, iv. 269, 424.

Rome, iv. 115, 421. court of, iii. 58.
Appearance to actions, iii. 290. general, i. 148.

day of the term, or return, iii. 278. grand, iii. 341, 851, app. _, iv. 42d_
Appellee on approvement, iv. 830. justices of, iii. 59, iv 269.
Appendant, advowson, ii. 22. killing them, iv. 84.

common, ii. 33. of arms, i. 411, ii. 66.
Appointment to charitable uses, ii. 376. bread, breaking, iv. 157.
Appraisement, commission of, iii. 262. rent of, ii. 42.
Apprentice-fee, duty on, i. 324. turned into a jury, iii. 408.
Apprentices, i. 426, 427, iv. 160. writ of, iii. 184, iv. 422.
.dpF'entic_i ad le#_m, iii. 27. Association, writ of, iii. 59.
Appropriations, i. 884. Assumpsit, express, iii. 158.
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Assumlmlt_ implied, iii. 159. Bank, misbehaviour of its officers, iv. 28L
Assurances, common, ii. 294. Bankrupt, ii. 471, iv. 431. 486.

covenant for farther, ii. up?. 11. Bankruptcy, ii. 285, 471.
Atheling, i. 199. cogmzance of, iii. 428.
Attachment against witnesses, iii. 869. fraudulent, iv. 156.

for contempts, iv. 283. Banneret, knight, i. 403.
in chancery, iii. 443, 444. Banns, i. 439.

with proclamation, iii. 444. Bar of dower, ii. 136.
writ of, iii. 280, app. 13. plea in, hi. 306, iv. 385, 896.

Attachments, court of, iii. 71. tmal at, iii. 352, iv. 351.
rttainder, ii. 251, iv. 380. Bargain and sale of lands, ii. 838, app. 1.

act of, iv. 259. Bargemaster, action against, iii. 165.
Attaint, grand jury in, iii. 351, 404. Baron, i. 898.

writ of, ill. 402, iv. 361. and feme, i. 433.
Attainted persons, ii. 290, iv. 380. Baronet, i. 403.
Attempt to rob, iv. 242. Baronies of bishops, i. 156.

to steal fish, iv. 236. Barretry, iv. 134.
Attestation of deeds, ii. 307, app. 1, 3, 12, 13. Barristers, i. 23, iii. 26.

devises, ii. 876. Base fees, ii. 109.
Attorney at law, iii. 25. servzces, ii. 61.

action against, ill 165. tenants, ii. 148.
Attorney-general, iii. 27. Bastard, i. 454.

information by, iii. 261, 427, zv. 808. administration to, ii. 505.
Attorney, warrant of, to confess judgment, iii. concealment of its death, iv. 198, 858

397. eight, li. 248.
&ttornment, ii. 72, 288, 290. incapacity of, i. 458.
•4ubame, droit de, i. 872, 873. maintenance of, i. 457.
4ud_ta qu_ela, writ of, hi. 405. punishment for having, iv. 65.
Auditors in account, in. 164. Bath, knight of the, i. 403.
Aver_ura, ii. 424. Battel, trzal by, ifi. 337, app. 8, iv. 846, 416
Averment, iii. 809, 313, iv. 340. 422, 424.
Augmentation of vicarages and curacies, i. 388. Battery, iii. 120, iv. 216.
Aula regza, or regis, iii. 88, iv. 416, 422. inspection of, iii. 833.
Aulnager, i. 275. of a clergyman, iv. 217.
Avowry, iii. 150. servant, iii. 142.
Aurum reg_n_, i. 221. Bawdy-houses, iv. 29, 64, 167.
Auter drott, ft. 177. Beaconage, suit for, iii. 108.
Auterfoita acquit, iv. 335. Beacons, i. 264.

attaznt, iv. 336. Behaviour, good security for, iv. 251, 256, 402
convict, lb. Beheading, iv. 92, 376.

Auter zae, tenant par, ii. 120. Benefices, iv. 107.
Authorities in law, i. 72. Benefit of clergy, iv. 333, 865, 413, 429, 441
Award, iii. 16. Benevolence, compulsive, i. 140, iv 4_6.
.4yle, writ of, iii. 186. Berwick, i. 99.

part of England, lb.
Bachelor, knight, i. 404. Besaylc, writ of, iii. 186.
Backing warrants, iv. 291. Bigamy, iv. 163.
Ball above, iii. 290. Bill for patents, &c., ii. 346.

below, iii. 291. in equity, iii. 442.
common, iii. 287. parliament, i. 181.
excepting to, iii. 291. how passed, lb.
excessive, i. 135, iv. 297. of exceptions, iii. 372.
m criminal cases, iv. 297. exchange, iL 466.
:n error, iii. 410 _. indictment, iv. 302.
justifying or perfecting, iii. 291. bliddlesex, iii. 285, app. 18
refusing, iv. 297. privilege, iii. 289.
_pecial, iii. 287, app. 19. rights, i. 128, iv. 440.
•.aking insufficient, iv. 297. or note, forging, iv. 247, 249.
to the actmn, iii. 290. stealing, iv. 234.
to sheriff, iii. 290. Bills vera, iv. 306.

Bailable or not, who, iv. 297, 298, 299. Bishop, i. 155, 377, 401.
Bail-bond, iii. 290, app. 19. certificate of, iii. 335.
Bailiffs, i. 845, 427. not electing or consecrating, iv. 1lb.

of hundreds, i. 116, 845. right of, to try or be tried, as a peer, i. 401,
Bailiwick, i. 344, ii. 88. iv. 264, 265.
_3ailment, ii. 396, 451. Bishoprics, nomination to, i. 378, iv. 108, 115,
Bail-piece, iii. 291, app. 20. 415, 430.
Ballot for jurors, iii. 858. Bissextile year, ii. 140.
J_.In_ar_i, iv. 239. Black act, iii. 161, iv. 144, 207, 285, 24fa.
Banishment, i. 137, iv. 877, 401. lead, stealing of, iv. 234.
Bank, i. 828. maile, iL 43, iv. 244.
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Blanch rent, ii. 43. Calais, captain of, his certificate, ill
B.asphemy, iv. 59. Calendar of prisoners, iv. 403.
Blanch-holding, iL 43. Calling the plaintiff, fii. 376.
Blood corrupted, ii. 251, iv. 338 Caneelhng deeds, iL _09.

inheritable, ii. 246. letters-patent, iii.. 46, 48.
of the first purchaser, ii. 220. wills, ii. 502.
restitution in, iv. 402. Canonical obedience, iv. 106, 112, 20a.
royal, i. 225. purgation, iii. 842, iv. 368.
whole and half, ii. 227. Canon law, i. 14, 19, 79, 82, 83, iv. 421,

Body corporate, i. 467. Canons of a church, i. 383.
how protected, i. 134. of inheritance, ii 208.
polme, i. 467. 1603, i. 83

Boihng to death, iv. 196. Capacity of guilt, iv. 20.
Bona notabdza, il. 509. to purchase or convey, ii. 290.

vacanha, i. 299. Cajazas ad aud_ndum ]ud_um, iv. 375.
Bond, il. 340, app. 13, iii. app. 19, iv. 442. respondendum , ill 281, app. 14, iv. 316, 429_

of arbitration, iii. 16. app. 3.
tenants, ii. 148. sat_sfacumdum, iii. 160, 414, app. 26

Bone et male, writ de, iv. 270. in withernam, in. 129, 149, 413.
Book of rates, 1. 316. Tro fine, iii. 398.
Book-land, ii. 90. utlagatum, iii. 284, app. 17, iv. 820.
Books and papers, producliion of, ill. 382. Capzatur , judgment _uod, fii. 398, app. J2.

popish, importing or selling them, iv. 115. CaTita , distribution Ter, ii. 517.
Borough, i. 114, iL 82. succession per, ii. 218.

courts, ifi. 80. Capital punishment, iv. 9, 18, 236*, 376 413,
Eughsh, i. 75, ii. 83. 441.

Borrowing, ii. 453. CaTite , tenants in, ii. 60.
Borsholder, i. 114, 356, iv. 413. Caption of indmtment, iv. 351, app. 1.
Botes, il. 35. Captives, ii. 402.
Bottomry, ii. 457. Captures at sea, ii. 401.
Bound balhffs, i. 345. Ca2ut luTmura, iv. 320.
Bounties on exportation, i. 315. Carnal knowledge of infants, iv. 212.
Bordeaux, mayor of, his certificate, iii. 334. Carrier, action against, iii. 165
Bracton, i. 72, iv. 425. Cart-bote, ii. 35.
Breach of close, lii. 209. Case, action on, iii. 52, 122, iv. 442.

covenant, iii. 156. reserved at nisl Tr_us, iii. 878.
duty, action for, iii. 165. stated out of chancery, iii. 458.
peace, iv. 142. Castigatory for scolds, iv. 168.
pound, iii. 146. Castration, iv. 206.
prison, iv. 130. Cazu eon_m_l_, writ m, iii. 51.

Brehon law in Ireland, i. 100, iv. 313. proviso, writ of entry in, iiio 183.
Brevia te_tata, ii. 307. Casual ejector, ifi. 202, app. 7.
Bribery in elections, i. 179. Cattle, malicious killing or maim;ng, iv. 2_14,24b

magistrates, iv. 139. owner answerable for, ill. 154, 211, iv. 197.
Bridges, i. 357, iv. 424. Caveat, iii. 98, 246.

annoyances in, iv. 167o Causa matr_monzi Tr_locuti, writ of nutty, lii
destroying, iv. 243. 183.

British constitution, i. 50. Cause, challenge for, iv. 853.
islands, i. 105. Causes of demurrer, iii. 315, app. 24.

Britons, antlent, their laws, i. 63, iv. 408. Gentenariu$, i. 116.
Britton, i. 72, 1ft. 408, iv. 427. Centem, i. 117, iii. 35.
Brooke, i. 72. Centummri, iii. 315.
B_othels, frequenting, iv. 64. CeTz corpus, iii. 288, apla. 15, 1U, 1_.

keeping, iv. 29, 64, 167. Certificate for costs, ill. 214.
Bubbles, w. 117. into chancery, iii. 453.
Buggery, iv. 215. of assize, iii. 389.
Bulles, papal, iv. 106, 110. of bankrupt, ii. 482.
Burgage, tenure in, ii. 82, iv. 419. poor, i. 364.
Burgesses m parhament, their election, i. 173. trial by, iii. 333.
Burglary, iv. 223. Certiorar_ faciaz, iv. 262, 265, 272, 820, SZl
Bumal charges, ii. 508. C_savit, writ of, iii. 232.

of felo de se, iv. 190. Uess_obonorum, ii. 473, 483
Burning in the cheek, iv. 99, 370, 377. Cession of a benefice, i. 392.

in the hand, iv. 367, 369, 370, 372, 377, app. 4. Cestui que trust, ii. 328.
malicious, iv. 244, 245, 246. vie, ii. 123.
the king's ships, &c., iv. 102. use, ii. 328.
to death, iv. 93, 204, 216, 222, 376, 408. Chains, hanging in, iv. 202.

Butlerage, i. 315. Challenge of jury, iii. 359, iv. 8[_
By-laws, i. 475. to fight, iv. 150.

action on, in. 160. Chamberlain, lord great, iii. 88.
Champerty iv 135.
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Champions in trial by battcl, iii. 839, app. 4. Civil injuries, iii. 2
Chance, iv. 26. law, 1. 14, 19, 79, 81, 83, iv. t21, 422
Chancellor, his name and office, iiL 47. its study forbidden, i. 19.

lord, iii. 88, 47. liberty, i. 6, 125, 251
killing him, iv. 84. list, i. 832, iv. 440.
of a diocese, i. 382. state, i. 396.

the duchy of Lancaster, ili. 78. subjection, iv. 28.
exchequer, iii. 45. Clarendon, constitutions of, iv. 422.
university, his court, iii. 83. Clausum fregit, ill 209.

Chance-medley, iv. 184. Clearing contempts in chancery, iii. 445.
Chancery, court of, iii. 47, iv. 486. Clementme constitutions, i. 82.
Chapters, i. 882. Clergy, i. 376.
Charge to grand jury, iv. 303. averse to the common law, i. 19, 20.
Charitable uses, ii. 273, 376. benefit of, iv. 333, 365, 413, 429, 441

commission of, iii. 428. plea of, iv. 833.
Charities, cognizance of, iii. 427. prayer of, iv. app. 4.

informations for, ib. Clergymen. beating them, iv. 217.
Charter, ii. 295. Clermal habit and tonsure, iv. 866.
Charter of the king, ii. 346. Clerico adm_ttendo, writ de, iix. _12.
Charter-governments in America, i. 109. Clerk in office, 1. 17.
Charter-land, ii. 90. in orders, L 388, iv. 367.
Chase, ii. 38, 416, iv. 415. of the market, his court, iv. 275

beasts of, ii. 88, 415. peace, iv. 272.
Chastity, homicide in defence of, iv. 181. Clients, iii. 28.
Chattels, ii. 885. Chppmg the coin, iv. 90.

personal, ii. 387. Clothes, maliclou_ destroying of, iv. 244.
real, ii. 386. Clocks, when introduced, iii. 410.

Chaud-medley, iv. 184. Close, breach of, iii. 209
Cheat, action against, lii. 165 _. rolls, il. 346.
Cheating, iv. 157. writs, lb.

at play, iv. 173. Cloth, steahng, from the tenters, iv. 238
Cheek, burning in, iv. 99, 370, 377. Coal-mines, setting fire to, iv. 245.
Chester, county palatine of, i. 117. Coat-armour, ii. 306, ill. 105

ouurts of, iii. 78. Code of Justinian, i. 81.
Chevisance, ii. 474. Theodosius, i. 81.
Chichele, archbishop, vindicated, iv. 113. Codiml, li. 500.
Chief baron of the exchequer, iii. 45. Cognati, il.235.

justices, iii. 41. Cognizance, claim of, iii. 298, iv. 278.
justiciary of England, lii. 38, iv. 416. Cognizance de droit, come see, &c., fine Bur, u
rents, ii. 42. 352.
tBnants in, ii. 60. de dro_t tantum, fine sur, iL 353.

{_hildren, duties of, i. 453. in replevin, iii. 150.
evidence of, iv. 214. of pleas, ii. 37.

Chirograph, ii. 296. wrongs, iii. 86.
of a fine, ii. app. 15. Cognizee of a fine, ii. 351, iiL 157.

Chivalry, court of, iii. 68, iv. 268. recognizance, ii. 341.
its jurisdiction, iii. 103, iv. 268. Cognizor of a fine, ii. 350, ill. 157.

guardian in, i. 462. recognizance, ii. 841.
tenure in, ii. 62. Cognovit actwnem, iii. 804, 897.

Chess in action, ii. 397. Coin, falsifying, &c., iv. 84, 88, 90, 98, 120.
how assigned, ii. 442, iv. 441. felonies and misdemeanours relating to, iv

possession, ii. 389. 98
Christian courts, iii. 64. treasons relating to, iv. 84, 88, 90.
Christianity, offences against, iv. 43. Coinage, instruments of, treason relative to,I_

part of the laws of England, iv. 59. 90.
£,'hurch, burglary in, iv. 224. right of, i. 277.

larceny in, iv. 240. Coke, Sir Edward, i. 72, 73.
marriage in, i. 439. Collateral consanguinity, ii. 204.
offences against, iv. 60. descent, ii. 220.
or churchyard, affrays in, iv. 146. issue, iv. 396, app. 5.
rate, i. 395, iii. 92. warranty, ii. 801.
repairs of, iii. 92. Collatw bonorum, ii. 517.

Churchwardens, i. 894. Collation to a benefice, i. 890.
3inque ports, courts of, iii. 79. Collative advowsons, ii. 22.
Circuits, iii. 59, iv. 422, 424. Collecting the goods of the deceased, it. 510.
Circumstantial evidence, iii. 371. Colleges, i. 471.
Citation, iii. 100. their visitors, i. 482.
Citizens in parliament, their electors, i. 173. Colleqia in the civil law, i. 469.
City, i. 115. Colligendum bona defuncti, letters aa/, il. f_D5
Civil corporations, i. 470. Colonies, i. 108, ii. 7.

death, ii. 121. Colour in pleading, iii. 809.
?15
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•_omblnatlons, iv. 159". Compounding other prosecutioam, iv. 186
C'or_uatio d_mo_u_, iv. 374. Compulsion, iv. 27.
Commends, i. 393, iv. 107. Compurgators, iii. 342, 343 iv. 368, 414
Commerce, king the arbiter of, i. 273. Concealment from the crown, iv. 436.
Commission of array, i. 411. of bastard's death, iv. 198, 358.

bankrupt, ii. 480. Gonsessit, fine aur, ii. 853.
lunacy, i. 305. Conclusion of deeds, ii. 304, app. 1, a, 12.
the peace, h 351, iv. 270. pleas, iii. 303.

to examine witnesses, iii. 383, 438 449. Concord in a fine, ii. J50, app. 14, iii. 157.
take answers in equity, iii. 447. Condition, ii. 299, app. 8.

Commitment of bankrupt, ii. 481. breach of, iL 281.
persons accused, iv. 296. estate on, ii. 152.

Committee of council, i. 232. in deed, ii. 155.
parliament, i. 183. law. ii. 154, 155.
peers out of parliament, iii. 56. o! _ _ond, ii. 340, app. 13, lii. app. 20.
lunatic, i. 305. Conditional fees, ii. 110.

Common appendant, ii. 33. pardon, iv. 401.
appurtenant, lb. Coneys, taking, killing, or stealing, iv. 235, 2JI9
bail, ili. 287. Confess and avoid, iii. 310.
barterer, iv. 134. Confession by prisoners, iv. 857.
because of vicinage, ii. 33. of action, iii. 303, 397.
bench, court of, iii. 37. indictment, iv. 329.

justices of, killing them, iv. 84. Gonfezso, bill taken 2re, iii. 444, 445
disturbance of, iii. 237. Confinement to the realm, i. 265.
estate in, ii. 191, 399. Confirmation of bishops, i. 378, 880, iv. llb
farrier, &c., action against, Hi. 165. lands, ii. 325.
form, proof of will in, ii. 508. Confiscation, i. 299, iv. 377.
in gross, ii. 34. Confusion, property by, iL 405.
informer, iii. 161. Conge d'fshre, i. 379, 382, iv. 421.
jury, ill. 358. Conjugal rights, restitution of, iii. 94.
law, i. 63, 67, iv. 411, 412. subtraction of, iii. 94.

corporation by, i. 472. Conjuration, iv. 60, 436.
dower by, ii. 132. Conquest, Norman, i. 199, iv. 414, 41&
guardian by, i. 461. or acquisition, ii. 48, 242.

nuisance, iv. 166. victory, i. 103, 107.
of estovers, ii. 35. Consangub_us frater, ii. 232.

pasture, ii. 33. Consanguinity, i. 434, iL 202.
piscary, ii. 34. table of, ii. 203.
turbary, ib. Conscience, courts, of, iii. 81, iv. 441.
pleas, iii. 40. Consecration of bishops, i. 380, iv. 115.
court of, iii. 37. Consequential damages, action for, iii. 154
court of, fixed at Westminster, i, 22, 23, iii. Conservators of the peace, i. 350, iv. 413.

39, iv. 424. of truce and safe-conducts, iv. 69.
prayer book, reviling of, iv. 50. Consideration of contracts, ii. 445.
recovery, iiL 182, 193, iv. 429. of deeds, ii. 296, app. 2, 4.
right of, ii. 32. Con_ideratum eat per curiae., iii. 39b.
sans hombre, iii. 239. Con_ilium, or imparlance, iv. 364.
scold, iv. 168. Consimilicasu, writ of entry/n, iii. 183.
seal, i. 475. Consistory court, iii. 64.
surcharge of, iii. 287. Consort, queen, i. 219.
t_nant in, of lands, iL 191, app. 6. Conspiracy, iv. 186.

chattels personal, ii. 399. action of, iii. 126.
vouchee, ii. 359, app. 18, 19. Constable, i. 855, 411, iv. 292.
utterer of false money, iv. 100. high, i. 116.
ways, ii. 35. lord high, i. 355, iii. 88, iv. 268.
without stint, ii. 34. his court, iii. 68, iv. 268.

Commonalty, i. 403. Constitution, English, i. 50, 127, 144, 104k lJ_
Commons, house of, L 158. 213, 217, 234, 237, iii. 60 *, iv. 439.
Commonwealth, offences against, iv. 127. Construction of deeds and wills, ii. 879.
Commorancy, iv. 273. statutes, i. 87.
fY_rnmun_n legem , writ of entry ad, iii. 183. Constructive treason, iv. 75, 85.
Communion of goods, ii. 3. Consuetudinibus et serwti_s, writ d_ lil. 23g.
Commutation of penance, iv. 106, 217, 276. Consultation, writ of, iii. 114.
Compact, i. 45. Consummate, tenant by eurtesy, iL 1_8.
Compassing the death of the king, &o., iv. 76. Contempt against the king, iv. 121.
Cornpen_at_o, iii. 305. in courts of equity, iii. 443.
Competent witnesses, iii. 369. law, iv. 283.
Composition, real, for tithes, ii. 28. Coutenement, iv. 379.

with creditors, ii. 484. Contentious jurisdiction, fii. 66.
Compomld larceny, iv. 239. Gontestatm l_tis, iii. 296.
Compounding felony, iv. I34 Contingent legacy, ii. 513.
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Contingent remalnder, ii. 169. Corsned, trial by, iv. 845, 414.
trustees to support, ii. 171, app. 5. Cosinage, writ of, iii. 186.

uses, ii. 334. Costa, 1i. 439, iii. 188, 899, app. ,2, 28, _$
Continual otaim, ii. 316, iii. 175. in equity, iii. 451.
Continuances, iii. 316, app. 4, 11, 22, 24, 26. no more than damages, iii. 400.

with clause of nisi prius, iii. 353. on not going to trial, iii. 357.
Continuando in trespass, iii. 212. Covenant, iii. 156.
Contract, ii. 442. in a deed, ii. 804, app. 8, 10.

action on, iii. 117. real, iii. 157.
express, iii. 154. to stand seised to uses, ii. 338.
implied, iii. 159. writ of, ii. 350, app. 14, iii. 157
of marriage, i. 439. Covert-baron, i. 442.

suit for, iii. 93. Coverture, ib.
original, between king and people, i. 233 Councils of the king, i. 227.
simple, ii. 465. Counsel, 1ii. 26.
special, lb. action against, iii. 16_.

Co_tractu, action ex, iii. 117. for prisoners, iv. 355.
Convention of estates, i. 151, 152. king's, ill. 27.

parliaments, i. 152. when silenced, iii. 29.
t, onventional estates for lifo, ii. 120. Count, i. 117, 398.
Conversion, iii. 152. in declaration, iii. 293, 295.
Conveyances, ii. 9, 293, 309, iv. 430. Counterfeiting the king's coin, iv. 84, _6.
Conviction, iv. 362. seals, iv. 83, 89.

summary, iv. 280. Counterpart, ii. 296.
Convocation, L 279. Country, trial by the, iii. 349, iv. 349.

scurf of bishops in, ill 67. County, i. 117, iv. 411.
Coparceners, ii. 187. court, i. 178, 343, iii. 35, iv. 411, 414, 4_
Copper coin, counterfeiting, iv. 100. 420, 422, 424, 441.
Copy of indictment, iv. 351. of Middlesex, lii. 83.

record of indictment, iii. 126. palatine, i. 117, iv. 481.
Copyhold, ii. 95, 147, iv. 439. Court, i. 267, iii. 23, iv. 258, 414.

for life, ii. 97. baron, ii. 90, iii. 33, iv. 411.
forfeiture of, ii. 284. Christian, iii. 64.
not liable to degzt, iii. 419. hand, iii. 323.
of frank tenure, ii. 100, 149. leet, iv. 273, 411, 424.

inheritance, ii. 97. martial, i. 416.
turned into frank fee, il. 368. power to erect, i. 267, iii. 24.

Copyrights, ii. 405. Courts, profits of, i. 289.
Corn, grain, meal, &c., destroying, iv. 245. Craven, iii. 340, iv. 348.
Corn-rents, ii. 322. Credible witness, iii. 370.
Corsage, tenure by, ii. 74. iCrimes, iv. 1, 2, 5.
Corody, i. 283, ii. 40. Criminal conversation, ill. 139
Coronatmn-oath, ancient, i. 235. law, iv. 2.

modern, lb. Cross bills, iii. 448.
Coronatore eligendo, writ de, i. 347. causes, iii. 451.

exonerando, writ de, i. 348. remainder, ii. 381.
Coroner, i. 346, iv. 292, 413. sign of, in deeds, ii. 305.

his court, iv. 274. Crown, descent of the, i. 191, iv. 418.
Corporate counties, i. 120. office, iv. 265, 308.

name, i. 474. pleas of the, iv. 2.
Eorporation, i. 467, iL 430. Cueking-stool, iv. 168.

act, iv. 58, 439. Cu_ ante divort_ura, writ of, iii. 183.
courts of, iii. 80. Cu_ in vita, writ of, lb.
its dissolution, i. 485. Culprit, iv. 339.

duties, i. 479. Cumberland, theft in, iv. 238
incidents and powers, i. 477. Curate. i. 393.

Its lands if dissolved, i. 484, ii. 256. his salary, iii. 90.
privilege8 and disabilities, i. 476. Curator of infants, &e., i. 460.

Corporeal hereditaments, ii. 17. Curatores viarum, i. 358.
Corpse, stealing of, ii. 429, iv. 235 _. Curfeu, iv. 419, 420.
Corl_oris jume canonici, i. 82. Curzahtas, ii. 126.

�urns civzlis, i. 81. Cursing, iv. 59.
Correction, house of, iv. 370, 871, 377. Curtesy, tenant by, ii. 126

of apprentices, i. 428. Custody of idiots and lunatics, i. 308, ":ii. ae
children, i. 452, 453, iv. 182. of temporalities, i. 282, iv. 421.
scholars, i. 453, iv. 182. Custom, ii. 263, 422.
servants, i. 428, iv. 182. assurances by, ii. 865.
wife, i. 444. dower by, ii. 132.

"_orruption of blood, ii. 251, iv. 388, 413, 438, general, i. 68, 73.
440. heriot, ii. 422.

Corse-present, ii. 425. of London, how tried, iii. 334.



Custom, particular, i. 74. Deforcement, ill. 1'_2.
how allowed, i. 78. Deforciant, ii. 350, app. 15, 16, ill 174.
when legal, i. 76. Degradation of peers, i. 402.

Customary freehold, ii. 100, 149. Degrees, conferred by the archbishop, i. 881
tenant, d. 147. in writs of entry, m. 186.

Customs on merchandise, i. 313, 317. of consanguinity, ii. 206.
Custuma antz_ua sive magna, i. 314. how reckoned, ii. 206, 207, 224,

patna et nova, lb. guilt, iv. 34.
Custoa rotulorum, i. 349, il. app. 1, iv. 272 .Dehors, matter, iii. 387, iv. 390.
Cutpurses, iv. 241. Delay of the law, i[i. 423.

Delegates, court of, hi. 66, 69.
Damage to things personal, iii. 153. m academmal causes, ill. 85.
Damage-fea_ant, ill 6. Delictum, challenge TroTter, iii. 363, iv. 35[
Damages, il. 438, iii. 187, 188. Deliverance, second, writ of, iii. 150.
Dane-lage, i. 65, iv. 412. Delivery of a deed, ii. 306, app. 3, 12, 18
Darre_n presentment, assize of, iii. 245. Demand of lands, ii. app. 18.
Date of a deed, il. 304, app. 1, 3, 12, 13. Demandant and tenant, ii. app. 18.
Day in bank, iii. 277. Demesne lands, il. 90.

court, iii. 316. Demesnes of the crown, i. 286.
of grace, ill. 278. Demi-mark, tender of, iii. app. 5.

.De bene esse, ill. 383. Demise of the crown, L 188, 249.
De laTlv_ belle, dower, ii. 132. Demi-vills, i. 116.
Deacon, i. 388. Democracy, i. 49.
Dead man's part, ii. 518. Demolishing churches, houses, &c., iv 148
Deadly feud, iv. 244. Demurrer, iii. 814, app, 23.
Deaf, dumb, and blind, i. 304, ii. 497. book, iii. 817.
Dean and chapter, i. 382. in equity, iii. 446.

rural, i. 383. to ewdence, iii. 872.
Deanery, rural, i. 112. indictment, iv. 333.
Death, appeal of, iv. 314, 424. Denial of rent, iii. I70.

civil, i. 132. Denizen, i. 374, ii. 249.
judgment of, iv. app. 4. Deodand, i. 300.

Debet et det_net, action in, iii. 156. Departure in pleading, iii. 310.
Debt, iL 464, iii. 154. DeToTulatio agrorum, iv. 374.

action of, ill. 154, &pp. 13. Depositions, ill. 383.
on amercement, iii. 161. in chancery, iii. 449.

by law, iii. 160. ecclesiastical courts, iii. 100.
escape, iii. 165. Deprivation, i. 393.
judgment, iii. 160, 421. Derelict lands, ii. 262.

on penal statutes, iii. 161. Dereliction of property, ii. 9.
information of, lii. 261. Derivative conveyances, ii. 324.
public, i. 328, iv. 441. Descender, writ of formedon in, iii. 19 _.

Debtee executor, iii 18. Descent of lands, ii. 201, iv. 413, 42_
Debtor, refusing to discover his effects, iv. 158. Descent of the crown, i. 193, iv 418.
Debts, priority of, ii. 511. collateral, i. 194.
Deceit, action for, iii. 166 _. lineal, i. 193.

of, all. 165 _, 405. rules of, ii. 208.
on the case, in nature of, iii. 165_, 405. table of, ii. 240.

Decennary, i. 115, iv. 252. Desertion, i. 415, iv. 102.
Deception of the king in his grants, i. 246. Detainer, forcible, id. 179, iv. 148.
Decisive oath, iii. 342. unlawful, iii. 151.
Declaration, iii. 293, app. 7, 10, 21. Determinable freehold, ii. 121.
Declaratory part of a law, i. 54. Determination of will, ii. 146.

statutes, i. 86. Detinet, action of debt in, iii. lb6.
Declinatory plea, iv. 833, 366. Detinue, action of, iii. 152.
Decree in equity, iii. 451. Devastation, ii. 508.
Decretals, i. 82. Devise, ii. 373, iv. 430.
Decretum Grat_ani, i. 82. Devisee, liable to debts of devllor, ii. 87R
De&muspoteslatem, i. 3527 ii. 851, iii. 447. Die, eat sine, iii. 316, 399.
Deed, ii. 295. Diet, excess in, iv. 171.
Deed-poll, ii. 296. Diets, i. 147.
Deeds, stealing of, iv. 234. Digests, i. 81.
Deer-stealing, iv. 235, 239. Dignity of the king, i. 241.

m disguise, iv. 144. Dignities, ii. 37.
Default, judgment by, iii. 296, 396. Dilapidations, iii. 91.
Defeasanee, deed of, ii. 327, 342. Dilatory pleas, iii. 301.
Defeetum, challengepropter, iii. 362, iv. 352. Diminishing the coin, iv. 90.
Defence, ii. app. 18, iii. 296, app. 3, 5, 10, 22. Diminution of record, iv. 390.
Defendant, iii. 25. Diocese, i. 112.
Defensive allegation, iii. 100. Direct prerogatives, i. 289.
Definitive sentence, id. 101. Directory part of a law, i. 55.
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Disabihties, iv 377 Donative advowsous, ii. 28.
Disability, plea to, iii. 301. Done, grant, et render, fine sur, it. 8_
Di_l_bling a man's limbs or members, iv. 205, Donzs, statute de, iL 112.

206, 207. Double fine, 11. 858.
statutes of leases, ii. 320, iv. 432, plea, ill. 308.

Disclaimer of tenure, ii. 275, iii. 238. voucher, li. app. 17.
Discontinuance of action, iii. 296. Dowager, princess, iv. 81.

estate, in. 17i. queen, i. 223, iv. 81.
D._scovery by bankrupt, ii. 483. Dower, li. 129, iv. 424.

of accomplices, iv. 380, 381. ad ost_um eeelesz_, ii. 132.
_u oath, iii. 381, 437. assignment of, ii. 135.

Discretionary fines and imprisonment, iv. 878. bar of, 11. 186.
Disfiguring, iv. 207. by common law, ii. 182.
Disguise, iv. 144. custom, lb.
Dismembering, punishment by, iv. 877. de la plus belle, lb.
Dlsmi-slon of bill in cqmty, iii. 451. ex assensupatr_s, ii. 133.
Disorderly houses, iv. 167. justices of, m. 57.

persons, iv. 169. uncle mhd habet, writ of, iii. 18_.
Disparagement, ii. 70. writ of mght of, lii. 183, 194.
Dispensation from the king, ii. 272. Draught for money, ii. 467.

pope, iv. 115. Drawbacks, 1. 315.
Dispensing power of the king, i. 142, 186, 342, Drawing to the gallows, iv. 92, 876.

iv. 436, 440. Dropt drear, li. 199.
Dispossession, iii. 167, 198. Druids, their customs, i. 63, iv. 408.
Dissection of murderers, iv. 202, 376, app. 4. Drunkenness, iv. 25, 64.
Disseisin, ii. 195, iii. 169. Duchy-court of Lancaster, iii. 78.

at the party's election, iii. 170, 171. Ducking-stool, iv. 168, 877.
warranty commencing by, ii. 802. Duel, iv. 145, 185, 199.
writ of entry sur, ifi. 183. Dues, ecclesmstical, non-payment of, ii[ 89

Dissenters, Protestant, iv. 53. Dukes, i. 397, 409.
Dissolution of parliament, i. 188. Dam fu_t mtra _tatem, writ of, iii. 18f_.
rJistress, ft. 41, 42, 43, 452, iii. 6, 7. non eompos ment_s, writ of, lb.

excessive, hi. 12. Duodec_ma manus, fii. 843.
illegal, for crown debts, iv. 428. Duplex querela, im 247.
infinite, 1ft. 231, 280, iv. 285, 318. Dupheutw, iiu 310.
sale of, ill. 14. Duphcity in pleading, iii. 808, 811.
second, iii. 12. Durante absentza, administration, ii. 508.

Distribution of intestate's effects, ii. 515, iv. m*nore sstate, administration, lb.
408, 424, 439. Duress, ii. 292.

1)istringa8 in chancery, iii. 445. of imprisonment, i. 181, 186.
detinue, ill 413. per minas, i. 181, iv. 80.

_uratores, iii. 854. Durham, county palatine of, i. 117.
to compel appearance, iii. 280, app. 1 L courts of, iii. 78.

Disturbance, lii. 286. Duties of persons, i. 123.
of common, ill. 237. of the king, i. 233.

franchises, lii. 236. Dwelhng-house, iv. 224.
patronage, iii. 242.
religious assemblies, iv. 54. Ealdormen, i. 398.
tenure, iii. 242. Ear, loss of, iv. 146, 160, 206, 247, 377.
ways, iii. 241. Earl, i. 116, 898.

Disturber, ii. 278. marshal, his court, iii. 68, iv. 268
Diversity of person, plea of, iv. 396. Earnest, il. 447.
Dividend of bankrupt's effects, ii. 487. Eat rode sine d_e, iii. 316, 899.
Divine law, i. 42. Eavesdroppers, Iv. 168.
DIwne right of kings, i. 191, iv. 436. Ecclesiastical corporatmns, i. 470.

tithes, ii. 25. courts, iii. 61.
service, tenure by, ii. 102. their cognizance, iii. 87, iv. 275, 425.

Diwrce, i. 440, iii. 94. when separated from the civil, iii. 62, ,v
Do, ut ,lea, ii. 444. 415, 421.

.faaas, ii. 445. Educatmn of children, i. 450.
Doequet of judgment, ii. 511, iii. 897. Edgar, king, his laws, i. 66, iv. 412.
Doctrines, illegal, asserting or publishing, i 160, Edward the Confessor, his laws, i. 66, iv. t12,

208, 217, iv. 91, 116, 123. 420.
Dog, carrying, iv. 123. Egyptians, iv. 165.
Dogs, stealing them, iv. 235_. E]ectione firm_, writ of_iii. 199.

&c., owner answerable for, iii. 154. Ejectment, action of, iii. 199, app. 7, iv. 441.
Dome-book of Alfred, i. 64, iv. 411. Election of bishops, i. 377, iv. 115, 421.
Domesday-book, ii. 49, 99, iii. 331. magistrates, i. 340, iv. 413, 427.
Dominion, ii. 1. members of parliament, i. 170, 177.
Domit_ nature, animals, ii. 390. Scots peers, i. 168, iv. 117.
Donatzo mort_ eausa, h. 514. Electlve monarchy, i. 192, iv. 413.
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Bleemosynary corporations, i. 471. Estrays, i. 297, il. 14.
E_egzt, estate by, ii. 161. Estreat of recognizance, &c., iv.

writ of, iii. 418, iv. 426. Estrepe_nent, writ of, ill 225.
Elisors, iii. 355. Evidence, iii. 867, iv. 856.
Eloignment, iii. 129, 149. Ex oj_cw informations, iv. 808.
Elopement, i. 442, ii. 130. _x post facto laws, i. 46.
Ely, courts of, iii. 78. Examination in chancery, iii. 449.

isle of, i. 120. of bankrupt, ii. 481.
Embargo. i. 270. prisonel% iv. 296.
Embassadors, i. 253. witnesses, iii. 372.

killing them, iv. 85. trial by, iii. 331.
violation of their privileges, iv. 70, 441. Exe_tzo, lii. 310.

Emblements, ii. 122, 145, 403. Exceptions, bill of, iii. 372.
Embowelling alive, iv. 92, 376. to answer in chancery, iii. 448.
Embracery, iv. 140. Exchange, bill of, ii. 466.
Emperor, his authority, i. 242. deed of, ii. 823.
EmThyteus_, iii. 232. of goods and chattels, ii. 446.
Empson and Dudley, iv. 310. lands, ii. 323.
Enabling statute of leases, ii. 319. Exchequer chamber, court of. iii. 56.
Enclosure, disseisin, by, iii. 170. court of, iii. 44.
Endowment of vicarages, i. 387. receipt of, lb.

widows, ii. 135. Excise, i. 318.
Enemies, i. 257, iv. 83. hereditary, i. 289.

goods, ii. 401. offences against, how tried, iv. 281.
England, i. 111. Exclusion-bill, i. 210.
Englescherie, iv. 195. Excommunication, iii. 101.
English, law proceedings in, ill. 322, iv. 441. i Excommunicate capiendo, writ de, ill 102
Engrossing, iv. 158. dehberando, writ de, lb.
Enlarger _'estate, ii. 824. Excusable homicide, iv. 182.
Enlarging statute, i. 87. Executed contract, ii. 443.
Enquiry, writ of, iii. 898. estate, ii. 168.
Ensemt, ii. 169. fine, ii. 353.
Entails, iL 112. iv. 427, 431. remainder, ii. 168.
Entries, books of, iii. 368, 369. Execution, civil, ill. 412, app. 25.
Entry, iii. 5, 174. criminal, iv. 403.

forcible, iii. 179, iv. 148. award of, iv. 263, 403, app. 6.
on lands, ii. 812. plea in bar of, iv. 396.
tolled by descent, ill. 176, 177. precept of, iv. 403.
writ of, iii. 180, ii. app. 17. rule for, iv. 404.

Equity, i. 61, 91, iii. 50, 429. varying from judgment, iv. 17_, _[04
and law, courts of, how distinguished, iii. warrant of, iv. 404, app. 6.

429, 436, iv. 442. writ of, iv. 403, app. 7.
courts, history of, iii. 50, iv. 430. of devises, ii. 376.

practice of, iii. 442. uses, ii. 833.
of redemption, ii. 159. process of, iii. 279, 412.

statutes, iii. 431. Executive power, i. 190.
reserved, iii. 453. Executor, ii. 503.
side of the chancery, iii. 50. de son tort, ii. 507,

exchequer, ill. 45. of executor, ii. 506.
Eriaeh, iv. 313. his own wrong, ii. 507.
Error, costs in, iii. 400, 410", app. 25. Executory contract, ii. 443.

writ of, iii. 407, app. 21, iv. 391. devise, ii. 173, 334.
where prosecuted, iii. 410% 411", iv. 891. estate, iL ]63.

Escape, iii. 290, 415, iv. 129. remainder, ii. 169.
action for, iii. 165. Exemplification, ii. app. 17.
assisting in, iv. 131. Exemptions from tithes, ii. 28.

Escheat, i. 302, ii. 11, 72, 89, 244, iv. 388, 413, Exigent, writ of, iii. 283, iv. 319.
418. Exigi faeu_s, writ of, iii. 288, app. 15, iv. S|*"

writ of, iii. 194. Exile, i. 187, iv. 377.
Escrow, ii. 307. Expectancy, estates in, ii. 163.
Escuage, ii. 74, iv. 422. Expenses of prosecution, iv. 362
Esplees, ii. app. 18, iii. app. 3. witnesses, iii. 869, iv. 362.
Esquire, i. 406. Exportation of wool, &e., iv. 154, 428
Essoign, iii. 277. Express condition, ii. 154.

day of the term, iii. 278. contract, ii. 443, iii. 154
Estate in lands, ii. 103. malice, iv. 198.
Estates of the kingdom, i. 155. warranty, ii. 301.
Estoppel, ii. 295, iii. 808. Extendi faaas, if1. 420.
Estoveriis habendis, writ de, i. 441. Extent, writ of, lb.
Estovers of a wife, lb. Extinguishment of estates, ii.

common of, ii. 35. Extortion, iv. 141.
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Rxtra-parochlal places, i. 114. Fiction in law, ill. 43, 101
tithes, i. 284. Fictitious p|aintlff, iv. 134.

Extrnvagants, i. 82. FMe_ comn_zssum, ii. 827.
Eye, putting out, iv. 206, 2(_" Fldejussors, iii. 108, 291.
Eyre, chief justice in, iii. 72. Fief, ii. 45.

justices in, iii. 58, iv. 422, 42_ dZhaubert, ft. 62.
killing them, iv. 84. F_eri facia*, writ of, iii. 417, app. 27

fecz, iii. app. 27.
Fado, uS de*, ii. 445. Fifteenths, i. 309.

facial, ii. 444. Flhal portion, ii. 519
Pacto, king de, i. 204, 370, iv. 77. Final decree, lii. 452.
Factor, i. 427. judgment, ill 398.
Factorship, cognizable in equity, iii. 437. Finding of indictments, iv. 305.
Fair, i. 274, iii. 218. things personal, ii. 9.
False imprisonment, iii. 127, iv. 218. Fine for alienation, li. 71, 89

action of, ill 138. endowment, ii. 135.
judgment, writ of, iii. 34, 407. misdemeanours, iv. 377, 378.
news, iv. 149. in eopyhold, ii. 98.
return, action for, iii. 111, 165. of lands, ii. 118, 348, iii. 157, 174, iv. 426.
verdict, iii. 402, iv. 140. 429.
weights and measures, iv. 159. executed, il. 353.

Falai erimen, iv. 89, 185, 157, 247. reversal of, when levied of copyholds, LL368_
Falsifying attainder, iv. 890. iii. 166_.

coin, iv. 84, 88, 90, 98. sur done, grant, et render, ii. 853.
judgment, iv. 390. cognizance de droit, come ceo, &c., ii. 352_

Fame, good or ill, iv. 256, 299. app. 14.
Farm, ii. 318. tantum, ft. 353.
Farrier, common, action against, iiL 165. concess_t, ib.
Favour, challenge to, iii. 363. Fines and forfeitures, when grantable, iii :I59,
Fealty, i. 366. iv. 379.

oath of, ii. 45, 53, 86. Finger, disabling, iv. 205.
Fear, putting in, iv. 242. Fire, negligence of, i. 431, iv. 222.
Fee, ii. 45, 104, 106. Fire-hote, ii. 35.

after a fee, ii. 334. Fire-ordeal, iv. 342.
ecclesiastical, iii. 90. Fire-works, iv. 168.
farm-rent, ii. 43. First-fruits, i. 284, ii. 67, iv. 107.
simple, ii. 104, app. 1, 6. Fish, royal, i. 222, 290.
tail, ii. 112, app. 6. stealing, in disguise, iv. 144, 236.

Fees to counsel, iii. 28. or attempting to steal, iv. 236.
Feigned issue, iii. 452. Fishery, common of, ii. 34.
Felo de se, ii. 499, iv. 189. free, ii. 89, 417, iv. 424.
Felon, ii. 499. several, ii. 39.
Felonious homicide, iv. 188. Fish-pond, destroying, iv. 245.
Felony, ii. 284, iv. 94. Fitzherbert, i. 72, iiL 183.

appeal of, iv. 314. Fleets, i. 262, iv. 419.
compounding of, iv. 134. Fleta, i. 72, iv. 427.
misprision of, iv. 121. Flight, iv. 387.
punishment of, iv. 98, 216, 222. Flotsam, i. 293, ili. 106.

Feme covert, i. 442, ii. 292, 497. F_enus nauticum, ii. 458.
Feodal actions, iii. 117. Folk-land, ii. 90, 92.

tenures, ii. 44, iv. 418. Foot of a fine, ii. 351, app. 15.
among the Saxons, iv. 413. Force, injuries with and without, iii. 118
when received in England, ii. 48, iv. 413, when repeUable by death, iv. 181.

418. Forcible abduction and marriage, iv. 208
Feoffment, ii. 310, app. 1. entry and detainer, iii. 179, iv. 148.
Feorm, ii. 318. Foreclosure, ii. 159.
Fer_ nature, animals, ii. 390. Foreign bill of exchange, ii. 467.
Ferry, iii. 219. coin, forging it, iv. 89, 99, 120.
Fetters, iv. 300, 322. county, indictment in, iv. 303.
Feud, ii. 45. dominions, i. 110.
Feudatory, ii. 58. prince, pension from, iv. 122.
Feudum antiquwn, iL 212, 221 service, iv. 101.

upertura, ii. 245. Forest, i. 289, ii. 14, 38, 414.
honorarium, ii. 56, 215. courts, hi. 71.
imlrroprium , ii. 58. laws, ii. 416, iii. 73, iv. 415, 420, _, 4_
individuum, ii. 215. 432, 437.
matemum, ii. 212, 248. Fore*ta, earta de, iv. 423, 425.
novum, ii. 212, 221. Forestaller, disseisin by, iii. 170.

held ut antiquum, lb. Forestalling, iv. 158.
paternum, ii. 243. Foretooth, striking out, iv. 205
protn'ium , ii. 58 Forfeiture, i. 299, ii 153, 267.
V_r,. IL--46 T21
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Porfeit-are for crimes, iv. 877. 881, 418, 424. General issue, iii. 805, iv. 888.
of copyholcls, ii. 284. legacy, iL 512.

goods and chattels, ii. 420t iv. 886. occupancy, ii. 256.
lands, ii. 267, iv. 381. sessions, iv. 272.

Forgery, iv. 247. statute, i. 85.
Forgiveness by the prosecutor, iv. 864. tail, ii. 118, app. 6.
Formapauperi_, iii.400. verdict, iii. 878, iv. 861.
Formedon,writof,iii.191. warrant,iv.291.
Forms of law,unalterable,i.142. Gentlemen,i.405,406.
Fornication,iv.65. Giftofchattelspersonal,iL 441.
Fortsand castles,i.268. real,ii.440.
Fortune-tellers,iv.62. landsand tenements,ii.816.
Fortydays'court,iii.71. Gi]damercatoria,i.478.
Fnunder of a corporation, i. 480. Glanvil, i. 72, iv. 421.
Foundling-hospitals, L 181. Gleaning, iii. 212.
Franchise, ii. 37. God and religion, offences against, iv. 48.

allowance of, iii. 263. Good behaviour, security for, iv. 2,51, 266.
disturbance of, iii. 286. consideration, ii. 297.
royal, i. 802 Government, contempts against, iv. 128.

Frnnkalmoign, ii. 101. its original, i. 48.
Franked letters, i. 823. Grand assize, iii. 341, 351, app. 5, iv. 422.
Frank-marriage, ii. 115. Cou_tum/er of Normandy, i. 106.
Frank-pledge, i. 115, iv. 252. juror, disclosing evidence, iv. 126.

view of, iv. 278. jury, iv. 802, app. 2.
Frank tenement, ii. 104. in attaint, iii. 851, 404.
Frank tenure, ii. 61. larceny, iv. 229.
_tYat_ec_naan#uinc_s, li. 282. serjeanty, ii. 73.

uterinus, ib. Grants, ii. 9.
Fraud, civil, where cognizable, ill 481, 487, 439. of chattels personal, ii. 441.

criminal, iv. 159. real, ii. 440.
Frauds an_ perjuries, statute of, i. 418, ii. 161, lands and tenements, ii. 817.

259, 297, 306, 837, 342, 864, 876, 448, 466, the king, ii. 846.
500, 50t, 515, ifi. 159, 421, iv. 489. Groat council, i. 147.

Fraudulent deeds, ii. 296. seal of the king, ii. 846, iii. 47.
devises, ii. 878. counterfeiting it, iv. 83.

Fraunk-ferme, ii. 80. tithes, i. 888.
Free-bench, ii. 132. Gregorian code, i. 81.

fishery, ii. 39, 417. Gross, advowson in, iL 22.
services, ii. 60. common in, ii. 34.
socage, ii. 79. villein in, ii. 93.
warren, ii. 38, 417, iv. 415. Guardian ad ht_, iii. 427.

Freehold, ii. 104. and ward, i. 460.
leases, ii. 120, 818. at common law, i. 461.

Fresh suit, i. 297. by custom, i. 462.
Fruit, stealing of, iv. 238. nature, i. 461.
Fall age, i. 463. statute, i. 462.
Fnmage, i. 825. for nurture, i. 461.
Funds, public, i. 831. in chivalry, i. 462, ii. 67.
Funeral-expenses, ii. 508. socage, ii. 88.
E_ndi animus, iv. 230, 232. testamentary, i. 462.
F_turo, freehold m, ii. 144, 165. Guernsey, island of, i. 106.

Gunpowder, hindering its importation, iv. ; ]|
Gage, iii. 280, app. 4. keeping or carrying it illegally, iv. 1 BS.

estates in, ii. 157. Gypsies, iv. 165.
Game, ii. 14, 895, 403, 410, iv. 415.

destroying of, iv. 174. Habeas corpora juratorum, iiL 854.
laws, iv. 174, 416. corpus, i. 135.
selling of, iv. 175. act, L 128, iii. 135, iv. 488.

Gaming, iv. 171. ad ddiberandum, iii. 130.
houses, iv. 167, 171. fadendum st rec_piendum, lb.

t_aol-delivery, iv. 270, app. 8. Frosequendura, lb.
Gaol-distemper, i. 346. re_pondendum, iii. 129.
Gaolers, i. 346, iv. 800. sattsfacwndum, lb.

compelling prisoners to be approvers, &e. iv. aubficiendura, iii. 181.
128. testiflcandum, iii. 180.

Gardens, robbing of, iv. 238. eum causa, ill. 76, 130.
Garter, knight of, i. 408. Habcndum of a deed, ii. 298, app. 1, 2, &
Gavelkind, i. 74, ii. 84, iv. 408 418. Habere faciaa posscssionc, n, iii. 412.
General demurrer, iii. 315. adsinam, ib.

fund, i 831. Habitation, offences against, iv. 2'20
;mparlance, iii. 301 property in, iL 4.
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Hackney coaches and chairs, L 326. Homage of a court-baron_ ii. 91.
H_feditas ]acens, iL 259. simple, i. 367.
Heret_co eomburendo, writ de, iv. 46, 489. Homicide, iv. 177.
Half-blood, i. 194, iL 227. Heroine r_e#iando, writ de, ifi. 129.
Hame-secken, iv. 223. Honorary feuds, ii. 56, 215.
Hamlet, i. 116. Honori_ r_ectum, challenger,/or ,iii. 361 Iv
Hanaper-ofllce, iii. 49. 352.
Hand, burning in, iv. 367, 369, 370, 872, 377, Honour, court of, iii. 104.

app. 4. of a peer, i. 402.
disabling, iv. 205. or dignity, i. 271.
holding up, iv. 323. seignory, ii. 91.
loss of, iv. 125, 154, 276, 377. Hop-brads, destroying, iv. 246.
sale, ii. 448. Horse-races, iv. 173.
writing, similitude of, iv. 358. Horse-stealing, iv. 238.

Hanging, iv. 876. Horses, sale of, ii. 450.
Hanover, i 109. Hospitals, i. 471, 474.
Hares, stealing them, iv. 239. their visitors, i. 482.
Havens, i. 264. Hotohpot, ii. 190, 517.
Hawks, stealing of, iv. 236. House, immunities of, iv. 223.
Hay-bets, ii. 35. larceny from, iv. 240.
Head of the church, i. 279, iv. 480. bote, ii. 35.
Headboreugh, i. 115. tax, i. 325, 326.
Health, i. 134. Hue and cry, iv. 293.

injuries to, iii. 122. Hundred, i. 116, iv. 411.
offences against public, iv. 161. action against, for robbery, &o., ill 161, iv

Hearing in equity, iii. 451. 245, 294.
Hearsay evidence, iii. 368. court, iii. 34, iv. 411.
Hearth-money, i. 325. Hundredors, challenge for defect of, iii. 859, iv
Hedge-bets, ii. 35. 352.

stealing, iv. 233. Hunger, iv. 31.
Heir, ii. 201. Hunting, iii. 213.

apparent and presumptive, iL 208. by inferior tradesmen, iii. 215, 401.
Heiress, stealing of, iv. 208. night or in disguise, iv. 143, 144.
Heir-looms, ii. 427. Hurdle, iv. 92, 376.
Helping to stolen goods for reward, iv. 132. Husband and wife. i. 433, iv. 28.
Hengham, i. 72, iii. 409, iv. 427. injuries to, iii. 139.
Henry I., his laws, iv. 420. Hustings, court of, in London, iii. 80.
Heptarchy, Saxon, iv. 410. Hydage, i. 310.
Heraldry, iii. 105. Hypotheca, il. 159.
Heralds, ib.

books, ib. Identity of person, iv. 396.
Hereditaments, ii. 17. Idiot, i. 303, ii. 291, iv. 24.
Hereditary right to the crown, i. 191, 209. cognizance of, iii. 427.
Heresy, iv. 44. inspection of, iii. 33,2.
Heritable jurisdictions, ii. 77. marriage of, i. 438.
Heretoohs, i. 397, 409, iv. 413. Id, o_a inquir_do, writ &, L 303.
Herlets, ii. 97, 422. Idleness, iv. 169.

seising of, iii. 15. Ignominious punishments, iv. 87"/.
Hermegenian code, i. 81. I.anoramua, iv. 305.
High-commission court, ill. 67, iv. 433, 437. Ignorance, iv. 27.

constable, i. 355. Illegal conditions, ii. 156.
ef England, i. 355, iv. 268. Imagining the king's death, iv. 76.

his court, iii. 68, iv. 268. Imbezzling king's armour or steres, iv. I01
misdemeanours, iv. 121. public money, iv. 121.
steward of Great Britain, his court, iv. 261, records, iv. 128.

348. Immediate descent, ii. 226.
in parliament, iv. 260, 263. states of the empire, ii 60.

steward of Oxford, his court, iv. 277. Imparlance, ii. app. 19, iii. 299, 301, app. 9,_
treason, iv. 75. Impeachment in parliament, iv. 259.

trials in, iv. 351, 440. of waste, ii. 283. app. 5.
Highways, i 357, il. 35. Imperial chamber, iii. 39.

annoyances in, iv. 167. constitutions, i. 80.
robbery in or near, iv. 243. crown and dignity, L 242.

Hiring, ii. 453. Impediments of marriage, i. 434.
History of the law, iv. 407. Implication, ii. 381.
Hogs, keeplug them in towns, iv. 167. Implied condition, ii. 152.
Holding ever, ii. 151, iii. 210, 211. contract, ii. 443, iii. 159.
Homage, ii. 53. malice, iv. 200.

ancestral, ii. 8Of). warranty, il. 300.
by bishops, i 283, 379, iv. 421. Importing agn_ dd, crosses, &c. iv. lib.
liege, L 367 counterfeit money, iv. 84, 89. ,m2_
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Impossible condition, ii. 156. Innuendo, iii. 126.
Impostures, religious, iv. 62. Inofficious testament, i. 447, ii. 50"2.
Impotency, i. 434. Inquest of office, iii. 258, iv. 801,424.
lmpotent_, property rat/on_ ii. 394. In_u_sitio po_t morte_ ii. 68, iii. 258.
Impressing seamen, i. 420. In_&atw v_arum, iv. 374.
Imprisonment, i. 134, 136, iv. 877, 436. lr_imul eomputa_sent, iii. 164.

beyond sea, i. 137, iv. 116. Insolvency, act of, ii. 484.
false, iii. 127, iv. 218. Insolvent debtors, ii. 484, iii. 416.

Improper feuds, ii. 58. Inspection, trial by, iii. 331.
Impropriations, i. 384. Instalment_ ii. 312.
Incapacities, iv. 877. Instanter, trial, iv. 396, app. 5.
Incendiaries, iv. 220. Institutes of Justinian, i. 81.
Incest, iv. 65. Institution to a benefice, i. 390, il. 23, iv 101
Inchantment, iv. 60. Insurance, ii. 458, iii. 74, iv. 442.
Incidental prerogatives, i. 240. Inter&ctum, iii. 442.
Inclosures, destroying, iv. 246. Intere_ss Termini, ii. 144.
Incomplete judgments, iii. 397. Interest of money, ii. 454.
Incorporation, power of, i. 472, 474. on bankrupt's debts, ii. 488.
Incorporeal hereditaments, ii. 20. legacies, ii. 514.
Incorrigible roguery, iv. 169. or no interest, insurance, ii. 459, 460
Incumbent, i. 391. Interested witness, iii. 370.
Incumbrances, covenant against, ii. app. 10. Interlineation in a deed, ii. 808.
Indebitatu_ azaumpsit, iii. 155. Interlocutory decree in ecclesiastical courts, ,_
Indefeasible right to the throne, i. 195. 101.
rndentures, ii. 295. chancery, iii. 452.

of a fine, ii. 351, app. 15. judgment, lii. 396.
India, misdemeanours in, iv. 305. Interpleader, bill of, iii. 448.
lndivav_t, writ of, iii. 91. Interpretation of laws, i. 59.
Indictable, what, iv. 218. Interregnum, i. 196, 249.
Indictment, iv. 302, app. 2. Interrogatories, examination on, iil. 383, 48_

copy of, iii. 126, iv. 351. iv. 287.
locality of, iv. 303. in chancery, iii. 449.

Individuals, offences against, iv. 176. Intestacy, ii. 494.
Indorsement of bills and notes, ii. 468, iv. 441. Intestates, their debts and effects, iv. 425, 428
Induction to a benefice, i. 891, ii. 812, iv. 107. Intrusion, information of, ill. 261.
Industriam, property per, ii. 391. on freehold, iii. 169.
Infamous witness, iii. 369. writ of, lii. 183.
Infant, i. 463, ii. 292, 462, 497, iv. 22. Inventory of deceased effects, ii. 510.

carnal knowledge of, iv. 212. Investiture, ii. 209.
cognizance of, ifi. 427. of benefices, ii. 23.
evidence by, iv. 214. feuds, ii. 53.
inspection of, iii. 332. lands, ii. 311.
in ventre _a _nere, i. 129, 130, ii. 169. Involuntary manslaughter, iv. 192.
privileges and disabilities of, i. 464. Ireland, i. 99.

Infeodations of tithes, li. 27. Iron, stealing, iv. 233.
Influence on elections to parliament, i. 179. Irons to secure prisoners, iv. 300, 32_
Information, compounding of, iv. 136. Islands, ii. 261.

criminal, iv. 308, 429, 436. Issuable terms, iii. 353.
ex o._cio, iii. 427, iv. 308. Issue at law, iii. 314.
for chanties, iii. 427. collateral, iv. 396, app. 5.
in crown office, iv. 308. feigned, iii. 452.

ecclesiastical courts, iii. lO1. in criminal cases, iv. 339, app. 3, 5.
exchequer, iii. 261. equity, iil. 449.
nature of quo warranto, iv. 312, 441. joinder of, iiL 315, app. 10, iv. 840, app. 8,
rein, iii. 262. tender of, iii. 313.

of superstitious uses, iii. 428. Issues on a distr_ngas, iii. 280.
Informer, common, ii. 437, iii. 161, iv. 308. Itinerant courts, iv. 411, 422.
[nfortuniu_n, homicide per, iv. 182. justices, iii. 59, iv. 422.
Inheritable blood, ii. 246.
lnheritanze, ii. 11, 201. Jactitaticn of marriage, ill. 93.

canons of, ii. 208. Jeofails, iii. 407, iv. 375, 439.
estates of, ii. 104. Jersey, island of, i. 106.

Initiate, tenant by eurtesy, ii. 127. Jetsam, i. 293, iii. 106.
Injunction in equity, iii. 443. Jews, i. 375, iv. 373.
Injuries, civil, iii. 2. children of, i. 449.

with and without force, iii. 118. John, king, his resignation of the crown to the
Inland bill of exchange, ii. 467. pope, iv. 108, 111.
Inmates, iv. 170. Jomder in demurrer, iii. 315, app. 24.
Inn of court and chancery, i. 23, 25. of battel, iii. app. 4.
Innkeeper, action against, iii. 165, 166. issue, iii. 315, app. 10, iv. 840, app. 8.
Inns, disorderly, iv. 167. Joint-tenancy in lands, ii. 179.
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Joint-tenancy in things personal, ii. 399. King, his pleasure, how understood, iv. 121
Joint-tenant, king cannot be, ii. 409. power, L 250.
Jointure, ii. 137, 180, app. 5. prerogative, i. 237.
Judges, i. 267, iii. 25, iv. 440. contempts against, iv. 122.

assaulting them, iv. 125. felonies against, iv. 98.
how counsel for prisoners, iv. 355. prerogative in debts, judgments, and s|e
killing them, iv. 84. cutions, iii. 420.
their commissions, i. 267. revenue, extraordinary, i. 307.
threatening or reproaching them, iv. 126. ordinary, i. 281.

Judgment, ii. app. 19, iii. 395, app. 5t 6, 12, royal family, i. 219, 225.
24, 26. seals, ii. 346, 847, iii. 47.

action on, iii. 160, 422. counterfeiting, iv. 83, 89.
in criminal cases, iv. 375, app. 4. silver, ii. 350.
property by, ii'. 436. sovereignty, i. 241.
relieved against in equity, iii. 437. title, i. 190.

Judwee ordinami, lii. 815. contempts against, iv. 12_.
Judicial power, i. 267, 269. ubiquity, 1. 270.

writs, iii. 282. injuries to or by, iii. 254.
lud_c_um Dei, iv. 341, 342. levying war against, iv. 81.

ferri, aquae, et ignzs, iv. 344. refusal to advise or assist him, iv. 122.
Tarium, ill. 350. King's bench, court of, iii. 41, iv. 265.

Jure dwino, right to the throne, i. 191. justices of, killing them, iv. 84.
tithes, li. 25. Knight bachelor, i. 404.

Jure, king de, i. 204, iv. 77. banneret, i. 403.
furiz utrum, writ of, iii. 252. of the bath, ib.
Jurmdiction, encroachment of, iii. 111. garter, lb.

of courts, settled by Edw. I., iv. 425, 426. shire, his electors, i. 172.
plea to, iii. 301, iv. 333. to be returned on a lord's jury, iii. 869

Jurors, fining or imprisoning, iv. 361. Knight's-fee, i. 404, 410, ii. 62.
Jury, trial by, iii. 349, iv. 849, 414, 441. Knighthood, L 404, ii. 69, iv. 437
Jus accrescen&, ii. 184, app. 5. Kmght-service, ii. 62.

ad re-m, il. 312.

duplicatum, ii. 199. Labour, foundation of property, 1i. b
fiduciarium, ii. 328. hard, iv. 370, 371, 377.
imaginum, i. 406. Labourers, i. 407, 426.
in re, ii. 312. Laches, i. 247.
k,g_tiraum, ii. 328. of infant, i. 465.

patronatus, iii. 246. Lses_e ma]estatis crimen, iv. 75, 8_.
trrmtor_um, lii. 50. L_sione fide_, suit pro, iii. 52.
precar_um, ii. 828. Laity, i. 396.

Justice, free course of, i. 141. Lancaster, county palatine of, i. 117
homicide in advancement of, iv. 179. its courts, ifi. 78.
king the fountain of, i. 266. duchy of, its courts, ib.
neglect or refusal of, iii. 109. Lands, ii. 16, 17.
offences against, iv. 128. property in, ii. 7.

Justice-seat, court of, iii. 72. Land-tax, i. 808, iv. 42_.
Jus.C/¢ies, writ of, iii. 36. Lapse, ii. 276, iv. 107.
Justifiable homicide, iv. 178. Lapsed legacy, ii. 513.
Justification, special, iii. 806. Larceny, iv. 229.
Justifying bail, iii. 290. appeal of, iv. 314.

compound, iv. 239.
Keeper, lord, iii. 47. from the house, ib
Kidnapping, iv. 219. person, iv. 241.
Killing, what amounts to homicide, iv. 196. grand, iv. 229.
Kindred, how numerous, ii. 205. mixed, iv. 239.
King, i. 190. only of things personal, iv. 232.

can do no wrong, i. 246, iii. 254, iv. 32. petit, iv. 229.
compassing or imagining his death, iv. 76. simple, ib.
his councils, i. 227. Lathes, i. 117.

counsel, iii. 27. Latztat, writ of, lii 286, app. 18.
courts, contemptl against, iv. 124. Law, i. 38.
dignity, i. 241. amendment of, statute for, iv. 441.
duties, i. 233. and equity, courts of, how distingmshed,
enemies, adhering to, iv. 82. 429.
government, eontempts against, iv. 123. canon, i. 14, 19, 79, 82, 83.
grants, ii. 346. civil, i. 80.
money, counterfeiting, iv. 84. and canon, authority of, i. 14, 79, 83, iv
palaces, contempts against, iv. 124. 421, 422.
perfection, i. 246. rejected by the English nobility, L 19.
perpetuity, i. 249. common, i. 63, 67.
_orson_ contempts against, iv. 123. divine or revealed, i. 42.
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Law, dlvine or revealed, offences against, iv. 43. Licensed curate, i. 394.
feodal, li. 44, iv. 418. Licensing of books, iv. 152, 439.
French, iii. 317, iv. 416, 428. Licentia concordandd, ii. 850, app. 14.
Greek, iii. 321. lovuendt, iiL 299.
history of, iv. 407. Liege, i. 367.
Latin, iii. 319, iv. 428. Lieutenant, lord, i. 412, iv. 272.
martial, i. 413, iv. 486. Life, i. 129.
merchant, i. 273, iv. 67. annuities, ii. 461.
municipal, i. 44. crimes against, iv. 177.
of nations, i. 43. estate for, ii. 120, app. 6.

offences against, iv. 66 Ligan, i. 293, iii. 106.
nature, i. 39. Ligeance, i. 366.
parliament, i. 163. Light, ii. 14.

_ide of the chancery, lii. 47. houses, i. 264.
exchequer, ill. 46. presumption, iii. 371.

statute, i. 85. Limbs, i. 130.
unwritten, i. 63, iv. 408. Limitation of entries, actions, and mdi_-tment4
wager of, iii. 341, iv. 414, 424 iii. 178, 188, 192, 196, 200, iv. 806, 308
written, i. 85. 315, 351, 436.

Lawing of mastiffs, iii. 71. estate, ii. 155.
Lay corporations, i. 470. statutes of, iil. 306.

investiture of bishops, i. 378. Limited administrataon, iL 506.
Lazarets, escaping from, iv. 162. fee, ii. 109.
Lead, stealing, iv. 233. property, ii. 391.
Leading interrogatories, lii. 449. Lineal consanguinity, ii. 203.
Leap-year, ii. 141. descent, ii. 210.
Lease, ii. 317, app. 2. of the crown, i. 193.

and release, ii. 339, app. 2. warranty, ii. 301.
entry, and ouster, rifle to confess, iii. 203, Linen, stealing from place of manutacturej iv

app. 9. 238.
Lect, iv. 273, 411, 424 Lip, cutting of, iv. 207.
Legacies, ii. 612. Literary property, ii. 405.

subtraction of, iii. 98. Litigious church, ill. 244, 246.
Legal estates for life, ii. 124, 126, 129. Littleton, i. 72, 73.
Legatine constitutions, i. 82. Liturgy, reviling of, iv. 50.
Legislative power, i. 147. Livery in chivalry_ ii. 68
Legislature, how far controllable, i. 161. deed, ii. 315.
Legitimate child, i. 446. law, iL 316.
Lending, iL 454. of seisin, il. 311, app. 1.
Letter, demanding money, &c., iv. 144. Loans, compulmve, i. 140, iv. 466.

missive, for electing a bishop, i. 879. Local actions, iii. 294.
in chancery, iii. 445. Locality of trial, iti. 384, iv. 303.

threatening, iv. 137, 144. Locks on rivers, destroying, iv. 144.
Letters-patent, ii. 846. Logic, its effects upon law and theology, L _,
Levant and couchant, iii. 9, 239. ii. 58, iv. 417.
Levari radar, writ of, hi. 417. Lollardy, iv. 47.
Levitical degrees, i. 435. London, courts of, ill 81.
Levying money without consent of parliament, customs of, i. 75, 76, ii. 518.

i. 140. franchises of, not forfeitable, iii. 264, iv. 424.
war against the king, iv. 81. mayor and aldermen of, their certificate, iii.

Lewdness, iv. 64. 334.
Lex mamfezta, iii. 344. Lord and vassal, il. 53.

talionis, iv. 12. feodal, ib.
Libel, immoral or illegal, iv. 150. Lords committees for courts of justice, ili. 56.

in ecclesiastical courts, iii. 100. house of, its attendants, L 167
malicious, iiL 125, iv. 150. may kill the king's deer, ib.

Lib_arn legem, losing, iii. 340, 404, iv. 348. spiritual, i. 155.
Liberties or franchises, ii. 37. temporal, i. 157.
Liberty, civil, i. 6, 125. triers, iv. 259, 260, 440.

natural, i. 125. Lotteries, iv. 168.
of the press, iv. 151. Lunatics, i. 304, ii. 291, iv. 24, 850.
personal_ i. 134. cognizance of, iii. 427.

crimes against, iv. 218. marriage of, i. 439.
personal, injuries to, iii. 127. Luxury, iv. 170.
political, i. 125.

License for marriage, i. 439. Madder-roots, stealing them, iv.
from the pope, iv. 115. Mad-houses, i. 305.
of alienation, ii 72. Magistrates, i. 146.

mortmain, ii. 269. oppression of, iv. 141.
to administer oaths, iii. 58. subordinate, i. 338.

agree, in a fine, ii. 350, app. 14. supreme, i. 146.
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N_a =sM_ae/_g_da, writ de, _i. 351. Marriage settlement, when good, i. 440.
car,,a, i. 127, iv. 423, 425. Marshal of the king's bench, iii. 43

its contents, iv. 423, 424. custody of, ill 43, 285.
Mainour, iii. 71, iv. 807. host, certificate of, in. 333.
Mainpernors, ifi. 128. Marshalsea, court of, iii. 76, iv. 276
Mainprize, writ of, lb. Martial, courts, i. 416.
Maintenance of bastards, i. 458. law, i. 413, iv. 436.

cbildren, i. 447. Mass-books, iv. 115.
parents, i. 453. Master and servant, i. 423.
suits, i. 429, iv. 134. m chancery, iii. 442.
wife, i. 442. injuries to, iii. 142.

Making law, iii. 343. of the rolls, iii. 442.
Hala m Be, i. 54. his judicial authority, iii. 450

proh_bzta, i. 57. Materia prima, iii. 322.
Mal-administration of government, iv. 121. Materna matern_, ii. 236.
Male preferred to female in descents, i. 194, ii. Matrimomal causes, iii. 92.

212. Matrons, jury of, fii. 362, iv. 39_.
line preferred to female, i. 194. Maxims, L 68.
stock preferred to female, ii. 234. Mayhem, i. 130, iii. 121, iv. 205

Malice express, iv. 199. appeal of, iv. 314.
implied, iv. 200. inspectmn of, iti. 332.
prepense, iv. 198, 206. Mayors, iv. 413.

Malicious mischief, iv. 243. Measures, i. 274, iv. 275, 424.
prosecution, iii. 126. false, iv. 157.

Malt-tax, i. 313. Mediate states of the empire, ii. 60.
Man, island of, i. 106. Me&etate, jury de, iiL 360, iv. 128, 166, 27_,
Mandamus, writ of, iii. 110, 264, iv. 441. 352.
Mandates, royal, to the judges in private causes, Mediterranean passes, counterfeiting of, iv ,4_

i. 142, iv. 426. Members of parliament, i. 153.
Manhood, ii. 54. Memory, time of, it. 31.
Manor, ii. 90. Menaces, iii. 120.
Mansion-house, iv. 224. Menial servants, i. 425.
Manslaughter, iv. 191. Mensa et thoro, divorce a, i. 440, iii. 94

conviction of, iv. app. 4. Mercen-lage, i. 65, iv. 412.
Man-stealing, iv. 219. Merchants, custom of, i. 75.
Manufacturers, seducing them abroad, iv. 160 *. foreign, i. 260, iv 424.
Manufactures, encouragement of, iv. 428. Mercheta, ii. 83.
Manumission of villeins, ii. 94, 347. Mere right, ii. 197.
Marchers, lords, i. 397. not assignable, ii. 290.
Marches, ib. Merger, ix. 178.
Mareschal, lord, iii. 38. Mcsne lords, ii. 59.

his court, iii. 68. process, iii. 279, 415.
Marine felonies, how clergyable, iv. 374. profits, action of trespass for, ill 205.

triable, iv. 269. writ of, iii. 234.
Mariners, wandering, iv. 164. Metaphysics, their effects upon law and theclogJ
Marines, i. 419. ii. 58, iv. 417.
Mar_tagiura, ii. 70. M_chel-gemote, i. 147.
Maritare, ii. 71. Mwhel-synoth, ib.
Maritime causes, iiL 106. Middlesex, bill of, iii. 285, app. 18.

courts, iii. 68. Migration, ii. 7.
state, i. 419. Mxhtary causes, iii. 103.

Mark, subscribed to deeds, ii. 305. courts, iii. 68.
Market, i. 274, iii. 218. feuds, ii. 57.

clerk of, his court, iv. 275. offences, i. 416, iv. 102.
overt, ii. 449. power of the crown, L 262.
towns, i. 115. state, i. 408.

Marque and reprisal, i. 258. tenures, i. 287.
Marquisses, i. 397. testament, i. 417.
Marriage, 1. 483. Mihtia, i. 410, 412, 413.

clandestine or irregular, i. 439, iv. 162. Mines, i. 295.
contract, suit for, iii. 93. destroying their works, iv. 246.
forcible, iv. 208. stealing ore out of, iv. 234.
in chivalry, ii. 70, iv. 418, 420, 421. Minority, none in the king, i. 248.

socage, ii. 88. Minors not to sit in parliament, L 162.
licenses and registers, forging or destroying, Minstrels, ii. 96.

iv. 163, 248. Misadventure, homicide by, iv. 182.
of royal family, i. 226_ iv. 117. Mischief, malicious, iv. 248.
proof of, iii. 140. Misdemeanour, iv. 1, 5.
property by, ii. 483. Mise, iii. 305, app. 5.
settlement, ii. 364. Misfortune, iv. 26.

its antiquity, ii. 138. Misnomer, ill 302, iv. _4. 727
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bItspleading, when ¢ured by verdict, iii 394- Navigations, hard labour for the beadt of_ _,
Misprision, iv. 119. 371.

of felony, iv. 121. Navy, articles of, L 420.
treason, iv. 120. _Ve admittas, writ of, iii. 248.

Mistake, iv. 27. exeat regnum, i. 137, 266, iv. 12.2.
Misuser, ii. 158. mjuste va_es, writ of, iii. 234.
$lsttcr le droit, ii. 325 Necessity, iv. 27.

_e_tate, ii. 324. homicide by, iv. 178.
Mitts, iv. 300. Negative in corporations, i. 478.
Mixed actions, iii. 118. of the king, i. 154.

larceny, iv. 2_9. Neglect of duty, action for, iii. 165,
tithes, ii. 24. Negligence of officers, iv. 140.

Modus decimandi, ii. 29. Negligent escape, iii. 415, iv. 129.
Mo_rda, iv. 194. Negro, i. 127, 425, ii. 402.
Molhter manus imposuit, ill 121. Nelfe, ii. 94.
Monarchy, i. 49. _Vembda, iii. 349.
Money, i. 276. New assignment, iii. 311.

bills, i. 169, 184. trial, iiL 387, iv. 361, 438.
counterfeiting, iv. 84, 88. News, false, iv. 149.
expended for another, action for, iii. 163. Next of kin, ii. 224.
received to another's use, aotion for, lb. 2Vient culpable, plea of, iv. 339.

Monk, i. 132. Night, in burglary, what, iv. 224.
Monopolies, iv. 160, 436. Night-walkers, iv. 292.

stay of suits therein, iv. 116. 2Vs&l &tit, judgment by, iii. 296, 397.
Monsters, ii. 246. return ot, to writs, ill. 282, app. 14.
._fonstra_s de droit, ill. 256. 2J_h_ldebet, plea of, iii. 305.
Month, ii. 141. .¥_ Tr_us, courts of, lit. 58.
Monuments, ii. 428. justices of, iii. 59, iv. 265.
Mort _ance_tor, assize of, iii. 185. tmal at, iii. 854, iv. 851.
Mortgage, ii. 157, iii. 435. writ of, iii. 864, app. 10.

how considered in equity, iii. 435. Nobility, i. 396.
Mortmain, i. 479, ii. 268, iv. 108, 424, 426, 441. Its uses, i. 157.
Mortuaries, ii. 425. Nocturnal crimes, how prevented or resisted, 1,
Mortuo vadw, estate in, ii. 157. 180.
Mother-church, i. 113. Non assum2_it, iii. 805.
Motion in court, iiL 304. mfra sex annos, iii. 808.
Movables, ii. 384. eomt_os mentis, i. 804, ii. 291, 497, iv. 24, 895

property in, il. 5. ¢ul, iv. 339.
Mount, or bank, i. 327. culpabihs, plea of, iii. 805, iv. 839.
Mountebanks, iv. 167. dec_mando, prescription de, ii. 31.
Muher Tuisn_, iL 248. ect factum, plea of, iii. 805.
Multiplicity of laws, its original, iii. 325. mventus, return of, iii. 283, app. 14, 15, 18.
Municipal law, i. 44. obstante, i. 342, ii. 273, iv. 401.
Murder, iv. 194. prose_uitur, iii. 296.

by perjury, iv. 138, 196. _um informatu_, judgment by, ill. 397.
conviction of, iv. app. 1. Non-claim in fines, ii. 354.
indictment of, iv. app. 2. of infants, i. 465.
when pardonable, iv. 194, 400. Non-conformity, iv. 51, 432.

Murdrum, iii. 391, iv. 195. Non-juror, iv. 124.
Muta valuta, ii. 427. Non-payment of ecclesiastical dues, iii. tl_.
Mute, standing, iv. 324. Non-residence, iL 322.

advising it, iv. 126. 2(onsuit, iii. 296, 816, 876, app. 5.
Mutilation, i. 130, iii. 121, iv. 207. judgment as in case of, ill 357.

punishment by, iv. 377. _Von user, ii. 153.
Mutiny-act, i. 415. Northern borders, rapine on, iv. 244.
Mutual debts, iii. 305. Northumberland, theft in, iv. 238.

Norman conquest, i. 199, iv. 414, 415.
_ramium vetitum, vel repetztum , ih. 149. Norman isles, i. 106.
Natmnal debt, i. 328, iv. 441. Nose, cutting off or slitting, iv. 207, 247, 877.
Nations, law of, i. 43, iv. 66. Not guilty, plea of, iii. 305, app. 10, iv. 33_
_Vativi, ii. 93. app. 3.
Natural liberty, i. 125. Note of a fine, ii. 851, app. 15.

life, i. 132, ii. 121. hand, ii. 467.
persons, i. 128. Notice in ejectment, iii. 203, app. 8.

Natural-born subjects, i. 366, 371. of trial, iii. 357.
Naturalization, i. 374, ii. 250. N'oveZd/s_e/v/_, assise of, iii. 187.
Nature, crime against, iv. 215. Novels, in the civil law, i. 81.

guardian by, i. 461. Nudum Tactum, ii. 445.
law of, i. 39. _Vul &ssezsin, plea of, ill 805, ii. app. 1_.

_[avigation-acts, i. 419, iv. 439. tul record, iii. 831.
Navigations, destroying, iv. 248. * tort, plea of, iiL 305.
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Nuncupative wills, ii. 500. Panel of jurors, iii. 353, iv. 302, 350
Nurture, guardian for, i. 461. Papal encroachments, iv. 104.
Nuisance, abatement of, iii. 5. process, obedience to, iv. 115.

assize of, iii. 22L Paper book, ifi. 317, 407.
common, iv. 166. credit, i. 330, ii. 466, iv. 441.
private, iii. 216. i Papirian.code, i. 81.

Papists, children of, i. 449, 451.
Oath er ofl_clo, iii. 101,447. incapacities of, ii. 257, 293.

of the party, ifi. 381,437. laws against, iv. 55, 87, 432.
Oaths to the government, refusal or neglect to Paramount, lord, il. 59, 91.

take them, i. 368, iv. 116, 123. Paraphernaha, ii. 435.
voluntary and extra-judicial, iv. 137. Paravail, tenant, il. 60.

Obedience to parents, 1. 452. Parcels in a conveyance, ii. app. 1, 2, 4.
Objects of the laws of England, i. 121. Parceners, ft. 187.
Obligation of human laws, i. 57. Puree fracto, writ de, iii. 146.

or bond, ii. 340, app. 13, iii. app. 19. Pardon, iv. 316, 337, 376, 396.
Obstructing of process, iv. 129. for discovering accomplices or receivers, iv
Occupancy, ii. 3, 8, 258, 400. 831. .
Odhat right, ii. 45. not pleadable to impeachment, i. 334, iv. 261
Odw et at_a, writ de, iii. 128. 399, 440.
(Economy, public, offences against, iv. 162. Pardoning, prerogative of, i. 269, iv. 397.
Office found, iii. 259. Parent and ehdd, i. 446.

inquest of, iii. 258. injuries to, ill. 140.
Officers, arrest by, iv. 292. Parental power, i. 452.

killing them in executing their office, iv. 200. Parents, &c., their consent to marriage, i. 437.
of courts, their certificates, iii. 336. Pares curtis, iL 54
refusal to admit, iii. 264. trial per, ili. 850.
removal of, ib. Parish, i. 112.

:)ffices, i. 272, ii. 36. Parish-clerk, i. 395.
and pensions, duty on, i. 326. Park. ft. 38, 416.

O_do, oath ez, iii. 101, 447. Parliament, i. 141, 147, iv. 412, 425, 428 4_0
Oleron, laws of, i. 418, iv. 423. court of the king in, iv. 259, 263
Opening counsel, iii. 366. dmuse of, iv. 437.
Oppression of crown, how remedied, i. 244. of France, i. 147.

magistrates, iv. 141. power of, i. 160.
Option of the archbishop, i. 381. rolls, i. 182.
Optional writs, iii. 274. summons of, i. 150.
Orchards, robbing of, iv. 233. Parliamentum indoctum, i. 177.
Ordeal, trial by, iv. 342, 414, 425. Parol conveyances, 1i. 297.
Order of sessions, iv. 272. demur of, iii. 300.
Orders, holy, i. 388. evidence, ifi. 369.
Original contract of king and people, i. 211, 238. or pleadings, iii. 293.

society, i. 47. Parricide, iv. 202.
conveyances, ii. 310. Parson, i. 384.
of a deed, ii. 296. imparsonee, i. 391.
process, ili. 279. Particular estate, ii. 165.
writ, iii. 272, app. 7, 13. tenants, alienation by, ii. 274.

Orphanage, ii. 519 Parties to a deed, ii. 298, app. 2, 3.
O_t_ra eccle.si_, dower ad, ii. 132. fine, ii. 355.
Overseers of the poor, i. 859. Partition, ii. 189.
Overt act of treason, iv. 79, 86, 357. deed of, ii. 323.

market, ii. 449. writ of, ii. 189, iii. 302.
pound, iii. 12. Partnership, cognizable in equity,ill. 487

Ouster of chattels real, ili. 198. Passports, i. 259.
freehold, iii. 167. violation of, iv. 68.

Ousterlemam, ii. 6_. Pasture, common of, ii. 33.
Outlawry, i. 142, iii. 284, app. 16, iv. 819. Patents, ii. 346.
Owling, iv. 154. for new inventions, iv. 159 t.
Oyer, iii. 299, app. 22. of peerage, i. 400.

and terminer, commission of, iv. 269, app. 1. precedence, iii. 28.
justices of, killing them, iv. 84. Patent-rells, ii. 846.

Oyez,iv. 840. writs, lb.
Paterna paternis, ii. 236.

Pains and penalties, act to inflict, iv. 259. Patmam, trial per, iii. 349, iv. 349.
Pain, matter in, ii. 294. Patronage, ii. 21.

trial per, iii. 349, iv. 349. disturbance of, iii. 242.
Palace court, iii. 76. Pauper-causes, iii. 400.
Palatine counties, i. 117, iv. 431. Pawns, ii. 452.

their courts, ifi. 78. Payment of deeeased's debts, il. 511.
Pandeets. i. 81. money into court, iii. 304.

discovered, i. 17, 81. Peace and war, right of making, L 257729
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Peace, breach of, iv. 142. Petition of bankruptcy, ii. 480.
clerk of, iv. 272. right, i. 123, iii. 256, iv. 437.
commission of, i. 851, iv. 270. Petitloulng, right of, i. 143, iv. 147.
conservation of, i. 849. tumultuous, lb.
justices of, i. 349, iv. 271, 281, 290, 292, 428. Petty-bag office, iii. 49.

conviction by, iv. 281. constables, i. 355.
offences against, iv. 142. jury, iii. 351.
security for, iv. 251, 254. larceny, iv. 229.
the king's, i. 117. 268, 350. serjeanty, ft. 81.

Petite, 1v. 122. session, iv. 272.
Pecuhars, court of, iii. 65. treason, iv. 75, 203.
Pecuniary causes, in ecclesiastical courts, iii, 88. Pews, il. 429.

legacies, ii. 512. Physicians, &c., iii. 122, iv. 197.
Peerage, benefit of, in offences, iv. 367. Piepoudre, court of, iii. 32.
Peeresses, i. 401. Pignus, ii. 159.
Peers, great council of, i. 227, 228. Pillory, iv. 377.

hereditary counsellors of the crown, i. 227. Piracy, iv. 71.
house of, i. 155, iii. 57. Piscary, common of, ii. 34, 40.
pedigrees of, iii. 106. Placemen excluded from the house of ¢ommo_
privileges of, i. 401, iii. 359, iv. 253, 273, 367. i, 176, iv. 440.
protests of, i. 168. Plagiaris, iv. 219.
proxies of, lb. Plague, irregularity during, iv. 161.
trial by, i. 401, iv. 260, 348. Plaint, iii. 273.

Peine forte st dure, iv. 325. Plaintiff, iii. 25.
Penal statutes, i. 88, iv. 429. Plantations, i. 108.
Penalty of a bond, iii. 434. destroying of, iv. 245.
Penance, commutataon of, iv. 106, 217, 276. Plants, destroying of, iv. 246.

for standing mute, iv. 325. stealing of, iv. 233.
in ecclesaastical courts, iv. 106, 275, 368. Plea, at law, ii. app. 18, iii. 801, app. 10, 22.

Pendente l_te, administration, ii. 503. in bar of execution, iv. 896, app. 5.
Penitentiary houses, iv. 371. equity, iii. 446.
Pension, ecclesiastical, i. 283, ii. 40. to indictment, iv. 332, app. 3.

from the crown, i. 176. Pleadings, iii. 293, iv. 427.
duty on, i. 326. Pleas of the crown, iii. 40, iv. 2, 424.

from foreign princes, iv. 122. Pleasure of the king, how understood, iv. ] °.1
Pensioners excluded from the house of corn- Plebiscita, i. 89.

mons, i. 176. Pledge, ii. 452.
People, i. 366. estates in, ii. 157.
Per et cui, writ of entry in, ill. 181. Pledges of appearance, iii. 280, app. 7, 18

my et per tout, seisin, ii. 182. battel, iii. app. 4.
_,uod, iii. 124. prosecution, ft. app. 14, 17, iiL 274, sp_. 1,
writ of entry in, Hi. 181. 3, 7, 8, 13.

Peremptory challenge, iv. 353, 396. Plegii de prosequendo in replevin, iii. 147.
mandamus, in. 111, 265. retorno habendo, iii. 147.
writ, ill. 274. Plena Iorobatio, iii. 370

Perfection of the king, i. 246. Plenarty, iii. 243.
Perjury, iv. 137. Plenum dommmm, li. 312.

in capital cases, iv. 138, 196. Plough-bote, ii. 35.
Permissive waste, ii. 281. Ptur_ss habeas corlaus, iii. 135.
Pernancy of profits, ii. 163. writ, iii. 283, app. 15, iv. 319.
Perpetual curate, i. 394. Pocket-sheriffs, i. 342.
Perpetuating the testimony of witnesses, iii. 450. Poisoning, iv. 196.
Perpetuity of the king, i. 249. Police, offences against, iv. 162.
Persecution. religious, iv. 46, 428, 432. Policies of insurance, ii. 458, iv. 441.
Person, injuries to, iii. 119. court of, iii. 74.

larceny from, iv. 241. Political liberty, i. 125.
offences against, iv. 177. Poll, deed, ii. 296.

Personal actions, iii. 117. Polls, challenge to, iii. 361, iv. 352.
where they die with the person, iii. 302. Polygamy, i. 436, iv. 163.

assets, ii. 510. Pone, writ of, iii. 34, 37, 195, 280, app. 2, llS.
chattels, ii. 387. Poor, i. 359.
security, i. 129. Poor-laws, i. 131, 359, iv. 432.
things, ii. 384. Poor-settlements, i. 362.
tithes, ii. 24. Pope_ his authority, how demolished, iv. 104

Personating others in courts, &c., iv. 128. 421, 428, 430.
proprietors of stock, iv. 248. eueroaehments, iv. 104, 419, 425.

Persons artificial, i. 123, 467. jurisdiction, defending it, iv. 87, 115.
natural, i. 123. reconciliation to, iv, 87.
rights of, i. 122. Popery, iv. 55.

Peter Fence, iv. 107. Popish books, importing or selling, iv. 115.
Petition of appeal, ill. 454. priest, iv. 57, 87, 115.
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Popish recusants, iv. 56, 124. Presentment of copyhold surrenders, Lt. 369
seminaries, education in, i. 451, iv 55, 115. offences, iv. 301.

maintaining, iv. 115. President of the council, i. 230.
Popular actions, 2. 437, iii. 161. Press, liberty of, iv. 151.
Portions, method of raising, ii. app. 7. Pressing of seamen, i. 420.
Port-reeve, iv. 413. to death, iv. 328.
Ports and havens, i. 264. Presumptions, ill 371.
Positive proof, iii. 371. Presumptive evidence of felony, iv. 358.
"os_e comitatu_, i. 343. heir, d. 208.

neglecting to join, iv. 122. Pretended titles, selling or buying, iv. 136.
Posses_o fratris, ii. 227. Pretender and his sons, treasons relating t_, I1

Possession, actual right of. iii. 180. 91.
apparent right of, lii. 177, 179. Prevention of crimes, iv. 251.
estates in, il. 163. homicide for, iv. 180.
naked, ii. 195, iii. 177. Price, iL 446, 454.
property in, ii. 389. Priest, i. 388.
right of, ii. 196. Prim_ prece_, i. 381.
writ of, iii. 202, 412, app. 12. Primary conveyances, ii, 309.

Possessory action, il. 198, xii. 180. Pmmer fine, ii. 350.
Posslbilittes not assignable, ii. 290 _e_a, ii. 66, 87, iv. 418.
Post, writ of entry in, iii. 182. Primogeniture, 1. 194, ii. 214 iv. 421.
Post-disseisin, writ of, iii. 188. Prince of Wales, i. 225.
Postea, iii. 386, app. 11. Princes of the blood royal, i. 226.
Post-fine, ii. 350. Princess of Wales, violating her, i. 225, iv. 81
Posthumous children, i. 180, ii. 169 royal, i. 225.
Post-letters, stealing, iv. 289. violating her, i. 225, iv. 81.
Post-man in the exchequer, iii. 28. Principal and accessory, iv. 34.
Post-office, i. 321. eh.fllenge, iii. 868.

misbehaviour of its officers, iv. 234. Prior, i. 155.
Pound, ill 12. Priority of debts, ii. 511.
Poundage, i. 316, iv. 437. Prisage, i. 315.
Pound-breach, iii. 146. Prison, breach of, iv. 130.
Pew-dike, cutting, iv. 243. Prit, iv. 339.
Power of the crown, L 250. Private act of parliament, i. 86, ii. 344.

parent, i. 452. nuisance, ili. 216.
Poyning's law, i. 102, 103. persons, arrest by, iv. 293.
Pr_c_2e , writ of, iii. 274. wrongs, iii. 2.

In cat,ire, writ of, ili. 195. Privately stealing from the person, iv. 241.
common recoveries, ii. 358, app. 17. Privies to a fine, ii. 855.
fines, ii. 350, app. 14. Privilege, i. 272.

tenant to, iii. 182. bill of, iii. 289.
Pr_munire, iv. 103, 428. from arrests, ib.
Printer's edicts, i. 80. of parliament, i. 163.
Pre-audience, iii. 28. _vrlt of, i. 165.
Prebendary, i. 383. Privileged places, iv. 129.
Precedence, i. 226, 272, iii. 105. villenage, ii. 98.

of royal family, i. 226. Priwlegia, i. 46.
patent of, iii. 28. Prwilegium clerieale, iv. 365.
table of, i. 405. propertyl_rol_ter, ft. 394.

Precedent conditions, ii. 154. Privy council, i. 229.
Precept of election to parliament, i. 178. counsellor, killing or attempt to kill, i PJ2_
Pre-contract, i. 434. iv. 100.
Predial tithes, ii. 24. purse, i. 334.
Pre-emption, i. 287, iv. 116, 424, 439. seal, ii. 347.
Pregnancy, plea of, iv. 394. signet, lb.

trial of, i. 456, iv. 395. forging them, iv. 89.
Premier serjeant, iii. 28. tithes, i. 387.
Premises of a deed, ii. 298, app. 1, 2, 3. verdict, iii. 377, iv. 360.
Prerogative, i. 141,237, 252, iv. 431, 432. Prize causes, iiL 108.

causes of its increase and decline, iv. 433 commission of, iii. 69.
comparative review of, i 334_ iv. 440. Probable presumption, iii. 371.
contempts against, iv. 122. Probate of will, ii. 508.
cop_Tigbts, ii. 410. Procedendo, writ of, i. 353, iii. 109.
court, ii. 509, iii. 65. Process, civil, iii. 279, app. 13.
felonies against, iv. 98. criminal, iv. 318
property by, ii. 408. obstructing its execution, iv. 129

Prescription, ii. 263. Prochem amy, i. 464.
corporations by, i. 473. Proclamations by the king, i. 270, iv. 45J
time of, ii. 31. of a fine, ii. 352, app. 16.

Presentation to benefices, i. 388, ii. 23. estrays, i. 298.
Presentative advowsous, ii. 22. on attachment in chancery, ill. 444.
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Proclamations on exigent, iii. 284, app. 16, iv. Punishment, severity of, iv. 16.
319. Pur surer v@, tenant to, ii. 120.

the riot-act, iv. 143. Purchase, i. 215, ii. 241.
writ of, ill. 284, app. 16. of writs, iii. 273.

Proctor, iiu 25. Purchaser, first, ii. 220.
Procuration-money, iv. 157. Pure villenage, il. 90.
Prodigals, i. 306. Pur#atw vulgaris, iv. 342.
Profaneness, iv. 59. Purgation, canonical, iii. 842 iv. $68.
Profert in cures, iii. app. 22 oath of, hi. 100, 447.
ProfesL.ion, religious, i. 132. Purpresture, iv. 167.
Professor of the laws, his duty, i. 35. Pursuit of remedies, iii. 270.
Profits of courts, i. 289. Purveyance, 1. 287, iv. 116, 424, 439.
Progress, royal, iv. 411. Putting in fear, iv. 242.
Prohibition, declaration in, ill 113.

writ of, iii. 112. QuadruThcatlo , iii. 310.
Promises, iii. 158. Quahfication for killing game, ii. 417, iv. 17&
Promissory-note, ii. 467. of electors to parliament, i. 170.
Promulgation of laws, i. 45. jurors, ili. 362.
Proofs, lii. 367. justices of the peace, i. 852.

in ecclesiastical courts, iii. 100. members of parliament, i. 175.
Proper feuds, ii. 58. Qualified fees, ii. 109.
Property, i. 138, ii. 1, 2. property, ii. 391.

crimes against, iv. 229. Quantum recruit, iii. 163.
injuries to personal, iii. 144. valcbat, lb.

real, iii. 167. Quara dausum frsgit, iii. 281.
right of, ii. 197, iii. 190. eyecit _nfra termmum, writ of, ill 207

Prophecies, pretended, iv. 149. i_c&t, iii. 246.
Proprietary governments in America, L 109. incumbrawt, iii. 248.
Pro,_rzetate trro5anda, writ de, ill. 148. non adm_nt, writ of, iii. 250.
Prorogation of paxiiament, i. 187. Quarantine, ii. 135.
Prosecution by the king, i. 268. irregularity in, iv. 161.

expenses of, iv. 362. Quarrelling in church or churchyard, iv. 1_
malicious, iii. 126. Quartering of soldiers, L 414, 415.
of offenders, iv. 801. traitors, iv. 92, 376.

Protection of children, i. 450. Quarter-sessions, court of, iv. 271.
of embassadors, i. 253. Q_arto die post, iii. 278.

writ of, iii. 289. Quashing, lii. 308, iv, 320.
Protector, i. 248. Quays, i. 264.
Protest of bills and notes, ii. 469. Que estate, ii. 264.

lords in parliament, i. 168. Queen, i. 219.
Protestant dissenters, iv. 53. Anne's bounty, i. 285.

succession, i. 216, 217. . compassing or lmaginlng her death, L 223, _v
treason against, iv. 91. 76.

Protestation, iii. 811, app. 23. consort, i. 219.
Province, i. 111. dowager, i. 224.
Provincial constitutions, i. 82. gold, L 221.

governments in America, i. 109. her attorney and solicitor, i. 219, ill 28.
Proving will m chancery, iii. 450. revenue, i. 221, 222.
Provisions, papal, i. 60, iv. 107. regnant, i. 219.

selling unwholesome, iv. 162. her husband, i. 222
Pro_e trial by, ill. 857. violating her, i. 224, iv. 81.
Provisors, statutes against, iv. 110, &o. Question, or torture, iv. 825.
Proxies in the house of lords, i. 168. Qul tam actions, ill. 162, iv. 308.
Puberty, age of, iv. 22. Quia domi_us remisit curium, writ of right, ill
Public act of parliament, i. 85. 195.

verdict, iii. 377, iv. 360. _nTtorcs , statute of, ii. 91, iv. 426.
wrongs, iv. 1. Quick with child, iv. 895.

Publication of depositions, iii. 450. Quiet enjoyment, covenant for, il. app. 10.
Puemt_a, iv. 22. Qumto exactu_, ill. 283, app. 16, iv. 819.
Pu_ darrein contmuance, plea, iii. 316. Quit-claim, ii. app. 15.
Pu_sn_ barons of the exchequer, iii. 45. rents, ii. 42.

justices, lii. 41. Quo mlnu_, writ of, ill. 45, 286, app. 19.
Pulling down churches, houses, &¢., iv. 143. warranto, information m nature of, i. 486, ill
Pulsation, iii. 120. 263, iv. 312, 441.
Punishment, iv. 7. writ of, iii. 262.

capital, iv. 9, 18, 236 _, 4 tl. Quod ei deforciat, writ of, iii. 193.
certainty of, iv. 377. permittat, writ of, iii. 240.
end of, iv. 11, 252. prosterner 6 writ of, iii. 221.
infliction of, iv. 258. Quorum clause, in commissions, I. 351.
measure of, iv. 12.
_awer of, iv. 7. Rack, iv. 325.
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Rack-rent, ii. 43. Regent, i. 248.
Rank, modus, ii. 80. queen, i. 219.
Ransom, iv. 380. Register of deeds, ii. 348.
Rape, appeal of_ iv. 814. marriages, iv. 163.

in counties, i. 117. seamen, i. 419".
of women, iv. 210. Regzstrum ommum brevtum, iii. 183

Rapina, iv. 241. Regnant, queen, i. 219.
Rasure in a deed, ii. 308. Regrating, iv. 158.
Ratlonabil_ laarte btmorum, writ de, ii. 492, 516. Rejoinder, iix. 310.

writ of right de, iii. 194. m error, iii. app. 25.
Rationabdis dos, ii. 134. Rehearing, iii 453.
Ravishment of children, iii. 141. Relation back in bankruptcy, ii. 486

ward, lb. forfeiture, iv. 381, 386, 387.
wife, id. 139. judgments, iii. 420, 421.

Reading of deeds, ii. 304. Relations, private, i. 422.
on claim of clergy, iv. 867, 441. public, i. 146.

Real actions, hi. 117. Relative rights and duties, i. 123, 146.
assets, ii. 244, 802. Relator, in reformations, iii. 264, 427, iv $0_
chattels, ii. 386. Release of lands, iL 324, app. 3.
composition for tithes, il. 28. Relief, ft. 56, 65, 87, iv. 418, 420, 421
things, ii. 16. Religion, offences against, iv. 43.

Reason of the law, i. 70. Rehglous impostures, iv. 62.
Reasonable part, ii. 492, 516, iv. 408, 424. Rein, information an, hi. 262.
Reassurance, ii. 460. Remainder in chattds personal, il. 398
Rebellion, commission of, iii. 444. of lands, ii. 164.
Rebutter, iii. 310. writ of formedon in, iii. 192.
Recall of subjects from abroad, L 266, iv. 122, Remedial part of laws, i. 55

160. statute, i. 86.

Recaption, iii. 4, iv. 363. Remtse, d. app. 15.
writ of, iiL 151. Remitter, lii. 19, 190.

Receiving stolen goods, iv. 132. Removal of poor, i. 364.
Recitals iu a deed, ii. 298, app. 4. Rent, ii. 41, 42, 57, 299.
Reclaimed animals, ii. 391. charge, iL 42.
Recognizance, ii. 341. remedy for, iii. 6, 206, 2J1, iv. 441.

for the peace or good behaviour, iv. 252. sock, n. 42.
in nature of statute staple, iL 160, 342, iv. servlce, ii. 41.

481. subtraction of, iii. 230.

of fine, ii. app. 15, 16. Rejaetitum nam._m, iii. 1.49.
Recompense in value, ii. 859. Repleader, ili. 895.
Reconciliation to the pope, &c., iv. 87. Replevm, ill. 13, 170.
Record, i. 69, iii. 24, iv. 426. action of, iii. 146.

assurance by, ii. 344. bond, iii. 148.
court of, iii. 24. ReThcatio , iii. 310.
debt of, ii. 465. Replication at law, iii. 309, app. 4, 2b
embezzling of, iv. 128. in criminal cases, iv. 339, app. 5.
of actions, ii. app. 18, iii. 317, app. 3, 9, 21. equity, iii. 448.

forcible entry or detainer, iv. 148. Reports by the master in chancery, iiL 455
riot, iv. 147. of adjudged oases, i. 71.

trial by, iii. 330. Representation in descents, ii. 217.
vacating of, iv. 128. of the crown, i. 194, 201.

Recordari facias loguelara, iii. 34, 37, 195 distribution, ii. 517.
Recovery, common, ii. 116, 271, 357, app. 17, parliament, i. 158.

iv. 429. Reprieve, iv. 394.
in value, ii. 859, app. 19. Reprisal of goods, iii. 4.
reversal of, when suffered of copyho!d, ii. 368, Reprisals on foreigners, i. 258.

iii. 166". Republication of will, ii. 379, 502.
roll, ii. 858, app. 17. Repugnant conditmns, iL 156.

Recreant, iii. 840, iv. 848. Reputation, i. 134.
Rector of a church, i. 384. injuries to, ifi 123.
Rectorial tithes, i. 388. Requests, court of, 1. 231, ill 51.
Recusants, popish, iv. 55, 124. for small debts, iii. 81.
Rscu_atio ]udieis, iii. 861. Rere-fiefs, ii. 57.
Reddendum of a deed, ii. 299, app. 1, 3. Rescripts of the emperor, i. 59.
Ro-disseisin, writ of, iii. 188. Re_eous, writ of, fii. 146.
Redress of injuries, iii. 2. Rescue, iii. 12, 170, iv. 125, 131.
Reference to masters in chancery, iii. 453. Residence, i. 390, 392.
Reformation of religion, iv. 430. Residuum of intestates' effects, ii 514.
Refusal of a clerk, i. 389. Resignation, i. 382, 393.
Regalia ma]ora et minora, i. 241. Resistance, i. 251, iv. 436, 440.
Regard, court of, iii. 71. Respite of jury, iii. 354, app. 10.
Regardant, villeins, ii. 93. Respondeat ouster, in. 303, 397, iv. 338.7aS
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Respondentia, ii. 458. Riot-act, iv. 142, 143, 441.
Responsa pruc_ntum, i. 80. Riotous assemblies, felonious, iv. 142.
Restitution in blood, &c., iv. 402. Rivers, annoyances in, iv. 167.

of conjugal rights, iii. 94 banks of, destroying, iv. 243, 245
stolen goods, iv. 362. sluices on, destroying, iv. 144.
temporalities, L 380, iv. 421. thefts on navigable, iv. 238.
writ of, iv. 188, 363. Robbery, iv. 241.

Restoration, A.D. 1660, i 210, iv. 438 Roberds-men, iv. 245.
Restraimng statute, i. 87. Roguery, incorrigible, iv. 16_

of leases, ii. 320, iv. 432. Rogues, lb.
Resulting use, ii. 335. Romney-marsh, laws of, iii 78.
Retainer of debts, ii. 511, iii. 18. Roots, destroying of, iv. 246.

servants by another, iii. 142. stealing of, iv. 233.
Retaliation, iv. 12. Rope-dancers, iv. 167.
Retorno habendo, ¥legii de, iii. 147. Routs, iv. 146.

writ de, iii. 150, 413. Royal assent, i. 154, 184.
lt,t_axit, iii. 296, 396. family, i. 219, 225.
Return, false or double, i. 181. marriages of, L 226_ iv. 117.

action for, iii. 111,372. fish, i. 228, 290.
irreplevisable, writ of, iii. 150. mines, i. 295.
of writs, iii. 273. Rule of court, iii. 304, app. 9.

form of, ii. app. 14, 17, 19, iii. app. 3, 5, 7, Rural dean, i. 383.
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 25, 27. deanery, i. 112.

Return-day of writs, iii. 275. Ryder to a bill, i. 183.
Returns of the term, iil. 277.
Revealed law, i. 42. Sabbath-breaking, iv. 63.
Revenue causes, cognizance of, iii. 428. Sae_ularii, iv. 241.

trial of, iv. 281. Sacrament, reviling of, iv. 50.
extraordinary, i. 307. Sacramentum dee_sonis, ifi. 842.
_rdinary, i. 281. Safe-conducts, i. 259.

Reversal of attainder, iv. 392. violation of, iv. 68.
judgment, iii. 411", app. 26, iv. 390. Saint Martin/e ffra_u/, court of, iii. 80.
outlawry, iii. 284, iv. 320, 392. Saladine tenth, i. 309.

Reversion, ii. 175. Sale, ii. 9, 446.
its incidents, ii. 176. of distress, iii. 14.

assignee, entitled to what remedies, iJl. 158. Salt-duty, i. 321.
l_evertendi anzmus, ii. 392. Salvage, i. 294, il. 458, 460.
Reverter, writ of, formedon, in, iii. 192. Sanction of laws, i. 56.
Review, bill of, iii. 454. Sanctuary, iv. 332, 365, 436.

commission of, iii. 67. Sark, island of, i. 106.
Reviling church ordinances, iv. 50, Sat_datio, iii. 291.
Revival of persons hanged, iv. 406. Satisfaction, entry of, on record, iii. 421.
Reviver, bill of, iii. 448. Saxon laws, i. 64, iv. 4!0, 412.
Revocation of devises, ii. 376. Scale of crimes and punishments, iv. 18.

uses, ii. 835, 339, app. 11. Scandal or impertinence in bills in equity, iii
will, ii. 502. 443.

Revolution, A.D. 1688, i. 211, iv. 440. Scandalum magnatura, i. 402, iii. 123.
Rewards for apprehending offenders, iv. 294, Schire-men, i. 398.

295. Schism, iv. 52.
discovering accomplices, iv. 831. Schoolmaster, i. 453, iv. 54.

Ridings, i. 117. Sciences auxiliary to the study of the law i.
Right close, writ of, ii. 99, iii. 195. _c_re fa_a_ against bail, ilL 416.

secundum con_zetudmem manerii, writ of, iii. in detinue, iii. 413.
195. to hear errors, iii. app. 25.

de rationabg_ parte, writ of, iii. 194. remove a usurper's clerk, ill 248.
mere writ of, iii. 193. repeal letters-patent, ill. 261.
of advowson, writ of, ill. 243, 250. revive a judgment, ill 421.

dower, writ of, ill 183. fed, iii. app. 25.
possession, ii. 196. Scold, common, iv. 168.
property, ii. 197. Scotland, i. 95, iv. 292, 305, 427.
ward, writ of, iii. 141. Scots, or assessments, iii. 74.

patent, writ of, iii. 195, app. 1. peers, their election, i. 168, iv. 117.
petition of, i. 128, iii. 256, iv. 437. Scripture, scoffing at, iv. 59.
qu_a dominu8 remisit ¢uriam, writ of, iii. 195, Scutage, i. 310, ii. 74.

app. 2, 3. Ee defendendo, homicide, i. 130, iv. 183.
Mr d_clazmer, writ of, iii. 233. Sea-banks, destroying, iv. 243, 245.

Rights, i. 122. Seal, counterfeiting the king's, iv. 83, 89.
bill of, i. 128, iv. 440. great, ii. 346, 347, iii. 47.
of persons, i. 122. of a corporation, i. 475.

things, ii. 1. privy, ii. 347.
Ittot, iv. 125, 142, 146. Sealing of deeds, d. 305, app. 8, 12, l&
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Seals, their antiquity, ii. 805. Sheriff's tourn, iv. 273, 411, 424.
Sea-marks, i. 264. Shifting use, ii. 335.

destroying, i. 294. Shlpmoney, iv. 437.
Seamen, i. 420. Ships in distress, plundering them, i. 294, iv
Seamen's wages, iii. 107. 235, 238.

wills or powers, counterfeiting, iv. 248. maliciously destroying, i. 294, iv. 244
Second deliverance, writ of, ill 150. Shire, i. 117.

surcharge, writ of, iii. 289. Shooting at another, iv. 207.
Secondary conveyances, ii. 324. Shop-books, ifi. 368, 369.

use, ii. 335. Shrubs, destrvying of, iv. 246.
Secretaries of state, i. 338. stealing of, iv. 233.
8ecta, iii. 295, 344. Shroud, stealing of, ii. 429, iv. _235.

ad molendinum, &e., writ de, iii. 235. S_ flcemt te securum, ill. 274, app. 7.
8ecunda superoneratlone, writ de, iii. 239. Signet, prtvy, ii. 347.
Securities for money, their true construction, S_yn+ficav_t, writ of, iii. 102.

iii. 489. Signing of deeds, ii. 305, app. 3, 12. 18
Security for good behaviour, iv. 251, 256. Sign-manual, ii. 347.

peace, iv. 251, 254. forging it, iv. 89.
of person, i. 129. Slmihtude of handwritang, iv. 358.

Seduction of women-children, iv. 209, 212. Simony, L 388, 393, ii. 278, iv. 62.
Scisin, ii. 209. Simple contract, debt by, iL 465.

for an instant, ii. 131. larceny, iv. 229.
livery of, ii. 311, app. 1. Sine-cure, i. 386.
writ of, iii. 412, ii. 359, app. 19. Single-bond, ft. 340.

Seising of heriots, &c., iii. 15. combat, iv. 346.
8electi judwes, iii. 366. voucher, ii. app. 17.
Self-defence, iii. 3. Sinking-fund, i. 332.

homicide in, i. 130, iv. 183. S+non omnes, iii. 59.
Self-murder, iv. 189. Six clerks in chancery, ili. 443.
8emi-plena iarobatio, iiL 370. Sixpenny deduction from pensions, _m., L _;IJ.
Senatus consulta, i. 80, 86. Slander, iii. 123.

decreta, i. 86. Slavery, i. 418, 423.
Septenniul elections, i. 189, iv. 440. Slaves, i. 127.
Sequestration in chancery, iii. 444. Sledge, iv. 92, 376.

of a benefice, iii. 418. Sluices on rivers, destroying, iv. 144.
Serjeant, ancient, iii. 28. Small debts, courts for, fii. 81, iv. 441.

at arms in chancery, ill. 444. tithes, i. 387.
law, i. 24, iii. 27. Smoke-farthings, i. 325.

vremier, iii. 28. Smuggling, i. 317, iv. 154.
Serjeanty, grand, iL 73. Socage, ii. 79, iv. 419.

petit, ii. 81. free and common, ii. 79.
Servants, i. 423. guardmn in, i. 461.

battery of, ill 142. villein, ii. 98.
embezzling their master's goods, iv. 230, 231. Society, its nature, i. 47.
firing houses by negligence, i. 431, iv. 222. Sodomy, iv. 215.
larceny by, iv. 230. Sodor and Man, bishopric of, i. 106, 111.
master when answerable for, L 429, 430, 431, Sokcmans, ii. 100.

iii. 154. Soldiers, i. 408.
retainer of, i. 425. wandering, iv. 164.
tax on, i. 325. Sole corporations, i. 469.

Service, feodal, ii. 54. Solicitor, ifi. 26.
heriot, ii. 422. general, iii. 27.

Session, great, of Wales, ill. 77. Son _sault demesne, iii. 120, 806.
of gaol-delivery, iv. app. 3. Sophia, princess, heirs of her body, i. 21'_-

oyer and terminer, iv. app. 1. Sorcery, iv. 60.
parliament, i. 186, 187. Sovereignty, i. 49.

quarter, iv. 271, 274. of the king, i. 241.
Set-off, ili. 304, iv. 442. Soul-scot, ii. 425.
Settlement, act of, i. 128, 217, iv. 440. South-Sea Company, misbehaviour of its ot_¢_l a
Settlements of the poor, L 362. xv. 234.
Several fishery, ii. 39. fund, i. 330.
Several,y, estates in, li. 179. Speaker of each house of parliament, L 181
Severance of jointure, ii. 185. Speaking with prosecutor, iv. 363.
Severity of punishment, iv. 16. Special administration, ii. 506.
Sewers, commissioners of, iii. 73 . bail, iii. 287, app. 19.
Sextons, i. 395. I bailiff, i. 345.
Sheep, &c., stealing or killing with intent to l bastardy, i. 454.

steal, iv. 238. ] case, ill 378.
Shepway, court of, iii. 79. _ demurrer, ill. 315.
Sheriff, i. 117, 339, iv. 292, 413, 427. imparlanee, iii. 301.
8hcriff'e oourt, in London, iii. 80 jury, iii. 857.
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_peeial matter in evidence, ill 806. Stultifying one's self, ii. 291.
occupant, ii. 259. Subjection, civil, iv. 28.
plea, iii. 305. Submfeudation, ii. 91.
property, 1i. 391. Subornation of perjury, iv. 137.
session, iv. 272. _ubpcvna ad tast,ficandum, iii. 369.
statute, i. 86. duce8 tecum, hi. 382.
tail, ii. 113. in equity, iii. 445.
verdict, iii. 377, iv. 361. its original, iii. 52.
warrant, iv. 291. Subscription of witnesses, iii. 378.

Specialty, debt by, ii. 465, iii. 155. Subscriptions, unlawful, iv. 117.
Specific legacies, ii. 512. Subsequent conditions, li. 154.

relief in equity, lii. 438. evidence, iii. 404, 454, 455.
Spiriting away men and children, iv. 219. Subsidies, ecclesiastical, i. 311.
Spiritual corporations, i. 470. lay, i. 308, 310, iv. 423.

court, iii. 61. on exports and imports, i. 315.
_piritualities, guardian of, i. 880. Subtraction of conjugal rights, iii. 94.
Spoliation, iii. 90. legacms, iii. 98.
8ponsio/udwialis, iii. 452. rents and services, iii. 230.
Springing uses, ii. 334. tithes, iii. 88, 102.
Squibs, iv. 168. Succession ab intestate, ii. 516.
Stabbing, iv. 193. to goods and chattels, ii. 430.
Stage-plays, iv. 167. the crown, i. 197, iv. 440.
Stake driven through the body, iv. 190. Suffrance, estate at, ii. 150.
Stamp-duties, i. 324. Suffrage, who entitled to, i. 171.
Stamping of deeds, il. 297, app. 3, 12, 13. Suggestion for prohibition, iii. 113.
Stamps, forging of, iv. 248. prosecution by, iv. 309.
Standard of coin, i. 278. Suicide, iv. 189.

weights and measures, i. 274, 275, iv. 275. Suit and service, ii. 54.
Stannary courts, iii. 79. at law, hi. 116.
Staple commodities, i. 315. in equity, iii. 442.
Starchamber, court of, i. 231, iii. 445, iv. 266, or witnesses, iiL 295, ii. app. 17.

310, 429, 433, 437. Summary convictions, iv. 280,
Starts, ii. 342, iv. 266. Summoners, iii. 279, ii. app. 14, 17, iii. app. 8,
Stated damages, iii. 435. 13.
Statham, i. 72. Summons, iii. 279, app. 5.
Statute, i. 85. I]efore conviction, iv. 282.

guardian by, i. 462. to parliament, i. 149, 150.
merchant, ii. 160, iv. 426. Sumptuary laws, iv. 170.
rolls, i. 182. Sunday no juridical day, iii. 278, 290
staple, ii. 160, iv. 428. Eulaersedeas, writ of, i. 853.

recognizance in nature of, ii. 160, 342, iv, Superseding commissions of bankrupt, il. 488
481. Superstitmus uses, information of, iii. 428.

Statutes of a corporation, i. 475. Supplemental bill in equity, iii. 448.
Staundforde, i. 72. Suppletory oath, lii. 870.
Stealing an heiress, iv. 208. Suppheamt, iv. 253.
Sterling, i. 278. Supplies, i. 308.
Steward, i. 427. Supremacy, iv. 430.

lord high, iii. 38. oath of, i. 368.
his court, iv. 261. refusing it, iv. 115.
in parliament, iv. 260, 263. Supreme magistrates, i. 146.
of the university, his court, iv. 277, power, i. 49, 146.

ef the household, iii. 38. Surcharge of common, iii. 237.
his court, ill. 76, iv. 276. Surplus of intestates' effects, ii. 514

Stint, common without, ii. 34, iii. 239. Sur-rebutter, iii. 310.
,Stzpulatio, lii. 291. Sur-rejoiuder, lb.
Stipulation in the admiralty court, iii. 108. Surrender, deed of, ii. 326.
8tirpes, distribution Ter, ii. 517 of bankrupt, ii. 481.

succession m, ii. 217. copyholds, ii. 365, 368.
Stocks for punishment, iv. 377. Surveyor of highways, i. 357.

of descent, male and female, ii. 234. Survivorship, ii. 183, app. 7.
Stolen goods, receiving, &c., iv. 132, 238. of things personal, ii. 899.

marriages, iv. 209. Suspension of habeas corTus act, L IN.
Stoppage, iii. 305. Sas per colt., iv. 408.
_Jtores, embezzling the king's, iv. 101. Swans, stealing of, ii. 894, iv. 236.
Strangers to a fine, ii. 856. Swearing, profane, iv. 59.
Striking in the king's palace or courts of justice, the peace, iv. 255.

iv. 125, 276. Sweinmote, court of, iii. 72.
_tudy of the law, its discouragements, L 31. Sycophants, iv. 236*.

uses, i. 6. Syngrapha, ii. 296
restrained in London, i. 24. Synods, i. 279.
why neglected in the universities, i. 16.
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Taft after possibility of issue extinct, ii. 124. Tippling, iv. 64.
female, H. 114. Tithes, i. 388, ii. 24.
general, li• 113, app. 6. cognizable m equity, hi. 437.
male, n• 114. of forest land, nL 48.
special, iL 113. original distmbuUon of, 1. 384.
tenant m, ii. 112. subtraction or, lil 88, 102.

Taking, felonious, iv. 230, 232. Tithing, 1. 115, iv. 411.
unlawful, lil. 145. Tithingman, i. 115, 356.

Tale, or count, iii. 293. Title ot acts of parhament, i. 183.
Tales d_ circ_mstant_Sus, iii. 865, app. 14, iv. 354. to lands, h• 195•

wmt of. ill. 364. pretended, selhng or buying, iv 136.
Tal_oms lex, _¢. 12. the crown, i. 190.
Talliage, 1. 311, iv. 419, 426. things personal, li. 400.
Tariff, i. ,13• Toleratmn, Iv. 52, 53, 440
Taxatmn by the house of commons, i. 168. Tolt, Writ of, hi. 34, 195, app. 1.
Taxes, i 140, 308, iv. 426, 439• Tongue, cutting out or dlsabhng, iv. 206, 20?

their annu.fl amount, i. 327, 333. Tonnage, i. 316, iv. 437.
Tailor, common, action against, hi• 165• Tonsura clerwahs, iv 367.
Techmeal words in indictments, iv. 306. Torts, actmus on, ifi• 117.
Tempcralit_es of bishops, their custody, i. 282, Torture, L 133, Iv. 325.

iv• 421. Tourn of the sheriff, iv• 273, 411, 424.
restitutmn, i. 380, iv. 421. Tout temTs Trust, ifi. 303.

Tenant, ii. 59. Town, i. 115.
to the pr_ciTe, ii. 359, 362. Trade, its progress in :England, iv. 419, 424

Tender of amends, iii. 16. 428, 431, 433, 439.
issue, ifi. 313. offences against, iv. 154.
money, i. 277, iii. 303. offensive, iv. 167.
oaths, i. 368, iv. 124. unlawful exercise of, i. 427, iv. 159.

plea of, lii. 303. Tradesmen, i. 407.
Tenement, ii. 16, 59. i actions against, iii. 165.

entailable, il. 113. Traitors, iL 499, iv. 75.
Tenemental lands, ii. 90. Transitory actions, id. 294.
Ten_ndum of a deed, H. 298, app. 1. Transportatmn, L 137, iv. 371, 377, 401.
Tenths, ecclesiastical, i. 284, iv. 107. returning from, iv. 132, 371.

temporal, i. 309. Traverse of indictment, iv. 351.
Tenure, disturbance of, ill. 242. offices, fii. 260.
Tenures, ancient, iL 59. plea, ifi. 313.

modern, iL 78. Treason, appeal of, iv. 314.
Term in law, essoign-day of, iii. 278. high, iv. 75, 428.

first day of, iii. 277. mlsprismn of, iv. 120.
original of, in. 275. petit, iv. 75, 203.
returhs of, iii. 277. trials in, iv. 351, 440.

of years, ii. 143, app. 3, 6, iv. 430. Treasurer, lord high, Hi. 38, 45, 56.
Terminum gui :pr_ter_$t, writ of entry ad, iiL 176, kHhng him, iv. 84.

183. Treasure-trove, i. 295.
Termor, ii. 142. concealment of, i. 297, iv. 121.
Terre-tenant, iL 91,328. Treatms, leagues, and alliances, i. 257
Test act, iv. 59, 439. Trebueket, iv. 168.
Testament, ii. 11, 12, 373, 489, 499, .v. 424, 430. Trees, destroying, iv. 245, 246.
Testamentary causes, iii. 95. stealing, iv• 233.

guatdlan, i. 462, ii. 88. Tresayle, m. 186.
jurisd_ctmn in equity, iii. 437. Trespass, costs m, ifi. 401.

spiritual courts, ill 97, iv. 421. or lands, ifi. 208, 209.
Testamento annexo, administration cam, ii. 504. tn_ case, action of, iii. 51. 122.
Testatum caT,as, iii. 283, app. 14. vi et arm,s, acUon of, hi. 120, 121, 12_
Teste of writs, i. 179, iii. 274, append. _vazsira. Trespassers, ab _mtm, m. 15.
Testes, proof of will per, ii. 508. Trial, iii. 330, iv. 342, 411.

trial Ter, m. 336. new, iii. 387, iv. 361,438
Theft, iv. 229. Triennial elections, i. 189, iv. 440.

its punishment, iv. 236 _, 420. parliaments, i. 153, iv. 437, 440.
Theft-bore, iv. 133, 363. Trinity, demal of, iv. 49.
Theodosian code, i. 81. Tmnoda necessitas, i. 263, 357. ii. 102.
Things personal, ii. 384. Triers, lords, iv. 262, 263

real, ii. 16. of jurors, iii. 363.
right of, ii. 1. TriThcatio, iii. 310.

Threatemng letters, iv. 187, 144. Trithing, i. 117.
Threats, iii. 120. Triverbial days, iii. 425.

of accusation to extort money, iv. 137. Trover and conversion, action of, iii. 162,4 11
Timber, ii. 281. 363.

trees, steahng, iv. 233 Truce, breakers of, iv. 69.
destroying, iv. 246. conservators, ib
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Trusts, ii. 336, app. _, 6. Vert, venison, and covert, injuries to, fii_ 71
where cognizable, iii. 431, 439. Vested legacy, ii. 513.

Tub-man, in the exchequer, iiL 28. remainder, ii. 168.
Tumultuous petitioning, i. 143, iv. 147. Iret_tum hafnium, hi. 149.
Turbary, common of, ii. 34. Vicar, i. 387.
Turnips, stealing, iv. 233. Vicarages, when established, i. 387, iv 428
Turnpikes, destroying of, iv. 144. Vicarial tithes, i. 387.
Tutor, i. 306, 453, 460. Vice-admiralty courts, iii. 69.
Twelve tables, laws of, i. 80. Vicinage, common because of, iL
Two witnesses, when necessary, iiL 870, iv. V¢cmeto, jury de, iii. 359, 385.

356. Vicontiel writs, iii. 238.

Tyranny, i. 126, 133. I V_dames, i. 403.
i View by jurors, iii. 299, 358.

Ubiquity of the king, i. 270. of frankplodge, iv. 273.
Udal right, is. 45. i Vlll, i. 115.
Umpire, iii. 16. Villein, iL 92, iv. 420.
Unanimity of juries, iii. 376, iv. 414. in gross, ii. 93.
Uncertainty of the law, iii. 825. regardant, lb.
_,rneorepr_st, lii. 303. services, ii. 61.
Undersherlff, i. 345. socage, ii. 61, 98.
Underwood, stealing, iv. 233. Villenage, ii. 89, 92.
Union, articles of, i. 96. privileged, il. 98.

of Great Britain, i. 96, iv. 427, 440. pure, il. 61, 90.
Unities of joint estates, ii. 180. Villenous judgment, iv. 136.
Umversitatc_, i. 469. l_nculo matr_monii, divorce a, iii. 94.
University, i. 471. Viner, Mr., his institution, i. 27.

burgesses of, i. 174. Violating the queen, &c., i. 224, iv. 81.
chancellor of, his certificate, iii. 335. Vloient presumption, iii. 871.
courts of, in. 83, iv. 277. Vlrge, tenant by, il. 148.
right of, to popish advowsons, iii. 251. Virgin Mary, a ciwlian and canonist, L 21
study of the law in, i. 26. Viscount, 1. 898.

Unknown persons, larceny from, iv. 235 _, 359. Visitation-books of heralds iii. 10b
Uses, ii. 137, 271, 827, iii. 52, iv. 426, 429, 430. Visitor, i 480.

covenant to stand seised to, ii. 338. of civil corporations, lb.
deeds to lead or declare, ii. 389, 363, app. 9, colleges, i. 482.

10. hospitals, lb.
statute of, ii. 382, iv. 430. Vixn_, ill. 294, iv. 350.

Usurpation of advowson, iii. 242. Vwo va&o, estate in, ii. 157
franchises or offices, iii. 262. Voire d_re, oath of, ill. 332.

Usura mamtima, ii. 458. Voluntary escape, ill. 415, iv. 130
Usury, ii. 454, iv. 116, 158. jurisdiction, ifi. 66.
Usus fructus, ii. 327. manslaughter, iv. 191.
Uterinus frater, ii. 232. oaths, iv. 137.
littering false money, iv. 89, 99. waste, ii. 281.

Vouchee, in recoveries, il.358, app. 18.

Vacancy of the throne, i. 212, 214. Voucher, ill 300.
Vaearius, Roger, i. 18. in recoveries, ii. 358, app, 18.
Vacating records, iv. 128. Vulgariz purgatw, iv. 842.
Vacations, iii. 276.
Vadium mortuum, ii. 157. Wager of battel, iii. 837, 339, app 8, iv. _4_

vwum, ib. 418, 422, 424.
Vagabonds, iv. 169. law, iii. 341, iv. 414, 424.
Vagrants, lb. Wagering policies, iL 460.

harbouring them, lb. Wages of members of parliament, L 174
Valor benefldorum, i. 285. servants, i. 428.

maritagii, ii. 70, 88. Waifs, i. 297.
Valuable consideration, ii. 297. Wainage, iv. 379.
Valvasors, i. 403. Wales, i. 93, iv. 427, 431.
Vassal, ii. 53. courts of, iii. 77.
Venary, beasts of, ii. 415. part of England, i. 94.
Venire faunas, writ of, Hi. 352, app. 6, 10, iv. prince of, i. 225.

318, 851, app. 3. compassing and imagining hie death, i. 22_
trentre ,nspwiendo, writ de, i. 456. iv. 76.

aa mere, children in, i. 130. princess of, i. 225.
Venue, iii. 294. violating her, i. 225, iv. 81.

when changed, iii. 294, 384. Wandering soldiers and mariners, iv. 164.
Verberation, iii. 120. Want, iv. 31.
Verderors, iii. 71, 72. Wapentakes, i. tt6 * . --..
Verdict. iii. 377, app. 6, 11, iv. 860, app. 3, 4, 5. War and peace, right of m_kirg, i. 257.

false, iii. 402, iv. 140. articles o_, i. 415.
erge of the court, iii. 76, iv. 276. levying against the king, iv. 81.
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Ward by constables, &e., i. 356, iv. 292, 426. Witnesses, iik 869.
Wards and liveries, court of, ifi. 258. for pmsoners, iv. 359, 441.
Wardship in chivalry, ii. 67, iv. 418, 420, 421. tampering with, iv. 126.

copyholds, ii. 97. their expenses, ifi. 369, iv. 362.
socage, ii. 87. to deeds, 11. 307.

Warrant, i. 137, iv. 290. wills, il. 501.
of attorney, to confess judgment, ifi. 397. trial by, liz. 336.

Warrantia chart_e, ifi. 800. two, where necessary, iii. 870, iv. 356
Warranty of chattels personal, ii. 451. W_ttena-gemote, i. 148, iv. 412.

goods sold, iii. 166. Women, appeals by, iv. 424.
lands, ii. 300, app. 1, 15, 18. children, stealing or seduction of, iv. 209

Warren, beasts and fowls of, iL 38. guilty of clergyable felonies, iv 369.
robbery of, iv. 236. jury of, 11z.362, iv. 395.

in disguise, iv. 144. Woodmote. court of, ill. 71.
Waste, ft. 281, iii. 223. Wood-steahng, iv. 233.

how prevented in eqmty, iii. 438. Wool, &c, transpmtmg, iv 154, 428.
impeachment of, ii. 283. Words, acuon for, ill. 123.
lands, ii. 14, 90. costs m actions for, iii. 401.
writ of, iii. 227. treasonable, iv. 79.

Watch, i. 856, iv. 292, 426. Work-house, iv. 870.
Water, ii. 14, 18. Worthiest of blood, ii. 218.
Watermen overloading their boats, iv. 192. Wounding, iii. 121, iv. 216.
Water-ordeal, iv. 842. Wreck, l. 291, iL 14, iii. 106, iv. 285.
Ways, ii. 85. Writ, ill. 272.

and means, committee of, i. 808. close, il. 346.
disturbance of, iii. 241. of election to parliament, i. 178.

Weights and measures, i. 274, iv. 275, 424. peerage, i. 400.
false, iv. 157. patent, ii. 346.

Weregild, iv. 188, 818, 418. Writs, forms of, iii. 51, 183, 278, iv. 427.
Wells, property in, ii. 5. Writing of a deed, ii. 297.
West-Saxon-lage, i. 65, iv. 412. treason by, iv. 80.
Whales, property of, i. 222. Writings, stealing of, iv. 284.
Wharfs, i. 264. Written conveyances, ii. 297.
Whipping, iv. 872, 877 evidence, in. 867.
White rents, ii. 48. Wrongs, i. 122.
Whole blood, ii. 227. private, ifi. 2.
Widow's chamber, ii. 518. public, iv. 1.
Wife, i. 483.

battery of, iii. 140. Year, ii. 140.
Will, defect of, iv. 20. and day, in appeals of death, iv. 815

estates at, ii. 145. continual claim, iii. 175.
of the lord, ii. 95, 147. eopyhold forfeiture, ii. 284.
vicious, iv. 21. estrays, i. 298.

Wills and testaments, iL 11, 12, 378, 489, 499, fines, ii. 854.
iv. 424, 480. murder, iv. 197, 306.

Winchester measure, L 274. wrecks, i. 292.
Window-tax, i. 825. day and waste, ii. 252, iv. 885
Wine, adulteration of, iv. 162. Year-books, i. 72.

licenses, i. 289. Years, estates for, ii. 140.
Witchcraft, iv. 60, 486. Yeomen, i. 406.
Withdrawing from allegiance, iv. 87 York, custom of the province of, ii 518
Withernam, ii, 129, 149, 413.
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